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| “Spanish” with: oe | - 
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Part 2 of this volume was prepared under the direct supervision of = 

the late S. Everett Gleason, former Editor of Foreign Relations, and __ 

of William M. Franklin, former Director of the Historical Office, = : 

_ Herbert A. Fine and (at a later: stage) Paul Claussen compiled 

| part 2. Ruth M. Worthing provided editorial and research assistance. 

The editors acknowledge with appreciation the assistance provided _ 

| them by the historians of the Department of Defense, including the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff, and by the Harry S. Truman Library, Inde- | 

pendence, Missouri. They are also grateful for the cooperation of the | 

National Security Council, the Department of Defense, and the Cen- 

tral Intelligence Agency, which concurred in the declassification of | 

various papers for release herein. ene BO 

"he technical editing was done by Helen V. Gilbert of the Publish- 

ing and Reproduction Division, headed by Willard-M. McLaughlin. | 

The index for part 2 was prepared by Francis C. Prescott. 

—— Part 1, released in August 1975 as Department of State publication = 

8802, includes documentation on South Asia and Africa as well as on 

multilateral relations in the Near East and on Egypt, Iran, Traq, and © 

GaudiArabia, st” | 

| es et a Freprick AANDAHL 

Acting Derector, Historical Office | 

| a - Bureau of Public Affairs | 

_ PreNcIpLES FOR THE COMPILATION AND Eprving OF et” 

Oo — “Fornign RELations” ee _ 

| The principles which guide the compilation and editing of & oreign | 

ss Relations are stated in Department of State Regulation 2 FAM 1850 : 

a of June 15, 1961, a revision of the order approved on March 26, 1925, 

by Mr. Frank B. Kellogg, then Secretary of State. The text of the — 

| regulation, as further amended, is printedbelow: 

| 1350 Documentary Recorp oF AmERICAN DIPLOMACY | 

1851 Scope of Documentation — | | 

- The publication Foreign Relations of the United States constitutes 

the official record of the ‘foreign policy of the United States. These 

volumes include, subject to necessary security considerations, all docu- 

{It —
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Iv | _ PREFACE | a | 

- ments needed to give a comprehensive record of the major foreign — policy decisions within the range of the Department of State’s respon- _ Sibilities, together with appropriate materials concerning the facts which contributed to the formulation of policies. When further ma- | _ terial is needed to supplement the documentation in the Department’s files for a proper understanding of the relevant policies of the United __ Btates, such papers should be obtained ‘from other Government agehciés: Soa de re 

7 1352 — Editorial Preparation. . - Co a oe 
«The basic documentary diplomatic record to be printed in Foreign | Relations of the United States is edited by the Historical Office, Bu- | reau of Public Affairs of the Department of State. The editing of the _ : record is guided by the principles of historical obj ectivity. There may be no alteration of the text, no deletions without indicating where in | the text the deletion is made, and no omission of facts which were of major importance in reaching a decision. N othing may be omitted for _ the purpose of concealing or glossing over what might be regarded by : Some as a defect of policy. However, certain omissions of documents are permissible for the following reasons: __ SO CO 
-..@:To avoid: publication of Inatters which would tend to impede 7 | tt... current diplomatic negotiations or other business, Dee “6. To condense the record and avoid repetition of needless details. = , ¢ ‘To preserve the confidence reposed in the Department by indi- oe “°<- ‘viduals and by foreign governments. - a “.-d.To avoid giving needless offense: to other nationalities or . 

e. To eliminate personal opinions presented in despatches and not — | acted upon by the Department. To this consideration there is — | . . one qualification—in connection with major decisions it is | Bs desirable, where possible, to show the alternative presented to __&  the'Department before the decision was made. _ - | 
1853 Clearance = mo | | a 

To obtain appropriate clearances of material to be published in — Foreign Relations of the Onited States, the Historical Office : 

. a Refers to the appropriate policy offices of the Department and - “<. of other agencies of the Government such papers as appear to : po require policy clearance, Bo Po Srey eo | _ 'b..Refers to. the appropriate foreign governments. requests for | « « *. permission to print as part of the diplomatic correspondence of ‘the United States’ those previously unpublished documents = which were originated by the foreign governments, ==
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INTRODUCTION ists 
| | Score or Coversce Be oo 

- Part 2 of this volume presents documentation on the interest and — 
policies of the United States with respect to the Palestine question 
and the creation of the state of Israel during the year 1948. It begins | 
in the aftermath of the resolution adopted by the United Nations 

General Assembly on November 29, 1947, on the future government 
of Palestine, which provided for the partition of the area into sepa- 
rate Arab and Jewish states bound together by a system of economic _ 
union, with an international area for Jerusalem. Major subjects in the __ 

| early months of 1948 which are documented in part 2 are United States 
exchanges with Arab and Jewish leaders and other interested powers 
at the United Nations and at world capitals, consideration of the 
problem of enforcing the partition resolution, the reports of the United 
Nations Palestine Commission, the United States proposal in the Secu- 
rity Council in March for the establishment of a temporary trusteeship 
for Palestine, and the convening of the Second Special Session of the _ 
General Assembly in April. Also presented in the early portion of _ | 
this part are documents regarding the attitude of the United States 

toward the continuation of fighting in Palestine, the interest of the 
United States in the achievement of a cessation of hostilities, and sup- 

port for the Security Council Truce Commission and for the appoint- | 

_ ment of a United Nations Mediator in Palestine. | | 
: _ Part 2 continues with papers concerning the events of May 14and 

after: The expiration of the British mandate for Palestine, the procla- 
mation of the independence of the state of Israel, the extension by the | 

United States of de facto recognition to the Provisional Government 
of Israel, and the entry of Arab forces into Palestine. Documentation | 

js included.on United States bilateral relations with Israel, including 
the exchange of special representatives and Israel’s request for mili- 

tary and financial aid. Documentation is also included on the United | 

| States position with. respect to the various truce resolutions adopted : 

by the Security Council; the recommendations of the United Nations | 
Mediator and, following his assassination, the work of the Acting | 

- Mediator; and the question of arrangements for the city of Jerusalem. 
Papers are’also presented on the consideration of the Palestine ques- 
tion at the Third Regular Session of the General Assembly which  __ 
opened'at Paris on September 21, 1948, and lasted until December 12.
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_. These considerations included the Mediator’s report, assistance to 
Palestine refugees, and the establishment of the Palestine Conciliation _ 
Commission. The volume and the year 1948 conclude with the entry 

| _ of Israeli forces into Egyptian territory and the Security Council’s 
resolution of December 29 calling for a permanent armistice in all 
sectorsof Palestine. = 8 8 = fe a 

| The editors have attempted to account for all major United States. _ 
_ policy decisions with respect to Palestine and Israel in the year 1948 

oe and to include as many examples as possible within the limits of space: | 
| of political reporting by United States missions on which these deci- _ 

_ sions were based. The texts of various categories of papers dealing 
7 with overlapping aspects of the Palestine situation are printed in one | 

oo chronological sequence, and include telegrams, airgrams, instruc. __ 
tions, and despatches to and from United States missions; notes ex- 

| changed with foreign heads of government and diplomatic representa- 
| __ tives; correspondence of the President, Secretary of State, and Sec- 

retary of Defense; memoranda, position papers, and analytical papers __ 
_ prepared by the President’s immediate advisers and by the National 

Security Council, Department of State, and. Central: Intelligence: | 
_ Agency; and memoranda of conversations with Arab and Jewish _ 

— leaders and representatives of interested states. Where documents con- 
| cerning significant situations, events, meetings, or exchanges of cor- 

respondence were not available, editorial notes have been provided to: 
set forth what is known from available official or unofficial sources. 
The texts of a number of documents which are relevant but of sec- 

| . ondary. importance have been summarized In footnotes and editorial _ 
notes sy | re . So 

| Sources — ee es 

_ In view of the strong interest in the Palestine question and the 
creation of the state of Israel on the part of President Truman and 

_ his advisers, as well as the involvement of executive agencies other __ 
| than the Department of State, the editors have made. extensive use 

of appropriate files outside the Department of State in order to make 
the record herein presented as complete as possible. The papers printed 
in part 2 of this volume, except for a few items reprinted from pub- 
lished sources, were drawn from the following files and collections of — 
Officialand private papers: == © / ee he 

= Oo | A. INSIDE THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

1. Indexed Central Files. Papers in the indexed Central Files of the 
Department for the year 1948, now located in the National Archives. 

_ Building in the custody of the National Archives and Records Service, 
are indicated by a decimal file number in the headnote. A few docu-
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ments or copies of documents originally in the unindexed files of offices 4 

of the Department or in retired “lot files” (numbers 2 through 7, infra ) - 

have been indexed and deposited in the Central Files. 
| 

| 2, 8/S—NSC Files, Lot 63 D 351. Serial master file of National Secu- 

rity Council documents and correspondence and related Department 

of State memoranda, as maintained by the Executive Secretariat of the | 

Department of State. — ee : 

eeu 3 PPS Files, Lot 64 D 663. Master file of documents, drafts, records 

of meetings, memoranda, and related correspondence for the years 

1947-1953 of the Policy Planning Staff. 
oe 

| 4. 10 Files. Master files of the Reference and Documents Section of 

‘the Bureau of International Organization Affairs, Department of 

State 
OO | ee 

. «5. USUN Files. Files of the United States Mission to the United 

Nation. aon Ee 

«6, L Files. Files of the Office of the Legal Adviser, ee 

| 4” News Division Files. Files of the former News Division, includ- | 

ing memoranda of the press conferences of the Secretary of State, 

1935-1955. oo re 

| 3 London Embassy Files. The Gles for the year 1948 of the Ameri- | 

can Embassy at London, now located at the Federal.-Records Center, 

| Suitland, Maryland. BO | ne | 

| 9, Paris Embassy Files. The files for the year 1948 of the American | 

| Embassy at Paris, now. located at the Federal Records Center, Suit- 

| Jand, Maryland... SO a | an 

B. OUTSIDE THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE, oo 

1. Truman Papers. The papers of President Harry S. Truman in the 

| Harry S. Truman Library at Independence, Missouri. Although the | 

“Truman Papers were not entirely processed and open for research at | 

a the time this:volume was prepared, the editors have included the most | 

| important and relevant papers concerning Palestine and Israel in 1948 

from those that were available. | oe oe 8 

; 9. Clifford Papers. ‘The papers of Clark M. Clifford, Special Coun- 

| gel to President Truman, in the Harry S. Truman Library, Independ- 

ence,Missouri. 
a os 7 

fo 3, Elsey Papers. The papers of George M. Elsey, Assistant to Clark , 

M. Clifford, in the Harry S Truman Library, Independence, Missouri. 
| 

{ 4# orrestal Papers. The papers of Secretary of Defense James For- 

, restal, in the Princeton University Library, Princeton, New Jersey. 

5, Murphy Files. ‘The files of Charles 5. Murphy, Administrative a 

: Assistant to President Truman, in the Harry S, Truman Library, 

- ‘Independence, Missourl. Oo | | | 

6, GLA Files. Files of the Central Intelligence Agency. |
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Xi | INTRODUCTION | | 
|. Department of De fense Files. Files of the Office of the Secretary | of Defense for the year 1948, now in the Nationa] Archives, - | In addition the editors consulted but did not include:material from | the papers of Philip G. J éessup:and Francis B. Sayre in the Library of Congress, and the papers of. Warren: R. Austin in the. Library of the University ofVermont.. PO gS | The editors also interviewed or corresponded with Clark M: Clifford, _. George M. Elsey, Loy W. Henderson, Robert M. McClintock, and Dean 

| | | Pusuisnep Worms 
_ Much authoritative information is to be found in unofficial accounts by those who participated in the events covered by part 2 of this volume, or by authors who. later interviewed those participants. In | view of the occasional incompleteness of the official record on some  - | | aspects of the events of 1948 in-the Near East, the editors have made use of: such unofficial publications and have cited them. for factual | Information which was noted as being specifically supplementary to, | or at variance with, the official record. The Department of State as- _ Sumes no responsibility for the aceuracy of fact, or-interpretation in these unoficial publications... he iA he ee | : _ In addition to the Foreign Relations of the United States volumes, _ the Department of State Bulletin, and published documents of the United Nations, the official and unofficial publications listed below: were found to be of particular value in the preparation of part 2. Other publications consulted by the editors. are identified in editorial notes os | and footnotes. oes | Oo 

Ian J. Bickerton, “President Truman’s Recognition of Israel”, American Jewish, Historical Quarterly, December 1968 er ee ar | Jonathan Daniels, The Man of Independence. (Philadelphia 2 OS. B. Lippincott Company, 1950), aa ee a _ John Foster Dulles, War or Peace (N ew York : Phe Macmillan’ Company, 1950) Dan Kurzman, Genesis 1948: The First Arab-Israeli War (NewYork: World , Publishing Company, 1970) Oe ge a Trygve Lie, In the Cause of Peace (New, York : The Macmillan Company, 1954) James G. McDonald, My Mission to Israel, 1948-1951 (New York: Simon and. Schuster, 1951) Oe at TEER he | Walter Millis ( ed.), The Forrestal Diaries (N ew York: The Viking’ Press, 1951)- Bernard Postal and Henry W. Levy,’ And the. Hills: Shouted: for Joy: The Day _ Israel Was Born (New York: David. McKay Company, 1973). ee Public Papers of the. Presidents of the United States: Harry 8. Truman, 1948 _ (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1964) aM Bh | Moshe Sharett, Be-Shw’ar ha Umot [At the Threshold of Statehood] (Tel Aviy : : Am Ovid,1958) Oe ee en eee ed John Snetsinger, Truman, the Jewish Vote, and the Creation of Israel ( Stanford: a Hoover Institution Press, 1974) | os ek Harry S. Truman, Memoirs, vol. 2: Years of Trial and H ope ( Garden City, N.Y. : | Doubleday.1956) = = =. | . 7 : : |
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| | INTRODUCTION 7 | xI | 

Margaret Truman, Harry 8. Truman (New York : William Morrow and Company, 

1973) 
' | | 

. ~ United States Senate, Committee on Foreign Relations, A Decade of American oC 

_ Foreign Policy: Basic Documents, 1941-49, Senate Doc. 128, 8ist Cong., ist 

a Sess. (Washington : U.S. Government Printing Office, 1950) : | 

Chaim Weizmann, Trial and Error: The Autobiography of Chaim Weizmann | 

| (New York : Harper & Brothers, 1949) 
- ' 

| 
|
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS | 

a Eprror’s NOTE —This list does not include standard abbreviations in common a 

 cugage; unusual abbreviations of rare occurrence which are clarified at appropriate » 

| points; and those abbreviations and contractions which, although uncommon, — 

gre understandable from the context. 
| 

A-A, Assistant Secretary of State for CC, Conciliation Commission (for 

. Political Affairs (Armour) Palestine) | Ca 

| AA, anti-aircraft a | CEEC, Committee for European Eico- . 

AAUN, American Association for the . nomic Cooperation _ , 

United Nations — 
CFP, Compagnie Francaise des P-.troles 

AGP, Arab Government of Palestine CG, Consulate General SO 

| (at Gaza) 
CIA, Central Intelligence Agency 

| AHC, Arab Higher Commitiee CICR, International Committee of the 

 AHE, Arab Higher (Committee) Red Cross © 

- Executive | | CINC, Commander in Chief 

AIOC, Anglo-Iranian Oil Company  eirtel, circular telegram OC 

: AIT, Anglo-Iraqi Treaty (1948) _CNO, Chief of Naval Operations _ | 

AL, Arab League . re CO, Commanding Officer 

AL, Arab Legion (Transjordan) 
. Comkas, series indicator for telegrams 

. Amcross, American Red Cross) — from the United States Represent- 

-AmExp, American Export Lines | ative on the United Nations Com- 

Aminco, American Independent Oil mission for India and Pakistan : 

: | Company — . . COMMIN, Indian Delegation to the 

- AMMIA, American Military Mission United Nations Commission on — 

with the Iranian Army - | India and Pakistan .._ 7 

AMVat, series indicator for telegrams Contel, Consulate telegram 

iL from the American Mission at the CP, Division of Commercial Policy, | 

: - Vatican | Department of State oo 

\ AP, Associated Press _ EPS, Communist parties 

Aramco, Arabian American Oil CRL, Consolidated Refineries, Ltd. 

: | Company : | CRO, Commonwealth Relations Office 

: ARMISH, American Military Mission (British) CT 

: with the Iranian Army 
: CRYPTO, military message indicator 

| ATC, Air Transport Command 
| CSGID, Ground Intelligence Divi- 

BC, Division of British Common— sion, Gerieral Staff, Office of the — 

1 | wealth Affairs, Department. of Chief of Staff, : United States. 

| State . _ | Army | _ 

Black, series indicator for certain DA, Division of Dependent . Area . 

po telegrams sent by the White — Affairs, Department of State _ 

; ‘House to the Department of State Del, Delegation, Delegate 
_ 

i Blue, series indicator for certain Delga, series indicator for telegrams — 

telegrams sent. by the — White from the United States Delega-. 

House tothe Department of State _ tion at the United Nations 

i BMEO, British Middle, Bast Office General Assembly = 

CAA, Civil Aeronautics Administration 
Depcirtel, Department of State cir- 

CAB, Civil Aeronautics Board _ cular telegram — oe | 

| So oe | | xi



XIV ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 7 | 
| Depintel, Department of State circular GOC, General Officer Commanding | information telegram Le GOI, Government of India oe Deptel, Department of State telegram GOP, Government of Pakistan — Deptreftel, Department of State ref- GTI, Division of Greek, Turkish, and - | erence telegram. os. Tranian - Affairs, Department of | 

dipcorps, diplomatic COrTpS ie State = 
| 

| DP, displaced person a HE, His Excellency | | | DRN, Division of Research for Near — HMG, His Majesty’s Government  —s_— ‘... East and Africa, Department of - HQ, Headquarters ee | State es | ARH, His Royal Highness eS E, Office of the Assistant Secretary of SO, Highest staf officer es “State for Economic Affairs “Hydel, Hyderabad delegation  —s_— a EAD, External Affairs Department _IC, Interim Committee of the General “"" Undia) 
___ Assembly of the United N ations | ECA, Economic Cooperation Adminis- “ICEF, Internationa] Children’s Emer- 

tration» Pa Eth . gency Fund i | 
ECME, Economic Commission for the “ICS, International Court of Justice _ Middle East (United N ations) ICRC, Internationa] Committee of the __ ~ ECOSOC, Economic and Social Coun- _ Red Cross) | | 

-. Gil of the United Nations _ INA, Indian Army > : | ED, Division of Investment and Eco- —_ INDel, Indian Delegation nomic Development, Department infotel, information telegram __ a of State = IO, Reference and Documents Section, Emdesp, Embassy despatch: i. Bureau of International Organiza- “Embtel, Embassy telegram | tion Affairs, Department of State | 
“ERP, European Recovery Program IPC, Iraq Petroleum Company, Ltd. -EUCOM, European Command, United IR, International Resources Division, “States Army — Sn SESS ‘Department of State «ts “EUR, | Office’ of European Affairs, IRC, International Red Cross _ ae “’ 'Department of State es TRO, International Refugee Organiza- FAO, Food and Agriculture Organi- tion oe 

| . wation 
IS, Division of International Security | ‘FBI, Federal Bureau ‘of Investigation, ~ ° Affairs, Department of State _ : Department of Justice ve ITO, International Trade Organiza- FLC, Foreign Liquidation Commis- —_ tion Be 

| _> sioner, Department of State IZL, Irgun Zvai Leumi oe “FN, Division - of Financial Affairs, JA, Jewish Agency for Palestine — a _ Department of State ‘SCS, Joint Chiefs of Staff ee | “FO; Foreign Office Sg JTA, Jewish Telegraphic Agency “FonOff, Foreign Office I Kascom, series indicator for telegrams ‘FoSec, Foreign Secretary - to the United States Representa- | “FSO, Foreign Service Officer - “tive on the United Nations Com- GA, General Assembly of the United mission for India and Pakistan | ““- Nations  - es ns L (Le), Office of the Legal Adviser, a GADel, General Assembly Delegation ~ "Department of State | 
| (United States), also Gadel, series L/P (Le/P), Assistant Legal Adviser | 

“indicator for telegrams to the “for Political Affairs (Snow), De- | United States Delegation at the ~ > partment of State es | “ “~ United Nations General Assembly MA, Military Attaché ; also series indi- GATT, General Agreement on Tariffs cator for telegrams from Military | | ‘and Trade . ees “<“<A'ttachés to the War Department | GAUN, General Assembly of the — Martel, series indicator for telegrams United Nations | | from Secretary of State Marshall GMT, Greenwich Mean Time while away from Washington |



mr 

| | os ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS | | XV 

MD, Munitions Division, Department reftel, reference telegram = = 

of State = remytel, regarding my telegram | 

ME, Middle Hast. reurtel, regarding your telegram — | 

Mistel, Mission telegram RIAF, Royal Indian Air Force © | 

mytel, my. telegram ae RSFSR, Russian Socialist: Federated 

_ NE, Division of Near Hastern Affairs, ‘Soviet Republic. oe 

Department of State;;also Near S/, designation for documents issued 

- Eastern or Near East. by the Security Council oe 

NEA, Office of Near. Eastern and S/P, Policy Planning Staff, -Depart- | 

African - Affairs, Department of ment of State a 

State 7 S/P.V., Plenary verbatim records of 

- NEDC, Near East Development Cor- the Security Council oe | 

. poration ss aa S/S, Executive Secretariat, ..Depart- 

niact, night action, communications - mentof State 6. oe 

ss indicator requiring» attention by SAG, Saudi Arabian Government | 

| the recipient at any hour of the SC, Security Council of the: United | 

NME, National Military. Establish- SCTC, United Nations Security Coun+ 

ment ee — cil Truce Commission ...: > y 

: NSC, National Security Council SD, Shipping Division, Department of - 

NWEP, North-West Frontier Province State Oo : oe 

OF D, Office of Financial and Develop- Sec. Gen., Secretary-General © 

| ment Policy, Department of State SGUN, Secretary-General of the 

OIE, Office of Information and Edu- United Nations | | 

cational Exchange, Department SOA, Division of South Asian Affairs, : 

| of State = -- Department of State — - 

- OIR/GE, Special. Adviser on Geog- —Socony, Standard Oil Company of 

| | raphy in the Office of Intelligence } New York . -_ — : 

Research, D epartment of State SPA, Office of Special Political Affairs, 

| | Sian a ae } Department.of State | | 

| PA, Plebiscite Administrator (Kash- 
oo. 

, mir boundary question) SWNCC, State-War-Navy Coordinat- | 

PAK, Pakistan | ing Committee oe | 

, ae , SYG, Secretary-General 

PCG, Provisional Councils of Govern- : SD yee: 

: . Tapline, Trans-Arabian Pipeline Com- | 

ment (Palestine) . pany “— : 

PCIRO, Preparat ory Commission for TC, United Nations Security Council | 

the International Refugee Orga- . oe 

|  nigation 
Truce Commission 

| PD, Passport Division, Department of TC, Noa eséP Council of the United | 

| 
ations | | 

oe State  Teln ‘es indicator for tel . a 

PED, Petroleum Division, Depart- elmar, series indicator 10T (een 

, - to Secretary of State Marshall 

ment of State . | 

| while away from Washington | 

| PG, Persian Gulf 
, a 

as | TJ, Transjordan 

PGI, Provisional Government of Israel 
| 

, 7 . TS, Top Secret | . 

PM, Prime Minister | | | . : 

. TVA, Tennessee Valley Authority . - 7 

| PPS, designation for documents by  q, qnder Secret § State (L 

the Policy Planning Staff, Depart- » Ce cere ary of State ( ovett) | 

| ment of State - UKDel, United Kingdom Delegatior _ | 

PriMin, Prime Minister | UKUN, United Kingdom Delegation _ 

RAF, Royal Air Force (British) at the United Nations ee 

—-RC, Red Cross | UNA, Office of United Nations Affairs 

reDeptel, regarding Department of Department of State oe 

- ‘State telegram UNCIP, United Nations Commissior | 

|  reEmbtel, regarding Embassy telegram for India and Pakistan — |
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| UNESCO, United Nations Educa- urtel, your telegram | tional, Scientific and Cultural USAF, United States Air Force Organization a | USDel, United States Delegation _ | _. UNGA, United Nations General As- USG, United States Governmertt sembly oe USGADel, United States Delegation UNICEF, United Nations Interna- at the. United Nations General tional Children’s Emergency Fund oo Assembly oe | mo oe UNMis, United States Mission at the USIE, United States Information and United Nations — ; Pe _ Educational. Exchange Program | UNO, United Nations Organization USMC, United States Marine Corps UNS, Division of International Se- USUN, United States Mission at the | curity Affairs, Department of United Nations ee a State = > phe 7 WARX, series indicator for telegrams. | UNSC, United Nations Security - sent overseas by the Department Council © oo - of the Army or by Army Head- __ UNSCOB, United Nations Special quarters, Washington = Committee on the Balkans - Weeka, weekly, inter-agency, sum- __ | UNSCOP,' United Nations Special _ mary analysis from United States _ | Committee on Palestine diplomatic missions | UNTC, United Nations Security Truce White, series indicator for certain tele- Commission OO grams sent by the Department of _ UP, United Press . State to the White House = | urdes, your despatch) WHO, World Health Organization
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INTEREST OF THE UNITED STATES IN THE ARAB-ISRAELI CON- . | 
TROVERSY OVER THE FUTURE STATUS OF PALESTINE; THE ISSUE | . | 

AT THE UNITED NATIONS;* CREATION OF THE STATE OF ISRAEL; | 
| ENTRY OF ARAB FORCES INTO PALESTINE | oo 

- 867N.01/1+548 | - , | | 

ss Lhe British Embassy to the Department of State — | | 

| TOP SECRET | | | ee 
G2/-/40 oe : , | 

Oo — oe MeEmorANDUM | Oo | 

During a conversation between Mr. Bevin? and Mr. Marshall in : 
_ London on the 17th December,? Mr. Bevin said that the reactions of : 

_ the Arab Governments to the recommendations of the United Nations | 
on Palestine * had been worse than he had expected, in spite of the | 
efforts which were being made by British representatives in the Arab | 
states to bring the Governments concerned to a more reasonable frame  ~— ff 
of mind. Mr. Bevin added that he was proposing to see Arab repre- sf 
sentatives in London, one by one, in order to steady them. The British | 
Government feared that the situation in the Middle East might get 

_ out of control and seriously endanger the U.S. and British position © 
there, which could only benefit the Soviet Union. ~ | | ae 

2. In amplification of Mr. Bevin’s remarks, and in the spirit of the 
recent conversations on the Middle East between United States and 
United Kingdom representatives,’ the following summary is provided, 
for the strictly confidential information-of the State Department, of oF 

+ Continued from Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, pp. 999-1228. | a 
“Ernest Bevin, British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. _ 7 q 

- 8 For British memorandum of this conversation, see Foreign Relations, 1947,, F . vol. v,p.1812. 0° | oe E 
“On November 29, 1947 the General Assembly had adopted Resolution 181 (IT): : 

recommending the partition of Palestine into Arab and Jewish states; for the | ae 
text of the Resolution, see the appendix, p. 1709. | | E 
Two maps illustrating the boundaries proposed in Resolution 181 (II) are | q 

. reproduced facing p. 1730. They are respectively entitled “Palestine—Plan of Par-. - E 
tition with Economic Union” (United Nations Map No. 108 (b), November 1947) ; | ) and “City of Jerusalem—Boundaries Proposed” (United Nations Map No. 104,. , 
November 1947). | | a | : 

°For documentation on Anglo-American talks in October 1947 concerning the. F 
Middle East and the Eastern Mediterranean, see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v,, - E 
pp. 485 ff. ee ee ae . : |  *- 

| 3 no4 Tas | | BBB : 598-594—76——2 | ;
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the views on Palestine which have in the last few weeks been expressed | 

to British officials by Arab representatives in the countries concerned. _ 
a These views were mostly elicited in conversations at which British 
oe representatives informed the Arab Governments in general terms of | 

British plans for withdrawal from Palestine and urged that Arab _- 

| leaders should take no action which might. render the British task © 

more difficult. The following were the main points which emerged. _ 

: _ (a) All the Arab representatives were willing to give an assurance 
_ that they would avoid action of any kind likely to bring them into 

conflict with the British Government during the period of with- 
drawal; but it is clear that it would be dangerous to make any assump- __ 
tion that Arab opposition to partition is mainly wild talk. coe 

- (6) The Arab Governments do not believe that they can restrain — 
their nationals from volunteering for service in Palestine. This was 

| mentioned, for example, by the Egyptian Minister of Foreign Affairs, : 
| by the Acting Prime Minister of Iraq, by Riad Sulh (Lebanon), by 

Jamil Mardam (Syria), and by Samir Pasha (Transjordan).* 
| (¢c) There is much concern whether restraint is also being urged no 

-. upon the Jews. This was mentioned, for example, by the Egyptian __ 
| Minister of Foreign Affairs and by Yusef Yasin? (Saudi Arabia). 

This concern is likely to be increased as a result of the recent disturb- __ 
ances in Palestine in which Arab casualties have been somewhat larger 

| than Jewish casualties, = oe : | | | | 
_ (d) Considerable bitterness was expressed against the British Gov- 
ernment for having adopted a neutral attitude in New York,® and 
more especially against the United States Government for their more : 
positive stand in favour of partition. Such criticism of the American 

| attitude, which was sometimes stated in terms of general references 
| to “dollar diplomacy” and of the consequent need for friendship 

| specifically with Britain, may in part have been actuated by a desire — 
oe to play off Britain against the United States. rr 

- (e) It is clear that any attempt to provide for mutual defence ar- _ 
_- rangements in the Middle East is likely to meet with great difficulties. = 

Riad Sulh, for example, urged that the whole Middle East was chang- _ 
ing and that the time had surely come for the British Government to  —«_— 
consolidate their friendship with the Arabs. The British Govern- _ 
ment’s treaties with Iraq and Egypt® were under consideration for. 

- revision, and what use could that with Transjordan be, if Palestine 
were lost? He considered that the British Government should come to 
some agreement with the Arabs as a whole and, as it were, capitalise 
their good will. He deplored any idea that Anglo-Arab relations oo 

, should be exposed to too great a strain, through what would seem to  —™ 
, the Arabs to be British support for partition, and he asserted that his 

sentiments were shared byallother Arabs 

*The three persons mentioned were Prime Ministers of their respective ' | 
countries. , . | . . SO 

* Acting Foreign Minister of Saudi Arabia. On : 
® At the United Nations. | : a 
° See Part 1 of this volume, pp. 202 ff. and editorial note, p. 85.
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+ 8, There are other indications, such as that mentioned in the fol- | 
lowing paragraph, that there is a general desire for some kind of — | 

| formal understanding with Great Britain, without which Arab 

leaders fear that the situation may get out of hand. No Arab repre- | 
sentative has yet stated in concrete terms what kind of a lead was | 
required; their plea was in the form of: “Cannot you do something 
‘to help us?” | oe a oe : 

4. That this situation may have a bearing on one concrete and very — | 
‘important interest of the British Government (and of the United = | 
‘States ‘Government)—namely a revised Anglo-Iraqi treaty—is indi- 4 

ated by the remarks of Tahsin Qadri, Master of Ceremonies at the 
Palace in Baghdad, which reflected the deep feeling shown in earlier 

| conversations by Saleh Jabr?° and Nuri.t He said that for the past I 
thirty years the British had been able to give a line which the Iraqi  & 
“Government had been able to follow with advantage to both countries, : 
‘and he could not understand why they should now give the Iraqis no i 

guidance at all except to keep calm. If the British would only give a | 
line, moderate men would support the Regent and the Government in iF 

guiding the policy of Iraq. But without any word from the British __ 
_ the situation would go from bad to worse. The enemies of the Regent  E 

and of Great Britain would be able to say that the only result ofa | 
thirty years’ alliance was that, if only passively, the British were oF 
foisting Jews on the Arab world. The pressure on any Iraqi Govern-. 
ment would be so great that the most desperate and dangerous steps «| 
would be taken, with disastrous effects on Anglo-Iraqi relations. The —s._ | 
situation could not be held, Qadri concluded, unless the British came =—S f 
forward with concrete suggestions which showed that they really | 
were prepared to help the Arabs. The danger to our tréaty negotia- sf 

7 tions, which this situation represents, needs no emphasis and it is = tK 
evident that this depth of feeling is shared by other Arab leaders. 

| 5. There are a few other items of information which have a bearing 
on this question. The Transjordan Government is still interested in | 
securing for itself the Arab portion of Palestine and appears to have | 

. some hope of doing a deal with the Jews. It doesnot want troopsfrom = f[ 
other Arab States to pass through its territory, but it may cooperate _ ] 

| to some extent with the other members of the Arab League as a result | 

of their recent meeting. At this meeting, according to confidential in- 
formation received by the British Government, it appears that quotas 

- were agreed upon for the proportion of arms to be supplied by each | 
member. But no decision was reached on the quota of volunteers, the : 
actual number of which it was not felt possible to determine. The | 
activities of the volunteers are to be controlled by Ismail Sawfat, who F 
would be released from the Iraqi Army for this purpose, and there | 

| ™ Nuri as-Said, Iraqi political leader and many times Prime Minister. © == =————<—Ssti‘~@S
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_ are to be local commanders in Palestine. But it was generally agreed __ 
that the open use of Arab armies against the Jews, even after the 

_ termination of the Mandate, was not practicable at present, . 
_ 6. The remarks of Riad Sulh, as well as those of Tahsin Qadri, | 
clearly indicate the effect which the Palestine problem may have upon 

| future plans in the Middle East, even though the British Government 
continue to follow the course already marked out in the statements — 
made by British representatives at Lake Success. They also clearly 
reveal the great obstacles which will for some time be set in the 

| way of concerted Anglo-American action in the Middle East. It was 
| agreed in the recent talks that Palestine presented special problems. | 

But these Arab reactions again demonstrate that this issue will not 
only cause a further deterioration in the British position, but may well 

| frustrate all plans for Anglo-American support throughout the area. 
- 7. In the view of the British Government, the situation which is 

now developing over Palestine thus represents a grave threat to the 
position of both countries in the Middle East. While the British Gov- 

| ernment will in no way obstruct the execution of the decisions taken 
| by the United Nations, they intend to do their utmost to preserve their _ 

position and influence in that area. In so doing they are working for — 
| ends which both Governments have decided, at the highest level, to — 

7 be in their respective interests. They have already asked the Arab _ 
Governments to avoid precipitate action and to restrain their nationals, 
But counsels of patience should be offered, not to one side, but to both. 

| 8. The British Government are sure that the United States Govern- _ 
| ment realise the dangers to which attention has been drawn. They are _ 

| sure, too, that the United States Government realise the need for the 
-. most careful handling of this most difficult problem and the need for | 

viewing it against the wider international background, if all the efforts _ 
which. have just been made are not to be in vain. They would therefore 
be grateful to learn whether the United States Government would be 

| prepared to. speak to the Jewish Agency in terms parallel to those of _ 
the British representations to the Arabs.” _ eee 

9, It is the hope of the British Government that, as a result of this | 
information, given frankly and in the spirit of the recent talks, the’ 
United States Government will share their view that it would be dan- 
gerous to underrate Arab resentment. The British Government believe - 

it to be most urgent that, in the common interest of both countries, all | 
possible steps should be taken by the United States Government, not. | 

only to reassure the Arabs, but also to persuade.the Jews, even though - 
it means the exercise by the latter of considerable restraint, to make 
good in deeds their words of friendship to the Arabs. | | 

| Wasurneton, dth January, 1948. ae 

Marginal notation by Loy W. Henderson, Director of the Office of Near | 
_ Eastern and African Affairs: “We are doing so on every appropriate occasion.”
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| 501.BB Palestine/1-648 | - | yo a | | : 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Fraser Wilkins of the Dwision | | 
a of Near Eastern Affairs © , 

RESTRICTED | oe - [Wasuineton,] J anuary 6, 1948. 

Participants: Mr. Epstein, Jewish Agency ? | 
Mr. Eban, Jewish Agency oo iE 
Mr. Henderson, NEA _ | re | : 
Mr. Rusk, SPA? pees 7 | 

0 Mr, Merriam,NE?® , Co OE 
Me Wilkin, NE 

_ Mr. Epstein and Mr. Eban called on Mr. Henderson, Mr. Rusk and | 
| Mr. Merriam separately today: for the purpose of reporting current = | 

- developments with regard to Palestine and eliciting the further sup- f 
port of the United States Government in implementation of the revent | 

__UN recommendation. to partition Palestine i 4 
~ Mr. Eban said that he had accompanied UNSCOP during its in- ; 
vestigation last summer and that more recently had been acting as a 

| liaison officer for the Jewish Agency with the UN in New York. Mr. | 
_ Eban pointed out that the Jewish Agency was particularly concerned : 

with two aspects of the UN recommendation at the present time: (1) | 
immigration; (2). security. Mr. Eban said that the Jewish Agency. _ : 

| hoped that the British -authorities would be able to provide a seaport. — 
by February 1‘ in order that immigration might commence at once” 

__. but that unless the UN Commission was able successfully. to negotiate Ff 
_ with British authorities, it. did not appear that immigration would — | ; 

_ take placeassoonashoped. = | 
With regard to security, Mr. Eban expressed the view that two | 

matters might be considered ‘under this heading: (1) action by the 
Security Council; (2) action by the militia authorized inthe UN 
recommendation. With regard .to the first; Mr. Eban recalled that the _ | 

| American representatives at: the UN had remarked during recent UN | 
consideration of the Palestine problem that the U.S. would play its 
part. For this reason, Major Eban hoped that the United States would 4 

_ support such action relating to security as the Security Council might &F 
_ deem it appropriate to take. Mr. Eban said that he understood the 

_*Eliahu Epstein, Director of the Washington Office of the Jewish Agency for _ : 
Palestine. = oo | Oo SO : 
*Dean Rusk, Director of the Office of Special Political Affairs. - o£ * Gordon P. Merriam, Chief of the Division of Near Eastern Affairs. | - Og 
*The partition resolution of the General. Assembly had provided that “The  .  - 4 mandatory Power shall use its best endeavours to ensure that an area situated — | 3 in the territory of the Jewish State, including a seaport and hinterland adequate | - to provide facilities for a substantial immigration, shall be evacuated at the | : 

GREEN Papi date and in any event not later tha 1 Febroary 1048" (Appen- |
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. Syrian representative and the Polish representative on the Security — 

| Council might raise the Palestine question as a threat to international 

| peace and security and observed that this might be appropriate time 

for the U.S. Government to make known its views. With regard to _ 
militia forces in each of the proposed states in Palestine, Mr. Eban | 

said that he hoped that the members of he UN including the United 

States would be in a position to arm and equip these forces. Major 

Eban said that at the present time, the Haganah, which would be the 
armed militia in the proposed Jewish State, was adequately manned 

—_ but poorly equipped and that it was essential that supplies be obtained. 

| Mr. Eban expressed the view that current newspaper reports and 
information.being received from Palestine indicated that the Arabs 

| hoped the UN recommendation to partition Palestine would not be 7 

implemented and that the Jews feared no action would be taken to 

put it into effect. Mr. Eban thought that this basic approach tothe 

- problemon the part of the Arabs and Jews was one of the major 

factors in. the present situation and expressed the belief that strong 

support by the U.S. for partition in the Security Council and the 
provision of equipment for the Jewish militia would indicate Ameri- 

‘can determination and would thus have a stabilizing effect on the 
| sSituationin Palestine = 

a ~ Mr. Henderson said that he had been following recent developments 

in Palestine closely and was very much concerned with the type of — 

| - incidents which were now taking place in Palestine. Mr. Henderson 

| recalled the recent attack at the Consolidated Refinery in Haifa in | 

which Jews bombed Arabs and Arabs in reprisal killed some 30 to 40 _ 

| Jews in spite of the fact that both Jews and Arabs had worked in 

harmony previously, Mr. Henderson pointed out that a continuation = 

of terroristic activities which resulted in the killing of innocent people 

would have a brutalizing effect and would cause many to have serious © 

doubts as to whether either the Arabs or the Jews were sufficiently _ 

mature to govern themselves. Mr. Henderson asked Mr. Epstein and 

Mr. Eban whether they thought the issuance of a statement by the — 

UN or possibly by.the US deploring such activities and pointing out 

the inevitable consequences would have a salutary effect. Both Mr. 

| Epstein and Mr. Eban were of the opinion that the issuance of a state-_ 

ment of this type would be helpful and said that, as far as the Jews 

| were concerned, they were making every effort to conduct themselves a 

| with, restraint. Mr. Epstein stressed the fact that the Jews were ae 

desirous of acting in accordance. with the UN recommendation and _ 

hoped thatthe UN would support theiractivities = me 

Mr. Rusk remarked in reply to Mr. Eban’s statements regarding . 

immigration and security that he believed the establishment of a 

| modus vivendi between the Jews and the Arabs was the most impor- 

tant question for consideration at this time since all other matters:
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were of necessity corollary to it. Mr. Eban said that he agreed but that | 
| it was essential that actual steps be taken regarding the commence- | 

_ ‘ment of immigration and the establishment of security forces in ad- 
vance ofthe departure of the British from Palestine. Mr. Rusk said he | 

- understood the members of the UN Commission had now been ap- | 
pointed and that it would meet on J anuary 9 or 10, and that he hoped | | 
that the Jews would shortly initiate conversation with the Commis- | 
sion, the British authorities and the Arabs. Mr. Rusk said the suc. —S 
cessful implementation of the UN recommendation hinged on the © 
working out of details with these three groups. Mr: Rusk said that ' 

| he stressed this aspect of the situation because he believed that Mr. | 
_ Epstein and Mr. Eban were well aware of the many legal difficulties = ff 

attendant on further consideration of the Palestine problem in the Se- : 
curity Council. Mr. Rusk said that, for this reason, it was extremely F 
important that both the Jews and the Arabs should attempt to settle F 

__ the problems with regard to Palestine as well as they could by them- _ ‘ 
selves and should only fall back on UN action as a last resort, © : 

Mr, Epstein and Mr. Eban expressed their appreciation for the - ; 
| various views expressed and said that Mr. Shertok ® was returning — 

to the US from Palestine via London toward the end of this week and 
that he would undoubtedly call at the Department for the purpose 
of presenting further information with regard to current develop- | 

-mentsinPalestine = © (RSI ps8 

° Moshe Shertok, Head of the Political Department of the Jewish Agency. 

867N.01/1-748: Telegram ee rr earns | | 
_ Lhe Ambassador in Egypt (Tuck) to the Secretary of State | 

TOP SECRET ae -—. Catro, January 7, 1948—1 p. m. | j 
21.. Was received in audience by King yesterday afternoon and with . | 

help’ of carefully prepared notes conveyed to him informally and 
orally purport your confidential verbatim telegram 1695 of Decem- F 

ber 26,5 peme rs | 
- Farouk listened attentively to points as I developed them and then, | 
with reference to expressed hope that Egypt would set example in | 
restraint, stated there was nothing that he could do, even if he wanted oF 
to, to prevail upon other Arab states to curb their proposed action or _ 

_ to influence their attitude. Arab countries, he said, had made firm | 
_ decision and they intended to carry it out. He added that tenor of my + 

remarks reminded him strangely[s¢rongly?] of what late President | 
Roosevelt had'said to him on same subject at time of their meeting on Et 

| iKing Farouk of Egypt, | 
_ Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v,p.1819.
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canal in 1945.° He qualified my remarks as “very optimistic” astothe 

| future particularly in connection with the expressed belief that | 

acquiescence on part of Arab states in UNGA decision on Palestine 

would remove'that area as disturbing influence in international affairs. | 

_ He showed interest in the reasons given for US Government sup- 

port of partition and in assurance that no undue pressure was brought 
upon other countries by US governmental officials responsible to 
executive.‘ This latter assurance, he added, was contrary to reliable — 

information which he had previously obtained. | 

| I am forced to the conclusion that our arguments failed to con- 

vince him and have in no way changed his views.* : 

, “?¥For docimentation on the conversations between President Roosevelt and 
| the monarchs of Egypt; Ethiopia, and Saudi Arabia at Great Bitter Lake, Egypt, 

in February 1945, see Foreign Relations, 1945, vol. vitt, pp. 1 ff. _ | - | 
 *On January 12, Prince Faisal, the Saudi Arabian Minister for Foreign Affairs, 

handed to Minister Childs a message to the United States Government. from — 
| _ King Abéul ‘Aziz ibn Saud. He then stated that “His Majesty believes US policy 

_ -. prejudicial both. Arabs and US and against their mutual interests. His Majesty — 
sincerely desires maintain existing friendly relations between Saudi Arabian | 

Government and US Government and this motive: had inspired His: Majesty to — 

communicate once again with his friends and endeavor further to. persuade the 

_— US Government to reconsider its position ‘in this question, in hope US Government 

: would attentively listen to its sincere friend.” (Telegram 14, January 13, noon, | 

- from Jidda,.501.BB Palestine/1-1348) |. ae . co ye 

. ' - The King’s message, in the form of an undated memorandum, was transmitted | 

by Jidda in telegram 15, January 13,3 p. m., not printed. == . oe 

- —  dittorial Note — oor 

| The United Nations Palestine Commission, established under the 

General Assembly resolution of November 29, 1947, consisted of rep- 

sy resentativés of Bolivia, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Panama, and the 

~~ Philippines, with Karel Lisicky of Czechoslovakia serving as Chair- _ 

man and: Ralph.J. Bunche of the United States as Secretary. The © 

Commission held its first meeting on January 9,1948,and unanimously 

adopted ‘a resolution callingon the Secretary-General of the United | 

Nations to invite the Mandatory Power, the Arab Higher Committee, 

and the Jewish Agency to designate representatives who would pro- — 

vide the Commission with authoritative information and other — 

assistance. . | oe | 

The Secretary-General, the same day, transmitted such invitations. = 

They were promptly accepted by the United Kingdom and the Jewish — 

Agency, which..designated Sir Alexander Cadogan, British Repre- 

sentative at the United Nations, and Moshe Shertok, respectively, as 

_ their representatives. The Arab Higher Committee, on January 19, 

oe telegraphically rejected the invitation, stating that 1t was “determined 

persist in rejection partition and in refusal recognize UNO resolution 

this respect and anything deriving therefrom.” (United Nations,



Official Records of the Security Council, Third Year, Special Supple- | 
— ment No. 2, hereinafter cited as SC, 8rd yr., Special Suppl. No. 2, : 

501.BB Palestine/1-1448 re | 

Memorandum by Mr. Robert M. McClintock* to the Director of the i 
Office of Special Political Affairs (Rusk) — eT 

SECRET - Ce [Wasuineton,] January 14, 1948. | 

Subject: The Problem of Enforcing Partition in Palestine. 
- The United States will presently be faced with a choice between _ if 
two courses of policy consequent upon its decision to favor the parti- 

| tion-of Palestine. One course is to support-enforcement measures by = — 
the Security Council of the United Nations; the other is to support | 
exclusive reliance on the Jewish and Arab militia which are to be es- 

_ . tablished under the terms of the Assembly’s resolution on Palestine tf 
adopted November 29,1947, es 

‘The adoption of either of these alternative policies will involve | 
injury to the interests of the United States in greater or lesser degree ' 
and to the United Nations in greater or lesser degree. It isa question — i 
then of sober judgment on balance which policy will’ most greatly | : 

| injure the interests of the United States. In an endeavor to analyze © 
| this problem I have worked out the following rough outline and have —_if 

- eome forth with a suggested line of policy which falls far short of | 
being satisfactory by any other standard than the fact that no line of | | 
policy applied to the present Palestine problem can prove satisfactory. { 

| ‘Pwo CoursEs . ; 

[Here follows outline of two courses. | - FT ; 

| IlI—Possible US policy. | a . ne : 

1. RefusaltoagreetoSC enforcement measures. —_ 
- 2, Stress GA recommendation that Jewish and Arab militia provide 

security forces in Palestine. | | oa | 
3. Inform Arabs that unless they cease hostilities weshallend arms 

embargo and permit recruitment, by Jewish militia only. | 
' 4, Inform Arabs that if they keep the peace we shall not, as a Gov- : 
ernment, provide Jewish State with more than strictly limited finan- | 
cial assistance. | | rn | 

5. Inform Jews that unless they keep the peace we shall deny them F 
| all hope of relaxing arms embargo and of economic or financial aid. - 

6. Seek creation by foregoing measures of an uneasy but actual : 
local balance of power which will give the Palestine partition experi- | 

mentafairchanceofbeingtried. BT 

3 Special Assistant to Mr. Rusk. a Oe SA a a |
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ne Editorial Note — SE Ba / 

_ According to Dan Kurzman’s Genesis 1948: The First Arab-Israeli 
War (New York, World Publishing Company, 1970), page 84, a 

“legal conference” was held early in January 1948 in Mr. Dean Rusk’s 

office to consider whether the United Nations was empowered to 

enforce the partition resolution of November 29, 1947. The confer- 

| ence was said to have been attended by Department of State officers 
and @ panel comprising Messrs. Alger Hiss, Joseph Johnson, and Leo 

a Pasvolsky, all of whom had previously filled positions of responsibility. 

in the Department. Mr. Kurzman asserts that the unanimous opinion 

of the panel was that the United Nations could not legally enforce 
_ the partition resolution as such but that it could use force against 

the Arabs should they sabotage partition by committing a breach’ of 
the peace, 0 

_ Mr. Kurzman states that, as an aftermath of the meeting; Mr. 

McClintock sent a telegram to Ambassador Warren R. Austin, United _ 

States Representative at the United Nations, instructing him to call — 
for a-special session of the General Assembly to deal with the Palestine 

| problem on the grounds that partition could not be legally enforced. 
The Editors have been unable to find in the files of the Department __ 

_. of State any documentary record to substantiate this account of events. 

| _ News Conference of President Truman on. January 15, 1948+ _ 

. Pee [Extracts]: | | | 

Q. Mr. President, do you think, in view of the Palestine situation, 
that AmericantroopsmightbesenttoPalestine? = = | 

The President. I do not. I have no further comment to make on — 
that. Probably in the long run we will have an international police | 
force with the United Nations plan, to which all of us are working. — 

|  @Q. Mr. President, could we go back to the question of Palestine? = 
Do you mean in the long run there would be an international police 
force in Palestine? | ne Le 

«The President. Not necessarily, Wherever it is necessary for the 
United Nations to useitandenforceitsmandates. = = = =. 

| + Reprinted from Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States: Harry 
_ 8S. Truman, 1948 (Washington, Government Printing Office, 1964), p. 101.
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en nae Editorial Note eee 

__ The Legal Adviser (Gross), in a memorandum of January 15, to_ 
Mr. Rusk, commented on a recommendation drafted by Mr. Rusk for 
the Under Secretary. The editors are unable to find Mr. Rusk’s — 
recommendation in the Department of State files. Mr. Gross’ memoran- 4 
dum, however, summarized the recommendation as follows: “In your ; 
draft memorandum the problem was considered of what.position the _ i 
United States should take in the Security Council of the United Na- | 
tions in the event that a member of the Council should move ‘to request 

| an advisory opinion from the International Court of Justice on the f 
legality of the action recently recommended by the General Assembly  & 

_ with respect to Palestine. The memorandum recommended that: the ; 
United States should support such a motion?” = ' 

After analyzing the advantages and disadvantages of the recom- a 
mendation, the Legal Adviser concluded : | a 

“(a@) The United States should not-support a motion in, Security I 
Council to refer any question on Palestine to the International Court ; 
° “(6) The United States should oppose reference to the Court of : 
any question on Palestine as a pre-condition to action by the Security = —_ f 
Council in carrying out its responsibilities for the maintenance of  &- 
international peace and security; the United. States should be prepared _ : 
to vote against a reference under such circumstances, after consulta- ; 
tion with other Security-Council members to ascertain that such nega- : 
tive vote would not constitute a unilateral United States veto;. 1 

_ __ “(e) The United States should oppose reference to the Court, by 
the Security Council, of any question not pertinent to a matter before ; 
the Council (¢.g., the general question whether the General Assembly  & 
had power to recommend a Palestine solution that did not have the ~ - : 

_ consent of the inhabitants of Palestine); again, the United States ' 
should be prepared to vote against such a reference provided. the  & 
negative vote did not result in 4 unilateral United States veto;-- - 
_“(d) In other cases of a motion in the Security Council to refer 
questions on. Palestine to the Court the United States should not sup- ; 

_ port a reference and should abstain from voting.” (501.BB Palestine/ = | 
11548) I 

‘867N.01/1-1648: Telegram = 

The Consul General at Jerusalem (Macatee) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET == | JzrusaLem, January 16, 1948—6 p.m. 

62. Emile Ghory of AHE, just returned from Cairo meeting with _ 
Mufti, informed official ConGen following: = = 8 = = | 

1. General national administration for whole Palestine will be_ 
_ established by Arabs on day British terminate mandate, Administra- : 

tion now being organized on basis Cairo press communique.) January. |
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9. Believes Abdullah! regardless private thoughts must accept 

Palestine Arab administration although admits possibility various — 

parts Palestine may be annexed to bordering states. The line is that 

| unimportant who takes over Palestine provided Palestine remains 
Arab. Preference is for unified Palestine state. | oo 

| [Here follow Mr. Ghory’s further thoughts, including the observa- 

tions that Arab attacks on Jewish settlements were “for demonstra- 

| tion, training and probing purposes” and that “Arms arriving 
increasing rate and young Arabs undergoing rigid training.”] 

Oo ee | a ‘Macatee 

: ~ 1 King of Transjordan. oo : 7 | | oe a 

501.BB. Palestine/1-1948 : Telegram | 7 oe Soe 

| The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to | 

the Secretary of State 

SECRET = = |. New Yors, January 19, 1948—1 p. m. 

6%. Palestine Commission report to SC on February 1 will probably 

charge UK with failure to observe provisions of GA resolution for | 

progressive withdrawal, and assert that under the conditions laid 

down by the British the Commission cannot proceed to Palestine, 

, Bunche, Secretary of Commission, said in conversation with member | 

| of USUN. | - | os Oe | 

| Cadogan’s recent ‘statement to the Commission set forth an exact — 

time table for British withdrawal. Informed Commission it could 
arrive in Palestine only two weeks before the British departure with _ 

all British Civil Service personnel. No British subjects would be sec- 

- - onded to the Arab or Jewish Governments and any British member 

of the Palestine Administrative Service accepting employment with 

new states would forfeit all pension, rights. UK held that to allow — 

British nationals to serve with new states would violate neutrality. 

— ‘Commission was bluntly warned that it must plan to recruit a civil 

- administration ready to take over when British left. Asked how that _ 

could be done in two weeks. Cadogan said he did not know. (mytel . 

. 59, January 17+). Bunche observed that “sheepishness” of Cadogan — 

was greatest in answering that question. __ OS 

__- Bunche believes that it will be impossible to govern Palestine unless 

some experienced top-level British administrators can continue with — 

‘both new states. Utilities, railroads and other essential services have 

mixed Arab and Jewish staffs, and few executives and supervisory 

personnel are available to replace top British civil servants, __ | 

- The Secretariat is preparing questions for Cadogan to answer at a — 

later session. Bunche says questions will be very sharp and designed to 

‘smoke out British implication that they will not cooperate with the | 

| “2 Not printed. = Be |
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~ Commission in any way. Answers to questions wil] determine tone and | 

. content of February 1 report to SC. Cr eB - 
_ [Here follow six paragraphs dealing with such matters asthe rela- 

_ tions among the Commission, top Secretariat officers and. British | 
specialists on Palestine, and compensation to be paid to Commission __ | 

- members.]) Se | 4 
_.. Bunche is a close friend of long standing of USUN officer to whom ; 

_ foregoing told. He has never appeared more upset or more concerned | I 
about a problem. He will draft the Commission’s February 1 report | : 

_ toSC, He considers the British position indefensible, that Commission : 
_ eannot operate under present British plans and would be better ad- | 

- vised to refuse to leave New York now than to attempt to implement : 
GA decision under impossible conditions. He has every intention of — i 

: urging Commission to expose British position in SC and demand that | 
__. showdown take place in New York before departure. He believes that | : 

| Commission shares his view. He wryly remarked that he hoped that | 
Department was actively formulating position for first week in Feb- 

_ Yuary discussion in SC although he had gained impression US had) 
_ false sense of security as regards its responsibilities in Palestine? of 

| 2 Ambassador Austin, on January 27, reported information from Mr. Bunche 4 
_ that the Palestine Commission report would not draw conclusions or. make &§ 

eharges. The Ambassador advised that “Despite previous indications that the : 
report would severely criticize the British attitude, the commission feels that . 

| the British should. have an opportunity to answer the questions recently put to 
Cadogan before any judgment is passed: Cadogan has said that some of the | .& 

/ _ answers had to be cleared at Cabinet level, and certain material gathered in — 4 
Palestine. Following receipt of these answers, the commission will send a special, o£ 

| confidential report to the SC on the Palestine security problem. | : 
However, the February 1 report will point out that-it is impossible to meet | 

the April 1 deadline for the establishment of provisional governments because : 
the UK will not allow the commission to arrive in Palestine until two weeks , E 
before the British leave.” (Telegram 97 from New York, 501.BB Palestine/1— : 
2748) Bt Sie pe _ | q 

PPS Files, Lot 64 D 568, Near and Middle East, 1947-1948 ra - | 

Memorandum by the Director of the Policy Planning Staff (Kennan) | 
. to the Secretary of State} ne . 

SECRET -- FWasuineron,] January 20, 1948. | 

_ On November’ 25, 1947 the National Security Council received a : 
report from the Secretary of the Army on the problem of Palestine 
with the request that it be considered by the National Security oF 

— Council? Lords en | 
_ At the meeting of the Consultants of the National Security Council ; 

__. on December 12, 1947,? it was agreed that the State Department should oF 
~* Addressed also to Under Secretary of State Lovett. — es . oo - 

* See editorial note, Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, p. 1288. mo | ]
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| prepare, on a priority basis, the initial draft. of a National Security — 
| Council report on the position of the United States with respect to, 

Palestine, taking into consideration U.S. security interests in the 

- Mediterranean and Near East areas and the recommendation of the - 

| UN General Assembly on the partition of Palestine... 

IT attach a paper * prepared in the Policy Planning Staff in response 
totheaboverequest. CT 

This paper has been prepared in close collaboration with Mr. 

' Henderson, and has his general approval. The tenor of the recom- 
mendations has also been discussed at length with Mr. Rusk, who has 
voiced no objection to their presentation by the Staff but has not. 

seen the final draft or committed himself toit,. 2 : 

| ‘We have not thought it wise to attempt to draw outside consultants 
into the preparation of this paper; but it has been seen by Ambassador 

a Grady ¢ and has his general approval. You may recall that Ambassador 
- Grady was alternate to Secretary of State Byrnes on the President’s 
Cabinet Committeeon Palestine = | OO 

- [recommend that the paper be approved as the Department’s initial 
position for further discussion in the National Security Council. : 

| ee ) Gzorce F. Kennan 

| oe cos - re . [Annex] os : me : | ; 

| Report by the Policy Planning Staff on Position of the United States 
With Respect to Palestine® " | 

| TOP secRET =s—i(<aié‘<‘iéiééw~—~~—©6v6. CLWasetneron,] January 19, 1948. 
PPS/19 00 
The Problem:. 1. To assess and appraise the position of the U.S. | 

with respect to Palestine, taking into consideration the security 
interests of the U.S. in the Mediterranean and Near East areas, ~ 
and in the light of the recommendation of the General Assembly _ 

..of the United Nations regarding the partition of Palestine.. 

_-—s«Q, Palestine occupies a geographic position of great strategic 
significance to the U.S. It is important for the control of the eastern 

| end of the Mediterranean and the Suez Canal. It is an outlet for the 

_ ‘Henry F. Grady, Ambassador to India: In June 1946, he had been appointed 
- -alternate for‘the Secretary ‘of State on the Cabinet Committee on Palestine and 

_ . "Related Problems ;.see footnote.78, Foreign Relations, 1946, vol. vo, p. 631. . 
“7! 8A marginal: notation: of: February 19, 1948, indicates that this paper was. 
returned to.the Policy Planning Staff with a note from Secretary Marshall that 
he had “personally outlined my position on this Palestine matter to Mr. Lovett. 
He can therefore act for me.” The editors have found no record of the Secre- 
tary’s position as outlined toMr. Lovett. =.= — . eS
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oil of the Middle East; which, in turn, is important to U.S. security. | 

_ Finally, it is the center of a number of major political cross-currents; 

and events in Palestine cannot help being reflected in a number of 7 

directions. For these reasons, and particularly in view of the Soviet 

pressure against the periphery of that area, and Soviet infiltration | 

“into! the area, it is important that political, economic, and social sta- 

bility be maintained there. = So ee feet 

Because of the present irreconcilable differences between. Arabs and - 

Jews in Palestine, great danger exists that the area may become the 

| source of serious unrest and instability which could be readily ex- 

ploited by the USSR unless a workable solution can be developed. - | 

-_-- 8, The UN General Assembly on November 29, 1947, recommended 

the partition of Palestine into separate Arab and Jewish sovereign 

states, substantially as proposed by the majority report of the UN 

Special Committee on Palestine. The partition plan provides for an : 

economic union of the two states, administered by a Joint Economic — 

- Board, and for the city of Jerusalem to be placed under international 

trusteeship. The mandate for Palestine would be terminated by Au- 

gust 1, 1948 and the newly created states and special regime for 

«Jerusalem would come into existence by October 1, 1948. Provision 

was made fora five-member UN Commission to take over progres- 

sively the administration of Palestine and to establish Provisional = 

—Councilsineach new state. a 

4, The boundaries of the proposed new Arab and Jewish statesdo 

not satisfy Zionist aspirations from either the political or the economic. 

viewpoint, and the whole plan of partition with economic union is 

totally unacceptable to the. Arabs. Although frequent reference has | 

been made to: “sacrifices” accepted in the interest of compromise, the 

partition plan was strongly supported by the Jewish Agency for 

- Palestine and by various Zionist organizations favoring the establish- 

| ment of a sovereign Jewish political state in Palestine. It did not, 

: however, have the support of the Irgun, the Revisionists or the Stern 

gang (the so-called leftist groups), whose influence among the Jews - 

of Palestine appears to be increasing, = SS | 

ce 5. The Arabs-of Palestine and the Arab states have uniformly and 3 

consistently maintained their unequivocal opposition to any form of | 

2 partition. "The Arabs of Palestine have indicated their determination 

i not to establish a separate government in the Arab area of Palestine 

| designated by the UN, and to boycott all activities of the UN Com-- 
| mission charged with the transfer of authority from the British to 

| the new Arab and Jewish states. Even if partition were economically 

\ feasible, the Arab attitude alone renders it improbable ‘that ‘any 

{| __—- economic union could be effected between the two new state.
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| The General Assembly, in adopting the recommendation for parti- 
tion, left unanswered certain questions regarding the legality of the = 

| plan ‘as well as the means for its implementation. Nor did the Gen- 
eral Assembly, in the circumstances prevailing at the time, have an ed 
Opportunity to explore the last minute announcement by the Arab : 
States on November 29 of their willingness to accept the principle of — | 
a Federal State in Palestine* which they had previously opposed. | 

_ There was no indication of any réal effort by the UN toward con- | 
ciliation between the Jews and the Arabs. — ae OOO ge | 

_- 6. The U.S. and USSR played leading roles in bringing about a 
| vote favorable to partition. Without U.S. leadership and the pres- | 

| _ sures which developed during UN consideration of the question, the . 
necessary two-thirds majority in the General Assembly could not have 
been obtained. From this there has grown a belief that the United | 

| _ States has a heavy responsibility for seeing that partition works. So 
- It has been shown that various unauthorized U.S. nationals and or- 7 

ganizations, including members of Congress, notably in the closing _ a 
days of the Assembly, brought pressure to bear on various foreign fe 
delegates and their respective home governments to. induce them to 
support the U.S. attitude on the Palestine question. Evidence to this 
effect 1s attached under Tab A.” So ee 

_ _@. The decision of the U.S. Government to support the UN Special | 
Committee’s majority plan was based primarily on the view, ex- - 

| pressed to the GA by Secretary Marshall on September 18 [27], 1947, | 
that “great weight” should be accorded the majority opinion of a 
UN Committee® rs _ 

| - 8, Strong nationalistic and religious feelings ‘were aroused'through- __ 
out the Arab world as a result of the UN. recommendation‘on Pales- 
tine. Widespread rioting has followed: In Palestine, the outbreaks 
have consisted of armed clashes between Arabs and Jews ; in certain a 

_ of the Arab states, there have been attacks on Jewish quarters and. . 
_ demonstrations directed primarily against the U.S. These manifesta- | 
_ tions of popular feeling have not so far represented organized Arab 

-_- resistance to partition, although a “jihad” (holy war) against the Jews | 
of Palestine has been proclaimed by Moslem leaders. in most of the | 
Arab states and has been joined by Christian leaders in Syria. 

9, As British forces are progressively withdrawn from Palestine | 
and _as'stéps’are‘taken with a view to implementing the UN decision, __ 

| organized large scale opposition by the Arabs is to be expected. Ir- 
regular military units are now being organized in Iraq, Syria, Egypt, : 

_ Transjordan and Saudi Arabia to fight in Palestine. There are.strong — 

, _ * See telegram 1274, December 1, 1947, from New York, Foreign Relations, 1947, — vol.y,p. 1298.0 ee = | -  “tNot printed ; for documentation on the subject of these pressures, See tbid., — : 

PF See stntement by the Secretary of State, ibid., p.1151. So
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- indications that at an appropriate moment at least some of these 
units will move into the Arab portion of Palestine as defined by 
the UN. That these forces will come into violent conflict with the | 

Haganah or other Jewish military bodies operating from the Jewish 
state is probable. 

10. In order to protect themselves and to secure the establishment 
of a Jewish state, Zionist representatives will seek armed support 
from the U.S., for without substantial external assistance the pro- 
posed Jewish state cannot be established or exist. This may take the 
form of an attempt (a) to obtain money, arms and volunteers in the 
U.S. and/or (6) to induce the U.S. Government to assist in organiz- 
ing an international armed force under the UN to enforce partition. 

11. The UN decision did not provide for outside armed forces to 
impose the partition scheme, either in maintaining law and order in 
the two new states or in affording protection to the five-member UN 
Commission which is to implement the decision. The UN Commission 
is almost certain to meet with armed Arab opposition in seeking to 
discharge its functions. Palestine police authorities have declined to 
assume responsibility for its safety outside of Tel-Aviv. There can be 
no assurance that in the present and foreseeable circumstances, local 
security forces will be able to maintain law and order; rather may 
their failure to do so be confidently predicted. 

12. The U.S. has suspended authorization for the export of arms, 
ammunition and other war material intended for use in Palestine or 
in neighboring countries.® If we resist pressure by the Zionists to alter 

this position, the question then arises whether we should send troops 
to Palestine as part of an international force under the UN. It may be 
assumed that the Soviet Union would, in certain circumstances, be 
prepared to contribute troops to such an international force. If the 
USSR should do so, it would be awkward for the U.S. to decline to 
take similar action. If Soviet troops are sent to Palestine, further 
opportunities would be provided for the exercise of Russian influence 
in the whole Near Eastern area. 

13. U.S. support of partition has already brought about loss of 
US. prestige and disillusionment among the Arabs and other neigh- 
boring peoples as to U.S. objectives and ideals. U.S. support of the 

principles of self-determination was a basic factor in the creation of 
the Arab states out of the Ottoman Empire after World War I. U.S. 
officials, missionaries, and educational institutions in the Near East 
have built successfully on this foundation, and U.S. businessmen have 
reaped the benefit of the widespread belief that the U.S. had no politi- 
cal motives 1n the area inimical to Arab welfare. 

® See telegram Telmar 42, December 6, 1947, to London, Foreign Relations, 1947, 
vol. Vv, p. 1800. 

598-594—76——8
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14. The position of Saudi Arabia in the Palestine question is of 
particular importance. King Ibn Saud values the friendship between 
his country and the U.S. and recognizes the significant financial aid 
to Saudi Arabia derived from oil royalties. He is reluctant to sever 
political and economic ties with the U.S. Nevertheless, he is under 
strong pressure from other Arab states to break with the U.S. Prince 

Faisal, his son and Foreign Minister, departed for Saudi Arabia from 
| the UN General Assembly in a bitterly anti-American mood and may 

give strength to a faction of less moderate elements which will force 
the King’s hand. Important U.S. oil concessions and air base rights — 
will be at stake in the event that an actively hostile Government should 
come into power in Saudi Arabia. 

15. In view of the evident determination of the Arabs to resist 
partition with all the means at their disposal, it may be anticipated 
that, if an attempt is made to carry out the UN decision (with or with- 
out U.S. assistance), the more moderate and intellectual leaders of the 

| Arab states, most of whom have ties with the west, will be swept out 
of power by irresponsible elements. Leaders such as Azzam Pasha, 
Secretary General of the Arab League, would be displaced by 
extremists such as the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem. Hatred of the 
Zionists or of those identified with Zionism might be extended to in- 
clude all westerners in direct proportion to the latter’s support of 
Zionist armies in general and of partition in particular. 

| 16. Any assistance the U.S. might give to the enforcement of parti- 
tion would result in deep-seated antagonism for the U.S. in many 
sections of the Moslem world over a period of many years and would 
lay us open to one or more of the following consequences: 

(a) Suspension or cancellation of valuable U.S. air base rights and 
commercial concessions, cessation of U.S. oil pipeline construction, and 
drastic curtailment of U.S. trade with that area. 

(0) Loss of our present access to the air, military and naval facili- 
ties enjoyed by the British in the area, with attendant repercus- 
Sions on our overall strategic position in the Middle East and 
Mediterranean. 

(c) Closing or boycotting of U.S. educational, religious and phil- 
anthropic institutions in the Near East, such as the American 
university at Beirut established in 1866 and the American University 
at Cairo. 
(@) Possible deaths, injuries and damages arising from acts of 

violence against individual U.S. citizens and interests established in 
the area. Official assurances of the Arab Governments to afford pro- 

| tection to U.S. interests could not be relied on because of the intensity 
of popular feeling. 

(e) A serious threat to the success of the Marshall Plan. The pres- 
ent oil production of the Middle East fields is approximately 800,000 
barrels a day. To meet Marshall Plan requirements, production must 
be raised to about 2,000,000 barrels a day, since no oil for Europe for 
this purpose could be provided from the U.S., from Venezuela, or



from the Far East. Before the current disturbances, U.S. oil com- | 
panies had made plans for the required development in the Middle 

| East, with which it will be impossible to proceed if the present situa- | 
tion continues. | | a 1 

| 17. The USSR stands to gain by the partition plan if it should | 
be implemented by force because of the opportunity thus afforded to 
the Russians to assist in “maintaining order” in Palestine. If Soviet. } 

forces should be introduced into Palestine for the purpose of imple- ) 
menting partition, Communist agents would have an excellent base F 
from which to extend their subversive activities, to disseminate propa- oF 
ganda, and to attempt to replace the present Arab governments by | | 
“democratic peoples’ governments”. The presence of Soviet forces in. 
Palestine would constitute an outflanking of our positions in Greece, | 
Turkey and Iran, and a potential threat to the stability of the entire ; 

_ Eastern Mediterranean area. | oe 
 --:18. It is not certain, however, that the USSR would choose to send - : 

_ its forces into Palestine. To do so would be to place those forcesin an 
exposed position, far from a base of supply, and without suitable | 

- Jines of communication. Rather than risk the enmity of the Arab _ : 
world by such action, the Soviet Union might prefer to have U.S.  &F 
forces bear the brunt of enforcement and incur the odium of the local i 
population and Moslems everywhere as a result. 7 - : 

| 19. Other choices are open to the USSR besides the furnishing of ] 

troops. Evidence is accumulating that the USSR may be covertly or : 
indirectly supplying arms not only to the Jews but to the Arabs, thus = j 
aggravating the friction in the Near East. From the Soviet viewpoint, | 
it might be preferable to exploit in this manner the explosive char- ; 
acter of the situation created by partition rather than to enter the | | 

| areainamilitarysense. © | OE 
| Whether or not Soviet forces should assist in implementing parti- § .— f 

tion, the UN decision is favorable to Soviet objectives of sowing dis- =F 
- gsention and discord in non-communist countries. The partition of | 

Palestine might afford the USSR a pretext on the basis of “self- - ft 
determination of minorities” to encourage the partition of areas in 
Iraq, Iran, Turkey and Greece, with a view to setting up separate | 4 

_ [Kurdish?] Azerbaijani, Armenian and Macedonian states enjoying — 
the support of the USSR. - | os - | 

All in all, there is no way of telling in exactly what manner the ; 
USSR will attempt to turn partition to its advantage. It must be as- ; 
sumed, however, that Moscow will actively endeavor to find some | 

means of exploiting the opportunity. | | a | 
20. Various other factors would enter into the situation if an at- ; 

tempt is made to enforce the UN recommendation. The foregoing is | 
intended merely to suggest the principal elements in the problem. So | 
numerous would be the ramifications of mounting Arab ill will, of ;
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opening the door to Soviet political or military penetration, and of — 
| generally chaotic conditions in Palestine and neighboring countries — 

that the whole structure of peace and security in the Near East and _ 

Mediterranean would be directly or indirectly affected with results _ 

: - 4mpossible to predict at this stage in detail but certainly injurious to 

U.S. interests. 2 . | 

- Conclusions oe | Oe 

4 . 21, As a result of U.S. sponsorship of UN action leading to the 

| - recommendation to partition Palestine, U.S. prestige in the Moslem _ 

| world has suffered a severe blow and U.S. strategic interests in the _ 

‘Mediterranean and Near East have been seriously prejudiced. Our 

vital interests in those areas will continue to be adversely affected to 

| the extent that we continue to support partition. | 

29. The original U.S. premise in supporting the partition of 

Palestine was founded on the belief that, with certain modifications in — 

| the majority proposals of the UN Special Committee on Palestine, a _ 

_ just and workable plan could be devised immediately which would 

receive broad international support, provided always that there was — 

cooperation between the parties concerned. A study of the present 

| plan raises serious doubts as to its workability because of the artificial 

| and arbitrary political subdivision of a complicated economic area. 

| Events have demonstrated that the Arab inhabitants of Palestine will 

not cooperate even to endeavor to make the partition plan work. There- 

fore, one of the major premises on which we originally supported 

partition has proved invalid. — a | 

93. The United States should not send armed forces to Palestine, 

either on a volunteer or contingent basis, for the following reasons: . 

(a) This would represent a political or military commitment of which | 

the dimensions, both in time and space, cannot be calculated or fore- 

seen and which might carry us into actions of a major character, out 

of all proportion to the foreign policy obj ectives involved; and (0) | 

| to do so would invite the possibility of the movement of Soviet armed _ 

forces to the strategic Near Eastern and Mediterranean area. Hor 

similar reasons, the U.S. should oppose the sending of armed forces 

ofany nationality to Palestine, oe —— 

- 94, While the governments in Arab countries have partially suc- 

| ceeded in restraining demonstrations against the Jews within their 

borders, in the case of open conflict major massacres of Jewsin Moslem 

countries would seem to be inevitable, despite efforts of the govern- 

ments of those countries to control popular feeling. Moreover, a basis 

would be provided for anti-J ewish agitation in other parts of the 

world. The process of assimilation or integration of the individual _ 

, Jew in the life of the country of which he is a citizen, which has been 

strongly advocated by World Jewry in the past, would be made more
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difficult and he would be singled out for attack as an alien political =| 

factor. In the U.S., the position of Jews would be gravely undermined - | 

| as it becomes evident to the public that in supporting a Jewish state in — | 

Palestine we were in fact supporting the extreme objectives of political 4 

Zionism, to the detriment of overall U.S. security interests. | 

95. Unless an effort is made to retrieve the situation, the prestige __ | 

of the UN itself will be at stake because of the notoriety and resent- =f. 

ment attendant upon the activities of U.S. pressure groups, including | | 

members of Congress, who sought to impose U.S. views as to partition 

on foreign delegations. Furthermore, the probable abstention by the | 
- Arab states from active participation in many UN activities may fur- E 

ther weaken the effectiveness of the UN and the U.S. position within _ ) 

the UN, as has Soviet abstention in certain other activities. — | ; 

96. The U.S. Government should face the fact that the partition | ; 

of Palestine cannot be implemented without the use of force, and that 4 

the U:S. would inevitably be called upon to supply a substantial por- 
tion of the money, troops and arms for this purpose. The British have | 

made it clear that they would not accept any role in the enforcement. 

of partition. No other nation except Russia could be expected to par- — | 

ticipate in such implementation to any appreciable extent. E 

26a. It must be concluded that the partition of Palestine will not 

be possible of attainment without outside assistance on a substantial ; 

scale. If the U.S. is determined to see the successful establishment ofa _ o£ 

_ Jewish state in Palestine (either as proposed or as may be geo; 
| oraphically modified because of Arab noncooperation in the proposed : 
economic union), the U.S. must be prepared to grant economic assist- 

-ance, together with aid to the Jewish authorities through the supply 
of arms, ammunition and implements of war. Ultimately the US. | 
might have to support the Jewish authorities by the use of naval units - 

and military forces. It should be clearly recognized that such assistance | 
given to the Jewish state, but withheld from the Arabs and the Arab | 

‘States, would in Arab eyes be a virtual declaration of war by the U.S. 

against the Arab world. It is improbable that the Jewish state could 

survive over any considerable period of time in the face of the com- 

bined assistance which would be forthcoming for the Arabs in Palestine © : 
_ from the Arab States, and in lesser measure from their Moslem neigh- 

bors. The preparations now being made for intensive guerrilla warfare — 
_by the approximately 400,000 Arabs resident in the proposed new 
Jewish state are alone giving rise to serious doubt as to whether the oe 

Jewish people in Palestine could themselves control the situation. 

Recommendations | - oo: oe 

27, We should take no further initiative in implementing or aiding _ 
partition. —_ oe | Oe EO |
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| 28. We should oppose sending armed forces into Palestine by the 

‘UN or any member thereof for the purpose of implementing partition. 
We should also oppose the recruitment of volunteers for this purpose. 

29. We should maintain and enforce our embargo on armsto Pales- 
| tine and neighboring countries. Sn oo 

| 80. We should endeavor as far as possible to spread responsibility 
: for the future handling of this question, and to divest ourselves of 

the imputation of international leadership in the search for a solution 
_ tothisproblem | | - a DC , a 

31. When and if the march of events has conclusively demonstrated 
that the effort to carry out the partition plan as prescribed by the UN 
General Assembly offers no reasonable prospect for success without | 

| _the use of outside armed force, we should then take the position that 
_ we have been obliged to conclude that it is impracticable and undesir- 

able for the international community to attempt to enforce any form 

| of partition in the absence of agreement between the parties, and that 
the matter should go back to the UN General Assembly. | 

_ 82. Thereafter, our position in the UN should be that we would _ 
cooperate loyally in working out and implementing any proposals 
designed (a) to encourage pacific settlement between the Palestine 

_ Arabs and Palestine Jews or (5) to investigate the possibilities of any 
other suggested solution such as a federal state or trusteeship, which 

| would not require outside armed force for implementation. —_ | 
_ 83. We should oppose referring to the International Court the ques- _ 

_ tion of the UN recommendation on Palestine on the grounds that the 
- fundamental issue, i.e. whether the two communities involved will 

cooperate to make the partition plan effective, is not a proper question 
| for the Court.° So : ee 

| * According to The Forrestal Diaries, edited by Walter Millis (New York, The _ 
Viking Press, 1951), p..860, Mr. Lovett showed PPS/19 to Secretary of Defense 
Forrestal on January 21. The latter was said to have expressed the view that 

: the United States was not committed to support the partition plan which was © 
- unworkable without the use of force; that it was against American interest to 

supply arms to the Jews while embargoing arms to the Arabs or to accept uni- 
lateral responsibility for carrying out the partition plan; and that the United — 
States should attempt to have the plan withdrawn as soon as possible. _ = 

501.BB Palestine/1-1948 : Telegram Bs — 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Representative 
, a at the United Nations (Austin) ea 

TOP SECRET - ‘Wasurneron, January 23, 1948—7 p.m. 
_ US URGENT = | 

: 9%, For Austin from Lovett. We are concerned at probable attitude _ 
of SC toward UK when Palestine Commission reports on Feb. 1, in 
light of your 67 Jan. 19. | OO | | -
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On Dec. 8 Ambassador Johnson? paraphrased text of Dept.’s 586, 

Dec. 3, 1 p. m.,? in a telephone conversation with Cadogan and stressed ; 

final paragraph this telegram. Please call immediately upon Cadogan a 

recalling this telephone conversation and say that we would feel 

| reassured in the attitude expressed in that telegram if more complete = | 

information were available indicating how UK has “furnished utmost _ 4 

facilities by way of advice and continuing cooperation to the Com- — ; 

mission from the moment of its creation.” : | | 

| You should frankly ask Cadogan what he has told the Commission _ 
and what plans in detail UK has suggested to the Commission. You 

should recall to Cadogan that in his telephone conversation with | 

Johnson he said that the idea of the Commission going to London was 
excellent. You may conclude the interview by saying that we are | 
sincerely desirous that the Commission have every opportunity of | 

successfully fulfilling its most arduous task, | ee 

Wb 1 Herschel V. Johnson, Acting United States Representative at the ‘United 
Nations. | ae oe | eo . . F 

2 Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v.p.1297%. ae | if | 

- 890D.00/1-1548 OC | a | - 

Memorandum Prepared in the Department of State ! 

SECRET | Oo / _ [Wasuineton, undated.*] 7 | 

Summary: Reports from the U.S. Mission at Damascus indicate | 
that Syria is the center of recruitment and training of the so-called _ | 

_ “iyregulars”, which are intended for infiltration over the Palestine — | 

border and subsequent guerilla work in Palestine. There is evidence 

that such forces have already proceeded across the border to a con- _ j 
| siderable extent. National forces do not appear to be directly involved. 4 

(1) Recruitment. Active recruiting of “irregulars” under Fawzi — | 

. Qawuaqji has been carried on in Syria. The total recruited by J an- / 

| uary 1, 1948 was estimated at approximately 16,000, although only a | 

small number actually were receiving instructions and uniforms. | 

(Damascus 436 of Dec. 20, 1947; Damascus 488 of Dec. 21, 19473 | 

’ Damascus 2 of Jan. 1, 1948.?) oo Cs | ) 

(2) Training. Syria appears to be the training center: for recruits ts 

from Palestine, Egypt and Iraq. The Liberation Army Chief of Staff = 
_ is reported to be Taha Hashimi and the Field Commander to be } 

Qawuaji. (Damascus 415 of Dec. 11, 1947.3) Two contingents of Iraqi | 

| volunteers arrived in Syria for training, totalling 800, and indications _ | 

1 Prepared, presumably, between J anuary 24 and January 26, 1948 = = | 

- *None printed... | PN 
— * Not printed. og RD ees See te
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are that more will follow. Syria presumably arms them. Supply ar- __ 
_ Yangements were embarrassed by the unexpectedly large number of 

such volunteers. (Damascus 24 of Jan. 12, 1948; Damascus 39 of __ 
| Jan. 19, 1948.*) SR i gisele te OE ei 

(3) Infiltration into Palestine. Sizeable bands of the volunteer “ir- 
: regulars” have crossed the border from Syria into Palestine 

(Damascus 4386 of Dec. 20, 1947; Damascus 489 of Dec. 22, 1947; 
Damascus 453 of Dec. 28, 1947.5) It was reported that a prominent 
Hama deputy, Akram Haurani, led a force into north Palestine in the | 

| last. week of December. (Damascus 7 of Jan. 3, 1948.°) Arabs re- _ 
| portedly dressed in Syrian Army uniforms fell back into Syria follow- 

ing night action about January 9, 1948. (Jerusalem.48 of January 12, 
| 1948—Kight[h] report for Army.) Emir Faour is:reported to have 

| _ stated that an attack of Fadl tribesmen across the Palestine frontier 
in the second week of January was made “under orders”, and [Syrian] 
Defense Minister Sharabati in a flat statement to American newsmen 
described the attack as a “screen”, under cover of which there is good 

reason to believe that approximately 600 Syrian-trained, equipped 
_ and transported “regular irregulars” moved across the border into | 

| Palestine. (Damascus 31 of January 15, 1948.°) aed 
| (4) Memminger” has suggested that the Department “might con- 

| _ sider cautioning the Syrian Government that its participation in — | 
| recruiting, arming, training, financing and transporting the ‘irreg- / 

| ulars’ to the frontier in Syrian army trucks is contrary to the word 
and spirit of the U.N. charter and the G.A. U.N. resolution on parti- 
tion.” (Damascus 31 of January 15,1948.) — anne 

‘Neither printed. __ | oe a | oe 
*None printed. = - a ee 
*Not printed. | oe : , a | 

| " Robert B. Memminger, the Chargé in Syria. bs Thee ve 

867N.01/2-648 BS | Pe 
| _ Memorandum by Mr. Dean Rusk* to the Under Secretary of State 

ee | . (Lovett) | oo 

TOP SECRET = ~~ =©[WasurineTon,] January 26, 1948. | 

| 1. The attached Policy Planning Staff Paper? recommends:a  __ 
_ reversal of the Palestine policy supported by the United States inthe  __ 

| recent General Assembly. A few minor suggestions of detail are con- — 
_ tained in Annex A® which might round out the paper on points of 

: *The name of the Office of Special Political Affairs was changed to the Office. 
of United Nations Affairs on January 21, 1948 (Departmental Announcement. : 

. 943). Mr. Rusk, however, was not formally designated Director of the new office 
| until January 28. | | | 

| *PPS/19, January 19, p. 545. a 
* Printed on p. 561. 7 | | a
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fact, although in general the paper appears to be accurate from the 

| factual point of view. an a | 

9. Obviously a major change in our Palestine policy would require | ; 

the approval of the President as well as of leading Members of Con- | 

gress. The Planning Staff Paper does not appear to be complete — | 

~ enough to serve as the basis for such reconsideration. Specifically, it | 

| would need to deal with the following questions which would in- ; 

-_ evitably arise at an early stage of any reconsideration: = | - | 

| (a). What events have occurred which create a “new situation” with | 

respect to the action taken by the General Assembly on Palestine? — ff 

‘Were not the considerations discussed in the attached paper known — : 

at the time of the decision to support the plan of the UNSCOP OF 

majority? At what point or points can it be reasonably concluded - 

that the situation in Palestine will render impossible the implementa- | 

| tion of the General Assembly resolution?» Sone a A 

- (b) What has been. done thus far by the Department of State, 

- either within or outside the United Nations, to increase the chances ' 

of success for the solution approved by us and by the General | 

Assembly? . | SO 

~~ (e) What steps could now be taken by the Department of State, — 

either within or outside the United Nations, to ensure maximum > i: 

opportunity for the: successful execution of the General Assembly an | 

recommendation on Palestine? Are such steps of such a serious char- — : 

acter as to require us to reconsider our Palestine policy as being pro- | : 

hibitively costly? = | a ; 

(d) If it is concluded that the recommendations of the General | 

Assembly resolution are unworkable, what alternative solution or | 

solutions should the United States support and what procedures must ; 

) be followed to bring about a change in our present commitments on | 

| Palestine? = | | Be | | | a oF 

 . 8, A “New Situation” ? Neither the United States nor the United | | 

.. Nations should consider political recommendations as sacrosanct, to | 

be pursued at all costs despite new or unforeseen conditions or the i 

disappointment of hopes and expectations upon which the initial | 

recommendations were based. On the other hand, the mere revival of | 

earlier objections does not state a “new situation”. It is suggested that 

a reconsideration of the Palestine problem would be justified by a | 

turn of events which either (a) clearly demonstrated the impossi- — | 

bility of continuing further with the present solution, or (0) clearly : 

| demonstrated that the costs of proceeding further with present policy 

are prohibitive and cut across more fundamental policies. a | : 

_ The following are samples of what might be considered a “new situa- : 

tion” with respect to the General Assembly resolution on Palestine: | 

(a) A refusal by the Mandatory Power to offer the degree of co- 

| operation essential to the success of the plan ; ee | | i 

(b) A refusal by the Security Council to accept the responsibilities | 
toward Palestine envisaged for it by the General Assembly resolution |
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| (it is very doubtful that there is a working majority of seven votes in _ 
the Council favoring partition).; | SC es 

_ (¢) An advisory opinion by the International Court of Justice that 
an important part of the Assembly resolution is illegal under the 
Charter ; eee eee 

| _ (ad) A refusal of Member Governments to provide the necessary 
| support for the international regime planned for the City of 

Jerusalem ; IS 7 oO Sn 
(e) A scale of civil war.inside the proposed Jewish state of Pal- 

estine which would be clearly beyond the capabilities of the new Jewish __ 
| Government to handle (there is serious doubt that there is legal au-  ¥ 

__ thority for the United Nations to impose a recommendation of the 
General Assembly by force upon the Arab inhabitants of the proposed 
Jewish state) ; _ ee ae 

- (f) A refusal by Member Governments to meet their obligations to | 
prevent aggressive acts by neighboring Arab States designed to frus- 

| trate the recommendations of the General Assembly (armed: inter- 
vention by the Arab States would clearly be aggression). | 

| It is doubtful that events have indicated as yet any “new situation” 
of the character which would itself justify a basic reconsideration of 

| the Assembly resolution. The most significant approaching date in 
this regard is April 1, 1948. If by that date there shall not have been. 
established in the proposed Jewish and Arab states the Provisional 
Councils of Government which, under the resolution, would take over — 

| authority from the United Nations Commission, the Security Council 
is called upon to consider the situation thus created. The importance —_— 

of this date has been underlined by the British plan to terminate the __ 
a mandate shortly thereafter, on May 15. It is entirely likely, therefore, 

that by mid-April the possibilities of proceeding with the execution | 

of the Assembly resolution will be greatly clarified. __ - 
4. Armed Interference with the General Assembly Resolution. The. 

| question of “enforcing” the General Assembly resolution on Palestine 
must be broken into component parts if the situation is to be accurately _ 

_ assessed. Armed interference in Palestine by the Arab States to pre- 
, vent the implementation of the Assembly’s resolution would clearly _ 

be aggression contrary to the obligations of those states under the 
Oe Charter. If such interference takes the form of furnishing arms and _ 

assistance for guerrilla action in Palestine, the character of the aggres- 
oo, sion is similar to that now going on in Greece. The United States can- 

not avoid its responsibility as a permanent member of the Security 
Council to act within the limits of the Charter to prevent this typeof _ 

| aggression from outside Palestine. There is already considerable evi- 
dence that the Arab States are as directly involved in Palestine as are 

| Albania, Yugoslavia and Bulgaria in Greece. The question may shortly _ 

be raised in the Security Council whether there does not now exist a | 

_ threat to the peace or breach of the peace with respect to Palestine.



| The “enforcement” of the General. Assembly resolution within , | 

| - Palestine itself presents a different problem. Specifically, there is a of 

serious question as to whether the United Nations (or its Members) ft 

are entitled to use armed force to carry out a recommendation of the 

General Assembly against the resistance of the people directly con- 4 

cerned (where aggression is not involved). If the resistance of the 

"Arabs of the proposed Jewish state is greater than canbe handled by 

; the Jewish state, the Security Council might have to intervene to | 

--- maintain the peace of the Middle East, but in doing so it would not be _ 

bound to carry out the resolution of the General Assembly. It might 4 

arrange a truce, pending reconsideration of the matter by the General | 

Assembly. 9° Be | 
5. The Role of the M andatory Power (United Kingdom). The 

Policy Planning Staff Paper does not go into the present irresponsible | 

attitude of the United Kingdom toward the Palestine question, nor | 

the extent to which United States embarrassment is directly dueto . | 

the British desire to shift. the Palestine problem to the United States — | 

| and to replace [herself with?] the United States as the leading influ-_ | | 

ence in the Middle East. The United Kingdom placed the question of | 

- Palestine before the General Assembly for recommendations but dur- | 

| ing the course of United Nations consideration it offered no sug- | L 

gestions whatever about the character of an appropriate solution. 

| Nevertheless, the United Kingdom Delegation discouraged the adop- | 

tion and the implementation of the UNSCOP majority plan by every I 
means not involving acceptance of public responsibility therefor. Al- a 
though it can be understood that this course of action may have | 

stemmed from the great personal irritation of Mr. Bevin, the result ft 

has been to multiply the difficulties for the United States and the _ | 

United Nations. British noncooperation amounts to a rej ection of the | 

Assembly resolution and there should be no hesitation on our partin _ 

stating that this is the case. If a reconsideration of the Palestine ques- | 

tion is taken up by the United Nations, one of our objectives might. | 

well be to turn back to the United Kingdom the responsibility which 

| they have sought to saddle upon the United States. | 
6, Measures Designed to Increase the Chances for Success of the 

| Partition Plan. In assessing our present Palestine policy, it would | 

| appear to be obligatory upon the Department of State to determine 

__- what steps could be taken to support the General Assembly resolution, | 

if for no other reason than to understand its cost and the procedural | | 

, problems involved. These comments do not purport to deal adequately 

- with measures of support, since intensive study by all interested ele- | —_ 

ments of the Department would be required. However, it is believed |
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that some or all of the following measures would be normal action to _ 
Support an important United States policy: | 

(a) Bilateral Talks with the United Kingdom. Such talks should _ 
attempt to uncover the elements of the Assembly resolution to which 

| the British object, their purpose in placing the matter before the 
United Nations, their idea of a solution with which they would be _ 
willing to cooperate, and their attitude toward joint diplomatic action _ 
to obtain the cooperation of the Arab States. Oo | 

_ (6) Multilateral Diplomatic. Talks. As the threat of violence. in 
_ Palestine persists, consideration might be given to consultations with 

the permanent members of the Security Council, with other Members | 
who voted for the Assembly resolution, and with more moderate 
Moslem governments such as Turkey and Pakistan directed toward 
diplomatic pressures upon the Arab States to persuade the Arabs not 

a _ to use their influence to frustrate the Assembly resolution. oe 
| (ce) Action by the Security Council. If evidence continues to build 

up and Arab officials are assisting in armed resistance to the Assembly __ 
resolution, the Security Council may be required to use such powers 

| as it has under the Charter to bring such aggression to a close. _ 
(ad) Active United States Participation in the Establishment of | 

the International Territory of Jerusalem. It will be difficult for the 
_ United States to avoid a substantial share of responsibility for the 

international territory of Jerusalem. The idea that the “United 
| _ Nations” might undertake such a responsibility, separate and apart __ 

| from its Members, is quite unrealistic. Under the Assembly resolution, 
| - It will be necessary for the United States to assist in providing neces- 

sary security in Jerusalem, whether by United States units within 
| an international force or by United States volunteers in the con- 

stabulary employed by the Government of Jerusalem. oe 
 (e) Exploitation of Differences of View Among the Arabs. There 

1s considerable evidence that the Arabs are not of a single mind about 
| the right line of action on Palestine. Important differences are known 

_ to exist among the several Arab: Governments. Greater attention | 
might be given to the possibilities of turning Arab differences into | 
a “hands-off” attitude on their part toward Palestine. a. — 

7. Alternative Lines of Action. In considering lines of action alter- 

native to the present partition scheme, it must be realized that parti- 

tion will be strongly opposed by the Arabs, that the conversion of 

Palestine into an Arab-dominated state would be violently opposed 

‘by the Jews, and that if no solution is reached the British would 

withdraw and large-scale fighting would likely occur in Palestine. 

Tn light of the above, consideration should be given to the following __ 
alternative lines of action if the matter is opened again in the United 

Nations: OS - | , 

| (a) General Assembly to call upon the United Kingdom to con- 
sult. with the Arabs and the Jews in the light of the unanimous 
recommendations of UNSCOP and to seek a solution agreeable to 
both parties. _ , - a
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| (b) Establishment of a United Nations trusteeship for the whole 

of Palestine, with the United States taking its fair share of the fiscal 4 

and security responsibility for the trust territory. : OO 

«8. «United States Responsibility. The United States will not be able | 

| to avoid responsibility for a Palestine solution. A completely hands-  - 

off policy (even if politically possible from the domestic point of =| 

view), coupled with British determination to withdraw from Pales- | 

tine, would leave Palestine in a state of violence which would inevita- | 

bly come before the Security Council. If we shirk our responsibility | 

as a member of the Council, having declined to take an active part in 

the settlement of the Palestine question, we would be subject to a L 

loss of prestige from which we could not readily recover. Unless the . | 

present partition plan is reconsidered, the United States already has = & 

substantial obligations under it. If an alternative plan is considered, ; 

--- ¥t, would be frivolous not to suppose that the United States must play oF 

a leading role in the execution of suchalternative. | 7 f 

Oo - ‘Annex A oo : 

ae —- Norrs on PPS/19 | es | 

Page 3, paragraph 1.4 A reference to the last-minute move by the So 

. Arab States to propose a federal state should take into account the : 

boycott of UNSCOP by the Arab Higher Committee, the boycott of | 

: the partition subcommittee of the General Assembly by the Arabs, ; 

and the fact that the proposal on November 29 was considered by | 

most Delegations as more favorable to the Arab point of view than : 

| even the minority report of UNSCOP. The proposal of November 29  &§ 

was made by the Representative of Lebanon but was not based upon | 

consultations with the Arab Higher Committee and the Jewish Agency, — : 

_ which would have been prerequisite to a genuine conciliatory move. #5 

Page 3, last half of paragraph &; page 4, paragraph 9. The prob- | 

| lem of aggression by the Arab States needs further consideration at | 

this point. Oo eS 

Page 10, paragraph 22. Tt is doubtful that the basis for American 

support of the majority plan can be reduced to the point developed in | 

this paragraph. Many other factors were also involved. F urther, © f[ 
American support for the majority report was not made contingent j 

upon the cooperation of the parties concerned. | Pe ao. 

Page 13, paragraph 80. The only practicable way by which we can 

“divest ourselves” of leadership in the Palestine problem is to place | 

-_- responsibility fully and squarely upon the British. This does not arise : 

out of our membership in the United Nations but from the policies ; 

pursued by the United States toward Palestine since World Warl. 

| 4The latter half of paragraph 5 of PPS/19, p. 548. — ae |
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| Page 14, paragraph 32(b). The reconsideration of the Palestine 
| ‘question in the United Nations will require an alternative plan which _ 

os is workable and which will be suported by the Members. Although it — , 
‘would be desirable to reach a plan which would not require outside | 

| ‘armed force for implementation, it may not be possible to find sucha = 
| solution. The alternative to armed force might be large-scale civil war 

_ in Palestine in which the United States would inevitably become 
seriously involved. = a re 

_ Page 1h, paragraph 33. It is too early to say how the question of a. 

possible reference to the International Court will arise, but it may 
| come up in such a form as to be difficult to oppose or prevent it. It is. 

suggested that a decision on this point beheldinabeyance. | 

| 867N.01/1-2648: Telegram 7 Be | 
oe The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

TOP SECRET | - ‘Wasuineton, January 26, 1948—7 p.m. — 
US URGENT > ee | — 

256. For your info UndSecy sent for Brit Amb this morning to _ 
_ discuss US arms embargo for Middle East. He informed Inverchapel | 

7 informally and confidentially of conversations he had had yesterday _ 
7 with two key Senators asking whether it were true that Brit continue 

- supply arms to Arab states. They indicated that unless some state- 
ment could be made to effect such arms were not in fact being supplied 

| Arabs by Brit it would be difficult withstand great pressure cam- 
__ paign being brought on Congress by organized groups in US to force 

lifting ofembargo. ee BS 
| | UndSecy read Amb portions urtel 271 Jan 231 and of Brit Emb | | 

memo of about Nov 15 1947? setting forth Brit policy on matter of 
supplying military equipment to Arab states and referred last two 

- sentences urtel 6523 Dec. 17. He ‘also showed Amb samples of full- | 
a page ads being published in various newspapers throughout US _ 

advocating among other things repeal of arms embargo. | 
| Lovett also referred to President’s statement of June 5last® appeal- = 

_. ing to Americans to do nothing to make more difficult UN handling 
of Palestine problem. Mentioning emotional aspects of case in US __ 

1 Not printed; it reported information from Harold Beeley, the official in the 
Eastern Department of the British Foreign Office immediately responsible for — . 
Palestine affairs, that “British arms embargo regarding Palestine is still operating 

| ‘under. principles Foreign Office memo transmitted Embtel 6523, December 17. - 
~HMG is ‘stalling’ regarding all new arms orders for area. Regarding old contracts 
with Arab states ... HMG is bound to assume these deliveries will not be used | 
contrary UN charter. Evidence misuse will result reconsideration entire question.” == 

ee (01 BE Palestine/1-2348) For. telegram 6523, see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. 

: : : The editors were unable to identify this paper. | | | — 
: * See bracketed note, Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v,p.1101. sm as L
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he said it would be almost impossible to withstand pressure to retain ae | 

gyms embargo if groups advocating supplying of arms to Jews had tsti‘iH 

| any vestige of justice in their demands. This he felt they would have | 

ag long as Brit continued to supply any arms to Arab states. | 

| UndSecy requested Amb to present in most urgent terms serious- : 

ness with which Dept views this situation and to suggest to hisGovt = 

how helpful it would be if it could take following two steps: ss 

1, Make flat statement that Brit as mandatory power will continue | 

embargo shipment of arms to Palestine except for maintenance of , 

internal security. te oO a — 

, 9, Suspend all shipments of arms to Arab states pending clarifica- 

tion in UN of present confused situation. | | | oe | 

 -UndSecy also requested him inform his Govt that unless some way | 

gould be found of taking this latter measure there was at least fifty, § ff 

| fifty chance Congress would move in and force us to remove arms 
“embargo. a . - SE : 

Amb said he understood importance and urgency of matter and sf 

---would immediately transmit this request to his Govt. It would be : 

helpful if you would also inform FonOff of great importance we ot 

attach to this request.‘ rr | 

OU - Marsrann » - 

- * Chargé Gallman discussed the contents of telegram 256 on J anuary 27 with | : 

Sir Orme G. Sargent, British Permanent Under-Secretary of State for Foreign | : 

| Affairs. The latter stated that while consideration had to be given to existing 

. arms contracts with Arab states, the “policy of stalling on deliveries would for 

present be continued but at same time Foreign Office would thoroughly. review 4 

situation in hope of finding some formula to meet our suggestions.” (Telegram  &- 

315, January 27, 6 p. m., from London, 867N .01/1-2748) | | 

---BOL.BB Palestine/1-2748 . _ - re | 

Memorandum by Mr. Samuel K. C. Kopper of the Office of Near : 

- co - Eastern and African Affairs | _ ; 

| mop secRET =——C—O—C—....___ [ Wat] January 27, 1948. | 

Tue PartirTion OF PALESTINE AND Untrep States SECURITY _ | 

- THere follows Section I on the aftermath of the General Assembly’s | 

resolution of November 29, 1947. Mr. Kopper outlined five “significant | 

| matters fiot taken into consideration by the General Assembly in | | 

adopting the resolution,” namely the inadequacy of provisions for im- | 

plementing the plan; various ‘questions regarding the legality of the | 

plan; the shift in the basic position of the Arab Stateson November29, / 7 | 

_ « .1947, from one opposing the establishment of a Federal State in Pales- | | 

tine to an expressed willingness to accept that principle; “the failure | 

of the United Nations to make any real effort to conciliate the two ;
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opposing groups.” (In this connection Mr. Kopper gave his view that _ 
_ “The abortive and utterly weak efforts of Dr. Evatt to bring concilia- _ 

tion to bear during the General Assembly session can hardly be classed s 
as United Nations conciliation.”) ; and the growing realization that 
features of the plan relating to the. Palestine Commission were 

' ss partially ortotally unworkable. Cy rate 
_ Mr. Kopper then noted ominous signs in the present situation which 

portended the total unworkability of the plan unless it were imple- 
mented by force, namely the Arab League decision at Cairo on Decem- _ 

| ber 17, 1947, to “support the Palestine Arabs in the form of arms, — 
_. ammunition, funds and volunteers, i.e., everything short of actual par- 

. _ ticipation by the states themselves”; the discontinuation of work on __ 
the western half of the Trans-Arabian pipeline; the attempts by the 
Arabs to obtain arms from any source; and the start of a tremendous 

| - Zionist. drive for funds, arms and ammunition, and other assistance. | 
Mr. Kopper, in Section II, analyzed possible courses of action. by 

the United States, namely to support fully the partition plan without 
regard for the ultimate cost; to assume a passive role; and to alter the _ 

_ -policy of the United States away from support of partition. He | 
| rejected the first two courses and made it “an essential prerequisite _ 

that a determination be made as to the best method by which the | 
United States could obtain renewed consideration of the Palestine | 

| matter by the U.N.”] | a oS 

| - - I1I—Concrusions Se 

It is evident from the foregoing that there is no clear cut solution 
- to the Palestine problem which would be completely:acceptable to all 

parties. This has been pointed out in the UNSCOP report and is the 
| unanimous view of all observers of the situation. However, it is also 

_ evident that certain solutions may be less costly than others. The grow- 
ing tendency to refer to the recommendation of the General Assembly 
asa decision which must be carried out must not be allowed to divert 

oo our attention from the fact that the action of the General Assembly was _ 
| only a recommendation. The United Nations has above all an obliga- 

_ tion to preserve peace by peaceful methods so long as this is possible. 
| _ The United Nations should retain a degree of flexibility and be able | 

to alter its suggested solution of a matter when such is necessary in 
the light of changing conditions. There are serious doubts as to on 
whether the Arabs of Palestine are under any obligations whatsoever, 
legal or moral, to be bound by the General Assembly recommendation. 
The situation is an anomalous one. The method of improving itisnot 

_ to be found in forcing something on the peoples which is based on _ 
dubious grounds. Instead the United Nations should consider other 

possibilities which might be more acceptable. Accordingly, it is recom- —
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mended that the United States should follow the following line of 4 

action. | oo Cas | 

| (a) When the Palestine case comes up in the Security Council we 
should seek to have the Council explore other avenues of a peaceful  *- 

- settlement of the problem.’ Specifically we should endeavor to bring | 

about conciliation or arbitration of the matter. BS 
(5) Because of the vital interests of the United States in the Near 

| East we should not permit ourselves to be drawn into any attack iF 
against British position on this matter. a 

-~(e) We should now consider abandoning support of partition as  & 

being unworkable. | Bs IF oe es of 
(d) As a longer range objective we should seek a new solution in i 

, the form of (1) a transitional trusteeship or (2) a Federal State with — 
liberal immigration provisions.” | Bo a 

—. (e) Weshould not lift the arms embargo. | 7 | : 
(f) We should not participate in or advocate the sending of armed 1 

- forces to Palestine (it would be impossible for the United States to — : 
advocate sending armed forces to Palestine without being itself will- : 
ing to participatein suchaventure), | | | 

| (g) Responsible‘leaders in Congress and in the Government should | 
be thoroughly apprised of the whole situation well in advance of the | 

| announcement of such a fundamental change in United States position. - ' 
| (h) The United States Government should also make quite clear : 

to leaders of the Jewish Agency, the Arab Higher Committee and to | : 

the Arab States themselves the reasons for the change in our basic ; 

- position. Those American nationals associated with the Jewish i 
Agency’s activities must be given complete and frank information on 4 

how our vital interests are being and will be adversely affected by  &§ 

support of partition. They should be informed that the administration | 
will make renewed efforts to have the displaced persons problem han- | : 

- dled more realistically but that the United States cannot afford at 
- this juncture in history to let chaos develop in the Near East or to 

have a hostile Moslem World confronting us. Accordingly, major con- i 
cessions must be made by the Jewish Agency. | | ; 

If a determination is made that it is impossible to alter our policy | 

now, then the next most preferable general line of action to follow — : 
would be to assume a passive role until our policy can be altered or 

| until the situation makes or breaks partition as a solution. Active _ ; 
support of partition is the least preferable course of action and should | 
be rejected outright atanytimethatitappearsthat: + 

| (a) The United States is unwilling to pursue it to its logical and ee 

ultimate extent. ee / | | | 

+Asgsan alternate suggestion, Mr. Kopper, on p. 22 of his memorandum, suggested } 
that the United States “request the Secretary General to call a special session _ 1 
of the General Assembly to review the Palestine situation in the light of develop- 
ments since November 29,1947." - ; 

: | * Mr. Kopper, on p. 29, suggested that up to 125,000 additional Jewish persons : 
be accepted in the proposed federal state in Palestine over the next two or three — 3 
years. : 

598-594—76——_-4 Oo : | | |
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(6) The USSR, for one reason or another, appears to be willing 
to send forces (volunteer or otherwise) into the Palestine area, or [af] 

(c) Communism appears to be gaining eve[n the §| slightest foot- — 
hold in the proposed new Jewish State. | es 

| (ad) Hostilities on a major scale are imminent.* i 

| ® Bracketed portions supplied by the editors because the pertinent piece of the — | 
record. copy has been torn away. Lo . = | | 

~ Secretary of Defense Forrestal described in his diary a discussion of the Pal- 
estine problem by Defense Department officials and Messrs. Rusk and Henderson a 

7 | on the evening of January 29, 1948. According to Forrestal, . . 
| _ “Henderson brought out the fact that: ae ne 

“1. The partition vote in the General Assembly took the form merely of a 
recommendation to the Security Council. In other words, that it is not a decision _ 
of the United Nations. — 7 ; 

“2 That the American support of this recommendation was predicated upon 
the assumption that it would be ‘just and workable’. - Ce 

“I asked whether there was sufficient evidence in the record to support a state- 
| ment that unworkability of the proposed solution would justify a reexamination. 

Henderson replied in the affirmative.” (Diary entry for January 29, 1948, For- 

restal Papers) | _ | | | 

10 Files, US/A/AC.21/18 | 7 ee 

) Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. John C. Ross*. 

| CONFIDENTIAL OO [New Yors,] January 28,:1948. 

Participants: Mr. Moshe Shertok, Jewish Agency for Palestine _ 
. a Mr. Lourie, Jewish Agency for Palestine == 

7 _ Mr. David Horowitz, Jewish Agency for Palestine a 
| Major Aubrey Eban, Jewish Agency for Palestine 

| Mr. John Ross, United States Mission 7 ! 

Mr. Shertok had wanted to see Ambassador Austin whose schedule 

did not permit and I therefore saw him for the Ambassador. We had 
| a quarter of an hour conversation this morning at which time Mr. | 

- Lourie accompanied Mr. Shertok, and continued for three-quarters 

| of an hour this afternoon at Lake Success when Mr. Shertok was ac-. 

7 companied by Mr. Horowitz and Major Eban. Dy 

Mr. Shertok outlined as follows his presentation of the Jewish 

Agency’s views to the Palestine Commission over the past few days. - 

----- 1, The most urgent need was to find a means of supplying the Jews 

in Palestine with arms so that they could defend themselves and 

prepare forthedefenseofthe Jewish State | - 

7 9, Mr. Shertok realized the problems for national governments ~ 

| which this objective raises. It would be desirable, therefore, for the 

Security Council representing the United Nations to take action in 

- this matter. Such action might be along the lines of the Security 

Council approving the export of arms to those who were supporting 

Deputy to Ambassador Austin. So : | . 7 . -
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_ the decision of the Assembly and disapproving the export of arms __ 
| to those who were defying the decision of the United Nations. => ; 

3. The Jews wanted to organize a militia. This would consist ofa = ~—F 
headquarters organization and five “brigade groups”. Each brigade 

group would be a self-contained unit possessing the various arms and : 
services and would amount to five or six thousand men. (The total 

| force envisaged was about thirty thousand.) Four of these brigade = j¥y 

| groups would be established in the four principal Jewish areas; a . 
fifth would be held in reserve. The British apparently opposed the __ j 

/ formation of such a militia and the Jewish Agency was willing to — 

‘compromise on a minimum of the headquarters organization and one | 

brigade group which, I gathered, would form a cadre for future ex- : 
pansion. The Haganah would eventually be absorbed into this militia.  &- 

4, In his presentation to the Palestine Commission Mr. Shertok had : 
_ exposed “aggression” by the Arab States. I asked him about the proba- : 

tive value of his evidence. He felt that it would stand up without 
question. This factor of Arab aggression involving defiance of the 

_ _. - United Nations was, of course, fundamental in the whole situation. _ : 
—_ 5. Mr. Shertok had then dealt extensively with the question of = ~— 

providing international forces for Palestine. He made the following __ ; 
points: re Bt 

(a) an international force was needed as a deterrent to further ag- : 
| gression and disorder. The Jewish Agency did not intend that this 

| force would be a cloak for the Jewish militia. The Jews weremorethan —— | 
willing to fight for themselves. . | re | 

(6) Such an international force would not have to be large (he : 
mentioned the figure ten thousand men) but it would have to be a self- | 
contained, effective force including air squadrons, artillery, and _ | 
the rest. | a | 

(c) Such a force was necessary to fulfill the international respon- | 
| sibility of the United Nations to repel aggression should thistranspire. i 

+The Jewish forces would deal for the most part with local attacks. It I 
might be necessary to call upon the international force for assistance __ F 
In any large scale local attacks, Finally, the Jews would assist but ; 

_ would expect the international force to deal primarily with any incur- 
sions from outside Palestine. Mr. Shertok and his associates seemed to __ of 
feel very confident that the political and psychological effect of a force ~ 

, of this size and character would be effective against any threat of 
major incursion from outside Palestine. _ _ a | 

_ After reviewing as outlined above the position of the Jewish Agency - 
. Mr. Shertok moved on to his main purpose in our conversation. He 

expressed the hope that the United States would support the Jewish 

| Agency position with regard to a finding of Arab aggression, with &§ 
regard to an arms policy which would make it possible to provide _ | 
arms to the Jews but not to the Arabs, and with regard to the establish- | 
ment of international forces, when these various matters are brought i; 
before the Security Council, 7 ee | I
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| He went on to say that when the Commission report comes to the | 
Security Council there will be an initial issue of procedure on which 
the Jewish Agency hoped it would have United Statessupport,namely, 
whether the Jewish Agency would be admitted to the Security Council _ 
table as an interested party. The interests of the Arab States are repre- 
sented by Syria’s membership on the Council. Egypt and the Lebanon > 

| had filed formal requests to participate in the Council deliberations _ | 
. and possibly other Arab States would make similar requests. The 

| Jewish Agency, of course, feels that it is as much an interested party — 
as any of these. It feels further that its position has been established 
in view of the fact that the Special Session last spring admitted the _ 
Agency as an interested party. and that this has been continued through 

_. UNSCOP, the ad hoc committee during the last Assembly and the 

| Palestine Commission.” oe | 

~ In conclusion Mr. Shertok said that the element of time was all im- 

| portant. The’situation in Palestine ‘was deteriorating every day. It 

| had taken more time than anticipated to organize the Palestine Com- 
mission. The Commission had been working thus far for three weeks 

without any very tangible results. If he were to say that the British - 

| __-were not being helpful it would be the grossest understatement. On the 

19th of January the Commission had asked the British a series of 
| thirty odd questions. They had received answers, and negative an- 

- swers at that, to only four or five of these questions. When this matter 

reached the Security Council it would be subject unquestionably to 
various filibusters. In addition there would, of course, be the necessity _ 

of the various representatives consulting their governments. Ee 
The most important consideration was to avoid a vacuum. If through 

Jack of leadership and decisiveness the United Nations failed to meet 

| its responsibilities this would mean a vacuum in Palestine when the 

British withdraw. This would have a catastrophic effect on the peace 

a of the entire Middle East. oe ee | ee 

| At the beginning of our conversation I made clear to Mr. Shertok 
that the United States Government was of course following this — 
matter with close attention but that I was not in a position at this time 
to express any views to him. I would be very glad, on the other hand, | 

| to have him tell me as much as he cared to about the views of the 

Jewish Agency. In concluding our conversation I thanked Mr. Shertok 

for his very clear and complete account of the views of the Agency | 
and invited him to communicate to me at any time any further views 

«8 he Department, on January 30, suggested to Ambassador Austin that “US 
should support. request of Jewish Agency to be admitted and heard pursuant to 
Rule 39 of SC Rules of Procedure in SC discussions Palestine question. Arab | 

| Higher Committee should likewise be heard on same basis if request made to SC.” | 
(Telegram 37 to New York, 501.BC/1-3048) | |
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| he might have. He said that he would do so and that meanwhile he I 

would send me copies of the various memoranda on the subjects 

referred to above which he had presented to the Palestine Commission. 

oe «Sonn Ross 

| 501.BB Palestine/12-947 : Telegram a | | | : | ; | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Pakistan ae 

SECRET _ : |  Wasuineron, January 28, 1948—5 Pp. m 

_ 81. In response to Mr. Jinnah’s* message to President Truman of | 

Dec. 8 (re Embtel no. 198 of Dec. 9)? you may deliver the following 

--- written reply to Mr. Jinnah, | | a +t 

_ “T appreciated greatly your message of Dee. 8,1947,and welcome  —f 

the spirit in which it was sent. Such exchanges of views are always ~ &- 

helpful in the development of mutual understanding. I am sure that | 

we have a common purpose in the maintenance of world peace on the = =¢& 

basis of the principles incorporated in the Charter -of the United 

Nations, = Oo 

“Even with these common objectives it is only natural that differ- ft 

ences in views will from time to time arise and it is only by frank { 

| and open discussion that. these differences may be resolved. I have i 

. therefore instructed our Chargé to discuss with you at some length | og 

the bases of United States policy on Palestine. I hope that this dis- OE 

cussion will help to make the United States position clear and will : 

, serve to promote better understanding between our two countries.” ss 

_ During your oral discussion with Mr. Jinnah you should adopt a i 

following lines: | a Oo | : | 

1. US Govt decided after anxious and sober consideration to sup- 1 

| port partition in the UNGA despite realization of how strongly Op-- | fF 

posed Arab States were to establishment of Jewish state in Palestine. | 

In its support of partition the US Govt was motivated by the follow- | 

ing considerations: = a oan | 

- _ (a) After reviewing statements and expressions of policy by re- , 
sponsible American officials, resolutions of Congress, and. Party 

platforms of last thirty years it came to conclusion that unless there _ 

‘was some unanticipated factor in situation the trend of public opinion — E 

and policy based thereon practically forced it to support partition. : 

-(b) Majority Report of UNSCOP recommending partition did i 

represent new factor but one supporting Jewish state. | ae | 

(ce) Public opinion in US stirred by mistreatment of Jews in. Eu- : 

rope and by intense desire of surviving Jews to goto Palestinestrongly _ | 

| supported establishment of Jewish state. ee | 

~ *Mohammad Ali J innah, Governor General of Pakistan. - | 

) : * Foreign Relations, 194%, vol. v, p. 1805 and footnote 1 to Mr. Jinnah’s message. | :
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__ (d) Troubled situation in Palestine accompanied by British deci- 
sion to withdraw made it evident that solution of this difficult problem __ 

- could not be postponed. re oo oo coe 

a _2. US Govt concerned re Palestine problem and sincerely desired _ 
| fair solution. It therefore welcomed presentation to UN and earnestly 

| and sincerely worked for impartial UNGA Committee with broad _ 
terms of reference to examine problem. At no time did Amer Govt 
directly or indirectly endeavor to influence recommendations of UN 
SCOP. It desired UNSCOP to approach matter in impartial way and 

| work out solution of Palestine problem which would have overwhelm- 
ing support of world opinion as one which was fair and workable. | 

| 8. US Govt in deciding to support Majority Report of UNSCOP | 
at UNGA took position that it should not use United States power 

7 and influence in prevailing upon other countries against their will to 
support Majority Report. US delegation was instructed that it should 

| explain US reasons for supporting Majority Report but should not 
exert pressure on other delegations. So far as US Govt can determine — 

| no undue pressure was brought upon other countries by US govern- 
mental officials responsible to Executive. Statements have been made | 
that pressure was brought by Amer private citizens and’by Americans 
holding official positions over whom Exec Branch of Govt had no _ 
control. It is impossible to determine definitely whether such pressure 
if it was applied changed any appreciable number of votes. In any 
event it is considered that the vote of the UN GA reflected the belief 

_ that partition was best of the solutions of the Palestine problem which 
wereadvanced. ee - oo 

| 4, It is understood that one of the reasons for Arab resentment at the 

UNGA decision is concern lest the Zionist intend eventually to use 
| their state as a base for territorial expansion in the Middle East at 

| the expense of the Arabs. It is the conviction of the United States 
Government, based on conversations. with responsible Zionist leaders, | 

| that they have no expansionist designs and that they are most anxious 
to live with the Arabs in the future on cordial terms and to establish 
with them relations of a mutually advantageous character. If at a 

later time persons or groups should obtain control of the Jewish State _ 
who have aggressive designs against their neighbors, the United States _ 

would be prepared firmly to oppose such aggressiveness in the United = 

| Nations and before world opinion. } SO oo 
5B. The United States Government, prompted by the friendliest: feel- 

| ings for the Moslem peoples, expresses the most sincere hope that in | 

their disappointment and resentment at the decision of UNGA, the 

| ~ Governments of the Arab countries will not attempt by armed force. or
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: will not encourage the use of armed force, to prevent the carrying out | 

of that decision. It is hoped that Pakistan, as a newly admitted mem- | 

ber of the United Nations, will use its great influence with the Arab: 

States.to assist in persuading them not to resort to actions of a character | 

which may undermine the present order of the whole Middle East and  f 

| eventually lead to a world conflict in which the peoples of the Middle sf 

East may be the most tragic sufferers. ; a | | 

6. It seems hardly necessary to point out that there are in the world 4 

today powerful aggressive forces which create hatreds, promote _ 

violence, and result in chaos. It would be tragic if the forces striving . 

for an orderly, peaceful and prosperous world should at this juncture 

allow themselves to be disrupted over the question of Palestine. | : 

4, There is a mutual need for friendly political and economic co- | 

operation between the United States and the countries of the Middle : 

_ ‘Bast. If there is to be a real sense of security as well as a developing | 

- prosperity in that area, the countries of the Middle, Kast and those. _ i 

- non-Middle Eastern powers who sincerely desire the principles of the 

Charter of the United Nations to be applied to that areaintheinterest = | 

both of the Middle Eastern people and of world security must work | 

swith cordiality and mutual trust. It is the conviction of the United | 

“States Government that if the problem of Palestine, which has long | 

been a source of suspicion and uneasiness, could once and for all be 4 

eliminated by acquiescence on the part of the Arab States in the © 

-- UNGA decision on Palestine, difficult though such acquiescence might — # 

be, a disturbing influence in international affairs would be removed,  —-— fg 

and the security of the Middle East measurably strengthened. | 

In view of the circumstances and method of delivery of this reply, 

. please inform Mr. Jinnah that it is our belief that the common pur- | 

poses of our governments would best be served if these messages were 

not made public.® | ce of 

| | | Lover + 

°In telegram 29, February 3, 4 p. m., to Jidda, the Department referred to | 
|  Jidda’s telegram 14, January 13 (see footnote 4, p. 540), and directed Minister i 

_ Childs to seek immediate audience with the King or other official of the Saudi , 
Arabian Government. The Minister was to make known President Truman’s | 
instruction to discuss the Palestine question informally. Telegram 29 then re- 

| peated verbatim the seven numbered paragraphs in telegram 31 to Karachi, 
| except that the first 14 words in the second sentence of paragraph numbered — : 

five were replaced by “It is my own hope that Saudi Arabia” (501. BB. | 
| Palestine/1-1348) Telegram 29 bears the President’s “OK” in a marginal | 

notation. . . ee a, | oe : 

- President Truman, on February 3, made a reply of general character to the § 
| telegram sent to him by the Iman of Yeman on December 2, 1947, regarding the : 

partition of Palestine. The reply is not printed (890J.001/2-348) ; regarding the ~ ; 
‘telegram of December 2, see footnote 1, Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, p. 1291. | | :
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Furst Monthly Progress Report of the United Nations Palestine 
Commission to the Security Council} | oe 

| [Extract] _ a | 

| | 14, ConcLusION | oe 

_ (a) This first monthly report to the Security Council covers what. 
is in effect the preliminary and exploratory stage of the Commis- | 
sion’s work. In this stage the Commission has gained: a working 

| knowledge of the problem and a clear conception of the nature of the __ 
difficult tasks confronting it. The second stage of the Commission’s 

_ work will be devoted to negotiations with the Mandatory Power, and 
with representatives of the Jewish, and if at all possible, the Arab 
communities in Palestine over the detailed matters involved in the 
implementation of the Assembly’s recommendations. _ | 

(6) In view of the time-limits fixed in the resolution, and the nature 
of the tasks to be performed, the time available to the Commission, 
even under the most favourable circumstances, is extremely short. 
There.is much preparatory work which the Commission may under- | 

| take at the headquarters, but the full implementation of the Asseém- 
bly’s recommendations requires the presence of the Commission in 

, Palestine considerably in advance of the transfer of authority from _ 
the Mandatory Power to the Commission. The delimitation of bound- 
aries, to undertake which the Commission envisages the establish- __ 
ment of an expert boundaries commission; preparations to ensure 

_ continuity in the maintenance of essential public services; the selec- _ 
_ tion of Provisional Councils of Government and their activation; the | 

| creation of armed militia; and negotiations with regard to Economic | 
Union, can be effectively undertaken only when the Commission is . 

present in’ Palestine. In view of the complicated and often highly — 
technical nature of the problems incident to the implementation of the | 

| resolution, and the limited time at the disposal of the Commission 
before the termination of the mandate, the Commission attaches the _ 
greatest importance to the progress of its negotiations with the Man- | 

datory Power? | | ee | 

7+ Reprinted from SC, 3rd yr, Special Suppl. No. 2, pp. 1, 9. The report, dated 
January 29, 1948, was transmitted by Chairman Lisicky to Secretary-General Lie 
on January 31. o | CO 

*Gen, Andrew G. L. McNaughton of Canada, President of the Security Council, | 
noted receipt of the first report of the Palestine Commission at the. Council’s | 

| meeting of February 10. He announced his assumption that the Council would 
, wish to await receipt of the Commission’s special report before entering into | 

. discussion of the Palestine question. The Representative of Syria, Faris el-Khouri, 
however, questioned the legality of the procedure used in creating the Com- 
mission. He stated also that the resolution of November 29, 1947, had. been a 
recommendation and he now questioned whether the Member Nations had adopted 
the partition plan. For these reasons, he concluded, the proceedings were pre- 
mature (United Nations, Oficial Records of the Security Council, Third Year, 
Nos. 16-85, pp. 56-58). ) a
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| PPS Files, Lot 64 D 563 a | | | 

Memorandum by the Director of the Policy Planning Staff (Kennan) | 

- to the Under Secretary of State (Lovett) | | 1 

SECRET. Do, _ [Wasurneton,] January 29, 1948. | 

PPS 19/1 © — ee | 

| Mr. Lovett: I have studied carefully Rusk’s memorandum of Janu- 4 

ary 26 (attached as Annex A) concerning the Policy Planning Staff | 

paper on Palestine. I enclose a memorandum answering in detail the © | 

points he has raised. I hope this may be considered asasupplementto 

- theearlier Staff paper. = | _ oo | 

: As far as any technical inadequacy of the Planning Staff paper is 

concerned, I will of course bear in mind the suggestions you made, 

and see that they are taken into account in any future Staff papers. : 

In the present instance we did not make the paper longer and more : 

detailed because it was presented for approval as an initial Depart-— | 

~ ment position in the National Security Council, and we thought it 

would be most useful to stick to the main considerations of national | 

| interest involved. a a | ee 

| But there is another aspect of this matter which causes me concern, 

| and that is the question of basic policy. Everything in Rusk’s memo- | : 

randum seems to me to point toward a line of policy designed to gain | 

for us some relief from the difficulties of our present position, but to | 

do this at the expense of our relations with the British and Arabs and - 

| at the cost of further involvement in commitments leading toward _ | 

- international enforcement of the Palestine decision. _ | 7 Oo 

7 I have deep misgivings about such a policy. Even if our relations 

with the British and the Arabs were expendable for such a purpose | 

(which I would not concede), the respite we would gain would be of | 

brief duration. The pressure we are under in this matter is such that, OF 

if we continued to temporize with it, it would not stop short of a point 

where we would finally hold major military and economic responsi- | 

‘bility for the indefinite maintenance by armed force of a status quo 4 

in Palestine fiercely resented by the bulk of the Arab world. I do not. | 

believe that the U.S. public would ever tolerate such a situation. If I 

am correct in this analysis, that means that we will be obliged to draw : 

the line, sooner or later, somewhere short of that point, against further 

commitments in this direction. I believe that the sooner. andthemore ~~ |{ 

| sharply that line is drawn, the less trouble it will mean for this Gov- a 

| ernment, for the United Nations, and probably for the people of 

| Palestine OS a Ee 

I think, therefore, that we have here a clear-cut issue of policy, which > 

will have to be resolved promptly. | { 

es | | GrorceE F. KENNAN © |
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oe . [Annex] a | - | 

_. Personal Comments by Mr, Kennan on Mr. Rusk’s M emorandum of | 
January 26,1948 | oo 

TOP SECRET - en Tse - | [Wasuineron, ] J anuary 29, 1948, 
PPS 19/1 ) oe 

_ My comments on Mr. Rusk’s memorandum of J anuary 26, follow- 
ing the order of his numbered paragraphs, are as follows: — | 

1. No comment. a oe | | oe 
2. This paper? was intended, as stated in the covering memo- 

randum, to constitute the Department’s initial position for further 
, discussion in the National Security Council. The Staff endeavored, | 

accordingly, to set forth in its paper only those basic principles, the 
_ ‘minimum dictates of national interest, which it felt should be ob- 

served in our policy on Palestine from here on out, It was assumed | 
| that the detailed Implementation of these. principles should remain 

an operational matter within this Department, on which the National —_ 
| Security Council would not wish to pass. _ : | we 

The following may be said on the specific questions which Mr. Rusk __ 
| feels would have to be met before the Staff paper could form the basis a 
. of a reconsideration of our policy: es oe 

(a) Question: What events have occurred which create a “new _ | 
situation” with respect to the action taken by the General Assembly 

: on Palestine? oe | ' | OS 
| _ Answer: The two months which have elapsed since the Assembly 

oe made its recommendation have been marked by violent resistance of __ 
| the Arab elements in Palestine to the proposed partition. It is becom- 

: ing increasingly evident that the partition scheme cannot even be. 
initially implemented, much less permanently maintained, without the 

- use of outside armed force, Thus, what: was once prediction has now 
become demonstrable fact. _ So 7 a ee 

Q: Were not the considerations discussed in the attached paper | 
| known at the time the decision to support the plan of the UNSCOP | 

. - majority? re 
) A: The Planning Staff was not concerned with the decision to — 

| support the plan of the UNSCOP majority, and did not attempt to 
: assess the background of fact or the considerations which underlay 

| that decision. I do not find this question pertinent to the subject of | 
the Planning Staff-paper. _ Sc re 

_ _Q: At what point or points can it be reasonably concluded that the | 
situation in Palestine will render impossible the implementation of — 
the General Assembly resolution? = a a | 

A: The Staff paper did not speak of the situation in Palestine 
| “rendering impossible” the implementation of the General Assembly 

7 resolution. It did speak of a point at which it will have been “conclu- 
| sively demonstrated that the effort to carry out the partition plan as _ 

-PPS/19, p. 545. OS
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_ preseribed by the UN General Assembly offers no reasonable prospect 

of success without the use of outside armed forces.” The determination | 

of the stage at which this point may be considered as reached was | 

regarded by the Staff as necessarily a matter for current operational | : 

consideration. — oo | | CO | 

(b) Question: What has been done thus far by the Department of = 

State, either within or outside the United Nations, to increase the oO; 

chances of success for the solution approved by us and by the General . of 

Assembly? - | a — | 

| ‘Answer: I know of nothing in the Assembly resolution which placed  &§ 

any individual responsibility on this Government for increasing the 

chances of success of the solution recommended. This responsibility | 

is clearly apportioned, by the terms of the resolution, among the = & 

mandatory power, the Commission, and the inhabitants of Palestine. | 

- This Government is appealed to, in the Preamble, to refrain from ; 

taking any action which might hamper or delay the carrying out of ; 

| the recommendations; but that is not the same as being called upon =—éié@#@RE 

- to increase the chances for their success. ee | 

~ It is true that this Government has further responsibilities, under | 

| the UN recommendation, as a member of the Security Council. These | 

- 4t will of course have to face up to when the proper moment comes; q 

and it has recognized this fact in its actions to date in the Security i 

---‘In this connection, the Planning Staff was perhaps remiss in not _ : 

including in its paper a reference to one of the requests along these ae | 

- lines made by the General Assembly to the Security Council. This | 

request, contained in paragraph (c) of the Preamble, isthattheSecu- sdf 

rity Council should “determine as a threat to the peace, breach of the _ 

peace or act of aggression, in accordance with Article 39 ofthe Char- [| 

ter, any attempt to alter by force the settlement envisaged by this t 

resolution”. To me, this request, which undertakes to prejudge a ques- & 

tion obviously reserved by the UN Charter to the final competence of — +- 

the Security Council, looks like an improper and unsound action ~~ ; 

| of the Assembly, to which this Government should probably not have _ . 

assented and to which the Security Council should not be held. Tas- | | 

sume, however, that it is considered to apply only to the period when : 

the settlement in question has become an accomplished fact. If so, we : 

would presumably still have time to recommend in the next Assembly _ - 

meeting the deletion of this passage. This is a question which I think : 

should be given serious study in Mr. Rusk’s office and by Le. _ | i 

(c) Question: What steps could now be taken by the Department : 

| of State, either within or outside the United Nations, to ensure maxl- ; 

mum opportunity for the successful execution of the General Assem- sf 

_ bly recommendation on Palestine? = oe Oo 
“Answer: Mr. Rusk has himself outlined on pages 4 and 5 of his | 4 

memorandum? the steps which he would suggest in answering this oF 

question. These will be dealt with in detail below. _ oo | 

- The Staff paper was based on the belief that partition would not I 

be possible of attainment without outside assistance on a substantial = : 

~ gcale and that no execution of the General Assembly recommendation = =— f 

which involved the use of force from outside could be considered as | 

| This refers to paragraph numbered 6 of Mr. Rusk’s memorandum, p. 559. oe :
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| “successful”. The Staff considered that any steps taken by this Gov- 
_ ernment, acting individually, to promote the successful execution of 

the Assembly recommendation at this stage could only commit us — 
still more deeply to a final implementation and enforcement of that 
recommendation by the international community. Therefore, it had — 

| no such steps tosuggest. se oe 
, | Q: Are such steps of such a serious character as to reconsider our 

Palestine policy as being prohibitively costly ? oe 
A: I take this question to mean: “Are such steps of so serious a 

_ character as to warrant reconsideration of our Palestine policy on the 
| grounds of its being prohibitively costly?” As stated, the Staff had no 

suggestions for such steps. With respect to the steps suggested by 
Mr. Rusk, the answer is: “Yes, prohibitively costly or dangerous to 
national security—or both.” _ a | | 

(dZ) Question: If it is concluded that the recommendations of the __ 
. General Assembly are unworkable, what alternative solution or.solu- 

| tions ‘should the United. States.support and what procedures must be 
followed to bring about a change in our present commitments on 
Palestine ? | a . | : 

_ Answer: The only alternatives which the Staff felt we should sup- 
port were set forth in paragraph 32 of the Planning Staff paper. | 

| I have seen no evidence that there is any possible “solution” of this : 
problem involving the use of outside force which could be considered 
a “satisfactory” solution and which it would be in the interests of this 

| _ country to support. Admittedly, we must do what we can not to put 
ourselves in the position of blocking efforts of others to find a solution 

_ to this problem. This is why it was recommended in paragraph 32. 
of the Staff paper that we should “cooperate loyally in working out 
and implementing any proposals designed (a) to encourage pacific - 

) settlement between the Palestine Arabs and Palestine Jews or (6) to 
investigate the possibilities of any other suggested solution such asa 
federal state or trusteeship, which would not require outside armed 
force for implementation.” | | Bg Se | | | 

3. A “New Situation”? I agree with Mr. Rusk’s definition of the _ 
turn of events which might justify a reconsideration of the Palestine | 
problem. I have no objection to the samples he cites of what might be > 
considered a “new:situation”, although it ‘seems tome that.point (e), 
which refers to civil war within Palestine, considerably overshadows - 

, the others in importance and probability. The Staff paper did not _ 
| state that the contingency calling for reconsideration of the Assembly 

| resolution had yet arisen. But it took account of the fact that this 
contingency is rapidly arising in the form of the trend of events within _ 
Palestine itself. I personally consider it likely that the contingency 
will be ‘definitely: established,. in the.sense of Mr. Rusk’s point (e), _ 

| before the April 1 deadline which he mentions.  _ 

oo 4. Armed Interference with the General Assembly Resolution. I 
| am concerned at Mr. Rusk’s suggestion that armed interference in 

Palestine by the Arab States to prevent the implementation of the 
Assembly resolution, even in the form of furnishing arms and assist- |
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ance for guerilla action, would constitute aggression, and that the = 

United States has a responsibility as a permanent member of the | 2 

Security Council to act within the limits of the Charter to prevent this. | | 

- (The Preamble to the Assembly. resolution spoke not of “preventing | 

the implementation” but of attempting “to alter by force the settlement OF 

envisaged.”) If it were true that we ‘had the responsibility Mr. Rusk if 

-_ imputes to us, it would constitute an existing commitment whichwould  —s 5 

cut at right angles across our entire policy with regard to the Middle 

East, and our world-wide military-political strategy as well. Fortu- : 

nately, I do not think that this commitment can be said to exist at : 

| this time, or that there would be any. question of its existing until the oF 

- Jewish and Arab states have been duly established, the new gov- ; 

- ernments organized, their authority clearly recognized by the mass of | : 

the Palestine inhabitants of both camps, and the admission of the new _ | 

states to UN membership made an accomplished fact. | 

| As to enforcement within Palestine, I have nothing to add to the 

recommendations of the Staff paper, which stated that we should 

oppose sending armed forces into Palestine by the UN or any member | 

thereof for the purpose of implementing partition and that we should | 

also oppose the recruitment of volunteers for this purpose. 

«5, Phe Role of the Mandatory Power (United Kingdom). I am 

also deeply concerned over Mr. Rusk’s attitude toward the position of 

the United Kingdom in the Palestine question, oe | 

| The Planning Staff, in drafting its paper, saw no need for making 

moral judgments on the policies of other nations in the Palestine ques- 

tion or for dealing with the British position otherwise thanasa given 

fact. : a Oo | me i 

The effort to shift responsibility back to the United Kingdom, as 

Mr. Rusk suggests, would not promote a solution of the real difficul- : 

ties in Palestine. It would be firmly and promptly rejected by the 

British. It would increase anti-British feeling in this country 

and exacerbate Anglo-American relations. It might serve to relieve 

the immediate pressure on this Government and to divert some of it | 

to the British Government. But it would do this, inevitably, at the | 

| expense of Anglo-American collaboration in the Middle Eastern area 

in general and therefore at the expense of the strategic interests of | 

- this country. - | 7 | 

This Government is not prepared to replace the British Govern- 

| ment in the military positions it has occupied, and is occupying, in 

the Middle Eastern area. In the opinion of the working levels in this 

Department and in the Armed Services Departments, it is undesirable | : 

that we should attempt to do this. On the other hand, Britain planly = 

| has neither the resources nor the will to shoulder once more the 

- political burden of enforcing a Palestine solution which failsto satisfy 

both Jews and Arabs, The necessity for the observance of parallel :
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p policies in that area was specifically embodied in the results of the | | 
- ‘working level discussions with the British last fall, which were ap-. 

proved by the National Security Council. _ | . 
: In my opinion, there-is no positive consideration involved in the _ 

| Palestine question which could justify the disturbance of the under- 
| standing and cooperation between ourselves and the British, at which _ 

pS we have only recently succeeded in arriving, in Middle Eastern mat- 
ters. I cannot state too emphatically my belief that any attempt on | 

| our part to ease for ourselves the ugly realities of the Palestine problem 
by creating further embarrassment for the British there would be 

: gravely prejudicial to our national interest. , 
- For these reasons, I do not feel that we should put further pressure — 

on the British, with respect to arms shipments to Arab countries. The 
importation of arms into Palestine is still clearly a question for the 
mandatory power, which bears responsibility for internal law and 

| _ order there. As for British relations with the Arabs, the remaining 
British strategic positions in the Middle East are among the few | 

| _ real assets which we still have in that area. The British position there 
| is in large part our position, and must be protected as such. It is in 

| the interests of this country that both the U.S. and U.K. should not 
_ find themselves simultaneously in that position of extreme unpopu- 

: _ larity with the Arab world which we occupy today. - 
| 6. Measures Designed to Increase the Chances for Success of the. 

Partition Plan. I reiterate: Ido not know of any specific obligation. _ 
resting on the Department of State or on this Government individ- 
ually to take measures to increase the chances for successful imple- _ 
mentation of the General Assembly resolution at this juncture. I 
further feel that any active efforts on our part in this direction would / 
only involve us more deeply in the moral obligation to see this solu- — 

_ tion through, even to the bitter end of international enforcement. _ 
Such possibilities were therefore not specifically explored in the _ 

| Planning Staff paper. OB | ee 
: I think the force of this position can be seen from an examination . 

of Mr. Rusk’s suggestions: a | | 
| (a) Bilateral Talks with the United Kingdom. Mr. Rusk suggests 

that such talks “attempt to uncover the elements of the Assembly 
—_ _ resolution to which the British object, their purpose in placing the — 

| matter before the United Nations, their idea of a solution with which | 
they would be willing to cooperate, and their attitude toward joint 

| diplomatic action to obtain the cooperation of the Arab States.” | 
There is no unclarity as to the reasons why the British placed this — 

matter before the UN, as to the elements in the Assembly resolution 
_ to which they object, or as to their idea of a solution with which they 

* On November 21, 1947; see letter of November 24, 1947, from Acting Secretary. 
foc. yovett to President Truman, Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, p. 623, and
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would be willing to cooperate. British policy in these matters has been : 

- get forth with enviable clarity and emphasis on a number of occasions ; | 

7 and I would refer Mr. Rusk particularly to Mr. Bevin’s statement in | 

| the House of Commons on February 25, 1947. We need have no doubt | 

that their attitude toward joint diplomatic action to attain the co- | 

operation of the Arab States would be inflexibly negative. | 

oo (b) Multilateral Diplomatic Talks. The events of the past months : 

in the Palestine question have already been little short of disastrous ee 

for our relations with the Arab world. We cannot strain those rela- | 
~ tions any further without envisaging the complete disruption of many ot 

of our existing ties with the Middle East area and serious injury to — 

our economic and strategic interests. The Turks, furthermore, have = | 

already expressed their dismay at what they regard as the incon- oF 

sistency of our Palestine policy with our other policies in that area, _ | 

- and they would hardly be amenable to such an approach. —_ OS; 

| (c) Action by the Security Cowneil. Any action by the Security : 

Council to enforce the Palestine resolution will bring us closer to the — | 

point at which we will be asked to put up armed forces or to permit | 

the recruitment of international volunteers for operations in Palestine. — : 

The Policy Planning Staff is firmly opposed to both of these solutions, { 

considering them seriously detrimental to national security. | ' 

(d) Active United States Participation in the Establishment of the | ; 

International Territory of Jerusalem. Any United States initiative to _ I 

hasten the implementation of Part III of the Assembly resolution,con- | 

cerning the city of Jerusalem, would be vulnerable to the same objec- : 

tions as were outlined above with respect to the Security Council E 

action. I would raise the question whether the responsibilities devolv-  — gx 

‘ing upon the United Nations from these provisions can properly be = fy 

expected to become operative in the absence of the implementation of 

the remainder of the partition scheme. | | 

/  (e) Exploitation of Differences of View Among the Arabs. This is 

again a course which would sacrifice our over-all relations with the 
Arab world to the requirements of the Palestine situation. It might 
achieve a cheap and momentary success. For thelongrun,I doubtthat = 

- the mass of the Arabs would ever forgive us for resorting to it. It | 

| seems to me that such a course is neither in keeping with the general | 

| character of our diplomatic practice nor consistent with the integrity : 

of our policy in the Middle Kast. re | 

 %, Alternative Lines of Action. oe | f 

| (a) The first suggestion is that the General Assembly calluponthe = = =— J 

United Kingdom to consult with the Arabs and the Jews in the light 

of the unanimous recommendations of UNSCOP andtoseekasolution —f 

7 agreeable to both parties. This would appear to me to place the British | 

- in the precise position they were in in the middle of 1946 when they 

galled the Palestine Conference in London. You will recall that the | 

_ Jews refused to participate in that Conference, despite the expressed 

hope of President Truman that they might do so, and that the Confer- : 
ence came to no positive result. I am not aware of any possible agreed 

solution which the British failed to explore during the period when | | 
they were endeavoring to find some satisfactory way of relieving them- |
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7 selves of this responsibility. I am sure that the United Kingdom will | 
| not again accept any responsibility of this nature. _ ee 

(6) It is suggested here that a United Nations trusteeship be — 
| established for the whole of Palestine, in which the U.S. would take | 

“its fair share” of the physical and security responsibility. oe 

| We may have to come to this, and the Staff paper recommended that |. ~ 
we cooperate loyally in the working out and. implementing of any _— 
proposals in the United Nations for exploring the possibility of such - 
a solution, provided it would not require outside armed forces for 
implementation. The Staff did not recommend, however, that this 
Government take any responsibility for the initiation of such a pro-: 

. posal, since it failed to see how even a United Nations trusteeship 
| could fail to become a constant headache to the trustee power, a source 

| of further controversy in the United Nations, and a cause of reproach sy. 
to the authors of the suggestion. — oe 
8. United States Responsibility. Mr. Rusk is correct that a hands- 

off policy will leave Palestine in a state of violence. For that, all of 
us will share some measure of blame who have been concerned with _ 

| the Palestine question in these past 30 years; but the main responsi- 
| bility will have to continue to rest with the Jewish leaders and orga-. 

nizations who have pushed so persistently for the pursuit of objectives 

which could scarcely fail to lead to violent results. 7 re ee 

It is my opinion that the commitments we have already undertaken 
| in this matter are of such a nature that if an attempt were made to — 

carry them out in the literal sense it would soon prove intolerable to _ 
national opinion, would lead to violent dissatisfaction with the leader- __ 

| ship of our foreign policy, and would have other internal repercus- oe 
- sions of an extremely undesirable nature. | - a . 

In these circumstances, I think we have no choice but to try to. , 
extricate ourselves from the existing commitments as rapidly as pos- 

: sible and to see to it that we do nothing which would add any new 
_ ones to the present list. I believe that we, and the international com- — 

_ munity in general, will have to recognize that we have in Palestinea 

situation with which neither the United Nations norany outside power 

is really able to deal successfully at this juncture. We may hope that 
| the absence of international interference will eventually lead the 

parties themselves to a greater appreciation of their own interest and | 

responsibility. We should scrupulously refrain from adding by any- 
thing we may do or say to the prospects for violence between them. _ 

At the same time, we should not attempt to be our brother’s keeper or 
to offer moral advice to other powers when we are unable to bear our — 
own full share of the responsibility for the consequences, = 

7 This may indeed involve a loss of prestige both for us and the 

| United Nations, But I think it will be worth it if we can thereby -



regain the full independence and dignity of our position in this con-: 
fused and tragic question. | ee 7 ; 

: 867N.01/1-2648 a 7 | - / * | | oe | : 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Director of the Office 
of Near Eastern and African Affairs (Satterthwaite) _ 4 

‘TOP SECRET os . : : - [ Wasurneron, | January 29, 1948, 

_ Participants: Lord Inverchapel, British Ambassador a | 
| | Mr. Lovett, Under Secretary | 

Mr. Satterthwaite, NEA - | 

| . Lord Inverchapel called at 3: 00 p. m. today with the reply which he | 
had received from his Government to Mr. Lovett’s suggestion, made ; 

to the Ambassador on January 26, that the British should if possible, . | 
in view of the pressure being brought in Congress to have the U.S. + 

_ embargo on arms to the Middle East raised, issue a statement to the | 
effect that they -have suspended all shipments of arms to the Arab | 

states. (Reported in full in Deptel 256, January 26,7 p.m.to London.) | 
_ As he was instructed to deliver the reply orally, the Anibassador did | I 

_ so by reading aloud his original telegraphic instruction, of which the 4 
_ followingisafullsummary: =, , a 7 of 

-HMG are responsible for Palestine until the mandate terminates on | 
May 15 next. British troops may not be out until August 1. If the U.S. 

- Government were to modify its position with reference to its embargo 
on arms to the Middle East two results would follow: (1) These arms | | 
would be used against the British, and (2) the British Navy would - 
have to consider whether to allow ships carrying such arms to land : 
in Palestinian ports. | | oe 

- HMG. are bound by treaties of alliance with Iraq, Transjordan and ~ : 
Egypt. In respect of Egypt and Iraq they have entered into agree- 
ments for the supply of arms. They consider the fulfillment of these 
agreements necessary to prevent internal disorder and Communist 

_ penetration. To desist without the agreement of these two countries 
would be a violation of treaty obligations, the observance of which it 
should be to the advantage of our two countries to encourage, and 

- would strike at the root of the friendly relations which the British 
- maintain with them, a Po sy | 

| HMG have adopted the following attitude with reference to the | 
_ supplyofarms: ; - | 

(a) No arms destined for Palestine should be authorized, and | 
| (6) The only supplhes being sent at present are in respect oflong- 

standing orders on certain items to bring the local require- | 
_ ments up to the scale necessary for internal purposes and 
_ which arise out of treaty and contractual obligations. | 

__ The Ambassador is therefore to urge on the Under Secretary the : 
dangers of our altering our position. If the U.S. have any doubts on 

-- §98-594—-76——_-5 : | |
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- this subject’ these issues should be considered by the British and U.S.: 
| Services, the Embassy and the State Department in order to arrive , 

at a joint assessment of the strategic and political stakes involved. / 
a ’ In any case HMG could not depart from existing treaty and con- 

. _ tractual obligations without the consent of the other states concerned. __ 
Without violating any of Mr. Lovett’s confidences, HMG are there-— 
fore informing these other Governments of the U.S. position, saying © 
that it looks as if the pressure being brought on the U.S. Government 
to lift the arms embargo could be avoided only if HMG were to 
suspend delivery of materials for say six months with a view to re- 
viewing the situation at the end of that period. They are being in- 

| formed that only with the consent of those countries with which HMG © 
have contractual obligations would such action be taken. They are 

_. being asked what their decision would be if the matter came to the 
point where a decision was inevitable. — —_ | Oo 
You are to say to Mr. Lovett that these Middle Eastern countries 

will inevitably ask whether, if they are to agree to the abandonment 
of the supply of arms by the British, the U.S. will continue to enforce 
its embargo. It.is clear that only the U.S. Government can answer 
this question. If in spite of the considerations hitherto advanced the 
U.S. decides it cannot maintain the embargo unless HMG withhold all 
deliveries, it is suggested that U.S. Government at once explore with 
the Middle Eastern countries concerned their willingness to foregothe 
receipt of arms provided the present. U.S. ban is maintained. You — 

| _ should leave Mr. Lovett under no illusion as to the gravity of the 
a issue he has raised, both in respect of the relations of our two countries - 

| with the Middle Eastern countries and as between ourselves. It is | 
therefore urged that all concerned will reflect most earnestly on the 

7 _ wide considerations of strategic and political policy involved. 

| After the Ambassador had read the foregoing message, the Under _ | 
; Secretary summarized his understanding of it and commented that he — 

had then been given nothing to tell Congress except that the British _ 
. felt that they must continue to deliver arms for internal security _ 

| purposes if assured such. arms would not be used in Palestine. The 

Under Secretary felt it would be of no avail to make any such state-. 
| ment to Congress. This was a matter for the British Government to — _ 

decide but in his view a statement in such limited terms might do more _ 
harm than good, since it would serve only to emphasize the fact that 

the British are in fact furnishing arms to certain Arab states. About 
- the only thing we-can do therefore is to let the matter ride as it is and 

hope that the U.S. can nevertheless succeed in maintaining the arms _ 

| embargo. | , Oo | re 

| _ If these are the facts we must face them, Mr. Lovett had hoped that 
-, the British Government would be able to take prompt action along 

the lines he had suggested. Perhaps at some future date the British | 
| will be able to say that they did endeavor to persuade those countries _ 

with which they have treaty and contractual obligations to release — 
| _ them from these obligations. Bo re
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- The Under Secretary asked the Ambassador to thank the Foreign 4 

Office: for the kind and prompt cohsideration it had given his request _ t 

and to say that we will consider the information they have given us | | 

and hope that we may nevertheless be successful in holding the line — : 
as at present. os Oo | | , 

Lord Inverchapel enquired whether the British suggestion that the | 
U.S. and British Services, the State Department and the British 

_ Embassy should assess the strategic stakes involved was not worthy of 
adoption. Mr. Lovett replied that he thought it would be impossible | | 

_ to hold such meetings without someone in the Foreign Office giving it 

out to the press. He therefore doubted the wisdom of holding such © | 
meetings. The Ambassador remarked that his Government had often — : 
felt in the past that more leaks had come out of Washington than out’ | 7 
of London but that at the moment he had to confess that the British : | 

were several points up on us. Mr. Lovett retorted that he couldn’t | j 

guarantee that we wouldn’t catch up with them later. _ oo ; 
In reply to the Ambassador’s question as to whether we might wish | 

to follow the British suggestion that we explore the arms embargo _ | 
problem with the Middle Eastern countries, the Under Secretary in- | : 

_ dicated that we would only reach a decision on this matter after care- 
- Tul consideration, but that he very much doubted whether any good’ ~ I 

result could be obtained by our taking the matter up with those 
- countries. | a | SO 

Lord Inverchapel asked Mr. Lovett to let him know when a decision | 
_ had been reached on this phase of the matter and Mr. Lovett said he | 

would be glad todo so” | | 
_. The Ambassador enquired whether the American public were gen- | 

_ erally aware of the fact that the British are at present refusing to ship | 
_ any arms to Palestine and wondered whether it might be of some help i 

if the British Government were to make a statement along these lines. 
Mr. Lovett thought that perhaps there wasn’t a full understanding. _ . 

_ of this point in the U.S. and that a statement along these lines might _ OG 
__ be of some help, although the Zionists would of course at once point | = 

+ Mr. Henderson, in a memorandum of February 11 to Mr. Lovett and Assistant | a 
_ Secretary of State for Political Affairs Norman Armour, opposed making such - : 

an approach to the Arab Governments because “It would not be likely to lead to f 
helpful results for the United States Government at this time to intervene ina ; 

_ Inatter which pertains primarily to relations between Great Britain and the Arab E 
states” and because “The United States should not restrict its freedom of action / : 
by promising the Arab Governments to continue the present embargo. Itis possible ' : 
that recommendations of appropriate organs of the United Nations may cause the : 
United States to alter its policies in this respect.” (867N.01/2-1148) | 7 *E 

: “Mr. Henderson’s memorandum recommended that the British Ambassador be’ : 
Informed orally of the Department’s decision, but the editors were unable to find | 

_ any record that this was actually done. o£
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out that their real concern was with the shipment of arms to neighbor- 

| ing states. The Ambassador remarked that he might suggest to his 

: Government the desirability of making the British position on this 
point clear through the device of raising a question in Parliament. 

867N.01/1-3048 a | | | 

‘The Chief of the Division of Dependent Area Affairs (Gerig) to the 
| United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) | 

oe Wasuinerton, January 30, 1948. 

| Dear Mr. Austin: I received your letter of January 27, 19481 _ 
' concerning the draft Statute for the City of Jerusalem? prepared by 

the Working Committee set up by the Trusteeship Council. I greatly 

| appreciate the careful manner in which you have read this document 

| and the specific comments which you have made regarding it. 
: | With respect to the question raised by you concerning the legal _ 

nature of the Statute, I should like to say generally that the provi- 

sions of Chapters XII and XIII of the Charter are not regarded by | 

| the Committee to be specifically applicable since the City of Jerusalem, 

| on the-decision of the General Assembly, is not to be a trust territory, 
but is to be administered as a special international regime by the 
Trusteeship Council. Thus, the Trusteeship Council, in drawing. up 
the Statute and in carrying out its administrative responsibilities, _ 
considers that it is discharging a mandate conferred upon it by the 

1 Not printed. — a _ re a ; 
. . 2 Not printed ; this undated 28-page paper was prepared as the Joint Report of 

the two drafting groups of the Working Committee on Jerusalem (867N.01/ | 
1-1348). . oo | | oo 

‘The resolution adopted by the General Assembly on November 29, 1947, provided 
for the establishment of the City of Jerusalem as a corpus separatum from the - 
proposed Jewish and Arab States, to be administered by the United Nations, and 

designated the Trusteeship Council to discharge the responsibilities of the ad-_ 

' ministering authority. a . 

The Trusteeship Council, on December 1, 1947, established a working group 

to draft a Statute for the City of Jerusalem and the following day designated 

Australia, China, France, Mexico, the United Kingdom, and the United States ; 
as members. Mr. Gerig was elected Chairman of the working group on Decem- 

| ber 3 (United Nations press releases TR/107, 108, and 109, dated December 1,2, 

and 8, respectively). , - ae cans an a 
The Working Committee, on January 8, 1948, began consideration of the Joint 

Report and on February 16, unanimously approved an amended draft statute 

| TR/132 and 146, dated January 8 and February 16, respectively. The text of 

the amended draft statute, dated January 26, is printed in United Nations, 

Official Records of the Trusteeship Council, Second Session, Second Part, Annex, 

p. 1; the accompanying report of the Working Committee, dated February 16, is . 

_ printed ibid., p. 19. 7 - .



- General Assembly. The Trusteeship Council has not considered it to _ | 

be its duty to question the authority of the General Assembly in re- | 

 ferring this matter to it. It assumes that the plan envisaged by the 

General Assembly affords a proper basis on which to proceed, United 4 

States representatives on the Trusteeship Council have not questioned os f 

this position since they , assumed that the United States Delegation _ | 

in the General Assembly regarded the plan for the future government | 

of Palestine as falling within the framework of the Charter and the ' 

powers of the organs and agenciesthereunder. = So 

- The proviso of paragraph 4, Article VI, to which you call attention, I 

derives directly from a stipulation in Part III, paragraph 3(c) of _ | 

the General Assembly’s resolution, which states that the members of | : 

the special police force “shall be recruited outside of Palestine”. Since | 

Palestine, as a geographical unit, will no longer exist after partition — & 

the Working Committee felt it advisable to avoid use of the term —_—i fy 

“Palestine” and to refer instead to the Arab State, the Jewish State, | 

andthe City of Jerusalem. __ a | a oo 

“Your view with respect to the condition in Article XIII of the 
draft Statute that the Governor should never be eligible for citizen- 4 

_ ship of the City was shared by the Working Committee. That para- a 
graph follows very closely the General Assembly’s Plan and provides 
that the Governor shall not be a citizen of the City, the Arab State, _ ft 
or the Jewish State. Such limitations, of course, are designed to ensure | 

impartiality and do not now bar the Governor from citizenship for 

_  hisentirelifetime. . | | | | 
The word “substantively” in Article XIX of the draft was used in +t 

the sense of “in his own right”. Its necessity was questioned in the | 

discussions of the Working Committee. It was not, however, elimi- 

nated, because several members felt it to be useful. Personally, lagree E 

__-with you that it could well be omitted. 7 me, | 

- Your suggestion with respect to paragraph 8 on page 24 was not ; 
discussed by the Working Committee. It is a point, however, which | | 
might well be taken up during the Trusteeship Council discussion. | ' 

tis certainly true that the Statute does contain novelties. They are . | | 

_ for the most part, I think, a reflection on the uniqueness of the entire — | 

Plan. The Working Committee found in its discussions that on many | ; 

points there were no precedents upon which it could draw for judg- F 
ments. Similarly, there were many points passed on to the Working | 
Committee by the General Assembly and the Committee felt that. it 
was not in a position to digress from the substance of such points. — 

' Sincerely yours, 2A | [O.] B[ensamin] G[erte] © i
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a 501.BB Palestine/2-248 Se a : a 

| Memorandum by Mr. M. Gordon Knox* to the United States | 
| Representative at the United Nations (Austin)? . : 

| | _. [New Yorx,] February 2, 1948. 

. Examination of the statements concerning Palestine made by United 

States representatives in the General Assembly (Ad-Hoc and plenary . 

sessions) indicate that: Oo oo | 

| — 1. The United States is in no way committed to the use of force to 
| implement the General Assembly recommendation regarding Palestine 

| aside from the United States obligations assumed under the Charter. | 
| 2. On the contrary, the United States Delegation was careful not to 

: take a position regarding this matter. | oe 

| The following official and public statements concerning the use of 
| force regarding Palestine were made by United States representatives : 

| (see attached papers*). | | - a 

No complete record has been kept of private or secret conversations _ 

but in the opinion of members of the United States Delegation, who 

were closely connected with the Palestine question such talks corre- 

sponded exactly with the official statements on this subject. 7 - 

_ Aside from its duty as a member of the United Nations and as a 

t Adviser on Security Council and General Affairs to the United States Mission 
at the United Nations. ee, oe 7 oe 

* Addressed also to Mr. Rusk and to Mr. Ross and other members of the United 
States Mission, > a _ | - 

*The attached papers include excerpts from the following documents:  _- 

Statement by Ambassador Herschel V. Johnson delivered in the Ad Hoc Com- 
‘mittee on the Palestinian Question, October 11, 1947 (Press Release 260 of the 

U.S. Mission to the United Nations, October 10. The text is also in Department . 

of State Bulletin, October 19, 1947, pp. 761 ff. The summary record of the state- 
ment is printed in United Nations, Official Records of the General Assembly, ° 

| . Second Session, Ad Hoc Committee: on the Palestinian Question, hereinafter 
. cited as GA (II), Ad Hoc Commitiee, pp. 62 ff.) ; 

Statement by Ambassador Johnson as U.S. Representative in Sub-Committee 1. 

_of the Ad Hoc Committee, November 4, 1947 (U.S. Mission document US/A/AC.14/,— 
| SC.1/8, printed in Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v,p.1237); | | . ; 

| Statements by Ambassador Johnson to the afternoon and evening sessions 
of the Ad Hoc Committee, November 22, 1947 (U.S. Mission Press Releases 

339 and 340; see also Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, pp. 1278 ff.) ; | 

| Revised Amendment to the Draft Resolution proposed by Sub-Committee 1 
(A/AC.14/34) submitted by the Delegation of Denmark (U.N. document A/AC.- 

14/43/Rev. 1, November 25, 1947; see text in GA (II), Ad Hoc Committee, pp. 

266 ff.) 5 _ | : Bo ) | 
. Statement by Ambassador Johnson in the 4d Hoc Committee on November 25, 

. 1947 (U.S. Mission Press Release 346, December 9, 1947) ; . 

Statement by Ambassador Johnson at. the 124th Plenary Meeting of the 

General Assembly, November 26, 1947 (U.N. document A/PV. 124; see United 
Nations, Official Records of the Second Session of the General Assembly, Plenary _ 
Meetings, vol, 11, pp. 1825-1326). a .
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permanent member of the Security Council, the United States is not | 

bound in fact or by implication to use or contribute tothe useofforce* = —s | 

, « Ambassador Austin, on February 3, reported the following : “xplaining he : 

| had heard rumors the US was not prepared to maintain its support of the GA - j 

partition decision, Muniz (Brazil) was alarmed at the possible effect. of such  &- 

a shift on the strength and validity of the UN, particularly the GA. He was . 

advised that the US maintained its support, but did not contemplate the use of : 

US troops to implement the decision”. (Telegram 137 from New York, 501.4 L 

Summaries/2-348) | Oo F 

_ 601.BB Palestine/2-348 oo, | Be 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of United Nations Affairs =f 

| (Rusk) to the Under Secretary of State (Lovett)+ 

_ TOP SECRET. . -s FWasutneton,] February 3, 1948. | 

The resolution of the General Assembly recommending the parti- > 

tion of Palestine, which was adopted on November 29, 1947, has placed  &- 

_ the problem of implementation on the doorstep of the Security Coun- I 

cil. The Council yesterday was given the first monthly report of the | 

Palestine Commission, the accumulative effect of which is to high- 

light the almost insurmountable difficulties of carry[ing] out partition : . 

- without the use of force and the very pointed lack of cooperation 

shown the Commission by the Mandatory Power in Palestine, the ' 

United Kingdom. In particular, the refusal of the British Government _ I 

to permit the Commission to proceed to Palestine before May 1 and F 

- the intention of the British authorities to pull out of Palestine two : 

weeks after the arrival of the Commission served to make the task of 
| fulfilling the Assembly’s resolution almost insuperable, The United = ; 

_ States is directly involved in this problem since on November 30 it | 

agreed to the proposal of Foreign Secretary Bevin to support the | | 

_ British timetable of withdrawal whereby the Commission would not 7 

arrive in Palestine before May1? | en re | ’ 

_ While the problems of the Palestine Commission are but one facet : 
: of the broader issue of Palestine partition, the Commission’s report | 

' will certainly bring to a head and promptly the main issue beforethe F 

| Security Council: whether force should be employed by the United 

N ations or condoned by the United Nations to carry out the partition | E 

of Palestine against the will of a majority of its inhabitants and the 

pronounced policy of six members of the United Nations, comprising | 

the members of the Arab League. no aa 

‘Mr, Rusk did not initial this memorandum and there is no evidence that it | : 
- was actually sent to Mr. Lovett. . | | ae ee  «- 

* For the British timetable of withdrawal, see telegram Martel 12, November 28, | 
1947, from London, Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, p. 1289. Mr. Lovett, on Novem- : 
ber 29, authorized New York to inform the British of Departmental agreement | q 
concerning the timetable ; see first footnote 1, ibid., p. 1290. | | .
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[The Office of] United Nations Affairs recommends: ee 
_ 1. That the United States do everything possible to see that the 

resolution of November 29, 1947 be placed into effect by any measures — 
. falling short of the use of armed force. — oe 

2. That the United States make immediate representations to the 
_ United Kingdom pointing out that the indifference of the United 

, Kingdom to its responsibility as Mandatory Power andasamember 
of the United Nations morally bound by the resolution of November 29 

_ will cause us to revise our position regarding support of the time- 
table of withdrawal unless the United Kingdom’ manifests a more 
conciliatory attitude. Since our position is stated in (1) above the 
United Kingdom should have no illusions as to the determination 
of this Government to make the partition plan succeed if it is possible 

| to do so without the use of force. | : 
3. Should the constitutionality of the resolution of November 29, 

_ 1947, be challenged and an attempt be made to refer Charter interpre- 
tation of the resolution to the International Court of J ustice, this 
Government should not oppose such reference, provided that mean- 

| while the carrying out of the provisions of the resolution were not 
placed in abeyance while the Court was deliberating on its advisory 
opinion. | | . | | 

_ 4, Should, as seems almost inevitable, it prove impossible to carry 
| _ out the resolution of November 29 by peaceful measures, the Security 
a Council will be faced with decisions regarding the use of force —s_— 

| (a) Within Palestine itself, ; | 
oe (6) A force external to Palestine directed against the Jewish 

: State, | 

the United States should take the position that it is not incumbent on 
| the Security Council to apply force within Palestine to carry out parti- 

_ tion by armed strength. As for the threat of external aggression | 
against Palestine which would come from the Arab States contiguous _ 
to that territory, the United States should support any measures fall- 

| ing short of the use of armed force by the Security Council to restrain 
such aggression. It should not, however, support the sending by the 
Council of an international armed force to give battle to the Arab 
States in an attempt td quash such aggression. as he 

5. When all measures falling short of the use of force to carry out ~ 
the partition of Palestine have proved fruitless the United States 

, should support the calling of a Special Session of the General As- 
sembly to reconsider the entire problem, with the probable outcome 
that a special United Nations trusteeship for Palestine would be pro- | 
posed and terminable at such future date when the Jewish and Arab 

| inhabitants of Palestine were able to agree on a modus vivendi either _ 
| for a unitary federated state or for partition. a 

Technical papers have been prepared in UNA on the possible meas- 

ures which might be taken by the United States to implement the _ 
Palestine partition plan by measures falling short of the use of force
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and also by forceful measures adopted by the Security Council. | 

Studies have been made of the possibility of arming the militias of | 
the Jewish and Arab States; of the recruiting of the international 

police for the trusteeship of Jerusalem; of the problem of Arab ag- | 

gression; of conciliatory measures which might be adopted seeking = = | 
to bring the Arab and Jewish parties to an agreement; and of the . 

"question of submitting the legality of the Palestine decision to the =| 

| International Court of Justice. It is proposed to retain these studies = | 
for reference at your call, depending of course upon developments in i 
the Security Council and elsewhere. - | | | 

501.BB Palestine/2-348 eR | ee : 

The Director of the Office of United Nations Affairs (Rusk) to the | 
_ United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) | 

CONFIDENTIAL |” ‘Wasuineton, February 8, 1948. | 

My Dear Senaror Austin: The attached memorandum contains — 4 
a draft telegram on the question of the acceptance by the Security | 

Council of its responsibilities under the General Assembly Resolution : 

on Palestine, In order to avoid sending broadly phrased instructions ' 

without direct reference to the problem presented to the Security | 

Council, it was decided that I should furnish you the attached draft | 
for your information. The Department may convert this draft into f 
an instruction or it may separate out certain points raised therein for | F 

more precise instructions in the light of the questions presented to the _ . 

Security Council. — | | | 

I appreciate that this is a somewhat unusual procedure but I am ; 
confident that you will understand the difficulty in general instructions ] 

_ at this point. ar | | 4 | | | 

_ Sincerely yours, =. Draw Rusk | 

oO a ; - [Enclosure] - OB nd ) 

oe - Draft Telegram to USUN | oe 

| In light of probability that Palestine Commission will submit report _ : 
to SC early in Feb, following are Dept views on question of SC accept- >i igX 

_ ance of its responsibilities under GA resolution Nov 29, 1947 on | 
“Future Government of Palestine”: SS a ; 

: | oe Conciustons eo | | 7 

) 1. Resolution of GA is request to SC which the SC can accept in | 
whole or in part. | | | :
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_) 2. GA request:to SC has two principal aspects: - a 

- (a) Request that SC take measures provided for in plan necessary 
a for its implementation. These include: | ns Bs 

| | (1) Guidance to commission in administration of plan (IB2) ; 
_ (2) Action if Provisional Council of government cannot be 

selected by April 1, 1948 by either state (IB4) ; es 
: | _ (3) Instructions to Commission (TB14);— ~ Te 

| — .. (4) Receipt of reports from Commission (IB14-15). SC under — 
_. its general powers set forth in Art 24 of Charter has full present 
_ authority to assume responsibilities devolving upon it under plan 

| without specific determination of threat to peace or other juris- 
dictional prerequisite to SC action, oo - 

- (6) Second aspect of GA. request. relates to SC action in event 
Council finds situation in Palestine constitutes threat to peace and 

_ request that SC should regard any attempt to alter by force settlement 
| envisaged in plan as threat to peace, breach of peace or act of aggres- — 

sion. As to these requests, SC should take no action until occasion © 
| arises, nor should it determine in advance that a given act constitutes 

a. threat to peace without examination of all surrounding circum- 
stances at the time. CS re 

+ 8, Accordingly SC should by appropriate resolution accept para 

(a) of GA request and assume responsibilities devolving upon it under _ 

- plan and take note of paras (6) and (c) of GA request with under- 
standing that these requests should be given due consideration in any 

- determination by SC of whether situation in Palestine constitutes a 

threat to peace or whether a breach of peace or act of aggression has 
occurred, and in action to be taken by SC on basis of such 
determination. a oe - ee 

Discussion a oe 

| | I, IMPLEMENTATION OF PLAN OF PARTITION. — | 

4, Resolution of GA has established a GA. commission to assume 

transitional responsibility for implementation of plan of partition. 

Measures of commission to implement plan are to “become immediately 

effective unless commission has previously received contrary instruc- 
| tions from SC.” CO ee | Sage SC 

- 9. GA recognized that implementation of plan might involve prob- 

a lem affecting international peace and security. To give effect to SC’s 

primary responsibility in field of international peace.and security GA 

addressed a series of requests to SC envisaging its cooperation inim- 

: plementation of plan by commission. = a a



RABE eo 501 : 
. ‘TI, PRESENT STATUS OF GA RESOLUTION IN SC | | 

In its 22nd meeting on Dec 9, 1947 SC approved following position | 

enunciated by President : “The SC having received the letter from the : 

| Secretary General enclosing the resolution of the GA concerning 

Palestine, and being seized of the question, decided to postpone dis- _ 

cussion.” Accordingly Palestine question is now on list of matters of | & 

which SC is seized in accordance with Rule 11 of its Rules of 

_ Procedure. = | - | a | 

* ay, BASIS OF SC JURISDICTION IN RESPECT OF GA RESOLUTION | 

Basis of activities envisaged by GA resolution for SC in taking ot 

measures necessary for implementation of plan is Art 24 of Charter j 

under which Members of UN confer on SC primary responsibility for ; 

maintenance of international peace and security. Same article of — E 

Charter was invoked and accepted by SC (with Australia abstaining) OE 

in connection with assumption of responsibilities under annexes to | 

| Ttalian Peace Treaty relating to creation and government of Free | 

: Territory of Trieste. In that case SC adopted resolution recording its — | : 

approval of instruments relating to Trieste and “its acceptance of 1 

responsibilities devolving upon it under the same.” See SC meeting | 

Jani01947, 00 ere es : 

Lo In respect of paras (6) and (c) of GA request, SC should, of course, 

take note of Assembly’s resolution ; but its responsibilities under those: 

parts of resolution stem from its responsibilities under Chapters VI : 

and VII of Charter rather than from GA. nt ee 

$C has under Charter a duty to consider whether any situation : 

- involving maintenance of international peace and security constitutes F 

threat to peace-or breach of peace and if such a determination is made / 3 

has duty to take such action or make such recommendations as are. an: 

necessary to maintain or restore international peace and security. : 

Request of GA contained in para (6) of resolution does not enlarge — + 

- or restrict responsibilities or authority of Council in this regard. If | if 

SC does determine that situation in Palestine constitutes a threat to 

peace, it may take such further action under any of Articles in Chapter | 

VII as it deems necessary. Para (6) of GA resolution expressly men- | | 

, tions only Arts 39 and 41 of Charter under these circumstances. This | 

cannot be regarded as limitation on SC’s power to take measures under 

any Articles in Chapter VIL. . a | ‘ 

Moreover, it would be inappropriate for SC to decide in advance | 

that any attempt to alter by force settlement envisaged. by plan should | 

be regarded as threat to peace, breach of peace or act of aggression. — |
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Such determination by Council should be made after examination of 
acts themselves and in light of surrounding circumstances prevailing 
at the time. - | od | 

| 711.90G/2-448 aa 
Memorandum by the Ambassador to Irag (Wadsworth) to the ~ 

| Director of the Office of Near Eastern and African Affairs 
| (Henderson) | | | 

TOP SECRET = [WasHineton,] February 4, 1948. 

_ Subject: ‘Conversation withthe President = _ | 
_ As you know, I had prepared a paper outlining remarks I proposed 

| to make to the President when received by him today. A copy of that 
\ paper is attached.1 It 1s in essence a report on American-Iraqi relations 

written within the framework of a brief exposition of the situation in 
_ the Near East as shaped primarily by Soviet pressures and by United __ 

- Nations action in the Palestine problem. | 
I had, too, arranged with Admiral Souers? that my paper be put 

by him in the President’s hands yesterday. This was done primarily in 
the thought that, in any discussion we might have, both the President 
and I might dispense with preliminaries and get down to what I hoped 
might be the nature of any representations he might wish me to make 
onmyreturnto Baghdad. . | oe 

Admiral Souers telephoned me this morning that he had discussed _ 
my paper briefly with the President. who had said that it- would be 
helpful and that he would be glad to discuss it with me. The Admiral - 

| commented that the President was under much pressure to support 
| the United Nations in carrying out the partition plan but was not 
oe disposed to use American troops to that end. a 

: The Admiral then asked that either you or I keep him informed of 
| developments. He is in touch with George Kennan on the subject of 

the paper now under preparation in the Department for consideration 
by the National Security Council. Consequently, his request to you 
is primarily in respect to what might be the upshot of my talk with 

: the President. He was, too, interested in any current information you 
might be able to give him on British attitudes and actions. Oo 

_ IT was received promptly at noon by the President and stayed with | 
| him the better part of 15 minutes. a | | | 

| «2. printed on p. 596. Ambassador Wadsworth had also conversed with President 
Truman on January 16, 1947, when he was tthe Appointed Ambassador to Iraq. 
His memorandum to Mr. Henderson and the “Outline of Proposed Remarks to the — 

| President”, both dated January 16, 1947, have not been printed. They may be - | 
found in the files of the Department of State under 123 Wadsworth, George. | 

| 7 Sidney W. Souers, Executive Secretary of the National Security Council. 
* Presumably the report of February 11 by the Policy Planning Staff, p. 619.
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After salutation, I said I was particularly grateful to Admiral | 

Souers for bringing my paper to his attention. I had wanted to do ; 

more than report perfunctorily regarding American-Iraqi relations. | 

| The President answered that he had read my paper and was glad to =: 

have it. The situation was certainly one for concern. He had kept in | 

close touch. Lovett knew the situation well; so did General Marshall. 

He himself saw alike with the State Department. . | Oo | | 

I said I knew that the National Security Council was to consider | 

the whole matter, from all its various angles. In my paper I had : 

wanted to present one of them, ie. that of his representatives in the | 

field. We were up against a pretty tough proposition. Consequently, 

I hoped that, after the National Security Council had thought the  —s_ || 

question through, it would go a step further and suggest something 

_ positive which we in the field might say, something constructive which , 

we could use to build better and mutually beneficial relations. 7 

The President replied that the whole problem was being worked on 

actively and constructively. The basic trouble was and had been that : 

- -pullheadedness and fanaticism constantly interfered. Two years ago ] 

he had found a sound approach. The British had gone along with his | | 

' proposals for an. Anglo-American commission.‘ Attlee® and Bevin © 

had agreed that, if its report was unanimous, its recommendations 

~ would be applied. There had been a unanimous report. Grady had 7 

gone to London to get it implemented but had failed because of 

- British bullheadedness and the fanaticism of our New York Jews. 

The British were still being bullheaded and American Jews were still | 

‘being fanatic about it. One thing he could tell me though was that we a 

would not send arms to the Near East and that we would only act | 

through the United Nations. | 

T said that that assurance would be a great help to our representa- 7 

tives in the Near East; and I hoped that, after the National Security. 

‘Council’s consideration, we could be authorized to go further and say 

that no American troops would be sent to Palestine to impose a 

partition. — | oe | a 

a The President interrupted with a categorical e} aculation of con- | 

currence andletmecontinue. => a : 

I continued : “Because, to us who are working on the problem in the 

figld, partition seems, in the present situation, unworkable. It seems 

to us that a way must be found for United Nations reconsideration of = 

the General Assembly’s recommendations of last November, primarily => 

on the ground that they presumed J ewish-Arab cooperation which 1s 

now seen to be nonexistent. : | . 

| “For documentation on the activities of the Anglo-American Committee of In- | 

quiry, see Foreign Relations, 1946, vol. vir, pp. 576 ff. es 

-” 8 Clement R. Attlee, British Prime Minister. 
ae no SS,
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| _ The President answered in substance that that was for the United | Nations to decide, in the light of experience. The situation was bad; , and there was, as he had said, too much fanaticism. [Here follow per- 

~ sonal observations: by President Truman and Ambassador Wads-. 
worth.] And I added that, until we could get, both sides to rid them- | selves of extremist groups and thinking, I could not see the possibility — of getting far with any sensible workable compromise. Without that, 
I could not see how we could turn successfully to constructive proj - 
ects. As he knew, there were many such proj ects, from oil development 

_ to the Tigris-Euphrates Valley scheme,* which were of mutual benefit 
and which we just could not get on with effectively in the present _ 
situation, - | a 

| __ The President picked up my reference to Iraq. Development of the a Tigris-Euphrates plan, he commented, would support 15,000,000 — | people. There was one point in that connection he wanted to make. 
‘Tamerlane had destroyed that great ancient civilization. In the past, : _ destruction had always been the aftermath of war. Today, for the first 

| time in history, the conqueror was putting everything he had into 
reconstruction of the conquered. We were trying to get the world back : 
on its feet. We would work, as he had said, through the United Na- 
tions; but reconstruction was the active policy of the United States. 

| _ He wanted other countries to know this and to understand that we 
_ wanted to work with them in realizing that policy. As for the Near 

a East, he could not say more than he had said to Amir Faisal* and - 
the Prince of Yemen * who had come to see him last fall; and he had 
said much the same to the Prince Regent of Iraq who had stayed with 

| him two years before. | ae - - | 
- I answered that I could testify to his having made of the latter a 

very good friend and admirer. I was much struck,-I said, by his com- 
ment that “For the first time in history, the conqueror’s policy was | 
to reconstruct the conquered.” Might I not, I asked, repeat that phrase 

| to the Prince Regent on my return to Baghdad? It made exactly the 
- sort of point Near Eastern leaders would appreciate, for the record — 

of their past was an almost continuous passage of conquerors and 
destructive conquests, an oo | 

_ The President replied in the affirmative. OO e | 

6 Regarding the economic development of Iraq, see instruction 17, March 29, to Baghdad, Part 1 of this volume; p. 77. | 
| "For the memorandum of conversation between President Truman and Amir 

| Faisal on December 13, 1946, see Foreign Relations, 1946, vol. vu, p. 729. ee 
*For information on the visit of Prince Abdullah to the United States in 

. July 1947, see editorial note, ibid., 1947, vol. v, p. 1344. . . 
-*¥For information on the visit of Abdul Ilah, Regent of Iraq, to the United | 

. States in May 1945, see ibid., 1945, vol. VIII, p. 586. |
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‘added: “And might I also, when next I see the Regent, tell him | 

you again: expressed to me, as you did last. year, keen interest in : 

facilitating realization of the Tigris-Euphrates Valley scheme?” The : 

- President answered “By all means” but added that Iraqi, like other  =—sti‘éiéCL 

Arab leaders, should realize that they have to play their parts to make 

this possible. There was nothing much constructive anyone could do 1 

if they (the Arab leaders) started sending their armies into Palestine. 4 

- There was only one force which should go there if any should be 

needed and that was an international police force under the United 

Nations. og Tete : : a rae 

| answered that that too was along the lines of the reassurance I 

hoped I would be authorized to take back with me after the matter had : 

_ been gone into by the National Security Council. The Arabs’ keenest | 

| fear today was that we, under Zionist pressures, would act unilaterally . 

and send troops independently of the United Nations. a Doe | 

The President answered in substance: “We won't, but they (the | 

Arabs) must first assure me, before I can give them any categoric a 

promises, that they won'teither.” > | re | 

I answered that I could well understand that and that it was in 

just that field that I believed I and our other Chiefs of Missions inthe 

~ 'NearEastcouldbehelpfu. neg ae 
| There was, I continued, one other field of discussion in which f felt. 

we could be helpful, if so authorized, The Arabs enjoy nothing more 

than a legal argument. They had questioned at Lake Success. the con- 

stitutional authority of the General Assembly, basically limited as-it 

| ig to discussion and recommendation, 
to divide a country against the 

wishes of the majority of its population. They had asked that this . 

1 legal issue be submitted to the World Court for advisory opinion. 

They would probably raise this point again when the matter comes 

| this month before. the United Nations Security Council = tt 

The President interrupted, as I was about to add that I hoped I 

1 might be authorized to say that we would not oppose any such pro- 

3 posal if made to the Security Council. He said in substance that, 

--while this might be helpful, there was little he could say on the subject 

at this time. It would all have. to be worked out here and at Lake 

Success; and he repeated. that, having kept in close touch with Mr. 

i Lovett and General Marshall and seeing the picture as they do, he 

3 - felt he could go along with what the Department might recommend. 

Then, taking my leave, I thanked the President again for seeing me 

\ and for talking so frankly. Whatever the Department might authorize 

: me to say on my return to Baghdad, our talk would have been im- 

| - mensely helpful to me. The situation gave us all much concern but. 

4 _ there was nothing more reassuring than to know it was in good. hands. 

2 oe oe i G[zorce] W[apswortn|
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_ [Annex] ok 
Lhe Ambassador to I raq (Wadsworth) to President Truman 

- . a re _ [Wasurneron, undated.} — Mr. Presipent: I have sought this opportunity to see and pay my respects to you before returning to my post at Baghdad. I should - welcome particularly any general directives you may feel it desirable | to givéme. i 7 | | | The Regent, Prince Abdul Ilah, has charged me with presenting his compliments and kindest regards to you personally. He recalls with warmest appreciation that when visiting this country in 1945, he was your first official foreign guest in the White House. He and his minis- ters have anxiously sought American understanding and friendship. © | _ The situation in Iraq, as throughout the Arab World, is gravely troubled. Strong new social and political ferments are at work. When ‘IT left Baghdad last September for temporary detail here the Prime Minister charged me with an important, message. | a Its essence was that, in a world of increasing politica] tension be- tween the Western Powers and Russia, Iraq believed the time had come for it to take positive action to identify itself forthrightly with . the major policies and Tegional strategic program of Great Britain | and the United States, | | | | _ Iraq, he said, in such a relationship, envisaged for itself a position — : closely resembling that of its neighbor and friend, Turkey. It could, | too, helpfully play a role as “pivot” between the Saadabad group of | countries* and those of the Arab League in the evolution of 4 common : policy of defense against Soviet aggression and communist infiltration, = = : oe Further, he said, Iraq would need British-A merican assistance (and - Support when applying to the World Bank for credits) to realize its great Tigris-EKuphrates Valley development project. He had particu- larly appreciated the expression of keen interest in this project which you authorized me last year to convey to the Regent. ce However, the Prime Minister concluded, none of this could be brought within the field of practical politics unless a, mutually accept- able settlement of the Palestine problem be found, with our help, by | the United Nations. - 7 : a 7 | Such a settlement, Mr. President, has not been found. Rather are _ Wwe, today, in Arab eyes, chiefly and almost solely responsible for the United Nations recommendation for Palestine “Partition with Eco- nomic Union.” Arab leaders are convinced that in Spearheading that __ 
” The source text ig a Carbon copy undated and unsigned. OS | 
*These are the Moslem countries—Turkey, Iraq, Iran ‘and Afghanistan— , 

which signed in 1937 at Saadabad (near Teheran) a pact of mutual assistance. 
Pakistan is a possible applicant to membership. [Footnote in the source text.]
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a action the United States was, under Zionist pressures, unfaithful to. 

its own principles, notably those of self-determination and majority : 

rule. Se 
oes | | | 

The United States is, and can hardly be otherwise, the main driving ~ 

- force in the United Nations. The Arab World does not object to this. — of 

| go long as it ss convinced that our objectives are those of peace, security I 

and fair dealing. | | 
t 

“We are now, to put it bluntly, highly suspect in their eyes—to such. 

a degree even that they fear these same Zionist.pressures will impel 

you to order American troops to Palestine to implement by force that 

single portion of the General Assembly’s recommendations which. | 

envisaged a sovereign J ewish state. , | | 

| More than forty percent of the population of such a state would 

| be Arabs whose ancestors had owned the land for many centuries 

a hostile state, they say, lying athwart the world’s most strategically 

important. landbridge, which, running from the Mediterranean to the 

| Red Sea, separates some 20,000,000 Arabs in southwest Asia from a like 

number in northeast Africa. — | : 

| Mr. President, until this Arab fear is removed, there will be littleif | 

amy constructive work in the field of Arab-American relations which . 

| can be accomplished. Four points are outstanding : . 

1) The great Tigris-Euphrates Valley development project, which 

might in five years meet half the world’s wheat shortage, cannot 

progress , . | | = 

a 9) Our Middle East oil development schemes, on which success 

: of your great European Recovery Plan may well depend, will be 

| ~  gurtailed ; 
7 ee a 

| 

: 8B) British-American strategic interest must continue to suffer, as 

| im the case of the recently-signed Anglo-Iraqi Treaty ™ which led last 

’ week to fall of the Iraqi government amid popular repudiation of an 

1 alliance which would have assured us as well as Britain the use, In an | 

emergency, of the greatest military air base in the Middle Kast; 

; 4) Our moral influence, built in large measure by private American 

{ institutions and enterprise, through a century of Arab’ renaissance, | 

1, must increasingly suffer from the stultifying effect of a new and 

, growing Arab scepticism as to our political bona fides. | 

- May I not, therefore, take back with me your personal assurance 

that the American Government will not support or participate in any 

i project to impose partition by force? May I not say that no American 

4 troops will be so employed, either directly as an American force or dis- 

t guised under the banner of the United Nations? | 

fo With such an assurance, I believe your representatives to the Arab - 

countries, can effectively prevent direct action seriously harmful to— 

| vital American interests pending appropriate action by the United 

— 8 For documentation on this subject, see Part 1 of this volume, pp. 202 ff. = a 

, 598-594—76-—_6 
= |
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Nations to reconsider the Palestine Problem in the light of current; | _ -developments. - no oo, | re - : St would, too, I believe, be immediately helpful were you to au: _ thorize your representatives at the Arab capitals to add that the | _ American Government would not oppose, in any proper organ of the — United Nations, any proposal to the effect that, before decision be ‘taken to implement any of the present recommendations, exéept it be _ in general agreement with the wishes of the population, the com- petency of such organ so to decide be submitted to the World Court. for advisory opinion. - So a : I make this latter suggestion because an Arab resolution to seek such. | Opinion on basic legal issues of the problem was defeated at Lake Suc- | cess by but a single vote; and there is ground to believe that in a less emotional atmosphere it would have received a substantial majority. Oo A gesture of this nature now, if supplementing the suggested assur- | _ ance as to the non-use of force, might well] temporarily ease our _ Strained relations with the Arab governments and enable your repre- | _ sentatives near those Governments to exercise a beneficial moderating : _ effect against the adoption of extremist policies (including direct. . armed aggression against Palestine) now under consideration in Arab capitals, — oo a ae | _ | The essential objectives and major purpose of our regional policies in the Near East have long been effectively summarized by the phrase: “Peace, progress and stability.” Today, I feel, time is of the essence. By now supporting Partition and the establishment of a J ewish state, _ _ ‘we are supporting a policy most calculated to defeat our major pur- | pose and which has already begun to produce the opposite, namely ‘war, stagnation and chaos. ee ee an And, if we fail to achieve our major purpose, the probable end- a results will be irreparable damage to our. vital national interest. I conceive it probable even that such end results may well ‘include — ~ eventual subjection of much if not all of the Arab World, and of Iran as well, to Soviet domination, Ee 7 It is these conclusions which, as your Ambassador, I have felt it | my duty to report. Be : | | In so reporting, I have not endeavored to Suggest a solution of the Palestine problem. On. that immensely troubling subject my own _ _ Views, which I submit with all deference, may be outlined as follows: | 1) No solution can be found unless the present recommendations _ of the General Assembly be changed ; a Oo fs | 2) Until they are changed, conditions in Palestine and the Arab | | World will become Increasingly chaotic; a Oo _ 8) A workable solution can best be found within the framework _ _ of eventual compromise agreement between Arabs and Jews; - | ,
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4) Such agreement can best be found after a period of direct United | 

Nations trusteeship over the whole of Palestine, similar to that now 

envisaged for the J erusalem area; a a | 

| 5) Earliest possible establishment of such. a trusteeship seems vital — ; 

to prevent the present situation from further, perhaps irreparably, i 

degenerating towards chaos. | | ; 

| 501.BB Palestine/ 2-448: Telegram 
. 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to | 

cee the Secretary of State | 

"TOP SECRET New Yorn, February 4, 1948—1:17 p. m. | 

138. Following meeting in my office this morning on Kashmir case, 

. Sir Alexander Cadogan stayed behind and we discussed Palestine in , 

—jight your 27, January 93. T asked Sir Alexander to inform me just | 

avhat situation is in his relationships with Palestine Commission, in- | 

forming him that Department is concerned at possible attitude of SC | 

- towards UK when commission’s report 1s discussed. | | 

Tn response to my specific question whether UK is furnishing utmost 

—-facilities by way of advice and continuing SC cooperation to com- 

mission from outset, Cadogan replied that to best of his ability he hast 

‘been giving commission just that. He has been meeting with commis- — 

gion or having discussions with members of commission virtually every | 

day. His experts have been in close touch with commission experts. 

| - Ve said two principal points concerning commission were, first, brief 

: overlap from May 1, when according to present schedule commission : 

| would arrive, to May 15 when British would withdraw. On this point 

he said Lisicky had told him privately it was humanly impossible for 

if ~ eommission to organize its job in this two-weeks interval but there 

: | was chance it could do so in month. Second point worrying commis- 

| gion was provision of some neutral force which would guarantee law 

po and order and thereby permit commission to perform its function. He | 

| thought commission was critical of UK with regard to first point but | 

‘not critical with regard to second." 
| a 

| . Cadogan said information and advice which he had tried to give © 

| commission with full candor and frankness was not always palatable 

1New York informed the Department, on February 2, that at a closed meeting _- 

i ‘of the Palestine Commission on January 30, Sir Alexander advised the Com- 

4 mission that. the United Kingdom would defend the whole of Palestine until 

3 May 15 and thereafter only those areas occupied by British troops. He under- 

: | scored British insistence that the Commission not arrive in Palestine more than 

: two weeks prior to May 15, but conceded that one or two members of the 

tO -.Commission’s Secretariat would be allowed to enter Palestine in April to make 

preliminary arrangemen
ts (telegram 126, from New York, 501.BB Palestine/2- 

1 —-948), The Palestine Commission advised Sir Alexander on February 3 that the | 

British position concerning the time of the Commission’s arrival in Palestine 

3 was not satisfactory (telegram 135, February 3, 10:15 p. m., from New York, 

1 -footnote 1, p. 572. 7 | | —



— 600 FOREIGN RELATIONS, 1948, VOLUME vy : to them because it is very difficult situation and facts speak for 
themselves, - | ae ! | a 
Commission is considering possibility of sending members of its 

staff to Palestine before May 1, including one or two military men who. 
_ could work on problem of a police organization. Cadogan has referred: 

these questions to London for advice, 
oo 

- Tasked him about. Possibility of commission going to London. He | 
replied he thought this might be feasible and commission would, of 
course, in London get much wider range of technical advice, | 
[Here follows one paragraph giving Ambassador Cadogan’s evaly- 

ation of the members of the Palestine Commission. ] | 
In concluding our conversation Cadogan offered to put. his. experts: 

and any information he has at our disposal, OS | a 
| 

| - Austin: 867N.01/2-648 cag 
a | | 

M emorandum by the Director of the Office of Near Eastern, and | 
African A fairs H enderson) to the Director of the Office.o f United: 
Nations A Hiatrs (Lusk) — | | | | TOP SECRET oe [ Wasuineron,] February 6, .1948.. 

Subject : UNA Comments of J anuary 26th on the Policy Planning: | 

. __ Staff Paper on Palestine, | | 
: 

IT have read with Interest your ~omments of January 26th on the- | 
Policy Planning Staff Paper on Palestine. While I believe: that cer- _ 
tain of the suggestions which you have made to Mr. Lovett are most- | 

| valuable and Should add materially to the value of the paper if the. | | 

Policy Planning Staff decides to incorporate them, nevertheless, there. 
are certain points concerning which I should like to make Several in-- 
formal observations to you, : ‘Paragraph 2 of your memorandum Poses certain. questions which. 
you believe should be answered in the Policy Planning Staff paper, | 
In general [ believe that it would be helpful to have these questions . 
considered in the paper although I think certain factors Should be: 
taken into consideration which do not seem to be covered in the suc- 
ceeding Paragraphs of your paper. To begin with. [ think it is self” 
evident that a “new situation” has existed Since the 29th of N ovember | 
when it became no longer a matter of hypothetica] Speculation but. | 
actuality that the Arabs of Palestine would not cooperate in the estab-. | 
lishment of the plan recommended by the Genera] Assembly, While 
there were many who predicted that the Arabs would not cooperate: | 
in such a venture, nevertheless, the efforts of the United States were. 
directed toward securing the adoption of a plan which would not: 
require implementation by force and would; therefore, necessitate the-
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cooperation of the parties most immediately concerned i.e. the Arabs 

and Jews of Palestine. The considerations discussed in the Policy | 

Planning Staff paper were known by many at the time the decision 

- to support the UNSCOP majority plan was taken but that decision jf 

: rested on the hope that by some chance it would be possible to obtain 

| the cooperation of the Arabs in the plan. In addition it was premised : 

 -on what was generally considered to pe the policy of the United States 

| _ wis-&-vis the Jewish aspirationsin Palestine. | oe 

/ With respect to paragraph 2 (6) of your memorandum it might be | 

| said that this raisés the whole question of whether the plan for Pales- ) 

tine is to be a United States or a United Nations plan. The extent to | 

| which the United States should go in ensuring the success of the _ | 

Partition Plan is one which must be related to our consistent view 

that the plan should be a United Nations plan and not a United States 

| plan and one which in the final analysis would be acceptable to the 

peoples of Palestine themselves. This observation might be made with _ 

respect to paragraph 2 (¢) also. | | oe 

i I think it would be helpful if the Policy Planning paper could — 

| incorporate a consideration of the question raised in paragraph 2 (d) 

. of your memorandum. I do not know how detailed Mr. Kennan wishes 

to be on this subject. It might be possible to indicate in general terms 

the alternative courses available. a 

--In paragraph 3 of your memorandum I wonder upon what basis 

you reached the conclusion “that armed intervention by the Arab 

| States would clearly be aggression”. Would this be aggression against 

; the mandatory power and if so, would not we be in an anomalous 

position if the mandatory power denied that there was aggression? | 

i ~~ Supposing after the termination of the mandate of May 15th the Arab 

population of Palestine invited the Arab States into Palestine, would 

- thisbeaggression® | My - 

; I cannot agree that it is doubtful whether events have as yet indi- 

1 | cated any new situation. It seems to me that the report received by the 

\- Security Council from the five nation Commission on February 1st* 

and the situation in Palestine itself clearly demonstrates that a new 

| situation exists which did not exist on November 29th. The Palestine _ 

{ Partition Plan is manifestly unworkable. I think that with each pass- 

i ing day our task will be rendered more difficult and that by mid April 

; general chaos will reign in Palestine. The new situation exists today 

and the only difference between now and April 1st is that at that time 

, twill be far more acute. | 

ne Paragraph 4 of your memorandum draws an analogy between. the 

i action of the Arab States vis-a-vis Palestine and those. of Albania, 

: -2See the First Monthly Progress Report of the ‘Palestine Commission and 

footnote 1, p. 572. | ,



602 FOREIGN RELATIONS, “1948, VOLUME yo | | Bulgaria and Yugoslavia toward Greece. I think it is quite clear that there is a fundamental difference in the actions and attitude of the 
| Arab States with regard to Palestine from the actions of Greece’s three northern neighbors toward Greece. The Arab States believe that , 

there is a definite inconsistency in the United Nations action on these — | 
two questions, They believe, with some Justification that the United 

_ Nations is endeavoring to protect Greece from being partitioned and 
: the legitimate government from being overthrown whereas in Palestine. the United Nations is seeking to invoke partition against the wishes | 

of the great majority of the inhabitants, contrary to the purposes and 
_ principles of the Charter as set. forth in Article 1 (2) providing for | 

_ the self determination of peoples. In addition the efforts of the three ; 
northern neighbors of Greece, of course, have the political objective of establishing a Communist form of Government in Greece under _ the domination of the U.S.S.R. whereas the objective of the Arab. States is the establishment of an independent Palestine. Were the situa- 

| tion in Palestine stabilized, Arab objections would cease, : - . 
— - Ido not entirely agree with your conclusions set forth in paragraph 

) with respect to the role of the mandatory power. I think the funda- - 
mental objective of the United Kingdom with regard to the Palestine | 
question is to be rid of the responsibility. I have not Seen any evidence | 
of a British desire to shift the Palestine problem to the United States. 

7 As you know there is general accord between the two governments. | 
- with regard to the Middle East. There is the most frequent consulta- a 

tion and interchange of information on the courses of action which | | 
the two governments are pursuing. The difficulties presently inherent | 

| in the Palestine problem do not stem from the British position but 
rather from the questionable plan recommended by the United Na- a 
tions, the adoption of which the United States was most instrumental in obtaining. Whether the British have been honcooperative since N ovember 29th is a matter of considerable Speculation. There is con- 

, siderable evidence to the contrary. In any event it is not in the interest: | 
_ of the United States to commence arguing with the United Kingdom | 
about who should bear the responsibility. It is in the interest of both countries that a plan acceptable to the Arabs and Jews in Palestine be worked out. I believe this ig possible of obtaining, | With regard to paragraph 6 (a) I think we are aware of the ele- | 
ments of the General Assembly resolution to which the British object. oe 

_ Ibelieve we should maintain the closest contact with the United King- | 
dom on this subject with the objective of finding a solution which — would be acceptable. T doubt whether at this time the British would a 
join us in diplomatic action to obtain the cooperation of the Arab ‘States, or, if by any chance the British would join us, such action y 
would have any good effect,  —=—s_. oe 7 _ |
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‘Whether the course of action suggested In paragraph 6 (bd) of your | 

| ‘memorandum 1s feasible is questionable. The more unilateral activity : 

the United States engages in, the more the Palestine Partition Plan | 

becomes identified as the United States plan for which we assume 

more and more responsibility. 
| 

co 
| 

_ The course of action alluded to in paragraph 6 (¢) would beagainst 
| 

the interest of the United States and the United Nations at this time. 

_ With regard to paragraph 6 (e) I believe that such a course ofaction 
: 

jg politically most undesirable. If the United States 1s concerned about | 

| establishing a solution based on principle, nothing could be more far | 

| removed. To exploit the differences of one segment of the Arab world — 

ee against the other is not a course of action which would serve the best 

interests of the United States, or the cause of peace and progress in 

| the Near East. Likewise, I think it would vitiate a solution of the 

Oo Palestine problem. A stable political situation in the Near Hast de- 

pends on cooperation among the Arab States. Palestine at this point 

is the. most critical problem confronting those states. Should the 

‘United. States undertake to exploit differences among 
the Arab States 

: swith regard to this question we would be doing sncalculable harm to 

our policy in that area and to the general stability of the Near Eastern: 

situation and finally to the prestige of the United Nations. 

1 - Tagree with your comments on paragraph 8, however, 1 think that 

the course of action which we should follow is now clearly apparent 

| 7e. there should be a reconsideration of the entire question. / | 

i a  s ditorial Note | - 

— On February 7 the Legation at Jidda reported that Minister Childs | 

~ on the previous day. had presented an aide-mémoire to Amir Faisal — 

~ ‘along the lines of telegram 29 (telegram 50, 501.BB Palestine/2-T48 5 

Po regarding telegram 29 to J idda, see footnote 3, pase 571). didda stated. 

’ ~ on February 11 that the Acting Head of the Saudi Arabian Foreign 

, Office had leit a reply in the form of an aide-mémotre dated Febru- 

ary 9. The reply stated that King Ibn Saud had seen the American 

communication and that he understood the circumstances that had 

Po compelled the friendly American Government to heed the opinion of 

1 its citizens. The King indicated his fears, however, that unless the 

q American Government would guide public opinion to & safety zone, — 

i a its interests in the Middle East might be threatened. He stated that — 

the American communication had wrongly interpreted Arab opposi- 

| ___ tion to partition as motivated largely by apprehension over Jewish 

; strength. Rather the Arab position was based on. adherence to Arab: 

if rights and defense of their countries. The. very establishment of a | 

| Jewish State, he said, was a very ‘aggressive and despotic idea, and



604 FOREIGN RELATIONS, 1 948, VOLUME y a the partition of Palestine contradicted al] constitutional] principlesand 
. international] practice. The King pointed out that the Governments of 

_ the Arab States, like that of the United States, must follow a policy in 
consonance with prevailing public opinion in their countries, Ho ex- 
Pressed his regret that it was impossible for him to comply with the 

. American desire that he accept the partition resolution ; indeed, he said, , 
he must censure, in a friendly way, the United States for its suggestion _ 
that he use his Influence to Persuade the Arab States to accept parti- 
tion. He concluded his views with a reiteration of his hope that. Ameri- 

oe can leaders would find a way of coming out of the dangerous position 
Ff insisting on the aggressive and erroneous policy of supporting parti- 

_. tion (telegram 58, °01.BB Palestine/2-1148) ; 
Oo 

, Minister Childs discussed the problem of Palestine with the Saudi 
| | ‘Arabian monarch on February 21. The latter proposed that the “Ques- a 

tion of Palestine partition be Set aside as entirely incompatible with 
| rights, interests Arabs” and that “Palestine should be closed to immi- : 

gration and mandate continued unti] Palestine question could be re- 
examined more objectively by UN.” (Telegram 7 8, February 21, from 
Jidda, 890F.001 Abdul Aziz/2-2148) | | 

| 

| 501.BB Palestine/2-248: Telegram | | 
| | Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Untted States Representative at | the United Nations (Austin) 7 SECRET _, Wasurneron, February 9, 1948-8 p. m. | 90. Your tel 121, Feb. 21, Careful study of first report submitted 

by Palestine Commission does not indicate that action by SC is neces- | 
sary or desirable at this time. In fact Commission’s report points to 
need for. continuing negotiations with the Mandatory Power and to 

~ Commission’s Second special report on security and enforcement aspects 
of Palestine partition problem. This study by the Commission will be 

| forthcoming by Feb. 15. : 
SO _ Accordingly in SC session Feb. 10 we feel that you should not participate in debate except, if discussion should wax acrimonious and emotional, to counse] patience and make a plea for objective thinking 

on the problem, You Should state that you are much impressed by diligence and objectivity evidenced in Commission’s first report and | 
thank Commissioners for their effective contribution. You should then add that your Govt. believes Council should not undertake a full-dress debate or seek to reach definite decisions at this stage in light of Com- 
mission’s first report which lays emphasis on need for further negoti- | * Not printed. | 

a
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ations with the Mandatory Power, for negotiations with the Repre- | 

 gentatives of the J ewish and, if at all possible, the Arab communities : 

in Palestine, and the fact that the Commission will next weekintroduce 
, 

its special report on security and enforcement. These reasons impel | 

your Govt. to feel that the Council’s decisions can only be taken after t 

thorough study of the Commission’s next report, particularly since it =——ti‘<i‘*SSs 

is due within so brief aspaceoftime. — : | | | 

_ For similar reasons should JA seek admission before Council to | 

-- present its views you may make it clear that while we shall support _ E 

| right of JA and AHCG to be heard (as authorized in Deptel 37, 

Jan. 302), we question whether Council should now hear JA Repre- | 

| sentatives before having had opportunity to study Security Report of 4 

| Palestine Commission. So 
| | 

a ‘Should question of Council’s. authority to assume jurisdiction in | 

Palestine matter arise please be guided by terms of memorandum sent. | 

~~: you under cover of Rusk’s letter of Feb. 3 but in no circumstances In- 

“dicate at this time whether this Govt. favors action being taken by SC. 

«Jurisdictional question should be dealt with as technical matter only. | 

~ Should question of submitting any aspect of Palestine problem to ICJ 7 

be broached please state that you must consult your Govt. We agree | 

with your recommendation that communication of AHC set forth in 

your tel. 46 [246], Feb. 6," should best be met by dignified silence. | 

| 
| LovErr 

 *Not printed. | 
| 

. Not printed; it gave the text of a statement of February 6 communicated to: 

the Secretary-General of the United Nations py Isa Nakhleh, Representative of 7 

the Arab Higher Committee. The statement maintained that the partition reso- 

lution did not represent the sentiments of the United Nations and denounced ——. 

| the pressure allegedly put by the United States Delegation and Government . 

on cértain nations as ‘nothing short of political plackmail.” (501.BB Palestine/ 

| 9-648) The text of the statement is printed in United Nations document: 

— A/AC.21/10. } | } | 

967N.01/2-948 : Airgram os | vos | a 

The Consul General at J erusalem (Macatee) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET ae | JerusateM, February 9, 1948. — | 

: A-34. In continuation of our A-974 of December 31, 1947, which 

| ‘summarized developments in Palestine since the United Nations 

| voted to recommend the partitioning of this country into Jewish and » 

' Arab states, we believe it appropriate to present in this and four fol- 

lowing airgrams (Nos. A-39, A-86, A-87 and A-88”) further facts 

and estimates: concerning the situation in this country. 

; 1 Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. Vv, p. 1322. ee a | 

a wie February 9, not printed; for the remainder, see infra and pp. 609
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— L. Generals eee ; OS oe _- Any hopes we may have held that the disturbances immediately Tollowing the UN decision represented a passing phase, and that more ; | - ‘tranquil times would soon return, have now been dispelled. Violence ~ | “waxes and wanes from one day to another, but an analysis of the fre- ) ‘quency of incidents, and of other factors, will show it to be definitely on the increase. | a | - | - _ The salient fact of life here is that in two brief months since the ‘decision, more than one thousand persons are reported to have lost — their lives, and more than two thousand have been wounded. This is _ a large number, but in considering it one should remember that these | a casualties have occurred with the British still doing a considerable amount of interfering in Arab-Jewish melees, Whatever the Jews and 7 Arabs may believe or Say regarding British favoritism toward each | ‘other, practically all independent observers in the country will agree | that if the British had not been here the casualty roll would have been / much longer. | Fe es — _ The Government of Palestine is admittedly in a state of disintegra- _ : tion. Vital government Services have been interrupted for long periods of time due to disturbances in the neighborhoods of government _ offices, and due to the unwillingness of local Jews and Arabs to work | together. A day without shooting or an ‘incident or two in J. erusalem, | for example, is now unknown. Rifle and machine gun fire and heavy explosions in the center of J erusalem are commonplace, even in the | daytime, | CO ae | - 7 a 7 - Yet, neither the J ewish nor Arab community shows any desire _ - whatever to compromise. The Jews say they are upholding a United | | _ Nations decision. The Arabs scorn that decision, which their press _ | insists was arrived at by the use of shady methods, principally by the ) United States. OO ; : a : Oo The Arabs have publicly threatened that UN Commission members _ --who venture out of Jewish areas will be shot. The Jews, on the other | -hand, are reported to be urging the Commission to come to Palestine. as quickly as possible in the hope that it will prove their contention © | that the mandatory is showing partiality to the Arabs; the Jews also : say the presence of the Commission would have a good effect on the Arabs by showing them the UN Means business. We do not agree that _ it would have that kind of effect. ES, | _ Talks with the authorities indicate a possible switch of opinion as | | regards the advisability of the Commission coming to Jerusalem. | Formerly, Palestine Government officials insisted that it must come — to J erusalem, even if it had to remain locked up ina building here, _ Now, the same officials doubt whether it should come at all, though _ they believe it might possibly set up in the J ewish area, near an army — camp, and not far from the proposed Jewish-Arab frontier. oe,
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_ In private talks, Jewish officials say they have no doubts about their — | 

| ability to set up their state and to give adequate defense to the Haifa~ sdf 

| ~ Tel Aviv coastal strip; they also say that defense arrangements in 

---Fastern Galilee and the Negeb will be difficult; and they claim to be _ : 

extremely anxious about the future of the 100,000 Jews in Jerusalem 7 E 

whose fate they see as dependent upon the efficacy of the International : 

Police Force envisaged for the J erusalem Zone by the United Nations. © ; 

(Section II, “The Jewish Situation”, contained in A-85.*) - - & 

- — 
Macatrpe sdf 

8 Infra. 
a - | 

967NO.1/2-948: Airgram SO Oo - 

| The Consul General at Jerusalem (Macatee) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET |  Jurusatem, February 9, 1948. 3 

A-35. Continuation of A-84. | | ee 

TL. The Jewish Situation | 

—. Jewish efforts at the moment are primarily concentrated on main- _ 

| taining their communications. Buses and trucks are being armored aS 

rapidly as possible, convoys are organized regularly between important 

| points, and armed men travel with each group of vehicles for the pur- — ) 

pose of warding off attacks. The Jews are also concerned with the | 

-- protection of their suburbs in the large, mixed cities of Haifa and 

Jerusalem. These sections are now largely behind barbed wire and 

: roads leading into them are barricaded. A barbed wire barricade has 

«algo been erected. by Haganah sn the no-man’s-land between. Jaffa 

and Tel Aviv. . So oe oo 

Thus far, the Jews have been successful in maintaining communi- | 

gations. It may not be a pleasure to ride in the semi-dark interior of 

an armored bus, with daylight seeping in only through rifle slits, but | 

the fact remains that those Jews who must travel can generally do so. , 

| Another of the Jewish defensive arrangements which has apparently | 

| caused the Arabs considerable trouble is the construction of the kib- 

| - butzim, or settlements. The Arabs have launched attacks on several | 

of these, that on the Kfar Etzion group near Hebron reportedly _ 

involving two to three thousand men. Yet none of the settlement 

defenses have been pierced. Tt should be said in this connection that 

: only once have the Arabs apparently attempted to storm a kibbutz, 

\ which was in the Kfar Etzion affray. The report on that action indi- 

: | cates that the Jews allowed the Arabs to press the attack and then 

: drove them into minefields with automatic fire, causing them heavy | 

: losses. A member of the Arab Higher Committee later told an officer 

of the Consulate General that the Kfar Etzion attack had to be called — 

Po off as it was “badly organized.” be 
a
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_ In the field of offense, which the Jewish Agency prefers to term “preventive defense”, we have seen all three Jewish armed groups in 7 action, Haganah, Irgun and the Stern Gang. Their offensives generally consist of demolitions of Arab strong points, and forays into Arab _ | villages which they believe to have been used as bases for Arab gue- rillas. The blowing-up of the Old Serail in Jaffa (by the Stern Gang), the same type of action against the Semiramis Hotel in Jerusalem (by | the Haganah), and the shooting of Arabs in Tireh Village (by the | Irgun) are all examples of Jewish offensives, Such activities are de- signed, according to the J ews, to force the Arabs into a passive state. | In the field of propaganda, only the Haganah has attempted to — influence the Arabs. In posters at first, and more recently in Arabic- — language broadcasts, Haganah has taken the line that the Jews desire no quarrel with Arabs, but will give blow for blow. _ | | : __Irgun’s propaganda has been directed. only toward warning the | Yishuv + of worse times to come, because of British intrigue. They point to British disarming of Jews, to the refusal to grant a port and | _ hinterland by February 1 in line with the U.N. recommendations, as 7 _ indications of the British desire to weaken the Jews as much as pos- sible by evacuation date, May 15. To these indications, Irgun propa- | gandists will undoubtedly add the refusal of the British, as expressed by their U.N. Representative on J anuary 30, to permit the organiza- _ tion of a Jewish militia prior to May 15. The point of Irgun’s propa-_ ganda is that the Yishuv must prepare for a death struggle with “vast Swarms of Arabs” from neighboring countries after May 15. With respect to the above-mentioned militia, a certain amount of — surprise was caused locally by the announcement that’the Jewish Agency was asking for only 25,000 men. This surprise arose from , previous claims that Haganah could muster 80,000, a figure which — had been accepted in many quarters as a real indication of Haganah | strength. It is pointed out in connection with the latter figure that — some observers, while admitting it as overall Haganah strength, had said that mobilization of that number of men and women would prob- ably cause Jewish economy to founder. a | | . Finally, with respect to the J ews, a certain amount of uneasiness is apparent, not only among ordinary people, but among the leadership of the Jewish Agency. This uneasiness must be directly connected to | press reports that the United Nations’ Commission is by no means _ €ager to come to this country and is, in fact, insisting on a force for its own protection and to aid it in implementing the recommendations _ of the Assembly. Well over half of the top-ranking Agency personnel — _ are in the United States, including Shertok and Myerson, as are | _ practically all of their technical experts. Some talk was caused locally 

* The Jewish Community in Palestine, _ , a | _
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7 by the sudden termination of Rabbi Silver’s ? visit to Palestine, which : 

| he had intended should last for two or three months, and his hasty | 

| return to the United States. | | | 7 E 

| The Yishuv and others are inclined to couple all these absences with ~~ ff 

| the consistent attacks on the Near Eastern Division of the State De- 

partment now appearing in the news and editorial columns of the - i 

| Palestine Post and other Jewish newspapers here. In addition, 

- publicity given by Arabic newspapers to alleged anti-partition feel- I 

ing among members of the American Cabinet has not gone unnoticed. E 

| by the Jews. Poo ee 

7 These factors have not affected Jewish determination to establish | 

their State. Hesitancy in UN circles, alleged second thoughts on the ' 

subject in Washington, local economic difficulties, Arab attacks, and. | 

what they believe to be the anti-Jewish bias of the Mandatory, have | 

left, the Jews unshaken. They have few illusions as to the immediate 

future, but they feel that if their cause should go under, the U.N.O. 

| will go under with it, and they believe that 1s one thing the world ' 

--will not permit. | oO hee | | 

| - (Section III, “The Arab Situation”, contained in A-36.°) | 

| | es pes - a MacaTEE | 

~ * Abba Hillel Silver, prominent American Zionist leader. | | 

* Infra. os —— | ee : 

= 867N.01/2-948: Airgram ee | 

The Consul General at Jerusalem (M acatee) to the Secretary of State — | 

SECRET | | ao - Jerusatem, February 9,1948. | 

A-36. Continuation of A-35. ne . 

Ill. The Arab Situation. | | | _ , 

Since the report under reference, the principal development has : 

been the influx of uniformed and trained Arabs, principally from | 

Iraq and Syria. These men are said to head for the Tubas area, where 

they are immediately assigned to various groups already operating | 

_ in the country. These groups have been identified in the Western Gali- 

: lee, Ramleh—-Lydda—-Tulkarm, Jerusalem and Hebron districts. They 

have carried out several fairly large attacks on Jewish settlements, 

and have made persistent raids on trains inthe Tulkarmarea. 

It is generally believed that the Arabs have gone so far as to set 

up areas of command, with Fawzi Kawukji in charge of operations 

~ north of a line from the Jordan to Nablus to the sea, and Abdul Kader 

_ -Husseini in. control of Arab units to the south of that line. These a 

men are both experienced guerilla fighters. Coordination of the two 

35 said to be in the hands of Ismal Safwat of Iraq. |
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oo _ With respect to the train raids, official figures: indicate that the following amounts of foodstuffs were captured in this manner by | | Arabs between December 1 and 28: - a | ne 

| 120 tons wheat and barley Oo | 830. tons rice Oo s 
190 tons flour | 
15 tons sugar | : | _ -- 20 tons oranges | , ae : | 48 cows — : oO 

_ In addition to the foregoing, the official list also adds the following _ Items acquired by Arabs in the same manner Be , 
ee 100 tons of wood a | | | 190 tons cement | | , | . 220 bags of mail | | | Ce 100 tons miscellaneous goods. _- 

| Official figures for January have not been published, but it isex- : pected that they will at least equal those above. In fact,on January 30 _ . the Food Controller of the Palestine Government found it necessary | | to issue a warning of serious suffering from food shortage if these raids continue.» -° | | 
| Arab markets are glutted with food supplies, Ordinarily, a large part of Arab produce found its way to Jewish markets. Poultry, fresh | vegetables and fruit are particularly abundant, though it is generally | difficult to approach Arab markets in Jerusalem, The Consulate Gen- | eral has commenced obtaining food supplies from the Bethlehem mar-. ket, which the French Consulate General has been doing for some time. 

_ Manufactured products generally, and pharmaceuticals in particu- — lar, are not in plentiful supply inthe Arabareas. | 
In Jerusalem, the Arab grip on the Old City remains firm. They | _ hold all gates leading in, and ‘only armored British convoys get 

through with food for the 1500 Jews who have been cut off practically since the U.N. decision. The Arabs must also be considered jn control | of all roads leading from Jerusalem. The Nablus and Hebron roads -— | _ are not, of course, used by Jews, though the British occasionally take 
_ aconvoy along the latter route. The offensive nattire of the Arab posi- 

tion on the vital Jerusalem—Tel Aviv highway can easily be seen by 
the conditions besetting the Jews who wish to travel on it: they must = 
be in armored buses, which must travel in groups escorted either by __ _ British or Jewish armored cars, a a | 
A good deal of information is received on the alleged Arab intention : | to stay clear of the British, and to date it must be said that the Arabs. 

: have avoided giving battle to British units when the latter have inter- 
 vened in settlement raids or highway ambushes. With armed bands
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coming into the country at a steady pace, however, it remains to be: : 

| seen whether Arab leaders can direct and control the energies of their” I 

| followers to the extent they might desire. Even as it is, British troops. 

are frequently held up by Arabs and their arms removed, and with the-  & 

increase of Arab manpower, large-scale clashes with the British may : 

become unavoidable. — = | | a : 

. While rumors of internal Arab dissension are, as usual, to be heard,. | 

we agree with the view Messrs. Clayton * and Beeley recently expressed : 

to an officer of the Embassy at London, that no Arab approaches the: 

- Mufti’s stature in the eyes of Palestinian Arabs. He is the central 

_. figure on the Arab stage, and, as in other days, his organization shows. | 

-. itself to be ruthless in the pursuit of its aims. However, it is obvious: — 

that a great deal of Arab internal dissension exists, which may pos- 

sibly weaken Arab action, | oe — 

Insistent demands for more men and money often appear in the | 

-.. Palestine Arabic press, these demands frequently being coupled with. | ; 

the rhetorical question as to whether the Arabs of surrounding coun- | 

tries wish to see their Palestinian brethren go under in the face of the: | 

combined assault of Jewish men and money—aided by alleged British. | 

favoritism. ae a oe | a 1 

| _ But whatever their dissatisfaction, Arab attention ismainly riveted’ — § 

. on the activities of their guerrillas, They see and hear of the arrival | F 

| of units from the surrounding states. They have food in their markets. : 

| and their young men, if unemployed, may join the “National Guard”.. oF 

The clamor in the Jewish press concerning alleged “sabotage” of the:  - 

U.N. decision by influential American and British officials encourages. 

them. The prospect of U.N. intervention seems remote. They know _ 

‘of, and count on, U.S.-U.S.S.R. dissensions to block such interven--  &- 

tion and thereby enable them to come to grips with the Jews. | | : 

_» (Section IV, “The British Situation”, contained in A-87.?) os } 

| me . —. (Macarsr. 

‘1 possibly Brig. I. N. Clayton, of the British Embassy in Egypt. 
| “Infra. _ | a OO | | 

— B67N.01/2-948: Airgram — ae oe ! 

~The Consul General at Jerusalem (Macatee) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET a  Jerusatem, February 9, 1948.. tf 

oo A-37. Continuation of A-36. ot ae | , 

LV. The British Situation. | | — if 

: The British continue to be adamant in their refusal to assist inany. 

- shape or fashion the implementation of the partition recommendation..  — ;
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: Their officials, generally speaking, cannot get out of Palestine too 
"soon. The Police have no sympathy for the Jews, and state freely their 

opinion that the latter will “collect a packet” from the Arabs once the | 
British relinquish the mandate. Many Police add that in their opinion : 

__ the Jews have “asked for it.” However, high ranking British officials 
have expressed the belief that Jews and Arabs will eventually fight to — 
a standstill and then come to an ‘agreement which will not be based on ~ 

_ partition. The British Army generally seems occupied with minimiz-— 
ing any casualties it might receive from strong intervention between — | 
Jews and Arabs. Aside from patrolling certain key areas, it employs 
decisive force only when disturbances seem likely to become - 
widespread. — | ee | 

The British have refused to grant the Jews the port and hinter- 
_ and which the U.N. recommended be handed over by February 1, 

| 1948 for the purpose of enabling increased Jewish immigration to . 
_ take place; they have, according to other reports, refused to permit 

_ the Jews to establish their capital at Haifa until after the British 
| military have completely evacuated; and they have refused to counte- 

nance the establishment of a Jewish militia while Britain holds.the 
‘mandate. Os ee - oe a | 

_ With respect to the ability of the U.N..Commission to control _ 
matters, the attitude of the local British may best be summed up in 
the words of one of their highest ranking officials: when the Com-. _ 

| Mission arrives, Palestine “will go up in smoke”. They want as little 
as possible to do with it, and feel that providing security for it,even 

_ fora short period of two weeks, will be a terrible task. _ | | | 
British women and children are expected to leave in the course of , 

‘the next month or six weeks. A few British Police have signified their 
intention of remaining in a U.N. Police Force for J. erusalem, if one is 
established. But for the most part, Britishers look at Palestine and | 
‘say they’ve “had it”. Though they say little, one occasionally hears the | 
brief comment from them that after the U.N. has guided Palestinian 
affairs for a while, it might come to the conclusion that the British 
haven’t done so badly. | | | | : 

| ' (Section V, “The Position of the Consulate General”, contained in 

| —— a eee | | MacaTrn 

* Dated February 9, not printed, a —_ | - | :
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501.BB Palestine/2-1048 — — | OS 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of N ear | 

oo | Eastern and African Affairs (Henderson)t | 

SECRET sd PWasuineron,] February 10, 1948. | 

Participants: Mr. Isa Nakhleh, Representative of the Arab Higher sf 
ae Committee for Palestine | . 

| Mr. Henderson—NEA os a | | 
Mr. Wilkins—NE © | . 

_ Mr. Nakhleh called on me this afternoon for the purpose of present- | 
ing a copy of the Arab Higher Committee’s letter of February 6? to 

_ the Secretary General of the United Nations and forthe purposeof = f 
. ascertaining the attitude of the United States Government with regard — | 

to United Nations handling of the Palestine question. — 7 | ' 

Mr. Nakhleh said that he had two principal questions: oe | 

1) Did the United States Government intend to bring pressureon 
the members of the Security Council to cause them to vote for the 

_ sending of forces to Palestine to implement the General Assembly : 
— resolution of November 29, 1947 ? | | 

2) Will the United States Government oppose a resolution of the 4 
Security Council calling for some form of reconsideration of the , E 
Palestine question? : | py ce i 

In reply I told Mr. Nakhleh that: pe pos : 

- 1) The United States Government had no intention of bringing  —s 
undue pressure on the members of the Security Council with regard : 
to the dispatch of international forces to Palestine in order to imple- ) : 
ment the General Assembly resolution of November 29, 1947, and ] 
in fact I did not consider that the United States Government had. 3 
brought undue pressure in the past on members of the United Nations. | F 
I said that, so far as I was aware, no decision had been reached by the  - 
United States Government with regard to the question of the necessity 
for any type of force to carry out the General Assembly’s resolution ; 
of November 29,1947. | | nee Oo 

_ 2) I could not answer this question since I did not know precisely £— 
what the United States Government would do. So far as I knew this | | 

_ question had not been considered and, therefore, it was probable that | 
no decision had been made with regard to it. — : 

| I told Mr. Nakhleh I had read the Arab Higher Committee’s letter ' 
of February 6 to the Secretary General of the United Nations and | 

* Drafted by Fraser Wilkins of the Division of Near Eastern Affairs. : 
* See footnote 3, p. 605. | _ E 

| — B98-594—76-—7 oe | .
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| that I considered it most unfortunate for the Arab Higher Committee — 

| to make such statements asthe following: = = 

| “Tt ig an established fact that strong pressure was put on the Philip- 
pine Government by the United States Government ...” 

| I said that the Arab Higher Committee in making loose and unsup- | 

a ported charges was weakening its position in the eyes of world opinion. 

I pointed out that, so far as I was aware, no member of the executive _ 

branch of the United States Government had brought improper pres- 

sure to bear on the Philippine Government. Mr. Nakhleh pointed out 

a in reply, that the Philippine delegation had switched its position, as 

had several other delegations, but conceded that he had no evidence - 

| of pressure by the United States Government itself, 

| - BO Lor] W. H[znperson] 

501,.BB Palestine/2-1048: Telegram — . . - | fee De 

‘The United States Representative at the United Nations. (Austin) to 

| oe | | the Secretary of State , a 

secRET URGENT. —«,- New York, February 10, 1948—1: 27 p. m. 

Oo 155. The Palestine Commission’s special report to the SC will not 

| be ready until the end of the week because of a disagreement in the 

Commission as to whether it should state that there already exists in 

| Palestine a threat to, or breach of the peace within the meaning of — 

| paragraph (c) of the GA Palestine resolution, or whether it should _ 

‘merely record the facts. Led by Medina, Lorgan and Francisco wish 

- to pass judgment on the situation in the report, while Federspiel and’ 

Lisicky contend only. the SC should make such a determination, 

7 Bunche informed USUN on February 9. He personally feels very — | 

| strongly that the Commission should not officially make such a judg- 

ment, and believes that the views of Lisicky and Federspiel, with the 

aid of the secretariat, will prevail. OO a 

‘The special report draft states that some sort of international force 

: (the exact terminology not having been agreed upon) will be neces- , 

sary in Palestine as soon as the British leave in order to preserve law | 

Oe and order and defend Jewish state. . Oo 

| The Commission will make no recommendations as to the type or 
size of force, its method of recruitment or similar questions. The Com- 

mission has a further reason for insisting on some type ofinternational = 

| force, Bunche pointed out, because, if it must entirely depend. on | 

| : Haganah for its strength, the Commission would lose its freedom of _ 

action. | oe | 
| In discussing the size of the international force, Bunche was of the 

___- personal opinion that not more than one highly mechanized division, _
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with the aid of Haganah, would be necessary to protect the Jewish : 
state from Arab guerrillas. He. pointed out that the British needed 1 

_ 80,000 troops in Palestine because they had to guard every post office ; 
_ and other civil installation as well as communications and the military ; 

installations. He pointed out that a large part of the British force was ; 
engaged in fighting Irgun and the Stern Gang, which would no longer | ; 
be necessary. He believed there would be small need for force in the — 

_ Arab state because either the Transjordan army will have occupied sf 
it or the Arab leaders will be keeping order. Se 

The Commission, on February 9 received a letter from Cadogan | 
stating that it would be welcome to visit London at any time, and | 

_ informing them confidentially that in London they might discuss the | 
question of arrival in Palestine earlier than May 1. The letter added ' 
that various political questions might be discussed with Creech J ones * 
who is arriving in New York February 15 to head the UK delegation 

_ fortheSC-Palestine discussion, 9 eh ed | 
In discussing [Discussions?] with the UK: are going - forward | | 

_ actively regarding the advance secretariat party which will go to | 
_ Palestine. The British, who originally suggested one or two staff mem- | 

_ bers should go, now suggest four officers and two secretaries. Bunche : 
said that the British are now pressing him daily to send some ‘staff | ; 
to Palestine at the earliest possible date. Bunche terms this a British ~ 3 
maneuver to enable them to say to the SC that, although the Commis- | | 

_ Sion itself has not:gone to Palestine, asa substitute there is asecretariat — 
advance party. Bunche is derisive as to how much four men could do : in the present situation. He is drafting a letter from the Commission _ | 
which will specify the tasks which the secretariat party would under- _ oF 
take and demand from the British prior guarantees that the party F 

could operate effectively, have access to officials, files, and ‘to Jewish’ OF and Arab leaders. He also is going to demand that a substantial secre- OE _ tariat staff be allowed to enter. Lisicky has flatly refused to permit — | 
Bunche to head this advance party. Probably Renborg, a Swedish 
national, willheadit. = SO 

| Bunche states that SYG Lie feels strongly that the Palestine issue | 
is a basic one for UN. On Lie’s first day back from Europe, he sent : _ for Bunche to give him a status report at Lie’s home. He indicated ff _ that he probably would make a strong statement on the need for effec- 
tively carrying out the GA Palestine resolution when the SC takes I 
up the matter. Lie reported that he had been unsuccessful in his at- | tempts to secure UK promises of greater cooperation with the Com- | 
mission while in London. However, he found Eden and other | Conservative leaders critical of the Bevin policy of leaving Palestine | precipitously, 7 | 

_ * Arthur Creech Jones, British Colonial Secretary. _ Oe  f
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- Bunche expressed grave fears that if a special GA session were | 

called regarding the Korean or Greek situation, that the Palestine 

question might be reopened. He believes this would inevitably result _ 

| in revoking the partition plan because ‘it is his opinion, generally — 

| shared by the top secretariat officers, that the US has substantially | 

weakened in its stand in favor of partition. Without US support, — 

- Bunche believes that partition would be abandoned. Thus UN would 

have surrendered to the Arab threats of force. Bunche points out that 

the Arab threats go far beyond the lack of cooperation with UN dis- 

played by the USSR and its satellites in Korea and Greece. He believes 

| that abandonment of the Palestine plan under these conditions would 

be a death blow to UN prestige. Bunche says that he and Sobolev ’ 

have discussed the situation in these terms and Sobolev stated that. if 

partition were reconsidered and abandoned, he would feel that the 

UN was such a failure that he would quit. Sobolev has not given ~ 

| Bunche any indication of what the USSR position on Palestine might 

be when it comes to the SC. - SO | 

. The Commission headquarters must be in Jerusalem, in Bunche’s 

opinion, both for psychological and practical reasons. He does not 

, believe that the Commission should locate in a Jewish State city be- 

a cause that would make cooperation with the Arabs impossible from 

oe thebeginning, = «| a | ce 

_ Aquir airport should not be Commission headquarters although the 

UK has been informed that the Commission might like to have the | 

) use of the installations there. Bunche thinks that the Commission 

should fly to Lydda airport and move into Jerusalem, ignoring the 

| Arab threats. merce 

A second special report to the SC on the problems of Palestine civil 

administration will be submitted in about two weeks. | | : 

| | | ee - “AUSTIN © 

2 Arkady Alexandrovitch Sobolev, Assistant Secretary-General of the. United 

Nations. . ee vO 

- g67N.01/2-1048 : Telegram So OO | 

The Secretary of State to the Legation in Syria | | 

SECRET st a ~ Wasutnoton, February 10, 1948—6 p.m. 

20. During conversation in Dept today with Syrian Minister and 

Lebanese and Iraqi Chargés Henderson asked that they convey to their 

Govts immediately the serious concern aroused. over reports that they 

| were actively encouraging recruitment and training of armed bands _ 

on their territory for purpose of fighting in Palestine, and that such 

armed bands had actually entered Palestine and were participating in 

the disorders. | | Se
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Henderson. urged in interests of Arab States and peoples themselves | 

and of security in Middle East and of world peace that their Govts _ | 
| not permit further contingents to enter Palestine from their territories | ' 
| and that contingents which might possibly be in Palestine be with- | 

drawn. He pointed out that the three countries were laying themselves 
open to most serious charges of aggression before United Nations _ and that if they persisted in this course processes might well be set in ; 
motion which would render it extremely difficult to find peaceable and ' 
constructive way out of difficult situation now existing in Middle East. ; 

_ He asked that they urge upon their Govts desirability taking meas- 
ures to insure that neither arms nor armed men be permitted to cross ! 
their frontiers into or en route to Palestine, and that they permit no 7 
other acts which might be considered as constituting armed attacks, 

_ aggression or threats ofaggression, = a i Above is for your own background and not to be divulged to anyone. | i 
You may however, your discretion, take similar line in discussions _ 
relating Palestine which may take place between you and responsible , local officials, / ae | | 

Sent Damascus, repeated Baghdad, Beirut, J erusalem, Cairo, Jidda. | | re | | MarsHann 7 

 BOIBB. Palestine/2-1148 a - | Oe 4 _ . Draft Memorandum by the Director of the Office of United Nations | 
Affairs (Rusk) to the Under Secretary of State (Lovett)? | 

TOP SECRET” | WaAsHINGTON, | February 11, 1948. : 
7 Subject: Shift to New Position on Palestine | on , 

The following represents an attempt in the confines of two pages to 
— suggest the logic by which this Government or other Governments _ | - Inight contrive a “New Look” at the Palestine problem: oo ; 

1. The reports of the Palestine Commission indicate that the As- | sembly’s resolution of November 29, 1947, recommending the partition | 
of Palestine, is unworkable without resort to war. De | of 

a. War by the Arab States against the Jewish State (and United | __ Nations Representatives in Palestine). | 
6, War by the United Nations against : ce : 

ee, hes (1) Arabs in Palestine. wo oF ee (2) The Arab States, . . oF 
2. The United Nations Charter clearly empowers the Security | Council to use force to resist aggression and keep international peace. ; 

| * Drafted by Mr. McClintock. | a | | — | og
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- The. Charter does not authorize force to be applied within a State to a 

compel a political settlement. The purpose of the United Nations is to_ | 

| keep peace, not to make war. a 

3. To relax arms embargoes in order to arm the Jewish and Arab 

State militias will merely give official UN approval and aid to. inter- 

| racial and inter-religious war in Palestine. Such wars in the light of 

history have always been the most fanatic and destructive of human | 

| and moral values. | a 

4, The United States Representative in the Security Council or the 

representative of some other government (the Chinese have already 

offered their services in this respect) could point to the absence of. 

| Security Council forces under Article 43, ask the members if the Secu- 

ity Council is prepared to go to war in Palestine or to approve war 

| in Palestine, and suggest that before so perilous a step is taken the 

| whole problem be reviewed by a special session of the General Assem- 

~ ply to be held, pursuant to the spirit of the resolution of November 15, — 

1947, in Europe. Meanwhile the Security Council would call on the 

Jewish Agency, the Arab Higher Committee, the Mandatory Power, 

and the Arab Governments, to give immediate pledges to keep the 

, peace in Palestine. The Security Council would further call on the 

Mandatory Power to continue its administration in Palestine and its 

- responsibility for the maintenance of law and order pending further 

oo recommendations to the Mandatory Power from the special session of 

| the General Assembly. Ba | 

| The foregoing analysis is couched in-terms of United Nations inter- 

7 est and does not take into account such obvious items of United States | 

interestas: = ™” 7 a —_ 

: | (1) the inevitability of Soviet participation -in any United Na- 

-”.. tions international force sent to ‘Palestine, 

(2). the strategic loss to the United. States of Arabian oil 

| _ supples,. 7 oo | 
(3) the loss to the United States of Arab friendship, which is an 

- * egsential prerequisite to utilizing the Middle East as a 

strategic lodgement for eventual United States security 

| | forces. - a 

4 [5]. At the special session of the Assembly the United States 

| would be prepared to support a trusteeship for Palestine to replace 

the present mandate until such time as the Jews and Arabs could work 

, out a modus vivendé. Such a trusteeship could either be administered 

. by the United Nations as is contemplated for the proposed trusteeship 

of Jerusalem or it could be administered by the remaining three of the 

Allied and associated Powers of W orld War I—the United States, the. 

| - United Kindom,and France. | |
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_ ~PPS Files, Lot64D568 0 es | - a 
_ Memorandum by Mr. George H. Butler of the Policy Planning Staff oe 

to the Under Secretary of State (Lovett) | 

_ SECRET __ _ [Wasuineton,] February 11, 1948. ; 
PPS/2E 0 rs | 

_ Mr. Loverr: Attached herewith is a paper prepared at your request | 
| by the Policy Planning Staff on “The Problem of Palestine.” In ac- 

_ cordance with your suggestion, it consists of two parts: : 
- 1. A statement of the present position of this government with | 

| - respect tothe problem, and Be oF 
-. 2. A summary of the alternative courses of action now open to. | : 

us, Including an estimate of the consequences in each case. I 

_- The Staff realizes that the Palestine case may shortly be brought up | 
_ for consideration in the U.N. Security Council and that this document 

. may not be in time to affect the decisions which must be made as to oF 
the position which our representative should take on the subject. 

- Consequently, the contents of the paper should not in any way relieve 
_ the operational officers in the Department of their responsibility in 

'  thisconnection.  ——~ me ee ta | ; 
_ If you approve, it is suggested that the document be made available 

_ to the Staff of the National Security Council for its study of the | F 
Palestine problem. No conclusions or recommendations are included | : 

_ in the paper. That phase of the matter could be worked out. by. the 

Sah ts Be . ca - Grorcr H. Burter  *- 

Memorandum by the Policy Planning Staf ©. | 

TOP SECRET ae | - [Wasuincron, ] February 11, 1948. 

Due Propuem or Pacestinp : 
Ay PRESENT POSITION OF THE U.S. WITH RESPECT TO PALESTINE > 

_ 1. The UN General Assembly on November 29, 1947, by a vote of I 
_ 383 to 13 with 10 abstentions and one member absent, adopted a resolu~ | t 

tion recommending the partition of Palestine into separate Arab and } 
_ Jewish sovereign states, substantially as proposed by the majority f 

_. report of the UN Special Committee on Palestine, The U.S..Govern- : 

a The Department, by memorandum of February 12, submitted the document | 7 as a working paper to the National ‘Security Council, with the understanding that e it did not necessarily represent its final views. (501.BB Palestine/2-1248). as F
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ment after very careful consideration voted in support of the resolution 

a despite the realization that the Arabs of Palestine and the Arab States — 

- were strongly opposed to the establishment of a J ewish State in Pal- — 

estine. In its support of partition the U.S. Government was motivated 

by the following considerations: oe | 

~ (a) A review of the statements and expressions. of policy by re-- 

sponsible American officials, resolutions of Congress, and political 

party platforms of the last 30 years indicated that unless there were 

some unanticipated factor in the situation the trend of U.S. public 

opinion and U.S. policy based thereon practically forced official U.S. 

| support of partition. | a , 

(6) The majority report of the UN Special Committee on Palestine — 

recommending partition actually did represent a new factor in the 

_ situation but one which supported the establishment of a Jewish State 

in Palestine. oe a OS a 

| (c) Public opinion in the United States was stirred by mistreatment = 

of Jews in Europe and by the intense desire of surviving Jewsto goto 

7 Palestine. Ee | 

| (d) The troubled situation in Palestine accompanied by the decision 

of Great Britain to withdraw as the mandatory power made it evident 

| that a solution of the Palestine problem could no longer be postponed. 

: 2. Owing to its long concern with the Palestine problem and in a 

. desire to achieve a fair solution, the U.S. Government welcomed 

presentation of the problem to the United Nations and-made every 

effort to see that an impartial committee of the UN General Assembly 

was set up with broad terms of reference to examine the problem. 

| We consistently adhered to the position that nothing should be done 

to hinder the Special Committee while it conducted its investigations, 

and at no time did we directly or indirectly endeavor to influence the 

committee’s recommendations. The decision of the U.S. Government 

| to support the committee’s majority plan was based primarily on the 

--view, expressed to the General. Assembly by Secretary Marshall on 

September 18, 1947, that “great weight” should be accorded the ma- 

jority opinion ofa UN Committee. oe 

3. During the UN discussions on the question of partition the U.S. 

took into account the statements of J ewish leaders that they would — 

be able to handle the situation in Palestine if partition took place. — 

Thus, Dr. Abba Hillel Silver, Chairman of the American Section of 

| the Executive of the Jewish Agency for Palestine, declared before the 

UN Ad Hoc Committee on Palestine on October 2, 1947: — 

“The Jewish people in Palestine, I repeat, will be prepared to defend 

stself. It will welcome, of course, whatever support can. properly be 

eiven to it by the UN or its members, pursuant to the decisions of the © 

and, after noting the UK announcement that British forces might be 

' subject to early withdrawal from Palestine, : |
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_ “In that event, in order to avoid the creation of a dangerous vacuum ~~ | which might affect public security, the Jewish people of Palestine will oF _ provide without delay the necessary effectives to maintain public : security within their country.” | 7 oe 

| 4. In deciding .to support the majority report, the U.S. Delegation i 
to the General Assembly took the position that this Government 

| should not use U.S. power and influence in prevailing upon other | 
countries against their will to support partition. The U.S. Delegation ; 
was instructed that it should explain our reasons for supporting parti- - 
tion but should not exert pressure on other delegations. While it has | | 
been shown that unauthorized U.S. pressure groups, including mem- — o£ 
bers of Congress, sought to impose U.S. views on foreign delegations, | 
so far as can be determined no undue pressure was brought to bear : 
upon other countries by U.S. Government officials responsible to the | 

_ Executive. In any event, this Government considered the vote of the | 
| General Assembly as reflecting a belief that partition was the best of | : 

the solutions of the Palestine problem which had been advanced. F 
: do. The U.S. Government has adopted the point of view that if the _ | problem of Palestine, long a source of suspicion and uneasiness, could - i _ once and for all be eliminated by acquiescence on the part of the Arab E States in the UN General Assembly decision on Palestine, difficult as F 

such acquiescence might be, a disturbing influence in international | 
_ affairs would be removed and the security of the Middle East measur- &- _ ably strengthened. We have expressed the conviction that ifthereis = —f 

to be a sense of security as well asa developing prosperity in that area, | q 
the countries of the Middle East and those non-Middle Eastern powers 
who sincerely desire the principles of the UN Charter to be applied : _ to the area in the interest both of the Middle Eastern people and of ; 
world security must work with cordiality and mutual trust. This view- | j 

_ point has been urged orally and confidentially in the name of President — OE ~ Truman upon. King Farouk of Egypt,? King Ibn Saud of Saudi | | 
Arabia,’ and Governor General Jinnah of Pakistan.4 ; * | 1 

_ 6, Likewise King Farouk, King Ibn Saud and Governor General. 
| Jinnah have been informed of the President’s hope (a) that in their‘ 

disappointment and resentment at the recommendation of the General ——si*&SKk 
Assembly, the Governments of the Arab States will not attempt by | | 
armed force, or will not encourage the use of armed force, to prevent : the carrying out of that recommendation; and (6) that Egypt, Saudi © | 

_ Arabia and Pakistan will use their influence with the Arab Statesto sf persuade them not to resort to actions which might undermine the 
present order in the Middle East and eventually lead to a world con- 

_——-* See telegram 1695, December 26, 1947, Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, p. 1319. : * Telegram 29, February 3, to Jidda, not printed ; but see footnote 3,p. 571. * See telegram 31, January 28, to Karachi, p. 569. oo 3
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_ flict in which the peoples of the Middle East might be the most tragic 

sufferers. , | SE 7 

| This matter being in the hands of the UN, we have not felt it 

| ~ incumbent upon us to take any additional action in regard to the Pales- 

tine situation except to suspend authorization for the export of arms, 

ammunition and other war material intended for use in Palestine or a 

‘neighboring countries. ee re | 

7 | |B, ALTERNATIVE COURSES OF ACTION - | 

Generally speaking, there are three possible courses: which the U.S. | 

might now pursue with respect to the problem of Palestine: a 

— (a) Fully support the partition plan with all the means at our dis-_ 

posal, including the use of armed forces under the UN. | 

: (6). Adopt. a passive or “neutral” role, taking no further steps to 

aid or implement partition. — Oe es 

(ce) Alter our previous policy of support for partition and, through 

a special session of the General Assembly, seek another solution to. 

the problem. pe ne a 

| 1. Full Support of the UN recommendation for partition, based 

on a determination to see the successful establishment of a Jewish 

| State in Palestine —~ | | ae 

| | Under this course of action, we would take steps to grant substantial 

| economic assistance to the Jewish authorities and to afford them sup- 

port through the supply of arms, ammunition and implements of 

war. In order to enable the Jewish state to survive in the face of wide 

scale resistance from the Arabs in Palestine, from the neighboring 

Arab States, and possibly from other Moslem countries, we would be — 

prepared ultimately to utilize our naval units and military forces for 

- thispurpose. © SO — 

‘In the Security Council, we would seek to give effect to the UN 

recommendation that “any attempt to alter by force the settlement 

envisaged” by the resolution should be regarded as a threat to the 

| peace, breach of the peace or act of aggression in accordance with _ 

‘Article 39 of the Charter. Thereafter we would assist in implementing 

_ the recommendation by sending armed forces to Palestine either as 

_ part of an international force under Article 48 or on a volunteer con-_ 

tingent basis to enforce partition. Since it is clear that no other nation . 

, except Russia could be expected to participate in such implementation _ 

: to any appreciable extent, we would supply a substantial portion of 

the money, troops and arms for this purpose. If Russia participated, 

| we would at least have to match the Russian effort in this respect. . - 

| Any aid to the establishment of a Jewish state such as described 

above, and withheld from the Arabs, would-be construed by the Arabs 

, as a virtual declaration of war against the Arab world. U.S, assistance 

jn any form to the enforcement of partition, particularly by the use



_ of armed forces, would result in further deterioration of our position __ : 
in the Middle East and in deep-seated antagonism for the U.S.imn — ff 

__- many sections of the Moslem world over a period of many years. We : 
would be threatened. with | BT | 

(a) Suspension or cancellation of air base rights, commercial con- — : 
- ‘eessions, and oil pipeline construction, and drastic curtailment of U.S. E 

tradeinthearea; > re | 
(6) Loss of access to British air, military and naval facilities in 

the area, affecting our strategic position in the Middle East and f 
Mediterranean; | a 7 | : 

__ (¢) Closing of our Near East educational, religious and philan- | 
_ thropicinstitutions; ee 

_ (@) Possible deaths, injuries and damages arising from acts of i 
vaoienee against individual U.S. citizens and interests in the area; : 
an | oe Oo | | : 
_(e) A serious impediment to the success of the European Recovery a 

_ Program, which is dependent on increased production of Middle | 
~ Eastern oil, | _ Oo | : 

2. Adoption of a passive or “neutral” role, taking no further steps — | 

—toaid orimplement partition = : 
_ The adoption of this course of action would involve the maintenance _ | 

, and enforcement of our embargo on arms to Palestine and the neigh- i 

| boring countries. We would give no unilateral assistance to either the | ; 

| Jewish or Arab Palestine States financially, militarily or otherwise. — | 
In so far as possible, we would require an attitude of neutrality tobe = = J 
observed by all persons or organizations under U.S. jurisdiction. We 

~~ would oppose sending armed forces into Palestine by the UN or any ; 
member thereof for the purpose of implementing partition, and we 4 

_ would oppose the recruitment of volunteers for this purpose. | 

Such a course of action would rest on the assumption that imple- | 
mentation of the General Assembly resolution was a collective responsi- : 

bility of the UN and that no leadership in the matter devolved upon. q 

the United States. We would take the position that the UN machinery | 

-_ ereated by the partition plan should handle the question of implemen- 

tation, and that the five-man Palestine Commission should proceed - 
with the task entrusted to it of taking over control from the British. | 

We would leave it to the peoples in Palestine to give effect to the Gen- 
_ eral Assembly resolution. = _ ms mn, ae | 

This course would have the advantage that it would not be neces- | 
‘sary for us to become.embroiled in the Middle East through active = &F 
support of the partition plan. At the same time we would not have 

-  toalter our original basic policy of support for partition. OS | 
The consequences of such a policy, while not further embittering our ; 

relations with the Arab world, would not however prevent, the situation. ; 
| in Palestine from deteriorating even further. It would not be possible |
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| to prevent the arming of Jews and Arabs by ardent sympathizerson = 
the one hand and profit-seeking arms smugglers on the other, or Com- _ 

So munist assistance to both sides. Disorder and bloodshed on a large - 

-  geale would take place when the British withdrew from Palestine. _ 
: The strongest kind of pressure would be brought on the U.S. to act: 

in the chaotic situation which would ensue. Even if we should oppose | 
any move in. the Security Council to send armed forces there would | 
remain the possibility that the USSR might intervene actively in 

| behalf of the Zionists. - 7 | 

| Politically, this passive attitude would be extremely difficult to 

maintain in the United States. It would, moreover, make impossible 

| any possible future intervention on legal or moral grounds in Greece 

— or Italy for example. The confusion and chaos which would result in 

a the Middle East in the light of a passive attitude by the United States 

would be exploited by the Communists and might develop into a 

serious threat to ournationalsecurity. = _ oe 

| 3. Altering our previous Policy of Support for Partition and seek- : 

ing another Solution to the Problem | | 

The special report of the UN Palestine Commission on security 

| phases of the problem will emphasize the need for an international — 

armed force if the partition plan is to be carried out or even if a 

| complete state of chaos in Palestine is to be avoided at the termination 

of the British Mandate on May 15. If we should determine that it 

would be inadvisable to join in the carrying out of the UN resolution 

on this basis, our course of action would call for a special session of 

| the General Assembly to consider the situation anew. Abandoning our 

| support of partition as impracticable and unworkable in view of the , 

— demonstrated inability of the people of Palestine to assume the respon- 

| sibilities of self-government, we would under this course of action 

= attempt to seek a constructive solution of the problem. | - 

| As a first step in this direction we would seek to have the Security 

Council explore other avenues of a peaceful settlement when the 

Palestine case comes up for its consideration. Specifically we would 

endeavor to bring about conciliation or arbitration of the problem. 

We would propose that while working for such conciliation or arbi- . 

_ tration, a special session of the General Assembly be called to con- | 

| - sideranewsolutionintheformof = = | a 

1) An international trusteeship or a 
| 2) A federal state, an | - 

with provision for Jewish immigration provisions in either case. _ 
A trusteeship could take one of several forms: a three-power trustee- 

ship of the U.S., UK and France, a joint U.S.-UK trusteeship either
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-- with or without some of the smaller states, or a general UN trustee- 

- ship with the Trusteeship Council as administering authority. Alter- ; 

natively, a federal state with cantonization, a plan which the British ; 

originally favored as having the greatest chance of success, could be | 

discussed. We would make it clear that we did not favor the introduc- ; 

tion of an international armed force for the implementation of any 

- such solution. _ ps | | | 

_. This course of action would encounter strong opposition from the ; 

Zionists. It would, however, probably have the support of the Arab 

States and of world opinion in general. Our prestige in the Middle : 

- East would immediately rise and we would regain in large measure | 

our strategically important position in the area. Our national interests 

- would thus be served and our national security strengthened, notwith- ; 

standing the disfavor with which such a procedure would be viewed | 

by Zionists elements.° | | | —— 

oe ° The “Minutes of the Policy Planning Staff meeting of February 12 state: — , 

. “Mr. Butler reported his discussion with the Secretary and Mr. Rusk on the ; 

Palestine problem. The Secretary plans to present yesterday’s Plunning Staff : 

paper on Palestine to the [National] Security Council meeting today with the ft 

understanding that it will be considered by the NSC Staff as a working paper . 3 

| but not as representing State’s position.” (PPS Files, Lot 64-D563) | - : 

The editors have been unable to find in the files of the Department of State an © . 

account of the meeting of the National Security Council on February 12. For- | ; 

restal described the meeting in his diary, noting that Secretary Marshall out- 4 

lined to the Council the three alternative courses of action concerning the | : 

Palestine problem as set forth in PPS/21 and observed that none of them carried | 3 

his approval as yet. (Diary entry for February 12, 1948, Forrestal Papers; also 4 

The Forrestal Diaries, edited by Walter Millis, pp. 371-372. ) | : 

News. Division Files . | a | : : 

Memorandum of the Press and Radio News Conference of the Secre- § 

| tary of State, Wednesday, February 11, 1948, at Washington | 

ae [Extract] | | a a 

A correspondent, referring to the fact that Mr. Marshall had pre- : 

sented the American position on the Palestine issue at United Nations | ; 

| and had suggested the possibility of a volunteer police force, asked | 

if this was still our position. Secretary Marshall replied that the : 

American Government had not changed its position at all in regard 

to Palestine. He said we had indorsed the procedure which led up to : 

the position of the United Nations and we were supporting the proce- 

dure consequent to that procedure [position?]. Secretary Marshall, ; 

when asked if the United States representative at the United Nations ;
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had been or would be given instructions to reiterate the American posi- 
| tion in Palestine, answered in the negative. , | 

| - — a oe _ . - M[icuazt] J. McDermorr ? 

1 president Truman, queried at his press conference of February 12 concerning | 
7 the Palestine partition plan, replied that he had no comment. Asked whether 

there was any. disposition to soften the plan, he stated that “The United States 
Government. is ‘supporting the United Nations. That is as far as I can go.” 

_. (Publie Papers of the Presidents of the United States: Harry 8S. Truman, 1948, 

| -? Special Assistant for Press Relations to the Secretary of State 2 - 

| editorial Note 

| The Secretary of State, on February 12, 1948, sent a letter to Con- 
- gressman Jacob K. Javits, with copies to twenty-nine Members of the 
_ House of Representatives, in reply to their jointly-signed. letter of | 

February 10. The reply dealt with questions raised by the Congress- 
_ men concerning British arms shipments to Arab nations, the activities 

of Arab nations as possibly endangering the maintenance of inter- 
national peace and security, the means for making effective the Gen- 

7 _ eral Assembly’s decision to partition Palestine, and the. measures _ 

the United States was prepared to undertake to assist in implementing 
_ that decision; for text, see Department of State Bulletin, February 29, 

USUN Files , | | oo | 

| Memorandum by M r. John C. Ross to the United S tates Representa- 

«tive at the United Nations (Austin)? -  . , 

. SECRET | | New Yors, ] February 12, 1948. 

In the light of the rapidly developing situation with regard to | 
| - Palestine and in particular in the light of the attitude of the press _ 

_ (referred to more fully below), I telephoned Mr. Rusk this afternoon 
| and had a talk with him about the status of our preparation for han- 

, dling the Palestine case when it comes up in the Security Council. 
I told him ‘that I realized he is in a very difficult position. We here 

. in the Mission wanted to be just as helpful as we possibly could be to © 
him and to the State Department; on the other hand, we also were 

in a somewhat difficult position. §=§ | 
I said that there was an obvious desire on the part of other delega- 

tions to discuss the Palestine case with us. Porter McKeever? Iunder-  _ 

: ““iThis memorandum was “For Ambassador Austin—no other distribution”. 
| 2 Chief of the Office of Public Information, United States Mission at the United | 

7 Nations. — | -



| stood, had reported to him when he was in New York the day before . 

something about. the attitude of the press, namely, that the press was 

taking a very critical view of the State Department and of the Mission os 

and was very much concerned about the relationship of the Mission - 

and the State Department in the development of our policy in this : 

matter. Oo oe | 

| [Here follow details of presscriticism.] a | 

I told Dean further that if I followed my natural inclination I _ E 
would be talking to a great many people on the other delegations, not ; 

~ necessarily at this time to tell them our views if we were not ready to | 

do this, but at least to give them an opportunity to talk and find out 

their views. [Here follow examples. ] ee te ie | 

Dean said he thought he appreciated our difficulties. He said hehad : 

-_. been in a most difficult position himself. This matter was being dealt  &§ 
with at the highest levels in Washington. They had strict orders to 

_. “clamp down”. He wanted to help us, of course, as.much as he could : 

and he wanted our help so far as we could give it. | ee | 

He hoped that it would be possible for him to come to New York. &- 

on this matter no later than next Tuesday night. Meanwhile, he 

thought all we could say in response to inquiries was that we had not =f 

yet had any instructions from the Department. He realized that this == 

| was not altogether satisfactory but he was afraid it-was the best that — 

could be done in the circumstances. ee, ae / F 

| He thought. we should be responsive to those who sought us out — 

and wanted to express their views; in other words, weshouldnotavoid —f 
_ them. On the other hand, we should not ourselves for the time being | 

seek others out for the purpose of discussing Palestine with them. oe 

| * [Here follows the remainder of conversation, dealing primarily with — 

- the timing of future discussion in the Security Council on the Pales- : 
tine problem.] | ae 

| 501.BB Palestine/2~1348 | | | | ; 

|  _ Handwritten Notes by Mr. Robert M. McClintock a 

‘TOP SECRET oe a [ WasHINeTON, undated. |  &§ 

Drastic Step re | 

1, At this juncture it would be a drastic step to admit that our sf 

advocacy on Palestine for years past and our recent championing of 

| partition, was a mistake. Oe Oo : 

ore for “Meeting | with National Security Council Friday, February 13, oo
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| Need for New Situation e - | | : | 

| 2. Therefore, any change in policy should be based on anew situ- 
| ation: clear evidence that refusal of Arab population, or of Arab — 

: Govts, or U.K., to cooperate makes plan unworkable. Or, failure of 
UN members to join in carrying out resolution. For example, SC may — 

| not have 7 votes in favor. Basically, we must be convinced that state — 
| of affairs en Palestine creates a new situation which forces us fora 
| review of the position. Severe 

No Change in Present Policy ee : | 

3. Meanwhile U.S. Palestine policy is as set forth in terms of GA 
resolution. We should try to carry out terms as well as possible. 

_ Arab Aggression | - 

| 4, Arab Aggression—let there be no mistake that we shall back 
| _ down under it. If Arab States aggress we shall treat them as we have 

| aggressors against Greecee | 

Arms Embargo ) AS 7 . 

5. Arms embargo—have obligation under Charter to do nothing 
which would threaten peace, and under international law not to get 
into gun-running business. However, will cooperate if Commission _ 
and Mandatory agree to arm militias. a | 

| Alternate Plan a, | . a 

6. Alternate plan imperative if new situation arises, including readi- 
— — ness'use U.S. forces. Trusteeship ? Oar 

2Mr. McClintock prepared additional handwritten notes, also undated, ‘but 
presumably after those printed here, which read as follows: “National Security 

' Council | — | oo, . 

“1 Difficult to change course | 7 a | 
“2 Can’t send troops : | 
“3 Politically difficult 5 OF one 
“4 Don’t want Russians to send troop[s].” . . 

The two sets of handwritten notes have been filed together. 

ee Editorial Note | 

The Minutes of the Policy Planning Staff meeting on Saturday, _ 
| February 14, state in part that “There was a discussion of the position 

to be taken by Mr. Villard at the National Security Council Staff 
meeting to be held later this morning on the subject of Palestine. The | 

attached paper was agreed as the position Mr. Villard should take on 

the point mentioned.” | | | ; - 
The attached paper, dated the same day, reads in full as follows: | 

| “The State Department member proposed that, when the United
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Nations Security Council considers the report of the UN Palestine | 
- Commission, the policy of the U.S. should be to adhere to its position | 

of support of the General Assembly resolution on Palestine. The State = =f 

Department believes that in the absence of pressure from the U.S. | 

Government, there would not be sufficient affirmative votes in the | 
: Security Council for its implementation. The U.S. Delegation would | 

be instructed not to exert any such pressure.” (PPS Files, Lot 64 D ff 
- 543) Henry S. Villard was a Member of the Policy Planning Staff. | : 

867N.01/1-2848 | a | 

The Secretary of State to Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, at Hyde Park : 

a | | _ Wasuineron, February 16, 1948. ' 

- Dear Mrs. Roosrvert: I have your two letters! giving me a frank ' 
expression of your views on Palestine. — | , 

We are trying hard to formulate and follow policies with regard to | q 
Palestine which would seem most likely to.promote peace and maintain | 

| the prestige and effectiveness of the United Nations. At the same time | 
we must not ignore the humanitarian aspects of the problem. . | | ] 

It is very unfortunate that the delicate situation in Palestine should | ' 
be made so explosive by the acts of terror and violence committed by | 
both Jewish and Arab elements. Their lack of restraint is not only | 
increasing human misery and suffering but also makes the implemen- ; 
tation of the General Assembly’s recommendations all the more diffi- | 
cult. The political situation in this country does not help matters. | it 

Since the appropriate organs of the United Nations are now dealing. - 

with the Palestine question, we feel that so far as possible we should | 

approach the problem through the United Nations rather than ; 
- unilaterally. — | oe | | 

A decision by the United States, for instance, to permit American : 

arms to go to Palestine and neighboring states would facilitate acts 
| of violence and the further shedding of blood and thus render still 

more difficult the task of maintaining law and order. We are continu- | 

ing, therefore, to refuse to license the shipment of arms to that area. F 

Tam told that the United Nations Commission provided for in the 
_ November 29 resolution of the General Assembly will shortly make  __ 

+ Dated J anuary 28, neither printed. One cited Mrs. Roosevelt’s concern about 
an article by James Reston in the New York Times of the day before, calling 
attention to the development in the State Department and the Cabinet of 
sentiment to extend bipartisan or non-partisan foreign policy to all questions E 

| relating to Palestine. She gave her opinion that the United States decision to —_ q 
support the majority report on Palestine and United States leadership in the 
United Nations placed a responsibility on the U.S. to see the UN through in. j 
implementing its policies. She suggested that “the quicker we remove the em- | ; 
bargo and see that the Jews and any UN police force are equipped with modern — | q 

_ armaments ... the better it will be for the whole situation.” (867N.01/1-2848) _ j 

-§98-594—76—8 On a a
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SO a supplementary report on the question of security in Palestine. It is 
to be hoped that the report will be of genuine aid to the members of — ~ 
the United Nations in deciding upon a practical course of action which | 

- gives some hope for'a tranquil solution, == oS eee ee 
| - Faithfully yours, © GC. Marsiatr 

- First Special Report of the United Nations Palestine Commission to 
| the Security Council: The Problem of Security in Palestine+ 

| | . [Extracts] | 

[II] 9. The main facts controlling the security situation in Palestine __ 
| today are the following: a oe Oo 

(a) Organized efforts are being made by strong Arab elements in- 
side and outside Palestine to prevent the implementation of the As- | 

- sembly’s plan of partition and to thwart its objectives by threats 
and acts of violence, including armed incursions into Palestinian _ 
territory... - a 

. (6) Certain elements of the Jewish community in Palestine continue _ 
to commit irresponsible acts of violence which worsen the security 

| situation, although that community is generally in support of the > 
| recommendations of the Assembly. — ns 

(c) An added complication is created by the fact that the Manda- | 
: tory Power, which remains responsible for law. and order in Palestine 

until the termination of the Mandate, is engaged in the liquidation of 
its administration and is preparing for the evacuation of its troops. 

TT. Concnusion 

1. The pertinent facts in support of the Commission’s unavoidable 
- decision to call upon the Security Council for assistance in the dis- 

charge of its duty to the General Assembly are evident. The United 
Nations has taken a firm decision regarding the future government | 

| of Palestine. Following that decision the General Assembly created 
| this Commission as its agent in the matter and charged it with respon- 

| sibility, under the guidance of the Security Council, for implementing __ 
_ the Assembly’s recommendations. This Commission now finds itself 

: - confronted with an attempt to defeat its purposes, and to nullify the 
| resolution of the General Assembly. oo a | 

2. For the above reasons the Commission has decided to refer to | 
the Security Council the problem of providing that armed assistance. 

| which alone would enable the Commission to discharge its respon- 

| sibilities on the termination of the Mandate, because it is convinced 
: that there is no step which it can take under the resolution of the _ 

| Assembly to. improve the security situation in Palestine between now 
| and the termination of the Mandate. a ne 

| : 1 Reprinted from SC, Sra yT., Special Suppl. No. 2, pp. 10, 14, 18. The report 
dated February 16, was transmitted to Secretary-General Lie the same day.
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8. The Commission realizes that time is a factor of utmost impor- 
tance in its endeavor to fulfil the mandate given to it by the General | : 

Assembly. The Commission, therefore must emphasize the compelling = ff 

need for prompt action, in order to avert great bloodshed and human | 

suffering in Palestine, and to assist the implementation of the resolu- i 

. tion which the Commission, notwithstanding all difficulties, 1s exerting | : 

every effort to carry out. — oO ;: ee 

_. 4, In the view of the Commission, a basic issue of international order ; 

_ is involved. A dangerous and tragic precedent will have been estab- . 7 

- lished. if force, or the threat of the use of force, is to prove an effective , . 

deterrent to the will of the United Nations. en pe : 

5. It is the considered view of the Commission that the security 

| forces of the Mandatory Power, which at the present time prevent the q 

| situation from deteriorating completely into open warfare on an orga- if 

nized basis, must be replaced by an adequate non-Palestinian force : 

-_-which will assist law-abiding elements in both the Arab and Jewish : 

communities, organized under the general direction of the Commission, | 

in maintaining order and security in Palestine, thereby enabling the = 

Commission to carry out the recommendations of the General Assem- 

bly. Otherwise, the period immediately following the termination of 

the Mandate will be a period of uncontrolled, widespread strife and 

bloodshed in Palestine, including the City of Jerusalem. This would , 

| be a catastrophic conclusion to an era of international concern for that 
territory. a SO oe 7 oe | 

--*~PPS Files, Lot 64F563, Near and Middle Fast, 1947-1948 - Sets oo a 

Draft Report Prepared by the Staff of the National Security Council? - , 

TOP SECRET oe [Wasuineron,] February 17, 1948. | 

_ Tur Posrrion or rue Unrrep Srares Wits Ruspxcr to PALESTINE , 

_ [Here follow thirteen numbered paragraphs presenting the problem | 

andananalysis.} = Co a | 

- 2Gireulated to the Departments of State, Army, Navy, and Air Force for com- | 
ment on the consultant (“Kennan-Sherman-Wedemeyer-Weyland”) level (at- 

tached memorandum, of February 18 by Mr. Kennan to Under Secretary Lovett). 

In a second attached memorandum, this one sent on February 19 by George H. | 

: ‘Butler of the Policy Planning Staff to Carlton Savage, Executive Secretary of | 

the Staff, appears the following: “As I told you and Mr. Kennan, Mr. Humelsine oe 

handed this [the draft paper] to me this morning. He told me that Mr. Lovett 

had said that S/P should keep the NSC paper for the present, that he did not | 

‘want it circulated in the Department, and that the Palestine problem is being . 

worked .on by high Department officers. De | a 

| “At his staff meeting this morning, Mr. Lovett cautioned all not to express any: , 

views to anyone about Palestine. He said that the problem was not one for uni- | 

: lateral decision by State; and that he does not know what the Department’s — 

policy is.” Carlisle H. Humelsine was Director of the Executive Secretariat.
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a : S CONCLUSIONS a oo 
| 14, Any solution of the Palestine problem which invites direct Soviet 

| participation in administration, policing, or military operations in Pal- | 
estine is a danger to the security of the United States. | 

_ ---:15. Any solution of the Palestine problem which results in the con- 
tinued hostility of the Arab world toward the United States will bring 
about conditions which endanger the security of the United States. 

7: _ 16. The US should continue support for the Partition Plan in the UN | 
by all measures short of the use of outside armed force to impose the 
Plan upon the people of Palestine. | | a 

| (The military members of the Staff do not concur in the above con- 
clusion and offer the following asasubstitute) | 

- _ The United States should alter its previous policy of support for 
| partition and seek another solution to the problem. In so doing, United 

States should propose that, in view of the changed conditions as set 
| forth in the Analysis, the UN Security Council request that a special 

session of the General Assembly be convoked to reconsider the Pales- 
tineproblem. | 

17. The United States should urge the Government of the United 
Kingdom to continue to exercise its mandate over Palestine in the 

| event of reconsideration of the Palestine problem by the General As- 
sembly. The United States should also support a resolution by the 
UN Security Council requesting the UK to take this action. 

| 18. In the event of reconsideration of the Palestine problem by the | 
General Assembly, the United States should propose the creation of a 

| trusteeship in Palestine with the UN Trusteeship Council as the ad- | 
| ministering authority. If necessary, this proposal should include pro- 

_vision for an international force to maintain internal order during 
_ atransitional period. a on 7 

| 19. The United States should oppose dispatch of armed forces to | 
Palestine for the purpose of enforcing the Partition Plan of Novem- 
ber 29, 1947, against the objections of the inhabitants of Palestine. 

20. The United States should immediately urge all Arab states.to 
| refrain from any act of aggression against Palestine.  __ 

a Editorial Note. 
- | Secretary Forrestal noted in a dairy entry for February 18 that - 

7 Major General Alfred M. Gruenther of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
| _ reported to a meeting of State and Defense officials with President
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Truman at the White House that day on the serious limitations of _ ' 

| American military manpower. He estimated that forcible application — | 

of the partition resolution would entail a minimum of 80,000 and - if 

| a maximum of 160,000 troops. a | : 

| Secretary Forrestal had discussed the Palestine problem with Gen- ; 

- eral Gruenther on January 24. The entry in Forrestal’s diary reads : 

as follows: | . | a | 

“General Gruenther said that the strategic planning of the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff had been substantially altered by the Palestine deci- _ ; 

gion. That it had pretty well ‘spiked’ any consideration of any military  - 

operations in the Middle East and had pretty well disposed of the © &— 

idea that the United States would continue to have access to the Middle 

~ East Oil.” (Forrestal Papers) . | 

501.BB Palestine/2-1948 - 7 | 

Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the Under Secretary | ' 

ee me of State (Lovett) oe | 

| CONFIDENTIAL - [Wasuineton,| February 19, 1948. _ | 

- In my conversation with the President today I followed the under- 

standing you and I had this morning.? , a —_ oa 

The President assured me whatever course we considered the right 

one we could disregard all political factors. I told him that Sunday 

night,? but more probably sometime Monday morning, we would send 

to his ship the proposed statement for Austin. He said he would be in 

St. Croix * getting there about 5 in the morning, but not going ashore a | 

until 9 or 10; that he would give instructions that whenever a message ; 

game in it be delivered to him immediately wherever he was; that the | 

arrangement I suggested was most satisfactory. I gave him no idea | 

of what our solution might be but I did tell him of the careful ap- 

proach you were making toward the reaching of a conclusion, par- | 

ticularly as to the San Francisco and Senate discussions and also the 

consultations with men of some international legal understanding.‘ 

, | Oo | G. C. Marsari : 

| _+7he editors have found no record of the nature of this understanding in the 

Department of State files. . . | ; 

7 *February 22,0 © | : 

* President Truman departed from Washington on February 20 for a trip to the © | 

| Caribbean and vacation in Florida. The Presidential yacht Williamsburg was - 

waiting for the President in San Juan, Puerto Rico when he arrived there by | 

air on February 21. He visited St. Thomas on February 22 and St. Croix on | 

February 28. . 

| ‘ These allusions were not identifiable by the editors. re
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867N.01/2-1948 : Telegram. po an | ne 

| | _ Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iraq a 

OS Wasuineton, February 19, 1948. 
56. Text statement issued Feb 16 by White House Press Secretary | 

| Charles Ross follows: oo ee 
| | “In an effort to prevent the spread of disorder in the Middle East ; this Government has, during recent months, addressed appeals to cer-  ~ | tain interested governments stressing the importance, in the interest 

of Middle East security and world peace, of the exercise of restraint in | dealing with the Palestine situation. Some of these appeals were made directly by the President.” 1 _ a | - a 
Marsan 

| a *This message was repeated to Cairo, Damascus, Beirut, and J erusalem; a separate telegram, No, 46, was sent to Jidda the same day (867N.01/2-1848). For the message sent on behalf of President Truman to the King of Egypt, on December 26, 1947, see foreign Relations, 1947, vol. V, p. 1819; the message to the Governor General of Pakistan on January 28, 1948, is printed in telegram 31 o to Karachi, p. 569; ‘and the nature of. ‘the message to the King of Saudi Arabia : | is indicated in footnote 3 to telegram 31 to Karachi. | President Truman, in his Memoirs, vol. Il, p. 159, writes that “On February 13 
it was reported to me from our diplomatic missions in the area that the Arabs . _ Were expected to start full-scale military operations in late March. 

“I published an appeal to the Arab leaders. to preserve the peace and practice © | . moderation. They rej ected it flatly, charging that the United States had con- - . tributed to the unrest by supporting the Zionist cause. That-was on February 17, _ 1948,” wee ee ae | The editors have not been able to find a report to the President on February 13 
or a reply from the Arab leaders dated February Vl | , | 

_—- 867N.51/2-2048 ne OO 
| Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Financial and Devel- 

opment Policy (Ness) to the Director of the L’vecutive Secretariat 
. (Humelsine) a OS | 

POR SECRET [Wasnineton,] February 20, 1948. 
Subject: British note on the Palestine Sterling Balances! _ 

| Our comments on the above subject follow, for transmission to the 
_. Seeretary for such other use as may be necessary prior to his weekly 

_ press conference. a oo | | 
- YT, Bacxerounp - | 

On the 20th of February Ambassador handed the Secretary a note 
regarding the sterling balances of Palestine and Palestine’s position 

| _ in the sterling area. This note stated that on Sunday, February 22, the 
UK Government would block Palestine’s sterling balances, amounting 
to about £100 million, except for £7 million which would be available — 

tt Note No. G4/—/48 from the British Ambassador to the Secretary of State, dated 
| February 20, not printed (867N.5151/2-2048), oo |
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for working balances and for current needs until the middle.of May. _ 

The disposition of sterling balances after the middle of May will be the i 

subject of consultation between Sir Alexander Cadogan andthe UN ss ¥X 

Commission for Palestine and later will be the subject of negotiations — ] 

with the joint economic board which is to be established under the : 

terms of the U.N. resolution. |. re 

The note further stated that as of February 22 Palestine will no ~ - 

longer be a member of the sterling area. However, should the successor | 

governments desire it, the British will be ready to discuss with them — ae 

| the question of readmission to the sterling area. | : 

| a II. Prostems Ratsep By THis ACTION - | = 

(a) Effect on U.S. interests. | a - 

_ There appears to be no immediate or serious effect on U.S. economic 

_ interests, In the long run, the possible decreased availability of sterling : 

for current purposes might increase both Palestine’s need for financial 

assistance and pressure on the U.S.toprovideit. 

(b) Relation to the Anglo-American Financial Agreement. : a 

) Section 10 of the Anglo-American Financial Agreement. calls for 

free convertibility of all sterling balances released after July 15, 1947. 

Since the balances to be released to Palestine will not be convertible, 

there is a technical violation of the agreement. However, this same_ | 

problem has existed generally since the suspension of convertibility on f 

August 20, 1947 and. no new problem is raised in connection with the | 

financial agreement. | a | 

(c) Effect on Palestine of blocking balances. OS | 

1. The superficial’ effect of this action is to limit the availability _ | 

of sterling to Palestine. However, in the past there has been an effective | 

limitation in the use of sterling balances through the British opera- | 

tion of the import control mechanism of Palestine. | 

| 2. The provision of £7 million between now and May 15 should | 

be (according to oral statements of British Treasury representatives) 

more than adequate to take care of Palestine’s needs of sterling during — | 

_ this period when export earnings are seasonally high because of heavy _ | 

-- citrus exports. We are not prepared at present to endorse or to criti- 

-cizethisfigure | a ae | 

3. The availability of sterling after May 15 will be the subject for — 

- future negotiation. If there are to be any adverse effects on Palestine, ~ | 

they are likely to follow from the later negotations rather than from | 

this action. Although the note does not say so, the negotiations will 

| probably cover the question of scaling down balances as well as the 

question of periodic releases. a Oo oe |
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| _ 4 There is a strong possibility that the results will be beneficial __ 
| after May 15 when the present important mechanism is replaced by 

an administration of unknown competence. The blocking of balances 
| will prevent the frittering away of reserves. | 

| ). This action was not altogether unexpected. In a letter to the 
| Export-Import Bank on January 23,2 the Economic Advisor to the 

Jewish Agency stated that he would normally expect that drawings 
against sterling balances in 1948 would be limited to a rate lower than . 
his estimate of £12.5 million for the present fiscal year. | 

(d) Effect on Palestine of removal from sterling area. | | 
| | 1. While all the technical details are not clear to us, we believe that 

there would be more difficulty in effectively preventing capital move- _ 
ments, even of blocked sterling, if Palestine remained in the sterling 
area. Logically, it should be possible to block sterling accounts in 
sterling area countries for either current or capital transactions, but 

, the British evidently feel that this would not be consistent with the 
| conception of the sterling area. Consequently, in order to have effec- 

| tive blocking for capital transactions Palestine may not remain in the 
sterling area. We have been informed by the British that capital move- | 
ment from Palestine to South Africa have recently been on a fairly 

po largescale | | 
2. By leaving the sterling area, Palestine will no longer be able to 

draw on Britain for her dollar needs against sterling, nor will she 
have the obligation of turning her dollars over to the UK for sterling 
area use. In the past, Palestine has been a heavy net earner of dollars 

| Tor the sterling area, but we are informed that in the last two or three __ 
_ months dollar remittances from the U.S. for the use of the Jewish 

: Agency have. been. held in New York and, therefore, have: not been 
| turned into the dollar pool. | oS 

| — -s UTT. Recommenpep Action | 

(a) That no reply be made to the British note at this time, | 
| | (6) If you are questioned regarding the British action on the Pales- 

tine sterling balances it is recommended that you say that this Govern- 
- ment was informed by the British Government of its intention to — 

| make this announcement, that we recognize the desirability of taking _ 
any necessary steps at the present time to insure the maintenance of. 

’  Palestine’s reserves, and that we will follow developments with inter-_ 
est. Specific comments cannot be made until the results of future nego- | 
tiations are known. | | | | | | | 

- *Not printed. a | | |
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| 501.BB Palestine/2-2148 os a | 

The Department of State to President Truman* 

TOP SECRET ae Oo 4 

_ MussaGE TO THE PRESIDENT . 7 | 

| - We give below working draft of basic position paper for Security = | 

Council discussion Tuesday. This has not yet been approved by Secre- oe 

tary Marshall or discussed with Forrestal. Its general line has been 
discussed with Austin who will come to Washington Monday for final : 

discussions and briefing. => | | | a &- 

This draft is sent in order give opportunity for consideration funda- — | 

mentals. We expect transmit draft Austin’s remarks Sunday night or : 

Monday morning after clearance Marshall and Austin and talks with : 

military. Would greatly appreciate general indication president’s 4 

views on following position paper very soonest possible. Note particu- =f 

larly last partofparagrapheight. = | | 

Working draft follows: : | 7 

-- 4, The problem of Palestine has-been before the United Nations as 

a matter of special concern since the United Kingdom placed it before | 

the General Assembly on April 2, 1947. The United States as a Member 7 

| of the United Nations, has supported since that date those United & 

Nations procedures which we considered best adapted to obtaining a 

broad and impartial expression of world opinion on the problem which ' 

would result in a just and workable solution and which would there- . 

fore commend itself to the Mandatory Power and to the people of | 

Palestine. a - oe oe - : | 

7 +The source text is dated February 23; yet the message was actually trans- 

mitted to President Truman two days earlier, at 9:30 p.m., Greenwich Mean 

Time. The latter point is definitely established by the copy of the -message, | 

identified as White 4 and marked “urgent and top secret’? in the George M. | 

: _ Elsey Papers in the Harry S. Truman Library at Independence, Missouri. Mr. | 

_Elsey was Assistant to Clark M. Clifford; Mr. Clifford was Special Counsel to : 

President Truman. . 7 re 
Mr. Rusk transmitted a copy of the message to Brig. Gen. Marshall S. Carter, — 

Special Assistant to the Secretary of State, with a memorandum dated Feb- | 

ruary 22, which read: “Attached is a top secret message to the President which 

was received on board ship at 7:00 p.m. on Saturday [February 21]. — | | 

“The Secretary will wish to read the attached message tonight. Senator 

_ . Austin is coming to Washington on a.midnight train for conferences in the: | 

_ Department early Monday morning. The principal task now remaining (assuming 

: Presidential approval of the policy line) is the completion and clearance of _ 

- Senator Austin’s speech in the Security. Council for transmission to the President 

by not later than noon on Monday.” : | 

a The editors speculate that an undated copy of the message of February 21 | 

was retyped two days later, and dated February 23. for possible use at the con- 

ference on Palestine held at 9:30 ‘a.m. that morning. A marginal notation on - 

Mr. Rusk’s memorandum of February 22 states that Messrs. Lovett, Austin, 

Armour, Rusk, Henderson, Ernest A. Gross, the Legal Adviser, and George H. | 

Butler, a member of the Policy Planning Staff, attended the meeting. | a | 

‘The source text of the message to the President has filed with it various earlier — 

drafts. |
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__2, As a result of the recommendations of the General Assembly of __ 
November 29, 1947 on Palestine, that. problem is now before several 

| of the principal bodies of the United Nations for various types of ac- 
- __ tion under the Charter. The United States, as a Member of the United __ 

Nations and of these bodies, will continue to deal with the question of 
_ Palestine as a Member of the United Nations and in conjunction with — 
_ other Members, United States policy will not be unilateral. It will 

conform to and be in support of United Nations action on Palestine. 
**-8.:- In view of the complexity and importance of the Palestine prob- 

oe lem, every possible effort must be directed toward calmness and they 
avoidance of bitterness. The task will require the attention of the 

_ United Nations for some time. In dealing with the various aspects 
| _ of this problem the United States Government will decide what is 

_ right for it to advocate as a Member of the United Nations and will 
. pursue this course regardless of: improper pressures or threats of any 

| : kind from any source, whether from within the United States, within 
_ Palestine, or from Arab groups outside Palestine. | 

: 4. During the consideration of this question in the United Nations, 
the delegations of the other Members should understand that United 

| States Delegation alone is authorized to present the attitude of the 
United States Government. | oe | 

5. The recommendations of the General Assembly have great moral _ 
_ force which applies to all Members regardless of the way in which | 

| _they might have voted on any given recommendation. | | 
_ 6. Similarly, the Security Council, although not bound under the 

| Charter to accept and carry out General Assembly recommendations, 
| is nevertheless expected to give great weight to them. — | 

¢. The Security Council now has before it the recommendation of . 
| the General Assembly on Palestine of November 29, 1947 which.was | 

| received by the Security Council on December 9, 1947 but which hasnot 
yet been acted upon by the Council. In addition, the Council has before 

| it two reports of the Palestine Commission, the first Monthly Report _ 
of February 2, 1948 ? and a Special Report on the Problem of Security — 
in Palestine of February 16, 1948.* In determining what action it should 

_ take with respect to these three documents, the Security Council must | 
consider the moral responsibilities which derive from the recommenda- 
tion of the General Assembly as well as the obligations and the powers 

| of the Security Council under the Charter, = i - 
| } 8. The Security Council is required by the Charter to take the neces- 

| sary action to maintain international peace if it finds that.a threat to 
| the peace, breach of the peace or act of aggression exists with respect 

_ to Palestine. This might arise either in connection with incursions into 
a Palestine from the outside or from such internal disorder as would 

7 a The report was actually dated J anuary 29 ; see the extract printed on p. 572. - . 
* See the extracts printed on p. 630. | :
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itself constitute a threat to international peace. Although the Security | 

: Council is empowered to use, and would normally attempt to use, } 

| measures short of armed force to maintain the peace, it is authorized o- 

under the Charter to use armed forces if necessary for that purpose. | 

A finding by the Security Council that a danger to peace exists places 

| all Members of the United Nations, regardless of their attitudes on _ : 

| specific political questions, under obligation to assist the Council in : 

maintaining peace. If the Security Council should decide that it 1s 

-- necessary to use armed forces to maintain international peace in con- : 

| nection with Palestine, the United States will be ready to consult : 

- under Article 106 of the Charter with a view to such joint action | 

| ‘on behalf of the Organization as may be necessary for the purpose of | 

maintaining international peace and security. Such consultation would - i 

_ be required in view of the fact that armed forces have not as yet been | 

made available to the Security Council under Article 43. » Be | 

| 9. The Security Council, under the Charter, is empowered to take | 

| action to prevent aggression against Palestine from outside. The 

Council is also empowered to take action to prevent a threat to inter- 

national peace and security from inside Palestine. This enforcement | 

action must be directed solely to the maintenance or restoration of 

| ‘international peace. The Council is not authorized by the Charter, 

however, to employ enforcement measures to give effect to, recom- 

- mendations either of the General Assembly or of the Security Council | : 

_ itself, This applies to the General Assembly’s resolution on Palestine. : 

The Council’s enforcement action, in other words, would be directed : 

to keeping the peace and not toenforcing partition. _ a 

10. The Security Council can and should, however, endeavor to | 

peach a settlement of the Palestine question along the linesof the Gen- 

eral Assembly recommendation. It should accept the tasks which the | 

General Assembly requested it to accept in the resolution. of Novem- 

ber 29, 1947 and should use its broad powers to find a peaceful settle- ae 

- ment of the problem through agreement between the Jews and Arabs 

of Palestine. © | — : , os 

- 11. In summary, the Security Council takes action on the one hand 

to maintain international peace, calling upon its full authority under | 

the Charter if necessary to use enforcement measures to that end - on : 

the other hand, it should attempt to carry out the requests of the Gen- | 

eral Assembly with respect to the partition plan, short of the use of its 

| enforcement powers to impose the plan upon the Mandatory Power 

_ and the people of Palestine. In any event, it should make every effort ) 

to use its authority and experience in the field of peaceful settlement 

| to obtain a result which is acceptable to the Jews and Arabs of 

| Palestine, = | oo, Se 

The substance of the following three numbered paragraphs will not 

| be discussed in Ambassador Austin’s proposed speech but is submitted |
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_. for the President’s consideration and approval in relation to the _ ‘further development ofthe problem. RE 

| 12. If the Security Council and the other organs of the United Na- | 
tions are unable to give effect to the General Assembly resolution on 
Palestine for lack of sufficient acquiescence on the part of the people of | Palestine to permit its implementation without enforcement measures, 
and if the Security Council is unable to develop an alternative solution 
acceptable to the Jews and Arabs of Palestine, the matter should.be 
referred back to a special session of the General Assembly. The De- _ 

| _ partment of State considers that it would then be clear that Palestine | 
is not yet ready for self-government and that some form of United 
Nations trusteeship for an additional period of time will be necessary. 

13. Since the proposed effort to reach a peaceful solution under 
Security Council auspices may take additional time, it may be neces- a 

| _ sary for the Security Council to consult with the United Kingdom and 
| to ask it as Mandatory Power to retain the mandate pending further 

| United Nations consideration and action on the matter. - 
14. In connection with above, the Department of State plans to take 

| vigorous diplomatic action with the Mandatory Power, the Arab 
Governments and the representatives of the Jews and Arabs of Pal- 
estine to bring about an immediate cessation of violence and illegal 

: acts of all kinds which are contributing to the present disorders in that 
_ country. End of working draft. | 

In view extraordinary efforts pressure groups and press learn: our 
| position in advance we request every precaution against possibility | | 

| leaks. a - a 

501.BB Palestine/2-2148 eres Oo | 
_ Memorandum of Conversation, by the Under Secretary of State 

| (Lovett)) | oe | 

SECRET | | [ Wasutneron, ] February 21, 1948. 
| Participants: Moshe Shertok, Jewish Agency for Palestine 

| Eliahu Epstein, Jewish Agency for Palestine | 
| Mr. Lovett—U | | Mr. Wilkins-NE 

| Mr. Shertok and Mr. Epstein called this morning for the purpose of 
expressing the views of the Jewish Agency with regard to British — . 
activities in Palestine since the adoption of the GA Resolution of No- 
vember 29 and for the purpose of ascertaining what action the UN 

_ might take during the forthcoming SC discussions. | 

| * Drafted by Mr. Wilkins. ,
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Mr. Shertok said that in the opinion of the Jewish Agency the iE 

| Palestine Government had adopted a negative attitude toward. the | 

implementation of the GA Resolution on Palestine since November 29, — : 

1947. Mr. Shertok cited the refusal of the British Government.to make | 

a seaport and hinterland adequate for Jewish immigration available ] 

__-by February 1,? and British reluctance to permit the UN Palestine —s_ 

| Commission to arrive in Palestine more than two weeks prior to the | | 

termination of the British Mandate on May 15. | re ' 

- Mr. Shertok said that the Palestine Government had not impartially — | 

- | maintained law and order in Palestine, and that the Jewish Agency _ | 

~ had, on February 20, submitted to the members of the SC a long : 

: memorandum outlining instances of the manner in which the British | 

_ authorities in Palestine had acquiesced in, if not encouraged, Arab _ 

opposition, > Boe ras Og eee | 

_ For example, when armed bands had invaded Palestine from Syria 

recently, the British forces had only arrived after the Jewish settlers 

had repulsed the attack. The Palestine Government had subsequently | 

: communicated with the Syrian Government but instead of protesting , 

| in strong terms, its approach had been one of inquiry only. In another 

instance, the Jewish Agency gave the Palestine Government 48 hours ) 

advance notice that a band of 700 or 800 Arabs would attempt to leave a 

‘Irbid in Transjordan to attack Palestine via one of two bridges over — a 

the Jordan River. The Palestine Government had not, however, taken , 

~ any precautions and the attack had taken place as the Jewish Agency — | 

had predicted. ee | oe a | 

- « Mr. Shertok cited additional evidence of British partiality in the — 

following: 1) The Mayor of the Arab town of J affa had recently 

7 undertaken truce negotiations through British channels with the | 

| Mayor of the nearby Jewish town of Tel Aviv. These negotiations | 

--were making progress until the arrival of an Iraqi Army Officer to” 

take command of the situation in Jaffa. This Iraqi Army Officer 

Immediately suspended the negotiations ; 2) In certain areas of Pales- oe 

tine, the local British commanding officers were on friendly terms with 

the Arab leaders of the local Arab irregular military groups;3) The 

7 British had recently turned over a number of rifles to the Arabs in 

| - Hebron; 4) The British authorities had not armed any of the J ewish 

metropolitan and civilian groups in self-defense as they had the 

Arabs. oe . | | | 

Mr. Shertok said that he did not think British policy in Palestine 

a flowed from a policy decision of the British Cabinet. Mr. Shertok 

- * London had advised the Department of this development on January 23, giving ~ 

the British Foreign Office view that “until mandate is entirely surrendered | 

HMG considers it is not legally entitled to withdraw its authority from part 

Palestine only. Such action would constitute change Palestine Government im- : 

| 3348) policy with disastrous effect on security.” (Telegram 274, 867N.01/
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added that he wished to be most cautious in this respect as he did not 
— wish to impugn the British Government. Mr. Shertok believed, how- 

ever, that if the activities of British representatives in the Near East - 
| were successful no questions would be raised ; if they were not success-- 

ful, the activities could be disavowed. The British Government was 
_ now miscalculating the situation in the Near East as it had miscal- 

| _ culated it before. The British Government, for example, had not ex- 
pected that the American and British members of the Anglo-American 
Committee would reach a unanimous conclusion with regard to Pales- | 
tine in 1946; nor had it expected UNSCOP to recommend partition. © 

_ The British had never realized that the Jews were determined on 
| establishing a state and would defend themselves to the last. —_ 

Mr. Shertok stated that last fall he had informed the working group — 
| of Sub-Committee 1 at the UN that if a Jewish State were established, 

the Jews would defend themselves but that if the Arab States attacked, 
- the Jews would have to have funds and arms, and that if the situation 

deteriorated, the Jews might need an international force to back 

_ ‘Mr, Shertok said that, in his opinion, the establishment of a J ewish | 
: State was the best means of maintaining political and social peace in | 

. the Middle East. eT os | ne 
Mr. Shertok wanted to know whether the UN would permit the 

| Jews to arm themselves with funds and military equipment from 
| abroad, and whether the UN would send an international force to 

| Palestine to back up the GA recommendation of November 29. . ot 
I asked Mr. Shertok if he could enlighten me on the following 

points: = a oe nn | 
1. Whom did the Jewish Agency represent and under what | | authority ? a . 

| 2. Whom did the Arab Higher Committee represent and under what — 
| authority? - re a 

- Mr. Shertok replied that the Jewish Agency was the quasi-official __ 
: body, established under the League of Nations Mandate, representing  —/ 

7 the peoples of Jewish faith in Palestine and throughout the World, 
- organized under a system of democratic election; the Arab Higher _ 

_ Committee was the representative of the Arabs of Palestine, under the . 
presidency of the Mufti in Jerusalem. SF oe a 

I ask Mr. Shertok whether the Jewish Agency had approached the 
Arab Higher Committee since the adoption of the GA Resolution on 

| November 29, 1947 in an endeavor to achieve a peaceful settlement of 
the Palestine question on the basis of the resolution itself. Mr. Shertok 
said that no move of this character had been made, and that, it was 
impossible under existing circumstances. | | OO | 

_. T asked Mr. Shertok whether the authority of the Jewish Agency 
| _was sufficiently wide for it to prevent the illegal shipment of arms'and oe
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ammunition and the departure of ships from the U.S. Mr. Shertok : 

replied that the authority of the Jewish Agency was very great but. ae 

that it was not equivalent to that of a sovereign state at the present | 

_ [also asked whether the Jewish Agency had discussed the various — : 

questions arising under the GA Resolution with the British Govern- _ ; 

ment in London. Mr. Shertok said that the British Government was | 

aware of the various problems; that the Jewish Agency had not me | 

specifically raised these questions with it but that the Jewish Agency | | 

. had been discussing the GA Resolution with the Palestine Government | 

~ in Jerusalem, and with the UK Delegation in New York, 

‘Mr. Shertok pressed me for a reply with regard to funds and arms 

for the Jews in Palestine, and the question of a UN international _ 

, force. Ltold Mr. Shertok that I could not answer these questions at the | 

present time; that the US considered the Palestine problem as a matter 

which was being handled by the UN, and that the SC of the UN, which | 

planned to discuss the matter on. February 24, was the proper arena © 

| for a statement by the U.S. Government. I stressed the fact thatthe sf 

| U.S. was one of the members of the UN and would not take unilateral _ 

- action with regard to Palestine I | : 

pO i Lover] — 

_ -501.BB Palestine/2-2148 Soa eT 

Memorandum by Mr. Samuel K. 0, Kopper* to the United States — | 

Oo Representative at the United Nations (Austin)®> = | 

SECRET _ [New Yorx,] February 21, 1948. _— 

7 Since I arrived in New York on Monday, I have had conversations | a 

with several of the principal Arab delegates to the UN. These dele- 

gates include Faris Bey el Khouri (Syria), Camille Chamoun 

(Lebanon), Charles Malik (Lebanon), Fawzi Bey (Egypt), and a 

Jamal el-Kourdagy (Syria). The following points are of interest par- - 

ticularly since they seem to appear in the observations expressed by | | 

most of these delegates on the Palestine question. - ee | 

1, The Arab States believe that the United Nations has by no means. _ 

- exhausted the. processes of conciliation. Indeed they feel strongly that a 

| conciliation has hardly been touched. Concurrently with this view _ 

they believe that reconsideration of the Palestine question is necessary 

in order to bring to bear methods of conciliation. , | 

-- 9, There are definite indications that the Arab States still believe oe 

| that. proposals (such as the plan placed before the General Assembly | 

| -10n detail to the United States Mission at the United Nations. | 

-  2@Copies forwarded to Messrs. Henderson, Rusk,’ and McClintock and. other 

officers of the Department. _ oo , | TS SS
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| by Camille Chamoun on November 29)* offer real hope and constitute 
| substantial suggestions as to the manner in which the Palestine ques- 

_ tion might be equitably solved. Suggestions of this character areclassi- 
_ fied by Fawzi Bey as “middle courses” looking toward a settlement ; 

. . of the Palestine question. | | 
| 3. While the Arab States could not publicly espouse such a course, 

Tam convinced that they would be willing to accept the establishment 
_ of a trusteeship over all Palestine provided that the-terms of such a 

| trusteeship could be most explicit and clear, and also that substantial 
authority could remain in the hands of the peoples of Palestine them- 
selves in order that they might become experienced in the art of self- — 
government. They. would probably accept the trusteeship only if it 

: appeared that conciliation and middle courses would not be successful. 
4. In so far as the question of immigration is concerned, I think | 

there has been a substantial revision of the attitude of the Arab dele- — 
_ gates on this question. During the General Assembly this was a 

: stumbling block of a most serious nature. While the Arab States could | 
not at this juncture come out for liberal provisions on immigration 

a in an independent state or a trusteeship, it seems quite clear to me from 
| statements made by representatives of Syria, Lebanon and Egypt 

| that the Arab States would be willing in the process of the UN’s seek- | 
_ ss Ing a revised solution to accept important compromises on this prob- 

lem. In other words, the Arab States secretly seem willing to go much 
further on the question of immigration if the terms regarding future 
immigration could be explicit and if it appeared that there was no 
possibility of the establishment of an independent J ewish state. 

, 5. The Arab States will regard the shipment of arms to the Jewish 
militia alone as an attack against the Arabs in Palestine and not as 
a constructive step toward the solution of the Palestine question. 

| 6. The Arab States staunchly maintain that the United Nations | 
does not possess the power to enforce simple recommendations of the 
General Assembly. In this connection they repeatedly refer to the 

| position of the USSR vis-a-vis Korea, Northern Greece, the Interim 
| Committee and other matters. The Arabs inquire why the UN has not 

sought to enforce its recommendations on these cases. More recently 
they have pointed out that the Security Council has ignored the recom- 

a mendations of the General Assembly with regard to membership. 
| 7. The Arab States more than ever feel that the United States was 

prinarily responsible for the adoption by the General Assembly of _. 
| the partition plan. As a corollary to this, they feel that any further _ 

_ United Nations action will depend entirely upon the US position. The - 
role of the Soviet Union is discounted since they think itis quiteclear 

* See telegram 1274, December 1, 1947, from New York, Foreign Relations, 1947, 
Vol. Vv, p. 12938, : |
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__. that in general the Soviet Union is not able to muster any support «| 

‘There are a number of other points of less importance which have ; 
been brought up during my discussions with the representatives of the _ | 

| Arab States. However, in the interest of brevity I have omitted them. | 
ee Samurn K.C. Kopeer  — ff 

Elsey Papers oe es / - 7 . | _ — | 

—. . President Truman to the Secretary of State oo | 

_ top secrer — [Sr. Tuomas, ] February 22, 1948—4:55 p.m. EST. | 

_ Blue 4. Your working draft of recommended basic position? for i 
Security Council discussion Tuesday received. I approve in principle. ' 
this basic position. I want to make it clear, however, that nothing  —__ 
should be presented to Security Council that could be interpreted-as: _ } 
a peeession. on our part from the position we took in the General:  &- 
Assembly.” Send final-draft of Austin’s remarks for my consideration. : 

A8eep. 68% 0 Advan t# G4, Mia gage | 
*On November 29, 1947, ie., in support of the partition of Palestine into. 3 

Jewish and Arab states. oe oe oe a ot : 

-867N01/2-2248 ee 

- Mr. Moshe Shertok to the Under Secretary of State (Lovett) = ot 

ee Wasuineton, February 22, 1948.  & 

Mey Dear Mr. Loverr: In connection with our conversation yester- i 
. day, I think it important to offera few additional explanations on two | 4 

~~ points. raised-by you at the end of our talk and clear up their possible I 
implications: © 9 > 6 Oe ee Pyle o- 

. 1. You asked me whether there have been peace moves on our part = ' 
vis-a-vis the Arab Higher Committee since November 29, 1947. I re- : 

_ plied in the negative. I explained that there had been innumerable =F 
attempts made by us in the past to explore possibilities of a peaceful 
settlement, including an approach tothe Secretary Generalofthe Arab ; 
League immediately after the publication of the UNSCOP Report, | 

_, which had revealed an unbridgeable gulf; but that after the General. 
Assembly had adopted its Resolution on Palestine, we felt convinced ss 

, that any further such overture from us towards those pledged to op- : 
pose it by force would be not merely futile, but definitely harmful,” — 
in that it would signify that we, ourselves, did not regard the Assem- | 
bly’s Resolution as final, but as a basis for further compromise. = 

598-594-769 a | | | Oe of
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. ~ As I indicated, to the Jews of Palestine, and to the Zionist movement 
| throughout the world, the Partition scheme adopted by the Assembly 

| represents the limit of the concessions which they were prepared to _ 
| make. After the cutting away of Transjordan from the area of the | 
- Jewish National Home in 1922, the present scheme has reduced the 

_ remainder of that area by nearly one-half. Moreover, in the land which | 
ot the Jewish people through the ages has regarded as its historical 

heritage and as the country of its future, ’a second independent Arab 
| | state is now to be set up. The Jews have accepted these painful and — 

. far-reaching sacrifices on condition that in the reduced area, their 
political independence would be recognized, and that they would be 

| able in that territory to work out their salvation as a free nation. It 
is to them the last and final compromise beyond which they will not go. 
Actually, we have made efforts even after November 29th, 1947, to 

a explore prospects of Jewish-Arab understanding ‘and collaboration 

on the basis of full implementation of the United Nations plan. We 

__* have made’and will continue to make these aproaches to those Arab_ 

7 personalities’ and circles whom there is any hope-of inducing to accept 
, the internationally decreed settlement. Self-evidently, the Arab Higher’ ~° _ 

| Committee does not come into that category. It is not merely that'the’ = 

| hands of its President are drenched in the blood of millions of Jews. 

Oo We are convinced that nothing will ever satisfy that Committee short __ 

- of the complete acceptance of its program, namely, the conversion of _ 

the whole of Palestine into an independent Arab state, with the Jews . 

| as a crystalized minority at its mercy; and that any impression of © 

readiness to offer concessions tothe Committee is bound to strengthen 

, its belief that it can achieve this object. eT Ot 

| Incidentally, a letter addressed by one of our representatives to the os 

Secretary General of the Arab League after the session of the General ° 

| Assembly, has remained unanswered. 
a 

Jt is for these reasons ‘that we view with the greatest alarm the 

| - rumors now afloat that a move is about to be made calling for the 

“freezing” of the Palestinian situation ‘so that a_ new effort ‘of con- a 

/ ciliation might be undertaken. Such a move would mean, in the first 

instance, that the United Nations Resolution does not necessarily 

stand. It would, moreover, ‘come as a reward for the campaign of = 

- yiolence now being conducted against that Resolution and encourage 

a the forces of defiance to redouble their efforts once the peace movehad - 

failed, as it must fail. It would completely shatter Jewish confidence in | 

| the United Nations authority and fortify extreme councils among 

Jews. It would discredit the United Nations in the eyes of the Arabs. 

- and deal a serious blow to its prestige generally. In short, far frm 

| serving the interests of peace, it would only prolong and intensify the 

_ present strife. | OS se
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----«-Jt was the spokesman of the United States delegation who pointed : 

out to the Assembly at its last session, just before the vote was taken, | 

that the compromise based on Partition was the only way out after all | 

. past efforts at conciliation had failed; that it was therefore useless to 

re-open. the question of conciliation and that the time for action had _ 
: nowarrived. | at Se teeter F 

4 9, Another question which you put to me was whether we had tried _ ; 

by direct contact with the British Government to clear up those aspects _ 

_of their policy which were so distressing to us. I replied that we had, — 

but to no avail. I should explain that soon after the decision at Lake | 

Success my friends in London approached the Colonial Secretary and sf 
expressed their readiness to discuss with him questions of policy relat- f 

ing to. the interim period, with a view to a possible agreement. His 
reply was that the British Government would negotiate on these points , 

with the UN Commission and preferred our desiderata also to be com- — 

~ municated to the Commission and not to them direct. A similar ap- «| 

- proach on my part to Sir Alexander Cadogan in New York elicited a 
similarreply = © | oe Bo | 

In the course of time, we repeatedly discussed with the representa- , 

tives of the British Government in London questions arising fromthe | 

course of events in Palestine. We called their attention to current. | 4 

reports about the designs they had in mind, aiming at orliabletolead =| 

to the frustration of the solution adopted by the United Nations. They : 
have categorically denied the allegations and rejected the charges, but _ | 

facts have continued to tell a different story—a story whichI presented | 
 toyouinthefirstpartofourinterview. = «= |... | 

- So long as the British Government are in control of Palestine, we _ | 

- ghall, quite naturally, continue to address ourselves to them in ans 

attempt to remove, or at least mitigate the evils arising from their | 
present policy, however futile the attempt may be. Be we cannot hope ; 

| to change that policy, which appearsto be inveterate. | 
- I should. like to add. again in connection with rumors that are | 
current, that we would view with the greatest anxiety any attempt to ' 
prevail upon the British Government to prolong their Mandate over — | 
Palestine beyond the date of May fifteenth, which they, themselves, _ | 

: have fixed. for its termination. We would, in fact, most strenuously | 
- oppose any such prolongation. The progressive disintegration of the — | 

_ British governmental machine in Palestine, its failure to maintain — : 

Jaw and order, the distrust and suspicion which its every action and : 
inaction evokes, make the continuation of the present regime daily: _ | 
more intolerable. The new ghastly outrage in Jerusalem, which has _ 

- given rise to the worst possible fears as to its authorship, renders the = 
- position unprecedentedly critical. In these circumstances, any de- 

liberate attempt to give a further lease of life to British rule in | | 

_ Palestine is tantamount to courting disaster. If any change is indi- |
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cated it is to shorten, rather than lengthen, this critical period. We 

can only hope that either the report to which I have referred is _ 

completely untrue, or, if it is true, the attempt will not be countenanced 

by the United StatesGovernment. = | | a 

| In. our submission, concern for. a just solution of the problem and 

for eventual peace in Palestine, should lead to the concentration of all 

| - efforts on the speediest possible establishment of a Provisional Council 

of Government for the Jewish State, the immediate preparation of a 

-._- properly armed Jewish State-militia, and if at all possible, the setting 

| up of an internationl force.adequate in composition. and. size. | 

vex* . - We fully accept the position that the United States can actin this 

oo matter only as a member and within the framework of the United 

Nations. But it seems to us axiomatic. that action by the United | 

| Nations depends on the initiative and readiness to assume responsibili- 

ties of its leading members. So Oo 

_ [must apologize for the length of this letter, particularly since you 

were kind enough to give me so-much of.your time. But I hope you 

- will agree that the seriousness of the subject warrants: making every 

efforttoclarifyitfully | - | CO 

| . With renewed thanks for your courtesy and attention, I remain * 
—-.. - Yours sincerely, . MosHE SHERTOK 

. 3 Acknowledged by Mr. Henderson on February 27. — = - | 

| 501.BB Palestine/2-2348 DEES Be | | 

Paper Prepared in the Department of State for the White House? 

| BS _° ‘Messacr To THE PRESIDENT | = 

There follows draft statement. which Ambassador Austin proposes 
to make before Security Council Tuesday morning about 10:30 a:m. | 

. I'Phis tep: secret. message is undated.. In an attached memorandum, also un: 

dated, Secretary Marshall stated: “This is final on -Palestine—The President : 

has approved: Austin’s statement. Original is in New York.” The latest: avail- 

able draft prior to the final message is dated February 23. | 

In a memorandum. to Mr. Lovett ‘on February 19, Mr. McClintock noted that 

‘he had prepared, at Mr. Rusk’s request, the first draft of Ambassador Austin’s 

proposed statement, also dated. the 19th, and that it had “been gone over by 

representatives of NEA and Le.” The memorandum stated that “The watershed | | 

of the speech is reached on Page 8. If the sentence in brackets in the second 

. paragraph on that. page is omitted the speech in effect knocks the plan for 

_ the partition of Palestine in the head. If that sentence is retained, however, — 

. the speech comes out in favor of UN enforcement measures to partition Pales- 

. . tine.” The paragraph containing the bracketed sentence, as originally drafted, 

stated : “What this means is this: The Council under the Charter powers I have 

just mentioned can take action to prevent aggression against Palestine from 

_ outside. The Council by these same powers can take action to prevent a threat to
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This statement accurately reflects the policy which you have approved , 

in principle in working paper submitted earlier.? Austin’s speech does!) 

not represent recession in any way from position taken by us in General 4 

| Assembly. In fact, it is stronger with regard to threats to the peace _ 

which have developed since Assembly discussion. Those whomaycon~ =f 

strue this as recession hold the incorrect view that Charter authorizes 4 

Security Council toimposerecommendationsbyforce. | 
| If you wish to comment publicly on Ambassador Austin’s statement, — | 

| it would be helpful if your comments could be along the following line: 

| “T entirely approve the position taken by Ambassador Austin in the E 

Security Council regarding Palestine; it is the position of the United | | 

7 States Government and follows the attitude we took in the General : 

Assembly.” ee | 
[Here follows the proposed statement, which, except for inconse- 

- quential changes in wording, was the same as that delivered by Ambas- _ 

_sador Austin before the Security Council on February 24. Extracts 

from his statement of that date are printed on page 651. | oe | 

international peace and security from inside Palestine. This action is directed — | 
solely to the maintenance of peace. It has no concern with implementing per se  & 
the Assembly’s resolution on Palestine. The Council’s action, in other words, is | 

| - directed to keeping the peace and not to enforcing partition. [It is undeniable, E 
however, that the establishment of internal order in Palestine by the Security : 

- Council in pursuance of its duty to maintain international peace might estab- | 
: lish conditions under which the Palestine Commission could succeed in carrying OE 
Be out its mandate according to the terms of the resolution of November 29; 1947.1” / 

In a memorandum of February 24 to Mr. McDermott, Mr. McClintock ob- — «| 
| served that Secretary Marshall had participated in the final drafting of. the | 

| speech. He also expressed his belief that “it is of the utmost importance that —  & 
: an off-the-record. background briefing. of American correspondents be given - 

ou promptly, either by Mr. Lovett or Mr. Bohlen. Mr. Lovett would seem to be the : 
- logical candidate since he has been handling the Palestine question at the top 7 

- level. There is wide public. misconception as to the enforcement powers of the 
. United Nations and the kernel of our constitutional position requires consider- 

able educative effort if it is to be got across to the people in plain English.” > : 
~The memorandum of February 24, as well as various drafts of Ambassador : 

_Austin’s statement, are. filed with the record copy of the paper sent to the | 

_ President. - ee SO kee a B 

The Elsey Papers contain an abbreviated version of the Secretary’s top - | 
secret. message, as transmitted to President Truman in telegram White 7 at | | =: 
12:50 p.m. EST, February 23. ac OOS | 
. * See p. 687. | | a . Ra ok te — 

«501. BB. Palestine/2~2848 : Telegram | ae : 

Phe Secretary of State to the LegationinSyria = 

SECRET. US URGENT...- - . Wasutneton, February 23, 1948—6 p.m. 

84, 1. It is planned that Sen Austin will make important statement : 

tomorrow morning before SC with respect to Palestine. Full text will
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~~ ‘be telegraphed Jerusalem and all Arab capitals * in clear as soon as he — 

° ‘starts to speak. There will probably be many sensational and distorted = 

rumors in Middle East re substance his statement. It is suggested in 

your discretion that you endeavor to prevail upon local govt officials 

-and other leaders to refrain from making public statements re Austin’s 

_ ‘ispeech until they have had opportunity to examine carefully complete 

: text. Public statements made by Arab leaders re speech before they 

have full understanding its significance may not only work against a 

| - ‘peaceful and satisfactory solution of problems facing UN re Palestine 

but also against Arab interests. we = oe | 

9. In discussing text of statement with officials of govt to which 

| you are accredited please emphasize how important it 1s in interests 

- of Arab countries themselves as well as in interests of UN and world 

| peace that Arab govts take at once all possible steps to prevent in- 

| . filtration of fighting men and arms into Palestine and that they — 

‘also desist immediately from training and equipping armed forces for | 

Palestine and making statements which can be construed as threats te 

«Interfere in Palestinian affairs. Arab countries should understand that 
jf SC finds that Ara> countries through force or threats of force are 

| _ ereating in Palestine threat to international peace it has no choice — 

| other than to take steps in strict accord with Charter. Otherwise UN 

-* maybebankrupt2 So 

/ 8. In talking with local govt officials please make clear that govt 

of US is adopting present position in interests of justice, of world 

peace, and of UN; that it cannot be swayed from course which it is | 

| following by US internal political pressures or by external threats of 

any kind. US Govt is convinced that maintenance of close friendly — 

' relations and understanding between Arab countries and US is in 

their common interests, It believes that position which it has assumed 

is consistent with maintenance of such relations. | | 

4, Please do not discuss contents of para 2 and 8 above with anyone 

until you have received and studied Austin’s statement. an | 

Sent Damascus as Depts 34 rptd Cairo ‘as Depts 211 Beirut as Depts 

83 Baghdad as Depts 60 and Jidda as Depts 55 for action; to Jeru- 

| - salem * as Depts 130 for info. Repeated USUN as Depts81. 0 

- | - i | Oo  MarsHaun 

1In telegram 35 to Damascus, February 24, repeated to Arab capitals and — . 
Jerusalem, not printed. | - | 
.®The Department, in an unnumbered service telegram to Damascus, Febru- 

. ary 23, 12 midnight, directed deletion. of the last sentence of this paragraph. : 
This message is attached ‘to the record copy of ‘telegram 34. : 

| | * The Department, on February 25, directed Jerusalem to take similar action 

__ with the Government of Transjordan on an informal basis (telegram 136, 501.BB 

| Palestine/2-2548 ). a | - |
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501.BB Palestine/2-2848 : Telegram | - Oo . | 

| The Secretary of State to the Unied States Representative at the | 
United Nations (Austin)* a SO | 

ss TOP SECRET  UsURGENT Wasuineron, February 93, 1948—11 p. m. _ 

80. Inform Austin and Rusk immediately. Latter at Hotel Vander- | 

. bilt. Following message received from President Truman: _ ; So 

-. Your draft statement which it is proposed Senator Austin make & 

before Security Council Tuesday 24 February 1s approved, In regard 

| to public'statement by me I intend to release the following: | 

_ *The Palestine problem has been, and is the deep concern of this | 
Government. It has been given the: most careful consideration by 

me, the Cabinet, and other responsible Government officials. The 
US position has been developed through long and exhaustive | 

| study and muny eonsultations. ar 

. This position has been accurately presented by Ambassador | 

_ Austin in his speech before the Security Council of the United | 
-  “Nationstodsy? | Oo | 

cee - Please notify me as soon as Senator Austin has made his presenta~ 

| tiontothe Security Council.”? 2 oe! oo 

(ls SE  Mfansinan 

The President's top secret and urgent message was transmitted to Secretary 
| Marshall in telegram Blue 8, at 7:29 p.m. EST February 23 (copy in Elsey . . 

Papers). | . 7 ee ee 
- * president Truman released his public statement later on February 24, while 

«still aboard the Williamsburg. See Public Papers of the Presidents of the United » 7 

States: Harry 8. Truman, 1948, p. 39. oo oe 

Statement Made by the United S tates Representative at the United 
_ . Nations (Austin) Before the Security Council on February 24,. 

| Oo . [Extracts] Ce 

| The Security Council is now confronted with the complex problem 

of Palestine as presented to us in General Assembly resolution 181 (IT) - 

of 29 November 1947 and the two reports from the Palestine Commis- _ - 

sion. The Security Council now has before it a number of important 
_ questions concerning Palestine for which it must endeavour to find 

| an answer. The situation does not permit any further delay. — oe 

- *Reprinted from SC, 8rd yr., Nos. 16-35, pp. 264-269. The Security Council , oe | 
began consideration of the two reports of the Palestine Commission on Febru- | - 
ary 24, inviting Chairman Lisicky and representatives of Egypt, Lebanon, and - 
the Jewish Agency to participate. The President of the Council suggested that | 
if an application to participate were received from the Arab Higher Committee, | 

_ it should be given the same consideration (ibid., pp. 257, 258). Se
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_. ‘The problem has been before the United Nations as a matter o} 
| special concern since 2 April 1947. The United States, as a Member of 

the United Nations, has supported since that date those United Nations 
procedures which we considered best adapted to obtaining a broad 

| ) and impartial expression of world opinion on the problem, which 
would result in a just and workable solution commending itself to the - 
‘Mandatory Power and to the people of Palestine. BC 

| _ As a result of the recommendations of the General Assembly of | 
a 29 November. 1947, Palestine is now before several of the principal | 

_ bodies of the United Nations for various types of action under the | 
| Charter. The United States, as a Member of the United Nations:and ) 

of those bodies, will continue to deal with the question of Palestine as | 
__ & Member of the United Nations in conjunction with other Members. | 

oe The United States policy will not be unilateral. It will conform to, 
and be in support of, United Nations action on Palestine. 

| The resolution of the General Assembly makes three separate re- 
quests of the Security Council. The first is that the Security Council 

_ “take the necessary measures as provided for in the plan for its imple- 
mentation”. To determine what these measures are, it is necessary to 

_ turn to the plan itself. It will be seen that these are: To give guidance 
to the Palestine Commission; to take such action as the Security 
Council may deem proper with respect to either the Jewish. or the 

| Arab. State if by 1 April 1948 a provisional council of government __ 
4 cannot be selected for that State, or, if selected, cannot. carry out its | 

functions; to issue such instructions to the Commission as the Security 
Council may consider necessary ; to receive and consider periodic prog- | 
ress reports, special reports and the final report of the Palestine Com- __ 

- mission; to give sympathetic consideration to the _application for 
membership in the United Nations made by either the Arab or the — 
Jewish State when a certain stage in the plan has been achieved, a 

_ We believe it is clear that the Security Council can undertake the 
| _ above-mentioned measures. It is further clear from the terms of the | 

| resolution of 29 November 1947 that the Palestine Commission is 
, bound by whatever instructions the Security Council gives to it pur- 

suant to the General Assembly’s requests, ae 
| _ We come now to the two following requests of the General Assembly 

as set forth in the resolution of 29 November. These invoke the wide — 
peace-keeping powers of the Security Council under the Charter. The 
second request in the resolution asks the Security Council to consider 
whether “. . . during the transitional period .. . the situation in — 

_- Palestine constitutes a threat to thepeace’., nS - | 
: The third request of the General Assembly asks that the Security 

Council “determine as a threat to the peace, breach of the peace or act



ee 
eow'on'ocoeeeee 

of aggression, in accordance with Article 39 of the Charter, any at- 

tempt to alter by force the settlement envisaged by this resolution”. 

Although the Security Council is empowered to use, and would | 

normally attempt to use measures short of armed force to maintain 

the peace, it is authorized under the Charter to use armed force ifit = = | 

-_ eonsiders other measures inadequate. A finding by the Security Coun- sf 

cil that a danger to peace exists places all Members of the United | 

- Nations, regardless of their views, under obligation to assist the Secu- _ | 

rity ‘Council in maintaining peace. If the Security Council should | 

decide that it is necessary to use armed force to maintain international 

peace in connexion with Palestine, the United States would be ready 

- ¢o consult under the Charter with a view to such action as may be 

necessary to maintain international peace. Such consultation would | 

‘be required in view of the fact that agreement has not’ yet been : 

- reached making armed forces available to the Security Council under : 

- theterms of Article 43 of the Charter. eeerne se | 

The Security Council is authorized to.take forceful measures with  ~—s_ 

respect to Palestine to remove a threat to international peace. The | , 

| Charter of the United. Nations does not empower the Security Council | | 

to enforce a political settlement whether it is pursuant to a recom- ae 

- mendation of the General Assembly or of the Security Council itself. | 

What this means is this: The Security Council, under the Charter, | 

ean take action to. prevent aggression against Palestine from outside, _ | 

_ The Security Council, by these same powers, can take action to prevent — 

threat to international peace and security from inside Palestine. | 

But this action must be directed solely to the maintenance of inter- | 

| national peace. The Security Council’s action, in other words, is di- 

7 rected to keeping the peace and not to enforcing partition, = ae 

_.The United States Government believes that the first of the three 

| requests made by the General Assembly to the Security Council under | 

‘its resolution of 29 November 1947 can properly be complied with by - 

the Security Council. With respect to the second and third requests 

| of the General Assembly’s resolution, the Security Council must act, © 

| if necessary, to preserve international peace and security or to curb ae 

and repel aggression as provided in the Charter. _ Ss 

_ Although we do not wish to place specific resolutions before the ) 

Security Council at this early stage of the discussion, my Government 

believes we should have in mind the desirability of the following | 

- specific steps which the Security Council might take at once: (1) to ; 

accept the tasks which the General Assembly asked the Security Coun- 

cil to accept in its resolution of 29 November 1947 on Palestine, subject | | 

to the authority of the Security Council under the Charter; (2) to
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establish a committee of the Security Council, comprising the five 
permanent Members, to look at once into the question of the possible 

| _ threats to international peace arising in connexion with the Palestine — 
‘situation and to consult with the Palestine Commission,the Mandatory 
Power and representatives of the principal communities of Palestine 

- - concerning. the implementation of the General Assembly resolution ; 
_ (8) to call upon all Governments and peoples, particularly,in and 

around Palestine, to take all possible action to prevent or reduce the _ 
_ disorders now occurring in Palestine 8 ==” ee 

en Bditorial Note a | 

| Arthur Creech Jones then presented the British point of view in 
the Security Council of the United Nations. He noted that the general 
security situation in Palestine had degenerated very seriously since 

— the resolution of November. 29, 1947. He said further that “It is essen- 
tially because of the difficulties of security and the dangers of divided _ 

_ responsibility in Palestine in present conditions that the Mandatory. 
Power, faced with specific threats by the Arabs, could not agree to 

a _ open a port to Jewish immigration, to the progressive transfer of — 
areas to the Commission’s administration, or. to the formation of a | 
militia under the control of the Provisional Government of the future 
Jewish State. Nor could my Government safely extend the period of 
overlap during which the United Nations Commission would be pres- 
ent in Palestine while the responsibility for security and administra- 

- tion still rested with the Mandatory Power.” - a | 

_. Mr. Creech Jones reiterated British policy of not opposing the | 
oe United Nations decision but of not undertaking, alone or in association © 
| _. with others, to impose that decision by force. (SC, 3rd yr., Nos. 16-35 : 

pages269,270) ae 
_ Alfonso Lépez, the Colombian Representative at the United Nations, 

: introduced a resolution into the Security Council on February 24, . 

_ which invited the United States, the Soviet Union, the United King- 
_ dom, China, and France “to consult with one another with a view to 

' - such joint action on behalf of this Organization as may be necessary to 
- prevent or remove any threat to the peace, breach of the peace or act 

of aggression arising from the implementation of the General Assem- __ 

: bly’s resolution of 29 November 1947”. The measure also resolved 
“pending the result of such consultations, to appoint a committee — 
composed of the representatives of two permanent members and three 
non-permanent members of the Security Council whose task will be: 

Oo “(a) To ascertain if it is not possible to bring about an agreement — | 
. between the Jewish Agency and the Arab Higher Committee which
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| will enable the United Nations Palestine Commission to discharge. | 

its functions and responsibilities in due course, without the use of | 
force: ates. 7 0 | 

“ (b) To examine the advisability of requesting the Secretary-- ; 

General to call an extraordinary session of the General Assembly for~ 

the purpose of reconsidering its resolution of 29 November 1947, as: 

a whole or in part, and discussing such other matters relating thereto. | , 

ag the committee may find necessary for the pacific settlement of the: | 

| situation in Palestine.” a 

Finally, the resolution requested the United Kingdom “to postpone , 

‘the date fixed for the termination of its Mandate until 15 J uly 1948, | 

| and, accordingly, its arrangements ‘for the evacuation of its troops | 

from Palestine.” (SC, 3rd yr., Nos. 16-35, pages 292, 993.) a ; 

~The proposal was, withdrawn. by the Colombian Representative at | 

the Security Council meeting of February 27 (2bed., page 365). . | 

| PPS Files, Lot 64563 | oes | . | oe wee, . | | 

BS / Report by the Policy Planning Staff* — a a . 

TOP SECRET - SE es [Wasutneron,] February 24, 1948. 7 | 

. PPS/23 — — 7 | | / oe | 
- we. | es  Fpstracts | ne _ a | 

| _ Review or CurRENT TRENDS - a | 

a - | ool U.S. Foreran Pontcy | | 

ee ; : V. PALESTINE AND THE MIDDLE EAST | | oo | | 

ss The Staff views on Palestine have been made known in a separate | 

' .. paper. I do not intend to recapitulate them here. But there are two od 

— background considerations of determining importance, both for the 

- Palestine question and for our whole position in the Middle East, . 

which I should like to emphasize at this time. OO 7 

| 1. The British Strategic Position in the Middle Hast — ee 

We have decided in this Government that the security ofthe Middle 

__, East is vital to our own security. We have also decided that it would 

not be desirable or advantageous for us to attempt to duplicate or to - 
- take over the strategic facilities now held by the British in that area. 

We have recognized that these facilities would be at our effective dis- 
posal anyway, in the event of war, and that to attempt to get them 

| transferred, in the formal sense, from the British to ourselves would 

c 1This report was an annex to a memorandum of February 24 by the Director 
of the Policy Planning Staff (Kennan), addressed to the Secretary and Under 
Seqrenary of State. For the full text of both documents, see vol. 1, Part 2, pp. 509 |
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only raise a host of new and unnecessary problems, and would prob- | 

ably be generally unsuccessful. i 
- This means that we must do what we can to support the maintenance 

of the. British of their strategic position in that area. This does not 
mean that we must support them in every individual instance. It does 

| “not mean that we must back them up in cases where they have got 

a themselves into a false position or where we would thereby be under- _ 
taking extravagant political commitments. It does mean that any 
policy on our part which tends to strain British relations with the _ 
Arab world and. to whittle down the British position in the Arab 
countries is only a policy directed against ourselves and against the 

| immediate strategic interests of our country. | : 

2. The Direction of Our Own Policy — ye a 
| The pressures to which this Government is now subjected are ones __ 

, which impel us toward a position where we would shoulder major. | 
| responsibility for the maintenance, and even the expansion, of a Jew- 

ish state in Palestine. To the extent that we move in this direction, 
_ we will be operating directly counter to our major security interests — 

in that area. For this reason, our policy in the Palestine issue should 
«be dominated by the determination to avoid being impelled along this 
path. eee 7 _ - | 

| _ We are now heavily and unfortunately involved in this Palestine | 
question. We will apparently have to make certain further conces- _ 
sions to our past commitments and to domestic pressures. : 

| These concessions will be dangerous ones; but they will not neces- , 
_ _ sarily be catastrophic if we are thoroughly conscious of what we are | 

doing, and if we lay our general course toward the avoidance of the 

_ possibility of the responsibility I have referred to. If we do not lay | 
sour course in that direction but drift along the lines of least resistance _ 

| An the existing vortex of cross currents, our entire policy in the Middle 
Eastern area will unquestionably be carried in the direction of con- : 
‘fusion, ineffectiveness, and grievous involvement in a situation to 

: which there cannot be—from our standpoint—any happy ending. 
: _ I think it should be stated that if this Government is carried to a_ | 

_ ‘point in the Palestine controversy where it is required to send U.S. | 
forces to Palestine in any manner whatsoever, or to agree either tothe 

- international recruitment of volunteers or the sending of small nation _ 
| forces which would include those of Soviet satellites, then in my opin- _ 

| ‘ion, the whole structure of strategic and political planning which we 

| have been building up for the Mediterranean and Middle Eastern 
| areas would have to be reexamined and probably modified or replaced — 

‘by something else. For this would then mean that we had consented to 

be guided, in a highly important question affecting those areas, not by _ 
national interest but by other considerations, If we tried, in’ the |
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| face of this fact, to continue. with. policy in adjacent areas motivated Oo , 

solely by national interest, we would be faced with a duality of purpose | 

| which would surely lead in the end to a dissipation and confusion of 

effort. We cannot operate with one objective in one area, and witha — [ 

conflicting one next door. ee re , 

. If, therefore, we decide that we are obliged by past commitments ; 
or U.N. decision or any other consideration to take a leading part in —  f 

the enforcement in Palestine of any arrangement opposed by the | 

great majority of the inhabitants of the Middle Eastern area, we must. | 

-_be prepared to face the implications of this act by revising our general © | 

policy in that part of the world. And since the Middle Kast is vital =f 

to the present security concepts on which this Government is basing | 

| itself in its worldwide military and political planning, this would | 

further mean a review of our entire military and political policy. | 

CONCLUSIONS a 

In the Mediterranean and Middle East, we have a situation where | 

- a vigorous and. collective national effort, utilizing both our political 

: and military resources, could probably prevent the area from falling - 
~~ under Soviet influence and preserve it as a highly important factor 

| in our world strategic position. But we are deeply involved, in that 
same area, in a situation which has no direct relation to our national — | 
security, and where the motives of our involvement lie solely in past _ 
commitments of dubious wisdom and in our attachment to the U.N. 
itself. If we do not effect a fairly radical reversal of the trend of our | 
_policy.to date, we will end-up either in the position of being ourselves. | 
militarily responsible for the protection of the Jewish population in 

Palestine against the declared hostility of the Arab world, or of shar- 
ing that responsibility with the Russians and thus assisting at their 
installation as one of. the military powers of the area. In either case, | | 

~ the Clarity and efficiency of a sound national policy for that area will 
beshattered, | 

Statement Made by the United States Representative at the United 7 
Nations (Austin) Before the Security Council on February 25, 19f8t 

I propose a draft resolution on the Palestine question. which reads 
| asfollows: Ot oe ea | 

 - & The Security Council, ee a 
“Having recewed General Assembly resolution 181 (II) of 29 No- 
vember 1947, on Palestine, and having received from the United | 

4 Reprinted from SC, 3rd yr., Nos. 16-85, pp. 294, 298. | fe. | 

| | 8 |
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| Nations Palestine Commission its first monthly report and its first, | 

| special report on the problem of security in Palestine; 

“Pesolves: oo eg 

. “1. To accept, subject to the authority of the Security Council | 
under the Charter, the requests addressed by the General Assembly to 
it in paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of section A of the General Assembly — 

: resolution of 29 November 1947; = | | - 
“2, To establish a committee of the Security Council, comprising the. 

oo five permanent members of the Security Council, the functions [of] 

: which will be: - an | ee a : 

: (4) To inform the Security Council regarding the situation 

oe with respect to Palestine and to make recommendations to. it. | 

| regarding the guidance and instructions which the Security | 

Council might usefully give to the Palestine Commission ; | 

_, “(b) To consider whether the situation with respect to Palestine 

constitutes a threat to international peace and security, and to 

| _-- yeport its conclusions as a matter of urgency to the Security Coun- 

cil, together with any recommendations for action by the Security 

- €ouncil which it considers appropriate ; a 

. “(¢) To consult with the Palestine Commission, the Mandatory / 

. Power, and representatives of the principal communities of 

: Palestine concerning the implementation of the General Assembly oO 

-—-- yecommendation of 29 November 1947. Co 

| : “Appeals to all Governments and peoples, particularly. in and = 

| around Palestine, to take all possible action to prevent or reduce such 

_ disorders as are now occurring in Palestine.” | | ae 

J think it would be premature for me to undertake to debate this 

7 draft resolution, because it follows'a drait resolution which is already © 

before the Security Council, but this draft resolution clearly shows 

** that the attitude of the United States is such that it cannot support 

| the proposal made yesterday by the representative of Colombia, and 

| that its opposition is not without reason, because the position as stated 

yesterday is exactly the position that is represented in this draft 

- -yesolutiong tit | ee ee ee CC | 

I wanted to submit this draft resolution to the Security Council 

early enough—indeed I think this is the earliest possible moment I 

could subinit it—so that in considering the draft resolution presented 

7 by Colombia and any other situation that may arise here, the Security 

~ Council may know that the position of the United States, represented _ 

| in the address which I made before the Security Council yesterday, is 

- gapried into a definite, concrete proposal, and so that the members of | 

the Security Council may have the earliest possible notice of the United. 

States position. oo ee | | Ce
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— Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Samuel K. 0. Kopper ~ oA | 

SECRET © [New Yorn,] February 25, 1948. — ; 

OP BR I. PaLesTINE a ce | 

| Mr. Chamoun told me this afternoon that he was somewhat. j 

concerned about the possibility of the Security Council finding. - 

a threat to the peace existing in Palestine and while taking action with | 

respect to-such a threat. implementing the partition plan as a by- 7 

| product. I replied that in so far as the United States position was con- | 

cerned, Ambassador Austin’s statement yesterday clearly indicated ~ 

that the United States did not believe the Security Council had the | 

| power to. enforce a recommendation. On the other hand, however, we : 

did feel that the Charter very definitely granted power to the Security. | 

Council to deal with threats to the peace. In so far as the Palestine | 

situation was concerned, the Council could take action with respect — | 

to any threat which it determined existed there. The maintenance of | 

| - peace, however, was not the same as the enforcement of partition, Mr. a 

Chamoun did not seem to be convinced. I tried to point out that it was a 

-- vather difficult to make it clear to him, since the Council action would 

- depend’’6n existing facts but. would be limited within the powers 
granted to the Council by the Charter. | Re oe 

| Mr. Chamoun said he did not like the resolution introduced by the | 

United States this afternoon, I said it followed the speech made by | 

: Ambassador Austin yesterday. He again reiterated his concern about 

| whether the Council would implement partition while seeking to_ 

maintain peace. I said the question of maintenance of international __ 

peace was very important. I said that it was of deep concern to the =, | 

United States Government that there be no aggression from without: | 

Palestine because it was incumbent upon the Council to take action 

with respect to breaches of the peace and acts of aggression. | 

__. [Here follows Section IT dealing’ with another subj ech] 

| 501.BB Palestine/2-2648 PRE ee EE 

Memorandum to the Files by Mr. Robert M. McOlintoch = = 

| secrer  ——i( esi‘). LWasrneton,] February 26, 1948. 

Pursuant to Mr. Rusk’s request by telephone this morning I spoke 

to Mr. Lovett at 12:25 p.m. and said that Mr, Rusk had some doubts 

| as to the treatment which the US resolution on Palestine, introduced 

| yesterday before the Security Council, would receive at the hands of |
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| the Council, Particularly, Mr. Rusk wondered what course-of action __ 
a should be taken if the Council decided to consider this resolution para- 

graph by paragraph and in so doing to delete paragraph 2(a@), which = 
charges the Big Five Committee to “inform the Security Council re- 

| garding the situation with respect to Palestine and to make recom- __ 
mendations. to it-regarding the guidance and instructions which the 

7 Council might usefully give to the Palestine Commission.” “°° 
| Mr. Lovett said it was difficult to:answer a tactical question of that, 

sort in absence of knowledge of the parliamentary situation attending 
the debate. He was clear in his mind, however, that the basic question 
confronting the Council was whether or not to accept the responsi- 
bilities which the Assembly sought to impose on it by the resolution ==> 

a of November 29, 1947. Now that we had introduced the resolution we 
should, of course, stick to it but should not be unduly concerned if , 

| our language was not adopted. Should the Couricil not: accept our 
draft it was not incumbent, in Mr. Lovett’s opinion, on the US Dele- 

- gationtocontinueto“carrytheball.” © 
The essential thing was for the Council to decide what it would | 

| do under the Assembly’s resolution. If it decided’ not: to ‘accept.:the 
responsibilities imposed upon it by the Assembly, then clearly there 7 

was justification to call a special session to consider what todo next. 
| If the Council did accept all or part of the Assembly’s requests it 

could then examine to what degree it could carry them out and, after , 

| _ the results of this inquiry, would be in a position to decide whether _ 

a the plan were workable or whether a special session should be 

| convened. = Oo | oo 

a | _ Editorial Note Doe | 

7 Messrs. Henderson and McClintock, on February 26, drafted a 
| telegram on the Palestine question to be sent to Damascus and repeated : 

_ to other Arab capitals and Jerusalem:dm-an attached note; dated the 
following day, Mr. McClintock stated’: “Mr. Lovett decided not.to. 
send this telegram at present. He said, ‘This is a good time for everyone 

to sit tight.’ ” The proposed telegram, as originally drafted, reads as 
follows: wee CO 

: -. “In furtherance of your representations to Govt to which you are 
—-- aeeredited under instructions in Deptel 34, Feb. 23 (211 to Cairo, 83 

: to Beirut, 60 to Bagdad, 55 to Jidda and 130 to Jerusalem) the fol- 
-_ Jowing salient points of Ambassador Austin’s speech sent you in 

Deptel 35 should be stressed : oo - : : | 2 

_ “(1) While we are discussing problem of Palestine it is-of first: 
| importance to future of UN that precedent to be established by



~~ aetion taken in this case be in full accord with terms of Charter. 7 

_ (2) The recommendations of General Assembly have great moral 

-.. force and every Member should make a serious effort to comply. 

| with them. (3) Security Council should attempt to get agreement 

on basis of GA recommendation with respect to Palestine. (4) UN | 

| _. Charter does not empower SC to enforce a political settlement, 

 -whetlier purstiant toa recommendation of GA or of Council itself. 

(5) If SC. finds that international peace is threatened from any  F 

source, it is required by Charter to act. All Members of UN are | 

_.. under an obligation to assist Council in maintaining peace. | 

“You should point out to responsible officials that in line with 

Austin’s statement to SC US feels that SC must do what it can within | 

framework of Charter to effect, peaceably settlement of Palestine prob- . 

lem along lines of recommendations of GA resolution of Nov 29, 1947. 

In endeavoring to effect-such settlement SC can use its wide powers of |  & 

recommendation and conciliation. US earnestly hopes that. whilehonest 

 éndeavors’are being ‘made’ to effect’ sich ‘settlement ‘situation will not 

develop in Palestine which will compel SC to find there is threat to sf 

international peace and to consider dispatch of armed forces to that | E 

country to remove such threat. Much depends upon policies pursued sé 

by Arab countries at this juncture. If they persist in sending troops : 

-and-arms, in ‘making threats to intervene by force in Palestine or =| 
engaging in other activities which can'be*construed‘only as aggression: . 

| or threats of aggression re Palestine SC will have no choice other than | 

to decide that situation referred to above exists. ee 

- “Ag indicated in Austin’s statement, US policy on Palestine willnot =f 

be unilateral but will conform to and be in support of UN decisions. 

| It is because this Govt is'a sincere friend of the Arab world and is with 

equal sincerity determined to maintain international peace and security | 

as a steadfast supporter of UN that this present counsel is given. 

__- “Repeated to Cairo as ———, Beirut as ——, Bagdad as ———, 

Jidda as ———,, Jerusalem as ———— with request that CG informally 

communicate contents to Govt of Transjordan. Repeated London:and» 

~ USUN.” (501.BB Palestine/2-2648) _ | —— 

fe" - Regarding telegram 35, see footnote 1, page 650. _ - | | Oo : 

-5BOL.BB Palestine/2-2648: Telegram | a ooo : | 

The United States Representative at the United N ations (Austin) _ , 

0 the Secretary of State ee | 

| mor secrer —S—é‘<it«é‘«~*é«~Nw or x, Feburary 26, 1948630 p.m. | 

Oe O14. For Lovett ‘from ‘Rusk. Inv private meeting this. afternoon a | 

among Austin, Parodi [France], McNaughton [Canada], Pearson _ 

[Canada], Nisot (Belgium), Ignatieff (Canada) and Rusk, Parodi 

and Nisot raised a number of objections to the proposed US resolution 

on Palestine. The substance of their objections was (a) that SC should _ | 

598-594—76——10 Oo a |
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_  not.accept the partition plan of the GA resolution prior to the investi- 
: gations to be carried out by the committee of the permanent members, _ 

| since without such investigations SC could not know the effect of the 
| recommendation upon the maintenance of international peace and 
a security; (6) that the SC should not accept in advance the standard 

as to what. constitutes a threat to the peace set forth in request (c) of 
| the GA resolution. It was clear from Nisot’s remarks that ‘Belgium. | 

does not wish to approve partition again at this point in the light of © | 
the changed conditions which have arisen since November 29. Both 

_ Parodi and Nisot hinted that they might not be able to support the 
US resolution unless their amendments were accepted. 9=§-: | 

_ Austin informed them that we considered it important for the SC 
| to establish a frame of reference for the work of the proposed com- | 

: ‘mittee, based on the GA recommendation ; that we were confident that. 
| _ our phrase “subject. to the authority of the SC under the charter” 

_ took care of any inference that the SC would be exceeding its powers | 
by accepting the request of the GA. Bn 

| _ Austin stated that he felt certain that we were after the same objec- 
_ tives and that he hoped agreeable language could be found to meet 

_ their views. He added however, that:he could not say whether the US 
-. . could agree to any such amendments since the matter was one which 

| would have to be referred to the Department for further instructions. 
~ [Rusk] Bo Be , ne 

Oo oO | es oo , AUSTIN ~ 

| 501.BB Palestine/2-2648: Telegram Bn 
The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin). 
oe oe to the Secretary of State. | - : 

- CONFIDENTIAL New Yorx, February 26, 1948—6 : 40 p. m. 

 OAB. According to present information, following amendments to 
- US resolution* on Palestine will be offered by Belgian and French _ 
- ~ delegations: | a | Co te 

| 1, Delete paragraph te oe - 
; 2. Insert after the word “establish” in paragraph 2 of US resolution 

| the following “in the light of the said resolution of the GA.” oo 7 
| 3. Add to subparagraph 2 (a) the following : “Should circumstances | 

permit.” Co ce 

_ 4, Add a new subparagraph 2 .(d) as follows: “to give advice to the 
a SC as to the action to be taken by the latter in the matter.” Oo 

ee ee 

"+ See ante, p. 657. 7 7 | oo , OO eee |
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501.BB Palestine/2-2748 . . os J 

Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by Mr. LKobert M.  &§ 

7 Oe McClintock EEE TOTES | | 

‘TOP SECRET -[Wasutneoron,] February 27, 1948. a 

Participants: _U-—Mr. Lovett | a ST 

os ~ ... USUN—Mr.Rusk* | | | | | : 

_ Mr, Rusk telephoned Mr. Lovett at 9:30 a, m. to inquire the Depart-  § 

ment’s reaction to USUN’s top secret 214, Feb. 26, and its confidential = 

telegram 215 of the same date, which set. forth the proposed Belgian ssf 

| and French amendments to the US resolution on Palestine of Febru- | 

ary 25. Mr. Lovett said that he desired to discuss these telegrams =—s 

further with Messrs. Henderson and McClintock and that he would | 

shortly call Mr. Rusk. re oe eps | : 

After some discussion Mr. Lovett then telephoned Mr. Rusk? and | 

established the following position : oo ee re : 

1. The US Delegate should vote against the first Belgian-French _ 

amendment, which calls for deletion of paragraph 1 of the US resolu- 

tion, It was agreed that in all probability this Belgian-French amend- _ | 

ment would fail to receive the necessary seven affirmative votes inthe | | 

Councih 2° a a | 
9. When the US resolution came to vote paragraph by paragraph, : 

Ambassador Austin should vote for paragraph 1, but should not make © | 

any impassioned speeches in its defense. His remarks should be con- | 

| fined to restating quietly and clearly what had already been said in his , 

| address of February 24. Mr. Rusk interjected that the Delegation was | 

| under strong pressure from sideline advisers to become apoplectic in | 

its approach but clearly understood the instructions from the Under — | 

Secretary, - oe vo AE 

3. In Mr. Rusk’s opinion paragraph 1 of the US resolution would | 

fail to pass the Council and attention would then center on the second 

paragraph of our resolution on which the French and Belgian dele- y 

- gations wished to submit other amendments. These were discussed: | 4 

a. It was agreed to accept the second Belgian-French amend-. | 
_ ment to insert after the word “establish” in paragraph 2 ofthe US | 

| resolution the words “in the light of the said resolution of the 

-. General Assembly.” ST 

bd. It was agreed to accept the additional words. “should circum-_ 
stances permit” at the termination of sub-paragraph 2(@) of the 

S US resolution, provided that the semi-colon were deleted prece- | 

- -_. dent to this clause, as otherwise the clause would modify sub-para. | 
2(6) ofthe US resolution. ee ee | 

| -.. ¢, No objection was raised to the Belgian-French proposal to 

| add a new sub-paragraph 2(d) : “to give advice to the Security 

* At New York. _ - re 
2 A4t 9:50. a.m. (Marginal notation by. Mr. McClintock on telegram 214 from — 

New York.) : OC | be
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- * Council as to the action to be'taken‘by the latterin thematter.”> 

| Mr. Lovett inquired of Mr. Rusk what the position should be on the - 
| Colombian draft resolution of February 24 which would call for a 

ed special session of the General Assembly to reconsider the resolution of = 
oe November 29, 1947. Mr. Rusk said that the US should not be in a © 

position of vetomg this-resolution.and therefore he proposed that the 

Delegation abstain. Mr. Lovett agreed to this procedure but later 

~ requested Mr. McClintock to telephone Mr. Rusk and make clear that: | 
our attitude should be: plainly set forth in the Council that we were | 
opposed at this stage to the Colombian resolution.* If it were possible | 

| to vote against that resolution without our negative vote being con-— “| 

strued as a veto we should do so. This information was imparted to ss 
Mr. Rusk by phone at'10: 50 a.m. - es a oe : 

| 8 The proposed resolution was introduced by Belgian Representative | Nisot on | | | 
_ February 27; for text, see United Nations, Official Records of the Security Coun- 

| | cil, Third Year, Supplement for January, February and March 1948, p. 30. The | 
resolution was virtually identical with that of the United States proposal of : 

| February 25, except for the deletion of paragraph numbered one and the addi- 
tion of a clause to paragraph (¢), which read “to. report thereon tothe Security’ | 
Council ‘together with any, recommendation:as to the action to be taken by the | 
Council in the matter.” Mr. Nisot, ih introducing his resolution; noted that Para- 

: graph 1 of the United States proposal would require the. Council to take a : 
position before knowing the results of the work of the Committee of the five _ 
Great Powers, which it was instructing to investigate the situation (SC, 3rd yr., 
Nos. 16-35, p. 357). BO | | - 

| . *The Colombian Representative withdrew his resolution on February 27 (ibid., 
p. 365). — = | | - a 7 

| . 501.BB Palestine/2-2748 oe 7 - . | oo . | , 

Mr. Robert M. McClintock to, the Director-of..the Office.of United = 

Nations Affairs (Rusk), Temporarily at New York . | 

- TOP SECRET = -  [Wasurineton,] February 27, 1948. _ | 

Dear Dean: Enclosed is memo,of your conversation this morning © 
| with Mr. Lovett,tasseenfromthisendoftheline = = = 

I thought you might be interested to know for background purposes k 

that Mr. Lovett set Loy Henderson straight on the future alternatives — 
_ which confront the UN in the Palestine case. pe i 

Mr. Lovett said there was one possibility, which was that the SC 
| would find that it could do nothing constructive on the Palestine prob- | 

lem; would call a special session on the GA to consider the matter | 
: anew; and that the Assembly would make a new recommendation — — | 

for a solution along the lines of possibly a trusteeship. In this case [ 
_ the British might or might not be amenable to pressure designed to | 

| have them maintain law and order in Palestine for a while longer. _ ' 

| *Supra. | Ce | | : | |



| However, we could not formulate policy on the assumption that the 

| British would be thus amenable. gs a | 

-. Another possibility, said Mr. Lovett, was that the SC would find 

(and indeed there seemed to be ample evidence on hand already) that | 

the situation-in Palestine constituted a threat to the maintenance of a 

| - international peace and security. In this case and with the British pull-- 

ing out between May 15 and August 1, the UN might find it necessary | 

to send forces to Palestine to maintain international peace. If, in the . | 

| meantime, nothing had occurred to change the Assembly’s recom- | 

| mendation of last November 29, we might find that the Palestine 

Commission would go to Palestine under the terms of that resolution = 

and seek by negotiation to carry out the plan of partition with eco- — 

nomic union, In that case it should be clear, however, that UN forces _ | 

<n Palestine were there to maintain international peace and not to — | 

enforce partition. — ee | | a 

| Mr. Lovett seemed to envisage clearly the possibility that some type | | 

of international force would have to be made available in Palestine 

by the UN, although he did not say as much in so many words.-.) >” 

ae | | a - [Rosert M.] M[cCrintock] 

. 501.BB Palestine/2-2748: Telegram | / | ES 

The Secretary of State to the United States Representative at the 

United Nations (Austin) EUS Ears 

gpcreT UsURGENT = | WasuineTon, February 27,1948-—6 p.m 

98. Secretary Marshall made the following statement on Palestine 

at his press conference Feb.26:  _ UE 

—  #J tell you now I will not answer detailed questions on Palestine be- 

: cause there must be no confusion between Ambassador Austin and 

| myself as to what is being stated and any statement will be made 

from there rather than from here.” Rh SR 

-. Following for Ambassador Austin’s confidential information only. | 

Secretary Marshall then made the following statement completely 

Off the record: “I will tell you this: That so far as I am con- 

| cerned and the State Dept. is concerned, but particularly sofarasI 

am concerned, that in this highly emotional period of extreme bitter- 

Ness and violent attacks, my intention is to see that nothing isdoneby | 

the State Dept. in guidance for the action of its delegates to the United | 

| Nations, in response to either military threats or political threats, 

one or the other, nothing whatever. My intention is to see that the 

action of the US Govt. is to be on a plane of integrity that will bear 

jnspection and a common review and that there will be no bending to
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| any military threat or to any political threat so long as I am Secretary 
| of State. E'nd of off the record.” 1 Co re | 

7 MAR this, point, in ithe official memorandum of the press and radio news con- , ference appears the following: “Asked why this comment could not be made _ public, ‘Mr. Marshall said that we had enough troubles already. He said such a : statement would have to be cleared with the President. Asked if he was speaking of international political threats, the Secretary replied that he meant exactly | _ what he Said... . Citing the fact that Mr. Austin’s statement on Palestine had | been subjected ‘to many interpretations, a correspondent asked if the Depart- ment planned to interpret the statement either before Congress or through a | ' further Statement. The Secretary: replied that the Department intended to leave | | matters almost entirely to Mr. Austin so that there would be no confusion in» expressions and sentences used.” oe a 
The Secretary concluded his observations on Palestine with a denial that the oe Arab League nations had sent a note to the State Department. stating that Arab . | countries would withdraw oil concessions if the United States pushed partition (News Division Files). . | | | | 

7 CIA Files oo | oe — 
| ‘Report by the Central I ntelligence. Agency 1 | a 

SECRET | [Wasuineron,] 28 February 1948. . 
— ORET48 : oo | 

' Possrste DrvELOPMENTS IN PALESTINE _ Oo a 

| | —. * SUMMARY FE 

It is apparent that the partition of Palestine into separate Arab 
| and Jewish states (and an international zone), with economic union 

between the two states, as recommended by the United Nations General 
Assembly (UNGA) on 29 November 1947, cannot be implemented. The 

: _ Arab reaction to the recommendation has been violent, and the Arab - 
| refusal to cooperate in any way with the five-nation United Nations 

Commission will prevent the formation of an Arab state and the or- _ 
| ganization of economic union. The Arabs will use force to oppose the 

establishment of a Jewish state and to this end are training troops in- 
Palestine and other Arab states. Moreover, the United Kingdom has | 

| stated repeatedly that it will take no part in implementing a UN | 
| decision not acceptable to both Jews and Arabs. The British have also 

declared that when the mandate terminates on 15 May, they will not | 
transfer authority to the UN Commission but will merely relinquish | 
that authority, which would then be assumed by the UN. Thus, with-_ = 

7 out Arab and British cooperation, the Commission will be unable to 
| — carryoutthetaskassignedtoit. 7 coe 

| 7 According to a note in the source text: “The information in this report is as _ | 
of 18 February 1948, at which time the report was submitted to the member | 

a agencies of the Interdepartmental Advisory Council for coordination. This paper 
was. concurred in by the Intelligence Agencies of the Department of State, Army, 
Navy, and Air Force on 19 February. On 20 February CIA disseminated an Ad- 

— vance Copy of the coordinated report.” | Co
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_ ‘Even among the Jews there is dissatisfaction over the partition 
plan. Irgun Zvai Leumi and the Stern Gang, the two extremist groups, _ 
have refused to accept the plan and continue to claim all of Palestine =| 

| (and even Transjordan) for the Jewish state. The Jewish Agency, | | 

Official representative of the Jewish community, had hoped to obtain - 

a larger portion of Palestine for the new state but has decided to coop-_ Z 

| erate with the UN Commission. Recruiting and training for Hagana, mo 
_ the Agency’s military arm, have been increased, and the terrorist 

| groups will join Hagana in the Arab fight despite their opposition to 

partition. The Jewish effort, however, will not be sufficient to enable = 

the UN Commission to carry out partition as envisaged by the UNGA. oe 
- ‘Since the complete partition plan cannot be implemented, the pos- | 
gible developments in Palestine resolve themselves into three main | 
groups: | | 

(1): UN attempts to set up a Jewish state by force. | 

ee Again, the UN would be balked by lack of Arab and British coopera- 
tion. While the UN might attempt to, set up an international police 

force (which would have to be large and remain in Palestine indefi- 

- nitely), the US and UK would have to consider the danger of per- | 

-_ mitting Soviet and/or Satellite troops to enter Palestine, and the 

USSR would undoubtedly object to any force not. including these | 

_ troops. It is possible that the SC might consider authorizing unilateral 

aid to the Jews by the member states of the UN, but such a course - 

| ~-would be extremely dangerous to world peace. Since the USSR would 

| ‘take advantage of the opportunity to increase its influence in Palestine | 

| by supporting the Jews, the UK and the US would have good cause : 

| not to sanction such action in the SC. a | se 

(2) NoactionbytheUN. | oe | 

The UN would suffer a serious loss of prestige if it should wash its | 

hands of the Palestine issue. Moreover, the Jewish-Arab conflict would- 

- increase and spread, and the USSR would be free to send troops into | 

Palestine asit saw fit. Oo ae a 

| (3) UN reconsideration of the whole issue. = Se 
| ‘Reconsideration of the issue could be initiated in several ways. The 

| - SC might seek an advisory opinion from the International Court of 

“Justice on the legality of the UNGA recommendations and simul- 

| taneously arrange an Arab-J ewish’ truce. The Arabs would welcome 

~ such a step and the Jews would probably have to agree (though = - 

~ reluctantly) since the entire Jewish position is based on UN action. | 

Jewish violence, however, would undoubtedly continue. | | 

| ‘Should the issue be returned to the General Assembly, partition — 

could be considered abandoned. Subsequent developments cannot be 7 

- predicted, but it is reasonable to assume that any new solution would | 

have to be acceptable to the Arabs, who would probably be willing to
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| _ Make some concessions on the basis of the Minority Report of: the 

UN Special Committee on Palestine. __ a 

| 1. Aims in Palestine After the Partition Recommendation. = —. : 
a +Planned UN Couse of Action. | a | 

oo, ' When the UNGA voted on 29 November 1947 fecommending the _ 
_ ‘partition of Palestine into separate Arab and Jewish states, the course | 

‘of action to be followed was clearly defined. A five-man commission — 
_ with representatives from Denmark, Czechoslovakia, Bolivia, Panama, 
and the Philippines was to be organized in New York, together with a 
‘sizable secretariat of administrative officials and technical experts. 
After consultations with the mandatory power, the commission and 

| _ “its secretariat were to proceed to Palestine in the latter part'of 
‘December 1947. When in Palestine, the UN Commission was to take — 
-over administrative responsibility from the UK in those areas from 

. which the latter would progressively withdraw. its troops. This with- 

‘drawal and the termination of the mandate were to take place not 
later than 1 August. (The mandatory subsequently announced thatthe - | 
‘mandate would terminate not later than 15 May.) During this period. 
‘of transference of authority from the mandatory to the UN Commis- 

sion, the latter was to cooperate with the Jewish Agency andthe Arab 
_ “Higher Committee in the formation of provisional councils of govern- _ 

ment of the prospective Jewish and Arab states and a Joint Economic 
‘Board. The provisional councils in both states were to be established 
‘by 1 April. Administrative authority was to be progressively turned 
-over by the UN Commission to these two bodies, which would become 
‘the provisional governments of the two new states whose independence ~ 
would be established not later than 1 October 1948. The UN Commis- 

_ -sion would also delimit the frontiers of the Arab and Jewish states. 
_ All these recommendations of the UNGA were to be carried out by _ | 

~the UN Commission with the guidance of the Security Council. 
6. Planned UK Course of Action, > oe ee 

_ UK plans after the partition recommendation were exactly what — 
| ‘they had been throughout the UNGA’ session. The British stated 

repeatedly that they. would refuse to assist in implementing a UN © 

-decision not acceptable to both the Jews and the Arabs. They based 

_ their stand on the thesis that until the mandate was terminated they a 
‘were bound by its provisions. On this basis, the UK was determined to 

| ‘retain undivided. responsibility for the administration and internal — 
| ‘security of Palestine until the mandate was terminated. Thereafter, 

the UK would retain responsibility in any areas occupied by its mili- — 

‘tary forces until those forces were withdrawn. Finally, the UK stated a 
_ unequivocally that it would not transfer administrative authority 
to the UN Commission but would simply relinquish that authority, 

| ‘which would be immediately assumed by the UN. The UK would not |



obstruct the efforts of the UN Commission; nor would it participate 

in the work of the Commission; es | 

- ¢, Planned Arab Course of Action. pe 

The UNGA recommendation on Palestine put the Arabs on the 

| defensive, and consequently their plans were largely undeveloped. The _ 

very multiplicity of Arab states and of the groups within those states a 

resulted in a spate of different proposals. In spite of these differences, 

however, the Arabs agreed that a Zionist state could not be tolerated — | 

in the Arab world. To prevent the formation of this state, the follow- | 

ing general course of action was envisaged : | | | 

(1) To make military preparations, both in Palestine and the = 

Arab states, to prevent by military action the formation and function- 

ingofaJewishstate. © | ee 

- (2) To refuse to cooperate with the UN Commission in any way. 

| — (8) To establish an independent unitary state embracing all of 

| Palestine. Oo Ss | ae Fe 

(4) To prevent further Jewish immigration. until an immigration 

policy could be formulated by the unitary state. 7 | 

a ‘Various Arab groups contemplated two additional lines of action. | 

The most responsible and moderate groups considered further action 

in the UN, while the most extreme and nationalistic groups urged — | 

| the cancellation. of all diplomatic and economic relations with those 

states that had supported partition. While neither of these proposals. 

«wag generally agreed to, the Arab states sent strong notes of protest. — | 

__. tothe respective US chiefs of missions. | Se | Oo 

gd, Jewish Course of Action. __ Oe | 

ss The Jewish plan of action after the UNGA recommendation was — 

| _ perfectly clearcut. While the Jewish Agency, the official representative 

_ of the Jewish community, had hoped to obtain a larger portion of 

| Palestine, it decided to cooperate with the UN Commission in the — 

establishment of the proposed J ewish state. In the meantime, it | 

planned to build up its internal security forces, train an administrative 

corps, and propagandize the rest of the world for financial and military } 

assistance against any Arab attempts to prevent the implementation 

| of the UNGA recommendation. The aims, however, of the Revisionists, 

| including Irgun Zvai Leumi and the Stern Gang, were more extreme: 

| to fight both the British and the Arabs and to set up a J ewish state: 

mall of Palestine and Transjordan. CO . 
| Q. Development of the Situation Since the Partition Recommendation. 

a UN Activity. » rae con a : 

_ From the very beginning, the UN had difficulty in carrying out its: | 

| intended course of action. In spite of repeated urgent appeals by Sec- _ | 

retary General Trygve Lie, the members of the UN Commission were |
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not appointed by their respective governments until late in December 
_ and did not all reach New York for their first meeting until 9 Janu-— 

ary. Since then the UN Commission has made little progress, for its = 
| success was predicated on the assumption that it would receive the co- . : 

- operation of the Jews, the Arabs, and the UK. Of these, only the Jews 
have fully cooperated. The Arabs have flatly refused to have anything _ 
to do with the Commission, and the UK’s cooperation was considerably _ 
restricted by its interpretation of its responsibilities as mandatory — 
power. UK refusal to allow the Commission to enter Palestine before 
1 May ( two weeks before the termination of the mandate) will make it 

_ impossible for the Commission to establish the provisional Arab and 
_ Jewish governments by the required date of 1 April. The UK refusal 

to relinquish any administrative authority in Palestine until after the 
termination of the mandate has prevented the progressive transfer 
of authority to the UN Commission. The Commission has also been — 

| compelled to recognize the deplorable security situation in Palestine 
: and realizes that it cannot attempt to carry out the recommendations 

| of the UNGA without an adequate international police force. 
| 6.UK Activity. mo oS Se 

_ UK activity since the partition vote has been twofold. In Palestine 
the mandatory administration, its police, and the UK forces have | 

| _ been attempting to maintain internal security. They have been ham- _ 
| pered by two main factors: (1) evacuation plans have considerably 

| obstructed UK security measures; and. (2) the UK desire not to an- — 
| tagonize the Arab states has prevented the implementation of full- | 

_ scale security measures to repress Arab-Jewish hostilities. In spite = 
| of these reservations, UK forces have been impartial in attempting to | 

curb Arab-Jewish hostilities. The major aims seem to have been to | 
| prevent general anarchy and full-scale war—at least until the forces 

themselves have withdrawn. | OS ; | 
| _. In the UN, the UK delegates have taken pains to acquaint the UN 

Commission with the difficulties of the Palestine situation. They have | 
. advised the UN Commission on administrative matters, on the question _ | 

_ - of the projected J erusalem Trusteeship, and on the setting up of pro- 
_visional governments. They have refused, however, to assume joint 
responsibility with the Commission for the establishment of the new 
states in Palestine or to permit any development which might be in- | 
terpreted as UK support of one side against the other. On this ground, _ 
the UK has refused to open a port on 1 February to unlimited Jewish | 
Immigration, as recommended by the UNGA resolution. So : 

|  ¢@ Arab Activity, 2 a 
| _ Arab reaction to the UNGA partition plan was prompt and violent. 

Strikes and demonstrations led to scattered riots within Palestine, — 
_ and Arab League action was instituted by the Arab states. The Spo- 

radic violence in Palestine had developed by the middle of January
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- into more highly organized hostilities. By the beginning of February _ 

_. disciplined Arab bands were operating in different parts of the coun- - 

try, and the Arab Higher Committee claimed to be directing their | 

~ activities. The nature of Arab activities indicated that until the Brit- 

ish withdrawal Arab obj ectives were limited to: (1) avoiding, 1f | | 

| possible, hostilities with the British forces; (2) purchasing and cap- 

turing essential ‘supplies such as food, weapons, ammunition, and. 

clothing; (3) disrupting Jewish commerce, transportation, and com- _ 

munications without launching full-scale attacks; (4) recruiting vol- — | 

- unteer forces, within and without Palestine, and training them in | 

guerrilla tactics; (5) setting up a unified military command; (6) es- 

tablishing contact with Arab League channels of assistance. The en- 

- tire emphasis has been on preparation for the British withdrawal, and 

the Arab leaders have apparently attempted to hold back their surging | 

followers. SO | | . _ 

- During a series of meetings at Sofar, Aley, and Cairo, Arab League | 

-__- representatives, despite differences of opinion, eventually evolved @ 

program of action. The program, which in several particulars merely = 

approved activities already under way, was immediately implemented _ a 

and provided that: (1) the partisan movement in Palestine be sup-  _ 

ported with funds, arms, and men; (2) troops of the Arab states be 

stationed on the frontier of Palestine as a border watch; and (3) these 

armies not be sent into Palestine until after the British withdrawal. : 

Funds were immediately raised in all the Arab states. Volunteers from : 

- Traq, Syria, Lebanon, and Transjordan foregathered at Qatana in. | 

‘Syria for training; and by the middle of February over 8,000 were _ 

known to have slipped, uniformed and armed, into Palestine. Syrian, — : 

‘Egyptian, and Transjordan troops had been moved to the Palestine 

border; and Iraqi contingents were reported to be moving into Trans- _ 

jordan. Determined efforts were made to obtain arms and ammunition. _— 

Syria signed a contract with Skoda, and a first delivery is known to 

havebeenmade. - | 

_ While the Arab chain of command has not been announced, the 

: forces will be commanded by former Syrian and Iraqi army officers . 

| and experienced guerrilla leaders. oo | | 

| qd. Jewish Activity. | a 

- Having won the initial victory in the acceptance by the UNGA of | : 

_* the partition plan, the Jews concentrated (with some exceptions) on 

preparing for the new state. Inthe face of violent Arab opposition, , 
the Jewish Agency immediately undertook: (1) to strengthen the in- | 

ternal defense forces of the prospective Jewish state; (2) to organize | 

and train an administrative corps; and (3) to cooperate with the UN 
in implementing the UNGA decision. Recruiting and training for 

. Hagana were increased; and, in spite of the fact that the mandatory 

refused to recognize its legality, it attempted to protect the Jewish
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| community from Arab attacks and also acted as a local police force. In. 
‘time, Hagana adopted a policy of “active”. defense and carried out — 

| _ terrorist raids against the Arabs similar in tactics to those of the Irgun 
Zvai Leumi and the Stern Gang against the UK forces. These two 

_ extremist groups continued ‘their war against the British; and al- 
| though they agreed to fight the Arabs together with Hagana, they 

refused to accept the partition recommendation and continued to claim 
all of Palestine (and even Transjordan) for the Jewish state. as 
8. Possible Developments. .— es re | 
. a General Considerations... 7 | Oo 

| _ Partition as envisaged by the UNGA involves not only the creation 
of two states (and an international zone) but also economic union — 
between the states. Such a plan cannot be implemented without Arab 

.. cooperation, and it is inconceivable that the Arabs will abandon their 
; _ present violent opposition to partition. To the masses, the: fight has 

become.almost a religious tenet ; to the governing classes, it has become | ) 
a political creed which they dare not forsake. The Arabs can never be 
forced to acquiesce in a Western-sponsored movement which they be- | 

, _ lieve is threatening the twentieth century renascence of their indige- | 
nous civilization. With implementation of the complete partition plan — 

. hopeless, the possible developments in Palestine resolve themselves 
into three main groups: (1) UN attempts to set up a Jewish state by 
force; (2) no action by the UN; and (3) UN reconsideration of the - 
wholeissue. = | . | an 

_ 6. UN Attempts to Set Up a Jewish State. oo - 
| (1) Possible British Assistance. | en 

| An attempt might be made to persuade the UK to alter its current 
Palestine policy and to permit the formation of a J ewish militia, to 
agree to the “progressive transfer” of authority, to allow the UN Com- 
mission to come to Palestine earlier than 1 May, to open immediately 
a “port and hinterland” ‘for Jewish immigration, and to suppress Arab 

guerrilla activities. However, in view of the UK’s serious economic. 
difficulties, its disinclination to antagonize the Arab world, and. its 
consistently “neutral” policy since it turned the whole problem over 

| to the UN last year, the British cannot be expected to change their _ 
stand between now and 1 August. Therefore, a Jewish state can be | 
established only in the event that the UN Commission is given a police 

. force sufficiently strong to withstand Arab aggression or that the Jews 
in Palestine are provided with enough military support from outside | 

| toovercome Arab opposition, Be 
| (2) Great Powers Police Force. Be OS | 

| _ An international police force established by the Security Council 
may be of various types. Obviously, the most effective force would be 

| one composed of units from the armed forces of the five great powers. | 
_ The USSR can be expected to welcome an opportunity to send its



troops to Palestine; France, also, would probably: be pleased: to. set. 
foot once again in the Near East; China, for reasons of prestige, would 

want to be represented on an internationial police force but: could | 
scarcely afford to spare any troops from the civil war in China. The | 
UK will almost certainly refuse to contribute. US troops, according __ 

to President Truman, will not be sent to Palestine.. The dispatch of a. 
force composed only of contingents from the USSR, France, and 
possibly China would present the UK and the US with the alternatives 
of exercising the veto or of opening Palestine to Soviet: infiltration. oe 
(8) MediumPowers PoliceForee. 
A second possibility would be a force made up.of contingents from 

the medium powers, but here again the UK and the US would have 
-. to consider the danger of permitting Soviet Satellite troops to enter Ce 

Palestine. The USSR would probably veto the formation of any force 
that did not include Satellite representatives. Even if the great powers, 
eould agree on a force composed of contingents from the medium. 

| powers, it is unlikely that a sufficient number of nations would be 
“ willing to contribute adequate forces. Bes aha tp | 

~The formation of an international ‘police force will depend, in the = 
fast analysis, not-on a mere decision of the Security Council but on 

_ the willingness of nations to contribute to such a force. It isextremely, | 
- unlikely that any nation would do so solely to maintain the prestige ) 

of the UN. In the present state of international security, probably no | 
nation will send its troops to fight the Arabs in Palestine for the pur- | 

- ~ pose ofrestablishing-a»Jewish state. unless. its national interests are | 
threatened by the ‘failure of partition or unless it can hope to enlarge 2 

_ its sphere of influence. The USSR is the only nation that would gains 
from sending troops into Palestine. Since both the UK and the US | 

| have strong strategic reasons for refusing to allow Soviet or Soviet- _ | 
os controlled, troops to enter Palestine, it is highly improbable that an _ ; 

(4) Assistance tothe Jews. 
_- ~ "Phe only alternative method, therefore, is for military aid to be 

- sent.to-the: Jews in such quantities that they will be able to suppress _ 

| all Arab opposition, both internal and external, and set up and main- 

tain an independent state. Such aid might take the form of a volunteer 
“international” force, or-the Security Council could presumably recom- 
mend to the other member nations of the UN that the Arab states be | 

boycotted as deliberately resisting a decision of the SC and that the ———stgK 
| Jewish state be supported with shipments of funds, arms, and ammu- — : 

nition. The UN Commission might be retained as a liaison body | | 

between the Security Council and the new Jewish state. It could not  F 
delineate the frontiers recommended by the UNGA nor could it have | 

any contacts with the Arabs, or establish a special administration in F
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| Jerusalem. Thus the entire purpose of the UNGA partition resolution - 

| would be distorted from the creation of two independent states in 

Palestine to the organization and defense of one state—the J ewish 

state. ee | ! | | 

| _. By sponsoring the formation of an “international” volunteer force, 

or by relinquishing the initiative and authorizing unilateral action by 

7 member states of the UN, the Security Council would recommend a 
course of action extremely dangerous to world peace. Since the USSR: 

- -would-be quick: to.take.advantage of openings related to an SC deci- 

. sion to support the Jews, and thereby extend Soviet strategic influence - | 

_. into Palestine and the Near East, the UK and the US would have good 
a cause not to sanction such actionintheSecurity Council = 

| — «b. [sae] No Action by the UN. | a pe 

--—-.-T£ the UN were unable to agree on any action whatsoever, the con- 
-_ gequences would be disastrous and appreciably decrease the prestige - 

a of the UN. The Jews and Arabs in Palestine would be completely free 

to solicit aid from and make alliances with individual nations. It would 
| be practically impossible to localize the conflict; any nation with vital 

interests.in.the.Arab. world:.would inevitably be embroiled. Since the > 

| struggling Jews and Arabs would accept aid from whatever quarter 

offered, it is difficult to imagine how, under such circumstances, the : 

- USSR could be prevented ‘from sending troops into Palestine. = : 

-@. Reconsiderationbythe UN. ws 

(1). General Considerations: = a | 

| -- Since the failure of partition is already evident, and in view of the —. 

dangers attendant on the establishment of a Jewish state, it appears 

that the only course open to the UN is to reconsider.the whole issue. | 

| For the UN to admit error and'to undertake reconsideration would . 

be a momentous step necessitating considerable moral. courage, but. — 

such procedure would be quite in line with the general practice of 

| tribunals in permitting reargument where doubt is entertained as to. | 

the correctness of the original decision. To comprehend the overriding 

necessity for such a step, two factors must be understood : (1) that 

Arab opposition automatically invalidates the UNGA partition recom- 

mendations, whose basic’ assumption is Arab-Jewish cooperation; = 

(2) that even if a Jewish state could be established and defended by 

force of arms, it would have to defend itself continuously not only 

against its hostile neighbors but against the resistance of 450,000 Arabs 

__-within its own borders until such time as Arab nationalism no longer — 

~ existed; and (3) that full recourse to all judicial procedures before 

action is taken would help to establish world confidence in the fairness 

and justice.of the UN asan instrument for world peace. Oo ee 

(2) Security Council Action | ee | 

~ Reconsideration by the UN of the Palestine issue could be initiated 

| in several ways. The Security Council, after failing to agree on meas-
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ures toimplement partition, may ask the International Court of Justice 
_. . for an advisory opinion on the legality of the UNGA recommendations. > 

At the same time, it might urge a truce between the Arabs and Jews and 
| designate either the present Palestine Commission or some newly . 

formed Security Council agent to arrange and supervise the truce. _ 
Since this step would constitute a completely new development, and 
one long urged by the Arabs, the Arabs would almost certainly agree 

- to such a truce. Since the entire Jewish position is based on UN action, => 
the Jews would have no alternative butto agree although Jewish vio- 

lence would probably continue. The Security Council might, on the _ 
- other hand, refer the question to the Little Assembly or take no action. 

- The proposal for a UN Conciliation Board, if carried through, would 
furnish an opportunity for reconsideration without damage to UN 
prestige en | | 

(3) General Assembly Action. —. ei ae 
- Should the Security Council fail to agree on any action whatsoever, a 

_,,,. the UN Commission, even if it agrees to go to Palestine to help the Jews | 

~~ get up their state, would probably report to the Secretary General that 7 

- the UNGA recommendations could be implemented to only a limited — 
extent. The Secretary General could then refer the issue to the Little 

| Assembly or even summon a special session of the General Assembly a 

— to reconsider. the whole question. (The Little Assembly itself has the | | 

authority to summon a special session of the General Assembly.) Once | 
the issue had been returned to the General Assembly, partition could | 
be considered abandoned. It is impossible to predict what new develop- __ , 

| ments would take place, but it is reasonable to assume that any new | 

solution would have to be acceptable to the Arabs, who would probably __ , 
be willing to make some concessions on the basis of the UNSCOP ss 

_.«MimorityReport. | 

| ae Bt détorial Note. | ghee te ce | 

In a statement before the Security Council on March 2, Ambassador . 

_ Austin made known that the United States would not support. the 
Belgian amendment. At one point, in discussing the United States : 
draft resolution, he hoted that “a vote for paragraph 1 would bea 

__-vote for partition as a solution of the Palestine question. The General 
_ Assembly voted for partition as a solution of the Palestine question. | _ : 

| The United States voted for that solution, and still supports it. As = séfk 

we have stated before, the United States supports the General Assem- a 

bly plan of partition as the framework of implementation by pacific, 
~ means.” He concluded his remarks by stating that “Taken altogether, | 

paragraph 1 of the United States draft resolution means thatthe Secu- tf 
_ rity Council will do everything it can under the Charter to give effect’ |
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tothe recommendation of the General Assembly.” The full text of 

| Ambassador Austin’s statement is printed in SC, 3rd yr., Nos. 16-36, | 

| pages 398-401. teedagyh Be So 

| --The British spokesman, Mr. Creech Jones, announced that, his Gov- 
ernment would not take part in the committee proposed by the two 

draft resolutions, would not vote for either and would not enter into 
any new or extended commitment in regard to Palestine. He concluded 
by stating that “the date of termination of our responsibility is 
irrevocably fixed.” (Zbid., pages 402-405) , co 

_ Soviet Representative Gromyko concluded the discussion on March 2 
-. by announcing his ‘agreement in’ principle: that the five. permanent 

=. ...=. members of the Security Council should consult on the Palestine situ. _ 

So - ation. His position, however, was that they hold direct consultations 

oe rather than through a committee, which he said, would only complicate 

and delay settlement of the question. He noted also that he had no 

objection to paragraph 1 of the United States draft resolution (2b7d., 

| pages 405-407). OS | oO , 

ss §OLLBB Palestine/3-448:Telegram a a | a oo 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 

tthe Secretary of State re 

: cop secrer = ~=~=~—._._ New Yor, March 4, 1948—5: 20 p.m. 

| 949, For Lovett from Austin. I concur with contents of amended 

_ statement on UN responsibility for Palestine on May 15, 1948, con- 

| tained in text authenticated by Rusk and McClintock.* Any confusion 

on the point should be clarified to avoid informal or accidental com- __ 

mitments by member governments on matter of that importance. | 

oo Timing of-such- statement: is. of great importance. If it should be 

_. made immediately after vote on Belgian amendment and US resolu- 

"tion, it might be misinterpreted as a negative attitude onour part 
.-taerely -presented to offer ‘still: further obstacles to UN action on 

| Palestine. Whatever the voting in Security Council on Belgian amend- 

ment and US resolution, it now seems reasonably certain that some _ 

consultation by a committee or group of council with mandatory 

power, Palestine Commission, and J ews and Arabs of Palestine will 

take place concerning peaceful implementation of partition plan. US | 

, should insist by resolution that these consultations be held and, in 

absence of promising results, be wound up as rapidly as possible. | 

| ~ Unless there is a major statement by UK, Secretary-General Lie, or 

others directed to UN responsibility on May 15 prior to a report on the: 

- attempted conciliation, it appears US should make the proposed state- 

| | 2 Not found in Department of State files; but for statement as finally approved, : 
see telegram 108, March 5, to New York, p. 682. a,
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ment at time of Security Council consideration of results of concilia- © 
_ tion effort. In that event, statement should lead directly into positive _ | 

_ proposals for further handling of Palestine matter by UN. Our legal __ 
_ analysis of question of responsibility on May 15 would strongly sup- 

_- port necessity. for prompt action along new lines and would make it 
_. clear to our own people why such proposals are essential. Be 

| _ Consequently, I recommend Department consider addition of follow- ; 
_ ing to present text of proposed statement : | | 

| Here follow additions recommended by Ambassador Austin.?] 
roe nes . Austin: 

_.. 2These suggested additions-as redrafted in the Department appear in telegram _ 
107, March 5, to New York, p. 679. - | oo ; , Lo ae — 

- 501.BB Palestine/3-448:Telegram j= | | — 

Lhe Ambassador in Egypt (Tuck) to the Secretary of State = 

SECRET | a | _. Catro, March 4, 1948—9 p. m. | 
- 225. For Loy Henderson. I called on Minister Foreign Affairs yester- 

_ day to see his reaction to Austin’s speech before the SC, text of which — | 
JThadsenthim, as tees : 
Khashaba Pasha said he had read the speech with great interestand SS 

with “considerable relief” he stated that~he feared that American 
official attitude toward partition might have been much closer to“four- 

_ point plan” advocated by certain prominent Americans, including 
Mrs. Roosevelt and Sumner Welles,! and which had been given con- . 
siderable publicity in the local press. . oe a a 

| Minister Foreign Affairs added that Austin’s speech, while to him ; 
slightly ambiguous, appeared more acceptable and that while reaction _ | 
in Egyptian official circles was guarded, it had been on the whole _ | 
favorable. He was personally interested and gratified that Austin’s — 
speech had received support of President Truman. He told me-that_ | 
if Arab States could receive assurance that plan for establishment | of a Jewish state in Palestine would be abandoned once and for all | 
and that Jewish immigration would not be permitted on scale which | | 
would result in creation of a majority which would facilitate the | | 

_ forming of a Jewish state, then Arab countries would be prepared : 
_to discuss any form of compromise such as. federalization or cantoni- : | 
zation in Palestine. — / | / a oo oe } 

I seized occasion to acquaint him with the purport of paragraphs - : 
2 and 3 of Deptel 211 of February 23, 6 p. m.,2 emphasizing the im- | | _ portance which our government attaches to prevention infiltration of | 

+ Under Secretary of State, 1987-1948. ee - | = This was a répeat of No. 34 to Damascus, p. 649. | oe . 
| 598-594—76—_11 7 | |
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| fighting men and arms into Palestine. I told him that I felt that E gypt 

played leading role in the Arab League and that an example of oo 
moderation in this respect might have its effect on other Arab Govis. - 

Khashaba Pasha replied that while he had admitted the wisdom of such | 

a policy it was indeed difficult, if not impossible, to convince the other - 

- members of the Arab League to this effect? a 
, ee Pe | | Tuck 

’The reactions of leaders in other Arab lands to Senator Austin’s statement | 
. were cautiously favorable (telegrams 121, February 26, from Damascus ; ‘73, Feb- 

SO ruary 27, from Beirut; 195, March 2, from Baghdad; and 107, March 4, from 

_ Jidda). The Soviet reaction was given in a headline in Trud, which stated “USA 

Sabotages UN Decision om Palestine”, and in the accompanying article which 

stated that “USA trying to delay still more and possibly even prevent fulfillment 

| GA resolution on partition.” (Telegram 388, March 1, from Moscow, 501.BB 

Palestine/3—148) - | . 

840.50 Recovery/3-548 oe | 

| Memorandum by the Secretary of State to President Truman and to | 

- ee the Cabinet 3 ae : 

SECRET | a -. [Wasuineron;] March 5, 1948. 

[Here follow six numbered paragraphs on matters other than the — 

| Palestine question.] CO oe | 

| VIL. Parestine © —_ 

Following Ambassador Austin’s statement to the Security Council 

| on Palestine on February 24, the United States introduced a resolution _ 

_ sthe first paragraph of which would accept, subject to the authority of 

the Security Council under the Charter, the requests made to the © 

Council by the Assembly in its resolution of November 29, 1947 call- _ 

ing for implementation of the partition of Palestine. The second para- 

graph of the United States resolution would establish a committee of 

the Council to inform the Council regarding the situation in Pales- | 

| tine, to consider whether there was a threat to international peace and 

. security in that situation, and to consult with the Palestine Commis- 

sion, the United Kingdom and representatives of the principal com- 

~ munities of Palestine on how ‘to carry out the General Assembly | 

recommendation of November 29, 1947. a | . 

) On February 27 the Belgian Delegation introduced an amendment | 

| to the United States resolution wlrich retained the idea of a subcom- 

mittee but would delete the first paragraph of the United States. 

| resolution which calls on the Council in effect to agree to carry out 

go far as the Charter permits the partition of Palestine. Ambassador _ 

| 1 Drafted by William J. McWilliams, Assistant Director of the Executive Secre- 
tariat. A marginal notation states that the memorandum was “taken by hand by | 

the Secretary to Cabinet meeting.” : | | a
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Austin, on March 2, made it clear to the Council that a vote on para- - graph one would be a vote for or against partition by peaceful means. __ It seems apparent that in the vote which is expected this afternoon — ) the Belgian resolution deleting our first paragraph may carry by the | necessary seven votes. It is almost absolutely certain that there are not seven votes in favor of the United States resolution with its first: | _ paragraph. The result will be that the Council will set up a subcom- - Inittee on Palestine and will ask the committee to use every effort of 7 conciliation to see if there is some measure of ‘agreement between the | Arabs, Jews and the Mandatory Power to effect the partition of Palestine by means short of the use of force. | 

It seems certain that such efforts at conciliation will prove fruitless: _ | and at this time the Council must reach a decision in light of the facts: a _ whether or not still to attempt to carry out the partition, Without: - _ endeavoring to prophesy, the future trend seems to be that the Council - | will find itself unable to proceed with partition and that it wil] ‘refer the Palestine problem to an immediate special session of the.General’ - | Assembly forfresh consideration, = ce ee oe he foes ~G.C. Marsnarn, 

- 501.BB Palestine/3-548 :Telegram A | - me | 
Lhe Secretary of State to the United States Representative at the | | sO nited Nations (Austin) Oe 

TOP SECRET us URGENT. Wasutneton, March 5, 1948—3 p: m. a NIACT : - | a Pea 
. 107. Careful review has been made of draft statement on United — Nations responsibility for Palestine as of May 15, 1948 and of your — _ 242, March 4. | : 7 | ee a _.__ It is our opinion that the essential factor in Security Council’s con- oe | _ sideration of Palestine problem is whether or not Council will accept _ plan of partition with economic union recommended by General As- sembly last Nov. 29. This question is posed specifically to Council in Par. 1 of US Res. of Feb. 25, You again laid stress on this essential ~ question in your remarks to Council on March 2, | Fee | | We had thought it preferable to bring this issue to sharp focus in: - the vote today on US Res. of Feb. 25 and Belgian amendment seeking™ ae to delete Para. 1 of that res., dated Feb. 27. oe _ However, following telephone conversations with USUN we defers —t™” _ to your judgment that it is essential for Council’s conciliatory machin- ery to be used before final decision is taken. We shall be guided by your | | opinion that issue will mature more naturally in a week or ten days” | time and that the conciliatory machinery of the Council will result in |
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showing beyond any doubt whatsoever that the differing attitudes of — 
- the Jews for partition, Arabs against partition, and the Mandatory 

Power for leaving Palestine, are at present irreconcilable. 

- Should the conciliatory process reach what seems tobethisinevitable 
conclusion there is still need of a clear-cut decision by the Council on , 

__- whether or not to accept the requests made of it by the General Assem- = 

bly. We do not feel it incumbent on the United States to draw its own _ 
conclusions after the results of conciliation are known and then to 
suggest the specific program outlined in your 242. Rather, we feel that 
‘the matter should be brought to a vote, not at the instance of the United 

States but on the motion of some colleague such as Colombia or China. 
This could be done, for example, in a resolution pointing to the nega- 

_ tive results of conciliation as confirming the Council’s previous © 
; negative vote on paragraph 1 of the United States resolution of | 

—— February 25. = ee Se 
On such a resolution the United States would abstain on the ground 

oo that it did not wish to cast a veto. This would indicate that we were 7 

impressed by the facts reported by the Conciliation Committee but 

--would not force us to go on record as voting against partition. : 

- As for the debate in the Council today, on the United States and | 

Belgian Resolutions, you have already been instructed by telephone 
to indicate our strong opposition to the essential aim of the Belgian — 
Resolution which is to delete Paragraph 1 of the United States Resolu- 

| tion. You will point out that a bare ten weeks intervene between now. 

- and. May 15, the announced date of termination of UK responsibility 

a for Palestine. You will stress that the Council cannot evade a decision — 

on whether or not to accept the requests of the General Assembly’s - 

~ Resolution of November 29. oe | 
) The approved text of the proposed statement on United Nations — 

responsibility for Palestine after May 15 follows by separate telegram, == | 

| with certain minor textual changes. You should add the following = 

| conclusion: © 7 SO - 

“Now that these conclusions have been made clear, what is the next - 
| - task of this Council? =| | | 

| By the vote on March ——— it is evident that the Security Council © 
| _ has rejected the requests made of it by the General Assembly in its _ 

resolution of November 29, 1947. It is evident that the Security Council . 
has rejected the partition of Palestine. | . 

As I pointed out a few moménts ago, my Government believes that _ 
the plan proposed by the General Assembly was an integral planand, 
as the Chairman of the Palestine Commission clearly indicated, it _ 
would not succeed unless each of its parts were carried out. | 
_ The decision of the Security Council has been taken. This decision _ 
is contrary to the position which the United States Delegation has |
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taxen but as a loyal member of this Council we defer to the will of | 
| _ the majority. | 

‘The Security Council now has before it clear evidence that the Jews | 
_ and Arabs of Palestine and the Mandatory Power are not prepared to _ 

Implement the General Assembly plan of partition through peaceful 
| _ means. The announced determination of the Mandatory Power to 

terminate the Mandate on May 15, 1948, if carried out by the UK, __ 
| would clearly result, in light of information now available, in chaos 

and heavy fighting in Palestine. We cannot believe that the UN, the 
Mandatory Power, or the inhabitants of Palestine could permit such — 
a result. We believe that every possible effort should be made by all 

| concerned to find a peaceful settlement prior to departure of British 
- forcesfrom that country. | | | 

The United States believes that the Security Council should take 
immediate steps for the maintenance of international peace and 

_ security and for finding of a settlement of the Palestine problem, The 
| United States believes that the Security Council should now: 

- _ (a) Take all measures under the Charter to ensure that the - 
- situation in Palestine shall not become a threat to international 

Co peace and security. : : co , | - 
(6) Request the Secretary-General to convoke immediately a — 

Special session of the General Assembly to consider further the 
—— _ question of Palestine. _ a - 7 

__(¢) Continue its efforts, in consultation with Representatives  __ 
- of the principal committees of Palestine and the Mandatory _ 

Power, to ascertain whether there is any basis for agreement ona — 
_ future government of Palestine which would permit the early  — 

_ attainment of independence by that country. | : 
| (ad) In the event that the consultation foreseen in (¢) above 

: _- proves without affirmative result, to consider recommendation to 
__ the Special Session of the General Assembly that until the people 

| of Palestine are ready for self-government they should be placed - 
- _- under the trusteeship system of the United Nations. _ - | 

. (@) Request the UK to reconsider its decision to terminate the 
mandate on May 15, 1948, pending further consideration of the 

_--- problem by the General Assembly and in order that the United —>’ 
Nations may make further efforts to find a peaceful solution. 

| _ (f) Instruct the Palestine Commission to suspend its activities | a 
| pending further recommendations by the General Assembly. _ oe 

The United States makes these suggestions to the Council because of 
a our deep concern over the prospective course of events in Palestine. 
_- As I stated in my remarks to Council on February 24, the United 

_ States seeks a solution for Palestine. within the framework of the 
United Nations. That means, of course, that we would be glad to 

__ .eonsider any other proposals from any source which might provide 
_ an. answer for this complicated question. We are convinced, however, 

| _ that whatever is to be done must be done promptly, and that further a 
delay may become synonymous with disaster.” a ss 

| 7: Ce : _ — Marsrarn
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-501.BB Palestine/3-548: Telegram . oe | 

‘Lhe Secretary of State to the United States Representative at the 
Oo — Onited Nations (Austin) | | a 

| TOP SECRET Us URGENT  Wasuineton, March 5, 1948—4 p. m. 
108. Following is approved text of proposed statement by Ambas- 

sador Austin on situation in Palestine after British withdrawal 
| May15,1948: - | 

- “In his statement to the Security Council on February 24, 1948, 
the Representative of the United Kingdom said, ‘My Government are _ 
bringing to an end the discharge of their responsibilities towards Pal- 
estine under the Mandate and are leaving the future of that country 
to international authority.’ - : | a 

: On March 2, 1948, the Representative of the United Kingdom re- 
ferred, in his statement to the Council, to ‘whatever procedure the | 
United Nations may decide to adopt with a view to assuming responsi- | 
bility for the Government of Palestine on May 15th’, and concluded 

_-with the statement, ‘finally, I must repeat that the United Kingdom | 
cannot enter into any new or extended commitment in regard to Pales- _ 
tine. Our contribution has already been made over the years and the . | 
date of termination of our responsibility is irrevocably fixed’ 

_ The status of Palestine will be equivocal because the United King- 
dom seeks to give up the Mandate. Article 5 of the Mandate in respect 
of Palestine provides: | : 

_ “The Mandatory shall be responsible for seeing that no Pales- 
tine territory shall be ceded or leased to, or in any way placed. 

| S under the control of, the Government of any foreign Power.’ 

In the premises there is the urgent need for a prompt decision by 
the Security Council on the General Assembly recommendation as 
well as an early clarification of United Nations responsibility toward 
Palestine. ss | | 

The General Assembly and the Security Council have broad respon- — 
+ sibilities in fidelity to the principles of justice and the aims of the 

Charter to assist in bringing about a pacific settlement of situations 
_ and disputes placed before them. The Security Council has specific | 

obligations and powers where it finds a threat to the peace, breach of 
| the peace, or act of aggression. I have already dealt,in my statement _ 

to the Security Council on February 24 and March 2, with these | 
responsibilities, = ee ae 

: The assumption of administrative or governmental responsibility 
by the United Nations is another matter. If the United Nations is to 

| act as a government, a large administrative. task is involved. The 
| Organization itself becomes directly responsible for all phases of the - 

| life of the people over whom such powers are exercised. It is a for-  -_ 
| _ midable responsibility and a heavy financial commitment is incurred — 

| by all 57 Members of the Organization. Se a 
The United Nations does not automatically fall heir to the responsi- __ 

| bilities either of the League of Nations or of the Mandatory Power in 
respect of the Palestine Mandate. The record seems to us entirely clear
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that the United Nations did not take over the League of Nations man- 
— - date system. oe : | ee | 

“The League of Nations Assembly on April 18, 1946, at its final 
| session, passed a resolution which included the following two | 

| paragraphs: oe | ee | | 

"Tae AssemMBiy eg es | 
: _ *3. Recognizes that, on the termination of the League’s existence, 

its functions with respect to the mandated territories will come to 
~ anend, but notes that Chapters XI, XIT, and XIII of the Charter : 

-.. of the United Nations embody principles corresponding to those 
| declared in Article 22 of the Covenant of the League; : 

| “4, ‘Takes note of the expressed intentions of the Members of 
_ the League now administering territories under mandate to con- : 

tinue to administer them for the well-being and development of the | 
_ peoples concerned in accordance with the obligations contained in 

‘the respective Mandates, wntil other arrangements have been | 
| agreed between the United Nations and the respective Mandatory 

, Powers,’ | an ) | 7 

At the first part of the first session of the United Nations General | 
_ Assembly, on February 12, 1946, the Assembly passed a Resolution | 

regarding the transfer of certain functions, activities, and assets of 
_ the League of Nations to the United Nations. No transfer of functions 

concerning Mandates was mentioned. The Resolution included the | 
statement that: oo | os. 7 | 

| | ‘The General Assembly will itself examine, or will submit to 
the appropriate organ of the United Nations, any request from the : 
parties that the United Nations should assume the exercise of 

| | Tunctions or powers entrusted to the League of Nations by treaties, _ 
International conventions, agreements, and other instruments © : 

-.. having a political character.’ | : | 

oo ‘Provision was made in the United Nations Charter for the volun- 
tary placing of mandates under‘a trusteeship system by means of - 
trusteeship agreements between the General Assémbly or the Security = 
Council and the states directly concerned, including the Mandatory hs 

_ Power. By such an agreement, the United Nations itself under article . 
81 of the Charter could become the administering authority for a 
trust territory. No such proposal has been made by the Mandatory © : 
Power with respect to Palestine and no action has been taken by the 

| United Nations itself which would have that result. CO - 
We think it clear that the United Nations does not succeed to ad- _ 

_ ministrative responsibility for Palestine merely because the latter is 
a Mandate. Signing the Charter did not commit the signatories to a 
contingent liability for mandates, to become operative by unilateral 
decisions of Mandatory Powers to abandon their mandates, __ 
Does the General Assembly recommendation of November 29,1947 

constitute an acceptance by the United Nations of governmental re- | 
sponsibility for Palestine? a | | | mo 

On April 2, 1947 the United Kingdom directed the following request - 
to the Secretary General of the United Nations: . . : 

‘His Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom request the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations to place the question of
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Palestine on the agenda of the General Assembly at its next regu- 
lar Annual Session. They will submit to the Assembly an account. - 

7 of ther administration of the League of Nations Mandate and 
— will ask the Assembly to make recommendations, under Article | 

10 of the Charter, concerning the future government of Palestine. 
| ‘In making this request, His Majesty’s Government drew the 

| | attention of the Secretary-General to the desirability of an early 
| settlement in Palestine and to the risk that the General Assembly 

| might not be able to decide upon its recommendations at its next 
regular annual session unless some preliminary study of the | 
question had previously been made under the auspices of the 

| _ United Nations. They therefore request the Secretary-General to , 
summon, as soon as possible, a special session of the General As- 

oo sembly for the purpose of constituting and instructing a special 
committee to prepare for the consideration, at the regular session - 
of the Assembly, of the question referred to in the preceding 

| paragraph.’ © | oe am | 

From this it is clear that the question of Palestine came before the 
General Assembly as a request for a recommendation. No proposal | 
was made by the United Kingdom to the General Assembly that'the 

| United Nations itself undertake responsibility for the government of 
Palestine. — : | OO | OO | 

| Following consideration of the question of Palestine in a special |. ~ 
oe session, in a special committee (UNSCOP), and by an Ad Hoc Com- | 
_ mittee of the General Assembly at its Second Regular Session, the | 

General Assembly passed a. Resolution which recommended ‘to the 
United Kingdom, as the Mandatory Power for Palestine, and to all | 

- other Members of the United Nations, the adoption and implementa- | 
tion, with regard to the future government of Palestine, of the plan of 

: partition with economic union’ set forth in the Resolution. Under 
the plan, the United Nations agreed, as a part of the recommended . 

_ general settlement, to undertake administrative responsibilities for the 
- . City of Jerusalem. Further, the General Assembly agreed that a com- 

_ mission elected by it would perform certain functions to effect the 
transfer of responsibility from the Mandatory Power to the successor 
governments in Palestine. The limited responsibilities of the United 
Nations set forth in the plan are inseparable from the plan as a whole 

a and are dependent upon the adoption and implementation of the entire 
plan. This essential unity of the General Assembly recommendation 

| was emphasized by the Chairman of the Palestine Commission in his 
| statement to the Security Council on February 24: 

| ‘IT have put some stress upon the words “Plan of Partition as it 
| has been envisaged by the General Assembly,” since it is with the | 

ss implementation of such Plan that our Commission has been en- | 
trusted. It is quite natural—and legitimate—for interested parties : 
to concentrate their efforts preponderantly—if not exclusively— | 

| . on such parts of the Plan as are intended more especially for their 
| .  gake. The Commission is not in such a position; its.duty, accord- 

ing to its terms of reference, is to provide for the implementation
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| of the whole Plan which has been concewed by the General As- | , 
| sembly asawhole... | | 

| ‘Since the Plan has been envisaged as a whole, the realization 
and sound.functioning of one part of the Plan has been made, in 

Oo a substantial degree, dependent upon the establishment and func- — 7 
| tioning of its other parts.’ | | Oo 

| The limited functions which the General Assembly offered to under- | 
| take in connection with its Palestine recommendation stand or fall | 

. with that resolution. a | 
_ If it proves impossible to give effect to that Resolution, the United 
Nations will have, on May 15, 1948, no administrative and govern-- 
mental responsibilities for Palestine, unless further action is taken by _ 
the General Assembly. 7 a | | oo 

| _ We conclude that a unilateral decision by the United Kingdom to 
terminate the Palestine Mandate cannot automatically commit the 
United Nations to responsibility for governing that country.” _ 

Conclusion of this statement will be as set forth in Dept’s immedi- | 
ately preceding niact telegramt = | a 

| | | a Marsan | 

a 18upra. on 7 - a 

| Editorial Note oo | 

_ + Ambassador Austin, on March 5, reiterated to the Security Council = 
_ the strong opposition of the United States to the Belgian amendment __ 

: but ‘announced that the United States would abstain from voting on 
the amendment to’avoid raising any question of a veto (SC, 3rd yr., | 

. Nos. 36-51, page 25). Later in the discussion, he expressed his willing- __ 
hess, in the interests of harmony, to meet Ambassador Gromyko’s | 
wishes regarding direct consultation (ibéd., page 81). | | 

The Council, the same day, moved to vote on the Belgian amend-. 
| ment, paragraph by paragraph. None of the paragraphs secured the | | 

| necessary seven affirmative votes and the President of the Council _ | 

ruled the Belgian amendment defeated (ibid., pages 35-40, passim). 
The Council then proceeded to vote on the amended draft resolution 
of the United States, adopting the preamble, paragraph 2(a) andthe => 
final paragraph. 'The key first paragraph, however, received but five =— 

| affirmative votes, those of the United States, the Soviet Union, Bel- | 

- gium, France, and the Ukraine, with six abstentions, and therefore . 
| failed of adoption. Paragraphs 2(6) and 2(c¢) fell one vote short of Oo 

the required seven votes and also failed of adoption (idid., pages 40- a 

_ 48). For the text of the approved portions of the draft resolution, see 
telegram 164 to Jerusalem, infra. Oo | A
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501.BB Palestine/3-648 : Telegram — we - | OS oo 

. | The Secretary of State to the 0 onsulate General at Jerusalem 

- SECRET US URGENT ee “Wasutneron, March 6, 1948—6 p.m. — 
NIACT whe ee a oe a 

164. Security Council adopted resolution’ on March 5 reading as 
follows: | gee | —_ | | . | 

“The Security Council — | | | 
_ Having received the resolution of the General Assembly of 29 No- 

vember 1947, on Palestine, and having received from the United — 
_. Nations Palestine Commission its first monthly report and its first — 

special report on the problem of security in Palestine: , | 
~ Resolves: | foe | | | | 
To call on the permanent members of the Council to consult and | 
To inform the Security Council regarding the situation with respect - 

to Palestine and to make as the result of such consultations recom- _ | 
mendations to it regarding the guidance and instructions which the 
Council might usefully give to the Palestine Commission with a view _ 
of implementing the resolution of the General Assembly. The Security 
Council requests the permanent members to report to it on the results 

| of their consultations within ten days. | | | 
| Appeals to all governments and peoples, particularly in and around 

Palestine, to take all possible action to prevent or reduce such dis- 
orders as‘are now occurring in ‘Palestine.” | 

| 7 Prior to adoption this resolution members USDel discussed ques- | 
tion AHC participation in current UN discussions on Palestine with 
Arab reps at UN. Nakkleh, AHC rep New York, indicated AHC, on 

a _ his recommendation, had decided not to take part in such discussions. 
Members USDel pointed out that a) failure to, cooperate in UN 

| efforts was creating unfavorable impression in UN circles and on > 
world opinion; 6) it was essential, for example, that SC have _ 

| official AHC views as well as those of JA and mandatory 
| power on which to base such conclusions as SC might reach; and c) 

| _  AHC participation affords means through which AHC views come 
_ to world attention. Reps. of important Arab states are believed to 

concur in latter views and have indicated they will endeavor to per- 7 
| suade AHC officials in Jersusalem to reconsider its decision not to . 

participate in UN discussions, Nakkleh indicated he would reconsider | 
question and might consult his superiors in Jerusalem. So 

US as one of permanent members SC is required under March 5to 

| consult on situation with respect Palestine and as longstanding friend : 

of Arab world would particularly regret if reps of Arabs of Palestine — 
_ refused to present their views in connection with these consultations. 
_-- Dept attaches great importance this matter and requests you dis-_ 

— cuss with AHC participation in SC discussions and in such consulta- 

* Numbered 42 (1948). oe |
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. tions as may be necessary under March 5 resolution. You might point on 

out that such consultation would involve no commitments on part 

of AHC.? - oe oe ) 
Gent to Jerusalem for action; Repeated to Baghdad, Beirut, 

| Damascus, Jidda and Cairo for information and for immediate m-- a 

formal discussion with ForOffl, oe | a 
oo | 7 MARSHALL, 

oe "2 Jerusalem, on March 8 sent the text of a communication from the Arab Higher | 
Committee refusing to participate in discussions with the permanent members of 

| the Security Council. Consul General Macatee concluded, after subsequent dis-— | 
cussion with Hussein Khalidi, Secretary of the Committee, that the answer 
would probably have been in the affirmative if the reference to implementing | 
the resolution of the General Assembly had not appeared in the Security Council 
resolution. (Telegram 271, 867N.01/3—-848) oS | 

Cairo, on March 16, reported information from Azzam Pasha that the Arab — 
| Higher Committee had authorized its New York representatives to give infor- 

mation to the Security Council on an informal basis but had forbidden him to ; 
discuss partition in any form. (Telegram 263, 501.BB Palestine/3~—1648 ) | | 

Clifford Papers. | | : | - | : 

Memorandum by the President's Special Counsel (Clifford)+ — 

Oe co | | [Wasuineron ?,] March 6, 1948. 

_ Proposep ProcraM ON THE PALESTINE PROBLEM Bo 

Unless immediate action is taken to preserve peace in Palestine, _ 
_ chaos and war will follow Great Britain’s withdrawal on May 15th. 

Such a situation will seriously damage United States prestige and 
_ United States interests. It will surely be exploited by the Russians. | 

7 ‘The policy of the United States must be to support the United Na- 
tions settlement of the Palestine issue. This Government urged parti- : 
tion upon the United Nations in the first place and it is unthinkable 

_ that it should fail to back up that decision in every possible way. To a 
do so, the United States Government should adopt the following pro- 
gram of immediate action : a | | oe 

A. Preservation of Peace a ; a oe | 

| 1. During the period of Five-Power discussions, provided for by the 
_ Security Council Resolution of March 5th, the United States should 

exert every pressure it can bring to bear upon the Arab States to ac-— 
cept partition. Strong pressures may already have been applied, but - 

| it does not look that way to the American people. Rather, there 
have been numerous examples of what appear to be acts of appease- a 
ment toward the Arabs. It is inconceivable to most Americans and to _ = 

* Although the source text contains no indication of authorship, Mr. Clifford — | 
has stated that he was the drafter. (Memorandum of conversation by William 
M. Franklin, June 20, 1974, 501.BB Palestine/3-2248) | ,
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| many other countries that we cannot—if we really wish to doso—exert | 
effective pressure both on the Arabs and on the British. | a 

— 2. At the conclusion of the ten-day period provided for under the 
oo Resolution of the Security Council, the United States should take the — . 

| initiative in branding the Arab States as aggressors and should move — sy 

. in the Security Council that Arab action constitutes a threat to the 
| peace. — oe , 7 | 

; 3. The United States should further call upon the Security Coun- _ 
7 cil to require Great Britain to comply with the General Assembly’s | 

, resolution to refrain from taking “any action to prevent, obstruct or 

| delay the implementation by the (Palestine) Commission of the mea- 
| sures recommended by the General Assembly.” BF 

In particular, Great Britain should be required to: — | 

a) permit immediate entry of the UN Commission into Palestine 
as directed by the General Assembly resolution ; | | ; | 

b)-set aside Tel Aviv and its vicinity as a port, in compliance with — 
the General Assembly resolution. - | a 

B. Arab and Jewish Militias — Cc | | 

1. The United States should call upon the Security Council immedi- ~ 

| ately to create the Arab and Jewish armed militias provided for in 
the General Assembly’s resolution, and to provide means for and | 

| - supervise the procurement of the necessary arms. — | | 
2. The United States should immediately lift its unilateral embargo 

| on arms to the Middle East. Shipments of arms should be freely al- 
lowed subject to limitations set by the UN Palestine Commission | 

or the Security Council. This will give the Jewish militia and Hagana, 

which are striving to implement the UN decision, equal opportunity 

. with the Arabs to arm for self-defense. © | SO 

' 8, The United States should withdraw its instructions to the Ameri- oe 

can Consulate General in Jerusalem which requires recalling the pass- 

ports of all Americans serving in Arab or Jewish militia created by - 

— the UN. | : ( , 

4, The United States should cooperate fully with any programs set | 

| up by the UN Palestine Commission to carry out its functions in re- | 
spect of Arab and Jewish militias. | | 

C. International Security Force | | | a | . 
| | 1. The United States should cooperate to the fullest with the UN | 

| Palestine Commission in plans for establishing an international secu- _ | 

rity forcein Palestine. = a | a 
9. The United States position on the composition of this force should | 

| continue as it was prior to the General Assembly’s action: recruitment
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from volunteers and not by calls on member states for national con- | 
- tingents. Thus, no American troops would be involved. But the United 

-. States should assume its part of the cost of recruiting, arming, and | 
- maintaining this international security force. | | 

| _ Further protections are wise: | | 

| qa) the pattern should be the one followed in setting up the UN 
Palestine Commission: no recruitment from nationals of permanent. 
members of the Security Council or from nations directly involved in | 
the Middle East. This means a volunteer force from the smaller na- 
tions and excludes United States, Russia, and Great Britain. a 

- 6) Service should not be in national uniform. The international = _ 
| security force should be under UN control and supervision, and serve 
asa UN force. Oo , . - | Be 

3. If Russia vetoes the exclusion of volunteers from the great powers, 
the United States should concede that point, subject to the following 

-—--- gonditions: : | | | | | : 

- a) the total number of volunteers from the 5 great powers shall not 
exceed 14 of the total authorized force;and rns | 

6) the number of volunteers who are nationals of any one great — a 
-> power shall not exceed 14 of the quota reserved for the 5 great powers. | 

| This would mean, for example, that Russian volunteers would not | 

-- be more than 149 of the total authorized international security force. 

In the event such program be adopted, the United States should re- 
- move any limitations penalizing Americans for serving in such force. a 

American citizens were not barred from joining the British Air Force 
: or the Chinese Flying Tigersinthe last war. a - . 

4, If: competent military authorities determine that a force composed oo 

~ of individual volunteers cannot be made ready soon enough to meet the | 
- needs of the situation, then the United States should agree to proposals - 

for the Security Council to exercise its authority under the UN Charter . , 

- tocall on member nations to provide troops. __ Oo 
| But here too, the composition should be as above indicated; first, | 

if-possible, by troops supplied voluntarily by member nations; see 
- ondly, if that should prove to be impossible, by call on all nations. | oe 

In either event, this force should be.subject to the quota limitations _— 

aboveoutlined. (= 7 Oo ae 

5. Special.attention should be paid to the needs of the City of =| 
| Jerusalem, in order that on the withdrawal of Great Britainon May 15, | 

Christian holy places and religious buildings and sites sacred to the — 7 
entire Christian world would not be left at the mercy of fanatical = 

| = Moslems. | we Oo
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Clifford Papers : 4 ce SO a oO 

| Memorandum by the President’s Special Counsel (Clifford) | 
oe to President Truman+ | 

| - [Wasuineron ?,] March 8,1948. 

It seems to me that much of the discussion about our foreign policy— 
| and specifically the Palestine issue—does not touch the fundamentals _ 

of the problem. I am, therefore, taking the liberty of presenting to | 
| you my own views. | | _ 

: At the outset, let me say that the Palestine problem should not be 
approached as a Jewish question, or an Arab question, or a United | 

| -Nations question. The sole question is what is best for the United © 
.States of America. Furthermore, one’s judgment in advising as to 7 

_ What is best for America must in no sense be influenced by the | 
election this fall. I know only too well that you would not hesitate 

_ to follow a course of action that makes certain the defeat of the | 
Democratic Party if you thought such action were best for America. 
“What I say is, therefore, completely uninfluenced by election considera- | 

_ tions. | oe | 

There are some who criticize your actions last fall in actively sup- | 
porting partition in Palestine. They argue that this embarked the | 
United States on a new policy; that this new policy involves military — 
commitments which we are unable to perform; and that, therefore, 

~ we should seek some other solution. This argument is completely 
fallacious. : | aoe | | 

Your action in supporting partition is in complete conformity with 
- . the settled policy of the United States. Palestine was Turkish terri- 

tory prior to World War I. It was captured by the Allies. The Balfour 
Declaration favoring “the establishment in Palestine of a national © 

, home for the Jewish people”, was made November 2, 1917. Its text 
had been submitted to President Wilson and approved by him before 
its publication. It was publicly endorsed by the French and Italian _ 
Governments in April 1920. The principal Allied powers decided 

| _ that. the mandate for the government of. Palestine should be entrusted 
_ to Great Britain and that the mandatory power was to be responsible 

- for putting the Balfour Declaration into effect. The substance of the 
Balfour Declaration has been restated by Presidents Harding, Coo- 
lidge, Hoover, Franklin D. Roosevelt and yourself. The Balfour 
Declaration was approved by joint resolution of Congress June 30, 

_. 1922. It was reaffirmed in the American-British Palestine Mandate 

* Although the source text contains no indication of authorship, Mr. Clifford has 
stated that he was the drafter. (Memorandum of conversation by William M, 

_ Franklin, June 20, 1974, 501.BB Palestine/3-—2248) a
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Convention of December 3, 1924. The Balfour policy was again _ 
approved in a declaration by members of the Senate and the House | 
of the 77th Congress, which was submitted to the President November - 

| 2, 1942, signed by 68 Senators and 198 members of the House. 
— - In 1944 both the Democratic and the Republican National Con- 

- ventions adopted resolutions favoring the establishment in Palestine oe 
of “a free and democratic Jewish commonwealth”. Oo 

ee Under date of July 2, 1945, a letter was addressed to yousigned bya 
maj ority of both Houses of Congress, stating “that the time for action a, 

| is now” and urged “all interested governments to join with the United => 
| States toward the end of establishing Palestine as a free and democratic | 

~ Jewish commonwealth at the earliest possible time.” A letter to the 
| same effect dated July 2, 1945 was addressed to you and signed by the 

' governors of forty of the forty-eight states of the United States. On 
| ~ December 19, 1945, a concurrent resolution was adopted by Congress a 

which resolved that the United States use its good offices towards the 
establishment of a democratic commonwealth in Palestine. | 

There are numerous other declarations of policy by the United States . 
- Government to the same effect. Your active support of partition was _ 

in complete harmony with the policy of the United States. Seldom _ 
has any policy of this government been so clearly and definitely estab- 
fished. Had you failed to support partition, you would have been de- 
parting from an established American policy and justifiably subject to 
criticism. oe | | a a 

| Partition unquestionably offers the best hope of a permanent solu- - 
- tion of the Palestine problem that may avoid war. The policy of drift 

and delay urged by opponents of partition makes absolutely certain’ 
the very military involvements that they profess they want to avoid. _ 
Your action on partition in no wise extended the military commitments | 
of the United States. It was a high-minded, statesmanlike adoption a 

: of the one course of action that may avoid military involvement. | 

. | Not only is partition in conformity with established American policy, 
not only is partition the only hope of avoiding military involvement —s_ 

sof the United States in the Near East, but, in addition, partition is 
the only course of action with respect to Palestine that will strengthen | 
our position vis-a-vis Russia. - a 

One of the most fundamental objectives of American foreign policy = 
is that no aggressive military power shall establish itself on the shores | 

| of Western Europe. Germany became a real threat to the United States : 
_ when she moved to establish herself in Channel ports. Twice we went 

to war to throw her back from these. as 
Britain likewise has no desire to see an aggressive military power _ 

_ establish itself in Western Europe. But Britain also has primary inter-
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| ests all over southern Asia and Africa. Britain, therefore, must con- 
sider her military position on those continents. Economic exhaustion 
has necessitated the limitation of her military forces. To compensate _ 
for curtailment of her military forces in Asia and the Near East, 7 

a Britain is deliberately building up an alliance with the Moslem world. a 
_ Such an alliance, she undoubtedly feels, will give her friendly popula- 

tions from Pakistan west across Asia Minor and all along the shores of 
| North Africa. | 7 a | : 

| While the British-Moslem alliance is undoubtedly extremely im- 
: portant to Britain, a similar alliance between the United States and the _ 

_. Moslem world is much less important to the United States. Our pri- 
mary interests demand alliances with the nations to the south of us 

_ and along the shores of Western Europe. | ) 

a Te . III 7 | | } 

) Events have proved that, for the present at least, “one world” is 
_ impossible of attainment—either within the United Nations or other- 

wise. Normally, the cohesive force that holds an organization together | 
is opposition from the outside. The absence of such opposition from | 

: the outside tends to cause the organization to break into factions. The 7 
| existence of the Axis military was the cohesive force that held the : 

_ Allied Natioris together during the war. With the military collapse of | 
the Axis, unity among the Allied powers ceased. When all the nations | 

_ of the world unite in a peace organization, there is no outside opposi- _ 
tion. We are in no danger from attack from Mars. Therefore, a world 
organization tends to break into factions. This is what happened to the | 
League of Nations. It is also happening in the United Nations. The 

| United Nations is now dividing between the. Soviet faction and the _ 
- United States faction. | | oo Se 

: : on IV — 

| The development of factions within the United Nations compelsthe ~ 
-. .. United States to determine its course of action vis-a-vis the United 

Nations. OO - ae Oo 
We must admit that the possibility of the United Nations affording 

_ adequate military protection to us becomes more and more remote. | 
_ One course of action that the United States might follow would be to 

make less and less use of the United Nations machinery. This would 
: inevitably lead ultimately to the collapse of the United Nations.Sucha 

policy, in my opinion, would be tragic. | Se | 
: In the first place, the United Nations is a God-given vehicle through 

_ which the United States can build up a community of powers in 
Western Europe and elsewhere to resist Soviet aggression and main- 

- tain our historic interests. It is the best conceivable mechanism tu 
| capitalize on the Marshall plan politically. We can cement alliances.
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| immediately through the United Nations mechanisms which could not _ 

be brought about by fifty years of diplomacy. a | 
Secondly, a jettisoning of the United Nations would be calamitous. 

- to American morale. The American people want peace. They fervently. | 

believe that the United Nations offers the best hope for peace. They - 
would go to war to sustain the United Nations as an instrumentality 

- . for peace. The cruel fact is that American morale is collapsing right. : 

around us today because the American people feel that their govern- 
_ - ment is aiding and abetting in the disintegration of the United 

_ Nations—the one great hope of the American people for peace. Nothing: 

| has contributed so much to this feeling as Senator Austin’s recent. | 
statement. In large part, it seemed to be the sophistries of a lawyer 

. attempting to tell what we could not do to support the United. _ 
| Nations—in direct contradiction to your numerous statements that we- | 

mean to do everything possible to support the United Nations | 
_° Not only do the American people see their government failing to 
back up the United Nation’s position on Palestine but now they hear: 
talk of our entering into military alliances with the powers of Western. - 
Europe with no reference to such action coming within the framework: - 

. of the United Nations. The American people grasped at the United’ : 

| Nations, believing it would save them from being engulfed in World. 

- _ War III. Suddenly, they see what they thought was dry land begin. 
. to sink—sink because of what they regard as supineness of their own: 
government. - : ae Co 

All of this is causing a complete lack of confidence in our foreigu: 

policy from one end of this country to the other and among all classes 

of our population. This lack of confidence is shared by Democrats, _ 

- Republicans, young people and old people. There is a definite feeling 

that we have no foreign policy, that we do not know where we are | 
going, that the President and the State Department are bewildered,. 
that the United States, instead of furnishing leadership in world 
affairs,is drifting helplessly, = | | 

: I believe all of this can be changed. | 7 

oe PROPOSED UNITED STATES POLICY | / : 

| 1. While recognizing that the United Nations will not afford 
- us adequate military protection, we should nevertheless support it oo 

_ to the limit as an instrumentality for consolidating the anti-Soviet 
a forces of the world. Here is an instrumentality already in existence 

_ which is well-nigh a perfect mechanism for such purpose. tis 
5598-59476 12 BO ee -
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— Any military arrangement with Western European powers must be 

| pictured as coming completely within the framework of the United _ 
Nations. If this is done, it will receive the support of the American. 
people. If this is not done, we will see an isolationism develop in 
America that will make any military alliances or intelligent foreign 
policy well-nigh impossible within the foreseeable future. a 

. 2. In order to save the United Nations for our own selfish inter- - 
| ests, the United States must promptly and vigorously support the 
- United Nations actions regarding Palestine. We “crossed the Rubicon” | 

on this matter when the partition resolution was adopted by the 
_ Assembly—largely at your insistence. A retreat now will be a body- | 

blow to the United Nations. We cannot hope to cement alliances in. , 
South America and Western Europe if we back out now. Those 

| countries would justifiably discount the value of any commitments | 
| ‘we might propose to make in the face of our repudiation of a commit- 

| ment we only made last November. - . 
3. The British have announced that they intend to withdraw from 

| Palestine by May 15th. Unless affirmative action is taken immediately | 
by both the United States and the Security Council to preserve peace 

| in Palestine, the withdrawal of Britain’s military forces on May 15th 
| will be followed by chaos and bloody war. , 7 

_ 4, There is no more certain way of having Russia move into the _ 
Arabian Peninsula than for us to permit war to develop between the 

| Jews and the Arabs—and this is as certain as the rising of tomorrow’s | 
| sun, léss we move promptly to prevent it. Furthermore, when thishap- 

| | pens, Russia can move in unilaterally as the defender of world peace | 
. and champion of the United Nations. To permit this to happen would 

_bedisastrous. > . | 
| | 5. It is argued that our Arabian oil supplies will be imperilled if 

we support the Assembly’s resolution for partition of Palestine. The 
_ -- United States and Western Europe can only get oil from Arabia if 

there is peace in Arabia. Peace in Arabia can only be maintained by 
backing up the Arabs or by backing up the United Nations. The time 
for new solutions or compromises ended when the Assembly adopted | 
the partition resolution. It is utterly unthinkable for the United 

. States now to back the Arabs and openly oppose a decision of the 
| United Nations Assembly, arrived at at your own insistence. The only 

alternative is, therefore, to back up the United Nations so that there 
willbe peace in Palestine. 

| 6. There are those who say that such a course of action will not get 
us oll, that the Arabs will not sell us oil if we back up the United | 
Nations partition plan. The fact of the matter is that the Arab states 
must have oil royalties or go broke. For example, 90% of Saudi
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 Arabia’s revenues come from American oil royalties. The Arab states 

have no customer for their oil other than the United States: . a 

| 6 a) they must have dollars and can get dollars only fromthe United 

tates ; | : | : a 

) their social and economic structure would be irreparably harmed =~ 

| by adopting a Soviet orientation, and it would be suicide for their | 

ruling classes to come within the Soviet sphere ofinfluence; ss 

c) Saudi Arabia possesses the greatest oil deposits in this area. King | 

Ibn Saud has publicly and repeatedly refused even to threaten the — 

| United States with cancellation of oil leases, despite his dislike for our 

partition position. — | 

7 _ %, America’s security and its oil interests in the Middle East depend 

| upon effective enforcement of the United Nations decision on Pales- 

tine. In terms of military necessity, political and economic self-preser- | 

| vation will compel the Arabs to sell their oil to the United States. 

Their need of the United States is greaterthanourneedofthem. = 

8. There are those who say that partition will not work and that 

‘another solution must be found. This comes from those who never 

wanted partition to succeed and who have been determined to sabotage 

‘it. If anything has been omitted that could help kill partition, donot _ 

| know what it would be. First, Britain, the Mandatory Power, notonly — 

| publicly declared she would have no part of it, but she has done every- | 

| thing possible to prevent effective action by the Palestine Commission. 

_ Next, we have placed an embargo on arms to Palestine, while Britain 

fulfills her “contract obligations” to supply arms to the Arabs. Thirdly, 

our State Department has made no attempt to conceal their dislike for 

partition. Fourthly, the United States appears in the ridiculous role 

of trembling before threats of a few nomadic desert tribes. This has 

done us irreparable damage. Why should Russia or Yugoslavia, or 

any other nation treat us with anything but contempt in light of our | 

 ghilly-shallying appeasement of the Arabs. After all, the only success- — 

ful opposition to the Russian advance has been in Greece and Turkey. - 

| You proclaimed a bold policy and stood your ground. The Truman 

: Doctrine, so far, has been the one outstanding success in a disintegrat- 

ss ingsituation, = o a a | 

| In case you are interested, I am sending you herewith a separate 

: memorandum detailing suggestions for action in the Palestine _ 

situation, = | ee ee - 

oe | 7 | [Annex] an . 

- — Summary or Proposats FOR AMERICAN Pouicy IN PaLestrne? 

| : Vigorous American support of UN’s Palestine decision is the only 

| policy which is in American interests in the Middle East. | os 

7 | | 2 Attached to. the summary of proposals is an undated nine-page paper en- 

titled “Palestine”, not printed. It is divided into four major sections: the legal | | 

status of the partition plan, the present situation in Palestine, a program of action 

: for the United States, and American Foreign Policy in Palestine.
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‘1. American Security and Peace in Palestine: American security and’ 
_. our vital interests in the Middle East’s oi] depend upon peace in Pales-- 

. tine. UN’s failure to enforce its Palestine plan will bring bitter war- 
| fare between Arabs and Jews. Peace in Palestine depends on firm UN 

action, which is impossible without American leadership. | 
| 2. American Security and Russian Penetration into M tddle East « a 

UN abdication in Palestine leaves a military vacuum there after | _ May 15 when Great. Britain withdraws. Unless UN implements its: 
_ Palestine decision, Russia may intervene unilaterally in the guise of 

preserving world peace and defending the UN Charter. 
3. American Security and Middle East Oil: The Arab States will 

continue to sell oil to the United States. The Arabs need us more than 
| we need them. They must have oil royalites or go bankrupt. 90% of 

Saudi Arabia’s governmental revenues derive from American oil | 
royalties, and King Ibn Saud has publicly refused even to threaten | 
cancellation of United States oil leases despite his dislike of our 
partition position. SO | —— 

The Arab States must have dollars, and can get dollars only from. | 
the United States. The Arab leaders would be committing suicide to . 

| accept Russian orientation. | : ) | 
4. American Security and Jewish. Palestine: Jewish Palestine is | 

strongly oriented to the United States, and away from Russia, and _ 
| will remain so unless a military vacuum in Palestine caused by col- | 
_, lapse of UN authority brings Russian unilateral intervention into 

- Palestine. ~ cane | | . | aon | 
| 5. American Security and UN’s Palestine Decision: Collapse of'a 

UN decision taken at the insistence of the United States would cause 
serious loss of American prestige and moral leadership all over the > 

_-_-world. Arab league negation of partition is not only open defiance of : 
UN, but also deliberate and insolent defiance of the United States 

_ which vigorously espoused partition. : - | L 
- American self-interest, American military security, American in- a 
__ terests in Middle East oil, and American prestige in international af- 

fairs all demand effective implementation of the UN Palestine deci- | : 
_ sion. The most effective way to prevent Russian penetration into the 

_ Middle East and to protect vital American oil interests there is for the | 
United States to take the immediate initiative in the Security Coun- | 
cil to implement the General Assembly’s Palestine resolution. , ee 
[Here follows a section entitled “Program of Action for the U.S.", 

which deals with the preservation of peace, Arab and Jewish mili- | 
-  tias, cooperation by Great Britain with the United Nations, and an 

_. Anternational security force. This section, in the form of an outline, | 
| parallels in content the lengthier exposition set forth in the memo- 

randum of March 6, supra.] oF oe | |
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_ 301.BB Palestine/3—848 : Telegram | - 2 | | 

The Secretary of State to the United States Representative at the 
- ee United Nations (Austin) _ | | 

‘TOP SECRET | WASHINGTON, March 8, 1948-noon. 

116. The President has approved draft statement on situation in | 

| Palestine after May 15, 1948, with concluding remarks as set forth im 

- ‘Deptel 107, March 5, for use if and when necessary. oe oO 

| | , oe a - MarsHaLh 

. , 501.BB Palestine/3—848 | oe . . Moe : - 

Memorandum by Mr. Robert M. McClintock to the Under Secretary 

| Co of State (Lovett)* 7 

‘TOP SECRET _ - [Wasuineton,] March 8, 1948. _ | 

_ Subject: Check list on future Palestine developments. _ | | 

7 If the trend in the Security Council continues to the point envisaged | 

| in the Department’s telegram to Ambassador Austin, No. 107 of = 

March 5 (which position has been approved by the President), we 

shall presently find ourselves involved in a special session ofthe Gen- 

| eral Assembly, whose probable outcome will be the establishment of | 

-. .a United Nations trusteeship for Palestine. In such event the emphasis 

«willbe shifted, so far as the maintenance of international peace and | 
‘security is concerned, from the threat of Arab aggression to a new 

threat of Jewish attempts by violence to establish a de facto State 

in Palestine. The following check list is submitted as a matter of — 

urgency to highlight certain of the problems for which this Govern- , 

‘ment must find answers in the very near future. oo 7 

1. Trusteeship. | | 7 | oe os 

Detailed draft trusteeship agreements * have been worked out by DA | 

| and NE calling for-either a direct United Nations trusteeship over _ 

‘Palestine or a trusteeship of the three residuary legateesof World War 

| J—United States, United Kingdom, and France. These draft agree- | 

7 ‘ments both stress the paramount powers of a strong governor. oe 

1 Addressed also to Mr. Henderson and John D. Hickerson, Director of the _ | 
‘Office of European Affairs. Mr. McClintock transmitted a copy to Charles EH. | 

-- Bohlen, Counselor of the Department, with his memorandum of March 18. | 

-2-The first draft of a trusteeship agreement for Palestine found in the Depart- | 

| ‘ment files ‘by ‘the editors was prepared on February 11, 1948, by officers of the | 

_ -Office of Near Eastern and African Affairs and of the Office of. United Nations 
Affairs. The draft called for a Three-Power trusteeship by France, the United © 

| ‘Kingdom and the United States as the remaining Principal Allied and Associated 

‘Powers. A'second draft prepared by the same group and dated the following day, : | : 

designated the United Nations as the Administering Authority. The drafts are — 

‘presumably the documents referred to here; they are filed under 501.BB Pales- 

tine/2-1148, oS | | | |
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_ 2. United States control over efforts of American Jews to send arms 
2. ornemigrants to Palestine. | VO : | 

The present arms embargo should. suffice as a legal barrier to the. | 
| efforts of American Jews to run guns and other implements of war 

| into Palestine. However, our legal machinery seems somewhat defec- 
tive in preventing Jewish corporations from purchasing American - 
vessels for foreign registry with the eventual aim of using these ships 
for bringing clandestine emigrants to Palestine. The withdrawal of 
the British from Palestine and their replacement by a United Nations 
administration would presumably not alter our responsibilities to | 
prevent the United States being used as a base for illegal immigration 
activity. - a | | , 

| 8. Immigration. | : | 
di the trusteeship were established the United States should strongly | 

_ Support measures for an orderly and increased immigration of Jews _ 
to Palestine. We should advocate that this migration should be con- | 

: trolled from the source by the IRO and at the destination by the new __ 
United Nations government of Palestine. | | | 

: 4. Security Forces. a | 
| _ Ifa United Nations trusteeship is established some form of force __ 

must be provided to maintain the integrity of the trusteeship. Such. 
a force would include naval patrol vessels to prevent gun-running and ~ 
illegal immigration, and land and air security forces to maintain the 
integrity of the land frontiers of Palestine, as well as internal order 
and security pending the development by the governor of Palestine -_ 
of local security forces. Under either of the types of trusteeship. 
envisaged by the Department, the United States would be a partici- | 
pant, and prompt study should be made on the basis of the experience 
of the British Government in Palestine of minimum security needs. - 

| with a view to supplying the United States portion of those require- 
| ments by a May 15 deadline. RS - | | 

5. Representations tothe United Kingdom. | _ 
| The problems raised in this check list would be brought measurably | 

| closer to satisfactory solution if the United Kingdom could be pre- 
vailed upon to carry the major immediate burden for possibly six or _ 
eight months longer than the British Government now intends. If the — | 
United Kingdom could find it possible to maintain its existing naval 

| patrol and to second officers and local security forces of the present | | 
government of Palestine to the trusteeship administration, the task of 
transition from one regime to the other would be greatly simplified. 
It would be politically impossible, no doubt, for the British Govern- 
ment to agree to shoulder the whole burden of the security problem,- | 
but the members of the United Nations have reasonable warrant to.
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look to the United Kingdom to cease-its precipitate withdrawal from 

_ Palestine and to assume responsibility, even on a diminishing scale, me 

until the new trusteeship government is squarely on its feet. Once the Sn 

Security Council has reached a decision to call a special session of the | 

General Assembly immediate representations would be in order to | 

— the British Government suggesting that the period of transition be a 

extended beyond May 15 to the end of this year, with assurances that 7 

the United States will be willing to do its part in the joint UN effort.’ | 

_ ®Marginal notation by Mr. Lovett: “We should attempt, I think, to supply — | 
naval & air support as our contribution at the outset.” 

 §01.BB Palestine/3-848 ge | | 

Memorandum by Mr. Robert M. McClintock to the Under Secretary 

no of State (Lovett)? OE ay 

| TOP SECRET tS _ [Wasurneron,] March 8, 1948. 

Subject: Big Five Consultation on Palestine Situation—First — 

Meeting, | | 
I telephoned Mr. Rusk at 3:20 p.m.,to inquire the outcome of this 

| morning’s Big Five consultation in the office of Mr. Gromyko on the 

- situation in Palestine, responsive to the Security Council’s resolution — 

| of March 5. Oo | vag a 

Mr. Rusk said that the results had not been fruitful. Mr. Gromyko ~ 

| had been completely negative to. the idea of setting up a working ~ 

group or of taking testimony, in effect, from the interested parties — 

- suchas the Palestine Commission, the Jewish Agency, the Arab Higher / 

Committee, and the Mandatory Power, While he did not object to 

individual members of the Big Five consulting with the parties at 

interest, he was adamant in his insistence that the Big Five should 

not consult as a group with the parties. Mr. Gromyko contended that | 

the consultation contemplated by the Council’s resolution was limited 7 

| to direct consultation between the USSR, US, UK, France and China. _ 

‘Mr. Rusk-plans to consult with the French and Chinese Representa- 
| tives this afternoon and will report later on these conversations. In a : 

) preliminary way, however, he raised the question, “What should the _ 

| Department advise if the Russians persisted in their present attitude?” 

: - Would it be better to terminate Big Five consultation quickly, report 

back promptly to the Security Council, and then give our speech on , 

_ the situation after May 15? | See | a 

| --L told Mr. Rusk that it seemed perfectly obvious that the Russians 

would persist in their attitude and that I would report the resultsof = 

| the morning meeting to Mr. Lovett. | | 

| 1 Addressed also to Mr. Henderson. — a ee OO !
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_ It seems to me that it would be unfortunate for the Big Five to go a 
| through perfunctory motions of consultation and then pitch the ball | 

_ back at the Security Council. It seems to me that the following line of 
- action could be tried : re OB er 

1. The United States, France and China should ask questions of — _ the United Kingdom as Mandatory Power. This would, in effect, con- | 
stitute Big Four consultation and leave the Russians standing out as intransigents by their own choice. | : , oo | | 2. The United States, France and China, collectively if possible, 
and severally if not, should query the Palestine Commission, the , Jewish Agency, and the Arab Higher Committee on the situation in — Palestine within the terms of the Assembly’s resolution of March 5. . 8. Following this “taking of testimony” we will be in a much better 

_ ‘position to come back to Big Five consultation. We can then freely | ask questions of the USSR and other permanent Members of the Secu- 
rity Council, More important, if the Soviet Union asks the United _ 
States leading questions such as whether we are still in favor of parti- 

_ ‘tion, we could, on the basis of the testimony previously gathered, | express valid doubts. | 7 
| 4. Following this Big Five consultation a report could be made to. , | the Security Council by March 15, after which the ground would be | 

a _ better prepared for Senator Austin’s proposed statement.? oo | 
a 2 Ambassador Austin furnished a detailed summary of the First Meeting of. | | the permanent members of the Security Council on the Palestine question in , ae telegram 256, March 8, 3:25 p. m., from New York, not printed. At one point in. 

‘the meeting, he “stressed that we proposed to proceed with partition plan as : | the basis and find out whether there are any modifications in detail which would be acceptable both to the Jews and: Arabs and therefore make it possible to 7 implement plan by peaceful means.” (501.BB Palestine/3-848) 7 

a 501.BB Palestine/3-948 | | 
Memorandum by Mr. Robert M. McClintock to the Under Secretary 

| of State (Lovett) a | 

‘SECRET oe a [Wasuineton,] March 9, 1948. 
Three telegrams 1 are attached for your signature pursuant to our 

| conversation this morning. _ a es 
_I talked to Mr. Rusk at 11:25 a. m. by telephone. Fortunately _ 
USUN had arrived at the same conclusions as we, and Mr. Rusk has 7 

| already had conversations with Mr. Tsiang of China and M. de Rose 
‘of France in which. general agreement was reached on the need for 
interrogating the parties. The French and Chinese were pleased with 

| ‘our proposed questions and Tsiang expressed the opinion that they | | 
_  wenttothecoreofthe problem. | | a | 

_ TI suggested to Mr. Rusk that for the record an effort should be made - 
again to invite Gromyko to participate and that we hoped that the | 

a Presumably telegrams 122, 125, and 172, immediately following. | | . .
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- - imterrugatories would be conducted by the Big Three asa group and. 

-. not separately. | - a ee ae 

-- I drew to Mr. Rusk’s attention the article on Page 3 of this morn--_ 

. ing’s New York Times, in which the legal experts of the UN Secretariat: _ | 

are quoted as affirming the legal authority of the Security Council to- ~ 

| partition Palestine by force, as well as establishing the opinionthatthe = 

UN Palestine Commission “will become the legally constituted gov- _ 

7 ernment of Palestine after Britain surrenders the mandate on May | | 

--:15.” Mr. Rusk said that this was a working paper which had been. = 

asked for by the Palestine Commission and that it was dated Febru-- 

ary 8. Secretary-General Lie had, however, submitted it informally to- 

members of the Security Council yesterday. Bae 

I commented that it was most unfortunate for the public impression. _ 

to get around that the UN Secretariat had prepared a refutation of 

-_ Senator Austin’s statement of February 24, to say nothing of render- — | 

- ing an opinion on the question of who had responsibility for Palestine: | 

after May 15. I suggested that Mr. Lie had better set the record. | 

- straight as to the date and origin of this paper and that we might: 

wish to inform Mr. Lie, since he had comunicated to us as a member 

of the Council, that we did not concur in his legal opinion. a 

Mr. Rusk said we should not be surprised to see press accounts quot- 

ing “a Russian spokesman” to the effect that the Soviet Union will 

a advocate that the Security Council implement by force, if necessary, __ 

the partition plan. The “Russian spokesman” is Mr.Gromyko. 

| - -§01.BB Palestine/8-848 : Telegram . | | 

‘The Secretary of State to the United States Representative at the 

: Oo | United Nations (Austm) | | 

‘TOP SECRET = US URGENT ~ Wasutneton, March 9,1948—6 p.m. 

NACE | oe - a | 

| 122, For Austin from Lovett. Despite negative Soviet attitude ree 

oo ported in your 256, March 8,' we feel it is essential for those permanent. 

members of SC which are willing to cooperate to develop clearly the 

\ attitude of Jews, Arabs and the Mandatory Power with respect to the. 

| situation in Palestine. In particular it is necessary to show their = 

opinion on whether the plan of partition with economic union can be — 

: | implemented by peaceful means without agreement between the Jews: ) 

i and Arabs of Palestine. We suggest the following procedure: — 

i - The Soviet Union should today formally be invited to participate: 

with the US, China and France in questioning the Jewish Agency, | 

the Arab Higher Committee, the Mandatory Power, and the Palestine = 

"Not printed ; but see footnote 2, p. 700. | | a
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Commission. Following anticipated Soviet refusal to participate in — 
— -guch: questioning, the US, France, and China should collectively in- 

terrogate the parties. Approved questions for your use in this connec- 
tion are listed in next telegram.” It would seem preferable to commence 

| the interrogatory with the UK, since this would in effect constitute 
consultation among four of the five Permanent Members. | | 

_ After testimony has been taken from the Jews, Arabs, the Manda- 
- _ tory Power, and the Palestine Commission, consultation should pro- 

a - ceed among the Big Five according to the terms of the resolution of 
_ March 5. Since the attitudes of the parties in Palestine are known in 

advance it seems obvious that their replies to Big Three questioning — 
_ will have served once more to show the utter irreconcilability of the | 

attitudes of Jews, Arabs and the UK on the plan for partition with 
economicunion, | 

=: _ In light of this testimony therefore, the question, directed severally 
to the Big Five, “Do you believe that the plan of partition with eco- 
nomic union can be implemented by peaceful means without agreement __ 
‘between the Jews and Arabs of Palestine?” can scarcely receive an 
affirmative answer. | oe | 

If the Soviet Representative says “No” to this question he can later 
7 scarcely fail to object to the logic of our position as developed in 

| Deptel 107, March 5. If the Soviet Representative says “Yes”, the ‘ 
burden of proof will be on the USSR to show how partition ‘can be : 
carried. out by peaceful means in the absence of agreement. If the 
Soviet Representative advocates the use of SC force to carry out = 
partition he must refute the constitutional argument established in 

ss: your statement of Feb. 24. | , 
| _ In view of scant time at your disposal it is hoped that immediate 

agreement can be found between US, France and China for procedure 
| outlined above. You should apprise your British colleague of our — 

Intentions and of our expectation that UK cooperation will be in- | 
_ formed, immediate, and imbued with realization of that responsibility , 

which the British still hold for Palestine. [ Lovett. | | | _ 
: | | Mees |  Marsnann 

2 Infra. Oe | | 

501.BB Palestine /3-948 ; Telegram. | | | | . 

The Secretary of State to the United States Representative at the | 
: United Nations (Austin) , 

«SECRET ~—s« US URGENT _  Wasutneron, March 9, 1948—6 p.m. | 
125. Following are approved questions for your use in ascertaining 

attitude of Jewish Agency, Arab Higher Committee, the Mandatory
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Power, and the Palestine Commission, on the present situation in — 
“Palestine with respect to the Assembly’s recommended plan of parti- os 
tion with economic union. You will note that the questions to be di- _ 
rected to the Jewish Agency and the Arab Higher Committee are, 
mutatis mutandis, identical. We feel in general that the questions © 
should be limited in number and directed to the main issue which is 

whether the plan of partition with economic union is workable if 

carried out by peaceful means. _ a | | 

~-You should not be led into questions on whether or not the present — 
situation in Palestine is a threat to international peace and security. ce 
This is a question which can only be directed to and answered by the = 

Security Council and not by the Jews or Arabs of Palestine. i 
| The questions follow seriatim : | a a 

Tothe Jewish Agency SS a SO 

1. Do the Jews of Palestine accept the Plan of Partition with Eco- 

- nomic Union recommended by the General Assembly ? | | | 

| 9. Do you believe that the Partition Plan can be implemented by | 

peaceful means without agreement between the Jews and Arabs of - 
: - Palestine? — | | ose 

| | 8. Are the Jews prepared to accept responsibility for governmental 

| - administration and for the maintenance of law and order within the 

proposed Jewish State? gai PER 
4, What is the attitude of the Arabs who would be within the pro- | 

posed Jewish State toward the Partition Plan? Has any effort been 

made by Jewish leaders to obtain the agreement of Arab leaders to the 

| plan of partition with economic union ? OO aa 

: 5. Which elements in the proposed Partition Plan are considered by 

-. the Jews of Palestine as absolutely essential? | 

: | 6. What modifications do the Jews of Palestine consider might be _ 

made in the proposed Partition Plan to make agreement between the = 

Jews and Arabs more possible of attainment ? a 

| 4, Is the proposed Economic Union essential to the viability of the 

‘ proposed Jewish State? | = 

| To the Arab Higher Committee | ee | ; 

| | 1. Do the Arabs of Palestine accept the Plan of Partition with Eco- - 

~ nomic Union recommended by the General Assembly ? oe 

— 9, Do you believe that the. Partition Plan can be implemented by 

7 peaceful means without agreement between the Jews and Arabs of , 

Palestine? | 

i 8, Are the Arabs prepared by [to] accept responsibility for govern- 

: mental administration and for the maintenance of law and order within 

‘the proposed Arab State? | ae
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a _ 4 What is the attitude of the Arabs who would be within the pro- | _ posed Jewish State toward the Partition Plan? Has any effort been: } - made by Arab leaders to obtain the agreement of Jewish leaders to the Plan of Partition with Economic Union? a Oo | : 5. Which elements in the proposed Partition Plan are considered by | the Arabs as absolutely unacceptable? a : | 6. What modifications do the Arabs of Palestine consider might be: 
7 made in the proposed Partition Plan to make agreement between the _ Jews. and Arabs more possible of attainment? . - | | a _ @. Is the proposed Economic Union essential to the viability of the _ proposed Arab State? Se | - ; 

Lo the Mandatory Power | | ee 
: 1. Does the Mandatory Power accept the Plan of Partition with | 

Kconomic Union recommended by the General Assembly? Does the a Mandatory Power include in its acceptance the “adoption and imple-— | -Inentation” by it and other Members of the Plan? a oo 
| 2. Does the Mandatory Power consider that the Partition Plancan —s_—© be implemented by peaceful means without agreement between the 

Jews and Arabs of Palestine ? | | | 
3. Does the Mandatory Power believe that the proposed plan of eco- 

a nomic union is essential to the viability of the proposed Jewish and — ! 7 Arab States? | os | | 
| 4. Does the Mandatory Power consider that modifications of detail | 

‘might be made in the proposed Partition Plan which would make it 
acceptable to both the Jews and Arabs of Palestine? | , : 

| 5. Does the Mandatory Power have any suggestion to make in con- : 
nection with the statement by Sir Arthur Creech J ones, March 2, that: — 

_ “we shall welcome any effort to find a bridge, even at this late hour, ) 
_ across the gulf which. now separates the two communities in. | | Palestine”? 2 2 | = | d 

- _ Lo the Palestine Commission : . 
| 1. Has the Palestine Commission found sufficient acceptance of the 
Oo Partition Plan on the part of (a) the Jews of Palestine (6) the Arabs: — 

of Palestine and (c) the Mandatory Power to afford a basis for its. 
peaceful implementation? — a | 

- 2. Has the Palestine Commission discovered possible modification: 
_ in either the substance or the procedures of the Partition Plan which. : 
 mhight offer a basis for agreement among the people of Palestine? - 

8. If no agreement has thus far been obtained on the Partition Plan | 
between the Jews and Arabs of Palestine, what are the specific points: 
at issue in such disagreement ? _ Co | | 
_. 4, To what extent does the Palestine Commission consider it possible __ 
to implement a substantial part of the plan by peaceful means?
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a 5. What would be the effect upon the proposed Economic Union of — 
a failure to obtain the agreement of both the Arabs and Jews of | 

| Palestine? oe ae Oe | 
| | : | ) a — MarsHALL oe 

-—§01,BB Palestine/3-948: Telegram | a 

- The Secretary of State to the Consulate General at Jerusalem — | 

SECRET ~—s«wUSS URGENT. | WASHINGTON, March 9, 1948—6 p.m. — | 

_ NIACT ee , - a 

172, Please explain to Khalidi the following points and urge him 

‘to reconsider decision mentioned in urtel 271, March 8:* | | 

(1) The US Govt’s interpretation of the SC resolution is that it 
refers to peaceful implementation ; | — pe 

(2) Under SC resolution consultations envisaged are informal and 
between the Big 5, who may wish to-inquire attitudes of people of — | 

' ‘Palestine on situation there. Therefore, AHC should not be unduly | 

_. concerned with reference to implementing resolution of GA. | ee 

| Understand Nakhleh telephoning Cairo to request permission to | 

_ participate in informal consultations and hope your representationsto 

_ AHC will convince them of great desirability in Arabs’ own interest 
in these consultations. — | na a | 

: Sent to Jerusalem as 172; repeated to Cairo as 279; Baghdad as 143 a 
- .Jidda as 70; Beirut.as 99; and Damascus as 52. USUN as 128. | 

a one th, | |  Marsann OO 

| . 1 Not printed ; but see footnote 2, p. 687. | | | 

:501.BB Palestine/ 83-1048 : Telegram . | | | 

‘The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 
a ae | the Secretary of State ae oe | 

SECRET | _ New Yorx, March 10, 1948—1 :50 p. m. . 

967. For Lovett from Austin. Following is text of letter Isent by | 
_ messenger to Gromykothisnoon. SO 

“wonder if it would not be possible for you to reconsider your views 
-— :against participating in informal questioning of representatives of | 
_ the Jewish and Arab communities of Palestine in connection with the — ) 

‘resolution passed by the SC last Friday? Iam asking my representa- 
_ tives to get in touch very informally this afternoon at Lake Success 

| with your representatives and those of Dr. Tsiang+ and Mr. Parodi? - | 
~with a view to formulating for our consideration questions which oe 

| + Ting-fu Tsiang, Chinese Representative at the United Nations. | 
| * Alexandre Parodi, French Representative at the United Nations, = So
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| might usefully. be directed to representatives of the Jewish and Arab | communities, as well as the mandatory power and the Palestine _ | Commission. «© | : Oe | Our examination of the matter leads me to the inescapable con- o clusion that there are many. questions having a bearing on the possi- | bility of implementing the GA. partition plan by peaceful means for | which there are no clear answers in the present record. [thinkitisof = _ the utmost importance for us to get the answers to these questions in order to carry out effectively our responsibilities to the SC under its: resolution.of March: 5,. particularly with reference to implementation . _ of the partition plan by peaceful means, | | I earnestly hope, therefore, that you will find it possible to re- _ | consider your views and participate with us in questioning representa- _ tives of the Jewish and Arab communities of Palestine, as well as: | representatives of the mandatory power and. the Palestine - Commission.” o Oo — 

| ae OTA Skea | | an AUSTIN 

«5501. BB Palestine/3—948 : Telegram. So ; . | | 

The Secretary of State to the Legation in Syria | | | 

SECRET US URGENT | Wasuinerton, March 11, 1948—7 p. m. a 
58. Attitude of Syrian officials reported in your 135, March 9,1 is of | | serious concern to this Govt as a steadfast supporter of UN. Presi- © 

_ dential Secretary’s complacent remark that to remove Arab threat of | 
force might damage an increasing favorable situation reveals utter 
Jack of comprehension of solemn undertakings entered into by Syrian — | 

_ Govt when it signed Charter of UN and ratified that instrument. — 
| Your telegrams and other info reaching Dept lead to unmistakable . 

- inference that Syrian Govt could easily be charged with complicity | 
| in threatening international peace and security with regard to 

Palestine. In light of Ambassador Austin’s statement of Feb 94 Syrian 
| Govt should have no illusion as to where this Govt will stand in SC or | 

_ elsewhere with respect to threats to international peace and security. 
7 Please call on President Quwatly and state that while démarche 

-- suggested in Depitel 49, March 6,? is evidence of friendly regard which oe 
this Govt has for Arab world, Syrian Govt should by no means under- 

. estimate sincerity and fixity of purpose of the US to support measures _ _ by SC under UN Charter to maintain international peace and security, = 
This purpose should seem of particular significance to Syrian Govt, 

| which relied upon our support in 1946 in SC in securing withdrawal =~ of French and British troops from Syrian territory.® | | | 
| “Not printed. ce : - | * This is a repeat of telegram.164 to Jerusalem, p. 686. | | '  ? For documentation on the policy of the United States concerning this sub- _ ) ject, see Foreign Relations, 1946, vol. vir, pp. 751 ff. | . oo |
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It should be obvious to anyone that such arrangements as those 

reported in your 136, March 9,* will merely serve to underscore ev1- 

dence of Syria’s participation in threatening the integrity of Palestine 

- and that Defense Minister in providing facilities for this press junket _ 

| to Qawukji’s headquarters is merely preparing grave difficulties for : 

-  hisown govt. a Bo SO oe 
Please repeat your reference tels to Arab capitals to which this a 

telegramissent forinfo.® a , Ce 

re 8 - - —  Marsman 

‘Not printed; it reported that Syrian Defense Minister Sharabati had in- 

formed various American reporters of the arrangements made for them to visit 

Fawzi Kawukji’s headquarters on March 11 (501.BB Palestine/3—948). Kawukji _. 

was commander of the irregular Arab bands operating in northern Palestine. — 

'-This telegram was repeated to Cairo, Jidda, Beirut, Jerusalem, and Baghdad. - 

501.BB Palestine/3-1148: Telegram : a , | 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) — | 

—  t9 the Secretary of State | ee 

“secREr i asi ™ | - New Yors, March 11, 1948—8 p. m. 

- 973. For Lovett from Austin. Following is account of meeting of | 
permanent members held in my office from 10: 30 to 12:30 this morn- — 

ing? pursuant to SC resolution of last Friday. Parodi, Tsiang, a 

- Gromyko and SYG Lie were present during the whole meeting and 

Cadogan came in on our invitation during last hour. ‘Tstang opened | 

the meeting by asking if we should invite Cadogan to join us. I said 

I had been talking with Rabbi Silver? earlier in the morning and | 

raised the question whether we should not invite him also to appear 

before us to answer questions. =| ee : Be 

Gromyko said he wanted to make his position perfectly plain: he 

cannot participate in consultations with the Jewish Agency, Arab | : 

Committee, Palestine Commission or mandatory power. In support | 

of this position he repeated all of the arguments he used during our. 

first meeting on Monday (mytel 256, March 8 *). : oe 
Gromyko went on to say that if other delegations mentioning cee 

France, China, and the US by name, wished to invite anybody to par- : 

ticipate they must take responsibility for doing so. | | 

I then suggested that we review proposed questions to be directed | 

to the Jewish Agency. Copies of these questions, as well as those pro- 

posed to be directed to the Arab Committee, mandatory power, and — 

Palestine Commission, as revised in consultations at staff level with 

*For an account of the meeting held on March 9, see telegram 288, March 13, | 

from New York, p. 720. _ - 

2 Abba Hillel Silver, member of the American Section of the Executive of the. a 
Jewish Agency and a spokesman for the Agency at the United Nations. — 

_ * Not printed ; but-.see footnote 2, p. 700. | : 8 | oe
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| ‘Chinese and French representatives yesterday afternoon, had been dis- _ 
i ‘tributed and Gromyko as well as others had read them. (Text of these © | 

_ questions follows in next telegram.*) Gromyko observed that all of ue 
_ these questions have been clarified many times both by Jews and 

_ Arabs, I asked him if he thought that question “do you believe that. 
ithe partition plan can be implemented by peaceful means by agree- | 

| ment between the Jews and Arabs of Palestine?” had been answered. ; 
| He replied that this question had been answered, strongly implying | 

| ‘that on the record there was no possibility of the plan being imple- 
mented by peaceful means, __ | | 

_ [asked him whether he thought the question “would modifications - / 
_ in the proposed partition plan make agreement. between the Jews and 

_ Arabs more possible of attainment?” had been answered. He replied 
that it has been answered at least ten times. The J ews, he said, have. | 

_ made it clear that the partition plan is the minimum they will accept. 
I asked him whether he thought the question “do you consider the __ 

/ principles of the proposed economic union essential to the economic Ss 
life of Palestine as a whole?” had been answered. He replied in the 

| affirmative saying that both Jews and Arabs so far as he knows | | 
consider economic union essential. | a oe 

Gromyko then asked whether questions of this sort were aimed at 
changing the recommendations of the GA. I told ‘him that what we 
‘were after is to find out whether there are any modifications that | 

_ would make possible implementation of the partition plan by pacific 
means. - ges Te a . ' BS 

| At this point I said that I did not think there was any sense in. 
pursuing any further the procedural point of whether or not we were 
going to consult with the Jewish Agency and others. | we 

| We returned to the question of asking Cadogan to come in. 
‘Gromyko finally agreed to this on the clear understanding that _ 

: Cadogan would be coming not as the beginning of consultations with 
| the mandatory power but merely as a continuation of the questioning 

of Cadogan which began at our meeting on Tuesday afternoon when _ 
_ we put to Cadogan a number of questions concerning the security of _ | 

‘Palestine’ en : Be eS 
_. After some further discussion Gromyko finally agreed that we 

might also put to Cadogan the questions we had prepared for today 
| concerning peaceful implementation of the partition plan. I thereupon a 

telephoned Cadogan and asked him to join us. | yey es 
_. During the interval before Cadogan arrived we discussed the pro- | 

_ posed questions for the Palestine Commission and Gromyko finally 
_ agreed, although reluctantly, that these questions might be put to: ~ | 

| the Palestine Commission through SYG Lie. | . SE a 

. * No. 274, March 11, 8:15 p. m., not printed. _ - ee bs Sah 
_ ® See telegram 288, March 13, from New York, p. 720. , | :
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a During this interval, I also served notice on Gromyko that, I in- | 
. tended to invite Rabbi Silver to the next meeting of the group and I 

hoped Gromyko would stay. He merely repeated that he could not 
- participate. Bes - | Oo : 

oo I questioned Cadogan closely along the lines of the proposed ques- 
tions directed to the mandatory power and those directed to the 
Palestine Commission as follows. lo ae 

_ In response to our first question, in effect requesting clarification of: 
the meaning of “acceptance” by the mandatory power of the partition | 
plan Cadogan said that his government wants to.avoid doing anything = 

| that might. be considered obstructive, but on the other hand they — 

wanted to avoid participating in putting any plan into effect against a 
the wishes of either party.. They were trying to steer a course em- 

__ pirically between these two points and he could not. furnish any 
| general rule which would answer all questions.. ‘This was not very a | 

satisfactory to the rest of us perhaps but they were doing the best they — | 
could according to their lights. I asked Cadogan if in effect this meant - 
that acceptance of the plan by the mandatory government was con- 

| ditional upon its acceptance by both the Jews and Arabs. I stressed 
that all of us were trying to implement this plan by peaceful means. | 

I asked if it might be assumed that failing agreement between the —_—> 
Jews and Arabs if there were acquiescence by both if the mandatory 

| government would then not be inflexible. rn a 
| Cadogan dodged the question of whether UK acceptance was con- _ 

| ditional on acceptance by both parties. He said that if, of course, 
anyone could find a way of bringing the parties together he was 

sure this would be most welcome to his government, In stating his 

position Cadogan used additional language which helped to clarify  —_ 
, the UK attitude. For example, he said that “we could not ourselves 

| be instrumental in putting into effect’a plan which is not accepted by _ . 
the parties” and again “we cannot take an active part in implementing 
a plan not accepted by the parties.” ne 

In response to question number 2 concerning the possibility of | 
implementation of the plan by peaceful means Cadogan replied that 

| his government considered it very difficult to carry out a’plan like — 
_ this without the backing of force. | 0 ig Soe tee 

| I asked him if he thought the plan could be implemented if the 
| Jews could be provided with the militia contemplated in the plan 

and if they had the necessary arms. He replied that this was of course | 
hypothetical. It was a matter of how much they had and how long | 

| they could hold out. He pointed out that placing arms in the hands of 

the Jews sufficient to permit the organization of a Jewish state would’ 
notofitselfequalsettlement. 

oo 598-594—76—_13 : ee
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| It was obvious in Cadogan’s responses to the first two numbered | 

questions that he did not see any real possibility of implementation of 

the plan by peaceful means. _ : . a - 

oe In response to question number three concerning the possibility of 

| modification of detail which would make the plan acceptable to both = 

parties, Cadogan said that he could not think of any modifications of | 

: detail, stressing the word detail, which would make the planacceptable _ | 

to both parties. In response to the next question concerning modifica- 

a tion of the timetable he replied emphatically that so far as the UK is 

concerned no change in the timetable is contemplated. He indicated —__ 

that there is no willingness on the part of the mandatory government _ 

to modify the date (May 15) of laying down the mandate. He went Oo 

on to say that “in accordance with his existing instructions those dates i 

are fixed and irrevocable.” And he added that there were no modifica- _ 

tions he knew of which would change the British view in this matter, 

| In résponse to the next question which concerned Creech Jones’ 

| - gtatement about finding a bridge across the gulf separating the two 

| communities, Cadogan said that his government had no suggestions 

| to make. He said his government had made no efforts to bring the 

- parties together since they brought the matter to the UN a year ago — _ 

| which action was of course in a way a confession of failure. While 

they would welcome the success of any such efforts they had no sug- — 

- gestionstomake. = = 7 OO 

| Cadogan had very little to offer by way of comment on the questions 

directed to the Palestine Commission. | ee 

- He said that the mandatory had had no further conversation with | 

the Palestine Commission regarding piecemeal relinquishment of the — - 

mandate (question 5) and he said that he has informed the Palestine => 

-—- Commission that his government is standing by the May 1 date for 

arrival of the commission in Palestine (question6). RE 

[Here follows an account of the views of John Fletcher-Cooke, — 

Financial Under-Secretary in the Palestine Government, on economic 

and administrative mattersin Palestine} oe | 

None of the other permanent representatives had any questions to 

— . ask Cadogan today beyond those covered above. ee 7 

- Before this morning’s meeting broke up Tsiang raised the question | 

of our next meeting and Gromyko made some point of not wanting = 

to meet before tomorrow afternoon. We therefore finally agreed on 

2:30 tomorrow in Mr. Parodi’s office. I again said that I intended to. — 

| invite Rabbi Silver to meet with us. Neither Tsiang nor ‘Parodi ob- 

_ jected; Gromyko merely repeated that he ‘could not participate in | 

such consultation. However, it may not be without significance that —
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in response to a question from the UN press officer covering our meet- 
Ings 'as to whether Mr, Gromyko would or would not participate in 
questioning of Dr. Silver, Gromyko replied that was a matter twenty- > 

-- fourhoursaway, | ey 
| Before leaving Gromyko told me privately in response to the letter | 

I sent him yesterday (mytel 267, March 10) that he had not changed _ 
his views concerning consultations, - oe : 
Bo | oe a AUSTIN _ 

Second Monthly Progress Report of the United Nations Palestine 
pe Commission to the Security Council + a | 

| [Here follows an account of the preparatory work of the Commis- _- 
_ sion, which contains the texts of questions put to the Mandatory Power | 

_ and the latter’s replies; an analysis of the impossibility of implement- 
ing the provisions of the General Assembly’s partition resolution of  ==§—— 
November 29, 1947, concerning establishment of Provisional Councils | 
of Government and concerning the formation of militias in Palestine; 
and a discussion of relevant economic and financial questions.] _ . 

a HB. Concrusion | 

1. Negotiations with the Mandatory Power and the Jewish Agency — 
will be continued. In view of the policy of the Mandatory Power not | 

. to co-operate in the implementation of the Plan adopted by the Gen- a 
| eral Assembly, a satisfactory coordination of the plans of the Com- a 

mission with those of the Mandatory Power, in many vital aspects, is | 
_ precluded. This, together with the steady deterioration of conditions oe, 

in Palestine, leaves little hope for the achievement of continuity in 
| administrative services and for an orderly transfer of authority to the - 

Commission upon the termination of the Mandate. ee 
_ 2. Information concerning present conditions in Palestine, received = 
by the Commission from the Advance Party of the Secretariat in © - 

_ Jerusalem, fully confirms the conclusions set forth in the commission’s | 
first special report on the problems of security, and further emphasizes. 

_ that unless security is restored in Palestine, implementation of the - 
__ resolution of the General Assembly willnotbe possible. ee 

3. The Commission, therefore, has the duty to reiterate that present a 
indications point to the inescapable conclusion that when the Mandate oe 

_. is terminated Palestine is likely to suffer severely from administrative — | 
; chaos and widespread strife and bloodshed. OF fo 

1 Reprinted from SC, 8rd yr., Special Suppl. No. 2, pp. 20, 27. The-report, dated 
March 12, 1948, was transmitted by Chairman Lisicky to the President of the 
Security Council on March 15. oo, oo oo , | oo,
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_. 801.BB Palestine/3-1348:.Telegram © re | 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 

os the Secretary of State ee | 

BECRET. vs URGENT © New Yorx, March 18, 1948—1: 30 a.m. | 

| 284. For Lovett from Austin. Following is account. of meeting of > 

permanent members today at Parodi’s offices between 2:30 and 

5+30p.m.[,March12?]. eo oe 

| - Despite his position concerning “consultations”, Gromyko stayed 

| throughout the meeting. Silver and Shertok represented the JA and a 

- the greater part of the meeting was taken'‘up with their response to 

questions reported to Department yesterday. We had supplied JA | 

with copy of these questions yesterday afternoon ‘to assist. their 

‘preparation, © - 7 

| “Tsiang opened the meeting by saying he was under obligation as 

President of the SC to call a meeting for Monday, March 15, at 2:30, 

- in conformity with the 10-day limit established in the SC resolution => 

oflast Friday, a : 

| Gromyko made a statement at the outset saying he wished to confirm’ 

| his previous statements concerning the whole question of consultation, | 

| and to repeat that each word in his statement stands. ns 

| ~ Teountered by asking him what suggestions he would have for peace- 

ful implementation of the plan of partition. He replied that my ques- | 

a tion does not relate to the subject, and I observed I thought the whole 

| purpose of our meeting was to study the implementation of partition. | 

I then asked the President whether he contemplated having a meeting 

7 to determine what we were going to report to theSC. | | Oo 

-Tsiang in reply made clear that he was not present in his capacity | 

ag President of the SC. He said we had no chairman in our group 

| and no rapporteur and he confirmed a brief statement by Gromyko _ 

-_. tg the effect that each of us would make his own individual statement ) 

| in the SC, that is, his own evaluation of the situation. - a 

oe _ (Tsiang’s observations on this point indicated clearly that there was 

- no hope of getting any joint report by him as we had hoped, reporting 

the consensus of the views of at least three of us.) — 

| -. | [then asked Tsiang if his observations meant that our consultations = 

were to be, therefore, wholly without any effect. Gromyko observed 

that I was attempting to confuse two things, and he asked me if theUS 

| proposal for consultation which I had made at our first meeting still 

stands. He apparently had in mind the general idea of consultation — 

with the various groups. I told him that his question was no question 

at all and said I-thought our mandate was clear under the resolution — 

of the Council. I asked whether we were going to have an opportunity
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among ourselves before returning to the SC to discuss what each of Pre 
us felt about this whole matter. Tsiang said he thought we might have a 

- a further meeting on Monday morning for the purpose of determin- — 

: ing how far apart the four of us were and how near together, He = 

emphasized that this would be to facilitate the smooth proceedings | 
of the SC. He suggested that we meet at 10:30 Monday in his office. | 
No objection to this was expressed but Gromyko made some depreca- _ 
tory comment, ae | 1 Ee 

Tsiang then made a statement which started off in effect by agreeing 
with Gromyko’s position that the Council’s resolution under which 

a we were operating means consultation among the permanent members __ 
to consider the question of peaceful implementation. He would like, = 

| however, to see all four of us start with the same data, and for this = 
reason it would be certainly useful for us to hear the principal parties. 

| On the other hand, we must abide by the resolution but it would — : 
certainly be more fruitful if we could get at the fundamental issues 
and facts. ee ee ee | 

: _Gromyko reiterated that he could take part in no consultations; 
that those who wished to do so would have to take responsibility and 

; bear the full consequences of complications and delay in dealing with — 
| this Palestine matter, . es oe 

Parodi said that at least. three of us had agreed yesterday to invite | 

| Rabbi Silver to attend our meeting. He was now here with us at our 
invitation the only purpose of which was to be helpful. Parodi’s inter- _ 

| vention gave Tsiang an opportunity to ask Rabbi Silver to go ahead. : 
| After an expression of the usual amenities, Silver said that they 

| were surprised at the question concerning possible modifications in the 
_ partition plan. Since this matter seemed to be in our minds, he thought 

it would be helpful if they were to restate their position before at- 

; tempting to answer the various questions. He would like to indicate oe 

why the JA does not regard any reopening of the subject as helpful, | 
_. why the present plan represented the irreducible minimum for them. _ | 
_. He said that the proposed plan was to them the only practicable solu- 

tion which had been arrived at after many other plans had been pro-— - 

posed and had failed of acceptance. The present plan was no easy __ 

_ solution but the whole question is avery dificultone. = = 3 —— 

Silver then emphasized that any solution which the UN would | 
endorse and approve will require enforcement and this by now should 

be an axiom. He hoped that their position would not be interpreted coe 

as intransigeant. Events and circumstances, however, make this plan 
| mandatory and imperative. a eg 7 

_. He then said that he had certain suggestions concerning SC action oe 
which he would like to make later if the group so desired. He at this
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| _ point turned the floor over to Dr. Shertok who answered seriatim the | 
| questions directed to the JA as follows: © | —— ( 

Question No. 1: | ee Os 

_ Shertok emphasized that the partition plan is acceptable to the 
| Jews. This was repeatedly stated during the GA and there had not = 

seemed to be any occasion for a formal statement to this effect during = 

the present phase of the matter. He said that world Jewish public | 
a opinion overwhelmingly supports this plan. Any views to the contrary - 

are relatively insignificant. — | . | | 
There could be no more effective form of ratification of the plan for | 

: the Jews than the setting up of the provisional council of government 
| which the Jews were only too eager to begin doing. Shertok then 

criticized the mandatory power as being responsible for delays in 
oe settingupthePCG. _ 

Question No. 2; — | - 

7 Shertok said this really involved two closely interrelated questions: — 
. (a) Can the plan be implemented by peaceful means and (6) can it be ~ 

implemented by agreement between the Jews and Arabs of Palestine? 

In respect to (a) he gave a flat no, if by agreement is meant formal 

: _ public agreement in advance of implementation, = = 
_ Implementation by peaceful means on the other hand could not be 

| answered so simply. The Jews had always reckoned on a measure of — 
__ physical opposition, but on the other hand, a large measure of acqui- | 

 escence by the Arabs of Palestine. If they were left alone to go ahead, _ 
they felt that considerable sections of the Palestinian Arab population | 

would be willing to acquiesce and cooperate. The factor which has 
completely changed the picture is the armed intervention of neighbor- — 

. ing states which constitutes the most blatant form of aggression under | 

: the resolution and the charter. This aggression involved not only the ~ 

neighboring states but also the Arab League which has a separate = __ 
interest of its own. | | 

Question No. 3: . . : 

| _’ The JA endorsed the answer clearly implied in the first part of this 
, question. Their readiness to form the PCG includes putting in working _ 

order and carrying out such tasks as might be put upon it under the 
_--_- yegolution. They were constantly and actively working out the taking _ 

over of various administrative services, etc. . po 

: ‘Here again the problem of transfer from the mandatory government _ 

was of great importance and lack of cooperation from the mandatory | 

amounted to a request that the Jews give birth without a pregnancy. 

|
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The Jews could not predict a smooth process in establishing the PCG, | 

- and unless Arab aggression is checked, they would be faced witha | 

- more difficult situation after May 15. Even assuming however, that 

they are facing a turbulent period, they are confident they will be in a a 

position to assert the authority of the Jewish state and maintain 

~-——_ eggential services. This presupposes the establishment and equipment _ 

of. the militia contemplated in the plan. It also contemplates that 

restrictions on the importance [émportation?] of arms would be lifted. . 

«Tf given what they have asked for, they believe they would be able — | 

ne to defend the Jewish population and territory. | a 

| This does not mean that they have abandoned the idea of an inter- — 

national force. They still believe this is necessary but it 1s a question — | 

| for the SC to decide, particularly the permanent members. Oo 

Tf no international force is provided, this would mean much more | 

serious losses both to Arabs and Jews. — ne a 

- QuestionNo.4: | oe 

. Shertok said that they had had a great many conversations with — 

Arabs, not only in Palestine but also outside. oo oo | 

| -. Within Palestine they had not had any conversations withthe AHC 

but with a number of Arab notables, many of whom had come to the 

Jews. eG po a ee 

oe Soon after the UNSCOP report was made public, they had ap- a 

proached the SYG of the Arab League who rejected categorically, | 

ss without reservation, any attempts to confer. The JA has the minutes 

a of this conversation which they will make available in confidence, 

reserving the authority over its publication. Shertok also said that = 

months ago a letter was sent to the SYG of the Arab League, to which = 

no reply had been received. This letter would also be made available, — 

if desired. BF eS — 
| Shertok described at some length the tremendous potential opposi- 

| tion to the AHC among Arabs in Palestine, who did not, however, have 

sufficient courage in their convictions to be willing to fight forthem. == 

| Question No.5: | a oe 

Shertok said that all essential elements of the plan are essential. a 
‘The combination of essential elements make up the irreducible mini- 

mum acceptable to the JA. This includes statehood, sovereignty, 

| territory, control of immigration, a seat in the UN. | | 

| - Hesaid the JA would “view with alarm any attempt to tamper with 
7 any element of the plan”. It was like tampering witha single blockof = 

a wall. In the process of tampering, the whole structure might collapse. _ 

‘The JA could not be party to any such attempt. SP
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QuestionNo.6: 2 SE | | 

_. ‘There are no modifications in the present plan which would com- — 
mend themselves to the Jews. There were a number of modifications _ | 

| in favor of the Jews which would be, of course, ‘acceptable, but they 
| did not imagine we had such modifications in mind. They might be _ 

willing to give up territory here and take on more territory there, = 
| so long as the result did not amount to less territory. | a 

_ Shertok saw no possibility of any modifications which would make 
the plan acceptable to the Arabs. He said that. nothing less than | 
complete subversion of the plan would satisfy them. - | 

_ Shertok gave a flat no to this question as it is put. The particular — 
form of economic union, as presented is not considered essential by the 
JA. It amounts to a substantial curtailment of sovereignty. It was 
finally reluctantly accepted as (a) part of the whole scheme and (0) 
because it has some appealing aspects. They accepted economic union, | 
but did not ask for it. Economic union is not an obstacle to the creation | 
of the Jewish state, nor is it a valid reason for failing to set up the 

| Jewish state. _ Oo OS on a, | 
‘The UNSCOP report provided for economic union as a condition 

of establishment of the proposed state. As Shertok recalled it, it was | 
proposed by the US in Committee 1 that a mere undertaking to co- 

| operate in economic union, if and when established, was sufficient. - 

Question No.8: Oo oe 

| The answer is definitely yes. The Jews would cooperate in the ad- 
ministration of Jerusalem by the UN, considered, however, as a part of 

_ the plan. It was a hypothetical question, but if it were contemplated | 
that Jerusalem might be administered by the UN quite apart from the 

| plan, this would create.a serious obstacle to cooperation. He reserved = 
. the position of the JA with regard to a change which the TC has made | 

| in the provisions of the G-A resolution concerning proportional repre- 
. sentation in the municipal council for Jerusalem. The TC had changed 

the fixed quotas, resulting in 18 Jewish members and 19 non-Jewish 
members. aa So | 

Question No. 9: gs, ee BS ae 

' The question of guarantees for the Arabs in the Jewish state has . . 
not been raised by them. Shertok made a rather lengthy statement to— ; 

7 the effect that the Jews were ready for any paper guarantee that can _ 

be formulated, but they preferred trust in their good faith and self = 

‘interest. It was obviously a basic principle in the self interest of the _ 

Jews to treat the Arabs fairly. There were too many Jewish. hostages 

' throughout the world. They would be living in a glass house in Pales- 

tine under the severe light of world public opinion. | a |
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- Tasked Rabbi Silver about his suggestions for SC action, and he | 

- read them to the group. The text of these recommendations follows 

innexttelegramt ae a 
| Parodi then asked if the SC should address a solemn appeal for a_ 

| truce between all parties until the termination of the mandate, what 

: would be the reception of this appeal by the JA. Would the Jews be 

able to control their own people and what would be the reception by the | 

Arab community? =~ | ae | | 

_- Shertok replied that the Jews would wait a certain number of hours 

to see the effect of this appeal on the Arabs. If the Arabs complied, — 

there would be no violence. If the Arabs did not comply, the Jews 

would resist. While waiting, they would make preparations for de- 

_ fensive, protective measures against possible attack. There would be | 

no attacks on the British if steps were not taken to prolong the man- 

date. His personal interpretation of the Arab attitude would be they _ 

would ask whether the UN intended to abandon the partition scheme _ 

or implement it. In the latter case, a simple appeal would have na 

| effect. / ; | | 7 

| I asked what the effect. would be of an order by the SC under — 
| - Article 40 of the charter. What would be the Arab states’ attitude as 

| members of the UN. Shertok replied that such an order, if it were 

| specifically addressed to the Arab states, would be likely to be more — 

effective than a general appeal without direction at all. Shertok went | 

oy on to say that a pernicious doctrine was being spread in the Middle. — . 

East that UN will not follow through. Therefore, the Arabs have 

nothing to worry about. An appeal or order would have to be backed 
by a show of force and great willingness to use force if necessary. 

- In respect to a question by Tsiang, Shertok said that the whole | 

- question of territorial modifications had been gone through in great 

detail time and time again. The Jews had already made very great — 

| sacrifices and he could not conceive of any territorial modifications 

| which would make for acceptance by the Arabs. Ss 
i In respect to a further question by Tsiang, Shertok said that the | 

_ Jews insisted on control of immigration because this was a question of | | 

sovereignty. He went on to say that it is the most essential part of the _ 
whole scheme. The most fundamental root is that the Jews must have | 

the keys to their own homeland in their own hands. There must be 

| a place for Jewish persecutees in need of a home which would be 

| solely in the control of Jews. And exclusive control of immigration was 

| the most powerful argument in persuading the Jews to accept the par- 

tition plan. Po oo | 
On the other hand, the Jews recognized the necessity for sound 

planning. They had in mind a rate of immigration of 80,000 to 100,000 : 

| 1 No, 285, March 18, 2a. m., not printed. — | re
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| a year, subject to variation depending on the economic situation of the _-—s~«.. existing population, Arab as well as Jewish. | oo | ___-*In respect to a question from me concerning the absorbative ca- 
pacity of the Jewish state, Shertok replied that they contemplated — | 

: about one million in the next decade, | an 
Silver interjected to indicate that there was time when there was a , 

_- great reservoir of Jewish immigration, especially in eastern and cen- 
| tral Europe, amounting to 7 or 8 million Jews, This reservoir had 

| given rise to Arab fears that Palestine would be inundated. Six mil- =| 
- _ lion of these Jews had perished during the Nazi regime. They would 

- expect, perhaps, as many as 700,000 or 800,000 Jews from Europe and a 
. perhaps 200,000 or 300,000 from other areas, principally the periph- | 

| eral Arab states. There was no cause for any fear of inundation. 
In response to my question concerning the emigration of Jewsfrom 

Palestine, Shertok said that under the Turks, emigration had about 
equalled immigration. In the late 20’s and early 30’s, there had been oo 
a small backwash of emigration which had virtually ceased in 1982 — 

_ and there was no emigration thereafter until after the war. The volume > 
, of emigration at this time is insignificant. In respect to a question by - 

Tsiang, Shertok and Silver indicated that the ratio of Arabs to Jews 
In all of Palestine would be roughly half and half with two million - | 

| Jews and two million Arabs, Tsiang asked whether there had been _ 
| a rise in anti-Jewish feeling in the Arab states. Shertok replied that 

the Jews had at best been tolerated by the Arabs through the ages. 
| They were second or third class citizens subject to all sorts of formal | 

disabilities, the classic example beingin the Yemen, . 
There were no more questions and Rabbi Silver and Shertok left  __ 

_ themeeting, | | oe 
Gromyko then attacked Lie for the press coverage of yesterday’s | 

meeting, in particular, Gromyko insisted that he had never said he | 
a would not attend a meeting at which the JA was represented. He had | 
7 simply made clear that he would not participate in consultations with | 

representatives of the JA or the AHC, ete. | Oo 
- After some discussion, it was then agreed that a new attempt should 

be made to have representatives of the AHC appear and answer the 
| questions proposed to be directed to them. It was agreed also that Lie 

| would present these questions to Nakkleh, the only AHC representative 
in NY, informing him of the meeting Monday morning. It was ap- . 
parent that Gromyko would attend this meeting, making clear, how- - 

_ ever, that he was not participating in consultations with the AHC. | 
| - Following meeting, members of my staff took Lie to our offices, as | 
| a matter of convenience, where Lie met Nakkleh and handed him the 

questions explaining briefly that he had been asked to do so by the 
group of 4 permanent members and explaining the circumstances. _
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__Nakkleh received the questions and said he would cable or telephone 
them to Jerusalem. In doing so, however, he wanted to make hisown 
personal position clear, namely, that he was not participating in any © | 

consultations in so doing. - | 
| ‘During this brief interview, there was a very unpleasant interchange 

between Nakkleh and Lie. Nakkleh charged Lie and the secretariat = 
-_-with a prejudiced position in favor of the Jews and Lie retorted he — ; 

had not come here to be insulted. After Lie left, Nakkleh stayed be- = 

hind and staff officers repeated to him once more our position re. 

consultations with the AHC. _ | fe | 
ss Ag Lie left, he told us privately that he was convinced of our oe 

. sincerity in our efforts to find a way, if there is any way, of imple- 

menting the partition plan by peaceful means. He was therefore doing | 

everything in his power to support this effort by us. He was afraid we 

would find, however, that it would be impossible to implement the plan 

by peaceful means. Therefore, it would have to be enforced. Otherwise : 
the UN would go downhill rapidly to nothing. pe 

So | AUSTIN | | 

501.BB Palestine/3-1848: Telegram : : 

| ‘The Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET oe —  Sgppa, March 13,1948—2 p.m. 
129. ReLegtel 107, March 4.1 Azzam Pasha informed me today that 

after conferring with King Abdullah it had been agreed that he, | 

| Azzam, should send a circular telegram to Arab states cautioning them = 

against making any statements or committing any acts which might oa 

be interpreted by SC as threat international peace. He had pointed out 

Palestinian conflict was civil one and it was most important from Arab _ : 
_ states’ own interest not do anything which would give SC occasion | 

use force in Palestine. Azzam indicated he understood and was in _ 

thorough accord viewpoint expressed by Department. | | Bone 

I acquainted him confidentially with situation reported Depart-— oo 

men’s 76, March 11.2 He immediately drafted telegram to Syrian | 
Prime Minister referring Azzam’s previous telegram of caution (sent | 

about March 8) and repeating necessity Arab states do nothing which © 
| might imperil international peace and security Middle East. Azzam 

indicated he sympathized most heartily position Department as set | 

forth its telegram 58 to Damascus. | | a | 

Sent Department 129; repeated Baghdad 11, Cairo 37, Damascus 3. coe 
| Oairo please pouch to Jerusalem, Beirut. : a 

| oa | _—- CHILDS 7 

4Not printed. rr oe 
. ?-This wasa repeat of telegram 58 to Damascus, p. 706. | |
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| 501.BB Palestine/8-1848: Telegram = oo | 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to _ 
So the Secretary of State — | Oo 

a SECRET New Yorx, March 13, 1948—4: 02 p.m. © | 

--- 288. The following is a running account of discussions held between _ 
. Austin, Gromyko, Tsiang and Parodi on the one hand and Sir Alex- 

| ander Cadogan on the other on Tuesday afternoon, March 9, con- 
. cerning the security situation in Palestine. The UK had agreed to be. | 

present as mandatory power in order to furnish such information to | 
| the permanent members as they might need during their present con- 

_ gultations. Gromyko stated his willingness to discuss the matter with 
_the UK in the latter’s capacity as a permanent member but notasman- 
datory power. Gromyko made it clear that he did not thereby agree to 
consultations by the permanent members with ‘the Palestine Com- 

| mission or with the Jews or Arabs of Palestine. 
| The first question (US) was: have incursions by armed elements — 

from outside Palestine occurred in addition to those already reported | 
to the Palestine Commission by the mandatory power? Sir Alexander 
replied that all information at the disposal of the UK had been made 
available to the Palestine Commission; that a number of reports on 

- security matters had come in since the Commission furnished its first — 
special report to the SC; that the UK suggested that the Palestine 
Commission be asked to make available the large amount of material 
already furnished to the Commission by the UK on this subject. | 

-. . The second question (US): was: has the mandatory power been 
| able to identify personnel involved in such incursions? Sir Alexander 

replied that they had, of course, been able to determine that particular | 

| parts of the borders of Palestine had been infringed from particular 
: adjacent countries but that the actual identification of individual | 

/ persons involved was difficult. He referred again to the material al- Co 
| ready furnished the Commission and pointed out that such material — 
___. would show that the UK considered that Iraqi, Syriansand Egyptians —s_—> 

had beeninvolved. BS So 
| _ The third question (US) was: are these incursions privately or- 

_ ganized by individuals or unofficial groups or are they supported 
and encouraged by governments outside Palestine? Sir Alexander : 
said that he could not furnish a specific answer for lack of proof.He 
stated that the UK had made certain representations to neighboring — 
governments regarding incursions into Palestine and that he would 

: look into the matter and give us any further information which was 
available to him. | | 7 | | | 

The fourth question (US) was: are arms now flowing into Palestine | 
from outside sources to individuals or groups unauthorized by. the 7 
mandatory power to possess arms? Sir Alexander replied that the



| mandatory power would of course do everything it could to stop arms | 

| - going in to unauthorized personnel. He stated that noarms are going 

oo to such personnel with the knowledge of the UK but that, of course, | 

the interception of arms, particularly small arms, is a very difficult: | 

| task under conditions now existing in Palestine. When asked further. 

| whether the UK knew of arsenals or stores of arms in other countries 
adjacent to the Palestine border, Sir Alexander stated that he had 

- nosuchinformationn =~ ee 

‘The fifth question (US) was: what measures by the mandatory: 

power are now in effect to prevent the movement of hostile elements 

into Palestine from outside Palestine? Sir Alexander replied that a 

he must get this information for the permanent members because it _ 
involves the question of border patrols and he does not-have the —_ 

-—- Jatest information. The difficulty was that the UK is now engaged: __ 

in certain troop withdrawals and the answer to the question would of’ 

course involve such withdrawals. In general, however, the British a 

security forces were doing what they could to protect Palestine from | 

‘incursions and to maintain law and order inside the country. = . 

The sixth question (US) was: to what extent. are disorders inside: 
Palestine due to participation by armed elements from outside Pales- _ 

tine? Sir Alexander replied that he would have to furnish such infor-) _ 

mation later. ae eo PS rt 

The seventh question (US) was: to what extent are disorders inside. 
. Palestine due to incitement to violence from outside Palestine? Sir’ 

Alexander replied that he would have to ask about that and report | 

| later, Ds Co 

| The eighth question (US) was: does the mandatory power consider 
that there is a threat of force against Palestine which now constitutes | 
a threat to international peace? Sir Alexander replied that the UK 

| will be happy to furnish the permanent members all of the facts avail- a 

able to the UK but not an appreciation of what those facts meant; | 
the question of what constitutes a threat to the peace is for the SC to | 
decide. The members of the SC will have before them all of the infor- 

- mation which is available to the UK. Austin pressed Cadogan further 

_ by reminding him that the UK is responsible for the government and’ | 
_ the protection of Palestine and therefore could be expected to know 

more about the situation than anyone else. In that respect the UK is - 
in a peculiar position to advise the Council on whether a threat to the © io 
peace exists. Austin asked how can the UN itself make ‘such a finding» 
if the UK has no reason to fear any such threat? Sir Alexander con- 
tinued to decline to answer and indicated that he would refer the | 
question to London, holding out no hope that the question would be 

) answered. ar ee er 

| _ At this point Gromyko asked what situation does the UK think will | 
develop when British troops.are withdrawn from Palestine? Sir Alex-:  *
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ander replied that the UK 1s fully responsible until May 15;thatafter 
| ‘May 15 the UK will maintain order only insofar as is required forthe =~ 

protection of British troops. Gromyko asked what the situation would ty 
| be in the areas from which British troops are withdrawn? Sir Alex- 

ander replied that he could not say. Gromyko asked if there would be 
real fighting between Jews and Arabs. Sir Alexander replied that we | 

| must, of course, apprehend that that would be the case. He pointed out 
that the first areas to be evacuated by the British will be relatively _ 

| quiet ; that disorders will increase as the withdrawal occurs because the _ | 
: more controversial areas will by then be left without military 

authority. = | a | | 
| Gromyko then asked whether the existing situation is a situation : 

| - which constitutes a threat to the peace. Sir Alexander replied that he | 
could not answer but that he would give all information available to 

 -- the UK. ee | — 

| Gromyko asked if press information was accurate regarding thou- 
sands and thousands of “more or less” regular troops in Palestine _ 

_ from other countries. Sir Alexander replied that the numbers ran to 
about 2000. (Later information raised this to approximately 7000.) = 

| Sir Alexander said that they were not regular troops although they _ 
may have come across the border with the connivance of neighboring 

- governments; they were irregulars who showed some appearance of | 
| training and good equipment; they crossed in bands and then dispersed 

| into the population and were therefore difficult to find or eject. 7 
| - Gromyko asked how such bands could cross and not be noticed. = 

Sir Alexander replied that the UK does not have unlimited forces in | 
- Palestine, that there is a long frontier, that it is patrolled but that | 

patrols are limited by the necessity for using troops to prepare for , 
the withdrawal of British forces. Further, it was very difficult to stop 
the movement of small groups across the frontier of such country 

at night. ce o a | 
-. . Gromyko then asked, “do the Arabs, mean what they say?” Sir | 

Alexander replied that that is anybody’s guess and that the Arabs do 
not confide in the UK. USSR then referred to the entry of Kawukji 
who was reported to have entered with several hundreds or thousands . 

- of armed men and established headquarters in Palestine. 
oe Austin then asked whether operations at sea have resulted in the 

, capture of arms destined for Palestine. Sir Alexander replied that _ 
some interception may have been made at sea but that the UK has: | 
fairly effective control over the ports and it was unlikely that large | 

- quantities of arms were reaching Palestine from the sea. | 
; ‘The USSR then asked about the availability of ports. Sir Alexander _ 

replied that Tel Aviv would probably be free after May 15 insofar as | 
the British were concerned but that the Haifa area would probably 

- _be retained as an enclave for the withdrawal of British troops between |
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May 15 and August 1. Sir Alexander pointed out that Haifa was the | 
_ only satisfactory port in Palestine and that the others were so small | 

that only the smallest vessels could dock alongside. a | 
| Austin asked whether the withdrawals of Abdullah’s forces have 

now been accomplished. Sir Alexander replied yes, that the date will | 
be furnished (he later corrected this on the basis of a schedule of a 

_ withdrawal furnished to the permanent members). Gromyko then =~ 
asked if Abdullah’s forces would enter Palestine upon the termination = 
of the mandate. Sir Alexander replied that he could not say, that he , 

| did not know Abdullah’s intentions. | | 
_ Austin asked whether the mandatory power has any evidence of | 

preparation by Egypt with respect to Palestine. Sir Alexander replied 
that the UK has no evidence of direct military intervention but that =» 
there undoubtedly was some preparation of guerillas for infiltration 7 
into Palestine. Gromyko asked who would supply such guerillas with 

-arms. Sir Alexander replied that he would look into the particulars. = 
Austin asked to what extent is the opposition spontaneous among the 
Arabs and to what extent due to extremist Arab leaders, Sir Alexander __ 
replied that the opposition was spontaneous in a very large measure oo 
and that the Arabs were motivated chiefly by a fear of being _ 
“swamped” by outsiders, : - 

| Austin asked whether any heavy armament had been captured. Sir 
Alexander replied that certain mortars had been found, When asked 

| by Austin whether these might be identified, Sir Alexander said that 
_he was not sure that any mortars had actually been captured, only a 

_ that mortar fire had been reported. Replying to a further question of _ | 
_. Austin, Sir Alexander said that violent acts by illegal aircraft had | 

been reported but that such reports were apparently not well founded ; 
that such aircraft as had been used were very light planes which were — 

| used for reconnaissance only. Gromyko asked whether the Arabs in 
_. Palestine were armed better than the Jews. Sir Alexander said that he 

did not know. | oo, | ‘ | ; | 

Sir Alexander has, since this discussion, turned over to the perma- 
| nent members a considerable amount of information which already | 

been furnished to the Palestine Commission. Copies of this informa- _ : 
tion have been furnished the Dept. 

| 7 | AUSTIN | 

-501.BB Palestine/3-1448 | | Au | 

Memorandum by Mr. Samuel K. C. Kopper io the United States — | 
| _—- Representative at the United Nations (Austin) — Oo 

TOP. SECRET [New Yors,] March 14, 1948. 
Conversations on the Palestine Question with several of the prin- | 

cipal Arab Delegates to the United Nations, including Faris Bey |
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| el Khouri (Syria), Camille Chamoun (Lebanon), Charles Malik. 
(Lebanon) and Fawzi Bey (Egypt), during the past days have ree 

_ vealed certain important points which indicate that insofar as the 
Arab states are concerned they would be willing to suggest possible — 

| _ solutions to the Palestine Question which in the judgment of Mr. _ 
Wilkins and myself go further than any previous position taken by 

: the Arab states. It now appears that the Arab states, and as a result | 
_ the Arab Higher Committee, might be willing to agree to one of the — 
following solutions which incorporated the following features: | 

| 1. A unitary state with | , ee 
7 (a) a democratic constitution and government; | Oo , 

_ (0) explicit guarantees regarding minority rights and privileges;- 
| (c) a bicameral legislature in which the Jewish population | 

| _ would have equal representation inaSenate; =~ 
-(d) municipal autonomy for various towns or districts; _ | 

(¢) immigration of Jews up to 100,000 over a two or three year 7 
period and a lesser number each year thereafter; = | 

_ (f) a United Nations commission to observe development of the 
Palestine situation. | ae - Oo | 

| 2. A Federal or cantonized state with OS | | | 
| (a) a democratic constitution and government; | | 

_ (6) explicit guarantees regarding minority rights and privileges; 
, | (c) a bicameral legislature in which the Jewish population would 

| _ have equal representation in a Senate; | | 
_ (@) states or cantons similar to the constitutional organization of 

| | the United States or Switzerland; © Oo 
_ (@) immigration of Jews up to 100,000 over a two or three year : 

: | period and a lesser number each year thereafter; | 
(f) a United Nations commission to observe development of the 

Palestine situation, = a 

8. Trusteeship with a | —— | 

(a) terms of .reference giving more responsibility for self- — 
government than present times; : | | 

_ > (6) immigration features similar to those set forth in the pre- _ 
| ceding two paragraphs. | 

Thus it will be noted that the Arab states would now be willing to 
go further than they ever have before on the subjects of : 7 

| (a) constitutional organization, .  — ° CO 
: | (6) immigration, and > | NE 

(ce) guarantees for minorities, _ oo oo 

| - However, trusteeship would be the least favorable solution in Arab ~ 

The Arab states feel that the present Partition Plan should be aban-. 
doned. A special session of the General Assembly should be called: The 
Mandatory Power might be asked to stay on for two or three months
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until a new solution were evolved. A transitory trusteeship might be 
established in the event that the Mandatory Power will not remain | 

ae after May15..0 7 we Sg 
here is a growing amount of evidence from our missions in the , 

field that moderate elements in the Arab states such as King Ibn Saud, — ay 

_ Azzam Pasha, Secretary-General of the Arab League, Nokrashi Pasha, | 
Prime Minister of Egypt and others are anxious to obtain a moderate 
solution of the Palestine Question and, to shelve permanently the. 

ve Mufti and the extremist Arab elements in Palestine. It was likewise 

_ evidenced that the Arab League has King Abdullah of Transjordan — | 
under control. =v | ae oa | 

a They believe that the refugee problem should be handled by the UN bo 
_ and that the inherent responsibility should be assumed by other mem-. 

bers of the UN to assist in handling the displaced persons problem. a 

 BOLBC/3-1548:Telegram - eee ee 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to’ 

: the Secretary of State Se | 

| SECRET =” ' New Yorx, March 15,1948—4:30 p.m. - 

295. For the Secretary from Austin. Following is account of fifth . 
| meeting of consultative group of permanent members of SC (Security 

Council) on Palestine in Chinese delegation offices, 10:30 to 12:30 
- thismorning, ~ | oe oo 
_. At outset of meeting I raised the question whether it would not be — 

| possible for the four of us to agree at least on a set of facts which could 
- be reported to SC in response to first part of SC resolution of March 5 

which called fora report.on situation in Palestine. Se ee 

Gromyko said that we have asked certain questions and received 
| answers and perhaps the SYG (Secretary-General) should convey | 

at once to all members of SC information we have received. = 
Tsiang said, “could we not agree on this as an established fact, that _ 

| peaceful implementation of the plan of partition is out of the 7 
question?” = renee eee 

I said I thought we should consider this and decide what our view- 

point is and make a report on the question. ne 
| Lie asked if another question would be “is there a threat to inter-. | 

| national peace?” and I replied that we should also consider and report. | 
- onthisquestion, = - ee | ore 

Tsiang said that up to present moment, while we have had intru- © 
| sion of bands into Palestine, we have no information that any state 

has taken part in the fighting. He said that if partition plan should _ | 
be pushed forward the condition of fighting would become more — - 

» BEPIOUS. Pot ee 

598-594-7614 a | Oo 7
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ae _ I then raised question whether there is some method available to 

SC to quiet fighting down. Could we not proceed with a provisional : 
order for a truce? Parodi said that as long as we have not taken the sy 

| position that there is a threat to the peace we are in a good position | 
to get. both of the parties to accept a truce. A decision that there isa _ 

| threat to the peace would have to be in effect against one of the par- 

| ties. He thought that it would be a good first step to try to get a | 
_ truce. He thought it would not be too difficult to get both parties to 

| accept a truce, This would not only stop the fighting but increase the == 
strength of the SC which has thus far lost strength on this matter. | 

: I said that I had in mind the possibility of finding a threat to the | 
: peace under Article 39 and then getting a truce as a provisional meas- oe 

| ure under Article 40. As I understood it, Parodi had in mind trying Ss 
: to get a truce by agreement between the parties, Parodi agreed that - 

/ this was the case. | | | | 
| He went on to say that the Arabs must have the impression that the a 

SC is not very strong for partition. They are therefore less prepared 
to accept any agreement. The moral position of SC will be impossible 

: if inaction leads to further massacre in Palestine. The SC isnot strong = 
for partition but it has no other plan. The only other plan that it . 

-*- seems might be suggested would be a federal state but even this as- 
.  sumes at least a minimum of Arab agreement and this, therefore, does a 

- not get us very far. He concluded that “very frankly the United : 
- Nations will not survive” if it fails to find a means of dealing with this 

_-_- situation quickly. | BS | a / 
[said it now seemed to be clear that the Jews will take nothing but 

| partition. The Arabs on the other hand will have nothing to do with 
_ partition. We must then ask if there is any other solution. If not, then . 

the big remaining question is maintaining peace. » | — 

| _ Parodi observed that even if we are not prepared to do anything, it | 
is very important that we do not give this impression. If we do the - 
Arabs will be hopeless. Even if we have no solution now perhaps we 
will have in'a month or two. | RR Eg — 

Parodi went on to say that the Arabs have the impression we are 
drawing back; we must therefore do something, otherwise the situation 

will become more and more dangerous and finally very dangerous. 
_ I said the situation has obviously been getting worse. We have 

information that preparations are going on in other countries such | 

| as recruiting, financing and the like. Doesthis mean anything? Isitjust 

| a bluff? Should we ignore it? If not, we cannot sit around hoping | 

something will turn up. We will have to make up our minds to do — 

- gomething. I repeated that I still have hopes that all four of permanent 

- memberscanagreeatleastonthefacts. | a 

_. Gromyko said the SC requested US for recommendations, not 
+ “facts. The facts, he said, should be made available to the SC (pre- _ |
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sumably through the SYG). We had obtained some very interesting _ | 
- facts. The British had “admitted” that bands had crossed the fron-— | 

| tiers, but the British are too reserved. He did not know why it was so © : 
difficult for the British to supply us with more information about 

_ these incursions. = eS | | | 
| Parodi said that he was not sure that all the information we had on oo 

these points was quite enough to indicate a real threat to the peace; | 
that is, he said, “international peace within the meaning of the | 

| Charter.” There was a threat to internal peace, of course. We really, 
. however, needed more information from the Arab state, perhaps re- 7 
_- ports from our consuls or from the Arab states themselves. ne 

Parodi then went on to say very clearly that he has in mind an © 
appeal rather than an order foratruce. 7 oe Oo 

- I agreed that of course we must adhere to the pacific method as long | 
as possible. It is for this reason, I said, that we are sticking to the 
partition plan if we can find a way of implementing it peacefully. - 

| Gromyko asked if I had in mind a truce order directed to the > 
| neighboring states. I said yes and to the Jews and mandatory power 

and anybody else concerned. : SO | 
| ~Gromyko asked what the difference was between this and the last 

| paragraph of SC resolution of March 5, and I pointed out that that 
| was just an appeal. : rt | a 

| Parodi then said that perhaps we could get agreement of both parties = 
| to implement the last paragraph of SC resolution. If they did not 
oe agree there probably would be a threat to the peace. It was understood | 

that both my proposal and Parodi’s proposal would be directed to all — 
- of parties concerned. Gromyko wanted to be particularly sure of this" 

point. / — | 7 | oe 
, I raised the question whether we should consult with Arab states 

and find out from: them whether a truce by agreement would be possible. : 
_ I emphasized it would not be enough to get a truce agreement with _ 

| just the Jews, the Arab Higher Committee, and mandatory power. ‘The ‘ 
_ Arab states have their organization, the Arab League, which has met 

on this subject frequently and taken votes in opposition to partition. _ 
- The Arab League might also have an effect on the views of the Arab _ : 

Higher Committee. — ) - ae 
Parodi commented that he was not certain whether we should recog- 

- nize formally the interests of Arab states in Palestine by discussing 
_ the truce with them since they had no right to engage in activities 

_ which such atruce would attempt to end. oe | 
_ ‘Tsiang said that he thought the idea of trying to get agreement for | 

- a truce is a reasonable one. He thought, however, the chance was very - 
small. He could not see the Arabs agreeing to a truce without at the oe 
same time declaring a sort of moratorium on the whole situation for - 
a limited period. | | | oo
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_ (Nakkleh, representative of Arab Higher Committee here, came in 
_ at this point and we did not return to or answer Tsiang’s question.) _ 

_ [Here follow the discussion of the Security Council Representatives — 
with Mr. Nakkleh of the Arab Higher Committee and the text of the 
communication the latter had received from the Committee “this - 

“morning” reiterating its rejection of any solution of the Palestine | 
| problem based on partition.] == re 7 

_ Tsiang then raised the question of postponement of SC meeting _ 
__-which had been scheduled for this afternoon to discuss Palestine. _ 

I raised in this connection the question of whether we should not _ 
| address this question onatrucetothe Arabstates. | 

_ Parodi intervened that the Arab states could not be asked to agree - 
| to something affecting the internal situation in Palestine. Tsiang said 

_ that we would perhaps have to phrase the question differently. : 
| Isaid that. if the Arab states were not willing to agree, how could | 

| we get a truce. I added off the record that I doubted whether we can | 
get a truce peacefully but I was willing to try. But in order to get a 
truce peacefully we must consult the Arab states. The time has also _ 
come to inform them that we mean business. I suggested that the Presi- 

: dent of the Council might consult the Syrian member of SC and other | 
representativeshere. ss oo a - 

Tsiang agreed to consult the Syrian, Egyptian and Lebanese repre- 
sentatives. It was agreed to cancel the SC meeting today; to have | 
a four-power meeting at 10: 30 tomorrow morning in Gromyko’s office; 

_ to postpone SC consideration of Kashmir dispute tomorrow afternoon 
- and to hold tomorrow afternoon’s meeting of SC on Palestine.  __ a 

| rr 6 | | AUSTIN, © 

| 501.BB Palestine/3-1648: Telegram | | | . oe | 

| The Secretary of State to the United States Representative at the — 
| ee United Nations (Austin) a re | 

TOP SECRET US URGENT |= Wasuineton, March 16, 1948—10 a. m. 

138. We have reviewed Security Council handling of Palestine prob- — 
_ lem since. your statement of Feb 24 which established basic US thesis 

| that under Charter Security Council must use its powers to maintain 
| international peace and security but that it is not authorized to enforce | 

political decision of partition on people of Palestine. a 
| General line of tactics set forth in Deptel 107, March 5, and pro- 

: posed statement on situation in Palestine after British withdrawal on | 
| May 15 as contained in Deptel 108, March 5, have been approved by 

the President for use when and if necessary (Deptel 116, March 8). 
_ Following discussion today on outcome of Big Five consultation and 

presentation of suggested statement contained in your telegram 291, _
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March 14, it seems to us that there will be rapid need of focusing basic 
_ issue of whether plan of partition with economic union can be success- | 

_ fully carried out by peaceful means in absence of agreement between / 
- _ Jewsand Arabs of Palestine, oS a 

| It is apparent that situation in Palestine grows daily more fraught 
_ with danger to international peace. Security Council must exercise its 

| responsibilities for maintenance of international peace. However,once 
| Council directs its inquiry to security situation in Palestine, if it has — 
_ not already disposed of issue of partition with economic union, the — | 

__ two questions, although constitutionally separate, will become merged _ 
and we will find our efforts to maintain the peace made immensely __ 
‘more difficult because they will be construed by a majority of the peo- | 
ple of Palestine as being a covert method of carrying out partition by __ 

— fore, ORR Ss - 
It is accordingly of the first importance that the Council dispose _ 

one way or another of the partition issue. Council has already by its | 
action on March 5 failed to adopt first paragraph of US draft resolu- 

. tion of Feb 25 and thus has in effect tacitly refused to accept the __ 
| three requests made of it by General Assembly in its resolution of last = 

a Nov 29. Issue presently before Council is whether Big Five consulta- _ 
_ tion has or has not produced some new area of agreement which might | 

make possible partition by peaceful means, Since statements sum- 
marized in your 291, March 14, clearly reveal that no party to Pales- 

_ tine problem believes partition can be carried out except by use of 7 
force it would seem that the necessary conclusions can rapidly be 
drawn. In this case you should make statement authorized in Deptels | 
107 and 108 in order that Council may proceed thereupon toconsidera- 

_ tion of security problem of Palestine divorced from political issue of 
_ partition with economicunion,  __ | | eee 

a ‘The time factor is imperative and Council must act without delay. 
LEE ee mo (MARSHALL | 

-*Not printed ; this message, sent by Mr. Rusk to Mr. McClintock, gavethe draft — 
text of proposed remarks, to be made by Ambassador Austin before the Security 
Council, on the consultations during the past week (501.-BB Palestine/3-1448). — 

501.BB Palestine/3-1748 | SEs ge Oo 

Memorandum of Telephone Conwersation, by Mr. Robert M. 
a ae McClintock pe ES : | 

TOP SECRET 7 _ [Wasuineron,] March 17,1948... 

_. Mr. Rusk? inquired early this morning if the Department would 
| have any objection should the approved United States tactical posi- = 

—2AtNew York So 7 : ce
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tion on Palestine be presented to the Security Council, possibly atits = _ 
next meeting on March 19, as a joint US, Chinese, and French pro- 

oe, posal. He: wished this point checked with Mr. Bohlen. I replied that _ 
| offhand the suggestion seemed to be without objection, and later. 

| received a similar reaction from Mr. Bohlen. oe 
In a later telephone conversation with Mr. Rusk the latter said that 

he and Mr. Ross had succeeded in persuading Ambassador Austin _ 
that the tactics reaffirmed in the Department’s top secret telegram No. 

| 138 of yesterday should be adhered to. (At one point yesterday there 
| - geemed to have been considerable danger lest Ambassador Austin find | 

himself in outright disagreement with his instructions and that he 
had been tempted at least to discuss this disagreement with the Presi- = 
dent.) Mr. Rusk went on to add that in conversation this morning with 
Ambassador Austin one or two modifications of the basic position, as _ 
get forth in the Department’s top secret telegram No. 107 of March 5, | 

_ had commended themselves to Ambassador Austin and to Mr. Rusk. 

These modifications were to make clear in our presentation that the : 
| calling of a special session of the General Assembly to establish a 

_ United Nations trusteeship would be a temporary measure and: with- 
out prejudice to whatever future settlement were arrived at by agree- oo 

a ment between the peoples of Palestine. In other words, Ambassador 
Austin did not wish to knock partition on the head at this juncture | 

but to leave that as one of a variety of possible solutions for the | 
Palestine problem, which might be considered when the United 

. Nations trusteeship for Palestine were terminated. | 
- Needless to remark, the conversation which elicited this information ; 

was by no means as explicit as the foregoing paragraph. Cc 
_ _‘Mr. Rusk said that if it were agreed that the three Powers jointly 

present this new suggestion it could be made to seem that the sug- 
7 gestions stemmed directly from their consultations pursuant to the 

-Council’s resolution of March 5. I said that this was entirely in line , 
: _ with the basic instructions set forth in Deptel 107. | | | 

_. Mr. Rusk thought it would be wise if there were consultation with | 
| - London, Paris, and Nanking. I agreed and suggested that USUN 

reduce its views to writing, for immediate transmission to the Depart- | 
_ ment, which would consider them and in turn send telegrams to the _ 

three capitals mentioned. _ en OS | 
~ Lobserved to Mr. Rusk that on the basis of John Rogers’ account in 3 
this morning’s Herald Tribune, we had come mighty close to the 

'- . Gromyko line of favoring an out and out finding by the Security Coun- 
- cil that the Arab States had been guilty of a threat to international _ 

| peace and security in and around ‘Palestine. I said that we had been _ | 

exerting great efforts in the Middle East to bring the Arab Govern- | 
ments to a more conciliatory frame of mind. I wondered if Ambassador | 

_ Austin in his speech might not in turn make some friendly reference |
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_ to Faris el-Khouri’s statement yesterday to the effect that the Arab 
States would not interfere in subsequent fighting in Palestine so long | 

_ asno other foreign force took part in it. oe _ 
_ Mr. Rusk said that other members of the Council simply did not 

- ‘believe the statement of Faris el-Khouri. He said that Ambassador 
_ Austin would, as a minimum, insist on inserting a paragraph in his 

| statement stressing the obligation of the Security Council under the 
Charter to maintain international peace and security, and citing the 

_ Articles of the Charter which gave it that power. _ - | | 
I said that I realized the Ambassador’s stern devotion to the Charter — 

__ but that we had worked very hard in the Arab capitals to bring forth _ 
- one little green sprig of tolerance out of the mould and that I would 

| not wish to see it shrivel up under the hot blast of righteousness. Per- | 
_ haps the Ambassador could in a fatherly way admonish both the Arabs | 

and Jews to be good. | | | a - 
_ A meeting has been set up in Mr. Bohlen’s office for Thursday, 
March 18, at 11 a. m., to consider these proposals. as 

. 501L,BB Palestine/3-1748 | / ey 

| Memorandum by Mr. Robert M. McClintock to the Director of the 
a _ Bauecutwe Secretariat (Humelsine) By 

SECRET CO [Wasuineton,] March 17, 1948. | 

_ There is little in UNA this morning for your telephone call to | 
Mr. Lovett. a / re 
‘On Palestine Mr. Lovett should be told that any press report tothe © 

| contrary there has been no agreement between the US, USSR, and | 
France, to urge the Security Council to make a finding that inter- _ : 
national peace and security is threatened in and around Palestine. 7 
For Mr. Lovett’s strictly private information it has seemed during’ | 

| the past few days that. Ambassador Austin has been trending along __ 
the line followed by Mr. Gromyko which would place a finding of —T 

_ athreat to international peace and security as the prior business of the - 
_ Security Council before it deals with the question of Palestine par- a 
___ tition. However, Mr. Rusk telephoned me late last night to say that — 

he thought it almost ninety percent sure that Ambassador Austinhad —> 
been got back on the track and that the instructions which the Secre- | 

_ tary and Mr. Lovett approved yesterday would hold. | - a 
a Mr. Rusk telephoned at 9: 25 this morning to inquireifthe Depart-  —/ 

ment would have any objection if China, France, and the US jointly 
drew conclusions from the Big Five consultation of the past ten days | 

| | 1Mr. Lovett had departed from Washington on March 15 for a vacation in | | 
Florida ; he returned to the Department by March27.  —wt a |
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and onthe basis of these conclusions recommended the program which. 
the Department has reaffirmed to Ambassador Austin as being our | 
tactical position, in order to dispose of the partition issue. I told. 

| Mr. Rusk that offhand I could see no objection but that I would check => 
| withMr.Bohlen. © oe - - | 

_ 501.BB Palestine/3-1748: Telegram — | oe 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 
. | the Secretary of State | a 

SECRET PRIORITY New Yor«, March 17, 1948—4: 80 p. m. 
oO 304. Following is delayed account of sixth meeting of permanent 

members on Palestine: held in Gromyko’s offices from 10:30 to 1 
yesterday morning. _ : | 

= Lie said he had presented to Jewish Agency the question on the 
possibility of their agreeing to a truce. He had received that. morning _ 
a reply from Shertok indicating that they felt it necessary to refer _ 
the question to Palestine and expressed the hope that they might be 

- granted a brief delay fora reply. | | - 
| Tsiang said he had individually interviewed the heads of the six 

Arab states delegations here to ascertain their attitude towards a truce. 4 

They had individually agreed in their replies to the effect that if 
partition is suspended they will agree to a truce, otherwise not. 

- Tsiang went on to say that he wished to repeat what he had said 

. _ before, that a military truce would have no validity without a political 
- truce which equaled in effect suspension of partition. © , | 

| Gromyko suggested that we study the nine points suggested by the 

Jewish Agency when we met with them. He thought some of these | 

points might be agreed upon by the conferees and adopted bytheSC. 

In response to a question by Tsiang he said he had in mind particu- 

Oo larly the Jewish Agency’s points 3, 4 and 5 relating respectively to a 

threat to peace, a call on the Arab states to stop recruiting, etc.,and _ 
-  acallonthe Arab states to stop warmongering. _ | 

_ I then distributed copies of paper we had prepared and read to them 

the point[s] concerning the finding of a threat to the peace and the => 
necessity for SC action? = | 

1The paper, in the nature of a development of facts regarding the situation 
in Palestine, had been transmitted to the Department by New York in telegram — 

_. 299, March 15, 9:15 p. m., not printed. Point 6 read: “A threat to international 
> peace exists in the infiltration of hostile elements into Palestine from the outside 

| whose purpose is to prevent by force the implementation of the General Assembly 
oe -resolution.”; point 10 read: “As a result of the consultations of the permanent 

| members regarding the situation with respect to Palestine, they recommend (@) 
that the Security Council should make it clear to the parties and governments 
concerned that the Security Council is determined not to permit the situation 
in Palestine to continue as a threat to international peace, and (0) that the
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- Gromyko said he was not in a position to agree to any joint docu- — 

ment but that it might be possible for the conferees to agree on some 

of the fundamental points, the first being that the situation in — 

Palestine constitutes a threat to the peace. (This was point 5 of US 

paper.) The second point Gromyko suggested on which we might agree oo 

was that the SC as one (he emphasized one) of measures to be taken 

should order (he emphasized order) the Arab states to stop sending 

assistance of any kind to the Arabs in Palestine, and to take measures” 

to withdraw elements which have crossed into Palestine. If agreement | 

| could be reached on these two points this would be a step forward. It wae 

would not exhaust the requirements of the situation but would mnever- 

| theless be a step forward. He said that the crossing of these groups 

| into Palestine was “absolutely abnormal and dangerous.” a 

_- JT indicated that it would be very fortunate if the four of us could 

agree on strong, firm SC action to maintain the peace. With reference _ 

7 to the second part of the resolution passed by the SC on March 5, it a 

| would be fortunate if we could also work out something constructive - 

regarding instructions to the Palestine Commission. 
|  Lsaid boiled down to the cold facts, we must find a way of getting 

these parties together because they must live together without force 

to hold them together. I did not mean to imply that we had abandoned 

the GA resolution. Our objective was to find a way, if possible, for _ 
e peaceful implementation of the plan involving yielding on both sides | 

so that the plan could go into effect without war, ne 
_ 'Tsiang said he wanted to be cooperative but that with regard to | 

finding that a threat to the peace exists, he felt that this finding must 

not be one-sided. It must apply to the infiltration of arms and armed. 

| forces by. sea, as well as by land. He said it would be impossible to | 

| get a truce if a finding of a threat to the peace were one-sided. We 
‘must aim at the reduction of arms and armed forces by both sides. By 

- making our action impartial we would promote prospects of an effec- | 

tive truce. He repeated that while he would like to see a truce bean 

effective truce, he did not see how we could bring this about if we 
had only a military truce without a political truce. He added that. 
everyone knows the present situation is caused by the partition plan. 

_- Gromyko said that paragraph 4 of our paper relating to the diffi- 

culty of peaceful implementation meant to him that the plan would - 

be doomed at once automatically. Gromyko then went on to repeat | 
in effect his arguments that there is at present a threat to peace in | 

- Palestine and that one of the steps that should be taken would be to | 

| Security Council should take further action by all means available to it to bring a 
| about an effective truce in that country at the earliest practicable moment.” 

| (501.BB Palestine/3-1548). a . : | 
For the text of the paper as subsequently revised, see telegram 953, March 18, 

to London, p. 7389. | So oe |
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“ order that those states responsible should stop their actions at once 
and take measures to withdraw their forces from Palestine. _ | 

: Gromyko then digressed to express at length his views to the effect. 
that we had spent all our time this past week only discussing the | 
question of consultation with the Jewish Agency, etc., and that we __ 
were just beginning today to discuss the substance of the matter. __ 

[said that assuming that there is a threat to the peace now, if we 
- directed a finding against the Arabs we would put an end forever 

-. to the possibility of getting peaceful implementation of the partition 
plan. I wondered whether there was no longer any hope of yielding 

_ by the Arabs on three essential points, namely, immigration, sover- - 
eignty and territory. I emphasized that we would never be able to — 

- Maintain a situation permanently by a ring of bayonets. en 
. I went on to say that of course there were a whole series of actions = 

| - under Chapter VII provided for in Articles 40, 41, and 42, as well as 
So 106, which might be taken if there were a finding of a threat to peace 

under Article 39. If, however, we adopted such actions now, would we . 
. not cut off the possibility of bringing the parties together? | | 

- Gromyko observed that in effect any effort to find a means of peace- | 
| ful implementation by modification of the partition plan was not © 

carrying out the partition plan and was merely causing delay. He said 
_ the undeniable facts must be taken into account, first, that the mandate 

__terminates.on.May 15; there would then be bloodshed and war (maybe 
oe a small one) he said, and we must not allow such a situation. Second, —_— 

. the actions of those responsible (implying the Arab states) must stop. | 
Parodi questioned Gromyko rather closely on whether Gromyko | 

| felt that the partition plan could or could not be carried out by peace- _ 
| ful means. a ae a a 

_ Gromyko replied that he did not know whether it could be carried | 
out by peaceful means or not. We must, he added, adhere to the plan 

_ asitis with no modifications. | | a 
| I raised the question of whether a new vote on paragraph 1 of our | 

— original resolution relating to acceptance by the SC of the GA’s | 
oO request, subject to the authority of the Charter, would serve any useful | 

purpose in order to determine how far the SC is willing to go. a 
Gromyko replied that the SC could take effective steps without for- | 

| mal approval of this paragraph 1. | | . 7 
Co Gromyko then went on to say in effect, Jet us get down to brass _ 

| tacks. Do we agree that the situation in Palestine and its continuation _ 

po constitute a threat to peace? If we agree to this, then do we agree on 
| an SC order to the states responsible to cease their actions and withdraw 

| forces already in Palestine? 7 | — | 
- Parodi said he wanted to make his position entirely clear. He was, 

conscious of the great responsibility we had; he knew we were working |
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for implementation of the partition plan which he, incidentally, did | 

. not like very much. We also had the responsibility for the maintenance 
| of peace. In effect, he said he was not prepared to go too far too fast. 

| He said that at present there is a sort of threat to the peace. He isnot _ 

gure that this would be the time to proclaim it. He thought we should - 
agree today to give a warning and be prepared to go further later | 

should this seem necessary. He thought that a clear warning to the 
_ Arabs would counteract their impression that the SC is going back- _ 

_- wards, If we went further than this the difficulties of Arab cooperation 

a would be increased immeasurably. — o 

-. I said that if we avoided naming the Arabs or directing a finding of __ 
threat against them we would preserve the possibility of peaceful  =— 

i development. — | - oe so | 
/ _ At this point Gromyko weakened in his position and said that it . : 

- might be okay not to name the Arab states. He said, “if we are not | 

able to adopt a more concrete decision, maybe we could adopt.a less - 
concrete decision.” a oe a | 

| After we then spent a few moments discussing the form and details © | 
_ of a possible report to the SC on this point, Tsiang intervened witha _ | 

__* strong objection that he could not approve a finding of a threat to the | 

peace as it was being conceived and if this matter came to a vote in the — 

_ $C he would have to abstain. He went on to say that. we cannot under ee 

the Charter authorize any one party to implement a resolution by force. 
If the SC uses force that is one thing, but we cannot allow a private 

organization to use force. Tsiang then insisted that any finding ofa = 

_ threat to the peace be modified in such a way that Jewish as wellas 
‘. Arab elements be included. , Co 

, _ After some further discussion of the differences in the various points __ 

of view I suggested that it would weaken the position of the conferees | 

- if an attempt were not made to report to the SC that afternoon as had a 

been scheduled. It was agreed that at the Council meeting the presi- _ 

dent would merely say we needed a little more time for our consulta- == 
tions and would suggest that after hearing Chamoun’s speech the SC 

_ should adjourn having in mind a further meeting of the conferees in a 
_ Lie’s office following the SC meeting. So | | 

. -. Our meeting broke up at this point with Gromyko observing that he _ 

felt he would have to express at the SC meeting that afternoon his dis- 
| satisfaction with the progress of the consultations since we had spent = 

all our time talking about the American proposal for consultations _ 
with the Jewish Agency, etc. I told him if he found it necessary todo 

| ‘this I would certainly reply. oo | a 

= | a | _ AUSTIN |
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501.BB Palestine/3-1748: Telegram tS - ee So 

| The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 
a the Secretary of State | | : | 

Top SECRET ouRGENT = New Yor«, March 17,1948—3:21 p.m. | 

805. Eyes only for McClintock from Rusk. Ambassador Austin met. | 
today at 11:15 a. m. with Cadogan, Parodi and Tsiang (Tsiang was 

accompanied by one adviser) to discuss Palestine matter. Cadogan was 

presentasanobserveronly. © = 
The first item discussed was a draft set of conclusions which might | 

' be furnished jointly to the Security Council as a result of the recent => 
-. consultations among the permanent members. The text of such con- | 

clusions follows: = OS , | 

[Here follow draft conclusions; for the draft as subsequently ampli- 
; fied, see telegram 953, March 18, to London, page 739.]| ae | 

Following brief discussion of the above points, Austin referred to / 
a Tsiang’s statement yesterday that a truce would be possible only ifthe = 

truce applied both in the military and the political field. Tsiang had ' 
| spoken of a “moratorium”. Austin also referred to Tsiang’s report that = 

each of the six Arab states had told him that they would cooperate’ 
| in every way with a truce if the implementation of partition. is 

suspended. 2 © — i 

| Austin then said that the United States was primarily interested in 
maintaining the peace in the Palestine situation and in finding a 

: peaceful solution within the framework of the United Nations. This — | 
| was based not only upon our regard for the United Nations but also 

, upon very serious humanitarian interests which are now at stake. He 4 
| said that we therefore wished to do everything we could to meet the = =s_—* 

| views of others, particularly of the permanent members, because he : 
| felt that those present could, by agreement, find a peaceful result. 

_ Austin continued that we were concerned with the implications of 

a, political moratorium. in view of the situation which could be expected 
on May 15 upon termination of the mandate. He stated that he would 

- like to propose to those present some additions to the conclusions al- 
ready discussed, which, if accepted by them as a joint approach, might 

meet the situation on a realistic basis. He then read parts of a draft 

statement which he was considering making to the Security Council 

atanearlydate: ©... oe ea 

[Here follows draft statement, which in somewhat altered form was | 
used by Ambassador Austin before the Security Council on March 19; 

| see page 742. | oe , , ae 

Austin underlined that we looked upon a trusteeship as a temporary 

| arrangement designed primarily to maintain the peace and would be
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entirely without, prejudice to the nature of an eventual . political | 

a settlement;  =§# 8 = = a fy SE pe lagen oS 

[Here follows further discussion by Ambassador Austin with the | 

- ¥epresentatives of the United Kingdom, France, andChina.]. ee 

: It is most urgent that the Department communicate immediately — - 

with London, Paris and Nanking calling this new approach to their — 

oo attention and strongly urge upon those governments to cooperate in — 

| an effort to maintain governmental authority in Palestine in such a 

: way as to preserve the peace. It was clear from the nature of the diss 

~ cussion this morning that ‘Tsiang and Parodi were both personally 

___- very favorably inclined to the idea, A joint approach by those repre- | 

| sented at today’s meeting would make a great impression on world | 

- opinion, would. substantially strengthen the hand. of the United Na- | 

tions in dealing with this question, and would probably be supported. 

| by nine of the members of the Security Council. Snel g eet 

Senator Austin impressed upon those present the great need for the 

| utmost secrecy in dealing with this matter before the presentation of 

the joint views to the Security Council. Hence, any communicationsto 

| London, Paris and Nanking should emphasize the implications which | 

| would be caused by premature leaks. [Rusk.] te 

—  Bdttorial Note ra 

On March 18 Dr. Chaim Weizmann, the Zionist leader who until 

- December 1946 had been President of the World Zionist, Congress, 

discussed the Palestine problem with President Truman. The editors — 

| have been unable to find an official record of this conversation. For | 

the President’s later report, see Harry S. Truman, Memoirs by Harry — 

— §. Truman (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday & Company, 1956) vol- , 

| umelI,pagel61. - rn 

——-«§01.BB Palestine/3-1848 : Telegram — . | ee 

_ - The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy n the United Kingdom 

gop secrer oNract = Wasurneron, March 18, 1948—2 p.m. | 

| 952, Our next top secret telegram * contains text of draft working __ 

paper prepared by UN delegations of US, France and China with = 

Trafford Smith of UK, technically present as an observer only, al- 
though he took an active part in discussion and drafting of the paper, 

| This document sets forth conclusions drawn by US, France and:China | 

a 1 Infra. | | a . | |
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| (and also, we hope, the UK) as result of Big Five consultation on _ 
| situation in Palestine pursuant to SC resolution of March 5. So 

Please. immediately call on Foreign Minister (repeated for action — | 
also to Paris as 856, Nanking as 414) and leave with hima copy of = 
this working paper, pointing out that it is yet a draft but that its =’ 
main pointshave support ofthis govt. | 

- You should orally add that, as was made clear in Amb. Austin’s — | 
| statement to SC, Feb. 24, US makes strong distinction between wide 
| powers and obligation of SC under Charter to maintain international = 

_ peace and security and its ‘lack of any Charter authorization to use 
force to carry out a political recommendation or decision. We believe 

- it should be made clear at this time that plan recommended by GA | 
| for partition of Palestine with economic union is an integral plan 

_ which cannot succeed unless each of its parts can be carried out. Pales-_ : 
tine Commission, Mandatory Power, Jewish Agency, and Arab Higher | 
Committee have indicated that partition plan cannot be implemented — 

_. . by peaceful means under present conditions. This being so, the SC is 
not in a position to go ahead with efforts to implement the plan. In 
particular, SC has no constitutional authority to enforce partition. 

_ US believes that simultaneously with such SC action as may be > 
“necessary to bring about an effective truce in Palestine at earliest prac-_ ) 

_ ticable moment special session of GA should immediately convene to | 
establish a temporary trusteeship for Palestine without prejudice to | 
eventual settlement of problem of independence for that country. We __ 
have not come to « decision as to what authority should administer — 

_ this trusteeship and invite views of FonMin whether a direct UN 
trusteeship, or one administered by a single Power or several Powers 

| jointly, would be preferable. — | | - a 
Please suggest to FonMin that if he concurs with this Govt’s position 

| immediate instructions be telegraphed to his Govt’s representatives on 
SC which next meets to consider this problem Friday morning, 

| Mar. 19.? : oe BS | 
| Repeated to USUN as 143. | | | a 

| . Oo | _ THore 

. 2 Michael R. Wright, Superintending Under-Secretary of State in the British 
. Foreign Office informed an Embassy officer on March 19 of instructions sent to 

So Sir Alexander Cadogan authorizing him to “inform suitable delegations that . 
_ while it would not be in accord with consistent policy HMG to offer comments on | 

. details working paper, HMG has always made it clear HMG would welcome any | | 
_ effort to arrive at a settlement by an agreement with Arabs and Jews, and SO 

therefore HMG views with sympathy the present move towards this end.” Re- | 
garding a possible British role in drafting a ‘trusteeship agreement, Mr. Wright 
stated that the British Government would “place its knowledge and experience 

: re Palestine at disposal UN .. . but HMG itself would neither draft agreement 
nor assume responsibility for it.” (Telegram 1138, March 19, 3 p. m., from 

' London, 501.BB Palestine/3-1948) - oy | | |
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- 501.BB Palestine/3—1848 : Telegram | mo | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom , 

OP SECRET US URGENT | WasHINGTON, March 18,1948—2p.m. 
| NIACT = oe | a | 

953. Following is text of draft working paper on Palestine* to 

- which Deptel 952 today refers: ne 

| : | , oy | 

The consultations among the permanent members of the SC and 

informal communication with the Palestine Commission, the manda- _ | 

tory power, the JA and the AHC held since March 5, 1948 have de- : 

veloped the following facts regarding the situation with respect to | 

Palestine: me ae na 

-- 4, The JA accepts the partition plan, considers it to be the irreduc- | - 

ible minimum acceptable to the Jews, and insists upon the implemen- 

tation of the plan without substantial modification. SO a 

| 9, The AHC rejects any solution based on partition in any form and 
considers that the only solution acceptable to the Arabs of Palestine is a 

the formation of one independent state for the whole of Palestine _ | 

whose constitution would be based on democratic principles and which | 

would include adequate safeguards for minorities and the safety ofthe = 

holy places. . oo Re OO 

| 3. No modifications in the essentials of the partition, plan are ac- 

| ceptable to the JA and no modifications would make the plan accept- 

| able tothe AHC. — | a a Sn 

| 4. The Palestine Commission, the mandatory power, the JA and the 

ABC have indicated that the partition plan cannot be implemented by 

_ peaceful means under present conditions. oo | - 

| 5. The plan proposed by the GA is an integral plan which cannot : 

succeed unless each of its parts can be carried out. There seems to be 

general agreement that the plan cannot now be implemented by peace- — | 

ful means. This being so, the SC is not ina position to go ahead with 

| efforts to implement this plan [in the existing situation.” ] ; / . 

6, The mandatory power has confirmed that a considerable number , 

- of illegal arms and hostile elements have entered Palestine both : 

by land and by sea since November 29, 1947. Oo | 

Sent to the Department by New York in telegram 309, March 17, 11:30 p. m. 
(501.BB Palestine/3-1748). The Department made minor language changes and. 
divided the twelve numbered paragraphs into two sections, before sending tele- | 

on Bracketed portion in the source text. a 7
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- % The gradual withdrawal of the military forces of the mandatory 

- _ power will, in the absence of agreement, result in increasing violence 

and disorder in Palestine. Warfare of a guerrilla type grows more - 
--— -yvilolent constantly, | a ee 

_ 8. If the mandate is terminated prior to a peaceful solution of the ~~ 

problem, large-scale fighting between the two communities can be 
Oo expected. oo - Ea Ee 

1. As a result of their consultations regarding the situation with 

_ respect to Palestine, the permanent members find and report that a 
continuation of the infiltration into Palestine by land and by sea of 

| groups and persons with the purpose of taking part in violence would 
ageravate still further the situation,andrecommend: = .° oo 

(a) That the SC should make it clear to the parties and govern- 
ments concerned that the SC is determined not to permit the situation 
in Palestine to threaten international peace, and ne 

| (6) That the SC should take further action by all means available —s—| 
to it to bring about the immediate cessation of violence and the resto- 
ration of peace and order in Palestine = ae 

_ 8[2]. Under the charter the SC has both an inescapable responsi- == 
bility as well as full authority to take the steps necessary to bring — , 

| about a cease fire in Palestine and a halt to the incursions being made 

into that country. The powers of Articles 39, 40, 41 and 42 are very 

| great and the council should not hesitate to use them if necessary to 
stopthefighting, = | a 

4[3]. In addition, we believe that further steps must be taken im- 

mediately not only to maintain the peace but also to afford a further | 
opportunity to reach an agreement between the interested parties 

| regarding the future government of Palestine. To this end we believe 

that a temporary trusteeship for Palestine should be established under 

the TC of the UN. Such a UN trusteeship would be without prejudice | 
| to the rights, claims or position of the parties concerned or to the _ 

| character of the eventual political settlement, which we hope can be . 
| _ achieved without long delay. In our opinion, the SC should recommend 

the establishment of such a trusteeship to the GA and to the mandatory 
- - power. This would require an immediate special session of the GA, | 

which the SC should request the SYG to convoke under Article 20 

ofthecharter. 0
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_.  5[4]. Pending the meeting of the proposed special session of the | 

GA, we believe that the SC should instruct the Palestine Commission | 

to suspend its efforts to implement the proposed partition plan.” * oe 
Repeated Paris as 857, Nanking as 415. - a! | 

| as coe | THorp : 

* Ambassador Austin made a statement before the Security Council on March 19 
-. on the results of the consultations among the permanent members of the ~~ 

Council. The substantive portion of his statement, which had the agreement 
of China and France, followed closely telegram 953, except for the omission of | 
paragraph 5 of Section I and all of Section II except for paragraph 1. Ambas- 

- gador Gromyko then gave his report to the Council on the consultations. He © 
noted at one point that he had agreed to the decisions made in sub-paragraphs 
aiand b of Section II of Ambassador Austin’s statement, although the United 

.-- States Representative had not pointed out this fact. For the texts of the state- — 
| ments by Ambassador Austin and Ambassador Gromyko, see SC, 38rd yr., Nos. 

| _ 86-51; pp. 141-143 and 143-148, respectively. =~ annns | 

501.BB Palestine/3-1748 : Telegram _ = | | | . 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Representative a 
at the United Nations (Austin) | 

TOP SECRET _US URGENT WASHINGTON, March 18, 1948—3 p. m. 

NIACT oO — _ 7. a a - - 

«444. Dept approves text’ of draft working paper submitted in your 

| 809,March17* | EEE En a 

In view of possibility that UK may be inclined to support these 
_ general conclusions and that there is even stronger possibility that 7 

| French and Chinese representatives will associate themselves there-— 
| with, proposed statement authorized in Dept’s 108, March 5, may be | | 

_- considerably truncated in order that emphasis shall be on main prob-  _ 
lems confronting SC and not on legal theory as to what happens after __ 

_ termination of Palestine mandate by UK. This legal argument might 
_ - more appropriately be reserved for use when effort is made to persuade 

UK to retain its responsibility for Palestine until Special Session of : 
7 GA. has succeeded in setting up UN trusteeship. a | | 

While Dept approves your draft paragraph 9(@) and (6)? you _ 
should not permit this important aspect of the problem to be concen- 
trated on to exclusion of equally important decision confronting UN to 
call special session and get on with problem of administering Palestine | 
as a trusteeship. In all probability Soviet Representative with active 
support of Jewish Agency will seek to confuse issue by stressing need to 

a 1 Not printed; but see footnote 1, p. 739. - a | 
- *'The same as paragraph II, 1, (a) and (0) in telegram 953, supra, except that _— 

: the words after “bring about” in paragraph 9(6) of telegram 309 read “an | , 
effective truce in that country at the earliest practicable moment.” : : 

—-§98-594—76-—_15 __ a |
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enforce peace to exclusion of need to establish a framework within __ 
_ which peaceful solution of Palestine problem can be found, ots 

= This Govt is not prepared to join in enforcement measures in 
_ Palestine for maintenance of international peace and security until 

_UN trusteeship is established and then only to maintain the integrity. 
of the trusteeship as a bulwark of international peace and security. 

Foregoing for your info only but should govern your course of 
_ action in forthcoming SC debate.t | Be 

7 *Mr. Bohlen, in a. marginal notation, stated that this paragraph had been 
cleared by phone with Secretary of Defense Forrestal. — . 
*A meeting in Mr. Bohlen’s office, attended by Messrs. Bohlen, Armour, and | : 

Henderson and representatives of the Offices of United Nations ‘Affairs and of 
HKuropean Affairs, during the afternoon of March 18, considered and approved _ 
telegram 144. | : | | . 

_ Statement Made by the United States Representative at the United 
Nations (Austin) Before the Security Council on March 19, 1948+ 

So Extract] Be | : 

_ The Security Council now has before it clear evidence that the Jews 
and Arabs of Palestine and the Mandatory Power cannot agree to 
implement the General Assembly plan of partition through peaceful 

: means. The announced determination of the Mandatory Power to. | 
terminate the Mandate on 15 May 1948, if carried out by the United — 
Kingdom, would result, in the light of information now available, 
in chaos, heavy fighting and much loss of life int Palestine. The United . 
Nations cannot permit such a result. The loss of life inthe Holy Land 
must be brought to an immediate end. The maintenance of inter-— 

| national peaceisatstake. | ae a a 
~~ The United ‘States fully subscribes to the conclusion reached by the 

four permanent members that the Security Council should make it 
_ clear to thé parties and Governments concerned that the Security 

Council is’ determined not to permit the situation in Palestine to 
threaten international peace and, further, that the Security Council 

| should take further action by all means available to it to bring about 
the immediate cessation of violence and the restoration of peace and 

_orderin Palestine © Oo 
Under the Charter, the Security Council has both an inescapable __ 

responsibility and full authority to take the steps necessary to bring 
about a cease-fire in Palestine, and a halt to the incursions being made > 
into that country. The powers of Articles 39, 40, 41, and 42 are very 

* Reprinted from SC, 3rd yr., Nos. 86-51, pp. 157, 167. . |
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great, and the Security Council should not hesitate to use them—all 

| of them—if necessary to bring about peace. poe ee ee 

‘In addition, my Government believes that a temporary trusteeship 

for Palestine should be established under the Trusteeship Council of 

the United Nations to maintain the peace and to afford the Jewsand 
_ Arabs of Palestine. who must live together, further opportunity to | 

ae reach an agreement regarding the future government of that country. | 

Such a United Nations trusteeship would, of course, be without. — | 

| prejudice to the character of the eventual political settlement, which | 

we hope can be achieved without long delay. In our opinion, the | 
Security Council should recommend the establishment of such a 

__ trusteeship to the General Assembly and to the Mandatory Power. — 

This would require an immediate special session of the General Assem- 
bly, which the Security Council might call under the terms of the 

Charter. Pending the convening of the special session of the General | 

_ Assembly, we believe that the Security Council should instruct the __ 
| Palestine Commission to suspend its efforts to implement the proposed __ 

- partition plan. se | 

_ I shall now read three propositions which are being submitted by 
the United States. I am not making any representation for any other 

_ one.of the permanent members. The United States propositions are | 

contained in a paper entitled. “Additional conclusions and recom- 
mendations concerning Palestine”, which has been circulated to the 

-. members. It reads as follows: | oe | 

“1, The plan proposed by the General Assembly is an integral plan 
which cannot succeed unless each of its parts can be carried out. There 
seems to be general agreement that the plan cannot now be implemented 
by peaceful means. EE | eer 

_ “2. We believe that further steps must be taken immediately not . 
only to maintain the peace but also to afford a further opportunity.to | 

_ reach an agreement between the interested parties regarding the future | 
| government of Palestine. ‘To this end we believe that a temporary | 

_ trusteeship for Palestine should be established under the Trusteeship __ 
— Council of the United Nations. Such a United Nations trusteeship — 

would be without prejudice to the rights, claims or position of the 
_. parties concerned or to the character of the eventual political settle- oe 

- ment, which we hope can be achieved without long delay. In our | 
_ opinion, the Security Council should recommend the establishment of 

| such a trusteeship to the General Assembly and to the Mandatory 
Power. This would require an immediate special session of the General | 
Assembly, which the Security Council should request the Secretary- 
General to convoke under Article200ftheCharter,. =... | 

8 “3. Pending the meeting of the proposed special session of the | 
General Assembly, we believe that the Security Council should instruct _ | 
the Palestine Commission to ‘suspend its efforts to implement.the  . 

_ proposed partition plan.” |
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| Draft resolutions which would give effect to the above suggestions | 
will be circulated shortly for the consideration of the Security | 

a Council. oS | | | oo | 
7 7At 3p. m., shortly before Ambassador Austin delivered the above statement, | 

Mr. Kopper met with Faris el-Khouri, Camille Chamoun, and Mahmoud Fawzi; | 
representatives of Syria, Lebanon, and Egypt at the United Nations,. and Isa , 

_ WNakleh. He informed them of the position the United States had decided to take | 
on the Palestine question and read the three conclusions in the Ambassador’s ._ 

_ Statement. Although the Arab representatives were guarded in their comments, 
Mr. Kopper gained the impression ‘that “they were pleased with this latest turn © iy. 
of events, but they. did not gloat.” (Memorandum of conversation, March 19, by 

- Mr. Kopper, 501.BB Palestine/3-1948) ; . OO 
Mr. Henderson discussed Ambassador Austin’s statement with representatives oo 

_ of the British Embassy. on March 20. For the substance of their conversation, | 
see Mr. Henderson’s memorandum of March 27 to Mr. Lovett, p. 767. : 

_ According to Trygve Lie’s memoir, In the Cause of Peace (New York, The 
Macmillan Company, 1954), the Secretary-General felt that the new United _ 

| States position was a rebuff to the United Nations and to him personally. He 
_ recalls (p. 171) his suggestion to Ambassador Austin on March 20 that the two 
_ resign as a measure of protest against the Ambassador’s instructions. The Am- 

bassador was said to have replied that he would not resign and to have advised 
the Secretary-General not to do so either. Shortly after, Soviet Ambassador. 

. Gromyko expressed to the Secretary-General his hope and that of his Govern- 
ment that he would not resign. | | OO OR | 

: Uyak .. Editorial Note rn | 

Ambassador Austin’s statement of March 19 hasbeen the centerofa 
| controversy concerning the extent of President Truman’s knowledge 

_ and approval of the Ambassador’s public advocacy of an international = 
trusteeship for Palestine. Oo 

Margaret Truman, in Harry 8. Truman ( New York, William Mor- | 
- row & Company, 1973) asserts that her father never formally com- 

| mitted himself to the trusteeship plan (page 387). She quotes on page 
388 from her father’s calendar for March 19 to the effect that the 
Austin statement represented the State Department pulling the rug 
from under him, that the State Department had reversed his Palestine | 
policy and that with the Secretary and Under Secretary away, the , 

| third and fourth levels of the Department had succeeded in cutting | 
his throat. Miss Truman notes on page 389 that not even in his memoirs 
did the President feel free to tell the whole story, although he 
hintedatit. | | | 

| Indeed, im volume II of his Memoirs, President Truman on page 
| 168 states that the March 19 statement was not a rejection of partition = 

| but an effort to postpone its effective date until conditions were more _ 
propitious. He averred that his policy on Palestine did not mean 
commitment to any set of dates or circumstances but was rather 
a dedication to international obligations and relief of human misery. 
In this sense, he said, the trusteeship proposal was not contrary to 

| his policy: He expressed his certainty, however, that some State De- © |
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partment officials anticipated that the Jews and Arabs would interpret | 

the trusteeship proposal as an abandonment of the partition plan. _ 

In this sense, he stated, trusteeship was at odds with his attitude and | 

policy. | | | | . 

Ian J. Bickerton, in an article entitled “President Truman’s Recog- 

nition of Israel” in the December 1968 issue of the American Jewish + 

_ Historical Quarterly, states flatly that President Trumanagreedtothe = = 

| suggestion of Secretary Marshall that Palestine be placed under a | 

| temporary United Nations trusteeship (page 218 and again on pages © | 

2915-216). Then, on page 218, the author states that although the Presi- 

- dent had approved Secretary Marshall’s suggestion for a trusteeship, 

he had given no directive for its implementation. Greatly disturbed 

by the Austin statement, the President learned through Clark Clifford _ 

— that the Secretary of State had forwarded to him a memorandum | 

| (presumably the message received by the President on February 21, 

page 637) outlining the procedure for introducing to the General As- — 

| sembly proposals for trusteeship over Palestine. The State Depart- | 

ment had acted on the proposals in the belief that the President had 

| given his formal approval. Apparently the President felt otherwise 

and regarded the timing of the release of the proposals as an attempt 

. toforcehishand. © | | 8 | 

| A somewhat similar point of view is advanced in a memorandum of 

March 22, 1948, in the Files of Charles S. Murphy. The memorandum, 

a presumably prepared by Mr. Murphy, who was Administrative Assist- | 

- ant to President Truman, reads as follows: | re 

a “The President had instructed the State Department to continue to | 

| support partition in the United Nations. He had authorized the _ 

trusteeship proposal to be advanced if, but only if, the Security Council | | 

| finally voted down the implementation of partition notwithstanding 

its support by the United States. | a 

| | “These instructions were garbled by the State Department, and when 

it became apparent that the Security Council would vote down parti- 

tion in spite of its support by the United States, the trusteeship | 

| proposal was put forward without pressing for a final vote in the: 

Security Council. BO | | | Oo 

“This was done without the President’s knowledge or approval. 

. “The end result might have been the same if the President’s instruc- . 

: tions had been followed, because partition could not have been imple- | 

- mented within the framework of the United Nations without a favor- | 

able vote of the Security Council. And the expressed attitude of the 

Council members seemed to make it clear that not more than five - 

votes would be cast in favor of implementing partition. . - . 

| _ “Nevertheless, the procedure which was followed failed tomake the’ 

record clear and the failure to inform the President of the procedure 

-. left him in an insufferable position.” : 

| John Snetsinger’s Truman, the Jewish Vote, and the Creation of 

---_[srael (Stanford, Hoover Institution Press, 1974), page 88, states
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a bluntly that President Truman “directly and knowingly” approved 
the change in American policy on Palestine. | 

_ Evidence of this point is included in several pages of penciled notes, 
dated May 4, 1948, in the handwriting of Mr. Clifford, which areamong _ 
his papers in the Harry S. Truman Library at Independence, Missouri. 
Some of these notes outline the background of Ambassador Austin’s 
speech of March 19. They readin partasfollows: = Oe 

_ “I. Marshall to Austin March 8[5] President has approved draft 
Statement. , : | | — | 

| “2, President eS cue fo 
| “A. Summary of consultation. : ae 

. “B. Question of responsibility after May 15. : | | 
“C. Proposals for further action by Security Council ae | 
‘President has approved Point B and Point C. Had not approved 

actual language in Cand probably not B. | | 7 
| “3. Marshall to Austin March 16—directs Austin to make speech. 

_ Marshall says Austin is to make speech as soon as possible as Austin | 
believes appropriate. | oe . a . 

_ “4, Austin and Rusk were not instructed to delay speech until final 
_ vote in Security Council. CS ee a | 

— “d. Marshall and Lovett left no word that President was to be . 
| informed when Austin wastospeak. - | | 

| _ “6. Text of Austin’s speech was not submitted to President for his : 
| approval. | Cee Se, oS | Oo , 

_ “A) It was the same substance as the draft previously submitted to | 
President.” me 

Mr. Clifford, on June 20, 1974, informed William M. Franklin, 
Director of the Department of State Historical Office, that his penciled _ 
notes of May 4, 1948, were prepared by him for use in the conference 
that was to be held eight days later at the White House to discuss 

an the question of recognizing the Jewish State (memorandum of conver- | 
sation by Mr. Franklin, June 20, 1974; 501-BB Palestine/3—2248). | 
Regarding the conference of May 12, see the Secretary’s memorandum 
of that date, page 972. | - | . 

The text of other notes of May 4 by Mr. Clifford is presented in the 
__ editorialnoteon page906. 0 | 

a Mr. Lovett’s firm views that President Truman did approve a policy 
of international trusteeship for Palestine are set forth in Mr. Humel- 

-Sine’s memorandum of March 22, page 749. | | 

501.BB Palestine/3-1948 Os | _ . 

——, Memorandum by Mr. Robert M. M cClintock to the Counselor (Bohlen) a 

_ TOP SECRET [Wasuineton,] March 19, 1948. 
Since I shall not be in the Department this afternoon I thought it 

_ would be well to inform you that Paris and Nanking have instructed
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their representatives at Lake Success to go along with us on the draft = 

- working paper submitted in USUN’s 309 yesterday.* Mr. Rusk believes _ 

- that with French and Chinese support it will be possible for Ambassa- ; 

dor Austin to give our entire twelve-point program, rather than, as | 

was suggested last night, to stop half way with the stress on the Se- 7 

| curity Council’s responsibility for maintaining international peace | - 

and security. rn | : | 

| I reaffirmed to Mr. Rusk this morning our strong view that our pro- | 

gram was an integral one and that the suggestion for calling a special | 

- gession to establish a trusteeship for Palestine was as important as 

any other aspect of the proposed statement. ot | | 

 Teommunicated the substance of the foregoing to Mr. Lovett on Carl 
_. Hfumelsine’s phone this morning and summarized briefly the meeting oe 

in your office yesterday. Mr. Lovett thought that that portion of the 

-Department’s telegram 144 of March 18 to New York which you | 

-._ gleared with Mr. Forrestal should also be checked with the President. _ 

For your convenience I attach a copy of the policy paper on Pales- 

tine which was approved by President Truman on February 21,1948." 

- The policy regarding possible use of force to maintain international 

a peace and security is set forth in- Paragraph 8, while the position on | 

calling a special session to establish a trusteeship is found in Para- — 

. graphi2 2 ae SB CaaS 

~ 1Dated March 17, not printed ; but see footnote 1, p. 739. : : 

: — ® Ante, see p. 637. | —— | | | 

‘LFiles | ee | | ; re | 

| Memorandum by the Legal Adviser (Gross) to the Director of the 

: - Office of United Nations Affairs (Rusk) = 

Se - [Wasutneton,] March 19, 1948. 

| The attached memorandum,’ dealing with questions concerning the 

legal status of Palestine, reaches the following general conclusions : 

- (1) The Principal Allied and Associated Powers held and exercised « 

the legal power to dispose of Palestine following World War I. 

| - (2) Under the mandate which Great Britain accepted, Great Britain — 

7 was empowered, and accepted responsibility, to complete the tutelage — 

of Palestine in order to bring the people of that country to attainment 

of full independence, which had been provisionally recognized in the 

Covenant of the League of Nations. a a 

(3) When it considered the Palestine problem at the request of the 

Mandatory, the United Nations General Assembly recommended a — 

particular plan to be adopted in bringing to a conclusion tutelage by 

the Mandatory. This plan was to be put in effect by action of the — 

| Mandatory, of United Nations organs, and of groups in Palestine. — 

Dated March 19, by Leonard ©. Meeker of the Office of the Legal Adviser, 
not printed. | a | | 7 |
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| ___ (4) The Security Council is not empowered to alter the November 29, 
1947 resolution of the General Assembly. While that resolution — | stands, groups in Palestine are authorized, and the Palestine Commis- sion is required, unless the Security Council has taken action pursuant. — to Chapter VI or Chapter VII of the Charter recommending a political | | settlement other than that recommended by the General Assembly, to | take the steps contemplated in the resolution for implementing the __ _ partition plan, Great Britain having stated its acceptance of the plan 

| and acquiescing in its implementation. 7 
| (5) Tf, for any reason, in particular because of developments not 

anticipated when the General Assembly made its recommendation— such as violent opposition in Palestine, frustration by the Mandatory, — inaction of the Security Council—the recommended plan: appears 
unworkable, the General ‘Assembly may repeal or alter its 

| ‘Trecommendation =. | : . a (6) Under articles 73 and 80 of the Charter of the United Nations, 
Great Britain has responsibilities with respect to Palestine which , Great Britain must observe. Great Britain cannot discharge its obli-  -—-- gation by disclaiming its trust. Great Britain’s responsibilities con- | tinue until its tutelage of Palestine is completed as, for example, by the | orderly. working out of the General Assembly recommendation, or by : | a trusteeship for Palestine under the United N ations Charter. — 

(7) If the Mandatory should disclaim its trust by prematurely 
abandoning the mandate, questions might be raised as to the existence - of legal continuity for the governing of Palestine, if at. that time the © 
General Assembly had repealed its recommendation. United Nations. | organs would, nevertheless, have their customary prerogatives and - 
duties under the Charter. 4 : Oo a 
(8) If the state or states having authority to provide a.government _ for Palestine took no action, and the organs-of the United Nations | | likewise remained paralyzed, there would be an-absence of constituted = ‘authority in Palestine, which would leave the way open for the growth , of one or more local agencies of administration: 'These might assume ts _ & governmental character and secure international recognition, thus achieving status as members of the family of nations, with correspond- | Ing rights and duties. | | OO 

oo Sn a ~  . Ernest A. Gross 

Oo Editorial Note ae | 

According to Dan Kurzman, Genesis 1948, page 99. President. Tru- | 
| man telephoned to Secretary Marshall at San Francisco on March 20 

and instructed him to issue a statement making it clear that trustee- 
: ship had not been proposed as a substitute for partition but had _ 

simply been suggested as a temporary measure to fill the political 
vacuum in Palestine until partition could be effected. __ eo | 

| _ Secretary Marshall held a press conference at Los Angeles on 
_ March 20 at which he stated that “The course of action with respect 

_ to the Palestine question which was proposed on March 19 by Am- 
bassador Austin appeared. to me, after the most careful consideration, | 
to be the wisest course to follow. I recommended it to the President, _
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and he approved my recommendation. . . . The United States sug- | 

oe gestion is that a temporary trusteeship should be established in order | - 

_to maintain the peace and to open up the way to an agreed settlement. 

_ This trusteeship could be ended as soon as a peaceful solution can be 

found. The trusteeship itself would be established without prejudice 

in any way to the eventual political settlement which might be reached 

for Palestine.” The full text of the Secretary’s statement 1s printed 

in Department of State Budletin, March 28, 1948, page 408. ee | 

oe 501.BB Palestine/3-2248 . ae a 7 | | | 

oe Memorandum by the Director of the Executive Secretariat = 

—  (Humelsine) to the Secretary of State 

| OO | a [Wasurneron,] March 22, 1948. | 

Mr. Sscrerary: Mr. Lovett gave me the following statement on : 

| Palestine this morning. He asked that a copy of it be passed along to — - 

-- youfor yourinformation.  —y a Oo | ee 

When Clifford called me he took the line that the President sald 

he had never approved the so-called “Mandate Speech” of Austin’s” 
| which was submitted to the President and which carried at the end 

the recommendation for the trusteeship. Actually that document was 

| taken over to Clifford (to be given to the President) by McClintock _ | 

on March 6, the day after the President returned from his trip. That _ 
game day the President called me to come over around noon, and I © 
asked hirn at that time if he had received the document which we had | 
gent over earlier that morning. He said he had the document and | 
wouldreadit. a _ | —— 
‘Then, as I recall, on Monday the 8th the Secretary took me to the 

‘White House ‘to report on two things, ERP and Palestine. At that 
| time I outlined the situation as follows: That on the 5th the Security | 

Council had considered our no. 1 proposal (which was to accept the — 
plan and implement it) and had voted that down. The Security Council | 

then had moved to the remainder of our motion to take up paragraphs 
 Qaend 8 (the consultation part of the thing), but although paragraph _ 
1 had been voted down, that I (Lovett) would not consider this vote- oe 
down asa complete rejection. At that time the President askedme what 
the outlook was, and I said it was bad because we had only gotten 5 — 

| votes for implementation of the GA proposal, and our people in 
| New York thought we could not get the 7 votes to pass it. [said that | 

_ we would have to have an alternative and that was the trusteeship _ | 
proposal contained in the latter part of the draft statement. The | 

_ President said we were to_go though and attempt to get approval 
of implementation, of the GA resolution but if we did not get it we 

- could take the alternative step. That was perfectly clear.’ He said it 
to General Marshall and to me. I came back to the office, and then went 

—  tolunch. | ae 

_{ Ambassador Austin’s statement before the Security Council on March 19; 

gee p. 742. . - oe 7 . 

? Underscoring here and in the two places later in this memorandum appear 
| in the original. . | | a
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When I got back from lunch I told McClintock the President had | 
approved the mandate speech as a second step after we had gotten | 
licked on the other. ‘There is absolutely no question but what the — | 
President approvedit. = EE 

| There was a definite clearance there, I stress it because Clifford told 
| me the President said he did not know anything about it.? oe 

GR -  Cf[aruiste] Houmensins 

SIna memorandum of March 22 to Mr. Bohlen, the Secretary of State wrote: _ 
“In my discussion of Palestine with the President today, he said that the | 

_ reason he was so much exercised in the matter was the fact that Austin made - 
his statement without the President having been advised that he was going 
to make it at that. particular time. He had agreed ‘to the statement but said 
that if he had known when it was going to be made he could have taken certain ~~ 
measures to have avoided the political blast of the press.” (501.BB 

| Palestine/3-2248) a 

501.BB Palestine/3-2248 es _ a 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of United Nations Affairs 
| (Rusk) to the Secretary of State a | 

CONFIDENTIAL oe i | [Wasuineton,| March 22, 1948. . | 
| In dealing with questions on Palestine, the following points are 

fundamental: , a ae 

‘1. The United Nations itself reached a complete impasse on | 
| Palestine = a OO | 

a. The Security Council oe ae 
_ On March 5, 1948, the Security Council refused to pass'an American 
resolution which would have accepted the General Assembly resolu-: 

_ tion as a basis for Security Council action. Our resolution got only 
5 of the necessary 7 votes. During Big Five consultations over the 

_ past two weeks, no agreement was réached on a basis for further Secu-_ | 
rity Council action on Palestine. In addition, informal consultations: 

- among the non-permanent members of the Security Council indicated 
very clearly that partition could never get 7 votes in the Security _ 
Council ee ae | OF 
be The T rusteeship Council . | | | 

On March 16, 1948, there were only 4 affirmative votes for the Draft | 

‘Statute for the City of Jerusalem, an essential part of the partition | 
_ plan. There were 5 votes in opposition. The only way in which parti- os 

tion was saved this defeat was by postponing action in the Trusteeship 
Council until April. | | | 

¢e. The Palestine Commission a rr 

The Palestine Commission will not be able to proceed to Palestine 
without armed forces to support it, will not be able to establish an _



_., Arab Government in the proposed Arab state, will not be abletoestab- 
lish an economic union, and will not be able to place in operation the = 
international territory of the City of Jerusalem. Thus it is clear that 
the only part of the plan which the Palestine Commission might | 
possibly carry out would be the announcement of a provisional council — 

| of government for the Jewish state itself. Bo | 
----Q, ‘Unless emergency action is taken, large-scale fighting will break 

outin PalestineonMay16. = oe | we 
_ The United Kingdom seems determined to terminate the mandate © | 

- on May 15. There is no prospect that the partition scheme can now be | 
made effective by that date. Any effort to establish a Jewish state by 
self-help on the part of the Jews would inevitably result in large-scale | 
fighting between the Jews and the Arabs. The Arabs will insist that , 

| the termination of the mandate leaves Palestine as a single independ- — 
| - ent country, of course under Arab control. a 

a 3. The United States proposal for a temporary trusteeship is emer- 
gency action directed solely to the maintenance of peace pending a _ 

_ -politicalsettlement,. aha . | 
| In discussing the nature of the proposed trusteeship, it 1s important 7 

to emphasize that it is a means for obtaining a truce, The military 
truce must be accompanied by a political truce, but the political truce 
requires governmental machinery to take over when the British leave. 
The proposal is without prejudice to the eventual political settlement. _ 
Itisaconservatory effort, _ a ga 

4, In the trusteeship field, the United Nations is empowered to act — 
as a government and is not: making recommendations. There is there- 
fore no Charter problem about enforcing law and order in Palestine 

- _inconnection with trusteeship. Cre 

501.BB Palestine/3-2248 Sn Hat 

_ Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by Mr. Robert Mo 
OO Te —— McOlintock 

TOP SECRET _--,s« Wasurneton,] March 22,1948, 

_ Mr. Clifford telephoned me this morning to say that the President | 
had requested him to prepare “a little study” of recent chronology 
on the handling of the Palestine case in the Security Council. He said. 
that he had heard that on Friday I had talked to Mr. Lovett about 

' @ certain matter which had been cleared with Secretary Forrestal | 
: and which Mr. Lovett had requested be cleared with the Presidént. 

I told Mr. Clifford that I had spoken to Mr. Lovett on the telephone 
| Friday morning and had informed him of a certain security aspect | 

of the Palestine problem which had been cleared by Mr. Bohlen with 

the Secretary of National Defense, and that Mr. Lovett had sug-
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‘gested that this be checked with the President. I said that I had im-. | 
mediately sought to get in touch with Mr. Bohlen; that the latter - 

was then at the Capitol; and that I wrote Mr. Bohlen a memorandum 

of the Under Secretary’s instructions. | me) 

. Mr. Clifford asked if anyone in the State Department had sought = 

| to gain White House clearance pursuant to Mr. Lovett’s request. I a 
| - said that so far.as I was aware no one had unless it was Mr. Bohlen | 

| himself. However, I had been absent from Washington since Friday = 
| afternoon and was not personally aware what had gone on since my | 

. departure. I added that, since Mr. Bohlen had secured clearance from 
- Mr. Forrestal, I thought that the White House clearance suggested 

by Mr. Lovett should go through Mr. Bohlen. | -_ 
_- - Mr. Clifford concluded the interview by asking me “Did you, your- 

self, try to clear this point with the White House?” I said I had not. | 

_ BOL.BB Palestine/3-2248 | oe | | 
- Memorandum by the Counselor (Bohlen) to Mr. Robert M. | 

|  MeClintock * oo | _ 

| TOP SECRET ge [Wasuineron,|] March 22, 1948. 

With reference to the attached memorandum from Mr. McClintock :? _ , 

| As I was on the Hill that morning I did not receive the memo- 
~  randum until late in the morning upon my return. Since Mr. Lovett’s | 

suggestion with regard to that portion of the telegram alreadycleared = 
| with Mr. Forrestal referred not to any question calling for any action 

by Senator Austin in the Palestine question, but was merely for his 
information only—in order to safeguard against being committed 

indirectly to a course of action not in accordance with the President’s | 
-. ‘program; and in view of the fact that the Security Council meeting ~« 

at which the agreed program was to go forward was already in ses- | 
| sion, I did not consider it necessary to check this point with the 

‘President in the afternoon. __ , ee 
| I would like to emphasize again that this point did. not bear on | 
_ the statement that Senator Austin was then making before the Secu- 

rity Council but was merely for his information concerning our even- 

tual participation in a trusteeship agreement as set forth in the | | 

 program—which would not arise even for consideration until the pro- | 

posed meeting of the General Assembly to consider the principle of | 
‘UN trusteeship. | ee | | : 

oe Oo Cuartes E. BouteN © 

| 1 Addressed also to Mr. Humelsine. | ne | 
a * Presumably, the memorandum, supra. | oo 

| : * Presumably, telegram 144, March 18, to New York, p. 741. . | oo
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501.BB Palestine/3—2248 : Telegram a a 

— The Consul General at Jerusalem (Macatee) to the Secretary of State 

‘SECRET “US URGENT ~—sJ ERUSALEM, March 22,1948—5 ppm 

i | 841. Jewish reaction Austin statement Friday one of consternation, _ - 

- disillusion, despair and determination. Most feel United States has 

betrayed Jews in interests Middle Eastern oil and for fear Russian | 
- designs. Foreign correspondents see Jewish determination set up state = 

. in any event and only decision to be made is whether state to be in” 

| ‘area given under partition scheme or in all Palestine with Jerusalem — | 

- as capital and Tel Aviv as seat of govt. Jewish Agency political and 
security officials confirm public sentiment and bitterness against US _ | 
but feel that Jewish Agency executive, if meeting probably Tuesday, 

: will not reach immediate decision establishment state. As JA security | 
| officer said “if we do make such decision we poor Jews will be in the 

ss wrong again”. While some believe US policy reversal will throw Jews _ 
; into hands of Russians most feel Jews will have to “fight itoutalone”, 

_ Arabs while pleased with United States abandonment of partition 
regard it as only natural return of US to principles of democracy and 

| justice and are glad Arabs and Americans can resume traditional 
a friendship. But all determined fight against Jews must continue until 
 -—- Zionism eradicated. Kawukgi, commander [Yarmuk] army, told 

| American correspondents his army in Palestine not to fight partition 7 

7 _ but to crush Zionism. Arabs more optimistic but not overconfident. — | 

| Both Arabs Jews regard trusteeship scheme undesirable and most. - 

- observers feel bloodshed will now increase tremendously with Jews _ 

| desperate and Arabs feeling new strength.’ oe | 

(page we — Macaren 
4 7he Jewish Agency and the National Council of the Jews in Palestine, the 

_ Vaad Leumi, adopted a statement on the question of a trusteeship for Palestine 
on March 23. The statement declared their opposition to any proposal designed 

_ to prevent or postpone the establishment of a Jewish State; rejected any plan . 
to establish a trusteeship regime in Palestine; and asserted that by May 16, a 

- provisional Jewish Government would begin to function; for text of the state- 
ment, see SC, 3rd.yr., Nos. 36-51, p. 244. os a, | : 

-  # The reaction of the Arab States to Ambassador Austin’s statement was | 
-. favorable, although accompanied in some instances by a note of caution. The | 

Syrian Government expressed its “gratitude for America’s reversion to common | 
sense and fairness in rejecting Palestine’s partition as unworkable.” (Telegram  _. 
153, March 20, 11 p. m., from Damascus, 867N.01/3-2048) The Saudi Arabian 

-.: Government was “pleased.” (Telegram 157, March 22, 1 p..m., from Jidda, | 
_ 867N.01/3-2248) The Iraqi reaction was “good” and “hopeful”, but satisfaction _ 

-. “must be tempered by uncertainty how matter will develop in SC and special 7 
session GA.” (Telegram 252, March 22, 2p. m., from Baghdad, 501.BB Palestine/ | 
38-2248) The Lebanese wéleomes. wholeheartedly the suggestion of the United 
States but emphasized “that our difficulties are far from solved.” (Airgram 136, _ 

| - March 23, from Beirut, 501.BB Palestine/3-2348) The Egyptians “universally _ 
-. welcomed” the United States action. An important section of public opinion, . 

| however, was “inclined to await with reserve next US step. General agreement oO 
Do that-even temporary trusteeship, will be unacceptable if it permits continued 

| immigration or assists otherwise in establishment Jewish state or if it blocks | 
achievement ultimate Arab objective of independent, democratic Palestine state.” 
(Telegram 289, March 24, 4 p. m., from Cairo, 501.BB Palestine/3—2448)
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Editorial Note 7 OC | 

Offices of the Department prepared two further draft trusteeship | 
agreements for Palestine on March 22 and 28; regarding the earlier 
draits of February 11 and 12, see footnote 2, page 697. The draft of | 

_ March 22 proposed that France, the United Kingdom, and the United 
_ States serve as administering authority; the draft of the following 

| _ day designated the United Nations for this role. Both drafts are filed | 
under 501.BB Palestine/3-2248; the authors are not identified. © 

| - $01.BB Palestine/3-2448 ——- | a oe 
~ Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State for | 

Political Affairs (Armour) 

TOR SECRET - Se -[Wasutneton,] March 24, 1948. 

"Mr. Clifford telephoned, said that last night about 7 o’clock General _ - 
Carter of Secretary Marshall’s office telephoned him and said that in 

: _ the ordinary course of events the U.S. Delegate to the United Nations | 
would introduce a resolution asking for a special call of the General _ 

- Assembly. General Carter had said that in view of the fact that the _ 
President was having a meeting today with Secretary Marshall, he 

| ' wondered what Mr. Clifford’s reaction was as to Mr. Austin intro- | 
| ducing the resolution. Mr. Clifford said he told General Carter that it 

~ would be unwise to introduce the resolution in view of the important 
conference the President was calling for today, and he thought it 

“better be held in status guo until certain matters had been discussed. 
| Mr. Clifford said he had tried to reach General Carter, and that he had 

also tried to reach Mr. Bohlen and Mr. Rusk without success, and that. 
che wanted to be sure that the President’s reaction on the matter had 

“been clearly understood. He said that the President wanted absolutely 
-. nothing done until the President had discussed the matter with Secre- 

_ tary Marshall and others; that if such a resolution were introduced in 
all probability it would be accompanied by remarks, and that the | 

| President does not want anything said at present. _ BS | 
I said I would check into it immediately and would see that his 

instructions were carried out. : Se 
__ I checked into the matter and then telephoned Mr. Clifford that the 
telegram to Austin did not go out; that it had been cancelled and 

-. that it was distinctly understood at the UN that there were to be no 
remarks made, and that everything will be held in abeyance until 

.afterthe President’sconferencetoday. = «| |. 
| Be mS - Norman ArmouR
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Memorandum of Conference on Palestine, March 24, 1948, Prepared 
by the President's Special Counsel (Clifford) — oes 

a _ Conference was held in the Cabinet Room and was attended by the 
_ President; Secretary of State Marshall, Loy Henderson, Chip Bohlen a 

_ and Dean Rusk of the State Department; Howard McGrath, Oscar | 
- - Ewing; Matt Connelly; Charles Ross; Dave Niles;+ and Clark — Clifford. aca oe a 

| _ Lengthy discussion was held about various solutions for solving the | 
_ problem of Palestine. One of the main subjects discussed was the lifting _ 

_. of the embargo on arms to the Middle East. _ | | bp fe 
_ Those present at the conference, outside of the State Department | 

Sos representatives, were in favor of lifting the arms embargo as soon _ | 
“* as possible. General Marshall stated that they were working on. plans > 

_ for a truce and that it was felt that there was a good possibility that 
| _ a truce could be effectuated. Oscar Ewing thought it was important 

_ that it be ascertained as soon as possible if a truce could be obtained 
_. and if not that the embargo should be lifted. General Marshall was 

_ asked if the decision regarding a truce could. be made by Thursday, 
| - April 1, which. was the President’s next: Press Conference. “A State : 

- Department-zepresentative stated that this was too soon but that they | 
| _ Should know definitely within two weeks of the date of the meeting. _ 

_ This meant that they would have a definite answer on the question __ 
ofatrucebyApril?, 7 fo | 

_- The general understanding was that, if they could not report that | 
_ they had been successful in obtaining a truce by April 7, steps would | 

_ be taken to release the embargo.” — 7 SE ae 
ne Oo | ~ Crark M. Crirrorp 

‘J, Howard McGrath, United States Senator from Rhode Island; Oscar R. 
_.. Ewing, Administrator. of the Federal Security Agency; Matthew J. Connelly, | 

| _ Appointments Secretary to President Truman; Charles G. Ross, Press Secretary 
to the President; and David K. Niles, Administrative Assistant to the President. | 

_ . *Seeretary Marshall testified in Executive Session on the Palestine problem : 
_ before the Foreign Relations Committee of the Senate on March 24. A staff 
'- member of the Committee, in a letter of May 23, 1974, has informed the editors 
_ that the Committee prepared no stenographic record of his testimony,.The session | 
_ began-at 10 a. m., and for one hour and fifty minutes heard Secretary Marshall | : 
 discuss"the entire’ range of American ‘foreign policy. The New York Times of 
. March 25, 1948, p..1,.has.printed an ‘account of the Secretary’s testimony’ on. the 

_ Palestine problem as received from “informants of the utmost reliability.” : 
The letter of May 23, 1974 is filed under Department of State Accession No. — 

P740059-1789. | - Ce BS ke |
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| 501.BB Palestine/3-2448 Oo | | . | 

: Memorandum Prepared im the Office of Near Eastern and African 

SO Affairs} a 

SECRET — So ee [WasHineron, undated.] 

Certain observations regarding the present status of the Palestine — 

problem: anes a - a 

(1) Our present policy with regard to Palestine, that is,supportof = 
a temporary trusteeship, is leading us in the direction of taking cer- 
tain heavy responsibilities which may be of almost indefinite duration. 

.Phese responsibilities not only may be of a financial character but 
- may eventually require the presence of American troops in Palestine ~ 

- and even the shedding of American blood in Palestine. — 
- This policy is being inaugurated in the belief that (1) American 

- public: sentiment would insist on American armed intervention if — 

necessary in order to prevent the slaughter of the Jews in Palestine; 
| (2) such slaughter would take place following British withdrawal 

unless either American or Soviet troops intervene; and (3) if Ameri- | 

can troops are introduced into’ Palestine it would be preferable for = 

them to go under the terms of a neutral trusteeship rather than in 
-_order'to maintain law and order while partition is being carried out. 

It is likely that an attempt to carry out partition accompanied by = 

| _ the use of foreign force would eventually require the conquest by 

~ force and a continued military occupation of much of the Arab world. 
a | (2) There are certain dangers and pitfalls inherent in our present 

, _ policy. They would be inherent in any kind of a policy with regard 

| to Palestine. A development which would render our policy a failure | 

a would be the lack of full cooperation on the part of Great Britain. 

- Unless there is full British-American cooperation in the future with 

- regard to Palestine, no Palestine policy can be successful; fighting — 

| _ will continue in that country and chaos will probably develop in the 

_. whole Middle East to an extent which will be injurious to our national 

- interests and will adversely affect ournationalsecurity:, . | 
- (3) It will probably not be easy to obtain full British cooperation | 

_ for our present policy because the British are extremely bitter at what 
they consider to be our lack of consideration for their difficulties with 

“regard to Palestine in the past and because of their belief that internal 
_-—..-:- politieal pressures and shifts in the United States will render the 

American Government an unreliable partner in the carrying out of 
any Palestine policy. a 

Transmitted to the Secretary of State by Mr. Henderson withbis memoran-_ 
dum of March 24. . 7 ~
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_ (4) If we are, therefore, to obtain British cooperation we must be | 

- _ able to give assurances that there will not be deviations in our policy 7 
| - with regard to Palestine as a result of internal political pressures in 

| the United States, It would be difficult for us to give any assurances — 
of this kind: (a) unless the United States Government decides once | | 
for all that it will not permit itself to be influenced by Zionist pres- 
sures; (0) unless the Palestine problem is fully explained to the — 
leaders of both great political Parties, including members of Congress’ : 
and Presidential candidates, and informal undertakings are obtained 

_ from them that Zionism and Palestine will not be made an issueinthe 
ss coming presidentialcampaign. ae | 

(5) If we are to obtain British cooperation, we must also let the —_— 
| _ British know that the Executive Branch will take all possible steps 

in order to see that the United States will bear its. fair share of the 
| financial and military responsibilities involved. . - | : 

| | (6) Our present policy with regard to Palestine can not possibly | 
be successful if we take a defensive rather than a bold clear-cut 

| attitude with regard to it both in the international and inthedomestic __ 
arena. In the international field in cooperation with Great Britain, 

7 France, China, and such other powers as are willing to participate, 
we should insist sternly upon the laying down of arms, the cessation 

| of the illegal entry of either Arabs or Jews and of the cessation of all 
| smuggling of arms into, Palestine. Perpetrators of acts of violence in 

_ Palestine, once trusteeship is established, must be considered ‘as ordi- 
__ nary criminals and terrorists and punished as such. Any weakness on | 

| our part in this respect would be disastrous. a ate a 
Internally we should take the lead in calling upon all American 

citizens regardless of race, creed or political party, to refrain from ‘ _ 
taking any action which might encourage the continuance of violence 
in Palestine. It should be made clear that the encouragement of such | 

_ violence might well lead to the shedding of American blood and would 
| - be opposed to the basic interest of the United States. It is possible _ 

| that a carefully planned campaign might result in freeing many 
American Jews from the domination of Zionist extremists. Oo 

(7) It is important that energetic steps be taken to bring the — 
- moderate Jews and Arabs in Palestine together. Both Jewsand Arabs 

in Palestine should be given to understand that their failure to reach | 
_ an agreement can only mean loss of life and property in Palestine. 

. In particular the Jews in Palestine should be made to understand that a 
they will receive no United States backing in case they persist in 

| following a course of violence. oo oe 
| 598-594-7616 - - ,
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'  501.BB Palestine/3—-2448 : Telegram | . - | | . 

So The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Gallman) to the Secretary 
a : - of State 

SECRET | US URGENT Lonpon, March 24, 1948—7 p. m. 

1218. Beeley advised Embassy today that Foreign Office has in- | 

structed Cadogan to tell USDel UN that while His Majesty’s Govern- 
ment sympathizes with motives US Government in making further 
attempt to avert civil war Palestine, is not possible for His Majesty’s 

| Government to depart in SC from its neutral attitude. _ 
| 9. Beeley referred to charge made Parliament March 238 to effect | 

that: State Department and Foreign Office together have been concoct- | 
7 ing settlement unfavorable Jewish state (Paragraph 7 Embtel 1207 *). 

He thought public support His ‘Majesty’s Government. in SC would 
lend color to this widely-circulated false story and consequently 
probably not be helpful to Department. | a 

8, Beeley said he was sorry that British Government’s public atti- 

tude will seem unhelpful because it is not intention His Majesty’s 
| Government to be unhelpful. For example, Foreign Office hopes to 

reply at an early date to Department’s questions regarding Palestine 
- put to British Embassy Washington. .Beeley believes there may be | 

further steps of same kind which can be taken. Personally, he is ex- | 
- ploring idea of drafting interim arrangements for Jerusalem and _ 
holy places (see Paragraph 4 Embs 1191, March 237).. | 

_ -_. 4, Embassy has impression that personally British officials dealing — 
- with Palestine problem consider new attitude US Government. as 

- gound: legally’and’ can conceive no better move in present circum- 
-_ stances. However, British Cabinet and British politicians are deeply 
‘ _ gensible of overwhelming popular demand in UK to get “the boys” 

| home from Palestine and believe all sections British public would react 

strongly if for whatever cause under whatever aegis, an attempt were 
made to keep “the boys” in Palestine even for short while beyond 
announced period. Long experience of being shot at by both sides in 

Palestine and being vilified by Zionists all nations has, in view British 

politicians, so calloused British conscience that it is insensate on this 
| particular subject. The British officials who are sympathetic with US 

Government. motives and see logic US Government position are faced 

with problem getting a hearing from British politicians whonowhave 
a popular and firm Palestine policy which they will not abandon easily, | 

- However, these officials may be able to persuade their superiors after | 

termination mandate (thus keeping pledge to British electorate) to 

--_-venture in cooperation with US and/or UN somewhat beyond present 

1 Dated March 24, not printed. | Oo 7 | 
| ? Not printed. | |
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_ neutral position His Majesty’s Government, although in present mood 
: British public Embassy believes it most unlikely that any British | 

- troops will be made available for usein Palestine. Sl a 
oe Se Ee oo | | GALLMAN 

| 501.BB Palestine/3-2548 : Telegram — | a 

a | The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Egypt 

- US URGENT re Wasuinoeton, March 25, 1948. 

| 337. Following statement was released by President today: | 

“Tt is vital that American people have clear understanding of posi- | 
tion of US in UN re Palestine. . - Be 

oe This country vigorously supported plan for Partition with Economic | 
- Union recommended by UNSCOP and by GA. We have explored every 

possibility consistent with basic principles of Charter for giving effect — 
to that solution. Unfortunately, it has become clear that partition plan 

- — cannot be carried out at this time by peaceful means. We could not | 
| undertake to impose this solution on people of Palestine by use of 

_ American troops, both on Charter grounds and as matter of national oc oliev. | “ | eee ee Ee on IEE 

a E Uk has. announced its firm intention to abandon its mandate in | 
| Palestine on May 15. Unless emergency action is taken, there will be 

~ sno public authority in Palestine on that date capable of preserving 
_ law and order. Violence and bloodshed will descend upon the Holy 

| Land. Large scale fighting among people of that country will be in-  _~ 
— evitable result. Such fighting would infect entire Middle East and : 

gould lead to consequences of gravest sort involving peace of this — | 
nation and of world. a | 

- These dangers are imminent. Responsible govts in UN cannot face 
_ this prospect without acting promptly to prevent it. US has proposed © 
to SC a temporary UN trusteeship for Palestine to provide a govt to © 
keep peace. Such trusteeship was proposed only after we had ex- 
 hausted every effort to find way to carry out partition by peaceful | 

-means. Trusteeship is not proposed as substitute for partition plan but = 
as effort to fill vacuum soon to be created by termination of mandate 
on May 15. Trusteeship does not prejudice character of final political — 
settlement. It would establish conditions of order which are essential | 

_topeacefulsolution, © a 
_. If we are to avert tragedy in Palestine, immediate truce must be 

| - reached between Arabs and Jews of that country. I am instructing 
- Ambassador Austin to urge upon SC in strongest terms that repre- 
sentatives of Arabs and Jews be called at once to Council table to | 
arrange such a truce.* Coe are eer ene 

_. US-is prepared to lend every appropriate assistance to UN in pre- 
| _ venting bloodshed and in reaching peaceful settlement. If UN agrees | 

| to temporary trusteeship, we must take our share of necessary respon- 

 1In telegram 217, March 26, 6 p. m., to Jerusalem, repeated to Arab capitals, __ 
the Department advised that “In light President’s statement re Palestine Mar 25 

. Dept considers it imperative that highly qualified representatives Arab Higher 
Committee be present in NY for further UN discussion re Palestine no- later 

— _ than Tuesday Mar 30.” (501.BB Palestine/3-2648) - a . cm B |
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| sibility. Our regard for UN, for peace of world and for our own self- | 
interest. does not permit us to do less. | 

| With such truce and such trusteeship, peaceful settlement is yet-pos- 
| sible; without them, open warfare is just over horizon. American policy ~~ 

| in this emergency period is based squarely upon recognition of this. : 
| inescapable fact.”? | oe 

Sent Cairo as 337 repeated Baghdad as 91 Beirut as 129 Damascus as. 
81 Jerusalem as 215 Jidda as 91, London as 1050. | : | 

oe Pees | MARSHALL. | | 

7A copy of the President’s. statement in the Elsey. Papers contains a marginal | 
notation in the handwriting of Mr. Hlsey that the statement was drafted on 

_ March 24-25 by Messrs. Clifford, Bohlen, and Rusk, with the advice and counsel. 
_ of Senator McGrath and Messrs. Ewing and Niles. 7 

.  __ President Truman, in response to questions asked at his press conference of : 
| March 25 stated that “Our policy is to back up the United Nations in the trustee- 

_ Ship .by every means necessary”, but that did not necessarily mean that American . 
troops would be used. He also said that his “position hasn’t changed with regard | 

| _ to immigration in Palestine” and that he remained in favor of partition at some 
‘future date (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States: Harry 8. 

| Truman, 1948, pp. 191, 192). : | oo 

501.BB Palestine/ 3-2548 : Telegram | 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to | 
: . . the Seeretary of State eo 

TOP SECRET URGENT = New Yorks, March 25,1948—12:50 p.m. | 
332. Am I authorized to reply to specific question: Be 

“Would the US contribute armed forces to UN for maintenance | / 
of law and order in Palestine to maintain truce and trusteeship?” _ 

oe What reply shall I make? 1 AUSTIN 

7 a Attached to an information copy of telegram 332 is a memorandum of 
March 29 sent by Gladys EH. Schukraft, in the Under Secretary’s Office, to Mr. 
Lovett which reads as follows: “Mr. Rusk asked me to give you the following: 

“Question: Would the United States contribute armed forces to the United . 
Nations for the maintenance of law and order in Palestine to maintain a truce 
and trusteeship? a . 

| “Proposed answer: Yes, if troops become necessary, along with other United 
| Nations members.” 7 a | | _ 

‘Mr. Lovett, in a marginal notation, stated: “No—White House does not 
approve; language should conform to President’s press statement of March 25th.” 
‘The editors have been unable to find a direct reply to telegram 332 in the 

Department of State files. Possibly Ambassador Austin was informed of Mr. 7 
_ Lovett’s views by telephone. . a Oo 

The Clifford Papers contain an undated memorandum prepared presumably 
_ by Mr. Clifford for the President, which reads as follows: “State Department. 

asked you late yesterday what Ambassador Austin should say today (Tuesday). 
ifaskedthisquestion. = 9 a : re | 

“In the first place, it has often been contemplated that UN forces should, | 
whenever practicable, be made up of troops of the smaller nations which have 

-no-immediate: partisan interest in the area to be policed, and should not be 
_ made up of units of larger nations with any special interest in the area. In the 

alternative, there can be an international volunteer force..:. el 
_ “In the second place, it should be borne in mind that trusteeship is simply 
a method, a way station, a means to an end—and not the end, not the goal, not
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— $67N.01/8-2648 a Oo 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Under Secretary of State 

: wage a (Lovett) RE ge 

SECRET - - - [Wasurneron,] March 26, 1948. | 
| Participants: The Secretary ee 

: | - The Under Secretary ae | 
7 _- Mr. Moshe Shertok, Jewish Agency for Palestine | 

I . Mr. Eliahu Epstein, Jewish Agency for Palestine => - 
~~ -‘Mr. Shertok called on the Secretary at the latter’s request. He was 

- accompanied by Mr. Epstein. The Secretary explained to these gentle- — — 
men that his purpose in asking them to come in was to find out from | 
them the attitude of the Jewish Agency and the Palestine groups 
which it represented toward an attempt to bring representatives of — - 
the Jewish Agency and the Arab Higher Committee together in an. 
effort to work out a cessation of hostilities and a truce. os | 

| Mr. Shertok asked for a more precise definition of the difference 
‘between the two expressions, and the Secretary pointed out that the 
normal concept was a cease fire order by both parties concurrent with | 

| a truce or immediately followed by negotiations for one. Mr. Shertok | 
ss gtated that the position of the Jewish Agency had been made clear in — | 

.a formal statement and that the people of Palestine would not agree 
| to a “truce” while “foreign troops were in Palestine and infiltration 

of reinforcements continued”. By foreign troops he explained he did. _ 
, not mean the Mandatory Power but Arabs in substantial numbers 

(which he estimated at about 6,000) who had come into the country _ 
from Syria, Lebanon, Trans-Jordan, and Iraq. He mentioned particu- 7 
larly that these bodies of armed men were organized, equipped with ) 

| arms, and in uniform, and that the British had done little or nothing — 
| to oppose them or eject them. He referred specifically to a group of = 

' several hundred Iraqi troops encamped at the location of the water 
supply of Jerusalem and in a position to seize it. | | a 

| ~The Secretary pointed out that we were making earnest efforts to 
find a way of stopping the bloodshed and, through conciliation, to : 

_. find some solution to the difficulties which remained unsolved and 

appeared almost insoluble in the light of the belligerent attitude taken | 
by both of the parties involved. Picking up the statement of Mr. Sher- 

_tok about the foreign troops in Palestine, the Secretary asked how they 

- could be identified and whether they could be located. Mr. Shertok | 

the final result. The purpose of the suggestion of trusteeship is to obtain a 
peaceful implementation of the UN decision for partition. It may be that others. : 
in the UN will want to suggest some other and even better way of securing © a 

| what the American Government has in mind—the preservation of the peace in. oe 
aid of partition. Once the method which is best for this purpose is decided 7 

: upon, the picture will become clearer for the decision of the kind and com- 
_ position of any troops that may be useful to carry out that method.” — |
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replied that he did not know whether they could all be located, but 
that he felt in Palestine there were substantial numbers which could — | 
be identified. After further discussion along this line, Mr. Shertok 
was asked the direct question as to whether the Jewish Agency would 
agree to a truce if one of the terms provided for the withdrawal of 
such armed bands from Palestine. Mr. Shertok stated that this would. a 

| not be enough, as the period of truce would be used by the Arabs to 
build up their forces through infiltration, to run in additional arms, 
and otherwise to improve their position, since the truce would assure | 
them of a period of time during which they would not be attacked : 
by the Haganah. He said that failure to require the withdrawal of the 
armed bands and prevent further border violation by infiltration or 
otherwise would be regarded by the Jewish communities in Palestine = 
as a “complete capitulation to the Arabs”. Long discussion brought — 
out the fact that Messrs. Shertok and Epstein would recommend and 
they felt that the Jewish Agency would agree to the cessation of hos- 
tilities and accept a truce which provided: | 

-(1) For complete cessation of hostilities by each party and the 
strict prohibition of acts of terrorism, etcetera ; | a 

(2) -‘That all “identifiable bodies of armed men” from neighboring — 
. states should be withdrawn from Palestine territory ; | 7 

(3) That strict border patrol be instituted as a protection against sts 
any further infiltration ; and oe oe 

(4) That the rights of the Jewish Agency be “reserved” and its 
position be not “prejudiced” by this truce. a | | | 

During the discussion Mr. Shertok.emphasized that the Jewish | 
Agency had been for some months perfecting its program for the take- | 
over of the administrative functions on May 15 on the termination of 
the British Mandate. He explained that the British had reiterated | 
again their purpose to lay down the mandate on the 15th of May and 
have their troops out by August 1, reserving in the meantime the mili- ~ 
tary authority until the latter date, especially in certain areas. Mr. — | 

_ Shertok said frankly that the Jewish Agency would expect to continue | 
during the truce its preparations for taking over the Jewish areas — 

“allocated to them under the United Nations’ Partition Program”. | 
| The Secretary questioned Mr. Shertok closely on the matter of the | 

ability of the Palestine settlement to defend itself, and Mr. Shertok | 

said that they were prepared to fight indefinitely, and that while they _ 

were “in desperate need of arms, including artillery, tanks and. 
armored vehicles”, they would fight and -felt that they could do so : 

successfully. When he was asked whether they were counting on for- _ 

| eign assistance if the Arabs began to get the upper hand, he said.that 

| he felt there would be Jewish volunteers coming in from all over the’ | 

world and that this might cause international complications, as might 

“volunteered assistance from certain powers”. He thought such a situa-
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_ tion might cause the United Nations to use an “international force” to 
restore peace, and he felt that it would be far costlier than to do it now. - 

- Toward the end of the conversation Mr. Shertok was asked whether 

he felt that there was any solution to the problem. After some thought. | 
he said that he did not feel that there was any which did not involve 
the use of “an international police force” which was, as he put it,as | 
non-existent today as it was in November of 1947. He said that the | 

- Jewish Agency must insist on adequate immigration and that the — 
Arabs, in his opinion, would oppose any increase over the présent. a 
1,500 a month. Mr. Epstein said that this was obviously inadequate | 
and that in all of their efforts in the past to find a common ground — 

_. with the Arabs they have ultimately broken on this point. 
It was apparent that neither Mr. Shertok nor Mr. Epstein felt that 

the truce would solve anything basic, and they displayed considerable 
doubt that the trusteeship would help the situation. In fact, Mr. Sher- 
tok stated that it was wholly unacceptable to the Jewish Agency and — 
that it: would be “intolerable” if the British should remain’as the op- | 
erating trustee. He said that relations had deteriorated very rapidly __ 
over the past year and that the British part in the trusteeship was 

 —- *ynacceptable”, Just before leaving Mr. Shertok made a strong plea 

for placing Jerusalem under an international trusteeship in order to | 
keep it from falling into the hands of the Arabs. He said that the 
British had been turning it over little by little to the Arab tribal 

| sheiks and that this was an appalling fact after 30 years of freedom 
_ from Moslem control. He said that the Jewish Agency would be pre- - 

: pared if necessary to deal with the question of Jerusalem separate 
| from that of the rest of the Palestine question if there could be assur- | 

ance that Jerusalem would be maintained as an internationalized holy | 
city and not permitted to fall back into the handsofthe Arabs 

In connection with his comments about the city of Jerusalem, Mr. - 

Shertok said that a representative of the United Nations .in Jerusalem 
had suggested that the Scandinavian token forces presently in Ger- ) 
many might be used as an international police force in Jerusalem and | 
would be most acceptable to the Jewish Agency. The proposal appar- : 
ently originated with a Norwegian officer, The Secretary asked Mr. 

| Shertok if he had any indication that any of the Scandinavian coun- 

| tries might agree to such a proposal, or whether it had been taken up— | 

through the United Nations or otherwise. Mr. Shertok replied that 

he did not know but felt that the idea had merit and was well worth | 

exploring, = = — re : oe | ae 

He was bitter about the British position throughout and said that. a 

the Arab League was the agent through which the British worked in 
the Middle East and that it was intolerable that the British should | 

| put the Arab League over the Palestinians in a trusteeship or 

otherwise. | | ae 7 a
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| Mr. Epstein is returning to Palestine in about two weeks, and said | 
| he would make himself available to the Department upon his return 

for any information they might desire, . 
| oe _ Ropert A. Loverr 

—« 867N.01/2-2648 | a | | 
‘Memorandum of Conversation by the Director of the Office of Near : 

oo? Hastern and African Affairs (Henderson)? | 

7 RESTRICTED Se _ [Wasutneron,] March 26,1948. | 
_ Participants: Dr. Charles Malik, Lebanese Minister ce 

Mr. Henderson, NEA - , , 
OO Mr. Merriam, NE | : a 

_ Dr. Malik came in by appointment at his request. He said that it 
os would be helpful if we could make available to him any background | 

or comment relating to the President’s press conference yesterday 
which would be of assistance to him in reporting to his Government. _ 

_. He indicated particular concern over the possibility that a trusteeship __ 
might be slanted toward, or be a subterfuge for, partition. He said that 
it was particularly important that his Government have accurate in- 

_ formation regarding the background and purposes of trusteeship, 
since his Foreign Minister was just about to leave Beirut for an Arab 
League meeting in Cairo. OS 

' In reply, I quoted to Dr. Malik the following passage in the a 
| | President’s statement: oon oe 

_. “Trusteeship is not proposed as a substitute for the partition plan 
but as an effort to fill the vacuum soon to be created by the termination | 
of the mandate on May 15. The trusteeship does not prejudice the 

_ character of the final political settlement.” | Se 

I said that I fully realized that the Arabs would be suspicious of 
_a slanted trusteeship, and that I felt sure we had nothing of the kind 
in mind. I pointed out that Arab cooperation was essential for the = 
success of trusteeship in the General Assembly, for if it were opposed 
by both the Arab countries and the Soviet bloc a two-thirds majority - 
could not be obtained. SO oe o 

It was also pointed out to the Minister that the terms of the trustee- 
ship agreement would constitute a safeguard, since it would be bound 

_ to contain specific provisions concerning the purpose of the trusteeship, a 
_ the circumstances under which it would be terminated, immigration, 

_ and so on, and that it would be impossible to allow these matters to_ 
| be dealt with in vague language open to various interpretations as was 

* Drafted by Mr. Merriam. Oo | | Be |
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done in the mandate. We would, of course, be bound by the terms of os 
the trusteeship agreement. | | a 
Dr, Malik asked whether it was too early to secure information on _ - 

our ideas for securing a truce. I said it was a little early but that I | 

would let him know when the matter was further along, 
a In concluding I said that I did not believe trusteeship would work _ 

unless there was cooperation from both Arabs and Jews; that it would 
-_-be an extremely difficult matter to secure the cooperation of both sides 

~ but that he could be sure we were urging cooperation as strongly upon | 

| _ the Jews as upon the Arabs. . | a 
a _ ; - | Lfoy] W. H[znperson] =~ 

-_ 501.BB Palestine/3-2448: Telegram So | OS — 

ss The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

| SECRET US URGENT - Wasurneton, March 26, 1948—6 p. m. | 

| 1067. Embtel 1218 March 24. Dept regrets that FO has instructed _ | 
Cadogan to-tell USDel UN that while HMG sympathizes with motives 

- USGovt in making further attempt to avert civil war Palestine it is 
not possible for HMG to depart in SC from its neutral attitude. © _ | 

-- Dept suggests Ambassador Austin’s statement Feb 24, his two state- _ 
, -ments March 19 in SC particularly latter and Sec’s statement March 20. 

in Los Angeles re Palestine 1 clearly indicate constructive line which a 

| USGovt is following in UN in endeavor to prevent strife in Palestine 

and to ereate conditions under which it might be possible for Jews | 
and Arabs in Palestine to reach agreement by peaceful means. - a 

| The President made statement March 25 20n Palestine which further | 
confirms constructive line USGovtis following at UN. | oe 
Statements by President, Secretary and Ambassador Austin to which. 

reference is made, as well as official statements of HMG at UN and in | 

| London do not indicate, in Dept’s opinion, nor could such contention | 
. seriously be maintained in press, that “State Dept and FO together - 
- have been concocting settlement unfavorable Jewish State.” It would | | 

appear on other hand that future support by HMG in SC for measures _ 

: proposed by USGovt to prevent strife in Palestine and. make agree- | 

ment possible would be in accord with HMG’s traditional policies and 

would meet with favor in world press. | Te a 

While Dept realizes necessity for immediate interim arrangements 
_ for Jerusalem and holy places it is suggested that it would be difficult 

- to make any arrangements for Jerusalem without at same time con- 

. 3 Regarding the Secretary’s statement of Mareh 20, see editorial note, p. 748. 
. 7 See telegram 337, March 25, to Cairo, p. 759. | oe
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sidering arrangements for Palestine in its entirety, as became apparent | 
when TC considered Jerusalem regime under partition plan. FonOft — 
(Embtel 1191 March 23 *) tacitly admits this fact by indicating that 
Jewish population of Jerusalem can be throttled by steps taken else- 
wherein Palestine. => oe aa 

a During recent years many proposals regarding possible trusteeship 
agreements have been given consideration publicly and privately. 
Dept feels certain HMG has constructive suggestions in this respect. 
Dept has given thought and study to this matter and stands ready in- . 
formally to discuss draft agreements with HMG for purpose of de- 

_-. veloping most acceptable type of trusteeship agreement in light of 
| _ present conditions. | , 

_ Dept believes any discussion re trusteeship must of necessity take 
into consideration the following three types: (a) Single administer- 
ing power; (6) Two or more administering powers; (c) UN asad- 

- ministering authority, | | 
_. Dept does not consider first two as feasible under present circum- 

| stances because of political and military difficulties but believes that 
trusteeship with UN as administering authority would meet with | | 
greater approval in the UN and with greater success in Palestine. All 
types of trusteeship would in any event provide for governor general . 

- with broad powers acting within framework of trusteeship agreement 
underTC. = | | | Ss | 

_ Trusteeship with UN as administering authority might provide that 
governor general could call on one or more powers, such as principal 

_ allied and associated powers of World War I, to furnish emergency 
forces under specific circumstances either in event local forces were _ 
not adequate for maintenance of internal law and order, or to maintain: 

| integrity of Palestine against external aggression, | | 
_ Governmental administration would be detailed in trusteeship 

| agreement to provide early working basis for independence. | | 
_ Financial cost of such trusteeship, including security forces for 

: maintenance of internal law and order would be borne by peoples of 

Palestine. Financial cost of security forces for maintenance of inter- 
national law and order, should such be required, would be borne by 
members of the UN supplying them, or possibly pro rata among all | 

members. es | | | , 
_ -It would seem to Dept that informal discussions by HMG with re- _ 

sponsible Brit leaders along lines of foregoing would dispel fears that 
| the UN or any of its members were attempting to tie HMG up in new 

* Not printed; it advised that the “Palestine Government foresees that Arabs 
| may cut Jerusalem water supply which would be disastrous to Jewish quar- 

ter. ... If and when electric power. lines are similarly cut, Jerusalem sewage 
pumps will stop. Combination of both may make Jewish part city untenable for . 
inhabitants in short time.” (867N.01/3-2348) : _ .
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_ agreement which would merely be a continuation of present Mandate.‘ — 
Repeated to USUN as 167. | | ; 

| . an —  (MarsHani 

4 An Embassy officer discussed the substance of telegram 1067 with Mr. Beeley | 
on March 2%. The latter was reported to have said that the “new factor in | 

| Palestine situation to be evaluated was Arab and Jewish reaction to President’s_ , 
- statement quoted Department’s 1050 March 25 and President’s replies to question 

‘at press conference. Beeley feels that Arabs ‘who have shown themselves in. 
principle ready to talk trusteeship’ will interpret expression President’s personal | 
faith in partition and in immigration 100,000 as revelation ‘true purpose’ behind | 
US trusteeship proposal and allege on strength President’s remarks that US 

a Government is maneuvering via trusteeship secure both partition and immediate | 

- immigration 100,000 Jews.” | eg oo | | 
~The officer “urged that neutral attitude HMG re constructive US proposals is 
making task US Government infinitely harder and asked Beeley to say frankly _ 

: what would persuade HMG to emerge from its unhelpful passivity.” Mr. Beeley | 
_ replied that the British Cabinet “would not alter its attitude unless it were made 

‘absolutely clear... that US Government recognizes that any British participa- 
| tion in implementation US proposals would not take the form of provision of 

| British forees.’” (Telegram 1248, March 27, 7 p. m., from London, 501.BB 

- Palestine/3-2748) . | a ee 7 
| Telegram 1050 was a repeat of 337 ‘to Cairo, p. 759. a) ; - | 

 -§01.BB Palestine/3-2648: Telegram a 7 : So | 

_ _ The Ambassador in the Soviet Union (Smith) to the Secretary of State 

RESTRICTED 7 . Moscow, March 26, 1948—6 p.m. 

| 550. Red Fleet March 26 carried first Soviet comment on US 
trusteeship proposal for Palestine under heading American Maneuver | 

| in Palestine Question, stressing repudiation UN 1947 decision as “open 

7 violation USA international obligations”. Article quotes chairman 

House Subcommittee on armed forces UN decision mistake as en- 

: dangering American oil interests Middle East. American policy de- 
termined by fact Palestine transfer station oil Saudi Arabia, Iraq, 

: _ Syria. New York Post quoted Forrestal conducts campaign against 

UN partition ruling as member American oil companies. Although 

UN decision taken with American consent, narrowly selfish aims | 

American monopolists destroy own decisions. | Ss 

867N.01/3-2748 | oo | | | 

— Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Near Eastern and — 

| African Affairs (Henderson) to the Under Secretary of State 

| (Lovett) Su 

TOP SECRET | [Wasuineton,| March 27,1948. 

On the morning of March 20 Sir John Balfour and Mr. Bromley of | 
_ the British Embassy called on me in order to discuss the statement. |
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made on the preceding day in the Security Council by Senator Austin: 
on Palestine. en, | | | Oo | 

| During the course of our conversation I stressed the importance of : 
| British and American cooperation in bringing about a cessation of 7 

_ fighting in Palestine and in working out a temporary trusteeship for 
Palestine which would facilitate the maintenance of law and order in 
that country until a permanent solution of the Palestine problem could 
be achieved by peaceful means, I referred to certain efforts which our 

| respective governments had been making to cooperate in maintaining _ 
peace and stability in the Middle East; I said that the one area with 
regard to which we had not been following parallel policies was Pales- 
tine; and I pointed out that the time seemed to have come when the 

_ two Governments could cooperate to their mutual advantage and in | 
| _ the interests of world peace in disposing of the Palestine problem. I | 

_ added that the British could not escape the repercussions of civil war 
in Palestine merely by pulling out their troops. Developments threaten- 

ing to undermine the security of the Middle East could not be ignored - 
by Great Britain any more than by the United States, In fact Great 

, Britain stood to lose more than the United States in case the tranquil- 
| lity of the Middle East should be seriously disturbed. I realized that the 

. British did not wish alone to continue to bear the main burden of 
maintaining law and order in Palestine. I could understand the desire . 
of the British to terminate the mandate and withdraw their troops 

| from Palestine as soon as possible. Nevertheless, the American Govern- 

ment hoped that the British Government would be willing to maintain | 
_. British troops in Palestine for a short time beyond May 15 in case it 

should so transpire that an effective trusteeship regime could not: be | 
- setupbythatdate. — 7 | | | - oe | 

_ Balfour and Bromley promised to submit the request at once to their 

Government by telegram. They said that they felt that the British — 
_ Government, in any event, would not wish to indicate that it would | 

| be willing to retain British troops in Palestine beyond May 15. Such 

an indication would give rise to public resentment in Great Britain 

and might result in a relaxation of the efforts of members of the  — 

_ United Nations to bring about a speedy solution of the problem. I 

agreed that it might not be wise for Great Britain to indicate publicly 
at this time its willingness to retain troops beyond May 15. I said, 
however, that we would like to have some private assurances in that 

| regard, I added that various offices in the Department had been work- 

‘ing on draft trusteeship agreements and that within a few days I might 

. be able informally to show the Embassy some of the results of this 
| work. . | oo | oe od | 

On March 26 Sir John Balfour and Mr. Bromley came in to see — 
me again and left with me the attached top secret message from the |
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Foreign Office! as well as the attached paraphrase of a telegram from 

_ the Foreign Office to Cadogan? —_ , | 
| During the course of the conversation I again emphasized how im- 

| portant it was in their own interest that the British should cooperate 

- with us in the Palestine matter. I also handed to Balfour and Bromley _ 
copies of drafts which had been prepared in the Department of trustee- © 

_ ship agreements for Palestine. One of these drafts provided for the | 

United Nations as administering authority and the other for. the oe 

| United States, Great Britain and France as the administering au- 
) thority. I said that these drafts had been prepared at working levels; 

_ that they were still in an unfinished stage and would, of course, be | 
subject to many alterations; that I had not had an opportunity myself 

to read them, and I doubted that any other director had read them. I 
| said that I was handing them to the British Embassy, however, with 

the idea that it could send copies to the Foreign Office.so that the | 
. working levels of the Foreign Office would understand the way in. | 

_ which the working levels of the Department of State were thinking. . 7 

J stressed the fact that the documents in question should be treated — 7 

) as top secret. 7 | | as 
Balfour said that he would send the drafts with the explanation — | 
which I had given him to the Foreign Office by courier leaving | 

| Washington on Sunday, March 28.3 | | | oe 

| a — 7 -L[oy] W. H[=nprerson|] | 

| 7 Not printed. | 7 | | a a 
oe _ "Phe paraphrase read: “The American appeal that we should support their | 2 

oe new proposals on Palestine places us in a great difficulty. I sympathise with the 

_ motives which have led the United States Government to make this last minute 7 

| _ effort to avert civil war in Palestine. But I feel that, for the time being at any _ 
rate, we must maintain our consistent line of abstention. The accusation has . 

: already been made, during last night’s debate in the House of Commons on the | | 
Palestine bill, that the new American move was concerted with His Majesty’s — | 
Government, and any support you gave to Austin in the Security Council would. 

| lend colour to this suspicion. For this reason I doubt whether our support would 
be helpful to the United States Government in dealing with their public opinion.” | 
The Foreign Office message was dated March 24. | - - | 

° Mr. Ross, on April 12, transmitted telegraphically to Mr. Rusk the text of | 
| an dide-mémoire dated April 9 left with him by Sir Alexander Cadogan. The 

message underscored the Foreign Office’s doubts as to prospects for an agreement 
between the Arabs and the Jews on the basis of the trusteeship proposals handed 

_ by Mr. Henderson to Sir John Balfour on March 26. | Oo | 
| The. aide-mémoire stated that there was little reason to suppose that the | 

Arab and Jewish communities in “Palestine would come to an understanding ‘on | = 
a plan for self-government; that the trusteeship would prove to be an interim _ 
one in name only; that the provisions proposed for terminating the trusteeship 

| would rule out any possibility of partitioning Palestine, a factor which might 
cause rejection of the proposed trusteeship by the Jews; that the Arabs would 

_ oppose the trusteeship agreements in that they postponed independence indefi- 
. nately and empowered the Jews to veto the constitution of an independent a 

unitary state; and that the Arabs would object to the immigration and land | 
transfer provisions in the 'trusteeship proposals. (Telegram 425 from New Y ork, 
501.BB Palestine/4-1248) | : | |
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| 501.BB Palestine/3-2748: Telegram Cee —— 
Lhe Secretary of State to the United States Representative at the | 

. | | United Nations (Austin) | 

‘SECRET Wasuineron, March 27, 1948—6 p.m. 
170. For Austin from Lovett. . eo | — 

| 1. The President’s statement on Palestine March 25 makes amply 
_ clear urgent necessity for United States to exert every effort in SC to _ 

have a truce arranged between Jews and Arabs of Palestine, It is 
essential that representatives of JA and AHC state in SC their views 

- ona possible truce. a , | | 
2. Such a truce should be based on two fundamental considerations: 

| (a) It is absolutely essential that the violence and bloodshed cease 
| in order that international peace may not be gravely endangered, — 

particularly after May15. | SO 
(6) Both JA and AHC must be prepared to accept truce arrange- 

ments which would not prejudice claims of either group at future date _ 
when atmosphere may be more conducive to peaceful solution of 
problem. re a | 

3. Following draft resolution on truce is sent for your guidance. _ 
: You are authorized, however, to use broad discretion in final drafting - 

| terms in order to secure maximum support of other delegations for 
President’s proposal. oe 

“The Security Council, in the exercise of its primary responsibility 
for the maintenance of international peace and security, — | a 

Norrs with grave concern the increasing violence and disorder in 
Palestine and believes that it is of the utmost urgency that an im- 
mediate truce be effected in Palestine;) | - 

_ Calis Upon the Jewish Agency for Palestine and the Arab Higher - 
Committee to make available representatives to meet at once with the. 
Security Council for the purpose of arranging a truce between the 
Arab and Jewish communities of Palestine; — 

Calls Upon Arab and Jewish armed groups in Palestine to cease 
_ acts of violence forthwith ;*and finally, — Oo 

Calls Upon all governments, peoples, and groups, within and out- | 
_ side of Palestine, to prevent by all lawful means, and not to commit — 

any act or acts which would further aggravate the situation in 
; - Palestine.” _ | CS So | ; 

4. Resolution on truce should be submitted in SC Tuesday. In dis- 
cussing its terms with other delegations you should also state US be-. | 
lieves SC must also proceed rapidly with consideration of “Additional 
Conclusions and Recommendations Concerning Palestine” contained _ 
in your statement to SC afternoon of March 19. In particular we feel _ 

that it is essential for SC to request SYG to convoke special session of | 

| 7 Acting Secretary Lovett, on March 29, instructed Ambassador Austin to end 
the text of the proposed resolution at this point (telegram 171 to New York, 

501.BB Palestine/3—2748). . a ,
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GA to consider further question of future government of Palestine. — 
; Accordingly you should also submit on Tuesday the following 

additional resolution: - | : re ae err ee 

“Tur Security Councit, | rs 
Having on December 9, 1947, received the Resolution of the General. | 

Assembly concerning Palestine dated November 29, 1947, and 
Having taken note of the United Nations Palestine Commission’s: _ | 

First and Second Monthly Progress Reports and First Special Report: 
onthe Problem of Security,and = | | 

oe Having on March 5, 1948, called on the permanent members of the: | 
| Council to consult,and | a | a 

Having taken note of the reports made concerning those. | 
: consultations, © : | a oO we oe 

_Rrevests the Secretary-General, in accordance with Article 20 of 
the UN Charter, to convoke a Special Session of the General Assembly. . 

-.to consider further the question of the future Government of 
Palestine” | se | 

) _ 5. Dept believes it more desirable not to mention trusteeship im 
resolution set forth in preceding paragraph. However, when intro- _ | 

- ducing resolution in SC you should reiterate US position contained in. 

your statement March 19, and reaffirmed in that of Secretary in Los.. 
Angeles March 20 and of President on March 25 that a temporary . 

| _ trusteeship should be established in order to maintain the peace and 
- that it would be without prejudice to character of final political settle- 
- - ment. We believe a trusteeship is essential to establish conditions of 

| order which are essential to a peaceful solution. We are not incorpo-. 
| rating reference to trusteeship in our resolution at this time, however, _ 

as we believe SC may wish to discuss proposal further. Resolution on 
trusteeship can be introduced at later stage following further SC" 
discussion, = oe age 

| 6. Additional points regarding terms and type of trusteeship US. 
would consider favorable will be forwarded to you as soon as possible 

— [Lovett.] Be | os ae 

a De ye BE ee  MarsHaun. 

| a Marginal notation by Mr. Rusk: “Cleared with Clark Clifford 5: 45 Dp. m. | 
March 27.” 4 So | a a Ty, | 

| 867N.01/3-2748 ae a eer | 

| Proposed Letter From. President Truman to British Prime Minister. 
oe a oo Attlee. ae ey | 

TOP SECRET _ [Wasuineron, undated.]' oe 

| My Dear Mr. Prime Minister: I am taking advantage of the de--_ 
parture of Ambassador Douglas for London to send you this personal) 

| 1 Drafted March 27 by Messrs. McClintock and Wilkins and transmitted to Mr... 
Lovett by Mr. Henderson with his memorandum of March 29; marginal notation, 
by Mr. Lovett: “Not approved”...
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_ letter expressing my deep concern over the trend of events in 
| Palestine: Lees | | | | 

, - Iam fully aware of the deep-seated popular feeling in the United 
| Kingdom that the time has come for your Government to terminate 

_° its Mandate for Palestine and to withdraw the forces which thus far | 
- have maintained the integrity of the Mandate. I would not be candid => 

—_ if I did not tell you frankly that the rapidity of British withdrawal in | 
the face of the uncertain future for Palestine very much complicates 

the task which lies before the United Nations if by May 15 of this year 

| it is to establish some form of rule in Palestine which will maintain — 
| _. the peace, not only internally, but also with regard to the security of © 

| the Middle East.  —t”™ | | : 
You may have read the statement which I made on March 25 on | 

the position of the United States Government with respect to the 
| Palestine situation. In this statement, I stressed our belief based on 

recent consultations among the permanent members of the Security 

Council and with the Jews and the Arabs of Palestine that the plan 
for partition of Palestine recommended by the United Nations Gen- — 

| eral Assembly on November 29, 1947 cannot be carried out at-thistime = = 
by peaceful means, I also emphasized that we cannot undertake to | 

impose this solution on the people of Palestine by the use of force,since _ 
| the Charter of the United Nations does not empower the Security _ 

Council or the General Assembly to enforce such political | 
recommendations = _—> | | oe : 
My statement concluded with the proposal that an immediate truce __ 

be observed by the two dissident communities in Palestine—the Arabs 
and Jews. At the same time, we proposed that the United Nations _ 

establish a temporary trusteeship for Palestine to provide a govern- 

_ -mentto keep the peace. | | | | ns | 

It would seem to me that your Government would have a special 
interest in the arrangement of an immediate truce in Palestine since it __ 

| is still the Mandatory Power. We are, therefore, counting upon the 

full support and cooperation of your Government in urging the Jews — 
and Arabs of Palestine to agree to a cease-fire order by the Security _ | 
Council and to a truce which shall be without prejudice to the eventual 

_. golution of the Palestine problem. - ; | , 

It is clear that without the full support of your Government it 

would be extremely difficult if not impossible to work out the terms © 

of a trusteeship and to set up in Palestine in the near future a tem-— 
_ porary trusteeship regime which could maintain law and order follow- 

| ing the termination of the Mandate. Such a trusteeship, as I stated



on March 25, would not prejudice the character of the final-political = 
| settlement. oye SR te ee 

_ ‘There is a possibility that if the United Nations Trusteeship Coun- 
ei should accept responsibility to become the administering authority - | 
for Palestine and should appoint a governor with wide powers to > 

_ maintain the integrity of that country, security forces might:be re- 
quired at the request of the Trusteeship Council or the governor to | 

_ Maintain international peace and security with respect to Palestine. 
_ The Government of the United States is prepared to join with the 

7 Governments of the remaining Allied and Associated ‘Powers of | 
World War I—in other words, the United Kingdom and France—to 
‘provide contingents to the Trusteeship Council and the Governor of | 
Palestine, if such should be required under emergency conditions, for 

_ the purpose of maintaining international peace and security under the | 
terms of the trusteeship agreement. Ml ey 

_ The Department of State has given considerable study to the details 
- of a temporary trusteeship agreement which would incorporate some 

of the thoughts which I have expressed in this letter. I have no doubt, | 
_ on the other hand, that your Government has been able to study — 

this matter in greater detail in view of its long administrative experi- 7 
ence in Palestine. It is, therefore, my hope that officials of the British 
Government will be prepared to cooperate with corresponding officials 
of the United States Government in the preparation of a draft trustee- a 
ship agreement. Such a draft agreement could subsequently be con- | 
sidered more formally by our two.governments and perhaps by. other , 
interested governments prior to.presentation to the United Nations, __ 
It is my understanding that measures for an interchange of yiews are , 
under way. You may be assured that we are anxious to cooperate 

| with you in this matter and we stand ready to supply such information 
_ as we may be ina position to contribute, __ CEERI RG ET TEES | 

We feel that prompt action is imperative in view-of the early date - - 
on which your Government plans to terminate the mandate for Pales- | 
tine. In order to procéed under the trusteeship provisions of the Char- 

_ ter, it would appear necessary for the United Kingdom as Mandatory | 
_ Power to present a draft Trusteeship Agreement to the United Nations So 

at the.earliest possible moment. Such action should be welcomed by the | 
United Nations and should strengthen its handling of the Palestine 
question. We are convinced that peace in Palestine and a successful a 

| political settlement for Palestine will not be attained cunless we ap- 
_ proach this increasingly difficult question in a cooperative manner. _ | 

__- Sincerely yours, a : De - 

| 598-594—76—__17__ | ee | a
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| Forrestal Papers = oO 2 os 

Diary Entry for March 29, 1948, by the Secretary of Defense 

Forrestal) oo a 

Conversation With the President and Under Secretary Lovett re 

~ PalestineTrusteeship = = = co oe 

Under Secretary Lovett called up this afternoon to say that the 

State Department anticipated that in connection with the United Na- | 

| tions debate on Palestine tomorrow and the United States proposal for: 

a trusteeship under British-French-American Mandate, the question | 

might be asked of Austin whether the United States was ready to bear 

| its share of the police forces required to produce’peace in Palestine = 
a under such an arrangement. I said that at the moment we did not have 

| such forces available and that-I did not see how we could escape mak- 

ing an effort to contribute. OO 
- I then talked to The President who said he did not want to make © 
‘any firm commitment to send troops into Palestine, but I told him what _ 

| Lovett’s problem was and that he was simply trying to get something — | 
affirmative for Senator Austin to say in case he was cornered. The — 

| President then said that he felt that if we had to respond that we 

would participate in the implementation of the trusteeship mandate == 

by the associated allied nations (UK, US and France) up to the limit 

of our ability. I then called Mr. Lovett and reported my conversation | 

with The President and suggested to him that he write out the precise 
| language which he proposed to have Senator Austin use and send it 

to the White House so there would be no possibility of a misunderstand- 

ing. He said that that was what he was inthe processof doing. = 

501.BB Palestine/3~-8048 : Telegram a me 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 
the Secretary of State ae | 

| - sECRET us uURcENT = New York, March 30, 1948—6:20 p. m. 

| (NIACT a a So 

| 849. Please transmit following niact from Austin for the Secretary 

| at Bogotét oe nee ae | 

| - USUN today submitted two resolutions to SC, one calling for 

, immediate cessation of hostilities and truce in Palestine and the other | 

1 Secretary Marshall was, at this time, Chairman of the United. States Delega- 

a tion at the Ninth International Conference of American States, which met at _ 

| Bogota from March 30 to May 2, 1948. |
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for convocation of special session of GA to consider problem of future 
«government in that country.? : oe oe 

_ Argentine delegation has been under consistent instructions from | 
its government to refrain on all motions concerning Palestine. How- 

| ever, Ambassador Arce ® is tonight telephoning his Foreign Minister | 
in Bogota to request. permission to vote affirmatively on both our _ 
resolutions. Arce is strongly in favor on humanitarian grounds of the © 

_US resolution proposing a truce and feels that our suggestion for a 
“ special session-is only means of making progress at this juncture on 

Palestine problem. Oo 7 | | 
You may accordingly feel that it would be opportune to suggest to: 

| _ Argentine Foreign Minister our view that calling of special session = 

- isindeed worthy ofsupportofallmembersofSC. ss 7 
| While every indication is that Colombian representative will vote | 

| affirmatively on both motions, it might be useful if suitable representa- 

| tions were made to Colombian Foreign Office in order that this vote 

| may be assured when Council meets on Thursday, April 1, at 2:30 : 

Oe EE RE Arent 

- * For the text of Ambassador Austin’s statement, see. SC, 3rd Ur, Nos. 36-51, 
op, 2460 er | | —_ ) 

- = José Arce, Argentine Representative at the United Nations. — | 
- “Secretary Marshall replied, on March 31, that the Argentine Foreign Minister — | 

: had authorized Dr.. Arce to support the United States position and that the. | 
Colombian Foreign Office had advised of the standing instructions to its repre- . 
sentative to support the United States position (unnumbered telegram from 
Bogota, 501.BB Palestine/3-3148). | ee ne 

a 501.BB Palestine/3-3148: Telegram | : on. 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the F mbassy in the United K. ingdom 

SECRET _ US URGENT = - Wasuineton, March 31, 1948—11 a. m. © 
- | NIACT oo Oo oo ee - 

— 1099.. USDel understands that UK Del intends vote for truce resolu- a 
tion in UNSC but to abstain on resolution calling for special session — 
GAUNonPalestine* 20 

Dept feels that UK would in no way be receding from its present | 
neutral position by voting for resolution calling for special session as- oe 

-1Mr. McClintock informed Mr. Rusk on March 80 that as of that afternoon a 
seven named members of the Security Council were in favor of the United States. | 

| truce resolution but that only six supported the resolution to convoke a special | | 
| Session. He conveyed the recommendation of the United States Mission at the 

| _ United Nations that immediate representations be made at London and Paris | 
to swing British and French votes to the affirmative on the latter resolution. 
(Telegram 350 from New York, 501.BB Palestine/8-3048) oe
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the resolution is so worded as not to commit the GA to any particular 
-. plan (i.e. Trusteeship or any other plan). CO 

In view of irresponsible Soviet attack on our position? (USSR — , 
_ offering no constructive proposals) Dept feels it most desirable to get — a 

_ the maximum number of votes possible and you should strongly urge 
that instructions be sent to UK Del to support US resolution calling | 
for special session.® I OO — - 

- * For the text of Ambassador Gromyko’s remarks before the Security Council _ | 
~.  . on March 30, see SC, 3rd yr., Nos. 36-51, p. 248; he asserted that the decision 

to partition Palestine into independent Jewish and Arab States had been a just | 
one and he denounced Ambassador Austin’s arguments as preparing the ground 
to bury the partition plan and justifying the new United States. proposals. 

* A telegram similar to No. 1099 was sent to Paris on March 31 to secure French - 
support for the calling of a special session (1023, 501.BB Palestine/3-3148). 

| a -  -_ Editorial Note _ Oo 

| Mr. Shertok, on April 1, addressed the Security Council on the two 
United Statés draft resolutions. The truce resolution, he said, was a | 

| - wrong starting point in the quest for peace in Palestine, for it omitted | | 
| “all reference to the central and salient feature of. the country’s dis- - 

turbed condition, namely the presence of Arab aggression from out- 
side, sponsored and organized by Arab States, members of the 

| United Nations, in an effort to alter by force the settlement envisaged 
| : by the General Assembly’s resolution of 29 November 1947... . Tt is’ 

| the presence of these foreign Arab forces on the soil of Palestine and 
| the preparation for further incursions which constitute the main 

_ threat to law and order in Palestine today. But for these invasions from 

oo neighboring States, the situation in Palestine would hardly have 
’ raised a problem which could not be quickly resolved.” He expressed — 

astonishment, therefore, that the United States saw “the problem of 

violence in Palestine in terms of a conflict betwen the ‘Arab and Jewish 
- gommunities of Palestine?” = | . | | 7 

| He then raised various questions: “Is it legitimate for Member States 
| to use force against a settlement adopted by the General Assembly?”;— 

“Ys it proper for the Security Council, having received conclusive 
evidence of aggression actually committed, to take no steps at all to | 
suppress, nay, not even to condemn—nor even to record—that aggres- | 

. sion?”; and “Is it 'a just interpretation of the Security Council’s fune- | 

'_ tion in this question that it should obey the demand of the aggressor | 
at pistol-point, and advocate a revision of a General Assembly resolu-  __ 

tion for no other reason than that resolution is assailed by armed 

| force??? oo a oe | 

| Mr. Shertok concluded this phase of his statement by indicating _ 
that a truce would be most welcome, but must be accompanied by the
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evacuation of foreign forces and the prevention of further incursions _ 
| of armed bands into Palestine. He assumed further that “any arrange-- 

| ment fora truce will be carried out within the framework of theim- 
_ plementation of the resolution of the General Assembly and in strict > 

conformity with time-table provided in that resolution.” 
_ Turning then to the second United States draft resolution, Mr. | 

| Shertok stated that although silent on the point, the resolution pro- 
—-.-: posed a special session, which would establish a temporary trusteeship. _ 

_ He denounced the forcing of “trusteeship upon a country ripe for in- 
dependence, without any assurance that a trustee is available, that a 
means of enforcement can be supplied, that any section of the popula- 
tion will cooperate, that the General Assembly will approve an agree-__ 
ment, or that a working regime can be established by 15 May. The | 

| charted course of the implementation of partition is to be replaced by _ 
a leap into the perilous unknown.” The Jews, he asserted, would re- | 

| fuse to accept postponement of independence (SC, 3rd yr., No. 82, 
pages 5-23), | | - | So 
The Egyptian Representative ‘at the United Nations, Mahmoud 

- Fawzi, in reply, emphatically denied participation by the Arab States — 
in the conflict in Palestine. Then, commenting on the first United 
States draft resolution, he stated that “If, contrary to our belief, the 
truce were to be interpreted and applied to mean the use of armed force 

: to keep the peace during the partition of Palestine, then each and | 
every Arab is opposed to it. On the other hand, if it is order that is ~~ 
meant, then indeed the Arabs are all for it.” (ébid., pages 23-26) _ re 

| _ The Security Council voted on the two draft resolutions on April 1. | 
After United States agreement to delete the words “with grave con- 
cern”, the Council unanimously adopted the first draft resolution. It = 

| then adopted the second draft resolution by 9 votes in favor, with the | 7 
Soviet and Ukrainian representatives abstaining? (bid., pages 34, 
BB). | a : De 

a - With regard to carrying out the latter resolution, Ambassador 
_ Austin stated that the United States had not yet formulated its views 

- in finished form and he therefore invited his colleagues in the Security 
~ Council to meet with him informally on April 5 (db¢d., pages 37, 41). 

| -'The provisions of the resolutions, which are numbered 43 (1948) and 44 
- (1948), respectively, are summarized in the circular telegram of April 6, p. 800. | 

| Their texts are printed in United Nations, Official Records of the Security | 
Council, Third Year, Resolutions and Decisions of the Security Council, 1948 = 

_ (hereinafter cited as SC, 8rd yr., Resolutions, 1948), pp. 14, 15. - 8 
With regard to proposals for a temporary trusteeship over Palestine, Ambas- 

sador Austin stated that the United States had not yet formulated its views in 
finished form and he invited his colleagues on the Security Council to meet with 
pp en ay on April 5 for discussion of such proposals (SC, Sra yr., No. 5, . |
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501.BB Palestine/4-848 ! 7 7 me oo 

: . Memorandum Prepared in the Department of State+* — 

CONFIDENTIAL Pk _ [Wasurneton,] April 2, 1948. 

-- Drarr Trusreesuip AGREEMENT FOR Patestine WitH THE UNITED 
ss Narrions AS THE ADMINISTERING AUTHORITY = a 

| - a : PREAMBLE _ - , | | a 

- Wuernas the territory known as Palestine has been administered _ 

: by His Britannic Majesty under a mandate confirmed by the Council 

of the League of Nations; and | | | oo 

_ Wuereas Article 75 of the Charter of the United Nations, signed 

at San Francisco on 26 June 1945, provides for the establishment of. | 

an international trusteeship system for the administration and super- 

| vision of such territories as may be placed thereunder by subsequent 

individual agreements; and : Fe 

| WHEREAS under Article "7 of the said Charter the international 

| trusteeship system may be applied to territories now held under. Man- | 

date;sand- sss | | 

-Wuernas His Majesty accordingly has indicated his desire to place | 

Palestine under the said international trusteeship system ; and 

Wuereass the General Assembly has recommended that Palestine _ 

be provisionally administered under trusteeship, without prejudice to | 

. the rights, claims, or position of the parties concerned or to the 

«character of the eventual political settlement; and - 

| Wuenreas is accordance with Articles 75 and 77 of the said Charter, a 

the placing of a territory under the international trusteeship system 1s 

to be effected by meansofa Trusteeship Agreement; = | 

| _, Now Tuerrerore the General Assembly of the United Nations hereby | 

- resolves to approve the following terms of trusteeship for Palestine. 

Article | | 

| a ESTABLISHMENT OF TRUSTEESHIP _ : | | 

| _ The territory of Palestine, delimited on the east by Transjordan,on __ 

, the north by the Republics of Syria and Lebanon, on the west by the , 

| Mediterranean and on the south by the Sinai Province of Egypt is | 

hereby placed under the trusteeship system established in the Charter | 

of the United Nations. : | : | | 

+ Copies transmitted under instructions to officers in charge of missions at 

London, Paris, Baghdad, Beirut, Cairo, Damascus, Jerusalem, and Jidda on | 

April 8 with the directive that they were “to be held without communication to 

anyone other than selected members of your office pending further telegraphic 

| _ instruction from the Department.” DO Oe oe
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 atticde 2 ee eee 
PETE ADMINISTERING AUTHORITY ; en ee 

_ The United Nations, acting through the Trusteeship Council, is | : 

hereby designated as the Administering Authority for Palestine. | a 

Pe ERS og POWERS OF. THE ADMINISTERING AUTHORITY oo - | 

—-..- Subject to the terms of this Agreement, the Administering Author- _ 

ity shall have full powers of administration, legislation, and juris-— 

diction over Palestine which shall be exercised through the agency of so 

the Government of Palestine as hereinafter provided. 8 

a a GENERAL OBJECTIVES | | | | 

- 1. The Administering Authority undertakes to administer Palestine 

_. in such a manner as to achieve the basic obj ectives of the international 

trusteeship system laid down in Article 76 of the Charter of the United | 

Nations. = SIRT, BS 

9. The administration will be conducted in such a manner as to 

encourage the maximum cooperation between the J ews and Arabs in | 

Palestine leading to a form of self-government which will be accept- | 

able to both communities. = > — | ae fe | 

SO she Latin hE Article 5 ey Oo 

BT TERRITORIAL INTEGRITY oo LBln | 

1, The territorial integrity of Palestine and its status as defined in — 

- this Agreement shall be assured by the United Nations. | a 
. 2. The Governor-General shall inform the Trusteeship Council of — | 

| any situation relating to Palestine the continuance of which is likely 3 

to endanger the terriorial integrity of Palestine, or of any threat of , 

aggression or act of aggression against Palestine, or of any other at- 

tempt to alter by force the status of Palestine as defined in this Agree- | 

| ment. If the Trusteeship Council is not in session and the Governor- 

7 General considers that any of the foregoing contingencies is of such © 

urgency as to require immediate action by the United Nations, he shall © 

bring the matter, through the Secretary-General of the United Na- 

tions, to the immediate attention of the Security Council. _ | : 

Batic Be 
win . ,. PRESERVATION OF ORDER . ae CL a ne 

| The Governor-General shall be responsible for the organizationand 

_ direction of the police forces necessary for the maintenance of internal
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- law and order and for the protéction throughout Palestine of the Holy | 
| | Places, religious building, and sites. ee | : a 

| o LOCAL DEFENSE AND THE MAINTENANCE OF LAW AND ORDER | : : — 

_. 1, The Governor-General shall, in: accordance with Article 84 ofthe 
_ Charter, organize a volunteer force to provide for local defense and 

_ for the maintenance of law and order within Palestine. | | - 
-.. ~ 2° Until such time as the force provided for in paragraph 1 of this 
_ Article shall be able to function effectively, or if subsequent to such 
_ time.-a situation arises with respect to. which ‘the force requires 

assistance, the Governor-General ‘shall call upon the Governments __ | 
| of ss to assist in the defense of Palestine or > 

_ In the maintenance of law and order within Palestine. 

SF ot - Article 8 _ — - - : 

| ' Without prejudice to the provisions of legislation which may sub- 
| sequently be enacted in Palestine, the following categories of persons — 

| _ Shall be regarded as citizens of Palestine: © © ©) =| 

- (1) Persons resident in Palestine on July 1, 1947, who were not 
on that date nationals of any state outside of Palestine; , 

_ (2) Persons resident in Palestine on July 1, 1947 , who were na- - 
| tionals on that date of a state outside of Palestine, if they have filed 

with the Government of Palestine at any time before November 1, | 
| _ 1948 a declaration, in such form as may be provided by the Govern- 

_ ‘Ment of Palestine, that they renounce their former nationality infavor 
of Palestinian citizenship; 7 ee 

_ (8) Persons who have resided in Palestine for three months and _ 
_ who, while continuing to be residents of Palestine, file with the Gov- 

ernment of ‘Palestine a declaration that they renounce the nationality 
. of any state outside of Palestine of which they may be nationals, and 

take an oath of allegiance to the Government of Palestine;, © ae 
-._ (4) Children of Palestinian citizens, wherever born [provided such 
children have not.at birth or subsequently acquired the nationality of | 

| a state outside of Palestine?]. a a 

a Article 9 OS 
oo . FUNDAMENTAL HUMAN RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS - a 

_ 1. All persons in Palestine shall enjoy freedom of conscience and — | 
_- shall, subject only to the requirements of public order, public morals _ 

and public health, enjoy all other fundamental human rights and free- 

: 2 Bracketed portion as in the source text. - : - | . - | : - or :
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| doms, including freedom of religion and worship, language, education, _ 
/ _ speech and press, assembly and association, and petition, including — 

, _ petition to the Trusteeship Council. | - - 
9, No discrimination of any kind on grounds of race, religion, lan- | 

Guage or sex shall be made against any person in Palestine. 
a 3. All persons in Palestine shall be entitled to equal: protection of 

- the laws. 7 | | 
- 4. No person within Palestine may be arrested, detained, convicted, 

| or punished except according to due process of law. | | | 
_ 5, No person or property within Palestine shall be subject to search 

sor seizure except according to due processoflaw. Ce 
6. The legislation of Palestine shall ensure that accused personsshall 

- haveadequaterightsofdefense. > ee 
Oe ¢. The legislation of Palestine shall neither place nor recognize any 

- restriction upon the free use by any person of any language in private © 
_ Intercourse, in religious matters, in commerce, in the press or in publi- 
| cationsofanykind,oratpublicmeetings, = | oe 

| _ 8. Except as may be required for the maintenance of public order, | 
| good government and public health, no measure shall be taken to ob- 

_ struct or interfere with the enterprise of religious or charitable bodies 
a ofall faiths. No measure shall be taken which discriminates on grounds — 

of religion or nationality against any representative or member of such 
bodies. © a NS Oo | 

- . 9. The family law and personal status of the various persons and | 
_ communities and their religious interests, including endowments, shall _ 

| be respected. | ae eee | 
Article 10 a Ss 

| EE ORGANS OF GOVERNMENT ee 
1. During the trusteeship period, the Government of Palestine shall 

be composed of a Governor-General, a Cabinet responsible to the Legis- | 
lature, a bicameral legislature, and a judiciary: Provided that, pend- 

| ing the coming into being of the Cabinet and Legislature and during 
such times as they may be dissolved or suspended, as provided in this — 
Agreement, the Governor-General shall be assisted by an Advisory _ 

- Council, which shall function until such time as in the opinion of the __ 
Governor-General the citizens of Palestine demonstrate their willing- =~ 

| chess to cooperate in a Cabinet and Legislature as provided in this — | 
_ Agreement or in any other form of government on which both Jewish | 
and Arab communities have reached agreement. oe oo 

| - 2, The Advisory Council referred to above shall be composed of the 
a permanent chiefs of the administrative departments of the Govern- | 

_ ment and of representative Palestinian citizens appointed by the 
__. Governor-General from each community. —
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- / | SELECTION AND RESPONSIBILITY OF THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL | 

The Governor-General of Palestine shall be appointed by the 
_ Trusteeship Council and shall be responsible to tt. 

OB Artie 12000 Oo 

TERM OF: OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL a 

} _ -1..The term of office of the Governor-General shall be three years 

from the time of hisappointment, providedthat == = 

-(a) the Trusteeship Council may extend the term of office of the 
Governor-General in any particular case for such period as it may © | 

_ (6) the Governor-General may resign his office upon due notice to 
- the Trusteeship Council, and the Trusteeship Council may terminate , 
hisappointment forduecauseatanytime. == = = © | | 

- o At the expiration of his term of office or extended term the __ 
Governor-General shall be eligible for reappointment. oe 

- Se ee 2 Article 1380 a an | 

ge ERAT POWERS OF THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL | 

. -.1. The Governor-General shall be the representative of the United 

Nations in Palestine On : | 

_ 2. The Governor-General, on behalf of the United Nations, shall  —| 

exercise executive authority in Palestine and shall act as Chief Admin- 

istrator thereof, subject only to the provisions of this Agreement and — 

| Instructions of the Trusteeship Council. He shall be responsible for _ 

ensuring the peace, order and good government of Palestine. a 

8. The Governor-General and his official and private property shall , 
not in any way be subject to the jurisdiction of the Legislature or of 

thecourtsof Palestine = | | | 

| : a spe Article 14. | | 

| oe : | | POWER OF PARDON AND REPRIEVE OS Oo 

| ~The. Governor-General may grant to any offender convicted of - 
any offence in any court of Palestine a pardon, either free or condi- | 

| tioned, or any remission of the sentence passed. on such offender, or 

any respite of the execution of such sentence, for such period as the 

Governor-General thinks fit, and may remit fines, penalties or for- 
feitures which may accrue or become payable to Palestine by virtue a 

_ of the judgment of any court of Palestine or of the operation of any 
: legislation of Palestine. se : |
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| | —— a Article 15 — | 

_GOVERNOR-GENERAL’S EMERGENCY POWERS | 

1. If, in the opinion of the Governor-General, the administration of | 
Palestine is being seriously obstructed or prevented by the non- 
cooperation or interference of persons or groups of persons in Pales~ 
tine, the Governor-General during the period of the emergency shall 

| _ take such measures and enact by order such legislation as he may deem | 
necessary to restore the effective functioning of the administration, and | 
such orders shall have effect notwithstanding anything to the contrary 

_. inany legislation in force in Palestine. = : - | 
_ 9, The circumstances in which the Governor-General may have ex- — | 

- ercised any power conferred upon him by this Article shall be reported 
| to the Trusteeship Council as soon as may be practicable 

Oo vey ee ee Artie 1600 

| ie ANSE ORGANIZATION OF THE ADMINISTRATION — oe eo 

| 1. The Governor-General, after consultation with the Trusteeship oo 
Council, shall appoint a Chief Secretary to assist him in his duties. 

| He shall be neither a citizen nor a resident of Palestine. | oo | 

2. The Governor-General shall appoint an administrative staff, — 
- including an Attorney General, the members of which shall be selected _ 

ona non-discriminatory basis for their competence and integrity and, 
whenever practicable, from the residents of Palestine. Subject to any | 

Instructions of the Trusteeship Council and to any legislation of 
| Palestine, the appointments of members of the administrative staff | 

- may be terminated by the Governor-General at any time. 

Dene 8. In the performance of their duties, the administrative staff shall _ 

_ not seek or receive any instructions from any government or authority = 
_ other than the Government of Palestine. = ee eee 

ees ae : - Article 17 | a 

: coast ACTING GOVERNOR-GENERAL | 

| If the office of Governor-General is vacant, or if the Governor- | 
| General is absent from Palestine or otherwise unable to exercise his — 

powers or perform his duties, the officer holding substantively the | 
appointment. of Chief Secretary, or, if there-is no such officer or he __ 

is absent from Palestine or unable to act, such person as may have =~” 

been authorized to act in the circumstances by the Trusteeship Council, 
| may exercise all the powers and perform all the duties of the Governor- oo 

General so long as the office of Governor-General is vacant or the 
Governor-General is absent from Palestine or otherwise unable to _ 

exercise his powersorperformhisduties = =  —— | 7
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—— | Article 18 | | | 

| DISQUALIFICATION FROM PUBLIC OFFICE | 

| A person shall be disqualified from holding any public office, central 

: or local, in Palestine, including membership of the Advisory Council _ 
a and of the Legislature, if he holds any office under any other State: 

SO Provided that the Governor-General may appoint to any public office 
in Palestine for a limited period any person seconded from the service _ 

7 of another State. _ fe : 
| | | Article 19 | a a 

THE CABINET | a 

1. The Cabinet shall be composed of Ministers selected by a Prime _ 
| - Minister, all of whom shall be appointed by the Governor-General. 

Each Minister shall, during his term of office, serve as head of one of 
| the administrative departments. Under him shall be a permanent chief 

) of the administrative department and permanent administrative staff - 

- appointed by the Governor-General. a 7 
| 2. The Cabinet shall be individually and collectively responsible to . 

both chambers of the Legislature. Oo 
_.' 3, Upon a vote of no-confidence by either chamber of the Legislature, | 

the Cabinet shall tender its resignation to the Governor-General who 
_ may then call upon responsible leaders in the Legislature to forma _— 

| new Cabinet or may dissolve the Legislature and cause a general elec- 
tion to be held. The Cabinet shall also tender its resignation upon 

- suspension or dissolution of the Legislature in accordance with the 
| Agreement. — . Bo Ps 

| ~Article20 | OO 

| ete LEGISLATURE es 

1. The Legislature shall consist of two chambers. , . 
- 2. The House of Representatives shall be composed of Palestinian 

| citizens 25 years of age or older elected from single-member districts, 
! each of which districts shall be a geographical unit with a population | 

approximately equal in number to that of every other electoral district. 
3. The Senate shall be composed of 30 Palestinian citizens 25 years 

of age or older elected in equal numbers by the registered members _ 
| of the Arab and Jewish communities in Palestine. The Arab repre- 

a sentation shall consist of Moslems and Christians in proportion to their — 

numbers in the Arab population. [This paragraph requires further 
consideration.*] . : i 

| _ 4, Legislative provision may be made as to disqualification for elec- 
- tion to or membership in either chamber of the Legislature resulting 

- _ from loss of legal capacity. Oo ae 

* Bracketed portion as inthe source text, 
memento
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| 5. Remuneration of members of both chambers of the Legislature | 
7 shall be determined by legislation. | Oo 

Article 21 oe | a 

a ELECTIONS TO THE LEGISLATURE => - | 

1. The members of both chambers of the Legislature shall be elected 
by the citizens of Palestine 21 years of age and over, on the basis of 

universal suffrage and by secret ballot. _ | Ss 
_ 2. Legislative provision may be made as to disqualification from | 

_-_-—- voting resulting from loss of legal capacity, | Oo | 

| a Article 22 | en a 

| --« DURATION OF THE LEGISLATURE | | 

1. The term of both chambers of the Legislature shall be three years 
from the date of its election unless earlier dissolved. _ es a 

2. If, at the end of a three-year term of the Legislature, it is the __ 
- opinion of the Governor-General that circumstances are inappropriate | 

for the conduct of a general election, the Governor-General may tem- 
porarily prolong the term of the Legislature then in existence. - oe 

3. If, in the opinion of the Governor-General, the special objectives 
_ of this Agreement are being gravely imperilled by the conduct of © 

| either or both Houses of the Legislature, the Governor-General may | 
_ temporarily suspend the Legislature as a whole and shall forthwith 

report the circumstances to the Trusteeship Council for instructions. _ a 
The Trusteeship Council shall either instruct the Governor-General _ | 

| to revoke forthwith his order for the suspension of the Legislature,or 
_ maintain the suspension of the Legislature for such period as it may | 

| deem fit, 2 | a Oo | SE a 
4, The Governor-General may at any time dissolve the Legislature. oa 

In the event of a dissolution, new elections shall be held as soon as a 
, circumstances are, in the opinion of the Governor-General, 

| appropriate, = | a 

Article 28 oe Oo 

a oe LEGISLATION AND RESOLUTIONS 7 

1. Bills and resolutions may be introduced in the Legislature by any = 
member thereof. So | ae , 

- 2. ‘The Governor-General, or a member of his staff designated by 
_him,.may make statements or answer questions before the Legislature an 

or may introduce any bill or resolution and may participate without __ 
vote in the deliberations of the Legislature on the bill or resolution | 

- sointroduced. a | SO 
8, A bill adopted’ by the Legislature shall become law only upon oe 

_ approval and promulgation by the Governor-General except that on —
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the expiration of thirty days after the transmission of a bill to the 

| Governor-General, if he has by that time neither approved nor dis- | 

) approved it, he shall promulgate it as a law. The Governor-General — 

may disapprove a bill, if, in his opinion, it is in conflict with the pro- 

| visions of this Agreement, or it would impede the administration of = 

Palestine or inflict undue hardship on any section of the inhabitants, 2 

and he shall then inform the Legislature of the reasons for his | 

disapproval. | re ee oe OO a 

oe Article 240 | 

a LEGISLATION BY ORDER OF THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL Oo 

- 1. At any time when there ts no’ Legislature for Palestine or the 

-__ Legislature is suspended, the Governor-General may legislate by order 

and any such order shall becomelaw. = mee | 

| 9. Tf the Governor-General shall consider that it is essential to the 

normal functioning of the administration (which expression shall, 

| without prejudice to its generality, include the obligations imposed: by 

this Agreement and all matters pertaining to the creation or abolition 

of any public office or to the appointment, salary or other conditions of _ 

service of any public officer) that any bill or resolution introduced in — 

the Legislature should have effect, and if the Legislature fail to adopt 

such a bill or resolution within such time and in such form as the 

- Governor-General may think reasonable and expedient, the Governor- 

: General may, at any time in his discretion, notwithstanding any other. | 

procedures for legislation set out in this Agreement or in the Stands 

| ing Orders of the Legislature, declare that such bill or resolution shall | 

have effect as if it had been adopted. by the Legislature, either in the | 

form in which it was so introduced or with such amendments as the | 

- Governor-General shall think fit which have been proposed in the _ 

Legislature. The said bill shall thereupon become law or the said 

- yesolution shall have effect... = | - | 

8 The Governor-General shall forthwith report to the Trusteeship 

| Council any action taken by him by virtue of this Article. | | 

| Article 25500 | ee | 

ga NDING ORDERS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES | a 

- | AND, THE SENATE _ SO | 

1. Each chamber of the Legislature shall adopt such Standing = 

| Orders for the conduct of its business as it may deem appropriate, 

provided that the Trusteeship Council shall have the authority to 

revoke any such Order. _ oe 

_ 2, Each chamber shall elect a chairman from its own membership: 

Provided that if a chamber fails to elect a chairman within a period |
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_._. prescribed by the Governor-General, the Governor-General shall ap- | 

| _ 8. The Governor-General shall convene the first session of each > 
Legislature and may at any time convene an extraordinary session. — 

| __ 4, Subject to the provisions of Article 22 of this Agreement, sub- 
| sequent sessions of the Legislature shall be convened annually on the _ 

first Monday of October. . tt Law 
: 8, The Governor-General may at any time prorogue or adjournthe  =—> 

Legislature. = et ye | 

, 6. Subject to the provisions of Article 22 of this Agreement, the _ 
| -. Governor-General shall convene an extraordinary session of the Legis- - 

lature upon the request of not less than a simple majority of the — 
members of either chamber. ene 

| : | ) Article 26 os ae Be 

| | "IMMUNITY OF MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATURE 

-.... 1, No member of the Legislature shall ‘be liable to any judicial or. 
administrative penalty, or be called to account in any other way out- 

_ side the Legislature, by reason of anything which he may have uttered, 
or of any vote which he may have cast, in the course of his duties as 

| amemberoftheLegislature © © « \. | | 

_, -» 2, No member of the Legislature shall be liable during the ‘sessions 
of the Legislature to criminal, administrative or disciplinary proceed- 
ings, nor shall he be deprived of his liberty, without a two-thirds vote 

| of the chamber of which he is a member: Provided that he may be 
| apprehended in the act of committing a crime and detained if his | 

| detention ‘is or becomes imperative in the interests of justice or in | 

order to counteract the effects of such crime, but in any such case his 
apprehension shall be reported as soon as may be practicable to the _ 

| Legislature and he shall be released without delay should the chamber 
of which heis a member so request. ~~ , | 

fo | ‘Article 27000 oe oe | 

| 1. There shall be established by legislation an independent judicial 

- system for Palestine, including a Supreme Court and such subordinate _ 
and: other courts as may be deemed appropriate. Such legislation shall _ 
establish the jurisdiction ofthe courts,.and provide for their | 
organization, 
9, All persons within Palestine shall be subject.to the jurisdiction . 

of Palestine, subject to any immunity for which provision is made in | 

| this Agreement. Oe Bay a we 3 cele. 

8. The Supreme Court shall consist of such number of Judges, not 
being less than three or more than five as the Trusteeship Council —
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may determine, of whom one shall be President of the Supreme Court 
- and shall be designated Chief Justice. They shall be appointed by, and 

- their appointments shall be terminated only by, the Trusteeship | 

4, Judicial personnel other than the Chief J ustice and the Judges 
of the Supreme Court shall be appointed and may be suspended or = 

_ dismissed by the Chief Justice with the approval of the Governor- | 
- General, in accordance with any procedure for which provision may 

be made in the Instructions of the Trusteeship Council. — —_ 
5. The existing status and jurisdiction of religious courts in Pales. 

_ tine shall be respected. In the case of any conflict regarding jurisdic- 
| tion between religious courts or between religious courts and civil 

_ courts, the Supreme Court shall be competent to decide in which court a 
_. the jurisdiction shall lie. — as | | 

| | 6. Decisions by the Supreme Court shall be by a majority of its : 
- members: Provided that, if in any case the opinion of the Court be 

equally: divided, the opinion of the Chief Justice shall prevail. 

— Bott 7 Article 98 a BO 

/" CONSTITUTIONALITY OF LEGISLATION AND OFFICIAL ACTION — | | 
_. 41. In cases brought before the Courts of Palestine this Agreement _ 

shall prevail over any legislation or official action. The Supreme Court _ 
| shall have original and appellate jurisdiction in all cases involving | 

| claims that such legislation or-action is incompatible with the provi- 
a _ sions of this Agreement. a oo 

2 In any case in which the Supreme Court decides that any legis- a 
lation ,or official action is. incompatible . with. the provisions of this | 
Agreement, such legislation or official action shall be void and of no | 

oo | _ <Article 29) 05.0 °° | | | | 
a _ IMMIGRATION | | . 

1. During the first two years of trusteeship, the immigration of — | 
Jewish displaced persons shall be permitted into Palestine. 

The selection and administration of the immigration of Jewish dis- : 
placed persons ‘to Palestine shall be conducted by the IRO, subject to — | 
the conditions of this Trusteeship Agreement and any regulations | 

| established thereunder by the Governor-General. | | - 
| 2. Thereafter, further immigration shall be without distinction be- 

_ tween individuals as to religion or blood and shall be in accordance 
with the absorptive capacity of Palestine, as determined annually by | 

_ the Governor-General : Provided that not more than persons | 
_ shall be permitted to enter Palestine to establish permanent residence 

7 in any one years Se
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| | , | Article 30 Be 
pon ACCESS TO PALESTINE : 

___ Subject only to the requirements of public order and security, and of a public morals and public health, freedom of entry into and of tem- | - porary residence in Palestine shall be ensured to all foreign pilgrims S| | and visitors without any distinction as to nationality orfaith, = = | 

| | a Article 31 Be ; 

a POL CY Oo OB - 
1, The Governor-General shall establish and maintain a land sys-_ 

tem appropriate to the needs of Palestine, in which there shall be no. ee __ limitation on, the sale, purchase, lease or use of land which discrimi- - | nates on grounds of race, nationality, community or creed. However, _ 
under the authority of the Governor-General, adequate measures shall __ be taken to assure protection for the interests of small owners or tenants 
in cases of transfer of arable or grazinglands. | | _ 2. The Governor-General shall appoint a commission of impartial = 

- experts, who shall be neither Arab nor Jew, to recommend the criteria ts 
upon which the land system described in paragraph 1 shall be based. a 

a Article 820000 - 
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM AND CULTURAL AND | hos , 

| 7 BENEVOLENT INSTITUTIONS | Eh 
1. Education in Palestine shall be directed to the full physical, intel- 

| lectual, moral and spiritual development of the human personality, to | 
the strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental free- : 

_ doms and to the combating of the spirit of intolerance and hatred | 
against other nations or racial or religious groups. Ss CS 
_2. There shall be maintained in Palestine an. adequate system of | | 
primary and secondary education on an equitable basis for the Arab 

_ community and for the Jewish community in their respective lan- 
guages and in accordance with their respective cultural traditions, — 

8. Subject to such educational requirements of a general nature as | the legislation of Palestine may impose, the right of any community 
or of any specific group within any community, to maintain its own | 
institutions for the education of its own members in its own language 7 
shall not be denied orimpaired. Bn ee 
4, Foreign education establishments shall be permitted in accordance , 

with the legislation of Palestine: Provided that existing rights shall — | 
continue unimpaired. | 7 — Oo oT 

5. Educational and cultural establishments, charitable institutions | 
_ and hospitals shall not be liable to any form of taxation from which . 
they were exempt on the day preceding the termination of the Mandate. | 

«698-594-7618 oe | | |
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| | Article 33 — 

| | FINANCE AND. BUDGET 

1. The legislation of Palestine shall govern, in accordance with 

principles-laid down in this Agreement, the fiscal and credit policies: 

_ of Palestine, including the operation of a system of currency, the | 

establishment of a central bank, the conduct of international financial _ 

operations, the raising of funds through loans or taxation, the dis- 

bursement of such funds, and similar financial operations, the execu- 

tion of which is not otherwise provided for in this. Agreement. Oo 

| 2. The Governor-General shall be responsible for the preparation of 7 

.. the annual and supplementary budgets of Palestine, and only the 

Governor-General, or a member of his staff designated by him, shall 

- introduce bills pertaining to budgets in the Legislature 

3. The expenses of government under this Agreement, except those 

| incurred under paragraph 2, Article 7 , and the salaries and emolu- 

| ments of the Governor-General, Chief Secretary, and the Judges of 

7 the Supreme Court, shall be defrayed from the revenues of Palestine, 

provided that such funds as are deemed by the Governor-General and 

7 the Trusteeship Council’ essential to‘accomplish the provisions:of this: 

oo Agreement and which cannot be raised by the Government of Pales- 

tine, shall be provided by the United Nations, either through subsidies | 

or through loans repayable from future revenues of Palestine. The | 

| ‘salaries and emoluments of the aforementioned officials shall be borne 

by the United Nations = a ee | 

4, Any subsidies or loans made by the United. Nations under para- 

~ graph 8 of this Article shall be shared by the United Nations as a whole 

-. in the proportions according to which Members of the United Nations 

contribute to the budget of the United Nations at the time such sub- 

— sidiesorloansmaybegranted. ee re 

| 2 eae Article 84 °0¢«;0«2— oe 

| OAL GOVERNMENT SO | 

- 1, Existing local autonomous units and such new local autonomous 

units as may be created in Palestine shall enjoy wide powers of local 

| government and. administration in accordance with the legislation of 

| Palestine 2 —™*S CE a 

9, The. Governor-General shall be responsible for the organization 

| of local government in Palestine in such a manner as to encourage the 

maximum cooperation between all elements of the local citizenry. : 

Article BB 

Oe ' EXTERNAL AFFAIRS es 

| 1. Subject to the provisions of this Agreement, and to any Instrue- 

tions of the Trusteeship Council, the Governor-General shall conduct 

| the external affairs of Palestine. So | rs
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9. The Trusteeship Council, and the Governor-General to the extent. _ 

-. that he is given general or special authority so to do by the Trusteeship | 

Council, shall make arrangements by means of special international - 

_agreements or otherwise:for the protection abroad of the interests of | 

Palestine and of its citizens. a 

3. The Governor-General, on behalf of Palestine, may sign treaties 

which are consistent with this Agreement. moi tS . 

| 4, The Governor-General shall adhere on behalf of Palestine to the 

_._- provisions of any. international conventions and recommendations => 

| drawn up by the United Nations or by the specialized agencies referred 

to in Article 57 of the Charter of the United Nations which may be 

| appropriate to the particular circumstances of Palestine, 

8. Such international undertakings entered into by the Governor-. 

- General shall be subject to approval by the Trusteeship Council, unless | 

the Trusteeship Council should decide otherwise in any particular case _ 

or class of cases. The Governor-General shall inform the Legislature _ 

| when it is in session concerning such international undertakings. , 

6. To the extent that they may be applicable to it, Palestine shall be ; 

bound by all international undertakings,-both general and special, to - 

which it has become a party. Subject to any right of denunciation 

| provided for therein, such international undertakings shall be re- 7 

spected by Palestine throughout the period for which they were — 

4, Foreign powers shall enjoy immunities in respect of their prop- __ 

~ erty within Palestine no less than those in force on the day preceding _ 

-thetermination oftheMandate. : EER EEE ee 

a,  ., Article 36 re OO 

: "HOLY PLACES, RELIGIOUS BUILDINGS AND SITES WITHIN THE CITY 2) 

«4, The protection of the Holy Places, religious buildings and sites | 

| within Palestine shall be assured. by the United Nations and shall be 
_ the special concern of the Governor-General. Be | 
_ 9, Tf any question arises as to whether any place, building or site 

- not hitherto regarded as a Holy Place, religious building or‘site shall | 

be a Holy Place, religious building or site for the purposes of this _ 

Agreement, the. Governor-General shall decide. For the purpose of . 

| deciding any such question, the Governor-General .may ‘appoint a , 

| Committee of Enquiry to assist him. oy 

| 3. If any dispute arises between any religious communities or within | 

, any. religious community in connection with any Holy Place, religious | 

building or site, the Governor-General shall decide on the basis of | | 

existing rights. For the purpose of deciding any such dispute the | 

Governor-General may appoint a Committee of Enquiry to assist him. | 

He may also, if he shall think fit, be assisted by a consultative council |
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of representatives of different denominations acting in an advisory 

= capacity. _ as | - ae 

| 4, A decision of the Governor-General under paragraphs 2 or 3 / 

| of this Article shall not be called in question in any court. No court — | 
shall have jurisdiction to determine any such question asismentioned = 

in the said paragraphs, and, if any such question shall arise in any = 

proceeding in any court, the court shall refer the same to the Governor- | 

General fordecision. oo | ey a 

- 5, If at any time it appears to the Governor-General that any Holy } 

- Place, religious building or site is in need of urgent repair, he may call | 

| upon the community or denomination or section ofthecommunitycon- | | 

cerned to carry out such repair. If the repair is not carried out,oris 

| not completed within a reasonable time, the Governor-General may - 

himself carry out or complete the repair and his expenses of so doing | 

| shall be a charge on the revenues of Palestine but may be recovered 

| from the community or denomination or section of the community: | 

| concerned, subject toexistingrights. — — 

| 6. No form of taxation shall be levied in respect of any Holy Place, 

- religious building or site which was exempt from taxation of that form 

on the day preceding the termination of the Mandate. No change in _ a 

the incidence of any form of taxation shall be made which would: _ 

either discriminate between the owners or occupiers of Holy Places, _ 

. religious buildings and sites or would place such owners or occupiers | 

| in a position less favorable in relation to the general incidence of that — | 

form of taxation than existed on the day preceding the termination 

| ofthe Mandate. © oe - — | 

4. The Governor-General shall ensure by order that: | 

_ (a) decisions of the Governor-General under paragraphs 2 and 3 
of this article are carried into effect and provision is made for the 

| method of recovery of sums recoverable by virtue of paragraph 5 of 
 thisarticle; on | | . ae So | 

(6) existing rights in respect of Holy Places, religious buildings | 

and sites are not denied or impaired; | : 

(ec). subject always to the requirements of public order, decorum and 

-_- public health, free access to the Holy Places, religious buildings and | 
sites and free exercise of worship therein are secured in conformity | 

| with existing rights, and that, for this purpose, freedom of transit | 

through Palestine shall be ensured to all foreign pilgrims and visitors 

| without any distinction as to nationality; a - 

- (d) the Holy Places, religious buildings and sites are preserved ;. 

(e) no act is committed which may in any way impair the sacred — 

character of the Holy Places, religious buildings or sites;and 
| (f) generally that the provisions of this Article are.carried into 

effete 
| 8. An order under paragraph 7 of this Article may contain penal | 

| provisions.  - re | a
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9, An order under paragraph 7 of this Article shall have effect not- | 

_ withstanding anything to the contrary in any legislation enacted in 

Palestine | | | os | 
| _ 10. The Governor-General shall transmit a copy of every ordermade _ 

| ‘under paragraph 7 of this article to the Trusteeship Council as soon _ 
as practicable and the Trusteeship Council may give such Instructions 

' to the Governor-General] in relation thereto as it may think fit, > * 

; = ee Article 37 | ; Oo | 

| a oe PROTECTION OF ANTIQUITIES _ | | Oo oe 

The legislation of Palestine shall provide for the protection of the 
antiquities of Palestine | oe | 

7 1 In | accordance with the provisions of Article 76 of the Charter | | 
of the United Nations and subject to the provisions of Article 39 of 
this Agreement, the Trusteeship Council, acting through the - 

+ Governor-General, shall take all necessary steps to ensure equal treat- 
_ ment in social, economic, industrial and commercial matters for all — | 
_ Members of the United Nations and their nationals and to this end: —_ 

_ (a) shall ensure the same rights to all nationals of Membersofthe 
a United Nations in respect of entry intoand residence in Palestine, free- 

_ dom of transit and navigation, including freedom of transit and navi- 
_ gation by air, acquisition of property both movable and immovable, _ | 

_ the protection of person and property, and the exercise of professions 
and trades; nee ) Be 
_ (6) shall not. discriminate on grounds of nationality against 

_ nationals of any Member of the United Nations in matters relating to 
| ‘the grant of concessions for the development of the natural resources 

_ of Palestine, and shall not grant concessions having the character of a 
general monopoly; — | | | re 

_. _-(¢) shall ensure equal treatment in the administration of justice to | 
| the nationals ofall Members ofthe United Nations. = mee 

 Q, The rights conferred by this Article on nationals of Members of a 
_ the United Nations apply equally to companies and associations con- oe 

___ trolled by such nationals and organized in accordance with the law of oo 
_ any Member of the United Nations. ne 

; . Article 39 ee | | a 

Oo _ PUBLIC SERVICES AND MONOPOLIES oe OO , 

Measures taken to give effect to Article 38 of this Agreement shall 
be subject always to the over-riding duty of the Administering Au-| :
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thority in accordance with Article 76 of the United Nations Charter to 

promote the: political, economic, social and educational advancement | 

| of the inhabitants of Palestine, to carry out the other basic ob} ectives. 

of the international trusteeship system, and to maintain peace, order 

and good government. The Trusteeship Council, acting through the 

- Governor-General, shall in particular be free; 

~~ (a) to organize: essential public services and works on such terms 

and conditions as are considered just ; _ | | | _— 

(b) to create monopolies of a purely fiscal character in order to pro- | 

vide Palestine with the fiscal resources which seem: best suited to local 

| requirements, or otherwise to serve the interests of the inhabitants of — 

Palestine; | 0 
| _(c) where the interests of the economic advancement of the inhabi- 

| tants of Palestine may require it, to establish or permit to be estab-— 

a lished, for specific purposes, other monopolies or undertakings having © | 

in them an element of monopoly, under conditions of proper public 

| control; provided that, in the selection of agencies to carry out the — 

| purposés of this. paragraph, other than “agencies. controlled by. the — 

: | Government or those in which the Government participates, there shall 

| be no discrimination on grounds of nationality against Members of 

the United Nations or their nationals. ne 

| ticle 0 
a RECIPROCITY oe : 

| Nothing in this Agreement shall entitle any Member of the United — 

Nations to claim for itself or for its nationals, companies and associa~- 

tions the benefits of Article 38 of this Agreement in any respect in 

which it does not give to the inhabitants, companies and associations = 

of Palestine equality of treatment with the nationals, companies and 

associations of the state which it treats most favorably. oo 

- a a : COOPERATION WITH INTERNATIONAL BODIES , 

- The Trusteeship Council may arrange for the cooperation of Pales- 

tine in any regional advisory commission, regional technical organiza- 

tion or other voluntary association of states, any specialized interna- 

- tional bodies, public or private, or other forms of international activity 

~ not inconsistent with the Charter of the United Nations. - 

Article 42. Ey 

-., COLLABORATION WITH THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND THE TRUSTEESHIP _ 

ee | ‘COUNCIL | a, 

, 1. The Governor-General shall collaborate fully with the Gen- 

| eral Assembly of the United Nations and the Trusteeship Council |
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in the discharge of all their functions as defined in Article 87 of the 

_. Charter of the United Nations, and to facilitate any periodic visits — a 
to Palestine which they may deem necessary. acre 

oe 2. The Governor-General shall make to the Trusteeship Council | 

of the United Nations an annual report on the basis of a questionnaire _ 
_ drawn up by the Trusteeship Council in accordance with Article 88 

-of the Charter of the United Nations. The Governor-General shall 

_ also submit such special reports as may be requested by the Trusteeship 
| ~ Council. Such reports shall include information concerning the meas- : 

ures taken to give effect to suggestions and recommendations of the = 
_ General Assembly and the Trusteeship Council. The Governor-General , 

shall designate an accredited representative tobe present at thesessions = 

_ of the Trusteeship Council at which the reports with. regard to _ 

| Palestine are considered. oan — EE 

De —_ AMENDMENTS Oe | 

The terms of this Agreement may be altered or amended in accord- 

_ ance with the Charter of the United Nations. So ee 

es - Article 4400 
| oe | ‘SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES | oe | . 

If any dispute whatever should arise between Members of the United - 

_ Nations concerning.'the validity, interpretation, or application of pro- 
__-visions of the present Agreement, such dispute, if it cannot be settled 

| by negotiation or other means, may be submitted, by any party, to the | , 
_ International Court of Justice for decision, pursuant to Chapter XIV 

' of the Charter of the United Nations and the Statute of the Interna- a 
tional Court of Justice. The decision of the Court shall be binding © | 
upon all parties to the dispute. . Oo oe | 

| sale i Article 45 ce a - | 

. ae ms ENTRY INTO FORCE a | : 

OA, The present Agreement shall come into force upon approval by SO 
_ the General Assembly, acting by a two-thirds majority ofthe Members . 

‘present and voting, [and by the Governments of the Administering __ 
Authority in accordance with their respective constitutional 
processes.*] | ae caeares 

a _ * Bracketed portion as in the source text. Oo ; - os oe,
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oe 2. The governance of Palestine shall be based solely upon the . 
Charter of the United Nations, the terms of the present Agreement, _ 
and measures pursuant thereto, | . | ne 

oo CO —  <Article 46 | Sn 

TRANSITIONAL MEASURES SF - 

| _ 1, As ‘a transitional measure during the period immediately follow- | 
ing the entry into force of this Agreement and prior to such time as 

| _the Government of Palestine envisaged in this Agreement can be fully __ 
established, the Governor-General may utilize, conformably with the 
terms of the present Agreement, such governmental machinery asthe _ 

- Mandatory Power may, through prior agreement, leave in existence. —__ 
_ During this period the Governor-General shall be empowered to act 

| in ‘accordance with paragraph 1, Article 24 of this Agreement. 
| 2, All legislation in force in Palestine on the day preceding the ~ 

entry into force of this Agreement, in so far as it is not inconsistent _ 

_ with the provisions of this Agreement, shall continue to apply to ) 
Palestine, with such modifications as may be required by reason ofthe — : 

entry into force of this Agreement, until such time as it may be 
| amended or revoked by other legislation of Palestine. 

: | Article 47 - 

BF | TERMINATION OF TRUSTEESHIP ne 

‘1. In order to enable the inhabitants of Palestine to attain full 
| self-government as soon as possible, it shall be the responsibility of the | 

| Governor-General to take all possible steps to bring about agreement — 
| between the leading citizens of both Palestinian Jewish and Arab 

_ communities upon a plan of government for Palestine, and when such 
| a plan has been agreed upon, to arrange and conduct a plebiscite, under 

the supervision of the Administering Authority, to determine the | 
acceptability of such plan to the people of Palestine. ° | | 

2, Any plan which is approved by a majority of the registered 
| members of both the Arab and Jewish communities of Palestine shall — 

| be submitted to the General Assembly foritsapproval.  —s.. | a 

| 8, This Trusteeship Agreement will terminate assoon asthe General . __ 
_ _ Assembly has approved a plan of government in accordance with. _ 

paragraph 2 above and a government [or governments*] has [or 

| have °] been established thereunder.® _ Oo Co 

| © Bracketed portion as in the source text. _ | ' . - ; ' . a 
: ® Ambassador Austin presented the draft trusteeship agreement, with minor — 

changes, to the First Committee on April 20 ; See editorial note, p. 835.
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| Forrestal Papers | - oe | a oo a nn: 

. Draft Diary Entry for April 4, 1948, by the Secretary of Defense 
VE eka ee (Forrestal) a | 

| TOP SECRET EYES ONLY. [Wasuineron,] 4 April 1948. 
_ At 2:00 P.M., I met with the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General 

-. Gruenther and Dean Rusk to consider the number of troops which 
/ would be required to support a temporary trusteeship in Palestine, in- 

_ cluding any necessary control of the borders. Mr. Souers, Mr.Syming- © 
| _ ton, and General Norstad * were also present, together with the prin- | 
_ cipal planners of the Joint Strategic Plans Group. The meeting was _ 

_ the outgrowth of a specific request from Mr. Lovett for such an esti; 
_. mate, such estimate to be based upon the assumption that the following _ 

_ two. conditions were met: First, that the Jewish Agency and the Arab 
_. Higher Committee agreed to cooperate by abstaining from further 

_ violence (ie., a truce between the responsible elements), and second, — | 
_ that the United Kingdom agreed to share in the undertaking, = 

Mr. Rusk explained the State Department’s proposed course of = 
__ aetion, including the fact that Senator Austin would be called upon 

| on 5 April 1946 to indicate generally the type of trusteeship which the — 
_- United States had in mind. While Austin would not be required to | 

make any definite commitments as to troops, and his meeting with other 
members of the Security Council would be merely tentative and ex- | 

! ploratory, he could not conscientiously present and support thetrustee- 
/ ship proposal unless the U.S. was prepared, if the two conditions == 

specified above were met, to furnish troops. He stated that the program 
being advanced had to be examined in relation to possible alternative = 
courses of action. If we did nothing, it was likely that the Russians ° 
could, and would take definite steps toward gaining control in Pales- 

_ tine through the infiltration of specially trained immigrants, or by 
otherwise capitalizing on the widespread, violent civil war that would : 
be likely to break out. Moreover, the slaughter of thousands and per- | | 
haps hundreds of thousands of Jewish residents would present difficult = 
questions for the United States. In the event of such developments, | 

| the United States might be forced to intervene, and intervention 
| under those circumstances might require a substantially larger force | 

than the force required simply to support a trusteeship. He also | 
_ pointed out that the presence of our forces in Palestine might be | | 

_ advantageous from a strategic standpoint, and would give us the op- 
portunity to construct bomber fields in the Middle East. ons 

_ «Members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff were of the opinion that a | 
. completely effective truce was impossible in Palestine. Even if the a 

1 Adm. Sidney W. Souers, Executive Secretary of the National Security Council : a 
| W.:Stuart Symington, Secretary of the Air Force; and Maj. Gen. Lauris Norstad, | . Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations of the United States Air Force. . . .
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responsible elements should agree to terminate hostilities, there was 

little chance that the extremists: on either side would feel bound by 7 

the commitments of the responsible agencies. For this reason, any | 

determination of the forces required had to take into account: (a) 

the possibility of extensive violence by irresponsible groups, and (b) 7 

the possibility that the truce,itself might, under such circumstances, 

| break down. To meet the first of these contingencies, the J oint Chiefs 

of Staff estimated that a minimum. of approximately 104,000 troops 

would be required. Subsequent developments might well indicate‘that 

this force could be greatly reduced, but the extent of such reduction 

~ would depend upon the general effectiveness of the truce. It would be | 

unwise, however, from a military standpoint, to start with.a lesser num- 

ber in the optimistic anticipation of such developments. On the con- 

trary, the presence of the larger number at the outset would in itself 

--- be an important factor in permitting such developments to take place. | 

- The Joint Chiefs felt that the particular type of operation was one | 

| which required almost exclusively eround troops rather than any sub- 

. stantial air components. They also appeared to agree with Rusk that | 

the United States might be faced with a worse situation in the Middle 

- East if it failed to support the trusteeship proposal. In the event that 

the truce itself should break down, then the number of troops required 

, would have to be significantly increased—perhaps doubled or tripled. 

Tt was agreed that the Joint Chiefs should prepare and submit a | 

| memorandum for the President ? which would reflect the number of 

| troops required to support the trusteeship under the conditions indi- _ 

cated above, the cost of providing a United States contingent and the 

effect of doing so upon (@) our reserve, and (b) the necessity for fur- 

ther increases in our total forces. In general, it seemed to be the view 

| that the deployment of substantial forces to this area would be desir- . 

able, provided that. ‘such forces were available. In this connection, 

it was suggested that the British might undertake to hold the fort 

alone pending the augmentation of our forces following the adoption 

of selective service, gradually reducing the number as we became fully 

able to assume our share of the task. Sc , SO | 

Department of Defense Files _ - a - 7 | 

| | Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to President Truman” 

SECRET - ee a [Wasuineton,] 4 April 1948: 

- _Memoranbu ror THE Presipent (THRU THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE): 

- Subject: Provision of U.S. Armed Forces in Palestine. pe 

1. In a memorandum from the Secretary of Defense dated 2 April 

1948,1 subject, “Provision of U.S. Armed Forces in Palestine,” the 

1Not printed. 
|
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_ Joint Chiefs of Staff are asked three specific questions to be answered. | 

upon the assumption that the following two conditions, stated by the 

| Acting Secretary of State, are in fact met: mo Pe ae 

a That the Jewish Agency and the Arab Higher Committee agree 
to cooperate by abstaining from further violence (i.e., a truce between / 
the responsible representatives of the two principal groups in Pales- 

| tine). | Pe a 

6. That the United Kingdom agree to undertake its share of the re- 
sponsibility for supporting the program proposed.’ _ vas 

| 2. The questions asked, and the answers of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 

areasfollows: = So ne 

. Question a. What armed forces would be required to be supplied — 
from outside of Palestine in order to maintain law and order under a 
temporary trusteeship, including any necessary action to control | 
borders to prevent the illegal entry of persons, either Jewish or Arab, . 
from other countries? ==> a ed Oe — 

_. Answer a. Subject to the above assumptions and conditions, we es- 
_ timate that the following forces would be required:. © tn es 

es Army oe Nawal Air | 
1 Corps of 3 Infantry 6 Destroyers (or 1Sqdn Troop C a 
Divisions plus appro- — destroyer escorts) (16 a/c) se - | 
priate Corps, Service 6 PCs (for harbor 2 Sqdns Ln Type — | 

- and Special Troops, patrol) | | (82 a/e) a 
- totalling 100,076 =~ +1 Air Reconnais- = 1Sqdn Photo Ren | | 

_ personnel. — sance Sqdn. About (25 a/c) (Photo | | 
a 8124 personnel. — equipped Fighter | 

| a ne Oe | Bombers) Necessary 
= - ee oS Maintenance Units. __ | 

| A | About 921 person- | 
| me ae oe nel. : 

It is our considered opinion that a truce between the responsible repre- 
sentatives of the Jewish Agency and the Arab Higher Committee _ | 
would not assure the termination of violence by irresponsible ele- | 
ments. The extent of that violence cannot be predicted, but based on 
past history it must be assumed that it will be considerable. - 

: — Question 6. From a United States military standpoint, what should 
be the composition of such forces in terms of the nations which should | 
furnish contingents and in terms of the size of the contingent to be- | 

_ furnished byeachsuchnation? | PR oo 
"Answer 6. Based upon the second assumption that the United King- 

dom agrees to undertake its share of the responsibility for support- | 
ing the program proposed, it is our belief that the United States should 
share equally with the United Kingdom. However, because France is' _ 
one of the remaining members of the Allied and Associated Powers, it oo 
is believed that that country should also participate. Moreover, French |
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-_._ participation would give the United Nations a broader representation. 
| On this basis, we believe that the participation should be as follows: 

>. ‘United Kingdom...... 45%..... 46,800 personnel 
‘United States......... 45%..... 46,800 personnel a 

—  Brance.........-000--- 10%..... 10,400 personnel = 

| The above figures are subject to minor adjustments inasmuch as ~ 
certain service functions provided by the United States and United , 
Kingdom will be duplicated and overlapping in scope, for example, 

- communications and engineers. — Oo | a 

Question c. What are the military implications of the course of © 
action proposed? — a a | | | 

Answer ec. (1) At least partial mobilization will be required, which 
includes the early implementation of Selective Service. | | 

(2) The United States could not fully deploy its share of forces 
a before 15 May. | - | a a 

) (3) It would further over-extend the Armed Forces by increasing 
the dispersion of United States forces overseas. | 

: (4) A supplementary budget would be required to defray additional 
cost, which expenditure quite probably will continue over a consider- 

| able period of time. woe a | | | 
, (5) The United States would have to accept the loss of the bulk | 

of its general reserve for at least six months until new units could be 
constituted by partial mobilization, | | : 

| 8. The foregoing replies deal only with the stated specific questions, | 
and are not intended to imply any conclusion as to the desirability of 

- _ taking the action under consideration, = | oo 
, | - ‘For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: | 

OO —  "-Wintram D. Leany 
| | . | Fleet Admiral, U.S. Navy, _ i 

‘ a | Chief of Staff to the - | 
, | Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces 

501.BB Palestine/4—648 : Circular telegram - ; 7 oe . - , 

The Acting Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic and Consular 
| UE tga Oe 

| “SECRET = =  ~—~——s Wasutneron, April 6, 1948—6 a. m. 
You are hereby instructed immediately to see Prime Minister or 

| Foreign Minister of-countries to which you are accredited, or, in your | 
_ discretion, chief of state and to discuss with him current developments | 

with respect to Palestine. In your discussion you should present | 
| following line: — a ee Be 

~ On Feb 25 American rep in SC introduced resolution providing for _ 
- acceptance by SC of GA recommendation Nov 29 providing for Pales- 

tine partition. SC however refused accept these recommendations and —s—
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decided call upon permanent members SC to consult as to means by 
, which GA recommendations might beimplemented. os | 

- On Mar 19 American rep stated consultations among members SC 

had revealed partition plan could not be implemented by peaceful | 

means and that it was clear SC was not prepared to go ahead with 

: efforts to implement plan in existing situation. Immediate truce, special | 

-. gession GA, and temporary trusteeship for Palestine were suggested = 

by Americanrepatthattime. = oe | 
-* On April 1 SC by unanimous vote adopted American resolution 

 ealling upon Arab and Jewish armed groups in Palestine to cease 
| acts of violence immediately and calling upon Jewish Agency and 

Arab Higher Committee to make representatives available to SC for 
purpose of. arranging truce between Arab and J ewish communities of — | 

Palestine; and emphasizing heavy responsibility which would fall 

‘upon any party failing to observe such truce. SC also adopted by 9 
| : affirmative votes and 2 ‘abstensions American resolution requesting _- 

SYGUN to convoke special session G-A to consider further question | 
of future govt of Palestine. a | | | | 

| - Regarding truce, Ambassador Austin remarked in SC Mar 80 that 7 
statement made by President Mar 25 indicated urgent necessity exert- = 
ing every effort in SC to arrange truce between Jews and Arabs of | 
Palestine. Such truce should be based on two fundamental considera- | 

tions: First it is urgently essential that violence and bloodshed in 
| Palestine cease for humanitarian considerations. We must prevent - 

anarchy and preserve international peace. Second both Jewsand Arabs | 

of Palestine must be prepared to accept truce arrangements which - 

would not prejudice claims of either group. Truce should include cessa- 
tion of political as well as military activities. oa —— | 

- Regarding temporary trusteeship USGovt adheres to views stated in - 
SC Mar 19, reaffirmed by Sec Mar 20 and again by President Mar 25 | 

: that temporary trusteeship should be established to maintain peace. oe 

_ Trusteeship would be without prejudice to character final political 

settlement in Palestine. Trusteeship is essential to establish order = 
| inaugurated by truce and provide interim governmental machinery  —_ 

after May 15 without which peaceful solution Palestine problem can- - 
not be found or put into effect. re 

On April 5 members SC with exception USSR, Ukraine, informally _ | 
met Ambassador Austin’s office NY to exchange views re trusteeship1 
At this time Ambassador Austin on behalf USGovt presented working 
paper entitled “General Principles which Might be Included in. a 

| 4 New York transmitted an account of this meeting in telegram 382, April 5, 
11: 45 p. m., not printed. Do | | oo.
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- ‘Temporary UN Trusteeship Agreement for. Palestine.” ? It-was.made. 
clear these general principles do not commit USGovt at this stage and | 

_ that suggestions of other members on similar tentative basis would be 

welcomed. General principles are as follows: ~— a 2 | 

7 _ “I, A temporary trusteeship agreement for Palestine would be with- 
out prejudice to the rights, claims, or position of the parties concerned | 
or to the character of the:eventaal:political settlement... _ re 

_ 2. The agreement should be designed to be of indefinite duration, 
| but subject to prompt termination whenever the Arab and Jewish 

| _ communities of Palestine agree upon the future government of that 
| country. © ©... — | a Se 

_ 3. The agreement might designate the United Nations itself as ad- 
ministering authority. This responsibility could best be discharged by , 
the Trusteeship Council. It would be undesirable for the Trusteeship 
Council to undertake day-to-day governmental functions. Administra- 
tive, legislative and.judicial powers.should.be exercised in. Palestine — 

_ through a separate body called the Government of Palestine, acting in 
accordance with (1) the principles of trusteeship contained in the 
Charter and (2) such instructions as the Trusteeship Council might 
find it necessary to give in accordance with the terms of the agreement. 

4, A temporary trusteeship agreement for Palestine could include 
many of the features developed. by the Trusteeship Council for its . 
draft statute for the proposed-International Territory-of Jerusalem.. 

5. The Government of Palestine should be headed by a Governor- | 
| _ General appointed by and responsible to the Trusteeship Council. 

| 6. The Government of Palestine should include a Cabinet and a | 
democratically elected Legislature, possibly in two chambers. In the ~ 
event, however, that such a Legislature could not be assembled or if _ 
assembled could not function effectively, the Governor-General should 

.. have the authority to Legislate by order. | oe | 
t. The Trusteeship Agreement should provide for the maintenance 

| of law and order within Palestine. In: so: far-as ‘possible, the Govern- 
ment of Palestine should be responsible for law and order through its 
locally recruited police and volunteer forces under Article 84 of the 
Charter. When the forces of the Government of Palestine are insufli- 
cient for this purpose, the Governor-General should be authorized to. 

~ call upon such, states. as would. be:specified in the Agreement to assist _ 
in the maintenance of. security in Palestine. A separate protocol to 
this trust agreement would contain an undertaking by those named to ~ 
accept such responsibility on specified conditions.’ — - 

- 8. The agreement should make it. possible for the Government of 
Palestine to take over on a temporary basis existing arrangements in 

, Palestine pending the establishment of the organs specified in the 
: agreement. - | a | a 

_ 7A copy of this paper, dated April 3 and comprised of the 15 numbered prin- 
| ciples quoted in the circular telegram of April 6, is in the Truman Papers, . 

President’s Secretary’s File. =~ a | | Ss 
*The Department, on April 5, had informed New York that “If question arises _ 

in eonnection with para. 7 as to what part the U.S. is willing to play in main- 
taining security, it should be indicated that the U.S. should not be expected to. 

' answer -that question alone and that this matter must be the subject of further — 
- discussions among member governments at an early date. We must not. be drawn 

: in at this stage on an American commitment. Further instructions on this point 
will be provided.” (Telegram 188, 501.BB Palestine/4-548 )
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| 9. The agreement should make specific provision for immigration 

and land purchase, on a basis to be negotiated in consultation with — 

representatives of the Jewish and Arab communities of Palestine. 

10, The standard of living and public services in Palestine under 

the temporary trusteeship should, in general, be those which can be 

supported. by the resources of Palestine; large subsidies by the United — | 

Nations should not be anticipated. The costs of ‘the: government:of — | 

— Palestine under the trusteeship regime, should, in general, be met from 

funds available to the Government of Palestine from Palestine reve- 

nues. This principle accords with the information which has been _ 

made available concerning the fiscal situation of Palestine under the 

| mandate, which is to the effect that Palestine, except forextraordinary 

security expenditures, is budgetarily self-supporting. ee | 

11. Under a United Nations trusteeship, expenditures arising In con- 

, nection with the employment of forces of Members of the United . 

Nations to assist in the defense of Palestine or in the maintenance of. 

law and. order should be defrayed by.those Members. | | Oe. 

- 49. The United Nations would presumably wish to pay the salaries 

: and emoluments of certain principal officers of the Government, such 

as the Governor-General and the Chief Justice, as an evidence of the 

responsibility of those officers to.the United Nations. | Bee 

18. If the General Assembly, on the recommendation of the ‘Trustee- 

| ghip Council, considers: that ’ funds which: cannot be raised. by the | 

Government of Palestine are essential to accomplish the minimum pur- 

poses of the temporary trusteeship, those funds should be supplied, as . 

| subsidies or recoverable loans, by the United Nations as a whole on the | 

regular scale of contributions to the budget of the United Nations. The 

--- Palestine budget should be handled by the United Nations asaseparate 

budget, not as a part of the ordinary budget of the organization. _ 

| 14. The agreement should contain adequate guarantees for the pro- - 

tection and preservation of the Holy Places in Palestine, for the 

settling of disputes pertaining to them and for assuring, subject to 

necessary safeguards of public order and security, freedom of entry a 

into Palestine for all foreign Pilgrims and persons who desire to visit. 

the Holy Places. | - ages | 

15. The trusteeship regime for Palestine should terminate as soon 

as a majority of the members of each of the two principal communi- 

ties in Palestine—Arab:and Jewish—have: agreed upon a plan of gov- 

ernment for Palestine. It should be a responsibility of the Governor- | 

General to take all possible steps to bring about such an agreement.” * 

Views Govt to which you are accredited would be appreciated. Oo 

For your background info only, Dept proposes to consult certain 

other govts shortly re armed forces indicated under point 7 above. _ 

Pending such consultations US Govt will not make any commitment 

or answer questions on this point. Fundamental consideration is that | | 

, US does not propose to substitute itself for Brit. in Palestine and. - 

_—-willact onlyasmemberofUN. as Oo 

| ‘Phe members of the Security Council, except for the Soviet Union, held a , 

second informal private meeting on April 7 concerning Palestine. During the a 

two-hour meeting, they discussed various aspects of trusteeship and the truce. 

A detailed summary was provided the same day by New. York in telegram 395 

| (501.BB Palestine/4-T48).. . a
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Sent for action to London, Paris, Ottawa, Brussels, The Hague, — 
| Canberra, Wellington, Cairo and Nanking. Sent for information and 

appropriate use to Baghdad, Beirut, Damascus, Jidda, J erusalem, 
New Delhi, Karachi, Ankara, Tehran, Kabul, Buenos Aires, Moscow, — 

| Bogota, New York, Stockholm, Mexico City and RiodeJaneiro® ==” 

*'The Department sent this circular telegram to Manila on April 9 for infor- _ 
mation and appropriate use (telegram 447, 501.BB Palestine/4—948). It also . | 
authorized the Embassy in Egypt, on April 12, to supply Azzam Pasha with - - 

| the purport of the circular telegram, from the second paragraph through the 
fifteen general principles. (Telegram 404, 501.BB Palestine/4-1048) _ . | | 
Ambassador Tuck, on April 15, reported the reactions of Egyptian Prime 

. Minister Nokrashy. ‘The latter considered American advocacy of trusteeship as 
a step towards elimination of partition. “However, a grave doubt continued to 
exist in Arab minds that this proposed step of temporary trusteeship might | 
not prove to be the ‘burial’ of partition. Therefore ... means should be found 
for dissipating this doubt which could be done by statement specifying duration 

_ of trusteeship accompanied by an assurance that trusteeship would not jeop- . 
ardize national aspirations of Arabs towards final complete independence of 

_ Palestine ‘united Arab nation.’ ” The Prime Minister also noted that. the trustee- 
. ship should be presented in a way to eliminate Arab fears of favors to the Jews, 

in connection with an increase in their armaments and numbers in Palestine .. 
and in purchasing land from the Arabs, (Telegram 373, from Cairo, 501.BB | 
Palestine/4—1548) : | PR 

| Ambassador Tuck, on April 18, reported concerning the reaction of Azzam 
Pasha that “The Arab League does not favor American plan of temporary 
trusteeship which in League’s opinion would Serve only to create a new regime 
and bring. about another phase of trouble between Arabs and Jews.” The League 

. was said to favor, as a practical matter, continuance of the British mandate, 
since the “use. of existing British forces with moral and material backing of 

1 UN could contribute to final disarmament and in establishment of a new Pales- 
- tine state to which present mandate could hand over.” (Telegram 385 from. 

Cairo, 501.BB Palestine/4-1848) = = = so 

| 501.BB Palestine/4-948 a | 
| Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Near Eastern and African 

| | Affaurs (Henderson) to the Acting Secretary of State (Lovett) | 

| SECRET te [Wasuineton,] April 9, 1948. — 

| I am attaching, for your approval and signature, proposed messages 
from me to Dr. Judah Magnes of the Hebrew University in Jerusalem 

_ and to Azzam Pasha, Secretary General of the Arab League, with 
_ regardtoPalestinet Be 

_ It has become apparent in recent days that the extreme public posi- 
tions taken by the Jewish Agency and the Arab Higher Committee = 

| make it increasingly difficult for them to modify their positions suf- 
ficiently so that the United Nations can arrange a truce and provide | 

_ interim governmental machinery after May15in Palestine 
| _ It is my hope that the influence of moderate and temperate Jews and = 

| Arabs such as Dr. Magnes, Azzam Pasha and associates of their choos- __ 
ing might break the present log jam in the United Nations. I am, there- _ 

. *The telegrams were signed by Mr. Lovett and sent on April 10 as No. 258 to | 
Jerusalem and No. 398.to Cairo, pp. 811 and 812, respectively. . |
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fore, endeavoring to prevail on them to come to the United States CO 
| as soon as possible. I hope that the proposed telegrams attached will | 

persuade them to do so. | , : 
| | Lior] W. H[Enperson | 

-501.BB Palestine/4—948 : Telegram 3 | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom | 

TOP SECRET os Wasuincton, April 9, 1948—7 p. m. 

1260. Cirtel April 6 outlines Dept views regarding necessity for | | : 
truce and trusteeship for Palestine. Working draft possible trustee- | 

ship agreement has been furnished UKDel New York and additional 
copies being forwarded you airmail. oe 

- ‘You are requested to see Bevin earliest practicable and seek UK | 

agreement to following joint course of action: a | 

_ 1. US, UK and France to use maximum effort diplomatic and other _ | 
means to obtain truce between Arabs and Jews of Palestine. Terms of © 
truce should be conditional on attitude of parties but elementary basis _ 
would have to be military cease-fire coupled with political stand-still. . 

2 US, UK and France to agree to present trusteeship proposal _ 
jointly to GA. Dept considers draft statute for Jerusalem, recently 
-worked out by TC (in which UKDel played most active and helpful . 
role) could be quickly adapted for Palestine as whole and substan- 

/ tially shorten task of agreeing upon draft for joint sponsorship. | 
This is, in effect, basis of working draft mentioned in Par. 1. Refine- 
ments could be worked out during course GA consideration. : 

| 3. Reference #7 general principles contained Cirtel April 6, US, — 
UK and France to agree to accept jointly responsibility for assisting 
Governor-General Palestine maintain security if his locally recruited , 
police and volunteers need reinforcement. Present expectation, of 
course, is that reinforcement will be required, scale depending upon | 
course of truce negotiations. | | 3 | 

4, US, UK and France to join in inviting number of other members 
' UN to share security responsibility in order to provide broad UN 

basis and to maintain solid group of friendly states interested in peace- | 
_ ful settlement Palestine problem. Dept tentatively suggests such joint _ | 

. invitations be extended to Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, coe 
| Canada, Egypt, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Sweden. UK sug- 

gestions regarding such list would be welcome. , . 7 

_ In presenting matter to Bevin you should make following points to | 
_ Impress upon H'MG critical importance to world peace and to security 

_ of US—UK that war in Palestine be avoided : | | 

1. Security of Middle East is essential to security of Western | 
| World. - | | | 

1 See footnote 1, p. 778. | | | 
598-594—76——19 a | |
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| . 2. Large-scale fighting between Jews and Arabs over politica] settle- 
ment in Palestine must be prevented for humanitarian reasons. The __ 
continuance of such fighting would probably result in further Soviet _ 

7 exploitation of the situation which might result in the establishment 
Oo of a Soviet satellite in at least a part of Palestine. Po 

3. Present efforts to ensure the security of Greece, Turkey and Iran 
, would be threatened by Soviet penetration of Palestine; settlement of 

the Palestine question for the time being would open the way for 
. further steps by US and UK to ensure the security of the Middle East. 

4. The temporary location of US, UK and French forces in Palestine — 
would exert a stabilizing effect in this area which is particularly 
important at this time. a | a | 

_ __5. US cannot undertake unilateral commitments in the Middle East; 
_ if US and UK are unable to cooperate in preventing development ofa __ 

| situation in Palestine which would render that country vulnerable to 
Soviet penetration joint efforts on our part to maintain security of the 
whole Eastern Mediterranean and the Middle East will be jeopardized. 

6. Continued heavy fighting in the Middle East would seriously 
jeopardize ERP success because large scale European oil requirements 
from Middle East could not be met. oe oo | : 

| _t. Unless some temporary settlement can be found, competing 
Jewish and Arab governments will be declared on May 15, each urging 

_ legal claim to legitimacy. Each would obtain recognition by a number | 
of states and precipitate a situation of utmost gravity. 

8. Failure of US, UK and France to bring about peaceful condi- 
tions in Palestine after May 15 would seriously impair prestige of the 

| three governments and of UN and would result in loss of support 
of other nations which will be needed if the general political 
situation continues to deteriorate. — | - 

| 9. Unless US, UK and France exert. genuine and responsible leader- 
ship in this situation, it will not be possible to obtain the firm action 
by overwhelming majority of UN necessary to settle Palestine ques- _ 

| tion without giving USSR opportunity for exploitation of Palestine 
| situation, = a as 
7 10. In view of UK insistence upon termination of mandate May 15, 
: trusteeship offers only possibility providing emergency government 

for Palestine. Trusteeship is firmly rooted in governmental powers 
~ which UN has under the Charter and does not rest upon recommenda- 

| tion; under the Charter, UK is an essential party to a trusteeship - , 
agreement, else no legal basis for UN action exists. | | 

_ 11. As matters now stand, there will be no authority in Palestine _ 
(UN or otherwise) after May 15 capable of exercising governmental - 

| or administrative responsibility. The abandonment. of Palestine under 
| | such circumstances will make UK in the eyes of world opinion solely 

- responsible for the results of such abandonment. | 
12. Other members UN openly expressing increasing irritation at 

lack of UK cooperation in finding and sharing in UN solution to 
| | problem which UK itself placed before UN for recommendation. If 

| UK continues to adhere to present attitude of refusal to participate 
in working out solution public opinion in this country is certain to be 

_ deeply aroused and may handicap us in obtaining the kind of close 
| _ British-American cooperation which the international situation 

demands. — | | |
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Instruction along same general lines is being sent to Paris.? _ , 

__ Repeated to USUN New York 202 for info. | 
) ae ee : Loverr 

--— @Pelegram 1178, April 9, 7 p. m., not printed; it instructed the Ambassador 
in France to. seek the agreement of Foreign Minister Bidault to the proposed 

joint action. It was virtually identical in wording to the telegram to London, 

except that points 5 and 12 were omitted from the message to Paris (501.BB | 

| - Palestine/4—948). The following day, the Department instructed Paris to delete 

the words “by US and UK” in paragraph 3 of the points to be pressed on the 

Foreign Minister (telegram 1179, 501.BB Palestine/4—1048). | 

Truman Papers, Official File | en | | - 

ae Dr. Chaim Weizmann to President Truman a 

Oo es New Yorx, April 9, 1948. : 

Dear Mr. Presipent: I had intended to take the liberty of addres- 
ging you in writing immediately after the interview which you kindly | 

| accorded me on March 18th. The events which followed, however, im-— 
~ pelled me to wait until I could formulate some clearer impressions on - 

the new situation which has developed. In inviting your consideration oo 
_of my views at this time, I wish to thank you, Mr. President, for the 
‘personal kindness which you have so often shown me, and for the . 

: sympathetic interest which you have constantly devoted to the cause | 
of our people in its grave ordeal. OO | | Oo | 

| - J noted with satisfaction that in your statement of March 25 you | 
indicated that the United States had not abandoned Partition as 
the ultimate political settlement in Palestine. I welcome this assurance | | 
because my long experience of this problem has convinced me beyond | 

_ doubt that no more realistic solution exists. Palestine is inhabited by | 
two peoples. These peoples have separate political aspirations and | 

| common economic interests. The settlement by Partition and economic | 
- - union recognizes this logic. Partition is further reinforced by the | 

| support of two distinguished investigating Commissions (in 1987 and | 
1947), by the binding force of the General Assembly’s Resolution and 7 

| - by the fact that a virtual Partition is now crystallising in Palestine. _ | 
Jews and Arabs are both mature for independence and are already 
obedient in a large degree to their own institutions, while the central __ 
British Administration is in virtual collapse. In large areas Jews and _ 
Arabs are virtually in control of their own lives and interests. The 
clock cannot be put back to the situation which existed before Novem- _ 
ber 29. I would also draw attention to the psychological effects of = | 
promising Jewish independence in November and attempting to cancel - 

-itin March. © | | , 
| ‘It is the logic of partition and of the present situation in Palestine = 

| which compelled me to go on record against the idea of trusteeship. |
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One fails to see how any of the admitted difficulties of Partition are | 
avoided by Trusteeship. The problem of enforcement becomes even _ 

| more acute, as neither the Arabs nor the Jews of Palestine have ac- 
: cepted Trusteeship which appears likely to deprive each of them of 

Statehood. It is proposed to institute a Trusteeship in a country threat-_ 
| _ ened by foreign Arab aggression, torn by internal warfare, and already | 

moving inexorably towards Partition under a valid international reso- 
, lution. The proposal is made without any assurance that a trustee is 

available, that Arabs or J ews will cooperate, that the General Assem- 
_. bly will approve an agreement or that any effective measures can be 

- improvised by May 15th. ee 
The difficult but clear course of implementing Partition is thus re- 

| _ placed by a leap into the unknown, and I am forced to regret, Mr. 
| President, the great increase of trouble, danger and responsibility 

which must ensue for the United States from the unfortunate reversal 
on March 19th, with its inauguration of new uncertainty and new _ 
political conflict. a | | 

If I may venture to leave you, Mr. President, with one or two reflec- _ 
tions on the major aspects of the problem, I would sound a note of 
solemn warning against any prolongation of British rule in Palestine. 
As you may know, I have cherished the British-Jewish relationship 
all my life. I have upheld it in difficult times. I have been grieviously 
disappointed by its recent decline. It is because I hope for its renewal | 

_ that I tremble to think of the ‘wave of violence and repression which 
| would sweep Palestine if the conditions and auspices of the recent _ 

unhappy years were to be continued under British, or indeed any for- 
_ eign rule. I also know how passionately the British people desire the 

end of this troubled chapter. Should your administration, despite all 
_ this, press for any prolongation of British tenure, it would incur a | 

responsibility for terrible events and, almost certainly, the equal resent- 
_ Ment of the British and Jewish peoples. | | | 

I recall that it is exactly two years since the Anglo-American Com- 
mittee so emphatically endorsed your moving plea for the immediate | 
admission of 100,000 Jews from the Displaced Persons Camps to Pales- 

_ tine. They are still in those camps. Reports have reached me of the 
| grave effect produced on their dwindling resources of hope and morale 

by the United States declaration of March 19th. I cannot for a moment _ 
believe, Mr. President, that you would be a party to the further disap- | 
pointment of pathetic hopes, which you yourself have raised so high. 

- Their hope is solely for personal and national integration in a Jewish 
State in Palestine. — . oe | 

In conclusion, I am convinced that the present situation in Palestine 
is making a profound impact on the conscience of the American people. 
Having recognized the right of our people to independence last No-
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vember, the great powers now expose them to the risk of extermination | 
| and do not even grant them the arms to provide for their own defense. 

Arab aggression is now more confident than ever. Arabs believe that 
an international decision has been revised in their favour purely be- 
cause they dared to use force against it. Mr. President, I cannot see 

| how this belief can honestly be refuted. The practical question now is 
_ whether your Administration will proceed to leave our people unarmed 

in the face of an attack which it apparently feels it is unable to stop; 
and whether it can allow us to come directly or indirectly under Arab 

- domination which is sworn to our destruction. - a Oo 
_ The choice for our. people, Mr. President, is between Statehood and 

_ extermination. History and providence have placed this issue in your | 
-, hands, and I am confident that you will yet decide it in the spirit of a | 

| _ themorallawt - woe - 
- Respectfully yours, = = ) Cuaim WEIZMANN 

| 1A marginal notation on the source text by Rose A. Conway, Administrative 
| Assistant in the President’s office, indicates that the letter was not answered. os 

| Dr. Weizmann transmitted a copy of the letter to the Secretary of State on | | 
April 9; it was acknowledged by Acting Secretary Lovett in a letter of April 24 __ 
-~which concluded ‘as follows : | - en | 

| “T gincerely hope that action which has been and will be taken in the United 
Nations will lead to the restoration of peaceful conditions in Palestine and to 
agreement between Arabs and Jews resident there on their future government.” 
(501.BB Palestine/4—948) oo a 

| 501.BB. Palestine/41048 : Telegram vs - BS ee 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 

) a the Secretary.of State | SO | 

SECRET URGENT New York, April 10, 1948—12:09 a.m. _ 

417. Following is report of third informal meeting of members of _ 
SC at the offices of USUN to discuss future of Palestine: a 

| Present. were delegates of all SC members except Gromyko. Hsia mo 

replaced Tsitang for China. SYG was absent. Sobolev and Protitch 
represented Secretariat. The meeting, which lasted more than two 
hours, began with an account by SC President Lopez of his meetings 

| with representatives of AHC and JA to explore possibilities of truce — 

| in Palestine. Lopez stated he was discouraged at the prospects and | 

could find no common ground between extreme positions as described _ 

by JA and AHC. He thought it was necessary for SC itself to decide a 
what action it should take regarding truce andtomakeitsownrecom- | 

- mendations in this regard. Arguing with AHC and JA will not be | | | 

successful. Two meetings with the two representatives separately — 

showed that their conditions for a truce were incompatible. For ex- a 
ample, with regard to immigration, JA would not stop what the Arabs
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- called “illegal” immigration. This, Lopez thought, was the crux ofthe 
__ problem. The JA viewpoint was that the Arabs were attempting to 

| make the JA stop immigration “at the point of a pistol”. Meanwhile, 
_ the Arabs said that immigration was illegal and must be stopped.On __ 

| the other hand, JA accused AHC of illegal immigration with violent __ 
intent. | a | . - | | 

/ _ ‘In the meantime, both sides claimed that because the mandate will 
end “May 15, and that because administration is now steadily being __ 

) dismantled and disrupted, they must create an administration in their 
- zones to replace chaos and anarchy. In addition, the Arabs insist that 

nothing should be done to implement partition, “If nothing is done,” 
oo said Lopez, “there will certainly be anarchy in Palestine. I fail to 

| see how the SC can discuss new proposals (by which he meant trustee- _ 
ship) or get the Arabs and Jews to cooperate. I have tried the very _ 

_ best I could to show both parties that their position would only be 
: helped by having a truce and eventually by permanent cooperation.” | 

| | Lopez added that Shertok said that JA action was “self-preserva- 
tion”, that UK was getting out of Palestine, and that “we must protect 
our lives.” Shertok added that an administration and government 

| were necessary for self-preservation. Lopez replied that, “you can’t 
. create a provisional government unless it is done under the GA recom- 

_ mendation.” Shertok answered, “this is beside the point. Our lives are 
at stake and something must be done.” Lopez thought both sides were 
too worked upemotionally tolistentoreason.. = | oe 

~ Lopez concluded that the SC under these eircumstances should not 
only appeal for a truce but should take another step and ask UK to 

keep the mandate for some time longer. Otherwise he felt that this — 
most perplexing and unfortunate problem of Palestine would only | 

: become more complicated. “I doubt whether we can reach a settlement . 

which will meet with Arab-Jewish agreement at the present. time,” 
he said. “I want the advice of members of the SC as to what todonext, 

: but I fear that our efforts will bear no fruit unless we can ease the 

| tension.” oe, 7 5 7 

Following Lopez’ statement, Tarasenko + stated, “you have told us 

in effect that the truce can not be implemented. You are suggesting | 

- new measures for the SC to take. Why are these suggestions being 7 
made outside of the SC?” Lopez replied that he took it for granted | 

that before an official report was made by him to SC concerning his 

truce efforts, members of the SC should have private discussion. All 

, members, he said, were invited to this meeting. All have the right to | 

| 1 Vasili Arkady Tarasenko, Ukrainian Representative at the United Nations.
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exchange views, and indeed one of those views might be that this very 
_ question of the truce should no longer be discussed at this meeting. _ - 

[Here follows remainder of informal discussion.] = ss” 
| | AUSTIN ~ | 

_ §01.BB Palestine/4—1048 : Telegram | we cote ae 

 -‘The Acting Secretary of State to the Consulate General at Jerusalem | 

SECRET USURGENT == Wasuineron, April 10, 1948—2 p. m. — 

oo wmer ge Oh: Bo | 
| 258. For Wasson + from Henderson. Unless you perceive some rea- | | 

son for not so doing it is suggested that you make arrangements at 
once to see Magnes and give him orally following confidential message __ 

_ fromme: Oo . | _ ree | 

“Gravest danger exists that unless success is achieved in UN efforts Oo 
to bring about truce and an arrangement whereby interim governmen- | 
tal machinery will be provided for Palestine after May 15 chaotic 
conditions involving great loss of life and property will prevail in- 

_ Palestine. At no time has there been a greater need for courageously : - 
_ conciliatory attitude such as yours on part of both Arabs and Jews. If 

such attitude is to prevail cooperation on part of moderate and con- _ 
_ ¢eiliatory Arabs and Jews is essential. It is therefore hoped that you 

either alone or accompanied by such other Jewish leaders as you may __ 
consider appropriate will come to US at earliest possible moment.” ? — _ 

| oa a : | — Loverr 

~1Consulat Jerusalem. a / oe ee 
* Henderson’s message was delivered to Magnes on April 12. Jerusalem advised OO 

that Magnes had “indicated great interest in proceeding to US but in view | 
__-precarious health must consult his doctors who heretofore have prevented his . 

_ travelling. He also seemed concerned re auspices under which he would travel. . 
_ He felt that his hand would be strengthened if he could say he had been invited 
by Senator Austin or by Dept. of State to assist in bringing about peace in | | 

- Palestine. Failing this he mentioned possible creation ad hoc committee his friends 7 
and supporters in United States who would invite him.” (Telegram 425, April 13, eo 
from Jerusalem, 501.BB Palestine/4-1348) . . 

_ Henderson sent a further message to Magnes on April 15 which read in part | 
as follows: | mo , . 

“T made my suggestion because of my belief that your presence in the U.S. . 
during the discussions of the Palestine matter might have a helpful moderating 
influence on both Jews and Arabs. We feel that if a truce and an interim govern- 
ment are to be arranged for with a minimum amount of bloodshed the advice . 

-. and assistance of outstanding Jewish leaders would be helpful. In my opinion | 
your ability to aid might be adversely affected if the erroneous impression should 
be created that there was any especial relationship between you and the U.S. 

| Government. If you should come we would like to have you do so only because . 
you personally feel that you may be helpful and not because of any suggestion —_ 
which I have made. It is also essential that everyone understand that you have | 
a free hand.” (Telegram 269, April 15, to Jerusalem, 501.BB Palestine/4—1348) ce 

Jerusalem advised on April 17 that Magnes agreed with Henderson’s “view con- . 
cerning relationship US Government” and that Magnes expected to arrive in 
New York on April 21. (Telegram 451, April 17, from Jerusalem, 501.BB Pales- | 

 tine/4—1748) | | oe Oo | a |
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| _ 501.BB Palestine/4-1048: Telegram | 7 

a The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Egypt a 

- SECRET US URGENT = = Wasutneron, April 10, 1948—2 p.m. 
| NIACT | - : | 

398. For Tuck from Henderson. Unless you perceive some reason _ 
| | for not so doing please get in touch at once with Azzam Pasha and 

give him orally following personal message from me: 
__ “Unless we can achieve success in UN efforts to bring about truce | between Arabs and Jews in Palestine and effect an arrangement 

_ whereby interim governmental machinery will be provided for Pal- 
| estine after May 15 chaotic conditions will prevail in that country | resulting in great Joss of life and destruction of property and the 

security of whole Middle East may even be threatened. If this dis- 
_ astrous situation is to be avoided counsels of moderate Arabs and Jews | _ must prevail. We therefore feel it is important that there should be 
wider representation of wise and temperate Arab leadership in US at 

| present time. I urge therefore that you plan to come to US at earliest 
possible moment either alone or accompanied by other Arab leaders 
whom you consider might be helpful in this emergency.”! 

es | _ Loverr 

*The message was delivered to Azzam on April 11; Cairo advised Henderson 
that Azzam had “expressed warm appreciation for your views which indicated 
that ‘both you and he were united in objective.’ Definite decision not yet taken 

. re trip to US but he firmly believes he can be more effective in achieving aims . 
by remaining here where he can influence Arab leaders and governments in ~ 
desired direction.” Cairo believed that “in spite of Azzam’s sincere reluctance to 

. come [to] US he will in fact be persuaded by Arab leaders, Amir Faisal [the | 
Saudi Arabian Foreign Minister] in particular, who are strongly urging his visit.” 
(Telegram 357, April 12, from Cairo, 501.BB Palestine/4—1248) 7 

501.BB Palestine/4-1248: Telegram | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Representative 
| at the United Nations (Austin) | | 

SECRET US URGENT _ Wasuineton, April 12,1948—6 p.m. 
_ 208. For purposes of your conversations tomorrow with. President 
Lopez and colleagues from delegations of UK, France and Canada 
on truce terms in Palestine Dept recommends that you urge following 
terms be incorporated in any truce proposal to be formulated by SC: 

1. An immediate cease-fire and cessation of hostilities, _ a 
2. Assurances from both Arabs and Jews to permit continued func- 

tioning of essential public services in Palestine. . 
3. An agreement to suspend all activity of a military or political 

_ nature pending reconsideration of the Palestine problem by the Special 
Session. _ eg 

: 4. Appointment of a Truce Commission to ensure the observance of 
a cease-fire order. : a |
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5, Admonition by SC to all peoples, governments and organiza-— 

tions to refrain from permitting or committing any acts which may | 

, tend to violence in Palestine or to breach of truce in Palestine.’ 

| | : | _ Loverr oo 

| tIn a memorandum covering his telephone conversation with Ambassador | oe . 

| Austin on April 13, Mr. McClintock noted that the Ambassador was “considerably — | 

oO disturbed” with the text of telegram 208, preferring that the terms of the truce 

be spelled out in greater detail. Mr. McClintock explained that “there was no 

conflict between the more broad principles suggested by the Department and 

his [Ambassador Austin’s] deductions from these principles.” Mr. McClintock : 

noted further that “Our conversation left Ambassador Austin much relieved 

in his mind. I cautioned him, however, that the Department’s telegram had 

| been signed by Mr. Lovett personally and had received White House clearance. 

, In consequence it possessed the very highest authority. Ambassador Austin | 

- gaid that he might in the course of negotiation have to defer to the suggestions | 

of others. I said that we should be delighted if this was the case since this _ 

was not an American truce but a Security Council truce.” (501.BB Palestine/ ; 

4-1348) —— __ ae 

501.BB Palestine/4—-1348 a | OB | 

| Memorandum by Mr. Fraser Wilkins of the Division of Near EFastern 

| | Affairs * a | a 

SECRET — | oe , : | 

Action on THE Genera AssemBLy’s ResotuTion or NovEMBER 29, 

- 1947 on THE PALESTINIAN QUESTION 7 : 

| oe | PROBLEM : 

To determine the position which the United States Delegation to the 

Special Session of the General Assembly should adopt with respect to 

action by that body on the General Assembly’s resolution of Novem- 

: ber 29, 1947 on the Palestinian Question. oe 

: | RECOMMENDATIONS ae 

A. Ifthe General Assembly’s resolution of November 29 1s amended — 

- at the Special Session, the United States should support changes which 

would have the effect of bringing about its peaceful implementation =~ 

and of making it acceptable tothe peoplesof Palestine, | 

B. If a new resolution providing for a temporary trusteeship agree- 

ment is approved by a two-thirds vote of the General Assembly the 

‘United States should initiate or support the suspension of the General — 

Assembly’s resolution of November 29, preferably by statement to — 

this effect in the new resolution. © oe | | 

| - tprafted on April 18 and transmitted the same day to Mr. Lovett with a 

joint memorandum by. Messrs. Henderson and Rusk, which noted that the posi- 

tion paper had been cleared by NEA, UNA and L. A. marginal notation by | 

Mr. Lovett reads: “Approved by President & returned to me by Clifford on May 3, 

1948—5 : 45 p[m].” | | | | | 
A copy of the memorandum by Mr. Wilkins is in the Truman Papers, Presi- | 

- dent’s Secretary’s File. | an -
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. C. If a new resolution providing for a political settlement is ap- proved by two-thirds vote of the General Assembly, the United States _ should initiate or support the withdrawal of the General Assembly’s _ : _ resolution of November 29, preferably by a statement to this effect in : thenewresolution, | | oo 

: Discussion: eo oo | | | | 
: | I—On November 29, 1947 the General Assembly adopted a resolution on the Palestinian question. This resolution provided for a plan of | | _ partition with economic union for Palestine, It included provisions _ | for a future constitution and government of Palestine, boundaries, a | special regime for the City of J erusalem and an invitation with : regard to capitulations in Palestine. | = BO | The General Assembly’s resolution recommended to the United | | a Kingdom, as the Mandatory Power for Palestine, and to all other | Members of the United Nations-the adoption and implementation with | regard to the future government of Palestine, of the plan of partition 

with Economic union as provided for in that resolution. 
‘The General Assembly’s resolution also requested that : a 

, _ “(a) The Security Council take the necessary measures as provided for in the Plan for its implementation ; | oe “(b) The Security Council consider if circumstances during the : transitional period require such consideration, whether the situation in | Palestine constitutes a threat to the peace. If it decides that such a threat exists, and in order to maintain international peace and security, | the Security Council: should supplement the authorization of the | | General Assembly by taking measures, under Articles 39 and 41 of the _ Charter, to empower the United Nations Commission, as provided in this resolution, to exercise in Palestine the functions which are assigned |  toit by this resolution; a | — “(e@) The Security Council determine as a threat to the peace, breach ~ of the peace or act of aggression, in accordance with Article 39 of the Charter, any attempt to alter by force the settlement envisaged by this , ~ resolution; me Oo a | a _“(d) The Trusteeship Council be informed of the responsibilities envisaged for it inthis Plan;”, | - 
| The General Assembly’s resolution in addition called upon the inhabitants of Palestine to take such steps as may be necessary on their 

part to put this plan into effect; and appealed to all governments and / all peoples to refrain from taking any action which might hamper or 
delay the carrying out of these recommendation, = = | 

| _ The General Assembly’s resolution also contained authorization to 
the Secretary General with regard to expenses of the Commission pro- 

| vided for in the plan and for withdrawals from the working capital | 
fund. | | | | | —
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a On December 1, 1947 the Trusteeship Council received Part 3 of the 

General Assembly’s resolution of November 29 and commenced work 

ona draft Statute for the City of Jerusalem. a | 

On December. 9, 1947 the Security Council recorded that it had 

received the General Assembly’s resolution of November 29 and, having » | 

‘been seized of this matter, had agreed to postpone further considera- | 

tion. | | : - oO | 

On February 1, 1948 the Palestine Commission provided for in the 

plan, which had commenced its activities on January 9,1948,submitted = 

_ its first monthly progress report to the Security Council. | a ) 

| — On February 16, 1948 the Palestine Commission presented its first 

special report on the problem of security in Palestine to the Security 

| ~Council. | i | ne ee 

«On February 24, 1948 the Security Council resumed its consideration 

| of the Palestine question. | a | 

a On February 25, 1948 the United States representative on the 

Security Council introduced a resolution providing for the acceptance, — | 

subject to the authority of the Security Council under the Charter, of 

| the request addressed. by the General Assembly to it in paragraphs 

(a), (0) and (¢) of the General Assembly’s resolution of November >) 

194T | Ce 

oo On March 1, 1948 the Palestine Commission submitted its second — | 

-. monthly progress report to the Security Council == ve 

oo ‘On March 5, 1948 the Security Council by a vote of five in favor 

with none against and six abstentions, declined to accept the requests | 

| of the General Assembly. — Be 

On March 12, 1948 the Trusteeship Council, having continued its 

work on a draft Statute for the City of Jerusalem, decided that it was - 

in a satisfactory form and agreed that the question of its formal | 

| approval together with the appointment of a Governor of the City | 

should be taken up at a subsequent meeting to be held not later than | 

| one week before April 29, 1948. | a . 

| On April 1, 1948 the Security Council adopted by nine affirmative 

votes with two abstentions the United States resolution requesting the 

- Secretary General of the United Nations to convoke a special session oo 

-__. of the General Assembly to consider further the question of the future 

| " government of Palestine. | : Oo | 

| ‘The action of the Security Council on March 5 in declining to | 

| accept the requests of the General Assembly under its resolution of - 

~. November 29 in conjunction with the action on April 1 in requesting — 

the convocation of a Special Session clearly indicates that the —— 

Security Council was not prepared to accept or implement the Gen- 

eral Assembly’s resolution of November 29. Oo es
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Ii—The United Nations might adopt one of the following courses 
of action with regard to the General Assembly’s resolution of Novem-_ 
ber 29, 1947: | - Ba” oe 

A. The General Assembly might amend its resolution of Novem- , 
ber 29. S : | | - _ B. The General Assembly might suspend its resolution of Novem- a 

| ber 29. rs 
7 C. The General Assembly might withdraw its resolution of Novem- 

| ber 29, Te oe 
| In the case of (A), amendments to the General Assembly’s resolution 

of November 29 which would have the effect of bringing about its 
peaceful implementation and of making it acceptable to the peoples of | | 

_ Palestine would have the support of the United States Government 
_. inthe United Nations. — | | : | | 

In the case of (B), it may develop that the General Assembly will — 
approve by a two-thirds vote a new resolution providing for a tem- 
porary trusteeship agreement for Palestine without prejudice to the 
rights, claims or position of the parties and without prejudice to the | 
eventual political settlement relating to the government of Palestine. _ | 

| In this event, the question arises as to whether the General Assembly’s oe | resolution of November 29 should be suspended or withdrawn. If the 
trusteeship is for a temporary period; if it is without prejudice to | 
the rights, claims or positions of the parties; and if it is without 

| prejudice to the eventual political settlement relating to the govern- | 
ment of that country, it follows that suspension rather than with- | 
drawal of the resolution of November 29 would be equitable. With- 
drawal of the General Assembly’s resolution under such conditions 

| would undoubtedly be considered ‘as prejudicial to the rights, claims 
— ‘and position of one of the parties and would also undoubtedly be con- 

sidered as prejudicial to the eventual political settlement. It would, 
accordingly, appear to be preferable to suspend the General Assembly’s 
resolution of N ovember 29 by a statement to this effect in the new 
resolution providing for a temporary trusteeship agreement. 

. In the case of (C), it may develop that a new resolution providing — 
for a political settlement will be approved by a two-thirds vote of the | 
General Assembly. In this event, it might be presumed that the new 
resolution would automatically supersede the resolution of Novem- : 
ber 29. It would be preferable, however, for the General Assembly to | | withdraw its previous resolution. Such action might be accomp- 
lished (a) by the introduction of a separate resolution before the | 
passage of the new resolution; (b) by the introduction of a separate 

7 resolution after the passage of the new resolution; or (c) by a state- | 
ment in the new resolution itself. From a parliamentary point of view 

* no objection would appear to any of these three courses. From a politi-
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| cal point of view, however, it would appear that the preferable course | 

would be by a statement in the new resolution. Such action would 

definitely link the new resolution with the previous resolution and ~ 

might avoid the necessity for a separate vote on the withdrawal of the | 

- General Assembly’s resolution of November 29. 

a 867N.01/4-1848: Telegram oe — | | a 

| The Consul at Jerusalem (Wasson) to the Secretary of State oe 

| CONFIDENTIAL — JerusateM, April 13, 1948—5 p.m. 

| 431, Early morning April 9 combined force Irgun and Stern Gang | 

| numbering over 100 attacked Arab village, Deir Yasin, several miles 

west Jerusalem, Attackers killed 250 persons of whom half, by their 

- own admission to American correspondents, were women and chil-— 

dren. Attack carried out in connection battle now still in progress 

between Arabs Jews on roads leading to Jerusalem from Tel Aviv. 

Arab reaction to attack has been violent and emotions, already at 

high pitch following death April 8 of Abdul Kader Husseini (Arab _ 

- Jerusalem commander) during Arab attempt retake village captured 

by Haganah, now at bursting point. Officer ConGen visiting Hussein 

| Khalidi, secretary Arab Higher Executive, April 11, found him still 

trembling with rage and emotion and referring to attack as “worst 

Nazitactic”?, | | : ee | 

As indignation, resentment and determination to avenge Deir. Yasin. 

spread among Arabs, we believe, chance for cease-fire and truce in- 

creasingly remote. With growing criticism in Irgun and Stern Gang 

| circles over Haganah leadership further attacks this nature can be ~ 

oS expected. and Arabs willreact violently, = fo 

ag - Wasson 

501.BB Palestine /4~-1848 : Telegram —_ . | | 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) 

a to the Secretary of State | - 

SECRET US URGENT New Yors, April 13, 1948—5:50 p.m. 

431. For Rusk from Knox. Following is gist of statement made at 

private meeting in USUN offices of members of SC April 12. (Gro- 

- myko present for first time: all other SC members present. Secretariat : 

represented by Sobolev; SYG Lie absent. ) re | 

Austin opened meeting stating he noticed news statement in press | 

| that USUN responsible for fact no news released concerning these SO 

private meetings. This was not a fact. Parodi replying, agreed that = 

| Austin had stated accurately the understanding regarding release of | |
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| news. “We aré all in agreement,” Parodi said, “that each delegation 
can say what it wants to the press but no delegation will state what 
the views of other delegations might have been.” _ 

ot Austin then stated that he hoped delegations had specific ideas con- 
| cerning the truce. These ideas, he emphasized, would be entirely in- : 

formal and not binding on their governments, He outlined his idea 
: of the truce as follows: e a : co 

(a) The truce in Palestine should be a “standstill” arrangement. 
(6) The truce should be operative until the GA sets up a new © 

| governmental arrangement to replace the mandatory power. | 
_ (¢) The truce should maintain the status guo without making any | 
political decisions. ) : a 
(d) The truce should provide that the inhabitants of Palestine, 

namely, the people who are now there should be able to live com- 
_ fortably without fear of violence. For example, there should be no 

threat to them of a break.in water supplies, food provisions or the . 
means of carrying on their customary peaceful livelihood. There 

_ Should be no interventions from outside during the period of the | 
- mandate except with the approval of UK. | | . 

(e) Neither side is to import arms or material or people. The exist- | 
—— ing status quo of military organizations on both sides is to be kept - 

| static. Des | a 
(f) There is to be no political action by either side unless said action | 

| is approved by the constituted power, that is, by. the UK during the 
| period of the mandate and until the GA inaugurates the next govern- _ 

, ment of Palestine.. | _— oe | | 

| “These ideas,” Austin added, “are for members here present to 
consider. They may be changed if members so desire. Their main ob- | 
jectiveistranquility.” = = © | 

‘Here follow observations by various Representatives, particularly 
with respect to the question of immigration and as to whether the 
United Nations Palestine Commission would be the appropriate agent , 
of the Security Council to supervise the truce in Palestine. Views of | 

_ Ambassador Austin then follow.) = 
| _[“TWe must be sincere. We have heard the Syrian reaction to use | 

of Palestine Commission to observe the truce. This isa reasonable and 
| natural reaction. I am inclined to favor Lopez’ idea that we set up a 

- commission of observation, but one that obviously and clearly to 
everyone will not be trying to put across any political settlement. 
‘Therefore, I think the commission should not be the Palestine Com- 

_ mmission. This is no reflection on Palestine Commission which has an- — 
| other frame of reference. The truce is an entirely different matter. 

Furthermore, the Palestine Commission is a part of the GA recom- _ 
- mendation and the Palestine Commission should be herein New York © 

_ for the special session.” — Oo . | 7 | 

Faris el-Khouri, the Syrian Representative at the United Nations, had as- 
_ sSserted earlier in the discussions that the Commission had been appointed to | 

establish partition and that its members were pro-partition. . |
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[Here follow further views of various Representatives.| = 
: . At this point Gromyko intervened for the first time. He objected to _ 

such meetings “behind closed doors.” He thought them without justi-. 
fication. He thought the truce was important. More important was the | 

_ fact that a decision (the truce) of the SC was being ignored. This. 
meant, he thought, that SC resolution was not strong enough. “Every- | 

_ body knows who is responsible for violence in Palestine.” Continuing, 
_ Gromyko said that US had expressed interesting ideas but overlooked _ | 
_ who was responsible for the trouble in Palestine. UK took part in these | 

- meetings but the UK was either unable or unwilling to keep order in | 
| Palestine. | | a Oo 7 | , 

_ He thought that the question of Palestine should now be discussed | 
| in open session of SC; since the SC resolution was being ignored SC © 

should find out who was ignoring it and if necessary carry out more 
| effective steps. Someone might perhaps be embarrassed by an open 

discussion ; maybe for that reason itself it would be better to have an : 

- opendiscussion, we | | 

_ Syria and Colombia denied that private meetings in any way were . 
outoforder. - ee Oe : 

Following the meeting, Colombia told certain members privately = 

_ that there would be a meeting of some drafting experts at Colombian 
-. delegation offices, April 18, 10:30 a. m. for purpose of writing a truce 

proposal. All members of SC were welcome but those specifically _ 
invited to attend (and who accepted) were US, UK, France, Canada, 

China and Colombia.? [Knox.] | 
| a | | . - AUSTIN - 

? Mr. McClintock’s memorandum. of April 13 to Mr. Lovett noted that a draft 
resolution “was the product of a five-hour session today in the offices of the | | 
Colombian Representative to the Security Council, who consulted with Repre- | 

, sentatives of the US, UK, France, and Canada. This paper will be submitted to | | 
the other members of the Security Council at an informal meeting of tomorrow 
morning in Ambassador Austin’s office. On the whole the paper seems to cover | 

- most of the points which were cited in the Department’s instruction to Am- | 
bassador Austin contained in Deptel 208 last night.” New York, in telegram — . , 
433, April 18, summarized the session (501.BB Palestine/4-1348). 

In a marginal notation to Mr. Rusk on Mr. McClintock’s memorandum, Mr. 
Lovett said: “I am doubtful about #4,” Paragraph numbered 4 of the draft reso- 
lution read: “[The Security Council] Appoints a Truce Commission consisting of 
the ‘Chief Consular Officers of those members of the Security Council which have 
Consulates in Jerusalem to assist the Mandatory Power in supervising this 
truce.” Oo 

} - 

In a memorandum of April 14 to Mr. Rusk, Mr. MeClintock noted Mr. Lovett’s 
request to Mr. Rusk to clear the text of the draft resolution with Mr. Clifford. | 
A marginal notation indicates that this was done (501.BB Palestine/4-1448). | 

| ae | Editorial Note | | 

ss In telegram 438, April 14,1: 51 p. m., from New York, Mr. Ross sent 
~ to Mr. Rusk the informal, written comments of the Jewish Agency
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- on the American. 15-point trusteeship program for Palestine. The tele- 
| _ gram noted that Mr. Ross had received the comments the night before. 

| At one point in the 14-page telegram, appeared the following Jewish —_ 
Agency comment: “It is because the very concept of trusteeship is so 
fiagrantly out of accord with the general principles and current reali- __ 
ties of the Palestine situation that no improvement ofthe US proposals 
can make them a useful starting point in the quest for a political 

- settlement.” (501.BB Palestine/4-1448) _ | 

501.BB Palestine/4—1448 : Telegram | 

 -* The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 
| oo | the Secretary of State oo 

CONFIDENTIAL oe _ New Yorx, April 14, 1948—2: 30 p. m. 
- USURGENT . = oe | 

439. For Rusk from Ross. Following is revised text of draft SC 
| resolution agreed upon at informal meeting of Council members in | 

=. long session this morning. Gromyko, Tarasenko, and Khouri specifi- 
| cally reserved their positions. Council meeting set for 2:30 tomorrow _ 

afternoon, | | 

“Considering the Council’s resolution of 1 April 1948 and the con- 
- versations held by its president with the representatives of the JA for 

: Palestine and the AHC with a view to arranging a truce between | 
Arabs and Jews in Palestine ; 

Considering that as stated in that resolution, it is of the utmost 
oe urgency to bring about the immediate cessation of acts of violence in 

Palestine, and to establish conditions of peace and order in that _ 
country ; SESS 7 oe 

Considering that the UK Government, so long as it remains the , 
_ mandatory power, is responsible for the maintenance of peace and 

order in Palestine and should continue to take all steps necessary to | 
that end; and that in so doing it should receive the cooperation and 
support of the SC in particular as well as of all the members of the 
UN; | me | | 

~  TheSC: | , | | 
| _. 1. Calls upon all persons and organizations in Palestine and es- 

| _ pecially upon the AHC and the JA to take immediately without 
prejudice to their rights, claims, or positions, and as ‘a contribution to 
the well-being and permanent interest of Palestine, the following 
measures: — . os oe | oo 

| (a) Cease all activities of a military or para-military nature, 
as well as acts of violence, terrorism and sabotage ; | 

a : (6) Refrain from bringing into Palestine armed bands or 
. individuals, whatever their origin, armed or capable of bearing — 

_ arms and from assisting or encouraging the entry into Palestine , 
of such armed bands and individuals; | _
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| (ce) Refrain from importing or acquiring or assisting or en- 

--_ eouraging the importation or acquisition of weapons and war | 

oe matertals ; a a 

(a) Refrain, pending further consideration of the future gov- 

| ernment of Palestine by the GA, from any political activity which — | 

might prejudice the rights, claims, or positions of either 

| community 5 2S | 

- (e) Cooperate with the mandatory authorities for the effective = 

| maintenance of law and order and of essential services particu- : 

| larly those relating to transportation, communications, health, 

and food and water supplies ; | oe | 

-- (f) Refrain from any action which will endanger the safety | 

_ of the holy placesin Palestine. — a 

9, Requests the UK Government for so long as it remains the _ 

mandatory power to use its best efforts to bring all those concerned in 

Palestine to accept the measures set forth under paragraph 1 above 

and subject to retaining the freedom of action of its own forces to — 

supervise the execution of these measures by all those concerned and to 

keep the SC and the: GA currently informed on the situation in 

~ Palestine. aa a _ | a 

8, Calls upon all governments and particularly those of the coun- | 

- tries neighboring Palestine to take all possible steps to assist in the | 

implementation of the measures set out under paragraph 1 above and 

| particularly those referring to the entry into Palestine of armed bands, — 

individuals armed or capable of bearing arms and weapons and war 

| materials.” * | - 

| | —  ALUSTIN 

2 Paragraph 4 of the original draft (see footnote 2, p. 819) was eliminated from 

the revised draft, for reasons indicated in telegram 446, April 14, infra. Other- 

wise the differences in the two drafts involved minor language changes. The 

| , -. Department, on April 15, authorized New York to support the draft resolution 

given in telegram 439 (telegram 217, 501.BB Palestine/4-1448). i 

| 501.BB Palestine/4—1448 : Telegram — | a : | 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 

| | | the Secretary of State | . 

oo) (SECRET | New Yor«, April 14, 1948—9: 41 p. m. 

446. For Rusk from Knox. With reference to USUN 439 ‘ containing 

draft of truce proposal to be discussed at SC meeting Thursday fol- 

| — lowing is gist of comments made at private meeting of SC members, 

held at USUN office April 14. (All members of the SC were present, © 

except Parodi who was represented by a staff member, Dr. Arce ap- 

peared for the first time following his return from Bogota'and Buenos _ 

| Aires, Sobolev represented Secretariat, Lie was absent) : : 

Lopez explained that working paper containing truce terms which 

was to be discussed at the meeting had been prepared at the staff level | 

by representatives of Colombia, UK, US, China, Canada and France. 

~1Dated April 14, supra. a | | 

598-594—76——20 | a : :
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| Gromyko claimed that he had no knowledge that such drafting group, was being formed and he apparently resented that this unofficial docu- | ment had been prepared in his absence. There was a brief exchange | between Gromyko and Lopez during which Lopez became rather | heated. The matter ended when Gromyko indicated that the matter - , was not of great importance and when Lopez apologized for any mis- _ understanding which he (Lopez) may have unwittingly caused when | | he announced that this drafting meeting would be held. | oe , Cadogan stated that his government wanted to get the views of the | High Commissioner of Palestine on the proposed draft before com- mitting itself. | | | ee | | _ El Khouri questioned the phrase (paragraph 1-b) “of military | age”. This he thought was too vague. It was subsequently changed to a “capable of bearing arms”, | | - | _ -Gromyko asked what clause in the resolution guaranteed the pre- : vention of more armed bands from entering Palestine. Syria replied | rather aggressively that Jews were coming into Palestine and thatthe Arabs in view of the present ratio of population had the right to enter 7 Palestine in twice the number in order to keep the proportion even. _ This matter was settled, at least temporarily, when Lopez stated that | _ the proposal was “for a standstill”, and when Cadogan indicated that | for the duration of the mandate the legal immigration quota of 1,500 | per month would be continued. | / | _- Syria apparently accepted Canada’s assurance that immigrants not | armed or capable of bearing arms would not affect the military position in Palestine. Gromyko challenged point 4 of the proposed draft. This | | paragraph provided for a truce commission. Gromyko thought that the choice of members of the SC who had consulates in Jerusalem to — 

compose the truce commission was arbitrary. At Lopez’ suggestion this _ | | paragraph was eliminated (also some feeling in USUN that the 
presence of Syria on a truce commission might cause a bad public | reaction to the commission and, by implication, to the truce proposal). 
Syria approved of the truce commission, and seemed determined not _ _ to withdraw voluntarily from the commission if it were eligible for 

- membership. ae 7 | | During the paragraph by paragraph examination of the proposed : draft, Austin suggested: _ | | | Insert “provisional” in. paragraph 1 in order to make the phrase | 
read “the following provisional measures”, There was general objec- | 

| tion, however, that this addition might shorten the duration of the | 
truce. - | | | | ) | 

In paragraph 1-a, Syria proposed substituting “as wellas” in place 
of “including” and this was generally agreed to. In paragraph 1} _ 
Syria supported by Canada and China replaced “military age” by wording which appears in USUN 439. In paragraph 1-c, Austin at- :
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tempted to replace “refrain from” by “prevent”. There was general — ce 

feeling, however, that the word “prevent” would encourage Arabs 

and Jews to enforce this provision on each other and hence increase 

the fighting. In paragraph 1-/, Austin suggested “protect” instead of , 

“refrain from any action which will endanger”. Members, however, 

objected that this might encourage Jews and Arabs to send armed” 

forces to protect the Holy places. a 

‘Paragraph 2 was reworded as now appears in USUN 489 at the © 

. request of Cadogan. Paragraph 4 was dropped, because of Russian — : 

objection but might be introduced in the SC meeting on Thursday. 

| | | 7 | AUSTIN, | 

501.BB Palestine/4—1548 : Telegram a | | - . 

The United States Representative of the United Nations (Austin) — | 

| _ to the Secretary of State ee oe 

SECRET § URGENT * ‘New Yorn, April 15, 1948—10:45 a.m. 

- 449. [For] Rusk from Ross. Ambassador Austin, Jessup! and I 

called on Chaim Weizmann on his invitation late yesterday afternoon 

and had a very interesting talk with him for about three-quarters of an 

hour. Weizmann said he had tried very hard but could not understand 

the reasons for the “switch” in the US position. Was it fear of the | 

Arabs? Was it oil? Or was it fear of Russia? He said there was no 

reason whatever to fear. the Arabs. They were woefully weak. The — 

~ Arabs could do nothing with their oil except sell it to the US. Did we — 

fear they would sell it to Russia? If so, what would the Arabs do with _ 

7 Russian rubles? Were we afraid that the Jewish state would be domi- | 

nated by Russia? There was no possible occasion for such fear. Bol- 

shevik agents had tried very hard in the 1920's to get a foothold in | 

| Palestine and had failed miserably. Weizmann went on to say that 

the Jews were confronted with an extremely difficult. psychological — 

-_- problem. They were granted independence in November and independ- 

ence was withdrawnin April. = | . | 

Assuming that there were no two-thirds majority in GA for trustee- 

ship, the Jews would have the legal, and if not the legal certainly the | 

moral right to go ahead with their plans to establish the Jewish state. : 

In response to our questions and comments, he said that the Jews _ 

had absolutely no fear of the Arabs and he elaborated on this by indi- | 

cating that the Arab states were so disorganized and weak as to consti- 

| tute almost the military factor of zero. | a 

| "We made it clear that we felt such action by the Jews would be a — 

mistake from their point of view. : | | | | 

ue 1 Philip C. Jessup, a representative of the United States at the Second Special | 

: - Session of the General Assembly. - | ae / OS
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The Senator turned the conversation to the positive side and asked __ 
whether the Jews did not feel that their welfare would be far better 
if trusteeship would get a two-thirds vote in the Assembly. | 

This led to a discussion of essential Jewish requirements as Weiz- _ 
, mann saw them. If trusteeship would include three essential pointsfor 

| the Jews, namely, immigration, land settlement, and economic devel- 
opment, it was wholly conceivable to Weizmann that trusteeship might < 

= be beneficial to the Jews, and also provide an opportunity for coopera- __ 
tion of the closest kind between Jews and Arabs, ending in due course | 
to an agreed political settlement. | | 

| Weizmann, of course, undertook no commitment with regard to the — 
foregoing but it was clear that his mind is rubbing strongly in this | | direction. oe | | 

We did not discuss the question of possible US aid but we did dis- | | cuss the possibility of UN assistance with particular reference to the 
Specialized agencies, such as the FAO, the World Bank, and the WHO. 

In concluding our conversation, the Senator indicated that he would 
like to deal in his Assembly opening statement with the question of 
economic development and Weizmann promised to have Eban, who 

_ was with us, send us material on economic development projects.? 
| | ete | sO AUSTIN © 

| ~—* Acting Secretary of State Lovett transmitted a copy of telegram 449 to Presi- . dent Truman in a memorandum of April 21, which stated in part: “The most interesting part of this telegram is found on the second page, where Dr. Weizmann Suggests that a trusteeship which would include immigration, land settlement ° and economic development might provide an opportunity for an agreed political . settlement between Jews and Arabs.” (501.BB Palestine/4—1548 : Truman Papers, President’s Secretary’s File) oe . 

501.BB Palestine/4-1548 | 
_ Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by the Director of the | | Office of United Nations Affairs (Rusk) 

SECRET —“‘itstsSSCSO Was cry, ] April 15, 1948—11:15 a. m. 
, Mr. Clifford stated that he had received the draft truce resolution 1 and the position paper on the attitude of the United States toward the } _ November 29 resolution ? and had given them to the President at the | _ nine o’clock meeting today, He said that the President would read — | them over at the earliest possiblé moment ‘and would inform him of _ | _ . any comments he might have. | | | I told Mr. Clifford that it was necessary for Senator Austin to vote | in the Security Council this afternoon on the truce resolution, Mr. | 

Clifford then said that he thought we should proceed to instruct Sena- tor Austin to support the resolution, since he (Mr. Clifford) had looked 
1 See telegram 439, April 14, from New York, p. 820. — - | | | * See undated memorandum by Mr. Wilkins, p. 813. | —
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it over very carefully and had told the President that he saw no | 

objections to it and that it was in conformity with our previous — 
discussions. _ | | ce 

Ltold Mr. Clifford that we would proceed to instruct Senator Austin 

but that, of course, if the President subsequently wished to raise any 

points, we would attempt to deal with them by telephone. ae 

| oe oa Editorial Note , 

| - The United States Delegation to the Second Special Session of the _ 

| General Assembly held its first meeting on April 15 to discuss the 

“United States Position on Palestine”, At this meeting, “Mr. McClin- ; 
tock suggested it would be unwise at the present time to talk with other _ 
delegations regarding the possibility of sending funds and troops to 

enforce a trusteeship plan. He thought it enough to say that we were 

-. prepared to carry our fair share of responsibility in cooperation with 
other United Nations members.” (Excerpts from the Minutes of Meet- oe 
ing, IO files, US/A/1086.) * | 7 I 
~The Second Special Session of the General Assembly convened in 
New York on April 16 to consider further the future government of = 

Palestine. The Official Records of the Session, published by the United 
7 _ Nations, consist of the following: | | 

Volume I, Plenary Meetings of the General Assembly: Summary 

Records of Meetings, 16 April—14 May 1948, hereinafter cited as “GA 
— (IT/SS), Plenary”. | | a SO 

Volume II, Main Committees: Summary Records of Meetings, — 

| 16 April-14 May 1948, hereinafter cited as “GA (II/SS), Mam. 
——— Committees”. oe, | 

Annex to Volumes I and IT, hereinafter cited as “GA (II/SS), 
Annex”. | | | | ene 

Supplement No. 1, United Nations Palestine Commission, Report —— 
to the General Assembly. | 

| Supplement No. 2, Resolutions, 16 April-14 May 1948, hereinafter — 

cited as “GA. (II/SS) , Resolutions”. | | 

| The Report of the Palestine Commission, dated April 10, 1948, 
reviewed the Commission’s activities in connection with implementing 

the measures recommended by the General Assembly for the partition, => 
of Palestine, with economic union. The Commission concluded “that Soe 

~. the armed hostility of both Palestinian and non-Palestinian Arab _ | 
| elements, the lack of co-operation from the mandatory Power, the _ 

disintegrating security situation in Palestine, and the fact that the _ —— 
‘Security Council did not furnish the Commission with the necessary 
armed assistance, are the factors which have made it impossible for the 
Commission to implement the Assembly’s resolution.” (page 36)
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| - | 501.BB Palestine/4—1648 : Telegram Oe : | OC 

Lhe Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary | 
. sof State | HO , | | 

TOP SECRET US URGENT _ - -  Lonpon, April 16, 1948—3 p.m. 
NIACT eee Se ome | 

1583. 1. Discussed with Bevin yesterday afternoon, before his de- 
| parture for Paris, substance Deptel 1260, April 9, which had been 

| _ promptly submitted to him for consideration; Deptel 1315, April 14; 1 
7 and cirtel April 6, contents of which had been delivered to Bevin on | 

‘receipt. aa | 
a _ 2. Bevin’s personal view is as follows, though the matter has not 

been submitted to the Cabinet: | 
| (a) While he cannot prejudge the decision of the Cabinet, he feels 

that to the extent to-which he has discussed matter with one or two of | 
his colleagues it would be unacceptable both to the Cabinet and tothe 
House of Commons. Moreover, it would create a very unfavorable 
reaction in Britain. | Ce 

| (6) Goldmann ? has been to see him recently. Bevin gathers from 
_ Goldmann that he and his group are trying to push for a settlement ’ 

| along the lines of the original British proposal of about two years ago 
| with Cantons, et cetera established throughout Palestine. 

: (c) He hopes that there will be a meeting in Geneva during the _ 
course of the next two or three days, attended by some forty prominent 

, _ Jewish residents of Palestine, among others the head of the University 
of Jerusalem. This meeting, he expects, will pass a resolution urging 

| a truce and recommending a settlement along the lines of the original _ : 
_ British proposal of some two years ago. | | | 

| __ (d) He noted the peace parade which took place in Jerusalem the 
day before yesterday. = = | - 

: (¢) When asked what proposal he would suggest as an alternative | 
to the one which we had put forward, he said at the moment he would 
prefer to make no commitment, and that in his judgment it would be 

| preferable to let developments in the GA. proceed for a few days before 7 
| taking a position. — | Be 

(f) In view of the above, he prefers to postpone full Cabinet con- 
sideration until early next week. oS : 

(g) HMG has great influence with the Arabs and will be persuasive 
with them in regard to any reasonable proposal. HMG does not, how- 

, ever, have any influence with the Jewish faction. 
a _ 8. Lewis Jones tells me that everybody in the FonOff with whom 
_.. he has discussed the question is unanimously of the view that the 

inclusion and re-entry of French troops into the Arab world would | 

| be disastrous and would project violent reaction because of general 

Arab attitude towards France. | ee 
| | | rn | _Doveras 

"Not printed. oo : | 
?Nahum Goldmann, American Zionist leader, at this time representing the 

- Interests of the Provisional Government of Israel at London.
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| Lesolution 46 (1948) Adopted by the Security Council on April 17, 

| The Security Council, — a ; Z | 

Considering its resolution 43 (1948) of 1 April 1948 and the con-- 
: -_versations held by its President with the representatives of the Jewish | 

Agency for Palestine and the Arab Higher Committee with a view | 
-  toarranging a truce between Arabs and Jews in Palestine, | 

Considering that, as stated in that resolution, it is of the utmost | 
‘urgency to bring about the immediate cessation of acts of violence in | 

7 Palestine and to establish conditions of peace and order in that country, 
- Considering that the United Kingdom Government, so long as it 

- remains the Mandatory Power, is responsible for the maintenance of 
- peace and order in Palestine and should continue to take all steps — 

necessary to that end; and that, in so doing, it should receive the co- 
operation and support of the Security Council in particular as well as 

| of all the Members of the United Nations, oe | 
| 1. Calls ‘upon all persons and organizations in Palestine, and espe- 

| cially upon the Arab Higher Committee and the Jewish Agency, to 
take immediately, without prejudice to their rights, claims, or posi- | 

- tions, and as a contribution to the well-being and permanent interests _ 
| of Palestine, the following measures: Be 

(a) Cease all activities of a military or paramilitary nature, as 
well as acts of violence, terrorism and sabotage; | - | 

| (6) Refrain from bringing and from assisting and encouraging the | 
_ entry into Palestine of armed bands and fighting personnel, groups 

| and individuals, whatever their origin ; | | 
| (c) Refrain from importing or acquiring or assisting or encourag- 
Ing the importation or acquisition of weapons and ‘war materials; 

| (dad) Refrain, pending further consideration of the future govern- 
| ment of Palestine by the General Assembly, from any political ac- 

_ tivity which might prejudice the rights, claims, or position of either 
| community ; | | Se | 

| (e) Co-operate with the Mandatory authorities for the effective 
maintenance of law and order and of essential services; particularly 
those relating to transportation, communications, health, and food and _ 
water supplies; | | 

- (f) Refrain from any action which will endanger the safety of the | 
Holy Places in Palestine and from any action which would interfere | 
with access to all shrines and sanctuaries for the purpose of worship | 

_-_- by those who have an established right to visit and worship at them; 

2. Requests the United Kingdom Government, for so long as it re- 

- - mains the Mandatory Power, to use its best efforts to bring all those 

concerned ‘in Palestine to accept the measures set forth under Para-_ 

oe graph 1 above and, subject to retaining the freedom of action of its — 

| Reprinted from SC, 8rd yr., Resolutions, 1948, p. 15. The resolution was a 
| adopted by 9 votes to none, with the Soviet Union and the Ukraine abstaining.
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own forces, to supervise the execution of these measures by all those | 
concerned, and to keep the Security Council and the General Assembly _ 

: currently informed on the situation in Palestine; | | | 
_ 8. Calls upon all Governments, and particularly those of the coun- — 

- tries neighboring Palestine, to take all possible steps to assist in the 
implementation of the measures set out under paragraph labove,and 
particularly those referring to the entry into Palestine of armed bands 
and fighting personnel, groups and individuals, and weapons and war 

‘materials, Ee 

-501.BB Palestine/4-1648 : Telegram | | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom | 

| | TOP SECRET  NIACT = Wasuineton, April 17, 1948—1 p. m. 

| 1875. Personal from Lovett to Ambassador Douglas. I have just 

seen urtel 1583+ and find Bevin’s reply deeply disappointing. Please 
see him at the earliest possible moment and take up with him again the 
contents of Deptel 1260,? particularly the reasons why US-UK co- | 

: _ operation in finding settlement for Palestine is essential to vital inter- = 
ests of both countries, ‘Tell him that we have not made. the proposals 

- contained therein in any belief that they or any other proposals are 
likely to work out in a fully satisfactory manner, We have not been | 

able, however, to devise any more practical way out of a situation 

which is being created by the termination of the Palestine mandate. 
Some stand-still arrangement appears to us to be necessary to allow for | 
cooling off before any agreed final settlement is possible. If Bevin has 

- any alternative suggestions we would be glad to consider them at once. 

_ You can not emphasize too much the vital necessity for joint US-UK _ 
action within the UN to prevent chaos and heavy fighting in Palestine. 

The feeling is growing rapidly in this country that UK is failing to | 
cooperate with other Members of UN on the very question on which 
it has itself sought UN action. We are very much concerned by the © 
increasingly bitter attitude to be observed among other delegations in 

UN. We find it difficult to believe that UK can continue to assume 
non-committal attitude and pursue a policy which will result in a | 

situation so dangerous to its own security as well as to world peace. 

| It will be necessary for the United States Representative to speak 

at an early stage of the Special Session of the GA. The nature of our — 

public statement will depend in large part upon the degree of coopera- 
a tion which can be expected from the UK. We hope therefore to receive 

amore helpful reply at the earliest possible minute. a 

“Dated April 16, p. 826. Ce 
? Dated April 9, p. 805. :
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In pressing upon Mr. Bevin the serious threat to broad US-UK | 

cooperation inherent in a failure of the UK to assume an active role i 

in this problem, you should make it clear that we are merely stating — 

| the practical situation which will be faced by this government in deal- | 

- - ing with Congress and the U.S. public. Our informal talks with Con- 

gressional leaders have left us in no doubt as to their attitude. Since 

a you know the incalculable harm which will result to every aspect of 

_ _US-UK interests and activities from a continuance of uncooperative = 

UK attitude in this matter, you will be able in your own words to | 

reflect the urgency which we place on this aspect of the Palestine | 

 question® / . | 

—.-(Sent London 1375 Rptd New York 224.) ee 

| - 8'This telegram was cleared with the White House. | : 

| 501.BB Palestine/4—1848: Telegram So | oe | oo 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of United Nations A fairs | 

| | (Rusk) to the Under Secretary of State (Lovett) : 

0 Ta Se a —— [Wasuineron,] April 18, 1948. 

- Mr. Loverr: The attached draft* is for an initial statement, provided | 

one has to be made by Senator Austin Monday morning. The Russians 

have refused to forego a general debate in plenary session, hence we 

. may have tospeak. — | . - . 

- The attached speech does not drive hard on the British because it is — 

too early to bear down on them; we need an answer to our latest effort. | 

I believe this is the minimum we should say in an opening statement. 

| On page 9, you'll find the paragraphs on troops * which have been. . 

cleared by the President and Mr. Forrestal. Jack Ohly, in Forrestal’s 

office, later suggested informally that we insert the words “selected by | 

t Not printed ; it was prepared for delivery by Ambassador Austin before the - 

| plenary meeting on April 19 of the Second Special Session of the General As- | 

: sembly and was transmitted to New York in telegram 227, April 18, 6 p. m., 

7 not printed. i 4 

2These two paragraphs read: “The United States has raised with certain 

other governments the question of joint responsibility for the ‘security of a 

. temporary: trusteeship. These_ discussions have thus far produced no tangible 

. result. The United States is willing to undertake its share of responsibility for 

the provision of police forces which are required during a truce and a tempo- 

rary trusteeship, along with other members who may be selected by the General 

~ Assembly and who are willing to carry out such a task in accordance with the | 

| will of the Assembly and with the provisions of the Charter. : a 

; . “While the United States is prepared to carry its fair share of the United | 

| Nations burden involved in such a temporary trusteeship, it is not prepared 

to act alone in this matter. Our participation will be conditioned upon a readi- _ 

ness of other governments to provide similar assistance.” |
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| the General Assembly” after the word “sovernments” in the third line 
, from the bottom ofthe page? = - , cs 

: _ For the record, Mr. Elsey stated that the President had read the . | 
two paragraphs and had written on the bottom of the sheet of paper 
the word “approved” and had initialed it. Clark Clifford had ap- 

_ provedthetextearlier, = 8 8 CO Oo 
ER | | D[zan] R[vsx] 

3 The insert is to be made after the fifth from the last word in the latter | | paragraph of footnote 2 above. : oe SS | 

; Forrestal Papers - . _ | . | 
| Diary Entry for Aprit 18, 1948, by the Secretary of Defense 

re (Forrestal) | a 

| / Onder Secretary of State Lovett | | 
Under Secretary Lovett came in this afternoon to discuss two things: _ 

: 1. The continuous and_ extended disturbances in Central 
America... . | = Lk / a | . _2. He stated that Senator Austin was scheduled. to speak in the | United Nations on Monday and that his statement would include an acceptance by the United States of the responsibility in making: its _ portion of the contribution to the forces required for the maintenance of peace during the period of truce and trusteeship discussions. The | | nature of these forces, in the opinion of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, will | _ total 105,000 men of which the United States proportion would be _ on the order of 45,000. (Palestine) _ oo a | 

_-501.BB Palestine/4—1848 : Telegram : : . | oe 
~ The Ambassador in Egypt ( Tuck) to the Secretary of State — 

SECRET ee. , Caro, April 18, 1948—9 a. m. | 
| 382. Azzam Pasha called yesterday to convey confidentially reaction | 

Arab League to truce proposals suggested by UN to Arabs and Jews. 
Azzam said the “general lines” or instructions which would be sent 
representatives member states Arab League N.Y. as agreed upon by / 
League Political Committee in which Arab Higher Committee is rep- 
resented are: Oo | oS | 

7 1. League accepts in principle idea of an armistice or truce. 
2. League will insist, however, that status quo of belligerents must | be maintained. The truce in other words must not be used to increase | armaments or number of belligerents through “infiltration by [land?] | and/or sea”. | |
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8. "This truce in League opinion is not an ordinary truce between 

—_ belligerents but must have as its objective the bringing about of a final oS 

a settlement and making further hostilities impossible. lens. 

| 4, Such a truce should give UN opportunity to seek pacific solution. | 

5. Partition in opinion of League is not a pacific solution since it 

can be implemented only by force. Therefore, it cannot be considered a 

a as a solution. So | a, | 

6, The League with a view to making this truce instrument of final = 

| - pacification and rendering further fighting impossible is prepared to 

cooperate in complete disarmament population of Palestine, dissolu- | 

tion of all parliamentary organizations and dismantling of allmilitary 

: strongholds. - re 

| - No other conditions were mentioned by Azzam. He stated his in- 

tention of informing British Ambassador of above and added he had | 

- already telephoned gist of it to his UN representative in New York, | 

— Seealsomytel 857, April12% | oe an 
i? oe es _ Tock | 

st Not printed. | | | | | a 

501.BB Palestine/4—1848 : Circular telegram. oe | - 

The Acting Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic and Consular 

EE | Offices | - oo 

| CONFIDENTIAL — . . Wasurneton, April 18, 1948—8 p. m. 

| Reference Dept’s Confidential instruction April 8, 1948 2 forwarding | 

copy of draft trusteeship agreement for Palestine. Copies this agree- 

- ment have infomally been made available on confidential basis to reps. _ 

of members of the SO, of certain other members of UN and of J ewish — 

| Agency and Arab Higher Committee. Dept has stressed that agree- 

ment is in draft form for use as working paper and that all suggestions © | 

| for improvement would be welcomed. Dept has emphasized necessity 

| for interim governmental machinery in Palestine following termina- 

tion of British mandate on May 15 and has suggested that draft trustee- _ 

- ship agreement represents means of obtaining such machinery on 

sound legal basis under Charter. OS , 

| --You are authorized to discuss draft trusteeship agreement on similar — 

basis with appropriate officials of govt. to which you are accredited. 

-.-' Thus far drafting rather than substantive changes have been madein 

/ draft. Important changes will be telegraphed shortly. In meantime 

| | draft in your possession may be used in your discussions. 

| - Brief report re your-discussions including views obtained and — 

| changes suggested is requested by telegraph as soon as possible. a 

1 See footnote 1,p.778 | 7 |
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_ Legation Damascus is also authorized to discuss with reps. AHC. 
ConGen Jerusalem is authorized to discuss with JA and to bring to 
attention of Palestine Govt? | | | 

_ Sent to Jidda, Cairo, Baghdad, Beirut, Damascus, Jerusalem, — 
London and Paris for action. Repeated to USUN , N.Y. forinfo. | 

*The Department, on April 19, authorized Ambassador Tuck to discuss the | 
draft trusteeship agreement with Azzam Pasha (telegram 488 to Cairo, 501.BB 
Palestine/4-1948). Cairo reported, on April 22, that the latter was “frankly 
and bitterly hostile to agreement as unnecessarily replacing mandate by new regime possessing some handicaps, many additional defects and no redeeming | | features . . . Document would convince Arabs that US still Sponsored eventual | creation Jewish state not merely in part of Palestine but... in all Palestine.” 
(Telegram 398, 501.BB Palestine/4—2248) oo 

‘Consul Wasson, on April 21, discussed with Mr. Kohn the question of a trustee- | ; ship agreement. The latter, after consultation with members of the Jewish | _ Ageney, informed the Consul on April 30 that “the Jewish Agency does not find in the draft agreement even a basis for discussion, since it does not provide for 
establishment Jewish state.” (Telegram 515, April 30, 6 p. m., from Jerusalem, — 501.BB Palestine/4—3048) : . | | 

501.BB Palestine/4-1948 0 | | 
The Secretary of Defense (Forrestal) to the Secretary of State — 

: TOP SECRET ae | WasHINGTON, 19 April 1948. | 
Dear Mr. Szcrerary: In view of the position to be taken by the 

United States in the General Assembly with respect to Palestine, as 
| discussed with Mr. Lovett yesterday afternoon, I believe it is desirable 

| _ to consider the concrete consequences of this action in terms of our 
. future course of action elsewhere. Every future decision must take | 

into account the potential deployment of troops to that area, and I | 
| believe it may be helpful to all of us to outline briefly the results as 

Iseethem. — Lee | | , 
_ ‘The United States commitment to undertake a proportionate share = 
_... of the burden of providing the police forces required during a truce 

and temporary trusteeship in Palestine, is going to affect materially | 
our ability to use military forces for any other purposes for a sub- 

_ Stantial time to come. Based upon the Joint Chiefs of Staff estimate | 
as to the number of troops required to support this truce and trustee- | 
ship, and assuming the United States would have to supply, as would 

, probably be the case, approximately 50 per cent of such forces, ful- ) 
_ fillment of this commitment will probably require the deployment of | 

| approximately 50,000 men. This number represents substantially our a 
_ entire present ground reserve, both Marine and Army. In other words, 

there will be no troops available for deployment to any other area, at __ 
| least until such time as the strength of our total establishment has been
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replenished through the operation of Selective Service, provided a 

Selective Service law is enacted. For at least six months, the United oe 

States will have to accept the loss of the bulk of its general reserve. a 

- -Jt should also be brought out that the logistical support of such 

troops will require a great deal of work within the zone of interior. — 

- This in turn may seriously affect our ability to carry out existing and 

projected programs of military assistance. Moreover, the acceptance = 

| of this undertaking will result in substantial additional costs to the 

| National Military Establishment. These will in turn require the sub- 

| mission of a further supplementary budget of a size which cannot } 

| now be determined, or the reduction of other current military — 

- [bring out all these points because I feel that it may now be desirable _ 

to review the United States policy in such areas as Italy, Iran, Greece, | 

~ China and Turkey, and its proposed policy with respect to Western _ 

Union. Since these policies are partly based on our ability to provide 

-*_- troops and military equipment, either currently or under certain future 

contingencies, the non-availability of such troops and equipment as 

a result of the United States position on Palestine may render these 

— policies meaningless." — met aS 

- Sincerely yours, oe JamES Forrestal | 

| tAn “Excerpt from Minutes of Meeting of United States Delegation to Second . 

Special Session of the General Assembly, April 19, 1948, 9:30 a. m.” cites 
Mr. Rusk as stating that “the United States was not going to buy into a. war 
between the Jews and the Arabs of Palestine. The United States had no troops 
to be used in such a war, and, if it had such troops, they would not be used in 
Palestine. A war in Palestine was beyond the military possibilities of the United 

. States. The scale of warfare there would commit absolutely all of the strategic 
, reserves of the United States, and such a commitment was impossible for the _ 
-. United States to undertake. He re-emphasized repeatedly that the United States 

so. was not going to buy into a war in Palestine. , 

| “Therefore, every effort should be made to put across the Security Council. 

, Truce, and to make it effective. The United States would, and all other United 
- Nations members should be persuaded to put all possible pressure on the Arabs 

to preserve the truce. This was fundamental to a settlement of the Palestine 

. Question.” (10 files, US/A/M (Chr) /79 Add. 1) - os _— 

USUN Files _ - 7 ww | 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Near Eastern and | 
African Affairs (Henderson) to the Under Secretary of State 

| (Lovett) a | | | oe 

SECRET — : |  [Wasuineton,] April 19, 1948. 

- During the past few weeks there has been increasing discussion in : | 

_ the press and among the delegates at Flushing and Lake Success (but | 

not officially in the United Nations itself), with regard to the present © 
, danger of civil strife to the Holy City of Jerusalem. |
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These discussions indicate two main lines of approach: 

- (1) Immediate dispatch of security forces by the United Nations 
| to Jerusalem as suggested by members of the French Delegation. _ 

(USUN Telegrams Nos. 457 and 458 of April 16,1 copies of which are 
attached ) ; eR Ps | ne a 

(2) The setting up of a temporary trusteeship or some other form 
| of interim government by the United Nations for the City of Jeru- . 

a salem only; Oo | SO 

I am also attaching a copy of Deptel No. 228 of April 18? in — 
, which it is stated that the main United States effort in the United Na- | 

tions should be concentrated on the achievement of a temporary | 
_trusteeship for all of Palestine rather than for security measures or | 

a temporary trusteeship in a part of Palestine. It also stated that in — 
_ discussions between members of the United States Delegation and : 

other delegations it would be helpful to obtain suggestions regarding _ 
a temporary trusteeship for Jerusalem as a preliminary to or part of 

_ a temporary trusteeship for all of Palestine. It is believed that if we __ 
= approach the immediate problem of Jerusalem in this manner we 

will increase the likelihood of support for a trusteeship for all of 
_. Palestine and at the same time develop constructive suggestions with __ 

regard to the City of Jerusalem. — : , , 
It is my thought that if the United Nations should give all of its 

, attention to Jerusalem, we may end up with interim governmental | 
machinery for Jerusalem and with no form of government for the 
rest of Palestine following the termination of the British Mandate | 
on May 15. In such eventuality, I can envisage a situation, as has | 
previously occurred in China and in Morocco, in which conditions of 

_ anarchy and famine would prevail beyond the borders of a restricted = 
international area with thousands of refugees pouring into the area to _ 

| obtain emergency protection, food and housing. If a situation of this 
| character should develop in Palestine and if refugees from all parts of 

_ Palestine descended upon Jerusalem, the difficulties which would con- — 
| _ front the United Nations administration would be almost insuperable. 

If a special area for Jerusalem were extended to the coast to in- - 

clude the ports of Tel Aviv and Jaffa, conditions would undoubtedly : 
| be alleviated ; nevertheless, I feel we should be under no misapprehen- 

_ sion regarding the difficult financial and administrative problems | 
_ which would confront the United Nations. Tt is for this reason I rec- 

_ ommend that we should continue to stress and support the necessity 
for a temporary trusteeship for all of Palestine rather than for a . | 

| 1 Neither printed. _ | | 
| *To New York, not printed. . -
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restricted part of that country. At the same time I agree that,asa = jf 
_ last resort, we should be preparing plans within the Department for =} 

the protection of Jerusalem and environs in case all else fails, : 

_  801.BB Palestine/4~1948 a | 

| Memorandum by Mr. Robert M. McOlintock to the Under Secretary — | 

oe of State (Lovett) e , 4 

a eh a [Wasuineton,] April 19, 1948. ; 
_ ‘Mr. Rusk telephoned at noon to say that the Plenary Session this | 

--- morning of the General Assembly decided not to stage any general | 
_ debate on Palestine but to refer the matter immediately to the First 

Committee (Political and Security Affairs) .* Since Ambassador Aus- : 
_ tin’s statement will now be made before Committee 1, which meets at | 

| 10:30 tomorrow morning, there may be some minor textual changes’ ; 
in his speech which had been intended for delivery at the Plenary __ 

| Session. Mr. Rusk says he knows what you have in mind for the _ | 
statement but that he will endeavor to send us the text of any modifica- | 

| tion which might be made in Ambassador Austin’s remarks. _ | 
: Following the Plenary Session this morning, Ambassador Austin ; 

| and Mr. Rusk told the press that the decision of the Plenary to suspend 
debate and send the question immediately to Committee 1 represented | 

| the fastest possible action and wasthereforealltothegood. == : 

1 See GA (II/SS), Plenary, p. 9. The Assembly decision was made by 44 votes 
to none, with 10 abstentions. - a | : 

es  Kditorial Note | ee 

_ Ambassador Austin set forth the United States position before the. | 
First Committee on April 20, calling for a truce in Palestine and the 
establishment of a trusteeship there; for text of his statement, see De- | 
partment of State Bulletin, May 2, 1948, page 568. The Ambassador, _ | 
at the same time, presented as a working paper the United States draft 7 F 

| trusteeship agreement, with minor changes from that printed on page — 
778; for text of the working paper, see GA (II/ SS), Annex, page12. | 

Mr. Jessup, on April 21, introduced a draft resolution into the First —s_ 
oe Committee which called for reference of the United States working ; 

- paper to the Fourth (Trusteeship) Committee; for Mr. Jessup’sstate- —Ss 
| _ment on that occasion, see GA (II/SS), Main Committees, page 26. - + 

_ The text of the draft resolution is printed in GA (II/SS), Annez, , 
page3l.  - - os | | , |
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--:I0 Files: US/A/1070, US/8/462 | | Bo 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Dean Rusk of the United States — 
| Delegation at the United Nations - - : 

SECRET [New Yorx,] April 20, 1948. | 

At my request I had an hour’s discussion with Fawzi Bey at Lake - 
_ Success this afternoon. I told him that I had been looking forward to 

| an informal and personal conversation for some time and that what I | 
had to say was of a personal rather than an official character. on 

I told Fawzi Bey that we had been thinking for some time about an | 
international force which might be required in connection with a truce 
and trusteeship for Palestine. It seemed to us important that a number 
of governments who could be relied upon to carry out the wishes of the 

| General Assembly should agree to accept responsibility for the security 
of Palestine if the police available to the Governor General proved | 
inadequate. I said that it was common knowledge that this question 

| had been raised with the British and the French but that I felt he 
would be interested in knowing that we had given considerable thought __ 
to Egypt’s participation along with ten or twelve other United Na- _ 

| tions Members in such a force. Any such proposal would, of course, | 
| be presented to the Egyptian Government for its consideration and we | 

| would not wish to embarrass Egypt by raising the question if they | 
--were unwilling to participate. I said that a considerable number of 

states would be desirable, even if their contributions varied considera- 
bly, in order to underline the broad United Nations aspect of the 
question and to afford a representative group of members. Egypt's 
position as a leading member of the Arab League and the moderation 

shown by their delegations in the United Nations had led us to believe 

that Egypt could play an important and helpful role in this matter. 
Fawzi Bey replied that he appreciated my letting him know in- 

formally that we had been thinking about this matter and that he 
realized that I was not making any proposals to him. He stated that _ 

such participation would raise serious questions for them among cer- | 

| tain Arab groups who would not be enthusiastic about Egypt playing 

| this role. He wondered if we had considered Trans-Jordan. I told him 

that we had but had supposed that there would be political difficulties : 

about Trans-Jordan’s participation, particularly in view of the fact 

that that country was not a Member of the United Nations and the 

| fact that our suggestion of Trans-Jordan might be seriously misunder- _ 

stood. He agreed that that might raise many difficulties. He then said 

that the Arabs asa whole were not very enthusiastic about international 

| forces coming into Palestine. He did not wish to question any motives _ 

of any government but he merely wished to report the concern among 

| ‘Mahmoud Fawzi, Egyptian Representative at the United Nations. .
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many Arabs lest an international force brought into Palestine for one  &| 
purpose might suddenly be turned to another. I told him that our _ | 
thought was that the nations who might be willing to contribute such _ i 

forces would agree among themselves by means of a special protocol | i 

| as to the numbers, role and conditions of such a joint ventureandthat = =—— ff 
Egypt’s participation might itself be a guarantee that the agreed pur- : 
poses of the international force would in fact be followed. re 

[Here follows Mr. Rusk’s account of the remainder of the 
conversation. | an en 

-501.BB Palestine/4-2048: Telegram | | | | oo | 

| The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary — ; 

- | a of State | 7 & 

TOP SECRET US URGENT Lonpon, April 20, 1948—11 a.m. — | 
| NIACT © : | - | 

| 1630. Personal for Lovett from Douglas. | | 
1. I had a long discussion with Bevin last evening reviewing the | 

substance of Deptel 1260, April 9, and considerations which should | 
prompt US-UK cooperation in finding solution to the problem of : : 
Palestine. (Deptel 1375, April 17, received here Sunday.) ee : 

9. Bevin is deeply concerned, and I am confident is not deliberately. | 
adopting a “Dog-in-the-manger” attitude. Indeed, he is particularly ' 

| anxious that UK’s position be not interpreted as non-cooperative. He — | : 
, is, however, at his wit’s end to know what to do. Heis giving the matter, _ 

Tam confident, earnest thought, will discuss it with his colleagues, and : 
will discuss the matter again with metomorrow. == | 

| 3. For your information, the Conservative Party would vigorously ee 
oppose any suggestion that British troops be retained in Palestine. | 
More than a week ago Churchill * stated this view to me in unqualified | 
terms. Most of the Labor members of Parliament would be equally _ 
opposed. This political situation which, I am confident I accurately f 
assess, makes Bevin’s position doubly difficult. | oe 

| 4. I regret that I cannot give you any assurance in these circum- | 
stances that HMG will agree to our proposal. It is remotely possible | 

that Bevin may suggest some alternative plan. Will cable again as | 
soon as I see him tomorrow. - a 

So ce | Ds DovuGias | 

| t Winston S. Churchill, leader of the Conservative Party. | - : 

| a Editorial Note | oo 

~The Trusteeship Council, on April 21, adopted a Draft Statute for | 

the City of Jerusalem. The Council prepared this twenty-one page 
| 598-594-7621 | | | i
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document pursuant to a directive from the General Assembly to 
elaborate and approve a detailed Statute for the City. . | ae 

7 | The Statute defined the special international regime for the City of - 
Jerusalem, constituting it a corpus separatum under the administra- = 

| tion of the United Nations in accordance with the resolution of the _ 
General Assembly on November 29, 1947; for the text of the Statute, — 

| see United Nations, Official Records of the Trusteeship Council, Sec- | 
a ond Session, Third Part, Annex, page 4. | 

The British military authorities in the Haifa area, on the night of 
April 21, announced withdrawal of their forces to the airport, port 
area, and main road of that city. They made known also their firm 

- intention not to interfere in clashes between Jews and Arabs or in any 

_ other problems apart from the British security and evacuation pro- _ 
| gram. That same night fighting broke out between the Jews and 

| Arabs for control of the evacuated area. (Telegram 29, April 22, from | 
| Haifa) | - | _ 

| The Jews were successful in the fighting (telegram 33, April 23, 
| from Haifa). Local Mufti-dominated Arab leaders urged all Arabs 

to leave the city and large numbers did so, the British providing con- 
voy escorts to Lebanon and sea transport to Acre (telegram 40, - 
April 22, from Haifa). By April 26, some 6,000 to 7,000 Arabs had fled 

| _ from Haifa, the Arab Higher Committee, “reportedly” ordering all 
_ Arabs to leave. The Jews wanted the Arabs to “remain for political 

| reasons to show democratic treatment[;] they will also need them for 
labor although Jews claim latter not essential.” (Telegram 44, April 26, . 

| from Haifa) a | oe - 
| The Arab States protested vigorously to the British Foreign Office 

that British withdrawal from most of Haifa was contrary to the 
understanding under which they agreed to refrain from intervention | 

: in Palestine until May 15. They also accused the British of giving 
a - the Jews a considerable advantage for which the Arabs were un- 

| prepared. (Telegram 1717, April 23, fromLondon) _ | 
The American Consul at Haifa, Aubrey E. Lippincott, drew the — 

following conclusions: - | | | | 

“1. The local Arabs are not 100% behind the present effort. Those 
| who are fighting are in a small minority. 

| “9, A large number of Arabs in this country are entirely depending 
7 on outside forces to settle this dispute. | 

“3. Such forces as the Arabs have are quite amateur. Although they | 
an have some organization, the essential discipline for such an organiza- | 

‘ "tion is lacking. Their sense of organizational supply and tactics is 
almost nil. . — | —_ | | | 

7 “4, For the time being we shall probably see large Jewish successes 
| in the field. Unless the Arabs get some organization and training, they 

- will be a very minor obstacle to the Jews on the battlefield. If outside 
- forces come in, the whole matter is a different story. Here again, how- | 

| ever, there are signs of disorganization, and there have been as yet _
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no signs of discipline and training comparable to that of the J ews.” | 

_  (Airgram 5, April 23, from Haifa) | | a | 

| All telegrams cited in this editorial note are filed under 867N.01. | . 

501.BB Palestine/4-2148 : Telegram _ OO | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom | | 

TOP SECRET US URGENT Wasuineton, April 21, 1948—3 p. m. 

NIACT a oo | 

«4418. UK Delegation to UN in press conference at NY yesterday 

made following 4 points as reported in today’s VY Z'umes: 

(1) ‘Britain will retain no civil responsibility in Palestine after , 
~ May 15. | | | 

(2) No British troops will be left in Palestine for any purpose what- | 

ever after Aug. 1. | | , - oo 
(3) Between these two dates, there will be no enforcement by | 

British forces of any settlement not having the agreement of bot | 
Jews and Arabs. | | | | | 7 | 

(4) Within these limits, however, the British Govt. will cooperate ] 

in every way possible with any authority established in Palestine.” —_ | 

. In addition, official spokesman of UK delegation said that if any | 

group of other powers were to request it, British Govt. would be will- : 

ing to consider what adjustments could be made in its plans for with- - | 

drawing from Palestine, so as to help bridge gap while forces ofthis 

_ UN group were being organized and transported to Palestine. Britain | 

would consider using its forces if necessary, even after May 15, for 

execution of SC political and military truce in Palestine. UK now = 
urgently preparing next stepsinthistruceattempt. | —— 

- Goldmann’s report of his conversation with McNeil, as set forth 
: para. 1, your 1635, Apr. 20,‘ would seem to corroborate foregoing press 

statement. However, para. 3, your 1630, Apr. 20, suggests that both a 

Labor and Conservative Parties “would vigorously oppose any sug- 

gestion that Brit. troops be retained in Palestine.” If press conference — | 
statement and remarks attributed to McNeil are a correct reflection of 
British policy, we feel that this opportunity to utilize UK forces for 
an interim period should be promptly availed of. oa | 

| Please check these points immediately with Bevin. Stress to him our , 
hope that UK will find it possible to fill the breach in Palestine until = = 

a UN solution such as temporary trusteeship or some other arrange-- 

- ment can be found. You should make it clear, however, that we have 
) not ceased. to hope that UK, France and other Powers may find their 

4 Not printed. ae | ae | | a
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way clear to join with us in sharing burden of implementation of — 
. temporary trusteeship if such a trusteeship is voted by GA. | | 

- Repeated to USUN as 240. an 

S67N.01/4-2248 : | 
Memorandum by the Director of the Office o f Near Eastern and | 

African Affairs (Henderson). to the Under Secretary of State 
(Lovett) : | 

| TOP SECRET | wet [Wasuineton,] April 22, 1948, _ 
Ina little more than three weeks, unless some change can be effected 

in the situation, the British will abandon their mandate and will re- 
| _ linquish responsibility for law and order in Palestine. There is no 

necessity to enlarge upon what is likely to happen in the Middle East if 
the British wash their hands of Palestine before some kind of arrange- 
ments can be effected for the maintenance of law and order in that 

— - country. pees, Jen aes | | 

| __ The National Security Council decided some time ago, after consid- | 
| _ erable deliberation, that the security of the Middle East was vital to 

| the security of the United States.1 The developing situation in Pales- __ 
_ tine threatens the security of the United States and world peace. Any — 

- kind of an international arrangement which we may effect for preserv- _ 
ing world peace on a basis which would be compatible with the secu- 

_ rity of the United States is lacking in substance so long as the cancerous 
| Palestine situation continues to develop unchecked. We are not likely 

to make much headway in the atmosphere of indecision and confusion | 
which envelops the United Nations at the present time unless Palestine 
is tackled by us at once dramatically and energetically as one of our 
most vital and urgent international problems. a | 

The present policy of the United States Government with regard to 
Palestine is two-fold: 1) The United States will act on the Palestine — 

- question only as a Member of the United Nations. The United States 
will accept no unilateral responsibility and will take no unilateral 
action in this situation. 2) The United States is now supporting the 

| Security Council’s call for a truce in Palestine and believes that a tem- 
porary trusteeship for Palestine should be established by the General | 

| Assembly which would provide interim governmental machinery in a 
Palestine following the termination of the British Mandate on May 15 
and which would be without prejudice to the rights, claims and posi- 
tion of the Jews and Arabs of Palestine and without prejudice to the © 

| eventual political settlement for Palestine. | - 

* See letter of November 24, 1947, from the Acting Secretary of State to Presi- 
: dent Truman, Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, p. 623. |
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oe In dealing with the Palestine problem through the United Nations | 
we must face this problem on at least four fronts: | 

__ 1. We must persuade the more moderate Jews in this country to © | 
break the hold which a minority of extreme American Zionists now has | 
on American Jewry so that Jewish leaders in this country, instead of j 
continuing to push Palestine Jews into an extremely nationalistic posi- | 
tion, will endeavor to impress upon them the importance of assuming . : 

, a reasonable and moderate attitude of cooperation with the Arabs. : 
2. We must make the Arab leaders, particularly those of the Arab : 

League and of the Arab countries, understand that unless they on their — 
part are willing to adopt a conciliatory and reasonable attitude of co- | 
operation with the Jews, the security and prosperity of the whole 
Middle East will be gravely threatened. _ CS 

| 3. We must sternly insist that Great Britain and other democratic 
powers join us wholeheartedly and energetically in an effort to find a 
peaceable way out of the Palestine impasse and point out to them that : 
our failure in this respect may well undermine the security of the _ | 
Western world. | | | me | 

) _ 4. We must impress upon both Republican and Democratic leaders, 
including Presidential candidates and members of Congress, the — 
gravity of the Palestine problem and endeavor to gain their coopera- : 
tion in seeing that the Palestine problem is no longer to be treated as a | 
football of domestic politics, but as a matter seriously involving the | 

| security of the United States. Lo ae , 

Recommendations: - | | oo | 

A procedure along the following lines is recommended, subject, of | 

course, to the approval of the President : . | 

1. That you suggest to the Secretary that as soon as he can do so | 
without seriously risking the success of the Conference, he leave | 

Bogota, announcing that he is returning to the United States to devote — 

| a major portion of his time and energy to the Palestine problem. - 

_--:Q, That the Palestine problem again be considered by the National — | 

Security Council as a matter of urgent national importance and that | 

. a firm, clear-cut decision be taken with regard to it which meets with | 
the approval of the President and the Secretary. | | 

| 3. That in consultation with the President, the Secretary have a 
conference or a series of conferences with leaders of Congressand the 

two political parties in order to remove Palestine from domestic poli- : 

ties and to give it its rightful place as a dangerous and difficult inter- 
national problem. The support of these leaders for the decision taken = 

by the National Security Council should be solicited. 7 
4. That in consultation with the President, the Secretary call a con- - 

- ference of the outstanding leaders of the Jewish Community in the _ | 

| United States in order to obtain their support for our policy as de- | 

veloped by the National Security Council. Their cooperation should _ 
be requested to the end that the Jewish Community in the United 

- States do its utmost to prevail upon the Jews in Palestine toadopta => 
reasonable and conciliatory attitude. The influence of Americans of =~ 

-.  Ttalian origin exerted in the Italian elections is an example of what ; 
might be done along this line. , _ oe : ,
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ae 5. That he talk both in Washington and in New York with repre- 
| sentatives of the Western Powers in order to obtain their cooperation 

with regard to Palestine and that he send personal messages on the — 
. _ subject to Bevin and other key persons. _ a 

_ 6. That he impress in personal conversations upon representatives - 
of the Arab countries in the United States the fact that the Arab 
world will face political and economic disaster if the Palestine situa- _ 

| tion develops into mass fighting, and that unless the Arabs adopt a — | 
reasonable and conciliatory attitude, such fighting involving an in- _ 
creasing number of peoples and nations is likely to take place. These 
talks should be followed up with appeals to key Arab leaders abroad. 

_ These appeals should be of a friendly but stern nature. / - | 
7. Every effort should be made to explain through the press, radio, 

public addresses, etc., our position to the American people and to gain 
public support, We should abandon our present defensive attitude and 
take the offensive in a confident and courageous manner, calling upon 

| all loyal citizens to back up the policy of the Government in an effort 
_  toachieve bipartisan support. - : oe 

| | a a Lfoy] W. H[enprrson] | 

| . Editorial Note | | 

— President Truman, in reply to a question at his press conference of a 
| _ April 22, 1948, concerning the possible sending of American troops to 

Palestine, stated: “We offered to furnish our share of a United Na- | 
tions police force. That is the only way we will send troops anywhere 
under the United Nations. As a part of a United Nations police force | 

| for the enforcement of the orders of the United Nations, we will fur- 

| nish our share, just as Mr. Austin said we would.” (Public Papers of 
the Presidents of the United States: Harry 8. Lruman, 1948, page 229.) | 

867N.01/4-2248: Telegram Bo | - 

| The Consul at Jerusalem (Wasson) to the Secretary of State - 

a ee — Swrusanent, April 22,1948, 
: 468. Following is text of declaration adopted by General Zionist — 

Council in Tel Aviv April 12:7 a 

| “We have decided, relying on the authority of the Zionist movement — 
and the support of the entire Jewish people, that upon the termination 

| of the mandatory regime there shall be an end of foreign rule in Pales- 
, tine, and that the governing body of the Jewish state shall come into 

being. - Te ; a 
Oo _ “The state which the Jewish people will set up in its own country 

will guarantee justice, freedom and equality for all its inhabitants 

*The Department, citing press reports of April 18, had requested the text of 
| this son (telegram 265, April 13, 6 p. m., to Jerusalem, 501.BB Palestine/
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regardless of religion, race, sex, or land of origin. It is ouraimto | 

' make it a state in which the exiles of our people are gathered together, - | 

in which happiness and knowledge shall prevail and the vision of the : 

prophets of Israel shall illumine our path. | - | 

“At this hour, when bloodshed and strife have been forced upon us, if 

we turn to the Arabs in the Jewish state and to our neighbours in : 

adjacent territories with an appeal for brotherhood, cooperation and 

| peace. We are a peaceful people, and we are here to build in peace. Let 

- us then build our state together, as equal citizens with equal rights and | 

- obligations, with mutual trust and respect, each with a true under- 4 

| standing of the others needs. ee | | I 
“Our lives are dedicated to defending the liberty of our people. If . | 

: further trials and battles are in store for us, we shall defend withall 

our might the achievement upon which we placeourhopes. OE 

“Right is on our side. With us are the hopes of the past generations =§-—s F 

| of our people. With us is the conscience of the world. With us are 

| deposited the testament of the millions of our martyred dead and the 

resolute will to live of the millions who have survived. The sanctity | 

of our martyrs and heroes rests upon us, and the God of our Fathers : 

— .  willhelpus.” | ce 

| a | _ Wasson | 

501.BB Palestine/4-2248 : Circular telegram . | - | | 

| The Acting Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic and Consular | 

a | : 7 Offices” | | 

| SECRET - Wasuineoton, April 22, 1948—7 a. m. | 

Reference is made to Dept Radio Bulletin No. 94.0f April 20 quot- — , 

ing statement regarding Palestine by Ambassador Austin in the First | —_ 

Committee of the General Assembly on that date. - a | 

| Particular attention is directed toward those paragraphs dealing - | 

with efforts which US has made in concert with other members of UN a 

since Special Session of May 1947 to achieve solution of Palestine . — | 

| problem which would be acceptable to Jews and Arabs of Palestine. _ 

| Particular attention is also directed to conclusion informally reached 

| by members of SC on March 19 that “it was impossible to find the 

| necessary agreement, either among the peoples of Palestine oramong ss 

the members of the Security Council, to permit the peaceful imple- — | 

mentation of the Assembly Resolution” of November 29,1947 which 

| provided for partition with Economic Union. It was for this primary = 

reason that US thereafter suggested necessity for immediate truceIn 

Palestine, early convocation of Special Session of GA and temporary 

__ trusteeship for Palestine which would provide interim governmental Ot 

machinery in Palestine following termination British Mandate on 

May15. © a | | OO 

| Call for truce was issued by SC April 17; Special Session GA was _ | 

| convoked April 16; US submitted draft trusteeship agreement April20
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oe as working paper to members UN for their consideration as feasible — 
| form interim governmental machinery for Palestine following termi- 

nation British Mandate May 15. It is hoped other meinbers UN will | 
have suggestions to make concerning this draft, that it will be debated | 

| shortly and that if any members have alternative suggestions as to 
_ other forms interim governmental machinery they will make them as | 

soon as possible. ee : | | 
| _ You are instructed to discuss question of Palestine along foregoing 

| lines immediately with Prime Min, For Min or Chief of State or if, 
_ you deem it helpful with all of them. You should make it clear during 

| your talks that unless way can be found at once to prevent situation in 
Palestine from developing into open warfare security of whole ME 

. will be seriously threatened and economic situation of Arab world 
is certain to deteriorate with result that its economic development will 
be retarded for many years to come. You should also make it clear that 

, _ so long as Palestine situation continues to remain serious threat to 
peace of ME it would seem to be pointless for US to endeavor to enter = 
Into any arrangements of political or economic nature looking forward 
to promotion of security or economic improvement of ME. oo 

You should impress upon officials with whom you are talking that 
| no matter how deep an interest US may have in maintenance of secu- 

rity of ME and in development of ME prosperity it feels that there 
are no effective measures which it can take in this direction until way : 

| 1s found out of Palestine impasse.2 : 
| Sent to Baghdad, Beirut, Damascus, Jidda and Cairo for action ; 

| Yepeated to Jerusalem, London, Paris and New York for info. 
Baghdad, Beirut and Jidda please await immediately following © : 

telegram * before taking action. | - 
| . a | Loverr 

+The Office of Financial and Development Policy called a meeting on May 7 
to discuss the economic implications of the political situation in the Middle 

_ Hast. The meeting was attended by nine economic officers and two NEA repre- 
sentatives. The memorandum covering the conversation was. prepared by Samuel 
J. Gorlitz of the Division of Investment and Economic Development. It stated 
that “after general discussion, it was agreed that the circular telegram of | 
April 22 to Middle East missions should be interpreted to mean that despite 
our long-range policy of positive economic assistance to the Middle East states, — 
execution of specific projects should be delayed until the Palestine situation has 
been clarified, but that planning activities should continue.” (890.50/5-—748 ) 

| ? Ambassador Tuck conveyed the purport of the circular telegram of April 22 
to Egyptian Prime Minister Nokrashy on April 24. He advised that “Nokrashy | 
Pasha listened attentively, then remarked that message which I had delivered 
was very serious. While he did not say So in as many words, I had the inescapa- 
ble impression that my statement to him—with reference to pointlessness for 
US to endeavor to enter into any arrangement of a political or economic nature 
looking forward to promotion of security or economic improvement of the ME 
pending solution Palestine impasse—was, in fact, an attempt by our government 
to force Arab states to modify their present policy toward defense of Palestine.”. 
(Telegram 410, April 24, 5 p. m., 501.BB Palestine/4—2248 ) 

* See telegram 117 to Baghdad, April 22, p. 850. | | | |
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501.BB Palestine/4—2248 | ot 

Memorandum by Mr. Robert M. McClintock to the Under Secretary _ 

| of State (Lovett) | | I 

TOP SECRET oo [Wasuineton,] April 22, 1948. | I 

The following comments present a preliminary view and are offered _ 

| on my own responsibility as I have not had an opportunity to discuss | E 

them with Mr. Rusk: | | 

1. On the basis of the intial reception of our trusteeship suggestion =f 

' it is apparent that the delegations in New York City are distinctly 

| lukewarm. They await concrete evidence of our willingness to send | 

| troops to Palestine to maintain a temporary trusteeship. They will not 

-_-_- vote for such a trusteeship unless there is implementation by the United | 

| States, to say nothing of other powers. | | ae : 

9. Ambassador Douglas reports in his 41672 today? (attached) 

: that an agreed truce by the Arabs and Jews is most unlikely; that, ' 

in the absence of agreement between the parties, the proposal. for | 

| trusteeship will require the use of substantial force; and that the 

__ British will not participate in the use of force against either the Arabs) __ : 

. or Jews to impose an unacceptable regime. , | 

'--- 8, The Australian Delegation announced yesterday that it would 

today introduce a resolution (copy attached *) which, in effect, would 

| reaffirm the recommendation of November 29, 1947, for the partition 

of Palestine. The Australian resolution does not indicate by what — 

means this recommendation can be carried out. It is much to be doubted | | 

whether the Australian resolution could muster a two-thirds voteofthe } 

members of the United Nations, However, it is possible that the Aus-— 

tralian resolution, in light of the fact that there will be many absten- | 

tions on the vote, may receive a majority in Committee 1 of those 

delegations which do vote. 7 

4. As indicated in my earlier memorandum to you, the French 

Representative, Ambassador Parodi, has strongly urged that some- 

| thing be done to save J erusalem. It seems probable that this will strike 

| a responsive chord in the United Nations and elsewhere. Measures to 

_ protect Jerusalem will be popular measures; they will be highly at- | 

tractive to the Jews, who are concerned for their 100,000 fellows now 

cut off inthe capital city, and they will givethe impressiontothe world 

that the United Nations is “doing something” about Palestine. The — 

- ehances are strong, therefore, that the basic Palestine problem will / 

| 1 Infra. oO so | 

2Copy not found attached; see UN document A/C.1/279, April 21. . |
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__ presently be placed to one side in favor of immediate measures for the 
oe security of the Holy Places in Jerusalem or, in other words, Jerusalem 

| itself. A copy of the French resolution on Jerusalem is attached 
- herewith.? | a | | | 

5. I have a strong hunch that if the Jerusalem enclave, as traced on — 
| the map * which I sent you this morning, is established by the General | 

_ Assembly and if the other Powers subscribe forces for its ‘protection, — 
| the Palestine problem may be well on the road to a more or less auto- - 

matic solution. If the enclave were defended against the admission of 
: refugees from without (which isa valid point raised by Mr. Henderson 

| in his memorandum to you of April 19), the partition of Palestine 
along the lines of ethnographical boundaries would come about almost - 

_ automatically except for the two cities of Jaffa and Haifa, each of 
| which have large segments of both Jewish and Arab inhabitants. - 

Oo 6. It seems to me that, not receding from our present position in | 
oe favor of trusteeship (which gives us leverage in both directions with 

either the Arabs or the Jews), we might find it convenient to go along 
: with the French suggestion for special measures in behalf of Jeru- 

salem; secure, on the basis of a crusading contribution, the dispatch 
| of a fairly numerous group of armed contingents from United Nations 

_ members for the protection of Jerusalem, and then sit down to let _ 
| nature take its course.’ A further step at this Assembly would be, in - 

light of our proposal for a temporary trusteeship, to move the sus- _ 
pension pending further developments of the Assembly’s resolution of 
November 29, 1947. An additional and necessary step would be an 
agreement by Great Britain, the United States, and France, under 
United Nations auspices, to maintain a naval patrol of the Palestinian 
coasts to prevent illegal immigration, while at the same time under- _ 

| takings should be given by the Arab States to prevent immigration _ 
from the land frontiers of Palestine. - 7 - 

| 7. Although prophesy is perilous, it is possible that the establish- 
| ment of a hard core of security from J erusalem to the sea would bring — 

about a de facto partition of Palestine with the Jewish State centered 
- on Tel Aviv and extending north along the coast to almost, if not 

including, Haifa.° I should not care if Transjordan, Lebanon, Syria, 
and Egypt took over the rest of the country. 

| * Copy not found attached ; see UN document A/ C.1/280, April 22. © | , * Copy not found in Department of State files. 
- ® Marginal notation by Mr. Lovett: “I have talked to Rusk and told him we 

a must push Jerusalem safety as directed.” 
| ° Marginal notation by Mr. Lovett: “I think you are wrong.” | ,
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501.BB Palestine/4—2248 : Telegram | a | | 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 
mo of State — - | | 

mor SECRET Lonvon, April 22,1948—l1a.m | 

a 1672. Deptel 1875, April 17. For Lovett from Douglas. Oo ! 

| 1. Very late yesterday afternoon, after Bevin had discussed our = fYW 

1 ‘proposals on Palestine with the Prime Minister and his colleagues, he 4 

spent an hour reviewing the matter with me. We meet again today 

tocontinue. — a | : | 
_ 2, Bevin’s views expressed yesterday were as follows: 

(a) He and his colleagues think that an agreed truce by the Arabs 
and the Jews is most unlikely ; | oT 

(6) That in the absence of agreement between the parties, the : 

proposal for trusteeship will require the use of substantial force; and _ | 

(ce) That HMG will not participate in the use of force against either 
- the Jews or the Arabs to impose an unacceptable regime. | 

3. I can assure you that Bevin is deeply concerned; that he recog- | 

_ nizes the dangerous possibilities in the situation; that his attitude 1s | 

_ not inspired by an unwillingness to cooperate. Should the British use | 

. force against either party, and should Arabs lose lives as a result, the _ 

consequences extending from Pakistan through the Middle East may si 

| present us both with an even more dangerous problem. Bevin hopes ) | 

that we understand the dilemma. He will talk with me further about | 

the matter today. | : | | 

oe | DovucLas | 

vs 501.BB Palestine/4—2248 : Telegram | Oo - 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 

a | the Secretary of State Oo 

SECRET New Yor«, April 22, 1948—9: 46 p.m. on 

488. For Henderson and McClintock from Kopper. Following is" | | 

summary of conversation which took place early yesterday evening | 

_ between Prince Faisal, Sheikh Hafiz Wehba, and Sheikh Alireza of 

| Saudi Arabian delegation to Special GA and Jessup and Kopper: oe 

Conversation took place in Faisal’s apartment after it had been 

suggested to Saudi Arabian delegation that it might be helpful for 

two delegations to exchange views regarding draft US working paper. | 

on trusteeship agreement for Palestine. Conversation lasted almost | 

two hours. Alireza acted as interpreter. | ae |
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| | Faisal commenced conversation with general observations express- _ 
Ing Arab attitude regarding current situation in Palestine, trusteeship as a principle, immigration, land policy duration of trusteeship, and other matters. eS | | 

Faisal declared Arabs were concerned about establishment of trust- : eeship. Experience of Arabs during past 25 years with mandate system 
had been unsatisfactory. They were inclined therefore to look with | apprehension on trusteeship in light of this experience. He expressed _ view that in any event trusteeship should be in conformity with UN 

' Charter. He did not think US paper followed Charter in some respects, 
particularly immigration. He observed other trusteeship agreements 
did not have provisions for immigration. He wondered what sort of 7 UN agency would actually be the administering authority for Pales- | tine. He said trusteeship agreement, termination of which was depend- 

| ent upon achieving agreement between Jews and Arabs, was unsound. 
Jews would never agree to plan for government of Palestine until they 
had succeeded in bringing in sufficient number of immigrants to point 
where Jews were in majority in Palestine. Faisal also felt that there 

- would have to be more adequate provisions on question of land policy. . 
_ In addition, he thought powers vested in governor-general left little 

to peoples of Palestine who were in reality able to govern themselves. 
| Faisal continued by saying Arab states were anxious to cooperate 

with US in finding just solution for Palestine question. It was his 
| opinion, however, that US had not been firm enough in face of Jewish 

_ demands. He stated Zionist demands for their own state were recent 
in origin and that at time of Balfour Declaration and as recent as 

| 1939 Zionists had no idea of achieving a national state. It was only 
because of the support which they were able to obtain in this country 

| that they pressed their aspirations to the point of establishing a state. 
He said Arab states had clearly demonstrated their desire to cooper- 

a ate in finding a solution. Arabs were willing to support system in 
| Palestine which would guarantee fullest. protection to minorities. 

Arab governments could not, however, be unaware of public opinion © 
at home. Public opinion in Arab states would not stand for Arab gQov- 
ernments agreeing to solution which was unjust to Arabs of Palestine. _ 

Jessup replied along following lines: 7 | a 
| After expressing appreciation to Faisal for his frank and openly 

expressed views he assured latter that US was aware of Arab feeling | 
_ regarding mandate system. He pointed out however trusteeship pro- 

| posal contained in US working paper gave Arabs great measure of 
. self-government. Jessup also explained that we were making a con- | 

| certed effort to find solution to fill vacuum which might exist in the 
| very near future in Palestine. We had come to conclusion that trustee- 

- ship was the most equitable and just method for solving situation at 
this time. He explained that UN trusteeship with Trusteeship Council
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in [charge of?] administration seemed more desirable to US than | 

single trusteeship. Regarding question of whether US had been firm [ 
enough with Jewish demands, Jessup pointed out to Faisal that it ; 

| must be quite apparent to latter that US Government was being at- | : 

| tacked by sympathizers of Zionist cause for being too lenient in face _ . ; 

of Arab demands. a | : 

On subject of immigration, Jessup pointed out to Faisal that US : 
had been willing to face up to this most difficult problem by incor- =f. 

_ porating a provision on it in draft trusteeship articles. This was an | 
effort to assist in solving DP problem and find formula which would 
be acceptable to both parties. Faisal asked why Palestine should absorb __ 
all Jewish DP’s. He thought Palestine had received fair share. In | 

. addition, recent immigration of Jewish persons to Palestine had been 

- from Eastern Europe and were not legitimate DP’s. Jessup pointed : 
out to Faisal that US believed that any article on immigration in | 

__trusteeship agreement should insure that only legitimate DP’s be 

allowed in Palestine. Faisal was reminded of remarks made by Sec- 
retary on subject last October. Jessup observed that we thought some __ | 

progress had been made in US Congress regarding entry of DP’s : 
| intoUS. © | a a | 

Conversation then turned to truce. Faisal thought an impartial com- | | 

mission might be useful and he said Arabs would cooperate in truce | 

if it were very clear that its terms would be fairly applied to both 
sides and that Jewish groups would not continue to follow political 
ambitions. It was pointed out that SC resolution contained stipulation | 

on importation of armaments and entry of fighting personnel. Hehad 

raised questions about these points and did not seem to be thoroughly — 

apprised of the content of the SC resolution. | a | 
| Conversation then turned back to trusteeship and Faisal reiterated 

necessity for finding more suitable article on termination. He then _ 

remarked that one major factor which ought to be taken into con- _ 

- sideration by US was danger of communism in Near East. J essup 

; assured him US was quite well-aware of problem of communism. There 

| ensued an interchange regarding amount of Communist infiltration 

into Palestine during recent years and number of Communists on 

Pan York and Pan Crescent. After 10 or 15 minutes inconclusive dis-  _ : 

cussion on this subject, Jessup suggested conversation be resumed oe 

Thursday and that we discuss trusteeship proposal article by article. _ 

- Conclusion: Though evidently apprehensive regarding trusteeship,  =»— 

Faisal at no time dismissed it as possible solution. On contrary, it | 
| appears that, if articles on immigration, land policy, and termination — — 

. can be drafted more specifically, likelihood of Arab acceptance of | 

trusteeship planisstrong. | ae 

| | Oe | AUSTIN
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Co 501.BB Palestine/4—2248 ; Telegram | / | 

| Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iraq 

| SECRET —  Wasuineron, April 22,1948—7 p.m: _ 
| 117. Cirtel April 22. Reference is made in this connection to assist- 

ance which Iraq Govt has informally requested in relation to serious - 
| politico-economic situation described Embtel 288 April 17.1 Dept 

. views this situation with deep concern and requests you express our 
_ feelings this sense to Regent and other officials with whom you dis- 

_ cuss matter adding our hope that situation may soon be alleviated. __ 
_ You should, however, point out that while USGovt is sincerely 

| desirous of being of assistance, it would be difficult for USGovt to 
) give consideration to appropriate measures in this respect as long as _ 

‘ Palestine question remains unsettled, (Reference last two substantive 
| _ paras cirtel April 21 [22] ?) | | 

Sent to Baghdad for action; repeated to Beirut 17 9, Damascus 127, 
_ Jerusalem 285, Jidda 140, Cairo 449, London 1445, Paris 1345 and to | 
New York 243.for info. | | 

oe | | -  Loverr | 
1 Not printed ; Ambassador “Wadsworth described the Iraqi situation as | “seriously disturbing”, citing drought conditions, crop failure, bread shortages 7 | and riots, soaring food costs, unseasonable unemployment, and strikes. He ad- vised that the Foreign Minister, a fortnight ago, had requested United States. support of an Iraqi application to the Food and Agriculture Organization for =~ | 40,000 tons of cereals and that the Prime Minister had discussed with the | Ambassador the possibility of a dollar loan or a dollar advance by American oil companies against future royalties (501.BB Palestine/4—1748), 

| *The Department, on April 22, sent telegram 180, of similar import to Beirut, oe repeated to Baghdad, Jidda, and other posts, in connection with “recent informal approaches by Lebanese Legation to Dept in connection with plans for carrying . out broad. program for development of agricultural, hydro-electric and other : resources of Lebanon.” (501.BB Palestine/4—2248) The approaches were made | in an undated memorandum by the Lebanese Legation and were received in the . Division of Near Eastern Affairs on April 9 (890H.61/4-948). 

501.BB Palestine/4—2248: Telegram _ | . = 
| The Ambassador in the United K ingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 

_ = _.. of State - | 

_ TOP SECRET US URGENT _ _ Lonnon, April 22,1948—8 p.m. 
| | 1697. For Lovett from Douglas. Deptel 1418, April 21. | 

1. Neither Bevin nor the Foreign Office have any knowledge of the 
press conference nor of the pointsmade. © | 

- 2. Bevin says that while paragraphs One to Four in your cable 
_ represent the official British position, that which was represented to 

_ have been said as summarized in the paragraph succeeding No. Four | 
is without authority. So | | | 

: 8. I pressed on Bevin our hope that the UK would fill the breach __ | 
in Palestine until a UN solution had been found, and made it clear
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to him that we had not abandoned the hope that the UK, France and | 

other powers might be able to join US in sharing the burden of im- | 

plementing a temporary trusteeship if it were voted by GA. Bevin) 

said that he cannot participate in the use of force to impose a regime | 

: ‘which is unacceptable to the parties. He did, however, write out for | 

-_- me the following: | Se a 

- “We were in fact willing to play a part if there were agreement, but | 
| much has happened sirice, and withdrawal has gone so far. In the _ 1 

| absence of agreement between Jews and Arabs it is impossible to | 

speculate, but if agreement were reached and we were approached, we = =| 

would, of course, give it immediate consideration.” * E 

| | | | . | | DovucLas — 

7 ~ London, on April 28, advised of information from the British Foreign Office 

that the British Delegation at New York had given a press conference making E 

- the points. set forth in telegram 1418 to London but that “only New York Times 

correspondent saw in statement hint of new British policy.” The Foreign Office ; 

also. indicated that point 3 of Department’s telegram 1418 might be better. : 

: expressed by saying that while the British Government would not enforce a 

truce, it might consider a supervisory role until August 1 if both sides were to - 

accept a truce. (Telegram 1704, 501.BB Palestine/4—2348) | a f 

- 501.BB Palestine/4-1948 _ a ae 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense (Forrestal) — 

TOP SECRET : - Wasnineton, April 23, 1948. 

Dear Mr, Secretary: I have received your letter of April 19 out- | 

| lining certain of the possible implications, from the standpoint of | 

United States foreign policy in other areas, of the decision of this Gov- | 

ernment to declare its readiness to undertake a share of the burden of _ , 

providing the police forces required during a truce and temporary — | 

 trusteeship in Palestine. ne : 1 

-  _Thave taken careful note of your views, and you may be sure that | 

they will be given full consideration by this Department in any con- an 

tributions that it may make to the formulation of national policy. | 

_--[ think I should point out, however, that the contingency that you | 
describe, under which this country would be required to deploy ap- __ 

_-- proximately 50,000 men for service in Palestine, is still not an ac- 

_tuality, and we cannot yet know whether, or in what form, it will | 

materialize. In any case, it would represent a difference of degree, 
rather than substance, as compared with the situation which hasexisted 

- _ heretofore. In fact, leaving the possible use of an American contingent 

in the’ United Nations police force for Palestine out of the picture | 
entirely, it seems clear from your letter that the forces available at | 

-_- present are inadequate to support fully our policies in the other areas _ 

- mentioned, or elsewhere. | a | 

It has rarely been possible for us to feel that the armed establish- 

ment maintained by our Government at any particular moment would _ :
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| be adequate, without further strengthening, to support the major ob- 
jectives of our foreign policy in the face of all eventualities. Very. 

| often, in the past, the sanction for the position taken by this Govern- __ 
ment in international affairs has unavoidably had to be, in large meas- | 

“ure, the reserve military potential of this country rather than its forces _ 
inbeing, Ce, ES 

- The Department of State has consistently endeavored, by testimony 
before committees of Congress and in all appropriate ways, to ad- 

| ' vocate the strengthening of the military, naval and air forces of the 
| United States through rapid establishment of the Selective Service 

System and the more long-range program for universal military train- | 
- ing. You can be assured of the Department’s fullest cooperation in 

| _ doing everything possible to accomplish the speedy passage of legis- 
lation which will put this Government in a better position to meet 
‘ts many responsibilities in the realm of foreign policy, some of which, 
as you point out, may require the availability and possible use of 

7 armed forces | | : | 
Sincerely yours, Rozert A. Loverr 

* Secretary Forrestal replied the same day, his letter to the Secretary of State _ stating in part: “I appreciate that the contingency which I described has not | . - yet become an actuality. My sole purpose in writing was to indicate some of the military consequences which might result in the event that the deployment _ of troops to Palestine should become necessary asS.a result of the United States | proposals. In any event, I believe our thinking must take into account that this contingency does in fact exist.” (501.BB Palestine/4—2348 ) OC 

| - eS Editorial Note | - 

On or about April 23, the Department submitted for White House © 
_ Clearance a draft resolution to be introduced into the Security Council, 

___-which read as follows: “The Security Council establishes a truce com. - 
mission for Palestine composed of representatives of those members 
of the Security Council except Syria which have career consular officers 

| in Jerusalem, whose functions shall be to assist the Security Council in 
bringing about the implementation of the resolution of the Security | 
Council of 17 April, 1948; requests the commission to report to the 

an President of the Security Council within 48 hours regarding its activi- 
| ties and the development of the situation, and subsequently to keep the | | 

Security Council currently informed with respect thereto.” A marginal _ 
notation by Mr. McClintock on a carbon copy of the draft resolution 
notes Presidential approval at 5 p. m., April 23 (501.BB Palestine/ 
42348) , - oe a | 

: At the meeting of the Council on the same day, Ambassador Austin 
| introduced the draft resolution, but added a preamble and two para- | 

graphs dealing with the right of travel by the proposed Commission 
| and the furnishing of personnel to it. The text of the draft, as intro-
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duced, is printed in SC, 3rd yr., No. 62, page 15. During the discussion 

that followed, Ambassador Austin accepted a number of amendments. 

In the ensuing voting, the Council accepted the resolution calling for ; 

establishment of a truce commission, by eight votes in favor, with the | 

Colombian, Soviet, and Ukrainian Representatives abstaining. For sf 

the official text of the resolution, numbered 48 (1948), see SC, 3rd yr., | | 

Resolutions, 1948, page 17. | 7 | 

--«-BOL.BB Palestine/4-2348 | | | 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Near Eastern and 

African Affairs (Henderson) to the Under Secretary of State - | 

(Lovett) , | a a YE 

| TOP SECRET. oe | -[Wasutneron,| April 28, 1948. | 

In event the United Nations is unable to bring about a truce in 

Palestine and is unable to agree on interim governmental machinery | 

for Palestine following the termination of the British Mandate on  ~—E_—if 

: May 15, the present fighting in that country will undoubtedly increase | 

and conditions of anarchy will prevail. It now appears that the Mem- . 

| bers of the United Nations at the Special Session in New York are sss 

anxious to make some sort of an arrangement for the protection of | 

| Jerusalem and surrounding Holy Places, not only for religious and | | 

humanitarian reasons but also in the hope that a nucleus of interna-_ | | 

tional control in the Jerusalem Area might ata later date be extended | 

tothe rest of Palestine. oo | 

| At the present moment it is uncertain whether the General Assem- | 

-— . bly will go along with the United States suggestion of a temporary 

trusteeship for all of Palestine, whether some other form of interim 

| governmental machinery will emerge or whether the General Assembly — 

will do nothing at all. As this uncertainty is continuing, the Depart- | 

ment has prepared a trusteeship plan for the J erusalem Area which | 

may be introduced at the United Nations as soon as it is considered 

desirablettodoso. | | | 

--' This agreement is brief and contains only an essential grant of 

| powers to the Governor-General forthe emergency period. _ a 

A draft agreement for this purpose is attached as Tab A.t Your 

attention is called to the following considerations : oe | 

— Lerritorial Scope — a nn 

| It is believed that the Jerusalem Area should include not only the | 

present municipality of Jerusalem, together with the surrounding ~ . 

a p ‘gone printed; for revised version, see telegram 256, April.26, to New York, | 

598-594-7622 | |
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| villages and towns but should also include the area of Palestine be- 
tween Jerusalem and the Mediterranean and should include the ports 

: of Tel Aviv and Jaffa and the airport at Lydda in order to prevent oe 
the inland isolation of Jerusalem and its environs and to provide access 
to the sea and the outside world. (See map attached Tab B? and 
Explanatory NotesTabC?). | ee 

| Security Forces — ee oe oe 
The United States is willing to undertake its share of responsibility — 

along with other Members of the United Nations which may be selected - 
by the General Assembly for the provision of police forces which will 

_ be required to maintain interim law and order in the Jerusalem area, 
which would include the City, its environs and the area between them __ 
and the coast. (If no other Members of the United Nations are willing 

_ to undertake their share of such responsibility, the United States, as 
a last resort, would if authorized by the United N ations, assume this 
task on behalf of the United Nations. It is contemplated, however, that 
such action as the armed forces might take would be preliminary and 

| of limited duration pending the establishment of a United Nations 
. administration and the recruitment of United Nations security forces 

for the City of Jerusalem and the area between it and the coast. ) | 

Fumancial Aspects — ses , | | 
- _ Apart from extraordinary security expenditures, Palestine as a 

whole has been financially self-supporting. It has been estimated that — : 
the City of Jerusalem, under the provisions of the resolution of No- | 

| vember 29, 1947, would have been virtually self-supporting, but only 
because it was entitled to receive from 5 to 10 percent ofthe custom 
receipts of Palestine under the economic union. Since it may be impos- _ 

| sible to make a similar provision in a special arrangement for protect- 
| _ ing the Holy Places, particularly if the rest of Palestine is in a dis- — 

ordered condition after May 15, there will undoubtedly be a deficit in 
. the ordinary administration of the territory in addition to the expense © 
involved in the maintenance of outside security forces. _ | 

It would seem most feasible to-separate the expenses of administra- 7 
tion from those of providing outside security forces. The United Na-  - 

: tions asa whole could provide financial support for the administration 
of the territory while the expenses of security forces could then be 
borne by those Members of the United Nations which supply forces. __ 

_ Possibly a plan could be worked out by which part of the money thus _ 
| supplied by the United Nations could be recoverable from the future _ 
__. revenues of Palestine after a final settlement for the territory asa __ 

__- whole has been reached. | o a 

- # Not found attached. | So 
* Not printed. | _
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Administrative Measures Se | 

| During the initial period of the establishment of control over the ft 

area, it would probably be necessary, because of the likelihood of con- | 

siderable disorder, to combine in the military commander both mili- — : 

tary and civil powers of administration. This could be accomplished | 

o by having him appointed as Governor of the area. He would thus be of 

| free to act in time of crises without being delayed by the necessity of | 

—_ gonsulting a civilian administrator. It would not be desirable, how- of 

ever, to prolong such a concentration of authority in a territory under 

United Nations control, any longer than necessary. Therefore, after a 

relative condition of order has been established, the civilian adminis- 

tration should be separated from the military commander and placed | 

in the hands of a civilian Governor. oo | 

Legal Basis | | | Oo | 

The provision of a firm legal basis for the actions of the United _ 

Nations in this case would seem particularly important because it | 

appears inevitable that the use of armed forces will be required. Prob- 

ably the most satisfactory legal basis would be obtained in the use of | 

the United Nations trusteeship system. This would, in the first place, | 

provide a clearly legal means of transition for changing the status of | 

the territory. Moreover, by the designation of the United Nations as | 

the administering authority, the trusteeship provisions of the Charter 

--would not only create an obligation on the part of the United Nations sf 

- to ensure the maintenance of law and order in the territory, but also | 

provide justification for United Nations action in fulfilling its | 

a obligation, a | | | 

501.BB Palestine/4-2348 : Telegram | | a | 

The Ambassador in the Unated Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 

a | of State ey | | | 

| TOP. SECRET US URGENT Lonpon, April 23, 1948—4 p. m. | 

1705. For Lovett from Douglas. | : oe | 

1. As you know, discussions with Bevin on Palestine are, because | 

of British sensitiveness to the subject, extremely delicate. This morn- — | : 

| - ing’s British newspapers carry headlines to the effect that the British , 

_ are considering joining with other countriesinatrusteeshipandimply — | 

- that I am putting pressure on HMG to this end. These stories seem to. 

~ emanate from Washington, because nothing has been said to the press _ 

here either by anyone in the Embassy or, in so far as I can tell, anyone  ~—s_—itJX 

in the Foreign Office. One story from Lake Success gives as its au- | 

-. thority “source close to US Cabinet.” You will understand, I know, 

why these press accounts make my task, difficult at best, even harder. _ | 

I know your difficulties. (Embtel 1697, April 22.) Be
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2. Am confident that the British will not agree to participation in a | 
- _ trusteeship, unless preceded by a truce, and unless it does not involve 

the use of force to impose on the two parties a regime which is un- 
| acceptable to them. | | | 

3. It is, however, in my judgment remotely possible that if a truce | 
an be arranged and the Jews and the Arabs can be persuaded ingood = 
faith to sit down around the table for the purpose of amicably settling | 

_ their differences, the British might be persuaded to assume a major, 
if not exclusive, role within the limits of their reduced forces and ad- a 
ministrative personnel in Palestine. If you agree, I should like to put | 

_ the question to the British as to whether they would lend such assist- 
| ance on these conditions. _ Os ee | 

| 4. I have not found Bevin stubborn or unfriendly. He is, however, | 
in view of his assessment of the situation, at a loss to suggest a pro- 

| posal in which he has confidence and which meets the specifications | 
_ arising out of an extraordinarily delicate political situation here. In 

this connection, I confirmed yesterday my previously reported opinion 
| that the Conservative Party and practically all of the Labor Party — 

would oppose bitterly the retention of troops in Palestine. 
. 5. As I view the situation, it divides itself into two parts: The first | 

is the naked question of Palestine; the second is the way in which 
_ British position, as represented publicly in the US, is casting a cloud 

on our relations, and probably will cause, unless the situation changes, | 
greater tension to the disadvantage of both countries everywhere. Both 
questions I have, of course, discussed with Bevin; the latter in an en-_ 
deavor to persuade him to take some position in regard to the former. 
I think, however, that the matter is of sufficient importance for me to 
suggest tactfully to him that I discuss the issue with him and the | 

ss Prime Minister, particularly stressing the second part of the question. | | 
oe ws | Dovuenas 

* Marginal notation on an information copy of this message in the handwriting . of Mr. McClintock: “Analogous to U.S. position as stated by Austin April 20.” 

501.BB Palestine/4—2348 : Telegram . 

Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United K. ingdom 

TOP SECRET US URGENT | Wasurneton, April 23, 1948—6 p.m. 
a 1469. For Douglas from Lovett. Your 1705, Apr. 23, has been given _ 

careful consideration : | PS ro 
1. Answer to your para. 1 would seem to be as set forth in para. 1, 

your 1704, Apr. 23.1 We are fully aware of extra difficulty which such 
| press accounts impose on both govts. — | . | 

* Not printed ; but see footnote 1, p. 851. | |
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2, Position set forth in your para. 21s closely analogous to statement = = | 

of Amb. Austin in Committee 1, Apr. 20, when he indicated that truce 

was of utmost importance and emphasized that US was not prepared : 

to act alone in this matter. — | | oo 
| 3. You are authorized to inquire of British whether they would _ | 

| lend assistance in working out a concrete solution for Palestine along © | 

lines indicated your para. 3. Without indicating any intention of this | 

govt. to favor a special arrangement for Jerusalem, you should also 4 

| sound out Bevin as to his attitude on French proposal introduced in | 

- 1st Com. yesterday calling for special measures to assure safety of 

Jerusalem, its Holy Places and inhabitants. For your secret info., _ 

while we by no means have altered our primary objective to secure 

truce with temporary trusteeship for Palestine as a whole, we would _ 

not oppose special measures for security of Jerusalem if they won sub- | 

stantial measure of support from other delegations. : | | 

4. You are authorized to discuss these mattersin your discretionalso sf 

_ with Prime Minister along lines of your para. 5 and within instruc- | 

tions set forth in Deptels 1375, Apr. 17 and 1260, Apr. 9. a | | 
‘Repeated USUN as 249. a eT 

Oo | | Oo Loverr —s 

-«-§01.BB Palestine/4-2448 : Telegram . | 7 | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Consulate General at Jerusalem 

SECRET USURGENT © Wasurneron, April 24,1948—lp.m. © | 

| NIACT oo | | : | 

998. We believe that career Consuls General of France, Belgium, | 

and U.S. in Jerusalem should comprise SC Truce Commission under 

resolution adopted by SC yesterday, text of which was repeated to 

| you by telegram. Dept’s next telegram will provide you with text of 

$C Truce resolution April 17. ) ee 

_ An informal working group of representatives of France, Belgium > 

and U.S. will however meet in New York for purpose of consulting = 

with Jewish and Arab leaders now in New York as well as with Creech : 

; Jones and other U.K. representatives. | 
- USUN expects shortly to telegraph Dept outline of possible articles | 
of Truce and this working paper will be sent to you for guidance _ 

although at this stage it should not be regarded as committing this _ 

government. ee 
. Please establish immediate contact with High Commissioner and 

leaders of JA and AHC. You will of course immediately consult with 

your French and Belgian colleagues as to organization of Truce Com- > 

| mission and, in concert with High Commissioner, how its work can 

most expeditiously be carried out. | |
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| In your conversations with JA, AHC ‘and British you should em- 
| phasize extreme importance which this government attaches to prompt 

compliance with SC Truce resolution by parties concerned. Sg 
Repeated to USUN, London, Paris, Brussels, and Arab capitals = 

for info only. | igh : : oe 
oo Oo a Loverr 

. 501.BB Palestine/4—2548 : Telegram - 

| Lhe Unrated States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 
| —— | | the Secretary of State 

| TOP SECRET US URGENT. _ New Yor, April 25,1948—7 p.m. | 
- 902. For Lovett from Rusk. Following two talks with Proskauer? 

and _two talks with Fawzi Bey, I have drawn as a purely personal | 
a document the following draft articles of truce for Palestine in an effort 

to find some basis fof agreement between Jews and Arabs on a truce. 
These articles envisage the possibility that we may getatruce without 
getting any further arrangements for government on May 15, hence 
they provide certain minimum responsibilities for orderly public line | 
under the general supervision of the SC Truce Commission. Obviously, 

| if our trusteeship proposals succeed or if some other arrangements are | 
adopted, they could be quickly fitted into truce arrangement. | - 

| | On the procedural side, it has been emphasized both to Proskauer | 
| and Fawzi Bey that these suggestions have no official standing what- 

ever and are an attempt to ascertain a basis on which some go-between 
~~ such as Entezam or Padilla Nervo? might bring the parties together. 

If these articles become public they should be disclaimed and should be | 
considered as one of several efforts being made by private persons to 

| find some agreement... oo So 
Both Proskauer and Fawzi Bey have been sufficiently receptive to | 

encourage a further effort along these lines. For example, Fawzi Bey __ 
now has permission from Cairo (which he says must mean the Arab 

_ League as well) to sit down with a go-between and Jewish representa- 
tives for an informal talk not involving a commitment on his part. 

| Since both Jews and Arabs may be commenting further on these 
draft articles, any comments which Department may have will be 
welcome. One eventual use of such articles might be a public demon- 
stration of the efforts which have been made to obtain a truce along | 

a reasonable lines in the event that one or both parties prove completely 
| intransigent and we face inevitable large-scale fighting on May 15. 

Some consideration might be given to a statement by the Secretary at 
an the appropriate timing [sic] which might disclose such intransigence, = 

* Joseph M, Proskauer, President of the American Jewish Committee. : 
? Nasrollah Entezam and Luis Padilla Nervo, Iranian and Mexican Representa- _ 

- tives, respectively, at the United Nations. : | oO |
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) set forth the reasonable basis for such truce proposals and mobilize ~ | 

‘public opinion in support-of a truce, or at least prepare public opinion : 

| for the increased fighting which we will not have been able to avert. — | 

~ Text of articles of truce for Palestine now follows: a | 
[Here follow the 15 articles which formed the basis for the Infor- | 

mal Truce Proposals for Palestine, printed on page 866. ] ; | ] 
a ) a ; [Rusk] | 

| a a | AUSTIN t 

-- 867N.01/4-2648 | ) | - | 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of Near 

wey | Eastern and African Affairs (Henderson)+ | 

TOP SECRET - [Wasuineton,| April 26,1948. 

Participants: Asad al-Fagih, Minister of Saudi Arabia, . So | 
oe Mr. Henderson, NEA | | | 

ee Mr. Merriam, NE | eS 

‘The Minister called by appointment at his request. Referring to | } 
Prince Feisal’s desire to have a quiet talk with me in New York,the  —s_ | 

- Minister said he hoped that I would be able to go to New York for | 
this purpose. He said that the Arabs were not convinced that the | 

United States really wanted trusteeship. If it did, the United States | . 

would have been using its influence in support of trusteeship far more : 

than it had. He intimated that if the Arabs were convinced that the : 

United States wanted trusteeship, the Arabs would quite possibly | ) 
support it if their. fears on the key problems of immigration, land | 

gales, and duration of the agreement could be set at rest. He thought | 

_ that a talk between Prince Feisal and myself would help the Arabs = 

to make up their minds. - | | | 

- -I said that I wanted very much to see Prince Feisal but up to the i 

present time I had simply been unable to get away. I hoped to be able 

to do so in the near future. . Oo | | oe } 
| I pointed out: that the problem was very different from what it had , 

been last fall. We were unwilling to press trusteeship in the absence | | 

of Arab and Jewish acquiescence, Neither the United States nor any | 
| other country would undertake any responsibility with respect to _ | 

_. trusteeship if it would have to be imposed. Our difficulty was that the 

~ Arab and Jewish positions were still far apart. I asked ifthe Arabs | 
oo had been in touch with any moderate Jews such as Dr, Magnes.? The | | 

_ . Minister indicated that they had not. , oe a 

: 1 Drafted by Mr. Merriam. _ a, | | ne 
? Judah L. Magnes, President of the Hebrew University at Jerusalem. -
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_ The Minister said he felt that if the Arabs were convinced that the — 
| United States was serious about trusteeship, and if their principal 

fears could be overcome, there was a good chance that, with United — 

_ States and Arab influence and support, trusteeship would get a two- | 
thirds vote in the General Assembly. — 

He entirely agreed with my remark that the Near East would be 

| ruined if peace was not established in Palestine, and expressed grave 

fears over Communist designs. He was convinced that the Communists 
| wanted to create chaos and that if things went badly forthe Arabsthe _ 

- Communists would supply them with arms in order to keep the fight- 
| ing going. | | es, 

| 501.BB Palestine/4—2648 : Telegram - 

The Secretary of State to the United States Representative at the 
| United Nations (Austin) | 

SECRET US URGENT WASHINGTON, April 26, 1948—2 p. m. | 

256. There follows working paper on possible draft trusteeship 

_ agreement for security zone of Jerusalem. This paper is sent for your 

comment but not for discussion with other delegations pending final — 

clearance in Dept. | - 
: As indicated by telephone to Rusk this morning Dept strongly feels | 

_ that special regime for Jerusalem should be UN trusteeship : | a 

Temporary TRUSTEESHTP AGREEMENT FOR THE JERUSALEM AREA 

7 | PREAMBLE _ 

: Wuereas the territory known as Palestine has been administered 
by the Government of the United Kingdom under 'a mandate assigned _ 

by the Principal Allied and Associated Powers and confirmed by the 

Council of the League of Nations; and — 
| Wuereas Jerusalem and its surrounding area contain many Holy 

Places sacred to Christians, Jews and Moslems alike; and So 
7 Whereas it is imperative that pending a final settlement of the 

, Palestine problem the Jerusalem area be protected ; | 
Now Tuererore The General Assembly of the United Nations : 

hereby resolves to approve the following terms of trusteeship for the 

Jerusalem Area: a 
So ARTICLE 1 | | So 

a The Trust Territory of Jerusalem, consisting of __-- 
, _ as defined on the attached map and hereinafter referred to as 

| “the Trust Territory”, is hereby placed temporarily under the Trustee- 
_ ship System of the United Nations. - |
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OO | ARTICLE 2 | | 

The United Nations is hereby designated as the Administering - 

Authority for the Trust Territory. The Trusteeship Council, operating | 

; under the authority of the General Assembly, shall exercise the func- 

tions of the Administering Authority. | | 

| The Administering Authority shall have full powers of administra- = 

| tion, legislation, and jurisdiction over the Trust Territory which shall  § 

be exercised through the agency of the Government ofthe Trust Terri- . sf 

tory as hereinafter provided. OS | oe 

| 7 ARTICLE 4° - | | 

1, The Government of the Trust Territory shall consist of a | , 

Governor-General and such organs of self-government as intheopm- | 

jon of the Governor-General will meet with cooperation from the _ 

-.- various communities of Palestine. | | | 

2, The Governor-General shall be appointed by and may be removed | 

by the Trusteeship Council, subject to the provisions of Article 5, 

paragraph 3. | | | BO | | | 

8, The Governor-General shall be subject to the instructions of the | 

Trusteeship Council. He is hereby invested with full powers to ad- | 

minister the Trust Territory in accordance with the provisions of | 

this agreement and the terms of the Charter of the United Nations. | | 

| | a ARTICLE 5 — | a | 

1. The Governor-General shall be responsible for the organization | | | 

and direction of the police forces necessary for the maintenance of : 

internal law and order. SN 

- 2. The Governor-General shall organize volunteer forces in accord- - | 

ance with Article 84 of the Charter of the United Nations, to provide | 

- for local defense and the maintenance of internal law and order. oo 

7 8. Pending the organization of the forces provided for in para- - | 

| graphs 1 and 2 of this Article, the Governor-General is empowered a 

to call upon the Govts of _____, which shall, for a period of time to 

extend not later than Dec. 31, 1949 provide for local defense and the 

- maintenance of internal law and order. | | oe 

7 oe : ARTICLE 6 / _ - a 

1. The territorial integrity of the Trust Territory and its status as | 

defined in this Agreement shall be assured by the UN. ee
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| | 2. In the event that the Governor-General is unable, through the use 
a of the forces provided in Article 5, to maintain the territorial integrity 

| of the Trust Territory against an act or threat of aggression, he shall 
a request the Secretary General to bring the matter to the immediate _ 

| | attention of the Security Council. a | he 

, . ARTICLE 7 | a 

The Governor-General shall, under the authority of the Trusteeship 
| Council, assure the protection of the Holy Places, religious buildings | 

| and sites within the Trust Territory, as well as of educational and _ 
, cultural establishments and charitable institutions and hospitals, the 

- rights of which will be maintained as they were before the termination - 
of the Mandate. oe | | | 

| “ARTICLE 8 Oo Oe 

_ 1. The Trusteeship established for the Trust Territory by thisagree- —__ 
. ment shall be without prejudice to the rights, claims or position of the - 

_ parties concerned in the Trust Territory and the remainder of Pales- 
tine, or to the character of the eventual political settlement for the 

- Trust Territory and the remainder of Palestine. | 
2. It shall be the duty of the Governor-General to-ensure that no 

activity prejudicial to the eventual political settlement for the Trust 
_ Territory and the remainder of Palestine shall take place within the | 

a _ Trust Territory. as OO | 
. ARTICLE 9 ne 

1. This agreement may be altered or amended in accordance with | 
| Article 79 of the Charter of the United Nations. : 

2. ‘This agreement shall terminate upon Dec. 31, 1949 unless other- 
wise determined by the General Assembly.t | | | 

, | ee | MarsHALt 

. *The Department, on April 27, informed USUN that the White House had . 
cleared the draft trusteeship agreement transmitted in telegram 256. The De- 

. partment also requested deletion of the words “subject to provisions of Art. 5, 
para. 3” from subparagraph 2, Article 4. (Telegram 258 to New York, 501.BB_ 

| Palestine/4-2748) a Se - . 

-- 867N.01/4-2648 : Telegram a a | ae 
_ Lhe Ambassador in Egypt (Tuck) to the Secretary of State | 

CONFIDENTIAL - — Catro, April 26, 1948—6 p. m. 

_ 422. Current plans for entrance Arab states forces into Palestine 
_ prior May 15 now being discussed Cairo with participation regent of -
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Iraq, have hit snag in opposition Egyptian Government to such par- sf 

-. ticipation, according to well informed source. Nokrashi Pasha * op- 

| poses such action generally, and by Egypt in particular, because: (1)) sf 

Fear of repercussions in Egypt at UN with adverse effect on Anglo- | | 

Egyptian relations; (2) All Egyptian forces now required in Egypt | 

- for internal political reasons. These believed to be fear of Wafdist = = JJ 

disturbances, possible attempt at coup and renewal of police strike; 

(3) Troops inadequately armed and equipped, hence would be ineffec- +t 

tive. This argument believed inspired by view that defeat Egyptian 

Army at hands of Jews would effectively destroy Egyptian contention | 

, that it can defend itself without foreign assistance; (4) Fear that Arab 

- forces might prove ineffective in protecting Palestinians, therefore Ob 

- permanently damaging Arab cause in Palestine. Oo |  * 

a Presence here Abdul Tah * with Iraqi Army officers believed due to a 

desire to influence King Farouk to support resolution relative par- 

ticipation Arab armies in Palestine as prepared recent discussions | 

Arab League Military Commission in Amman.’ Regent 1s said to be | 

urging King Farouk with argument Egypt cannot continue to do less 

for Palestine than other Arab countries without losing place and © | 

prestigein Arab world. | | | . 

a Sent Department as 422; paraphrase sent Arab capitals, | | 

BS a - | Tuck | 

| ° 1 Beyptian Prime Minister. : | | | SO _ , 

?'The Regent of Iraq. a | . Se | 

- §Yondon, on April 26, reported the substance of a telegram of the previous day’ | 

from British Minister Sir Alec S. Kirkbride to the British Foreign Office, which = | 

stated that King Abdullah, Regent Addul Ilah, the Lebanese Prime Minister, the 

| Iraqui Minister, the Transjordan Ministers and General Ismail Safwat, an Iraqi, : 

. who was Chairman of the Arab League Military Staff Committee, had met at | 

Amman on April 24. The upshot of the meeting was that the “Lebanese Prime — , 

Minister is going Cairo with letter from King to Azzam stating Transjordan 

, -  eannot cope alone with Palestine situation and before moving wants assurance 

full support all Arab states re men, money and materials. Letter asks for 

pounds 1 and 1% million credit. Regent is also going Cairo to ascertain whether a 

Egyption Govt prepared help.” (Telegram 1733, 867 N.01/4-2648 ) oe . 

oe Editorial Note - | | | | 

Mr. Jessup made a statement before the First Committee on April 27, | 

_ in which he discussed several questions involved in the United States 

| conception of trusteeship for Palestine (Department of State Bulletin, 

May 9, 1948, page 592). The United States draft resolution calling for — 7 

; the reference of the United States working paper on the matter to the 

| Fourth Committee was defeated later the same day, when the First |
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| Committee by a vote of 38 to 7, with 7 abstentions, decided to under- 
| take its own examination of the working paper (GA (II/SS), Main 

Committees, page 129). eRe a . 

| 501.BB Palestine/4-2748 : Telegram | 

| The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 
7 . a the Secretary of State | 

| — [Extract] SO | 
TOP SECRET New Yorx, April 27, 1948—12:30 a. m. 

a 511. For Lovett from Rusk. Preceding telegram contains latest 
| - draft articles of truce! which Shertok asks Wasson deliver JA repre- 

sentatives Jerusalem. Similar text will be furnished Arab representa- 
tives New York early Tuesday for their consideration. I recognize | 
some possibility this personal activity may complicate matters, yet 
both parties are clearly within range of agreement and both prefer | 
this indirect and unofficial procedure. If Department sees points of 
danger as discussions continue, I shall try to guide us back into desired | 

| line, but my theory thus far has been to give parties their maximum 
chance since they are moving toward agreement.? 

| _ Proskauer has been most helpful with Shertok. At meeting late 
Monday night of Proskauer, Shertok, Ross and Rusk, Proskauer told _ 

| Shertok that opinion in US was rapidly concluding that fighting must - 
stop before anything else can happen and that JA must watch closely 

) its public relations at this juncture. Unfortunately short time limit | 
in latest draft was effort to meet Jewish fear that we had inmind some _ 
“indefinite” truce which to them seems to mean permanent truce. Al- | 
though I should have preferred to leave duration up to SC if we can 

7 get Palestine question into discussion stage between Arabs and Jews, 
| _ resort to arms will become increasingly difficult. | 

Proskauer drafted new text of Articles 6 and 7. My estimate is that _ 
once Arabs can confess their willingness to accept immigration arti- 

| cle, final agreement will turn upon wording of Article 6. Oo 

* No. 510, April 27, not printed. The draft articles are in the memorandum pre- 
pared in the Department of State on April 28, p. 866. | 

*Mr.- McClintock, in a memorandum of April 27, notified Mr. Lovett of tele- — 
phonic information from New York the Same day that the conversations by 
Mr. Rusk and his associates with Jewish and Arab spokesmen had: been making — 
hopeful progress. Practically all articles had been agreed to by Mr. Shertok . 

| and Fawzi Bey as spokesman for the Arab League. Disagreement was still 
manifest on the question of immigration but discussions were continuing - 
(501.BB Palestine/4—2748).
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If truce can be agreed along lines these articles, result may have | 

substantial bearing upon our trusteeship proposals. Both JA and — ' 

| AHC dislike trusteeship and may prefer some ad hoc arrangement i 

of less formal character. US delegation’s position thus far has been : 

sufficiently flexible to permit adjustment to any alternative preferred | 

‘by Arabs and Jews. [Rusk.] | 

: _ Bo : | AUSTIN 

867N.01/4-2748: Telegram — | | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the U nited Kingdom | 

TOP SECRET Us URGENT | WasurneTon, April 27, 1948—7 p. m. 

NIACT . 
_ | 

4506. For Douglas. We are concerned at reports which are reaching | 

- us to effect that Abdullah is planning invasion of Palestine in near : : 

| future with armed forces of Trans Jordan and that armed forces of , 

| other Arab countries may also cross Palestine borders. — | | 

| If armed forces of any Arab country should invade Palestine we do 

| not see how US Govt could avoid taking energetic position in UN | 

pointing out that invasion is violation of Charter and insisting that = 

appropriate steps including if necessary despatch of forces under — | 

| auspices UN be taken to eject invaders. If enforcement action pro- 

posed to SC was vetoed it seems likely that five permanent members 

under Art. 106 would consult to provide necessary military forces. 

~ Developments of this character might lead to extensive warfare in 

ME and give Russia opportunity to send Soviet forces into area. Fur- _ 

. thermore such developments might well nullify all efforts which Brit — 

and US Govts have been making during past year to work out parallel | 

policies in ME for purpose of maintaining security in that area. If 

- forces of Abdullah invade Palestine it would be difficult to dispel — a 

impression not only in US but throughout the world of Britcomplicity 

in matter in view of close military and economic relations existing be- | | 

tween UK and Trans Jordan. 

Please discuss this matter at earliest possible moment with Bevin 

and Attlee and point out to them how important it is in interest of 

security of Middle Kast, world peace and efficacy of Brit-Amer co-. | 

operation that Brit Govt use all its influence to restrain Abdullah from 

engaging in such an adventure.’ | | 

~ Sent to London for action, repeated to New York 259, for info only.. 

Be : - MarsHarr | 

| ~ 1 Marginal notation : “OK H[arry] 8. T[ruman]”. - bole
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501.BB Palestine/4—-2748 : - 7 . a 

| Memorandum Prepared in the Department of State * 

7 CONFIDENTIAL — BS [Wasurneton,] April 28, 1948. | 

Text or Inrormat Truce Proposats ror PALESTINE 2 

| “The Arab Higher Committee and the Jewish Agency for Palestine _ 
accept the following articles of truce for Palestine effective midnight, 

| April 30-May 1, 1948 and accept responsibility for insuring com- | 
pliance by the Arab and Jewish communities of Palestine therewith Do 

| a “ARTICLE 1 | 

| “All military or para-military activities, not authorized by the 
_ Security Council Truce Commission, as well as acts of violence, terror- 

. ism and sabotage, shall cease immediately. | —— 

— 0 “ARTICLE 2 | : | 
a “Armed bands and fighting personnel, groups and individuals, what- | 

. _ ever their origin, shall not be brought into Palestine nor be assisted | 
or encouraged to enter Palestine during the period of the truce. : 

7 oo “ARTICLE 3 | oe 

a “Weapons and war materials shall not be acquired or imported | 
into Palestine by the Arab Higher Committee and the Jewish Agency 
for Palestine, nor shall any assistance or encouragement be given to - 
the importation or acquisition of such weapons and war materials. 

| . “aRTIOnE 4 . 

| “All Jewish and Arab armed elements in Palestine shall be immobi- 
lized and their activities during the truce shall be under the super- 
vision of the Security Council Truce Commission. Oo 

| “ARTICLE 5 

_. “Any person or group of persons found by the Security Council 
Truce Commission, after proper investigation, to have committed acts 

- | 3 Transmitted to Mr. Lovett by Mr. McClintock with his memorandum of 
April 28. | | ; | “As set forth in telegram 510 and as modified in telegram 515, both dated 
April 27, from New York. The former message, sent by Mr. Rusk to Mr. Lovett, 
requested the Department to “relay following text of articles of truce to Wasson | in Jerusalem for his information and for delivery to Dr. Leo Kohn, Jewish — 
Agency for Palestine, at the request of Moshe Shertok. Wasson should under- 

_ stand unofficial nature of these draft articles which are basis for go-between 
effort in New York and are not U.S. official proposals. Wasson is at liberty show . . these privately to his French, Belgian and British colleagues but should not 
Show them to Arab authorities or discuss with Jewish and Arab authorities at 

7 this juncture.” (501.BB Palestine/4—2748) Consul Wasson, on April 27, ac 
knowledged receipt of the two relays from New York and advised that the 
previous day he had met with his French and Belgian colleagues to discuss -
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| of violence, terrorism or sabotage contrary to the terms of this truce, | . 

shall be immediately expelled from Palestine or placed in custody 

- wnder arrangements to be made by the Security Council Tr uce | 

Commission. oe | : 

— | “ARTICLE 6 a ' 

“During the truce, and without prejudice to the future governmental | : 

structure of Palestine, existing Arab and Jewish authorities shall §= | 

| accord full and equal rights to all inhabitants of the area in which | 

| such authorities are functioning; further, no steps shall be taken by sf 

Arab or Jewish authorities to proclaim a sovereign state during this | 

truce. | ( : — a | | 

an oo “ARTICLE T | . a 

- “The Arab Higher Committee and the Jewish Agency for Palestine 

accept the Security Council Truce Commission during this truce as | 

a mediator to maintain by mutual collaboration public order and | 

essential public services and to adjust administrative problems. _ | 

| | _ “ARTICLE 8 | 

“All persons, groups and organizations in Palestine pledge their | 

-. maximum effort to preserve the holy places and to protect allactivities =| 

connected therewith. — 7 
| | “ARTICLE 9 | 

| “All traffic and communications throughout Palestine of the nature 

declared by the Security Council Truce Commission to be peaceful 

and nonprejudicial in character shall be allowed complete freedom _ | 

of movement and operation by all parties in Palestine. _ Ce 

| | - “ARTICLE 10 | CO - 

“During the period of the truce, 4,000 Jewish displaced persons a 

, shall be allowed to enter Palestine each month. The selection and ad-. 

ss ministration of such immigration shall be assumed jointly by the 

International Refugee Organization and the Jewish Agency for Pales- 

tine, in consultation with the Security Council Truce Commission and - 

the Arab Higher Committee. The Security Council Truce Commission 
and the Arab Higher Committee shall determine, in consultation with _ 

| the Jewish Agency for Palestine, the quotas and selection of all non- _ 

Jewish immigration.? a a 

organization of the Truce Commission (telegram 491 from Jerusalem, 501.BB 
Palestine/4—2748). President Truman, on April 28, nominated Mr. Wasson to be | 

United States Representative on the Truce Commission, subject to Senate con- 

firmation (telegram 264, April 28, to New York, 501.BB Palestine/4—2848). 

?Mr. McClintock’s memorandum of. April 28 to Mr. Lovett noted that “all 

. [articles] except Article 10 dealing with immigration have been provisionally a 

. agreed upon, subject to approval by their principals, by representatives of the . , 

4 o748) Agency and the Arab League in New York City.” (501.BB Palestine/ | |
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a | - “ARTICLE 11 

“The Security Council Truce Commission shall institute or arrange : 
patrols both by land and by sea to ensure that immigration into Pales- — 
tine does not exceed the agreed number and conforms with the selection — : 

_ requirements set forth in Article 10, above. | 

| ) Spon 12 | 

| “The Arab Higher Committee and the Jewish Agency for Palestine 
undertake to assist the United Nations in the establishment of a tem- 

| porary international zone, as a matter of emergency, for the protection 
of the city of Jerusalem. a | | 

| oe “ARTICLE 13 | 

“The Arab Higher Committee and the J: ewish Agency for Palestine 
| undertake to participate in the establishment of a Palestine truce 

council, composed of three representatives of each, to effect the joint 
. action necessary for the execution of this truce and to assist the Secur- _ 

ity Council Truce Commission in carrying out its functions, a 

oe EG 7 & apron 14 | 

“This truce shall remain effective for three months, and thereafter 
a unless either the Arab Higher Committee or the Jewish Agency for 

Palestine gives at least thirty days notice of termination to the Se- 
_ eurity Council Truce Commission. The Security Council Truce Com- 

/ mission shall immediately notify the Security Council of the receipt 
by it of any such notice of termination.” | 

a 867N.01/4-2848 CO 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the Under Secretary of State 

| - Ee —— (Lovett)* 

SECRET a - [WasHrneron, | April 28,1948. 
| Participants: The Right Honorable the Lord Inverchapel, British 

, _ Ambassador : a, 
| Mr. Lovett, Under Secretary of State 

| | Mr. Llewellyn Thompson, Deputy Director for Euro- — 
| EH pean Affairs : | 

_ The Ambassador handed me a copy of the attached memorandum 
| on Palestine.? I indicated that it was a rather late date for Mr. Bevin _ ) 

* Drafted by Llewellyn E. Thompson, Jr., Deputy Director of the Office of 
EHuropean Affairs. 7 : : 

*No. G.96/ /48, dated April 28, not printed; it cited a report from the High , 
Commissioner at Jerusalem of “increasing indications that the Jews were con-
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to be bringing to our attention the situation in Jerusalem,as we had 

| been doing our utmost to arrange a truce both in Palestine generally — 

and in Jerusalem particularly and to prevent armed action. I referred : 

also to the fact that the Jews appeared to have gone further toward — 

agreeing to the arrangements proposed for Jerusalem than the Arabs. © 

I pointed out that at the very moment we were talking the United 

States was struggling with this problem in the United Nations and 

that last night we had received indications that a truce might be 

arranged. The Jews appeared ready to agree, but the Arab representa- : 

tive was obliged to cable home for instructions. _ Oo : 

The Ambassador said that the British representative in J erusalem 

thought that the police there were not adequate to preserve orderand —_ 

that dependence on them was not realistic. _ ce | ) 

I replied that I agreed that it was unrealistic unless a truce couldbe | 

arranged. If a truce could not be brought about and lived up to, we =—sif 

~ might be forced to take some action such as a financial embargo against | 

- Palestine and countries of the Middle East. We would hate very much 7 

| to be obliged to take such measures as we knew that none of the coun- | 

tries in the Middle East were in good shape. I expressed surprise that __ a 

Mr. Bevin felt we had any influence whatever over the Jewish attitude _ | 

and added that in any event we had no information to justify Mr. | 

Bevin’s comment that the Jews were considering a large-scale attack | | 

on Jerusalem. I felt he should present this whole Palestine situation | | 

and our views frankly to Mr. Bevin. as | 

| ’ [informed the Ambassador that we had instructed our Ambassador _ 

in London to impress upon Mr. Bevin the importance of not allowing | 7 

+ the Arabs to take armed action against Palestine. I said that the fact 

| that Great Britain had trained and officered the Transjordan Legion __ 

- might create an impression both in the United States and elsewhere, | 

| in case the Transjordanese troops should invade Palestine, that such — 

invasion had been acquiesced in by Great Britain. | : : a 
The Ambassador replied that the reports about Abdullah did not — , | 

| appear to be correct and that they did not understand that he was | 

| contemplating any such invasion. I pointed out that some of these — | 

 British-trained troops were already in Palestine and again stressed the oe 
‘importance of preventing armed action. Oo 

ne | | — Lioverr] 

sidering large-scale attacks. | on J erusalem.” The memorandum conveyed Mr. | 
Bevin’s request that the United States exercise its influence with the Jews to 
prevent such attack. ‘The memorandum noted also that British representatives in | 
the Arab States had been instructed to urge restraint on the Arabs. (501.BB 

| Palestine/4-2848) | : 

| 598-594-7623 7 | | |
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501.BB Palestine/4-2848: Telegram | a 

_ Lhe Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Egypt (Tuck) 

: SECRET . | Wasuineton, April 28, 1948—1 p. m. 

| 470. You should bring following to attention Azzam Pasha re his 
| _ Interpretation of paragraphs five and six of Depcirtel April221ascon- 
a _ stituting threat to withhold economic aid and to disinterest ourselves 
- _ in promoting stability or maintaining security of ME should Palestine 

situation continue.? It was our purpose to point out inutility and point- 
lessness of further US endeavors to promote economic well-being or 

| political security in ME in face of rapidly deteriorating conditionsin 
the whole Middle East arising from inability of Arabs and Jews to | 
acquiesce in some kind of an arrangement which would bring peace in 

| _ Palestine. | a oe / | oe 
Rather than being threat alleged by. Azzam Pasha purpose of mes- 

, sage was to make clear and emphatic need at this critical juncture for 
Arab cooperation in UN efforts to bring end to chaos in Palestine and 

| to bring home fact that US consideration of economic and political 
: aid to ME would of necessity be useless while unsolved Palestine 

| problem progressively becomes more serious and threatens peace of _ 
| that portion of world. | | 

Our advocacy of trusteeship could in no sense be imputed to make 
_ US “more responsible than any other power for present situation.” __ 

a On contrary, it was in recognition of fact that GA recommendation a 
| | of Nov 29 could not be implemented by peaceful means that truce and 
_ trusteeship proposals were advanced by US. US Govt meant what it 

: said by stating that trusteeship proposal is advanced without prejudice 
| to final political settlement for Palestine. | | | 

_ Finally, it may be said that US has most earnestly sought—and it 
| _ continues to seek—a just solution within the framework of UN de- . 

: signed for settlement of world problems such as that faced in Pales- 
Oo tine. Our advocacy of an interim arrangement such as trusteeship 

, : proposal. through established procedures of UN certainly does not 
| make US responsible for fighting in Palestine. | 

_. If it were possible for just and final settlement of Palestine problem 
__ to be achieved now and without violence, this Govt would be among 

| first to welcome it. Until such solution is found truce and trusteeship 
. proposals offer immediate means by which peace can be restored to __ 

| _ Palestine. A just and lasting solution could then be sought free from — 
| passions and violence that are daily mounting. — Co 

; ___ Sent Cairo, repeated Baghdad, Damascus, Beirut, Jidda, Jerusalem, — 
a ‘New York, London, Paris for info and use at discretion. __ Oo 

| 7 Be — Marseann © 

- 1 Ante, p. 848. 7 , 7 | 
* Azzam Pasha’s views had been conveyed to the Department in telegram 417, 

April 25, noon, from Cairo (501.BB Palestine/4—2548), not printed.
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. 501.BB Palestine/4—2848 : Telegram . a : : 

 -‘Phe Secretary of State to the United States Representative at the 
: OU ntted Nations (Austin) : 

| SECRET US URGENT Wasurxeron, April 28, 1948—1 p.m. 

NIACT OT | | ee | 

961. When French plan for safeguarding Jerusalem’ is discussed 

in TC this afternoon US rep. should express gratification at initiative | 

: of French del. in offering concrete proposals. French del. should be _ | 

asked how quickly it feels 1,000 volunteer policemen can bebroughtto == J 

Jerusalem; what emoluments and pay they would receive; what arms | | | 

they would possess and whence these arms would be obtained ; and to: | 

what authority would they look for their own authority. © : | 

Since 1,000 men would be unable to establish order ina large city if : 

7 Jews and Arabs were engaged in active hostilities it is presumed that. | 

essential condition to sending such a special police force would be | 

agreement by Arabs and Jews not to fight in Jerusalem. Please ask q 

the French if there is'‘any prospect of such agreement. _ oe 7 
US rep. should add that the French proposal for sending a volun- . 

| teer police force to Palestine would require some adequate legal basis. | 
We would gladly support. French proposal, provided it has some | 

chance of acceptance by Arabs and Jews, if it were placed within 

| framework of definite trusteeship under TC. I 

7 You are authorized in your discretion to use all or such portions of | | 

draft trusteeship agreement transmitted in Deptel 256, Apr. 26,as 
may meet this requirement. a a 

a - | 7 “MarsHALL - 

: 1The General Assembly, on April 26, by a vote of 46 to none, with seven — 
_. abstentions, approved a resolution calling on the “Trusteeship Council to study, 

_ with the Mandatory Power and the interested parties, suitable measures for the | | 

protection of the city and its inhabitants, and to submit within the shortest 

possible time proposals to the General Assembly to that effect.” For discussion | 

in the Assembly, see GA (II/SS), Plenary, p. 10. The full text of the resolution | | 

is printed in GA (II/SS), Resolutions, p. 5. | - | 

The resolution was based on a French draft resolution that was amended by — : 
Sweden; for texts, see GA (II/SS), Annew, p. 32. The United States supported 

these measures before Committee I ; for text of Mr. Jessup’s statement of April 26, 

- gee Department of State Bulletin, May 9, 1948, p. 591. : | . | 

S67N.01/4-2848: Telegram ee | | 

| The Ambassador in Egypt (Tuck) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET ee ~ Carro, April 28, 1948—5 p. m. | 

oo 436. While Arab states probably reached overall agreement April 24 7 
- regarding dispatch their armies to Palestine, it is believed basisinfor- = 
mation supplied by Azzam Pasha and other informed sources that _ 
implementation will be delayed until.1) Ibn Saud, Lebanese and ~
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Syrian Governments approve; 2) further effort is made by volunteers 
_ supplied with all remaining arms; 3) essential steps taken to mobilize 

armies and coordinate effort. Azzam Pasha left today for Beirut, 
Damascus, Amman, possibly Riyadh to “coordinate efforts”, Hilmi a 

, Hussain Bey left yesterday for Riyadh with message from King > 
| Farouk, Nature agreement among. Arab states not yet disclosed by — 

_ [6ut?] informed source believes Transjordan, Iraq and Syrian forces | 
_ will comprise strength, with units from Lebanon. Egyptian contribu- | 

_tion prior May 15 will be principally funds. a 
Attitude Iraq, Transjordan and Egyptian delegation at Arab con- 

ference apparently that sufficient action must now be taken by Arab- 
| Governments to dissipate rising pressure public opinion. Egyptian 

| Government opposition continues to entrance official troops prior __ 
May 15 (Embtel 422, April 26). No reason to believe King Farouk | 

oe has reversed categorical statement to me that Egyptian troops would 
not enter Palestine prior departure Great Britain troops (Embtel 
1387 December 3, 1947+). British Embassy has been informed that 
notwithstanding movement Egyptian troops Al Arish to satisfy public 
opinion such troops will not enter Palestine before May 15. Well in- 

| formed Egyptian army source has admitted to this Embassy that two _ 
oo trains left Cairo April 27 for Al Arish carrying an expanded head- 

quarters group, with reinforced infantry battalion, and machine guns 
. and light artillery units: totaling approximately 1100 men. Consul 

| Buell Alexandria has reported entrainment at Alexandria last night — 
infantry battalion field artillery unit destination reportedly Palestine. | 
Naval units also reported patrolling coast southern Palestine. __ 

_ Azzam informed Ireland? that recent events indicating intention 
| _ of Jews to face world with state as fait accompli had swung him over _ 

. to favoring entrance Arab armies prior May 15 nothwithstanding 
probable repercussions UN. He felt in any case that Arab withdrawal _ 

- from UN was inevitable. | | 
UE te | ‘Tuck 

* Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, p. 1295. | 
- ? Philip W. Ireland, First Secretary of Embassy in Egypt. | 

, 501.BB Palestine/4—2848 : Telegram | | 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 
the Secretary of State : | 

| US URGENT Oo New York, April 28, 1948—7:50 p. m.. 

~ . 619. Following arrangements for truce in Walled City of Jerusalem 
| were agreed upon at TC meeting April 28 by representativesof AHC 

| and JA: : a | 

_ “The representatives of the AHC and of the JA for Palestine, in 
consultation with the TC, have agreed to recommend to their respec- 
tive communities in Palestine |
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| (1) That all military operations, and acts of violence shall cease OF 
_. forthwith within the Walled City of Jerusalem ; a : * 

) (2) That cease-fire orders will be issued to take effect in the _ | 
Walled City at the earliest possible moment ; | 

(3) That the keeping of the truce shall be observed by an impartial | 
commission which shall report to the TC; and | 

_ (4) That the specific terms of the truce will be elaborated in consul- | 
tation with the two parties.” > | co | 

| | | AUSTIN | 

. 501.BB Palestine/4—2948 : Telegram | . - 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to | 
| the Secretary of State ~ oe 

- TOP SECRET = URGENT | New York, April 29, 1948—12:35 p.m. _ : 

| —§26. For Lovett from Rusk. Prospects for a truce now turn on deal- | | 

ing with the question of immigration on which there is a very wide 
- gap between the parties. Each side faces pressure of explosive Arab | 

and Jewish public opinion and the serious threat of extremist and ter- ~— — | 
rorist groups. There is little hope that we can get formal agreement in | , 
advance on immigration but some chance that we could get acquiescence - 

- Inan arrangement “imposed” from the outside which would keep their. 
| respective records clear, establish no precedent in principle and leave | 

‘both sides entirely free in later negotiations on the future of Palestine. | | 
The same kind of problem probably will arise in connection with other | 

_ issues such as land purchase and land tenure.* | | 
_ Both sides appear to agree that 1t would be a pity to lose a truce over | 

these issues, yet each seems to be unable to extricate itself from its _ 
present position. It occurs to me that there is some possibility in an 
agreement that, during the period of the truce and without prejudice to | 

| the future governmental structure of Palestine, the SC Truce Com- — | 
mission might be given emergency authority to determine a temporary _ 

* Messrs. Jessup and Rusk and other members of the United States Delegation _ 
met at Prince Faisal’s apartment in New York on April 28 for a three-hour . | 
discussion on the articles of truce with the Chairmen of:the Saudi Arabian, 
Syrian, Iraqi, Egyptian, and Lebanese Delegations. Mr. Kopper’s memorandum 

, of conversation states that “The attitude of the Arabs regarding immigration 
- . was summed up by Prince Faisal as follows: The Arabs cannot sign any docu- 
ment which would permit the entry of a single Jew into Palestine. Speaking 
for the Arab Delegations, however, he wished to point out that they were most. 

| anxious to do their utmost to find a final solution. While they could not legally | 
accept immigration, they might restrain themselves from any action against a 
immigration if the following conditions could be present : . oe 

“1, Immigration would take place for a limited period of time not to extend | 
| [beyond] the truce. After the truce, immigration would cease altogether. | 

| 2. The amount of immigration should not exceed the present quota of 1500 | 
per month. — | | | 

“3. All immigrants should be women and children but not young warriors. 
“Tf these conditions were fulfilled, the Arabs would promise to curb the Arab 

people and to acquiesce although they could not sign any document. This accord- . 
- ing to Prince Faisal was frankly all that could be done at this time.” (IO Files,. 

 -US/A/C.1/684) — -
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| _ solution which could be acquiesced in but need not be accepted by the | 

a parties. Such authority might be granted on the basis of an under- 
standing or an exchange of letters between the members of the SC | 

-_- Truce Commission and the parties setting forth the general lines which 
the SC Truce Commission would follow with respect to an issue like — 
immigration. © ee — | | 

_ Any such arrangement would be subject to the termination of the 
truce on proper notice from either party. However, this would con-_ 
siderably enlarge US involvement in Palestine issues because of our — 
membership in the SC Truce Commission. I believe we should be > 7 

oo prepared to pay that price for a truce for three or four months since 
we should at long last get the parties into some form of collaboration 

| and into negotiations with each other. Every week of such joint effort — 
- reduces the possibility of eventual open warfare. I am reluctant to 
suggest this to the parties, even on a personal basis, without some 
assurance from the Dept that the US would be willing for the SC : 

Truce Commission to undertake the tasks agreed to in accordance with 

the revised articles of truce which follow. _ | 

_ If the Dept is willing for me to proceed on this line, we should have | 

Arab and Jewish reactions within a day or so. At that point Dept 
| must consider whether the time has not come for full governmental _ 

| effort to establish a truce on basis of position representing maximum 

| agreement between parties, using diplomatic and other means to the 

limit. The emphasis being placed by other GA delegations upon imple- _ 

mentation and forces together with extreme reluctance of other gov- . 

| ernments to assume any responsibility makes effective assembly action _ 

| most unlikely if there is no truce. - | , 

Text of revised articles, on which your comments are urgently — 

needed, now follows: | — : a a 

oo! [Here follows text of revised articles. Revised Article 8 read:“Dur- 

| ing the period of the truce, the AHC and the JA for Palestine accept, 

; as a matter of emergency, the authority of the SC Truce Commission 

to adjust.administrative problems such as the repatriation of Arabs _ 

- and Jews displaced from their homes in Palestine, immigration, the _ 

| applicability of existing laws, and similar questions.” | 

| oo a oo , — [Rusk] 

| oe —_ | | _ AUSTIN 

501.BB Palestine/4-2948 _ | Oo 

: Mr. Moshe Shertok to the Secretary of State 

Oo | Wasuineton, April 29, 1948. | 

| Dear Mr. Marsuat: I hasten to clear up a serious misunderstand- 

ing which seems to have arisen. I understand that at an off-the-record | 

press conference yesterday you are reported to have said that an | 

| | a |
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agreement for truce had virtually been reached between the Jewish | | 

Agency and the Arab League on 18 out of 14 points, the outstanding = I 

point on which a reply from the Arab League is yet due, being that of - 1 

, immigration.* __ | a 

-_-- regret to have to say that this is not the case. I was shown on Mon- 

day night, April 26th, a draft on which I made my comments. T indi-- 

cated a number of difficulties and objections which st involved from | * 

our point of view. On the substance I remained non-committal and 

| made it clear that I would have to consult my colleagues and that the 

final decision would be taken by the Executive in Palestine. Indeed, 

having given further thought to the matter, the difficulties grew in 

my estimation and yesterday morning I explained them to a member | 

of the United States Delegation at Lake Success, when I expressed | 

great skepticism whether the whole arrangement in its present form = — 

would be acceptable. The draft and my comments have been tele- | 

graphed to Palestine and the reply is awaited. : oo | 

| The main objections as I saw them were: first, that the proposed 

truce entails the deferment of statehood and renders its attainment, in 

‘the future most uncertain, thereby gravely prejudicing our rights) 

and position; second, that as the effective operation of the truce ob-- 

- viously involves the presence and the use in Palestine of a considerable 

force, we cannot but assume that the intention is to keep the British 

: forces in occupation and control of Palestine. , | | 

| I was also greatly concerned about the gross inequality under which oe 

we would be placed as regards arms and military training: the Arab_ : 

_ states would be entirely free to acquire arms and stock-pile them for 

eventual use in Palestine against us; Palestinian and other Arabs | 

would be free to train en masse in any of the neighboring countries; 

we would be precluded from either acquiring arms abroad or from = 

any large scale training—training which we could only organize in | 

| Palestine. — | | oe eS | - 

1+ he memorandum of the press and radio news conference of the Secretary | 

of State on Wednesday, April 28, 1948, recorded the off-the-record remarks as | | 

follows: “He [Secretary Marshall] said that, in addition to the various moves” | 

and resolutions which had been made by the Security Council, the Assembly and : 

| the Trusteeship Council, there was an unofficial effort being made to try to a 

. establish the basis for a truce until matters could be straightened out. He ex- , 

‘plained that through the offices of one of our people the representatives of the - | 

Jewish organizations and the spokesman of the Arab League had reached an 

agreement on 13 of 14 points establishing the basis for a truce. He said that the . 

' point on which they had not agreed concerned the question of immigration. | 

_ Secretary Marshall said that the Arab League spokesman had referred back his | 

agreements to the people in the Middle Hast, and that, although an answer had 

not yet been received from them, much progress had been made toward estab- | 

| lishing the basis for a truce. It was not at all sufficient, said Mr. Marshall, to. 

gay we agreed to a truce since the great difficulty in any truce was the question | | 

of what the terms of the truce would be. Referring to his experience in China, 

the Secretary explained that one got a tremendous number of obligations in- . 

volved, particularly when there was not the same sort of mediation in the 7 | 

middle for each particular issue.” (News Division Files) = oe
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| We are most vitally interested in a truce, but, with every desire to _ 
be helpful, Iam sure you will appreciate our anxiety to protect our- 

_ Selves from the grave dangers with which it may confront us. ee 
| Very sincerely yours, - : : | Mosse SHERTOK 

7 |  *Haecutive of the Jewish Agency 
| | | So for Palestine 

*Mr. Henderson, on April 29, pointed out to Mr. Epstein “the great desira-- 
bility of moderation in efforts to secure a truce. He [Mr. Epstein] stated that 
he regretted the misunderstanding ‘which had made it necessary for Mr. Shertok 
to write the letter of today’s date to the Secretary, but had felt that it was 

: necessary that the Jewish position be clear. He agreed that there was great 
. necessity to make every effort to achieve a truce, but said that the JA could . 

not agree to a truce which would involve ‘surrender’.” Earlier in their con- 
versation, Mr. Epstein had stated that “The Jewish State already exists and 
the Jews have no use for trusteeship” and “That no foreign troops are necessary. 

.. The Jews need arms and diplomatic action to prevent the invasions of outside , 
countries.” (Memorandum of conversation by Mr. Henderson, 867N .01/4-2948) 

7 _  501.BB Palestine/4—2948 : Telegram | | 

Lhe Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 
) | of State | | 

. TOP SECRET US URGENT _ _  Lonpon, April 29, 1948—8 p.m. 
NIACT | | | . 

- 1842. 1. Late yesterday afternoon was the first possible occasion 

_ I had to confer with Bevin and Attlee regarding Deptels 1469, 
_ April 23, and 1506, April 27. Events in the House of Commons com- 

bined with the Silver Jubilee made prior meeting impossible. _ | 
2. Discussed situation for an hour, Bevin doing most of the talking _ 

and Attlee giving assent to what Bevin said and occasionally inter- 
rupting with short comments of his own. 

a 3. Latest information as of Tuesday night received by British from 

Transjordan indicates that rumors to the effect that Abdullah is plan- | 
ning invasion of Palestine are without foundation. | 

4, British will use all influence possible to deter Abdullah from | 
, movement of Transjordan armed forces across Palestine frontier. | 

*Mr. Bevin informed Ambassador Douglas on April 29 that the British Govern- | | 
ment had sent a message to Amman, Damascus, Cairo, and Baghdad urging that 
no aggressive acts be undertaken. The replies thus far received indicated that 
“if the Jewish forces desist from provocative attacks and aggressive action 

- against Arab areas in Palestine, they, the Arab forces, will not engage in offen- 
Sive military operations. Several of the replies indicate, however, that the Jews 
are on the offensive everywhere, and that if this behavior continues it will be diffi- 

| cult for the Arab forces to refrain from engaging in retaliatory action.” (Tele- 
| gram 1843, April 29, 8 p. m., from London, 867N.01/4-2948). 

‘The same telegram contained an “appreciation of the situation” by High Com- 
- missioner Cunningham, which stressed the fear of the Jewish Agency “that the 
United States may attempt to impose trusteeship. These fears have finally con- 
vineed the Agency that their only course now is to establish a Jewish state
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5. British will bring to bear upon Arabs all their influence to agree | 

to a truce if the terms of the truce are reasonable. (What are our latest | 

_ ideas about general terms ofa truce?) | Oo 

Bevin believes that a truce should be effected within the next six to | i 

| eight days, and that the US is the only power that can bring persuasion 

effectively to bear upon the Jews. gh 8 Baad | | 

6. In the event truce can be arranged, the Jews and Arabs agree to 

sit around a table in good faith in an effort to settle their agreements §=— ff 

[arguments?], and the British are asked to cooperate with others = > 

either by Security Council, Trusteeship Council, or other United | 

| Nations agency, they will reconsider their entire position onthe under- | 

standing that they are not left in a solitary position of responsibility. j 

Oo | i | | Dovuctas | 

and launch an all-out offensive against the Arabs to demonstrate Jewish military | 

| strength.” _ | | ee - 

| The official British account of this conversation was conveyed to Secretary | 

Marshall by Lord Inverchapel in his note G.96/55/48, dated April 30, not printed a | 

- (867N.00/4-8048). sear ee 

501.BB Palestine/4—3048 7 a | ere 

—. Memorandum of C onversation, by the Director of the Office of United | 

De eg Nations Affairs (Rusk)* | ee 

: TOP SECRET | a _- [Wasnineron,] April 30, 1948. _ 

‘Thad twenty minutes at four o’clock this afternoon with the Presi- _ | 

-_. dent on the subject of a prospective truce in Palestine. The President 

. opened by saying that he wanted the full story and wanted to know 

what he could do to help the situation. He said that he did not wish 7 

- to approach the matter from the point of view of personal political 

considerations but wished to get the matter settled. He paused at this 

point and I remarked that an immediate truce in Palestine seemed to 

| me to be our fundamental objective. He said “Yes, that is the thing. 

Weare trying to stop the fighting.” a 7 | : 

"J then outlined to the President the course of the informal negotia- = 

tions which have been going on in New York. I told him that it had | 

- become apparent that there were sound reasons why both the Jews and | 

the Arabs needed a truce and that we had become convinced in New | 

| York that it was possible to get agreement on a great many points | 

_ which would go into a truce. I described briefly the successive stepsof 

| the conversations and pointed out that immigration developed as the | 

substantial bar to an agreement. I then indicated how we proposed to — | 

— handle it, namely, by getting the parties to agree to let the Security 

Council Truce Commission make the actual decisions on immigration | 

- during the period of the truce. I told him that we would need to tell | 

~ + Garbon copies of this memorandum, filed with the original, bear the initials 

of Secretaries Marshall and Lovett. | : : | a |
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7 the parties in identical language at the time of signing the trucehow 
_ we would proceed as a member of the Security Council Truce Com- a 

_. ‘mission to handle immigration. We would emphasize that security and 
public health considerations would govern immigration and that full 

— provision must be made for them before their entry into the country — 
and that during the truce immigration should be of a compassionate 

, nature (families and women and children) , and that the truce should . 
not be used as a cloak for a change in the military position of either + 

. side. The President interrupted at this point and said “absolutely, that 
is fundamental”. I then added that the proposed line of action on | 
immigration should include a statement to the Jews and Arabs that. we 

| _ would be prepared to admit up to 4,000 displaced Jewish persons per | 
_— month. ON | - 

| ___ _I told the President that there was a sharp difference of view inside _ 
the Jewish Agency, that men like Dr. Goldmann and Shertok (and 
according to my information Jewish leaders in Palestine) were in- 
clined to take a moderate view and to consider that a truce was neces- _ 
sary. On the other hand, extremists like Dr. Silver made up a 
formidable war party which complicated our task considerably. I 
then said that one of the serious obstacles to our negotiations was the _— 
suspicion which had developed on both sides as to just what the United 

| States was after. I told him that the Jews suspected us of trying to 
__ trap them into trusteeship against their wishes and of trying to trap , 

them into a continuance of British authority in Palestine. On the 
: other hand, the Arabs were afraid that we were trying to lure ~ 

| them into an enforced partition. I said that I had indicated informally 
to both the Jews and Arabs that if they had some such truce and 
then decided that they did not want a trusteeship but would join in 

| working out an alternative provisional government, there would be no 
_ great difficulty in meeting their agreed wishes in that respect. I added 

that we had received hence [hints?] from both sides that there might 
come a time very soon when it would be necessary for the United States 7 
to move in strongly and push the wavering parties into a final accept- 

_ ance. The President said that he would be glad to do everything pos- 
_ sible to help out in such a situation and that he wanted Secretary 

| Marshall to know that he (the President) was ready to take whatever _ 
steps the Secretary thought would hasten the completion of a truce. | 

_ The President said he wanted to give the United Nations every possible 
support in bringing about this truce and was prepared to go the limit. | 

[then told the President that he should consider the possibility that - 
the Arabs would accept the truce and that Jews would not, and that — 

7 that might create difficult problems for him. He replied that “if the 
2 Jews refuse to accept a truce on reasonable grounds they need not 

_ expect anything else from us”. I added that I had been given the im- 
' pression by leaders of Jewish opinion in New York that American ,
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- Jews were for the most part insisting strongly on a truce as a next _ 

. step. I told the President that the Department would be in touch with  —séiSg 

-_ him immediately if his own intervention were required to complete f 

the negotiations. | eS | 

| The President then asked specifically if there was anything that he — | 

could do at the moment, I told him that we must remove the element 2 

_ of suspicion from the minds of the parties. He said “I understand | 

that General Hilldring’s appointment ? may have caused some com- _ 

- plications”. I said, yes, that had been questioned, particularly since the 

announcement had come just after a very long and highly successful | 

-- meeting between ourselves and the heads of all of the Arab Delega- 

tions. I told him I wanted to be able to be absolutely clear with the = 

~ Arabs and the Jews on the future course of our policy. The President = 

| said our policy will not change. We want a truce. Tell the Arabs that oe 

our policy is firm and that we are trying to head off fighting in Pales- | 

tine. Remind them that we have a difficult political situation within 

this country. Our main purpose in this present situation is to prevent 

a, war. He expressly stated his concern over the Russian aspect of the 

| situation. He ended by saying “go and get a truce. There is no other . 

~ answer to this situation. Good luck to you and let me know if there 7 

ig any way in which I can help.” - | - | 

2 John H. Hilldring accepted appointment on April 28 as Special Assistant to — 

| the Secretary of State for Palestine Affairs. He advised Secretary Marshall, | 

, on May 26, that he was unable to take up these duties “for reasons of ill health”. oo 

| For the Department’s announcements of his appointment and of his declination | 

. of appointment, see Department of State Bulletin, May 9 and June 6, 1948, pp. 

| 618 and 751. a | . 

867N.01/4-3048 : Telegram — | . | . 

| The Ambassador in Egypt (Luck) to the Secretary of State 

Oo oO Carro, April 30, 1948. 

_ 445, Arab League note to Embassy later released press re protection a 

Holy places Jerusalem stated League anxious safeguard shrines dur- : 

ing defense against Zionist aggression says Arabs prepared accept 

- measures ensure safety and agree accept truce on following lines: | a 

(1) Suspend all fighting within city and all attacks directed _ : 

: against, in or from it. | a : 

(2) Arab and Jewish city guards not to be disarmed.. a | 

| (3) Absolute status quo ante shall be maintained within city. No | 

objection extension truce area to include Mount of Olives. Willing to 

confide maintenance Holy places to religious organizations. League © 

will contribute to Coast Guard group to implement protection plan for | 

-- ‘Holy places throughout Palestine. : : oo | 

| _ Text being pouched. . | | OO 

Se | ot BC oe Tuck | .
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_  501.BB Palestine/4—3048 : Telegram a “ | | oe 

The United States Representative at the United N ations (Austin) to | 
7 the Secretary of State — a | 

oe New Yorn, April 30, 1948—5:25 p.m. 
_ 536. Following telegram from Palestine Truce Commission to SC — 

| President read to Committee 1 on April 30: | 
“General situation Palestine deteriorating rapidly. Government de- | 

partments closing daily. Normal activities country coming to a stand- 
still, JA is acting as a general organizing body for Jewish areas and 

| attempting to replace suspended governmental activities. Arab areas | 
are depending on municipal authorities within the townships and 
villages without any central authority. Telegraph facilities ceased in 
most areas as have telephone trunk lines. Telephones still work locally 

| but with decreasing efficiency. Lydda airport is out of operation and 
- regular air communication and airmail service in and out of country — 

| have stopped. Intensity of fighting is increasing steadily. Camps and 
other important areas vacated by British forces immediately become | , battlegrounds. Operations on larger and more important scale than | 
Haifa expected shortly. Rumors tending to increase the nervous ten- _ 
Sion 1n the country.” | , ee oo 

| | , | AUSTIN | 

501.BB Palestine/5-148: Telegram _ oa . - | | | | 
Lhe Untied States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 

_ Oo 7 the Secretary of State — | 

SECRET URGENT New York, May 1, 1948—6: 44 p. m. 
_ 542. In our estimate of the present situation the prospect of success 
of the unofficial truce negotiation would be improved if some action of © 

| the GA could be taken along lines which would indicate to the JA that 
| persistence in a course of action which stakes their success on military | 

victories in Palestine would encounter disapproval by the UN. 
At the same time the situation in Committee 1 has reached the point 

. where debate is drying up and where it would be unrealistic, par- 
| ticularly in the light of rapidly deteriorating situation in Palestine, 

to press for further consideration of trusteeship proposal whether in 
Committee 1 or subcommittee in the absence of forces to implement 

| trusteeship or at least the minimum of agreement between the Jews | 
_ and Arabs which is represented by our Articles of truce. 

, We believe also that some such action as this is necessary to lay | 
groundwork for further action which might be taken in case truce 

_ hegotiations fail, GA is unable to reach definite conclusions by May 15 
| and Jewish and Arab states are proclaimed on that date. 

| Any GA action of this character would require some stand concern- 
_ Ing the present status of the resolution of November 29. We are,
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therefore, considering the possible desirability of the introduction, _ 
possibly on Monday, of a resolution along the following lines: | , 

| The resolution would begin with a recital of the resolutions adopted. 
by the SC on March 1, April 1, April 17 and April 23 and of the | | 

communication to the first committee by the president of the SC. : 
Following this recital the resolution would continue as follows: = 

The GA: | Oo - | 
Appeals to all persons and organizations in Palestine and especially | 

the AHC and the JA and to all governments and particularly those  —s_—if 
of the countries neighboring Palestine, to comply with the foregoing | 

| resolutions of the SC; a —_ ; 
Affirms that its resolution of 29 November 1947 does not afford justi- = f 

fication to any person, organization or state to withhold its compliance _ | 
- with the said resolutions of the SC; a Bo | | 

Requests the SC to continue to keep it informed of all reports re- 
- ceived from its truce commission for Palestine and of all subsequent a 

action which the SC may take in regard to the situation in Palestine; 
- Declares its determination to continue its study of the future gov- 

ernment of Palestine in accordance with the provisions of the call 
_ for its present special session. - : SO oO 

- Are we authorized to introduce a resolution along these lines our- 
selves or to attempt to get some other friendly delegation to do so with 
promise that the US will support it if introduced. | | 

Possibility of SC meeting on Palestine Monday afternoon reinforces 
desirability of some action by Committee 1 along above lines Monday 
morning. So a | a 

| . 7 - | | 7 AUSTIN __ : 

1 According to telegram 291, May 8, 3 p. m., to New York, the Department did 
. not concur in USUN’s suggestion. This decision, made by Mr. Lovett, was com- | . 

--_municated by telephone to Mr. Ross by Mr. McClintock at 10:15 a. m., May 2 
(501.BB Palestine/5-748). | | | | 

501.BB Palestine/5—148 : Telegram . 

The Secretary of State to the Consulate General at Jerusalem 

«SECRET  =~US URGENT | Wasuineton, May 1, 1948—11 p. m. | 
- NIACT | ee . | a 

840. Our next telegram repeats substantial text telegram addressed _ 
to President of Security Council, Parodi, by Shertok, Jewish Agency, 
today alleging Arab invasion of Palestine. SC may meet May 3 to 
consider JA telegram and factual situation in Palestine, keeping in | 

- mind its basic responsibility for maintenance of international peace | 
and security. a oe a 

| 1Mr. Shertok’s communication alleged that Syrian, Lebanese, and Trans- | 
| jordanian regular armed forces were attacking Jewish settlements.in the Gallilee — | 

and in the Jordan Valley and that Egyptian forces had crossed Palestine’s south- 
ern border; for text, see SQ, 3rd yr., Supplement for May 1948, p. 37. | .
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| - We understand that. SC President has telegraphed Truce Commis-. — 
sion asking for full and immediate report on allegations in JA | 
telegram. OS oo : oo | . | 

| - Please telegraph niact your appreciation present situation Palestine | 
(repeated for action also to Beirut as 200 Damascus 149 Baghdad 133 

| Cairo 499 Jidda 157). (1) Have Arab armies entered Palestine? (2) 
| If so from which territory? (3) Have they been sent by Govts or are 

they irregulars or volunteers? (4) Has UK as Palestine Govt or other- 
| wise invited entry of Arab Legion? — | | 7 

Jerusalem and London likewise telegraph full report Jewish mili- 
tary operations. We are mindful that JA telegram may be intended to 
divert attention from activities of Haganah and other Jewish armed | 
organizations. we a | _ 

Repeated London as 1565 with request immediate inquiry be made | 
- Foreign Office and other informed authorities as to facts of situation.? - 

Be agg OO MarsHaLi, 

? United States diplomatic establishments at Arab capitals advised telegraphi- 
; cally on May 2 and 8 that Arab armies had not entered Palestine. Some of the 

messages, however, noted that that various Arabs forces had been put on a war 
footing or had moved to the Palestine border and that about 650 Egyptian and 
North African volunteers had crossed into Palestine within the last ten days. | 
London advised, on May 2; that the British Foreign Office had no information 
concerning the entry of Arab forces into Palestine or that they were likely to 

| do so before May 15 (telegram 1885, 501.BB Palestine/5—248). Ce | 

| 867N.01/5-248 . Oo | = | - —— 

Memorandum of Conersation, by the Director of the Office of Near 
| OO Eastern and African Affairs (Henderson) 

7 TOP SECRET oe a | [ WasHinetron,| May 2, 1948. 

Participants: Mr. Beeley, British Foreign Office . ee : 

- | Mr. T. E. Bromley, First Secretary, British Embassy 
| Mr. Loy W. Henderson, Director for Near Hasternand 

| oe African Affairs - | 
oo Mr. Fraser Wilkins, Division of Near Eastern Affairs 

| On this Sunday morning, Mr. Beeley, who works on Palestinian 
affairs in the British Foreign Office, accompanied by ‘Mr. Bromley of | 

| the British Embassy, came in to see me at the British request. Mr. 
: Fraser Wilkins was present during the conversation. = on 

_ Mr. Beeley told me that his call, of course; was not of an official 
~~ nature; that he had come down from the British Delegation in New - 

_. York merely because he did not want to leave the country without 

| having a chat with me; and that any idea or opinton which he might 
express during our talk should be considered as his own, not that of 

his Government. I have known Mr. Beeley fairly well for several years -
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| and am convinced that what he said to me was personal,andthatin  ~—iff 

| talking with me he was not carrying out any instruction of the British 

Government. Nevertheless, I shall try to set forth my impressions of ; 

some of the views and opinions of Mr. Beeley, based on my conversa- | 

tion with him, since they may aid in obtaining a better understanding 

| of British policies. | : oo Be | 

Cerrarn Impressions Oprarnep From Conversation WITH | ; 

a Mr. BEELEY | | | | 

1. Mr. Beeley indicated that in his opinion trusteeship would have : 

been the best way to prevent the Palestine situation from developing . 

-. into open warfare which might engulf the whole Middle Hast. The | 

decision of the General Assembly last fall, however, has encouraged = 

_ the proponents of the Jewish State to such an extent that he does — 

not believe that the Jews would now agree to any trusteeship which | 

: did not state definitely that it was merely preparatory to the establish- 

| ment of a Jewish State. It was, therefore, too late to attain trusteeship 

- without prejudice to the rights, claims or position of either Jews or | 

a Arabs. It was too late because, in his opinion, the Jewish community 

would not consent to such a trusteeship, and the United States or any 

other Western Power would not be willing to fight the Jewish com- _ 

| munity in Palestine in order to impose by force a trusteeship. The | 

7 Jewish community in Palestine can afford to take a strong position | 

‘since it is confident that no western country would be willing tooppose 

the Jewish community by force. _ | a ; 7 a 

9, He also believed that the chances for a truce were not very good. 

--' The British Government, in his opinion, would welcome a trusteeship . 

of aneutral character provided it was acquiesced in by the Jewish and ss 

- Arab communities. It was not, however, coming out in favor of such 

-atrusteeship fortworeasons: | - | 

(a) ‘It felt that there was little chance of such a trusteeship being: Oo 

attained ; and . , . Oo a 

- (b) Its support of such a trusteeship would be certain to arouse 

greater Jewish opposition to 1t. | : . a 

| 3. He believed that the chances for the Jews and Arabs agreeing 

voluntarily toa truce were unfavorable. Nevertheless, the British Gov- 

ernment was doing everything possible to bring about such a truce. It | 

had to move cautiously in this respect also in view of Jewish suspicions. | 

4, In any event, the mandate would be terminated on May 15 and oy 

the British Government would consider that after that date its re-_ | 

| sponsibilities so far as Palestine is concerned would be the same as 
those of any other member of the United Nations, with the single | | 

| exception that it must take steps to protect British troops in the proc- oe 

ess of withdrawal from Palestine. The British Government, in case
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a there was no truce, could take no responsibility for preventing the 
entry into Palestine by land or sea of arms or immigrants. The British _ 

_ Government would probably permit the Jews in Cyprus to leave for | 
Palestine. | oe a 

: 5. In case no truce comes into effect, it was Beeley’s opinion that on — 
_ May 15 or 16 the Zionists would announce the establishment of 

a Jewish State in Palestine. They would justify their announcement: 
on the resolution of the General Assembly last November, but would. - 
not necessarily consider that the boundaries or the terms set forth in 

| that resolution were binding upon them. In other words, the Zionists _ 
would probably take the position, although they might not announce it, 
that the limits and form of the new Jewish State would be determined | 

. by developments. re | - 7 
Oe 6. It was Mr. Beeley’s opinion that upon the announcement of the 

| establishment of a Jewish State, the armies of the Arab countries __ 
_ would invade Palestine and that there would be extensive fighting be- 

tween Jews and Arabs. It was his opinion that for some time at least - 
_ the Jews, strengthened by recruits entering by sea, could withstand — 

| and possibly defeat the poorly organized and badly equipped Arab | 
armies, 8 nr ee oo —_ 

| 7. As a result of the fighting between Arabs and Jews, a number of | 
developments were possible, including: — a | - 

(a) The reaching of an understanding between Arabs and Jews 
. _ which would result in the partition of the Arab portions of Palestine | 

| among various Arab countries and the tentative recognition by the 
Arab countries of the existence of a Jewish State. _ , | 

(6) The hostilities becoming a long-term war which would gradu- | 
ally sap the energies and security of the whole Middle East and _ 

| which would poison relationships between the Middle East and the 
Western world. | ne . | | | 
_(¢) A decision on the part of the United Nations that the Arab 

‘States, by invading Palestine, were guilty of aggression, and a con- 
_ sequent intervention of the United Nations for the purpose of halting 

- the aggression. Such intervention might eventually lead to a breaking 
| up of the present political structure of the Middle East. It would be 

impossible to prophesy what the Middle East would look like from a . 
political, economic and social point of view after stabilization had 
again been effected. It is probable, however, that there would be no 
stabilization except under some kind of a powerful dictatorship. 

8. Mr. Beeley said that it was his opinion, based on conversations | 
| with British legal advisers, that if there should be no truce, Palestine 

would be a “no man’s land” on and after May 15 and that in case the 
oo Arab population should invite the Arab countries to send armies into 

Palestine, at least into those areas in which the Arabs are in the major- 
ity, the United Nations would have no justifiable grounds for charg- 

_ ing that the Arab countries had violated the principles of the United | 
Nations. | | Oo - ne
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a 9. Mr. Beeley said that, in his opinion, the only hope for preventing 

| the situation in Palestine, in case no truce could be achieved, from | 

| developing in a manner which would threaten the security of the whole 

| Middle East was for an arms embargo to be proclaimed by the United 
Nations against Palestine and all the Arab countries. Great Britain, in 

spite of its treaties, could, he believed, join in enforcing such an em- , 

bargo if the United Nations should request it. He believed the Arab , 

| countries at present could not spare enough arms unless they could — | 

| obtain more from without to offset the arms already in the possession | 

ofthe Jews. . , : _ ; 

a 10. It was also his personal opinion that if the United Nations could 

find a way out, its best course would be to encourage the partition of : 

Palestine between the invading Arab forces and the Jews. Such parti- | 

tion, of course, would be only a temporary measure since it was clear 

that whenever the international situation would permit, the Jews on , 

, their part would endeavor to extend their state,and the Arabson their 

| part would try to overwhelm the Jewish State. It was likely, therefore, 

that Palestine for many years to come would be a breeding ground for | 

international bad feelings. ee oo Tee 

| During my talk with Mr. Beeley, speaking on a merely personal / 

basis and making it clear that I in no way was representing the views | 

ofthe Department of State,Ipointedoutthat: 7 

| 1, I was inclined to feel that it would be difficult for the United 
‘States to regard the invasion of Palestine by armies of the Arab coun- 

tries either before May 15 or after as other than a violation of the = 
principles of the Charter. It seemed to me likely that the United States | 

would press for action in the Security Council in case of such an | 

invasion, re - _ es co, | 

9, In my opinion, any kind of development which would permitthe _ 

entry of Russian troops into Palestine would be disastrous, but also 

| any kind of development which would result in seriously undermining | 

the influence and prestige of the United Nations would be disastrous. 

It was difficult for me-to understand how the United Nations could => 

maintain its prestige if after it had considered the problem, that prob- | 

lem could have no permanent solution and would be solved only on a — 

temporary basis as a result of fighting between Jews and Arabs. 

| | 3 I would not be frank if I failed to point out that in our endeavor | 

to prevent the situation in Palestine from becoming a serious threat _ 

to world peace we had not received the degree of cooperation from our 

| British friends which we considered ourselves entitled to expect. Even _ 

though the British might believe that they had grounds for resenting 

certain statements and activities on the part of the American Govern- _ 

ment or American citizens with regard to Palestine in the past, they 

| should, nevertheless, realize that in view of the critical international 

- gituation, this was not the time to permit old grievances to influence 

present policies. We might also have grounds for criticizing past Brit- 

|  598-594—76——24 oe | | oe
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ish actions in or with regard to Palestine. We have felt that'since the 
oe breakdown of order in the Middle East would be disastrous to world 

peace and particularly to Great Britain and the United States, and _ 
since, for the most part, the policies of our two countries in the Middle | 
Kast pursued a parallel rather than a conflicting course, the British a 
should consider it to be in their own interest to cooperate with usin 
our efforts to find some peaceable way out of the Palestine muddle. __ 

| We have noted with regret that instead of cooperation, most of our’ 
_ suggestions have been greeted with official reticence or unofficial sneers. 

. We could not continue indefinitely to carry on alone. We might soon 
be compelled to take the position that we had done everything in our 

| _ power to prevent further bloodshed and violence in Palestine; that __ 
_ we could do no more; and that it was up to Great Britain, which as | 

the Mandatory Power was in great part responsible for the present 
- situation in Palestine, to assume the lead in finding a peaceful solution. 

for the problem. Oo — a 

_. Mr. Beeley said that he did not think that it was quite fair to say 
that the British had greeted our suggestions with “unofficial sneers”; 
that although some of the British newspapers had taken a derisive 
attitude toward American efforts, those papers had not.reflected the  —_— 

_ views of the British Government; that the British Government felt _ 
that particularly during the last three months the United States 

. Government had been making sincere although sometimes hesitating 
_ efforts to meet the Palestine situation; that.the British Government 

had failed to take a more positive attitude because of its feeling that 
_ in view of Zionist propaganda and of Arab suspicion, its support | 

_ of any plan might do more harm than good; that the British Govern- | 
ment felt British-American cooperation in the Middle East was im- 

| perative; and that once the mandate was terminated, the British : 
| _ Government would feel more free to give a fuller extent of its coopera- | 
__. tion to the United States Government and other governments in work- 

_-—- ingonthePalestineproblem, = 3 3 
| | | : _ Lfoy] W. H[enperson] 

/ 501.BB Palestine/5-848: Telegram _ Abe , | —_ 
| The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to | 

| | the Secretary of State - a 

TOP SECRET § PRIORITY New Yorks, May 3, 1948—11: 50 a. m. 
a 554. For Lovett from Rusk. Following is summary of major points 

covered in conversations which I had with Fawzi Bey (Egypt) and — 
_ Prince Faisal (Saudi Arabia) yesterday morning. I was accompanied 

by Kopper during each conversation. During conversation with Faisal, _ 
| _ Hafiz Wahba and Ali Reza were present. | ae
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| 1. In both conversations I reviewed in brief my conversations with = 

- the President. I emphasized that there was no change in US policyin 

- spite rumors to contrary. Securing of truce is still our main objective. — | 

9. It was also pointed cout that President and Secretary were keenly _ 

interested in obtaining a truce and are ready at any time to do what 

, they could to achieve this goal. | | OS | 

. 8. Both Fawzi Bey and Faisal were told that US would direct its | 

_ policy to support a truce and against either party which opposed or : 

| : opstructed truce ‘or violated it once it had been arranged and agreed | 

upon, | ok , 

, 4. Question of immigration dominated both conversations. Under- . | 

lying theme of both Fawzi Bey and Faisal was that Arab states could 7 

not acquiesce in any arrangement which permitted over 1,500. dis- | 

| placed persons to enter Palestine per month. Fawzi Bey was slightly . = | 

more flexible on this question when he again suggested possibility a 

of Arab acquiescence to entry of 20,000 per year for a period of three 

years. This is at rate of slightly less than. 1,700 per month. Asa result — 

[have distinct impression that it will be most difficult to gain Arab — | 

acquiescence to anything like rate of 4,000 during period of truce. IT 

told Fawzi Bey and Faisal that we were concerned about establish- | 

ing control over the character of immigration into Palestine. SC Truce | 

Commission had been suggested as possible machinery for controlling a 

immigration in view of apparent hopelessness of agreement by Arabs 

- and Jews on this point. | | a Pa oe 

. 5. Both Fawzi and Faisal seemed rather skeptical over any advan- 

tage being derived from immediate SC cease-fire order. However, they os 

we did not discuss [d¢smiss?] itoffhand. oe oe 

_ 6. Fawzi Bey wondered whether something drastic might be done 

7 at this time such as the suspension of GA for 10 days and establish- 

ment of “tight body” to study truce. During this period no military | 

advantages would be sustained. Further it would be necessary to re- | 

| turn to the status quo ante-bellum. The immigration quota of 1,500 | 

| per month could be continued. I pointed out that such a step would 

raise the question of the suspension of the November 29 resolution by - | 

the GA. Fawzi Bey said that if May 16 came without anything con- | 

structive having been done, spiraling difficulties would ensue. It might 

then become necessary for Arab states to assist Arabs in Palestine. | 

_ This would not, however, be for purpose of annexing any part of | | 

Palestine or simply to fight Zionism, but to establish law and orderas 

depositories of a trust until UN or some other constituted authority =» —> 

could take over. I told him any such situation would raise grave ques- 

— * For the conversation of April 30, see p. 877, The editors have been unable to . 

find a record of any other conversation between the President and Mr. Rusk | 

| on the Palestine question at this time. : : |
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- tions for all of us and that our present efforts should be directed to the 
oo prevention of the situation. | | | a | 

7. In conversation with Faisal I emphasized our concern over secu-_ . 

rity position in Near East and long-standing cooperation and close — 
: ties between Saudi Arabia and US. Faisal stated Arabs were more 

anxious than anyone for peace in Near East. Arabs would have been _ 
more than glad to continue cooperation with US if they weresureUS > 
was really interested in Middle East as a whole. Arabs, however, had 

| lost faith in America after American action in support of partition and 
Zionists. Hope rose somewhat when US appeared to recognize moral __ 
obligation to friendly governments in Middle Kast and to peace. How- 
ever, during recent weeks the Arabs had not been impressed with our - 

___- presentation of trusteeship proposals or of content of proposals, Faisal 
stated draft trusteeship terms worse in some respects than partition. 

os Cited provisions on (@) powers Governor General, (6) immigration, 
(c) land policy,and (d@) citizenship. | 

| 8. Reference truce proposals, Arabs are skeptical that truce might 
_ be used to calm situation down until time when gates can be opened 

| to Zionists. | | - : | 
_ 9. Faisal categorically asked what final position US was re partition 

| of Palestine. I replied that on February 24 US had under difficult 
political circumstances declared it had reached conclusion that asa 
matter of principle the UN could not impose by force a political rec- _ 
ommendation of the GA such.as the November 29 resolution. I said 
further that the US will act with respect to Palestine only through 
the UN and will not act unilaterally. I would not be frank, however, | 
if I did not say that the President considers partition a fair and 
equitable solution for Palestine, subject to the conditions for UN action 
contained in the charter and subject to our. determination not to take 

| unilateral action. US, however, would be happy to support any .ar- 
rangement which was acceptable to the two communities of Palestine. | 

10. Faisal asked whether US believed that it was to its own inter- 
ests to see Jewish state established in Palestine. I replied this would 
depend on character of political situation and characteristics of state. 

| If it. were clear that such a state would be at war permanently with 
| Arab world or would serve as base for hostile elements, US obviously 

would not consider it to her own interests to see such state estab- 
lished. Faisal said that Arab states could not ever accept Jewish state. 
It would be an abcess to the political body of the Arabs. added that = = 

| we did not believe a Jewish state would necessarily have the char- 
acteristics mentioned and that US interests might be prejudiced in 

, the sense indicated. BO BO | 
| 11. Faisal strongly advised us not to ask Arab states or representa- _ 

tives to be more lenient. lest we provoke suspicions of true US inten- | 
| tions: Some had recently received indications from their governments
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that they had gone too far on the truce proposals, Fawzi had remarked | 

earlier that reaction of Arab governments to truce proposals was not | 

too imaginative. oe ee 4 

| Detailed memoranda of conversations follow. [Rusk.] | - | E 

at as Austin... f 

867N.01/5-348 : Telegram | | | | 

| The Consul at Jerusalem (Wasson) to the Secretary of State — f 

SECRET URGENT JERUSALEM, May 8, 1948—noon. _ 

— NIACT | : | | | a | 

| 530. [1] ReDeptel 340, May 2[1] following is appreciation present | 

position in Palestine. Palestinian Government has generally ceased to | 

function and central public services no longer exist. In Jewish areas 

Jews have taken effective control and are maintaining public services | 

__-within those areas. Preparations for establishment Jewish state after 

| termination mandate are well advanced. Confidence in future at high 

peak and Jewish public support for leaders overwhelming. In Arab 

areas only municipal administration continues without any central 

authority. In Samaria food and gasoline are in very short supply. 

Morale following Jewish military successes low with thousands Arabs 

fleeing country. Last remaining hope is in entry Arab regular armies | 

spearheaded by Arab Legion. Jerusalem is quiet with enforced 48-hour > 

-— eease-fire in Katamon suburb. Brit maintains status quo having | 

warned Arabs and Jews further disturbances will not be tolerated. | 

| - Both sides regrouping for battles in areas not affecting British lines 

of communications. Unless strong Arab reinforcements arrive, We ex- 

pect Jews overrun most of city upon withdrawal British force. British a 

" bringing in heavy reinforcement troops, tanks and armor to keep both | 

- sides under control until withdrawal to Haifa enclave completed. Brit- 

ish Army expected pursue tougher policy.’ a | a 

| [2] GOC British troops in Palestine informed me categorically 

last night that Arab Armies have not entered Palestine. He called | 

recent reports re Arab invasion “complete moonshine.” Stated RAF 

had made full air reconnaissance morning May 2 of northern area and 

found nothing except three Jewish light planes on Rosh Pinna air- 

strip. He said Arab irregulars and volunteers are still dribbling n | 

and estimated present strength “Yarmuk Army of Liberation” at 

7,000 (other estimates have placed number at 10,000). Fact that they | 

are trained and equipped by government neighboring states is well | 

| known but they do not form component regular armies. 

1The rapid deterioration of the general situation in Palestine was underscored | | 

in a ecablegram of April 30 from the Chairman of the Palestine ‘Truce Commis- 

a sion to the President of the Security Council; for text, see SC, 3rd yr., Supple- | 

ment for May 1948, p. 38. | |
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[8] When asked whether Jewish Agency was disseminating this and | 
| _ similar untrue reports as propaganda [and?] was part of war of 

| nerves or as planned psychological warfare for purpose hoodwinking, _ 
UN, GOC replied that he thought that it was simply because Jews > 
wished detract attention from recent Jaffa operation that if they keep 
repeating these reports, they might one day become true and British 

| would be blamed for failure take action. — | a | 
4 Re Arab Legion GOC stated that approximately 1500 men in 

_ Palestine at present under his command. They have been involved in 
| certain incident without authority and GOC has reprimanded Glubb 

Pasha, Commanding Officer Legion. All Arab Legion but two com- 
panies will leave Palestine by May 12. Remaining companies will 
depart May 14. | St , | 

5 Replying to inquiry as to reason for return to Palestine of | 
_ British troops and armor, GOC said general situation had deteriorated 

| seriously and that IZL (Irgun Zvai Leumi) might attempt ageres- | 
sion before termination mandate. Referring to enforced truces in 
Jaffa and Katamon suburb of Jerusalem, GOC said his patience was 

| _ exhausted with both sides. He made significant remark which he re- 
_ peated that he would attack relentlessly any regular force entering 

| Palestine before May 15. 7 ; | 

Main Jewish operations carried out by Haganah which were trained _ 
— and equipped with automatic weapons and mortars. Relations with 

British satisfactory and GOC states “Jewish Agency and Haganah de- - | 

| termined not to attack British”. Jewish operations at beginning were a 

defensive against Arab attacks. However, have now changed to de- _ - 
| fensive offensive with main object improve defense positions and 

liquidate Arab interference. Up to present Haganah has not attempted ; 
| seize territory outside partition boundaries for motives territorial 

| agerandizement. Full mobilization man and woman power Jewish 
| community still in progress. Haganah leadership good with most 

leaders trained in British Army. Irgun Zvai Leumi and Stern gang | 
continue aggressive and irresponsible operations such as Deir Yassin 

, - massacre and Jaffa. Until recently Irgun started such operations; if | 

successful were continued by Haganah; if not were repudiated by 
| responsible Jewish quarters, This more difficult now with signature 

agreement between Haganah and Irgun providing for Irgun to be  _ 

- under Haganah but retain identity and have representation in Ha- 
_  ganah High Command. Recent Jaffa battle undertaken by Irgun | 

with Haganah taking over in midst of battle. Irgun stated objective 

was capture Jaffa while Haganah stated objective was defense Tel 

Aviv against Arab attack. British Army went into action killing over 7 
70 Irgun members. According GOC this action has given Haganah
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| courage to combat Irgun and in Haifa Haganah has succeeded in dis- ! 

7 arming majority Irgun. Stern gang undertakes joint operations with — 

: Irgun but less. active. GOC stated that while Irgun ready attack 

British “Stern gang wants to murder British”. Estimated strength = § 

| Irgun and Stern 8000. | | 

We believe that Haganah operations will remain defensively offen- 

sive until May 15 after which they will go on all-out offensive to secure — | 

frontiers new Jewish state and improve lines of communication. So_ 

| far Arab resistance has been ineffective and GOC and others believe | 

7 Jews will be able sweep all before them unless regular Arab armies 

come to rescue. With Haifa as example of Haganah military occupa- | 

tion, possible their operations will restore order. — | 

ae : — ; | | Wasson | 

-501.BB Palestine/5-348 : Telegram OO 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom — 

| TOP SECRET US URGENT Wasuincton, May 3,1948—T p.m. 

— NIACT SS oo 

1586. For Douglas from Lovett. The President has approved fol- | 

| lowing emergency action with respect to Palestine, to be proposed by 

US Delegation at Lake Success: ee 

, “1, An immediate and unconditional cease-fire for ten days begin- 
— ning May 5. | | = | 

9. An extension of the mandate for ten days. a —— | 
| 3. A recess of the Special Session of GA for 10 days. — . | 

| 4. Immediate movement by air of following party from NY to 
Middle East to expedite truce negotiations between authorities on | 

‘both sides who have full authority of decisions : | Bi 

| a Designated reps. of Arab Higher Committee and Arab States. — 

| --—«&, Designated reps. of Jewish Agency for Palestine. Oo 
¢. Designated reps. of those countries holding membership on _ 

| ~~. $C Truce Commission (US, France, Belgium). oe - 
-  (Note—Airplane to be furnished by President of US). __ Ce 

-* If Jerusalem cannot be agreed upon as common ground by both sides, | 
each to select its own location, Truce Commission should undertake 

- .go-between functions. These truce negotiations to be brought to con- _ 
clusion within a ten-day period.” + OO 

a 1'The quoted portion of this telegram was telephoned by Mr. Rusk, at New | . 

York, to Mr. McClintock at 10 a. m.,.May 3. Mr. Lovett communicated the gist 

! of Mr. Rusk’s telephone message to President Truman at 10: 40 the same morn- | 

ing. Mr. Lovett’s memorandum of .conversation states that “The President said . . 

' he approved the tentative program outlined by Mr. Rusk and was willing to | 

make an airplane available. I said that this did not mean that we had to send — 7 

the Independence but that any good C-54 would do.” Later the same day, the 

Rusk proposals were incorporated in New York’s telegram 557, with a request . 

Oo . | _ Footnote continued on following page. | :
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We are cognizant of fact that an act of Parliament has been passed 
requiring termination of mandate for Palestine by May 15 and that in 

| consequence British acquiescence to Point 2 above would require legis: 
lative action. | oS es | 

Please call on Bevin (and Attlee at your discretion) and explain that | 
_ this provision is designed to provide some continuing framework of 

| government in Palestine for a minimum period after truce delibera-_ 
tions have—as we hope—assured a cessation of hostilities, This brief 
respite would enable GA to recommend some more enduring, even 
though temporary, form of government for Palestine which would _ 

| act as a caretaker until permanent solution can be found. a | 
You may add to Bevin, however, that we attach principal importance 

| to necessity of negotiating a cease-fire and an effective truce. The recent. 
a decisive military action taken by British authorities in Palestine is 

encouraging and gives us earnest to believe that British sense of re- 
sponsibility will continue irrespective of formaldates. > oo 

| If proposal for sending special truce party by air to Middle East 
materializes, President has indicated personal interest in doing all | 

| possible to further success of this venture. We are confident that _ 
| British authorities in Palestine and elsewhere will likewise lend their 

_ utmost cooperation, 
Repeated for info only to USUN as 280, Jerusalem as 348, Cairo as | 

_ 508, Baghdad as 139, Damascus as 154, Beirut as 206, Jidda as 162, 
_. -—- Brussels as 651, Parisas1500. | St 

ee a MarsHALL 

Footnote continued from preceding page. | . 
a that the message be relayed to Consul Wasson at Jerusalem for transmittal to 

the Jewish Agency. The Department relayed the message at 6:30 p. m., eight 
minutes after its receipt. 

Mr. Rusk, at 4:25 p. m., the Same day, dictated by telephone a “Re-write” 
of a possible White House statement on the Rusk proposals, which was read by 
Mr. Lovett to Mr. Clifford at 6: 05 p. m. President Truman discussed the matter , 
at his press conference of May 6 (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United 

| States: Harry 8. Truman, 1948, pp. 248-249), but did not use the proposed state- 
ment. The Department papers cited in this footnote are all filed under 501.BB 
Palestine/5-—348..__ | ° 

| | oe ' Nditorial Note ) oe 

| _ The First Committee of the General Assembly, basing its discussions | 
on a Guatamalan draft proposal GA (II/SS), Annex, page 33, 
passed a resolution on May 4, by 33 votes to 7, with 13 abstentions. This 
measure established a subcommittee to formulate and report a pro- 
posal concerning a provisional regime for Palestine. The subcommittee 
was to take into account “(@) Whether it is likely that such proposal |
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will commend itself to the Jewish and Arab communities of Pales- 3 

tine, (b) Whether it is possible to implement this proposal and make ' 

it workable, and (c) The approximate cost of such proposal.” The 4 

full text of the resolution is printed GA (II/SS), Annex, page 35. | 

501.BB Palestine/5-448 : Telegram | | : 

Mr. Moshe Shertok to the Director of the Office of United Nations | 

Oo Affairs (Rusk), at Washington — BS | 

oe | New Yorn, May 4, '1948—11: 0O5.a.m. . . 

- I have now had an opportunity of consulting my colleagues with | 

reference to the suggestion that Arab and J ewish representatives as | 

-'-well as representatives of the United States and possibly France and 

Belgium be flown to Palestine immediately in an airplane to be fur- 

 nished by the President of the United States. We understand that — 

_ the purpose of this mission is to achieve a truce in Palestine. I do not 

need to repeat that the Jews were not the aggressors; that we are 

keenly anxious for the restoration [of] peace. But we do not consider — 

that the somewhat spectacular proceeding now suggested is warranted. 

Peace can in present circumstances best be achieved by an uncondi- | 

‘tional agreement for an immediate “cease fire”. The Jewish authori- 

ties in Palestine have previously indicated their readiness for suchan 

arrangement and we desire now in the most formal way to state that = 

- we are ready forthwith to agree to a “cease fire” order provided the — 

: Arabs do likewise. The procedure now indicated, apparently ignores 

| the action already taken by the Security Council in regard to the 

| appointment of a truce commission and bases itself on the proposals 

+ privately advanced by the American delegation. It would involve us | 

in a moral responsibility in respect of those proposals which we can- a 

not possibly accept. Nor could we lend ourselves to the suggestion that 7 

the British Mandate should be prolonged, whether de jure or de facto, 

— beyond the appointed date. Permit me to add that insofar as considera- 

tion on the spot in Palestine is called for, the truce commission ap- | 

pointed by the Security Council could no doubt be relied upon to : 

-_wndertake any consultations with Jewish representatives there. In- | 

‘ deed our fully authorized representatives in Palestine are in close 

| contact with this commission. With regard to the Arabs, it must be - 

observed that not a single member of the Arab Higher Committee 

| remains in Palestine, whereas Mr. Jamal Husseini, Vice-Chairman of | 

| the Arab Higher Committee and its accredited representative, 1s of | 

course available in New York, as well as representatives of the other
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Arab states, Permit me again to emphasize our sincere desire to do all 
a that we properly can to restore peace and order in Palestine? = = 

Sc an a Mose SHERTOK — 

| -*New York reported, on May 5, a telephone conversation by Mr. Ross with . 
| Mr. Shertok on the question of the articles of truce. The latter expressed readi- 

. ness “to agree to a cease-fire throughout the country immediately the other side _ 
| does. Meanwhile, there is a duly established truce commission in Jerusalem and _ | 

our people there are fully competent to deal with them.” Mr. Ross interpreted — _ 
this view as an “indication that Jewish Agency representatives here are trying 

to move out from under US pressure by substituting the formality of the truce 
commission for informality of our conversations, and by transferring the scene . 

of discussions from New York to Jerusalem. Also reflected, I think, is diffu- 

Sionary effort ... after turning down our ten-day unconditional cease-fire.” 
. - (Telegram 576 from New York, 501.BB Palestine/5-—548 ) . 

501.BB Palestine/5—448 re a 
| Draft Memorandum by the Director of the Office of United Nations — 

Affairs (Rusk) to the Under Secretary of State (Lovett)! ~~ 

SECRET | _ . _[Wasutneron,] May 4,1948. 

Subject: Future Course of Events in Palestine , - 

The refusal of the Jewish Agency last night to agree to our pro- a 
| posal for on-the-spot truce negotiations in Palestine on the grounds 

a that they could not accept the “moral obligation” to undertake such 
| conversations rather clearly reveals the intention of the Jews to go | 

steadily ahead with the Jewish separate state by force of arms.. While | 
| it is possible that Arab acceptance of our proposal might place the 

Jewish Agency in such a position vis-4-vis public opinion that it would. - 7 
_ have to go through the motions of looking for a truce, it seems clear 

that in light of the Jewish military superiority which now obtains | 

: in Palestine, the Jewish Agency will prefer to round out its State ~ 
after May 15 and rely on its armed strength to defend that state from | 

- Arab counterattack. a | : 
| Military operations after May 15 will probably be undertaken by 

| the Haganah with the assistance of the Jewish terrorist organizations 
Irgun and Stern. Copies of Consul General Wasson’s excellent re- 

ports, as set forth in his telegram 530 of May 3, are attached, and pro- | 

' vide the estimate of the British General Officer Commanding as to fhe —— 

probable course of military events after British withdrawalon May15. —§ | 

| If these predictions come true we shall find ourselves in the UN | 
confronted by a very anomalous situation. The Jews will be the actual . 

: aggressors against the Arabs. However, the Jews will claim that they 

Oo — * Drafted by Mr. McClintock; a marginal notation states it was not sent. |
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are merely defending the boundaries of a state which were traced by 

the UN and’approved, at least in principle, by two-thirds of the UN 

membership. The question which will confront the SC in scarcely ten 

days’ time will be whether J ewish armed attack on Arab communities | 

in Palestine is legitimate or whether it constitutes such a threat to | 

- international peace and security as to call for coercive measures by ; 

: the Security Council | 7 eo f 

a The situation may be made more difficult and less clear-cut if, as is a 

probable, Arab armies from outside Palestine cross the frontier toaid | 

their disorganized and demoralized brethren who will be the objects — : 

| of Jewish attack. In the event of such Arab outside aid the Jews will - 

| come running to the Security Council with the claim that their state 

is the object of armed aggression and will use every means to obscure 

the fact that it is their own armed aggression against the Arabs inside 

‘Palestine which is the cause of Arab counter-attack. _ , 

There will be a decided effort, given this eventuality, that the 

| United States will be called upon by elements inside this country to. 

support Security Council action against the Arab states. To take such _ 

action would seem to me to be morally indefensible while, from the _ 

aspect of our relations with the Middle East and of our broad security | 

aspects in that region, it would be almost fatal to pit forces of the 

- United States and possibly Russia against the governments ofthe Arab — | 

7 world. _ , | a 7 oe | 

| Given this almost intolerable situation, the wisest course of action — | 

| might be for the United States and Great Britain, with the assistance _ | 

of France, to undertake immediate diplomatic action seeking to work | 

out a modus vivendi between Abdullah of Transjordan and the Jewish oe 

~ Agency. This modus vivendi would call for, in effect, a de facto parti- 

tion of Palestine along the lines traced by Sir Arthur Creech Jones in | 

his remark to Ambassador Parodi on May 2, as indicated on Page 3 | 

of USUN’s telegram [549], May 2,? which has been drawn to your — 

attention. | oe 

a In-effect, Abdullah would cut across Palestine from Transjordan 

to the sea at Jaffa, would give Ibn Saud a port at Aqaba and appease. 

the Syrians by some territorial adjustment in the northern part, leav- | 

| ing the Jews a coastal state running from Tel ‘Aviv to Haifa.Ifsome = 

ss modus vivendi along these lines could be worked out peaceably, the 

a United Nations could give its blessing to the deal.* - oe 

| 2 Not printed. | | 
Ambassador Austin, on May 4, transmitted to the Department the text of a 

| telegram from. King Abdullah to Secretary-General Lie, received the same day , 

Footnote continued on following page. = .
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501.BB Palestine/5-448 : Telegram | : 

/ The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 
, a of State | | 

TOP SECRET —-« US URGENT -Lonpon, May 4,1948—1 p.m. 
| NIACT | | 

| 1917. For Lovett from Douglas. | a 
| 1. Have just discussed fully with Bevin Deptel 1586, May 3. He 

handed me the following statement which he proposes to make in the 
_ House of Commons this afternoon for release 3:30 London time: 

[Here follows proposed statement, announcing that the British Gov- 
ernment would not depart from its position to retain the mandate | 

_ over Palestine until May 15. The statement noted also that British | 
| forces had intervened to halt J ewish attacks on the Arabs in Jaffa | 

| and Jerusalem and that the British Government had used its influence ~ 
to prevent invasion of Palestine by Arab countries. Thus Mr. Bevin’s | 
position was that so long as the British remained: responsible in : 

. Palestine, they would not tolerate aggression. At the same time, there _ 
was no question that the British would refrain from enforcing a settle- 
ment not agreed to by the Jews and Arabs; but that if there were 

| agreement between them and if the British were approached, “in : 
conjunction with others”, a new situation would be created and the 
British Government would consider the matter most carefully] oo. 

| 2. Bevin is unwilling to make any commitment in advance of a 
_ known situation, for fear that it may be misconstrued in several | 

quarters. ae | | a | 
3. I interpret the above statement, when combined with my con- | 

versation with Bevin, to mean that (a) if the GA approves of the pro- 
posal put forward by US delegation; (6) if an unconditional cease-fire 

"1s effected; and (c) if truce is agreed to; Bevin and the cabinet of 7 
| HMG will consider sympathetically accepting a continuation of re- 

sponsibility for a very short period. I am also, however, convinced that | 

| Footnote continued from preceding page. | | | 

in New York. The message vehemently denounced such “unparalleled massacres” 
as that at Deir Yasin (see telegram 431, April 13, from Jerusalem, p. 817). The | 
King concluded his message with the statement: “We now declare our readiness . . 
to giye the Jews in Palestine full Arab nationality in a unitary state Sharing all 
that we share while yet enjoying a special administration in particular areas. 
Thus will end the Slaughter and the people will live in peace and security for-. 
ever.” (Telegram 569 from New York, 501.BB Palestine/5-448)
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Britain will not be placed in a position which may lead to a continua- 

tion of a solitary acceptance of responsibility. a | | 
4. HMG will, of course, lend utmost cooperation to an effective  —sf 

cease-fire and truce. _—_ : 

| ; | -. Doveras | 

| *New York advised, on May 4, of the negative British attitude toward the | 

United States proposals for a ten-day ceasefire and for an extension of the | | 

mandate for ten days. Mr. Beeley had pointed out the “great legal and time- 

consuming difficulty of amending present legislation calling for laying down | | 

mandate May 15 and related public opinion argument” and the fact that “It is a 
only present deadline of May 15 which has brought parties to point of even —— 

| considering truce. Any extension of deadline would harden respective positions 

| of parties’ and greatly impair chances of truce.” He also had indicated the 

_. British view that an “extension of mandate would be misinterpreted in light 

‘of British troop reinforcements to Palestine over last few days.” (Telegram 565, | 

501.BB Palestine/5-448) | | a — 

, 501.BB Palestine/5-448 : Telegram | | . . 

The United States Representatwe at the United Nations (Austin) 

| co | to the Secretary of State oe | 

_ SECRET a | New Yorr, May 4, 1948—1: 28 p. m. | 

567. For Rusk from Jessup. In anticipation of the situation which 

| would be created as of May 15 if no temporary solution is agreed upon” 

by the GA before that date, and if a Jewish and a Palestinian state are 

then proclaimed, we believe we must be prepared to take a position. The | 

| anticipated danger is that the Jewish and Palestinian states might be _ 

recognized by various governments. | Oe th 

: ‘In particular, Soviet recognition of a Jewish state may be con- 

templated. Such recognition might afford the Russians @ basis for | 

_ invoking article 51 of the charter and providing assistance to the 

Jewish state to fend off “aggression”. The plausible legal basis forsuch __ 

a Soviet démarche might be undermined by GA support of the SC _ 

truce resolution. A more effective step might take the form ofa specific 

further GA. resolution affirming that the proclaiming of any such — | 

| state as of that date would be ‘a violation of the SC’s truce resolution. A 

question may be raised as to whether article 25 of the charter would be | 

applicable to that truce resolution. We hope that the Department will __ 
- be able to give some advance consideration to this problem. Possible _ 

. desirability of some announcement of position in such a contingency 

: prior to May 15 might also be considered. [ Jessup. ] - oY 

| . _ oe AUSTIN
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IO Files: US/A/C.1/685 ER 
: | Memorandum by Mr. John LE’. Horner + oe 

| SECRET - [New Yorx,] May 4, 1948. | 

: -Furure or PAesrine Oo 

_ Ad the present stage, trusteeship as a concept for the solution of the — 
Palestine problem seems virtually to have been abandoned by almost 
all delegations. Present thinking appears largely to be limited to the =|. 
possibility of realizing a truce in all of Palestine, a minority also | 
believing in the feasibility of accompanying such a truce with the | 
establishment of a “neutral regime” of an undefined nature. With the 
exception of some Latin American delegations, little hope presently, 

: is held for implementing a UN regime through the use of armed forces. 
: _- Many delegations, particularly those from Western Europe andthe —— 

_-- British Commonwealth, remain distrustful of US policy with respect 
| | to Palestine. They see our policy as oscillating between one based upon 

considerations of our own long-term interests in the Near and Middle 
| _ Kast and a policy deriving its force from the requirements of the | 

c . domestic political situation. Thus these delegations feel it unwise to — 
| commit themselves to support.us lest we should suddenly commit an 

about- face, leaving them in an untenable position. , | 

Obviously, an ideal US policy on Palestine would seek to reconcile 
our long-term Near East interests, which may best be defined as keep- 

| ing that area out of the Russian grasp, with domestic political con- 
a siderations, namely the necessity for the administration not unduly | 

| - to antagonize the Jewish minority in the US. In seeking to find such 
a policy, we thus far seem to have succeeded only in antagonizing both 
Arabs and Jews, creating mistrust for our consistency in the minds of _ 
thinking European nations, and in placing ourselves, only eleven days 
prior to the scheduled ending of the British mandate, in a position _ | 

CO where we have no tenable solution to offer. | 

The advantages of a partition scheme for Palestine, reeommended 
by the General Assembly on November 29, 1947 are various. If it could 

| have been carried out by peaceful means, that is, had it been acceptable 
Oo to both Arabs and Jews, it would have offered a relative permanent 

|  golution to the problem. Furthermore, it is in consonance with domestic 
political requirements, and has the added advantage of meeting the __ 
humanitarian feelings of those persons who have been concerned with | 
the sorry plight of disseminated Jewry. However, partition, as it was 

a developed last November, seems most unlikely to be acceptable tothe | 
: Arab League and hence cannot be regarded as promoting the stabiliza- 

tion of the Near East. — Oo | 

Oo 1 Adviser to the United States Delegation at the Second Special Session of the 
General Assembly ; regularly attached to the Office of European Affairs, =
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‘Similarly, the establishment of a unitary state in Palestine, even on : 

a cantonal basis, would meet with adamant refusal of the Jews to — 

cooperate. Its advantages include the fact that it is acceptable to Arabs 

and in general would promote US objectives in the Near Hast. | 

- The third solution up to yesterday promoted by the US delegation =| 

at the Special General Assembly, was that of a temporary trusteeship. — 

- That solution was not only absolutely unacceptable to the Jews but. . , 

is basically contrary to the aspirations of the Arabs, Furthermore, it _ | 

| could not even be regarded as a solution, since it would merely post- | 

pone the day of reckoning. In any event, as yesterday’s events seem | 

clearly to have shown, trusteeship, as a concept, has met with little a 

active support on the part of other delegations, including many wholly © | 

| _ friendly to American objectives in general. | | : | 

— The British proposal put forward in a speech yesterday by Creech . 

Jones was little more than a vague call for a “neutral administration”, 

| designed to hold the fort in Palestine. It is difficult to appraise it since 

it is couched in such vague terms as to hardly be a proposal at all. 

“Whether it is intended to provide for administration by the UK, the © | 

US and France, the remaining allied and associated powers, it 1s not 

yet clear. If it is, and France and the UK are preparing to join with — 

the US in sending armed forces to Palestine, it may offer a way out. 

On the other hand, such a regime would suffer from the disadvantage 

of being outside the UNO system, and its implementation undoubt- 

- edly could be accomplished only with a certain amount of bloodshed. 

In general, it is hard to see wherein such a regime would offer any 

- material advantages over the trusteeship proposal already in effect. 

a rejected, = - | oo 

| - There is one further possibility of a Palestine solution which, I 

understand, already has been considered and, for reasons with which 

---- Jam not familiar, rejected by the Department. That proposal in effect - 

calls forithe annexation by the Kingdom of Trans-Jordan of that part = 

| of Palestine which the November 29 scheme had intended to be a sepa- 

rate Arab.state. Its most obvious advantages would seem to be (1) that a 

it would be acceptable to the Jews, (2) that it probably would be ac- 

| ceptable to King Abdullah, (8) that it is not basically incompatible => 

| with the November 29 recommendation, (4) that it offers a relatively : 

| ‘permanent solution, (5) that it would create a viable Arab state in 

| _ the enlarged Trans-Jordan thereby achieving the objectives of the = 

economic union proposal of November 29, (6) that it would effectively | 

_ eliminate the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem and his followers, and, most | 

_ important, é¢ would face up to the inescapable fact that a Zionist State _ 

already is in being in Palestine. | oe - 

A primary objection to this proposal is that it would tend to break __ 

up the Arab League, presumably aligning the Hashemites against the _ 

_ other members. In this regard it is believed that: the Arab League
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essentially is held together only by the Palestine issue and that it would 
tend to break up in any event. Should Abdullah, supported by Iraq, ac- _ 

~. eept this compromise solution, it seems highly unlikely that warfare 
would develop since the remaining Arab states do not possess armed | 
forces comparable either to the Arab Legion, or Haganah. I under- 

_° gtand that relations between the Jewish Agency and King Abdullah 
have always been good and thus a solution agreeable to both would be 
likely to promote a stabilized situation in the Near Kast. re 

It may be argued that the accomplishment of such a compromise 
| solution would create increased hostility towards the U.S. on the part | 

of Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Syria and The Lebanon. Whether such hos- 
| tility would be lasting is open to question, firstly, because the regimes _ 

| in those countries seem largely to be dominated by conservative ele- : 
ments not at all certain to remain indefinitely in power, and secondly, 
because Moslem aspirations could be at least partially satisfied through 

the incorporation of Arab-Palestine into Trans-Jordan. | 
| - Undoubtedly there would be charges of power politics levelled at | 

7 the United States. However, these can be expected for almost any | 

- golution arrived at and in any event would come mainly from the | 

-Sovietblow | a a | 
_ How to accomplish such a compromise solution, assuming it iscon- 

| sidered desirable, clearly is a question of major importance. Whereas 
| the US, before the calling of the present Special General Assembly 

| on Palestine, might have espoused such a solution openly, our best 

) tactics at the moment would seem to be to remain in the background. 
I understand from Rabbi Silver that in all probability such an arrange- _ 

— ment could be made directly between the Jewish Agency and Abdullah. — | 

Tf that is the case, the US would have two principal immediate tasks, | 
(1) to make plain to both parties, in confidence, that we favor such — 
a solution and (2) to make certain of British concurrence. Assuming — 

- agreement is reached between Abdullah and the Jewish Agency, and 
the British are agreeable, Trans-Jordan forces would on May 16 

occupy that part of Palestine set aside by the November 29 resolution _ 
as an Arab state. A proposal could then be introduced into the Gen- 
eral Assembly calling for approval of a plebiscite in the Arab section 

: _of Palestine on the question of union with Trans-Jordan. That plebi- a 

scite might be supervised by the UN and presumably would result in 

| a victory for Trans-Jordon, since the alternative, a separate Arab state, 7 

---- presumably would have little appeal to Arab nationalists. An addi- 

tional consideration in this regard is the fact that Trans-Jordan was. 

7 part. of the original Palestine mandate and thus there is a natural 

bond between the Arabs in Trans-Jordan and those remaining in the — 

| present Palestine. , | 

| To make this solution more attractive to the Arabs and at thesame — 

time more lasting, it is suggested that an exchange of population
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between Trans-Jordan and the Zionist state should take place, using = | 

as a precedent the similar exchange between Greece and Turkey which | 

followed World War I. Obviously this would consist in the main of | 

the movement of Arabs to Trans-Jordan, and generous financial assist- a 

ance would have to be provided to resettle them there. In addition 1 

UNO or the US alone might offer economic inducements such as a oF 

. Jordan Valley Authority and other long-range and large-scale projects : 

designed to increase the amount of arable land available for settle- 

: ment. With these additional measures it should be possible to create OE 

two ethnically separate states which would have their origin in agree- | 

ment between the two groups. | | ee | 

_ There remains the problem of J erusalem, which might be solved in. f 

either of two ways. Preferably this city might be made a condominium — 

_ of Trans-Jordan and the Zionist state, However, if no agreement could - 

pe reached on this point, it would still be possible to establish it as a 

permanent UNO trusteeship. oe a : 

It appears to the writer that in the context of present conditions and 

the short remaining time, the proposal outlined at length above is the 

- only one now capable of settling the Palestine question and at the same | 

time preventing the Soviets from exploiting the present inflamed | 

situation to their advantage. No doubt it will meet with numerous 

objections, particularly on the part of those in the Department con- | 

_ cerned with Near Eastern matters, but it is also true that any solution 

- thus far advanced has serious shortcomings. Unlike these others, the | 

present proposal, if it can be accomplished expeditiously, would = 

effectively keep the Soviet Union out of this vital area, while being | 

satisfactory to Zionists and relatively soto the Arabs. 

ae cB Joun E. Horner | 

_-§01.BB Palestine/5-548 _ ae . a a 7 

~ Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State * - | 

SECRET | _ [Wasuineton,] May 4, 1948. | 

Participants: S—TheSecretary | oe 

ss Dr. Judah Magnes | | es | 

Bo UNA—Mr. Robert McClintock | OC | 

| I received Dr. Magnes, the President of the Hebrew University in 
Jerusalem, at his request at 2:30 this afternoon. We exchanged com- ) 
plimentary remarks on Sir John Dill, who at one period of his career | | 
had been High Commissioner in Palestine and for whose character, 
charm and integrity we both had the highest regard. a , 

I told Dr. Magnes that the essence of the problem in Palestine was 

. +Drafted by Mr. McClintock ; initialed by the Secretary of State. | _ | 

a 598-594—76——25 | , | ]
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| the absence of trust between the parties at issue. Neither side would. __ 
| believe the other and this, coupled with the fact that the problem was _ 

overlaid by side issues and affected by politics, made the matter one 
_ of immense difficulty. I said that on the military side I could clearly — 

| foresee what was going to happen. The Jews had won the first round 
_and were encouraged by their successes. At this point Dr. Magnes said 
that time was on the side of the Arabs. The Jews were short on time. 

7 They sought to strike quickly, without realizing that the Arabs could 
| afford to wait and would eventually overwhelm them. ee 

__ Dr. Magnes said that the first of the points he desired to make was _ 
that great pressure could be brought to bear on both Arabs and Jews 
if the United States would impose even partial financial sanctions. He _ 

| pointed out that the Jewish community in Palestine is an artificial 
, development and that, although the work of the Jews had resulted in 

_ Many beautiful accomplishments such as farms, universities, and 
_ hospitals, which resulted from contributions from the United States, 

the money now contributed to the Jewish community was being used 
solely for war “which eats up everything.” Dr. Magnes said that the 
Hagannah costs $4 million a month to run. He was certain that, if 

- _ contributions from the United States were cut off, the Jewish war 7 
__ Machine in Palestine would come to a halt for lack of financial fuel. _ 

On the Arab side Dr. Magnes said that Syria was in very shaky _ 
7 financial straits, and that the situation in Iraq was also precarious. I 

: asked him if his proposed embargo would apply to all financial rela-_ , 
| tions with Palestine and the Arab States, or only to contributions. He 

_ said that at this juncture he thought it should refer to the latter and. 
7 not to ordinary commercial transactions. | oe | | 

_ Speaking of the truce, Dr. Magnes greatly doubted that a truce 
could be worked out by the United Nations, operating some six or 

an seven thousand miles distant from the scene. He thought a real truce 
could only be developed on the spot in Palestine. As for the nature of _ 

_. a truce, there were two possible alternatives. There could be a volun- __ 
tary truce, which Dr. Magnes thought was now almost out of the ques- 

_ tion, or an imposed. truce, which would call for the use of force. It — | 
| seemed from the debates at Lake Success that no country was willing 

to take up the American offer to send troops to implement a trusteeship 
_ provided other governments did likewise. Accordingly, the prospects __ 

—_ for an imposed truce—unless this could be accomplished by financial - 
sanctions—did not seem bright. - Oo ee | 

| _ Dr. Magnes then turned to the problem of Jerusalem. He said he had 
lived in Jerusalem for 25 years. He knew its people, both Arabs and - 
Jews, perhaps as well as any living man. He assured me with great 

7 conviction and intensity that the populace of Jerusalem—Arab and 
| - Jew alike—is heartily sick of the situation in which they find them- 

_ selves and that their burning desire is peace. | |
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_--*‘Dr. Magnes said that if the United Nations could send some mari 
_of integrity and character to Jerusalem, preferably a man from a reli- 

gious call of life, he thought that the populace of Jerusalem would =f, 
gather behind such a leader to provide a regime of peace forthe Holy = | 

: City. He said that there were both Arab and Jewish municipal councils | 
and that there were separate Arab and Jewish police forces, each «- 

numbering 300 men. It would be necessary for the United Nations = | 
Commissioner to do something immediately to enable the populace to | 

-. restore certain public services, particularly the water supply. However, __ 
__-Dr. Magnes was certain of success if such a United Nations Representa- = 

tive of the proper qualifications were sent. In response to a question he | 
said that there was always the danger of physical violence, since the : 
young Jewish zealots believed fanatically in their cause and were _ | 
truly idealistic in the thought that they had a mission to restore the 4 
land of the Jews to its people. However, a small bodyguard—and Dr. — : 

| Magnes said it was beyond his province to estimate its number—would 

_ suffice to ensure the physical safety of the United Nations Representa- . 

tive, oe 

- When asked if Dr. Magnes had any names in mind for the Jerusa- 
— Jem post, he said that he thought either Dr. Bromley Oxnam, a promi- | 

nent Methodist divine who was formerly President of the Federal | 

Council of Churches, or the present President of that organization, 

_ Mr. Charles Taft, of Cincinnati, would be ideally qualified for the = 

| On the broader question of sending a United Nations Representa- — 
: tive to-establish a truce for all of Palestine, Dr. Magnes thought 

‘that this man should have perhaps other qualifications. He should . 
be a man of action and capable of rapid decisions. He thought some-_ 

one like Lord Louis Mountbatten would be the type of man for this 7 

task. I remarked that I thought Lord Mountbatten would probably 

- not. be available, as he had about reached the limit of his endurance _ 

after a variety of difficult tasks, and we agreed that his British na- 
tionality would probably militate against him for such a post. After | 

discussion of several other possibilities, McClintock mentioned the 

name of Lt. General Mark Clark, with the comment that he now - 

had little to do after having accomplished some very impressive jobs, 

| and that the fact that he was half Jewish might in this particular 

situation be useful. Dr. Magnes said that he had not known that Gen- 

eral Clark was half Jewish and this fact alone indicated that General - | 

Clark could not be regarded as pro-Zionist. I said that the suggestion 

- had considerable interest. - _— 

Dr. Magnes stressed his belief that, even if fighting had broken out 

in Palestine between Arabs and Jews, the United Nations should still _ 

send representatives to Jerusalem and all of Palestine. He cited the |
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example of Indonesia where, although hostilities were in progress, 
| the United Nations Consular Commission, succeeded by the Good Of- _ 

| fices Committee, had succeeded in securing observance of a cease-fire 
order and principles of agreement. . ESS 

| _ Dr. Magnes said he would be frank in remarking that he thought. 
| American spokesmen at Lake Success had been too apologetic in put- 

| ting forward our trusteeship proposals. He said there was no solution. 
| for the Palestine problem outside of trusteeship at the present time. 

Trusteeship could take a variety of forms. It could be made up of 
states, as in the federal union, or it could consist of cantons or prov- 

-.- nees inhabited by Jews and Arabs separately. He said that our 
' phrase that the temporary trusteeship should be without prejudice 

| to the eventual settlement, should be amended to read “without prej- 

7 udice to that settlement which will be worked out by the Arabs and 

Jews”. He said he was absolutely certain that there could be no settle- _ 

| ment of the Palestine problem unless the Arabs and Jews sat down 

to work out their own solution.  —_— | 

| As for the government of the trusteeship, Dr. Magnes felt that the 

British had made a mistake in their government of the Palestine 

| mandate. In none of the important offices of government were there 

any Arabs or Jews in posts of responsibility. The British had im- | 
planted a foreign regime on the people of Palestine. If the United | 

| Nations should implant a regime which was made up of the populace, => 

drawing equally on Arabs and Jews, the trusteeship might develop 
into a more lasting settlement. re 

- I told Dr. Magnes that this was the most straightforward accounton 
| Palestine I had heard, and asked him if he had an appointment to see — | 

| the President. He replied that he had not but very much hoped it 
would be possible to call at the White House. I asked McClintock to _ 

| make arrangements for Dr. Magnes to see the President. _ 

| 'As Dr. Magnes was leaving, he asked permission to direct a very 
blunt question: “Do you think there is any chance to impose a solu- | 

tion on Palestine?” I replied that imposition of a regime implied the 
use of force. It was clear as daylight that other governments were — 

. eager to sidestep and leave Uncle Sam in the middle. I did not think 
oo it was wise for the United States alone to take the responsibility for 

-mnilitary commitments in Palestine but I would be glad to give this 
| matter further thought.? 7 Og 

| 2A -memorandum of May 5 by McClintock to Carter indicated that the ribbon 
copy of this memorandum of conversation, marked “Preliminary Draft”, was 

sent to Clifford for the President’s information prior to his meeting with Mag- | 
nes that morning. (501.BB Palestine/5—548. The ribbon copy is in the Truman 
Papers, President’s Secretary’s File.) oo | 

Magnes’ account of his meeting with the President, as subsequently related to- 
_ McClintock, is contained in a memorandum by McClintock to Secretary Mar- 
shall, May 5 (501.BB Palestine/5—548). oo
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| 501.BB Palestine/5—448 : Telegram 7 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) 

| ee to the Secretary of State OO | 

SECRET PRIORITY -. New Yorr, May 4, 1948—2:50 p. m. | 

568. For Rusk. Supplementing phone conversations, we feel strongly 
prompt initiative should. be taken in first committee to suspend i 
November 29 resolution and to support SC truce terms. Urgently re- sf 
quest authorization to introduce resolutions along following lines: _ an | 

Suspension of November 29 resolution: == — ee 4 

| “The first committee: | | | BE 
In accordance with the resolution of the GA of 19 April 1948 re-_ 

_ ferring to the first committee for consideration and report ‘further & 
consideration of the question of the future government of Palestine’; _ 

-.- Recommends to the GA the adoption of the following resolution: 
- The GA: . a Be 

Recognizing: | PERS 
| That in view of the actual situation in Palestine the plan of parti-. 

| tion with economic union as set forth in its resolution No. 181 (11) | 
of 29 November 1947 cannot be put into effect on 15 May 1948; . 

| Resolves: | | os .  «£ 
To suspend, as of this date, the recommendations to the UK as the - 

mandatory power of Palestine and to all other members of the UN, 
the requests to the SC, the responsibilities imposed upon the TC and — : 
upon the UN Palestine Commission, the call addressed to the inhabi- , 
tants of Palestine, the appeals to all governments and peoples, and the | | 
authorizations to the SYG, as set forth in its resolution of _ | 

. 29 November 1947." ae | Oo | 

_ Support of SC truce terms: — a a a | - 

_ Taking account of the resolutions adopted by the SC with reference. 
to Palestine on March 1, April 1, April 17 and April 23, 1948, and ! 

Taking particular note of the SC’s resolution of 17 April 1948, | ! 
_. which set forth the specific terms of a-truce for Palestine; SS OT 

| Appeals to all persons and organizations in Palestine and especially | 
the AHC and the JA, and to all governments and particularly those | 
of the countries neighboring Palestine, to comply with the resolution : 
of the SC of 17 April, 1948.” 1 | a | 

| | a cs | | AUSTIN | 

| tIn a memorandum for the files, dated May 6, Mr. McClintock stated in part: | 
“On receipt of telegram 568, May 4, from USUN, suggesting that the Department | 

_ authorize the introduction of a resolution by the United States Delegation to : 
| suspend the November 29 resolution on the partition of Palestine, Mr. Lovett | 

| directed that no such action be taken. | or , 
“Following consultation with Mr. Rusk, I telephoned Mr. Ross in New York . | 

City and at 6 p. m., May 4, said that the Department could not give approval to 
_ the suggested draft resolution. I stressed that our principal effort at the moment | 

should be on the truce and cease-fire. One of the articles of the proposed truce. | 
did, in fact, include provision for suspending the effect of the resolution of | 

_ November 29, 1947, for the duration of the truce.” (501.BB Palestine/5-648) |. |
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a | | Editorial Note a a 

| The Clifford Papers contain several pages of penciled notes in the - 
handwriting of Mr. Clifford, dated May 4, 1948. Some of these notes | 

- deal with the question of American recognition of the anticipated | 
Jewish state and read as follows: : SO - | 

“1. Recognition is consistent. with U.S. policy from the beginning. 
_ “2. A separate Jewish state is inevitable. It will beset up shortly. — 

“3. As far as Russia is concerned we would do better to indicate 
recognition. a mo 

| “4. We must recognize inevitably. Why not now. | 
| “5. State Dept. resolution doesn’t stop partition.” 7 

For other penciled notes of Mr. Clifford, dated May 4, 1948, see the 
| editorial note on page 744. Oo ee 

_ 867N.01/5-548 = . | 
The British Ambassador (Inverchapel) to the Secretary of State - 

TOP SECRET IMMEDIATE _ Wasuineton, 5th May, 1948. 
| G96/80/48 - | fe —_ 

- - Dear Mr. Secretary: When we met on the evening of the 3rd May 
+ -you expressed to me the very strong hope that Mr. Bevin would accept 

_ the emergency proposals to secure ‘a truce in Palestine which were put 

‘to both Jews and Arabs on that.day by the United States Delegation | 

_ to the United Nations. In particular, you hoped that Mr. Bevin would _ 
agree to the extension of the Mandate for ten days. 

. [informed Mr. Bevin immediately of what you had said. As you | 
will no doubt already have heard from Mr. Douglas, Mr. Bevin, while 
viewing these efforts with all sympathy, feels unable to depart from 

) the date already set for the termination of the Mandate. He has'asked __ 
me to explain to you the cogent reasons which have impelled His _ 

| Majesty’s.Government to take this decision. ; | et | | 

If His Majesty’s Government were to agree to an extension of the 
Mandate even for a short period, they would be accused by the whole 

a world of double-dealing and the fact of their having sent reinforce- 

ments to Palestine would be held as evidence that they never intended __ 
to keep to the date of the 15th May. Moreover, if the Jews and Arabs 

_ knew that His Majesty’s Government were to be responsible for an- _ 
7 _ other ten days, they would no doubt seek to spin out the talks for the 

_ extra period and matters would be no further advanced. In Mr. Bevin’s | 
- view, it is only by confronting both sides with a definite deadline that 

even the present willingness to negotiate has been achieved. If the date 

| - 1The editors have been unable to find a memorandum covering this conversa- 
| tion in the Department of State files. | . | oe
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- were now to be changed (and this is in any event precluded by the 

. recent Palestine Act passed by Parliament in the United Kingdom, _ | 

that advantage would be altogether lost. se | | 

A telegram from the High Commissioner at Jerusalem indicates =f 

| that, in addition to the possibility that the retention of British troops | 

in Jerusalem might prejudice the efforts for a truce now being made — | E 

there by the International Red Cross on the basis of the withdrawal 

of all troops by the end of the Mandate, considerable difficulties — | 

' from the military point of view would also attend an extension of the OO 

| Mandate. In the first place, communications with Jerusalem are daily 

becoming more difficult and the roads are mined. Secondly, the troops 

in Jerusalem, being entirely dependent upon oil, are only just able to 

maintain themselves until the 15th May as the railway is out of action ) 
and military oil tankers have left the country. Thirdly, a later de- | 
parture would raise serious administrative problems, including the | . 

deferment of the release of troops. Fourthly, the army would be faced | 

with a serious refugee problem with which they would be unable to | 

- eope. — ce a | | ee | 
-.--Tn all these circumstances Mr. Bevin feels compelled to maintain | 

| the position he has taken, as defined in his speech to the House of | 

Commons on the 4th May, a copy of the relevant portion of which I 
| enclose.? But. if His Majesty’s Government were asked by the United 
_. Nations and by both Arabs and Jews to provide local security for | 

premises in Haifa, for example, in which the negotiations could be | 
continued after the 15th May, His Majesty’s Government would be . 
quite prepared to consider it, since they do not want to impede last- | 

minute efforts to secure peace in Palestine by whatever means. _ | 

| - The difficulties which I have outlined are, in Mr. Bevin’s view, very 
real, and I should like to emphasise that they are in no way enumerated | 
with a view to discouraging the efforts which the United States Gov- : 
ernment is making to secure a truce. On the contrary His Majesty’s — | 

Government wish these efforts every sticcess. te ay | 

_. Yours sincerely, ss JNVERCHAPEL 

| “Not printed. a er 

IO Files : US/S/500 or US/A/C.1/689 : Os ee 

| Memorandum by the Deputy United States Representative on the ' 

. — Security Council (Jessup) to the United States Representative at - 
| the United Nations (Austin) CREM A pf 

| CONFIDENTIAL : ~ [New Yorx,] May 5,1948 = 

- Inconsidering the problems which may ariseinthe Security Council, = =| 
particularly if Chapter 7+ action seems to be indicated asthe Palestine = 

1This Chapter dealt with action concerning threats to the peace, breaches of 
| the peace, and acts of aggression. | oo ee ,
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- situation develops, I believe that certain basic legal points are in need 
. of clarification. Our position book on Palestine under Tab 4c. includes 

| _ @ memorandum on the legal status of Palestine? This opinion was. 
written before some aspects of the problem developed and does not — 

| seem to me to give conclusive answers at this time. . ee 
| _ The basic question is the status of Palestine after May 15. Under this 

_ head perhaps the first question is our position concerning the right of © 
: the United Kingdom to terminate the Mandate in the absence of pre- 

vious agreement with the United Nations. In the position paper at 
| page 18, it is said : “If the General Assembly should repeal its recom: _ 

mendation [of November 29]* before May 15, 1948, Great Britain — 
| would be obligated to continue the Mandate until another solution 

| could be found and carried out”. It is not:clear to me whether we intend 
to hold the United Kingdom to this view in case the resolution of 

a November 29 is merely suspended, or incase it is negatived by the 
force of events without formal General Assembly action for repeal or 
suspension. ee EOE — a 

| | If we take the position that the Mandate is not terminated on May 15, 
we must assert that the United Kingdom continues to have full re-_ 

| sponsibility and that the question of Jewish armed activities or the 
entry of the armies of the Arab states is primarily a problem for Great 
Britain. Such military activities could be considered by Great Britain 
as a revolt against its authority, or, if countenanced or invited by 

| Great Britain, they might beconsidered legalized. RE SS 
_ Another possible position in line with a general previous view of : 

the United States would be that the Mandate is terminated as of 
_ May 15, and that the United States, France, and the United Kingdom 

_ succeed the Mandate as the principal allied and associated powers. If 
| we take this view, we would share jointly with the other two powers 

the responsibility for law and order in Palestine and the military | 
- activities of Jews and Arabs would involve the question of the au- 

| thorization of acquiescence of the three powers. | Se 
a _ Under either of the above hypotheses there would be no legally - 

| delimited Jewish state or Arab state and the movement of armed 
forces in any area in Palestine could be considered a question of civil _ 

| rebellion against the constituted authority (namely the United — 
‘Kingdom, or the United Kingdom jointly with France and the United . 
States). It seems clear that in considering the “invasion” of Arab 
armies, under either of the above hypotheses, it would not be the 
Jewish Agency which could raise the question, but only the single or 

_ triple legal authority. a | | | 
| A third possible hypothesis would be that the United Kingdom can 

| legally terminate the Mandate, and that the United States and France | 

"3 Mr. Gross’ memorandum of March 19 to Mr. Rusk, p. 747. : | 
* Brackets appear in the source text. | : |
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by renunciation or acquiescence surrender their rights as principal 

allied and associated powers. In general, the discussions in the First 

Committee have proceeded along these lines and have reached the : 

~ eonclusion that the resulting situation would be a vacuum. It is on ' 

this basis that it has been argued that the United Nations must: ' 

assume the authority as of May 15. If the United Nations is the legal | ' 

authority in Palestine on May 15, then any anticipated military action | 

-- would be action against the United Nations itself, foe | 

| A fourth possible hypothesis, which I believe the United States is 

not prepared to accept, is that by virtue of the November 29 resolu- _ k 

tion it would be legally permissible for the Jews and the Arabs to 

proclaim their states in that area. | | | SEE : 

Involved in the above situations is the question of the recognition of — ; 

| a proclaimed Jewish state or of a proclaimed Palestinian state. If we 

are prepared to take the position that either the United Kingdom or : 

the principal allied and associated powers constitutethelegalauthority = - : 

in Palestine as of May 15, it would be a violation of international law | 

for other states to recognize these newly proclaimed states until the : 

lawful authorities had clearly reached the point of being unable any | 

longer to assert their authority over them, in other words, until they | 

had actually achieved their independence by force of arms without 

any prospect that the lawful authorities could reassert their authority. 

Tf we follow the theory that a legal vacuum is created on May 15 

and if Jewish and Palestinian states are proclaimed, even beforethese 

proclaimed states are recognized they might give color of legal au- 

thority to any outside forces which came in at their request. eee 

— So far as the instructions which we have received are concerned, I 

do not find that we have clear answers to these problems. I think it | 

may be difficult to map a consistent course of action in the Security 

Council until our position on these points is clear. In a recent con-_ | 

versation with Mr. Parodi, I gathered that he, as President of the — | 

Security Council, is also worried about the answers to these problems. | 

USUN Files a oe a 7 

Memorandum by Mr. Charles P. Noyes* to the Deputy United States | 

| Representative on the Security Council (Jessup) Le, | 

“SECRET Oo [New Yor«,] May 5, 1948. 

: I agree with the conclusion in your memorandum of May 5 that it 

ig important if not urgent for us to have a clear legal position as to _ | 

the status of Palestine on May 15 under the various possible sets of | 

1 Adviser on Security Council and General Assembly Affairs at the United | 

States Mission at the United Nations. _ , i a .
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| circumstances which may exist. I also agree that the Department’s 
legal memorandum solves few if any of these problems. = | 

/ It seems to me that it is helpful to consider our legal difficulties. 
from the practical point of view. Whatever the technical legal posi- 

| tion may be, it seems to me clearly impractical for us to attempt to base 
our policy after May 15 upon the legal position that the United King- 
dom has no right to, and therefore has not laid down its mandate. _ 

| Insistence on this position would bring us into direct contradiction  —_—- 
with the British, with all supporters of partition, including the J ews, / 
and probably with a number of other States who sympathize with the 

| British. In fact I doubt whether we would receive any substantial sup- 
port for our position. In practical terms, the British will have gotten — 
out; will cease to exercise any control; and those who disagree with | 

| our legal position, particularly pro-partitioners, will act on the basis | 
of their own theory, namely, that the Jews have a right to set up a 
State of their own. I can see no practical advantage whatever, and 
‘grave disadvantages, in attempting to assert this legal position, what- 

| ever its inherent merits; _ BS oo | 
_ It seems to me that it would be even less practicable and wise for us —_ 

) to stand on the legal position that when the mandate is terminated the | 
_ United States, France and the United Kingdom succeed to the sover- 

> eignty. It is-certainly late in the day for us to attempt to put this | 
| legal principle forward. We probably waived it in agreeing to the 

_ partition decision last fall. We shall certainly face a refusal by the 
British to agree to this and probably also a refusal by the French. : 

: Again, all the pro-partitioners, including the Jews, will oppose it = 
| vigorously. And finally, it seems to me, very doubtful that the United 
_. States should attempt to assume responsibility for events in Palestine 

__. which the acceptance by the Assembly of such a legal theory would 
a entail. In any case, in my view we would stand no chance whatever of 
- having our position accepted and, in my opinion, the advantages, if — 
oe any, of taking this position are far outweighed by the disadvantages, 

. regardless of the inherent correctness of the legal position. - 
_ The third and fourth hypotheses you mention, it seems to me, are 

based on the same legal principle, namely, that when Britain declares 
| the mandate terminated, Palestine becomes an independent country | 

| in the same way that Iraq, Syria, Trans-Jordan, etc., have done. Of . 
course if a trusteeship is approved, the country would not become | 
independent. This outcome does not now seem to be likely. | | 

_ Jit seems to me that whatever the legal merits may be, the United — 
/ States will, because of the practical necessities of the case, acquiesce in 

| _ the legal principle that Palestine becomes independent on May 15. I 
would assume that whatever arrangements the General Assembly may — | 

_Inake for a truce, or for any other provisional regime along the lines . 
of the British suggestion, the legal position would be the same, namely, ©
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Palestine would be an independent country.? Sovereignty would there- ' 

fore lie with the people. It will therefore be legally permissible on the & 

- 15th or 16th for the Jews to declare a Jewish state in their area and 

for the Arabs to declare an Arab State over the whole of Palestine. ' 

Tt seems that it is certain this will be done unless a truce along the 

lines of the Security Council truce is worked out. Most of the legal | 

problems that will arise after the 15th will depend upon the question : 

of recognition by the members of the United Nations of these two | 

- States. It may be assumed that all the Arab States, including some of | 

the other Moslem countries at least, will immediately recognize a Pales- _ | 

- tinian Government over the whole of Palestine. It may also be confi- | 

dently assumed that the Russian group plus some South American . 

7 _ States and possibly other strong pro-partitioners will immediately 

~. recognize a Jewish State. It is likely that these two groups will then — | 

_- proceed to make arrangements for economic and military support for | 

the State which they have recognized. | — - , 

Tf this analysis of what will happen is substantially correct, sup- | 

porters of both sides in the Security Council and the General Assembly 

- will attempt to justify what they are doing from the legal point of — 

view by reference to the fact that they are dealing with the recognized | 

government of part or all of Palestine and that‘any military or other — 

action which they may be taking is at the request of that Government 

and therefore is not in any sense an act of aggression or otherwise a | 

violation of the Charter. Until there is some determinative decision as on 

4 to which side is correct, both are in the position of acting under color | 

of legal arrangements. It may well be that neither the Security Council — 

- nor the General Assembly will be in a position to muster sufficient | 

supporters for any determinative decision on this question, orany other => 

_ resolution directed at either side in the dispute. For example, the Rus- ) 

-_ sians in the Security Council would almost certainly veto any proposal _ 

which is directed against the Jews or which would prevent the Rus- 

- sians from having free access to the Jewish State either for men or — 

munitions. On the other hand it is not likely that the Council would — 

: be able to get seven votes for a resolution directed against the Arabs 

In view of the position taken by the Syrians, Colombians, Argentinians — 

7 and Chinese. Similarly, it may be that neither side could obtain a | 

: two-thirds vote in the General Assembly against the other. ‘The legal 

problem hence becomes merged in a political problem. It seems highly | 

unlikely in this kind of a situation that the legal question ever would — | 

| be determined by the International Court. It will probably in the 

- end be determined by political considerations, and the test may be the 

number of United Nations which eventually recognize the Jewish _ 

State ora single Arab State. - Se 

2 Marginal notation: “or countries”. fe i rn SO
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If the United States decides to acquiesce in the legal principle that 
Palestine will at the termination of the mandate become independent, 

_ It seems to me of urgent importance that it should determine what its _ 
| policy will be with regard to the recognition of a single State or two : 

States, Even if all of the present efforts to find agreement between the 
— parties ‘are successful, we shall probably have to face that policy 
a _ decision. | | es eee 

a | Editorial Note | | 
| | Mr. Beeley, of the British Delegation at the United Nations onthe 

morning of May 5, submitted to the United States Delegation a draft 
resolution proposing a provisional regime for Palestine. The draft | 
was based on the assumption that truce efforts would not be successful, 
except for Jerusalem. It called for creation of a United Nations com- 
mission, with headquarters at Jerusalem, to be at the disposal of the | 
Arabs and Jews for the purposes of controlling the administration of 

7 those central services entrusted to it by the two communities, serving 
, as liaison between them in matters of common interest and mediating | 

between them in order to arrive at an agreed decision on the future 
___, government of Palestine (telegram 577, May 5, 3:30 p. m. from New 

York, 501-BB Palestine/5-548). a Pe 

501.BB Palestine/5-548: Telegram | oe | 
_ _ Mr. John C. Ross to the Secretary of State Oo a 

- : New York, May 5, 1948—2: 30 a. m. 

_ 574. Text follows of “Report to the General Assembly” adopted by 
the Trusteeship Council? early today: | | 

TL. Summary of Proceedings: | ee a 
1. The Trusteeship Council, in pursuance of the request of the - 

| General Assembly of 26 April to study and report on suitable meas- _ 
| ures for the protection of Jerusalem and its inhabitants, considered a 

: | French suggestion to send immediately to Jerusalem a United Nations 
a official with powers to recruit, organize, and maintain an international  =—s_— 

force of 1,000 police. oo | | ara 

. 1 The telegram was undoubtedly drafted on the evening of May 4. The Trustee- | 
ship Council began its discussions on the protection of Jerusalem on April 27, 
concluding them on May 4 after ten sessions. A summary record of these discus- | : 
Sions is printed in United Nations, Trusteeship Council, Official Records, Second | 

. Session, Third Part, pp. 10-133, passim. The Committee adopted its report on | 
May 4 by nine votes to none, with two abstentions (idid., p. 183). For the full 
text of this report, see ibid., Annea, p. 1. . |
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2. The Council also considered a United States proposal for placing | 

---‘*SJerusalem under temporary trusteeship with provision for the main- | 

tenance of law and order. | | | 
3. The Council gave consideration to each of these proposals, in con- | 

- gultation with representatives of the two interested parties and with —f 

the mandatory power. The Council found it impossible to secure — | 

mutual agreement of the interested parties to either proposal. | | 

4, The representative of the Arab Higher Committee declared that | 

his people were opposed to the introduction of any foreign police — | 

- or troops into Jerusalem or the placing of Jerusalem under trustee- | 

| ship. The representative of the Jewish Agency declared that any  —s_ | 

arrangement proposed should also guarantee free access to Jerusalem St 

and the maintenance of food and water supplies. The Jewish Agency — | 

did not consider trusteeship as a suitable form for an international | 

| regime in Jerusalem. The representative of the United Kingdom said | 

that, since the trusteeship proposal as submitted by the representative : 

of the United States was not acceptable to both Arabs and Jews, he | | 

-_-would have to abstain from acting in favor of the proposal. = 
| 5, The representatives of Australia and of the Jewish Agency con- 

sidered that the proper course was to adopt the draft statute for 

Jerusalem and as an emergency measure bring into force such portions = 

of it as were applicable in the circumstances. This was. not acceptable 

to the Arab Higher Committee for the reason that this would amount | 

| to a total or partial implementation of the partition plan, and the _ | 

| Council did not pursue this question. MoS : 

| 6. At its forty-fourth meeting on 3 May, the Council was informed | | 
by the representative of the mandatory power that provision for carry- 

ing on the minimum necessary administrative services in Jerusalem 
after 15 May might be made through the appointment by the High oe 
Commissioner of a neutral person, acceptable to both Arabs and Jews, a 

| - as Special Municipal Commissioner and that he was advised that — ; 
existing legislation would retain its effect after the mandate expires. _ | 
Some members of the Council felt that the task of maintaining law | 
and order in Jerusalem should also be entrusted to the Special _ 

- Municipal Commissioner, but the representative of the United King- 
| dom explained that the Jerusalem Municipal Commission Ordinance =~ 

did not give the Municipal Commissioner any power to maintain law 

and order in Jerusalem, and that therefore the Special Municipal / 
- Commissioner would not have any such powers. oe m | 

- Having regard to this and as the representative of the Arab Higher ~ 
~ Committee objected on political grounds to any suggestion that the 

| Special Municipal Commissioner should be entrusted with the function 
of maintaining law and order, the suggestion that he might undertake _
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: this function in addition to his ordinary municipal duties was aban- : 
| doned. oe | | a 

_ 4 The question of the relationship of the Special Municipal Com- = 

missioner to the United Nations was raised; for example it was sug- 

_ gested that he be nominated by the United Nations. No agreement, 
| however, was reached with the representative of the Arab Higher 

- Committeeonthisquestion. => rs 
8. The Trusteeship Council, while welcoming the information pre- 

_ sented by the representative of the mandatory power, noted that the 

suggestion for the appointment of a special Municipal Commissioner _ 

did not provide for the maintenance of law and order. 
| _ 9. The Trusteeship Council gave its attention continuously to bring- | 

| ing about a truce.in the entire municipal area of Jerusalem as a neces- 
a sarypreliminarystep. => | a 

«IL. Conelusions and Recommendations: | - | 

, 1. Following consultations with the Trusteeship Council, the Arab _ 
: Higher Committee and the Jewish Agency for Palestine ordered on | 

2 May 11948 within the walled city of Jerusalem a cease-fire which is _ 

now in effect. The two parties have further agreed that the specific 7 

terms of a truce in respect of the walled city will be elaborated in 
Jerusalem in consultation with the High Commissioner for Palestine. 

| 2. The Trusteeship Council also brings to the notice of the General 
_. Assembly the undertakings given by the representatives of the Arab _ 

Higher Committee and the Jewish Agency for Palestine that their | 
a communities will respect and safeguard all holy places. | 

3. The Trusteeship Council has been informed that the mandatory 

power would be willing, if the General Assembly agrees, to appoint —__ 

| under Palestine legislation before 15 May 1948, a neutral acceptable > 
to both Arabs and Jews, as Special Municipal Commissioner who | 

| shall, with the cooperation of the community committees already 

: existing in J erusalem, carry out the functions hitherto performed by | 
- the Municipal Commission. ‘The Trusteeship Council recommends to 

, the General Assembly that it inform the mandatory power of its full 
agreement with such measure. Be a | 

| 4, The Council recognizes that the measure hereabove recommended | 
| does not provide adequately for the protection of the city and of its” 

. inhabitants. It considers also that urgent attention should be given by 

the General Assembly to the necessity of providing for the custody a 
| of the assets of the Government of Palestine in Jerusalem and for an 

effective maintenance of law and order in the municipal area pending — 
a final settlement. — | | . 

| | Oo Ross
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501.BB Palestine/ 5-548 : Circular telegram . - 7 : [ 

The Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic Offices* | | 

‘TOP SECRET _ Wrasstneton, May 5, 1948—7 a. m. | 

-_-Deptel 1586 May 3 to London. Following are possible termsoftruce = | 

informally developed during past few weeks by USUN which might | | 

serve as basis for agreement between JA and AHC. This truce pro- © 

posal should not be confused with basis for ten day cease fire proposal. 

| [Here follow the 11 articles of the draft truce terms; for the text | 

| of the proposed articles of truce as approved by President Truman | | 

: on May 7, see the circular telegram of that date, page 927.] oo. ee 

oe fh ; Oo ee  Marswann | 

* Sent to the diplomatic representatives in Baghdad, Beirut, Cairo, Damascus, | 

and Jidda. Oe Oo i | 

501.BB Palestine/5—548 : Telegram | ; | | _ 

Phe Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom | 

 gncrpr = ti‘ié‘i‘iét;é*;:” Wasnt ro, Maa 5, 1948—7 p. m. 

| 1618. Deptel 1586 May 3. For Douglas. Following telephone con- 

--—s-yersation between Dept and AmEmbassy Cairo May 3 Ambassador — 

Tuck sent Secretary Ireland to Damascus by plane to ascertain Arab | 

| views regarding informal truce arrangements which have been devel- 

oping at NY and regarding ten day cease fire. vote pty es 

‘In subsequent telephone conversation May 5 between Dept and 

AmEmbassy Cairo Ambassador Tuck and Secretary Ireland (latter 

having just arrived in Cairo from Damascus by plane) stated Ireland — 

had talked yesterday and today with Azzam Pasha ‘and other Arab 

/ leaders and had obtained impression that Arab League was deeply = 

ss interested in. cease fire proposal but that it was unwilling to accept - 

unless convinced Brit would be prepared continue maintain their re- eo 

sponsibilities Palestine until at least ten days after May 15. Azzam L 

_ Pasha was not prepared at this time to admit Arab armies would | : 

refrain from invading Palestine even though Brit might remain. 

---Treland did not believe there was any truth in report that Arab | 

| League had decided to accept ten day cease fire proposal (as rumored 

in NY through Brit channels). Onegai ye ES - 

- Azzam Pasha flatly refused to agree to any increase in J ewish im- | 

migration during the period of truce for Palestine in excess of 1500 oe 

monthly because Arabs had never agreed to any Jewish immigration | 

_ (although they would accept 1500 monthly in maintenance of status —
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qguo*), and because Arabs could see no reason for Jewish insistence __ 
on increased immigration during the period of truce when unsettled 

: conditions in Palestine prevailed (unless Jews desired precedent of __ 
_ Arab agreement to Jewish immigration or to use immigration for 

strengthening Jewish armed forces). ' , oa 
‘When Ireland asked Azzam Pasha if Arabs had considered grave 

| responsibilities which they were assuming before world in invading __ 
| Palestine at time when matter was before UN Azzam Pasha replied 

Arabs had given serious consideration to all consequences and had _ 
| determined they could do no other than to send armed forces into 

| Palestine. Ireland said every possible argument had been used to — 
convince Azzam Pasha and other Arab leaders of necessity for arrang- | 
ing 10 day cease fire and truce. a 
Azzam Pasha stated Arab armies were poised ready for entry into — 

‘Palestine and that if they should fail to enter on May 15 these forces 
might gradually disintegrate so that they would no longer be really 

| effective at later date. a Gk 

Ireland obtained impression from Azzam Pasha and other Arab 

leaders particularly former that failure of members of Arab League 
to invade Palestine by force in near future might lead to dissatisfac- 

| tion and mutual recriminations among Arabs; that relatively moderate 
elements of Arab League including Azzam Pasha would be over- 
thrown; and that unity of Arab League would be endangered. There _ 

a was also apparently fear that some Arab governments might be over- 
thrown as result rising passions among Arab populations. ee 

__ -Treland said anger among Arabs had been heightened by reported 

| action among certain Jews of violating Arab women. Such stories | 

were particularly effective in view sensitive attitude of Arabs 
regarding their women. | : 

Tuck promised endeavor communicate with Egyptian FO to obtain 
| definite reply as to whether Arabs had agreed to 10 day cease fire 

proposal and to reach Chargé d’Affaires Damascus to ascertain latter’s 
information. — a a | SO | 

Sent to London 1618, repeated Cairo 529, USUN New York 285, 

“Jerusalem 364, Damascus 157, Baghdad 144, Beirut 214, Jidda 169. | 

ee ok | | _ MarsHay | 

a In telegram 471, May 5, 9p. m., Cairo clarified Azzam Pasha’s views on the i 

immigration question, namely that the “Arabs would not agree to rights of Jews 
to immigration. Never had done so and could not now begin. Would, however, | 

accept existing conditions whereby 1,500 Jews per month were permitted, but 
would not agree to inclusion of any mention of immigration in truce.” (501.BB 

| , Palestine/5—548 ) , ; -
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Resolution Adopted by the General Assembly on the Report of the _ 
a a —- Trusteeship Council? | | 

187 (S-2). Prorecrion or THE Crry or JERUSALEM AND Its InHaBI- 
TANTS: APPOINTMENT OF A SPECIAL MUNICIPAL COMMISSIONER — 

The General Assembly, . PE es 

| | Having asked the Trusteeship Council to study, with the Mandatory : 

Power and the interested parties, suitable measures for the protection  —s [ 

of the city of Jerusalem and its inhabitants and to submit within the =| 
shortest possible time proposals to the General Assembly to that effect, — | 

Takes note of the conclusions and recommendations of the Trustee- | 

ship Council, as set forth in its report to the General Assembly on the | 

| protection of the city of Jerusalem and itsinhabitants; | 
_ Approves these conclusions and recommendations; _ - 

: - Recommends that the Mandatory Power appoint under Palestine 
— legislation, before 15 May 1948, a neutral acceptable to both Arabs 

and Jews, as Special Municipal Commissioner, who shall, with the 

co-operation of the community committees already existing in Jerusa- | 

, Jem, carry out the functions hitherto performed by the Municipal _ 

_ Commission ; ? OSes | a OS | 

- Decides that continuing urgent attention should be given by the 
First Committee or its subsidiary bodies to the question of further 
measures for the protection of the city of Jerusalem and its inhabitants. 

oo - 1 Reprinted from GA (II/S8), Resolutions, p. 7. The resolution was adopted on 
May 6 by a vote of 35 to none, with 17 abstentions. For the record of Assembly 
‘discussions, see GA (II/SS), Plenary, pp. 10-27. mee ne 

2Dr. José Arce, President of the General Assembly, and Secretary-General 
| Lie notified Sir Alan Cunningham, High Commissioner for Palestine, by cable : 

on May 18 that “after consultation with the Jewish Agency for Palestine and 
| the Arab Higher Committee both parties have agreed to the appointment of 

: - Mr, Harold Evans, Philadelphia attorney and member Board American Friends | 

Service Committee as Special Commissioner for Palestine’. (United Nations | | 
press release PAL/165, May 13) . | Be | | 

- 501.BB Palestine/5—648: Telegram a | — : 

| Se Mr. John C. Ross to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET __ | os New Yor«, May 6,1948—8:50a.m. 

585. From Ross. [Here follows Mr. Ross’ account of his conversa- 

| tion with Judge Proskauer. | ee G . 
| - Shertok-—Silver. I called on Shertok by appointment this afternoon ; + | 

when I arrived his office he said Silver had indicated desire sitin our | 
discussion. We discussed truce about an hour, Shertok leading by — 

__. saying principal objection to ten-day proposal was extension of man- | 

2 Presumably on May 5. oe | a mo 

| 598-594-7626 | : |
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| date. This, they thought, would greatly impair their position re estab- 
_. lishment Jewish state. a | | 

Silver said, however, they were prepared to accept immediate un- tt 
conditional cease-fire for indefinite period if other side would accept. 
They had authority from JA Executive in Palestine for such action, 

| _ [asked what they meant by unconditional cease-fire. Silver replied 
it means what it says, explaining that Jews were not trying to shoot _ 
Arabs out of Arab state but Arabs were trying to do this to Jews. If. 
Arabs will stop shooting, stop their aggression (in other words, stop __ 
interfering with establishment towards Jewish state), Jews will stop 
shooting. They would not attempt take new positions nor attack Arab | 
communities, ete. Se Sea Oo 

I inquired how recent affairs in Jaffa and Jerusalem squared with 
idea that only Arabs were aggressors. They replied with well-known 
line re protecting their people and positions, somewhat embarrassed, 
however, reJaffa. —— a 

| I brought up articles of truce, asked what were main difficulties. 
- Silver took burden of reply to effect two principal difficulties: (1) 

| postponement establishment Jewish state; (2) impairment their rela- 
tive military position. I asked if these two points were considered more 

 —_ erucialthan immigration, — 7 

| | Silver replied immigration secondary factor assuming, of course, 
| reasonable compromise could’ be worked out along lines four, five,six => 

thousand, with four thousand as rock bottom figure, and other two 
points he had mentioned definitely not difficult for JA. Hisremarks = 
re immigration figures largely talking for effect but it was perfectly 

| clear that present position is immigration distinctly secondary. _ | | 
| - On question postponement establishment of state, Silver asked if 

| this included also postponement of establishment provisional govern- 
- mentin Jewisharea. Fs os ) 

o I told him principal objective was to avoid political action establish- 
ment Jewish state May 15. Our idea was if truce could be arranged, 

-_ Jocal communities would carry on so far as possible own self-govern- 
— ment. Here was big distinction in my mind between Jews governing 
| _ themselves in their own areas and proclamation of sovereign state. | 

| Silver then went on to say if they could establish provisional gov- 
ernment they could forego establishment sovereign state provided 
there was guarantee that at end of truce period they could go ahead 
‘and establish their state. | - pS | 

I tried unsuccessfully to argue them out: of this position, indicating _ 
‘that if I understood meaning word truce it meant standstill, while they _ 
were asking for a flat guarantee. We were dealing with three possible 

| . alternatives; first, on the one extreme would be renunciation for good. : 

_ and all of any claim to statehood. We were not asking them to accept __ 

this. Second, that the other extreme was guaranteed statehood whether.
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May 15 or later. We were trying to establish a condition which was sdtyX 

midway between these two extremes which would not prejudice their | 

position. | | - - | 

| | I went on to point out that in my view iftruce were notestablished = ~— 

they ran a very serious risk of not being able to establish their stateand | 

moreover of losing a great deal of the gains they have made over the _ : 

past years, and particularly since November 29, in developing their | 

| political institutions. a ar | | 

Silver and Shertok argued vigorously against this point of view, 

Silver holding forth at some length on attitude of US Government : 

- which he described as “hostile” government in which, in effect, they | 

had no confidence at all. How could we ask them to accept a truce and | 

‘pretend to be friendly in doing so if we were not prepared to support = — 

creation of Jewish state and defend it against external aggression. 

| [Here follows one paragraph regarding a document: given to Mr.. | 

| Ross by Rabbi Silver.] | —— 7 

After further ‘discussion I told Silver I wanted to be as clear as - : 

possible as to position he had stated and developed re truce. As I | 

understood it JA might be prepared postpone establishment of state | 

as part of truce terms provided (1) they could establish their pro- | 

| - visional government, and (2) that objective of truce would be estab- 

- ‘lishment of Jewish state or alternatively (3) that US would guarantee | 

| - to prevent aggression into Palestine from neighboring Arab states. 

| Silver confirmed this but Shertok hedged and said that two and three 

were essential. ; re SO - 

SO During course of conversation I asked whether their worry about > 

postponement of proclamation of sovereign state derived from fear 

their legal position would be impaired if they did not do so upon | 

termination of mandate. They replied in affirmative. Tn this connection | | 

a Silver emphasized heavy reliance J A is placing on November 29 resolu- 

tion as legal basis for its action. __ | | | Oo 

| At another point Shertok asked why we were worried about Jews | 

going ahead with proclamation their state May 15. Were we worried, | 

he inquired, lest Jews might seek recognition from left to right but 

_. more left than right? If this were the case, they could assure us that | 

| they had no intention of looking in that quarter and intended to move | 

-_-very slowly on question of recognition. EE 

_.-- [replied that our motive in political standstill was to prevent Jews. 

taking the one step which would call forth counter-steps from Arab 

side and plunge Palestine into war. We had no motive beyond this. = | 

| _ Silver inquired with some suspicion about Creech Jones’ proposal | 

for some neutral administrative regime.2 Was this a device to keep 

the British in or was it simply trusteeship under another name? / Co 

| | 2 Ror the British proposal, see editorial note, p. 912. - |
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| I replied I could not speak for British but as I understood proposal 
| it was simply taking recognition of fact that a number of central 

administrative services are essential to welfare of community as a 
whole and that it might facilitate agreement between Jews and Arabs 

| _ to continue these minimum services. Silver indicated by implication 
_ that Jews could be cooperative in this regard with assistance of UN. | 

| In discussion some of legal points, Shertok turned back clock con- | 
| siderably to effect that establishment of Jewish state in area con- 

| templated by November 29 resolution was very much less than Jewish | 
position called for, their original position being Jewish state for whole | 

7 of Palestine. If.on May 15 Arabs proclaim Arab state for whole of _ 
Palestine rather than for Arab position, Jews would then feel free , 
to revert to original position and proclaim Jewish state for whole of 
Palestine = | a 

Although results of this conversation rather gloomy and I feel | 
Jewish position has hardened very considerably, on other hand I feel 
we have two elements we may be able to develop, namely, their will- 

| _ ingness expressed for first time to my knowledge to forego proclama- 
| tion of Jewish state May 15, and their statement re accepting an 

immediate unconditional cease-fire for indefinite period, despite in | 
both cases impractical conditions attached. | | 

) Boa | Ross | 

501.BB Palestine/5-648 : Telegram : | | | 

a The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) 
: to the Secretary of State — | | 

TOP SECRET  NIACT _ New York, May 6, 1948—2: 15 p. m. 

| _ 587. Eyes Alone For the Secretary and Lovett From Rusk. Dr. Gold- | 
mann came in this morning at his own request to discuss the truce. He _ 

- said he was greatly disturbed by the present situation and considers the _ | 
shortage of time makes immediate drastic action necessary. He said 

. two questions were bothering the JA. First was how far the Jews could 
go short of declaring sovereignty in organizing their state. I told him | 
that if there was to be any prospect of Arab agreement to a truce, the — 
formula which refers to “existing Arab and Jewish authorities” was 
as far as we could go. I pointed out that in fact that would permit — 

| them to operate as a kind of provisional government within the Jewish . 
community but that I believed any attempt to establish a formal provi- 

. sional government claiming authority throughout the boundaries set. 
. out in the November 29 resolution would be bitterly resisted by the 

| _ Arabs. His second point was one which has been recurring in recent 
| talks with the Jews, namely, what assurances could the Jews have that 

| a period of truce would not be followed by large-scale intervention by 
the Arab states. He pointed out that the Arab states could complete |
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| their military preparations during the truce and that this would work — | 

a severe hardship on the Jews, an argument he had found it difficult to : 

- meet inside the Agency. I told him that no government would commit 

its armed forces in advance to a hypothetical situation of the sort he & 

. raised, nor could anyone give the Jews a blank check without reference. | 

to the future course of Jewish action. I pointed out that the Jews could 

_” not expect greater security than everyone else in the world has at the | 

present time. I told him I would raise the possibility of a policy state- 

| ment by the US to the effect that our policy, including our arms _ | 

embargo, would be directed solidly in support of a truce and against _ | 

those who violated it or attempted to take advantage of its provisions — | 

to create warfare in Palestine. He seemed to think some such statement 

- would be most useful in meeting this particular Jewish anxiety. 

On immigration, he inquired how much progress we had made with 

the Arabs. I told him there was still a wide gap and that my only = 

suggestion was that both Arabs and Jews must realize that the gap | 

was not worth a major war. To overcome this obstacle, we were sug- 

gesting that immigration for the period of the truce be left to the SC. | 

7: Truce Commission but that it be advised on this point by animmi- 

gration advisory board comprising representatives of three govern- 

| ments, one to be selected by each of the parties and the third by the two | | 

‘governments so named. He seemed to think that would be very ac- 

/ ceptable from the Jewish point of view and was a good formula. — | 

[then outlined to Dr. Goldmann my own personal views on what - 

situation would confront the Jews on May 15 if there is not truce. I 

said that (1) both Jews and Arabs will declare sovereign state and - 

| - both will probably obtain some recognition. Arabs would be expected — 

| to obtain more recognitions in short run because of support from Arab 

and Moslem states; (2) without a truce, no international action can 

succeed in assisting the Jews in Jerusalem and a considerable part of => 

| Jewish effort must be spent in securing this Jewish enclave; (8) Jews — 

will face long war of attrition with Arabs, with Arabs employing ~ 

- guerrilla tactics which Jews will find it difficult to handle with small 

_ forces at their disposal; Arabs will probably not engage in the fixed 

battles between major forces which would give the Jews a chance to 

force an early decision; (4) November 29 resolution will undoubtedly - 

| be suspended by the special session or by the SC acting under Chapter | | 

- WIT if it becomes apparent that the resolution is an obstacle to a truce; 

(5) the SC can be expected to order a truce with sanctions against 

one or both sides if truce is not accepted. If SC is blocked by a veto, — 

the US and other members of the Council may have to apply sanctions | 

anyhow; (6) the JA will face increasingly difficult problems of control | 

over its own extremists who will take advantage of the need for Jew- __ - 

ish solidarity to impose increasingly extreme policies upon the JA. oe 

| Present moderates among the Jews would be displaced during the
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| course of the fighting; (7) the probable course of events will identify — 
- Russian and Jewish interests in such a way as to create bitter hostility 

_ and anti-Semitism in the western world. | a 
Goldmann stated that although my wording might be a little exag- 

_ gerated, he agreed with the general analysis. Goldmann then said he. | 
had come to see me on a completely off-the-record basis to say that the 

_ time had now come in his opinion for the Secretary to intervene at. 
| once by calling in Shertok, and possibly Silver (but not Goldmann) _ | 

and speak very bluntly to them along the lines of the points I had. | 
enumerated. Goldmann said that the moderates in New York had been. 

| _ temporarily outnumbered in discussing a truce. | a 
[ Here follow various personal observations by Mr. Goldmann] 
I asked him if he had any views on whether our intervention should 

be by the President or the Secretary. He said he was “thinking aloud” - | 
a but his impression was that blunt talk was necessary and that. the 

President might be moved by internal political considerations to add | 
_ promises or qualifications which might not help in this situation. I, 

then asked whether Washington was better than New York for such, © 
intervention. He said the place would make no difference. Commenting = 

_ further, he did not know whether Dr. Silver should be included be- 
cause he realized that Silver’s presence might lead merely to “a big 

| argument”. On the other hand, Silver’s-group was the one which had _ | 
— to be convinced of our determination to pursue a truce policy in | 

_Palestine. - __ nie, SoS Oo | : oe a 
| Goldmann asked that his visit and remarks to me be kept entirely =| 

| secret. ya 7 | | | | 
We are trying to arrange a meeting this afternoon with Creech | 

Jones, Parodi and Nisot to discuss a further draft of truce terms. | 
being sent Department by teletype. If these four governments conclude 

os that the truce terms are fair and reasonable, we have the basis for 
SC action to order a truce under Chapter VII. Subject to the attitude 

| of the other three, I recommend that the Secretary call Shertok and 
| Silver to Washington on Friday and talk bluntly of our determination. 

to bring about a truce. I believe such talks must be based, however, 
_ upon a policy decision. by the President that (1) we are prepared 

| _ to insist upon a truce along the lines of our latest Articles of truce 
| with such changes as may be acceptable to Arabs and J ews, (2) that. | 

_ We are prepared to join. with others in pressing action in the SC 
under Chapter VII to obtain such a truce, (3) that if SC action is © 

| _ frustrated by a veto, we are prepared to join with other UN members. | 
to support the truce by our own policies, (4) that we are prepared. / 

_ tosupport the sanctions envisaged in the Charter in support of a truce, : 
(5) that we are prepared to support a suspension of the November 29 - 
resolution in the special session of the GA, and (6) that we shall direct. 
our policy, including our arms embargo policy, toward the support |
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_ of atruce and against those who violate it or seek to disturb the existing a 

military situation by indirection of subterfuge. eT 

- The Arabs would probably accept Articles of truce with the excep- 

| tion of the immigration point. I recommend that we be equally firm — 

with the Arabs that the rest of the world cannot permit hostilities to. | 

go on merely because of inability to reach agreement on immigration =—| 

and that we believe that: the SC Truce Commission, advised by a_ | 

specially selected board of three governments, should decide this ques- 

- tionduringthetruce. er rs 
Above is subject to further comments after meeting with British, 3 

_ French and Belgians this afternoon, but believe youshould be consider- 

"ing policy questions raised. Oo 

ee ee eee —  AUSTIN- 

-s«BOL.BB Palestine/5-648: Telegram oe 

«Phe United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 

| Bg Se the Secretary of State re 

TOP SECRET URGENT | New York, May 6, 1948—11:40 p. m. | 

| 596. From Ross. Jessup, Rusk, Kopper and I met with Parodi, 

- Creech Jones and Nisot (Belgium) at 6 this afternoon for two hours 

-. on status of truce discussions and future procedure. We presented — 

following paper as basis for discussion, making clear it was not even | 

an informal proposal of US Government : ee ee ees 

“Representatives of the US, as one of the three members of the SC | 
Truce Commission for ‘Palestine, have had a number of informal con- _ 

: versations in New York with representatives of the JA, the AHC and > 
the Arab States in an effort to determine if a basis could be found for 

- agreement between the parties on specific truce terms. | _ | 

Draft ‘articles of truce’ have served as a basis for the conversations = 

referred to. Copies of this draft have been given to the parties to these 

| conversations. Copies have also been given to representatives of the 

| Belgian and French Governments, as the other members of the Truce 

- Commission, and of the UK Government, as the mandatory power. _ 
| The representatives of these three governments have been kept in- 

formed of the progress of the conversations, a a 

Tt must now be reported that a basis for agreement on truce terms 
has not been found. - mo a - 

a It is very unlikely that the Arabs will acquiesceinafigureforJewish = 

- immigration higher than the present quota of 1,500 a month under _ : 

| the mandate. Otherwise it is believed that the truce terms might be. 

| acceptable to the Arabs. ae : a as 

- The Jews would expect a minimum immigration figure of 4,000a@ 

‘month. There is evidence, however, indicating that immigration is@ = 

secondary factor in the JA’s consideration of truce terms. = | | 

The principal Jewish objection to the truce terms is that it would be 7 

necessary for them to forego proclamation of a sovereign Jewish state | 
on May 150000 : a | |
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| _ The Jews also feel strongly that they would be put in an unfair posi- — 

tion relative to the Arabs regarding the acquisition and importation —s. 
of war materials. _ eo oo 

The Jews might agree to forego proclamation of a sovereign state on _ 
| May 15 provided (1) they were permitted under the truce terms to __ 

establish a provisional government for the Jewish part of Palestine, — 
| and (2) establishment of the Jewish state were considered as the objec-- 

| _ tive of the truce or, alternatively (3) adequate guarantees were forth- 
coming that Arab ‘invasion’ of Palestine would be prevented in the | | event that with the ending of the truce the Jewish state were 

__ proclaimed. oe a 
In the light of the situation reported above the following steps 

should be considered: _ Oo | | 
a 1. Immediate consultation by representatives of the three gov- _ 7 

ernments represented on the Truce Commission and of the manda- 
_ tory power to determine plan of action. | 

. 2. Review by said representatives and such revision as may be 
| needed of articles of truce. _ | 

| 3. Formal presentation of proposed articles of truce as agreed 
_ upon by said representatives to representatives of JA and AHC. | 
Presentation of terms to each party separately by M. Parodi ‘in 
his dual role of representative of France as member of Truce 

| Commission and President of SC. Representatives of Belgium and 
| | US to participate. | a 

4. Simultaneous distribution by M. Parodi of proposed articles -__ 
| of truce to other members of SC to permit them time to consult 

: their governments and determine their positions in preparation 
| _ for later consideration in council. Query: Would it be desirable 

_ for M. Parodi to release. truce terms to press, say 24 hours after | 
giving to parties? | ee 

| _ 5. Three, or at most four day deadline for replies from parties. . 
6. SC meeting to consider replies and nature of any action | 

| _ required before May 15.” oe — 
ee oe oo : , [Here follows an account of the discussions on the question of — | 

immigration.]_ me | | | 7 | 
| SC phase: oe 7 So 

, Parodi raised question sanctions in event either or both parties | 
refused compliance with truce terms. He said would be relatively easy | 

_ apply sanctions against Jews, whether economic or military. He did 
not see how sanctions could be effectively applied against Arabs. | 

_ Creech Jones said “we must be realistic about what the SC is up - 
against.” He said that a decree by the SC now directed against assist- 

| ance by Arab States to Arabs in Palestine would make it exceedingly 
difficult for governments Arab States to maintain themselves in office. 

. Most of these governments in position where they must help the Arabs : 
in Palestine in response to inflamed public opinion, even against UN. | 
Arab governments attempting to restrain people in compliance UN 
order would be swept to one side. Apart from resulting political chaos 

in these Arab States, gangs and more or less disorganized groups of
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fighters would cross from states into Palestine. Very large forces 

would be required to keep them out. ce 

Tf threat were made to apply sanctions against Jews involving | 

stopping of funds, “use of your naval forces” to patrol coasts and stop J 

immigration would being [bring?] upon us during election year all — 

| of odium British have carried in past years. SU EE 

- Meanwhile, Creech Jones went on, the Russians would become in- ) 

volved by recognizing a Jewish state, provide forces, funds and 

supplies oe oe | 

| In view of presence French and Belgian, we refrained with some 

| difficulty from pointing out to Creech Jones that we had taken some 

pains to point out all these factors and others besides in the situation | 

to his government through Mr. Douglas, more than three weeks ago, 

in connection question providing forces to implement trusteeship. 

| (Here follow discussion of the subject of “procedure next 48 hours” | 

and comments by Messrs. Nisot and Parodi] = | 

British policy: oe | 
General line of comments by Creech Jones this afternoon strength- | 

‘ens impression growing in my mind that objective present British 

policy is along lines Creech Jones set forth in our conversation with | 

~ him last Sunday in Senator’s apartment, namely, invasion by Abdullah 

. and effective partition with Jewish state north of Jaffa. | a 

Further comments by Rusk will follow next telegram." [ Ross. |. | 

ee — AusTIN 

co 8 My, Rusk commented later the same day on the unsatisfactory meeting with 

. | the United Kingdom, France, and Belgium and expressed his belief that “further | 

talks on Friday with same delegations plus Jews and Arabs are essential before | 

high level. US intervention. As matters now stand, proposals I made earlier 

today would probably put us out in front again on unilateral basis without UK 

| “and French support.” (Telegram 597 from New York, 501.BB Palestine/ 5-648) . 

| - BOL.BB Palestine/5-748, 0 | gp 

— Memorandum by Mr, Robert M. McClintock to the Under Secretary 

ey ee ee | of State (Lovett) Geto ge 

SECRET - a [Wasurxeton,] May 7, 1948. 

I called Mr. Rusk at 2:15 p. m. today to say that a copy of USUN’s | 

| telegram 588, May 6,* setting forth revised provisional draft of articles a 

of truce, had been left with Mr. Clark Clifford at the White House | 

.__. for clearance with the President this afternoon. on : pe 

. I communicated to Mr. Rusk your suggestion that time may now 

have arrived for making official and public our proposals regarding 

| -TNot printed; it gave the text of the third provisional draft of the articles of 
: truce. (501.BB Palestine/5-648). For the draft as approved by President Truman, 

: see the circular telegram of May 7, infra. The approved articles followed closely 

the draft in telegram 588. | | | | ns ) | |
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a truce. I suggested that it might be possible to put our proposals on 
, record before the Security Council this afternoon. SO a 

| Mr. Rusk said that he thought if this line of action were adopted 
a it would be preferable to have a session of the Security Council to-— 
| morrow or Monday for that purpose. He said the Council at its meet- 

| ing today had already dropped the subject of Palestine; he had not 
| yet officially communicated to the Jewish Agency our latest terms of __ 

truce; and the President of the Council, Ambassador Parodi of _ 
= France, might feel that he were being disregarded if we rushed our 

| statement into the Council today without first having consulted him. 
Mr. Rusk thought that he would like to talk to Parodi first and sug- | 

_ gested that possibly Parodi as President of the Council could officially. 
| communicate our truce proposals to the other members of the Council 

with a notation that we had already given this draft to the Arab 
_.. Higher Committee and the Jewish Agency. oe 

| I said that I thought there would be no objection to this procedure | 
but that I thought a meeting of the Council should be held, at which 

____ time our own Representative would formally place on the record what 
the United States had done. I suggested that our statement should be , 

: - tied in with the Security Council’s truce resolutions of Aprilland | 
| April 17, to make it clear that we were not by-passing the UN as the © 

Jews have insinuated, but were acting in the spirit of these resolutions 
in our endeavor to make truce possible. oO oe 
Mr. Rusk said that his appointment with Shertok had been post- 

poned until 5:30 this afternoon and that he would communicate with 
le prior to that appointment in the expectation that White House _ 
clearance for our truce articles would have been received by that time. 

/ - On the question of immigration, Mr. Rusk said that the Arab Rep- _ 
| resentatives in New York seemed enthusiastic at our latest formula. 

I checked again my understanding of this point which was as repre- 
| sented to me this morning by Mr. Rusk; namely, that during the 

period of the truce the present rate of immigration would continue __ 
-— at._:1,500 Jews a month, leaving open to the parties and the ‘British 

arrangements as to the disposal of the 20,000 Jews on Cyprus, Mr. 
_ Rusk felt that the British were in such a position vis-A-vis the Arabs : 

. that they could scarcely fail to accede to Arab demands with regard 
to keeping the Cypriote Jews in situ. | oo 
_ Mr. Rusk added that despite the fact that the proposal accepted 7 

- yesterday by the General Assembly for the appointment ofa neutral | 
_ municipal commissioner in Jerusalem had from the outset been a Brit- : 

| ish proposal for which the UK Delegation voted yesterday, instruc- | 
tions had today been received from London ordering the British to 
reverse their stand and to say that they would not appoint a commis- 7 
‘sioner for Jerusalem. (Mr. Wilkins reported separately from New ~. 
York that apparently Bevin had sent a letter to this effect to Sefior |
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Aree, President of the General Assembly.) Although the press ascribed 

- this reversal in position to Mr. Bevin, the British were making a lame | 

attempt to make the High Commissioner for Palestine the scapegoat. == | 

- [told Mr. Rusk that I did not see any reason in the world to let the | 

British off on this one. They had invented the idea, fought forit,and |. | 

_-voted for it, and we should insist that they honor this commitment. _ : 

oe 501.BB Palestine/5-748 : Circular telegram : . . | | 

| — The Secretary of State to Certam Diplomatic and © | | 

| 7 Consular Offices * canon 

| | CONFIDENTIAL | WASHINGTON, May 7, 1948—6 a.m. | 

The President has today ? approved the following draft of proposed | 

| articles of truce which USUN has today handed to Representatives in : 

: New York CityofJAandAHC: | Se | 

“The AHC and the JA for Palestine accept the following articles of | 

ss truce for Palestine effective midnight, May 12-13, 1948, and accept 

/ responsibility for insuring compliance by the Arab and Jewish com- _ : 

munities of Palestine therewith. a | | | 

7 ae — . ArticnE 1 Be | . 

oe All Military or para-military activities, except police functions au- | 

| thorized by the SC Truce Commission, as well as acts of violence, 

| terrorism and sabotage, shall cease immediately. . as - 

oe, Sa — ARTICLE2 | a Oo | 

7 - During the period of the truce, armed bands and fighting personnel, a 

groups and individuals, whatever their origin, shall not be brought into _ | 

Palestine nor be assisted or encouraged to enter Palestine. i 

Oo | , ARTICLE 38 | | | 

_ During the period of the truce, weapons and war materials shall 

- not be imported into Palestine, nor shall any assistance or encourage- 

ment be given to the importation into Palestine of such weapons and | 

war materials. . | So 

Any person or group of persons found by the SC Truce Commission, = 

| after proper investigation, to have committed acts of violence, ter- 

- rorism or sabotage contrary to the terms of this truce, shall be 

immediately expelled from Palestine or placed in custody under © 

| arrangements to be made by the SC ‘Truce Commission. - 

ee — ArrronE 5 a 
| During the period of the truce, and without prejudice to the future 

= governmental structure of Palestine, existing Arab and Jewish au-- 

| 2 At Baghdad, Cairo, Damascus, Beirut, Jidda, and Jerusalem. he, 

| *>May 6. OO aa , | me
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| thorities shall function as temporary truce regimes in the areas in which such authorities are now exercising control and shall accord full _ and equal rights to all inhabitants in such areas, _ | . 

Oo | Arricyn 6 oe 
___ During the period of the truce, and without prejudice to the future | governmental structure of Palestine, no steps shall be taken by Arab _ or Jewish authorities to proclaim a sovereign state in a part or all of — Palestine or to seek international recognition therefor. | 

| a Arrictn . a - | 
During the period of the truce, the AHC and the JA for Palestine accept, as a matter of emergency, the authority of the SC Truce Com- mission to arrange the necessary collaboration between Arab and | _ Jewish authorities required for the maintenance of public order and > essential public services. | | , 

| 7 Articirn 8 eo | 
During the period of the truce, freedom of movement and commu- | nications shall be accorded all persons and traffic throughout Palestine | _ except as may be declared by the SC Truce Commission to be in viola- | _ tion of the truce or prejudicial to a final political settlement. | 7 

| | ee  ARTICEE 90 | oe 
All persons displaced from their homes in Palestine by recent dis- : orders shall be permitted to return to their homes and resume their normal occupations unless the SC Truce Commi ission shall decide in | specific cases that such repatriation would jeopardize these truce ss arrangements. eos a OO | ARTICLE 10 | he 

_. During the period of the truce, existing Arab and Jewish authorities | Shall continue to apply the existing laws of Palestine unless otherwise | _ authorized by the SC Truce Commission. a | - 

During the period of the truce, and without prejudice to future 
decisions on the question of immigration, the AHC and the JA for 
Palestine accept, as a matter of emergency, the authority of the SC | | Truce Commission to deal with the question of immigration into | Palestine. =o | - 

| All persons, groups and organizations in Palestine pledge their 
Inaximum effort to preserve the holy places and to protect all activities 

| connected therewith; to this end the AHC and the JA for Palestine _ 
_ accept, as a matter of emergency, the authority of the SC Truce Com- — 

mission to establish special security arrangements for the protection | 
of the city of Jerusalem and of the holy places. _- _ 

fC , ARTICLE 13 
The AHC and the JA for Palestine undertake to participate in the 

establishment of a Palestine truce council, composed of three repre-
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sentatives of each, to effect the joint action necessary for the execution | 

- of this truce and to assist the SC Truce Commission in carrying out , 

its functions. | | | | 

a ArticLte 14 | . 

a This truce shall remain effective for three months, and thereafter | 

‘unless either the AHC or the JA for Palestine gives at least thirty days ~ | 

notice of termination to the SC Truce Commission. The SC Truce 

: Commission shall immediately notify the SC of the receipt by it of 
any such notice of termination.”* — : | oT 

pe : , oe | | MarsHALL © os 

-—-s«- 8In a circular telegram of May.13, 10 a. m., Secretary Marshall directed — 

Baghdad, Damascus, Beirut, Jidda, and Cairo to present informally the text 

| of the proposed articles of truce to the appropriate Foreign Office. The circular 

was repeated for information to J erusalem. (501.BB Palestine/5-1348) cs 

| a | Clifford Papers , | — * | - } co | 

a Mr. Moshe Shertok to the Secretary of State} OO 

Re - coe ee eee [ Wasuinoron ?,] May 7, 1948. 

: Dear Mr. Marswati: I apologize for troubling you again in an 

| attempt to clear up what seems to be a persistent misunderstanding. = 

I gather that reports are still current both in the State Department | 

and in the White House to the effect that I had agreed to conditions for 

a military truce and political standstill in Palestine informally pro- 

; posed by representatives of the United States Delegation. In my letter — 

to you of April 29, I took the opportunity to point out that this was 

not the case. Indeed, I must emphasize that I had indicated all along =| 

that the provision for deferring the proclamation of a sovereign state 

was a major obstacle, particularly if it were interpreted as precluding | 

the coming into existence of a provisional government for the area of = 

the Jewish State. Soe a OR | Oo ae 

Tt was my sincere desire to explore all avenues for an acceptable | 

truce consonant with the preservation of essential Jewish interests. 

| The fact, however, that with this in view, I continued totake partinthe = 

informal conversations, could not be interpreted as implying accept- 

| ance of the scheme proposed. There were some provisions to which I | | 

- did not raise serious objection; but there were others to which I took 

strong exception; and I repeatedly indicated that the decision on the — 

proposal as a whole would have to be taken in Palestine. _ as 7 pa 

‘Our contacts with Palestine have unfortunately been very irregular, oS 

and in response to an urgent call from the Jewish Agency Executive. 

there I am flying to Palestine for consultation. As things stand, I see _ 

-. 2Copy sent to Mr. Clifford by Samuel I. Rosenman under cover of a letter of — | 

May 9. Mr. Rosenman had been Special Counsel to Presidents Roosevelt and | | 

| Truman. The editors have not found a copy of Mr. Shertok’s letter in the files. 

| of the Department of State. a : | |
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no prospect of an agreement which would preclude the setting up of a | 
Provisional Government for the Jewish State or entail the prolonga- 
tionofBritishrule | | Se 

I know that individual Jews who have been in touch with the State | 
Department or the President recently, have differed from the line 
taken by the Jewish Agency in this matter. All I can say is that while — 
those concerned are perfectly entitled to their own private views, they 

_ donot represent the Jewish people of Palestine, they bear no constitu- 
| tional responsibility for its future, and they are not in a position to 

give effect to the policy which they advocate. . 
| _ At the same time, I must make it clear that it would be utterly wrong | 

| to impute to the Jewish Agency a refusal to enter into a truce arrange- _ 
ment. From the moment when, at the instance of the Mufti, the dis- _ 

_.. turbances broke out, we declared repeatedly that we are ready to 
a accept an immediate cease fire throughout Palestine provided the | 

Arabs do likewise. We are likewise ready to negotiate a more compre- 
hensive truce agreement, on the understanding that it would not | 

: jeopardize fundamental Jewish rights and place us, in relation to our 
defense preparedness, at a disadvantage vis-A-vis the Arabs. st 

Oe I regret to have had again to obtrude on your time, but I felt obliged, 
| in the interest-of truth and clarity, to write you this letter. 

| - Faithfully yours, — oe - MosHe SHERTOK . ~ 

-501.BB Palestine/5-848 | _ a | | oo 

| Memorandum by Mr. Dean Rusk. to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL =” [New Yorn,] May 8 [7?],* 1948. | 

| The fact that Mr. Moshe Shertok wishes to see you before his de-. 
_ parture for Jerusalem is of considerable significance. There is a bitter 

| _ debate going on within the Jewish Agency on the subject of the truce 
_ and the basic, decision will be made upon Mr. Shertok’s arrival in 

| Palestine. Moderate elements. within the Agency such as Dr. Gold-— | 
mann,’ Mr. Epstein and possibly Shertok himself strongly favor a a 
truce. More extreme elements such as Rabbi Silver and Ben Gurion | 
are pressing for the immediate establishment of the Jewish State by | 
force if necessary. fab | : . - 

It is believed that our proposed Articles of Truce (Tab A)? will be 

, 7A carbon copy of the memorandum, now filed with the record copy, is dated | 
May 7%. The editors are of the opinion that the date on the carbon copy is the 
correct one. Presumably, the Secretariat, on May 8, retyped for the use of the 
Secretary the carbon copy sent by New York to 'the Department and gave it the 
later date. The record copy, dated May 8, bears the Secretary’s initials. 

. * Tab A, which bears the heading “Third Provisional Draft; Articles of Truce 
_ for Palestine,” dated May 6, 1948, is similar to the draft embodied in the circular . 

telegram, supra. . ce .
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_ the subject of Mr. Shertok’s visit. The following comments on specific —s_—| 
| articles are furnished for your background in preparation for this  —_— 

talk: | | Oo — 
ee Articues1,2anp3 Oo 

Articles 1, 2 and 3 are based upon a truce resolution already passed 
by the Security Council (Tab B)*. There does not appear to be any 

| serious difference between Jews and Arabs on these three articles 
although the application of certain phrases will undoubtedly lead to 
minor issues before the Security Council Truce Commission. For exam- 

ple, the definition of “fighting personnel” in Article 2 may cause 
trouble since the Arabs will attempt to interpret that as meaning 

| personnel of military age. In Article 3 the Security Council resolution _ 
_ ineludes a prohibition of the “acquisition” of arms by either party. 

The Jews have pointed out that this does not prevent. the indirect 
| acquisition of arms by the Arabs via the Arab States and also that a 

_ Jews can acquire arms indirectly for the use of the Jewish Agency. 
_ Since the essence of the truce problem is to prevent the importation a 

_ of arms into Palestine, the present Article 3 is restricted to importation. _ 

So Ho —  ARriceER A | a 

| _ Article 4 represents an attempt to reconcile (a) the demand of the | 
Jews that invading Arab bands be expelled from Palestine and (6) 

_ the demand of the Arabs that large numbers of illegal Jewish immi- 
| grants be expelled from Palestine. For the purpose of the truce, Ar- 

ticle 4 would leave it to the Security Council Truce Commission to | 
determine that those who have been guilty of certain acts contrary to 

_ the truce may be either expelled from the country or placed in cus- - 
_ tody in Palestine. Obviously this may become difficult to apply, but 

_ in major cases it will be useful to have agreement to such a principle. 

3 Article 5 is the most important single article because it attempts | | 
_ to deal with the problem of statehood. The Jews wish to organize . 

and declare an independent Jewish State on May 15. The Arabs are 
determined to fight against such a Jewish State and are fearful of | 

| any move which would appear to implement partition. In addition, | 
the Arabs can be expected to proclaim a state for Palestine as a whole oe 
which will seek the assistance of the neighboring Arab States to - 

| maintain it against the Jews. This assistance from the Arab States | - 
| will take the form of direct military intervention, at least by Trans- _ 
7 jordan. The present wording of Article 5 has been carefully drawn 

-_ §Tab B, not found attached to the source text, was presumably the text of the - 
; Security Council Resolution of April 17, p. 827. co | | -
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to recognize existing Arab and Jewish authorities in Palestine in such ) 

. a way as not to prejudice (at least in theory) a final political settle- 

ment. The application of the terms of this article to certain local 

situations in Palestine will prove to be difficult and will give the Secu- 

rity Council Truce Commission a substantial negotiating problem. : 

| However, it is believed that the present draft (a) permits the Jews 

to exercise the authority which they already are exercising in Jewish 

areas and (0) by dealing with existing authorities as “Temporary - 

_Truce Regimes” postpones the problem of recognition of permanent _ 

: Jewish and Arab authorities until the future government of Pales- . 

tine can be negotiated further. © : - oe 

| ARTICLE 6 — | 

- Article 6 contains a single prohibition against the proclamation of 

a sovereign state by either Arabs or Jews in a part or all of Palestine. 

- This provision appears essential since such a proclamation on either | 

side would be treated as an immediate casus belli by the other. 

| | - Arricies 7,8 AND 9 on 

- These articles deal with certain minimum administrative arrange- an 

ments which appear to be essential if the truce is not followed by some 

provision for a government of Palestine. As they now stand, they do 

not appear too controversial as between Jews and Arabs. oe | 

, 7 Arrick—e 10. a 

Article 10 represents a standstill in existing legislation, subject to 

changes specially authorized by the Security Council Truce Commis- 

sion. In a disturbed and disorganized situation such as can be ex- 

pected beginning May 15, there is considerable value in maintaining 

existing laws in order to stabilize the enormous complex of individual 

and commercial rights and obligations required by the community. | 

However, the maintenance of existing laws raises the difficult question 

_ of land purchase and land tenure. The Jews will wish to amend these 

laws in one direction, the Arabs in the other. On balance, the Arabs — | 

would prefer the status quo. If Mr. Shertok objects to Article 10, you 

should tell him that we believe Article 10 could be negotiated further 

without upsetting the possibility of a truce. | | 

ARvTIcuE 11 - : | | 

| This article is second only to Article 5 in importance since it deals 

with immigration. In principle the Arabs want no immigration at all, 

, and the Jews want full Jewish control of unrestricted Jewish immi- | 

gration. During the course of negotiations, the Arabs indicated a will.
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_ ingness to “acquiesce” in a monthly quota of 1500 since that isthe pres- 
: ent arrangement under the mandate explained as a part of a general | 

| standstill. The Jews would not accept a figure substantially lowerthan = 

4000 per month. By Article i1 the parties would agree to accept. the 
authority of the Security Council Truce Commission to deal with this 

| question: on the theory that immigration alone is not worth the im- , 

| pending warfare. Nevertheless, it will be necessary for the United | 

States, France and Belgium to indicate both to the Jews and Arabs _ 
the basis on which the Security Council Truce Commission expects to 

-_ deal with immigration. Our formula on this is as follows: The Security | 

Council Truce Commission will concern itself only with a monthly _ 

quota of 1500 as a continuation of the status guo. The Truce Commis- | 

gion, the Jews and the Arabs, however, are aware of British deter- _ 

mination to move 18,000 to 20,000 Jews from camps in Cyprus to | 

Palestine over the course of the next few months. Our suggestion is that _ 

| the Security Council Truce Commission not interfere with such | ) 

| - British plans, but leave to the British the question of making their — 

own peace with the Arabs and the Jews on the manner in which the - 

move from Cyprus is carried out. This would give the Arabs a chance — | 

| - to accept. a status quo in principle and submit to the British evacuation 

of Cyprus as a step involved in the liquidation of the mandate. It would | 

give the Jews from 4000 to 6000 immigrants per month during the | 

course of the truce, depending upon the duration of the truce. ts” 

| | | ARTICLE 12 , | | 

This article has two purposes: (@) to emphasize the protection of the 

- Holy Places, and (6) to open the way for special arrangements for | 

the City of Jerusalem. Apart from the Holy Places, the Jerusalem | 

| problem is serious from the standpoint of the Jews because there are 

approximately 100,000 Jews in that city who are surrounded by Arabs 

and are in the position of hostages. A substantial Jewish military effort = 

would be required to maintain and protect the Jews in Jerusalem. 
Hence, the Jews are most anxious for some international arrangement 

which would relieve them of this burden. For your own private infor- 

- mation, our interest in special arrangements for Jerusalem are based |_| 

not only upon public interest in the Holy Places but also upon the | 
support which we are obtaining from large and influential groups of 
American Jews for a truce effort which includes some arrangement _ 

| for Jerusalem. ae | 

| 7 | ARTICLE 18 | : 

7 This article merely provides three Arab and three Jewish representa- 

tives to constitute a Palestine Truce Council to assist the Security | 

Council Truce Commission in carrying out its functions. PO 

 BgB-O4—T6—— 27 a : a |
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, Se | _  -—- Artiong 14 | a 

_ This article on the duration of the truce is fundamental to the accept- | 
ance of the entire scheme by both sides. By its terms, the truce (after 

- @ minimum of three months) can be terminated on thirty days notice. 
This would provide four months for ‘further negotiations on a peaceful | | 

| settlement. The short duration of the truce is unfortunate since it may _ 
7 _ be terminated just before the next regular session of the General | 

Assembly and the American elections. Nevertheless, both Jews and 
| Arabs have raised objections to an arrangement which extends over - 

| a longer period because each has a number of reservations about the 
truce and wishes the right to terminate it if its terms become onerous. 

| Special Note: One point which seriously worries the Jews is the | 
possibility that the Arab States (not bound by the truce) may use the 

| _ period of the truce greatly to improve their military position while 
the Jews are prevented by the truce from continuing their own prepa- : 
rations. Shertok will probably want some assurance on our attitude | 
on this question. We do not believe the Jewish fears will materialize. ~ 

| It is more likely that Arab interest in military intervention in Pales- 
tine will decline after May 15. However, we have told Shertok that _ 
if the truce were signed we would watch developments very carefully __ 

. and that if we found either side engaging in activities which would — 
upset or abuse the truce, we would take the matter up with other 

: governments and in the Security Council. | a 

| 7 OO GENERAL | 

We have already impressed upon Mr. Shertok the importance we 
attach to the truce and have made the following points: | 

1, The United States will make every possible effort to bring about — 

a truce in Palestine in order to stop the fighting and save life. __ 

2. The United States Government considers the Articles of Truce . 

_ as now drawn to be fair and equitable and is prepared to back these 

articles in every. appropriate way. | BO | 
3. If a truce is not agreed, we believe that the situation with respect 

| to Palestine will constitute a threat to international peace and will ~ 

urge the Security Council to take the necessary action to remove that _ 
threat to the peace. In connection with such Security Council action, | 
the United States will direct its own policies and conduct in support — 

| of the Security Council decisions. | oo 
4. If the truce is agreed, we shall support compliance and will op- 

pose violations. If we discover that either party, or outsiders, are tak- 
, ing advantage of the truce to create military advantage for one side 

| or the other, the United States will vigorously oppose such attempts. 

5. The United States has no hidden purposes in connection with -
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| this truce; we shall act as a member of the Security Council Truce 
Commission with complete impartiality and in accordance with the | 
terms of the Articles of Truce and the directives which the Security 
Council may give to the Security Council Truce Commission. __ 

| Clifford Papers a | os : a , 

Memorandum by the President’s Special Counsel (Clifford) a 

| ee P Wasuineron ¢,] May 8, 1948. | ee 

In a conversation with Mr. Dean Rusk this morning, May 8th, he 

on indica ted ne One dee pas to the Gd va ateg e pt the Britis 4 Weut ral 
A—~-8-COR-046.215.07- EF wie SEES ES TT aE PTOFRIAS LO Stir; ire 

_ Authority Plan”. He more or less characterized the British position 
| as one of doing nothing between now and May 15th when the mandate 

| is surrendered. 7 - | a 
7 2. He believes that. sufficient votes are available in the Generai 

Assembly to approve a simplified trusteeship for Palestine if a truce | 
is not obtained before the 15th. He sees such a simplified trusteeship | 
plan as amounting to a substitute for the November 29th Resolution, 
with the advantage of placing the Arabs in the position of being 
brought before the Security Council in case of invasion after the 15th. 
(Of course this is true now to the same extent with respect to the 

| November 29th Resolution; and the Jews would be faced with similar 
Security Council action if they ‘forcibly oppose such a trusteeship).  __ 

8. Mr. Rusk indicates that the chief desire of the United States is | 
for a truce agreement before the 15th. It is probably that the so-called 
simplified trusteeship plan, for which Mr. Rusk believes the necessary © | 

- -votes are available, is being held in reserve pending efforts to obtain | 
atruce. oe - | ne 

| I urged that the United States take no position between now and | 
the 15th which would tie the hands of the United States after May 15th. 
I pointed out the likelihood that the Jew and the Arab States would. ) 
be proclaimed and the United States should then be in a position to | | 

| deal with the result and that a truce was just as likely to be feastble = 
then as between now and the 15th; that there was strong indication 
of actual partition now and we should be in a position to reconcile the | 

-. two peoples under the actual situation without creating a United © 
Nations’ legal substitute for partition; that there was just as much | 
danger of continued conflict under such a substitute as under the exist- 
ing Resolution and that when each had made proclamations there | | 
might be a better chance of conciliation. I said that ifthe United States 

-—-were seeking an armed truce without a political truce there would be | 

no difficulty. OB | 
7 - Mr. Rusk denied that there was actual partition along the lines of _ 

| the November Resolution, saying that the Jews were in control of 
only about one-third of the area of the Jewish State as described in 

_ the November Resolution. He meant that Negeb was not under their |
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---‘eontrol and indicated the problem would be simpler if in November 
the delineation of the Jewish State had been different. ©. = SS” 

- - Thematterseemstometosumupasfollows: = 

1. The United States as represented in this conversation with Mr. 
| Rusk prefers and thinks it can obtain a simplified trusteeship plan in 

_ preference to the British neutral authority plan, unless the efforts of __ 
the United States for a truce succeed; __ 7 | 

2. Mr. Rusk prefers such a trusteeship plan to leaving the Novem- 
ber 29th Resolution untouched when May 15th arrives. He does not 

see. the British plan as seriously impairing the November 29th Reso- 
ution ; Pee oe | Oo 

- 8. The present principal effort of the United States is directed 
towards a truce, armed and also political in the sense of excluding the | 
‘proclamation of States. _ CO , . 

| 501.BB Palestine/5-848 : Telegram | | en 
, The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) 

: - to the Secretary of State Ce 

| SECRET NIACT _ New York, May 8, 1948—2 p. m. _ 
- 610. From Ross. Hare, Wilkins and I spent about three hours last 
- night discussing with Beeley and Trafford Smith for the UK and 

| Hopkins and Lewis for Canada the question of trusteeship for Pales- | 
a tine.t We told them we saw practical value of suggestions made by 

Creech Jones for carrying on minimum of. central administrative _ 
services. Oe | a 

The great weakness of Creech Jones’ plan, however, was lack of 
| sound legal foundation in UN charter. In order to provide such sound 

legal foundation we had originally suggested trusteeship. —{ | | 
Difficulty with attempting to provide interim administrative regime ~ 

7 based on SC powers under chapter 7 of charter was involvement in 

veto. — , | . 7 oO 

Canadians suggested possible legal basis for Creech Jones’ proposals 
a might be article 14 of charter, providing that GA “may recommend | | 

measures for the peaceful adjustment of any situation.” We pointed 
| out such recommendation had no more validity than recommended 

solution. by partition in November 29 resolution. Russians would be 

_ free to ignore ‘and follow any course suited to their political objectives, 

| _ In support of necessity basing political regime on trusteeship pro- _ 
_ visions of charter we made following points: Oe 

1. When UK lays down mandate May 15 there will be no successor 
authority unless created by UN. Doctrine of principal allied and asso- 

| ciated powers (US, UK, France) not accepted by British and involves 

| +See editorial note, p. 912. — Be
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US on too narrow a basis. US objective is broad sharing of responsi- __ 
bilityinUN. | oe ba | 

2. In absence of UN constituted authority with sound legal basis in | 
charter Jews would undoubtedly argue legal foundation in Novem- 
ber 29 resolution for proclamation their state. This legal argument | 
could be forestalled only by involvement in very embarrassing debate | 

| in special session for suspension of November 29 resolution. | | | 
_ 8. On Arab side, in absence of sound legal basis of trusteeship we 
would encounter legal difficulties with regard to Arab invasion, if 
Abdullah, for example, on invitation of Palestinian Arabs goes into 

| Arab portion of Palestine. oe ee | 
4, Tf UN action taken on flimsy legal basis, problem of recognition 

| with particular reference recognition of Jewish state by Russia and . 
 gatellites would be very difficult to deal with. Thus Russian penetra- 
tion of area and incidentally embarrassment to Jews themselves would | 
begreatly facilitated, = ne : 

We gave Beeley on informal and noncommital basis text of simpli- ae 

fied draft for provisional regime based on chapter XII of charter.’ 
Text follows in next telegram.? We pointed out that this draft was 

effort to combine our concept of necessity basing provisional regime 
on trusteeship provisions of charter with “British empirical” approach. _- 
Beeley said. that statements made by Creech Jones in opposition to | 
trusteeship were based on concept of trusteeship, either requiring force | 
to implement or agreement of both parties. Beeley said Creech Jones 7 
was not opposed necessarily to concept of trusteeship as legal basis for | 

action. In appearing to brush trusteeship aside he merely wanted to — | 

emphasize necessity of focusing attention on simple practical measures 
 thatmightbetaken, | OO ee 

| We pointed out that our present concept did not require force to im- 

| plement but would provide opportunity to seek forces if necessary. > | 

We also pointed out that at present we do not have in mind imposing 
-_trusteeship in absence agreement of parties. On other hand if we have | 

sound legal framework we feel getting agreement of parties on specific 7 
administrative steps to be taken would be facilitated. OO 

/ Canadians raised question how we would deal with problem of 

| warfare in Palestine in absence of forces to implement trusteeship. 
We replied that if circumstances indicated threat to peace in Palestine 
this would be matter for SC. This comment led us into discussion of 
sanctions. British outlined probable developments as they envisage 

| them. Haganah in alliance with Irgun were on the march and could 
not be,restricted to Jewish area. They would be in effect the aggressors 
against Arab communities and Arab parts of Palestine. Arab action | 

- would probably be restricted to “invasion” only of Arab areas and - 
_ defensive operations against Jews. There would probably be weak | 

: = This chapter dealt with the international trusteeship system. oo | ~ 
® No. 611, May 8, 2:10 p. m., not printed; but for later text drawn up informally - - 
oa and Canadian spokesmen, see telegram 614 from New York, May 9, |
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legal basis for sanctions against Arabs. In any event if by sanctions 
we meant force this impossible because forces required would be very , 

large and are not forthcoming. British position not to supply forces 
for this purpose reiterated flatly. : | 

aan On question of economic sanctions against Arabs, British said they 
_ could not envisage any economic sanctions we might apply that would 

not hurt us more than it would the Arabs. They said flatly that inthe 
- British view any attempt to apply economic sanctions against the 

| Arab states would. wreck the Marshall Plan and everything we are 
_ trying to do in Western Europe. They mentioned the essentiality of | 

oil supplies in this connection. Beeley said that relations with the | 
. Arab world were basic to Commonwealth policy. 

| On question of sanctions against Jews, Beeley expressed frank 
| doubts whether US Government would in show-down apply against / 
_. Jews only effective sanction which would be to stop flow of dollars 

| which enabled Jews to support their military potential. We replied 
| question was obviously hypothetical and we could not undertake to 

say what US Government might do. We did say, however, that our | 
, present mood is considerably firmer in this regard than it has been. | 

| _ Beeley said there was one sanction which he felt might be most 
equitable and feasible against both Jews and Arabs, namely, arms 
embargo not only for Palestine but for entire Middle East if necessary. 
He was quite categorical in his statements to effect that flow of arms 

to Arab states could be controlled. | | 
The main question in his mind, however, was whether US would 

maintain effective embargo on shipment of arms from US to Jews. 
| We indicated that US control of shipments from this country was 

rigid. We raised question of necessity of blockade to control importa- | 

tion of arms, whether by Jews or Arabs. Beeley agreed blockade neces- 
| sary and we asked him if British would be prepared to participate in : 

contribution naval forces for this purpose. He said he could not speak 
for his government but his personal guess was that they would agree | 

| to participate. Oo - | | 
In response to Canadian question, Beeley said UK Government 

- would certainly not contribute as much as 80 percent. | | 
_ It was clear in context of Beeley’s remarks that he envisaged some __ 
kind of joint UN action, although probably by or on behalf of powers 

administering trusteeship. — Co 
| On this later point British are very skeptical of our concept of UN _ 

itself as administering authority. They appear to have in mind possi- _ 

bility of group of powers in which connection Beeley said that UK | 
would not necessarily be willing to be one of administering powers. 

- We all agreed that prospects for large majority in favor of specific 
---- proposal based on compromise of US and UK views would be very
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good and that we could probably get one or two other members of 

UN to introduce such proposal, if desirable. BO a 
Canadians said very emphatically they would support anything on 

which US and UK agreed. a | ee . 

In conclusion we agreed to cooperate in development of draft com- 
promise proposal. Beeley is cabling London to find out if UK Govern- | 

ment will support legal concept of trusteeship, and will do his best to | 

7 get reply by Monday. - | : 

| ~ He asked us if his government replied in negative whether US > 

would support proposal along lines Creech Jones’ suggestions. We re- 

plied we did not like to say no but we very strongly preferred our | 

-_ trusteeship approach. We agreed to ask Department for answer to — 

| Beeley’s question, 9 | —— ; 

Entire foregoing conversation was on most informal basis and with- _ 

out any commitments given or implied by participants. os 

We cannot emphasize too strongly very tight time schedule against | 

which we are now operating, Assuming maximum of good will on | 
| part of most members of Assembly and minimum of obstructionism _ 

from Soviets, their satellites and few others, we have to get through : 

| subcommittee, committee one itself, and plenary session and mean- 

while carry on intensive negotiations outside of committee structure. 

We consider, therefore, that decision on line we are to follow is essen- 

tial by Monday at latest. — —_ | | : | 

- . We are continuing work with British in effort to develop compro- 
mise draft which we hope to send you tonight or tomorrow morning. 

Our general impression following this conversation is rather more =~ 

‘heartening than impression we had following conversation with - 

_ Shertok yesterday afternoon.‘ British seemed to be making effort to ) 

| cooperate with us. On other hand, we cannot but recall that these mat- 

| ters have been discussed very fully for several months with British = 

here, in Washington and in London without being productive of Brit-_ 
ish willingness to support, and it is a little difficult to understand 

this apparent sudden change in attitude at this eleventh hour, and to _ 

| determine whether present conversations will result in real and con- | 

tinuing support for a compromise plan. a 
New impression we get out of this discussion with reference to 

, Abdullah invasion and effective partition with Jewish state concept, 

| is that instead of pursuing clear-cut objective British seem to take it | 

for granted that this is inevitable solution which will result after lay- 

ing down mandate, together with defeatist attitude toward possibility 

of guiding this or any other solution through peaceful channels rather _ / 

_than leaving it to parties to shoot it out. | | 7 . 
British appeared to be working on hypothesis that intervention by 

neighboring Arab states, aside from Transjordan, would be of negli- 

a * See telegram 585, May 6, p. 917. = | | : | |
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gible importance but that Transjordan would be factor with which to , 

| reckon. We noted that such being the case British, through their spe- 
| cial relations with Abdullah, would be in position to exercise decisive — 

influence in stabilizing situation. Beeley made evasive reply to effect = 
| that British control of Abdullah not as great as might be imagined. 

ee : oe | AUSTIN 

: 601.BB Palestine/5-848: Telegram 7 ee a 

The Secretary of State to the British Secretary of State for Foreign 
, 7 . So — Affairs (Bevin)! — Oe ST | 

TOP SECRET US URGENT Wasuineron, May 8, 1948—6 p. m. 
NIACT | re a 

I have just’ completed a lengthy meeting with Moshe Shertok of 

Jewish Agency who has left for New York by air and flies to Palestine _ 
---- tonight.? Shertok, in reporting a conversation he had just“ had with - 

Creech Jones, had gained the definite impression (which was ap- 
parently strongly influencing Jewish Agency attitude) that Abdullah 
would move his Arab Legion into Palestine but would occupy only | 
the Arab section and not the presently defined limits of the proposed 

Jewish state. Shertok said that Creech Jones predicted that the Jews 
would have their Jewish state on May 15; and stated that the United | 
Kingdom is anxious not to permit a general invasion of Palestine, but. 

. _ that he (Creech Jones) believed that Abdullah would not commit 
ss aggression against the Jews and asked Shertok whether that would 

not suit the Jewish Agency. | 
Shertok also repeated information which he read from a cable that 

Brigadier Glubb’s assistant, Colonel Goldy, had made contact with | 

Haganah in order to coordinate their respective military plans in order 
to “avoid clashes without appearing to betray the Arab cause.” _ 

I understand that Creech Jones is now at sea returning to London. 

| _ Shertok gave us the definite impression that Creech Jones’ statements 

reflected British policy. Shertok also gave us the definite impression 
that as a result of his conversation with Creech Jones there was a very 

limited possibility of the J ewish Agency accepting a truce. | | 

| *Sent to the Embassy in the United Kingdom in telegram 1672, with the | 
introductory portion reading “Please transmit the following message from me 

| . to Foreign Secretary Bevin:” — / . 
?'No specific memorandum of this conversation has been found. It appears that | 

Shertok was accompanied by Eliahu Epstein and that Under Secretary Lovett . 
was also present. Additional observations on this discussion will be found in 
Secretary Marshall’s memorandum of conversation of May 12, p. 972. An account | 
is also in the memoir published by Moshe Sharett (Shertok) under the title 

7 Be-Shaar ha Umot [At the Threshold of Statehood], Tel Aviv, Am Ovid, 1958. _
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| Objections to truce expressed by Shertok today took substantially 

different line from that taken by him during truce negotiations of 

past three weeks, are 

I transmit this to you to apprise you of the situation at the moment. 

wo ee oe | MARSHALL | 

| 501.BB Palestine/5-848 : Telegram | oe — a | : | . 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

| TOP SECRET — NIACT — Wasurineton, May 8, 19486 p. m. | 

1673. With reference to my message to Bevin,’ transmitted in im- | 

mediately preceding telegram, please endeavor to ascertain from For- | 

| eign Secretary whether Shertok’s report of his conversation. with _ 

Creech Jones accurately reflects British policy and Bevin’s under- | 

standing of Abdullah’s intentions. We should also wish to know 

whether Creech Jones’ statements as reported mean that Bevin feels 

| that further truce effort is unnecessary. | OO 
| British Embassy has just telephoned that word has been received | 

from Foreign Office, London, to effect that UK Govt welcomes our | 

truce proposals and thinks they are good. oe Oo — 

| In light of these conflicting reports, it is imperative that we have 

prompt indication of what Bevin’s real policy is. - 

7 ern | , a MarsHALL 

| + Supra. a | | - | 

| USUN Files _ — a | BC a | 

| Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by M 7. John @. Ross* 

| SECRET a - ee - | NEw Yor«, | May 9, 1948. | | 

Participants: Mr. Dean Rusk, United States Mission = 

| | _ Mr. John C. Ross, United States Mission 
Dr. Philip C. Jessup, United States Mission | | 

| Mr. Rusk said that he had discussed the current situation this morn- 

| ing with Mr. Lovett, Mr. Armour and Mr. Henderson with the follow- > 

ing tentative conclusions: a | 

(1) We must be certain that we do not get into a theoretical position 

-. which would be wide of the factual situation. | | 

(2) We must clear up the books making clear the efforts which 

have been made for a peaceful settlement which has failed because of 

the lack of cooperation from the parties. : 

(3) The Palestine Commission and the Truce Council cannot carry — 

- out their responsibilities under the 29 November Resolution but. we 

| probably should not erase this Resolution altogether, | | 

1Initialed by Ambassador Austin. = | | _ a |
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_ (4) We are not willing to take on as a member of the Truce Com- 
mission any additional administrative responsibilities. More specifi- 
cally, we definitely will not do so if the United Kingdom will not. 

Mr, Rusk indicated that according to Mr. Shertok the Jews are not. a 
likely to proclaim their State right away but would start out only by | 

_ establishing their provisional government. | 7 ) | 
_ Mr. Lovett’s present view was inclined against the United States 

_ putting in any formal proposal at this stage. He also appears to feel 
that a trusteeship for all of Palestine would be unrealistic in the light 

_ of the present situation as it 1s developing. | a 
oO Cs |  . Joun C. Ross 

| 501.BB Palestine/5—948 : Telegram - , | | | oe 

| The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to — 
| : the Secretary of State 

| SECRET New Yorx, May 9, 1948—2: 26 p.m. 
| 614. The following is text of an arrangement for possible provi- 

sional regime based on chapter XII of the Charter worked out infor- | 

_ mally with the British and Canadians. Comments follow. Text begins: 

" Drarr Resonution or THE GA Revatrne To THE Furure GovERNMENT 
| OF PALESTINE | | | 

SO a PREAMBLE a 7 

| Whereas the United Kingdom as mandatory power will cease to 

exercise authority over Palestine on May 15, 1948; and | 
oo Whereas the maintenance and furtherance of international peace 

and security require that the UN should as a matter of emergency 

| exercise temporary authority in (the city of Jerusalem and through- | 

out) Palestine;sand, | | | | 

Whereas Chapter XII of the Charter authorizes the UN to exercise 
such temporary authority : 

: Now therefore the GA of the UN, without prejudice to the ulti- - 

| mate political settlement, decides that temporary authority in Palestine | 
shall, from May 15, 1948 be exercised in accordance with the following | 

| articles: = i | | a 
7 oo ARTICLE 1 | | : 

The UN is designated as the administering authority for Palestine. = 
, The TC, operating under the authority of the GA, shall assist in ee 

| carrying out the functions of the administering authority. _
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| ee ARTO 2 Oo re 

_ The administering authority shall exercise such powers of adminis- 

/ tration, legislation, and jurisdiction over Palestine as are set forth in | 

| these articles and as may be subsequently determined to be necessary 

| bythe TC. oe ) oa - : 

| : a : - | ARTICLE 3 pn ce 

oe A high commissioner for Palestine shall be appointed by the TC 

and shall be subject to it in the exercise of his duties. | a 

ee —  arrrone 4 OS : 

os The high commissioner shall encourage local or community authori- | 

: - ties in such a way as to secure their maximum cooperation. He shall 

use his good offices to arrange for the operation of such common serv- _ 

. ices as may be agreed upon by the principal communities. _ | 

- oe | _ ARTICLE 5 Oo : Oo 

_ . The high commissioner 1s empowered to exercise the right of the 

administering authority to organize and make use of locally recruited. 

: police and volunteer forces. _ | a ot | 
| pe ARTICLE 6 Ob a a 

The high commissioner shall cooperate with the Truce Commission __ ; 

for Palestine appointed by the SC on 23 April 1948 and shall give it 

/ every possible assistance in carrying out the truce resolution adopted — 

| by the SC on 17 April 1948 and any further truce arrangements con- | 

| cluded by the Truce Commission or otherwise under the authority of — 

the UN. In connection with his duties under this article the high com- 

missioner may communicate with the SC through the SYG. oe 

a | a ARTICLE 7 Oo | So 

a The high commissioner shall use his best endeavors to mediate 

- between the principal communities in Palestine with the object of 
| reaching agreement on the future government of Palestine. 

| | ARTICLE 8 - | - 

‘The expenses of the government of Palestine shall be defrayed _ 
_ from the revenues of ‘Palestine, supplemented, when deemed necessary 

. by the TC, by funds provided by the UN either through subsidies or | 
_ through loans repayable from future revenues of Palestine. | 

- ee - ARTICLE 9 | | a 

_ The special municipal commissioner for the city of J erusalem ap- | 
| pointed in accordance with the recommendation of the GA of 6 May
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1948 shall continue to exercise his functions under the authority of the _ : 
UN high commissioner. a | Oo 

ne ARTICLE 10 So eee 

_ The high commissioner shall use his best endeavors in cooperation = 
| _ with the communities and authorities concerned to assure the protec- 

_ tion of the holy places, religious buildings and sites in Palestine. , 

- ARTICLE. 11 | | a 

— The high commissioner may, with a view to the promotion of the _ | 
_ welfare of the inhabitants of Palestine, invite the assistance and co- 

operation of appropriate specialized agencies of the UN such as the 
WHO, of the International Red Cross, and of other governmental or 
non-governmental organizations of a humanitarian and non-political | 
character, =. || | | | 

a ARTICLE 12 | | 

_ ‘The temporary authority of the UN as set. forth in these articles 
shall terminate on January 1, 1950 or on such earlier date as may be 

| determined by the GA or upon notification to the TC by the high com- - 
missioner that agreement has been concluded by the principal com- _ 
munities of Palestine for the future government of Palestine. _ | 

| During the currency of this resolution the GA suspends the imple- | 
_.mentation of its resolution of November 29, 1947 on the future govern- | 
ment of Palestine 181 (II). — | oe ce 

The GA calls upon all persons, organizations and governments to | 
| cooperate in the implementation of this resolution and to refrain from 

any action which would be inconsistent with this resolution, 

| - re | oo. ACOs TIN | 

501.BB Palestine/5-948: Telegram _ , | 

) The Secretary of State to the Consulate General at Jerusalem 

‘SECRET US URGENT WasuinerTon, May 9, 1948—6 p. m.. 

| _ 877. Please deliver texts of Third Provisional Draft Articles of 

Truce * to your French and Belgian colleagues. French and Belgian 

Governments are expected to instruct them separately along following 
lines. Three governments represented on SC Truce Commission will 

See circular telegram of May ¢ and footnote 1 to Mr. McClintock’s memo- 
: randum, pp. 927 and 925, respectively. | oO |
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__-present Truce Articles informally to JA and AHC and Arab League 

. in Palestine. If any basis of agreement on truce can be found in such | 

| articles or in revised texts as may be worked out in Palestine, SC 

7 Truce Commission should then present them formally to parties and 
| report such action to the Security Council. _ re 

7 Crucial articles are 5 and 11. Latest text Article 5 was intended to | 

give somewhat greater recognition to existing Jewish regime by refer- _ 

ence to “Temporary Truce Regime” without going as far as “provi- 

- sional government”. Shertok apparently thought “Temporary Truce | 

. Regime” weakened the Article, hence those words could be dropped. 
Article 11 merely states that Truce Commission would deal with — 

question of immigration during period of truce. Actually, we have 

in mind that SC Truce Commission would be concerned with existing : 
‘quota of 1500 monthly, but all parties would be aware that British are 
determined to empty their Cyprus camps into Palestine during truce. | 

Article 11 would thus permit Arabs to take status quo in theory but — 
acquiesce in fact to substantial Jewish immigration during truce. 

— Jews on other hand would get 4,000-6,000 per month into Palestine _ 
during truce, a figure on which they could never hope to get Arab _ 

| agreement, | So | —— . | 

| Present estimate Dept is that Arabs might now accept truce along . 

lines Third Provisional Draft but that Jewish Agency’s attitude has 
stiffened considerably in past few days. Shertok plainly reflected in 

| talks with Dept yesterday that JA is prepared to gamble on “now or | 

| never” basis and possibility of arrangement with Abdullah partition- 

ing Palestine between Jews and Abdullah. US has had no part in such 
| deals and will not be able to assist Jews if they gamble.on any such 

arrangement and lose. We shall continue to follow truce policy solong — 
ag there is fighting and will seek truce on any reasonable basis which | 
will in fact stop the fighting in Palestine. | Oo 

~ Most unlikely that informal truce efforts in New York can now | 
| produce any result; main weight of truce negotiations now shifts to 

SC Truce Commission. Commission should use broad discretion in 
| trying to find basis for cease fire as situation develops. = st” 

| 867N.01/5-948: Telegram = © | ee 

— The Consul at Jerusalem (Wasson) to the Secretary of State oe 

| SECRET URGENT ss JERUSALEM, May 9,1948—10a.m. 

| 566. Chief Secretary + informed me confidentially that their legal | 

advisers had ruled that mandate will terminate at 12 o’clock midnight : 

‘Friday May 14, and not on May 15 as is generally believed. High | | 

. 1 Of the Palestine Government. | | |
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Commissioner and remaining officials of Palestine Government will 
_ depart afternoon May 14 for Haifa. , a a 

} Chief secretary expects Trans-Jordan and other Arab states to in- | 
_. -vade Palestine on May 15 or 16 with objective to occupy Arab areas. _ 

He seemed positive that there would not be an attackin Jerusalem. — | 

— | - | oe Wasson 

- 501.BB Palestine/5—948 : Telegram | 7 : 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to | 
| the Secretary of State a 

ss SECRET =—s« US: URGENT _ New Yorks, May 9, 1948—6: 43 p. m. 

617. From Ross. Parodi called meeting of British, Belgian, Ameri- — 
| can, French representatives last night to discuss situation regarding 

- truce and possible action which SC may be called to take following 
May 15. Hare and I attended. oe | | oe 

Parodi said time fast running out and essential to make up minds — 

how regarding certain problems. a, . 

He said that as of May 15 we would be faced by declarations two 

states of Palestine coupled with entrance of Abdullah. Regarding 
_, latter two ideas are current. The first is that 1f Abdullah moved beyond 

own frontier it might constitute an act of aggression. The second idea 
was that if he entered on invitation of Arab population of Palestine 
his act might not constitute aggression. Parodi said he was inclined _ 
to second theory and thought conclusion to that effect would avoid 

| endless argument. Question which he wished to raise was whether truce , 
ss proposalrancontrarytothisthesis, = = / —— 

—_ We said in our opinion we should continue pressure to obtain truce. _ 
Beeley, UK, agreed we should try to get truce. As he envisaged situ- | 

ation. there were 8 alternatives. First if truce were obtained Abdullah _ 

should be persuaded to observe it. Second, if negotiations were still | 

continuing for truce it was not clear what action Abdullah would take. 

so Third, if truce negotiations broke down it would not seem advisable 

to challenge Abdullah’s entry on basis of crossing frontier but . 

critical point would be when he actually came in contact with J ewish 

— forces. OO ( oe : 
Parodi said that he had seen Goldmann of JA who had given him . 

impression that Shertok returning Palestine to assert moderating in- © 

fluence. Parodi had also seen Husseini who at one and the same time _ 

had been intransigent but doubtful as to what he should do. However 

, Husseini expressed strong continuing opposition immigration. |
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---.,- We inquired if any foundation report that J A.planning negotiation 

with Abdullah. Beeley said there had been contact between JAand 

Abdullah but that Abdullah had been unable to recognize territorial 

| limitations of November 29 resolution. However, Beeley thought agree- 

ment between them quite possible, although Jews might havetomake = 

-- gome territorial concessions to Abdullah for maintenance his prestige. : 

| We inquired if agreement JA and Abdullah possible before May 15. 

| Beeley hesitated and then said he doubted it. oe Oo 

"We asked if existence truce would stop Abdullah, Parodi doubted == 

: it. Beeley said since truce only between Arabs and Jews of Palestine _ 

| Jews could not complain if Abdullah’s forces stayed in Arab area. We 

| pointed out that terms of SC truce resolution of April 17 called upon | 

all governments particularly those of neighboring states to facilitate 

truce. We told Parodi we were instructed to emphasize continuance | 

| of truce efforts and to suggest that Parodi as president of SC request _ ee 

~ the Truce Commission in J erusalem to present to the parties the third 

provisional draft of articles of truce and simultaneously inform the - 

‘other membersoftheSC. a . | 

| Parodi felt and Nisot agreed that Parodi could not as president of 

| council request the Truce Commission to take proposed action unless | 

| he had received prior approval by SC of articles of truce and proposed 

___- procedure. As the representative of France he would have no difficulty | 

in associating himself with procedure without consulting his govern- — | 

ment, Nisot agreed with Parodi’s view but said he would have to clear : 

- instruction to Belgian Consul through Brussels. After some further — 

discussion we all agreed following procedure would be followed -as | 

- given. to Rusk by telephone. (1) US would request Wasson to make 

copies of third provisional draft available for French and Belgian — | 

| colleagues. (2) Each government would instruct its representative on 

| Truce Commission to join with colleagues in joint presentation tothe = 

parties of truce articles as representing view of respective govern- 

ments that these articles constitute fair and equitable basis for truce. 

| Truce Commission should report to Parodi as President of Council — 

before May 15. : an ee oe | 

Parodi returned question Abdullah observing Abdullah’s entrance _ | 

a into Palestine would be incompatible with truce if obtained. He re- - 

| called Beeley’s statement regarding restraint which would be exerted - 

on Abdullah in such circumstances. Beeley agreed but added that. / 

truce in any event would depend on action by Arab League of which | 

__Transjordan was member and consequently should Abdullah agree to | 

| truce he would undertake obligation not to enter Palestine. | 

-_ Beeley said reaction of London to second draft of truce terms had oe 
been received and it was favorable. However London would wish
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reconsideration endorsement in light of changes of third provisional 
| draft particularly articles 5 and 6. We suggested that to save time 

any comments UK Government has should be made available through 
High Commissioner to Truce Commission in Jerusalem as well as to 
delegation here. | oo . = | 

_--_ Beeley added his instructions from London specified British not — 
prepared to use non-acceptance of truce as means of exerting pres- 
sure on either party. a ae oe , 

_. _ Returning Abdullah question Parodi observed question of getting 
matter before SC. He thought he as President of Council should raise 
question as development within purview of Palestine case as already , 

on Council’s agenda and thus avoid possibility of some other member 

particularly Russia taking initiative and raising as threat to peace. 
| Nisot raised technical objection but we supported Parodi’s views. We 

| raised question continuance Truce Commission after May 15 stating 

we felt truce efforts should continue and Commission kept in existence | 
_ for purpose. Parodi and- Nisot agreed but reserved formal 

confirmation, oe a 

| Parodi raised Jerusalem question stating fear that if no truce situa- 

tion in Jerusalem would get completely out of hand in view of devel- 

| opment hostilities in surrounding areas. He felt essential some action 
“be taken either along lines originally suggested by France for inter- 

national voluntary force or along lines of trusteeship. Ambassador — 

Garreau spoke at length on this problem indicating rather strong feel- _ 

| ing in favor trusteeship as providing soundest legal basis. a 

 Beeley stressed that cease-fire for Jerusalem already obtained and 
| prospects very good for truce governing essential factors of freedom 

of movement of Jews and assurance of food supplies, et cetera. Beeley | 
‘thought Abdullah would surely respect truce for Jerusalem but doubt-_ 
ful if he would respect either trusteeship or international force. 

We expressed view that:matter of Jerusalem of obvious importance. 
, We were prepared to explore fully two alternatives mentioned by 

Parodi, our preference [being?] for legal reasons stressed by Garreau 
. for trusteeship for legal and practical reasons. - | Oo 

In concluding meeting Parodi restated his view of Abdullah prob- 
: lem as he anticipates it will arise in SC and indicated he hoped views . 

of 4 delegations present could be concerted as to policy and said he 

wanted to have further meeting of 4 delegations before SC meeting. 

After meeting I stayed behind and pursuant to phone conversation 

with Rusk gave Parodi outline of Shertok conversation with Secre- | 
tary. Parodi very appreciative over keeping him informed. [Ross.] 

| a | , - AUSTIN
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| 501.BB Palestine/ 5-948 : Telegram | pee a 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 

| | the Secretary of State a _ | 

| sECRET > pRIoRITyY = New York, May9,1948—10:25p.m. 

| 615. The following is explanation of text of an arrangement for 

possible provisional regime based on Chapter XII of the Charter as | 

transmitted in USUN 614 7 | Oo 7 

- General outlines of text were worked out in informal conference _ 

yesterday with Hopkins and Ignatieff (Canada) with brief participa- 

tion of Trafford Smith (UK). Text discussed this morning with . 

- Beeley and Trafford Smith and Hopkins. Subject minor questions | 

| Beeley indicated he would telegraph text immediately to London ~ 

| presumably with indication it is satisfactory if it is decided to proceed | 

«on basis Chapter XII of Charter. re 

Basic considerations : | | | oe 

1. To meet principal lines of objection as well as suggestions raised 

in debate in first committee on our working paper. New text represents | 

compromise between British “empirical” approach and widespread 

demand in GA for firmer, less equivocal legal basis for action. — 
| - 2. To provide sound legal basis under charter for provisional emer- 

gency regime in Palestine. - | | ee 
| 8. Reduction to minimum of responsibilities for administering 

authority. There is widespread agreement that some minimum re- , 

sponsibilities should be assumed but they should be on strong legal 
basis, | | | Oo , 

_ 4, Combined idea of minimum arrangements parties can agree upon 

with role of UN as mediator building upon cooperation and agree- 
= mentof partie. = == ee Oo - 

| 5. Suspension of operation of GA resolution of 29 November 1947 __ 
but as part of positive proposal with sound legal basis in Charter. ; 

‘The idea is to avoid complexities of 29 November resolution without 

discarding it entirely, providing affirmative substitute as interim pro- 

--—-visional regime and overcoming the argument that existing de facto — 
partition is identical with compliance with November 29 resolution. | 

| 6. Providing a link with the Truce Commission of the SC and as- 
| sisting in correlating and unifying Palestine efforts of various UN | 

a organs. ce eG SE Re 
4, Affording legal foundation for any desired subsequent action by 

US and other'states in support of UN solution without prior commit- 
- ‘ment to send armed forces while avoiding interfering with realistic 

developments along the lines, for example, of Abdullah proposal. | 

| 1 Dated May 9, p. 942. _ a a 
| 598-594 —76—_28 | | |
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| 8. Taking advantage of actual subcommittee situation resulting — 
from willingness of members of committee one to consider Creech 
Jones approach supported by Canadians; since Canadians now work- 
Ing with US and British on new ideas tactical situation would facil-_ 

= itate bringing proposal into subcommittee and getting favorable __ 
consideration. CO a : | oe 

9. Reduces to minimum idea of UN making empty gestures and 
developing futile paper schemes involving obligations which cannot 

| be discharged ; obligations in present approach can be discharged. On 
the other hand, we would avoid letting UN get into position of virtual 

| _ bankruptcy re Palestine and also avoid US, after strong leadership, | 
getting into position of washing hands. a , 7 

~Commenis on text. — | | 

| Preamble is designed to point out charter authority and ‘to stress 
emergency and temporary nature of proposal. Parenthetical reference __ 

_ to situation of Jerusalem in second paragraph of preamble included 
to cover possibility of taking account of some special trusteeship or 
other regime for Jerusalem. | | | 

I. First paragraph following preamble is considered implicit sus- 
_ ‘pension of resolution of November 29. This paragraph is intended to 
_ reserve the ultimate political solution and should be read together 

with IT re suspension November 29 resolution. This paragraph alone, 
_ however, is implicit suspension. , | | a 

. Article 1 retains our previous concept of UN as administering au- 
thority and seems preferable to named group of powers. We doubt pos- __ 

_ sibility in time available of making agreement on the powers to be 
| named (see additional comments below). | 

: Article 2 is designed to avoid filling details in this agreement by 
| providing residual authority for TC to develop functions if agree- 

_ ment between the two parties is expanded. a 
| Article 3 follows original US working paper on method of appoint- 

inghighcommissioner, = | | 
| _ Article 4 embodies the concept which lies at the heart of the Creech = 
- Jones approach, The second sentence is taken from the British draft 

based upon that approach, Emphasis is here put upon thought that 
high commissioner will function chiefly through Jews and Arabs with 
a minimum of direct legislative orexecutive power. _ : 

| Article 5 is based on Article 84 of Charter and contemplates use only 
of locally recruited police and volunteer forces, While this would dis- _ | 

| card idea of international force whether contributed by states or com- |
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-- posed of volunteers recruited among member states this articleshould =’ 
be considered in light ofadditionalcommentsbelow. «= | | 

Article 6 frankly faces fact that high commissioner could not cope | 
with large scale hostilities. This article ties in the SCTC and indicates | 
that the business of truce and the containment of full scale organized i 
conflict between Jews and Arabs remains primarily a question for 
the SC. SO oh - 

Article 7 closely reproduces another cardinal point in the British 
. suggestions following the Creech Jones approach, namely stress on 

| mediatory functions and the realistic concept that progress towards 
-- ultimate solution depends upon agreement of parties. | | 

_ Article 8 regarding defraying of expenses should probably be sup- 
plemented by some appropriate provision possibly making useof UN 

-- working capital fund to meet preliminary expenses of high © 

commissioner, oo os oe 
- Article 9 is designed further to integrate all actions of UN bodies 7 

and to assure continuing authority of the special municipal commis- — . 
sioner if he is appointed, in accordance with the recommendation of 
the GA of 6 May 1948. If he is not appointed, this article would be | 
eliminated and high commissioner would presumably exercise his — 
functions OS | | | | . 

Article 10 with regard to protection of holy places, etc. might be. 
- gupplemented by provisions for special regime in Jerusalem if such 

. action is decided upon. : | OS | - 
_ Article 11 ties in the general suggestions made by the US representa- 

_ tive in first committee on April 20, takes account of current activities = 

of International Red Cross and also takes account of British idea and 
emphasis in subcommittee on necessity for such practical steps, for a 

- example, as securing cooperation of both groups with WHO assistance - 
re epidemics. —— a | 

Article 12 on termination takes account of Jewish and Arab objec- 
_, tions to indefinite duration of trusteeship as outlined in our original | 

working paper. If parties reach agreement, the agreed regime should 
- immediately supplant UN regime as soon as high commissioner a, 

| notifies the TC. Suggested date of January 1, 1950 would give GA 
further opportunity to consider matter in its 1949 regular session if = 

- - no agreement reached by parties before that date. 
_ II was included on basis of strong belief of Canadians and British oe 

| that it would be virtually unavoidable. In order to avoid confusion we 
agree that this issue might as well be frankly faced. Since in first 
committee such a resolution would probably be voted on paragraph by | 
paragraph by simple majority, members would have an opportunity =
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to abstain or vote against this particular. paragraph while subse- 
| quently voting for resolution as. whole. At the same time, the question 

of suspension would be merely part of positive affirmative proposal 

and would not emerge strongly as separate issue which would other- 
wisealmostcertainlybethecase. 

, III is intended to afford justification for any supporting ‘action 
| which we might later decide was desirable. It is further designed to 

eliminate plausible legal foundation for fishing in troubled waters by 
Russians or others. re Bn 

Additional comments. _ a | 

| _ Referring to above comments on Articles 1 and 5 the trusteeship 

| concept as developed in this draft obviously appeals to Beeley as 

providing strong legal basis for minimizing risk (a) of Russian inter- 
_ ference (on theory that it would make illegal proclamation and recog- 
nition of Jewish or Arab state); and (0) that conflict could not be 
confined to Palestine if Abdullah plan gets out of hand. While re- 

| iterating British position against use of British forces inside Palestine, 

Beeley himself [seems?] to have made up his own mind that UK 
_ should be prepared, if necessary, should either or both (a) and (6) | 
above materialize, to participate in embargo, naval patrols, or any 
other action which seemed suitable and desirable without, however, 
involving any prior commitment to take such action. While speaking => 

personally Beeley feels that our present concept might appeal to 

London for reasons indicated. Oo Be 

: Beeley seems to feel that while our original working paper goes too 
far in the direction of implementation by force, the present draft may 

| not go quite far enough. For.this reason and perhaps for others he is 
| inclined to feel that a group of states rather than the UN itself should’ 

be the administering authority. oe oo! a a 
In discussing alternatives with British and Canadians at conclu- 

sion of informal meeting this morning, we tentatively suggested pos- 

sibility of including an article which would establish a board composed 

of representatives of France, UK and US (possibly others) authorized 
to advise and assist the high commissioner in the discharge of his 
duties, We also discussed as another alternative the idea of giving 

| either the high commissioner or the TC authority to seek outside 

| assistance if necessary, 

General estimate—recommendations. == aL ts 

_. Our estimate of general situation is that we could pass such a pro- 
= posal as this by a two-thirds vote. If such a proposal is to be introduced __ 

| we could probably get another delegation to propose it, but feel on 

balance it would be preferable for us to do so for reasons stated below.
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although we can see some advantage if Canadians would jointly or | 
- separately introduce proposal if assured of UK and US support. If 

proposal along these lines is not introduced, we must take account of _ | 

likelihood of some other delegation introducing a less satisfactory 

resolution involving propositions it would be embarrassing either to 
support or oppose. Further, we estimate that Russian bloc will be 
content to let situation drift and avoid all action by GA in the belief — 
that resulting factual situation will be to their liking. — a 

In our opinion introduction of resolution such as we propose would | 
be acceptable to Arabs and might be a strong factor in inducing Jews 
toaccepttruce, | 

We feel that US would be in a very weak and vulnerable position 
in terms of American public opinion and general prestige inthe UN _ 

_ if we come forward with no definite suggestion before GA, adjourns. _ 
‘We have consistently insisted that our trusteeship working paper was 
not a proposal and we are, therefore, in the position of having called | 

| the special session without having made any specific proposal to it 
for meeting the situation. Other delegations are constantly coming __ 
to us offering to help and asking our guidance and leadership. —- , 

If we make no specific proposal for GA action before May 15 and oe 
if Arab armies move in, we believe opinion generally will be convinced — 
that we have instigated or are supporting Arab action against the 

- Jewish state. Also, if we fail to introduce specific proposal and. press 
hard for its adoption, and also if we rest on our oars at this point and. 
de facto situation develops in Palestine along Abdullah lines, the two | 

facts taken together will make US vulnerable to accusations either of 

_ incredible naivete or power-politics machinations. os coe 
If Russians in SC charge Arab states with aggression legal argu- 

ments about invitation from Palestinian Arabs would not meet public - 

demand. One possibility we see to meet such a contingency would be for 

SC to attempt to stabilize situation by ordering parties not to move | 
their forces across lines laid down in GA resolution of November 29, 

| which lines would for this purpose be taken as demarcating cease _ a 

fire basis. If JA could then work out agreement on such a basis position oo 

of US and UN might be less vulnerable. Such a procedure in the SC 

| could more appropriately be followed if proposed UN provisiona] — 

regime based on Chapter XII had been adopted. re 
Thus, formal proposal of such plan in our opinion would enhance 

; likelihood of concluding truce now or subsequent to May 15; would not a 

commit US to placing armed forces in Palestine; would strengthen 

- the UN and the US position in the organization and in general would a 
meet in advance more contingencies and afford a sounder basis for pos- 7 

| sible future action than any other course. | - Co | 

| | re | - AUSTIN
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| 867N.01/5-1048: Telegram | | - 

| The Consul at Jerusalem (Wasson) to the Secretary of State — 

CONFIDENTIAL NIACT JERUSALEM, May 10, 1948—noon. 
: URGENT BS an , , | 

582. High Commissioner handed me morning of May 10 the pro- 
_ pounded terms of a truce for Jerusalem which Palestine Government 

is communicating to both the Jews and the Arabs.1 Text of terms 
follow: : | . | oe : 

1. In this memorandum the word “Jerusalem” means the town plan- 
| - ning area of Jerusalem. a / : 

a 2. All hostilities within Jerusalem shall cease. No fire shall be | 
a directed into Jerusalem orfromit. , | 

8. No arms or warlike stores shall be permitted to enter Jerusalem. =| 
a 4, Supplies essential to the civil life of the population of Jerusalem __ 

| shall be allowed to be brought to Jerusalem subject to check by an 
impartial body acceptable to both Arabs and Jews which will ensure 
that supplies other than such essential supplies do not pass into 

| Jerusalem. i | : i 
5. At least one of the following routes shall be open for the trans- — 

_ port to Jerusalem of essential supplies (subject to such control).from | 
| each of the places where they are available and for the movement of 

| unarmed persons from the place where'they may be, that is to say, the 
‘Tel Aviv—Jerusalem road via Bab el Wad when possible or Ramallah,  —_— 
and the main roads leading to Jerusalem via Ramallah, Jericho and_ 
Bethlehem; provided that no movement shall take place leading to 7 

| any substantial increase in the Arab or Jewish population of Jerusalem 
or any exchange of population calculated to increase Arab or Jewish 

, military strength in Jerusalem. | OS 
_6. Jews, whether living within or without the Old City, shall have | 

| the right of free entry and exit to the Jewish quarter of the Old City 
and from there to the Wailing Wall. Such entry and exit shall be | 
effected through the Zion gate. For the purpose of ensuring that no 
arms are taken into the Old City, control shall be established at a | 
-point.outside the Zion gate by the impartial body referred to in Para- 
graph Four,  — a | - ae | 

| 7. Jews shall evacuate the Arab quarters of Qatamon now occupied | 
bythem, SO - 

| | 8. Any dispute concerning the meaning or application oftheseterms = 
_ (including the interpretation of the term “essential supplies”) shall be. 

| decided by the impartial body referred to in Paragraph 4. a 

| : we 7 Wasson 

| . 1The High Commissioner, on May 7, met at Jericho with Azzam Pasha and 
_ other Arab representatives in order to obtain a cease-fire for Jerusalem. The 

' - communiqué issued by the Palestine Government noted that “The Arab League 
| representatives agreed to maintain the cease-fire in Jerusalem as from 12 noon 

tomorrow on the understanding that the Jews also abstain from firing.” (Tele- 
| gram 558, May 7, from Jerusalem, 867N.01/5-748) | 

| The High Commissioner informed the Truce Commission on May 9 that the 
Jewish delegation had not appeared for talks scheduled for that morning. Bad 
fiying weather was the reason given by the Jews for their nonappearance; but - 
Consul Wasson understood that they “resented keenly not having been brought : 

- into cease-fire discussion prior to issuance official communiqué re Jericho talks.” 
(Telegram 570, May 10, 10 a. m., from Jerusalem, 867N.01/5-1048) _
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501.BB Palestine/5-1048: Telegram a 

| The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the — ms 
| i —  Seeretary of State ) 3 oe 

/ TOP SECRET US URGENT Lonpon, May 10, 1948—8 p. m. 
— NMACT a | a BS 

- 2028. Deptel 1673, May 8, received yesterday. Impossible see Bevin 
-- Sunday. Saw him this afternoon after previously transmitting to him 
- - message contained Deptel 1672, May 82 - | 
a You ask three questions: | a Co SO 

_ 1. Whether Shertok’s account of his talk with Creech Jones ac- | 
-curately represents British policy. _ | Se SSE 

_ 2. Whether it reflects Bevin’s understanding of Abdullah’s | 
- Intentions. — | | a | | ae ne 

| 8. Whether it indicates that Bevin is of the opinion that further | 
truce effort is unnecessary. | - Oo - 

As to the third question, Bevin says categorically that it does not | 
- mean that he feels that further truce effort is unnecessary. On the a 

- contrary, he endorses truce efforts and believes, after a preliminary — 
review of the amendments, truce proposals are sound and has advised 

| the Arabs to accept them. This is in connection with his general view 
. about the matter which he will send me in writing, and which will | 

serve as an answer to the first question which you have raised. | 
— As to the second question, Abdullah’s intentions are not clearly and 
_ precisely known to Bevin, but he believes that if Abdullah’s troops | 
_ move into Palestine at all, they will confine their movement only to - 

the legitimate and clearly recognized Arab portion. = = —_ 
, In addition to the above, Bevin, orally, told mehis views which may © | 

serve as a partial answer to your first question, but will be amplified | 
in writing. For the moment they are.as follows: Be | 

a. He has attempted, and will continue to hold Abdullah back. - | 
6. He instituted vigorous steps to terminate the attack on Jaffa. | 

_ @. He has taken vigorous measures to keep the Jews out of the Arab | 
quarters in Jerusalem. | ne | 

_. @. He would like to keep the Arabs out of the Jewish areas. So 
_ @ He would like to keep the Jews out of the Arab areas. - | 

f. Thus he believes there will develop, if it has not already largely 
7 developed, a natural what he calls “sorting out of Palestine” which — os 

— would set the conditions under which a truce, established undera | 
_. resolution of the UN, could be made effective. | 

_g. If this develops, he is contemplating an immigration of 4,000 
_ Jewsamonth from Cyprus. | | | | | 

h. If Palestine having been so sorted out and truce established  _ 
under UN resolution accompanied by some sort of a commission, 
Abdullah’s Arabs in the Arabian areas and Haganah’s forces in the 

1 See footnote 1, p. 940. : 7 | ; | oo oe
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Jewish areas might provide the militia to preserve order and admin- 
| ister affairs of Palestine. a | | 

z. The terms of reference of the commission should be as simple as 
possible and should include those items to which both the Jews and the 

_ Arabs agree. | | BS 
7. He thinks that if the truce for Jerusalem can be obtained as pro- 

posed, while it may be but a beginning, an extension to all of Palestine 
| will be facilitated and the remainder of the problem simplified. = 

Ak. Asa final word, he said that he thought Jaffa and Haifa should be 
| open cities, and that Gaza should be reserved for the Arabs. | - 

IT am sending under separate cable ?.a report from the UK delegation 

to the UN to the Foreign Office describing Creech Jones’ views.as pre- 
sented to a closed meeting of the sub-committee of Committee One in 

the afternoon of the 7thof May. _ a | 7 
Bevin is extremely anxious that the above, given to me orally, be 

treated with the greatest secrecy. ne _ 

| | | Dovaenas ~ 

. _ * No. 2029, May 10, not printed. | | | ae 

| 867N.01/5-1048: Telegram oe | | 

The Consul. at Jerusalem (Wasson) to the Secretary of State — | 

CONFIDENTIAL URGENT = JERUSALEM, May 10, 1948—9 p. m. 
NIACT ee 

- 584. Haganah forces commenced battle to open Jerusalem—Tel Aviv 

road at Bab el Wad Saturday night and after fairly heavy fighting 

; succeeded in opening road later Monday afternoon. 4500 persons are 

reported as having been engaged but number was probably much less. 

Haganah believed in brigade strength. Arabs puslied back initial 
Jewish attacks but Jews brought up reinforcements and took key hills _ 
and occupied wide area each side of road. American correspondent 

visiting scene stated that road block presented no problem to clear 

away and that Jewish engineer units with bulldozers were in action. | 

Food convoy from :Tel Aviv is expected Tuesday. oe 

- High Commissioner commented to me on Monday that while Jews 
would undoubtedly be able to open road, it would soon be closed by 
Arab Legion armor. He said Arab Legion and other Arab armies 

| would march into Arab areas of Palestine after mandate ends. | 

| With opening of Jerusalem—Tel Aviv road Arabs’ strongest bargain- 

- ing point for truce has disappeared and it is believed. doubtful Jews 

will be willing consider any truce not based on their maximum condi- 
tions. While Jews say they are prepared continue cease-fire arrange- _ 

ments, they appear ready to take over Jerusalem if necessary. Coti-
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_ sequently, Arabs will have either make considerable concessions to 

- obtain truce or give up what they now hold, | 

eee : “Wasson 

501.BB Palestine/5-1148 | a a 

Memorandum by the Department of State to President Truman | 

SECRET gc  Wraseineron, May 11,1948. 

| ‘The Department of State recommends that the President approve ne 

the following position on Palestine for the United States during the © 

remainder of the Special Session of the General Assembly, and au- 

thorize the United States Delegation to introduce necessary resolu- | 

| tions, if that appears desirable in the light of the negotiating situation foe 

at Lake Success, ae 

1. The General Assembly should strongly support by resolution the 

present efforts of the Security Council to obtain a truce in Palestine. 

| 9. The General Assembly should appoint a United Nations Com- | 

missioner for Palestine, who shall have the following functions: — | 

- -@, The United Nations Commissioner shall use his good offices — 

ag a mediator with the local and community authorities in Pales- | 

o tineto | | - | | : ae 

~~ (1) Arrange for the operation of common services necessary to 

- . ’ the maintenance of law and order in Palestine and the . 

| | health and well-being of its population. 

(2) Assure the protection of the Holy Places, religious buildings =~ 

| and sites in Palestine. — aan coe 

_ (8) Assist in reaching agreement between the local and com- | 

7 -. munity authorities on the future government of Palestine. ee 

--——-«B, The United Nations Commissioner shall cooperate with the | 
| Truce Commission for Palestine appointed by the Security Coun- 

cil in its resolution of April 23, 1948. a oo 
| - @, The United Nations Commissioner may, with a view to the | 

promotion of the welfare of the inhabitants of Palestine, invite 

_ the assistance and cooperation of appropriate specialized agencies | 

a of the United Nations such as the World Health Organization, 

of the International Red Cross and of other governmental or non- _ 

governmental organizations of a humanitarian and non-political 

| character. Oo 7 | oO | we . 

-_ -d@. The United Nations Commissioner shall render monthly 
a progress reports, or more frequently as he deems necessary, tothe 

| Security Council and to the Secretary General for transmission — 
ae to the Members of the United Nations. SO ee 

e. The United Nations Commissioner shall be guided in his 
| activities by the provisions of this resolution and by such instruc- 

| | tions as the Security Council may consider necessary to issue. |
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a | f. Measures taken by the United Nations Commissioner under 
| the terms of the present resolution shall become immediately effec- 

tive unless the United Nations Commissioner has previously re- | 
ceived contrary instructions from the Security Council. — 

3. The General Assembly should establish a Temporary United - 
| Nations Trusteeship for the City of Jerusalem under the direction of | 

_ the Trusteeship Council or some other form of special regime under — 
the United Nations auspices for that city. | | | 

| 4, The November 29, 1947 resolution should stand, except that the - 
General Assembly should relieve the Palestine Commission of any | 
responsibilities thereunder and should take note of any directive given 
by the General Assembly to the Trusteeship Council regarding an | 

| _ alternative course with respect to the City of Jerusalem. 

7 _? Marginal notation by Mr. McClintock : “Approved by President May 12, 1948”; 
_ the memorandum, prior to its approval by President Truman was transmitted 

to New York in telegram 298, May 11, 4 p.m. (501.BB Palestine/5-1148). 

po | _ Editorial Note - 

| On May 11, the United States presented a draft resolution to the 
First Committee, calling forthe creation of a subcommittee to examine , 

further measures for the protection of Jerusalem and make recom- 

: mendations to the First Committee as promptly as possible (GA 
| (II/SS), Mam Commitiees, page 229) ; for text of the United States | 

— proposal, see GA (II/SS), Annex, page 35. The First Committee the | 

| same day adopted the United States proposal, as amended; for text 

| of the resolution, see zb7d., page 36. , — 

‘France and the United States, in a joint document given United 
_ Nations control number A/C.1/S8C.10/1, May 11, proposed to Sub- 

: committee 10 of the First Committee creation of a temporary inter-— | 
national regime for Jerusalem, to exercise authority in that city from 

| May 15. New York sent an “unofficial” text to the Department in 

telegram 638, May 12, 9:04 p. m. This text designated the United 
| Nations as the administering authority in Jerusalem, with the Trustee- | 

ship Council to exercise the functions of the administering authority. 

The government of Jerusalem was to consist of a high commissioner, | 

- _ to be appointed by the Trusteeship Council, who would be responsible | 

for the maintenance of internal order (501.BB Palestine/5-1248). 

| Subcommittee 10 made its report to the First Committee on May 13; 
7 for text, see GA (II/SS), Annex, page 37. Incorporated in the report — 

_ was the revised version of the joint French and American proposals, 

which retained the substance of the original proposals.
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- .The First Committee, on May 14, adopted a motion by the United | : 
States to transmit the report of Subcommittee 10 to the General As- 
sembly without a vote. The motion carried by 15 votes to none, with 26 — 

7 abstentions (GA (II/SS), Main Committees, page 274). 
‘ -' The General Assembly considered the report of Subcommittee 10at 
. the last meeting of Second Special Session on May 14. The draft reso- o 

- lution, as amended by the Assembly, received 9 affirmative votes and 
| 15 negative votes. There were nine abstentions. The President of the 

Assembly ruled the measure rejected, since it failed to receive the re- 
quired two-thirds majority (GA (II/SS), Plenary, pages 28-36). 

| 867N.01/5-1048 - a a a o 

Memorandum by the Legal Adviser (Gross) to the Under Secretary 
, | of State (Lovett) Oo | 

Ds | et | [WasHineton,| May 11, 1948. 

-. Recoentrion or New States AND GOVERNMENTS IN PALESTINE _ | 

- _ The attached memorandum discusses, from the legal point of view, | 
the question of recognition by the United States of the existence of a | 

ss new state or states in Palestine after May 14, 1948, and the question of | 
) _ extending diplomatic recognition to a government or governments in — | 

the new state or states. The memorandum reaches the following con- - 

_ clusions on the basis of the facts presently existing: = =» > 

| (1) The Arab and Jewish communities will be legally entitled on oe 
May 15, 1948 to proclaim states and organize governments in the areas — 
of Palestine occupied by the respective communities. a | 

| (2) Inasmuch as recognition of any new state and. government in 
a Palestine during the current special session of the General Assembly - 

might be considered to contravene the Security Council resolution of = 
April 17, 1948, it would be desirable that the special session be con-_ 
cluded before the recognition of any new state and government in | 

- Palestine. | | , a | 
_ (8) The United States will be free to recognize the existence of any | 

-_- new states and their governments, proclaimed by the communities of | 
_ Palestine in the areas occupied by them respectively. Whether it should _ 
- do so is a matter of executive discretion which may be decided upon 

the basis of the political interests of the United States. | | 
(4): Neither community will be legally entitled to proclaim a uni- a 

tary state and organize a government for all of Palestine without the | 
| consent of both communities. The United States therefore should not — , 

recognize a unitary state and government for all of Palestine pro- | 
claimed without the consent of bothcommunities. = =| - 

: | | Ernest A. Gross |
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Be Annex} . 

Memorandum by the Legal Adviser (Gross) to the Under Secretary 
| an 7 of State (Lovett)* a - 

| me a [Wasurneron,] May 13,1948. 

_---s Recoenrrion or Successor States In PanesTiINE = | 

The possibility exists that the Jewish Agency for Palestine will 
proclaim a Jewish state in part of Palestine on May 15, 1948, and ~ 
that the Arab Higher Committee will at the same time proclaim an. 

, Arab state for all of Palestine. The present memorandum considers 
, from the legal point of view what the attitude of the United States 

7 should be toward recognition of one or both of these states and their — | 
_ respective governments. It is assumed, for present purposes, that the 

United Nations General Assembly will not repeal its Palestine resolu- : 
| tion of November 29, 1947; if the General Assembly were to do so, | 

| presumably its action would be taken under circumstances of a truce | 
| and provisional settlement for Palestine which would obviate the 

proclamation of any new state in Palestine with a new government. 

Recognition of anew state. 7 a , | 
If Jewish and Arab states were proclaimed in Palestine, the prob- 

lem of recognition in relation to them would be first a problem of | 

recognizing the existence of a new state or states—a question separate 
| from the extension of diplomatic recognition to a new government. 

Premature recognition of a new state’s existence within the territory 
of a previously existing state is wrongful in international law because __ 
such recognition constitutes an unwarranted interference in the affairs | 

of the previously existing state. The present memorandum is limited 

| to consideration of the legal question, and does not concern the political 
- question whether the existence of a new state ought to be recognized. . 

If the United States is legally free to recognize the existence of a new — 

state, it is entirely a question of policy whether recognition shall be 
given or not. ba bea 

- We have now to consider whether recognition of the existence of 
any new states in Palestine would constitute an international tort 

a against any previously existing state. This inquiry calls first for a | 

determination concerning the legal status of Palestine just prior to 

the proclamation of any new states in that country. The whole ter- | 

: ritory of Palestine, including the Trans-Jordan, was detached from 

_ the former sovereign, Turkey, in the World War I peace settlement. — | 
_ A Class “A” mandate for Palestine, under Article 22 of the Covenant 

| mm This text is the later of two versions found by the editors in the Department 
of State files. The earlier version of May 10, which constituted the original annex 

| to Gross’ memorandum of May 11, is not printed. .
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of the League of Nations, was conferred on Great Britain by the 
Principal Allied and Associated Powers. The mandatory power was 

| given general powers of administration over Palestine. The mandate 
could be altered by Great Britain with the consent of the Council of =» 
the League of Nations, or could be terminated by completion of the | 
tutelage of Palestine by Great Britain and the grant of full inde-— 

| pendence to the people of Palestine as contemplated in Article 22 of 
the League Covenant. = I , 

| On April 2, 1947 Great Britain asked the General Assembly to 
consider the question of the future government of Palestine. This re- 
quest could lead either to a recommendation by the Assembly to the _ 

| mandatory on the manner in which Palestine’s tutelage should be | 
| completed and full independence granted, or to an act of consent by 

the General Assembly to alteration of the mandate terms.* It is pos- = 
gible to interpret the General Assembly’s resolution of November 29, , 

| 1947 as constituting either of the two actions just mentioned. When / 
Great Britain first asked the General Assembly to examine the Pales- 
tine problem, the request appears to have been made with a view to _ 

securing a General Assembly recommendation. Later, at the regular 
1947 session of the Assembly, Great Britain announced that the man- _ 
date would be terminated and that Britain would not take the un- 
divided responsibility for implementing any solution which was not 
agreed to by both Arabs and Jews, thus implying a changed British 

| theory concerning the nature of the action sought from the General 
| Assembly. On either theory, the mandatory power and Great Britain a 

together were competent to make a legally effective political settle- 
ment for Palestine. By virtue of the Assembly’s passage of the resolu- __ 

| tion and Great Britain’s “acceptance” of the plan, these authorities | 
appear to have made a legal disposition for the future of Palestine, 

_ The Palestine plan contained in the General Assembly’s resolution © | 
of November 29, 1947 provided for termination of the mandate, pro- 

| visional arrangements for administration, and subsequent emergence 
of two independent states and an international territory (the City of 

, Jerusalem) ; the partition of Palestine was to be accompanied by eco- 
nomic union. The working out of this Plan required the active func- _ 
tioning of the General Assembly’s Palestine Commission. That body | 

| has now suspended its political operations, and the Plan cannot be 
-earried forward without a resumption of activity by the Commission | 
(including the designation of provisional councils of government). | 

" On May 15, 1948 the mandate for Palestine will end, pursuant tothe —. | 
provisions of the Plan; at that time Great Britain will withdraw its _ : 

- * The mode of devolution of League of Nations functions and powers to United 
Nations organs is not discussed in the present memorandum. It is the opinion 
of this Office that the General Assembly could decide to exercise the power— | 
formerly held by the Council of the League of Nations—to consent to an altera- 

| _ tion of the Palestine mandate. [Footnote in the source text.] | a
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— mandatory administration, even though other steps contemplated by ; 
the plan are not being taken and even though Great Britain herself 

_. has failed to take some important measures called for by the General 
_ Assembly resolution of November 29, 1947. Under these circumstances, — 
British abandonment of the mandate may be a breach of Great Brit-_ 

---- ain’s international obligations; but as a practical matter the mandate | 
| would nevertheless be terminated. According to the plan, the Pales- 

tine. Commission was to be legally responsible for the administration _ 
of Palestine upon termination of the mandate, pending transfer of 
authority to the successor governmental agencies. If the Commission 

| after May 14 is suspended, or is paralyzed and makes no effort to ad- 
minister Palestine, the question must be asked whether any other au- 
thority can have legal capacity to carry on with the governing of | 

| Palestine, — gi 4 | | 
| At this point we must consider the role of the remaining Principal 

Alhed and Associated Powers. It was these powers which allocated the . _ 
Palestine mandate to Great Britain'after World War I. Possibly they 

| retained some residuary rights of disposition over Palestine after the 
| mandate was granted. If such rights persisted, they might be asserted 

in the event that the mandate ended abruptly without provision for 
a future political settlement. Such might be the case if the General 
Assembly before May 15, 1948 repealed its resolution of November 29, — 

/ 1947 and no other legally effective disposition of Palestine should be — 
| made by the Assembly and Great Britain. But in the absence of such | 

repeal by the Assembly of its resolution, it seems particularly doubtful 
that the remaining Principal Allied and Associated Powers could 
assert any residuary rights.} | | | . 
_ We are then faced with the situation where the only agencies claim- __ 

| ing to have governing powers over Palestine are organizations within . 

that country.t The law of nations recognizes an inherent right of | 

| people lacking the agencies and institutions of social and political 
control to organize a state and operate a government. | re 

Article 22 of the League Covenant provided — | | | 

“Certain communities formerly belonging to the Turkish Empire 
have reached a stage of development where their existence as inde- | 
pendent nations can be provisionally recognized subject to the render- | 

- ing of administrative advice and assistance bya Mandatory untilsuch 
_ timeas they are able to stand alone.” | 

- +Apart from the legal aspect of this matter, it appears highly unlikely from 
_ the political point of view that the United States, United Kingdom, and France 
would assume responsibility for the government of Palestine in their role as 
the remaining Principal Allied and Associated Powers. [Footnote in the source 

oath. present memorandum does not discuss the question of the power of the 
Security Council to take action under the United Nations Charter in the form 
ee provisional administration over Palestine. [Footnote in the source
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Palestine was covered by this Article, later being made a Class “A” 
mandate, Just what constituted the “communities” referred to in 

oe Article 22 was not made clear. Quite evidently Palestine as a whole was | 
- not a community, as is shown by the fact that the mandatory in 1946 | 

| detached the Trans-Jordan from Palestine and gave it independence. — 
The Palestine mandate instrument referred specifically to “communi-. 

| ties” and in a manner so as to make clear that the principal religious | 
| communities of Palestine—Jewish and Arab—were intended by the 

reference. Oo re | 
a There is, of course, in the background of the mandate and of the __ 

League Covenant, the Balfour Declaration of November 2,1917 bythe = 
_ British Government, declaring in favor of the establishment in Pales- 

| tine of a national home for the Jewish people. When the Council of | 
the League of Nations gave its approval to the Palestine mandate so 

| that the instrument could become effective, the Council in its approv- 
_ ing resolution cited the agreement of the Principal Allied Powers that. 
Great Britain “should be responsible for putting into effect the decla- _ | 
ration originally made on November 2, 1917, by the Government of 
His Britannic Majesty, and adopted by the said Powers... .”§ It is _ 
therefore apparent that the disposition of Palestine by the competent == 
Powers after World War I included a provision, having the nature of 

a trust, in favor of a Jewish national home in Palestine. This was to. / 
be, however, without prejudice to the civil and religious rights of 

7 existing communities in Palestine. One of the ways in which this trust _ 
-. might be carried out would be through the establishment of a Jewish - 

state in Palestine. | a oe os | 
~ The existence of this trust together with the inherent right recog- _ 
nized in international law afford a legal basis for the formation of a 
state and goverment by the Jewish community in the areas of Palestine _ 

_ which that community occupies. Such action would also have the — 
moral sanction of the partially implemented disposition of Palestine , 

~made by the mandatory and the United Nations General Assembly in | | 
| the Partition Plan. Similarly, the Arab Community would be entitled — 

to organize a state and government in the areas of Palestine which ) 
it occupies. : a | 

_ It should be noted that the proclamation of a state and government | 
by either community during the current special session of the General 

- Assembly would be contrary to the provisions of paragraph 1(d) of 
the Security Council truce resolution of April 17, 1948. This resolution — 

§ The relationship of the United States to the Palestine mandate was set forth | 
in the Anglo-American Convention of 1924. [Footnote in the source text.] |. 

|| In this connection, the Jewish Agency for Palestine occupies a special posi- . 
, tion in relation to the Jewish community under the terms of the mandate 

_ instrument. [Footnote in the source text.] _ _ a . . 
oe {| Questions concerning doubtful areas, in dispute between the communities, | 

| would have to be adjusted. In this matter the Partition Plan would naturally 
provide a basic guide. [Footnote in the source text. ] ns . | :
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does not bind legally either community nor would it bind the states 7 

| and governments proclaimed, since none of these are or would then be 

members of the United Nations.** | - 

| -. The same resolution called upon governments “and particularly 

those of the countries neighboring Palestine to take all possible steps 

to assist in the implementation of the measures set out under para-  _ 
graph 1 above, and particularly those referring to the entry into Pales- . 

| tine of armed bands and fighting personnel, groups and individuals _ 

| and weapons and war materials”. This provision, binding upon mem- 

bers of the United Nations, might be construed to cover the recogni- 

tion of any new states in Palestine during the special session of the / 

- Assembly. | OF Co _ | 

a One may conclude, therefore: (1) the United States probably 

should not recognize the existence of any new state in Palestine during 

| the special session, unless the Security Council should repeal its 

April 17 resolution; (2) the United States, after the special session, 

will be legally free to recognize the existence of Jewish and Arab | 

states in the areas of Palestine occupied by them, respectively; (3) 

| the United States should not recognize the existence of either an Arab _ 

or Jewish unitary state for all of Palestine in the absence of consent 

by the communities, since to do so would contravene obligations and 

rights arising out of the provisions of the League Covenant, the 

| mandate instrument, the General Assembly resolution of November 29, 

1947, and the principles of the law of nations regarding self-determi- 

| nation of peoples. | | oe | | ae 

Recognition of anew government. 

- | In any situation where the United States is free under international _ 

law to recognize the existence of a new state, the determination of | 

- whether diplomatic recognition should be accorded to a particular — 

regime as the government of that state is entirely a question of policy. 

United States policy in this matter has been set forth in a paper of the 

| Policy Planning Staff (PPS 24), dated March 15, 1948,? which was 

subsequently approved. Relevant Policy Planning Staff recommenda- | 

tions are attached at Tab A.? | oe | 

Certain criteria, relating to the character of the government under 

consideration, have in the past been employed in deciding on the 

granting or withholding of recognition. These are: — Oo 

. (a) de facto control of the territory and the administrative ma- 
, chinery of State, including the maintenance of public order; 

 #* It is possible that compliance: with the April 17 resolution would be made 

one of the criteria in passing on applications of the new states for membership 

in the United Nations. But it is questionable to what extent this would affect | 

consideration of the applications, both communities and the states bordering 

- Palestine having frequently violated the Security Council truce resolution. 

| [Footnote in the source text. ] oe oo , ns | 

; * Vol. rx, p. 17. | - | a - 

® Not printed. | oe - | a : ee
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(6) the ability and willingness of a government to discharge its 
| international obligations; ws | | 

(ce) general acquiescence of the people of a country in the govern- 
ment In power, a | a | 

--_In Tab B* of this memorandum there are collected a number of 

illustrative instances in American history. — a — | 
ee | Ernest A. Gross 

a ‘ Not printed. | —_ | oe - | - a | | 

| USUN Files» : | | | —_ tee os | 

 ‘Transeript of Remarks Made by Mr. Dean Rusk in Conversation by 
Telephone With Mr. Jessup and Mr. Ross on May 11, 1948+ Bn 

‘Mr. Jessup: Did you see the newspaper stories this morning from | 
London about the Russian-United States agreement to settle all their - 

_ difficulties.’ Is there anything in that? ne | 

Mr. Rusk: I think there is, yes. __ Oo os 
Mr. Jessup: If we now make a switch over to the side the Russians 

have been defending ? it would be an implication that we havea deal 
~ withthem onthe ME. | ro Oo oe he 3 a 

Mr. Rusk: Yes, but regardless of what people have said, we have 
| never fundamentally abandoned this other plan. We have taken some 

time out totry to getatruceandatrusteeship,  ©= || 
T have a simplified view of this thing. It seems if we gobackto what 

| we are after, it has been all along a peaceful settlement of thisthingin 
Palestine. As late as March 17 we were trying to find.some inkling of | 

~ some sort of agreement between the Jews and the Arabs with the help 
> of the Security Council, with some effort to adjust the partition plan 

to what they would accept, but we went black-out because the Arabs cl, 
- would not talk about it. So we shifted on March 19, the wholeempha- 

_ sis, to a straight truce. That truce would have taken us beyond May 15 > 
and beyond the period, when there was no government in Palestine. If a 

we had gotten a truce we were prepared to go in on a trusteeship to | 
_ formalize the truce arrangement and for that we made suggestions to 

. 1 Mr. Rusk was in Washington ; Messrs. Jessup and Ross in New York City. The 
_ transcript was classified secret. — Bebe o ne 

_# For documentation on the conversations between Walter Bedell Smith, Ameri- 
can Ambassador in the Soviet Union, and Soviet Foreign Minister Molotov, which | co 
took place at Moscow from May 4 to ‘May 9, see vol. Iv, pp. 845-854, passim. At the 
conversation on May 9, the Foreign Minister handed to Ambassador Smith the 
text of an oral statement, which read in part as follows: “The Soviet Govern- 
ment shares the desire, expressed in this statement by the Government of the 
USA, to better these relations, and is in agreement with the proposal to proceed. 
with this aim towards a discussion and settlement of the difference existing be- 
tween us.’ The text of the statement is presented in telegram 867, May 10, from | 
Moscow, tbid., p. 854. : ce : 

* The reference is to the Soviet. support of the partition of Palestine into Jewish 
and Arab States, | | as 

598-594—76—29, _ |
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various governments about going in with us to establish this trustee- 

, _ ship. The President never did decide we had to impose a trusteeship | 
against the wishes of either community. At the present time the 

| situation is we have no truce and also we have no basis here for trustee-. 

ship unless it is asked for at least by some of the parties. The UK has ee 
| not asked for a trusteeship. They have not in fact turned it down but 

__ they’re playing around with this thing. The Jews certainly have not _ 
asked for it and would bitterly oppose it. The Arabs have not asked 

- for it. Under certain conditions they might vote for it but certainly | 
are not seeking a trusteeship. an . . | 

| _ Mr. Ross: I think they are. , | | | 
Mr. Rusk: They may now but they have not made any formal pro- 

- posal that that be done. They could still come in to ask for trusteeship | 

for Arab parts of Palestine. | | : 
If the UK comes forward with a proposal for any UN responsibility, 

I guess we will have to extend the Mandate long enough to permit the -—— 
UN to give it consideration. They certainly cannot expect action in the 

| next few days which would indicate a change of mind on the part of the | 

| UK. The simple question is what is the UN responsibility on May 15. 

We clearly stated on March 19 that it will not have overall administra- 
_ tive governmental responsibility for Palestine. If it is to have such — | 

"responsibility somebody has to ask for it. I don’t thinkitisuptousto 

ask for it if the UK, the Jews and the Arabs are not asking for it. Our 

interest is in a peaceful settlement and not in the interest of pushing or | 

| imposing a truce on the people of Palestine. It seems the present parlia- 
mentary situation is that we have had in fact a rejection of a truce. 

| Rejection of the truce cuts the heart out of trusteeship unless the parties 

| - come in on a trusteeship. It seems we must pursue a truce line in the 

- Security Council. It seems the General Assembly. might among other 

things stand by to help but specifically the General Assembly might | 

authorize the Trusteeship Council to establish a trusteeship for : 

| Jerusalem in negotiation with the Jews and Arabs and with suitable . 

arrangements for security of the City and if the General Assembly. 

| authorized the Trusteeship Council to,take that necessary action with 

regard to Jerusalem, leave the truce negotiations in the hands of the . _ 

Security Council, and ask that both report back to the next Session of 

the General Assembly if there is further action the General Assembly , 

- might possibly take to assist in getting a peaceful settlement, we have _ 

| about all we want out of the situation. It is true but the main thing 

across the way is if this is going to happen anyway, why don’t we go 

ahead and get credit for it and we are trying to break that off. It sets. 

an our noses ina direction which wecan’t disregardhere. 

~ Tam not assuming for the moment it is a pushover at all, nor that it 

will develop that way, but I think as the pattern has got to develop -
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- within the efforts of the Security Council to get a truce. Otherwise you = 
put the General Assembly in a position of putting something on paper a 
that either somebody will enforce or will not be represented by the 
facts on the ground. ; Se 

__ I would say as soon as the Special Session adjourns, then the truce | 
_ resolution, that particular paragraph, of course, dissolves, but my — 

guess is it is a ———* resolution at this stage and does not really bind | 
the parties. On | a - 

I think the General Assembly should back up the Security Council | 
truce effort. Whether you do it in terms of a specific resolution or 
simply by means of a strongly worded General Assembly resolution __ 
in support of the idea of a truce is something else, but I think theterms - 

_ of the truce ought to be negotiated between the parties solely on the | 
grounds of what will stop the fighting, and I don’t think the Security = 
Council or the General Assembly should lay down terms of the truce ! 
except in direct reference to the state of affairs in Palestine. _ Co , | 

| I think we ought to go ahead in the Security Council but I do think | 
_ that there is a difference between the Security Council establishing | 

_ provisional measures of a stricter military nature and the Security 
Council ordering cessation of political activity. I think the two ele- Oo 
ments are on different footing and I think the Council ought to be | 

_ careful it shouldn’t put itself in an artificial position. a | 
_ It hasn’t ordered them not to but has called upon them. _ oe 

- Phil, I think what is likely to come out from down here, particn- 
_ larly across the way, is the idea that something has: happened in | 
_ fact over there. It is not according to plan but nevertheless there isa 

community in existence over there,° running its own affairs. Now that oo 
community apparently is going to get an open shot at establishing it- : 
self. We have told them that if they get in trouble don’t come to us for 
help in a military sense. Nevertheless, I don’t think the boss? will oe 
ever put himself in a position of opposing that effort when it might __ | 
be that the US opposition would be the only thing that would prevent Oo 

-- it from succeeding. | | oO | 
_ I don’t know whether the Arabs are going to do that and whether _ 
the Arabs are going to invite Abdullah in, but it seems to me that | 
what you have there then is simply a continuation of the status quoin 
this sense. You have people, each fairly responsible for its own com- —_ 

| munity but with a political settlement which has to be negotiated | 
_ because you have these succeeding claims. a ee ee - 

‘ As in the source text. | - ee 
| °The White House. = Oo a 

| “The Jewish community in Palestine. a | oe | | a "President Truman. ae, - ae / |
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--¥ don’t quite see—I think the way you state the possibility is en- 

tirely accurate and it may take all sorts of different forms. We have 

no assurance at.all that there is any agreement between any Jews and 

any Arabs on anything. Nevertheless, unless we assume that our basic 

problem is a negotiated settlement between the Jews and the Arabs, _ 

then we get into the possibility of either having to enforce something  —_— 

or imposing something, which is merely a piece of paper, and has no © 

connection with what is going on in Palestine. | | 

I think the idea that they worked on here yesterday was that the 

Palestine Commission would be discharged of its responsibility but 

that the plan would stand as an expression of the views of the General 

- Assembly on what the future of Palestine ought to be. , 

Ross: In principle? | | | 

Rusk: That’s right. It seems to me that one of the positive things 

we need do is authorize the Trusteeship Council in negotiation with 

the Jews and Arabs to undertake international administration for the | 

City of Jerusalem if that can be arranged because I do think that 

| - might avoid a terrific battle between the Jews and Arabs and one 

which both might accept. The Jews are committed to accept it, in 

one sense | | a 

Yes, I think making a full disclosure of our truce negotiations 

would be entirely reasonable and possible, and also, a disclosure of 

| the basis on which they were turned down. I think, Jack, your third | 

alternative is one which is going to be bought down here. ae 

You, remember, Jack, that the Committee 1 effort and the trus- 

- teeship discussions have always been embarrassed by the fact—and 

our basic position paper—the fellow carrying that was always looking 

over his shoulder at the progress of the truce negotiations and those 

didn’t materialize. = | Oo - 

~ Yes. I can tell you right now that Bob Lovett is most anxious to have 

| a completely clean breast of all these negotiations, and I think you can 

| assume that our efforts from, oh, certainly March 19 on, would be a com- 

| pletely appropriate basis for a good statement. In other words, we 

have literally done our damndest on this thing. Now if it doesn’t work, 

swe certainly aren’t going to take this thing on our own backs single- 

handed and it is not up to us to continue to bat our brains out on the 

a theory we are solely responsible for what the General Assembly does 

| on this situation and what action the Assembly takes has got to be — 

something which is either a provisional or final solution of this thing. 

| That part of the GA which is critical to trusteeship is not willing to 

approve it. | | | , CB 

| | Jessup : Yes but I think wecan count ontwo-thirds. ee 

oe Rusk: Yes, but if the UK and France are unwilling to step in and 

‘help implement it you really haven’t got anything yet. — Oo
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Yes, but we have had some difficulty though calling something an _ 
administering authority which would be something less than the cen- _ 

tral government of Palestine. If the UN becomes administering au- 
thority the UN becomes responsible in X number of ways—the UN 
would thereby take on unbeknownst to itself an unlimited number of 
obligations merely because it becomes the government, and we don’t __ 
know what those obligations are, and I think our British friends would 
like nothing better than to trap us in an arrangement like that so that | 

we would take on an excess number of responsibilities or liabilities, 
I think if-we start taking up any of these things, the only possible _ 

way would be to extend the Mandate for a long enough period to be able | 

to consider it. The caboose has gone by on a number of this stuffand =| 
_ they would have to start a new train here. | oy | : 

| Jessup: When do you think we will get some word from you, Dean? — - 
a Rusk : I definitely hope this afternoon. | a po 

_ [think you better be quiet during the morning unless I can call you oe 
back. I think what we can do is to go ahead on the Jerusalem thing, 

| but don’t you think there is a possibility the General Assembly might | 

authorize the Trusteeship Council with a certain amount of discretion _ 
to negotiate an international zone for Jerusalem ? - a 

| _ Jessup: Yes. | Oo | 

-. Rusk: So that these truce negotiations will always have the possible Ss 

| element in them as one way of reducing friction between the Jewsand = 
Arabs. I hope by early afternoon we can give you the green light to | 
go full speed ahead at a snail’s pace. ee | 

-§01.BB Palestine/5-1148 : Telegram ei | 

, The Secretary of State to the Consulate General at Jerusalem. | 

SECRET US URGENT =~ ~— WASHINGTON, May 11, 1948-6 p.m. 
- NIACT | —_ a ce 

884. Absence of report of action in response to Dept’s 877, May 9, | 

6 p. m., suggests that you may have miscontrued Dept’s intention as 
set forth first paragraph that telegram. If you have not already done | 

go, please informally give draft of truce articles as transmitted Dep- __ 

-_cirtel May 7, 6 a. m. to representatives of Jewish Agency, Arab Higher 

Committee, and Arab League in Palestine. This should be done pref- 

erably in concert with your colleagues of SC Truce Commission, butif = 
they are without instructions you may act alone. us | 

ae | Be a  (Marsnann 

_3+Mr. Wasson, joined by the other members of the Truce Commission, informally | : 
handed the draft of truce articles to representatives of the Jewish Agency and 

- of the Arab Higher Committee, presumably on May 12 (telegram 602, May 13, | | 

3 p.m., from Jerusalem, 867N.01/5-1348). oe oe
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| 501.BB Palestine/5-1148: Telegram 

7 ‘The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 

a | | the Secretary of State — | 

SECRET New York, May 11, 1948—6:51 p.m. 

: 628, From Ross. Following are'my notes on further telegram Beeley _ 

has received from Foreign Office on status of negotiations here. This. 
7 telegram is based on comparison in London of two alternative draft . _ 

| Foreign Office considerably more negative today than yesterday 

on question of trusteeship, and greatly prefers resolution along lines _ 

Anglo-Canadian text. UKDel instructed to concentrate on securing | 

| approval of resolution along lines Creech Jones proposal in simplest 
terms. Much of telegram detailed and now out of date so will record in 
‘memorandum. Principal points to note here are: | a | 

| (1) Foreign Office feels great advantage in building on the existing _ 
| Truce Commission. | a , 

(2) Foreign Office cites objection to Anglo-American draft as not 
| providing means of isolating conflict and preventing means of pene- 

| tration (Russia). To meet this defect UK instruction suggests adding 
| new point running as follows: “To take all practical steps to secure ob- _ 

ss servance of SC truce resolution 17 April and with this object to seek 
| advice and assistance from other powers as it may be necessary.” 

a Hopkins (Canada) also feels strongly need of some provision, re- _ 
-  gardless of form of GA. action which will provide opportunity of — 

assistance re Russian penetration and isolating conflict, if needed, out- 

side of SC framework, and handed me following formula in separate , 
| conversation this afternoon: . a So 

: “The Commission (administering authority) may seek advice and 
assistance in the exercise of its functions from any member of the UN | 

| _ (state) willing to provide such advice and assistance.” 

a In conversation with Beeley, referred to above, I told him we ex- _ 
pected our instructions this afternoon and we would want to work — 

- very closely with them in developing program we might be able to 
| agreeupon, ts a re 

| I told him I wanted.to say a few things very frankly ona personal 

| basis and made clear I was not acting underinstructions, 

: I said very unlikely we would approve trusteeship but for reasons | 

somewhat different than UK Government’s views. Principal difficulty 

was improbability success of truce efforts before May 15; this difficulty 

resulting from very noticeable stiffening Jewish attitude resulting, in
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| turn, from temptation they obviously reveal to play with Abdullah 
 ideat a / 

Second reason, I said, for probability we would not push Trusteeship 
idea further was that before we made our original trusteeship proposal 

| three or four weeks ago we had asked the British if they would be | 
| willing to participate in necessary implementation and had got what 

: must be described as flatly negative response. Show of cooperation by 

-. UK during past three or four days and indication of participation in | 

effective action by naval patrol, etc., must be described aseleventh hour 
effort. but too little and too late. Time at present was too short to | 
permit working out details of such cooperation. For this reason, ap- | 

-- proach, I anticipated we would be getting in our instructions this , 
afternoon, would be a very simple one and I hoped our close coopera- 
tion over past few days could be continued. [ Ross. | ee - 
oe Oo Oe —  AcosTIN | 

: -1Jerusalem reported, on May 10, that a spokesman for the Jewish Agency 
“hinted broadly that there was an understanding with Abdullah whereby Trans- — 

| jordan forces would occupy areas allotted to Arabs under partition plan. He | 
| said that the Jews and Abdullah got along well and that they placed little stock 

in bellicose statements Abdullah, pushed by Arab states, was making.” (‘Telegram : 
585, 867N.01/5-1048)) a ee - : 

| 867N.01/5-1148: Telegram a Oe cee 

The Consul at Jerusalem (Wasson) to the Secretary of State | 

| SECRET URGENT ss SprusALEM, May 11,1948—10 p.m. 
- NIACT Len Do re | 

| 591. Contel 582, May 10. During meeting with Truce Commission | 
| morning May 11, High Commissioner said that Jews were short- 

sighted not to accept his proposed terms of truce for J erusalem. He 
went on to say that flushed with victory Jews did not realize that 

Arabs could keep Tel-Aviv—Jerusalem road closed, thus starving popu- 
lation of Jerusalem. _ a | Ses | 

During interview High Commissioner said that he perceived no 
objection to Truce Commission’s issuing an appeal to people of Jerusa- 

lem to continue to observe the “cease-fire” in order that the Truce 
- Commission might pursue its work, although he said that his respon-_ 

sibility for truce negotiations had not ended. High Commissioner 

| observed that he would invite Truce Commission to be present at meet- | 

_ ing with Jews, should they appear, at which time he would turn over 
to Truce Commission entire responsibility for conducting future : 

negotiations. — OC Be 

__--: During afternoon meeting of Truce Commission, at which Azcarate | 
_ of UN was present, Berman of JA informed us that J ews were pre-
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| pared to continue observing “cease-fire” provided Arabs did likewise. 

Truce Commission is having difficulty finding any representative 

| Arabs. They have apparently fled or gone underground. | 

| - Berman said that there had been more fighting on the Tel-Aviv _ 
| road and that the situation was confused. The impression which 

| Berman left us was that Jews will be most difficult to deal with in 
7 truce talks, since they appear to feel that they have nothing to gain | 

a by a truce unless it gives them everything that they wish in Palestine. 

| _It appears to us that they are delaying discussions for the purpose 
of setting up their government and improving their position. - | 

| There are unconfirmed reports that Jews will receive large quan- 

tities of military equipment, now in various Mediterranean ports, 

| after May 15. From our very limited vantage point in Jerusalem, it 

appears that Jews are now prepared to gamble everything for un- 
_ limited immigration and the formation of their state. oe 

__It is my opinion that truce talks for all of Palestine have very slight _ 
chance of success. Our efforts to maintain a “cease-fire” in J erusalem 

may succeed for a time. Each side is already accusing the other of 

breaking the “cease-fire”. The Arabs say that by sending Jewish troops 

to clear the Tel-Aviv road, the Jews did so. The Jews accuse the 

7 Arabs of sniping. The Truce Commission will do its best to maintain 
| the uneasy “cease-fire” while discussing terms fora trucein Jerusalem. 

ae os | | WassON 

a 1The High Commissioner, in the afternoon of May 12, informed the Truce 
. Commission that neither side had replied to the terms of truce proposed for . 

Jerusalem by the Palestine Government and requested the Truce Commission . 
' to assume responsibility for further truce talks (telegram 595, May 12, 8 p. m., 

- from Jerusalem, 867N.01/5-1248). — 

501.BB Palestine/5—1248 | a | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Secretary of State+ | | 

| TOP SECRET a [Wasuineton,] May 12, 1948. 

Participants: The President | . 
| ‘The Secretary of State | 

: The Under Secretary of State © Oo 
Messrs. Clark Clifford, David Niles, Matthew Con- 

~ nelly—The White House _ : 
Fraser Wilkins (NE)—State Dept. | | 
Robert McClintock (UNA)—State Dept. _ a 

_ The President said that he had called the meeting because he was. 
| seriously concerned as:to what might happen in Palestine after May 15. 

| 1 Drafted by Mr. McClintock. |
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| Mr. Lovett gave a lengthy exposition of recent events bearing onthe 

Palestine problem. He recalled that on the preceding Saturday, May 8, | 

the Political Representative of the Jewish Agency, Mr. Moshe Shertok, 

had called upon the Secretary and himself, accompanied by Dr. 

_-Epstein. Mr. Shertok had related that the British Minister for. 

Colonial Affairs, Sir Arthur Creech Jones, had told him that — 

Abdullah, the King of Transjordan, might enter the Arab portions of a 

Palestine but that there need be no fear that Abdullah’s forces; = 

- eentered upon the British subsidized and officered Arab Legion, would . 

geek to penetrate Jewish areas of Palestine. Furthermore, Mr. Shertok _ 

told the Secretary that a message, a week delayed in transmission, had 7 

been received from the Jewish Agency in Palestine, recounting over- | 

tures by a Colonel Goldy, an officer of the Arab Legion, suggesting | 

that a deal could be worked out between Abdullah and the Jewish 

Agency whereby the King would take over the Arab portion of _ 

Palestine and leave the Jews in possession of their state in the re- 

_ mainderofthatcountry, | Oe 

| Mr. Lovett said that this intelligence had obviously caused an | 

abrupt shift in the position of the Jewish Agency. Only a week before, : 

| the Jewish Agency had officially communicated to the Security Coun- | 

_ eil its charges that Arab armies were invading Palestine. Likewise, 

only a week before, Mr. Shertok and other representatives of the | 

Jewish Agency had seemed seriously interested in proposed articles of | 

truce. Now, however, their attitude had shifted and they seemed con- a 

| fident, on the basis of recent military successes and the prospect of a | 
“behind the barn” deal with Abdullah, that they could establish their 

--_- sovereign state without any necessity for a truce with the Arabs of 
Palestine. Be oe | a | 

__ [ intervened at this juncture to recall what I had told Mr. Shertok | 

on May 8. I had stressed that it was extremely dangerous to base long- | 

range policy on temporary military success. There was no doubt but. 

that the Jewish army had gained such temporary success but there was 

no assurance whatever that in the long-range the tide might not turn | 

against them. I told Mr. Shertok that they were taking a gamble. If | 

the tide did turn adversely and they came running tous forhelp they = 
_ should be placed clearly on notice now that there was no warrant to 7 

| expect help from the United States, which had warned them of the | 

grave risk which they were running. | ee cetae 

Later during the conversation a telephone call was received from | 

General Carter? stating that a UP press despatch from Tel Aviv oe 

reported that following two interviews with me by Mr. Shertok the. 

latter had flown to Tel Aviv bearing a personal message from me to a 

Mr. Ben Gurion, who was styled in the press despatch as the forth- _ 

* Marshall 8. Carter, Special Assistant to the Secretary of State. oe
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coming President of the Jewish State.2 The despatch likewise was 
| reported as saying that Shertok had informed me of the intention of 

| the Jewish Agency to establish a sovereign state on May 16. re 
I directed, with the President’s concurrence, that no comment be 

. made on this press story. In actual fact, no message had been sent to_ | 

Mr. Ben Gurion, and I did not even know that such a person existed. 
|. Furthermore, Shertok had not told me of any intention to establisha 

Jewish State on May 16. | —_ | 
Resuming his summary of the situation, Mr. Lovett read a telegram 

just received from New York City, indicating that, while the United | 
Kingdom Government was prepared to support our draft resolution, — 
it desired that the United States give further consideration to the 

possibility of a commission being appointed by the General Assembly 
to deal with the administration of Palestine, this commission to be 
made up of Belgium, France and the United States. _ 

: It was generally agreed that the British had played a lamentable, 
if not altogether duplicitous, role in the Palestine situation and that 
their last-minute approaches and indications of a change in heart. | 
could have no effect upon our policy. a = | 

The President then invited Mr. Clark Clifford to make a statement. 
Mr. Clifford said that he had three main suggestions to offer, based. | 

oe upon consultation with colleagues of the White House staff. 
| Mr. Clifford said that he objected to the first article of our draft 

resolution which would place the General Assembly on record as | 
| reaffirming support of the efforts of the Security Council to secure a _ 

truce in Palestine. He said this reference was unrealistic since there 
| had been no truce and probably would not be one. He said that on ~~ 

March 24, Mr. Rusk ata White House conference ‘ had estimated that 
a truce could be negotiated within two weeks but this goal was still : 
not in sight. Instead, the actual partition of Palestine had taken place | 
“without the use of outside force”. | 7 | 

Mr. Clifford’s second point was strongly to urge the President to 
| give prompt recognition to the Jewish State after the termination of 

the mandate on May 15. He said such a move should be taken quickly 
before the Soviet Union recognized the Jewish State. It would have 
distinct value in restoring the President’s position for support of the __ 

. partition of Palestine. | - 
| Mr. Clifford’s third point was that the President, at his press con- 

ference on the following day, May 13, should make a statement of his a 

: _ intention to recognize the Jewish State, once the provision for demo- _ 

; -’ cratic government outlined in the resolution of November 29, had been _ 

— ecomphed with, which he assumed would be the case. The proposed | 

_- 8 David Ben Gurion, Chairman of the Executive of the Jewish Agency, in fact | 
- became the first Prime Minister of Israel. — 

“See Mr. Clifford’s memorandum of March 24, p. 755. 7 |
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statement would conclude: “I have asked the Secretary of State to 

have the Representatives of the United States in the United Nations 7 
take up this subject in the United Nations with a view toward obtain; 
ing early recognition of a Jewish State by the other members of the | 
United Nations”. | es ao 

- The rebuttal was made by. Mr. Lovett. With regard to Mr. Clifford’s — 
reference to the article on truce, Mr. Lovett pointed out that the Secu- 
rity Council was still seized of this matter under its resolutions of | 
April 1, April 17 and April 28. The United States in fact was a mem- 

ber of the Security Council’s Truce Commission on Palestine. Surely | 
, the United States could not by its unilateral act get the Security Coun- | 

cil to drop this matter and it would be most unbecoming, in light of — 
our activities to secure a truce. | we a a | 

o On the question of premature recognition, Mr. Lovett said that it. 
- would be highly injurious to the United Nations to announce the recog- | : 

nition of the Jewish State even before it had come into existence and 
_. while the General Assembly, which had been called into special session = 

at the request of the United States, was still considering the question __ 
of the future government of Palestine. Furthermore, said Mr. Lovett, 
‘such a move would be injurious to the prestige of the President. It was 

| a very transparent attempt to win the Jewish vote but, in Mr. Lovett’s 
| opinion, it would lose more votes than it would gain. Finally, to recog- 

nize the Jewish State prematurely would be buying a pig in a poke. - 
How did we know what kind of Jewish State would be set up? At 
this stage Mr. Lovett read excerpts from a file of intelligence telegrams __ 
and reports regarding Soviet activity in sending Jews and Communist 

| agents from Black Sea areas to Palestine. a | 
| Mr. Lovett also failed to see any particular urgency in the United 

States rushing to recognize the Jewish State prior to possible Soviet 
recognition. / a - OT : a 

_ I remarked to the President that, speaking objectively, I could not | 
help but think that the suggestions made by Mr. Clifford were wrong. , 
I thought that to adopt these suggestions would have precisely the 
opposite effect from that intended by Mr. Clifford. The transparent | 
dodge to win a few votes would not in fact achieve this purpose. The — - 
great dignity of the office of the President would be seriously dimin- 
ished. The counsel offered by Mr. Clifford was based on domestic | 

| political considerations, while the problem which confronted us was 
international. I said bluntly that if the President were to follow Mr. 
Clifford’s advice and if in the elections I were to vote, I would vote : 

_- against the President. = : ee | 
Mr. Lovett and I told the President that naturally after May 16 we | 

would take another look at the situation in Palestine in light of the = — 
facts as they existed. Clearly the question of recognition would have = 

. to be gone into very carefully. A paper presenting the legal aspects
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of the problem had been prepared in the Department and would be 
promptly sent to Mr. Clifford. © | 

~ The President initialed the draft resolution and the underlying posi- 

oe tion paper of May 11, and terminated the interview by saying that he | 
was fully aware of the difficulties and dangers in the situation, tosay _ 

nothing of the political risks involved which he, himself, would run, 

| | Editorial Note | 

Undated notes on the White House meeting of May 12 by Mr. Elsey 
state that it was held at 4 p.m. Attached to the notes is a statement 
prepared for the May 12 meeting drafted by Max Lowenthal, an unof- 
ficial White House consultant, with changes by Elsey. Also attached | 

| is a revised statement by Elsey, printed znfra. | , 
Elsey’s notes indicate that this statement was read to the group, 

presumably by Mr. Clifford, and received a “violent reaction from — 
: Marshall: This is just straight politics. ‘You wouldn’t get my OK.’ — 

CMC was enraged—& Marshall glared at CMC. State had no policy 
except to ‘wait? : | | 

- Page 2 of Mr. Elsey’s notes presents “CMC’s position, as worked out 

with GME on 12 May & as expounded by him at 12 May meeting [:] 
| “1. Recognition is consistent with U.S. policy from the beginning. 

| “9, A separate Jewish State is inevitable. It will be set up in a few 
days. a | : | | | | | 

“3. Other nations will recognize it. We shall have to, also, in a few 

months . © | oe a 

— “4, Tt is better to recognize now—steal a march on U.S.S.R. . 

“5. The proposed State Dept action would accomplish nothing at 

all (i.e. memo of 11 May)”. (Elsey Papers) 
The “memo of May 11” is Mr. Gross’ memorandum to Mr. Lovett, 

page 959, | | 
These five numbered points bear a marked resemblance to those in 

the editorial note on page 906. , A 
John Snetsinger, Zruman, the Jewish Vote, and the Creation of 

Israel, presents on pages 107-109 an account of the May 12 meeting 

based on the author’s interviews in 1968 with Messrs. McClintock | 

a and Henderson and with Carlton Savage, who in 1948 was Executive 

- Secretary of the Policy Planning Staff. | | 
‘Various details of the meeting are also presented in Kurzman, 

) Genesis, 1948, page 215, and in Jonathan Daniels, The Man of Inde- 
pendence (Philadelphia and New York, J. B. Lippincott Company, 
1950), page 319. Kurzman’s account states erroneously that the meet- 

ingtook placeonMayll. | | SO ,
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_ For the discussion by Messrs. Lovett and Clifford on May 14 concern- | 
ing the question of the recognition of the State of Israel, see Mr. | 

| Lovett’s memorandum of conversation dated May 17, page 1005. a 

| Elsey Papers | | ay 7 | - Sus | 

Statement Presented by the President’s Special Counsel (Clifford) © 
Oc at the White House Meeting of May12,19J84 | 

- a | ct | | WasHineron, undated.] — 

_I would like to make a brief statement of my views on the situation — 
- inPalestinn oe oes eae 

_ When the United Nations Committee on Palestine concluded its 
study of the Palestine problem last fall, it recommended a plan of | 
partition with economic union. The United States Government, after | 

_ most careful consideration of all aspects of this plan, decided to sup- - 
- port it, with certain comparatively minor modifications. The General — 

Assembly of the United Nations, by the overwhelming vote of 33-13, | 
| approved this plan with the modifications we favored in a Resolution : 

passed on November 29,1947. : - ee sy 
a The United States Government felt that partition was the best — | 

possible solution to the Palestine problem and hoped that all members | 
of the United Nations, and all elements of the population in Palestine, 
would abide by the terms of the Resolution of November 29, 1947. _ | 

_ Unfortunately, disorder and strife became widespread in Palestine a 
during the weeks following the passage of that Resolution, and it = 
became apparent to the United States Government that the terms of 
the Resolution of November 29 could not be put into effect peacefully =| 
by May 15, 1948, the date of the termination of the mandate. This 

_ Government decided to make every effort to obtain a peaceful solution 
_ to the Palestine problem, even at the expense of temporary postpone- 

ment of partition. We requested a special session of the General Assem- 
bly in the hopes that an intermediate step could be devised which . 

would lead to the peaceful implementation of the partition Resolution 
 ~ of November 29. oe oe | . OPES Ls 

. Secretary Marshall stated on March 20th and Istatedon March 25th > 
that the most important consideration in our minds was to avert — . 

violence and bloodshed, and to this end we sought every method of | 

a * The source text bears the following notation in the handwriting of Mr. Elsey : | | 
“As done by G[eorge] M. E[Isey], based on Lowenthal Draft. Used & read by 
C[lark] M. Clifford] at 4:00 12 May Conference.” = | pe | | 

_ The statement was possibly intended for the President’s May 13 press con- — — 
ference, but was. not used by the President on that date. (Marginal notation by | 
McClintock on State Department file copy, 501.BB Palestine/5—1348) For the — 
remarks actually made by President Truman at his press conference of May 13, 

| 53 nye Papers of the Presidents of the United States: H arry 8. Pruman, 19.48,
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action through the Security Council as well as through the General . 
Assembly. As we then said, we were trying to get a temporary bridge, : 

_ in the form of trusteeship, on the road toward peaceful implementa- _ 
: - tion of the partition plan approved by the United Nations Assembly. 

_ The date set. for partition in the Resolution of the Assembly of — 
November 29, 1947, is at hand, and it appears that a Jewish State will __ 
be set up in the very near future, and an Arab State sometime there- 

| after. ae | Be CS 

| _ I look with favor on the creation of a Jewish State in accordance — 
| with the provisions laid down in the Resolution of November 29, and. 

| I assume that, when a Jewish State is set up, the provisions for demo- | 
cratic government outlined in that Resolution will be complied with. , 

When the Jewish State is set up in accordance with those provisions, __ 
| I favor the recognition of that State by the United States Government. 

I have asked the Secretary of State to have the representatives of the 

| United States in the United Nations take up this subject inthe United 
Nations with a view toward obtaining early recognition of a Jewish 

: State by the other members of the United Nations.” a oo 
I also hope that when the peoples in the portion of Palestine assigned 

for an Arab State have set up a State in accordance with the provisions — | 
of the Resolution of the Assembly on November 29, 1947, similar recog- 
nition will be granted to that State by the United States and by the 

| other members of the United Nations. | Oo | 

| - 7 At this point in the statement as originally drafted the following sentence 
appears :“I believe that the United States should recognize the Jewish state 
promptly after its establishment.” This sentence had been penciled out by an 

| unidentified person. | | 

501.BB Palestine/5-1148: Telegram | | | 
The Secretary of State to the United States Representatiwe at the 

, United Nations (Austin) | | | 

SECRET US URGENT Wasuineron, May 12, 1948—7 p.m. 
NIACT _ ee -_ | . 

301. The President has approved position paper of May 11, text of | 
which ‘was set forth in Deptel 298, May 11,1 and draft resolution of : 
May 12 as perfected by telephone between Dept and USUN. Final | 

| text of this draft is repeated for the record : a — 

“The General Assembly yt 
Taking account of the resolutions adopted by the Security Council | 

| with reference to Palestine on March 5, April 1, April 17, and April 23, 
1948, . te, a, 

1Not printed. _ | ot
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| Strongly affirms its support of the efforts of the Security Council to | 
secure a truce in Palestine and calls upon all persons, organizations, 
and governments to cooperate in making effective such a truce. a | 

| 1. Empowers a United Nations Commissioner for Palestine, to be 
_ chosen by a committee of the General Assembly composed of repre- oo 

- sentatives of China, France, the USSR, the United Kingdom, and the | 
| United States, to exercise the following functions: ae 

| _ a. To use his good offices as mediator with the local and com- 
a munity authorities in Palestine to ae ras 

| _. (1) Arrange for the operation of common services necessary to 
_ the safety and wellbeing of the population of Palestine, 

- _ (2) Assure the protection of the Holy Places, religious buildings | 
| and sites in Palestine, . | 

(8) Promote agreement on the future government of Palestine. | 

St 6. To cooperate with the Truce Commission for Palestine ap- 
‘pointed by the Security Council in its resolution of April 23, 

- 1948. oe re | 
- c. To invite, as seems to him advisable, with a view to the pro- 

motion of the welfare of the inhabitants of Palestine, the assist- 
| ance and cooperation of appropriate specialized agencies of the 

_ United Nations such as the World Health Organization, of the > | 
International Red Cross, and of other governmental or non- | 

| governmental organizations of a humanitarian and non-political. 
| character. | CT | 

| 2. Instructs the United Nations Commissioner to render progress  —| 
reports monthly, or more frequently as he deems necessary, to the 

| Security Council and to the Secretary General for transmission tothe = 
- members of the United Nations. _ a | | 

| 3. Derects the United Nations Commissioner to conform in his _ 
activities with the provisions of this resolution, and with such instruc- - 

| tions as the Security Council may issue. Oo a 
4. Authorizes the Secretary-General to pay the United Nations 

Commissioner an emolument equal to that paid to the President of __ 
the International Court of Justice, and to provide the Commissioner 

_ with the necessary staff to assist in carrying out the functions assigned © | 
_ tothe Commissioner by the General Assembly. So 

ae mn OE 
| (Here would be inserted any arrangements for the City of Jerusalem — 

which may be approved on the recommendation of Subcommittee 10.) ot 

| The General Assembly, as of this date, discharges the Palestine | 
Commission from the further exercise of responsibilities under its | 
Resolution 181 (IT) of November 29,1947."
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, You are authorized to support foregoing resolution if introduced by 

another delegation, as we hope may be the case, or, if necessary, to 
introduce it if that appears desirable in light of negotiating situation 

| at LakeSuccess. = > Marsnatn 

501.BB Palestine/5-1248 | — | PRE 

: Memorandum by the Legal Adviser (Gross) to the Under Secretary 
| of State (Lovett) | 

| | a | [Wasurneron,] May 12, 1948. 

| I believe that the draft General Assembly resolution transmitted — 
| - to the Department today by the Mission in New York is susceptible 

of alternative interpretations on the question of what authority or 
authorities may legally govern Palestine from May 15, 1948. The 
alternatives, both of which appear possible under the draft resolu- 

_ tion, are: (1) Upon the termination of the mandate local and com-_ 
munity authorities in Palestine will exercise governmental functions 
in their respective areas and will be legally entitled to proclaim states 
and organize governments; and (2) Upon the termination of the 
mandate there will be no legally constituted authority exercising gov- | 
ernmental functions in Palestine, and no states may be proclaimed or — 

| Jegal governments. organized until after the United Nations Commis- 
sioner has gone to Palestine and sought to carry out the mediatorial — | 
functions assigned to him in the draft resolution, = a 

| _ If, in view of the improbability that the special session of the Gen- | 
eral Assembly will provide a legal authority to succeed the mandatory 

| in Palestine (as, for example, by a trusteeship), it is desired to avoid 
_ a situation in which no legally constituted authority is available to 

govern Palestine after May 14, the draft resolution should be amended 

to. remove any doubt on this point. To this end it is suggested that two 
changesbemade: ET | 

| (7) A paragraph should be inserted between I and II reading: | | 

7 “Recognizes that after May 14, 1948 local and community 2 
- thorities will exercise the powers of government in Palestine - 

| _. _ [, except in the city of Jerusalem]. ” Co 

| (2) Subparagraph II (1) (a) (8) of the draft resolution should be 
amended to read: — | : - 

__» “Promote agreement on the political settlement. in Palestine.” | 

- The effect of these changes would be to make clear that the General 
Assembly resolution did not postpone the organization of a legal 
government or governments and the legal proclamation of a new state 

4 Brackets appear in the source text. - 2 / . : : | te -
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or states beyond the date of the mandate’s termination toa timeafter _ 
| the United Nations Commissioner had exercised his mediatorial 

function under the Assembly resolution. The changes would also make | | 
clear that the General Assembly in paragraph I of the draft resolution _ 

was not affirming support for paragraph 1(d) of the Security Council 
resolution of April 17, 1948 (calling for a standstill on political — 
activity) and was not urging the Security Council to press political => 
truce efforts. Oe re | | Co 
re oo Ernest A. Gross 

| -501.BB Palestine/5-1248 | | | | ee - _ 

—. Memorandum by Mr. Robert M. McClintock to the Under Secretary — 
. Oo a of State (Lovett) — | Oo 

«SECRET Ce a ee  -—PWasutneron,]| ‘May 12,1948. 

Subject: This morning’s developments at Lake Success re resolution 
on Palestine. | | ee 

 - Last night our delegates discussed the draft resolution which you | 
| approved this morning with representatives of the British and Cana- | 

dian Delegations in New York City ona purely tentative and informal . 
basis. I am now informed by Mr. Ross that the British Delegation has - 
received a telegram from London authorizing it to support this resolu- 

| tion. I am likewise informed that the Canadian Delegation will give 
| - warm support if certain that the resolution is approved by the United | 

States and the United Kingdom. Apparently our delegation has been 
working on the assumption that the resolution would be introduced by 3 

| the United States Delegation. I said that you were highly allergic to : 
| this idea but the delegation stressed that in the present position at | 

- Lake Success no other delegation seems willing to propose'a motion = 
which would be suitable to us and that it will be difficult—provided = 

__-we desire our resolution to pass—to refrain from sponsoring it. Oo 
| __-In their conversations in New York, the United States Delegation 

has been careful to describe our resolution as a draft worked out in 
New York without commitments on the part of the delegation and 
submitted to Washington for further instructions. = —™ 
_. For your convenience I attach a clean copy of the resolution + which a 

| you approved this morning. The authors of this draft were principally 
__‘Mr. Rusk here and Dr. Jessup in New York City. Mr. Henderson has 

| concurred with this draft. Mr. Gross likewise concurs but has sug- 
gested alternative language for Article Ia [II(1) (a)](8)..A copy of _ 
Mr. Gross’ draft languageislikewiseattached2? = = == is—s—‘“S—~—S 

[Here follows final paragraph about a purported leak of 

information.) oR AE EEG EC 
| - “Not printed ; for text, see telegram 301, May 12, to New York, p.978 | 

. *Notfound attached.. 900 | 
 598-594—76—_30 a a |
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-—--601.BB Palestine/5~1248 : Telegram | | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Sweden  ———— 

‘SECRET US URGENT _ Wasuineron, May 12, 1948—7 p. m. 
| NIACT ; 7 | Special 

| 327. For the Ambassador. It is probable that Spanish Session of —__ 
United Nations General Assembly in concluding its consideration of _ 

_ Palestine problem will seek to appoint a UN Commissioner for Pales- 
_ ‘tine whose principal duties will be to mediate between Jews and Arabs — 

of Palestine with view to eventual solution of problem of govt. in that — 

| country. UN Commissioner would also seek to arrange for operation  —_— 
| of common services necessary to maintenance of law and order and of 

public health, assure protection of the Holy Places and cooperate with 
| Security Council Truce Commission. | 

For your secret info name of Count Folke Bernadotte has been 
mentioned in this connection. While this is strictly a UN appointment, 
we are favorably impressed by Bernadotte’s qualifications and would 
like your immediate indication whether you feel he would be available __ 

- for such an important post and whether Swedish Govt would object 
_ to his accepting that appointment. You should not give any indication 

that this govt. is pressing for Bernadotte | So 
Repeated to USUN 3802. | | Oo | 

a - - _MarsHacn 

1 Stockholm, on May 13, reported information from the Swedish Foreign Office | 
that while there would be no objection in principle to Count Bernadotte’s 
appointment, such a development would present a delicate problem for the 

_ Swedish Government. Ambassador Matthews evaluated the situation to mean 
that the Swedish Government would prefer that Count Bernadotte decline 
appointment as an individual (telegram 585, 501.BB Palestine/5-1348). : 

Truman Papers, Offictal File ne : | | 

Dr. Chaim Weizmann to President Truman 

| Ee New York, May 18, 1948. 

‘Dear Mr. Preswwenr: The unhappy events of the last few months _ | 
| will not, I hope, obscure the very great contributions that you, , 

Mr. President, have made toward a definitive and just settlement. of the SO 
| long and troublesome Palestine question. The leadership which the 

| American government took under your inspiration made possible the 
_ establishment of a Jewish State, which I am convinced will contribute - | 

markedly toward a solution of world Jewish problems, and which, I am 
| equally convinced is a necessary preliminary to the development of : 

lasting peace among the peoples of the Near East. 
| So far as practical conditions in Palestine would permit, the Jewish 

people there have proceeded along the lines laid down in the United _ 
| Nations Resolution of November 29, 1947. Tomorrow midnight, May
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15th, the British Mandate will be terminated, and the Provisional 

«Government of the Jewish State, embodying the best endeavors of the 

Jewish people and arising from the Resolution of the United Nations, 

--will assume full responsibility for preserving law and order within | 

the boundaries of the Jewish State; for defending that area against = 

external aggression; and for discharging the obligations of the J ewish 

| ‘State to the other nations of the world in accordance with interna- 

) -tional law. | a oe 7 | 

. Considering all the difficulties, the chances for an equitable adjust- 

, -ment of Arab and Jewish relationship are not unfavorable. What is ss 

| required now is an end to the seeking of new solutions which invari- : 

| -ably have retarded rather than encouraged a final settlement. | 

It is for these reasons that I deeply hope that the United States, 

«which under your leadership has done so much to find a just solution, 

-will promptly recognize the Provisional Government of the new Jew- | 

| -ish State. The world, I think, would regard it as especially appropriate = 

ss -that the greatest living democracy should be the first to welcome the 

newest into the family of nations.* — ee 

- Respectfully yours, | * | CHaim WEIZMANN | 

| a President Truman replied on May 15asfollows: : | | — | 

. ° “J appreciated very much your letter of May thirteenth and I sincerely hope | - 

that the Palestine situation will eventually work out on an equitable and peace- 

‘ful basis.” (Truman Papers, Official File) Oo a | 

. 800.00 Summaries /5-1348 : Circular telegram — So | 

ss The Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic Offices * ; 

‘SECRET ts . WasuHineton, May 18, 1948—2 a.m. _ 

| - Daily Report Palestine (infotel) : 7 CO 

Arab Situation—Internal weaknesses in -various Arab countries 

| vmake it difficult for them to act in Pal. Whole govt structure Traq is | 

«endangered by political and economic disorders and Iraq Govt can 
not at this moment afford to send more than handful of troops it has 
 calready dispatched. Egypt has. suffered recently from strikes and. Ho 
disorders. Its army has ‘insufficient equipment because of its refusal 

| cof Brit aid, and what it has is needed for police duty at home. Syria 

has neither arms nor army worthy of name and has not been able to © 

organize one since French left three years ago. Lebanon has no real — 

a army while Saudi Arabia has small army which is barely sufficient to 

keep tribes in order. J ealousies between Saudi Arabs and Syrians on | 

-one hand and Hashemite govts of Transjordan and Iraq, prevent ) 

; _Arabs trom making even best use of existing forces. Without Brit | 

| -officers, Transjordan army will not make as good a showing as it would 
| -otherwise since organization of army depends on Brit officers in key = 

a 1 At London, Arab capitals, and Jerusalem. |
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positions. This does not mean however that over long period Jewish 
State can survive as self-sufficient entity in face of hostility of Arab 

__- world. If Jews follow counsel of their extremists who favor contemptu- 
ous policy toward Arabs, any Jewish State to be set up will be able 
survive only with continuous assistance from abroad. EES 

Your comment on above estimate would be appreciated. | Os 
— — | | a  MarsyHatn | 

501.BB Palestine/5-1348 | | | 

— Memorandum for the Files by Mr. Robert M, McClintock 

SECRET [Wasnineron,]-May 13, 1948. 
_ Dr. Jessup telephoned me at 9:20 a. m. to inquire to what extent he 
had leeway to accept verbal modifications of the resolution which the 
President approved yesterday for General Assembly action on Pales- 
tine. Dr. Jessup also wished to know with respect to Article IV (“The | 
General Assembly, as of this date, discharges the Palestine Commis- 

| sion from the further exercise of responsibilities under its Resolution 
181 (IT) of November 29, 1947”) what action he should take if other | 

- delegations, as he thought probable, would seek to amend this article 
. in order to further diminish the effect of the resolution of November 29. _ 

_ I referred Dr. Jessup’s inquiry to Mr. Lovett, who said that the 
delegation should keep in close touch with the Department on any oO 

| verbal changes and that our delegation should be careful to accept no | 
| alterations which would change the sense of our proposed draft resolu- 

tion. As for our attitude on proposals further to diminish the effect 
of the resolution of November 29 Mr. Lovett said that, since we were | 

- acting in the Assembly and no veto applied, we should vote “No” on 
any amendment which would seek further to reduce the effect of the __ 
resolution of November 29. sist | | 

Mr. Lovett confirmed this. instruction by reference to the White - 
_ Houseandsoinformedmeatl0a.m. = 3 | Sr 

_ . At 10:01 a. m. I communicated the foregoing to Mr. Ross in New 
York City, who said that he would at once get in touch with 
Dr. Jessup, who was then en route to Lake Success. Oo ! 

- | — Roprrt McCrinrock | 

867N.01/5—1348 : Telegram . hes - . ae | 

| The Consul at Jerusalem (Wasson) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET JERUSALEM, May 13, 1948—1 p. m. 

599. Recent successes of Haganah forces have given Jews new hope 
and courage. Proclamation of Jewish state following termination of 
mandate is awaited by Yishuv‘ with greatest excitement and jubila- _ 

+The Jewish community in Palestine = ©
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tion. Jewish national administration which is already functioning in 

wholly Jewish areas and partly in Jerusalem will become government 

| of new Jewish state. So far with exception of Irgun attack on Jaffa and | 

| - Haganah occupation of certain areas on J erusalem-Tel Aviv road — 

_ Jews have strictly observed territorial limits imposed by UN resolu- 

tien of 29 November. However speculation is rife as to whether new- 

found strength may not encourage Jews to attempt to acquire more — - 

| territory. Jewish Agency spokesman when asked by (AP?)? corre-_ | 

spondent whether Jewish Agency would regard invasion of Palestine 

_ by Arab Armies as releasing Agency from obligations of 29 November 

resolution, replied that Ben Gurion had always said that main aim of | 

Jews was to get all of Palestine. J ewish Agency officials have stead- — 

- fastly maintained intention to remain within UN boundaries and Con- | 

- gulate General has seen no particular indication up to present that = 

they have changed their plans. Most observers believe that J ews are 

| winning first round at least of their battle and will desire consolidate : 

positions, ; | a | | 

Arab opposition to Jews in towns has completely disintegrated. | 

| Haifa is under Jewish domination; Jaffa isa deserted city and has been | 

declared “open city”; and the Arabs have been given much needed 

| breather by cease-fire. It is not believed J erusalem Arabs would be 

able to present much opposition to Jews if latter decided to occupy | 

city. Most representative Arabs have fled to neighboring countries and 

Arabs of authority are. found only after most diligent searching. Con- | 

| sequently truce and cease-fire talks are greatly hampered and slowed 

down. It is possible Arabs do not wish to be placed in difficult position | 

: of having to make definite decisions which would be public admission © 

of fact that Jews have upper hand. Perhaps they hope events will de- 

-_ gide future course of policy. We believe Arab Legion and possibly 

other Arab armies will march into Arab areas of Palestine after termi- _ 

nation of January date * but will not risk major operation with Jews. 

Existence of informal arrangements between J ews and Abdullah | 

should not be overlooked. Abdullah’s desire for additional territory | 

| and lucrative neighbor as well as his present strong position with fel- 

~ Jow rulers may make such agreement possible of execution.+* VEe a 

eo le - Wasson 

2As in the source text. 7 — a | SO 

®<“January date’ which appears in the source text should presumably read | 

“mandate”. Co 7 

~4Tondon advised, on May 11, of information from Mr. Burrows that “In _ | 

urging Arab states to accept truce past few days British representatives on 

Foreign Office instructions have taken line that it is better for Arab Govern- — 

ments to stand fast against popular demand for intervention than to intervene . 7 

unsuccessfully. In latter event governments could not hope weather popular | 

| rage at failure. Burrows considers this effective argument since no Arab state 

is in any financial or supply position to conduct lengthy campaign Palestine.” 

(Telegram 2053, 867N.01/5-1148) | : , |
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867N.01/5-1348: Telegram | - 

— - Lhe Consul at Jerusalem (Wasson) to the Secretary of State = = 

a | Se . JERUSALEM, May 13, 1948—11 p.m. 

| 605. There is quoted below text of letter dated May tenth addressed’ _ | 
_ to Chief Secretary, Palestine Government by General Secretary, 

Executive of the Jewish Agency, setting forth its stand on subject of 
“cease-fire” imposed by mandatory power: | | —_ 

| “I am directed by the Executive of the Jewish Agency to lodge a: 
formal protest against the manner in which the ‘cease-fire’ arrange- , 
ment for Jerusalem was fixed for May 8 at 12 p. m. without the: 
Jewish Agency having been consulted. The Jewish Agency has ac- | 

| cepted and will honour the arrangement. I must, however, protest. — 
against the arrangement having been put into force on the basis of 

_ consultations with the Arab side only. The Jewish Agency expressed’ 
| its readiness to agree to a cease-fire all over Palestine if the other side: 
| agreed to it. The government has not imposed any such country-wide 

| cease-fire upon the Arabs. The Jews for their part cannot agree that. _ 
the Arabs could select one particular place in which they are concerned’ 
for a cease-fire arrangement, and that the cease-fire should thereupon 

| be imposed on the Jews by the government without their even having 
_ been consulted. gue | | “Tam to add that if there is no arrangement before hand on arrange-. 

| ments of this kind; the Jewish Agency must reserve to itself freedom: 
| of action”. Co | ee — 

cn Nee Wasson: | 

oe Editorial Note oe oe 
‘A review of the summary records of the meetings of Subcommittee == 

9, which were held in private, indicates that the United States advocacy | 
: of trusteeship for Palestine was discussed only briefly. Finally, om 

May 13, Mr. Jessup introduced the United States draft resolution: | 
(General Assembly document A/C.1/SC.9/ 1) and “explained that it: 

: had been submitted in an attempt to ascertain the area of agreement. 
| that had been reached in the discussion. The United States had not. ' 

abandoned its view that a temporary trusteeship would have afforded 
the most satisfactory solution; but it was clear that that had been | 
dependent upon the negotiations [sic] of a truce before 15 May. The : 
draft resolution .. - was based upon the two points upon which | 
general agreement appeared to have been reached at the previous: 

_ Meeting, namely, support for the action of the Security Council in _ 
its efforts to negotiate a truce and the idea of good offices and media~ 

_ tion.” (Summary Record of the Tenth Meeting of Subcommittee 9,. a 
A/C.1/SC.9/SR/10 corr. 1, pages 1, 2, IO files) One section of the 
United States draft provided for the discharge of the Palestine Com- |
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mission from further responsibilities under the resolution of Novem- | 

per 29,1947. | , - oe 

oe Subcommittee 9 submitted its report to the First Committee on — 

- May 138. The report included a proposed resolution based on the a 

-- United States draft, with modifications; for text, see GA (II/SS),. — 

’ Annex, page 42. The First Committee began immediate consideration ce 

of the report, Mr. Jessup addressing the Committee in support of the 

oe document. He noted that “neither Jews nor Arabs were willing to 

sacrifice their interests to enable a temporary trusteeship to operate | 

effectively. It was clear that in the absence of agreement between the : 

parties, armed forces would be essential to any trusteeship plan. The : 

| United States had offered to contribute a share of the required forces. _ 

| and had approached certain other Governments which it felt might. 

have a similar interest . . . but these Governments were not in a posi- — 

tion to participate.” (GA (II/SS), Main Committees, page 242) 

Later in the same address, he stated that “The United States proposal 

' was based on the need to satisfy two conditions: first, that any pro- a 

posal should be based on the authority of the Charter, and secondly, | 

that it should be practical and take into account the existing situation. | 
and the importance of bringing an end to the conflict. The proposals 

sought to add the authority of the Assembly to the truce endeavors of _ 

the Security Council. The second part of the proposal rested on media- 

tion. Since the use of force to impose a solution was impossible, they 

had been driven to choose mediation as the central theme of Assembly | 

| action.” (Ibid., page 246) The First Committee, on May 14, adopted 

_ the United States draft resolution, as amended, by 85 votes to 6, with | 

10 abstentions (ébid., page 262). Oo 

501.BB Palestine/5-248 a oS oe a : 

| The Secretary of State to the Australian Ambassador (Makin). 

TOP SECRET | oe | Wasuineton, May 14, 1948. _ 

My Duar Mr. Ampassapor: I should be grateful if you wouldtrans- 
- - mit the following message to Dr. Evatt :* | oe a | 

| “The President has asked me to reply to the message? which you 
were good enough to send him in respect to the problem of Palestine, 

 41#Herbert V. Evatt, Australian Minister for External Affairs. oo 

2 Dr. Evatt’s message was incorporated in a letter of May 2 from Ambassador 
| Makin to President Truman, not printed. The President, on May 3, read to Mr... 

- Lovett excerpts which “proposed that the only way to save the Palestine situation - 

: would be by direct. intervention of the Great Powers—thus including the 

USSR. The President shared -my [Mr. Lovett’s] view that such a pro- | 

posal was preposterous.” (Memorandum of conversation by Mr. Lovett, 501.BB. | 

Oo Palestine/5-348) a | / oo _
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The President and I appreciate the high purpose which motivated 
— you to offer your assistance in arranging a meeting between the leaders 

| of the three great powers for the purpose of settling this and other | 
_ problems which threaten the maintenance of peace. oe 

“It is the view of the United States Government that the current 
_ situation in Palestine is such that the most urgent problem is toprevent. 

the spread of armed conflict which threatens to cost the lives of count- > 
less Jews and Arabs. The United States Government is making strenu- | 
ous efforts in the Special Assembly to prevent further bloodshed. | 

“With respect to the possibility of a three-power meeting, you are | 
doubtless aware of the initiative taken by the Government of the 

; United States in the series of conferences that were held with the 
British and Soviet. Governments in an effort to find solutions for the 
problems arising out of the war. The British and the United States 

_ Governments made every effort in a spirit of genuine cooperation to _ 
| meet the point of view of the Soviet Government in order that settle- 

_ Ment might be reached on the most pressing of these problems, so 
__ hecessary to enable the peoples of the world to devote their energies 

to the tasks of reconstruction. The developments that followed confer- 
ences at Teheran, Yalta, and Potsdam, as well as the many meetings | 
held for the purpose of negotiating the peace treaties, show clearly 
that agreements reached with the Soviet Government on paper do not 
in themselves constitute a solution. It is apparent that certain condi- 
tions must come into being before a genuine settlement can be achieved. 
As I recently stated to the Foreign Affairs Committee of the United | 

_ States House of Representatives, the underlying problem in the im- 
mediate future, in our opinion, is to bring about as quickly as possible 
the restoration of economic, social and political health in the world | 
and to give to the peoples of the world a sense of security, which is 
essential for them to carry on the task of recovery. The Government _ 

| of the United States maintains normal diplomatic relations with the 
| Government of the Soviet Union and is always ready to examine with 

_ the greatest objectivity any proposals put forward by the Soviet 
_ Government. The United States Government is constantly endeavor- 

| ing to advance constructive proposals in the United Nations and else-_ . 
where whenever there appears to be an opportunity for progress to 
be made. We do not believe, however, that in the present circumstances | 
a meeting of the Heads of Government would serve a useful purpose. 

| On the contrary, since it would dramatically raise the hopes of the 
peoples of the world, its probable failure under existing conditions | 

| would result in a very depressing reaction which would make the - | 
moves for eventual solution of the many problems all the more - 

| difficult.” ee ae | 

| | You will have seen the reports of the recent interview between the 
American Ambassador in Moscow and the Soviet Minister of Foreign | 
Affairs, as well as the statements made to the press by the President  —~>
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| and myself concerning this matter. I believe these statements make — 

| clear the position of this Government.® a | 

Faithfully yours, - | ~G.C.MarsHaLL 

| -® For documentation on these matters, see vol. Iv, pp. 822-857, passim. ae 

| | Truman Papers, President’s Secretary’s File | os . 

| - The Agent of the Provisional Government of Israel (E'pstewn) | 

a to President Truman * Se 

7 a — Wasurneton, May 14, 1948. : 

| My Dear Mr. Preswent: I have the honor to notify you that the 

/ state of Israel has been proclaimed as an independent republic within 

frontiers approved by the General Assembly of the United Nations” 

in its Resolution of November 29, 1947, and that a provisional govern- | 

ment has been charged to assume the rights and duties of government 

_. for preserving law and order within the boundaries of Israel, for | 

defending the state against external aggression, and for discharging _ 

the obligations of Israel to the other nations of the world in accordance: » 

with international law. The Act of Independence will become effective | 
at one minute after six o’clock on the evening of 14 May 1948, Wash- | 

 ingtontime. | oe — a 
| With full knowledge of the deep bond of sympathy which has existed | 
7 and has been strengthened over the past thirty years between the Gov- 

| ernment of the United States and the Jewish people of Palestine, I | 
have been authorized by the provisional government of the new state _ : 
to tender this message and to express the hope that your government. _ 

| will recognize and will welcome Israel into the community of nations.? 

_ Veryrespectfully yours, = = Evianu Epstein ~ 

| - * Mr, Epstein sent an identical letter to the Secretary of State on May 14 | 
| - (867N.01/5-1448). - a a 

- * The undated George M. Elsey notes cited in the editorial note on p. 976 indi- | 
cate also that on Friday May 14 “C[lark] M C[lifford] spent the afternoon get- | . 
ting arrangements made, including arrangement that Epstein would send in the 

: request to U.S. Gov’t for recognition.” (Elsey Papers) — ms, 

oo For further details on the activities of May 14, see the memorandum of con- 
| versations by Under Secretary Lovett, p. 1005. | | oe 

—  Bditorial Note aes, 

| For an account of high-level conversations on May 14 regarding the _ 
| question of the recognition of Israel, see Mr. Lovett’s memorandum of 

conversations, May 17, page 1005. _ | |
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| - .867N.01/5-1448 : Telegram we , —_ 

7 The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary — 
a : of State | | 

SECRET US URGENT Lonpon, May 14, 1948—5 p. m. | 

2113. Following obtained from Foreign Office sources today re > 
- Palestine: | Oo | ; 

1. Foreign Office has no confirmation press story dated Cairo May 13 
7 to effect Arab states henceforth will pay TJ 3,000,000 per year for 

‘services Palestine and that half this sum already paid TJ for first six 
months, Egypt’s share being pounds 630,000. | _ 

_ . Kirkbride? telegraphed from Amman at 10 a. m. today that (a) — 
a Arab plans for tonight are as follows: Syrian and Lebanese column 

- ‘will attack from Lebanon. Another Syrian column will attack from | 
Samakh. Iraq forces will attack Jisr Majani. Arab legion will estab- 
lish itself Hebron, Ramallah and Nablus and then extend its sector; 

| (6) it is understood Amman that High Commissioner and GOC have - 
left Jerusalem ? 18 hours in advance schedule as understood by Arabs 

| with result Arabs protesting; (c) British Army has been asked assist 
| AL units cut off from Jerusalem to reach Rafah and to return TJ 

~via Akaba. ) aos oe , a 
| 38. According earlier Foreign Office information last two companies a 

AL will leave Palestine today. This will be announced Commons. : 
a a OS - _-Dovueras | 

_- 4 Sir Alee 8. Kirkbride, British Minister in Transjordan. 9. / 
2 Jerusalem reported, on May 14, that these two officials and all senior mem- © 

‘bers of the Palestine Government departed from J erusalem at 0900 hours local 
| ‘time that morning. Mr. Wasson stated that the “High Commissioner . . . will 

proceed Haifa and board British cruiser for Malta at midnight tonight. thereby 
Officially terminating mandate.” (Telegram 606, 867N -01/5-1448) The British 
“Government, in a statement prepared for public information by the Colonial 
Office and the Foreign Office, released.a White Paper in 1948 entitled Palestine, | 
Termination of the Mandate, 15th May, 1948 (London, His Majesty’s Stationery 
Office), _ ee 

-867N.01/5-1448 : Telegram SIs — | oe - Oo | 

. The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

| "TOP SECRET US URGENT _ Wasuineton, May 14, 1948—6 p.m. , 
NIACE oe | | , 

a 1761. For Douglas. Please inform Bevin or other responsible official _ | 
_ __ Brit Govt that we have reason to believe that provisional govt of new 

Jewish state will make request at once for recognition and that in
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|  present:circumstances we feel that we should grant recognition to - 
Jewish provisional govt as de facto authority of Jewish state. _ 

Oo : a 7 _  Marsraun - 

| 3 The Department of :State, simultaneously, sent telegrams of similar import © 
‘to Paris (1675) and to Brussels (722). The same day, it also sent a circular 

- ‘telegram to Missions at Cairo, Jidda, Baghdad, Beirut, and Damascus, and to — 
‘Consulates at Alexandria, Port Said, Dhahran, Jerusalem, Haifa, Aden, and | | 

| ‘Basra, which stated: “For your secret info and for such precautions as you 
amay consider it necessary to take this Govt may within next few hours recog: _ 
nize provisional Jewish govt as de facto authority of new Jewish state.” 

— 4 867N.01/5-1448) a | | oe " 

Oo 867N.01/5-1448 : Telegram ae | - Pe os 

| | The Ambassador in Egypt (Tuck) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET Sarno, May 14, 1948—7 p. m. - 
| _ 619. In commenting on infotel May 13,1 Embassy suggests that while , 

| internal weaknesses Arab countries mentioned do exist in greater or 

_ dsser degree they will not affect to extent indicated immediate action 
in Palestine by Egypt, Iraq, Syria, Transjordan. Effect will be more 

- observable in long run. Believed also that existence of internal dangers. 
| - .as in Iraq will in fact force Arab Governments to press positive action © 

7 in Palestine with all vigor in order to ward off rising resentment and 
to justify Palestine policy. Egypt has suffered recently particularly 

| from police strike, but it must be pointed out that fear of recurrence of © 
such event has not prevented government from dispatching 10-12,000 

| ‘troops to frontier with all possible equipment, from declaring martial | 

- law, from initiating censorship and taking other measures for preser- | 
- wation order. Military equipment is lacking for Egyptian Army but _ 

| not.because of “its refusal of British aid”. On the contrary, equipment | 

- is lacking through refusal of British and other Western Powers to 
_- provide earnestly-sought military equipment. Apparent determined = | 

effort now under way by Egyptian Government to obtain arms from 
- -any source available, including Czechoslovakia. ne 

| ~ Influence internal weaknesses on military action other countries best. _ 
| _ judged by Missions countries concerned but believed here Iraq can > 

: -spare more than “handful of men.” Best estimate of Arab military | 
_. .strength held to be that from British source to Military Attaché, 

‘transmitted to Defense Department, secret telegram 105, May 11, 
| which estimates total Iraq strength in Transjordan at about 5,000 men, | 

available strength of Syria at about 4,500 while Lebanon and Saudi 
_ Arabia negligible. a dt SS | 

- Jealousies among Arab countries will undoubtedly prevent making 

. thest use of military forces but participation of Egypt, generally re- 
- «garded as best friend Saudi Arabia, with Brigadier Sabur with three 

<The circular telegram of that date, p. 983. | | | | |
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| senior officers as chief of staff to King Abdullah may indicate that — 
efforts to bridge existing differences are bearing fruit. Obvious that. : 
Transjordan Army without British officers will not make as good — 

| showing as otherwise but evidence exists that some British officers _ 
have been retained and others hired to lead Arab Legion. ee 

In view hostility Arab world to Zionist state since Balfour Declara- 
- tion which recent events obviously will not decrease Jewish state will _ 

_ survive only [with] difficulty. Embassy agrees that Jewish state will 
probably require continuous economic and military assistance from. 

_ abroad whether or not Zionists follow contemptuous attitude to Arabs.. 
Department will recall that estimates supplied by Zionists as essen- 
tial to finance working program for next four years called for about 

| quarter billion dollars of external aid. - | a 
a ' Informed circles here also agree that military aid will probably 

| be obtained from abroad both on short term and long term basis, with: | 
| ‘possibility turning Palestine into second Spain and probable dis- 

| astrous effects on long-range ME security and stability (see also mytel . 
513, May 137). _ | | | | 

| Sent Department 519. Paraphrase sent by pouch to all Arab capitals. | 
| | ce Tock 

2 Not printed. | - ae : | 

— BOTN.O1/5-1448 Oo | 
_ The Secretary of State to Mr. Eliahu Epstein, at Washington 

| USA te _.  Wasuineron, May 14, 1948. | 
Dear Mr. Epsrern: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of | 

your letter of May 14, 1948 and to inform you that on May 14,1948 
| at 6:11 p. m., Washington time, the President of the United States _ 

issued the following statement: | | 

| “This Government has been informed that a Jewish state hasbeen 
proclaimed in Palestine, and recognition has been requested by the | 
provisional government thereof, | : 7 : 

“The United States recognizes the provisional government as the : 
de facto authority of the new State of Israel.” 1 | Oo 

Sincerely yours, 7 G. C. Marsan — 

_ F Marginal notation by Mr. Henderson on May 17: “Original handed to 
. Mr. Epstein on his call at the Department today.” For Mr. Henderson’s account ~ 

of the considerations governing the preparation of the Department’s reply to 
Mr. Epstein, see his memorandum of May 16 to Mr. Lovett, p. 1001. | 

_ A photographic copy of President Truman’s statement, showing his signature | 
| and date and time of approval, together with the handwritten changes penned in 

‘at the last moment, is presented in Bernard Postal and Henry W. Levy, And the — 
Hills Shouted for Joy: The Day Israel Was Born (New York, David McKay _ 
Company, Inc., 1973), between pp. 206 and 207. Ss . So |
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a oe Editorial Note : Oo 

-—--:« In a letter of June 13, 1974 to the Historical Office, Dean Rusk gave | 

the following information concerning some of the events in which he 

had participated relating to the recognition of Israel by the United 

States on May 14,1948: oe | LL SE 

“The General Assembly was in session that day. About 5:45 that | 

afternoon I got a call from Mr. Clark Clifford, Special Counsel to 

| President Truman, telling me that the State of Israel would be de- 

- elared at 6:00 p. m., that the United States would recognize Israel 

immediately and that the President wished me to inform our Delega- 

tion at the United Nations. I said, “But this cuts across what our 

Delegation has been trying to accomplish in the General Assembly | 

under instructions and we already have a large majority for that | 

approach.” Mr. Clifford replied, “Nevertheless, this is what the Presi- 

| dent wishes you to do.” I thereupon telephoned Ambassador Warren 

Austin, who had to leave the floor of the Assembly to take my call. 

_ He made a personal decision not to return to the Assembly or to > 

-. inform other members of our Delegation—he simply went home. My - 

guess is that he thought that-1t was better for the General Assembly | 

to know very clearly that this was the act of the President in Washing- 

ton and that the United States Delegation had not been playing a 

double game with other Delegations. | | - 

~ “Just after 6 p. m., a2 member of the New York Delegation calledme « 

to find out what it was all about. I had thought it was Phil Jessup, | 

| ‘but he has informed me that it, was not he who called. Perhaps it was 

-. Jack Ross. Meanwhile, Mr. Jessup’s colleague Francis Sayre had — 

gone to the podium, and, in effect, said he didn’t know anything about — 

‘the American recognition of Israel. A few minutes later Mr. Jessup | 

returned to the Assembly (which was then in pandemonium), read | 

the press ticker, and confirmed that it was in fact correct. | | 

| “When I use the word pandemonium, I think I am not exaggerating. | 

I was later told that one of our U.S. Mission staff men literally sat on 

the lap of the Cuban Delegate to keep him from going to the podium 

to withdraw Cuba from the United Nations. In any event, about 6: 15 

T got a call from Secretary Marshall who said, “Rusk, get up to New _ 

York and prevent the U.S. Delegation from resigning en masse.” | 

“Whether it was necessary or not, I scurried to New York and found that | 

tempers had cooled sufficiently so that my mission was. unnecessary. | 

| - “J cannot vouch for this, but there was a story later that some of 

| Secretary Marshall’s friends had told him that he ought to resign be- 

cause of this incident. He was reported to have replied, “No, gentle- 

‘men, you do not accept a post of this sort and then resign when the 7 

- -man who has the Constitutional authority to make a decision makes 

| one. You may resign at any time for any other reason but not that 

| one.” (Dean Rusk to William M. Franklin, Accession No. P-740066— 

7 0003.) a es chee ,
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| | _- Eeditorial Note : | | 

| The General Assembly began discussion of the United States: draft: - 
resolution, as amended by the First Committee, on May 14. Mr. Jessup» - 
read two statements to the Assembly, the first of which was President : 
Truman’s statement according United States recognition to:the Pro- 

_ visional Government of Israel. The second set forth the view that “The | _ desire of the United States to obtain a truce in Palestine will in no 
way be lessened by the proclamation of a Jewish State. We hope that. | 

_ the new Jewish State will join with the Security Council Truce Com- 
_ Mission in redoubled efforts to bring an end to the fighting, which has: 

| been, throughout the United Nations consideration of Palestine, a 
principal objective of this Government.” (GA (II/SS), Plenary, page 
42), The Assembly adopted the resolution later the same: day by 31 | 

s votes to 7, with 16 abstentions (ibid., page 45; for text, see infra). | 

fesolution 186 (S-2) Adopted by the General Assembly on May 1h, a | 79482 | eS 
The General Assembly | oo 

faking account of the present situation in regard to Palestine, 

Strongly affirms its support of the efforts of the Security Councif : 
_to secure a truce in Palestine and calls upon all Governments, organiza- — | 

_ tions and persons to co-operate in making effective such a truce; 7 

—_ 1. Empowers a United Nations Mediator in Palestine, tobe chosen 
by a committee of the General Assembly composed of representatives. a 
of China, France, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United = 

) Kingdom and the United States of America, to exercise the following: | 
functions: ae | | : 

_ (a) Touse his good offices with the local and community authorities. | 
in Palestine to: © 7 

| (1) Arrange for the operation of common services necessary to 
| the safety and well-being of the population of Palestine; _ | ee (11) Assure the protection of the Holy Places, religious build- 

Ings and sitesin Palestine; - | a 

| "1. Reprinted from GA (II/SS), Resolutions, p. 5. | OB | “Count Bernadotte was appointed United Nations Mediator for Palestine om 
May 20. He telephoned Secretary-General Lie the following day and confirmed 

_ his acceptance of the post (United Nations press. releases PAL 172 and PAL. 
174, May 20 and 21, respectively). = - | -
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(111) Promote a peaceful adjustment of the future situation of — | 
. Palestine; | oe 

(6) To co-operate with the Truce Commission for Palestine ap- 
_ pointed by the Security Council in its resolution of 23 April 1948; | 

(ec) To invite, as seems to him advisable, with a view to the promo-- — 

tion of the welfare of the inhabitants of Palestine, the assistance. and. | 

-_¢o-operation of appropriate specialized agencies of the United Nations,. 

~ such as the World Health Organization, of the International | Red. 

7 Cross, and of other governmental or non-governmental organizations. | 

| of a humanitarian and non-political character ; 7 : 

9, Instructs the United Nations Mediator to render progress reports. | 

monthly, or more frequently as he deems necessary, to the Security 

Council and to the Secretary-General for transmission to the Mem- 

bers ofthe United Nations; a a 

| ’ 3. Directs the United Nations Mediator to conform in his activities. | 

with the provisions of this resolution, and with such instructions as: — 

| the General Assembly or the Security Council may issue; _ | 

4, Authorizes the Secretary-General to pay the United Nations: 7 

_ Mediator an emolument equal to, that paid to the President of the 

International Court of Justice, and to provide the Mediator with the | | 

necessary staff to assist in carrying out the functions assigned to 

the Mediator by the General Assembly ; | : oo 

oe Relieves the Palestine Commission from the further exercise of — | 

- responsibilities under resolution 181 (II) of 29 November 1947.° — 

 & The Palestine Commission, at its 75th meeting on May 17, adjourned sine die. | | 

United Nations press release PAL 169 of the same date gave the general View = = 

| of the Commission members “that the General Assembly resolution of. last. | 

November 29 remained intact and that therefore the Commission was not and 

could not be legally dissolved.” | : 

Editorial Note EE 

In a telegram of May 15 to Secretary-General Lie, Moshe Shertok, — 

_ signing as Foreign Secretary of the Provisional Government of Israel, . 

applied for admission of the State of Israel to membership in the 

“family of nations”; for text, see SC, 8rd yr., Supplement for May a 

———-:1948, page 88. | re , 

| 867N.01/5-1548 : Telegram - re | es | 

| — The Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY a Jippa, May 15, 1948—10 a. m. : 

a 281. News recognition de facto by US Government J ewish State | 

has profoundly shocked Saudi Arabs, My Arab secretary, recalling =
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interpretation US Palestine policy set forth in Deptel 55, February 23, | 
_ 6p. m.* which Legation instructed present SAG raises question how | 

far this latest move may shake SAG confidence in our policy assur-— 
ances, Although explanations we may offer likely have little effect 

_ hope Department may supply us soonest such arguments as may be | 
| | appropriately offered. — aa 

| _ I have heretofore not been uneasy re possible break Saudi-US rela- = 
tions, latest US action coupled with entrance Arab forces Palestine 

| and evident determination Arabs settle by such means available to 
them what they consider, from King on down, threat national exist- 
ence not only Arabs Palestine but Arabs in adjacent states, raises ap- _ 
prehensions my mind possible consequences including possible break 

- with US and possible early necessity US evacuate several thousand 
Americans Saudi Arabia. There is no slightest doubt in my mind that | 

| King and his Ministers are determined support Arab cause Palestine 
and Arabs are believed united as they have never been before (Legtel 
257, May 6 and 277, May 187) we are only deluding ourselves if we 3S 
still cling to notion Arabs can be bluffed or can be persuaded toabate 

_ their unalterable opposition Jewish State. King and Ministers have. 
| repeatedly affirmed to me their deep-seated conviction [that it?] isa > 

| question Arabs national existence and that it is better for them to go 
down fighting in total defeat than to yield. | 

It is perhaps too early as yet to foresee immediate consequences to 
us here but I hazard opinion we must be immediately prepared rejec- 

_ tion any and all our requests including turning from now on deaf ears 
| to any consideration prolongation our tenancy Dhahran air base. | 

- Possibility must not be excluded we may be invited evacuate base. 
_ If American forces sent Palestine we must be prepared immediately _ 
break relations = = | 7 7 

Situation has so many ominous possibilities I am requesting Con- 
-sulate Dhahran hold conference with Colonel O’Keefe there view to 
perfecting without delay plans evacuation Americans should thisun- 
fortunately become necessary. | 
Repeated Dhahran 152, Baghdad 25, Cairo 61, Damascus 7, Beirut | 

16, London 77.. | — | | a 
| os So a CHILDS 

1 This was a repeat of 34:to Damascus, p. 649. | ° - 
? Neither printed. | . | 

‘867N.01/5-1548: Telegram , Bn 

The Ambassador in Egypt (Tuck) to the Secretary of State. a 

SECRET . MOSTIMMEDIATE | | Cartro, May 15,1948—1 p.m. 

522. Certain Chiefs Mission Diplomatic Corps were summoned by _ | 
Minister of Foreign Affairs to Foreign Office this morning at intervals 3
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of fifteen minutes, When my turn came Khashaba Pasha informed 

me—evidently in a set speech—of motives which he [said] decided 
_ Egyptian Government to send its troops into Palestine. Purport his 
remarks are contained in a memorandum which he requested me to _ . 

make known tomy government. (See Embtel 523, May 15.7) | 

- Minister Foreign Affairs then asked me whether it was true that , 

our government had decided to recognize the provisional Jewish gov- 

ernment as the de facto authority of new Jewish state. I replied that oe 

: I had received official advice to that effect and that reports appearing 

in this morning’s press could be considered as substantially correct. | 
After a long pause Khashaba Pasha said that despite everything he — | 

| still believed that. the future of Arab states lies in a close relationship 
, with the West. a re 7 

| Sent Department 522, repeated London 38. ae | 
Oo Oo . | Tuck 

-  *Not printed; the memorandum stated that Egyptian armed forces had | | 
penetrated Palestine “to reestablish order, peace and security” and that | 

HKgyptian intervention was not directed against the Jews of Palestine but against | 
- the “bands of terrorist Zionists.” (867N.01/5-1548) | : | | 

Ambassador Tuck, on May 14, had reported that “In apparent effort to lay 

blame on America for necessity to intervene Palestine [Egyptian]. govt spokes- 
man today declared to press that Egypt and Arab countries had ignored American an 
demands that they should not resort to armed intervention in Palestine. Such 
warning on contrary had increased the determination of the Arabs to prevent 
creation. of a Zionist state.” (Telegram 521 from Cario, 883.00/55-1448) | 7 

The Egyptian Foreign Minister, in a telegram of May 15, notified the President | 
. of the Security Council of the entry of Egyptian forces into Palestine; for _ 

text, see SC, 3rd yr., No. 66, p. 3. Similarly King Abdullah, in a telegram of 

- _ May 16, notified Secretary-General Lie of the entry of Transjordanian armed Co 
forces into Palestine; for text, see ‘SC, 3rd yr., Supplement for May 1948, p.90. 

-501.BB Palestine/5-1548: Telegram , — 

‘The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 
| the Secretary of State Oo 

SECRET URGENT | a New Yorn, May 15, 1948—2: 30 p. m. 

— 653. From Ross. Beeley came in this morning at his request.and read : 

- metwotelegrams from London as follows: Oe 
AL The first’ telegram dealt’ with legal questions involved in the 

_ problem of recognition and the relation of this problem to possible 
situations in the SC re Palestine. This telegram may be summarized 

as follows: an a | 

7 A Foreign Office view is that it is not correct to consider that the | 
_ 29 November resolution establishes a legal basis for creation of a 

Jewish state. | - a 
598-594-7631 - | | So
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2. The residual authority over Palestine does not revert to the prin- 
cipal allied and associated powers. Oo | 

(a) The Treaty of Lausanne merely involved a renunciation of 
| Turkish sovereignty without any specific renunciation of author- 

ity to the principal allied and associated powers. 
(6) It is very doubtful whether these powers can still be re-. 

garded asexistingasanentity. = = = _ 
| _ (¢e) It is more than probable that even if these powers had had 

any rights over Palestine they would have been extinguished when 
: the mandate was duly constituted. } | 

3. With the end of the mandate and pending the emergence of one 
or more states in Palestine to which international recognition can be 
accorded, Palestine will be ves nullius (belonging to nobody—+?).* 
Theoretically sovereignty will probably lhe in the people of Palestine 
but it will be latent and there will be no international entity recog- 
nizable as a sovereign state or states in or comprising Palestine. 

| 4. The practical consequences of this doctrineare: - | 

| (a) Pending some new decision by the UN claims to recog- 
nition cannot be supported by appeal to UN authority. _ | 

| (6) As regards action by other (Arab) states leaving aside | 
- aggressive action (use of armed force) there is probably nothing - 

- «yn law to prevent acts of a peaceful character directed to the set- 
ting up by other state or states a government or governments in | 

- _ Palestine or to incorporate part of the country in the territory of 
neighboring states, provided such other state or states concerned 

| were not acting inconsistently with an Assembly resolution by 
~ which they could be regarded as bound. | | : 

5. Concrete applications of Foreign Office doctrine as follows: | 

. (a) If the Jews claim to set up a state within the November | 
| frontiers and the Arabs governing the whole of Palestine, there is 

: - nothing legally to choose between these claims. (It is recognized, 
however, that public opinion particularly in the US would give 
an appearance of legality to the November 29 resolution.) 

(6) If the Arab armies invade the territory of Palestine with-- | 
out coming into conflict with the Jews, they. would not necessarily | 
be doing anything illegal or contrary to the Charter. 7 

(c) If Arabs crossed the November frontier they would not zpso_ . 
facto be doing anything illegal. | 

: (dq) If Arabs come into conflict with Jews a situation undoubt- 
| edly would. be created which the SC would be asked to take 

: cognizance of as a breach of the peace. a 

B. Beeley’s second telegram instructed him to say to us privately 
that US action in recognizing the Jewish govt seems to have an 1m- 
portant bearing on our truce proposals. He is further instructed to ask 

| what we intend to do about the truce proposals in the light of US 
recognition action. | | | | 

Beeley observed that he imagined Foreign Office had Article 7 of 
truce proposals in mind. — | 7 7 | 

- 7 As in the source text. | SO
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told Beeley that I had no specific instructions but I understood that _ : 

the general view of the Dept was that the truce efforts should be — | 

pushed because we were naturally just as much interested as ever in | 

putting a stop to the fighting. Speaking personally I said I thought | | 

| that the previously proposed Articles of truce would have tobe re- | 

viewed carefully inthelightofthenewsituation, 

Beeley said he understood British Embassy Washington had been | 

instructed to raise same question with Dept. I would appreciate it if 

-_ Dept can keep us closely informed here of any exchanges with British 

in Washington. — oe | - | - 

In concluding my conversation and in light of call of SC meeting 

- this afternoon, we discussed briefly the question of the status of the 

JA as representing the Jewish people before the SC. I have just dis- 

cussed this with Rusk on the phone and we would appreciate getting © 

| fairly fully developed views of the Dept as this question may arise 

aan fairly soon in SC if not this afternoon. [Ross.} = | Be 

| a | | ee a AUSTIN 

-*-§04.BB Palestine/B-1648 _ | a . 

| The Secretary-General of the United Nations (Lie) _ oe 

| | | to the Secretary of State | 

"TOP SECRET § PERSONAL Oo Laxes Success, 16 May 1948. — 

| — My Dear Secretary oF Stare, I am sending to you with this a copy © | 

of a secret and personal letter which I have sent to all permanent 

members of the Security Council in connection with the communica- 

tion from the Egyptian Government dated 15 May 1948, which is 

now being considered by the Council. | a : 

- You will appreciate, I am sure, the position which I have taken 

as Secretary-General in this matter. My primary concern is for the | 

future usefulness of. the United Nations and its Security Council. 

I am convinced that the Security Council must act decisively and 

quickly in dealing with this matter under the Charter, irrespective 

whether its efforts succeed or fail. If the Security Council, by slow 

and ineffective action, permits the Egyptian Government, through the > 

| use of its forces, to establish a de facto position beyond its own fron- 

tiers, then I believe a precedent will have been created which will 

_ prejudice the future usefulness both of the United Nations and its 

Security Council. I must do everything in my power to prevent this. 

Time is the vital ‘factor in this situation. The longer action by the 

Security Council is delayed, the less chance will there be of halting 

the forces which are now in movement. I appreciate the political — 

actors which might influence certain Great Powers to let matters in 

the Middle East take their course, but I am convinced beyond all 

doubt that if this happens—when the case has already been brought _
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to the attention of the Security Council—that the Security Council 
will have destroyed its usefulenss, and indeed will have created a , 
precedent for any nation to take aggressive action in direct contra- 

_ vention to the Charter of the United Nations. | CO 
I have been informed of some of the difficulties which presently 

exist between the governments of the United States and the United  —_. 
_ Kingdom in approaching this problem. For this reason, because of | 

the great influence those two powers can exercise [with others] in 
ensuring that effective action is taken in the Security Council, and 

| because time was so short, I was most anxious that you and your 
_ Under-Secretary of State should have been consulted personally on 

| this matter so that you might have known my views and so that—with 
your concurrence—I might. have been able to approach the British __ 
Government in dealing with this vital problem. | 

| I appreciated that my personal presence in Washington at this time 
could have been misinterpreted, and for that reason from 7:00 p.m. 

, on Saturday evening last efforts were made to arrange for my per- | 
sonal representative to wait on you and Mr. Lovett. I greatly regret, 
this consultation could not take place for if there had been any action 

_ which I could have taken as Secretary-General to influence the Gov- 
ernment of the United Kingdom and other Governments, I would have « | 

| been prepared to do so, and if necessary to despatch my personal 
| representative to London immediately after he had reported tomethe 

result of the consultation in Washington. | | 
- Yourssincerely, Tryeve Liz | 

: a [Enclosure] : 

| The Secretary-General of the United Nations (Lie) to the United 
| _ States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) | 

SECRET OT [Laxe Succmss,] 16 May 1948. | 

_ My Dear Mr. Austin: The Egyptian Government has declared 
in a cablegram to the President of the Security Council on 15 May, _ 

that Egyptian armed forces have entered Palestine and that it has — 
engaged in “armed intervention” in that country. On 16 May I re- 

- ceived a cablegram from the Arab League making similar statements _ 

on behalf of the Arab States. | | Oe 

Since this matter is now before the Security Council, it is not nec- 
_ essary for me to invoke the provisions of Article 99 of the Charter, 
under which the Secretary-General may bring to the attention of the 
Security Council any matter which in his opinion may threaten the _ 
maintenance of international peace and security. | OO 

| I consider it my duty, however, to emphasize to you that this is . 
the first time since the adoption of the Charter that Member States
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have openly declared that they have engaged in armed intervention 
outside their own territory. — ee 

Moreover, this armed intervention has taken place in a territory = 
_ which has been the special concern of the United Nations. A Truce 

| Commission appointed by the Security Council has been active in oe 
: Palestine for some time and it is only a matter of hours since the | 

General Assembly adopted a resolution establishing a United Nations 
Mediator with the mandate of seeking agreement of the parties to a 
peaceful adjustment of the situation in Palestine. 

| . The very first of the purposes of the United Nations isto maintain __ 
_ International peace and security. In Article 24 of the Charter the . 
_ Members conferred on the Security Council primary responsibility for 

| the maintenance of international peace and security “in order to en- 
- sure prompt and effective action by the United Nations”. 

. The opening discussions of the Council on 15 May have shown that. | 

| there is danger that such prompt and effective action will not be forth- 
| coming unless members of the Council take a decisive stand in support | 

of the authority of the Charter and of the United Nations, = | 
__ _Hostilities have already begun. There is grave danger that they will 

increase in intensity, and there is likelihood that other parties will 
become involved to the menace of the peace of the Middle East. : 
A failure of the Security Council to act under these circumstances 

can only result in the most serious injury to the prestige of the United 
Nations and the hopes for its future effectiveness in keeping the peace _ 

_. elsewhere in the world. Moreover, it may undermine the progress 
already made by the Council in other security problems with which 

— itisnow dealing. | 
| _ I most earnestly urge that your Government should take account 

' of the extreme seriousness of the situation which now faces the 
_ United Nations and of the necessity for prompt action at this crucial 

| moment. 7 | | | 
I have sent a similar communication to each of the five permanent 

members of the Security Council. oo oe 
Yours sincerely, Trreve Liz 

_ 867N.01/5-1448 4 So 

/ Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Near Eastern and Afri- 
can Affairs (Henderson) to the Under Secretary of State (Lovett) 

CONFIDENTIAL Se [Wasuineton,] May 16, 1948. 
In order to complete the record on recognition, Mr. Epstein’s letter — | 

| to the Secretary of May 141 should be answered and in our opinion’ 
the answer should also be dated May 14.2 a | 

* See footnote 1, p. 989. | | : | | | 
“For text of letter to Mr. Epstein, dated May 14, see p. 989. | ae
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We should reply to this letter since we understand that it is the | 
basis of the statement of the President that recognition of the pro- 

_ -visional government had been requested. | : | 
In drafting this reply we have taken the following into 

| consideration: | | 7 

| 1. In order that it may be clear why the announcement and our | 
letter are dated May 14, whereas the mandate did not terminate until 
May 15, and that there may not be any misunderstanding as to the 
time of recognition, the letter of reply should show the exact moment 

| _ at which recognition took effect, namely the moment of issuance, 6: 11 | 
p.m., Washington time or 12: 11 a.m. May 15, Palestine time. 

| _2. Epstein should be given no title in our communication to him 3 
| since we have not as yet been informed officially as to who are members 

of the government of the new State, or that Mr. Epstein is qualified to _ 
_ speak for the new State in Washington. We have apparently taken 

the position that Mr. Epstein, as a representative of the Jewish Agency 
up to 6 p. m. May 14, had the right to speak for the Jewish Agency 

| - and the coming successor of the Jewish Agency, the Provisional Jewish 
, Government. We do not as yet know officially what his capacity and _ 

title are after 6 p. m., and will not know until we have been informed. 
_ 8. We have limited the reply to an acknowledgment of the letter and 
to a statement as to the time and substance of the President’s announce- 

| ment, because we do not consider it suitable to go any further in com- | 
municating with a person whose representational position has not as 
yet been clarified. We have not, for instance, indicated whether by 

| granting de facto recognition to the provisional government of the 
state of Israel we recognize the boundaries of the new state to be 
identical with those set forth in Mr. Epstein’s letter to the Secretary. 
At the appropriate time we might desire to indicate that our de facto 
recognition does not necessarily mean that we recognize that the fron- 
tiers of the new Jewish state are the same as those outlined in the 
recommendation of the General Assembly of November 29, 1947, that 

: those. boundaries had been determined upon with the understanding 
that there would be an economic union of all Palestine and a special 
international regime for Jerusalem. | 

It seems to us that the new government of Israel should give us 

further information with regard to its composition, purposes, struc- | 

ture, etc. This matter, however, will be made the subject of a special 

dum. 
memoranee Lor] W. H[=nprrson ] 

*'The communication was addressed to “Mr, Eliahu Epstein, 2210 Massachu- 

| setts Avenue, N.W., Washington 8, D.C.” | | 

| 867N.01/5-1648: Telegram | | Oo 

_ The Minister in Lebanon (Pinkerton) to the Secretary of State | 

| RESTRICTED - Berrvt, May 16, 1948—11 a. m. | 

| 180. Foreign Minister delivered to entire diplomatic corps in Beirut 
memorandum adopted by Arab League Political Committee in
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Damascus yesterday. This contains historical statement on Palestine : 

followed by Arab declaration now that mandate has ended with no 
“legally constituted authority” to administer law and protect life and | 

_ property. Main points this declaration are: ch eee tel ag ay 

(a) Right to set up government pertains to its population. 
-. (6) Peace and order have been completely upset in Palestine with 
result that more than quarter million Arabs have been compelled by . 
Jewish aggression seek refuge in other Arab countries, and Palestine © 

_ has been left with no administrative authority “entitled to maintain 
and capable of maintaining a machinery of administration of the - 
country adequate for the purpose of ensuring due protection of life 
and property.” — - 7 | ee 

(ce) There is threat “that this lawlessness may spread to neighbor-  __ 
ing Arab states where feeling is already very tense on account of the 
prevailing conditions in Palestine.” | | 

- (ad) Arab states sincerely wish UN might succeed in finding just 
solution of problem. ; | | | 

- (e) Arab states are responsible for maintenance of law and order 
in this area “by virtue of their responsibility as members of Arab 

_ League which is a regional organization within the meaning of chap- 
ter 8 of the Charter of the UN.” , - | 
_ (f) “For these reasons and considering that the security of Pales- 
tine is a sacred trust for them, and out of anxiousness to check the | 

| further deterioration of the prevailing conditions and to prevent the 
spread of disorder and lawlessness into the neighboring Arab lands, | 
and in order to fill the vacuum created by the termination of the | 
mandate and the failure to replace it by any legally constituted au- 
thority, the Arab Governments find themselves compelled to intervene 
for the sole purpose of restoring peace and security and establishing | 
law and order in Palestine.” : | ae oe 
_(g) Arab states recognize independence of Palestine and maintain - 

that lawful inhabitants are alone entitled to set up administration for 
discharge of government functions without external interference, and 
as soon as that stage is reached, Arab intervention will be ended. SO 
- (h) Arab Governments confirm “that the only fair and just solu- 
tion to the problem of Palestine is the creation of a unitary state of 

| Palestine based upon the democratic principles which will enable all | 
its inhabitants to enjoy equality before the law and which would - 

-- guaranty to all minorities the safeguards provided for in all demo- 
cratic constitutional states, affording at the same time full protection 
and free access to holy places.” oo 

- The Arab states emphatically and repeatedly declare that their | 
intervention in Palestine has been prompted solely by the considera- . 
tions and for the aims set out above and that they are not inspired by : 

any other motive whatsoever. They are therefore confident that their 

action will receive the support of the UN as tending to further the
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aims and ideals of the UN as set out in its Charter (end of 
declaration) .* | - | 
Foreign Minister says copies of this memorandum will be delivered 

diplomats in all Arab capitals. This telegram therefore not repeated 
| any mission. — | | a , 

| | | _ PINKERTON ~~ 

* For a further exposition of the views of the Arab League on the question of 
Palestine, see Secretary-General Azzam’s cablegram of May 15 to Secretary- 

‘ General Lie, SC, 3rd yr., Supplement for May 1948, p. 88. - 

| 867N.01/5-1648: Telegram _ | a 

| The Prime Minister of the Provisional Government of Israel (Ben- 
| Gurion) to President Truman. | 

| Tex Aviv, May 16,1948—4:45 p.m. 

| -MH20. On behalf of Provisional Government of State of Israel — 
beg to extend to you expression of profound gratitude and apprecia- 
tion for your great gesture in according prompt recognition to Pro- 

| visional Government as de facto authority of new State of Israel. 
Your consistent and wise advocacy of justice of our cause in national | 

| and international councils, your ‘insistence on admission to Palestine 
of large numbers of survivors of Nazi oppression in Europe, your 
direction of the United States policy giving United States delegation 

| leadership at November Session of Assembly in favor of creation | | 
; Jewish state in Palestine and finally your lead to whole world making | 

United States the first power in history to recognise State of Israel 
have been decisive in shaping destinies of Holy Land and Jewish | 
people. State of Israel in its present trials and tribulations is confi- . 

| dently looking forward to your and your peoples’ continued sympathy 
and support for final solution of Palestine question which will end | 
agelong Jewish tragedy and enable State of Israel to become stabilis- | 
ing and progressive force in Near East and to contribute its humble 

share to welfare and. peace of human race.* : | 

For Provisional Government [of] State of Israel : 
OC : | Davin BEN-GURION 

| “The White House referred Mr. Ben-Gurion’s communication. to the Depart- . 
ment of State for reply. The Secretary of State made acknowledgement to 
Mr. Epstein on May 27, stating: | — 

“It is the hope of the United States Government that the efforts of the United 
Nations to bring about. conditions of peace in Palestine will be successful and 

| that Israel. will cooperate with the United: Nations in these endeavors... | a 
“I extend to Israel the felicitations of the United States Government and : 

—— _ express the hope that Israel will be able to look forward to long years of tran- 
quility, prosperity and honor as one of the community of nations.” | : | 

_ Moshe Shertok, as. Foreign Secretary of the Provisional Government of Israel, 
addressed a communication to the Seeretary of State which expressed his
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- Government’s deep gratitude to the United States and the Department of State 
for according prompt recognition. This communication was transmitted to the 

oe Secretary of State in a letter of May 17 signed by Mr. Epstein as “Represen- | 
tative” of the Provisional Government of Israel. The Secretary of State made 
acknowledgement to Mr. Epstein on May 27, with an expression of the sincere 
appreciation of the United States Government for the message from Mr. Shertok 
 (867N.01/5-1748). | | OO 

- $67N.01/5-1748 - OC - oe 

| Memorandum of Conversations, by the Under Secretary of State 
| | oe - (Lovett) | “ | | 

TOP SECRET . [Wasuineron, ] May 17, 1948. | 

On Friday afternoon? following lunch Mr, Clifford told me that — 
the President was under unbearable pressure to recognize the Jewish 
state promptly. - an | | / | 

| He recalled that on Wednesday afternoon previously I had vigor- 
| ously attacked the proposals then advanced by the President’s advisers 

that the President should make a statement at his Thursday press 
_ conference promising recognition, etc.? He stated that he felt the State | 

Department criticisms had been persuasive and that the fact that - 
~ General Marshall and I had opposed it had caused the President to | 

change his mind and agree to a “postponement of recognition”. 
Clifford indicated that the most persuasive arguments were the => 

fact that, by stating in advance of any request from the Jewish Agency 
that he would recognize the state, it would place this country in the 
position of being a sponsor and increase responsibility thereby; that | 
while the UN special session was still considering the matter, this act | 
by the President would be a grave breach of propriety and would be 

labelled a doublecross; that the boundaries were unknown and the 
| President would be putting this country in the position of buyinga  ~ | 

| pig in a poke without knowing who the Government was * or anything . 
_ about it. Clifford said the President was impressed by these facts as 

he had been, but that at six o’clock Friday night there would be no _ 

government or authority of any kind in Palestine. Title would be . 
lying about for anybody to seize and a number of people had advised 

‘ the President that this should not be permitted. The President had de- 
cided to do something about recognizing the new state if it was set | 
up but that he would agree to wait until the request had been madeand => 

) until there was some definition of boundaries. He would postpone the ~ 

“May 14. | | | ee 
* See memorandum of conversation by the Secretary of State, May 12, p. 972. 

| * Jerusalem reported, on May 20, that the portfolios in the Provisional Council 
of Government of the State of Israel had been distributed the previous day, 
with David Ben-Gurion as Premier and Moshe Shertok as Foreign Secretary 
(telegram 673, 867N.01/5-2048). It reported further, on June 2, that the Premier. : 
had concurrently become Minister of Defense the previous evening (telegram 822, 
867N.01/6-248). oe | 0
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decision to the last until he was satisfied that the interests of this. 
_ country would be adequately protected if such a step were taken, He 

7 asked the State Department to recommend language to put into effect, 
recognition in the event the President decided upon it. He said that the _ 
White House had been informed that an appeal would be made for im- _ 

| mediate recognition by the new state, which had been proclaimed that 
morning and which, according to information given the White House, 
proposed to live within the conditions of the November 29 General _ 

_ Assembly resolution and to restrict its claim to the borders therein 
| defined. | - . 

I replied to Mr. Clifford that the legal paper the Department had 
provided him with ‘ indicated that there was, strictly speaking, no legal 
bar to recognition. However, indecent haste in recognizing the state 
would be very unfortunate for some of the reasons I had mentioned 
on Wednesday. I therefore urged the President to delay action for a 
day or so until we could confirm the details of the proclamation. 
Clifford replied that he felt sure we would have adequate details to 
indicate a recognition of the provisional government but that the 

- timing of the recognition was “of the greatest possible importance to 
the President from a domestic point of view”. I said that it was hard 
for me to believe that one day could make so much difference, and - 
emphasized especially the tremendous reaction which would take place 
in the Arab world. I mentioned specifically that we might lose the ef- 

| fects of many years of hard work in the Middle East with the Arabs 
and that it would jeopardize our position with the Arab leaders and 

| would probably bring our missions and consular representatives into 
personal jeopardy. Mr. Clifford replied that we should take every pre- 
caution against that and that he would hope that we could get mes- _ 

, Sages out in time to forewarn the personnel and inform them of the 
situation. on , 

| I said that we also ought to notify the head of our UN delegation, — 
Senator Austin, and the British, French and Belgian Governments 
in advance, and asked if the President could not withhold the decision 
until the next day so that we could be sure that the messages would 

_ get through in time. Clifford said that the President could not afford . 
to have any such action leak and that we should try to insure against it. 
I told him that it was manifestly impossible to time messages to arrive - 
in a distant capital when we did not know when the decision would 
be made. Clifford said that he hoped the final answer would be given 
us in the late afternoon and that they were awaiting the formal re- | 

_ quest, which he again repeated they were sure would be received. 
Telephone conversations continued during the afternoon on the 

subject and the White House was apparently advised by phone that / 

“Mr. Gross’ memorandum of May 13 to Mr. Lovett,p.960. |. =.
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the message was on its way. The general sense was given me. by 

Mr. Clifford and we started to prepare a statement for Mr. Ross: to . 

| use in connection with our continuing efforts on the truce. The | 

-- Janguage to be used in the White House release was arrived at at a | 

final conference in the middle of the afternoon in the Department prior | 

to notice of the President’s decision but based on the assumption that — | 

| it wouldbeinfavorofrecognition, 4 © 0 | 

| After the completion of this, sometime about 5:30, I called Mr. : 

~ Clifford and told him that the General Assembly was in session and 

-was winding up, and that it was our guess that it would be over by 

around ten o’clock that night. I asked him if he would endeavor to 

delay the announcement until after the General Assembly, but he said 

| again that time was terribly important and that he did not feel that _ 

the President would do this although he would discuss it with him.T 

reminded Clifford that we had to have time to get the message to | 

Senator Austin and asked him to let me know as soon as the final 

_ decision was reached. Mr. Clifford was with the President at the time | 
and said that he would call me back after they had talked it over. 

| About twenty minutes to six I was told that the President was : 

going to make the announcement shortly after six o’clock and that it | 

| was all right to call Senator Austin and tell him of the action, Mr, 

Rusk called the Senator about a quarter to six and gave him the in- 

formation. The various cables had been released on the basis of this 
action being possible so that they had gone out some time before. — 

In this memorandum of conversation I have omitted, for the sake . 

of brevity, the long arguments back and forth throughout the after- 

noon. My protests against the precipitate action and warnings as to 
consequences with the Arab world appear to have been outweighed - 

: by considerations unknown to me, but I can only conclude that the | | 
President’s political advisers, having failed last Wednesday afternoon _ a 

to make the President a father of the new state, have determined at _ 
least to make him the midwife. | | | 

er _ Ropert A. Loverr 

| 501.BB Palestine/5-1748 | oo ae - 

Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the Under Secretary of 
, Bn State (Lovett) ee be Fa 7 

TOP SECRET | ce oar _ [Wasurneton,] May 17, 1948. 

At my meeting with the President at 12:30 today we first took up | 

the question of the position paper for our representatives at the Se- 

| curity Council for the meeting this afternoon. I read the draft to him, ©
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and Rusk and I explained some of the details to all of which heagreed ~ 
and formally approved the paper. | | | | 

Following this I had Mr. Rusk explain to him the present situation 
regarding the arms embargo and following that I stated that Iwasnot 
certain that Mr. Rusk had made the facts clear enough. The President 

_ then said “I will recite how I understand it” and did so reflecting cor- | 
rect understanding of our point of view. oe 

| _ After Mr. Rusk’s departure I again referred to the arms embargo 
and read the section of the Resolution of April 17 that referred to it 

, and made « particular point of the fact that we must proceed in this 
matter with extreme care or we will give a final kick to the UN. The 
President agreed to that view of the matter. I went on to say that we 
had to see what happened and he said he agreed, that we have to see 

| who does what to whom and quoted my language to the press. [added 
| some other explanations of possibilities in the case all of which he 

agreed. with. _ | 
7 Incidentally he did not know up to that time what had occurred at 

| the Security Council in the absence of Ambassador Austin and the 
fact that Sayre? was unaware of what was coming, and treated it — 

_ somewhat as a joke as I had done but I think we both privately thought 
it was a hell of a mess. I went on to say that we felt that the United 
States had hit its all-time low before the UN and that we must be most 

| careful what we do in relation to this arms embargo. - | 
: [Here follow two paragraphs of discussion on candidates to head 

the United Nations program of relief for Palestine refugees. | 
There were no other matters discussed. | 

| | 7 : G. C. MarsHary 

- *For Ambassador Austin’s statement before the Security Council on May 17, 

Se Pancts B. Sayre, a member of the United States Delegation at the United 
Nations. | | 

Statement Made by Ambassador Austin Before the Security Council 
| ( | on May 17, 1948. | 

Mr. Austin (United States of America) : The Security Council now 
has adequate information to demonstrate that its earlier efforts to | 
bring an end to the fighting in Palestine have been unsuccessful. | 

. Actually, fighting now in progress in Palestine, together with the — 
_.  gtatements being made by all the parties directly involved, clearly 
| indicate to the United States Government that there is a threat to the 

peace and a breach of the peace within the meaning of Article 39 of 
the Charter. We believe, therefore, that the Security Council should 
find that the situation with respect to Palestine constitutes a threat. 

- 1 Reprinted from SC, 3rd yr., No. 67, p. 2. | | |
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to the peace and a breach of the peace under Article 39. We believe = 

that the Security Council should issue an order as a provisional meas- : 
- ure under Article 40 calling upon all authorities who are in control of | 

armed elements now operating in any part of Palestine to bring about: 
an immediate standstill in all military operations. | - | | 

| _ Ishall read at this point a draft resolution on the Palestine question _ 

herewith being submitted by the United States delegation. | | 

“The Security Council, — | | a 

“Taking into consideration that previous resolutions of the Security oo 
- Council in respect. to Palestine have not been complied with and that | 

military operations are taking place in Palestine, _ | 
| “Determines that the situation in Palestine constitutes a threat to 

the peace and a breach of the peace within the meaning of Article 39 
_ of the Charter; oe | | | Oo OO 

| “Orders all Governments and authorities to cease and desist from — 
| any hostile military action and to that end to issue a cease-fire and ae 
- gstandfast order to their military and para-military forces to become — _ 

_ effective within thirty-six hours after the adoption of this resolution ; a 
“Directs the Truce Commission established by the Security Council | 

by its resolution of 23 April 1948 to report to the Security Council 
on the compliance with these orders.” | oe 

Meanwhile, in order to permit the Security Council’s Truce Com- 
| mission to proceed with maximum speed, the Security Council should 

| ascertain which Arab authorities are responsible for the Arab aspects: | 
of the situation in Palestine, and ensure that such Arab authorities _ | 

- have designated representatives to deal with the Truce, Commission. 
__. The United States considers that additional information on Palestine | 

_is desirable. The Security Council may wish to put a number of ques-_ | 

| tions to the principal authorities. Some of these questions will be | 
familiar, but it seems necessary to bring together in compact formall = 
of the relative facts that can be obtained for the further information. | 

_ of the Security Council, and to obtain these facts before a decision. . 
is made. | | an | a a 

I am submitting the type of questions which we think should be pro- ) 

| pounded to all of the parties interested in the following matters: 

I. Questions to Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Transjordan, Iraq, Yemen, — 
— Syriaand Lebanon: | oe a 

(z) Are armed elements of your armed forces, or irregular forces 
sponsored by your Governments, now operating in Palestine? = 

(6) If so, where are such forces now located and under what com- | 
mand are they operating, and what are their military objectives? co 

- _(c) On what basis is it claimed that such forces are entitled toenter 
_ Palestine and conduct operations there? | Pe |
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a _(d) Who is now responsible for the exercise of political functions 
in the Arab areas of Palestine ? | | 

| (e) Is such authority now negotiating with Jewish authorities on 

a political settlement in Palestine? 7 | 

— (f) Have the Arab Governments entered into any agreement among 

| themselves with respect to Palestine? | 

(g) Ifso, what are the terms of the agreement ? OS 

| II. Questions to the Arab Higher Committee: 

_ (a) Is the Arab Higher Committee exercising political authority 

in Arab sections of Palestine ? - | . 

(b) What governmental arrangements have been made to maintain 

public order and to carry on ‘public services in Arab sections of 
Palestine? a - : 

| (ce) Have the Arabs of Palestine requested assistance from Govern- 

ments outside of Palestine? = _ ' | | 

| _ (d) If so, from what Governments, and for what purpose? _ a 

| _ (e) Have you named representatives to deal with the Security 

| Council Truce Commission for the purpose of effecting the truce : 

called for by the Security Council? | oe | 

III. Questions to the Provisional Government of Israel: 

- (a) Over which areas of Palestine do you actually exercise control 

at the present time? | | | : 

_ (6) Do you have armed forces operating outside areas claimed by 

your Jewish State? — _ —_ 

_ (ce) Ifso, on what basis do you attempt to justify such operations? 

_ (d) Are you negotiating with Arab authorities regarding either the 

_ truce or a political settlement in Palestine? | - 

(e) Have you named representatives to deal with the Security 

Council Truce Commission for the purpose of effecting the truce | 

ealled for by the Security Council? os 

(f) Will you agree to an immediate and unconditional truce for the 

City of Jerusalem and the Holy Places? ? | 

2The questions submitted by Ambassador Austin ‘were discussed at both 7 

sessions of the Security. Council on May 18 and adopted with changes. The 

stipulation was made that the questions be answered within 48 hours from 

noon, May 19. For the record of discussions on May 18, see SC, 3rd yr., No. 68. 

The text of the questions, as adopted, is printed in SC, 3rd yr., Supplement for — 

. May 1948, p. 90. OS So : BO 

The reply by Transjordanian Foreign Minister Mulki was a refusal to answer 

the questions; its text as read to the Security Council by Ambassador Austin 

on May 22 is printed in SC, 3rd yr., No. 72, p. 42. All the other recipients of the 

questions gave substantive replies. Those by Egypt, Israel, Syria, Iraq, and 

Lebanon ‘are printed ibid., pp. 6-16; that by Saudi Arabia is printed in SC, 

8rd yr., Supplement for May 1 948, p. 96. The replies from Yemen and the Arab 

_ Higher Committee have been released by the United Nations in documents S/% TA 

(Add. 1) and S/775. BO EE
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867N.01/5-1848 : Telegram . , oe | . sO | 

Lhe Chargé m the Soviet Union (Durbrow) to the Secretary of State 

re So Moscow, May 18, 1948. 
| — 987. Soviet press May 18 carried texts of note Foreign Minister of ; 

| Israel Shertok requesting Soviet recognition Israel and Molotov’s note 
conveying Soviet Government’s affirmative decision. a: | | 

- ‘Department pass Jerusalem 10. — a - So , 
| | | | ae - Dursrow 

: News Division Files ot . . . ; o oe | 

Memorandum by Mr. Michael J. McDermott of the Press and Radio 
News Conference by the Secretary of State on Wednesday, May 19, | , 

| - [Extract] | a 

When a correspondent asked for comment on the status of the studies 
in this country on the revision or modification of the arms embargo 
to the Middle East, Mr. Marshall replied that we had had the matter 
under consideration for some time. He explained that we also had | 

_ to consider the attitude of the Security Council on this matter. When 
| asked if we had made any attempt to find out the attitude of the. 

_ Security Council, he replied that we had proposed a resolution relating 
| to Chapter 7 of the Charter but that no action had been taken one 

way or the other as yet. Mr. Marshall explained that Chapter 7 in- _ 
volved such a question, and said that on April 17 th the Security | 
Council had made an announcement calling on all parties for certain | 

| action and certain reservations, one of which applied to arms. Asked — 
if this meant that there would be no announcement on embargo policy 

| until after the Security Council announced its decision, he repeated __ 
again that we would have to observe the attitude of the Security | 
Counc So Oo 

we gett Micuaru J. McDermorr | 

: | The Secretary of State to the British Ambassador (L nverchapel ) - 

| SECRET - Or Wasuineron, May 19, 1948. 
| - Dear Mr. Ampassapor: I appreciate the courtesy of your letter of — | 

: May 10° with regard to the efforts which the High Commissioner at : 

a No. .96/—/48, not printed. | : | a :
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Jerusalem has made in recent days to secure a truce for the whole of - : 
Jerusalem. - | | 7 

The developments of the past week in Palestine have broadened the 
issue beyond merely the problem of Jerusalem, but have not lessened 
the anxiety of this Government for the preservation of the city and 
the Holy Placesin Palestine. = . 

Our efforts in the Security Council must now be centered on ways 
and means to maintain the peace in Palestine. 

As for the suggestion in your final paragraph that this Government 
| exert special pressure on the Jews to accept a truce for J erusalem, I 

feel that such action will now. become merged in the larger issue. This | 
Government, however, will do its utmost to exert pressure on both the 

_. principal communities of Palestine in an endeavor to establish peace 
in that country. . : oe 

, Faithfully yours, — | G. C. Marswatn 7 

-701.67N11/5-1948: Telegram | | | 
The Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Provisional Government of 

: Israel (Shertok) to the Secretary of State 

| | | 7 Tern Avrv, May 19, 1948. | 
MH098. I have the honour to inform you that the Provisional Gov- | 

ernment of Israel having taken cognizance of its recognition by the 
United States Government has decided to seek the approval of the 

_ United States Government, which I confidently hope will be forthcom- __ 

ing without delay, for the establishment of the Legation of Israel in | 

: Washington and:to appoint Mister Eliahu Epstein, former Representa- 

tive of the Jewish Agency for Palestine, as the Minister of Israel in 

| Washington. | , 
, I trust that the Legation will be accorded all proper facilities and _ 

. that the cordial personal relations existing between Mister Epstein and 
officials of the State Department will continue in the new auspicious | 

phase of his duties. | | | | 

The Provisional Government of Israel hopes that the United States 
| - Government may soon see its way to establishing a Legation of the 

United States in the State of Israel and to sending for this purpose its 

representative to Tel Aviv with the status of a Minister. OO 
I take this opportunity of reiterating the deep appreciation of the 

Provisional Government for the prompt recognition granted to it by 

_ the United States Government as the de facto authority. In- the State 

_ of Israel as well as of expressing my own gratitude to you for the
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personal consideration which you have so kindly shown to me and to 

Mister Epstein inthe past. | oe | 

a For the Provisional Government of the State of Israel : . 

| | og Mosne SHERTOK. 

oe Oo | Foreign Secretary — 

. 501.BB Palestine/5—-1948 : Telegram | | oo / OF | ; 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) 

- ss to. the Secretary of State | 7 ; : 

TOP SECRET : New Yorn, May 19, 1948—2:15 p. m. 

- 674. For Marshall from Austin. For your personal information and 

that of the Department, the following appraisal of the present position 7 

of the US in the UN is transmitted with a view to its utility in framing 

further instructions for the guidance of the Mission in regard to the | 

| Palestine case and other political issues in the SC, the IC, and in the 

. next session of the GA. | | 

It is our best estimate recognition of the Provisional Government. 

| of Israel last Friday evening has deeply undermined the confidence of | 

other delegations in our integrity and that this is a factor which the Co 

- Department will want to keep in mind in the immediate future and for 

| some time to come. | 7 | a 

| The following is our estimate of the way in which a large number | 

of delegations view the sequence of events in the special session of 

| the GA culminating in the announcement of our recognition of the 

Provisional Government: _ _— : , 

a 1. Recognition constituted reversal of US policy for truce plus 

trusteeship as urged in special session of GA and, in later stages, US 

compromise resolution laying stress on truce plus mediation; — - 

2. Concerning efforts to secure truce, both in SC and in informal 

truce negotiations, we had heavily emphasized that there should be — - 

no action of a political character which would alter the status quo or | 

prejudice the rights, claims or positions of either Arabs or Jews. | 

‘This was generally understood to apply primarily to the establish- | 

ment of the Jewish state. SC truce resolution which had our strong 

backing included appeal to all governments to take all possible steps | 

to assist in implementation of truce ; | we 

3. In carrying through this truce program under instructions which — 

| ' we understood had highest clearance, we persuaded other delegations 

of correctness of our position and induced them to come forward and. _ 

| | A copy of telegram 674 was sent by Brig. Gen. Carter to Mr. Connelly under | 
~ cover of a memorandum which read as follows: “Secretary Marshall asked me _ | 

_ to see that the attached message is brought to the immediate attention of the 
~ President.” (Truman Papers, President’s Secretary’s File) : | 

598-594—76——32 |
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carry a large share of the burden. They thus became publicly identified 
| with our position; | | _ | oo 

4. The feeling is that although the Jews had not accepted the truce 
they disregarded the admonitions of the SC, violated spirit of truce 
effort, and prevented conclusion of formal truce. US immediately not | -only condoned but endorsed these violations, thus striking heavy blow - 
at prospect of concluding any truce and equally heavy blow at prestige 
and effectiveness of SC and UN generally; | 

5. US by its immediate act of recognition of the Provisional Govern- 
ment, violated the terms of the SC truce resolution ; Oo 

6. The consequence of foregoing is a lack of confidence in the in- 
tegrity of US intentions and disbelief of further statements of future 

| US intentions and policies; | | 7. This attitude in turn leads to strong desire to avoid being com- 
mitted to any US position which might be reversed without notice; 

8. As a further consequence, other governments feel the necessity of | 
recapturing their own freedom of action to make spot decisions instead 

| of supporting us or relying on UN, since this appears to them to be 
current US attitude; « | | 

9. An important contribution to foregoing attitude was failure of 
US to inform or consult before announcement of final step. We had 
developed here closest and most friendly relations large number other | 

.. delegations which desire to support our foreign policies not only in 
_UN but generally. We had kept each other informed, working out 
mutually acceptable points of substance, strategy, and tactics. Method 

| by which US recognition action was taken without prior notice or 
consultation deeply offended many of those who had collaborated 
closely withus; - 

7 10. With two or three exceptions our closest and most consistent 
| Supporters among other delegations, while expressing friendly per- 

sonal feeling are manifestly mistrustful of continuing cooperation 
on basic questions of policy or strategy, or even of tactics. —— 

It, of course, was to be anticipated that the delegations of the Arab 
states would be particularly bitter, but the reaction of other delega- | 
tions such as those of Canada, China and a number of the Latin 
American states is not based on the merits but is due to a feeling, 
frankly expressed by them, that they have been double-crossed. | 7 

With particular reference to our immediate policy on Palestine and 
specifically the resolution which we have introduced in the SC calling 
for action under Chapter VII, the situation in our estimation is that. 
if we press this to a vote it will not receive more than three or four 
aflirmative votes. Delegations of governments which are generally well- 
disposed and friendly feel that a finding of breach of peace under — 
Article 39 is unrealistic unless sanctions, if necessary, will be assured. 
In this connection delegations are completely mistrustful of our readi- 
ness to participate in sanctions. Current newspaper comment concern- 
ing possible US action on the existing arms embargo is an element 
mentioned by other delegations as contributing to their mistrust. oe
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Tn the long run, of course, identity of interest between the US and 

various other governments will tend to outweigh current reactions, 

| but it will take time to diminish current attitude of distrust. This 

7 means that positions taken by the US ona variety of topics may con- 

, tinue to be viewed with suspicion, and that other delegations will not 

be inclined to support us for fear that a change in our position will | 

| leave them vulnerable. We must, I feel, exercise particular care not 

to advance major proposals on political issues, particularly in the SC, 

without careful previous canvassing of delegations here. In many cases) 

our objectives might best be obtained through support of proposals 

- introduced by other delegations. In general, I believe we should be a 

responsive to indications of fear of Russian expansion on the part of 

many delegations, and their underlying conviction of identity of in- : 

7 terest with us.? OB oe | 

po | ee a AUSTIN 

: 8 Mrs, Franklin D. Roosevelt, ‘on May 16, had written a letter to the Secretary 

of State in which she stated that. “The way in which the recognition of Palestine 

came about has created complete consternation in the United Nations.” She 

commented also that although favorable to. the recognition of the “Palestine 

. State’, she “would not have wanted it done without the knowledge of our 

representatives in the United Nations” and without “a very clear understanding 

beforehand with such nations as we expected would follow our lead.” . | 

a "The Secretary of State replied on May 18 as follows: “T have just read your 

- note of May 16 regarding the recognition of Palestine. All I can say in reply is 

that in relation to the United Nations, Ambassador Austin was advised shortly 

| ‘ pefore the recognition was to be made public, but unfortunately he was not | 

present with the Delegation at the time the public announcement became known, 

and Mr. Sayre had not been advised of the situation by Mr. Austin. 

a “We were aware here of the unfortunate effect on our situation with the 

United Nations, which is much to be regretted. More than this, I am not free to 

| say.” (867N.01/5-1648) ao | | | 

867N.01/5-1948 :Telegram Se . Ps : | 

| The Minister in Lebanon (Pinkerton) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET ed ss Brrrut, May 19, 1948—6 p. m. 

| 191. Marine Carp now in Beirut is being searched and transit pas- | 

A -gsengers destined Palestine together with their baggage being specially 

examined. Jews of military age regardless of citizenship may be re- 

- moved and interned in Lebanon as they are regarded as reintorce- 

ments of Jewish forces in Palestine and therefore as danger to - 

| _ Lebanon, particularly as Lebanese Army is now in Palestine. Decision 

| is not yet definite and immediately upon being informed of proposed 

intention I intervened with Foreign Office with view obtaining release 

| American citizens but. was informed public opinion both in Lebanon 

es and other Arab states would probably make it impossible accede my 

request. Officer of Legation has been present during search and exami- -
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nation. Authorities are doing everything possible avoid delaying ship 
| regardless of decision. —_ . 

Will cable as soon as decision is taken and ship has departed =| 

PINKERTON 

*In telegram 193, May 20, 11 a. m., Beirut reported that Lebanese authorities , had removed 40 American citizens of Jewish descent from the Marine Carp and 
that “This Legation protested against removal passengers but as Lebanese stated . they would be be removed by force if necessary, Americans were advised that 
physical resistance might only lead to bloodshed. Result was that there was no. Violence and no use of force.” (867N.01/5-2048) The telegram was received at. 7 p.m. on May 20, ‘one hour after telegram 252, p. 1017, was sent to Beirut. Other | information in telegram 193 is included in the statement released by the Depart- ment on May 21; for text, see Department of State Bulletin, May 30, 1948, p. 712. 

a 501.BB Palestine/5—2048 : Telegram 

oe Lhe United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 
| the Secretary of State | 7 | 

SECRET USURGENT == = New York, May 20, 1948—11:18 a. m. | 
| 678. From Ross. Referring to phone talk with Rusk, following are 

questions I put to Beeley yesterday on personal and confidential basis: 
“(A) As we understand it, the present UK position is: | | 

1. To oppose a finding under Article 39 of the Charter that a threat | 
or breach of the peace exists in Palestine; 2 | | | 

2. To continue assistance to Abdullah and other Arab States pend- 
ing action by the UN which would make such continuance of assist- 

, ance contrary to UK obligations under the Charter. 7 | 

: (B) These two points seem to be inconsistent and mutually exclu- 
sive and suggest a number of questions: | - 

1. Does the UK Government consider that it is premature to take 
| ‘Measures which would help put a stop to military action by the Arab 

| States in Palestine? | 
2. Does the UK Government consider that military action by the . 

a The -Department repeated this communication to London for information in 
telegram 1836, May 20, 6 p. m. . | . . | *Sir Alexander Cadogan addressed the Security Council on May 19 and out- lined the United Kingdom’s grave doubts concerning the invocation of Article 
39 in the United States draft resolution. He then submitted a redraft of that | | resolution, the text of which is printed in SC, 3rd yr., No. 69, p. 6. Ambassador . Austin immediately made known the opposition of the United States to the British measure, stating that that measure would transfer the problem out of . 
Chapter 7 of the Charter and into Chapter 6, which dealt with the pacifie _ settlement of disputes (ibid.).
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Arab States in Palestine should be permitted to continue for the time | 

being? — | 

7 3. “Does the UK Government consider that continuance of such mili- 

tary action would lead to stabilization of the political situation in — | 

Palestine? a | : = 

4, Lf the answer to question (3) is in the affirmative, in precisely — 

| what way does the UK Govt envisage that continuance of such military 

action might lead to political stability ? . ae | 

«Bs Does the UK Govt consider that continuance of such military 

activity, coupled with Jewish‘ resistance, will involve a serious risk 

that both the military and political situations in Palestine will get 

| completely out of hand ? | : 

6, Is the UK Govt taking any specific steps, particularly in its 

relations with the neighboring Arab. States, intended to prevent the - | 

situation in Palestine from getting out offhand? oe a 

7. With particular reference to relations between the UK Govt ‘and 

Abdullah, what specific steps, if any, are being taken by the UK Govt 

which might help prevent the situation in Palestine from getting out ~ | 

ofhand? - | an 
8, Does the UK Govt have any present views with regard to (a) | 

the continued service of its officers in Abdullah’s army and (0) the 

continued payment of subsidies to Abdullah ? | | 

9. Under what circumstances would the UK Govt consider as ap- 

propriate a finding under Article 39 of the Charter that a threat to 

and/or breach of the peaceexistsin Palestine? | 

| 10. Under what circumstances would the UK Govt consider as 

appropriate the application of sanctions under Article 41 against — 

: (a) the Jewish Provisional Govt. (6) the Arabs of Palestine or the 

Arab States, or (c) both Jews and Arabs? - — 
| 11. Under Article42% | | 

| 12. To what extent would the UK Govt be prepared to participate 

in sanetions under Article 41 against (a2) Jews, (6) Arabs, (¢) both? _ | 

—-: 18. Under Article 42? | | 
14. In the event of the inability or unwillingness of the SC to deal _ 

effectively with a threat to and/or breach of the peace in Palestine _ 
does the UK Govt. have any views. concerning alternative methods 
of dealing with the situation ?” Oo So 

| | — _ [Ross] 
| | _ AUSTIN 

867N.01/5-2048 : Telegram a . - | 

ce The Secretary of State to the Legation in Lebanon — 

SECRET § US URGENT WasHineton, May 20, 1948—6 p. m. 

- 952, Your intervention on behalf of American Jewish citizens under - 
| detention by Lebanese authorities is approved. In event these Ameri- ,
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| can citizens not yet released or if American citizens are detained im 
future merely because they are Jews plse inform Lebanese Govt that: 

: you have been instructed by your Govt to make it clear that- US 
considers that all bearers of US passports, regardless of race, color or 
creed; are entitled in an equal measure to protection of US Govt and_ 

- that US Govt must insist that Govts of other countries do not dis- 
criminate against bearers of US passports on ground of race, color or 

-  ereed. You may add that the US Govt would be compelled to view | 
seriously any discrimination of this character by any Govt against: 
US citizens. | oo OS 

| Sent Beirut 252; rptd Damascus 182, Baghdad 161, Jidda 187, Cairo 
| 620, Jerusalem 436, London 1834. a | oe 

— Oe Oe | MarsHALL. 

501.BB Palestine/5-2148 oe a - 

7 Lhe Secretary of State to the Secretary-General of the United Nations 
7 (Lite) | | | 

a | [Wasuineron,}] May 21, 1948. 

Dear Mr. Srcrerary Generav: I have your personal letter of May 16 
| on the need for effective Security Council action on Palestine, delivered. 

to the State Department on Monday, May 17. As you were informed. 
orally by Ambassador Austin, the resolution proposed by the United. 
States on May 17 was intended to establish a basis for Security Council | 

action to pacify that situation. oo | | | 
As for consultations between your office and the Department of 

State, please be assured that the Department will always be ready to. 
discuss with you or your representatives issues which are pending | 
before the various organs and bodies of the United Nations. We nec- 
essarily rely very heavily upon Ambassador Austin as our permanent | 
Representative to the United Nations and would suggest, therefore,. 
that you take up with him the question of whether direct discussions. 
between the Department of State and the Secretariat would be desir- 

| able under any given set of circumstances. | . 
I now plan to be in New York on Tuesday, May 25, and hope that we- | 

can have lunch together, with Ambassador Austin, at the Waldorf-. — 

Astoria. If so, we can discuss the questions raised in your letter which: 
. need further attention | | oe | 

Faithfully yours, | | | G. C. MarsHatu. 

*'The editors have found no official record of 'a conversation between Marshalt 
and Lie on or about May 25, but see Henderson’s memorandum of May 25 to the: 

- Secretary, p. 1044. | Se Co
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867N.01/5-2148 , ce Be | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Under Secretary of State : 

| — .. (Lovett) ve | 

- SECRET | —. . —~Wasutneron,] May 21, 1948. | 

- Participants: Mr. Lovett SC Be By Bagge , 

| Sir John Balfour, British Chargé d’Affaires 

: _ Mr. Henderson, NEA 2 | 

Mr. Rusk, UNA SO oe Be | | 

_ Sir John Balfour called upon me today in order to convey orally | 

certain views which he had just received from Mr. Bevin by telegram. 

regarding developmentsin Palestine © | a 

| Sir John explained that Mr. Bevin thought it desirable for Mr. 

Marshall to have these views in mind so as to avoid the British getting 

to unnecessary cross-purposes with the Americans, and so that Mr. 

Marshall should be aware that there were certain courses of action to. 

which the British Government could not agree. The following is a 

summary of the views of Mr. Bevin as set forth by Sir John: es 

Mr. Bevin is particularly anxious that, over Palestine as over other 

matters, the British and the Americans should not drift apart, and it | 

would obviously be dangerous if the situation were to develop in such. 

| a way that the Americans were giving increased support to one party 

, and the British to the other. | oe 

Nonetheless, there are certain points of policy concerning Palestine | 
from which Mr. Bevin cannot deviate. He does not intend in the near oe 

future to recognise the Jewish state, nor to support any proposal that. 

it should become a member of the United Nations. In this connection, — | 

Mr. Bevin hopes that, even though the United States Government: 

may have recognised the Jewish state de facto, they will not commit. | 
themselves to any precise recognition of boundaries. It might well be — 

that, if the two sides ever accept a compromise, it would be on the basis 

of boundaries differing from those recommended in the partition plan 

ofthe General Assembly. a 

’ Mr. Bevin also hopes that the United States Government. will feel 

~ able to maintain its arms embargo. If this is raised, HMG will almost. 

certainly be obliged to raise their own embargo on the export of arms 

to certain Arab states, and the unfortunate position will then be - 
reached of one side being largely armed by the Americans and the 

other by the British. | : 

; Mr. Bevin cannot agree to any action under Article 39 of the United _ 

- Nations Charter at least at this stage, since the situation in Palestine __ 
~ is so confused that an impartial assessment of the true position is 

needed before any such drastic action is taken, the effect of which 

would be to place the blame upon one party only. oo |
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Further, it must be remembered that, under the terms of the British 
‘treaty with Trans-Jordan, HMG would be obliged to go to Trans- 

| Jordan’s assistance in the event of an incursion by forces from out- | | side into Trans-Jordan territory, and that this situation may come — 
_ about should the Jews obtain military successes and pursue retreating | 

| Arab forces over the frontier into Trans-Jordan. er , _ Mr. Bevin points out that the development of United States policy 
over Palestine has unfortunately placed a heavy strain on Anglo- | American cooperation in the Middle East. It has had the effect of — 
arousing bitter Arab resentment against the United States in an area 
which the British and American Governments regard as of high 

| strategic and political importance to both of them. Unless the Arab : _ countries can be induced to retain some confidence in the friendly 
understanding and fairness of both the United States Government | and HMG on the Palestine issue, they may turn away from Western 
countries altogether, a | 

With these thoughts among many others in mind, Mr. Bevin 
earnestly hopes that the United States Government will acquaint 

7 IMG with any further initiatives on their part which might compel 
the latter to take a different line or oppose their actions, His Mayesty’s 
‘Government are anxious that the actions of the United States and 
themselves should conform to the real interests in the Middle East 
which they share in common. 

oe -PPS Files, Lot 64 D 563, Near and Middle East, 1948 | 
—— Memorandum by the Director of the Policy Planning Staff (Kennan) 

| to the Secretary of State} | | , 

‘TOP SECRET | -[Wasuineron,| May 21, 1948. 

The Policy Planning Staff, while fully cognizant of the limitations 
 -on formulation of policy in the Department on the Palestine matter, — 
‘wishes to record once more its deep apprehensions over the trend of 
U.S. policy. | a | | 

| The Staff paper No. 19 of January 19, 19482 and the supplement. | 
: of January 29 made clear the view of the Staff that this Government 7 

should not take any action which would : a | 
(a) lead us to the assumption of major responsibility for the main- , 

tenance and security of a Jewish state in Palestine; or | 
(6) bring us into a conflict with the British over the Palestine 

issue. | | | 

| The second of these documents specifically warned, in section 4, 0 
against our acceptance of the thesis that armed interference in Pales-_ 

| tine by the Arab states would constitute aggression, which this Gov- 

| + Addressed also to the Under Secretary of State. | | | 
~— ® See p. 546. : | :
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| ernment would be bound, as a member of the United Nations, to join / 

- in opposing. a oO | 

The course of action we are now embarking on in the UN leads us 

in the direction of all of these situations. It thereby threatens not only 

to place in jeopardy some of our most vital national interests in the / 

‘Middle East and the Mediterranean but also to disrupt the unity of | 

the western world and to undermine our entire policy toward the | 

Soviet Union. This is not to mention the possibility that it may ini- a 

 tiate a process of disintegration in the United Nations itself. - a 

The fact that we have not yet been able to obtain the support of a 

Security Council majority for the courses we are advocating relieves 

us of none of our responsibility. ; | - 

The Staff considers, therefore, that the problem of the wisdom of 

this course is a grave and crucial question of national security which 

should be decided only on the advice of the National Security Council 

and after the most careful and thorough deliberation. — | 

Oo re Grorce F. Kennan 

PPS Files, Lot 64 D 568, Near and Middle Hast, 1947-1948. a 

Memorandum by the Under Secretary of State (Lovett) to the 

OS Secretary of State. | a 

TOP SECRET [Wasuineton,] May 21, 1948. 

I forward the attached memorandum ‘ on the subject of Palestine 

from the Policy Planning Staff with concurrence in their recommen- | 

dation that the course which this Government embarks upon should be _ 

cleared with the National Security Council after careful considera- — 

tion. (You will recall, in this connection, that you presented the 

memorandum outlining the course of action now being followed in the 

Security Council to the President when you were accompanied by Mr. 

Rusk, and that the President approved the procedures being 

followed.) 7 

| Tam unable, however, to join the Policy Planning Staff in the views | 

expressed in their January 19 and January 29 papers on this subject | 

insofar as they state that “this Government should not take any action | 

which would bring us into a conflict with the British over the Palestine _ 

| issue”. I would gladly agree if the policy were to join the British when | 

: they are right and oppose them when they are wrong. I cannot believe 

| that the United States should give the British an implied warrant | 

oe to take any course of action they may choose, however irresponsible, 

_- provocative, or unjust. I feel that this Government should endeavor to 

3 See the initial paragraph of Secretary Marshall’s memorandum of May: 17 | | 

to Mr. Lovett, p. 1007. - SS a eT 7
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cooperate fully and loyally with the British and that it should try to 
reach agreement on a parallel course of action wherever possible, 
but I think that it is of at least equal importance that this Government . 
pursue a course which it feels to be just and in keeping with the obli- _ 

| gations we have undertaken as a member of the United Nations. If this | 
brings us into conflict with the British, I think we should face up to this — 

| _ fact and not join them in actions we feel to be improper merely to 
avoid the conflict. | | - | | 

T agree fully with the Policy Planning Staff that major responsibil- 
| ity for the maintenance and security of a Jewish state in Palestine 

| Should not be assumed by this Government. It is my understanding that 
| the present. policy of this country is to act only as a member of the 

United Nations and, as such a member, to undertake only its pro rata 
share of any obligation accepted by the United Nations, and then only 
if other countries do likewise. | a | 

It is hard for me to follow a line of reasoning which suggests, by im- 
_ plication at least, that “a process of disintegration in the United 

Nations” is initiated by the United Nations carrying out its primary 
| functions—to maintain international peace and security. It would seem 

to me to be equally logical to suggest that, if the United Nations does 
not exercise its appropriate functions in the preservation of interna- 
tional peace and security, it seals its own doom.? | 

| : _ Rosert A. Loverr 
* Marshall S. Carter, in a memorandum of May 25, transmitted to Secretary ‘Marshall the memoranda ‘by Messrs. Kennan and Lovett, noting that “the Policy 

| Planning Staff has been recording its deep apprehensions over the Palestine policy for about the last six or eight months.” A marginal notation by the Secre- tary states: “I read this and agree with Lovett.” : | . ._ Ina memorandum of June 3 to Secretary Marshall and to Mr. Lovett, George H. | Butler cited a meeting of the Policy Planning Staff the day before, when “It was agreed that we should begin immediately to develop a paper on Palestine and its overall policy implications, particularly with respect to the Middle East, for submission to you and eventual clearance through the National Security Council.” 
"The memoranda by Carter and Butler are filed in the Policy Planning Staff papers, 
PPS Files, Lot 64 D563, Near and Middle East, 1947-1948, | 

867N.01/5-1748 oo | 7 ° 
Memorandum by the Legal Adviser (Gross) to the Under Secretary | 

. of State (Lovett) oe 

SECRET [Wasuinoton,] May 21, 1948. 
Subject: Egyptian and Syrian Blockade of Palestinian Waters. 
Discussion: | | , ee 

| _ The Government of Egypt has delivered to our Embassy in Cairo 
_@ memorandum calling attention to the danger to American shipping 

| 7 Documentation on the question of possible Egyptian restriction of the right of transit through the Suez Canal in 1947 is presented in Foreign Relations, 1947, — vol. v, pp. 755-776. | oo : -
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approaching the Palestinian coast, while the Government of Syria _ | 

has proclaimed a blockade of the maritime waters of Palestine.’ — | 

| — The action of Egypt follows that Government’s previous announce- , 

ments declaring an embargo on cargoes being trans-shipped through | 

Egypt to Palestine and a military proclamation regarding the right ; 

to requisition all ships at Port Alexandria, Port Said and Suez. The a 

latter problems, however, concern action contemplated within the | 

| bounds of Egyptian jurisdiction so that it is considered desirable to | 

| disassociate them from the attempt to establish a blockade of Pales- | 

__-tinian waters. | | | a Ce 

The Maritime Commission has been informed of the purported 

blockade in order that this information can be furnished to American 

shippers, although no recommendations have been made as tothe ac- 

tion which the shipping companiesshouldtake, : 

A blockade may be declared only during time of war, and some 

degree of effectiveness must be exercised. Sn | 

Jn view of the threat to American shipping, it is considered desir- 

able that the United States Government reserve its rights by filing a 

| protest to the announcements of the Egyptian and Syrian govern- 

| ments, basing the protest on the freedom of navigation of the high seas. — 

and the absence of any rights on the part of Egyptand Syriatoextend = 

their control to areas outsidetheir jurisdiction, 

Recommendations: | 7 a | 

It is recommended that the attached telegrams be sent, instructing | 

- the Department’s representatives to protest the announcements by | 

Egypt and Syria of a blockade of Palestinian waters.? a a 

| Concurrences : SD, NE, CP, UNA, IS, NEA. | 

Attachments: Telegrams to Cairo and Damascus, . = 

| 2The Egyptian and Syrian actions were brought to the attention of the Depart-. 

| ment in telegrams 534, May 17, from Cairo, and 300, May 19, from Damascus, 

neither printed. (867N.113/5-1748 and 867N.01/5-1948). a | 7 

Marginal notation by Mr. Lovett: “ok”. The telegram to Cairo is printed. 

infra; that to Damascus is not printed.. 

867N.01/5-1748: Telegram - | | 7 | | 

‘The Secretary of State totheEmbassyinEgypt | 

SECRET - Wasuineton, May 21, 1948—7 p.m. © 

| - 633. Urtel 534, May 17,1 for info Emb and use at your discretion. _ | 

— Dept of view that blockade may not be declared under international — 

| Jaw in absence state of war and in absence exercise of suflicient power 

- 4 Not printed. | / wi foe ete
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, to make blockade effective. Please deliver following note Egyptian 
- FonOf: | | 

| “I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your Excellency’s 
note dated May 17, 1948 to which was attached 2 memorandum in which | - your Excellency requested this Embassy urgently to draw the attention | of my Government to the ‘positive. dangers at present existing for — 
every ship, whether merchantmen or transport, approaching the Pales- | tinian coast where it would: be exposed to the measures that the Royal | Egyptian Government finds itself immediately obliged to take, in order | to insure the security of its troops in Palestine, in consideration of the 
realization of itsends .. .’ | | | . “I have been instructed by my Government to inform your Excel- 
lency that with regard to the memorandum attached to your note of 
May 17, 1948, the Government of the United States feels itself bound 

_ to protest the action of the Egyptian Government in attempting by 
its announcement to prohibit the freedom of navigation of the high 

: seas of the Mediterranean and to extend its control to any waters. be- | yond the jurisdiction of the Government of Kgypt and hereby gives notice that it cannot recognize as valid any action of the Egyptian — 
Government which may be taken pursuant to the announcement.” | 
Similar instruction being forwarded Damascus? in response to | 
FonOff notice of “maritime blockade”. | 7 | 

| Please advise when note has been delivered in order that press re- 
lease may be issued if considered desirable. 

| Sent Cairo 633, repeated London 1859, Damascus 186, Jerusalem 448, 
—-« Sidda 193, Beirut 256. - - | | | | | | 7 7 : MarsHALL 

- * In telegram 185, May 21, 7 p. m., not printed. . 

--801.BB Palestine/5-2148 : Telegram | . Oo 
Lhe United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) — 

- to the Secretary of State | | 

CONFIDENTIAL URGENT New York, May 21, 1948—8 : 30 p- m. 
| 689. Mytel 678.1 From Ross. Following handed me this afternoon 

by Beeley in response to questions I gave him May 19: | : 
“You will understand that the following answers to the questions: a 

you handed me on the 19th May have no more authority than my | 
personal opinion, = 

_ “I will comment first on your definition of the present position of 
the UK Government. It seems to me that there are at least two serious | 
objections to proceeding under chapter VII of the Charter: 

_ “(I) In our view the word ‘peace’ in Article 39 must be read as 
| * Dated May 20, p. 1016, | ee |
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_ it will end in some kind of military stalemate which will probably 

Indicate the lines along which a permanent political settlement can be | found. The value of the UN mediator is that his presence on the scene 
when that stage is reached will provide machinery through which the 
two parties can begin to negotiate with one another as soon as they 
begin to appreciate the inevitability of a compromise. | | 

_ “No. 5. There are certainly risks involved in letting matters take 
their course for a time. The most important of these is that the Soviet | _ Union might in some way exploit the situation. I am doubtful, how- 
ever, whether they will be strongly tempted to intervene directly in 
Palestine to any important extent, My own speculation is that their a primary aims are the following: a | 

| “(I) To drive a wedge between the Arab world and the US. | “(IT) To create conditions likely to weaken the present regimes a in the Arab countries, They no doubt foresee that either weakness in supporting the Palestine Arabs or military reverses in Palestine would: bring down the governments at least of Iraq and Syria and might even create a revolutionary situation in those two countries. | 
oe “You will forgive me for saying that the Russians must be reason- 

ably satisfied with developments so far, I think they will not commit _ 
themselves more deeply than they have already done in support of the 
Jews, but will keep their hands ‘sufficiently free to take advantage of 

_ the political changes for which they are hoping in the Arab states, = 
. “Nos. 6 to 7. The UK Government has used all its influence to urge 

moderation on the Arabs. In particular, they used their influence with | 
every Arab government and with the SYG of the Arab League in 

) favor of acceptance by them of the articles of the truce which were 
- under consideration until they were rendered out of date by the 

proclamation of a Jewish state on the 14th May. The UK Government | 
are still urging the Arab states to act with a sense of their responsi- 
bility as members of the international community, but it must be 

_ , remembered that British influence with these states depends upon: 
“(I) Their conviction that in broad objective, if not always in de- 7 tail, our policies and theirs are harmonious. | ne S “(IT) The absence of overwhelming pressure from their own public opinion in a direction contrary to that indicated by British | advice, | | | | 
“In view of the present mood of the public in all Arab countries, _ our influence is for the moment limited. On the other hand, there is | evidence that our present policy is strengthening the confidence of the - Arabs in our intentions towards them and this should enable us to use | our influence with appreciable effect when the time comes for the UN mediator to bring the parties into contact in Palestine. — a “No. 8 has been answered by a Foreign Office spokesman in London: |
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meaning ‘international peace’. A decision that what is now happening 

in Palestine constitutes a threat to international peace might imply © 

| conclusions concerning the juridical status of Palestine which we a 

feel would not be justified in present circumstances. We consider, as 

the terms of our amendment to your draft resolution indicate, that the 

juridical status of Palestine is still obscure. | 
“(JI) In Charter terms, your resolution appears to contain: (a). a 

| determination under Article 39, and (6) a proposal for provisional 

measures under Article 40. The last sentence of Article 40 provides 

. that ‘the SC shall duly take account of failure to comply with such 

provisional measures’. It therefore seems likely that the approach to 
the problem through Chapter VII might very quickly lead to pro- 

posals for economic or military sanctions against one party in the : 

-_- present conflict. , | | 

~~ “We do not think that a procedure which might end in sanctions — 

against either Arabs or Jews, involving in the first instance a pro- 

longed discussion on the question of responsibility for the present state 

of affairs and eventually the risk that our two governments might 

reach different conclusions on this question, is one which we can afford 

to adopt in the present state of international relations. What we would 

prefer is to see the situation in Palestine treated, without reference to 

| the question of responsibility for its origins or continuance, as a situa- 

| tion containing a potential threat to world peace. This attitude to- | 

wards it leads us to the conclusion that action should first be taken 
- under Chapter VI of the Charter. But it does not exclude, in my view 

at least, subsequent or even concurrent, action to seal off the area of - 

conflict in order to prevent its effects from spreading and from in- 

volving wider international relationships. If it proves possible to take © 

| comprehensive and effective measures to this end, I think the UK 

Government will be found ready to bring their relations with the Arab 

states into conformity with these measures. an | | 

an “In other words, the ‘action by the UN’ which, as you state, 1s a 

condition of reconsidering the treaty obligations to certain Arab gov- 

ernments, need not necessarily take the form of a finding under Article 

- 39 with the consequences which on present evidence we are disposed 

to think might follow from that finding. It follows that the two prin- 

ciples with which your paper begins are not mutually inconsistent. - 

They do, however, involve the opinion that the UN should act im- 

partially on an issue in which we believe that neither party has a 

claim to the backing of the UN against the other. / 

_ “Now for your questions, | — | 

“Nos. 1 to 2. It is not within the power of the UN to stop the fighting 

| in Palestine at present. Noting the form of your questions, I would 

add that the UK Government would certainly not approve of meas- 

ures to stop military action by the Arab states only. | | 

“Nos. 3 to 4. It is my personal view that there can be no stabilization | 

of the political situation in Palestine without a period of fighting. I 

think there is a good chance that this fighting may convince both Jews 

and Arabs that they cannot obtain the whole of their claims, and that
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| “Nos. 9 to 14. I think the answers to these more hypothetical ques- | 
| tions are implied in what I said about our present position at the | 

beginning of this note. I do not think our policy is intended to exclude | 
either support for sanctions applied impartially against both Jews. | 

and Arabs, or even participation in the necessary measures to make 
| those sanctions effective. But, of course, any precise proposals made | 

| ~ would have to be considered on their merits when they were put | 
forward.” | | Bn 

ue OS a oe [Ross] 
— : — | | — AusTIN 

-—s«#§O1.BB Palestine/6-3048 a me oe 2 

Memorandum by the Department of State to President Truman? — 

TOP SECRET — Wasnineron, May 22, 1948. 

| The Department of State finds it necessary to instruct Ambassador | 
) Austin promptly with regard to the policy of the United States on the- 
_. shipment of arms and military equipment to the Near East. «| | 

From the point of view of the foreign policy of the United States, , 
_ the basic factors in the situation are : oo 

(a) The increasing violence in Palestine and our determination to. | 
do everything we can as a Member of the United Nations to bring about. 

' a cease-fire in that country ; | ) | | 
(6) Our policy in accord with the Security Council resolution of 

' April 17, 1948, to take all possible steps to assist in securing a cease- 
- fire and a cessation of hostilities in Palestine. Article 3 of that resolu- 

tion calls upon all governments to take such steps “and particularly 
those referring to the entry into Palestine of armed bands and fighting 
personnel, groups and individuals and weapons and war materials”. 

(c) The increasingly serious strain being placed on the relations = | 
between. the United States and the United Kingdom by the position 
of the United Kingdom with respect both to their assistance to the 

-- Arabs and to United States efforts to obtain prompt action by the 
7 Security Council. Se | | 

| It is recommended that the President authorize the Department of 
| State to instruct Ambassador Austin on the basis of the following — 

statement of United States policy: rs 

(a) The United States continues to urge that the Security Council 
act immediately to bring about a cease-fire in Palestine. The most im- 

_ mediate action which it can take is to direct an order under Articles 39 | 
and 40 of the Charter to all governments and authorities controlling  __ 

+The Department, on May 26, notified New York that this memorandum had 
, received tentative White House approval (telegram 327, 501.BB Palestine/ 

~5-2648). Filed with this telegram is an undated copy of the memorandum to | , 
| President Truman, which contains a marginal notation by Mr. Lovett that the | 

Mey orth ‘was. “Approved by President & original initialed. Cleared again |
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| armed forces in Palestine, requiring them to issue an immediate cease- _ 
fire order to such armed forces. That is the basis of the resolution 
proposed by the United States in the Security Council on May 17, 

| _ 1948, and will continue to represent our views so long as fighting 
| ~ continues.? | | | 

(6) If the Security Council issues such an order under Articles 39 — 
and 40 of the Charter (or calls upon the parties under Chapter VI of _ 
the Charter to effect a cease-fire for all of Palestine), the United 
Nations must expect prompt compliance from all governments and. 
authorities Involved in the fighting in Palestine. If there is failure 
to comply, the United States will be prepared to adjust its arms 
embargo policy,to support the action of the Security Council. | 

| (c) The United States should support action by the Security Coun- 
cil under Article 41 to order all governments to refrain from the ship- 

| ment of weapons and war materials, and the rendering of other 
military assistance, to governments and authorities now participating | 
in hostilities in Palestine. This order by the Security Council would 
remain in force so long as the cease-fire order is complied with by the 
governments and authorities participating in hostilities in Palestine. 

| (d@) If the Security Council succeeds in bringing about a cease-fire : 
and in placing an effective general arms embargo against all those | 

| participating in any way in the fighting in Palestine, the United States _ 
will retain its present arms embargo on the entire Near East until such 

| _ time as there is no longer any danger of hostilties. 
| (e) Ifthe Security Council is unable to take effective action to bring 

about a cease-fire or to impose a general arms embargo the United 
States will inform the Security Council that we shall resume our free- 
dom of action with respect to the licensing of arms shipments. — : 

| The Department of State wishes particularly to invite the attention 
_ of the President to the fact that the policy proposed above engages 

the most solemn powers and responsibilities of the Security Council and 
involves a major political commitment on the part of the United States. 
If such a policy is to have the desired effect, it must be pursued with 
vigor and.singleness of purpose; otherwise, the Security Council will | 
be demoralized and our attitude toward lifting the arms embargo 
itself might become the cause of even greater bloodshed in Palestine. — 

| 2In a telephone conversation at 1 p. m., May 27, with Mr. Beeley, Mr. Jessup | 
stated “That we simply can’t go back on the stand we took on May 17. We have 

' got to stand by our insistence on our feeling that this does require definite action 
- under Chapter VII. Now, we are not planning to put in any resolution today, 

but we can’t take in the Council the initiative on anything which would suggest 
any change in our attitude because there has been none. Our general feeling is 
this, that our proposal on the 17th having been turned down and your initiative 
having been taken on the milder form of the resolution and no definite con- 
clusion. having come out of that, that we look to you to suggest the next. step.” 
(Undated memorandum by Mr. Jessup, USUN files) | . | 

) | | Hditorial Note — | 

_ The Security Council voted on the United States draft resolution — 
and the British amendments on May 22. Paragraph two of the United
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_ States proposal, which called the situation in Palestine a threat to, 
and a breach of, the peace, within the meaning of Article 39, received 
5 votes in favor, with 6 abstentions. The paragraph was not adopted, | 
having failed ‘to: secure 7 affirmative votes. Colombia, France, the 
Ukraine, and the Soviet Union joined the United States in voting for 
this. paragraph (SC, 3rd yr., No. 72, page 54). For the text of the 
resolution adopted later thesameday,seeinfra. a 

a Ambassador Austin. made a statement before the Security Council 
“ : prior ‘to the. final : vote on the resolution, in which he expressed the . ; 

belief of the United States that the resolution was “not wholly adequate’ 
to accomplish what is required in Palestine.” He noted also that “The. 
United States will vote for this amended resolution solely as it con- . 
tains a call made.to the parties to issue a cease-fire order within thirty- 
six hours after the stated time.” He concluded that, if the parties did 
not promptly comply, the Security Council would have to consider | 
further action (SC, 3rd yr., No. 72, page65). Se 

Resolution 49 (1948) Adopted by the Security Council on MU ay 22, | 
Co GLB a : 

The Security Council, = co | | 

Laking into consideration that previous resolutions of the Security | 
Council in respect to Palestine have not been complied with and that - 

_ military operation are taking place in Palestine, | a | 
1. Calls upon all Governments and authorities, without prejudice to 

_ the rights, claims or positions of the parties concerned, to abstain 
from any hostile military action in Palestine and to that end to issue a 
cease-fire order to their military and paramilitary forces to become 
.effective within thirty-six hours after midnight New York standard 
time on 22 May 1948; | | | | | 

2. Calls upon the Truce Commission and upon all parties concerned 
to give the highest priority to the negotiation and maintenance-of a _ | 
truce in the City of Jerusalem; | 

3. Directs the Truce Commission established by the Security Coun- | 
cil by its resolution 48 (1948) of 23 April 1948 to report to the Coun- 

_ cil on the compliance with the two preceding paragraphs of the pres- 
ent resolution ;_ | a : : a 

4, Calls upon all parties concerned to facilitate by all means in 
_ their power the task of the United Nations: mediator appointed in — 

execution of General Assembly resolution: 186 (S-2) of 14 May 1948. Bo 

Reprinted from SC, Srd yr., Resolutions, p. 19. - | _ 598-594—76——33 | |
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—-867N.01/5-2248 : Telegram | Se - 

- The Consul at Jerusalem (Wasson) to the Secretary of State | 

| RESTRICTED = .~~«OJERWSALEM, May 22, 1948—9-a, m. 

692. Now extremely difficult get in touch with prominent and repre-_ 

sentative Arabs but such Arab reaction to American de facto recog- 

| nition of Israel as has become available to us is that United States | 

has betrayed Arab States. Arab opinion reaching us extremely bitter 

| gainst United States. Feeling among some Arabs is that foundation . 

state of Israel is menace security well-being Arab states. These persons | 

state that if Arab Armies defeated in major engagement with Jews | 

public reaction in such countries as Egypt and Iraq will be so un- 

- favorable that present governments will fall and both domestic and. | 

foreign Communist elements will take advantage of resultant situation 

- to attempt foment public disorder and undermine national security. | 

Foundation State of Israel has been described by some Arabs here. as 

a “made to order as bridge head for penetration of Near East by | 

| USSR”. - | | | | | | ) 

Turkish Consul in conversation with Consul General officers said 

| “J am entirely unable understand US policy. On one hand, you help 
Greece and Turkey and on other hand you undermine us from rear”. | 

Jews are of course elated and Consul General informed that demon- 

strations took ‘place in Tel Aviv and Haifa. In Jerusalem Jews are 

faced with immediate and’grim task of warfare and have not been | 

| able give much thought to anything but business at hand. Jew feelings = 

| - geems be that US recognition must be followed by strongly positive 

'. action to give support to Jewish state as well as to Jews of J erusalem. , 
- ce OO Wasson 

| EB détorial Note os | 

OT Lebanese Foreign Minister. Frangié. informed. Minister Pinkerton 

on the. evening of May 15 that the “Political Committee of Arab 

League in session at Damascus was deeply disappointed and shocked = 

by President’s recognition of new Jewish State of Israel.” (Telegram _ 

182, May 16,1 p. m., from Beirut, 867N.01/5-1648) wg 

| At Damascus, “Intense preoccupation with movement Arab armies, _ 

: closing university and martial law have held expressions public resent- 

ment against. US recognition. state to minimum... . . Most observers | 

agree, however, current calm may swiftly turn into anti-American ex- 

plosion after first serious ‘Syrian defeat. or with further active US
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support of Zionists such as lifting atins embargo.” (Telegram 295, : 
| May 16,1 p.m., from Damascus, 867N.01/5-1648) | : | 

Official reaction in Cairo was said to be “comparatively mild” (tele- 
— - gram 529, May 16, 7 p. m., from Cairo, 867N.01/ 5-1648). | | 

: An aide-mémoire of May 21 from King Ibn Saud stated that United 
States recognition of the Jewish State had crushed the hopes of the 
Arabs (telegram 307, May 22, from Jidda, 867N.01/5-2248) 

867N.01/5-2248: Telegram | Sn oe 
Lhe Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 

—— ne | of State | | | oe 

TOP SECRET | ee _ Lonpon, May 22, 1948—8 pm | 

- 9213. For Lovett from Douglas. I am convinced that crevasse widen- | 
ing between US and Britain over Palestine cannot be confined to 
Palestine or even to'Middle East: It is already seriously j eopardizing 7 
foundation-stone of US policy in Europe—partnership with a friendly 
and well-disposed Britain, Irrespective rights and wrongs of question, 
I believe worst shock so far to general Anglo-American concert of | 
policy since I have been here was’ sudden’ US de facto recognition __ 
Jewish state without previous notice of our intentions to: British | 
Government. Far beyond substance of act of de facto recognition, for 
which there is ample justification, was manner in which British Gov- | 

_ ernment and people have been shaken by what is here regarded as 
unilateral and precipitate US action deeply affecting a common prob- 
lem in which US and UK have basically common interests—peace in | 
-Palestineand MiddleEast. = a : 

Worst prospect I can see on horizon American-British relations is _ 
possibility that we may raise embargo on Middle East:arm shipments — | 
to favor Jews. If we do so, it will be only short step until British — 
Government, impelled by what it conceives to be its vital interests in 
Middle East extending as far as Pakistan (see Embassy’s 2138, May 17 

_ and Embassy’s 2161, May 19+) may lift embargo re arms to Arabs. — 
When this happens, the two great democratic partners will indirectly 7 

: be ranged on opposite sides of'a battle line scarcely three years after | 
— May8,1945,00 | : 

_ Bevin who has been at Scarborough 2 has asked to see me tomorrow 
morning re Palestine? = ©=§ | |. ce | | | | - ee — Doveras  _ 

.1Neither printed. = es 
* Site of the Labour Party Conference. _ / 7 | * This telegram was presumably drafted on May 21. | Oo :
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867N.01/5-2248: Telegram = ss a - | | 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the 

a | Secretary of State oe | 

| TOP SECRET US URGENT Lonpon, May 22, 1948. 

: NIACT a | | 

9995. For the Secretary and Lovett from Douglas. At Bevin’s 

| request, I met with him this morning, in Michael Wright’s presence, _ 

_ for a long discussion of Palestine. Many points covered in the con- 

.._versation will be reported to you later. At the moment, however, there — 

_ are several aspects of the problem of immediate Significance. 

+ 4, (a) Bevin urges, with complete sincerity, that we give support 

| to the British resolution pending in the Security Council calling for 

a cease-fire among the hostile forces. If accepted, he means that all 

hostilities shall cease, and that the Jewish and Arab forces, respec- | 

| tively, will be permitted to move within those portions of Palestine 

: which are clearly Arab or Jewish as the case-may be, to the extent that | 

they do not come in conflict with opposing forces. o | 

| He believes this is the most realistic and hopeful approach, and that 

any suggestion involving evacuation or a standstill would certainly 

| be rejected by both sides. 

| He does not suggest that we accept the British resolution neces- 

_ sarily, as it is presently drafted without modification, but that we sup- 

| port it with such amendments or changes as may fall within its 

general meaning. SS oe 

~ (b) He believes that before Article 39 of the Charter is invoked — 

and before sanctions are applied, the two hostile groups should be 

| given an opportunity to accept-or reject: the cease-fire proposal, and: if 

they accept it, to determine under the auspices of the mediator what _ 

peaceful settlement.can be arranged. | , 

_ (e) Moreover, he believes that invoking Article 89 probably will 7 

-mean ultimate Soviet interference in Palestine and in the Middle East. | 

9, He hopes that at least until after having had an opportunity to 

| review the situation, we will not precipitately lift the embargo on 

| arms. The British are: under great pressure to permit the free-flow 

| of arms into the Arab states. They have so far successfully resisted = 

this pressure which is mounting every day. They will continue to resist, 

-£¢ we do not remove our embargo. If, on the other hand, we do lift it, 

it will be impossible for the British to maintain theirs. Thus a situa- 

) tion far more serious than the present one, encompassing a much wider 

| area probably would be created. | 

3. Bevin says that having relinquished the mandate, and having 

-_been divested of direct responsibilities under it, he, personally, though 

this has not been cleared with the Cabinet, is prepared to examine the 

position from a fresh vantage point. Oo
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_ 4, At the Scarborough meeting of the Labor Party heavy influences 
were brought to bear upon him to speak of Palestine. These influences. ; 
he repelled, because he was fearful that in defending the govern- 
ment’s position, he might make some statement which might intensify _ 

the tension between our two governments on this question and might 
cast a cloud on Anglo-American relations generally. If, however, we _ 
insist on invoking Article 39 of the Charter and lift the embargo, it | 
will be impossible for him to refrain from answering questions in the 
House of Commons which he knows, under these circumstances, will __ 
be put to him. In responding, he will naturally have to defend the gov- - 
ernment’s position and will find it impossible to avoid making state- 

-. ments which may be misunderstood at home and may have the effect 
which he was fearful any comments at Scarborough might have 
produced. | i Z a on 

5. Berger? has just returned from the Scarborough Labor Party 
conference and tells me that although nothing was said openly during | 
the meeting, his personal associations, covering a wide range of party 
membership, indicated concern and disquiet about our relations with | 
the British in Palestine and the Middle East. - wo | 

| 6. From my personal knowledge, reinforced by what Bevin and | 
Berger tell me, I feel that we should try to relax the pressure on the 

| British by accommodating them on the two questions which Bevin 
has raised namely, the substance of the British resolution and theem- | 
bargo on arms and by otherwise refraining from taking action, until | 
at least there has been an opportunity to make a careful and joint 
appraisal of our respective positions. This appraisal on the British | 
side will be given us immediately. _ | 

7. Since dictating the above, Bevin has just extended an invitation _ 
to me to meet with himself, the Prime Minister, Minister of Defense, | 

| - Chiefs of ‘Staff, and Minister of Commonwealth Relations early next 

week for the purpose of discussing the broad political and extensive 
strategic relations implicit in the Palestinian situation. | 

| | oe = Dovucnas | 

1 Samuel D. Berger, First Secretary of Embassy in the United Kingdom. | 

501.BB Palestine/5-2348: Telegram _ oe oa - | _ 

| | The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Egypt : - 

SECRET — US URGENT --- Wasurtneron, May 23, 1948—6 p. m. | 
NIACT a fe a 

| 641. Jerusalem’s 716 May 237 reports that at 2045 local time official — ; 
representatives of Jewish Agency informed Consulate General that — | 
Provisional Govt of Israel, in compliance with resolution adopted by 

Not printed. en .
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' .. . ‘$C yesterday, was prepared to observe cease-fire in all of Palestine, 
- + ineluding Jerusalem, from 2000 hours “Jewish local time”, which we 

a take to be 12 noon EST. This would be in strict compliance with 36_ | 
hour cease-fire order of SC. Jewish readiness to observe cease-fire 

| would be conditional upon similar Arab compliance, and could be 
effected earlier if Arabs willing. OO | | 

Please call immediately upon FonMin or head of State, in your 

- _ discretion, and state that this Govt is gravely disturbed at present 
course of developments in Palestine and hopes that Govt to which you : 
are accredited will, as fellow member of UN, cooperate by compliance 
with SC cease-fire of May 22.? | - 

- Sent for action to Cairo 641; Damascus 188; Beirut 260; Jidda 194; 
Baghdad 166; Jerusalem 457; and for info to London 1878; Paris 

— 1777; Brussels 775; USUN 319. oe OO _ 7 
Co a | 7 ~- MarsHaLn 

*The Department, on May 24, directed J erusalem to “ascertain from appro- 
priate Jewish authorities whether order includes all Israel forces and has 
been agreed to by IZL ‘and Stern.” (Telegram 460, 867N.01/5-2348) | 

Jerusalem advised, on May 25, of information from a spokesman for the Jewish | 
Agency that the cease-fire order included all Israeli, forces, including IZL and 

ot Stern, and that both organizations “definitely accepted authority of Haganah”. 
Vice Consul Burdett gave it as ‘his opinion that their complete obedience to the = 
Haganah command was still questionable (telegram 740, 867N.01/5-2548), . 

867N.01/5-2248 7 oo | 

- The British Embassy to the Department of State — | 

| SECRET oO | 

7 Summary or a Trnecram From tue Forrign Orrice Reporting A 
_ (CONVERSATION ON PatestinE Between Mr. Bevin anv THE UNITED 
. STaTes AMBASSADOR IN LONDON ON THE 22ND May | 

On the 2ist May, I sent a message to Mr. Douglas that I should like 
| to see him on the morning of the 22nd May to discuss further the ques- 

tion of Palestine, and, in particular, our grave concern at the increas- 
| ing divergences of American and British policy on this question. _ 

_. - 9, In the course of a long talk with Mr. Douglas this morning (22nd | 
May), I said that we had made great progress with the United States | 
over the questions of ERP, the Brussels Treaty and security meas- 
ures for Europe. We were perturbed at the possible consequences of a — 
continued drift apart. I said that changes in United States policy and 
some of the initiatives taken had left us bewildered and frustrated. 

Although His Majesty’s Government had not felt able to agree to 
certain of the United States proposals, they had brought heavy and 

| successful pressure to bear on the Arab Governments to withhold 

action until the 15th May in spite of constant Jewish provocation.On _
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the 14th May, we had been insistently urging the Arab States to agree 
to the United States truce proposals. But the immediate de facto — | 

a recognition of the Jewish State by the United States Government had | 
cut the ground from under the efforts which we were making, not 
entirely unsuccessfully, with the Arabs on the basis of thesé United > 

States proposals. | SO 
— 8. United States recognition of the provisional Jewish Govern- 

ment was followed by the sudden introduction into the Security — 
Council of the United States resolution proposing action under 
Article 39. If we agreed to the American proposal, we should be open-- | 
ing the door to Soviet intervention in the Middle East, and since no ~ 
other powers were, so far as we knew, prepared to participate in con- 
sequential action, the result must be to discredit still further the ~ | 
United Nations. oo , | 7 

4, I felt strongly that the implications of the present situation and = 
of any remedial] action in the United Nations designed to meet it 
needed to be very fully and carefully thought out. Palestine was a 
question-of deep concern to the countries of the Middle East, to Paki- 

- stan and to other countries with Moslem inhabitants. American policy 
| ‘was antagonising these nations and making them feel that considera- | 

tions of justice and fair dealing were being subordinated to electoral 
pressure from the Zionists in New York. All the facts unfavourable to | 

| the Arabs were being emphasised and none of the facts unfavourable | 
| to the Jews. Take the case of Jerusalem, the High Commissioner had 

succeeded in securing the agreement of both parties to a cease-fire for 
eight days and the agreement of the Arabs to a truce. The Jews had | 
refused a truce and had then proceeded to break the cease-fire. That 
was the reason why fighting was now taking place in Jerusalem, and 
who could justly blame the Arabs? The Jews had occupied Jaffa and | 

_ Acre, both of them Arab cities, as well as a large part of Western | 
- Gallilee. These facts were overlooked or concealed. His Majesty’s | 

Government were trying to hold the balance even to prevent inter- 
national action which would be as unjust as it would be unwise. But | 

for this they were being abused and threatened. = = 8 | 
/ 5. I made it plain to Mr. Douglas that His Majesty’s Government | 

would not abandon the line which they believed to be right. But Iwas 
genuinely concertied at where all this was leading. The attitude of the | 

| whole Moslem world, and American and British interests in the Middle 

| East, were at stake. I appealed for measured discussion between us of _ 

all the issues involved before matters proceeded further. 
6. Mr. Douglas said that he fully agreed that it was most important 

_ that we should discuss and wéigh together the whole range of political | 

and strategic questions involved before either of us took further ac- 

tion, and said that he would inform his Government of my views. 
| 7. We have therefore agreed to supply Mr. Douglas with an ap-
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preciation of the position in relation to defence and of likely develop- | 
ments arising from the Palestine situation throughout the Middle 

East, India and Burma. He will discuss this with his Government, 

and it has also been arranged that he should meet myself, the Prime 

| Minister, the Secretary of State for Commonwealth Relations, the 

Minister of Defence and the Chiefs of Staff here on this matter on 
the 25th May. - a | a 

8. I earnestly trust that the United States Government will respond 
to our plea, and will suspend any further attempt to invoke Article 39 | 

of the Charter or to raise their arms embargo pending the proposed | 

_ joint review of the whole situation.1 —— | | 

WasHINGTON, 24th May 1948. | 7 

*In an attached memorandum of May 24 to Mr. Lovett, the Secretary of State 
advised that he had read to President Truman the summary of the British For- 
eign Office telegram, “together with related documents particularly Douglas’ 

message and his views. The President approves the proposal of Mr. Bevin in : 

paragraph 8.” In a marginal notation, Mr. Humelsine stated that he had read the 

Secretary’s memorandum to Messrs. Henderson, Hickerson, and Rusk and that 
“Action already had been taken at the time of my reading on the para. 8 pro- © 
‘posal by Mr. Henderson.” Ambassador Douglas’ message and views are con- 

tained in his telegrams 2213 and 2225, both dated May 22, pp. 1031 and 1032. - 

| 501.BB Palestine/5—2448 “ mo. 

=. Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the Under Secretary 
| of State (Lovett) | | 

TOP SECRET EYES ONLY _ [WasurincTon, | May 24,1948. 

I went over with the President the serious situation regarding Pales- 

tine matters particularly with reference to his reception of Mr. Weiz- 
man and its possible implication of de jure recognition, and also the 

1 Ag set forth in the Legal Adviser’s memorandum of May 24 to Mr. Lovett, not — 
printed ; but see Mr. Lovett’s memorandum of May 26 to President Truman and 

: footnote 1, p. 1051. In an undated memorandum to the President, drafted by the 
Legal Adviser on May 22, the Department stated: “In view of the confusion 
which may exist concerning the significance of the proposed visit of Dr. Weizmann 
to Washington for discussion with the President, it is suggested that at the next 
press conference held by the President the following question and answer might 
dispel doubts concerning the legal effect of Dr. Weizmann’s visit to the President: _ 

“‘Q. Does the reception of Dr. Weizmann by ‘the President constitute a change 
in the character of the recognition of the provisional government of Israel? | 

“‘A, No. This Government recognizes the provisional government of Israel as 
_ the de facto authority of that state. The President wanted to greet Dr. Weizmann 

and to talk with him again before his departure for Tsrael.’” . 

A marginal notation by Mr. McClintock states that the memorandum was 
delivered to Mr. Clifford by Mr. Lovett on May 22 (501.BB Palestine/5—2248). | 
For the remarks made by President Truman at his press conference of May 27 
on the visit of President Weizmann, see telegram 1978, May 28, to London, p. 107 2.



| dangerous aspects involved in the question of the arms embargo. This 

was done along with reading numerous documents to him including 
| Bevin’s current message ? and Douglas’ views. I emphasized the tragic 

results which might well follow any action not carefully considered, 

its devastating results to him, not to mention the situation in the 

Middle East, and I said the only protection that I could see at the | 
_present time was 'a very careful maintenance of ‘a relationship between 
Clark Clifford and you, Lovett, so that no action be taken that had | 

- not been either cleared by the State Department or the conditions im- | 
_ plied explained for the President’s information. He agreed to this. 

: _ Incidentally I told him of the difficulty we had in preventing a 
number of resignations among the members of our delegation to the | 

- - United Nations and the State Department. He was unaware of this | 
_. and seemed much perturbed at the possibility. SO | 

_. J cleared several matters which have been indicated in appropriate 
- memorandum in addition to this.* . | 

Supra a | a | . 
. *Mr. Humelsine, in a marginal notation, states that he read this memorandum | 
to Messers. Rusk, Henderson, and Hickerson. The editors have been unable to 
identify the “appropriate memorandum” cited in the last paragraph. — | 

890.1115/5-2448 | 7 | er 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of United Nations Affairs 
(Rusk) to Brigadier General Marshall 8. Carter | 

TOP SECRET | - a [Wasuineton,] May 24, 1948. 

. The memorandum of today’s date from Mr. Henderson to the Sec- 
retary,’ with regard to the security of American citizens in the Levant, 

: concludes with the following paragraph:  - ee 

“In connection with the above, it is extremely important that no | 
moves be taken which may further inflame the situation, such as a 
decision which would lead to the sending of arms to the State of Israel 
by the United States; action extending de jure recognition of the State 
of Israel; or further denunciation of the Arabs by American repre- 
sentatives before the Security Council, until our missions inthe Near 
Kast have been warned and have had an opportunity to take steps to : 

- warn American citizens.” | - | | 

_ This memorandum has received the approval of the President. 
It is suggested that the Secretary at luncheon tomorrow with Am- | 

bassador Austin may wish to draw the substance of this paragraph to | 
the Ambassador’s attention. = oo es 

3 Copy not found in Department of State files. ae
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| S67N.01/5-2448: Telegram a | | | 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 

| - of State BS 
TOP SECRET Oo ' Lonpon, May 24, 1948—10 a.m. 

7 - 2296. For the Secretary’s eyes only from Douglas. Bevin has sent me os 
the following note about Transjordan for your top secret information:. —__ 

“On the termination of the British mandate, all the units of the ~ 
_ Arab Legion which had been serving in Palestine under British com- 

7 mand had been evacuated from Palestine except for one company | 

which was unable to extricate itself in time, owing to the British 
troops in Jerusalem moving earlier than was expected. HMG then 

ceased to be responsible for the Arab Legion. | - . 
- “It is suggested that HMG still have a moral responsibility because _ 

of the British subsidy, the loan of British officers and the supply of | 
| war material. All these are part of our treaty obligations. | 

: “As regards the subsidy, the last installment was paid in Apriland _ 

_ the next will become due in J uly. We will naturally consider the whole 

| situation before paying it. | - 
| “As regards the officers, for the top secret information of Mr. 

Marshall, their instructions are that they must withdraw to Trans- 

jordan if the Legion becomes involved in hostilities with the Jewish | 

state as a result of an attack on the state within the frontiers recom- | 
. mended by the Assembly. _ | | | 

“As regards the supply of war material, this is confined, in accord- _ 

ance with our general policy, to the completion of existing eontracts. 

| “The Jewish Agency informed Mr. Marshall some time ago that 

| __. there was contact between the Jews and the Arab Legion, through the | 

| intermediary of a British officer. We have received similar top secret 
reports. We understand that the Jews knew the Arab Legion would 

enter Arab areas of Palestine and that this was not unwelcome to _ 
them. We have always thought that there might be considerable ad- 

vantage in an arrangement by which the Haganah and the Arab Le- 
gion might be given responsibility for maintaining law and order in 

different areas. » | | ae 

| “The Arab Legion have not entered any part of the area recom- 
- mended forthe Jewish state by the Assembly. 

The Arab Legion attack on parts of Jerusalem was the direet 

consequence of the breaking of the cease-fire there by the Jews. We 

are confident the attack would not have taken place if the Jews had



| accepted the truce for Jerusalem. Latest information suggests that the _ 
_ Arab Legion will henceforth be mainly on the defensive in Jerusalem.” _ 

re | Be | DoveLas | 

| 501.BB Palestine/5-2448 : Telegram | - oo : | 

The Vice Consul at J erusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary o f State | 

oe CONFIDENTIAL US URGENT ‘JERUSALEM, May 24,1948—noon, 
NIACT | | | 

725. Deptel 457 May 23.1 In view of friendly relations informally | 
maintained with Transjordan officials by this ConGen would Dept 

- wish consider suggestion that we transmit to King Abdullah or Trans- 

| jordan Prime Minister personal message from Stabler? or alter- 

_ natively from “American Consulate General” along following lines: 

| . US Government gravely disturbed by present-course developments 

in Palestine and hopes that Transjordan Government will find it pos- 
sible to cooperate in the carrying out of the cease-fire which is proposed | 
for all fronts in Palestine to come into effect at 1800 hours local Arab 

time tonight. Embassy (or we) shall be glad to transmit to the Depart- 

| ‘ment of State any reply which Your Majesty (or the Transjordan Gov- 
ernment) may desiretosend. _ | os 

Department’s urgent instructions requested as we understand Arab 

| League Political Committee is now meeting in Amman.* | | , 
- : oe | | BURDETT 

«This was a repeat of No. 641 to Cairo, p. 1033. | 
| * Wells Stabler, Vice Consul at Jerusalem. / 

| = The Department, on May 24, approved the suggestion for an informal ap- 
proach by the Consulate General to the Transjordan Government regarding a. | 
cease-fire (telegram 458 to Jerusalem, 501.BB Palestine/5-—2448). = 

867N.01/5—2448 ; Telegram ) - | a | 

_ Lhe Minister m Lebanon (Pinkerton) to the Secretary of State | | 

SECRET. : a Brmut, May 24, 1948—3 p, m. | 

208. Foreign Minister informed me Lebanese Government prepared | | 

release US citizens (remytel 193, May 20, 11 a, m.t) interned from 
Marme Carp provided arrangements made for their direct repatria- 

* Not printed, but see footnote 1, p. 1016. | | i | | |
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tion to US.? He added that they could not be released to proceed to 

_ Palestine to join Jewish forces which are making constant commando _ 

raids into Lebanon. This information will be conveyed to internees 

who will be asked whether they-are- prepared to accept this arrange- 

ment and Department will be advised of their decision. Committee of 

internees is reported to have told American journalist that they wished 

proceed Palestine to fight alongside their people.’ oe a | 

[Here follows one paragraph dealing with individual internees. ] 

| a | PINKERTON | 

| - 7 On May 22 the Lebanese Government had made a negative reply to the Minis- 
. ter’s demand for the release of American citizens who had been aboard the 

S.S. Marine Carp (telegram 203, 867N.01/5-2248) ; for text of the Lebanese note, 
see Department of State Bulletin, June 6, 1948, p. 749. 

® Beirut informed the Department on May 27 that all the American citizens | 
| interned in Lebanon had expressed their willingness to return directly to the 

"United States (telegram 217, 867N.01/5-2748). | | 

| 501.BB Palestine/5-2448: Telegram | 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 

| | | of State 

TOP SECRET USURGENT  . _- Lonpon, May 24,1948—4 p. m. 

NIACT 7 ne a 7 : | 

9235. For Lovett from Douglas. Bevin informed me this morning 

that Azzam has called a. political meeting of the Arab League and 

has requested a short delay in the discussions of the cease-fire pro- 
posals now before the Security Council. an 

Bevin thinks that since the Arab leaders have to be assembled from 
their respective-countries this is reasonable and I am inclined ‘to. agree 

with him -provided that the delay is short.- He suggests 48 hours. He 

has sent a telegram to New York to this effect and has asked our 
support. Oo Cee | | | 

~_ Bevin tells me that meanwhile he is bringing strongest. possible - 

pressure to bear on Arab leaders to accept. - | 
Since dictating the above, I have just heard from the FonOff that 

| they. have this-moment received a cablegram from Baghdad to the _ 

effect that the cease-fire proposal was not received until the night ofthe 
: 28rd, that the Regent is leaving today for Amman, that if the cease- 

_ fire order were agreed to by the Arab League at Amman, a certain 
amount of time would be required to get the necessary orders to the 
field. This is an example of the physical impediments to speedy. ac- 

1 According to information furnished to Mr. Ross by Mr. Beeley, such pressure oo 

was exerted through “very strong representations” in all Arab capitals and by 

personal messages from Mr. Bevin to Abdullah, Farouk, and the Iraqi Regent 
(telegram 697, May 24, 9: 25 p. m., from New York, 501.BB Palestine/5-2448).



_ ceptance by the Arab leaders with which the Israelite.state 1s not ‘con- : 
fronted. It reinforces the view that more time is necessary than the 
36 hours to permit the Arab leaders; first, to assemble'in Amman from / 
relatively remote parts; secondly, to arrive at a decision, and third, if 

_ the decision is favorable to get orders to the troops in the field. Accord- | 
ingly, it seems fair to extend the 36-hour period by 48 hours inorder 

_. thatthe purely physical difficulties which the Arabs have to resolve 

will not prevent a mutual acceptance and execution ofthe cease-fire 
proposals.’ | | ee | 

-- In this connection Goldmann has just called upon me. On hearing = 
_ that the British were exerting every influence to persuade the Arabs 

| to accept the cease-fire proposition and on the suggestion that more __ 

time be permitted the Arabs, he agreed that this was a fairsuggestion,  —S>_—- 

es a —  Dovenas: a 

- | ' ? 'The Lebanese, Syrian, and Iraqi Governments, on May 24, made known before’ a 
| the Security Council that the time limit provided for in the resolution of May 22 

- was insufficient for consultations among the Arab States (SC, 3rd yr., No. 73, 
p. 87). British, United States, and French representatives supported an extension: 
of. the time limit, whereupon the Council granted a 48-hour extension, until 
noon, May 20 (ibid., pp. 388-41)... | ee Po | 

| 867N.01/5-2448 : Telegram | oO | 

The Ambassador in Iraq (Wadsworth) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET ne Baaupap, May 24, 1948—8 p. m. 

350. Herewith comment on Jerusalem’s telegram 650, May 19 as 
| requested by Department circular May 20.1 a, 

_ Apart from military intelligence broad estimate substantially equal 
strength Arab and Jewish forces (on which subject we have reported 

all locally available information) key points made by Consul General 
| appeartobe: > a . an 

1. Arab armies will be content take over Arab areas of country. ( by 
_- which Consul General: appears take in all Palestine. except eastern 

Galilee Esdraelon Haifa area and central coastal plain). cot 
2. US moral support supplemented by reasonable Jewish policy. 

towards Arabs may create favorable atmosphere in which Israel may 7 
grow. On first point our view is: While Arab strategy may have the 
appearance at this time of taking over such “Arab areas” we do not 
agree that if this phase of Arabs campaign be successful they will be 
“content”. Basically they are fighting to prevent. establishment any 
Jewish state because they believe all Palestine is rightfully Arab and | | 
part of Arab world and because they truly fear any Jewish state 
would constitute continuing and increasingly aggressive threat to 

| Arab world. 

“Not printed. a |
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On second point our views are: US.moral support of Jewish state 
- ean do nothing towards creating, so far as concerns Arabs “favorable _ 

atmosphere” for that state’s growth but it can seriously damage Arab- | 

American relations. Further to Arabs it is contradiction of terms to 

| speak in same breath on [of?] Jewish rule.and of reasonable Jewish — 

policy towards Arabs? ae : ce | 

Sent Department 350; repeated Arab capitals, pouched London. | 

oe Se WapswortH 

2 Minister Childs, on May 25, commented that Arab strategic objectives 
centered around the annihilation or defeat of Jewish forces to render impossible 
the establishment of a Jewish state. He noted also that “Azzam Pasha informed 7 

- me some months ago Arabs might be induced accept token Jewish state Tel 
| Aviv similar Vatican area. However, both Azzam and Ibn Saud are now likely 

be more influenced by flow events ithan.'be in position control ‘and. direct ‘them.” 
(Telegram 311 from Jidda, 867N.01/5-2548) , | 

‘Ambassador Tuck, on May 25, gave it as his opinion that “Arabs intend to - 

- consolidate Arab areas Palestine state as first step in their endeavor to eliminate a 

Israel.’? He noted also that “if US strengthens Jews by raising embargo in their | 
favor, we feel that our tactical and strategic security throughout whole Middle 

4 ‘East would vanish overnight.” He concluded that “present US policy is actually 
prolonging and. encouraging ‘the conflict in Palestine and furthermore that. it 
may result in jeopardizing US national security even to the extent of affecting 
Anglo-American cooperation.” (Telegram 598 from:Cairo, 867N.01/5—2548 ). 

Truman Papers, President's Secretary’s File oe - — / . 

Memorandum by the President of the Provisional Government of 
oo Israel (Weizmann) to President Truman * 

| : | - [Wasuineron?,] May 25, 1948. 

Subject : Israel’s two basic problems. , | Oo 

1. Israel is now wrestling with two basic problems: first, national 

survival in the face of Arab aggression supported by the British; sec- 

ond, the resettlement and rehabilitation of the homeless DP’s, | 

2. There is little hope that the Arabs will accept the cease fire order | 

without crippling limitations. The British still feel that they can 

divide American opinion and render American policy irresolute; the 

Arabs still rely on guidance and assistance by the British. Only action 

can bring peace to the Middle East, and the most effective action with 

the British and Arabs is a modification of the arms embargo estab- 

lished by the United States. 

3. Military aid is thus the first basic problem which confronts the 

new State. It requires especially anti-tank weapons; anti-aircraft 

weapons; planes; and heavy artillery. By American standards the 

| needed quantities are extremely limited but in the context of the 

1Dr. Weizmann left this aide-mémoire with President Truman during their 

| conference at the White House on May 25. The editors have found no official 

record of this meeting; Weizmann’s account is in his Trial and Error, D. 480.
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current activity in Israel they may well be decisive. Above all speed | 
in the provision of such. arms is urgently necessary. Would it be pos- 

| sible to make limited quantities of these weapons available from | 

depots or other store places'in the Middle East? 
. _ 4, The second basic problem confronting Israel arises from the des- 

’ perate situation of the Jewish DP’s. Israel plans to empty the camps . 
| at the rate of 15,000 persons per month. To transport, equip, house, and | 

rehabilitate these impoverished people requires expenditures which by _ 
Israel’s standards are enormous, and which must be made at a time 
when Israel is engaged in a struggle for national survival, = | 

| _ 5. Israel is now applying to the Export-Import Bank fora loan. It = 
| was thought that funds could be obtained more speedily in this way 
_. vather than by requesting at this time a gift or a grant. Israel can and 

will satisfy the necessary banking requirements. An indication from 
| you, Mr. President, that you are sympathetic to our application would | 

| make certain that speedy action, so urgently required, will be forth- _ 

, coming, = Be | 

501.BB Palestine/5-2548 Co 
| — Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. John C. Ross - 

SECRET Oo CS [New Yorr,] May 25,1948. 

Participants: Secretary of State Marshall | | | 
| | Ambassador Austin—U-S. Mission 

. - Ambassador Alexandre Parodi—Representative of 

| | France re 
| Mr. John C. Ross—U.S. Mission a 

_ Ambassador Parodi said that while he did not express any opinion 
on the lifting of the United States arms embargo, he felt that it would | 
be desirable if we do lift the embargo to get assurances from the Jews 
that they would not indulge in excesses such as bombing cities in the 

, . Arab States. - BN OE tne 

-. "Phe general line stated by the Secretary, not for repetition, was as _ 
follows: | | Ce a | 

1. The Secretary emphasized the continued great importance we © 
| attach to getting a cease-fire. — | | OS - 

| 2. He thought that it might be possible to get a cease-fire in Jeru- | 
salem first and spread it out from there. | | 

| 3. He was doing and would continue to do everything he could to 
have this case dealt with through the Security Council but action was | 

7 necessary. 7 | | | a . 
| _ 4, Making clear that he was not implying that we were likely to lift 

_ the arms embargo, he said that if we did, this act might have a strong | 
‘psychological effect but 1t would be at least a month before it would 

| have any material effect, 7 | : 
_ 5. ‘The Secretary wanted to correct what seemed to be a wide mis- :
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understanding. The United States had maintained a strict arms em- 
bargo for some months past, while other nations had in fact been 
shipping arms into the area. The fact that other nations had been 
doing this- while we had not made his task m developime the United 
States arms embareoe peley an extremely diffeult ene. With a tre- 
mendous political pressure in this country to have us do so made our ~ 
position extremely difficult and the maintenance of the-embargo by | 

- -- us an impressive fact.t | _ : 
6. There were three factors which stiffened the Jewish position | 

_.. before May 15 and may have caused failure of truce ¢fforts at that 
time, namely, (a) initial military successes of the Jews; (6) the bait 
held out by Creech Jones concerning a possible compromise solution , 
along the Abdullah lines, and (c) the fact that a Colonel on Brigadier 
Glubb’s staff (Arab Legion) had visited the Jews and talked about | 
a possible compromise. | | a 

'  % The Secretary said that the British seemed to be better aware of 
their position and seemed to be active in a constructive sense. He 
thereby had some hope that practical proposals might be forthcoming. . | 

a : JouHn C. Ross | 

| "2 The overlined words were included in the memorandum as prepared by 
Mr. Ross. Marginal notations indicate that the Secretary of State deleted these — 
words and supplied the remainder of the sentence. | oo , 

| 501.BB Palestine/5-2548 ea | - 

| Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Near Eastern and 
| African Affairs (Henderson) to the Secretary of State : | 

SECRET ee ee [Wasuineton,] May 25, 1948. 

JT am listing a number of points with regard to Palestine and the 
relationship of the United Nations to Palestine, some of which you 
may care to touch upon during the course of your conversation with | 

| Mr. Lie and Senator Austin : | - 4 
1) The Palestine situation is extremely complicated and explosive. | 

Both Arabs and Jews can present convincing arguments that their 
| respective causes are based on’accepted international principles and on | 
se elemental justice. Although both have good arguments, both have 

committed grave mistakes. The Arabs and Jews are not alone guilty, 

however, for what is happending in Palestine. The governments of 
various countries, by following confused, contradictory, and opportu- 
nistic policies in the past, have added to the complications and injus- | 
tices inherent in the situation. , oo ce , 

| 2) The Palestine problem, unless handled with extreme care, might 
in present world conditions produce a situation in which the security © | 

| of the entire Middle East as well as that of the whole world could be - 

endangered. | . | oo ee Bae 
| 8) The United Nations is an instrument for the preservation of 

world peace on the basis of the principles set forth in its charter. In — | 
making use of this instrument, the various States which are members © |
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of the United Nations must exercise caution in handling problems such 
as Palestine lest they wreck rather than strengthen world security. It _ 
is true that if the United Nations fails to take prompt action when the 
basic principles of the Charter are being violated, 1t weakens its effec- | 
tiveness as an instrument for peace. Nevertheless, its members must | 
bear in-mind:that-it.may.be,more.harmful to the United Nations for _ 
it'to take action likely to undermine the peace than to take no action. | 

_ This is particularly true when there is some doubt as to which party | 
is right and which is wrong. | | : 

_-- 4) «In taking action with regard to Palestine it is important that 
| the Security Council make sure that it is pursuing simultaneously the 

_ following objectives: | ee | oo | | 

, a) upholding the principlesofthe Charter; ae 
6) upholding them in a manner which would promote rather than 

undermine world security; — —_ 
~--*"@) upholding them in a manner which would be free from bias and 

| partisanship; and: 7 
~ @) upholding them ‘in a manner which, so far as possible, would 
not threaten the integrity of the United Nations or would not weaken 

-. it. by.the. creation of new antagonistic blocks, as for instance, a bloc 
of Asiasti¢e countries.or a.bloc.of peeples of non-European origin who 

feel that the principles of the Charter are being applied differently 
to them than to peoples of European origin. - | - 

5) It seems-clear that the majority of the thinking peoples of Asia 

- are convinced that the Zionists, with the aid of certain western coun- _ 

tries, have for years been engaged in a slow process of aggression 

against the Arabs of Palestine and that this process is now reaching 

the stage of armed aggression. Furthermore, many of them are con- 

- -vinced that the Zionist ambitions extend beyond the confines of what 

the Zionists. now. call. their state. So long as this feeling exists, the | 

- organs.of.the United Nations must exercise great circumspection in | 

making decisions and proceed with caution in enforcing decisions . 

which so many peoples believe to be based upon considerations other 
| than a determination to,uphold the principles of the Charter* = 

oe a | Lior] W. H[znperson] 

*Mr. Rusk, in a memorandum of May 25 to Brigadier General Carter; stated: 
“Mr, Henderson’s memorandum is all right as far as it goes, but does not lead . 

up to any thoughts on what we or the Security Council should now do about 

Palestine. In view of our recognition of Israel and our Chapter VII effort, Senator — 

_ Austin and Mr. Lie may be puzzled about our attitude if the Secretary should _ 
, limit himself to the attached memorandum [by Mr. Henderson]. | oe 

| “I suggest the Secretary emphasize that . a 

| “(qa) An immediate cease-fire in Palestine is essential bs | 
| “(b) The United States does not expect to take hasty action on the arms 

- embargo since we wish to afford the Security Council every opportunity to pacify — 
the situation | — , | : oe | 

a, “(c) Weare particularly concerned about Jerusalem and are ready to assist | 
in making special arrangements for the security of that city and the Holy 

Places” ee | | | 
| Brigadier General Carter returned the memorandum to Mr. Rusk with a 

/ notation that the Secretary had seen it (501.BB Palestine/5-2548). - ee | 

_ §98-594—76——34 | | | |
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501.BB Palestine/ 5-2548: Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Consulate General at Jerusalem 

. CONFIDENTIAL US URGENT Wasuineron, May 25, 1948—1 p. m. | 

467. Burdett authorized informally to represent this govt on SC © 
Truce Commission pending appointment by the President of official — 

representative replacing Wasson." Repeated to USUN as 321, Paris as 

1787, Brussels as 779, London as 1898. J erusalem repeat to Arab 

capitals. | ne | OO 

| | | | _ Marsianr 

2 Consul Wasson, on his return to the Consulate General at Jerusalem from a 

meeting of the Security Council Truce Commission on May 22, was fatally 

wounded by a sniper’s bullet and died the next day; for Ambassador Austin’s | 
report of May 22 on the matter, see SC, 3rd yr., Supplement for May 1948, p. 94. 

867N.01/5-2548: Telegram | . a 

| The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 

— Of State : 

TOP SECRET US URGENT Lonpon, May 25, 1948—2 p. m. 
NIACT | | | 

9951. For Lovett from Douglas. At meeting this morning (para- | 

graph seven Embtel 2225, May 22)1 which will be described in later 

telegram, Bevin again raised with me question as to whether “cease- 

fire” order by Israel will effectively include Irgun and Stern groups. | 

He asked me-as matter of great urgency to suggest to you In interest 

) of securing Arab acceptance cease-fire that USG urge upon Israel, 

_-whose President is now Washington, desirability of immediate state- 

: ment by Israel to effect (a) that cease-fire on J ewish side includes 

Irgun and Stern groups and (6) that Israel for duration cease-fire will 

| ~ not permit immigration or will at least limit it to women and. chil- 

dren? = | | os 

- 9. Bevin, speaking obviously with approval Attlee and at what | 

amounted to informal meeting of Defense Committee, said that state- 

ment on these two points might help restore modicum belief in Jewish 

good faith among Arabs who cannot forget how Irgun and Stern 

~ have broken earlier cease-fires and that Jewish immigrants now arriv- 

- ing Palestine consist largely fighting men. OC | | 

3. Bevin said for his part he undertook to advise Arab states today 

not to impose strict conditions as price acceptance cease-fire. 

. 1 Ante, p. 1082. - | | 

2The Department, on May 26, informed London that time and circumstances ~ 

did not permit the action suggested by Mr. Bevin on these two matters. It noted 

also that it had queried Jerusalem on the Irgun-Stern matter (telegram 1929, Oo 

| 867N.01/5-2648). Regarding the query and the reply of Jerusalem, see footnote 

2, p. 1034. The nature of the reply from J erusalem was sent to London on May 25 

‘in telegram 1896 (867N.01/5-2548). -_ |
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| 4. Bevin expressed. belief Jews would gain by Weizmann’s issuing _ 

at this critical moment as gesture of good faith a statement along — 
_ lines paragraph one above. : Be | | 

5, Bevin is hopeful next 48 hours will produce real chance to grapple 

with Palestine problem. - | ae = 

a 6. I undertook to put Bevin’s views to you most urgently, oe 

/ 7. I have just been advised that FonOff telegram in sense para- | 

/ graph three left London for Arab capitals in highest priority at 1 p.m. 

/. today? = ae | | — | oe 

| | oo , ee Be | : oe DovucLas 

po 84 marginal notation in the handwriting of Mr. McClintock, on ‘an information . 

copy of this telegram, states that this message was “Passed to White House _ 

- 1ta.m. May 25 by Mr. Humelsine at Mr. Lovett’s direction.” | ~ 

| --867N.01/5-2548: Telegram | ee | 

| The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 

Be of State | 

TOP SECRET _ Lonpon, May 25, 1948—8 p.m. 

. 9267. Embassy’s 2213, May 21 [22]. oe 
1. Further evidence British Government shares my concern re gulf 

_-—-widening between US and British over Palestine was calibre group — 
assembled by Attlee and Bevin this morning at latter’s private resi- | 

| dence for secrecy purposes (Embassy’s 2225, May 22, paragraph 7). 
| Besides persons named above, present were Secretary State for Com- 

. monwealth Relations, Minister Defence, Lord Tedder of Air Ministry, © 

Vice-Admiral Sir J. Edelston of Admiralty, Lt. General Templer of 
- ‘War Office, Major General Hollis of Ministry of Defence, Sir Orme | 

Sargent and F. K. Roberts of Foreign Office. I was accompanied by 
- Lewis Jones. Purpose of gathering was to make available to USG 

through me latest British views re political and strategic aspects 
| Palestine problem. — - — | 

- 9, Re strategic implications, Tedder said that strategically Pales- 
tine is not problem Arabs vs Jews but one of geography since Palestine 

| is not only part of Middle East bridge between east and west, but also 
“between Asia and Africa. British Chief of Staff believe Middle East is | 

| “other foot” of defense of UK and western Europe and that this also 
| ‘true with regard to USG vis-a-vis USSR because trans-polar route is. 

“inadequate” and not likely be decisive. Tedder said Middle East oil oe 

| is vital militarily both in peace and war. Speaking for British Chief. 
.of Staff, Tedder said that Moslem ideology is one of world’s strongest, 
embracing as it does area from Casablanca through Pakistan into 

| Indonesia. British Chief of Staff believe Moslem ideology capable of 7 
being worked up along anti-western lines because of Palestine and
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if this happens it will constitute almost insuperable military problem. 
Tedder said that.military criteria for Palestine solution were first, 
that it must not be one which would open Palestine to Soviet influence — 

| and, second, not be one which will alienate Moslem good-will towards _ 
US and UK. It is plain USSR wants to be in Middle East for same | 

~ reasons US and UK wish to keep USSR out. oe | | 
| 3. Re sanctions, Bevin said it is susceptibility>Middle East :coun- 

tries. to Soviet influence which ‘in large measure caused him to take 
such a firm stand against UN sanctions. Few people seem to remember | 
far-reaching difficulties experienced with 1935 sanctions against Mus- 

_  golini which proved that there is no such thing as “half-sanctions”: 
i.e., if applied to Middle East countries we could not hope to continue 
to get oil from these countries or to continue oil development and pipe- 
line programs considered so vital militarily and for, recovery of 
Europe. There is no doubt in his mind that very least Moslem states 
would do would be to ignore sanctions and this would in itself tend 
to pit west versus east. Bevin said Iraq offered excellent test re results _ 
sanctions. Iraqi Government is already tottering and has asked | 

_ British Government for funds pay current expenses. Effect sanctions | 
on Iraq: (stopping: oil royalties.and oil exports):would be te-topple | 

| Iraqi Government into chaos. Bevin had hoped that by this time in 

conjunction with USG large irrigation project in Iraq along lines 

_ TVA would have been started. Palestine has stopped this project be- | 
cause any funds or support given Iraq at this time would result in a 

OS accusations this done to help fight Jews. If Iraq in which Communists 

already have strong foothold should be pauperized by sanctions it _ | 
would be wonderful opportunity for USSR te intervene. British mili- 

tary intelligence recently reported secret offer by USSR to back Iraqi 
currency with gold loan. 

—_ 4. I inquired where British Government thought Pakistan steod 
on Palestine question and was told that mainspring Pakistan is’ | 
Moslem faith. Pakistan who regard themselves as leaders Moslem - 

world, are showing not only solidarity with Arabs but also disturbing 
tendency to strengthen ties with USSR. It is not unlikely Pakistan 

token force may be sent Palestine and GOP would certainly not apply 

sanctions. Interestingly enough Palestine is one of few issues on which 

| GOI and GOP see eye to eye. | - 
oo 5. Regarding Iran, Bevin said that Azerbaijan incident had already 

shown Iran’s susceptibility to Soviet machinations. He thought Iran | 

which as UN member would be called upon to apply sanctions would | 
not comply and would be drawn into any Moslem anti-west orientation | 

and in this event would serve as door to Soviet expansion. 

, 6. Regarding Turkey, Bevin expressed view that if Arab countries _ 

are driven to adopt anti-west attitude, this coupled with Iranian
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weakness would do what Turks have always feared most—encircle — 

os Turkey—which “woul then become'a satellite”. _ Co | 

4, Regarding military sanctions, Tedder said flatly “these were im- 

practical” and Attlee asked “who would doit?” Bevin said speaking for 

himself, he was not willing advise UK take part in military sanctions. | 

He understood USG unwilling to take leading role-military sanctions: 

_ If this were true “military sanctions would be left largely to USSR”. 

- 8, Bevin said Arab states now fighting in Arab Palestine are in _ 

“state of desperation” which could rapidly be converted to the “anti- 

west movement which we fear”. He had felt impelled during recent = 

weeks to be “fair” (Embassy’s 2182, May 20+) lest Arab tie with west 

via UK besevered. Se ee 

- 9, Tedder expressed opinion that Jews, whose forces are numerically 

superior by about four to one and who are better armed, are likely win | 

first phase fighting although that does not mean that. “in matter of 

years Arab guerillas cannot wear down Jews”. Fact is neither Arabs 

nor Jews can get on without one another and “if we can hold the ring” | : 

best hope is fighting stalemate in which both sides will face necessity 

of living at peace with one another. What Tedder feared was repetition. 

of civil war in Spain. during which both sides were supplied with 

arms by different sets of outside powers. : eS 

10. Bevin said most important objective at moment is achieving - 

 gease-fire (Embassy’s 2251, May 25) and he thought next 48 hours 

might give opportunity to grapple with Palestine situation. Tedder 

said it would be extremely difficult for Arabs to establish effective — 

cease-fire quickly. Bevin said this was true particularly with regard 

~ to Iraqi and Syrian volunteers. He thought cease-fire orders would be 

| obeyed by armies of Egypt and Transjordan. However, Arabs are wary | 

regarding Jewish promises since Jerusalem cease-fire was broken by 

| - Jews. What would make Arabs accept cease-fire order “almost cer- 

tainly” would be statement by Jews that their cease-fire will include 

_ Trgun and Stern gang and that J ews for duration cease-fire will not 

permit immigration or will at least limit it to women and children 

(paragraph one, Embassy’s 2251, May 25). On first point it is likely 

USSR will endeavor incite Stern gang to break cease-fire; on-second. | 

| point Arabs know majority new Jewish immigrants are fighting men 7 

and ask rather naturally “if Jews bring in fighters by sea, why should 
we not do so by land?” Bevin hopes USG would urge the Jews, pos- _ 

_ sibly through Weizmann, to make immediate statement this senseand 

said for his part he would advise Arabs not to set strict condition as 

price acceptance cease-fire. | | | 

| 11. I emphasized depth of resentment in US re presence in Arab | 

Legion of British officers who are popularly believed in US to be 

actually leading Arab Legion contingents in Jerusalem fighting, =
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12. Bevin said result of this meeting, he hoped, would be to lay | 
| foundation for US and UK working together ré Palestine “which must _ 

| be moved to sphere where it can no longer poison US-UK relations”. _ 
13. I said that I thought it would be helpful for British officers to be | 

withdrawn from all participation in Jerusalem fighting and asked 
_ for precise information on this subject. | , ne 

In reply representative British Chief of Staff stated that there was —_ 
one regiment Arab Legion involved in Jerusalem fighting. He drew 
distinction between 30 British officers plus four or five enlisted men 
seconded to Arab Legion and soldiers of fortune of British nationality | 
such as Glubb Pasha. Latter stated not to be under British Govern- 
ment control any more than were American soldiers of fortune in ~ 
South American revolution. (While drafting this telegram I was: 
advised that latest Foreign Office information is that no British officers 

Oe in Arab Legion are engaged in fighting old city Jerusalem). Until 
today there was one volunteer British officer and one other British 
officer in Arab Legion in new city. These two are being withdrawn and 

| Kirkbride at Amman has been instructed make every effort ensure 
| Abdullah will withdraw all British officers (whether regular or volun- . 

teer), from Jerusalem area. Regular British officers, according Tedder, 
have in any case standing orders to leave their Legion units from 
moment units enter Jewish part Palestine, which has not occurred 

| despite presence Jewish forces western Galilee and other Arab areas. © | 
| _ 14, It is clear that. Bevin hopes that considerations which emerged 

from this meeting will be kept in view by both US and UK in shaping | 
their future policies re Palestine. Bevin feels that if agreement can | 
be reached on assessment basic factors, US and UK will be at least — 
half-way towards alignment of their policies? - 

| see “ : a ' ~Doveruas — 

2 Ambassador Douglas, on May 27, forwarded his reflections on the meeting 
.  diseussed in this telegram, stating that. “genuine hope of US-UK cooperation in — 

solving Palestine problem exists only if neither government is so carried away 
with emotional factors as to back either one or other side for military victory. ~~ 
Peace in Palestine, not a sweeping. victory by either Arabs or Jews, should be 
common US-UK objective. ... we need a truce between the US and the UK 
under which both governments undertake to deal with two sides in Palestine 
on same objective footing and in close collaboration.” (‘Telegram 2304 from. 

London, 501.BB Palestine/5-2748) | | | 

Truman Papers, President’s Secretary's File | oo 

_ Lhe President of the Provisional Government of Israel (Weizmann) 
; to President Truman | oe 

| New Yorx, May 26, 1948. 
Dear Mr. Prestpenr: Before leaving the shores of the United States, : 

T should like to express to you my warmest thanks for the friendly re-
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ception which you accorded me yesterday and for the kind hospitality | 

given to Mrs. Weizmann and myself and to the members of my party 

at Blair House. This official visit, coming soon after the recognition _ | 

| given to the new State of Israel, will be a source of satisfaction and 

encouragement to my people. 7 | | - | 

| - [trust that the two questions of military assistance, and of financial 

help for constructive work and for the absorption of Jewish Displaced - 

Persons, will receive urgent and favorable consideration. I shall not 

go into the details here as these are contained in the aide mémorire 4 , 

- which I had the opportunity of leaving with you. | | a 

There is, however, one matter to which I only made brief reference 

and which is.of some importance to us. We are anxious that the United | | 

States recognition of the State of Israel should be put on a regular | 

. basis by an exchange of diplomatic representatives. In anticipation of 

this arrangement, we have designated Mr. Khahu Epstein, who 1s now . 

acting as the representative of the Provisional Government of Israel 

in this country, as the prospective Minister in Washington. Mr. Ep- — 

stein, a Palestinian with intimate knowledge of the whole Middle Kast, 

has spent the last three years in Washington as the representative of | 

the Jewish Agency for Palestine and has done invaluable work in ex- 

| plaining our aims, problems and activities. I am confident that he will : 

-_- be successful in the new task of increasing the ties between Israel and » 

the United States and of deepening the friendly relations between the 

two peoples. I hope, Mr. President, that it may be possible for the 

| United States to appoint a Minister to Israel at a very early date. — 

| In taking my leave of you, Mr. President, I should like warmly to 

~ commend Mr. Epstein in whom I have every confidence. | ) | 

Yours very sincerely, | Cu. WEIZMANN ; 

| | 1 Dated May 25, p. 1042. . os en 

| 701.67N11/6-448_ | | | | _ 
- Memorandum by the Acting Secretary of State to President Truman * 

| SECRET a Wasninaron, May 26,1948. 

Request or Isrart ror Excnance or Dreromatic RepresENTATIVES 

‘1. The Secretary of State has received a request from Moshe » 

-Shertok,? Foreign Secretary in the Provisional Government of Israel, — 

to approve the establishment of an Israeli Legation in the United 

| States, with Eliahu Epstein as Minister. The same request expressed | 

pO the hope that the United States would soon establish an American 

+This memorandum was ‘a copy of a memorandum of May 24 from the Legal 

Adviser to Mr. Lovett, exeept.that some-minor deletions were made in the third - 
| paragraph of the earlier memorandum (701.67N11/5-2448). OO . 

® See telegram MH98 of May 19, p. 1012. _ a a
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- Legation in Israel and send a representative to Tel Aviv with the 

statusof Minister. =©=©§ = | | a a | 
2. The President on May 14, 1948 stated that the United States 
recognized “the provisional government. as the de facto authority of 
the new State of Israel”. The effect of the President’s announcement 
was that: (1) the United States recognized the existence of the State _ 
of Israel:as.a new state among the community of nations, and (2) 
the United States recognized the “provisional government” of Israel. _ 

_ as the de facto authority in control of the new state. This latter expres- 
sion did not constitute a recognition of the “provisional government” 
as the government de jure of Israel. It simply acknowledged that the | 
“provisional-government” was actually in control of the new'state;and __ 
it implied that the United States would deal with this de facto au- 
thority concerning matters of mutual interest to Israel and the 
United States | | - 

| _ 8. The establishment of legations and the exchange of accredited 
_ diplomatic representatives between Israel and the United States would 

constitute recognition by the United States of the “provisional gov- 
ernment” as the government de jure of Israel. (Oppenheim, Jnterna- 
tional Law, Vol. 1, p. 148). The visit of Dr. Chaim Weizmann would © 
effect recognition de jure, unless the President were to make perfectly 

| - clear that Dr. Weizmann’s reception did not constitute recognition — . 
de jure. Such recognition is, of course, dependent upon intention. (Op- 
penheim, /nternational Law, Vol.1,p.140). 

| 4. Whether or not the United States is to grant recognition de jure 
to the “provisional government” of Israel is entirely a matter of policy, — 

| to be determined according to the interests of this Government. 
(Hackworth, Digest of International Law, Vol. 1, p. 161). No legal — 

_ requirements remain to be met, nor are there any legal reasons calling | 
affirmatively for recognition de jure. Oo | 

5. The differences in effect between recognition de jure of a govern- 
ment and recognition of a provisional regime as the de facto authority 
in. a state are not of great legal importance in the case of Israel. The | 
principal difference is a political difference of prestige; a government 
recognized de jure naturally enj oys much greater prestige, with all 
the political and psychological consequences of prestige. — | 
_ A government recognized de-jure is treated in the recognizing state 
as the authority entitled to control and dispose of state property, while 
a “government” recognized only de facto has been held not entitled to 

the assets of the state which it controls. (Haile Selassie v. Cable and | 
| Wrreless Lid. (No. 2) , [1939] Ch. 182). - , OO a 

Although state property is entitled abroad to the benefits of sov- 
ereign immunity, the representatives of a government recognized only | 

_ + de facto are not accorded personal diplomatic immunity. Recognition : 
by the United States of the “provisional government” as the de facto —
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authority in Israel would, of course, permit practical working rela- | 
tionships between that regime and the Government of the United 
States, to be carried on by special representatives of the “provisional | 

- government” and the United States. | 
. 6. United States policy in the past, with respect to the according 

of recognition de jure, does not furnish any consistent line of prece- 
dents. (See Hackworth, Digest of International Law, Vol. 1, pp. 222- 
318). The element of time between the establishment of a regime and 
its recognition by the United States has varied greatly. For example, | 

_ the interval in the case of the Soviet government of Russia was sixteen: 
| _ years, while in the recent case of Pakistan recognition de jure was 

granted on the same day as the new government and state of Pakistan 
| came into existence. The ascertainment of boundaries of the state con- 

trolled by a new regime has never been regarded as determinative in 
| according recognition de jure to the regime. The element of constitu- 

tionality in the creation of a regime has sometimes (in the Wilson 
| administration and occasionally thereafter) been mentioned as a | 

criterion for the granting or withholding of recognition de jure. More 
consistently, mention has been made in official United States pro- __ 

| nouncements of (1) actual control by a regime over the state, (2) 
popular acquiescence and stability, (8) willingness and ability of the 

_ new regime to discharge the state’s international obligations. | 
_ It can only be concluded from an examination of the precedents in oe 
American history that none of the above “standards” have governed | 
United States policy on recognition de jure. From time to time one 

| or more of the “standards” in varying combinations have been invoked 
- to justify a result grounded ‘actually in policy, national interest, or 

expediency. a | | : 
| | [Roperr A. Loverr| 

—- 867N.01/5-2648 : Telegram | | | 
The Vice Counsel at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

US URGENT NIACT | | JERUSALEM, May 26, 1948. 

755. Kohn of Jewish Agency has just given us following text of | 
announcement from provisional. government at Tel Aviv. 

“Provisional Govt of Israel at its meeting this afternoon considered ss 
_ developments during the last 48 hours in regard to the cease-fire call | 

- issued by the Security Council. The Provisional Govt decided to 
renew the cease-fire order to all Jewish forces on all fronts for 2100 © 
hours local Jewish time this evening, this being conditional upon the _ 

| -enemy’s ceasing fire at that same hour.” _ oe PET 

Repeated to all Arab capitals. a :
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501.BB Palestine/5-2648: Telegram - | = 

Lhe Secretary of State to the United States Representative at the 
|  Onited Nations (Austin) oe . 

SECRET US URGENT Wasurneton, May 26, 1948—1 p.m.’ , 
NIACT ot | | 

826. There are three possibilities with regard to the response of the 
Arab Govts to the SC cease-fire order of May 22, the extended date- 

: line of which terminates at noon, EST, today: a 

1. Affirmative response to cease-fire order. - | 
2. Qualified acceptance of cease-fire, predicated on conditions laid 

down by Arab Govts. _ | 
| 3. Flat rejection of cease-fire order. 

_ If Arab States accept the cease-fire there is obviously no problem 
and Ambassador Austin’s remarks will be congratulatory. However, — 
if, as seems more probable, Arab Govts seek to attach conditions as 
prerequisite to their complying with cease-fire order, following line 

| of action issuggested: | a 
oo If conditions attached to compliance with cease-fire seem possible | 

of negotiation with Jewish authorities you should urge on Council 
| that it today propose to Arab Goyts that their conditions not be re- 

| garded as prerequisite to observing the cease-fire order but that cease- | 
fire take effect immediately while their conditions are negotiated out 

| _ with Jews as basis for more extended truce. This would seem well 
- within purview of SC resolution of May 22, which calls upon all govts 

and authorities, without prejudice to rights, claims or position of par- _ 
ties concerned, to abstain from hostile military action in Palestine. 
‘You should urge in strongest possible terms that there is a duty on 

- ‘both parties to this conflict to prevent further bloodshed and to make . 
possible reestablishment of peace in Palestine. Reference should also 
be made, in discussing conditions of cease-fire to permit negotiation, 
to the useful functions of ‘SC Truce Commission and the UN Mediator 
who is empowered, under Paragraph 1(a) (iii) of GA resolution of 

‘May 14, to promote a peaceful adjustment of the future situation of 
| Palestine : | . | 

If either Jews or Arabs reject foregoing proposal this would be 

regarded as further refusal to comply with SC cease-fire requests. 
If Arabs Govts flatly reject the SC cease-fire order, problems of very : 

grave importance arise. Although you should make no reference to the 

fact, Council will then be confronted by question whether it should 
7 --seek to impose cease-fire under threat of sanctions, presumably com- 

: ‘mencing with those measures outlined in Article 41. | 

Dept requests your best estimate of disposition of other members | 
of SC to vote such sanctions. For your secret info Dept is giving in- |
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tensive study to this problem. We do not, however, desire to see action | 

| taken in this regard until we know (a) whether Council will in fact 

vote for universal sanctions to be applied by all members of UN 

against parties failing to observe cease-fire order and (6) sufficient — | 

| time is had to safeguard American citizens residing in Near East. 7 

: Dept does not favor the imposition of unilateral sanctions* = | 

In consequence of foregoing considerations, should Arab response . 

| be flat refusal of cease-fire order, you should state that this presents == 

a new and serious development in the Palestine situation upon which 

| you must consult immediately with your govt. For your info we would, | 

an light of President’s recognition of State of Israel, consider that an 

Arab agreement to observe cease-fire, on condition that State of Israel 

| be regarded as non-existent, was an outright refusal of cease-fire order. 

ne | — Marswarn 

Tt Ag originally drafted, this sentence continued as follows: “per se, but, of | 

course, relaxation of our arms embargo would, if decided upon by the President, — 

a be regarded by the Arabs as a unilateral sanction and would have immediate 

and grave repercussions upon US interests.in Arab area”. These words were | 
deleted by Mr. Lovett. a oe | co 

501.BB Palestine /5-2648 : Telegram | | | OC | 

| The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to | 
| the Secretary of State Oo 

| SECRET | US URGENT | New Yorx, May 26, 1948—4:15 p. m. - 

~~ 407. From Ross. [Here follows discussion with Mahmoud Fawzi, - 

a Egyptian Representative at the United Nations, regarding a cease-— 

fire in Palestine. ] oe oo a | a | 

Following is delayed report on conversation with Dr. Asil* late | 

_. Monday afternoon, primarily on question of cease-fire. — | | 

- Asil took a fairly moderate line to effect that Arabs could agree to 

-. a cease-fire but only on condition that Jewish immigration of fighting | 

| personnel and importation of arms be stopped and that further en- | 

_ trenchment of Jewish state politically be stopped. He referred to SC 

truce resolution of April17. re | 

I told him I saw substantial difference between cease-fire and truce. . 

--Tt seemed to me that the first most urgent, most essential thing was | 

the cease-fire. Once there were a cease-fire other steps could be 

considered. a | a 
He said that it seemed to him an appropriate procedure to start with 

a cease-fire provided there could be assurances that other steps, which 

| might be called part of truce, could be taken up next. Asil, mm course. | 

| 1 Naji al-Asil, Iraqi Representative at the United Nations. a -
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_ of our conversation, speculated on possible eventual settlement which — 
_ he-said he had discussed with Mr.-Henderson. Asil described. it as a | 

“United States of Palestine”. Thus, the Jews could have their own 
state and their own flag just as he observed in his short stay here, New 
York State had its own flag. ne 

_ Asil said he fully understood and sympathized with factors which 
have conditioned development of American policy. He added that he 
was one of those who thought that friendship between Arab statesand = 

| US should surmount all barriers. a | | 
_ .» Asil went on to say that he thought we were perhaps either not fully 

| aware of or did not take fully enough into account the wider ramifica- 
. tions of problem of Palestine. As he saw it in terms of friendship be- 

| tween US and Arab states, we should not consider Palestine narrowly. 
‘We should not even consider Palestine in terms alone of the Middle . 

| East. We should rather, however, consider this problem in terms of 
‘much wider ramifications of the highest political importance in two 

| directions: first, the effect of our Palestine policy throughout the 
Moslem world which extended much further than the Middle East; 

second, we should consider the matter in terms of the position of Rus- _ 

' Sia in the world and the very serious risk that our entire policy of | 
containment of Russia was being endangered. He thought the state- 
ment made by the Turkish Foreign Minister a couple of days ago was - | 

_ based on thissame fear. eS | 
_ Dr. Asil went on to say that the game of the Soviet Union in present 

| - situation was obvious. For some years through their propaganda and | 
in many other ways they had demonstrated strong feeling for 

Arab states. The Iraqi Government and other Arab Governments had _ 
| then taken very strong measures to suppress and outlaw communism 

in their countries. At this point Soviet Union swung to support of | 
world Zionism. Their effort now was, first, to establish a bridgehead 

- in Middle East through their support of Zionist state; second, to cause _ 

disruption in Arab states; and third, to drive a wedge between UK 
and USinthearea.?[Ross.] | | | | 

| —_ ae ; AUSTIN 

2 Dr. Asil, in a statement before the Security Council on May 26, submitted 7 
the reply of the Arab League, on behalf of all the Arab States, to the Security 
Council’s cease-fire request. The reply neither accepted nor rejected, explicitly, 

_ ‘the cease-fire but raised these questions: “Is the: cease-fire likely to put-a:-stop 
to the flow of Jewish immigrants into Palestine to fight the Arabs, as well as 
the importation of arms? Is the cease-fire likely to step the terrorists under- 
taking acts of violence and guarantee the safety of the Arab civilian population?” 
Dr. Asil concluded the reply with: “And yet, anxious to realize the purpose of 

. the efforts of the Security Council, namely the arrival at a just solution and a 
lasting peace, I am authorized to inform you that ‘the Political Committee of the | 

| Arab League is ready to study, within a time limit of forty-eight hours, any 
_ Suggestion which the Security Council may make to them along the line of a 

solution of the Palestine problem.” For the full text of the Arab reply, see SC, 
Ord yr., No. 74, pp. 47-49. - oo ee a
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—- S67N.01/5-2248 : Telegram a pe 

| ‘The Secretary of State to the Legation m Lebanon | 

CONFIDENTIAL | Wasutneton, May 26, 1948—7 p. m. 

7 967. Retels 203 May 22,1 208 May 24, Deptel 252 May 20 and 259 | 

- May 21,7 please inform Lebanese Govt that this Govt considers the — 

| grounds for the detention of the Americans taken from Marine Carp — 

set forth in FonOff Legtel 203 unsatisfactory. So far as US Govt has 

been advised, Lebanese authorities do not purport to have acted under n 

the authority of any law-or legal process:of Lebanon; the Lebanese 

Govt has made no showing that these men have been charged withany 

offense against Lebanese law, or that the Govt’s action hasbeen in” 

conformance with basic processes of law recognized throughout the a 

| world relating to arrest, charge of commission of a crime, hearing and. 

trial. Accordingly, US Govt cannot but-view the action of the Lebanese 

| Govt as in disregard of the established principles of internationallaw 

relating to the rights and duties of a state with respect toaliens. | 

- The US Govt protests the continued detention of these American _ 

citizens: and: requests their immediate release.® | _ 

In the event Legation has any info concerning violation of local 

law, or charge to that effect by Lebanese authorities, please report 

| fully urgently. | a | | 

| _ Also inform Dept whether in your discussions or those of Lebanese _ 

authorities with Americans any individuals professed to be proceeding 

to Tsrael to take oath of allegiance or to join Israeli Army, and whether 

individuals adhere to purpose of travel expressed in their passport 

applications.* . a | - | 
Me ean | OO  . MARSHALL - 

 - ANot printed, but see footnote 2; p. 1040. oe SR | 

. 7 No. 259 not printed. © ya poe mo | 

| 2 At this point in the telegram as originally drafted appeared the following 

two paragraphs which were deleted by Mr. Lovett: “You may add that the US 

Govt in the meantime is investigating the purposes of the travel of these 7 

American citizens to Palestine. The US Govt does not issue travel documents 

to American citizens going to foreign areas for the purpose of participating in 
| hostilities. Pe ae ots 

| “Inform Leb Gov that in this case US’ Gov will make all.apprepriate efforts 

to éffect the repatriation of those American citizens:who are found ‘to have | 

improperly used American passports. In making these statements please make it 

clear -that.they should. not be considered in any way as an undertaking: on. the 

part of the American Govt as a consideration for the release of the’group.” 

“An appropriate note was delivered by Beirut to the Lebanese Foreign Office 

on May 29 (telegram 226, May 29, 4 p. m., from Beirut, 867N.01/5—-2948):; for the 

| Department’s statement, released May 30, see Department of State Bulletin, _ 

June 13, 1948, p. 780. . SO a | 

~The Secretary of State, in a letter of June 22 to Eliahu Epstein, replied to oe 

the latter’s aide-mémoire of May 29 which had requested “that every effort be 

made by the United States Government to assure the safe arrival of passengers 

on United States flag vessels bound for Israeli ports”. After reviewing the action | 

taken by the United States regarding the action of the Lebanese Government, a 

| the Secretary concluded: “The Government of the United States has protested | 

| and will continue to extend diplomatic protection to its nationals where action | 

on the part of a foreign state is in. disregard of the established principles of 

international law.” (867N.01/5-2948) a Te |
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501.BB Palestine/5~2648 : Telegram | : SO 

_ Lhe United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 
| a the Secretary of State : | 

SECRET USURGENT | New Yorx, May 26, 1948—10: 26 p. m. 

713. For Rusk from J essup. Following represents without any at- | 
| tempt at final drafting general nature of suggestion I made to. you. 

by telephone this evening for possible SC resolution which we might 
| introduce tomorrow afternoon:.. a Be , ; 

| “The Security Council noting with grave concern the failure of 
certain governments to comply with its resolution of 22 May relative 

: to the issuance of a cease fire order in Palestine, | / 
Attaching particular importance to the continuation of hostilities | 

in the City of Jerusalem despite the high priority accorded in that | 
| resolution to a truce in that city, which has been the object of special  - 

concern to the UN, | - : ee 
| Declares that the Holy City must be preserved from destruction, | 

___- Decides that the conducting of any hostilities in the City of Jeru- | 
| salem by any government or authority after 12 o’clock noon New York 

time, May 28, would constitute a breach of the peace and a violation 
of the charter of the UN, — Oo ne 

__ Directs all governments and authorities controlling armed: forees. 
| in Palestine to comply with this decision and to inform the SC that | 

they have complied, re Oo | 
Instructs its Truce Commission, in collaboration with the UN medi- | | 

ator in Palestine, to assist in arranging for civilian supplies, etc., | 
to be brought to Jerusalem under appropriate international super- 
vision after the cessation of hostilities on May 28.” ae 

, - Manning of UP was told by Al-Asil (Iraq) after SC meeting that. | 
: conclusion of his statement to SC meant Arab League will wait. in 

Amman 48 hours for whatever suggestion SC wishes to send to. it. “ 

gr 

Memorandum by the Acting Secretary of State to President Truman 

SECRET i ae Wasuineron, May 27, 1948. 
| Subject: United States Government Representation in Palestine . 

_ At the present time the United States Government is represented in | 
| Palestine by a Consulate General at Jerusalem and a Consulate at. 
_ Haifa. | : a | - se 

_ On May 14 the United States recognized the Provisional Govern-. oo 
ment‘as the de facto authority of the new State of Israel. eo 

On May 19, 1948 Moshe Shertok, Foreign Secretary in the Provi- —
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| sional Government of the State of Israel, telegraphically requested the. 

- Secretary of State to approve the establishment in Washington of a 

~ Legation of Israel. Mr. Shertok at the same time asked the approval of" 

the United States to. the designation of Mr. Ehahu Epstein as. the Min- 

ister of Israel. Mr. Shertok expressed his hope that the United States: 

would soon establish an American Legation in Israel and. would send. | 

CO a representative to Tel Aviv with the status of Minister. ee 

Consideration should, therefore, be given to what changes may be. | 

required, in United States Government representation in Palestine.. _ 

The Department of State reommends: = | So 

1. The Consulate General at Jerusalem should-be continued. Jeru-- 
salem is the principal. city of Palestine.. It is revered by Christians,. 

7 Jews and Moslems. oe 
_-. The Consulate at Haifa should be continued. Haifa is the princi- ~ 

pal port in Palestine =  . | oS a 
7 ~ 3, A. Mission of the United States should be established in the: ~~ 

capital of the new state of Israel for the purpose of performing politi- 
gal and consular functions. It is believed that Tel Aviv or a suburb. — : 

of that city will be selected as the capital by the Provisional Govern-" > 

ment of Israel. This Mission should be headed by a Special Represen- = 

tative of the United States. _ oo . | 

4, Approval should be given to the establishment of a Mission of 
a the Provisional Government of Israel in Washington, headed by a | 

_ Special Representative of the Provisional Government of Israel. The- 

United States should agree to the designation, by the Provisional Gov- 

- ernment of Israel, of Mr. Eliahu Epstein as Special Representative- | 

of the Provisional Government of Israel in the United States. > 

The above type of exchange of Missions and Representatives is rec-- | 

— ommended by the Department of State as being appropriate to main-- 

tain between the two Governments the de facto relationship expressed’ | 
in the President’s announcement of May 14, 1948, when he stated that. 
the United States recognized “the Provisional Government as the de- 
facto authority of the new state of Israel”. | | CO 

| In view of the fluid situation in Palestine it is our suggestion that: | 

the consular districts be not specifically delimited at the present.time.. | 
| The consular offices in Jerusalem, Tel Aviv and Haifa will report. 

directly to the Department of State and each of them will deal in. | 
questions regarding the protection of American lives and property 
with those authorities with whom each of the consular offices may be. | 

able to maintain: contact. we a | | 

_ Attached. to, this memorandum isa draft of a letter which the De- 
partment proposes to send to Mr. Epstein in Washington, in reply — 

| to the request of the Provisional Government of Israel set forth in 
| Mr. Shertok’s telegram of May 19, 1948. If this letter is approved, the: a 
_ Department also contemplates making a copy available to the Jewish. 

| . | |
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_ authorities in Palestine through the American Consulate General in - 
Jerusalem. nee de Be cael 

an ee - Rogert A. Loverr 

_ ._\ Marginal notation by Mr. Wilkins: “Approved by the President according to Mr. Lovett—May 27, 1948 2:45 p. m.” For the letter sent to Mr. Epstein, see 

| In a memorandum of June 15 to President Truman, the Acting Secretary - stated : oo ore , : Do Se eo . 
. _“Pending the selection and appointment of a Special representative to head the - Mission of the United States in Israel the Department proposes to establish its . Mission: in Tel Aviv. or a. suburb ‘of Tel. Aviv and will provide the necessary personnel. The Department has assigned Mr. Charles Frederick Knox, Jr., an . American Foreign Service Officer, to the staff of its Mission and is. assigning -him 7 a as Acting Special Representative pending the selection and appointment of a oo | Special Representative.” (701.67N11/6-1548) _ _ | —— i. 

In ‘a memorandum of June 16 to Mr. Clifford, George M. Elsey discussed Mr. | Lovett’s memorandum of the previous day. He observed that Max Lowenthal, an unofficial consultant in the White House, opposed Mr, Lovett’s proposals in that they entailed a further delay in ‘the de jure recognition of Israel.. Mr. Elsey con- | cluded that “I see nothing to be gained by an ‘announcement at this time and I | recommend that Lovett be informed that no. action be taken until the President returns to Washington and a decision has béen reached on the U.S. representative -— | to head our mission to Israel. The designation of a Foreign Service officer as a temporary head ‘is 'a snub.” (Elsey Papers) ‘The editors have found no evidence © that Mr. Lovett’s proposals.were rejected: .. ve 

S67N.01/5-2748 | | : 
: _ Memorandum Prepared.in the Division of Near Eastern A ffacrs + a 

| TOP SECRET —- [Wasurneton, undated.] 
| Errecr or tHe Rerrau or THE Arms Emearco To Prermrr AID TO 

In the opinion of United States diplomatic and military observers | 
in the Near Eastern capitals, repeal of the United States arms embargo 
in favor of the Jews would be regarded throughout the Near East as 
a virtual American alliance with the Jewish war effort and an Ameri- 

| can declaration of war against the Arab States. Such a move would 
| immediately evoke hostile and violent mob reactions against the 

United States and irreparably damage American-Arab relations, It 
would result in the destruction of American tactical and ‘strategic 

1 Transmitted to the Assistant Chief of the Division of Near Eastern Affairs 
. (Mattison) in a memorandum of May 27 by Mary E. Hope of the same Division ; . 

it summarized telegram 598, May 25, from Cairo and telegrams 599 from Cairo, | 
214 from Beirut, 326 from Damascus, and 751 from J erusalem, each dated 
May 26. These telegrams were sent in reply to a Departmental circular. telegram 
of May 24, 1 a. m., which had requested appraisals of the six factors covered in — 
the memorandum. Ot,
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| security throughout the entire Near East, and would lead ultimately 
to the loss of the American stake in this area. | 

oe The specific effects of repeal of the arms embargo would.be the 
following: | : . ae 

, (1) The security of United States Government officials and: Ameri- 
can citizens in the Arab States and in Arab-occupied areas of Palestine | 
would -be in jeopardy, making evacuation of American citizens ad- 

| visable prior to or immediately following repeal. oe 

(2) United States Government property, American educational 
institutions, oil installations and other private property in the Arab 
States and in Arab areas of Palestine would be singled out for 
molestation, destruction, or seizure as a result of popular reaction to 
the lifting of the arms embargo. In Egypt, American investments 
might eventually be excluded entirely. , a | 

| (3) Although the Governments of the Arab States would endeavor 
, to maintain the security of their local Jewish communities, it might 

be impossible to control local reactions, particularly in the event. of 
| Arab military reverses arising from the lifting of the embargo. Ex- 

| pected attacks on local Jews might spread to anti-foreign demonstra- | 
tions as well. — moe | | 2 

(4) Popular hatred of the United States Government and people 
| would be general, intense, and probably lasting in Lebanon. In Egypt, | 

the United States can expect no further political or economic con- | 
| cessions as a result of United States de facto recognition of Israel, and | 

_ this attitude would be intensified by repeal of the arms embargo. 
Syria, which considers that an “act of aggression” against the Arabs | 
has already taken place, would shift the major blame to the United | 

, States if the embargo were lifted. In Transjordan and Arab-occupied 
areas of Palestine, the initial reaction against the United States and 
its citizens would be extremely violent. Oo 7 | 

(5) The attitude of the Arab States and of Palestinian Arabs _ 
towards the United Nations and the Western world, currently one of | 
disillusionment and cynicism, would be intensified if the arms embargo - 
-were repealed. Since the United Nations and the United States posi- _ 
tions on Palestine are generally regarded as synonymous, the United 
States could be expected to bear the major blame. Eventually, this 
would either lead to repudiation of the West, as in Syria, or the con- | 

_ solidation of the British position at the expense of the United States, _ 
as in Transjordan and Arab areas of Palestine. 

(6) The effect on the preservation of law and order would be to 

prolong hostilities in Palestine; to jeopardize public security in 
Lebanon and to provide a powerful weapon for local demagogues 
in Syria; to endanger American lives and property in Palestine; and | 
to increase the possibility of anti-foreign, anti-Jewish, and anti- 

| Christian violence throughout the Moslem world. - os 
- 598-594—76—35 | | | Oo
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 867N.01/5-2748 : Telegram | | | - 

The Vice Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL | |  ‘ Jerusarem, May 27,1948—2 p.m. 

767. Battle of Jerusalem has now reached what may be described © 

as near stalemate. Jews are in control of most areas of city while Arabs _ 

| with sizeable garrison Arab Legion and irregulars still retain old 

city, except Jewish quarters and all approaches to old city except Zion 

and Jaffa gates. Neither side has been able to break grip of other side 

| on areas held by it. Arab Legion and Arab operation army artillery 

continue bombardment several times daily of Jewish quarters new city 

from northern outskirts Jerusalem and Arab armies have blocked all 

roads leading into Jerusalem. Mortar, automatic and sniper fire con- 

- tinues daily throughout city in varying intensity and it appears that 

| major effort has, however, shifted on both sides to battle for roads 

leading to Jerusalem. Evidence exists that Arab Legion and Egyptians , 

have deployed toward Babelwad from Sheik Jarrah and Bethlehem 

| areasrespectively, 
Jews report they have sufficient food and water to last for long 

| period in new Jerusalem and that they prepared turn city into “an- | 

other Stalingrad.” However American correspondents believe that 

food, fuel and water supply situation in new Jerusalem is grave. Con- | 

ditions in Jewish quarters old city desperate and. may only be question 

| of time before inhabitants and Haganah there capitulate. Arabs in old 

city probably have sufficient water for considerable period and are 

| able receive food and fuel from Jericho area and Transjordan. 

It, therefore, seems that Arabs are preparing for long siege of 

Jewish Jerusalem in hope starving inhabitants into submission while | 

at same time Jews equally preparing withstand siege. Nobody cares 

hazard guess how long such siege could last. Oo oo 

| a oo - -Burvert. 

--§01.BB Palestine/5-2748 : Telegram | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Representative 

at the United Nations (Austin) . 

CONFIDENTIAL ; | Wasuinerton, May 27, 1948—4 p.m. © 

331. Following is draft instructions which have not been finally 

cleared but which are forwarded for your study pending clearance: 

1, The attitude of the US remains the same as that expressed by us 

in the meeting of the SC on May 17. We believe that the situation in ,
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| Palestine constitutes a threat to the peace and a breach of the peace 

| and. that the SC should order the parties to bring about a cessation of = 

| hostilities. We do not wish at this time to charge either party as being 7 
an aggressor.’ The SC did not accept our resolution of May 17 and we 

went along with the proposed action under Chap. VI in the hope that — 
— such action might succeed in bringing about a cease-fire. Thus far that 

has not been the result. We would, therefore, be glad to hear the views - 

of the other members of the Council as to how the Council might now 

proceed. Se ae - a | 

a 9, Although the position of the US continues to be that stated in 

| para. one above, nevertheless the Arab replies might open up the pos- a 

_ sibility of a short unconditional cease-fire, say for two weeks, during 

| which time the Jews and Arabs could negotiate through the Truce | 

| Commission and the Mediator the conditions for a longer truceoreven 

for a final political settlement. We do not believe the US should appear 

to weaken its position by urging such temporary solution in the SC. . 

That should be the responsibility of the UK since they have opposed 

Chap. VII action and have strongly urged negotiations under Chap. | 

-. WI. You should, therefore, privately indicate to the UK Delegation 

that if there is to be any further breathing spell for negotiations under 

Chap. VI they must take initiative in the SC. Further, we believe that : 

additional delays are unsatisfactory unless such delays are accom- 

panied by an immediate cease-fire. Extension of the deadline accom- | 

| panied by a continuation of the fighting is no proper basis for SC 

action atthistime2? .  -. | Be - 

| 3, With regard to Jerusalem, the US supports any move to bring | 

| about a truce in Jerusalem. However, in order not to appear to be weak- > 

ening our position, initiative in bringing about a special arrangement 

for Jerusalem must be assumed by another member of the Coun- ~ 

cil. We presume Parodi will be willing to take such initiative. In sup- 

porting special arrangements for Jerusalem, you should point out that | 

we have not changed our attitude toward the whole of Palestine (see | 

| para. one above) but we would welcomea truce in Jerusalemand would 

hope that such a truce would lead promptly to a truce for the whole ; 

of the country. Oe ee 

ee a — — Loverr | 

2 The Department, on May 29, quoted this sentence in a further message to. 

_ * New York and emphasized that “Our purpose is to achieve a cessation of hos- 

tilities in Palestine and your statements should be couched in language which 

will achieve this end.” (Telegram 346, 501.BB Palestine/5-2848) | a — 

: 2¥or Ambassador. Austin’s statement along these lines before the Security | 

Council on May 27, see SC, 3rd yr., No. 75, p. 14. Oe
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| _- 501.BB Palestine/5-2748 : Telegram i oo oe 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Representative 
- at the United Nations (Austin) 

- SECRET US URGENT _  Wasxyineron, May 27, 1948—4 p.m. 
NIACT: sss a | | - 

332. The President. has approved position paper whose text was set _ 

forth in Deptel 327, May 26, 4 p. m.,* but we doubt whether you will | 
find it useful to take action in accordance with these instructions today. | 

The President has likewise approved position which US should 
take in today’s meeting of SC, as contained in Deptel 331, May 27.? 

Bn a | | Lovett 

| +The telegram is not printed ; for the position paper, see p. 1027. 

. 2Mr. Lovett stated, in a marginal notation on a draft copy of telegram 331, 

that the message was “Cleared by President 1245 May 27th”. 7 

501.BB Palestine/5—2748 : Telegram | a | 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary : 
| | | of State 

TOP SECRET US URGENT -Lonpon, May 27,'1948—7 p. m. | 

NIACT tt” a | : | 

9311. For Secretary and Lovett from Douglas. | 
1. Further to my 2305, May 27.1 I have just received from Bevin full | 

text instructions under which UK delegation UN will deal with 

Palestine problem in SC today. Bevin referred to our meeting May 25 

(Embassy’s 2267, May 25) and pointed out that these instructions go 
a long way towards what he hopes will be a closer alignment of UK-US : 

policy. He directed particular attention to concluding section of these 

instructions authorizing Cadogan to say that if British resolution is 

adopted for standstill cease-fire, during this period Britain will even 

suspend the small arms deliveries HMG is still making under existing 

treaties to Egypt, Transjordan and Iraq. Moreover, without con- 

ditions, Cadogan is authorized to announce withdrawal from Palestine - 

all British officers seconded to Arab Legion (21 officers and 5 men) 

and to say that payment Arab Legion subsidy (due July 1948) will | 

be made only if in accord UN decisions. | - | 
2. Bevin hopes fervently that in the spirit of the ideas he advanced 

May 25 US Government will feel able to support British resolution, 

and that at the very least, US Government will not oppose it. In his “© 

view it is of the utmost importance that advantage be taken of presence 

| of Arab League leaders in Amman for next 24 hours to press for — 

cease-fire. Once leaders are scattered it may be difficult to reassemble > 

them and meanwhile emotions in Palestine, Iraq, Syria, and Egypt 

1Not printed. | |
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may grow so intense that it will be impossible for leaders to accept = — 
any cease-fire. a 

_ 8, Bevin hopes that US Government if it supports or acquiesces in 
| British resolution, will parallel his efforts with the Arabs by steps . 

| designated to secure Jewish acceptance standstill cease-fire under terms 
of British resolution? | ae a 

4, Summary British instructions appears in next following 
telegram. Beas Pea Rite — Dowaras 

/ 3 Mr. Bevin, in the morning of May 28, reiterated to Ambassador Douglas “his | 
very strong hope” that the United States would support the British proposals mo 
in the Security Council. The Ambassador, in reporting this information: to the | 

_ Department the same day, observed that “the British proposals provide a sub- 
stantial satisfaction of our general position, and that since the British are 

- sincerely attempting to meet us and to move hand in hand with us in the 
Middle East, we should, on our part, acknowledge their sincere efforts in this | 
direction by agreeing to ‘their proposals.” (Telegram 2316 from London, 501.BB 

,  Palestine/5—2848) - | 7 : Fn, - 

”-501.BB Palestine/5-2748: Telegram __ oo oe | 

| The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the — 
a 7 — Secretary of State - | 

SECRET US URGENT | Lonpon, May 27, 1948—7 p.m. _ 
7 NIACT 7 : 7 

| 2312, Following is summary instructions sent by Bevin to Cadogan | 
this afternoon: | , . 

1. While disappointment Arab reply suggests possibility construc- 
- tive development. Bevin impressed by view apparently held by some 

Arab leaders that it would be easier for them to agree to cease fire or | 
to negotiate if they were faced with overwhelming UN pressure. | 
Cadogan authorized make statement following lines: — , | | 
2 ‘While disappointing Arabs have not accepted SC cease fire resolu- 

tion Arab reply nevertheless is in conciliatory language and merits 
careful consideration. Point re SC resolution April 16 is valid and 
pertinent because this resolution has been broken by all parties con- 
cerned. Jews and those who recognize their claim to set up statehave 

_ Offended against provision that no political action should be taken to 
. prejudice positions of either community. Arabs have broken provi- | 

_ sions against bringing fighting men into Palestine. Jews have prob- | 
ably done same. HMG has always felt situation must be looked at as — 
whole and that it is unfair to seize on last of series of developments 

- and deal with that in isolation. __ 7 oO 
3. Concluding passages Arab reply constitute request to SC to sug- _ 

_ gest settlement terms for dispute as SC is entitled to do under Article 

4. SC cannot put forward proposals in 24 hours or while actual 
fighting continues. Object must be to bring fighting to end and create |
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conditions in which proposals for settlement can be considered. There- 

fore SC should make renewed effort to secure cease fire and should at 

same time instruct mediator and truce commission to be ready to use 

- their good offices between two parties both to ensure ‘observance of _ 

cease fire to begin discussion of proposals for final settlement. = | 

| 5. Cadogan instructed suggest, in order to secure cease fire, it now — | 

‘seems necessary to incorporate some conditions and. undertakings 

going beyond May 22 resolution and leading more directly to search | 

. of final settlement. He should say at same time that in view failure = 

of previous recommendation under Chapter 6 HMG recognizes that if | 

present proposals are unsuccessful Chapter 7 will have to be invoked. 

_ The SC Resolutions should therefore be cast somewhat in following 

form: — . Be ne a | 

6 Preamble showing resolution is without prejudice to rights, 

claims and positions of either party. _ re 

1%. Calling for cessation of acts of armed forces and for cease fire. 

8. Calling on both sides to give undertaking not to bring fighting — 

| personnel or men of military age into Palestine. - 

9. Calling on all members of UN and on both sides to refrain from 

bringing war material into Palestine. | 

| 10. Calling on both sides to be particularly careful re cease-fire | 

Jerusalem and to protect Holy places. 7 oo 

11. Instructing mediator to verify whether above provisions were 

| being observed and for that purpose to appoint military observers 

responsible to himself... - . 7 | | 

. 12. Instructing mediator as soon as cease-fire is in force to make . 

| contact, with both parties in concert with truce commission with view 

to: making * recommendations to SC about eventual settlement for —_ 

| Palestine. ree BS a 

: _ 13. Calling on all concerned to give greatest possible assistance to : 

| mediator, = a oe - 
14. Cease-fire would be stated to last say four weeks by which time — 

mediator would report progress to SC. | | | 

- 15. SC would give short time-limit for replies to this resolution 

and if it were not accepted SC would consider matter under Chapter | 

7 with view to determining which party was the aggressor and con- 

sidering imposition of sanctions. Resolution ends. 7 a 

16. Cadogan authorized to announce in SC following decision re — 

- British treaty obligations to Arab states: _ : a 

(«) HMG making immediate arrangements withdraw 21 seconded 

British officers from Arab Legion in Palestine. HMG has no control 

over 16 officers not seconded: and therefore not subject British | 

instructions. Co | 

(b) Re Transjordan subsidy, next quarterly installment due July | 

: twelfth. HMG will review situation before that date in’ light UN 

decisions. _ re
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(ce) Re supply war material, if it were decided in pursuance resolu- 
| tion proposed above or independently, that there should be general — 

embargo which would effectively prevent supply of arms to Jews and | 
| Arabs alike in Palestine. HMG would be willing to join in such action 

and stop such small deliveries which HMG’s at present making to — : 
Egypt, Iraq, and TJ in completion of existing contracts.* | 

- . oe | | | oo . . Doveias 

| .+ Ambassador Douglas, on May 27, opined that “Bevin’s instructions to Cadogan — | 
| go as far aS we can expect British Government to go in establishing its neutrality | 

toward Palestine” and that “USG should do no less to establish our own 
neutrality”. He then recommended that “in formulating our policy for use in | 

| - SC today we should not lightly reject, but should make every. effort to ac- — 
_ commodate our position to the British proposal which seems to me to be first | 

important milestone on road ahead for genuine US-UK ‘collaboration on this 
problem”. (Telegram 2318, from London, 501.BB Palestine/5-2748) | : 

501.BB Palestine/5-2748 : Telegram : a a 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) | 
| - to the Secretary of State a | | 

| | Oo New York, May 27, 1948—9:48 p. m. 
717. Following USSR proposal submitted in Security Council on 

’ “Considering that the Security Council’s resolution of 22 May on 
___ the cessation of military operations in Palestine has not yet been com- 

7 plied with, considering that military operations in Palestine are in- | 
creasing in intensity and that the number of casualtiesis growing;and 
considering that as a result of these events the situation in Palestine 

-. constitutes a threat to peace and security within the meaning of Article 
_ 89 of the Charter of the UN, orders the governments of the states - 

involved in-the present conflict in Palestine to secure the cessation of a 
military operations within 36 hours after the adoption by the SC of 

| this resolution.” + _ | Se oo 

| Cu | | a eae AUSTIN 

*For the revised text of the Soviet resolution submitted to the Security 
Council on May 29, see SC, 3rd yr., Supplement for May 1948, p.101. = | 

ss §$01.BB Palestine/5-2748: Telegram a a 
The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) 

| to the Secretary of State — | 

SECRET . New Yorn, May 27, 1948—10: 04 p. m. | 
| 19. Text of Soviet and UK resolutions? introduced this afternoon 

In SC are being transmitted separately. | | pO 
| Soviet resolution closely parallels our resolution of May 17. We feel. 

| we must give it our unqualified support. Since it was introduced first — 

* See supra and infra, respectively. | | |
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it will have priority and we propose to attempt. to have it given | 

priority in the discussion at the beginning of the Council meeting in 
the morning before the UK resolution is discussed. The defeat of the 
Soviet resolution under present circumstances seems certain, 

_ After this has occurred we would be free to discuss the UK resolu- 
| tion on its merits. We recommend that the US give it our general 

support.in the same way that we gave the British Chapter VI amend- — 
ment our support after our Chapter 7 resolution of May 17 was de- 
feated. We would place special emphasis in supporting the British — 
resolution on the last paragraph, which commits the Council in prin- 

| ciple to take action under Chapter 7 if this effort fails.  —- Oo 
There are a number of minor points in the British resolution which 

have arisen in discussions here and which have occurred to us may re- | 
quire modification. In regard to the last paragraph, as reported by 
Jessup to Rusk on the telephone, the UK instructions apparently con- 
templated stronger language for this paragraph along the line that 
the Council might have to apply sanctions to any party who refused 
to carry out orders of the SC under Chapter 7. _ : 

Beeley informs us that they wish to leave the impression in the 
minds of both sides that this would be the case, but that they wished | 

_ to leave this question open in the resolution. They apparently do not | 

wish to commit themselves at this time on exactly what form of 
Chapter 7 action they are prepared to take. There are some indications | 
that the delegation at least is thinking in terms of general embargo 

_ apphed to both sides without undertaking to assess which party is in 
the wrong. | | , 

Re paragraphs 3 and 4 of the UK resolution regarding the introduc- | 
tion of military personnel and the importation of war material into 
Palestine, the British admit that there may be difficulties of enforce- 
ment. They contemplate that perhaps 20 or 30 military observers © 

| should be supplied to the Truce Commission to help them carry out 
their task of supervision. They contemplate that personnel and sup- | 
plies arriving in Israel after the date of the cease-fire may cause real | 
practical difficulties, for example as to how the personnel should be 
handled and whether the material should be unloaded or held in bind, 
etc. They admitted the validity of the argument which the Jews will = 
probably raise concerning the inequity of allowing the Arab states 
to continue to import war material and mobilize additional armed 

forces on their frontiers, while the Jews were not in a position to do | 
likewise. They made it quite clear that this resolution was not intended 

to prevent them from continuing the supply of the Arab states under | 

their treaties. Beeley indicated, however, that he thought the UK ~ 
might be prepared to accept modification of these paragraphs so that 

they would call on all states to ban exports during the cease-fire period,
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| thus requiring Britain to temporarily cease shipments to the Arab — 

states. > ae | | 

_' Will attempt to secure views JA on British proposal this evening 

| and report further, a - 

| | | | . | AUSTIN 

501.BB Palestine/5—2748 : Telegram ee | | 

| ‘The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 

| the Secretary of State | . | 

ae New Yorx, May 27, 1948—10:05 p.m. — 

: 720. Secretariat released on May 27 following suggested draft of | 
UK resolution (final form to be circulated later) : oo | 

“TheSC > | Oo | —— 
- Desiring to bring about a cessation of hostilities in Palestine 
without prejudice to the rights, claims and position of either Arabs 
or Jews, re | oo _ | 

| Calls upon both parties to order a cessation of all acts of armed 
) force for a period of four weeks, _ Sy _ | 

| Calls upon both parties to undertake that they will not introduce _ 
fighting personnel or men of military age into Palestine during the 

a cease-fire, | | oe | | . 
Calls upon both parties and upon all governments to refrain from _ 

- importing war material into Palestine during the cease-fire, 
Urges both parties to take every possible precaution for the pro- 

tection of the holy places and of the city of Jerusalem, | a a 
_ Instructs the UN mediator for Palestine in concert with the Truce 
Commission to supervise the observance of the above provisions, and 
decides that they shall be provided with a sufficient number of military — 
observers, > | 

| Instructs the UN mediator to make contact with both parties as | 
soon as the cease-fire is in force with a view to making recommenda- 
tions to the SC about an eventual settlement for Palestine, 7 

Calls upon all concerned to give the greatest possible assistance to 
the UN mediator, | | : : | 

| Instructs the UN mediator to make a weekly report to the SC during 
the cease-fire, | | | | | 

_ Invites the states members of the Arab League and the Jewish and 
Arab authorities in Palestine to communicate their acceptance of this _ 

_ resolution to the SC within (a short period to be stated), | | 
_ Decides that if the present resolution is rejected by either party or _ 

by both, the present situation in Palestine will be reconsidered with a 
view to action under Chapter VII of the Charter.” + Boe 

| | | a | AUSTIN 

oS “For the revised text of the British resolution submitted to the ‘Security , 
Council on May 29, see SC, 3rd yr., Supplement for May 1948, p. 102. |
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| 501.BB Palestine/5-2748: Telegram _ oo 7 So . | 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Representative at 
the United Nations (Austin) ee 

CONFIDENTIAL US URGENT WaAsHINGTON, May 28, 1948—11 a. m. | 
NIACT ae | | | 

337. Your tel 717, May 27. USUN should support the USSR reso- 
-_ Jution on Palestine if it remains substantially in its present form.* If 

oo USSR resolution fails, USUN should support UK resolution (your | 

| — tel 720, May 27) with following changes: - | 

1. Wherever expression “both parties” is used substitute “all = 
| parties”. Sn | | 

2. In paras. 3 and 4 after Palestine insert “Lebanon, Syria, Iraq, 
7 Transjordan, Saudi Arabia, Yemen and Egypt”. OC | 

3. In para. 7 substitute after the expression “with a view to” the | 
| _ following “carrying out the functions of the UN Mediator as deter- _ 

| mined by the GA”. : Oo | BC 

| In supporting UK resolution you should call attention to the fact | 
that paras. 3 and 4 are taken substantially from the Apr. 17 resolution 
of the SC. | - oe | | 

So byl | —. . Lover 

1¥or Ambassador Austin’s statements before the Security Council on May 28, | 
| in support of the Soviet resolution, see SC, 3rd yr., No. 76, pp. 19, 48. _ - 

| 501.BB Palestine /5-2748: Telegram Bo ee a | 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

| TOP SECRET US URGENT — Wasuineton, May 28, 1948—4 p. m. 

: NIACT | ET Ee Oo : Se 

_ 1962. For the Ambassador. Most careful consideration has. been 
given your Niact. telegrams 2304, 2305, 2311 and 2313 of May 27.1 

| You can be assured that we are fully aware of need to work with.and | 

_ not against Britain on Palestine problem. Our mutual task would have - 

been easier, however, had British not been extremely laggard until — 
eleventh hour in dealing with a crisis largely of their own making. _ 

Foregoing for your personal info only. You may say to Bevin that | 

this Govt will not lift arms embargo except in conjunction with SC | 
action orinaction. = = - ae 

The President yesterday approved following policy: | 

- a. The US will continue to urge that SC act immediately to bring 
about a cease-fire in Palestine. If this can be done under Chapter 6 of 
UN Charter as British urge, well and good; if not, SC should act 

| under Chapter 7. | | Sn | 

| + Nos. 2304, 2305, and 2313 not printed; regarding Nos: 9304 and 2318, see foot- | | 
note 2, p. 1050, and the first footnote 1, p. 1067.
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| 6. If SC issues cease-fire order under Articles 39 and 40 of Charter 
or calls upon parties under Chapter 6 to effect cease-fire for all of 
Palestine and there is failure to‘’comply, US willbe prepared toadjust = 
its arms embargo policy to support action of SC. ; 

c. US will support action by SC under Article 41 to order all govts. a 
to refrain from shipment of weapons and war materials and render- 
ing of other military assistance to govts and authorities now par- 
ticipating in hostilities in Palestine. If Council succeeds in bringing _ 
about a cease-fire and placing an effective general arms embargo, US 
will retain its present arms embargo on entire Near East until such a 

| time as there is no longer any danger of hostilities. 
dd. If SC is unable to take effective action to bring about cease-fire 

| or to impose general arms embargo, US will inform SC that we shall oo 
resume our freedom of action with respect to licensing of arms . 
shipments. Se og - a ee 

In light of foregoing policy US is prepared to support UK cease- | 
_ fire resolution introduced yesterday in SC (your tel 2318, May 27). 

7 We shall, however, first vote affirmatively on USSR resolution which 
calls for a cease-fire in Palestine within 36 hours because it is almost 
identical with our own resolution submitted to SC on May 17 and 
which failed of acceptance for lack of necessary seven affirmative votes. 
If USSR resolution of May 27 fails to pass UK resolution will then 
come up for vote. We are instructing USUN in such event to support 

_ UK resolution with following changes: oe ) OB 
_ [Here follow changes called for in telegram 337, May 28,to New 

| York, and a summary of the last paragraph of that message] 
| We regard Bevin’s assurances to you as reported your tel 2311, to | 

effect that if British resolution is adopted during four weeks’ cease- ; 
fire period Britain will even suspend small arms deliveries HMG is. | 

still making under existing treaties to Egypt, Transjordan, and Iraq, 
as of first importance. Likewise we welcome British announcement of | ! 

withdrawal of officers from Arab Legion and indication that Legion 

subsidy will not’ be paid in July unless in accord with. UN decisions. 

| On question of immigration we take it that if UK resolution is 
adopted British will be prepared to retain on Cyprus the approxi- 
mately 25,000 Jews which we understand from British Embassy here 

it had been intended to transfer to Jewish area of Palestine by Aug. 1. | 

Since most of the Cypriote Jews are apparently of military age such | 

action by UK would appear essential. | . Oo 

) Info from Jewish Agency Representatives at Lake Success indicates — 

Jews will balk at UK resolution, objecting particularly to paras 3, | 
4, 7, and final para.2 However, our suggested amendments to paras3 

and 4 would seem to go far to remove Jewish objection that standstill a 

bears more injuriously upon them than upon Arab‘States. - ee | 

7 AS. reported by New York in telegram 721, May 28, .12 :30 a.m., not printed 

(501.BB Palestine/5-2848 ). ge | a
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You may inform Bevin fully of foregoing and add that while we 
do not at all agree with his tacit conclusion that UK will be responsible 

| for Arabs while US will assume similar responsibility for Jews, we 
- are nevertheless prepared officially to suggest to Provisional Govern- — 
ment of Israel wisdom at this juncture of accepting cease-fire along 
terms of UK resolution.® | 7 | 

, Repeated for info only to Paris as 1851, Brussels as 818, USUN — 
as 341. | . 

| _ | , Lovett 

* Ambassador Douglas, on May 29, advised that ‘“Dept’s 1962, May 28 is best 
news I have received in many weary weeks. When I saw Bevin this morning he 
said that he was glad US and UK relations are back on track again.” The Am- 
bassador noted also that Mr. Bevin agreed with all the United States amendments 
and that the British Government would have to retain the Jews on Cyprus if the . 
Security Council accepted the British resolution (telegram 2349 from London, © 
501.BB Palestine/5-2948). : | : | 

867N.01/5-2848 : Telegram 3 | | 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

SECRET AS Wasuineton, May 28, 1948—6 p.m. 

1978. For Douglas for info. Ref Embtel 2273, May 26.1 Following 

account White House press conference May 27 re Palestine:?  __ 

“@. Mr. President, Dr. Weizmann said the other day that you gave | 
him hope for lifting the arms embargo. Can you give us any more 
detail ? Je : . 

A. The President said that the arms embargo is under consideration 

_ by the United Nations ; that he had no comment on it. | 
| Q. Mr. President, that is the United States embargo, and not the 

oO United Nationsembargo? = | | 
A. The President said that the embargo by the United States was | 

made by the Security Council of the United Nations; that it was stall - 

| pending in the United Nations. | | 
a Q. Mr. President, your Ambassador in England has been in con- 

. ference repeatedly with the Foreign Office spokesman and representa- 

tives of Britain during the past few days. Can you say anything about 

relations between America and Britain, and relations between America _ 

and Palestine,—the difference between the two? a 

A. The President said that he could not. | 

*Not printed; it stated that “Because of great jeopardy to possibility fof] 
securing Arab-Jewish cease-fire which seems to have resulted from Weizmann’s | 

_ reported press conference May 25...it would be extremely helpful for me [i.e., | 
Ambassador Douglas] to know as soon as possible exactly what President did 
sav to Weizmann.” (867N.01/5-2648) 

* The official text differs somewhat from that given in telegram 1978: for the 
former, see Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States: Harry 8. 
Truman, 1948, p. 278. - | ° .
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Q. Mr. President, can you tell us anything about the status of the 
request. for the Jewish State of Palestine for a loan of $90-million to | 

—- $100-million? | a 
A. The President said that as far as he knew, none had been made; | 

that if one was made, it would be handled in the usual manner, as all _ 

those things are. | re 
Q. Mr. President, did Dr. Weizmann suggest a loan ? oo 

| A. The President said that he did suggest.a loan;'that hesaid Israel 
would like to have a loan, like any other country. The President added — 
that if the correspondent knew of any other country that would not a 

_ like to have a loan, he wished the correspondent would tell him. | 
- Q. Mr. President, is there any: way in which financial aid could be — | 

| extended to the Jews, say at this time, by special act of the Congress, — | 
or are there any funds or appropriations that you could use without . 
consulting the Congress ? a rs | | 

A. The President said that there is the Export-Import Bank, and 
there is the World Bank, that make loans of that kind. | 

@. Mr. President, Dr. Weizmann said he wanted part of that loan to 
be used for tankand anti-tank guns? = - 

| A. The President said that Dr. Weizmann did not discuss the details = - 
_ with him; that all he knew was what he had seen inthe papers. == 

| _Q. Mr. President, that obviously would not come under the Export- | 
— - Import Bank?. Oo : 

A. The President said that he could not answer that question, = 
-  @, Mr. President, did Dr. Weizmann state what he wanted the loan 

| for? os a 

a A. The President said that he did not; that he said he wanted a loan, 
pertod. | | | a Ee es 

| Q. Mr. President, and what did you say ? | oe : | 
. _A. The President said that if the State of Israel needs a loan after 

| it is In existence, it would have to go through the usual channels that 
such things gothrough. _ oe | 

| Q. Mr. President, regarding arms embargo shipments to Israel, the a 
British as I understand it, are shipping arms to the Arabs. What is | 
the difference between the position of the British and our position ? | 

| A. The President said that he was not sure there should be any 
difference. | 

| Q. Mr. President, has the United Nations asked for the embargo on __ 
shipping arms ? | | | | 

A. The President said that the United Nations Council requested 
the arms embargo several months ago and that we complied with it to 

_ prevent bloodshed, and that that request still stands. | : 
-” @. Mr. President, did they also ask the British to stop shipping oe 

arms? | , Oo | | 
a A. The President said that he did not know. | Oo
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Q@: Mr. President, well, it is a parallel case? — - : | 

A. The President said that he did not think so; that he thought we 
were in a much better position to ship arms than any other country in 

the world. | : : — : | 

Q. Mr. President, do you expect the United States to initiate any = 
action on it in the United Nations ? | SO 

| A. The President said let us wait and see what our representative — 
| in the United Nations decides to do; that whatever he did, would have © 

his backing. : - - a : | 

oo _Q. Mr. President, is there any indication of how soon some action 

will be taken ? | oO a | 

| A. The President said that there was not. | OS | 
| Q. Mr. President, would you care to comment on the exchange of 7 

diplomats between the United States and the State of Israel? — oe 
| - A. The President said that he did not; that he thought Secretary | 

| | Marshall commented on that yesterday very well.” | | 

- a — Loverr 

— TOL.GTN11/5-1948 oo oe 

Lhe Acting Secretary of State to Mr. Eliahu Epstem, at Washington 

Oe - Wasutneron, May 29, 1948. 

‘Dear Mr. Ersret: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of 

a telegram dated May 19, 1948, addressed to the Secretary of State, 

| from Moshe Shertok, Foreign Secretary in the Provisional Govern- 

| ment of the State of Israel, with regard to the exchange of Missions —s_—> 

and Representatives. — a | | 

oe It will be appreciated if you will inform Mr. Shertok that the 

United States Government is giving careful consideration to the ex- > 

change of legations and envoys extraordinary and ministers pleni- 

potentiary between the United States and Israel and will communicate 

later with the Provisional Government of Israel on this subject. 

In the meantime, the Government of the United States would wel-. 

come the establishment in this country of a Mission from Israel headed 

| by Mr. Epstein as Special Representative of the Provisional Govern- 

ment of Israel and is prepared, if agreeable to the Provisional Govern- | 

ment, to establish in Israel a Mission headed by a Special 

Representative of the Government of the United States. Oo 

Sincerely yours, | Rosert A. Loverr- 

a Mr. Epstein acknowledged Mr. Lovett’s communication in a letter of June 7 | 

to the Secretary of State, stating that his Government accepted the proposed 

arrangement, with the expectation that there would be no undue delay in an 

- exchange of legations and envoys. extraordinary and ministers plenipotentiary 

—(T01.67N11/6-748). : oS | :
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--867N.01/5-2948 : Telegram So 7 a a 

| — The Ambassador in the Soviet Union (Smith) to the Secretary — 

Ms of State | as 

ee Moscow, May 29, 1948. 

“ 1015. Pravda May 29 carries rare front page editorial “on events 

: in Palestine”, expressing full support for Israel and. condemning 

- Arab aggression. Reviewing adoption UN partition resolution, edi- — 

" torial describes it as assuring “liberation of Palestine from foreign 

dependence, satisfaction of national aspirations Jewish and Arab 

peoples, creation of possibility for both Jew and Arab populations 
' of Palestine be masters own land, independent of foreign imperialist 

influences”. Though decision “should have been welcomed by all 

peoples of Near East”, military conflict has broken out as result 

British and American policy.and fact that “rulers of certain Arab 

states are carrying out policy which in no way corresponds to inter-_ 

ests Arab people, but is subordinated to foreign interests and influ- 

ences”. After contrasting British and American efforts upset ~ | 

_ partition with clear consistent position Soviet Government, editorial 

concludes: “Soviet Union has defended and continues defend inde- 

pendence Arab states and peoples. Must be clear, however, that waging oo 

war against young Jewish state, Arabs are by no means fighting for | 

| own national interests, own independence. . . .* Despite its sympathy | 

for national liberation movement Arab peoples, Soviet public opinion : 

cannot but condemn aggression of Arab states against state of Israel 

and right Jewish people to establish own state in accord. decision 

| a | SMITH - | 

a + Omission indicated in the source text. | Oe | 

| 867N.01/5-2948 : Telegram _ | oe, 

The Vice Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State . 

RESTRICTED ss SgRusarem, May 29, 1948—9 a. m. | 

- 783. Terms surrender of JewsinOldCityare: 

' 1, Approximately 2000 women, children, old and religious people  —s—i 
to be evacuated to Jewish quarters new Jerusalem under supervision  ——. 
International Red Cross. : | | 

| 2. Three hundred men of military age to be taken prisoners of war a 
toAmman | | | Oe Se 

3. Of 150 wounded, slightly wounded to be taken prisoners of war, 
| seriously wounded to be turned over to IRC. |. ge a 

. . 4 According to the telegram sent by the Truce ‘Commission to the President of | 
the Security Council on May 29, the unconditional surrender. of the Jewish 
quarter of the Old City of Jerusalem took place at 6 p. m. (Palestine time) on 
May 28; for text, see SC, 3rd yr., No. 77, p. 16. Es,
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At 2310 hours local last night, Major Abdullah el-Tel, Arab Legion 
Commander Old City, telephoned Consulate General that Jews were 
attacking Zion, Jaffa, New, and Damascus Gates while evacuation of 
Jews from Zion Gate was still proceeding. Approximately 900 Jews | 

: including wounded still proceeding Old City and if attack continued, oo 
, he said he could not vouch much longer for their safety. He requested 7 

- Consulate General intercede with JA for immediate cease-fire Old 
City area. Consulate General called JA at once. JA stated it had been : 

| informed one hour previously that evacuation had been completed. " 
- Regarding firing, JA official stated that Arab irregulars on Old City _ 

a walls had opened fire on Jewish armored buses bringing evacuees from 
| Zion Gate and that Jews had been obliged return fire. Around mid- | 

night firing ceased. - | | oe 
Azcarate of United Nations who was in Old City at time told 

Consulate General that Arab Legion had carried out evacuation ef- 
ficiently and according surrender agreement. Major el-Tel informed 
Consulate General this morning that evacuation except for wounded | 

had been completed without further incident. JA official stated this 
morning that Arab Legion had launched attack last night against 

Jewish position in Sheikh Jarrah quarter while evacuation being 

| carried out. Added that certain Jewish prisoners might be exchanged 

for Arab prisoners taken at Acre. | 

501.BB Palestine/5—2948 : Telegram | . - 

| The Ambassador in the Soviet Union (Smith) tothe Secretary 
| of State 

TOP SECRET = US URGENT | Lonpon, May 29, 1948—noon. 
, NIACT oo | | 

9348, For the Secretary and Lovett from Douglas. | 

1. Relative to our telephonic conversation yesterday in regard to 

Palestine and the news in the London Times that the US delegate is 
announcing his support for the Soviet proposal without making any : 

| reference to the British proposal, I cannot too strongly urge that.if the 
Soviet proposal is defeated US delegate in supporting the British 
proposal will express some courteous acknowledgment of the long _ 

| step forward which Britain has taken. | 

| 9, IT do not urge this out of any sentimental considerations or be- 

cause I agree with British behavior prior to the relinquishment of = 

| the mandate but because I can assure you that after the sincere and 

strenuous effort that. HMG has made, a cavalier treatment by US of 
Britain would aggravate an already strained situation between US 

and the only natural ally we have on earth. | : |
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3. I gather from the British press that Jewish elements are deter- __ 
mined. to defeat the British proposal and are using the argument that — 

_ it has an Arab cast because, they assert, it fails to prohibit a shipment 
of arms from source other than the United Kingdom to the Arab states. | | 
_ HMG has told Cadogan that this was not the intention of British 
proposal and has instructed him to offer an amendment which will 
unmistakably remove this alleged infirmity. | oo 

| _ 4, It may be that the British proposal will not muster enough sup- | 
port to carry it. In this event, the French proposal in regard to re- 
covering Jerusalem alone would be before the Security Council, so I 

| understand, for consideration. The British feel that however desirable | 
_Inay be action in regard to Jerusalem, it is lamentably defective if it | 
does not deal with Palestine as a whole. This has not been finally 

- cleared. The British will, in all reasonable expectancy, propose that | | 
_ the sense of the French resolution be incorporated with the British — 

_ proposition. — a a | a 
-~HMG hopes that the consolidation of the French resolution with the 

| British resolution as amended along the lines indicated above will a 
recelve our support and sufficient strength for its adoption. I share | 
fully this hope. - — | | | 

a | | , | ~ Doverass | 

Ivesolution 50 (1948) Adopted by the Security Council on May 29, 
co a L948 4 Ae , 

_ The Security Council, - | oe 
- Desiring to bring about a cessation of hostilities in Palestine with- _ 

out prejudice to the rights, claims and position of either Arabs or 
Jews, Oo | | 

1. Calls upon all Governments and authorities concerned to ordera its 
cessation of all acts of armed force for a period of four weeks ; 

a 2. Calls upon all Governments and authorities concerned to under- 
| take that they will not introduce fighting personnel into Palestine, Oo 

Egypt, Iraq, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Transjordan and Yemen __ ) 
- during the cease-fire ; | ee 

3. Calls upon all Governments and authorities concerned, should oe 
men of military age be introduced into countries or territories under | 

__ their control, to undertake not to mobilize or submit them to military | 
| training during the cease-fire; oe 

| | * Reprinted from SC, 3rd yr., Resolutions, p. 20. The Security Council voted on 
the Soviet draft resolution on a paragraph-by-paragraph basis on May 29. None 

_ of the paragraphs received the affirmative votes of the required seven members ; 
see SC, 3rd yr., No. T7, pp. 35-37. The Council then turned its attention to the | 

_ British draft resolution, which was adopted in paragraph-by-paragraph votes. 
No vote was taken on the text as a whole; for the discussion and balloting, see 
ibid., pp. 38-63.. | a | _ 

| 598-594—76——36 | |
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4. Calls upon all Governments and authorities ‘concerned to refrain 
| from importing or exporting war material into or to Palestine, Egypt, — 

Iraq, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Transjordan or Yemen during | 
the cease-fire; oo BS | 

| 5. Urges all Governments and authorities concerned to take every _ 
possible precaution for the protection of the Holy Places and of the 

City of Jerusalem, including access to all shrines and sanctuaries for _ 
| the purpose of worship by those who have an established right to visit 

and worshipatthem; => oo | 
6. Instructs the United Nations Mediator in Palestine, in concert | 

with the Truce Commission, to supervise the observance of the above 

| provisions, and decides that they shall be provided with a sufficient | 

number of military observers ; | | | 
| ". Instructs the United Nations Mediator to make contact with all 

| parties as soon as the cease-fire is in force with a view to carrying 
| out his functions as determined by the General Assembly; | 

| 8. Calls wpon all concerned to give the greatest possible assistance 
Oe to the United Nations'Mediator; SO 
—— 9. Instructs the United Nations Mediator to make a weekly report 

to the Security Council during the cease-fire; _ | a a 
| 10. Invites.the States members of the Arab League and the Jewish | 

and Arab authorities in Palestine to communicate their acceptance of 

this resolution to the Security Council not later than 6 p.m. New York - 
standardtimeon1June1948; Oo - | 

11. Decides that.if the present resolution is rejected by either party 
or by both, or if, having been accepted, it is subsequently repudiated | 
or violated, the situation in Palestine will be reconsidered with a view | 

, to action under Chapter VIL of the Charter of the United Nations; 

a 12. Calls upon all Governments to take all possible steps to assist | 

_ in the implementation of this resolution. | oe 

501.BB. Palestine/5-3148 : Telegram - So | 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 
So of State | | 

| SECRET st” | — _Lonpon, May 31,1948—1 p.m. 

a 9367. For the Secretary and Lovett from Douglas. oo 

1. At a meeting with Bevin this morning, he told me that Egypt’s  _ 

Ambassador had just called on him to tell him that Egypt is consider- 

ing response it will make to SC resolution. In this connection Egypt | 

= Government is disturbed in relation to their amendment by informa- 

- tion to effect that there fare ships at Costanza about to depart with 

emigrants for Palestine. Egypt Government is also worried lest some — 

Jews known to be in Italy, and who have received military training _
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| there, might also be transported to Palestine. Egypt Ambassador made 
point that it would be very hard to check whether Jewish men of 

- military age after reaching Palestine are mobilized or given military = 
training during cease-fire. _ | oo - 

9. Bevin assured Egypt Ambassador that UK would hold Jews .  _ 
| on Cyprus, and that he would make representations to the Italian Gov- | 

| ernment, and to any other governments which might be concerned, 
with regard to carrying out the SC resolution. Bevin expressed hope 

- that US Government will take parallel action with the Italian and 
any other governments involved. Bevin believes this action by HMG 

| and US Government might importantly influence the decision of the _ 
| Egypt Government. = | | oe a | a 

| Sent Department 2367, repeated Rome 140, US Mission Bucharest 
| 93, Cairo 68. re me | | 

as OO Dovenas 

501.BB Palestine/5-3148 : Telegram - | | 7 : 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Consulate at Hatfa 

| SECRET US URGENT _ Wasnineron, May 31,1948—1 p. m. - 
| NIACT a | He, a 

| 90. Cairo’s 8, May 30 sent Dept as 640.1 Please inform UN Mediator — 7 
| Count Bernadotte that this govt is giving active consideration as _ 

member Truce Commission to his suggestion that military observers 
be made available to supervise observance of SC resolution of May 29. 
Please stress that owing to holiday we have not been able to make © 
final arrangements and that we could only participate provided other 
governments’ members of Truce Commission join in sending military 

| _ observers. | | - 7 ee 
_ Subject to foregoing consideration that our policy has not yet re- 

ceived final clearance, you may tell Bernadotte that we believe that, 
following precedents established in providing military observers to 
Balkan Commission and to Good Offices Committee in Indonesia, per- | 
sonnel to assist Mediator and Truce Commission should be recruited - | 
from the three states members of Commission: Belgium, France and | 

_ US. Tentatively we would suggest that each Govt send 21 officer. 

+ Not printed ; it stated in part : “UN Representative Count Folke Bernadotte re- | 
quested Military Attachés of American, British, and French Embassies to call 
on him noon May 80 in relation to Security Council’s Palestine cease-fire resolu- 
tion of May 29, inquired as to what military or civilian observers he could expect 
in enforcing terms of resolution in form of land, sea, and air border patrols of _ 

| the various states concerned as well as observers sufficient in number to function 
- at principal land, sea, and air ports of entry to Palestine. Count ‘Bernadotte also — | 
inquired if in formulating. his plans he might count on any air patrols from 
one or more of the three above mentioned countries. He added that. he would ; 
prefer to have observers from small countries such as the Scandanavian, but |. 

- that since time was of the essence, aid must come if at all from those countries | 
having some forces in vicinity Palestine.” (501.BB Palestine/5-3048)°
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observers with necessary subordinate staff and equipment, including 
airplanes. Our own team would be made up of seven officers from each 

: ofthethreeservices. = 7 
If field experience demonstrates necessity of larger number of 

observers we should be prepared to give favorable consideration to 
request for additional officers if asked for by Mediator and Truce | 

| Commission. ~ a | Oo 
: It 1s felt.that SC resolution of May 29 is sufficient authority for 

_ .Mediator and Truce Commission to recruit military observers along 

lines suggested above, and without further reference SC. _ 
| Repeated Paris 1884 and Brussels 824 with request these views be 

brought to immediate attention of Foreign Office and competent mili- 
tary authorities. Repeated Jerusalem 510; Cairo 680; Damascus 199; | 
Beirut 280; for action in event Bernadotte not first reached by Consul 

| Haifa. Repeated for info to Baghdad 175; Jidda 208; London 2010; 
| USUN 347.? | : 

| | | | — Loverr | 
2 At Mr. Lovett’s request, Mr. McClintock, on June 1, sent copies of telegrams | 

640 and 90 to Mr. Clifford for President Truman’s information. His transmitting 
- letter concluded with the statement: “It is not possible to determine whether 

or not we shall in fact be called upon to supply military observers to the United 
Nations Mediator until replies have been received from the Arab Governments 
and the Provisional Government of Israel, in response to the request of the 

. Security Council of May 29 that they cease hostilities in Palestine. If all parties 
do accept the Security Council’s resclution, undoubtedly Count Bernadotte will 

- have immediate need of military observers and the Department will then wish 
to secure the President’s approval of our sending our fair share of such officers 
to assist the United Nations Mediator.” (501:BB Palestine/6-148) . ) : 

_ The letter bears the following marginal notation by Mr. McClintock: “Mr. | 
Clifford said June 3 that President had given his approval’. | | 

| 501.BB Palestine/5-3148: Telegram | | oo | 

Lhe Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 
: ao of State | - 

SECRET US URGENT | _ Lonpon, May 31, 1948—2 p. m. | 
_ NIACT | ee | 

2368. 1. Wright raised urgently with Embassy today interpretation : 
- to be placed on paragraphs three and four of SC Palestine resolution — 

of May 29. Because this. constitutes vital point for Arab states as 
_ Egyptian. Ambassador pointed out to Bevin (Embassy’s 2367, May 31, 

| 1p.m.). a a | 
2. FonOff legal adviser is of opinion that no distinction is intended 

between “fighting personnel” (paragraph three) and “men of military. 
age” (paragraph four). He believes that intention of paragraph four _ 
is that if notwithstanding paragraph three fighting personnel should 
be introduced they should not be mobilized or given military training. - 
If paragraph three meant armed forces it would have said so, Legal
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adviser said that above is consistent with basic concept of British 
draft that neither side should improve its position during cease-fire 

-. by acquiring new recruits. | | | 
3. Wright said Arab countries are holding cabinet meetings today 7 

re SC resolution and that FonOff regards it as most important that 
US, UK and France not only agree on interpretation these two para- oe 

| graphs but communicate this interpretation to all parties since this _ 
may affect their decision. FonOff has just telephoned Beeley, UK dele- 
gate UN, ascertain US views. FonOff is also telephoning Paris. — 
4, Please advise urgently Department’s interpretation and action | 

= Department takes. | Oo a | 
Sent Department 2368; Department please repeat to USUN, and 

also repeat to Palestine, repeated Cairo as 69; Baghdad 55; Beirut 
| 21; Jidda 67; and Damascus 25. | : 7 

a a — Dousras 

| 867N.01/5-3148 : Telegram — | | | | a | | 

' The Ambassador in the Soviet Union (Smith) tothe Secretary: 
| | of State — | | Po 

-. SECRET a | _ Moscow, May 31, '1948—4 p.m. | : 

- 1016. An Arab colleague tells me that during recent conversation 
- on other matters, Vishinsky insisted, despite his ( Arab’s) expressed | 

. unwillingness, on discussing Palestine. Vishinsky justified Soviet sup- 
port of partition on familiar lines of right of Palestine Jews to self- | 
determination and independence, and rehearsed Soviet support Arab 

_ independence. He then went on to say Soviet Government had always 
been opposed to Zionism as tool of British imperialism and had not — 
changed this view. However, distinction must be made between Zion- _ 

| ism and Jewish population in Palestine. Latter wants and is prepared 
_ for real independence and “real democracy.” Soviet Government, he _ 

indicated, would give no support to Israel which would be in conflict ' | 
with its opposition to Zionism as such or with its support of national | 
liberation movements in Arab countries. | | 7 

_ Department pass London as Moscow’s 61.1 ee | 
oo , | a SMITH 

| ~ * London cabled on June 1: “Soviet policy re Palestine described Moscow’s _ 
1016, May 31, to Department is partially confirmed by recent report received 
by Foreign Office from Bucharest quoting ‘reliable student Communist souree’ 
to effect that first Soviet objective is to get UK forces out of Palestine and 

, neighboring countries. USSR recognized Israel as ME state most likely to : 
offer opportunity for Soviet domination. With same hope USSR would extend Se 

| recognition promptly to any Palestine Arab state. Once in control either or both - : 
states USSR would energetically support both Jewish and Arab states <¢gainst 
their reactionary leaders.” (Telegram 2383, 867N.01/6-148) |
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501.BB Palestine/5—3148 : Telegram a . . a 

— The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

SECRET USURGENT Wasuinoton, May 31, 1948—9 p. m. 

NIACT | ee | ee 

-.--: 9015. British Embassy has discussed points raised your Niacts 2368 

and 2372 May 311 with Dept and USUN. Embassy has also read us 
— text of telegram which FO sent UK missions in Near East May 30, | 

urging unconditional acceptance by Arab Govts of SC resolution of | 
May 29. Please call on Bevin and say that we much appreciate his 

_ _ prompt and, we hope, effective action. _ | | | 

| As for advice which friendly govts might give Arabs or Jews on 

moot points in SC resolution, you may tell Bevin and Bidault (re- 
peated to Paris for similar action as 1890) that Jewish Agency has 
today informally approached USUN with a number of questions of a 

| interpretation on which Shertok requests our informal opinion? JA | 
was referred to President of SC, with advice that this Govt could not | | 
unilaterally undertake to interpret SC resolution. For your info only, 

our preceding telegram repeats gist of JA questions. _ - 

Because of attitude.taken vis-a-vis JA we do not feel that US should 
: seek to coach Arab govts on interpretation of paragraphs three and 

four of SC resolution of May 29. We do feel however, and this [¢he] US | 
missions to Arab Govts may state to Foreign Ministers, that essence of 
May 29 resolution is to secure cessation of hostilities durmg a four 

, week period in which neither side would be able to build up its mili- 
| tary potential. In consequence, to us most commonsense interpretation | 

of paras 3 and 4 of SC resolution is that no men of military age should 

| enter countries mentioned therein during four week period of cease 

fire. Four weeks are in fact a short time in which to recruit an army. © 

If, however, there were legitimate need to permit immigration of men 

of military age to take up exclusively civilian pursuits, there should _ 

a be adequate safeguards to ensure that these men are not to-be used for 
_ military service Oo oe | 

On the whole, therefore, our interpretation is similar to that set 

- forth in para 2 urtel 2368, which you should repeat to Paris and 

capitals listed below. We repeat that essence of SC resolution of | 

May 29 is to achieve immediate end of hostilities in Palestine and that 

1Latter not printed. on | oe Be 
. . 2As transmitted in telegram 727, May 31, 12:43 p. m., from New York, not 

printed (501.BB Palestine/5-3148) ; for the questions of interpretation as they 

evolve into assumptions, see footnote 2, p. 1085. | a |
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_ during period of cease fire neither side shall be able to build up its | | 
military potential? = = ae | 
‘Sent for action to London 2015; Paris 1890; Cairo 682; Beirut 283; — : 

Damascus 201; Baghdad 177; Jidda 210; Jerusalem 514. Repeated | 

- USUN 348; Haifa 92; Brussels 826; Moscow 616. | Oe 

Se Oo —  Loverr 

a -* Ambassador Douglas, on June 1, reported that “When I informed Bevin of 
| contents Department’s 2015, May 31, he expressed appreciation for prompt manner — 

_ in which Department dealt with this problem and welcomed warmly the attitude 
which Department has adopted... . He thought that in Amman, Arab delegates 
would be quick to note similarity US and UK views.” (Telegram 2403, from : 
London, 501.BB Palestine/6—148) | | a | a 

. 501.BB Palestine/6-148 : Telegram oo oe “ oo . 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Representative at 
the United Nations (Austin) | 

SECRET US URGENT | WasuHineron, June 1, 1948—6 p. m. | 
NAOT | 

849. There are four principal possibilities confronting SC when it oo 
_ -meets tomorrow to. receive replies from Arab Govts and the Pro- 

| _ visional Govt of Israel responsive to its resolution of May 29: | | 

1. Acceptance by all Govts of SC call to cease hostilities for 4 weeks 
) and otherwise to comply with requirements of SC resolution. 

2. Rejection by all Govts of SC res. of May 29. - | 
8, Acceptance of SC res. by Prov. Govt. of Israel and rejection by _ | 

| Arab Govts. | : a 
4. Rejection by Prov. Govt. of Israel and acceptance by Arab Govts. 

| There is also possibility that there may be conditional acceptances 
by one or both sides which may require further consideration by SC 

— andDept ra 
If, as we profoundly hope, both sides accept the resolution, your : 

remarks should be warmly congratulatory of the statesmanship and — 
: restraint exhibited by the Govts concerned. You should on behalf of 

_ this govt say that we look now to UN Mediator, Count Bernadotte, 
and to SC Truce Commission in Palestine, not only to supervise com- 
pliance with Resolution of May 29 but to use this breathing space of | 
4 weeks as an opportunity to work outa lasting modus vivendi between 
Arabs and Jews. | ; es 

- You should pledge fullest support of this govt, as member of Truce 
| Commission, ‘to the Mediator in his difficult task, and say that westand ~ _ 

——s- ready-toassist himtothe utmost. crs 
If contingencies (2), (8) and (4) materialize, penultimate para-
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_ graph of res. of May 29 comes into immediate effect. We feel that for 

| purpose of meeting of June 2 it would be unwise for Council immedi- 
ately to debate resolutions with a view to action under Chapter 7. We 

_ feel that there should be adequate discussion among delegations as | 

| to exactly what course such action should take. In this case you should _ 

keep in mind but not as yet discuss Deptel 327, May 26,1 setting forth | 

US policy as approved by the President. 

Since action under Chapter 7, consisting merely of an order to the 
parties ‘to cease fire and end hostilities, has twice been rejected by the So 

| Council, first in the form of our res of May 17 and latterly by rejection _ 
of the USSR res of May 29, it is to be doubted whether a reiteration of 

our Chapter 7 res of May 17 would prove effective. 

Please discuss possibilities with your colleagues on the Council. We 

value in particular the British views and should prefer if possible to 
work in concert with UK del. Naturally the joint participation of such 

other delegations as the French, Canadians, and Belgians would be 

. most welcome. | a 

: Depending upon your report of the attitude of other delegations,. . 

Dept will formulate instructions as to the course of action this Govt’ 
will be prepared to support if necessary under Chapter 7 at the next 

meeting of the Council subsequent 'to June 2. | 
Repeated to London ‘as 2025, Paris as 1897, Brussels as 882, Moscow 

| as 619. Se | | ee a 
| 7 ~ Lovett 

1 Not printed, but see footnote 1, p. 1027. | a | 

S67N.01/6-148 | | | | 
Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by Mr. Fraser Wilkins of | 

| . _ the Dwision of Near Eastern Affairs 

SECRET a oe [Wasuinceton,| June 1, 1948. 

- On June 1, 1948 Mr. Epstein informed me that he had received a 
telegram from Mr. Shertok in Tel Aviv in which the Provisional — 

oe Government of Israel accepted the Security Council’s request for a— 

cease fire of May 29.1 A copy of the text of this telegram as taken down 

over the telephone is attached. | Co | 
Mr. Epstein said that he had been instructed by Mr. Shertok to 

request the support of the United States Government. for Israel’s 

acceptance of the Security Council’s cease fire on the basis of the five _ 

: 1 For text, see SC, 3rd yr., No. 78, p. 2. . 7
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| assumptions contained therein.? I told Mr. Epstein that I would com- | 
municate with my superior officers and would communicate with him | 

_ The attached text was subsequently discussed by Mr. Henderson, _ 
| Mr, Sandifer? and Mr. McClintock with Mr. Lovett. On instructions 

_ from Mr. Henderson, Mr. Sandifer and Mr. McClintock I telephoned | 
Mr. Epstein that the Department regarded Mr. Shertok’s telegram of _ - 

| June 1 as an acceptance of the Security Council’s resolution of May 29 7 

and that, with regard to the five assumptions contained in. that. tele- | 
gram, the Department considered such interpretations for determina- 
tion by the United: Nations through the agency of the UN Mediator, —s 
the Security Council Truce Commission or the Security Council 

itself, ae re oo 

Mr. Epstein asked me if we would support: their interpretation of a 
the Security Council’s resolution of May 29 in the United Nations. | 
I told him that it seemed to me on the basis of the information had 
already given him that this question could not be answered at this 
moment, as it remained to be seen what action the United Nations would  _ 

. take with regard to the assumptions as stated. | 7 
Mr. Epstein told me that two main considerations had dictated __ 

Israel’s acceptance of the Security Council’s resolution of May 29: (1) | 
Israel’s desire to act in accord with international public opinion, and ~ 
(2) Israel’s desire to cooperate with the United Nations initshandling 
of the Palestine question. _ os 

--——s« * The assumptions as furnished by Mr. Epstein comprised : a . | 
I, That ban on import of arms into territories Arab states enumerated in | 

resolution should apply also to deliveries arms from stocks owned or controlled . | 
by foreign powers within these territories. oo —— | 

“2. That during cease fire armed forces of neither side will seek to advance : 
| beyond areas controlled by them at commencement of cease fire and that each . oe 

- gide will be entitled maintain the positions in its military occupation at that. 
| time. | | . oo | | | 

| “3. That freedom of access to Jerusalem will be insured for supply of food . 
and other essentials as well as for normal civilian entry and exit. 4 

“4, That any attempt by parties concerned to stop or impede normal transport 
| of goods consigned to Israel and other states concerned will be regarded as an 

act of armed force. __ | 
“5. That while provisional government is ready comply with injunction that 

. persons of military age admitted during cease fire should not be mobilized or | 
submitted to military training, its freedom to admit immigrants regardless of | 

~ age will not be impaired.” 
. * Durward V. Sandifer, Deputy Director of the Office of United Nations Affairs. | 

oe EHditorial Note rn 

‘The reply.of the Arab League, transmitted by the Egyptian Minister — 
for Foreign Affairs in a telegram of June 1 to Secretary-General Lie, 
accepted the Security Council’s request for a four-week cease-fire. The 

reply asserted that one of the most important of the Mediator’s func- |
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a tions was to reach a peaceful and just solution of the Palestine prob- a 
lem. It then stated that “The Governments of the Arab States are 

| confident that the United Nations Mediator and the members of the — 
| Truce Commission . . . will realize that any solution which does not , 

ensure political unity for Palestine or respect the will of the majority 
of the population of that country will not have the least chance of 

| success.” Thé full text. of the reply is printed in SC, 3rd yr., No. 78, 
: page4, So oo 

The President of the Security Council, on June 2, announced to | 
the Council that acceptance of the cease-fire was unconditional and 

- that the comments made by all parties were not to be considered as | 
setting conditions (db¢d., page 16); Se 

Sir Alec Kirkbride, British Minister in Transjordan, gave Wells 
Stabler an account of the meeting of the Political Committee of the | 
Arab League at Amman concerning Arab acceptance of the cease-fire, 
as furnished to him by the Transjordanian Prime Minister, Tawfik | 
al-Huda. According to this account, Egypt and Transjordan pressed 

| for acceptance and were soon joined by Iraq. Syria, Saudi Arabia, 
and Lebanon were more difficult to convince because of their concern 
for local public opinion, but they finally voted for acceptance. After 
adoption of the resolution, the Syrian, Lebanese, and Saudi Arabian 
delegates proposed an additional resolution stating that all Arab | 

_ states rejected a Jewish state and that anybody entertaining contrary __ 
ideas was a traitor to the Arab cause. The Transjordanian Prime 

_ Minister told the three delegates that this matter was entirely outside - 
the scope of the meeting and that the proposed resolution was a direct 

_ attack on the Hashemites. He thereupon closed the meeting and walked _ 
out (telegram 237, June 3, 1 p. m., from Beirut, 501.BB Palestine/ 

a 6-348)... EB atts ot | a 

| 501.BB Palestine/6—148 : Telegram a ' oO . 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Representative | 
| at the United Nations (Austin) | 

SECRET US URGENT = Wasuineron, June 1,1948—6 p.m. 
NIACT ae Bo | | a | 

_ 350. British Embassy has made oral representation here today — | 
: soliciting our support of UK interpretation of Articles 3 and 4 of SC | | 

resolution of May 29 along lines of paragraph 2, Douglas’s telegram | 

a - 2368, May 31. (Reference Deptel 348, May 31,9 p. m.*). — 
- _ British request that we either support their interpretation in SC or, | 

a - failing that, do not oppose their interpretation. I 
You are authorized to state in SC, but only if necessary, our view 

of meaning of paragraphs 8 and 4 of SC resolution of May 29 in terms 

| * This was'a repeat of 2015 to London, p. 1082. a | .
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set forth in Deptel 848 (sent London for action as 2015, May 381). | | 

However, we should much prefer at this delicate juncture that SC does | 

| not get involved in debate as to interpretation. We feel it far preferable 

| that questions of interpretation of SC resolution of May 29 be left to 

UN Mediator in Palestine, Count Bernadotte, and would prefer that = 

_- you suggest this course of action if situation should arise. _ Bo | 

- _ Repeated Haifa as 94, Jerusalem as 518, Beirut as 285, Damascus as__ 

202, Cairo as 690, with request that Count Bernadotte be apprised of | 

- our foregoing views and also interpretation set forth Deptel 348 (Sent 

| London as 2015).2 Repeated London for info as 2026, Paris as 1898, _ 

_.. Baghdad as 179, Jidda as 212, Brussels as 833, Moscow as 620. | , 

— ?The question of the interpretation of Articles 3 and 4. continued to agitate | | 

the Department. On June 2, Messrs. Sandifer and McClintock discussed the 

matter further by telephone with Mr. Ross at New York. Mr. McClintock’s memo- 

randum of the conversation states: “Although from an ideal point of view we 

- ghould prefer that no men of military age should enter the countries mentioned 

during the four-week period of cease-fire, if there were legitimate need to permit | 

the entry of men of military age to take up exclusively civilian pursuits this | 

: should be possible provided there were adequate safeguards to ensure that these 

men were not to be used for military service. . | - SC | 

‘With the approval of Mr. Lovett, the following language was submitted as. 

making this position more clear : ee | pO , v 

“ ‘Paragraphs 3 and 4 do not preclude the admission of men of military age 

for exclusively civilian purposes provided this is carried out in good faith in 

light of the acceptance of the obligations of these paragraphs by the parties, and 

| | under supervision of the UN Mediator.’” (501.BB Palestine/6—248) | 

PPS Files, Lot 64-D 563 | a ee ee . 

| Minutes of the Policy Planning Staff, Wednesday, June 2, 1948, | 

, — a tob pm 

sooner we Te 
Present: George Butler. = CarltonSavage 7 | 

a | ‘Bernard Gufler = Henry Villard* | 

| “Willard L. Thorp, E a — 
| - Loy W. Henderson,NEA ee : 

a John D, Hickerson, KUR . Se 

: oe Carlisle H. Humelsine, 5/S i 

Oo Samuel K. C, Kopper, NEA Oo oo 

Robert 'M. McClintock, UNA | | | 

Gordon P.Merriam,NE | 

‘Durward V. Sandifer, UNA | | 

Fraser Wilkins, NE | . oo 

| _ There was a discussion of the question of placing the Palestine... 

problem before the National Security Council, in accordance with the — 

| 1 Messrs. Butler, Gufler, and ‘Villard were members of the Policy Planning 

Staff; Mr. Savage, who drafted these minutes, was the Staff’s Executive 

Secretary. — oo | - | | |
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7 Policy Planning Staff recommendation, approved by the Secretary | 
and Mr. Lovett, that the course which this Government pursues with 
respect té Palestine should be cleared with the National Security — 

. Council. It was agreed that we should begin immediately to develop 
a paper on Palestine and its overall policy implications, particularly — 
with respect to the Middle East, for submission to the Secretary and 
Mr. Lovett’ and eventual clearance through the National Security | 

501.BB Palestine/6-248 Oo | | | - | : 

Memorandum by the Deputy United States Representative on the’ 
Security Council (Jessup) to the United States Representative at the 
United Nations (Austin) | oe 7 | 

oo CONFIDENTIAL | / [New Yorx,] June 2, 1948. | 
Subject: Final Solution in Palestine : | - 7 

| It would seem important immediately for the Department to formu- 
late its views concerning the eventual solution in Palestine toward | 
which the mediator will be working during.the cease. fire period. Al- 
though presumably the mediator will exercise a free hand, it is clear _ 
that the views of the United States will exercise a strong if not con- 

, trolling influence on what is ultimately recommended or accepted. | 
The first alternative to be considered is the question whether during 

| the four week period there should be an effort to reach a permanent — 
solution or whether a temporary solution should be aimed at. On the 

- one hand, it ean be argued that the Arabs may need time for adjustment 
| to the idea of a Jewish State and that some temporary arrangement, © 

| say for six months, might pave the way for future long range agree- 
Ment. On the other hand, there are some indications that since Arab | 

_ councils are divided, they may wish to be forced and would like a strong | 
recommendation to which they would have to bow. Our best political 
judgment is needed in regard tothis Arab attitude. 

With reference to a possible final solution, the following assumptions | 
may be valid: — oo | | 

First Assumption | | | 
There will bea State of Israel. | | 

If this is taken as certain, then it could be argued that.the best way 
to get the Arabs to acquiesce in this fact is to secure as many recogni-— 
tions as possible, particularly the recognition of the United Kingdom. 

If the United Kingdom admitted this fact and committed itself to it, 

it might help to put it over in the minds of the Arabs. The more states 

that recognize, the easier it would be to get Arab acquiescence.
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Second Assumption = | ee | 

There must also be an Arab State in Palestine. Te | 
| The question exists as to whether the Arabs can agree on Abdullah 

as the head of the Palestinian state regardless of its exact boundaries. 
If the Arabs were agreed on this, it might be possible to hold out the - 
hope of recognition and support of application for United Nations 

| membership. Attention should also be given to the thought that recog- 
nition of a greater kingdom of Abdullah’s would solve the problem 

| of recognition of Transjordan. Cn SO , 

Third Assumption | ee | oe | 

| There must be close relations between the Jewish and Arab states 
- in Palestine, especially on economic lines. Se ES 

Here it would be necessary to explore all of the various solutions 
_ which have been suggested, including the November 29 plan for eco- 

nomic union and Tsiang’s suggestion for some kind of dual common- 
wealth with a head man or mediator appointed by the United Nations 
and having charge of foreign relations and finance. © 
One point which seems to be dominant.in Arab minds is the possi- | 

bility of subsequent Jewish expansion. Consideration might be given 
‘to some kind of guarantee of the Arab state which would prevent 
possible subsequent Jewish expansion. It might be assumed that in 
regard to immigration, the Arab state would be free to exclude Jewish . 
immigrants since each state presumably would have control of itsown 
immigration policy. ee | | as | 

| Methods : While it would seem desirable that negotiations should be | 
_ earried on in New York, in Washington and in the Arab capitals, and 

| in Tel Aviv, it would appear that nothing should be done to stultify 
the role of the mediator or to weaken his hand, and that the lead should _ 

| be given to him in the negotiations. : ee i 
In order to support the mediator, it would seem desirable immedi- | 

ately to strengthen the Truce Commission by appointing to its: mem- 
_ bership persons of highest ambassadorial rank from Belgium, France 

and the United States en Se 
Consideration might be given to the appointment during the four a 

week period of a boundary commission which could continue its work : 
| after the termination of the cease fire period. The mediator might act 

as Chairman of such a boundary commission. nee | 

| It might be desirable to draw up something of a balance sheet show- | 
ing what advantages or concessions would be given to each side. One 

might also note what factors would be common to both a temporary 
and to. a permanent solution. Common factors would include separate | 

Jewish and Arab governments, common services and the problem of 
the City of Jerusalem. In regard to Jerusalem, the alternatives might : 
be either to let the Arabs have. it as Abdullah’s capital, to make it an
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| international. city as under the November 29 plan, or possibly to find 
a combination of the two schemes. Perhaps the old city could be made 

| a corpus separatum as under the November 29 plan and have a purely 
_ religious significance comparable to, but different from that.‘of the . 
Vatican City. Access would, of course, have to be secured. _ 7 | 

| The boundaries laid down on November 29 would certainly seem to © 

be capable of adjustment and modification. The Arabs would seem to 

be entitled to a port on the Mediterranean Sea. Further consideration 
would need tobe giventotheNegeb, .-—— re a 

501.BB Palestine/6—248 : Telegram so CO oe — 

Phe Chargé in Egypt (Patterson), to the Secretary of State 4 

SECRET. a —..- Catro, June 2, 1948—5 p. m. 

659. Data supplied by Department’s 680, May 31,1 were conveyed to 
Count Bernadotte in call which I paid him at his hotel this morning 
accompanied by Assistant Military Attaché, Colonel Wyman. Berna- 
dotte, who had returned last evening from Amman, stated he had not — 

| received Department’s message at Haifa. He was much encouraged by | 
its cooperative tenor while realizing that it represented merely tenta- 

| tive and. preliminary thinking on part of Department. It was evident 
| however that Bernadotte felt a larger number of officers-than that 

suggested by Department would become necessary if truce observance _ 
: were to be adequately enforced and that equipment would require 

| ships as well as airplanes; moreover his own duties would not permit _ 
. of his active supervision of observer teams so that a deputy would 

become ‘necessary. He’ inquired if in my belief a Swede or Swedes 
- would be acceptable for this purpose. I replied. to effect my personal 

view was that since apparently Bernadotte himself a Swede had been 
| unanimously accepted. by the UN: in capacity of mediator it would 

seem not unreasonable for him to be assisted by other Swedish men. | 
Bernadotte then requested facilities of Embassy for sending a. tele- 
gram to Truce Commission at Jerusalem to effect that if acceptance of 

| truce proved correct (he had had no word from UN confirming reports 
in today’s Cairo press) his entire time would be taken up. with 1m- 
plementing the truce so that it would be well if the Truce Commission 

could visit Cairo where facilities for communications with the UN | 

were better than other cities such as Amman. - a 
On my pointing out that the US Government believed that the mili- 

tary observers should be taken from nationals of those governments _ 
represented on the Truce Commission; namely, Belgium, France, and 
the US, Count Bernadotte stated that he would communicate with the 

_ Belgian Minister in Cairo on the subject. He was evidently inclined 

+This was a repeat of telegram 90 to Haifa, p.1079. oO,
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toa belief that British advice would still be helpful in setting up teams oe 

| of observers in view of British experience in Palestine and hoped that 

interested governments would give their assent to his obtaining aid | 

from British as well as from Belgium, France and US even though . 

observers might be limited to nationals of the three last named coun- | 

| tries. Bunche 2 as well as another member Bernadotte’s staff together _ 

with Harold Evans were present during our talk on conclusion of oe 

which Bernadotte requested Colonel Wyman remain for second meet- 

7 ing of Military Attachés. In view of receipt immediately before my _ 

| departure for Bernadotte’s hotel of Department’s 682, May 31° and | 

690, June 1,‘ I took texts along from 682. However I read solely the , 

final sentence relating to Department’s belief that SC’s resolution of | 

| May 29 in effect was a standstill agreement. re Oo 

| On my reading to Bernadotte that portion of 690, paragraph 3, 

which begins with the word “however” and goes on to mention that | 

the interpretation of the SC’s resolution might be left to Bernadotte, _ 

the latter gave a wry smile accompanied by an ejaculation® 

‘Sent Department 659, repeated London, Brussels, Paris, Jerusalem ; 

_ sent Arab capitals by pouch, sy Co 
ee — , PATTERSON : 

*Ralph J. Bunche, Personal Representative of the Secretary-General of the . | 

| United Nations with Count Bernadotte. a oo — 
3This was a repeat of telegram 2015 to London, p. 1082. | | : 

| 4This was a repeat of telegram 350'to New York, p. 1086. an a 

5 Count Bernadotte, on June 2, sent a cable to Secretary-General Lie in which 

he proposed that he, the Mediator, be authorized to fix the effective date of the | 

cease-fire and truce; for. text, see SC, 3rd yr., No. 78, p. 16. In the telephone ~— 

conversation alluded ‘to in footnote 2, p. 1087, Mr. Ross was informed that the | . 

‘Department concurred with the Mediator’s proposal. : 

| The President of the Security Council, at its meeting of June 2, announced 

that the ‘Council agreed to the Mediator’s proposal. The Soviet and the Ukrainian : 

Representatives, however, specifically abstained from approval (SC, 3rd yr., No. - 

78, pp. 238,24). / a a . - | 

| - 501.BB Palestine/ 6-248: Telegram © oe . - 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 

ee of State a 

TOP SECRET a | - Lonpon, June 2, 1948—7 p. mn | 

2419, 1. Department’s 2015 of May 31 and 2026, J une 1 to London.t 7 
: _ Tam gratified that our interpretation of paragraphs 3 and4SC resolu- ~ 

tion May 29 is in line with that of British Government, and I agree 
that on future questions of interpretation these should be left so far 

, as possible to Count Bernadotte. | 

| 9. There is one problem to which I am sure the Department has 
already given its attention but which might soon come very much to 
fore—treatment to be accorded Jewish DP’s in American zone Ger- 

* The latter was a repeat of telegram 350 to New York, p. 1086. — Oo
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many with regard to emigration to Palestine during cease-fire Bevin, 
although British interest would be served by getting rid of them, took 
note of query Department’s 1962, May 28, and agreed unconditionally 

ce to retain Jews in Cyprus (see Embassy’s 2349, May 29,? paragraph 4) 
. during cease-fire period and has so advised Arab states, This action | 

may have gone far toachieve Arab acceptance cease-fire. == | Le 
8. Jews in DP camps iin American zone Germany are in position 

analogous to that of Jews i Cyprus. Am I correct in assuming that 
until there is a definitive SC ruling to contrary, USG in accordance 

| . with its own interpretation of paragraphs 3 and 4 will retain male | 
Jews of military age in our DP camps for period of cease-fire? Tt seems 
tome that if in this regard we do less than UK with which USG first 
raised question, it would be inconsistent with our interpretation and _ 
we will create thereby an opportunity for the enemies of US and UK 
to drive fresh wedge between us. Surely introduction of any kind of © 

: manpower of military age builds up a country’s military potential — 
(Department’s 2015, May 31, paragraph 3). | | oe - 

Sent Department 2419; repeated Baghdad 59; Cairo 75; Beirut 25; 
os Damascus 29; Jidda 71; Paris 253; Berlin 167. OS | 

| ES | , Dovewas 

_ * Not printed ; but see footnote 8, p. 1072. : 

501.BB Palestine/6-248 : Telegram oe | ae | . | 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary . 
| | of State a 

— SECRET _ | -'.. Lonpon, June 2, 1948—7 p. m. 

9490. Following obtained informally from Burrows today regard- | 
ing Palestine: : | OS 

1. As British Delegation UN will explain to USUN today Foreign 
Office feels that while it agrees that other questions of interpretation 

| should be left to Bernadotte, Foreign Office feels regarding paragraphs 

three and four of SC resolution Bernadotte should have guidance be- 
cause HMG has already committed itself to Arabs regarding its inter- 
pretation. If Bernadotte should take contrary view, Arabs would claim 
that they had been tricked. Possible alternative, though less satisfac. 

tory, line would be Bernadotte ruling that men of military age should 
~ not be allowed enter Palestine until there are adequate safeguards to 

Insure that these men are not used for military service (Department’s 
9015 May 8land2026Junel!). So. 

2. Foreign Office understands Bernadotte created favorable impres- | 

| 1 The latter was:a repeat of telegram 350 to New York, p. 1086. pe
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sion Amman where he pleased Arabs by showing willingness make — 
| decisions and accept responsibility for implementation SC resolution. _ 

8. Preliminary Foreign Office guidance comments to UK Delega- 
| tion regarding Israeli assumptions as given Radio Bulletin No. 696, 

_  June2Qwere: ne 
' Reference one, UK Delegation should give assurances regarding 

| British storesME; - 2 ere 
_ Reference two,thisseems reasonable; = | 
Reference three, this seenis reasonable subject to safeguards as to 

‘what constitutes “essentials” and “normalentry”;. oT 
| ee Reference four, HMG would prefer not to comment without further. | 

| study; 2 me a 
“Reference five, see paragraph oneaboveand previous. =... 

| .. Repeated Baghdad 60, Cairo 76, Beirut 26, Damascus 30, Jidda 72. 
_ Department pleaserepeat'Palestine. 9 
See Dowenas 

"For the assumptions, see footnote 2,p.1085. bee _ ae - 

501.BB Palestine/6-348 : Telegram 7 . yc ee ED ences Tees | 

_ Phe Secretary of State to the United States Representative dt the 
| a cae United Nations (Austin) NE SGthe oe au b Beat - 

SECRET «US URGENT “= = —s Wasnneron, June 3, 194828"? th. 

| _ 857. Careful consideration has been given to request of Syrian 
President of SC for our support of his proposal that supervisors of 
UN Mediator in Palestine include representatives of Arab and Jewish 

_ sides as’ well as representatives of the three principal religions in 
Palestine = a CO . me 

_ You should tell Faris E] Khouri that, although we are sympathetic 
to the motives which prompted his suggestion, we do not feel it would 

_ be wise to include in Bernadotte’s staff of military and other observers 
_ the representatives of the parties ‘at interest. The essence of the Media- —_— 

tor’s task and that of the Truce Commission is to be impartial and | 
: to carry out the terms of the SC resolution of May 29 without fear or 

favor toeither party. -.° -. re | 
| _ You may tell Faris Bey, however, that we should have no objection | 

| if Count Bernadotte were assisted in his work by liaison officers repre- | 
| _ senting the Jews on one hand and the Arabs on the other. Precedents __ 

_. for such liaison officers are to be: found in the case of the Balkan 
_ Commission and in the Indonesian Good Offices Committee’s work, 

We do not’ ‘feel that 1t would be useful to interject religious con-— | 
siderations into the Mediator’s task under resolution of May 29. Faris, | 

himself, as a Christian, should appreciate that it would be difficult to 
598-594-7637 . | | | |
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decide which Christian sect should represent the Christians of Pales- 
tine and he should also be able to appreciate embarrassment which 
might be caused if representative of the Moslems of Palestine were _ 

their titular leader;theGrand Mufti, - a 

| As for your own suggestion that our representatives from the three 
Services should be headed by officers of Flag rank, we are inclined to 

oO doubt whether in fact this would achieve the useful purpose youen- | 

visage. On the contrary we feel that presence of high-ranking officers . 
might serve to detract from. preeminent. position ofthe Mediator wlio _ 

is making an excellent beginning and who we feel is fully capable of 
| exerting all the prestige that is needed in this situation. Our concept 

of the role of military observers is that they should be a group of 
fairly young hard-working officers of rank not higher than Army 
colonel or’ Navy captain, who would thus be clearly subordinate to 

UN Mediator and who would be able to rough it in the field. 

- With respect to your suggestion that representatives be named to 

Truce Commission of rank and caliber of Ambassador, we feel that 
this would be injurious to and a reflection on work of present truce _ 
commissioners, the Consuls General in Jerusalem. These men, with 
great devotion and at grave personal risk, have done their utmost to 

carry out SC terms of reference and their failure to secure a truce was 
less due to their own personal qualifications than to intransigence of 

the parties with whom they dealt. Accordingly we are not disposed —— 

| to suggest that persons of Ambassadorial position now be assigned to 
Truce Commission. Commission should continue on working level to | 

| assist. and advise Count Bernadotte but we shall look principally to 

UN Mediator for top-level decisionsonthespot. = 
_ Ambassador Austin is authorized to state at SC meeting this morn- _ 
ing that-this govt as member of Truce Commission will do its utmost 
to fulfill terms imposed on it by SC resolution of May 29. We.are also 
prepared, if UN Mediator so requests, to furnish him military, naval, 

and air observers to implement Paragraph 7 of that resolution, pro- 
-_ vided. that other nations are also called upon by Mediator for similar - _ 

a service.-You should state that in-our opinion most logicalformula for — 
fixing which nations should contribute, these obsérvers would be to 
follow precedent established for Balkan and Indonesian cases and to | 
look to governments members of Truce Commission for this service. — 

| However, you should make it clear that this is a suggestion and that 
we will defer'to wishes of Count Bernadotte. You may also in your — 

| judgment support suggestion -as coming from Faris El Khouri that | 

liaison officers of Jewish and Arab parties might do useful work at- 
| tachedtoBernadotte’sstafl. = 

_ - For your information President and Defense Secretary Forrestal — 

have indicated their approval of this government contributing. its fair
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share of military observers if other. members.of Truce Commission do 
_ likewise. Repeated Cairo as 706 for immediate information of Count 

Bernadotte. Repeated Jerusalem as 528, Haifa as 101, for information 
of Bernadotte if he has not first been approached by Cairo. Repeated 

_ for information to London as 2054, Paris as 1925, Brussels as 842, 
Beirut as 293, Jidda as 215, Baghdad as 184. a wa | 
a a | — , MarsHaun 

| 501.BB Palestine/6-348 : Telegram . | | 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Egypt | 

.. SECRET US URGENT == + ‘WasuIneron, June 3, 1948—7 p. m. ce 
412. Please inform Count Bernadotte that we are highly gratified at a 

| success which has thus far attended his energetic and conciliatory — | 
efforts with Arabs and Jews. | . | 

You may likewise inform UN Mediator that President has assented 
to this Govt. contributing its fair share of military observers in con- | 
junction with other Govts, preferably France and Belgium, as the 
other members of Truce Commission, to implement Paragraph 7, SC | 
resolution May 29.0 Oo | Oo 

| _ We feel that before formal action can be taken Bernadotte should _ 
make an official request of this Govt for assistance contemplated. You. should: in terms of strictest confidénce inform Count Bernadotte that 
this Govt would not be pleased to serve if Russians or satellite:states 
were asked also to send military observers, Co | 

_ Re your 659, June 2, we feel that Count Bernadotte should have 
complete liberty of choice in selecting his deputy and we would have 
no objection to a Swede in this position nor to whatever additional 
‘Swedish staff Bernadotte might require... 2 a 

(Juestion of payment of military observers has not yet been resolved 
in UN but this Govt considers that simplest arrangement would be for 
govts which send military observers to defray their expensesandalso, 
to.accept charges incidental to furnishing of necessary equipmentsuch __ 
as airplanes and land transport. However, if other govts have differ- | 
ent views we are prepared to concert our policy with theirs. It might : 

_ be that for Bernadotte’s staff use he could make arrangements with 
British, who have large supply of military equipment on the spot, to 
loan him. such airplanes and naval or land transport facilities as he a 
‘may require. This is offered purely as asuggestionn |. , 
_ Sent. Cairo as 712 for action. Repeated Haifa as 107 and Jerusalem 
as 534 for similar action if Bernadotte not first reached by Cairo. 
Repeated for info to USUN as 359, London as 2069, Paris as 1934, : 
Brussels as 848, Moscow as 628. — | | a - 
a - : | | MarsHaLn
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oo 501.BB Palestine/6-448: Telegram  _ | oe ae 

—— The Chargé in Egypt (Patterson) to the Secretary of State’ 

- SECRET =§ MOST IMMEDIATE - Catro, June 4, 1948—7 p. m. | 
NIACT ) a Oo 

675. At 3:30 p. m. today I informed Count Bernadotte content De- _ 
partment’s 712 June 8 in course of call at his hotel. He took due note of 

: substance of paragraph one, which I repeated to him, and stated | 

| ‘Americans and Belgians having accepted to supply observers with | 

response being now awaited from French, there would be no need to 

' “look elsewhere. Bernadotte hoped for some British equipment and | 

‘interestingly added that Nokrashy Pasha had urged him endeavor 

obtain British naval vessels to patrol coasts. oe | 

: Department’s assent appointment Swedish deputy and other super- 

‘visors of observer corps much appreciated, Bernadotte has been in 

provisional touch with Stockholm on subject, and finds Swedish Gov- 

ernment willing conperate. Both Bernadotte and Bunche, who had 

yesterday flown Amman and Haifa but not Beirut, stated immigra- | 

| tion men of military age seemed sole serious obstacle in way of Arab 

and Jewish agreement on truce, They had conferred at Haifa with 

- ‘Moshe Shertok such length as to have been unable visit Beirut. 

Bernadotte is telegraphing UN on subject desired clarification SC’s 

intent, while Bunche is telegraphing Reedman, UN agent Haifa, to 

| work on Shertok to agree self-limitation immigration men of military / 

age while preserving principle of immigration. Bunche expressed 

| hope Department might use its influence in bringing about reasonable 

interpretation phrase in dispute. | Oe 7 | - 

Bernadotte stated he had overcome Arab objections to provisioning - 

of Jerusalem by pointing out unless supply of city were permitted 

its position would deteriorate during four weeks truce period, and so 

| - not-represent maintenance of desired standstill in military potential. 

| Sent Department 675, repeated London 54, Paris 49, Jerusalem 74, 

| - Brussels unnumbered. Pouched Arabcapitals, | | 

| a : 7 7 . Parrerson | 

a His message, dated June 4, stated that the question of immigration into Pales- 

tine was the sole obstruction to agreement on an effective truce date. It then 

raised these questions: “Does resolution envisage that men of military age may be 

. brought in Jewish area Palestine during period truce provided they are not 

mobilized or submitted to training? Is resolution permissive. this regard or does — 

--. yegolution seek exclusion all men military age?”’; for full text of message, see 

| _ $0, 8rd yr., Supplement for June 1948, p. TT. a : | |
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~~ §01.BB Palestine/6-448 : Telegram ae po ey a 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 
a | of State | : 

, SECRET : | Lonvon, June 4, 1948—8 p. m. | 
2482. Embassy’s 2449, June 3, paragraph 1. Bevin raised with me 

- today question mediator’s observers and said that in proposing na- | 
tionals small neutral states he had in mind as primary objective keep- | 

| Ing out USSR. US formula of Nationals Truce Commission member- 
states assisted possibly by Swedes or other neutrals accomplishes this. 

: and hence Bevin is entirely agreeable to our proposals. When I read - 
| him Department’s 2069, June 3,2 Bevin said it was fully in accord 

 .withhisviews,  —| — : . | : 
: 2. Bevin told me that in difficult period ahead regarding Palestine | 

he hoped the closest four-way cooperation and exchange of informa- | 
__ tion can be worked out between Cadogan, USUN, British Embassy © 

Washington and Department. | | a 
3. Bevin told me of June 3 telegram from British Embassy Cairo — | 

reporting call from Bernadotte to effect that Prime Minister Nokrashy _ : 
Pasha is anxious for British Navy and Air Force to assist Bernadotte 
in securing observance terms truce. Bernadotte told British Ambassa- 

_ dor that he had no objection in principle to this and asked Ambassa- 
dor to put question urgently to Bevin. Later Nokrashy directly ap- 

, proached British Ambassador with same request. Oo | 
4 Bevin said that although he was willing to think it over his first - 
reaction to use Royal Navy and RAF is negative due to apprehensions = 
that use British Navy and AF might give rise to demands from USSR | 

_ to be included among military observers or otherwise. | oe | 
| ~ 5. Iwas advised later today by Michael Wright that further con- _ | 

_ sideration in Foreign Office has led to conclusion, which Bevin and 
_ Attlee approved this afternoon, that this might turn into first formal a 

; request from mediator to HMG and that under terms SC Resolution = 
HMG could not refuse to “give the greatest possible assistance to the 
United Nations mediator”. Consequently Bernadotte will be told that | 
if he makes formal request Bevin would be prepared to recommend — 

_ to his colleagues that British aircraft and such vessels ‘as might be | 
necessary be put at the disposal of mediator to observe both sea and —— 

_ land frontiers Palestine with view to reporting to mediator any sus- 
. picious movements which might be designed to contravene terms truce. 

| *Not printed. — ee a os oo i 7 
| * This was a repeat of telegram 712 to Cairo, p.1095, ae a |
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So far as possible British sea and aircraft would carry members medi- 

‘ator’s observer staff and in no circumstances would they stop vessels 

| ‘or engage in positive enforcement action. Their function would be 

| to report only. : | . 

- G. I note that final sentence Department’s reftel envisages British | 

‘aid along these linesto Bernadotte. | 7 

>. Sent Department 2482: repeated Baghdad 64, Cairo 82, Brussels 91, : 

| Paris 259, Moscow 93, Beirut 30, Damascus 34, Jidda 77, Jerusalem 80. 

| Department please repeat Haifaand USUN. | | 

oe | ) a - Dovetas 

501.BB Palestine/6-548 : Telegram : 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 

the Secretary of State : 

SECRET URGENT | | New Yorx, June 5, 1948—12: 33 a. m. | 

753. The Secretariat, in the late afternoon of June 4, upon recelv- 

ing the queries of Count Bernadotte regarding need for clarification 

| of the SC May 29 resolution in respect to immigration, initially called 

| a meeting of the SC for June 5. Secretariat officials agreed with El- 

| Khouri’s+ view that neither he nor the SYG were competent to inter- _ 

| pret the resolution. However, after some delay, and with the assistance | 

of USUN, telephonic communication was established between Lake 

- Success and Cairo, in which Cordier ? expressed to Bunche the SYG’s 

view that an SC meeting to interpret its resolution would lead to» 

a confusion rather than clarification. a | | 

Bunche reported that Arabs and Jews were not far apart in their 

position and apparently did not absolutely insist that the SC must - 

—_ define the terms of the resolution in minute detail. However, Berna- 

dotte wished to be sure that he would not later be accused of preempt- 

ing SC functions if he were to interpret the SC resolution as best: he 

could. He also sought assurance that if he took a strong initiative he 

would not be accused of exceeding his role. Oo 

- After consultation with El-Khouri, Cordier, on instructions from __ 

: - 2aris. el-Khouri, Syrian Representative ‘at the United Nations and, at this oo 

time, President of the Security Council. During the proceedings of the Council 

. - on'June 3; he announced: that:“The matter. is already in the hands of the Media- | 

; tor, -who; has :the: full ‘confidence of the Security Council. to understand and 

interpret the text. of the resolution ‘which he now. has, in a way which he may 

deem to be correct. : : 

“Tf that interpretation is challenged, the matter will then be submitted to 

the Security Council for further consideration. Then and only then would such 

a point as interpretation be discussed.” SS re 

He concluded that the Mediator “should be given a free hand to act in accord- | 

ance with the resolutions which he now has before him” (SC, 3rd yr., No. 79, 

» a arew W. Cordier, Executive Assistant to the Secretary-General ‘of the 

United Nations. _ | 7
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Lie, informed Bunche for Bernadotte that ‘it was the view of the Presi- | 
dent of the SC and the SYG that the SC resolution basically meant 
that neither side should improve its military position during the cease 

, _ fire and, as El-Khouri insisted on adding, the resolution did not 
prejudice the rights or position of either party. Bernadotte was also 
assured that it was the intention of the SC that he should havea free | 
hand to bring about an end to the hostilities. | 
In presenting this opinion, the SYG was reinforced by the strong 

protest which Parodi had entered against.an SC meeting to interpret 
the resolution. = we 

Cordier informed USUN that Bunche was quite optimistic about 
the prospects of achieving a cease fire by Monday, June 7 ae 
_ The Secretariat was informed by Bernadotte during the course of 

| _ the telephone conversation that the 5 Swedish officers flying to Cairo 
on June 5 would be considered by him as members of his personal staff 
to be used in supervising the cease fire order. He expected the French, _ 

_ Belgian and American observers to have a somewhat different status 
- as‘ officers’ of members of the SCTC. Neither Bunche nor Bernadotte 

_ has mentioned the alleged request to the USSR to provide military | 
, observers, - as oo! ee 

_ Bunche informed Cordier that Bernadotte would probably ask for 
3 or 4 naval patrol vessels, preferably neither British nor American, 
to patrol the Palestine and adjacent coasts. ns 

| a os tg ER | AUSTIN | 

——-«BOLBB Palestine/6-648 saree eee a 
Memorandum. of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of Near 

oe SES Eastern and African Affairs (Henderson) = } 

| SECRET _ [Wasurneron,] June 6, 1948. 
_ Participants: Mr. Beeley, U.K. Delegation Mr. McClintock, UNA 

_ Mr. Allen, British Embassy Mr. Kopper, NEA 
; | | Mr. Bromley, British Mr. Merriam, NE 

a , Embassy | | Mr. Wilkins, NE 
| - Mr. Henderson, NEA Mr. Mattison, NE 

ar Mr. Satterthwaite, NEA 
Mr. Villard, S/P- Em ae 

Mr. Beeley called at his request for the purpose of having an in- 
formal and personal exchange of views on the current situation in __ | 

_ -Ralestine.and the future possibilities. (plang eh | 
Principal points made by Mr. Beeley were: nn | 

___1) It was considered of highest importance that the British and 
United States Governments keep “in step” on the Palestine question 
and avoid giving an appearance of disunity to the outside world. __ oo 
~* Drafted by Mr. Mattison: Va Os
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| _» 2)-That the cooperation ‘in the last two weeks had been heartening. 
The British.on their side had. put extreme pressure on the Arab States . 
to accede to the May 29 resolution. This pressure had been successful 
largely due to the reservoir of good will which the British had built 
up with the Arab States because of their attitude vis-a-vis the Palestine = = 

question, 
3) The British, in obtaining Arab consent had made commitments | 

_ with regard to their interpretation of the crucial question of immi- _ 
gration, particularly with regard to men of military age on Cyprus. | 
They hoped that we would support them in their interpretation should — 
the question be raised in the Security Council.) * ee 

| 4) That as far as an eventual settlement of the Palestine problem 
went, the British believed that it might-be possible. to secure Arab 

, acquiescence to the establishment of a Jewish State if there were 
| boundary modifications particularly in the Negeb. This would enable 

the Arab countries to have a land bridge between their capitals. A 
Jewish State lying across their lines of communication had been one | 

| _ of the chief causes of concern to the Arab leaders. © = = = |. | 
5) That the British Government would not easily give up the idea 

of a Federal State, which they regarded as the most practical solution. _ 

In reply to Mr. Beeley’s points, I made. the following personal ~~ 

Observations: 9° 7 OO 

1) That in my opinion the position of the United States Govern- 
ment was such that it could not‘support any measure which did not pro- 
vide for the establishment of.a Jewish State substantially along the 

_ lines envisaged in the November 29 resolution. The Jews had, in fact, 
| a state, and we had recognized it. We would probably follow a policy 

| of continuing to recognize it unless the Zionists of their own accord 
- merged it into some other‘entity. ~~ as 

- 2) If territorial modifications were proposed, such as the Negeb, 
we might find it‘nécessary to ask for a guid pro quo such as the ces- 

— sion of Western Gallilee to the Jewish State: In any event, modifica-_ 
- tions would have to be acquiesced in by the Jews. | 

.8). That with respect to point 3 which we substantially concurred. 
with the British interpretation of the resolution, we wished to avoid 
if possible debate on that subject in the Security Council, and preferred 
to have Count Bernadotte-rule on the question.:° - ~~ | 

I also took occasion to raise with Mr. Beeley the question as to the 

attitude of the British Government in the event that a settlement was 

reached which gave southern Palestine to the Arabs. Would it beto 

their strategic advantage to have the Arab territory ceded to _ 

Abdullah? Mr. Beeley felt that.it would be of definite strategic value, 

because of the possible port development at Gaza. As things stood at 
_ present, the British had no land connection from the sea to 

Transjordan. | Fe 
- I also asked Mr. Beeley. what he thought the British attitude would 

) be in: the following circumstances: If warfare should continue in — 

Palestine, it might become necessary for the United States to lift its 

| arms embargo. With immigration and arms it was quite likely thatthe = 
: Jews would win. Extremist elements might push. on into. Transjordan |
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(raids have already occurred into Transjordan). What would bé the | 
| British reaction to such attacks? Mr. Beeley replied that the British 

Government would have no alternative under its treaty with Trans- _ 

jordan but to repulse such attacks. | 

501.BB Palestine/6—548 : Telegram : . | : 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Egypt Oo 

| CONFIDENTIAL. US URGENT | WasurneTon, June 6,1948—7 p.m. 

| _ 128. Dept expects final clearance assignment 21 officers (each froma 
Army, Air Force and Navy Departments) by Defense Department 
Monday morning June 7. Officers are expected to depart by air for a 
Cairo on June 7 or June 8. Army and Air Force Officers are being | 

| selected in European theatre and will leave from there. Navy officers | 
are being selected in US and will leave from here. Officers will be 
accompanied by minimum transportation for use in Palestine such as _ 

_ planes and jeeps. Balance of needs will be determined following arrival 
| in Near East and discussion with Count Bernadotte regarding availa- _ 

bility from local sources such as British Army Palestine. (Embtel — 
685 June5*) 5 oo ee 

_ Dept will telegraph names and rank of all officers as soon as available. 
| Each officer will be supplied as soon as possible with diplomatic pass- : 

port indicating assignment as “Military. Observer attached to the - 
United Nations Mediator for Palestine and the Security Council Truce 

_ Commission for Palestine”. If time permits Dept will secure Egyptian . 
| visas in Washington. If not Dept requests you obtain Egyptian visas _ 

_ in Cairo as well as visas for such other Arab states as may be needed. 
_ Dept is repeating this message to AmEmbassies Brussels and Paris a 

for info FonOff. Dept requests that these missions urge Belgian and 
| French Governments each to contribute 21 officers «as requésted by _— 

| Count Bernadotte and point out how important it is to maintain pres- _ 
ently existing balance in Truce Commission during this critical | 
period.” | , | | BS 
1 Not printed, © — | . 

. * The Department, on June 8, informed Cairo that the “Naval. observer team 
_ to assist Count Bernadotte and Security Council Truce Commission, composed 

of five naval officers and two marine officers, will leave by air today at 1300 | 
, hours for Cairo.” They were instructed to “report to United Nations Mediator, 

_ Count Bernadotte, through intermediary of American Chargé d’Affaires, Ameri- | 
| can Embassy, Cairo. Likewise instructed to report as occasion warrants to US : 

Member of Security Council Truce Commission in Jerusalem or elsewhere; and | , 
_ to American Consulate—Haifa, American Special Representative—Tél Aviv 

(when established), and American Missions—Beirut, Damascus, Baghdad, Jidda, 
as occasion warrants.” (Telegram 739, 501.BB Palestine/6-848) | | 

_ Count Bernadotte informed Chargé Patterson, on June 9, that “he had in con- 
versation yesterday with Prime Minister Nokrashy Pasha obtained latter’s full 
assent to entry into Egypt of American, Belgian and French military and naval 
‘personnel for purposes of implementing proposed Palestine truce.” (Telegram 710 
from Cairo, 501.BB Palestine/6—-948) |
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a Sent to Cairo, Brussels and Paris for action; repeated to Baghdad, 
Haifa, Beirut, Damascus, Jerusalem, Jidda and USUN (New York) 

— forinfo | - | 
| Pans a , MarsHAaLh | 

Editorial Note 

| Count Bernadotte, on June 7, sent'a note tothe Arab statesand tothe - 
Provisional Government of Israel in which he gave formal notice that — 

| he had. fixed June 11, 6 a. m., GMT, as the date and hour for the eessa- 

tion of all acts of armed force in Palestine for a period of four weeks. 

_ He requested that notification of acceptance or rejection of his pro- 

posal to be in his hands not later than June 9, noon, GMT. Embodied _ 
in paragraph numbered 6 of the note were his nine interpretations of 

| the Security Council resolution. The second of these read as follows: 
“As regards men of military age, the Mediator shall exercise his dis- 

a cretion during the period of the truce in determining whether men of | 

military age are represented among immigrants’in such numbers as to 
| give one side a military advantage if their entry is permitted, andin __ 

such event shall refuse them entry. Should men of military age be | 
introduced in numbers necessarily limited by the application of the 
foregoing principle, they are to be kept in camps during the period of 

the truce under the surveillance of observers of the Mediator, and 
shall not be mobilized in the armed forces or given military or para- 
military training during such period.” CS | 

For the full text of Count Bernadotte’s note, see SC, 3rd yr., Supple- 
ment for June 1948, page8l. | | OO 

501.BB Palestine/6-748 S : . Co | 

Memorandum by Mr. fobert M. McClintock to the Chief of the 
| | Shipping Division (Saugstad) — | 

| CONFIDENTIAL | [Wasuineton,] June 7, 1948. | 

| _ I attach a copy of the resolution adopted by the United Nations 

Security Council on May 29, looking toward a cessation.of hostilities. - 

and a four-weeks’ cease-fire in Palestine. You will note that Article 3 
: of this resolution reads as follows: | | oe 

~ “Calls upon all Governments and authorities concerned to under- | 
take that they will not introduce fighting personnel into Palestine, | 

| Egypt, Iraq, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Transjordan :andYemen | 
during the cease fire.” | | | Se
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_ The adoption of the Security Council’s resolution imposes an obliga-. | 
tion on this government as a member of the Council and the United. | 
Nations for its strict compliance. UNA would appreciate your courtesy —_ 
in drawing the attention of American shipping companies which trade- 

2 to Palestine to the provisions of the resolution as cited above, and. 
informally to urge these companies to refrain from carrying any 
passengers who might be considered as “fiohting personnel” fron | 
American ports to Palestine during the period of the cease-fire. Al- 

| though the United Nations Mediator, Count Bernadotte, has not yet 
| given a definition of the term “fighting personnel”, it would seem - 

| prudent for American shipping companies to regard any male of mili- - 
| tary age traveling to Palestine as potential fighting personnel unless | 

| the person in question can prove conclusively that his journey to _ 
Palestine is intended for an exclusively civilian pursuit and that ap- 
propriate safeguards will be offered to ensure that he will not become — , 

| available to increase the military potential of the country to which | 
_heisbound. oo SO 

You will note that the same ‘requirements apply. also to persons who | 
might possibly constitute “fighting personnel” destined for the Arab | 
countries of the Near East, and similar precautions should be used by 7 
American shipping companies with respect to passengers for Egypt, — 

_ Lebanon, Syria, Transjordan, Saudi Arabia, Iraq, and Yemen. — Oo 
| For purposes of coordination, NE (Mr. Gordon Mattison) willhave ) 

_ general supervision over controls of the nature outlined above. —_- - ) 

' 501.BB Palestine/6-748 : Telegram | - an | — 
| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Egypt oe 

SECRET US URGENT © WASHINGTON, June 7, 1948—6 p. m. 

733. At SC meeting on Palestine this afternoon Gromyko formally 
indicated willingness of his govt to participate in supplying military 

| observers under Paragraph 7 of SC resolution May 29. Prior to — 
— Council meeting Soviet Representative made similar statement to _ 

press. Oo | | es / 
It is obvious that Gromyko cannot secure favorable SC action on his 

suggestion since a motion to broaden representation of govts supply- 
ing military observers would certainly not receive necessary seven 
affirmative votes. a | oo 
_ You are authorized informally to impart foregoing view to Berna- 
-dotte and to add that our attitude as to proper composition of military
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observer teams remains as set forth in our 712, June 3 and 357, June 3, 
_ to USUN, repeated Cairoas 706. | | 

a Repeated to USUN as 368, London as 2118, Paris.as 1980, Brussels ) 

.as 872, Moscow as 641.7 a a oT 

Sa SO MarsHAL 

| *The Department’s views were conveyed orally to Count Bernadotte on June 9. _ | | 

“The Mediator commented that “he adhered ‘to view that military observers should : 
ibe. supplied by members of Truce Commission only, namely, Belgium, France and 
US.” (Telegram 712, June 9, 5 p. m., from Cairo, 501.BB Palestine/6-948) | 

| -501.BB Palestine/ 6-248 : Telegram — | | 

| _. The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

| TOP SECRET | Wasuineton, June 7, 1948—8 p. m. | 

| - 9122. Question raised urtel 2419 June 2 re emigration Palestine 
Jewish DP’s in US Zone Germany has recently been under discussion 
by Dept and Army. As result, Am military authorities Germany noti- 

| fied May 28 by State-Army that no action should be taken authorizing 

emigration until (1) U.S. military authorities Germany have received 

official notification from provisional govt Israel as to officials desig- | 

nated arrange resettlement Jewish DP’s in Israel and (2) current UN 
‘Security Council endeavors to arrange cease fire and truce are con- 
cluded. Also requested no public statement be made this subj and no © 

action taken until further instructions from Washington. 
-  State-Army now considering question further instructions. Repeated 
to Baghdad as 194, Cairo as 735, Beirut as 811, Jidda as 223, Paris 

as 1991, Berlin as 1001, U.S. UN as 369. © OB | 

| | MarsHALL | 

. -867N.01/6—848 : Telegram : an - oo . oo 

‘The Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Provisional Government of 
| SO Israel (Shertok) to the Secretary of State 

eS - Par, Aviv, June 8, 1948. o 

| MBE 334. Your undoubted sympathy with constructive resettlement 

and rehabilitation of Jewish victims of Nazi persecution in State of 
Israel concurrent with utmost development of Israel’s economic re-— 

sources for future peace and prosperity of Palestine and Middle Kast 

| ‘encourages us to solicit your favourable consideration of application — | 

of provisional government of Israel to Import and Export Bank of
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| USA. for loan of $100 million. This loan is intended to facilitate pro- 
ductive absorption of large numbers of refugees in Israel and to pro- 
mote country’s agricultural and industrial development as. well as to’ 
finance housing schemes and alleviation of temporary supply of short- 
ages caused by ‘present emergency conditions, Application is based 
on sound schemes of investment and economic development, and bulk | 
ofloan willbeself-liquidating, = ee et 
We believe that record of Jewish development in. Palestine in last . ) 

25 years in teeth of far-reaching disabilities imposed by outside tute- 
| lage is reliable indication of constructive potentialities of independence 

how gained and consequently of credit-worthiness of our state. We 
sincerely hope that your favourable consideration will enable us to. - 
obtain this measure of assistance for carrying through a programme 

| of reconstruction: based on our self-reliant effort and clear undertak- 
ing’ of complete repayment. ae - es ee 
Awaiting your reply at your earliest convenience either direct or 

through our special representative Washington. a | 
ge oo a 7 Mosuzr SuHErtok | 

1In identical letters of May 21 to Senator James E. Murray and Represent- | 
ative Emanuel Celler, the Secretary of State wrote: “During the past three years | informal conversations have taken place on several occasions with regard to | various types. of financial and economic assistance for Palestine and other — 
countries of the Near Hast. These informal conversations were generally an . 
integral part of parallel conversations with regard to such proposals as the 

_ report of the Anglo-American. Committee and the diseussions: of the Cabinet » | _ Committee on Palestine. No proposals have thus far been made by the , State of Israel with. regard to the granting of a loan by the United States.” : —— (867N.01/5-1248)) a | 

| 867N.01/6-848 : Telegram — - OO oN 
| The Vice Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State — | 

SECRET - _ JERUSALEM, June 8, 1948—1 p. m. 
_ 872. From conversations in Amman Consulate General officer gained = 

_ distinct impression that Transjordan at least desires see end to present 
hostilities. During interview June 3 King Abdullah indicated it would a 
still be possible for Arabs Jews live together Palestine, Said he did 

_ not hate Jews did not. wish make war on them and stated that war - 
had been forced on him by Arab League which had placed entire: | 
responsibility on him. | . 

_ After interview Sherif Husein Nasser, King’s son-in-law, former 
_ _Iraqi Consul General in Jerusalem and now on loan from Iraqi Gov- © 

_ ernment as Abdullah’s Rais El Diwan, asked Consulate General officer 
remain for further talk. Said he spoke not as official of King’s. house- . |
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hold but as member King’s family. Stated King had never wished to 
make war on Jews, that it had been forced on him by Arab League © 
and that King would be glad see it come to an end. Abdullah realized. 
strength of Jews and did not wish risk losing his army which would - 
mean end of King’s present strong position vis-a-vis other Arab States. © 

| Sherif Nasser spoke almost pleadingly as appealing for way to be | 
found out of war which would permit King save face and honor. He 
indicated that acceptance of SC truce resolution.was. due in fact to 
pressure exerted by King. ae | oe 

Further talks with many persons in Amman including Prime Min- 
ster, Foreign Minister, Kirkbride, Glubb and others in and out of 
-government circles indicated feeling exists that war has gone on long — 

| enough, that it could not possibly end in victory for Arabs and that. 
‘time works in favor Jews. Various persons pointed to fact that Arab 
Legion which is admittedly best Arab army in field has not yet at- | 
‘tempted any large scale operation against Jews in Jewish territory. 
-Jerusalem operation was relatively small and simple. Operations at 
-Latrun have resulted in no gains by either side although Jerusalem- 

‘Tel Aviv road still blocked. British officers Arab Legion appear to be 
: proceeding cautiously to avoid risking any major engagement with — 

_ Jews. rs | | 
It also of interest that King has appointed Ibrahim Hashem Pasha 

as Governor Arab areas occupied by Arab troops. He former Trans- 
jordan Prime Minister and supporter of partition of Palestine as 
proposed by Peel Comm. He still believed be pro-partition. © a 

Another factor which may influence continued course of war is open : 

reappearance of rivalry between Hashemites on one hand and Syria, 

Saudi Arabia and possibly Lebanon on other. This rivalry was ap- 

parent in Arab League political commission meetings in Amman last 

week (Beirut’s 46 June 3, 2 [Z/] p. m.t). Former Under Secretary 

Transjordan Foreign Office Abdel Moneim Rifai, who still close to 

. Fransjordan political adviser, told Consulate General officer he be- 

Tieved Arab war effort would be considerably weakened by return of 

undercurrent of-dissension which-will:make common: front on Pales- 

tine more difficult: Lack Arab military successes will also serve in- | 

| -_erease bitter feelings among Arab States. : | 
In summary Consulate General officer found widespread desire 

among persons who responsible for conduct Transjordanian affairs to 

| see end to war if honorable way out involving no loss prestige could 

be found for Transjordan. CC | | 
Department please pass London, Arab Capitals. | 

| | | | a | , BuourpD£ETT 

*This was a repeat of telegram 237 from Beirut, not printed, but see 

editorial note, p. 1085. pO



- 501.BB Palestine/6-748 : Telegram EES oo 
Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Egypt a 

«SECRET ~—s- US URGENT | WasHincron, June 8, 1948—5 p. m. 

_ 740. For your info we are most favorably impressed by note whose | 
text was reproduced. in your Niact 692, J une 7,‘ and you may tell 

_. Bernadotte that we feel his approach to the parties is both statesman- 
_ like.and firm. Other missions to which this telegram is repeated are 

| authorized -if occasion warrants to inform govts and authorities to 
which accredited of the foregoing view and to add that we very much 
hope that Count Bernadotte’s cease-fire proposal will be uncondition- 
ally accepted bynoonGMT,June9. | a 

British Embassy has just informed us that a telegram dated June 6 | 
_ has been received from British Ambassador, Cairo, indicating that | 

American Chargé d’Affaires at Cairo had stated he had not yet in- 
formed Bernadotte of our interpretation of Articles 3 and 4 of SC - 

| _ resolution, May 29. This interpretation was set forth in Deptel 2015, 
May 31, to London, repeated to Cairo as 682. Although you were | | _ authorized by Deptel 690,. June 1,? to inform Count Bernadotte ofour 

_ interpretation of these two articles it would seem now, in light of 
satisfactory interpretation contained in Bernadotte’s note as reported 

_ your Niact 692, June 7, that it may not be necessary to give Bernadotte 
. our views on this point. We feel in particular that interpretation set a 

forth in sixth paragraph of his-note is reasonable and should be: ac- 
cepted by both sides. In essence his view regarding men of military age 
accords with our own: namely, that there should be no increase in 

_ military potential during period of cease-fire? | _ Repeated to London as 2199, Paris as 1997, Brussels'as 878, USUN 
ag 871, Jerusalem as 556, Haifa as 120, Beirut as 315, Damascus as 214, 
Baghdad as'198, Jiddaas225, 0 Be | ee en —  Marsuann | 

| +Not printed; it transmitted the text of Count Bernadotte’s note of June 7 to the Arab states and the Provisional Government of Israel, with the request that it 'be passed to the United Nations (501.BB ‘Palestine/6-748). For summary, see editorial note, p.1102, 00 er. a ' 2 This was a repeat of 350 to New York, June 1, p. 1086. ae : So .*The Department, on June 8, conveyed to the Consulate at Haifa a message | from Mr. Eban to Foreign Minister Shertok which stated that “Washington” regarded the Mediator’s proposals as Teasonable and assumed. that.he would: exercise his -discretion fairly and equitably. The message also advised of the _.. hope of ‘the United States that both parties would accept a cease-fire on these . bases. Mr.. Eban had requested the United States Delegation at the United | . _Nations to use its good offices. to.see.that his message was communicated im- _ “Inediately:to Mr. Shertok because of his uncertain communications facilities with Tel Aviv. (telegram 123, 9001.BB Paleéstine/6-848) .
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| _ 883.801/6-048 : Telegram gant gS 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Egypt 

oe CONFIDENTIAL _ _ WasHineTon, June 9, 1948—6 p. m, | 

59. Reurtels 586 May 22,1 637 May 30,2. Port Said Consulate A~76 
May 17.2 Dept concurs your view Egyptian Govt committed under 
International Convention of 1888, Suez Canal, to recognize that the _ 
Suez Canal “shall always be free and open, in time of war as in time 
of peace to every vessel of commerce or of war” and that “high con- 
tracting parties agree not in any way interfere with the free use of the — 

| Canal, in time of war as in time of peace” (Art I). Further Art IV 
| provides that no “act having for its object to obstruct the free naviga- 

tion of the Canal, shall be permitted in the Canal and its ports of 
access”. Dept’s view that provisions of 1888 Convention apply to ves- 

| sels:in, perts of.access if vessels in process of transit through Canal, 

| and: without: regard to ultimate destination of goods. ~~ So 
_»Dept considers that Art X 1888 Convention empowers Egypt to 

| take:certain steps in order secure defense of Egypt and maintenance _ 
| of public order, but that purposes present action have no. relation 

either of these factors. Moreover, although US is not party to 1888 
| Convention, that instrument by its terms, to-which parties thereto —__ 

| have obligated themselves, is applicable to shipping of ‘all-nations © 

_ including US. Emb requested to convey these views informally to 
, Egypt Govt. Keep Brit and French colleagues informed.* 

| “Not printed; it stated that Egyptian search of vessels had thus far been | 

- confined to. coastwise shipping (883.00/5-2248). SO 
| *Not printed; it reported that a’ British freighter transiting the. Canal with 

. a British-owned cargo of flour-bound for Palestine had been ordered to discharge 
_ its cargo by the Egyptian Government. It also conveyed a statement by an | 

Egyptian spokesman that all Palestine-bound ‘cargoes would be confiscated | 

“Not printed; it advised that the Egyptian Director of Customs had issued 
a circular letter requiring the production of manifests covering-all goods on 

' vessels arriving at Port Said and that no vessels would be permitted to depart. 
| unless the manifests were presented. It also reported press reports that customs | 

authorities would confiscate all cargo destined for Palestine (883.801/5-1748). 
‘This telegram was repeated to London and Paris. The Department, on June 18, . , 

instructed Cairo to inform the Egyptian Government that “US Govt adheres to 
its prévious position regarding Egypt Govt’s memorandum calling attention. to 
danger to ships of friendly countries in approaching Palestinian. coastline. US. o 
Govt does not consider as satisfactory or in conformance with international law - 

SO and usage arguments advanced by Egypt Govt in support of memorandum, and 
will hold Egypt Govt responsible for any acts attributable to agencies of that | 

| Govt which may result in interference with, or injury to, American interests.” | 
(Telegram 827, 501.BB Palestine/6-1848) Damascus, the same day, was requested | 
to make similar representations. to. the Syrian Government. (Telegram 235,
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- 601.BB Palestine/6—348 _ REE 

— Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Near Eastern and 

| African Affairs (Henderson) to the Director of the Office of Trans- | 

. — port and Communications (fadius) oo 

- SECRET nn ' .  —FWasuineton,] June 10,1948. 

Dear Mr. Raprus: We have given careful study to your memoran-— | 
dum of June 3* regarding possible effects of the present policy re- a 

garding exports of aircraft and components upon U.S. aviation 

interests ‘in the Middle East. Pa Oo 

Unfortunately, we feel that it would be impossible in the present 

| international and domestic situation for us to make exceptions in the . 

_ -application of the arms embargo which would permit the shipment 

of aircraft or aircraft parts to Egypt or any other Arab country. If 

| we should make exceptions of this kind, the United States might well 

be charged with violating the resolution of the Security Council on | 

| which the presenttruceisbased. = 8 = = | 
We deeply regret any injury which our policies with regard to 

| ‘Palestine might be having on U.S. aviation interests im the Middle - 

a East. As you are aware, our policies are injuring ‘a number of Ameri- _ 

can interests in the Middle East. This fact, however, does not seem to | 
warrant a changing of our policies. pe nnn | 

oo a a Loy W. HenpERSoN | 

PS. We have evidence that leads us to hope that the British are 
going to adopt our definition of arms, ammunition, and implements of 

| war and accordingly include civil aircraft under theirembargo. = : 

Not printed; it noted Mr. Radius’ understanding that “the present policy _ 
| toward the export of aircraft and aircraft parts ... involves a refusal to license 

any export of aviation materiel for use.on civil aircraft which might conceivably _ 
be employed in operations supporting the present conflict in Palestine.” The. 
memorandum then set forth as major objectives of United States aviation policy | 

toward the ‘Middle. East the promotion of the sale of American aircraft and 
equipment and the breaking down “the policy of certain Arab League states, . 
notably Egypt, involving the application of severe restrictions on the way_in oo 

| which international civil aviation operations may be conducted.” After citing 
the applications made by two Middle East airlines for spare parts to keep their a 
aircraft in operation, Mr. Radius recommended that “serious consideration be 
given to the effects of our present policy upon our aviation interests in the 

| Middle East and that if it is considered desirable ... the policy be relaxed” 
(501.BB Palestine/6-348). - | : 
For documentation on the efforts by the United States in 1945 to. conclude | 

- ¢ivil air transport agreements. with various governments of the Middle Hast,. see : 
| Foreign Relations, 1945, vol. vit, pp. 64 ff. | a 

7 «598-594-7638 ne Oo ee |
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| 501.BB Palestine/6-1148 : Circular telegram EE 

‘The Secretary of State to Al Diplomatic Offices = 

SECRET — _ Wasuineron, June 11, 1948—1 a. m. ) 
[The circular telegram begins with a reference to the resolution of 

: May 29 by the Security Council and a quoting of paragraphs 1 and 
| 4 and a summary of paragraph 6 of that resolution.] © | 

_ State of Israel and Arab States have accepted cease fire order? and | --time for commencement of truce is June 11,1948,6a.m,GMT. = > 
| US has had in effect since November 14, 1947, an embargo on arms 

| ‘Shipments to Arab States and Palestine.? US also revoked outstanding 
export licenses for arms destined to these areas as of that date. | 

This Govt considers these clauses May 29 Resolution of SC to be 
‘binding upon all members of UN and to require that all members take 
mecessary steps to prevent shipments war material to Palestine and 
Arab States as of effective date of truce. Accordingly US will continue © 
‘its embargo on arms to all areas referred to in Resolution utilizing : 
existing governmental control machinery over arms, ammunition, and 
‘implements of war as defined in President’s Proclamation. (See Fed- 
eral Register, March 27, 1948, Vol. 13, No. 61, Page 1623.) 
. Dept desires to be informed of any preparations made by the Gov- | 
ernment to which you arte 'acéredited for imposition of embargo on 
war material to affected areas. You should ascertain through informal 

_ friendly inquiries or in any manner you consider feasible the measures | 
‘which Government to which you are accredited takes to prevent ship- 

_ ment war material to areas concerned. In this connection you may 
«all to attention of foreign government procedures adopted by US 
Govt to implement resolution in this respect and, if in your opinion 
it would be helpful, furnish list of items contained President’s 

_ Dept should be informed of any information concerning foregoing 
_ as'soon as it becomes available. In addition, Dept should be advised 

of any shipment war material which appears to be inconsistent with 
‘terms of SC Resolution. | : | a Oo 2 | 
“With respect to States not members of UN attention is invited to 

Article 2 (6) of Charter of UN. While no specific steps have been taken 
by UN to insure that non-members adhere to resolution, Dept is de- 
Sirous of being advised of extent of adherence of such governments or _ 

- - + Arab and Israeli unconditional acceptances were made on June 9. Egyptian 
‘Prime Minister Nokrashy’s communication to Count Bernadotte did so on behalf 
of Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Syria, and Lebanon. Israel, Yemen, Iraq, and Trans- | 
jordan sent their acceptances in individual communications to the Mediator. The 
texts of the five messages are printed in SC, 8rd yr., Supplement for June 1948, 
‘pp. 85, 88, and 89... - | aoe i 
'. * See telegram ‘Telmar 42, December 6, 1947, to London, Foreign Relations, - 
1947, vol. v, p.1300. , | 7
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acts by such governments or persons under their jurisdiction which’ 
appear inconsistent with thetermsoftheSCresolution, = | 
Repeat this telegram or paraphrase thereof to consular offices within. 

your jurisdiction.* Oo | Oe | 
Se ae Marsan 

-- 8TLancelot Pyman, Assistant Head of the Eastern Department in the British 
| Foreign. Office, informed an Embassy officer that the circular telegram of June 11 

was a “welcome action”. He: noted that. his Government had begun ‘a- partial | 

. arms embargo in December 1947, although this action was not’ made ‘public. 
until. February 4. He noted further that the British military had initiated a | 

total arms embargo on May 31 and that the Ministry of Supply and the Board 
of Trade had done the same the following day through their controls over the 

| _ gales of surplus property and exports. He advised ‘also that the British Govern- 
| ment had been subjected to considerable criticism in the Middle East for these 

actions and that Irag and Egypt had objected strongly (telegram 2656, June 16, | 
7 p. m., from. London, 501.BB Palestine/6-1648). , } 

501.BB Palestine/6—1248 : Telegram a 

«The Secretary of State to the Consulate General at Jerusalem — | 

— SECRET _ ‘US URGENT _ —,- Wasuineton, June 12,:1948—1 p. m. 

—NIACR ag Ee a TE 

B87, Please obtain urgently from Bernadotte who we understand 

is now in Jerusalem clarification of use which he would like to make 
of 3 vessels suitable for coastal patrol service requested in his letter 

June 10 to US Emb Cairo.* a a | 

_- Important that we have as much detailed info.as he may be able to | 
give re intended use these vessels. In particular we would like to know. | 

_ whether he contemplates that officers and crews will engage in board- 

ing and searching other vessels or whether these vessels are merely 

| to be used by observers as means of transport.? Cairo or Haifa should _ | 

| take action if he should happen to be in one those cities. 

- Sent Jerusalem as Depts 587 rptd Cairo. as Depts 779. Haifa as 

Depts 139, and USUN New York as Depts 389. ae a 
ye es a —. (MarsHaun | 

oo -1Summarized by Cairo in telegram 729, June 11, 3 p. m., not printed (501.BB 
Palestine/6-1148). | a —— 

| 2 Haifa replied, on June 13, as follows: “Count Bernadotte states that vessels 
a are to be used only for patrol purposes, giving warning of the approach of any | 

shipping. The officers and crew will not engage in boarding and search. The 
— yessels may be used for water transportation of observers.” (Telegram 149, 
501.BB Palestine/6—1348) | . | : 

| ‘New York, on June 11, ‘transmitted a message from ‘Secretary-General Lie | 
embodying an urgent request from Count Bernadotte for three small planes and 
erews to.carry his personnel quickly to.any part of the truee:‘area: (telegram 773, | 
501.BB Palestine/6-1148). Mr. McClintock, in a marginal notation, advised. that 

he had arranged with the Air Force on June 11 to send two C-45's from Germany 
| to Cairo and had spoken with the Navy about the loan of a Navy plane. 7
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_ 501.BB Palestine/6-1848: Telegram) a 7 | 

‘The Vice Consul. at Jerusalem. (Burdett) to the Secretary of State — 

| US URGENT  NIACT OS _ JERUSALEM, June 13, 1948. 

908. Following message was communicated at 2100 hours local to- = 
night to Jewish authorities in Jerusalem by Truce Commission and 

Count Bernadotte’s. special representative in Jerusalem. : 

_ “Phe Truce Commission and Colonel Brunsson,! special representa- = 
| tive of Count Bernadotte, have carefully considered the question of 

Jewish convoys to Jerusalem, They feel such convoys must be checked 
at Bab el Wad in order to insure effective control. Until further notice © | 
the Jewish authorities are requested to stop all vehicles before they 

_ reach Bab el Wad. If any vehicles pass. Bab el Wad before clearance 
by representatives of the mediator, the Truce Commission and Colonel. 
Brunsson consider that the Jewish authorities will bear full respon- 

| sibility for any resulting breach of the cease-fire agreement.” ? | 

—— | | : ' Burpert 

1 Nils Brunsson, Personal Representative of Count Bernadotte at Jerusalem 
and Chief Military Observer in that city. . 
"The Truce Commission, on June 14, sent a further communication to. | 

Dr. Bernard Joseph, the Israeli head of the Jerusalem Emergency Committee, 
- fixing a deadline of 8 p. m. that night for accepting establishment of the check- 

point. Mr. Burdett reported that “Five minutes before deadline Joseph notified 
- Commission he agreed on own responsibility and in absence instructions from . 

Tel. Aviv to establishment Bab. El Wad check post. Added he assumed no 
responsibility for safety observers and that in event his decision countermanded 
by Tel Aviv, check point would have to be evacuated.” (Telegram 918, June 14, 
from Jerusalem, 501.BB Palestine/6-1448) . ; . 

- 501.BB Palestine/6-1448 7 oe 
| Memorandum of Telephone Conversations, by Mr. Robert M. | 

| . - McClintock oe a | | 

SECRET ws” _ [Wasurineton,] June 14, 1948. | 
| ‘In conversation with Dr. Jessup on Friday, June 11, he said that 

consideration had been given in the Mission to Gromyko’s rather 
plaintive remark to Dr. Jessup on the 10th, that all the USSR wished | 
with regard to participating in the sending of military observers to 

_ Palestine was a very small representation on Count Bernadotte’s staff _ | 
of observers. Senator Austin and Dr. Jessup had been turning over 
in their minds whether it might not in fact be useful for the United = 

States to agree to the Soviet Union sending a few military observers | 

| to Palestine and the Near East. | a 7 CO 
Today Mr. John Ross, Deputy to Senator Austin, inquired what 

the Department’s reaction to this suggestion was. | Se | 

"Mr. Jessup’s memorandum covering this conversation is filed under 501.BB | 
| Palestine/6—1048. | oe Oo
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- I told Mr. Ross what I had told Dr. Jessup on Friday. I thought 
that we could not at all rely upon Mr. Gromyko’s promises that the = | 

: Soviet Representation would be kept to a minimum. One could not 
exclude the possibility that, if the United States had three patrol ves- 
sels off the Palestine coast, the Russians would ask for three destroyers 
to be sent there also. Furthermore—and this I regarded as very im- . 
portant—we had taken a firm position from the outset on limiting the | 
military observers to be provided from the governments represented __ 

| on the Truce Commission. We had got Count Bernadotte to accede to 
_ this view and had made it stick with Mr. Bevin. I thought, in conse- 

_ quence, that it would be unfortunate for us now to wobble. | 
| I told Mr. Ross that other officers in the Department shared the 

. foregoing views and that, in consequence, I did not feel that we should 
accede to Gromyko’s suggestion? __ OO Bn 

| | 7Mr. Gromyko, on June 15, submitted a draft resolution to the Security. 
Council providing that the military observers attached to the Mediator’s staff 

| _ be appointed by Member States of the Security Council, except for Syria; for | 
text, see SC, 3rd yr., No. 84, p. 8. Only the Soviet Union and the Ukraine voted 

- for the resolution. The remaining nine members abstained and the resolution 
failed of adoption, ibid., p. 11. oe 7 . 

501.BB Palestine/6-1448 : Telegram | | / 

| The Vice Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET So JeRusaLeM, June 14, 1948—2 p. m. 
| 913. During meeting with Count Bernadotte June 12, Dr. Joseph 

of Jewish Agency stated Jewish authorities unable assume responsi- 
bility for “dissident” elements in Jerusalem. Assured Bernadotte his 

| representatives would receive every possible protection and assistance 
but with above reservations. At meeting J une 13 with Truce Commis- 

_ sion Joseph stressed importance of proper permits for observers and 

_ advisability their always being accompanied by Haganah officers while 
within Jewish areas. He again pointed out inability authorities to con- 

trol Stern and Trgun effectively in Jerusalem. I oe 

_ [Here follows one paragraph dealing with the question of Soviet 
_ espionage activities in Palestine and Lebanon.] SO , | 

| | | | - — Bourperr | 

-—s«BOL.BB Palestine/6-1548 a | | 

Memorandum by the Director of the Policy Planning Staff (Kennan) 
7 to the Secretary of State Oo | | 

‘TOP SECRET _ | | . [Wasurneton,] June 15, 1948. | : 

‘Mr. Secretary: After further study we have concluded, and Mr. | 

| Lovett agrees, that no useful purpose would be served by placing the
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Palestine question before the NSC at this juncture for a decision of 

principle a | 
For the moment, responsibility for seeking a settlement les with. 

Bernadotte. Until he reports 'to the UN (which is hardly likely in. - 

less than two weeks) on the results of his efforts to mediate between: | 
_ the parties, the UN Security Council will have no major decision to 
take, unless the cease-fire should be broken. oe — OO 

_ Work has been put in hand for a study of the alternative courses we | 

would have before us if the cease-fire should be broken or if Berna- 
dotte-is not able-to.achieve a settlement. = , | 

The matter is not‘on the agenda for this week’s meeting of the NSC.* 
: : oS 7 a Se G. F. Kennan 

- ?-This memorandum was initialed by the Secretary of State. | 

S67N.01/6-1548 © Bn 
The Chargé in Egypt (Patterson) to the Secretary of State 

| CONFIDENTIAL | -- Carro, June 15, 1948. 
No. 503” 7 a 

Sir: I have the honor to forward herewith as of possible interest a 
memorandum of a short conversation? between Azzam Pasha, Secre- 

_ tary General of the Arab League, and Secretary Ireland relative to 
Palestine questions. = | | 

It may be observed that Azzam Pasha, in common with many Arab — 
leaders, is probably more optimistic concerning the military achieve- 
ments of the Arab states than the facts merit and that he, therefore, 
quite apart from any political motives, stresses beyond reality the 

| military advantages lost by the Arabs in accepting the truce. On the 
other hand, it would appear that the activities of the Arab Legion, 
particularly at Jerusalem, and their stout resistance between Latrum 
and Wadibab, and that the advances made by the Arab troops sur-- 
prised even the most realistic of the military leaders of the Arabs, 
to the extent that the various reverses and failures to achieve original | 

objectives as.in the north: are now forgotten. Nevertheless, according = 
to several independent observers the initial initiative of the Arabs at 

_ Jerusalem is not likely to be regained, should fighting be renewed 
after the truce, so that the Arabs have in reality lost military advan- 

| tage, which is balanced by the fact that the truce came in time to save 

| the Arab Legion from impending ammunition shortage. It must also 

*DatedJune14,notprinted. a ,
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be pointed out that the military communiques, usually couched in ex: | 
travagant terms, together with eulogistic comments thereon by the 
press have greatly stimulated the Arab masses to believe in the 
invincible quality of their troops. a 

-. In his conversation Azzam Pasha did not go into detail as to the 
reason why the Arabs accepted the truce beyond the fear of being” 

| labelled aggressors, a reversal of an earlier attitude (Embassy’s tele- 
gram No. 471, May 5%). It has been reliably learned, however, that in 

| addition to their reason Abdullah’s insistence on a truce, supported by 
Egypt and Iraq, turned the tide against the demands of Lebanon, 

| Syria and Saudi Arabia that fighting continue. Tewfik Abdul Hoda __ 
_ Pasha, Transjordan Prime Minister, is authoritatively related to have 

_ silenced the Syrian demands that truce be rejected, with the argument- 
ending statement “I suppose you Syrians want to fight the war in | 
Palestine to the last Transjordanian”. Thus while Transjordanians” | 
desire for a truce, augmented by the shortness of supplies of ammu- 
nition calculated on June 10 to exist in seven days supply and by 

_ Abdullah’s desire not to fritter: away his army, his principal defense: 
against his antagonists in the Arab world, it would also appear that: — | 

the British pressure exerted at Amman and at Cairo also greatly in- 
fluenced Arab acceptance of the truce. , Po Shs 

| One interesting detail, which cannot be fitted into the picture of 

negotiations for the truce as usually reported, is the statement made 
to Secretary Ireland by Mr. Ralph Bunche, of the staff of Count Folke = 

Bernadotte, that Count Bernadotte had received notes, about June 5 . 
or 6, from the Lebanon, Syrian, Saudi Arabian and Yemeni Gov- 7 
ernments stating that Egyptian representatives had been authorized to _ 

_ act on behalf of these governments in consultations with him. In view 

_ of the role played by the representatives of the individual countries in 

| agreeing to a truce and in subsequent conversations in the Arab League 
Committee meeting here it would appear that these notes are no longer oe 

| effective. On the other hand should Mr. Bunche’s account of the | 
existence of these notes be accurate it would seem to point toa group- — 

| ing of Arab states under the egis of Egypt against the Hashimis and 

to contradict a rumor current in some circles that Saudi Arabia and 
_ Egypt have recently been'drawing apart in their foreign policy. = = 

) Azzam Pasha’s expressed pessimism as to final results to be achieved _ 

by Count Bernadotte may also be of interest to the Department. His 

_ further views as the period of truce progress draws to a close will be 
__- reported as they become available. a 

| Respectfully yours, — JEFFERSON PATTERSON 

- ® Not printed, but see footnote 1, p. 916. ~ - a | | |
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501.BB Palestine/6-1148 : Telegram ea os a - | 

| . The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Egypt oe 

TOP SECRET _ : WaAsHINGTON, June 16, 1948—5 p. m. 

| 799. (1) We have no objection to detail by British of a few officers” 
a to assist Count Bernadotte in a technical capacity with regard to con- : 

ditions in Palestine and have so indicated to British Embassy here, | 
which on June 14 gave us information identical to that set forth in — | 

| your 759,Junel4,6p.m* | oo 
(2) Dept will today formally request Secretary of Defense for loan _ 

of 3 destroyers for patrol purposes as requested by Bernadotte in your | 
: _ ‘telegram 729, June 11, 3 p. m.2 Conditions under which vessels will be 

made available to Bernadotte form subject of separate telegram. : 
(3) As indicated Deptel 771, June 11,? once Bernadotte is estab- | 

lished on Rhodes and has direct communication with Lake Success, 
_ we will look to Secretary General to be main channel of communica- 

_ tions between us and Bernadotte. However, if Col. Bonde‘ remains 
in charge of military observer group with headquarters in Cairo we 
shall expect him to use Embassy, Cairo, as main line of communica- 
tions with Dept. : a 

' [Here follows paragraph numbered 4, which evaluated a member 
of Count Bernadotte’s staff.] 

_ Repeated to USUN as 399, London as 2246. | 

| | oe | - MARSHALL - 7 

+ Not printed. The message stated that “British detailed to Bernadotte few _ 
officers experienced in Palestine to act in a technical capacity in orienting UN 
observers, most of whom had no Palestine experience. Such ‘technical officers 
could, for example, advise observers concerning the geography of a given area, 

_ the existencé or nonexistence of airports, et cetera. They would in no event enter 
Palestine” (501.BB Palestine/6-1448). | | | } 

“ Not printed ; see footnote 1, p. 1111. | 
* Not printed. ee Pe | oe | 
“Thorde Bonde, a Swedish army officer and Chief of Staff to Count Bernadotte. , 

He informed Chargé Patterson that the Mediator’s civilian secretariat would 
for the most part have its headquarters on Rhodes and would have to do with 
making peace. Colonel. Bonde also informed the Chargé that the Cairo group, 
headed by himself, would be concerned with implementing the cease-fire and truce 

. agreement and assuring that its provisions were not violated (telegram 759 | 
from Cairo). | . . 

501.BB Palestine/6-1648 : Telegram a | | 

The Chargé in Egypt (Patterson) to the Secretary of State 

| CONFIDENTIAL a _  Catro, June 16, 1948—11 p. m. 

778. Count Bernadotte expressed himself to Ireland tonight as 
_ “reasonably encouraged” by progress in talks yesterday and today and : 

at friendly, even conciliatory, attitude of Arab League'POL Commit- 
tee and of liaison subcommittee set: up to work with him consisting of 
Egyptian Prime Minister Nokzashi Pasha, Lebanese Prime Minister |
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Al Sulh, Transjordan Prime Minister Abdul Hoda and Azzam Pasha. | 
Bernadotte made no propositions but heard Arab complaints at viola- 
tions truce which Bunche characterized as less violent than expected, 
and drew out by questions Arab views on future settlement. He has - 
not yet proposed Arab-Jewish conference Rhodes but in response to 

_ suggestion that League might designate experts at working level to 
| go Rhodes to supply detailed and technical knowledge for assistance 

his formulation proposals for settlement. Azzam Pasha named four | 
| in League note dated June 16. Those named are Abdul Moniem | 

_ Mustafa, Egyptian Foreign Office and seconded to POL Section AL, | 
Henri Cattan and Ahmad al Shukeri, lawyers of Palestine, and Abdul 

| Rahman al Falahi, Iraqi Foreign Office. ee 
| Bernadotte and party go June 17 to Tel Aviv to hold similar conver- _ | 

_ sations with Israelis, | a 
: Mediator reported by Bunche as encouraged by fact for first time 

_ since June 11 no violations truce reported today. Question convoys to 
: Jerusalem still resolved [wnresolved?] but in view necessity to move 

food and supplies to J erusalem, UN will be asked tonight to expedite — 
50 additional guards to accompany convoys and to guard munitions 
and petrol dumps. So a . 

| Arab League yesterday set up own report on observance truce con- 
| ‘sisting Arab consuls Palestine under chairmanship Takhiddin Solh. | 

| Arabs leaders here impressed with sincerity and integrity Bernadotte 
| but regard prospects of acceptable solution as slight. It may be ob- 

_ served, however, that membership liaison subcommittee represents - 
| most moderate and conciliatory Arab leaders and should guarantee, = 

notwithstanding Azzam’s declaration today that solutions involving 
7 _ partition or Jewish ‘State would be rejected, consideration of reason- —S_ 

| able compromise proposals. , 7 a 7 
oe Paraphrase to Arab capitals. : | PATTERSON 

Clifford Papers oe oo | Se 

| Memorandum by the President's Special Counsel (Clifford) 

. | | | _ [Wasurneton ?,] June 17, 1948. | 

OS ; PALESTINE : ee 

| Are there any technical obstacles to asking full action rather than : 
temporary, tentative or provisional action such as.we have taken to | 
date? OO , BO oo Be 

(1) Eachange of full diplomatic representatives. eT 

| Several weeks ago Loy Henderson proposed to Eliahu Epstein that 
he ask his Government to request of our government an exchange of | 

| full diplomatic representatives; Henderson said that the United |
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States would undoubtedly take action favorably within ten days after 
receiptofsucharequestt 4 4 4 = 2 2 ae 
- About two weeks ago, after receiving the request,? Loy Henderson 

| handed Epstein a letter signed by the Under-secretary, stating that 
in view of the situation in Palestine, our government would not at 
present agree to an exchange of full diplomatic representatives. The 
letter suggested instead that working missions be exchanged—the _ 
very proposal that is now being urged on the President. a . 
~ When Mr. Epstein presented reasons against the State Department’s | 
decision, including the consideration that the Arab states would be 
encouraged to believe that our government was again of two minds 
and that if the Arab States continued to hold out for better terms than 

: the UN decision of November 29, 1947, they might be able to make a 
_ better trade—Mr. Henderson was so disturbed he did not want the 

| letter to be said to be actually delivered. - — 
Next day Mr. Henderson gave Mr. Epstein a substitute letter, also 

- ‘signed by the Under‘secretary, stating that the request for-exchange 
of full diplomatic representatives was under consideration, and sug- 
gested that in the meantime working missions be exchanged. __ 

| On Mr. Henderson’s own representations, it is plain that there is 
| no technical difficulty about exchanging full diplomatic represent- | 

atives. The reason for the change in attitude seems to be that Mr. 
Henderson or the British deemed it necessary to conciliate the Arabs. | 

On the other hand, the failure to arrange the exchange of full — 
diplomatic representatives is an indication to the British and the 

/ Arabs that they may make some progress toward. securing better terms 

iftheyonlyholdout, 
— - Furthermore, one result may be that full acceptance of the UN 

decision of November 29, 1947, by the British and the Arabs, may not 
| be accorded at the end of the four weeks cease-fire; that there may be 

attempts to extend the cease-fire period. So that there may be more 
_ bargaining, the situation would continue to hang fire, and the threat 

| of a renewal of hostilities would remain to cloud the situation. 

One further consequence of delaying the exchange of full diplomatic 
representatives may be that the President will not be selecting and 
sending forthwith a big calibre man of large reputation to represent | 

Mr. Clifford’s memorandum is printed here as an indication of his thinking in | 
| June 1948, not as a primary source on Henderson—Epstein conversations in May | 

| of which he had no first-hand ‘knowledge. The editors have found'no documenta- 
_ tion in: Department. of :State files ,on,those, conversations, ‘and. Mr. Henderson, in 

an interview with Department historians on January 12, 1976; stated that*he:had 
never made to Mr. Epstein the suggestion ‘attributed to him here. Mr. Henderson 
also had no recollection of substituting one letter for.another, as recounted later 
in Mr. Clifford’s memorandum, ‘and he denied the accuracy of the penultimate 

. paragraph of the Clifford memorandum (see p. 1119). 
| "The request was made in a telegram of May 19 from Mr. Shertok, p. 1012. 

| - § The only Lovett—Hpstein letter found is that dated May 29, p. 1074. On May 27 
Mr. Lovett had submitted to President Truman his proposed letter to Mr. Epstein 
and the President had approved the-draft the same day; see pp. 1058-1060. —
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this country in Israel. Another danger is that a regular career officer, _ 
: being first sent as a head of a working mission, will be gradually | 

eased into the post of Diplomatic Minister when there is a full | 
exchange. | Oe a ges 

A third: consequence may be that through easing the situation — 
| along in this way and thereby having a career man as American — 

Minister to Israel, Mr. Henderson’s hand will be strengthened and his 

- hold onthe situation will befurthetentrenched. = 2 5 

| (2) De Jure Recognition  —— a te | 

| In the Loy Henderson-Eliahu Epstein conversation, Henderson 
| asked whether the State of Israel would give up some territory in 

exchange for De Jure recognition.* aD 
This is some indication that there is no genuine technical obstacle | 

to De Jure recognition, but that some person or government is trying 

to use, for the purpose of trading territory away from Israel, the _ 
power and right of the United States Government to act as sound 
American policy, rather than as some other country’s territorial ambi- 
tions, may determine. _ | | oe | 

| _ “See footnote 1, p.1118. - , 

--« BOL.BB Palestine/6-1748: Telegram oe OS 

The Vice Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

es Oo a JERUSALEM, June 17, 1948. 
932. Demarcation of “no man’s land” to be observed in Jerusalem | 

during truce finished night June 15.and complete agreement reached. = 
| Maps showing respective front lines'and accompanying protocolsigned 

afternoon June 16 by Arab and Jewish Commanders in presence of | 
Truce Commission and Colonel Brunsson. _ Burverr | 

125.00901/6-1748: Telegram , a me | 

The Vice Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

 gecreT — (i (sts:sti<‘<‘ OCS RUS ALEM, June 17, 1948—10 8m 

933. During present Palestine crisis, Amman has increasingly be- 
-come,center for Arab political and military decisions. We rely on 
occasional visits to. Amman by Consulate General officer:and on'such | 
material as British choose to make available for information on politi- 
cal and military developments that area. Since iit appears likely that 

- influence and strategic importance of Transjordan will increase in 

Middle East (because of Arab Legion if for no other reason) would 

‘Department wish consider informal assignment to Amman of consular 
officer and one code clerk for political reporting purposes. Cable and |
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Wireless maintains full radio facilities in Amman for communica- 
| tions with Washington. re OO 

| . If Department approves this plan Consulate General could make — 
informal approach to Transjordan Government through Prime 

- ee : | 7 Borperr 

17The Department, in reply on June 22, requested Jerusalem’s comments on 
a the feasibility of its tentative thinking that an “officer might proceed to Amman 

in capacity of liaison officer for Amer member Truce Commission. This would 
avoid raising question of recognition of Transjordan yet permit officer to report 
to Jerusalem and to Dept.” (Telegram 633, 125.00901/6-1748). ae 

‘Vice Consul Burdett, on June 26, advised that the Department’s thinking was 
“entirely feasible’ and suggested that the “officer proceed soonest in ‘order 

- purpose his assignment may be clearly established prior end present eease fire.” | | (Telegram 977, June 26, 10 a. m., from Jerusalem, 501.BB Palestine/6-2648) . . 

| S67N.51/6-1848 ° , a - 
| Memorandum by Mr. Robert M. M cClintock to the Director of the | 

Office of Near Eastern and African Affairs (Henderson) 

: ae [Wasurneron,] June 18, 1948. 
Mr. Havlik of ED telephoned me this morning to say that his divi- 

sion was studying the request of the Provisional Government of Israel, 
_ made to the Export-Import Bank, for a $100 million loan. Mr. Havlik | 

| said that Messrs. Ginsberg and Gass of the staff of Mr. Epstein had — 
: gone into great detail on the purposes of the loan and indicated that a 

goodly proportion of the money would be spent on a rather grandiose 
_ immigration scheme for the settling of 400,000 Jewish immigrants in 
a Israel. $25 million. of the loan, however, would be used for financing 

_ current deficits arising out.of the military situation in Palestine, such 
as petroleum supplies and food imports. ae So 

_ Mr. Havlik said that the initial reaction of the Board of Directors 
| of the Export-Import Bank had been to reject the request of the oe 

_ Provisional Government of Israel. However, the Bank was ready to 
| examine the Israelite application for a loan if the Department of State 
. indicated that it had no objection to a loan being granted, provided 

that it met with.the requirements of the Export-Import Bank. 
| _I told Mr. Havlik that I personally was sympathetic to the idea of a 

a loan for the State of Israel, provided it was based on sound business 
principles and would be repaid. However, I said it was obvious that 
the granting or withholding of such a credit provided this government 
with considerable leverage on the government of Israel. We were now 
ata very delicate and critical juncture in conversations under the | 
auspices of the UN Mediator, seeking'to find ‘a peaceful adjustment of 

| the Palestine problem. I would not, therefore, wish to see this govern- 
_. Inent give its approval to the $100 million loan until we were sure that _
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-__. the conversations between the State of Israel and the Arabs were going 
- forward to a successful conclusion. It was quite easy to envision a situ- _ - 

ation at the end of the four weeks’ cease-fire, for example, when we 
| might find it necessary to apply diplomatic pressure both to the Arabs __ | 

_ and the Jews in order to continue their truce while a more lasting  —__ 
| settlement was being worked out. co ee 7" 

| -I asked Mr. Havlik to let me know before approval was given to 
the Export-Import Bank for the Israelite loan. Mr. Havlik said that | 

| in any case the clearance of NEA would be required. I trust that NEA 
will consult. with UNA before final approvalisgiven, 

| 501.BB Palestine/6-1848: Telegram : CO ee 

. The: Ambassador in.the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the | 
—  Seeretary of State Pd a 

- SECRET US URGENT os Lonpon, June 18, 1948—8 p.m. | 
ss: O01. For Secretary and Lovett. Bevin sent Michael Wright to see 
me June 16 and today I continued the discussion directly with Bevin 
who. said that. he is most anxious to consolidate and extend beyond 

, truce period the common ground found with USG re Palestine: He | 
_ wished fervently that we would work together until both sides agreed 

on final settlement. The following is summary of views and hopes | | 
- expressed by Bevin (and in Bevin’s name by Wright) on these two | 
eeeasions: = co a kn) a 

| 1. British Government has not in the least altered.its views re dis- — ! 
__ astrous consequences which would flow from imposition sanctions : 

under Chapter 7 (EXmbassy’s 2267, paragraph 3)... _ Oo 
2. Any solution upon. which Jews and Arabs can agree would be ~ 
welcome to HMG. = ae Be 

3. Regretfully Bevin is inclined to think that Arabs and Jews may 
not reach agreement under Bernadotte’s auspices without much delay co 
and then probably not without USG and HMG getting involved to | 
some degree as sources of advice, Already Bevin had been asked by | . 
Lebanese Prime Minister for British counsel (for Prime Minister’s use 

_ In Cairo talks) with regard to how far Arab states can push their case | 
without losing sympathy British Government. (See Paragraph 5 
below), It is not unlikely, Bevin thinks, that British Government will | 
‘receive other similar requests to this one and question arises as to 
what reply if any British Government should make. | | | 

_* Dated May 25, p. 1047. Ambassador Douglas, on June 19, sent a telegram for 
the special attention of the Secretary of State and Under Secretary Lovett, which oe 

_ . stated: “Lest there be any misunderstanding, I must emphasize ‘thiat nothing in : 
paragraph 1 of Embassy’s 2701 is contrary ‘to official UK position with regard to -_ 
Chapter VII taken in SC (Embassy’s 2312, May 27, paragraph 5). Bevin is in full | 

: agreement that if present efforts break down it may become necessary to invoke | | 
- Chapter VII. It is Bevin’s earnest hope that by US and UK moving together it | 

will be possible to. work out a final settlement without recourse to sanctions,” | 
| (Telegram 2713 from London, 501.BB Palestine/6-1948) re
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__ 4. Bevin said British Government could prefer not to get into posi- | 
, tion of giving advice different from US views. If this happened a 

new divergence re Palestine would arise between USG and HMG. He | 
thinks it advisable, consequently, for USG, and HMG to agree in so 
far as possible that when either government is asked for counsel (and _ 
he foresees possibility that occasion might arise in which USG and _ 
HMG might find it necessary even to volunteer counsel) neither HMG 
or USG will give advice without either-agreeing its substance between _ 

_ themselves or at least informing the other sufficiently in advance as to , 
- itscharacter, = Se So 

| _ 5. Bevin’ said that he has decided not to comply with request of 
Lebanese Prime‘ Minister for advice. His question was too vague and © 

a the mediator should be given a clear field with both sides. | 
6. Future opportunities might occur, however, when such advice 

might be crucial to a settlement and he would feel. greatly reassured 
if Department would agree with his thinking in Paragraph 4 above. _ 

(. Bevin said he hoped also that USG and HMG are agreed that it 
is their common aim, even if first truce does not succeed, that truce 
itself should be extended and thus avoid recourse to compulsion by 

| SC under Chapter 7. - - re 
8. Bevin said that he felt that Foreign Office knows too little of how 

the mind of Bernadotte is working and suggested that since mediator | 
1s hard man to catch, it would be advisable for USG and HMG to pool 

_ their information in this regard. Time might come when both govern- 
ments might be able to help mediator’s task considerably if they knew , 
the trend mediator’s negotiations. - ' | 

| 9,.I told Bevin that I thought his idea. of cross-clearing advice be- 
fore itis given in response to requests is a good. one, which I. would 
put to Department for consideration with my favorable recommenda- _ 
tion. I said that I had little doubt that if this cease-fire failed to result 
in solution USG would in any case wish to see truce extended. I said 

| that I thought an American-British pooling of information re media- 
tor would be of mutual advantage and that in so far as messages reach- 
ing this Embassy are concerned I thought that we are already doing 
this. I suggested that we might both endeavor to stimulate flow of 

| reportsofthischaracter, © © . 2... | 
' 10. I feel that the conversations described above constitute an ex-_ 

| tension of the meeting with Attlee, Bevin, Chiefs of Staff and others, 
| May 25 reported Embassy’s reference'telegram and as such are to be : 

welcomed as a further British effort to keep US and UK in step re. 
Palestine. I hope the Department, will specifically, endorse the tenta- 
tive replies [madeto Bevin (Paragraph9). © | 

11. See my immediately following telegram re Haifa. . oa 

a oo | , Dove.as 

501.BB Palestine/6-1848: Telegram : en ee 

) The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 
- | of State 7 oe os 

SECRET US URGENT a _ Lonpon, June 18,1948—8 p.m. 

"9102. For Secretary and Lovett. Bevin said this morning that future _ 
of Haifa‘is a specific problem of great concern to HMG, to the Medi-
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| ator, to the Jews and to the Arabs, and to European recovery. Matter 
is urgent because plans British military call for last British troops 

| leave Haifa by June 30. This fact is not as yet known to Arabs, but | 

Mediator is alarmed at possible results British withdrawal before end 
truce and helis going to'discuss matter with GOC Haifa. 4 | 

9, Jews have asked that refinery should be opened (Embassy’s 2700, | 
June 18?) and have stated that in absence sufficient Arab laborers _ | 

Jewish manpower would be provided. So Ebay he | 
| 8. On June 14 Iraqi Defense Minister.advised British Ambassador . . 

Baghdad that ultimate fate Haifa is most important Palestine prob- 

| lem. He expressed view that if Haifa cannot be in Arab state it-must 
be free port; otherwise pipeline would have to be relaid through Syria 
and Lebanon because although Iraqi economy is dependent on oil _ 

royalties, Iraq “could not tolerate outlet for its oil being in Jewish _ 

| state”. British Ambassador commented to Foreign Office that “it be- 
| comes more than ever clear that Haifa is sorest of all Arab points and 

the evacuation Haifa during cease-fire will be severe shock to Arabs — 
and considered as disturbing in favor Jews present balance. = 

4, Bevin said he is faced by necessity of deciding on course which | | 

_HMG should follow. If British troops remain at Haifa after June 30, _ 
fresh troops would have to be sent.in and HMG is most anxious to 

-avoid:this. On other hand, he thought British Government, because ' 
of (a) British and Western European interests in refinery, (b) Jewish 
desire to reopen refinery, and (c) Iraqi approach (paragraph 3 above), 
would be fully justified in laying these facts before Mediator either 
with or without British comment. If HMG commented, it would.ex- 
press to Mediator the view that before British ‘troops withdraw 

- Mediator might consider possibility of getting Arabs and Jews to 
| agree on establishment, if only for a period and if only with reserva- 

| tions on both sides, of an international port at Haifa under Mediator’s 
or UN auspices. This port might consist either of whole town or be _ 
confitied: to’ port area including refinery now occupied by British | 

| troops: Such an arrangemént would: have the advantage of possibly, 
attracting back to Haifa the Arab laborers essential to refinery opera-. | 
tions. These laborers are presently unwilling to return to work in 
Jewish state. If Mediator acted along these lines, it would be im- 
portant that international regime in Haifa should exclude USSR: 

- Foreign Office has in mind a. very small international control element; __ 

perhaps only one administrator with small police force and staff. - | 

‘Phe British Foreign Office informed the Embassy in the United Kingdom 
| on the.morning of June 22 that.this fact had been made known to the Arabs 

O Nat printed June 22, 8 p. m., from London 841.2367N /6-2248). ae |
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+5, At this point Bevin digressed to say that early action by Mediator 
_. to achieve international regime Jerusalem seems highly desirable to 

Foreign Office although perhaps it would not be as appropriate for — 
HMG to comment with regard to Jerusalem as with regard to Haifa. 
He thought international ‘regime, both Haifa and Jerusalem, par- - ticularly if area Jerusalem is reduced, might go far to stimulate con- — fidence among Arabs, ON a 

6. Bevin said there was no compulsion upon him to do so, but in | line with his thoughts embodied in paragraph 4, Embassy’s 2701, 
June 18, he is unwilling to raise the pressing problem of Haifa with | Mediator without having first consulted US Government. The present 
was not too early to begin the working arrangement he hoped for with regard to advice. Bevin said he would liketoknow: == ~~ a 

a Does US Government perceive any impropriety in HMG’s ad- vising Mediator of the approaches to it by Jews and Arabs with regard to reopening Haifa? | : ae — | __6. Does. US Government believe that it would be appropriate for HMG to lay before Mediator in addition to a its views with regard to the desirability of international regime for port or town of Haifa _ along lines paragraph 4 above? : oe en - ___¢. If HMG takes either action with US concurrence, would US Government be willing to so advise Mediator or at least. to let HMG oso? ee 7 | | | 
7. I told Bevin that I understood the urgency of these questions and appreciated the motive which caused him to consult.the US before _acting. I said that I would ask the Department to reply to his questions _ within 48 hours. I said that in my view Haifa.oil is essential to ERP and if some international regime or control by mediator would result in refinery resuming operations near future, this would not only be | | contribution to Jewish economy and to. Arab economy: it would also be a vital contribution to the economy of Europe. | 

BS Bn —_ 7 a ~Doveuas 

867N.01/6-1948: Telegram re Oo, | 
The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas). to the Secretary 

of State ce 

sont = owpow, June 19,1982 pm. 
| 2712. Conviction is growing in all levels FonOff and among English | Arab experts outside govérnment that early establishment smallcom- _ pact sovereign Jewish state would be in: best interests Arabs (Em- ___ bassy’s 2469, June 4; paragraph 4). This milestone in British think- 

* Not printed. oo | OT



ing has its origin in the contrast between the efliciency displayed‘by = 
_ Jews in setting up Israel and in defending it, and the Arab counter- \ 

performance. Holders. of this view believe that Arab population in . 
unitary Palestine state would quickly be dominated by Jews through | 

_ democratic processes and that Communist element among Jews would 
_ thus have a greater opportunity to advance Soviet objectives if in- 

| filtrated among larger: number Palestine Arabs. This group also be- | 
lieves that only Jews themselves can control Jewish immigration; a 
unitary state with Arab majority could not hope to enforce its immi- » | 

_ gration laws in face opposition Jews who would show no concern for 
_ economic consequences too many J ewish immigrants. It is believed, | 

_ however, Jews will take different attitude in own state. ~ ee 
| 2. In private conversations this view is now being expressed as _ 

_ “personal thoughts” by important British officials to Arabs both here __ 
and abroad although it is too early to say that this is the official “line” : 

| of HMG. It seems likely, however, that it may become the “official oe 
line” to Arab Governments at some later stage (e.g. when Arab Gov- CO 
-ernments seek British advice in mediation talks under Bernadotte). 
8. This evolution of. British thought to my mind punctuates the 
importance of the US and UK working together along the lines of : 

oe Dower 
 501.BB Palestine/6-1948: Telegram ae ya ges | 

Phe Chargéin E gypt (Patterson) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET a | Catro, June 19,1948—8 p.m 
_ 805. In conversation today Nokrashy Pasha emphasized to me that 

~~ Arab group which is accompanying Bernadotte to Rhodes is designed | 
primarily as a group of experts to inform the UN Mediator in response 
to any requests for-information which he may address to the members 7 

_ of the group. They will however act as transmitting agents for any _ 
data which Bernadotte may care to forward to the states members of 7 
the Arab League. Nokrashy Pasha expected Bernadotte’s proposals 7 

_ for the basis of a Palestine truce to reach Cairo on June25. 
_. The Prime Minister expressed great-indignation over alleged Zion- | | 

ist violations of the current truce stating that they had seizedanum- — 
| ber of villages in the Negev, southern or Egyptian sector of Palestine. | 

These acts had not been irresponsible or isolated occurrences but 
| showed on the map a development of a strategic plan. The Egyptians 

| had been, instructed’ to refrain from endeavoring to regain the lost 
villages or to take reprisals against the Zionist aggressors. we 

Dg | 
_  p8-s04—6——39 - ee
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501.BB Palestine/6-1648 : Telegram ae | | - | | 

The Secretary of State to the Acting United States Representative at 

oe a the United Nations (Jessup) Hs | 

| SECRET i tis  Wasuineron, June 21, 1948—2 p.m. 

413. Dept has received telegram signed by Trygve Lie, dated © 

| ‘June 16} stating that SC on June 15 at request of UN Mediatordecided 

| to ask all States members to report on steps taken to implement Pales- | 

tine resolution of May 29 and also to request all States members to 

| extend cooperation and assistance to UN Mediator in implementation 

 -ofhistruece proposals, ) Se 

| Please inform SYG and also, for info of SC, President of SC that 

this Govt has taken following steps to implement resolution of May 29: - 

os 1. Instructions have been sent to appropriate authorities to take 

necessary steps to prevent departure of “fiohting personnel” from the 

US to countries named in paragraph 3ofresolution, = —| 

| . 9, Instructions have been sent to appropriate authorities and also 

to Chairman of US Maritime Commission drawing attention to state- — | 

- ment concerning “men of military age” set forth in Paragraphs VI 

(2) (3) and (4) of Count Bernadotte’s truce proposals. © Oo 

, 8. With respect to paragraph 5 of the resolution, the US Govt has 

ss ginee November 14, 1947 applied a rigorous arms embargo covering 

shipments of all war material from US and its possessions to Palestine 

and the countries of the Near East. 
4. As SYG is aware, this govt has been active in cooperating as a 

: member of SC Truce Commission in Palestine in supplying UN Medi- 

| , ator with military observers, aircraft and communications ‘equipment. 

Sympathetic consideration 1s now being given to Mediator’s request for 

3 ‘naval patrol vessels and for 10 additional military observers.? 

7 In addition to the foregoing this govt has circularized all its diplo- 

| matic missions calling particular attention to paragraphs 2 and 5 of — 

SC May 29 resolution and stating its view that all members of UN are ; 

obligated to abide by these clauses and consequently to take necessary © 

| steps to prevent shipments of war material to Palestine and Arab 

States asofeffectivedateoftruce. = CO 

- You should conclude your communication to SYG by reaffirming 

| profound hope of this govt that measures thus far adopted by UN > 

Mediator will prove fruitful in leading to successful accomplishment 

_ of his broader task under terms of Assembly resolution of May 14, 

: 1948; namely, to “promote a peaceful adjustment of the future situa- 

tion of Palestine’? ee 
| Be Be , MarsHALi 

| “Copy transmitted by New York in an unnumbered telegram, not: printed. 

| "The Department, on June 21, informed New York of Secretary Forrestal’s 

instructions to assign four. Army, three Navy, and three Air Force officers to 

serve aS military observers for ‘Count Bernadotte (telegram 416, 501.BB 

Palestine/6-1548). oo 2 

3 Bor the text of the letter sent by Mr. Jessup to the ‘Secretary-General on 

| June 21, see Department of State Bulletin, July 4,1948,p.11. |. .
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| -501.BB Palestine/6-3048 - ae | TO ’ . - 

Memorandum by Mr. Leonard C. Meeker, Assistant to the Legal 
a oe | . Adviser (Gross)? | Oo 

i TOP SECRET | oa [Wasuineton,] June 22, 1948. 
The Problem. — ee | 

7 To determine the position which the United States should take in 
the Security Council in the event that (a) the four-week Palestine 

| truce is violated, or (0) hostilities are resumed in Palestine at the oe 
re expiration of the four-week truce or an extension thereof. a 

fecommendation. — me A 
_ The United States should initiate or support action in the Security - 

| Council under Chapter VII of the United Nations Charter if develop- | 
ments there constitute, in the opinion of the United States, a threat 

_ to or breach of international peace. Such action would include a find- 
_- Ing under Article 39, a cease-fire order under Article 40, with appro- 

_ priate sanctions if necessary. | a a 
| Discussion. _ os es / , | - 

‘1. The question of the policy of the United States with respect to — 
fighting in Palestine has already been determined by the President. 
On May 22, 1948 the Secretary of State presented to the President a 
memorandum”* requesting approval of proposed United States policy 
on Palestine. The memorandum proposed that the United States con-. | 
tinue to urge immediate action by the Security Council to bring about | 
a cease-fire in Palestine. This action was to be an order for a cease-fire 
under Articles 39 and 40 of the Charter. Such action was described in | 7 the memorandum as the basis of the resolution proposed by the United | — States in the Security Council on May 17, 1948, and it was stated that | 
this would continue to represent United States views so long as the 
fighting continued in Palestine. _ ee 

This statement of policy applied not only to the period preceding | an effective truce in Palestine, but was applicable to the period follow- 
ing a truce or the violation of truce terms, in conformity with the _ 

_ purpose of the United States to achieve and maintain peace in the — 
Palestine area. The memorandum of proposed United States policy | _ was approved by the President on May 27,1948. | | | The United States has consistently, since the ending of the 1948 

“Transmitted as Tab B to Brigadier General Carter by Mr. McClintock in his memorandum of June 30, with the statement that “Mr. Lovett has requested — _ me to forward the attached memoranda concerning our future Palestine policy to the Secretary of State for his comment or approval.” Accompanying this memorandum were Mr. McClintock’s memorandum of June 23 (see p. 1134) and. the “Comments of the Policy Planning Staff”, transmitted as Tabs A and Cc, respectively ; Tab C not found attached to the transmitting memorandum. *A copy of the memorandum for the President, dated May 22, 1948, isattached a8 an appendix to this paper. [Footnote in the source text.] Ses |
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special session of the General Assembly, regarded the situation In 

Palestine as a very serious one, calling for action under Chapter VII 

of the United Nations Charter. To this end the United States on — 

; May 17, 1948 introduced a truce resolution based on Articles 39 and | 

40 of the Charter. Ambassador Austin on May 22, 1948 in the Security 

Council elaborated the position of the United States concerning the. 

necessity for Chapter VII action. Again later, after the Security Coun- 

_ eil’s resolution of May 22, 1948 had failed to bring about a truce in 

Palestine, the United States supported a resolution under Chapter 

VII, introduced in the Council by the Soviet representative, which 

: closely resembled the United States resolution of May 1%. Both Chap- _ 

ter VII resolutions failed of adoption in the Council, receiving the 

- votes only of the United States, Soviet Union, France, Colombia, and 

| the Ukraine. OO | 

oo In its resolution of May 29 under Chapter VI of the Charter, the — 

Security Council included the following penultimate paragraph, on | 

the motion of the United States: | Oo 

- The Security Council, . . . Decides that if the present resolution 

is rejected by either party or by both, or if, having been accepted, it = 

| is subsequently repudiated or violated, the situation in Palestine will 

be considered with a view to action under Chapter VII, ...” | 

Thus the Security Council itself decided. that it would consider again 

_— the Palestine situation with a view to Chapter VII action if the 

Chapter VI resolution of May 29 proved ineffectual. a Oo 

---Q, As pointed out above, the United States has, since May 17,1948, 

formally advocated the taking of action by the Security Council under — 

- Chapter VII of the Charter if necessary to restore international peace 

in Palestine. The purpose of United States policy continues to be — 

achievement of peace in that area. In the event that the truce in 

Palestine under the resolution of May 29 were violated or that hos- | 

tilities were resumed upon expiration of the truce, the situation inthat => 

country would be at least as grave, from the standpoint of international 

| peace and security, as it was before the May 29 resolution was adopted. — 

: The United States has been subject to charges of oscillation and un- 

-_yeliability in its Palestine policy. If the United States now altered its 

: stand on Chapter VII action, this Government would probably be 

subject to renewed and aggravated charges of inconsistency, resulting 

- in embarrassment to the United States, particularly in the forum of | 

_ the United Nations. Oo 

3. According to a telegram received from Ambassador Douglas on 

‘June 192 Foreign Secretary “Bevin is in full agreement that if present — 

efforts break down it may become necessary to invoke Chapter VII.” 

4. In considering whether or not to press for Chapter VII action. 

. 2 Telegram 2713, not. printed, but see footnote 1, p. 1121. ee
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| by the Security Council, the United States would base its approach, 
| as it has in the past, on the determination of whether or not there was | 

~~ such fighting in Palestine as to constitute a threat to or breach of in- _ 

ternational peace. The approach would not depend merely upon deter- 

| mination that there had occurred an act of aggression, nor would the 

| approach be merely with a view to fixing responsibility for aggres- 

gion upon any particular government or authority. | ee 

—-890.11/6-2248 | : oo | OO 
Memorandum by the Acting Director of the Office of Near Eastern 

and African Affairs (Satterthwaite) to the Under Secretary of 
State (Lovett)+ | = Co eS - - 

| | | a . [WasuHineTon,| June 22,1948. 

Subject: Departmental Policy with Respect to Travel from the ~ 
-  . - United States to the Arab Countries and Palestine. cat 

| Discussion: me | a oO 

You will note from the attached documents that, in accordance with 
the memorandum of May 21, 1948 (Tab A)? approved by you, we have 

been observing the following policy with regard to the issuance of. 
| passports to American citizens to visit the Arab Countries and 

: Palestine: | : | 

“In view of this general situation it is recommended that the De- | 
partment should continue to refrain from granting passport facilities => 

| to American citizens to visit the countries of the Near East (Israel, 
| Palestine, Syria, Lebanon, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and Yemen), | 

unless it is clearly established that their business is of an important 
and urgent nature and that they do not intend to participate directly | 

- or indirectly in the hostilities in Palestine.” a oe | 

: We have as yet formulated no policy with regard to travel from — 
the United States to Palestine and the Arab countries of persons who 

— are not American nationals, | | 

- You will also note from Mrs. Shipley’s? memorandum to me of - 
June 14, (Tab B),? that she feels that we should ascertain the views 
of the Mediator respecting the screening of persons of military age > 

proceeding to the Near East and Palestine. You will also observe from 
| the attached telegram, No. 740 of June 12, 9 a. m., (Tab C), from 

— Cairo,* that Bernadotte has requested the Secretary General of the - 

4 4 Drafted by Mr. Henderson. _ | | 
2 Copy not found attached. | | | . | 

, _ *Ruth B. Shipley, Chief of the Passport Division. | oe | 
_ *Not printed. : | Fo ge Be
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_ United Nations to call paragraph 6 of the truce proposals to the atten- 
| tion of all members of the United Nations from which substantial 

immigration to Palestine and the Arab countries might emanate. 
| Bernadotte has asked the Secretary General to request the govern- Ss 

| ments concerned to call to the attention of their immigration control  —=__ 

_ authorities “the significance of this provision to the operation of the 

_ truce and to advise them to extend cooperation and assistance to such | 
-- representatives of the Mediator as he might find it possible to send to 

one or another port in the implementation of the immigration pro- 

_. visions ofthe truce proposals”. - , | | 

| ‘On Jurie 16, 1948 the Secretary General of the United Nations : 
addressed a note to the United States Delegation to the United Na- 

, tions® calling the attention of this Government to paragraph 6 of 

the truce resolution of May 29 (Tab D), as requested by Count - 
Bernadotte. | | | 

On June 21, 1948 the Department sent a telegram to the United | 
States Delegation to the United Nations * (Tab E), setting forth our | 

reply to the note of the Secretary General of the United Nations and 

requesting the United States Delegation to inform the Secretary Gen- 

eral that “instructions have been sent to the appropriate authorities . 

| to take necessary steps to prevent departure ‘fighting personnel’ from | 
the United States to countries named in paragraph 3 of the 
resolution.” | a : 7 | 

It would appear that the two following considerations are involved | 

| in the determination of what our policy with regard to travel to the 

| Arab countries and the Near East should be: , | a 

1. The desirability, until the danger of hostility and of acts of 
| violence against American citizens has abated, that the number of 

American citizens in Palestine and in the Arab countries should be at | 
| a minimum. | 7 oe 

2. The importance that the United States fully cooperate with the 
Mediator in his efforts to discourage violations of the truce. | | 

) With regard to the first consideration, it is believed that we should 

continue to follow our present policy not to issue passports for travel 

to the Near East and Palestine unless the purpose of the travel is 

| urgent and important and unless it is clearly established that the ap- _ 

plicant for passport does not intend to participate directly or indirectly _ 

in the hostilities in Palestine. We should, therefore, continue carefully 

| to screen all applicants for passports to the Arab countries and — , 

. Palestine. . | | . | 
_ With regard to the second consideration, it is our belief that it would 

_ 5 Not printed. . | 
No. 4138, p. 1126. 7 7
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be preferable for such screening as might be necessary to discourage _ 

the entry of “fighting personnel” from the United States.to Palestine - 

to be performed in the United States by an official of this Government | 

in consultation with a representative of the Mediator. The United 

States official would do what was proper to discourage the departure 

from the United States for Palestine and the Arab countries of per- 

-._ gons who had been screened in this manner. ne 

In view of the above, we have prepared for your approval the at- 

tached telegram to the Mediator.’ ee | 

- Recommendation: = ee | | 

«Tt 4g recommended that you sign the attached telegram to the - 

Mediator. = | | CO eas 

Coneurrences! 7 eB 
PD UNA L aan : . | oe , 

| | 7 See telegram of June 25, p. 1147 . oo : : | 

Q67N.01/6-2248  —™ | | . | 

Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by the Under Secretary 

| Oo of State (Lovett)* : | a 

a a ee ae [WasHineton,] June 22, 1948. 

-. Mr. Clark Clifford called me at 4:25 this afternoon to say that he 

had just come from the President with instructions to call me'and say | 

that the President “directed me to have the papers prepared at once 

for the appointment of Mr. James Grover McDonald of New York to’ : 

the Tel Aviv post; that he wanted this handled at once and that he 

‘wanted the announcement made this afternoon.” oe | : 

| I asked Mr. Clifford who Mr. McDonald was and he said that all 

he knew about. him was that the President said he had been a member sy 

of the Anglo-American Committee of Inquiry on Palestine. I stated 

that I assumed this meant that Mr. McDonald was recognized aS &@ => 

proponent of the Zionist cause and that I queried whether the Presi- 

dent had considered the possible effects, if the facts were as I surmised, — 

| _of such an appointment during the truce period. I pointed out that the oo 

tension was considerable, that the sttuation was delicate enough, and | 

-__ that-any precipitate action on our part might have untold consequences. 

Clifford replied that he knew none of the background but that the 

; President was positive, had made up his mind, and that there was 

obviously no room for argument. I asked if the Department could 

have time to consider the matter and Mr. Clifford replied that the ~—_ 

| 1 Initialed by the Secretary of State. OB
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os President’s directive was positive and that the decision had already 
_- been made; that it, therefore, called for no additional consideration.? 

a | - Ropert A. Loverr — 

. *At 5:15 p. m., June 22, Mr. Satterthwaite telephoned Mr. Epstein and told is—=t™S 
. him that the President would like to appoint Mr. J ames Grover McDonald as 

| Special Representative and announce his appointment the same day. Mr. Sat- oe 
~ terthwaite “inquired whether Mr. Epstein was authorized to approve this action. . 

Mr. Epstein replied that this ‘matter had been left to his discretion and that he 
‘was authorized by his Government to make the decision. He stated that he was 

: replying now, and that the United States proposal to appoint Mr. McDonald to | 
. the post had his approval.” (Memorandum of conversation, by Mr. Satterthwaite, 

867N.01/6-2248) For President Truman’s statement of June 22 on the appoint- 
ment of Mr. McDonald and on the designation of Mr. Epstein as Special Repre- — 
Sentative of the Provisional Government of Israel. in the United States, see 
Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States: Harry 8. Truman, 1948, 
p. 382; or Department of State Bulletin, July 4, 1948, p. 22. . : 

For Mr. McDonald’s account of the circumstances of his appointment and | _ his discussions with President Truman and other government officials before _ | 
his departure for Tel Aviv on July 23, see his My Mission in I srael, 1948- 
19§1 (New York, Simon and Schuster, 1951), pp. 3-19. oo. 

501.BB Palestine/6-1848 : Telegram | | OS 
«Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

SECRET US URGENT = = WASHINGTON, June 22, 1948—noon. 
2332. We share Bevin’s concern, as reported your 2702, June 18, for __ 

continued functioning of important oil refinery at Haifa. However, | 
it would seem that since neither Jews nor Arabs can profit by operation 
of oil refinery without agreement between themselves, since Jews will — 

: control refinery and Arabs the crude oil, there exists in the case of | 
Haifa a unique opportunity for mutual accommodation which may 
serve as a constructive example of how Jews and Arabs can manage to | 
get along peaceably throughout all of Palestine and the Near East. 

We do not find it easy to give advice to Mr. Bevin regarding 
evacuation of Haifa by British forces during period of cease-fire. We __ 
feel that person best qualified to give advice on this subject is Count. fo 
Bernadotte, who is charged with maintaining the truce and cease-fire — 

7 and who, as Bevin hopes according to Para. 7, your 2701, June 18, we | 
| . trust will be successful in extending the present truce and cease-fire. 

| Re specific questions put in your 2702, June 18, para. 6, please see | 
Deptel 2302, June 18.1 Following are answers seriatim: 

| - @ We see no impropriety in UK informing Mediator of approaches 
to it by Jews and Arabs re reopening Haifa. ee 

6. We think it would be useful for UK to inform Mediator of its | 
views regarding an arrangement for Haifa along lines of Para. 4 of 

| reference telegram. a eth 
c. We shall be glad to inform Bernadotte of our views asset forth —_—_ 

* Not printed. . | a
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in (a) and (6) above and have no objection if UK likewise informs . 
him of our concurrence. , 7 

| - Tt would seem from para. 3, urtel 2700, June 18,2 that there have _ 
| been conversations in London between unofficial representative of — 

. PGI and UK FonOff regarding Haifa refinery. We are encouraged : 

by Goldmann’s reported remark that PGI would not object if repre- 
‘sentative of Mediator controlled production in Haifa refinery, Arabs s— 
receiving a fair share of output. ae a Oe, | 

_. We believe that Mediator will wish to keep in mind importance of 
Haifa production going to ERP and to legitimate civilian require- = 

| ments of Near East, including Israel. In conformity with principles _ 
of truce agreement we do not feel that Haifa production should be | 
used to increase military potential of either Israel or Arab States. 

2 | - , Marsan 

* Not printed. a | | | | 
. *In telegram 172, June 23, 6 p. m., to Haifa, the Department furnished the — . 

| text of 2332 “for your info and communication to UN Mediator if he is in your — 
' vicinity.” No. 172 was repeated for action, if necessary, to Jerusalem and Cairo . 

(501.BB Palestine/6—2348). The following day, the Department authorized Cairo 
to convey informally the contents of 2332 to the French Ambassador there, stat- 

- ‘ing that “We see no objection to French Govt making representations to UN 
_ Mediator with regard to protecting Haifa refinery and securing its rapid resump- 

tion of full production in interest not only of Near Hast economy but of ERP.” — | 
(Telegram 860, 501.BB Palestine/6-2448) | Oo 

501.BB Palestine/6-1848 : Telegram SF we 

| _ Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

SECRET US URGENT Wasuineton, June 22, 1948—6 p.m. 

ss: 9348, You may assure Mr. Bevin and Foreign Office that this gov-— 
| ernment cordially welcomes desire of British government to concert = 

| its views with ours in respect of Palestine. We agree with Bevin’s 
suggestion as indicated in Para. 4 urtel 2701, June 18, and hope it will Lo 
be possible for both UK and US to formulate and recommend'acom- 
mon line of policy. — | sO ee 

oo Your 2701 does not indicate Bevin’s thinking as to best practical - | 
7 approach which our two governments might make regarding Palestine | 

if they should judge it wise to give advice to Count Bernadotte or if 

| they should be requested for advice by Arab States or Provisional 

Government of Israel. We infer, however, that Foreign Office thinking 
has progressed along lines indicated in your 2712 June 19. It is highly 

_ important to know whether Bevin agrees with this trend of thought 7 | 

- or whether he has some other solution in mind, as, for example, - 
federation. a | - ee 
Dept is rapidly evolving its line of policy re future settlement of _ 

_» Palestine problem. For your own info and not for use as yet with UK a
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‘officials, our thinking—conditioned by fact of recognition of State of 
, Israel—is that best solution for a sensible adjustment of Palestine 

problem would be to re-draw frontiers of Israel so as to make a com- — 

pact and homogeneous state; remainder of Palestine to go largely to — 
-Transjordan with appropriate transfer of populations where neces- _ 
gary; Jerusalem to remain an international entity with free access to 

oo outside world; boundaries of Israel and enlarged Transjordan to be 
- guaranteed mutually between themselves and UN; and economic pros-— 
-perity of region to be enhanced by a customs union between Israel and 

| ‘Transjordan. | re | ee 
As soon ‘as firm policy has been agreed upon you will receive further 

‘instructions. a ot | : a | 
Re Paragraph 7, your 2701, June 18, we are in entire agreement that 

even though a final solution is not reached during present 4-weeks’ 
period of cease-fire it is imperative that truce be continued. - 

| | You may inform Bevin that our most recent info from SYG Lie, 
‘based on telephone conversations and telegrams from Bernadotte, is 
that UN Mediator is not attempting to work out a final settlement at — | 
this time but will concentrate his efforts on Rhodes to extend period , 

of truce and cease-fire and likewise to achieve demilitarization of Jeru- | 
salem. Apparently to this latter end Bernadotte has in mind recruiting 

UN armed guards for Jerusalem but full details of what he intends are 
not yet available. Foregoing with reference to Paragraph 8, your 2701, 

: was given us astop secret by Lie. | ; Co ae 
We welcome your 2718, June 19,1 with its indication that British are 

_ willing to face up to responsibilities under Chapter 7°in event that 
- this should become necessary. However, we very. much share Bevin’s 

7 hope that a final settlement can be evolved without recourse to 
-. ganetions. . CS oo 

| no | | . : MarsHAuh | 

_. #Not printed, but see footnote 1, p. 1121. _ CO | | 

501,BB Palestine/6-3048 | | a 
| Memorandum by Mr. Robert M. McClintock * 

| TOP SECRET ,  _[Wasutneton,] June 238, 1948. 

Pracerut ApsusTMENT or THE Fururs Srruation or PaLEsTINE 

Reports from Cairo indicate that Count Bernadotte, the United — 

Nations Mediator, operating under.the resolution of the General As- 

- I1ransmitted to Brigadier General Carter on June 30 (see footnote 1, p. 1127).. . 
-- Myr, McClintock had prepared a first draft on June 18, which he had sent. for 

7 comment to Messrs. Henderson, Sandifer, and Meeker and to Harding Bancroft, . 

Associate Chief of the Division of International Security Affairs. The first draft 
: was also submitted to Mr. Lovett for information and was read by the Under 

Secretary (501.BB Palestine/6-1848). - a
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sembly adopted on May 14, 1948, and the resolution of the Security | 
_ Council of May 29, will shortly convoke a conference on Rhodes be- 

‘tween representatives of the Arab League and the Arabs of Palestine | 

-. on the one hand, and the Jews of Palestine as represented by the Pro- | 
- visional Government of Israel, to discuss, in the language ofthe resolu- 

tion of May 14, “a peaceful adjustment of the future situation of _ 
Palestine”. _ a mo ane | 

It is possible that during the course of these conversations the © | 
United States may be called upon for advice either by the United Na- ° 

| tions Mediator or by the parties to the Palestine dispute. In anyevent, 
it would seem necessary for this government to have a clear idea of | 

what “peaceful adjustment of the future situation of Palestine” would. __ 

-- most conduce to the national-interests of the United States, . 

The policy of the American Government in this regard has been © | 
--_ gonditioned since May 14 by the recognition 'that day of the Provi- © 

sional Government of the State of Israel as the de facto authority in 
that new republic. Because of the act of recognition, United States 

__- policy with relation to the Palestine settlement is postulated upon the. : 
continuing existence of the State of Israel: The sovereignty of Israel | 
is a fact so far as the United States is concerned and this government | 
could not agree to any diminution of its sovereignty except with the 
consent of the Government of Israel.* ‘ oo —— | 

| The proposed boundaries of the Jewish State as delineated by the 
-. resolution adopted by the United Nations General Assembly on | 

November 29, 1947, were predicated on the assumption that there _ , 

would also be an Arab State in Palestine linked to the Jewish State 
by economic union. It is now clear in the light of facts and events which | 

| have supervened that there will be no separate Arab State and no 

| economic union as envisaged in the General Assembly resolution. In | 

consequence, the boundaries of the State of Israel,ifthey areregarded = 

as those traced on the map which formed a part of the resolution of 
November 29, are aptly described by the understatement of a Jewish 

| group recently formed in New York to promote Jewish-Arab coopera- | 

| tion. According to this definition “the borders of the State of Israel = 

and of Arab Palestine, as laid out by the United Nations, bear an | 

. unusually high ratio to the area of the land”. More bluntly, a delegate 

to the United Nations Trusteeship Council last autumn likened the 
| map of United Nations partition of Palestine to a portrait by Picasso. | 

It would seem logical, accordingly, given the postulate of a State 

| *It is pertinent to quote excerpts from the official Republican Party Platform 
| for 1948, Section VI: “We welcome Israel into the family of nations and take 
a pride in the fact that the Republican Party was the first to call for: the estab-— . 

lishment of a free and independent Jewish commonwealth. ... Subject to the 
a letter and spirit of the United Nations Charter, we pledge to Israel full recog- 

nition, with its boundaries as sanctioned by the United Nations and aid in de- 

veloping its economy”... | CO ae an , 
| The Democratic Party Platform will undoubtedly include equivalent references 

to the State of Israel. [Footnote in the source text. ] a |
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| of Israel, and given the fact that its boundaries in the absence of eco-. 
, nomic union with an Arab State are fantastic, that there should be a_ | 

- new drawing of the frontier which circumscribes the State of Israel. . - 
‘Study might profitably be made to re-drawing the boundary of Israel _ 

along the lines suggested by the Peel Report, in which the Jewish | | 

‘State would have occupied the coastal area from Tel Aviv to Haifa, 
with a considerable portion of Western Galilee. Ifsuch new boundaries | 

; should be drawn, the present areas in the Negeb now held by Israel — 
should be given to the neighboring Arab countries, principally Trans- —_ 
jordan, and there should be an appropriate exchange of populations 

go that the State of Israel would contain most of the Jews of Palestine 

a and the Arabs would reside in purely Arab areas.. , | : 
| | If the State of Israel were thus redefined geographically it would _ 

be a more homogeneous unit possessing an improved economic patri- 

| mony. The United States could consent to changes in territory, how- 

a ever, only if they were made with the consent of Israel. 
a As for the Arab areas of Palestine, it is suggested that Transjordan | 
a be permitted to expand, taking over almost all the remainder of the _ | 

country except for possibly a small transfer of territory intheextreme > 
| north to Syria, where the finger salient based on Safad seems to possess 

little justification. Similarly, in the extreme south the port of Aqaba, 
now in Transjordan, might be transferred to Saudi Arabia, while in 
the Negeb territorial adjustments could be made in favor of Egypt 

as wellas Transjordan. | CO , 

| Jf the boundaries of Israel were re-drawn and the adjustments sug- 

gested above agreed to by the Arabs and Jews there should then be 

= an international guarantee by the United Nations, and, if possible, — 

_ by treaty between Israel and the Arab States, of the territorial settle- 

ment. This would be of particular advantage to the Arabs as “freez- — 

: ing” the boundaries of Israel and thus affording protection to the | 

Arab States against the wider pretensions of the Jewish revisionists __ 

and such fanatics as those of the Irgun who have pretensions to the _ 
: conquest of Transjordan, , : 

Other proposed arrangements to promote a peaceful adjustment of | 
the future situation of Palestine center largely on federation in one 

' form or another. A representative of the British Foreign Office on 
June 6 told officers of the Department that the official policy of the 
British Government would undoubtedly favor a Palestinian federa- 

tion made up of a Jewish and an Arab canton or state. However, © 
despite this official view of the British Government, the Colonial 
Secretary, Sir Arthur Creech Jones, has recently indicated his belief, 

, both to American official representatives and to the present Foreign 

Minister of Israel, that a deal is possible of arrangement between King 

| Abdullah of Transjordan and the State of Israel for a territorial | 
| settlement similar to that outlined in the preceding paragraphs. — |
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Another protagonist of federation is Dr. Judah Magnes, the dis-— - 
tinguished American President of the Hebrew University. Dr. Magnes _ 
favors a “United States of Palestine’, in which Arab and Jewish 

States would retain sovereign jurisdiction in a Palestine federation — | 

except for the control of foreign affairs, security, economic coopera- 
| tion, a supreme court, and a separate regime for Jerusalem. oe 
on As a matter of practical politics it is much to be doubted whether — 

| the Jews of the State of Israel will agree to relinquish an iota oftheir 
| sovereignty and that in consequence the foregoing proposals for fed- | 

eration will have slight chance of acceptance. Oo oe 
_ Should an arrangement be possible of accomplishment for acon- 
solidation of the State of Israel along the coast from Tel Aviv tothe 

; border of Lebanon, including a transfer of Western Galilee in return | , 

for the cession of the Negeb to Transjordan and Egypt, it would seem | 
useful that the two States. principally falling heir to Palestine— —_ 

_ Israel and Transjordan—be bound together in a customs union. | 

_ With regard to Jerusalem it would seem on balance preferable that __ 
this Holy City be administered by the United Nations.asa separate  — 

| international entity. Jerusalem is as much a.Jewish city asitisan 
Arab metropolis and it contains shrines sacred to three of the principal 
world religions. To permit it to be made the capital of King Abdullah 
would rouse Jewish passions and irredentism while to allow Jerusalem | 

_. to be a Jewish capital would incite reciprocal emotions in the Arabs. 
Should, however, Jerusalem be made an international responsibility, = 
it should be incorporated in the Israel-Transjordan Zollverein and. 
guarantees should be given by the States concerned for its unrestricted 

- access to free port facilities at Haifa or Jaffa. ee | 
In summary, therefore, a sensible territorial solution for the Pales- | 

+ tine problem would be to re-draw the frontiers of Israel so as to make | 
a compact and homogeneous state, the remainder of Palestine to go / 
largely to Transjordan with appropriate transfers of populations 
where necessary; Jerusalem to remain an international entity with 

| free access to the outside world; the boundaries of the two. new states 
to be guaranteed mutually between themselves and the United Nations; | 

| and the economic prosperity of the region to be enhanced by a customs 
- union between Israel and Transjordan. : Pe 

| 867N.01/6-2348: Telegram a ee 

a Lhe Consul at Haifa (Lippincott) to- the Secretary of State. oo 

| SECRET OS -Harra, June 23, 1948. 
| 178. ReDeptel 164 June 21.4 Upon inquiring whether it was true — , 

- Jewish authorities were refusing permission Arabs return Haifa, 

| 3 This wasa repeat of No. 629 to Jerusaiem, not printed. | . |
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| _ Victor Khayat, Honorary Spanish Vice Consul and an American 
- eitizen, told me this afternoon in strictest confidence. CE 

_ 1. All Arabs who remained Haifa being thoroughly screened by 
Jewish authorities, required obtain identity cards and must swear 
allegiance to Israelstate. = | | 

_ 2. Arabs who return Haifa are considered illegals. Of these Jews 
are permitting only those to remain whom they consider satisfactory _ 

| _ after thorough investigation. These also required take oath allegiance _ 
| Jewish state. Result 1s remaining Arabs determined leave. Khayat 

informed that he had recently arranged for departure seven sailing 
_vessels for Lebanon each carrying average 120 persons passage free. _ 

— Qne additional vessel scheduled leave twenty-second ending operation. 
: _ Khayat said departures were arranged with assistance British Com- 

- mandos now controlling port. Approximately 1500 Arabs now Haifa. 
- .Of these some expected infiltrate Nazareth and other towns in nearby 

| Arab controlled areas. es | : Oo 

Khayat added that he is issuing “emergency certificates” for purpose 
entering Syria or Lebanon to “all Arabs applying”. He called on me 

‘some time after giving the above information inquiring whether Jews: 

could legally object to his issuing visas to Syrians and Lebanese whose 
interests he represents. I gave him no definite suggestions or advice. | 

When asked what orders Jewish authorities had given with regard _ 

| refusing Arabs return Haifa Khayat said “word was just passed 

around.” eS | 

a re en Oo LippIncoTr 

501.BB Palestine/6-2348: Telegram - ee 

The Secretary of State to the Acting United States Representative at 

| the United Nations (Jessup) — - 

SECRET US URGENT _ ; - ‘Wasnrneton, June 23, 1948—5 p. m. 7 

| 419. Dept. has given urgent consideration to your telephonic advice 

that SYG Lie has telegraphed Count Bernadotte regarding. latter’s 

suggestion. that he hopes to demilitarize Jerusalem and will need an ~ 

armed UN guard numbering 1,000 men to be available by July 9.1 You 

Count Bernadotte, in ‘a message to Secretary-General Lie dated June 20, : 

gave his views that the truce was under control and that-both parties would be 

~ careful not to break it. Since he felt it impossible to obtain an agreement before 

‘July 9, his tactics would involve trying to gain time and to make vague proposals 

rather than firm ones, lest their rejection result in the ending of the truce. 

The Mediator advised that he would concentrate on attaining agreement on 

‘demilitarizing Jerusalem and the Holy Places, for which he would require at 

Jeast 1,000 armed guards ‘(telegram 809, June 23, 5:54 p. m., from New York, | 

| 501.BB Palestine/6-2348), a Be |
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. report that Lie has suggested that he feels that Bernadotte’s request. | 

should be submitted to SC for its recommendation and has so in 

formed Bernadotte. | Sop i 

‘We do not feel that Bernadotte’s purpose would be served by SC 

debate of this question. The Soviet faction would be given an oppor-, _ | 

: tunity to make long speeches and to insist that their nationals be re- 

: cruited as a proportion of the proposed armed guard and this Soviet: 

- tactic would very probably result in other members of the Council 

failing to vote for any recommendation to Bernadotte, thus leaving 

‘him ina more negative position than before. OS es 

On the contrary we feel that sufficient authority now existsin Para.6 

and 7%, SC resolution of May 29, in GA resolution of May 14,andin 

Section B(a) of the UN budget for 1948, for SYG at Bernadotte’s ' 

| request to recruit and pay for the police forces Bernadottehasinmind. 

| We feel it is of utmost importance that there be no confusion between 

UN guard which SYG would like to create ? ‘and concerning which he - 

| has had informal discussions with Secretary Marshall, and the police | 

force for Jerusalem desired by Count Bernadotte. You may tell SYG 

that we are giving sympathetic consideration to his UN guard proposal 

but: would prefer to view it on its own merits and not in light of the | 

complex Palestine problem. = | | SF 

-_. Tt would be extremely helpful for Dept to have more explicit knowl- | 

edge of details of Bernadotte’s plan. ‘Clearly at would not serve our | | 

a interest if any considerable number of Soviet ‘or Soviet satellite na- 

 tionals made up Jerusalem force. _ | oe | | | - 

We assume Bernadotte’s plan is based on achieving agreement of * 

‘parties on demilitarization of Jerusalem. If parties could further agree ; 

- on source and composition of armed guards so much the better. Arabs — 

and Jews might agree, for example, each to supply 500 men to Jeru- oe 

ss Sent USUN with request foregoing be imparted to SYG and that a 

| latter transmit. our: views for info of UN Mediator on Rhodes with 

; comment.that US as member of 'Truce Commission is naturally con- _ 

cerned “in these arrangements and-desires to be of utmost help> 

; Repeated for info ‘and action if Bernadotte in that vicinity to Jeru- 

salem as 639, Haifa as 167, Cairoas 853. Be 

-- Repeated:to London as 2364, Paris as 2243, Brussels as 959, | 

oe | Bo - 7 MARSHALL , 

2 For documentation on this subject, see vol. I, Part 1, pp. 29 ff. | Oe - 

: * New York reported, on June 25, that action had been taken on 419 and that | 

| the United Nations Secretariat had indicated general sympathy for United 
States views and would communicate them to the Mediator (telegram 821, 501.BB a 

Palestine/6-2548). a a _
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867N.01/6-2248 Sn | . 
Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by the Under Secretary 

c of State (Lovett) | | , es 

7 OO es _ [Wasuineron,}] June 24, 1948. 

| _ At 2:40 today, in accordance with instructions from the Seeretary, == 
~ Icalled Clark Clifford at the White House and reverted to the matter | 

of the appointment of the U.S. Special Representative to the State of = 

| Israel. I told Clifford that the Secretary had beeh very much concerned. 
| at the procedures followed in the appointment made on June 22, and 
‘particularly the precipitate action and failure to give the Department. 

of State an opportunity to put the President in possession of any | 
pertinent facts which might be at its disposal. ot - 

_ I stated that the Secretary’s concern had been such that he had 
a written a long-hand letter from Walter Reed Hospital to the President | 
- yesterday. The Secretary was persuaded, after discussion thismorning __ 
= at the hospital, not to send the letter in today but: he will discuss the 
- matter fully with the President on Monday. . me : 

I told Clifford that I wanted him to know the above facts for back- . 
_ ground and also to give him an indication of the serious view which 

the Secretary took of the method of procedure, particularly ‘at the 

present time. og fhe’ re 
Roper A. Loverr 

* Initialed by the Secretary of State. © 

_ Lhe Secretary of State to the Sécretary-Genéral of the United Nations _ 

7 a | WasHINGTON, June 24, 1948. 

_ Excezency: I have the honor, with reference to your note tothe 
United States Mission to the United Nations of June 15, 1948; re- 
‘quésting the loan of three naval coastal patrol vessels to the United | 

- Nations: Mediator, Count Bernadotte, for his use in‘giving effect to 
the Security Council’s resolution of May 29, 1948 on Palestine, to 

+ inform you that the Secretary of National Defense of the United 
_ States has made available three destroyers now serying with the 

| United States Mediterranean Fleet. a | 
The Commander of the unit of these three United States Navy | 

. _ Sent to Ambassador Austin in instruction 147, J une 24, for transmittal to oo
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destroyers will report to the United Nations Mediator for Palestine. : 
through the United States Chargé d’A ffaires at Cairo with the under- | 

| standing that their employment shall be limited to transportation of = 
| persons and material in connection with supervision of the truce to-. 

gether with observation and reporting duties. In carrying out these. 
- duties, the commanding officers of the vessels are not authorized to. 

_ employ force nor to stop or board shipping encountered. - | | 
— Accept [ete.] we GC. Marsmarn. 

—-- 867N.01/6-2448 : Telegram | a 
Lhe Vice Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State. _ 

SECRET a JERUSALEM, June 24,1948—1 p.m. 
— 963. During past few days increased activity of Irgun Zvai Leumi, 

| and Stern gang in Jerusalem has become extremely apparent. Both. | 
groups have succeeded in bringing into city reinforcements, arms and. _ 

_ supplies from Tel Aviv and have taken over strategic areas in Jeru-. 
salem which are being turned into fortified enclaves. Haganah au-- 
thorities here admit that IZL and Stern gang do not submit tow 

| Haganah discipline and it is known that Haganah has considerable- 
. difficulty in dealing with 2 groups. It also appears that IZL and Stern, __ 

_ enjoy preferred positions regarding food and wartime restrictions. _ 
Since unification agreement signed by IZL and Stern with Haganah, _ 

_ are only valid within Israel, former consider themselves free to actas. 
_ they wish in Jerusalem. Reliable Jewish source indicates that2 groups; 

- are augmenting their forces here to serve as threat and reminder to. __ 
Israel Government that IZL-and Stern will not tolerate any conces-. 

-- glon on immigration or status of Jerusalem. Regarding latter it is pos- . - 
sible that IZL and Stern will reject international status for city~ 
believing that Jerusalem should be capital of Jewish State which, | 

_ they regard as ultimately including all of Palestine. Dr. Bernard: 
Joseph, Chairman of Jewish Jerusalem Emergency Committee, has. 
stated to Truce Commission his inability be responsible for acts IZL. 

_ and Stern in Jerusalem. Moreover as proven in recent; failure by: | 
Haganah to dislodge Stern members from enclave in Talbieh quarter- 
of Jerusalem, Haganah unable cope with situation. It is also known, | 

_ that Haganah commander in Jerusalem, David Shaltiel, is under: 
severe censure by Stern for what they consider his conciliatory.attitude. 

| in present truce negotiations. : a | 
_ Reliable Jewish sources believe that in Israel IZLand Stern support. — 

_ in general policy of Israel Government provided that policy does, not- 
_ weaken or change. In particular 2 groups reject any compromise or- 

concessions on immigration. Stern group is reported. to,mistrust Ben, ss 
, 598-594-7640 |
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Gurion and Shertok in this respect. Both IZL and Stern signed | 

agreements to amalgamate with Haganah and to submit to authority 

of state. Israeli authorities announced several weeks ago that Stern | 

gang had disbanded with[in] Israel and that arms turned over to 

Israeli Army. Irgun announced June 16 that within Israel it was now _ 

political party under name “Jewish Freedom Movement” but that out- 

side Israel it remained military organization. It is reliably reported 

that while members IZL and Stern have joined Israel Army, they have , 

| been formed into separate battalions under their own officers. Opera- 

tional command is theoretically responsibility Haganah High Com-. 

mand but IZL and Stern are believed to have representativeson High 

~ Command. Considerable and important evidence exists (such as that _ 

| reported in Haifa’s 76, May 18 and 172 June 22 both to Department *) . 

that amalgamation and submission do not in fact exist and that both ~ 

groups retain independence of action which Israeli authorities will 

find increasingly difficult to bring under control and suppress. | 

- Various sources indicate that guidance, money and arms were being 

provided to Stern gang by Russia through Satellites particularly | 

Poland. Polish Consulates in Jerusalem and Tel Aviv are believed to 

be in close touch with Stern gang and its commanders Nathan Fried-. | 

man Yellin and deputy Dr. Israel Scheib. It is also believed Russia 

| will make every effort widen this support as effective means of gaining _ 

subversive foothold in Israel. While reports have been received that 

- Menachem Beigin, Commander of IZL, has ordered his followers to | 

orient themselves toward Russian recognition of [and?] Russian sup- 

port. of Jewish State, no concrete evidence is available to substantiate 

reports a 
Regarding future real possibility exists that IZL and Stern will | 

prove of increasing embarrassment to Israel authorities both in Israel 

and Jerusalem,and that they will attempt thwart any attempt to settle — 

present impasse in reasonable way. Russia can be expected to increase. 

influence in Stern gang and make efforts penetrate. - oo 

- Sent Department: 963, repeated Haifa 76. ee = 

-_-. Department pass Arab capitals, London and Moscow. | 7 _ 

2 Neither printed ; ‘the latter ‘message and telegram 174 of the following day 

oo, reported ‘that the Altalena, ‘a vessel controlied by the Irgun Zvai Leumi had 

attempted to land at Nathanya near Tel Aviv onthe morning of June 22 in order 

to disembark some 600-1,000 armed Jews and possibly arms and munitions. 

- Haganah forces shelled the vessel, causing it to purn, turned over its passengers 

to United Nations officials, and arrested about 7 00 IZL members ashore (867N.01/ 

2248, 62348). re as
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_ 501.BB Palestine/6-2448: Telegram _ ee | 
| Lhe Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the — a 

| Poe gee Secretary of State ee se . 

TOP SECRET | Lonpon, June 24,1948-—8 p.m 
2785, 1. I am immensely gratified by contents Department’s 2332, 

_ June 22, and Department’s 2348, June 23, substance of which. (except 
paragraph 8 last reftel) was delivered June 23 to Wright in Bevin’s. 
absence. | a ae | 

a 2. Wright warmly welcomed Department’s helpful response to = 
ideas advanced by Bevin (Embassy’s 2702, June 18 and 27 Ol,Junel8). 

8. Re Haifa, Wright said Foreign Office in light Department’s 2332 oe 
would telegraph at once to Rhodes (repeating to Haifa) substance 

_ paragraph 4, Embassy’s 2702, June 18. He said Mediator would be 
told that UK has consulted USG which sees no impropriety in HMG 
informing Mediator of approaches to it by Jews and Arabs and that | 

| USG thinks it would be useful for HMG to inform Mediator of HMG 
__- views re an arrangement for Haifa. Wright assumes Department will | 

advise Bernadotte similarly. - Ea es 
' 4, Wright said he took two Deptreftels to mean that. USG and _ 

| MG have accepted as common aims the following: ==” oe 

oe 34 a) Extension cease-fire and truce (paragraph 5, Department’s | 

: 5) Efforts to concert views (paragraph 1, Department’s 2348 ). 
| (c) Pooling information re Mediator (penultimate paragraph, 

: Department’s 2348), | | beet 
| _ 5. Wright said that he thought above common aims now would 

_ probably open way for Foreign Office to put to Department more ——© 
_ clearly its thinking re various alternatives with which Mediator may | 

| be confronted. In this connection he mentioned possibility, which = 
| Mediator himself seems to envisage (paragraph 6, Department’s _ 

2348) of temporizing in the event neither side is willing to agree on : 
final settlement near future. (Embassy’s 2510, June 7,1 paragraph 7). 

_ Wright wondered whether Department entertains views re most effec- _ 
___ tive channel for communicating Foreign Office thinking. He suggested 

_ that this Embassy to Department might be main channel and that | 
_ Foreign Office to British Embassy Washington might be secondary 

‘channel to be kept fully advised with view to British Embassy officers . 
| discussing points with the Department. In view of what seems to be 

| _ close association with British Government on this problem and gradual 
| ‘shift in British position (see paragraph 6 below) as result compulsion  — 

| 1 Not printed. oo - oo, oe | oa
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| of events reinforced by. our efforts, I will be the goat if Department 

so desires. _ . | a ee 

| 6. As to whether Bevin agrees with trend thought described Em- 

| bassy’s 2712, June 19, Wright speaking informally said position HMG 

(which means, of course, position Bevin) is that no solution (includ- 

: ing federal state) is ruled out if it is agreeable to both sides. HMG 

has always been convinced that any solution which will have tobe — 

imposed will not be solution at all. From these basic premises and — 

trend events Wright said (without definitely committing higher au- | 

| thority) that HMG thinking inclines to conclude that early establish- _ 

ment compact and homogeneous sovereign J ewish State within 

 gensible frontiers would be in best interests Arabs if they can be 

, persuaded to accept it. He thinks it possible, however, that if accept- 

ance is to be secured some international action on guarantee of frontiers 

| and probably on settlement of additional number of Jewish displaced 

persons elsewhere than in Israel might have to be thrown into the | 

| balance, Size and shape of Jewish State might differ considerably — 

from boundaries envisaged in Assembly resolution and as part such a 

settlement, Jerusalem and Haifa might both be placed under inter- 

national regimes. If, however, Arabs are not at present prepared to , 

| accept settlement along these lines (and it might take some time for | 

| them to doso) HMG believes that Mediator would do well to temporize 

_ (paragraph 5 above) and in the prolonged truce work out regimes for 

| Jerusalem and Haifa. During prolonged truce HMG would hope 7 

| tensions would ease and time would conspire to make views both sides 

less intransigent; ie., although Arabs might not accept existence 

sovereign Jewish State now they might do so later and Jews aiter | 

operating within their de facto frontiers for some months might come — 

to realize advantages of acompact state. — oe 

| | Soe | | DovuctasS 

| Editorial Note. | | 

--- Chargé Jefferson Patterson, on June 25, reported that he had held | 

informal talks with Arab League officials and representatives of mem-— 

ber states, during which “Arab discouragement apparent at lack of 

a arms and at evident intention US to create at all costs J ewish State. 

| Nevertheless determination voiced in private and to press (1) toreject 

| all solutions Palestine whether put forward ‘by Bernadotte or not 

which envisage partition or creation Jewish State; (2) resume fighting 

) at end of truce even at cost of defeat and overthrow existing govts 

if alternative acceptable proposals not available.” 7 | 

| Ahmed al-Rawi, Director General of the Iraqi Foreign Office, sug- .
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| gested to Mr. Patterson that “US as best friend of Jews might advise 
Jews accept unitary state since they with their superior knowledge, 

) technique and experience could gain peaceably all they seek through 

domination such state in 10 years. Al Rawi’s suggestion may have 
| been put forward as alternative to Vatican state idea with division of _ 

‘remaining territory among Arab states which is currently rumored ~ 
having approval various Arab leaders”. Mr. Patterson concluded that. | 

the “Arabs apparently find themselves in dilemma. If they, by above — 

or any other compromise scheme, accept Jewish state several Arab. 
| - Govts, probably not Egypt, risk [being] overthrown by resentful 

- masses. On other hand they face similar or greater risk if armies are 

beaten in field. In latter case they argue, however, blame can be thrown 
on America for support and assistance to Jews and on Great Britain 

for its refusal under American pressure to honor treaty commitments 

to supply arms.” (Telegram 841 from Cairo, 501.BB Palestine/6- 
9548) 7 | | | | a 

| 867N.01/6-2548: Telegram CO a | 

The Vice Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

We __--s SERUSALEM, June 25, 1948. | 

- 978. Mimeographed circular entitled “Memorandum of the Cease- | 
Fire”, dated June 28rd and issued by Stern Gang Jerusalem has just. 

been left at Consulate General gate. Following is résumé: oe —— 

| -~ “Cease-fire is British-Arab ruse to whittle down already shrunken —__ 
_ Jewish State. By limitation of immigration during cease-fire, relative 7 

- proportion between opposing forces altered due fact sea blockade of ae 
7 Israel strictly enforced Bernadotte while comparative freedom land 7 

movement enjoyed by Arabs. Sea transportation of arms to Israel _ 

blocked while Arabs continue receive arms overland. — | | 
| _ Future of Jerusalem depends on stockpiling of food, arms and mu- 

nitions. Cease-fire prevents this but Arabs continue their encirclement 
| of New Jerusalem in attempt force its surrender as they did that of | 

Jewish quarter Old City. 7 - - - 
| - PGT in agreeing to cease-fire written own indictment. | | | 

_ Fighters for freedom of Israel cannot and do not regard foreign 
observers as neutral factor. They party to intrigues of British policy. _ 

_ Americans, French, Belgians, Swedes, are all in effect acting as British _ 
agents to fulfill a British mission. They constitute a foreign body 
hostile to us which penetrated into our country under guise of neu- | 

_ trality. USSR and Eastern European countries were not permitted to 
a send observers since such delegates would ensure the impartial appli- | 

cation of all the cease-fire terms.” ) Se oe 

| OO oo a | Oo -Burverr
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| 501.BB Palestine/5—2348 : Telegram a — | oo | 

The Secretary of State to the Acting United States Representative at 
| the United Nations (Jessup) re | 

CONFIDENTIAL” . Wasurneron, J une 25, 1948—3 p. m, a 

- 499. Re telephone talks of Jessup with Gross and Sandifer 

(referred to in USUN 807 of June 23+) Dept believes it would be in- 
appropriate and unwise to attempt at this time to carry Lebanon, Syria 

or Egypt to ICJ concerning measures taken or announced by those 
states which US Govt has recently protested. In case of Lebanon, no 
measures in nature of blockade have been announced by that Govt, and | 

M arine Carp incident is in process of settlement through diplomatic 

channels. Measures announced by Syria and Egypt, which are in- | 

a tended.to result in blockade of Palestine, have not in fact been applied 
in any specific case which would give rise to US protest or claim. 

| “Apart from these legal considerations affecting US position, it is 
| believed that taking a case against one of Arab countries to ICJ at 

this time, on a question concerning Palestine, might affect adversely 

_ chance of a political solution in Palestine being attained through truce | 
and efforts of UN mediator. If a specific case were to arise, under | 

| Syrian or Egyptian measures, which affected US interests, Dept would 

| again weigh at that time question of going to ICJ. 
| a a, a MarsHALL 

* Not printed ; this message, signed by Mr. Jessup, read 4s follows : “Confirming . 
- my phone talks with Gross and Sandifer, we feel it might be generally helpful } 

if USG were to suggest to Egyptian and Syrian Governments that question of 

attempted blockade of Palestine be submitted to International Court or alter- 
- natively to the Court’s Chamber of Summary Procedure.” (501.BB . 

Palestine/6-2348) co 7 

| 867N.01/6-2548 : Telegram / | | | : 

| The Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL” Joa, June 25, 1948—3 p. m. - 

/ - 873. Following summary conclusions regarding Palestine from 

— pointviewSAG: | | | 

(1) King has issued orders enjoining strictest compliance by SAG 
with UN truce Palestine. | a 

(2) There are no signs King can be reconciled Palestine settlement | 
involving Arab acceptance Israel. | | | | 

(3) Failure our part reply King’s inquiry (Legtel 307 May 22*) — 
regarding US-Palestine policy is being interpreted as further indica- 
tion US is resolved weight scales favor Israel at expense Arabs and 
ig resulting in less friendly and more rigid policy towards US inter- 

| ests Saudi Arabia (Shaikh Yusuf Deputy Foreign Minister has indi: _ 

cated this cooling off toward US Government which formerly enjoyed 

: - Not printed, but see editorial note, p. 1030. , Se
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unique position this country will not extend to impairment: close per- 
- sonal relations between members government and US Chief Missron). 

_ (4) SAG policy Palestine will continue conform that Arab League 
and there will hence beno attempt at deviation therefrom nor will there | 

' be any pressure exerted in Arab League in favor moderate prudent 
policy as there was last year in effort to draw line between SAG’s _ 

: economic and political interests. Once US cast die by recognition Israel 
SAG has cast die in turn with Arab League. sss | 

| _ (5) There is only faintest hope anything will come truce. If hos- | 
 tilities renewed and US ‘pursues policy susceptible interpretation as 
substantial departure from one neutrality as between Israel and Arabs 

_* vigorous counteraction may be anticipated by Arab League with 
which SAG will conform including taking such sanctions as may be 
available. These may include one or all following or some modification | | 
thereof: © - oe oie a pee | | | 

| : (a) Transfer Dhahran air base to ‘British; (6) cancellation 
_ Aramco concession; (¢) breakin diplomatic relations.. | | 

-- Tt is my considered view we have every reason to be deeply con- 
cerned regarding decline in our position in this area of such great | 

_ strategical economic importance to US. Extent to which our position | 
| may be retrieved in part or even our impaired position conserved | 

| depends I believe entirely upon policy which US will pursue hence- 
forth, SAG will look however to acts rather than verbal assurances | 

and willbe guidedexclusivelybyformer, 8 = > ee Oo 

_ Sent Department 373; repeated London 110, Dhahran 195, pouched — 
Arab capitals, Oo | ae 

an Be re CHILDS | 

| | ‘501BB. Palestine/6-2548 : Telegram a - - a fee 

_. The Secretary of State to the United Nations Mediator in Palestine 

ee (Bernadotte)* | | Oo 

| SECRET - | - ne Wasuineton, June 25, 1948—6 p.m. an 

_ US Govt desires: do-all that is proper and possible facilitate your 

efforts discourage violations paragraph 6 peace proposals, At present = 

time it is continuing pursue a policy inaugurated some time ago of — | 

refraining grant passport facilities to American citizens to visit Pales- | 

 - tine and Arab countries unless it has been clearly established that their 

business is of an important and urgent nature and that they do not | 

| intend participate directly or indirectly in hostilities in or against 

- Palestine, | So , a | 

Since however Mediator rather than US Govt may determine _ 

whether entry of American nationals or other persons proceeding from 

1 Sent to the Consulate General at Jerusalem in telegram 654, “For trans- . 7 
mission by such means as available to Count Bernadotte”. |
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| US to Palestine and Arab countries would be in contravention of 
‘truce terms it is difficult for US authorities effectively to screen persons | 
embarking at American ports for such destinations. It would be ap- — 

_ ‘preciated if the Mediator would inform the US Govt whether he de- 

sires that screening should be done at time vessels arrive in Near — 

Eastern ports or whether he would prefer send an observer to US for 

consultation with officials of this Govt. regarding screening prior em- — 

barkation. US Govt assures Mediator of full cooperation in rendering 

effective any decision which he may make this connection. 
Repeated to USUN as 4380. a 
| - | oo | os MarsHALL | 

_§01.BB Palestine/6-2448 : Telegram : —_ SO 7 

‘The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the. United Kingdom | 

_ ‘TOP SECRET | Wasuincron, June 25, 1948—6 p.m. 

9402. For the Ambassador from Lovett. Assumptions set forth 

- Para. 4 your 2785, June 24, are correct. We hope, now the “entente _ 

cordiale” has been reestablished, that both govts will be able to pull — 
in tandem to assist in the constructive working out of this onerous ~ 

Palestine problem. — oe } 
Since views'on both sides are not yet crystallized in the form of top 

level policy we suggest that for time being these interchanges of views - | 

by telegram be classified “Top Secret”. — a | | 
| Re channel of communications in development of our views on 

Palestine, we concur with Wright’s view that you should be principal 

means of communication to British Govt. Neither Cadogan nor the 

| ‘Embassy here have as direct and as influential access to Bevin as you 

‘and, in consequence, while the description set forth of your task in | 

the final sentence of Para. 5 is painfully exact, we shall be glad to look 

| to you as our principal negotiator with the UK. Oo | 

It will be apparent from summary of our thinking set forthinthird 

- para. of Deptel 2348 * that there is a very large measure of agreement 

between ourselves and British Foreign Office as to the most sensible | 

7 arrangement of the Palestine issue, keeping always in mind the 
- requirements on this govt to maintain its recognition of the State of — 

 _Tgrael. | | OO | - 

We thoroughly agree with British that Mediator’s best course, in 

light of Arab intransigence and the extreme statements which Arab 

Dated June 22, p. 1188. | | So
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| leaders have made, would be to temporize and to spin out the truce. | 
| We feel that, once the habit of not shooting at each other becomes 

more developed, its popularity will increase with both Jewsand Arabs.. 

_ We plan, as members of the Truce Commission, to give this advice to : 
Count Bernadotte. cn oe | 

a We are gratified by the energy and skill which you have displayed | 
| in treating with Bevin on this problem, which is so surcharged with | 

| emotion as well as difficulty, and would welcome your views as to an 
— eventual modus vivendi and any comment you may have in mind on 

_ our own ideas in this regard. [Lovett.] | 
oe oe —  Marsran 

501.BB Palestine/6-748 ; Telegram : Se — 7 

| : Phe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Egypt | 

SECRET = = | 7 _ Wasutneton, June 25, 1948—6 p.m. 

- 876. Reurtels 692 June 7* containing text provisions truce Pales-— 
| tine, 740 June 121 and USDel NY unnumbered tel June 161 trans- a 
- mitting SC request all States Members extend cooperation and assist- 

| ance to UN Mediator in implementation provisions of truce. a 
US Army AmZone Germany has requested State-Army for direc- . 

_ tions re movement DPs to Palestine. Depts Army-State cabling US | 
mil authorities Germany Austria text para VI containing immigra- 

_ tion provisions truce and simultaneously authorizing exit AmZones. 
Germany and Austria of Palestine certificate holders specifically ex- | 

_ cepting fighting personnel. Authorization exit men mil age has been - 
| deferred until word recd from Mediator as to (1) whether he desires 

_ to send observers AmZones Germany Austria to consult with US mil | 
authorities re exit men mil age and (2) if so, when observers will 
arrive AmZones Germany Austria. Pursuant SC request June 16 US. 
mil authorities Germany Austria also being requested extend coopera- 
tion ‘assistance Mediator. Pls secure Bernadotte’s answers foregoing 

_ questions and such other observations as he may make for transmis- 
sion by Dept to US milauthorities2 | , 
a 7 | Bo | Marsan | 

‘Not printed. | | Oe 
“This telegram was repeated to Berlin, London, and Vienna. Count Berna-. | 

. dotte did not reply until August 8, when he advised that he did not intend to | 
_ send observers to the American zones of Germany and Austria because of the 

| necessity of concentrating them in the Middle Bast (telegram 1096, August 4, | 
6 p. m., from Cairo, 501.BB Palestine/8-448). Se oo
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| _ 501.BB Palestine/6-2548 : Telegram foe ) ) 7 

. _ The Secretary of State to the Consulate General at Jerusalem 

‘SECRET > oe WasHtnerTon, June 25, 1948—7 p.m. — 

| 658. For Macdonald.t As US member of Truce Commission we feel 

_ that you should indicate to Count Bernadotte our profound gratifica- 

| tion at success which has thus far attended his efforts in maintaining = 

the truce and cease-fire which are due to end on July 9. At same time, _ 

| as US member of Truce Commission, you should contrive to make it 

| clear to both Arabs and Jews that we are equally gratified by states- 

- manship and self-restraint which they have exhibited under conditions 

where such self-discipline was most difficult to apply. 

| We do not wish to intervene with unnecessary advice in a situation 

| which is maturing delicately and slowly. However, it seems obvious. 

| that it will be necessary to extend truce and cease-fire arrangement for 

a longer period than the original 4-weeks ordered by the SC. You 

should prepare as a member of Truce Commission to exert every effort — 

in assisting Mediator should he so desire to extend truce and cease-fire, 

a expressing confident hope of this govt that to refrain from reengaging 

in hostilities will eventually make it possible for both Arabs and Jews 

to develop a lasting and peaceful arrangement for mutual accommoda- — 

| tion in regard to Palestine? _ | | | 

----- Repeated to USUN as 431 with request this message be transmitted 

| for info to Count. Bernadotte. | | 

Repeated for info to London as 2415, Paris as 2307, Brussels as 979, 

Beirut as 875, Cairo as 877, Haifa as 180, Damascus as 252, Baghdad 

as 295, Jidda as 248. | 

- oe a . MarsHALL | 

1 John J. Macdonald, the Consul General at Jerusalem. The Department notified 

New York on June 24 that Mr. Macdonald had been designated United States | 

| Representative on the Truce Commission, succeeding the late Mr. Wasson | 

(telegram 423, 501.BB Palestine/6—2448). . 

| * Jerusalem reported, on June 28, that the contents of telegram 658 had been | 

- communicated to Count Bernadotte and that the contents of the last paragraph 

were being conveyed orally to the Arabs and the Jews (telegram 989, 501.BB | 

Palestine/6—-2848). os 7 | - 
Minister Childs communicated the substance of the same message to Shaikh | 

Yussef, who transmitted it to King Ibn Saud. The latter, having taken counsel 

with King Abdullah, then visiting the Saudi monarch, directed that a reply 

be made. The text of the reply, given in telegram 388, July 1, noon, from Jidda, | 

a stated that the two monarchs wished to reach a just solution of the Palestine — | 

question that would accord ithe Arabs their rights and that they were hoping 

. for and counting on the justice of the United States Government (501.BB a 

| Palestine/7—148). | —
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 867N.01/6-2748 : Telegram | OO 

‘The Consul General at Jerusalem (Macdonald) to the Secretary 
| - | of State Se 

RESTRICTED JERUSALEM, June 27, 1948—2 p. m. 

-.. 988. Representative of Israeli Foreign Office in J erusalem said that 
- Israeli Foreign Minister Shertok in speech in Tel Aviv on June 15 - 

formally stated position of PGI that there can be no mass return of 

Palestinian Arabs to Israel until general political settlement’and end _ | 
of war. Shertok speech also stated that Arabs could not return except a 
as full citizens Jewish state acknowledging its authority and sov- 

| ereignty. Reference was also made to screening. Israeli Foreign Office _ 
-_- representative Jerusalem indicated this speech does represent stated ; 

policy of PGI and as such is shift from previous policy, | 
| Consulate General believes that majority of Arabs now refugees 

from areas within Israel will never return under conditions and that es 

. their bitterness, already deep rooted, will only be increased by PGI 
statement. So far, however, Palestinian Arabs with whom Consulate 

- General officials have talked have not commented on Shertok’s oe 
statement. = | ae oo 

| : - -  Macpowanp 

867N.01/6-2848 ae oo a 

M emorandum of Conversation, by the Under Secretary of State 

| ee (Lovett)? Ce | 

SECRET 7 [WasHincTon,] June 28, 1948, | 

_ Participants: Mr. James Grover McDonald, U.S. Special -Repre- 
| a | sentative to Israel Oe oS 

| - | Mr, Lovett—U > oo | | 
a _ Mr. Satterthwaite—NEA - | 

Mr. Mattison—NEA | Bo 
oe Mr. McClintock—UNA Bn | 

Mr. McDonald called by appointment at 3 p. m., June 25. He had seen 

the President earlier in the day and had had a general conversation In — | 

which the President stressed his desire to have his own independent — | 

means of communication and of information to'and from the Stateof = 

Israel. The President had not indicated when he thought Mr. Mc- | 

_ Donald should proceed to his post. It was agreed that the Foreign — 

| Drafted byMr.McClintock, = a
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_ Service personnel for Tel Aviv should precede Mr. McDonald and 
_ establish the Mission in working order before he, himself, went to 

' Israel. rn 

[Here follows a discussion of Mr. McDonald’s travel orders and of _ 

his salary and allowances. ] | | 
| There was a general discussion of the background of the Palestine _ 

/ question, during which Mr. McDonald emphatically indicated his 

“curbstone opinion” that the Department’s policy, as enunciated by | 

Ambassador Austin on February 24, was wrong. 
_ [Here follow personal observations by Mr. McDonald concerning 

Ambassadors Wadsworth and Tuck. ] | . | | 

- . I remarked that we were fortunate in having so able and distin- 

guished an American as Ambassador Stanton Griffis as our next Am- 

__ bassador lin Cairo. I said it was a relief to have a man in sucha post 

- . who was not either pro-Arab or pro-Zion or pro-anything, but just 

. plain pro-American. Mr. McDonald seemed to be not unresponsive to : 

| this observation, since he reverted to it and said he wondered how | 

‘my Foreign Service advisers would take such a crack. My. Foreign | 

Service advisers said that they knew perfectly what I had in mind. 

Text of Suggestions Presented by Count Bernadotie, at Rhodes, to | 
the Two Parties on June 28, 1948 1 | 

[Here follows Part I, the introductory statement, in which the © 

| Mediator interpreted his role “not as one involving the handing down 

of decisions on the future situation in Palestine, but as one of offering 

| suggestions on the basis of which further discussions might take place 
and possibly counter-suggestions be put forth looking toward a peace- 

ful settlement of this difficult problem. My suggestions at this stage, | 

then, must clearly be of such nature as to provide a reasonable frame- 

-_-work of reference within which the two parties may find it possible 

to continue their consultations with me toward the end of a peaceful 
- adjustment.” | a | | 

| Part II. Suacestions PResENTED BY THE MxEpIATOR ON PALESTINE : 

Oo The Mediator advanced the following suggestions as a possible basis 

for discussion : | , | 

| 1. That, subject to the willingness of the directly interested parties _ 

- to consider such an arrangement, Palestine, as defined in the original 

Mandate entrusted to the United Kingdom in 1922, that is including 

| 1 Reprinted from SC, 3rd yr., Supplement for July 1948, pp. 18-21. The text 

was released by the United Nations on J uly 4. | 7 _
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Transjordan, might form a Union comprising two members, one Arab 
and one Jewish. — a 

a 9. That the boundaries of the two members be determined in the 
| first instance by negotiation with the assistance of the Mediator and 

on the basis of suggestions to be made by him. When agreement is | 
_ reached on the main outlines of the boundaries they will be definitively _ . 

fixed by a Boundaries Commission. | | 
| 3. That the purposes and function of the Union should be to pro- 

mote common economic interests, to operate and maintain common 
services, including customs and excise, to undertake development | 
projects and to co-ordinate foreign policy and measures for common 
defence. . SO ne rs 

| 4. That the functions and authority of the Union might be exercised 
through a central council and such other organs as the members of — 
the Union may determine. oe | eS | 

5. That, subject to the provision of the Instrument of Union, each | 
| - member of the Union may exercise full control over its own affairs 

| including its foreign relations. | —— | 
- 6. Immigration within its own borders should be within the com- 

petence of each member, provided that following a period of two : 
years from the establishment of the Union, either member would be 
entitled to request the Council of the Union to review the immigra- 

| tion policy of the other member and to render a ruling thereon in terms 
of the common interests of the Union. In the event of the inability of 
the Council to reach a decision on the matter, the issue could be referred . 

, by either member to the Economic and Social Council of the United 
| Nations whose decision, taking into account the principle of economic | 

. absorptive capacity, would be binding on the member whose policy is 
at issue. | ct | BO | 

4%, That religious and minority rights be fully protected by each 
member of the Union and guaranteed by the United Nations. 

8. That Holy Places, religious buildings and sites be preserved and _ 
that existing rights in respect of the same be fully guaranteed. by each | 
member of the Union. Oo 7 ee - 

9. That recognition be accorded to the right of residents of Palestine 
who, because of conditions created by the conflict there have left their 
normal places of abode, to return to their homes without restriction 
and to regain possession of their property. Oo oo | 

oe Part ITT. ANNEX To THE SucGESTIONS: TERRITORIAL Matters | 

| With regard to paragraph 2 of the suggestions, it is considered that: | 

| certain territorial arrangements might be worthy of consideration. _ 
These might be along the following lines: Oo 

1, Inclusion of the whole or part of the Negeb in Arab territory. 
| 2. Inclusion of the whole or part of Western Galilee in Jewish 

. territory. | a (oe 
| 3. Inclusion of the City of Jerusalem in Arabterritory, with munici- => 

pal autonomy for the Jewish community and special arrangements for a 
the protection of the Holy Places. — : roe a 
_4. Consideration of the status of Jaffa. | , i
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_ 5, Establishment of a free port at Haifa, the area of the free port __ 
to include the refineries and terminals. — | ‘, 

| - 6. Establishment of a free airport at Lydda2 a 

- | Count FotKke BerNaDorTE 
: | United Nations Mediator on Palestine — 

= 7In a cablegram of J une 30 to Secretary-General Lie, Count Bernadotte re- | 
ported. on his invitations to Arab and Jewish representatives to discuss his sug- 
gestions with him at Rhodes or to make counter-suggestions. If not feasible, he 
informed them of his willingness to meet each side at places of their choosing. 

OS _ The cablegram noted that the Mediator had not sought a joint meeting of Arabs 
and Jews ‘at Rhodes or a round-table conference; for text, see SC, 3rd yr., Sup- 
plement for July 1948, p.12. 

S67N.01/6-2548 7 . 
| Memorandum by the Acting Secretary of Stateto the President’s 

| | Special Counsel (Clifford) — 

SECRET 7 - Oo - Wasnincoton, June 28, 1948. | | 

— Subject: Activities of the Irgun Zvai Leumi and Stern Gang in 
| _ Palestine or Oo | 

: I wish to draw your especial attention to the two attached telegrams | 

from Jerusalem (963-0f June 24 and 973 of June 25). , 
’ As you know, we have been working on a plan for the international- 

| ‘ization of Jerusalem and have had some indication that the Inter- 
| national Red Cross would be willing to cooperate in such a venture. ° | 

Before the present truce they had succeeded in establishing three se- 
curity zones in Jerusalem where non-combatants could take refuge, 

| and it has been our hope that the idea of a security zone could be spread 

: to include all of Jerusalem. - 7 oe | 

While there have been minor violations of the truce, it has to date | 
been reasonably well observed by both the Jews and the Arabs. How- © 
ever, telegram no. 963 presents a rather alarming picture of the ac- 
tivities of the Irgun and Stern Gang. It appears that both groups have | 

succeeded in bringing reinforcements into the city during the truce => 
_ period and are now fortifying the strategic positions within the city. 

Dr. Joseph, Chairman of the Jewish Jerusalem Emergency Commit- 

tee, has informed the Truce Commission that he is unable to be | 
responsible for the acts of the Irgun and Stern Gang in Jerusalem. — 

. Telegram no. 973 of June 25 summarizes a circular of the Stern Gang _ | 

: which constitutes a veiled threat against the American, French, Bel- | 

gian and Swedish observers now in Palestine. ‘They characterize these 

7 observers as a “foreign body. hostile to us which penetrated into our 
| country under guise of neutrality”. ne 

-. Further difficulties which the Provisional Government of Israelis 

facing are illustrated by the incident at Tel Aviv in which an Irgun
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ship operated by the Peter Bergson group engaged in open conflict — | 

-with Hagannah.* a | a 

I fear that the situation in Jerusalem may become increasingly . 

serious and threaten the whole structure of the present truce. For this | 

reason I suggest that you show the President the two telegrams 

attached. — | . | | ~ 

| oo. OO : - Ropert A. LoveTrr 

lad See footnote 1, D. 1142, - - / | | . | | 

867N.01/6-2848 : Telegram | ee a | | eh es, 

Lhe Chargé in Egypt (Patterson) to the Secretary of State | 

— coNPIDENTIAL Camo, June 28, 1948—9 a.m. 
) 857. Embassy unable to verify as correct report Israel would bar | 

~ -—-- 800,000 Arab refugees from J ewish state (Deptel 848, June 21, 19487). 

Jt is suggested that while such action can no doubt be justified by | 

- Israel as necessary security measure for new state, its application | 

probably would (1) confirm current Arab view that no peace or secu- 

rity exists for Arabs if Jewish state is permitted and that statements 

by Zionists that they seek Arab friendship have no basis in fact; (2) _ | 

convince Arabs that real intention of Jews is to dispossess refugee | 
Arabs of property and enterprises in Israel in order to provide space sd 

‘and economic opportunities for Jewish immigrants. = | 

a Action would, therefore, probably intensify Arab bitterness towards | 

Jews everywhere and possibly lead to recriminatory action against | 

Jews in Arab section Palestine and in Arab states including eviction | 

| and confiscation of property. 7 BS | 

- _ Sent Department 857, paraphrase to Arabcapitals = = = = ~- | 

| | | | es PATTERSON 

= 1This was a repeat of telegram 629 to Jerusalem ; not printed. 7 / | | - Od 

501.BB Palestine /6-2848: Telegram —— | » - oe 

| The Secretary of State to the Acting United States Representative at | 

7 | the United Nations (Jessup)’) oT 

7 TOP SHORET US URGENT WASHINGTON, June 28, 1948—6 p. m. : 

436. With reference to Lie’s note of June 251 requesting that the. | 

Belgian, French and US Govts supply contingents in equal numbers sf 

oO to make up the 1,000 man UN guard for Jerusalem to be at the disposal | 

of the UN Mediator, please make the following reply toSYG Lie: 

| As members of the SC Truce Commission we agree to the formula _ | 

| 1 Incorporated in telegram 817 from New York of the same date, not printed. a |
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| he has suggested, that members of the Jerusalem guard be recruited 
7 from nationals of the govts which compose the Truce Commission; _ 

ie., Belgium, France and the US. ° 3 an en 
_. However, we are not in a position to second American forces for. : 

UN guard duty, nor are we able to recruit American citizens for such | 
| duty. | er Ou 

| Please inform SYG Lie that we believe the most efficacious manner _ 
| of handling this question would be for himself, as Secretary General, _ 

to employ 333 American citizens for UN guard duty in Jerusalem, 
and that he send representatives to France and Belgium to gather 
similar contingents in those countries. We prefer and think it wise 
that this be a UN effort under the responsibility and powers of the 

a SYG..As indicated Deptel 419, June 23, we believe that Jerusalem 
guard should be entirely distinct from Lie’s projected UN guard. . 

Repeated to Paris as 2344, Brussels as 990, London as 2435, 
- Jerusalem 665. - foo - . 

| | | MarsH atu 

--—s«-01.BB Palestine/6-2948 : Telegram — OO | 

— Lhe Chargé m Egypt (Patterson) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL a Catro, June 29, 1948—4 p. m. 

— - 875. Conversations Arab League officials and representatives Arab | 
| states since my telegram 778, June 16, suggest Bernadotte personally, 

| _ and his mission, have lost influence with many leading Arabs. Failure : 
to take vigorous action.in alleged Jewish violations of truce as in © 

a Altalena incident at Tel Aviv and by Irgun and Stern at Jerusalem has 
raised concern as to ability, or willingness to redress balance as an- 
nounced. Bunche’s connection with Anglo-American commission which => 

- recommended partition has also raised doubt his disinterestedness. | 
_ Current opinion inclined to regard every US action as calculated not to 

produce lasting peace, but to hamper Arabs and assist Jews. Conse- , 
a quently, Bernadotte’s mission held merely another UN instrument | 

forged by US to support Jewish state. Press also points to US Jews 
among military observers as indicative America’s lack of neutrality. 
Foreign Office official informally expressed view to me today that US | 
exchange diplomatic representative with Israel was regarded by Arabs - 

| as violation truce since it violated status guo through implication that — . 

| US supported Jewish state, Es 

_ “The Syrian Foreign Office sent a note to the Ameriean Legation, received. | 
a June 29, which accused the United States of violating the truce by accrediting — 

a Minister Plenipotentiary at Tel Aviv. This action, according to the Syrian note, 
ruptured the status quo called for by the truce (telegram 406, June 29, from — 
Damascus, 501.BB Palestine/6-2948). | _ oS CO
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According to Military Attaché here, Egyptian military authorities 
have stated that US military observers in Palestine imply that full | 

| information concerning Arab positions will eventually fall into Jewish | 

_ hands and that Military Attaché can no longer count cooperation 
Egyptian military authorities with his office. | 

a Local attitude remains antagonistic to US. Sentiment stimulated _ 

| by unilateral British action in Sudan also running high against British | 

for refusal arms contrary to treaties, although American pressure on 

Great Britain is generally held to be responsible. Arab circles already 
suggesting that Britain can hardly break treaties at will, at same time 
it insists on strict treaty observance by Arabs. i | | 

' | _ - -Parrerson : 

- §01.BB Palestine/ 6-1848 : Telegram 7 | | | Oo | , | 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom | 

SECRET US URGENT WaAsHINGTON, June 29, 1948—6 p. m. 

2463. For Douglas from Lovett. British Embassy yesterday handed 

| us text of telegram from UK FonOff to Count Bernadotte at Rhodes, | 

| regarding reopening of Haifa oil refinery. Cf. urtel 2702, June 18 and 
—_-- Deptel 2332, June 22. I | 7 
_ Bevin’s approach to Bernadotte seems to go somewhat further than | 

a originally contemplated in 4th para. your 2702..We had impression _ | 

from that telegram that his suggestion for an international adminis- | 
tration at Haifa to cover oil port under Mediator’s auspices would be | 

) for a limited period and noted in particular that FonOff had in mind | 
avery small international control element consisting possibly of one | 

administrator with ‘a small staff and police force. However, Mr. Bevin | 

| in his telegram to Bernadotte discusses establishment of an interna- | 

| tional administration over port area, including oil docks and refinery, | | 
or possibly an international regime covering entire city. He says that | 
an additional argument in favor of establishing a free port in Haifa | 

under international control lis that this would guarantee freedom of | 

- transit to Arab ports of Palestine and to Transjordan, for which Haifa = | 
is normal port of entry. : | 

, This govt in assenting to Mr. Bevin’s earlier views on Haifa had | : 

in mind that Mediator could assist both Jews and Arabs to maintain — 

| their normal civil economy by lending his good offices to reopening of | 

Haifa refinery and to ensuring that use of refinery would not increase | : 
military potential of either side. Although ‘a permanent international — | 

598-594-7641 | ee
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- regime for city of Haifa, which is an integral part of State of Israel _ 

| | which this Govt has formally recognized, might offer several advan- 

a tages to both sides, we could not support such a regime unless it were | 
freely consented to by PGI, without any pressure from US. Weare, 

| however, prepared to concur in a temporary international regime for 

petroleum facilities of Haifa and the oil port under Bernadotte’s aus- _ 
. pices so long as he is operating under terms of SC resolution of May 99 

and GA resolutionofMay14.. A os 

_ Kindly make our views known to Mr. Bevin and explain that we 
regret if there has been any misunderstanding on this score. You should 
add that this telegram is being repeated to Count Bernadotte for his 

| info. . | | 

Repeated USUN as 487 with request that SYG transmit this tele- 
gram to Bernadotte for his info. ) re 

| Repeated Haifa as 185, Jerusalem as 670, Cairo as 892,-Paris as 
9375, Brussels as 999. [Lovett. ] a : | oe 

rs —  Marsyann | 

- 501.BB Palestine/6-3048: Telegram | - | ; 

‘The Consul General at Jerusalem (Macdonald) to the ; 
| Oo  « Seeretary of State Oo | | 

— BECREF  JerusaLem, June 30, 1948—4 p.m. 

~ 1009. During official call today on Commander Shaltiel, Jewish 

military commander Jerusalem, possibility of extending truce was 
mentioned. He said Israel does not desire extension for political and 

military reasons. He accused Arabs of constant violations truce stress- 

ing chiefly their refusal supply water Jerusalem. He also stated HMG 

is advising Transjordan ruler not to agree to renewal of truce and | 

| encouraging Arab Legion to resume hostilities. | 
| - Bernard Joseph, chairman Jewish Jerusalem Emergency Command 

| liaison officer Truce Commission, claims Jews should not have agreed | 

| to truce as they were on verge of military victory. He does not think _ 
truce will be extended and judging from his remarks he is not in favor _ 
ofextension, | ne 

| Consensus Jews Jerusalem is that truce will not be extended. J ewish 

leaders give impression of feeling confident of military victory. If 
| truce not extended they will undoubtedly try place entire blame on 

Arabs in hope of increasing: pro-Jewish sympathy in US and repeal 
| _ ofarmsembargo. © So 7 OB
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| Arab attitude re truce extension will be reported after calls on Arab 

leaders tomorrow,  Macponarp 4 

i 501.BB. Palestine/6—3048 : Telegram 

~The Chargé in Egypt (Patterson) to the Secretary of State 

. SECRET _ Oe Catro, June 30, 1948—4 p. m. 

- 881. Amir Faisal today gave Ireland further details Bernadotte’s 
suggestions which were confirmed by Syrian Prime Minister Mardam 

Bey. Suggestions advocate two states Jewish and Arab with common _ 
_ functions including economics. Jewish state to be established within | 

boundaries set up by UN with relinquishment of Negeb in exchange 
for certain areas including western Galilee. Immigration to be un- 

| limited. Arab state to be Transjordan plus Arab section Palestine. | 
Future of Jaffa to be settled by negotiation, = mo - | 

Amir Faisal and Mardam while acknowledging Bernadotte had — | 
' couched suggestions in conciliatory language and had requested they | 

: not be rejected out of hand made it clear that suggestions were unac- 
ceptable. Faisal declared suggestions denied everything Arabs sought 

| and ‘gave. Jews everything they were seeking. Mardam declared sug- 
| gestions worse than partition since if accepted would make Trans- 

_ jordan a Jewish colony through joint economic functions and = 
| constitute even greater menace to Arab world. Both clearly indicated 

- opposition to aggrandizement Abdullah. oe SO 
Amir Faisal declared that unless better suggestions forthcoming __ | 

Arabs would have no choice but resume fighting July 9 notwithstand- | | 
ing consequences to Arabs through inability secure arms and possible Ss 

_. UN sanctions including lifting arms embargo by US. Declared recent | 
events showed Jews getting arms from US and hence lifting embargo 
would not greatly alter their situation. US must also be aware that | 

| Arabs could impose sanctions including cancellation oil concessions. 
| He said withdrawal concessions did not mean Arabia would not reoffer - 

them as to Belgium Italy or even Russia. Latter might lead to un- 
fortunate results but cited Arab proverb “drowning man will grasp — | 
even a serpent.” | | , ; 

| Ireland gained unmistakable impression that weight of both Faisal = 
' and Mardam Bey would be thrown against acceptance Bernadotte’s 

present suggestions or any proposal to extend truce. Both declared | | 
they had opposed acceptance truce and that events had shown their | 
arguments justified. — a | | ae a | 

Sent Department as 881; repeated London as 66; paraphrase by | 
pouch to Arab capitals, ) oe we | 

| : 7 : EGR oot hn Tyee |
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a 501.BB Palestine/6-2548 : Telegram “ Oo : 

: ‘The Secretary of State to the Acting United States Representative at 

: | the United Nations (Jessup) | 

| CONFIDENTIAL Wasuineron, June 30, 1948—8 p. m. 

mo 438. Line you took as expressed in first para. your 819, June O53 

seems adequately to cover problem raised by Eban with regard to 

seating Representative of PGI in SC, if in fact, JA has ceased to exist 

as political body. oe : 

You may tell Eban that your line of response to him has been ap- 

proved by this govt. As a matter of friendly counsel you may wish to 

suggest to him that it might do his cause more harm than good if 

| question were made too much of an issue in Council at this time. We 

have in mind that from July 1 Manuilsky of the Ukraine will be Coun- 

cil Chairman and that he might be delighted to magnify this matter | 

out of all proportion to suit ulterior motivesof USSR. | 

- You may tell Eban that, if issue comes to vote before Council, as 

govt which has recognized de facto authority of PGI, we will vote in 

favor of seating representative of PGI in SC in heu of former repre- 

sentative of JA. However, if it seems evident that motion to thisend —_. 

ss -will not receive necessary 7 ‘affirmative votes, Eban will wish to con- - 

sider whether some compromise language might not be preferable. We 

have in mind in this connection language taken from GA resolution | 

of May 14 which speaks of “local and community authorities in Pailes- 

tine”. It might be possible for SC ito seat Kban as “representative of 

Jewish authorities in Palestine” and he would still be free to style him- 

an self as representative of PGI. This'is, however, merely a suggestion for 

his own consideration. — Sy | 

| Although Eban states that JA has ceased to exist as political body 

- we note that in Jerusalem JA is spokesman of Jewish interests there. 

| Tt seems desirable for this situation to continue, since Jerusalem isnot 

| within state of Israel. Accordingly, Council should not take such 

action as might exclude possibility of hearing a representative of JA 

-  cswhen matters concerning city of Jerusalem are under consideration. 

| ) | a MarsHaLL © 

7 1 Not printed ; the first paragraph reported that Mr. Eban had sought the views 
of the United States concerning the instructions of his government to raise 

in the Security Council the question of his status as representative of the 

Provisional Government of Israel rather than of the J ewish Agency. “We told 

him we had anticipated this question might arise when SC commenced recon- -— 

sideration of Palestine question immediately following close of special GA. At 

that time our view was there would be no reason to make an issue of this matter 

cand that on basis precedent of Indonesian Republic, it seemed reasonable for 

. us to agree to changing status of JA representative. The seating of a represen- 

tative of the PGI of course had nothing whatever to do with the question of 

| recognition of Israel. The question of. recognition was one which individual 

| governments, members of SC would have to. decide for themselves.” (501.BB. 

Palestine/6-2548)
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501.BB Palestine/6—3048 : Telegram . | a 

~The Acting United States Representative at the United Nations 
| (Jessup) to the Secretary of State — oe 

_ TOP SECRET URGENT ~~ New York, June 30, 1948—8 : 30 p. m. 

881. Department may find following comments, which are framed 
largely in light of accumulation of data acquired by USUN in con- 

. yersations here over several months, helpful in formulating our policy 
, with regard to the “peaceful adjustment of the future situation of 

| Palestine.” , - ee 

A. Propaste ErrecriveNnrss OF BERNADOTTE 

1. Latest information from Bernadotte, in particular his personal | 
telegram to Lie of June 20 (reported to Department orally June 21; | 
text sent to Department as USUN 809") indicates that Bernadotte’s | 
tactics will be to try to gain time and to make rather vague proposals 
instead of precise and firm proposals during remainder of first four- 
week truce period. : a | 

2. Paragraph 3 of London’s 2701? indicates that Bevin is inclined | 
to think that Arabs and Jews may not reach agreement under Berna-. 
dotte’s auspices without much delay, and then probably not without 

- USG and HMG getting involved to some degree as sources of advice. 
3. Opinion here, based on recent conversations with Beeley, Mc- | 

Naughton, Parodi, Asil, Eban, Lie and others, would go somewhat , 
further than Bevin’s somewhat modest comment. General view here _ 
is that sooner or later Bernadotte will be confronted with basically | 
extreme and apparent irreconcilable Jewish and Arab positions and | 
that at this point influence of US and UK will be essential to persuade 
parties to cometoterms. | eae i 

oa 4, We are glad to note Department’s agreement. (2348 from Wash-. | 
ington to London *) with Bevin’s suggestion concerning the develop- / 

| ment of a common policy with UK in regard to Palestine as reported 
in paragraph 4 of London’s 2701. It is our view that this is essential | 

~ not only to facilitate Bernadotte’s task but also for the broader rea- 
sons dealt with in earlier discussions with the British in London, 
Washington, and New York. Friendly delegations here have freely | 

expressed to us view that US-UK cooperation re Palestine essential | 
to prevent growth of Soviet influence in area. | | oO , 

5. We feel that Bernadotte should be given as free a hand as pos- | | 
| sible. Also, with a single reservation, we consider it axiomatic that , 

any solution upon which Bernadotte can get the two parties to agree - | 

should be acceptable to US and UK (reference paragraph 2, London’s | 

| * Dated June 23, not printed ; but see footnote 1, p. 1188. : | | | | 
, * Dated June 18, p. 1121. _ | | Coe ale | 

| * Dated June 22, p. 1133. ae a a
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/ . 9801 and paragraph 6, London’s 2785 *). Reservation is that although 

perhaps very unlikely it is conceivable that such solution in some ‘par- 

P ticular aspect might be contrary to our interests. We feel we should. | 

avoid giving to Bernadotte any impression that so far as we are con- 
cerned he has a completely blank check. To avoid such impression we 

| suggest we inform Bernadotte discreetly that we are definitely in- 
-_ gerested in any proposed solution. This might best be done by letting 

| - _Bernadotte know very informally through UN Secretariat here that 

~ USG.would be very glad to give him its comments on any suggests or 

proposals he may make from time to time to the parties. This proce- 
- dure would also serve dual purpose of keeping us fully informed con- 

cerning Secretariat views. We consider this very important since 
‘Secretariat influence is probably predominant in light of Lie-Berna- 
dotte friendship, fact that strong Secretariat personnel is attached to 
Lie, and fact that. US-UK have very little direct contact with 
Bernadotte. = ee 

_ -B. Exrension or Truce— wt 

_. 1. Representative of PGI here has reiterated that truce is definitely 
to advantage of Israel. Obvious advantages are PGI is provided by 

- truce with opportunity to consolidate its position ; this includes put- 
| ting down such revolts as recent Irgun affair at Tel-Aviv. Also opin- | 

ion in Arab states as well as world public opinion would more readily 
| — get accustomed to idea of State of Israel under peaceful conditions. _ 

_ An opportunity would be provided for more diplomatic recognitions 
and exchange of representatives. = a : 

| 9. Parenthetically, it is obviously important from the viewpoint of 
our relations with Israel and other governments and in dealing with 
this question in UN to know whether or not PGI will continue to be | 

oe able in fact to deal effectively not only with the Irgun but: also. with . 

the Sternists and other dissident elements, particularly those suscepti- _ 

- ble to Communist’ influence. This is a particularly difficult problem 

with respect to Jerusalem (Jerusalem’s 963 °). As we see it, problem | 

here to which we suggest Department give urgent attention 1s whether 

Mediator should be. expected to deal with this aspect of problem in — 

Jerusalem, bearing in mind possible complications with respect to use . 

a of proposed armed guards or whether PGI should be expected todeal 

with problem and if so how they might be assisted in doing so,-bearing: 

in mind Israel. does not have nor does it claim any legal or de facto . 

-controlin Jerusalem. © | | ee 

8. Arabs, of course, might object initially to extension of. truce. 

because of advantages derived therefrom by Israel. On other hand, 

evidence indicates that Arabs for most part are tired of fighting and _ 

‘Dated June 24, p. 1148. i ae A ea Pete 
| ® Dated June 24, p. 1141. . BE .
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have been shown up as poorly organized and equipped from military | 
viewpoint. It seems clear that only Transjordan has a respectable | 
fighting force but stands more to gain by a negotiated settlement. — | 

| 4, Extension of truce would provide opportunity to de-emphasize, to 

‘some extent at. least, political aspects of the future settlement and in 
turn to begin emphasizing those aspects, particularly economic, with 
regard to which it might be considerably easier to find a common 

| ground for agreement, thus facilitating the political settlement. 
5. Having indicated in a general way to UK and to Bernadotte 
(Department’s 658 to Jerusalem *) that we favor extension of truce, | 
we suggest that Department now give urgent consideration to ques: — | 
tion whether truce should be extended only for additional four-weeks : 
period or for a longer period, say a minimum of eight weeks or a 
maximum of six months. Advantages of six months extension, if | 
feasible, would be (a) more time for passions to cool off; (0) moretime , 

and better atmosphere for Bernadotte to work out extremely complex _ 

and difficult negotiations; (c) more time to work out details of con- | 
| certed policy with British; (d@) more time for developing our relations 

with Israel and Arab states towards the desired ends; (é) minimizing — 
risk of breakdown of mediation efforts because question extension of 
truce not coming up every few weeks; (f) minimizing of exploitation 
of issues in public discussion periodically in SC; (g) minimizing of | , 
opportunity for exploitation and possible reopening of whole question 

| in Paris GA; (2) while we would not, of course, wish in any sense to 
delay peaceful settlement, Department might consider it preferable 
if recurrent issues and crisis of final stage of negotiations could be | 
avoided before end of year or first of next year, 

©. Minium Requirements ror Pzacerun ADJUSTMENT ! 

«1, Full sovereignty for Israel.-We feel (a) that’: PGI will never = 

| accept any compromise with full sovereignty for Israel; (b) that | 
. opinion this country will not permit any deviation from this objective _ 

| so far as USG is concerned; and (c) that Soviets, satellite and prob- 
ably other governments will support Israeli view. Eban, PGI repre- | 

sentative here, has recently made view his government on this point — | 

- very clear to us..While current British thinking seems leaning direc- | 

tion basing future settlement on recognition Israel, it seems essential | 
to us to clarify earliest with British and at appropriate time to make : 

clear to Arabs, Bernadotte and others concerned exactly what “recog: | 

nition of Israel” means. Even very moderate Arab opinion reflected | 
, in Asil—Ross conversation indicates Arabs would hold out for “com- | 

promising” Israeli sovereignty re (a) conduct foreign relations, (0) - 
defense, (c) finance, and (d) immigration. Regarding (d), in our 

- ~®Dated June 25,p.1150. = ©. | BE Pn. |
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opinion PGI must be given full freedom to control immigration but 
: we would not exclude possibility PGI might adopt and announce in 

advance of settlement its own immigration limitation based upon ca- 
pacity to support and absorb immigrants. Regarding (a), (b) and (c) | 
‘we see no insuperable obstacle to agreement between PGIand Abdullah 

on some treaty formulation of common action perhaps by analogy to | 
frequently mentioned Austro-Hungarian precedent. Viewpoint other 

| Arabs, particularly Syria, ‘as reflected recent conversations here with 
| Khouri and cables from Damascus, indicates more extreme view. If | 

-- Bevin, reported by Beeley two weeks ago still to be leaning in direc-  _ 
tion federated state, should feel impelled to support even moderate | 
Arab viewpoint, result might well be another serious split on this 
fundamental point in US-UK understanding. a | 

9, Support of Israel’s application for membership in UN. While 

not necessarily a condition of the future settlement it is clear that 

Israel attaches considerable importance to support for its application 

for membership. It seems. axiomatic that such assurances would be — 

forthcoming from the US and the UK; at the proper time we might — 
appropriately express to the Arab Governments the hope that if they 

could not fully support Israel’s application they would at least refrain 

from opposing it. - a | | | | 
3. Status of Abdullah. The process of peaceful adjustment is greatly 

complicated by relations among the Arab states and the AHC. Our 
| evidence here, which is confirmed by cables from the area, indicates 

that the Arab [Higher] Committee and the Mufti are no longer a 
factor of any importance. The influence of Azzam, SYG of the Arab 

- League, and the solidarity of the League with regard to Palestine also 
seem tobe considerably lessened. This impression is strengthened by _ 
current reports of Abdullah’s visits to Farouk and Ibn. Saud. Although 

...... from-political viewpoint the influence of certain Arab League gov- 
-... emmments may still be great, it seems clear that Abdullah is the only 

one who has any very substantial material bargaining power. Ab- 
dullah’s influence iis based principally on his army and UK backing. 
The evidence seems clear that none of the other Arab states have 

armed forces available which can even begin to compare in organiza- 
| tion, efficiency, and numbers with the Haganah. Onthe basisofearher = 

conversations with Shertok when he was here and more recently with © 
-Eban it seems wholly clear that Abdullah is probably the only Arab — | 

_- with whom the Jews might successfully, from their viewpoint, under- 

take definitive negotiations. Same source (Eban) discounts importance 
and influence other Arab states, particularly Syria. It also seems clear 

as indicated above that Abdullah has far.more to gain froma negoti- | 
/ ated settlement than from continuing to fight. Moreover, it seems clear 

that in this affair Abdullah is more susceptible to UK influence and _ 
control than any of the other Arab states. These thoughts lead us to
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‘the conclusion that we should reach an early understanding with the 

: British on the point that Abdullah is the principal bargaining factor 

| on the Arab side. This does not, of course, imply that we would in any 

-. -way neglect the interests of the other Arab states or the importance of 
maintaining the friendliest of relations withthem. _ | 

4. Recognition of Transjordan by the US. We are not familiar with 

| reasons why US has not hitherto recognized 'Transjordan although 

| we have supported her application for membership in UN. In any 

event, we feel that recognition of Transjordan, exchange of diplo- . 

--- matie representatives, and continued support of lits application for | 
| membership in UN would be important ingredients in the overall — 

solution. | | ee | | | a 
oe 5. Boundary adjustments. In return for unequivocal recognition of _ 

the full sovereignty of Israel it seems reasonable to us to envisage a 
readjustment of the boundaries of Israel. From the Israeli viewpoint 
the territorial case for Israel is based on the November 29 resolution __ 
and on de facto military control. We have expressed the personal view | 

to Eban here that Israel’s legal case under the November 29 resolu- | 
| tion with respect to boundaries is relatively weak. Also personally, — 

Eban has in effect admitted this and indicated they consider their de Oo 

7 facto position resulting from military operations much stronger. On , 

| the latter point Eban claims that Israel is in de facto control not only | 

| of the November 29 territory but also of western Galilee. In recent 

conversations with Eban he has expressed in a general way the hope | 
that the US would support the “territorial integrity” of Israel. On 

the other hand, he has specifically said that if there were any Arab 

(implying Abdullah) with whom Israel could negotiate on. the: basis | 

| of full recognition. of Israel’s sovereignty, they would be prepared to 4 

-__- gonsider boundary adjustments. This comment was, of course, wholly 
personal and may have been meant to imply only minor boundary | 

| rectifications rather than any more substantial territorial changes. A | 

more extreme Jewish viewpoint is represented by Rabbi Silver’srecent = 

statement attacking the British for desiring to impair the territorial 

integrity of Israel. Department has probably also noted Eichelberger’s | 

_ June 16 memorandum to AAUN chapters and affiliated organizations §—s_ | 

attacking the concept of territorial change, and Sumner Welles’ | 

column, June 29. It is our estimate that the PGI attaches far more , 
importance to the question of sovereignty than to the question of the | 

November 29 or present de facto boundaries and might be willing, | 

therefore, to consider reasonable and balanced territorial adjustments. | 
- 6. Arab areas of Palestine. On the Arab side we should make up sf] 

our mind whether we favor establishment of a Palestinian Arab state 

or extension of the boundaries of Transjordan to take inthe Arab areas |
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| of Palestine as those areas ‘may be determined. We favor the latter 

| _ course for the following reasons: | ee | 

: a The British, as indicated recently by Beeley, would favor this 
| course. © | | oe ee oO | 

_. 6, The Jews, as indicated by Eban, would favorthis, =.  — | 
_-  @, With the decline of the Mufti and the AHC there 1s no apparent 

leadership among the Palestinian Arabs around whom could be built — 
_ the nucleus of a Palestinian state. | — a a 
= d. Presumably Abdullah would prefer thisarrangement. | 

| | 7 Specific territorial proposals. Assuming that Israel, having estab- | 
_ lished the principle of full sovereignty as a basis of negotiation and 

settlement, would be willing to negotiate for territorial] changes, such a 
| changes along the lines in part suggested very privately and personally | 

| by Beeley in conversation here and Washington, namely as follows, 
| might seem reasonable: BO | BC 

| Oe. Transfer of the Negeb to Transjordan. re - 
6. Transfer of western Galilee to Israel. __ oO | | : 
c. Transfer of JaffatoIsrael, ES 

| _ d. Transfer to Israel of subdistricts marked Jenin and Tulkarm on 
November29GA map. ©= = = a oe 

é. Rectification of eastern boundary of Israel to provide that coastal a 
| railway (Haifa, Tulkarm, Lydda, Gazza, etc.) lies within said | 

boundaries rather than criss-crossing the boundary. _ | 
f. Internationalization of Jerusalem. SO _ 

8. Comments on specific territorial proposals. - ae | 

(a)... The transfer of the Negeb to. Transjordan would provide an , 
outlet to the sea for Transjordan and according to Beeley, in lieu of © 

| Jafta a port could more or less readily be constructed along the Arab 
: coastline. As Beeley has pointed out, principal communication routes 

between the Arab hinterland, on the one hand and the Arab coastal 
area and Egypt, on the other, run through the northern part of the 
Negeb. From the Jewish point of view there is some evidence that 
their interest in the Negeb may have been primarily for its bargaining 
value. There is also some hint, however, that there is a possibility of 
oil deposits in the area. On the latter point consideration might be 

| given as a makeweight in the concession by Israel of the Negeb to 
arrangements for the joint and equitable economic development of the : 
area, thus protecting the economic interests of Israel in the event that 
at some future time substantial 011 deposits should be discovered. Such — 

| - economic arrangements might also provide for Jewish participation 
in irrigation and colonization prospects. | | ao 

(6) The transfer of western Galilee to Israel would be part of the 
a makeweight in return for concession of the Negeb by Israel. Itis our — 

understanding that this area is a richer one although very considerably | 
smaller than the Negeb. Moreover, from the point of view of Israel, 
its transfer would create a more compact and defensible state. Al- | 
though the population of this area is understood to be predominantly 
Arab, there is no reason to believe that this Arab population, in ‘the 
event ‘of'a peaceful settlement, would suffer any disabilities. On the
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contrary there is every reason to believe that their inclusion within the 
boundaries of Israel might well lead to a substantial improvement in | 
their material welfare and guarantees of their minority rights would 

_ be provided for. — Do 
In general, particularly in light recent reports re Jewish restriction 

on return of Arabs to Jewish territory, minority regime, perhaps under 
UN guarantee on basis comparable to League of Nations Upper 
Silesian plan should be explored. It would, of course, be understood 
that Arabs could control or prohibit future immigration of Jews into 
Arab territory. _ | | _ | 
— (e) Although Jaffa was set aside in the November 29 partition plan 
as part-of the Arab state, we do not believe that it would be sound to | 

perpetuate this enclave within Israel and next door to Tel-Aviv. Quite 
aside from the fact that the Jews are in de facto control of J affa, 
perpetuation of its status as an Arab conclave could only lead as we see 
it to perpetuation of the risk of conflict between Arabs and Jews. 

| -(d) ‘With reference-to the Jenin-Tulkarm areas, in discussing the — | 

| - territorial aspects of the peaceful adjustment. with Beeley, we raised owe 

_... «with him the possibility of transferring the entire northern half above : 

Jerusalem of the central Arab area under the November 29 plan to > | 

Israel, together with western Galilee. Our thought was that the trans- 
| fer of this area to Israel would more nearly balance the transfer of | 

the Negeb. Beeley felt that the transfer of the northern half of the | 
7 central Arab area would be unwise since it was almost exclusively 

populated by Arabs, while an insignificant number of Jews would be 
involved in the transfer of the Negeb. We are not convinced, however, 

: that this transfer would be unwise. As a minimum we feel that con- 

| sideration should be given to the transfer of the above-mentioned 
Jenin—Tulkarm areastoIsrael. oe a : 

| (e) ‘The proposal that the eastern frontier of Israel be rectified to 
include the coastal railway was made by McNaughton in private con- | 
versation and not dissented from by Beeley. It seems to us obvious that a 
if the frontier is not rectified as indicated, there might be innumerable | 

- petty administrative difficulties. On the other hand we have:no evi- | 
dence that such boundary rectification would be a substantial conces- 
sion to the Jews. rere: ne 

| (f) It is our belief that the Jews would be very strongly opposed 
to transferring Jerusalem to Transjordan. Also, for the reasons set _ 

forth in USUN’s 8087 on armed guards for Jerusalem, the Jewish | 
| point of view is very likely to be strongly supported by public opinion | 

| generally in this country and elsewhere. Although Beeley personally 
oe opposed the internationalization of Jerusalem and favored its inclu- _ 

-. gion in a greater Transjordania as Abdullah’s capital, Douglas’ 2785 | 
indicated the British might be willing to agree to internationalization. | 

| If Jerusalem were to be internationalized we feel that the interna- 
| tional area should be reduced from the November 29 plan to include 

_ the city alone. If the mediator is successful in his current effort to 
obtain Arab-Jewish agreement for the demilitarization of Jerusalem 

-and for the establishment of a UN armed guard, the first and most 
important steps will have been taken towards the internationalization - 
of the city. This de facto arrangement might continue until such time 
as definitive arrangements can be worked out by the TC, should this | 

7 Dated June 28, not printed. So ae | | |
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be necessary or by relying on Lie’s power to appoint a successor to 
Evans which we understand Lie has under British municipal ordi- | 
nance establishing this post. SO , ae 

9. Status of Haifa. We have noted recent telegrams concerning the 
‘status of Haifa and particularly the British view expressed in Douglas’ 

9785 that this city might also. be internationalized. We would be in- 
clined to oppose this, at least as part of a permanent settlement, for 

| the following reasons: Haifa was included within the November 29 _ 
boundaries of the Jewish state; the Jews are in de facto control of the 

, city ; there would be far less support publicly for the internationaliza- 
tion of Haifa than in the case of Jerusalem; the responsibilities of 
international administration under circumstances we cannot now fore- 

---- gee would be greater in terms of the economic and strategic importance 
of the pipeline than we might be willing in advance to turn over to 

| the UN Secretariat or a group of powers. Such considerations do not 
apply to Jerusalem which is now in the process of demilitarization 
and de facto international control. On the other hand, it wouldseemto 
us that an economic arrangement for Haifa would avoid many of the. 

_ political problems and would be therefore more workable in view of 
the interest which both Israel and Iraq have in the oil supply. Such 
arrangement might provide for a free port at Haifa including the 

_ portandrefineryarea,. | | | oo 
10. Territorial guarantees. Assuming that it may be possible to 

work out territorial adjustments that both Jews and Arabs can agree 
to, it seems clear that both parties would wish to have territorial guar- 
antees. It has obviously been one of the greatest Arab fears that Jews, 
once obtaining a foothold in Palestine, would use this as a basis for 

| territorial expansion not only throughout Palestine but into the 
neighboring Arab states. On the other hand, from our conversations 

| - with the Jews here, we have some indications that they are fearful 
Abdullah might be bent on conquest ‘and therefore not long content = 
with territorial adjustments worked out in dealing with the current 
phase of the problem. For reasons indicated to Beeley in recent con- 

| versations with him, UK treaty relations with Abdullah do not seem to 
us to meet fully what is required. A joint US-UK guarantee to both | 
parties would not seem to be practical politics. It is difficult to antici- 

: pate any special territorial guarantee by the UN; in any event, it may 
be anticipated that neither party would feel entirely confident in the 
ability of the UN at. this stage of its development to guarantee its | 
frontiers. A combination of measures may be necessary in this 
situation. | a | = 
11. Specific proposal for territorial guarantees. The most direct 

and simple approach would be arrangements including nonaggression 
and mutual defense pacts between Israel and greater Transjordania. 
Non-aggression and mutual defense pacts might also be concluded
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between: Israel and Syria and Lebanon. This might seem paradoxical 
in the case of Israel because of the present extreme anti-Israel views of 
the Syrian Government. It might be argued, however, that the real 
reason for present Syrian extremism is not 'so much fear of Israel as 
fear of the expansion of Transjordan and increase in Abdullah’s pres- 
tige in the light of his former Greater Syrian ideas.® In other words, 
a fear that a settlement based on arrangements between Israel and 

| Abdullah would be only a stepping stone for the latter, his next step 
being attempted expansion into Syria. In view of the fact that from. 

| all accounts the Syrian Army 1s nothing to boast about it might be | 
thought reasonable to assume that the Syrian Government would more a 
than welcome non-aggression and mutual defense pacts with Israel. . oe 
Such arrangements between Israel, on the one hand, and her immedi- 
ate neighbors on the other might lead in turn to the transformation 
of the present Arab League, which is based'on racial, religious and 
nationalist lines, into a politically mature organization along the lines | 
of the Western European Union and our own arrangements in the | 
Western Hemisphere. Such an organization might be expanded to _ 
include Turkey, Iran and possibly Afghanistan and in this sense pro- | 
vide a bulwark against Soviet aggression. It would be a regional | 
organization within the purview of the UN Charter providing for 

| guarantees of territorial integrity and procedures for consultation and 
action in the settlement of disputes. | a 

a 12. Economic arrangements. It is our view that ‘a settlement based | 
on political and territorial factors alone would not be so easily attain- 
able nor would it be viable unless substantial arrangements of aneco- | 

nomic and related character were provided for. The prospect of finding _ | 
| common areas of agreement between Israel, on the one hand, and 

Arab states, on the other, might be greater in the economic field than | 
- in the political. Moreover, with the exception of Transjordan the | 

Arab states initially at least are likely to assess at considerably less | 
than their real value the advantages of restoring peace and stability 

- in Palestine through a settlement based upon recognition of the sov- | 
ereignty and territorial integrity of Israel as that territory may be 

- determined by agreement. Economic advantages offered in connection © | 
with, if not actually as a part of the future settlement would be a 
powerful inducement, as we see it, to acceptance by the other Arab _ | 
states of a reasonable solution of the Palestine problem. Such assistance | | 

would also have the advantage of contributing to the stability of the | 
- governments concerned, thus permitting a more orderly and progres- . ; 

| sive economic and political development and minimizing the risk of | 
an increase in Communist influence. Of the Arab representatives here, = = —s_ | 
those of Iraq and Egypt in particular have frequently discussed the _ | 

* Wor (previous documentation on the efforts. by Transjordan. for a Greater | 
Syria, see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, pp. 738 ff. oe | ES
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question of economic assistance with US. The PGI representative | 
' here. has indicated his belief in the importance of economic coopera- 
| tion in Palestine. The PGI has also, we understand, formally re- _ 
a quested from this government financial assistance in the form of a 

| loan. The pressure to grant such a loan will presumably be very great 
and if granted we can hardly expect that our relations with the Arab 
states would be improved unless we grant comparable economic assist- 
ance to them. In any event, in the absence of an overall program of 

| economic assistance and development for the area and taking into ac- 
count the superior organizing ability, efficiency and resources, both _ 

| human and financial, of Israel as compared with the Arab states, the 
| economic. development of Israel is likely to outstrip that of the sur- 

rounding Arabs, leading to expansionist pressures in Israel and 
jealousy and resentment among the Arabs. > ae | 

13. Economic self-help. Section D of the November 29 partition _ 
| plan concerning economic union provides a basis for the beginnings of 

| an economic program, although perhaps not applicable in all particu- | 
lars to the newly envisaged relationships between Israel and Trans- 
jordan. We envisage that an essential part of the settlement would 

| have to be a: minimum of economic arrangements between Israel and 
Transjordan. These might include as contemplated in the November 29 
plan (a) a customs union; (0b) a joint currencies system; (¢). operation 
of railways, highways, ports, etc.; (@) joint economic development, 

| and (e). access to water and power facilities. Specific projects might 
include a Jordan Valley authority and agreement, as indicated above, 

for the joint development of irrigation and colonization projects in 
the Negeb. Paralleling the development of political~ cooperation | 
(paragraphs 10 and 11 above).economic arrangement between © 

| Transjordan. and Israel might be extended to Lebanon and Syria 

and in turn the area as a whole. In this connection it should _ 
be envisaged that at.an early date Israel would become a full-fledged 
member of the newly proposed Middle Eastern Economic Commission. — 
It is unthinkable that Israel would be excluded from full partnership 
jn this commission. As we see it, the advantages to the Arabs of full — 

membership for Israel are obvious. We assume that the Department — 

has these factors in mind in preparing for the forthcoming ECOSOC 
| meeting at Geneva at which we understand the question of the ECME 

will be considered, although we do not anticipate time is yet ripe 
-forforeingissue. = ee 

- 14, International assistance. We refer in this connection to the sec- 

tions. in Ambassador Austin’s statément in Committee One of the 

recent special session concerning the economic development of Pales-— 

tine ‘and the role of UN agencies therein. Specialized agencies such 

as the FAO, the Bank, the Fund, the WHO and UNESCO might 
undertake at the request of the mediator with the concurrence of.Israel
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| and Abdullah comprehensive studies of the needs of Palestine. Such 

studies might at a later stage be broadened to include other countries a 

a in the area, possibly in connection with the program of the ECME. | 

_ The International Bank might be in a position to grant development : 

loans to assist in the carrying out of joint Israeli-Transjordan proj- 

7 ects and the Stabilization Fund might be of assistance in any currency. 

arrangements. Because of special position of holy places in Palestine 

outside Jerusalem, Magnes plan for UNESCO Commission for this 

-_ protection is worth consideration. | | 

- 15. Assistance by US. It is our view that a program of economic . 

| assistance and development should be worked out to the fullest extent 

| possible on an international (UN) basis. We should satisfy ourselves 

in considering any specific proposals that the project in question can- — 

not: be effectively dealt with by international means. Furthermore, we = 

should assure ourselves that to the fullest extent possible any projects. 

| for which we grant loans or other assistance should be of a self- — 

| liquidating character. Instead of attempting to deal with the problem oe 

- of US assistance on a piecemeal basis, we would suggest that Depart- 

ment formulate a comprehensive program of US aid to the Middle 

| _ Eastern countries, including Israel, for presentation to the new Con- 

gress in January if possible. We suggest that such a program be de- 

veloped on the basis of ERP principles and in consistency: with the 

work of the UN specialized agencies, of the ECME, and in. close 

collaboration with the UK. In developing such a program we should 

bear in mind the desirability of shifting the major portion of the load _ 

to private investment as soon as peaceful conditions permite 

. * For continuation of this communication, see telegram 837 July 1, p. 1180. ae | 

| 501.BB Palestine/T-148 oo, a . oo - 

| Memorandum by Mr. Robert M. McClintock to the Director of the | 

| On Office of Unated Nations Affairs (Rusk) . 

TOP SECRET ne oe [Wasnrneton,] July 1, 1948. a 

Subject : Check List on Palestine . . : ee OO 

| [Here follow first two paragraphs containing personal observations. ] | | 

A LONG RANGE ! A PEACEFUL ADJUSTMENT - oo - a | 

Of the many facets of this question with which we have. been en- | 

deavoring to deal during your absence, the most important.isthatof =| 

. 1 Mr. McClintock . furnished. copies of this check’ list to “Masers: Lovett, | | 

‘Satterthwaite, and’ Ross and to William.Sanders of the Office of United Nations 
| Affairs (his memorandum of July 2 to Mr.Ruskys 0000 |
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} overall policy. In ‘an explicit sense, recent United States action in 
| the Security Council regarding Palestine was covered by the policy 

position paper of May 22 approved by the President on May 27. How- — 
| ever, Mr. Lovett, about the time when we introduced our Chapter VII _ | 
| resolution in the Security Council on May 17, had requested George 

Kennan on the Policy Planning Staff to submit to the National Secu-_ 
rity Council a paper which would, it was hoped, elicit from the Coun- 
cil renewed advice as to future United States policy regarding 
Palestine. | - | a a 

When I was shown the first draft of the Policy Planning Staff’s 
paper I was able to demonstrate to Mr. Kennan and Mr. Villard that 

it was subject to criticism from the UNA point of view. The upshot | 
was that UNA was requested by Mr. Kennan to prepare two papers: 

| (1) on US policy in the Security Council in the event that the 
| present truce in Palestine were breached, oe | 

7 (2) on a long-range possible modus vivendi for the peaceful adjust- 
| ment of the situation in Palestine.” SO 

The former paper was prepared by Messrs. Bancroft and Meeker and 
suggests that if war resumes in the Near East this government should 
be prepared to move into action under Chapter VII of the Charter. . 

The paper of Messrs. Bancroft and Meeker has my approval. The 

second paper on the long range possible modus vivendi was written by 

myself and can be summarized in its concluding paragraph: 

“In summary, therefore, a sensible territorial solution for the 
Palestine problem would be to re-draw the frontiers of Israel so as to ) 
‘make a compact and homogeneous state, the remainder of Palestine 
to go largely to Transjordan with appropriate transfers of popula- 
tions where necessary; Jerusalem to remain an international entity 
with free access to the outside world; the boundaries of the two new 
states to be guaranteed mutually between themselves and the United | 

- Nations; and the economic prosperity of the region to be enhanced 
by a customs union between Israel and Transjordan.”* | | | 

Both these papers were on June 29 submitted by Mr. Kennan with- 
out comment to Mr. Lovett for his criticism or approval. Mr. Lovett 

on June 30 requested me to send the memoranda, to Secretary Marshall | 

| at Walter Reed [Hospital]. This was done today. I am told by the 

Policy Planning Staff that the papers have assisted their thinking, _ 

but that they do not at present intend to submit any paper to the Na- 

| tional Security Council. | 

2 See Mr. Meeker’s memorandum of June 22 and Mr. McClintock’s memorandum . 

of the following day, pp. 1127and 1134. | 

 -*Jt is interesting that there are a number of points of similarity between this 

suggested solution and the proposals made to ‘Arabs and Jews by Count Berna- 

dotte this week. I attach a copy of these proposals. I feel that Bernadotte has 

peen statesmanlike and that his suggestions may contain the kernel of common . 

agreement. [Footnote in the source text. ] oo oo
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sR, SHORT RANGE: ACTION UNDER CHAPTER VII : | 

I should like to add one word with respect to United States advocacy 
of action under Chapter VII. While I think that we should be resolute | 
and live up to our responsibilities under the Charter, I do feel that 
as a matter of diplomacy we should not put ourselves in the position 
of becoming the self-appointed scapegoat for the Arab States, Recent 

| telegrams from Cairo, Jidda, and Damascus indicate that the Arab 
~ Governments feel the necessity, under pressure of their public opinion, 

to resume hostilities after the end of the present cease-fire. I am con- | 
vinced that these Arab Governments are looking for a way out of | 
their present difficulty, since at least their commanding military of- 
ficers know that they do not have the wherewithal to conduct a success- 

| ful war against Israel. They will undoubtedly seek to claim vis-4-vis 
| their own people that action by the United States (and this could | 

easily be United States leadership in the Security Council under Chap- oO 
_ ter VII) was the reason why they have had to bow to superior force 2 

| and have yielded a point vehemently desired by their own public | 
opinion. In other words, they will seek to place the blame for their own 
bad judgments and emotion (which in statecraft amounts to bad judg- 
ment) on the United States. oe ee | 

| As for the emotion of the Arabs, I do not care a dried camel’s hump. 
_ It is, however, important to the interests of this country that these 

fanatical and over-wrought people do not injure our strategic inter- | 
ests through reprisals against our oil investments and through the 7 
recision of our air base rights in that area. Accordingly, while there =| 

_ will be counsels on your staff for immediate and dramatic action by 
the United States under Chapter VII, I would suggest that we ful- | 
fill our responsibilities but without being in the driver’s seat. 

(1) Sanctions. : - : 
. In connection with possible action under Chapter VII, a series of | 

| meetings have been held, originally under my auspicesand later under —s_— 
those of John Elliott in UNS, to explore the scope of economic sanc- _ 
tions should the Council decide to move in that direction under Chap- 

: ter VII. The gist of very painstaking investigation on the part of the _ 
- economic side of the Department is that, while Israel could be almost | 

_ fatally injured by the application of economic sanctions, the Arab 
| States would be hurt, but not vitally so, and would not, solely on ac- 

| count of such sanctions, be put out of the fight. Meanwhile it is gen- 
erally assumed that application of economic sanctions by the United | 
States, even in a universal framework of Security Council action, 

: would result in reprisals with respect to petroleum and strategic bases. | 

| (2) Bnding Effect of Resolution of May 29. a a 

An ancillary issue has been a debate within the Department as to 
| the possible binding effect of the resolution of May 29. Messrs. Bancroft 

598-594—76——_42 Oo
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; and Meeker strongly believe that this resolution, although adopted 

| under Chapter VI of the Charter, is legally binding upon all mem- 

- bers of the United Nations. Other officers of the Department, including 
- Mr. Hayden Raynor, feel that such is not the case and that it would 

oe be unwise for the Department to crystallize a position in favor of the | 

thesis that Chapter VI resolutions are binding on all members. Mr. | 

Sandifer, in light of these doubts, has not yet submitted a final memo- 

| ~ randum on the point to Mr. Lovett. On the whole, I am inclined to | 

} ‘think that, in light of our publicly announced willingness to forego 

| the veto under Chapter VI, we would be wise not to firm up a policy | 

that all resolutions adopted by the Council under Chapter VI were | 

—__ Jegally binding upon States members. | 

9. Poricy Wire Reearp to Extension or Truce AND CEAse-F ire 

a - We have for sometime felt that: Bernadotte would be wise. not to | 

| attempt to get a black-and-white solution for the Palestine problem 
before the termination of the present cease-fire which ends on July 9. 
Various governments and. people have not succeeded in four decades 
in finding a compromise on the basic issues between Arabs and Jews — 
and it is hardly to be expected that Count Bernadotte will be able to 
achieve this miracle in four weeks. Rather, we have indicated to the | 

oe British, the Secretary-General and to Bernadotte, himself, our feel- 

ing that he should content himself at this moment with an extension | 
a of the truce and cease-fire. We hope that the agreeable habit of re- | 

fraining from mayhem and murder will become increasingly popular, 
and that both sides can be persuaded to extend the truce for,ifnot for _ 
an indefinite, at least a more prolonged, period than the present four 
weeks. Whether Bernadotte will succeed in this effort is problematic. | 

_ The Jews apparently desire an extension of the truce, which involves | 
automatic Arab suspicion as to whether continuation of the cease-fire 
is in their interest. If the truce could be spun out until the end of the 
year there might be good reason to hope that pressure of economic ss 
interest, to say nothing of other factors, would lead the way to some 
arrangement between the Jews on one hand, and certain Arab leaders, | 
such as Abdullah on the other, along the lines of the paragraph quoted - 

| above. Bernadotte’s proposals, attached, might lead to such a result, 

despite initial refusals on both sides. However, there has been too — 
much public talk; the auspices are bad, and Iam not optimistic: 

8, JERUSALEM ee 

- -) AS DEMILITARIZATION © ee 

| The fate of Jerusalem is a special case. On the whole, so far as a 
long-range settlement is concerned, thinking in the Department, in 

"8G. Hayden’ Raynor, Special Assistant to the Director of the Office of Euro- 
pean Affairs. Ce ea ESET |



, 

| - the Foreign Office at London, and also apparently at Lake Success, 
is in favor of an international regime for the Holy City under the 

| United Nations. This, however, would necessarily be part of the long- 
range solution. From the aspect of immediate interest, Count Berna- 
dotte has in mind securing the agreement of the Arabs and Jews to | 
the demilitarization of the city by July 9. Presumably this would 
mean that the forces of the Hagannah and the Arab Legion would 
retire from Jerusalem, as well as—and this is of great importance— 
the irregular forces on both sides, including the Stern and the Irgun. 

| +. BL A UNITED NATIONS ARMED GUARD tw | 

_ Bernadotte then proposes to fill the vacuum by a 1,000 man United 

| Nations armed guard. He has formally requested through Secretary- a 
| General Lie that the governments of the three members of the Truce | 

Commission, Belgium, United States, and France, furnish equal con- a 
tingents of this guard. We have told Mr. Lie that as a government we a 

are not prepared to order regular forces of the military establishment os 
to:such duty but that we have no objection if Lie, employing his. 
powers as Secretary-General, employs 83314 American citizens for = 

_ such purpose. The French Government, ina telegram received June 30; 

has indicated its readiness to make available 335 Gardes Republicaines 

| for the Jerusalem duty, but have agreed to our formula for recruit- 
| ment. No reply has yet been received from the Belgians. °° 

~ We have twice officially stressed to Mr. Lie that there should be no 
confusion between the special armed guard for Jerusalem and Lie’s  _ 

_ project for a United Nations palace guard. I am personally convinced 
that the Secretariat, under the urging of Abraham Feller, has been 

promoting the Jerusalem guard idea, using Bernadotte’s name as cover, 

_ with the dual intent first of improving the position of the Jews in | 
Jerusalem and, second, of forwarding Lie’s pet project for a United 

_ Nations guard. I am certain that the latter idea requires careful, if | 
sympathetic, study, and that it should not be developed in connection | 

_ withtheinfinitelyembroiled Palestine problem. ©9= 
Certain division chiefs of your staff have approached me with a 

draft telegram to New York to the effect that, if Lie has difficulty in 

| recruiting the American contingent for the Jerusalem police, this. gov- | 

_ ernment will “assign” 350. men to Lie’s force for Bernadotte’s use. I 
told them that. I could not assent to such. a telegram since I felt. it was 

| unwise policy for this government to order men of its armed forces 
to.serve in Jerusalem as members of a United Nations guard;andthat | 

_ from the public relations point of view it would be highly unwise for 

this government to order American troops for duty in Palestine. If | 
any of these men were killed the public reaction might not' be favor- | 

_ able, whereas no.one could object if free American citizens volunteered
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for such hazardous duty as private citizens. I mention this merely 
because I shall not be here next month and the idea may recur. | 

ee C. JERUSALEM AND THE RED CROSS | 

| - Continuing with respect to Jerusalem, I should note the fact that 
_ the International Red Cross has two successfully operating zones of — 

refuge in the city and has informally requested our support for a. 
project to create a third zone on Mt. Scopus, taking in the Hadassah | 
Hospital and the Hebrew University, both of which are American- _ 
endowed organizations. I told the President of the International Red 
Cross, Mr. Ruegger, who called on me, that we favored this idea but 
suggested that he make his own arrangements with Hadassah and | 

Dr. Magnes in New York City. ae | 
The International Red Cross has refused Bernadotte’s request to 

- supervise the entry of food convoys into Jerusalem and to this extent 
has not acted as was contemplated by the Assembly’s resolution of 
May 14. There has been some initial ill-feeling between Bernadotte 

| and the Red Cross, due more to domestic politics inside the Interna- 
tional Red Cross than to the Palestine situation. These difficulties, I 
am. happy to report, have now been ironed out. | 

| | D. THE TRUCE COMMISSION | 

- The Truce Commission continues to function in Jerusalem and will 
assume a very important role there if Bernadotte succeeds in demili- 
tarizing the city. Although I have not seen any direct statement to 
this effect, the telegrams from Jerusalem have left the distinct impres- 
sion in my mind that the Belgian and French members of the Truce | 
Commission are timorous and indecisive, while young Burdett, during 

| the time he acted as our Representative, was much more forthright and 
courageous. Burdett has now been replaced by a superior in the per- 
son of an experienced Foreign Service Officer, John Macdonald, our 

~ new Consul General in Jerusalem. Macdonald, who was recently our | 

Consul in Bombay, was given a thorough briefing in the Department _ 

before he went to Palestine. | 

| | 4, Harra Or Rerrnery 

. The British, Jews, Arabs and French have all evidenced a decided _ 
interest in getting the Haifa oil refinery going again. We supported 
a démarche by Mr. Bevin to Bernadotte, suggesting that if both the _ 
Arabs and Jews agree it might be useful to place the oil refinery under 

the Mediator’s auspices for the time being. We have stressed, however, 
| that since Haifa is an integral part of the state of Israel Bevin’s other _ 

: idea for an international regime over the city could only be contem- | 

plated if there were advance agreement by the Government of Israel. 

We feel, on the whole, that it would be unwise to establish another
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| international city at Haifa. We likewise indicated our view that the 
- production of Haifa should not be used to increase the military - 

potential of either side. Haifa, in my opinion, offers a unique oppor- 
tunity for practical cooperation between the Arabs and Jews, since 
one side controls the crude oil and the other the refining capacity, 

. while both sides need the final product. If an agreement can be found 
| on Haifa the habit might spread to other areas. | - 

. 5. Export or War Matertan _ 

The Department has given strict compliance to the terms of the 
resolution of May 29 so. far as sending war material to the Near East 
is concerned. On June 11, in a circular telegram to all Missions, we 

| called the attention of all governments with which we have diplomatic } 

relations to the need for strict compliance with the arms embargo im- 
posed by the Council’s resolution. We have had close liaison with the a 

_ British on this subject and have even got the Foreign Office to agree _ 
| - not to send civil aircraft and spare parts to the Near East for the 

_ Initial period of the truce. After July 9, if either government feels 
that it is necessary to send spare parts for civil aircraft to that area 

_ we feel that such exports can be accomplished, provided there are | 
adequate safeguards that the spare parts will not be used for military _ 

— purposes and that the Mediator has been informed of the contemplated 
shipment. | we Oo a 

_ A more difficult problem has been to prevent renegade Americans 

| from flying American aircraft to Israel, in some cases purchased by - , 
| _ the Irgun or Stern gangs, and in others, by the Provisional Govern- oe 

ment. This is a complicated subject but the details may be had from — | 
John Elliott and Mr. Hamilton of MD, whom I have asked to follow 
this subject. a Ss a oe 

| The Czech Government, despite its obligations to comply with the __ 
resolution of May 29, has actively conspired in gun running by air _ 
from Prague to Palestine. It is regrettable to report that the aircraft 
used in the operation apparently are American. Thus far it does not 

_ seem apparent that Mr. Steinhardt, our Ambassador to Prague, has 
been successful in doing anything to suppress this traffic. a 

oe | 6. IMMIGRATION - a 

On Memorial Day we received an urgent request from Mr. Bevin _ : 
: _ to give him our definition of “fighting personnel” and whether or not | 

| this included men of military age. Our Niact 2015 to London of 
| May 31, which I drafted under Mr. Lovett’s direction, provided a a 

| definition which was successful in assisting the British to swing the 
_ Arab Governments to accept the truce. The essence of our definition— _ 

and this applies to the entire truce, and not merely to the question of = 
immigration—is that during the period of the truce neither side shall
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increase its military potential. Subsequently, on June 7, Count Berna- _ 
-- dotte, in a note to the parties, defined his common-sense interpretation | 

- of “fighting personnel” and the problem of the immigration of men | 

of military age. We have accepted his definition and have instructed — : 
our shipping and passport authorities to see that it becomes our rule 

of thumb with regard to the travel of American citizens to the Near | 

East and the travel of aliens from this country to that area. | 

%. Tur Loan or Untrep Srates OBseRvVERS AND EQUIPMENT TO THE 

re Unrrep Nations MepiaroR 

~ At Count Bernadotte’s request we promptly sent twenty-one mili- 
tary observers to be attached to his staff to implement Article seven 

- of the truce resolution. So far as the American observers were con- _ 
-._--gerned they were divided equally between Navy, Army and Air Force. 

| Subsequently, at Bernadotte’s request, we sent 10 more officers. The 

French and Belgian Governments have matched our contingent. In _ 

addition, Count Bernadotte has a staff of five hand-picked Swedish 
officers.’ His: Chief-of-Staff and leader of the military observers is 
Colonel Bonde, with headquarters at Haifa. Bernadotte’s representa- 
tive in‘ Jerusalem is Colonel Brunsson. | SE : | 

| - In addition to the military observers we have provided Count 

Bernadotte with four airplanes, three destroyers for naval patrol, and | 

a complete installation on Rhodes of wireless communications equip-. | 

| ment: Likewise, three Navy doctors have been assigned to Bernadotte’s 
 ogtaffe - pS es a 

8, Cooprration Wir Unrrep Kinepom: - 

__ Thanks to the efforts of Ambassador Douglas and to a considerable 
change in position by Foreign Secretary Bevin, plus a certain amount 

of missionary work at home, a new “entente cordiale” has been estab- 

_jished with Great Britain in respect of the Palestine problem. It is _ 

important that these cordial and intimate working relations be con- 

tinued. We have officially concurred with Ambassador Douglas’s sug- — 

gestion, derived from the British Foreign Office, that he be the main 

line of communication with the United Kingdom; secondary channels _ 

being maintained with the British Embassy here (Denis Allen and. 

| Bromley), and the United Kingdom Delegation in New York. There | 

is a good working arrangement to pool news and views on Palestine. . 

: 9, Retarions Wirn tue Provisronan GoverNMENT or IsrarL ~ 

| At the President’s request, Mr. James Grover McDonald has been 
appointed his Special Representative to the Provisional Government 

of Israel. He will sail for England on July 14 but the Foreign Service 

_. Staff, headed by Charles Knox, will fly to Tel Aviv this Sunday. They 

| are scheduled to reach the Jewish capital on July 8. Mr. McDonald, |
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as you probably know, is a professional Zionist. He plans to take with | 
him a personal assistant, not yet named, of whose devotion to the 
Zionist cause there can be little doubt. oe a 

The Provisional Government of Israel is keenly anxious that its | 
| representative in New York, Major Eban, be seated by the Security 

Council not as the Representative of the Jewish Agency but of the 
| Provisional Government of Israel. Since we have recognized Israel we 

| must agree with this view, but have pointed out to New York that the 

spokesman for the Jews of Jerusalem should not be the Provisional __ 
Government of Israel and that, accordingly, the Jewish Agency may 

| still be a.useful organization to be heard. Our policy in this problem 
is set forth in Department’s telegram to New York #438, of June 30. 

[Here follows paragraph numbered 10, consisting of personal = 

| observations. | re | | 

_ | 501.BB Palestine/7-148 : Circular telegram > | | | | | Oo 

a 7 The Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic Offices = 

| CONFIDENTIAL . oe WASHINGTON, July 1, 1948—4 p. m. 

_ Re Depeiretel June 11 covering UNSC Resolution May 29. Three 
B-17 Flying Fortresses recently left Miami reported destination | | 

Israel. Believed here these planes intend engage in transport muni- = 
| tions or troops to Middle East or as bombers. This is inconsistent with | 

| intent UN Security Council Resolution regarding Palestine Truce. — 

-. Moreover, planes left U.S. in violation export laws and without proper 

‘clearance to land in foreign country. Various other cases have also 

| been reported involving illegal export from U.S. of aircraft and use | 
of American planes by American citizens in transporting arms be- — 
tween points outside U.S. Department desires all appropriate measures 
be taken prevent such traffic. Accordingly, you instructed | request | 
appropriate foreign authorities, unless you deem inadvisable, that any 

information concerning such clandestine activities be reported to this 

-- government. Particular attention should be given to activities of non- 
certificated irregular air carriers (tramp airlines) operating on non-— | : 

scheduled basis, as.some of these are known to be engaged in gun 

- running. a , - | | 

| _ Advise Department promptly of reaction foreign government as _ 
well'as any information obtained. | oe | : 

| _ Repeat to interested consular officers your jurisdiction. = —™S 
_ For action to Ankara, Athens, Belgrade, Bern, Brussels, Caracas, 
Ciudad Trujillo, Copenhagen, Dublin, The Hague, Havana, Lisbon, 
London, Madrid, Mexico City, Oslo, Ottawa, Panama, Paris, Port au | 

_ Prince, Praha, Reykjavik, Rio, Rome, Stockholm and Vienna. ,
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-_- For info to Beirut, Baghdad, Cairo, Damascus, Jerusalem and Jidda. | 
oe Repeated USUN New York for Jessup to be transmitted to UNS YG | 

for info of UN Mediator. Moe 7 os 

: | | | oe MarsHALL , 

| . ~ §01.BB Palestine/7-148 : Telegram a | 

The Acting United States Representative at the United Nations ~ | 

(Jessup) to the Secretary of State | . 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY New Yorks, July 1, 1948—4: 16 p. m. 

837. Following supplements and continues our 831, June 29 [30], 

on the peaceful adjustment of the future situation of Palestine. 

- D. Basic Factors ee : , | 

1. In evaluating the mission’s views as set forth in No. 831, the De-_ 

| partment may find useful the following analysis of the basic factors | 

| we have had in mind, in formulating those views. oe | 

| 9. Considering Palestine alone as a single factor, the prevention of 

further fighting and establishment and maintenance of peace in that | 

country are first of all essential to the maintenance of peace in an area 

: including not only the Near and Middle East. but. the Moslem. world 

| of North Africa and Southern Asia. Second, the establishment and 
maintenance of peace in Palestine could be the key to the progressive — 

| political and economic evolution of Palestine and the Near East. Third, 

the UN is deeply involved in the Palestine issue. While we do not 

agree with the prophets of doom who hold that failure of the UNto © 

| settle the Palestine question would ruin the organization, there is no 

question in our minds that such failure would deal a very heavy blow 

- to the prestige and effectiveness of the UN. Conversely, a settlement. . 

of the Palestine question under UN auspices would greately enhance 

| the prestige and effectiveness of the organization. | 

3. The Palestine question cannot, however, be considered realis- 

' tically as an isolated problem but from every point of view (political, 

strategic, and economic) the vital importance of the many complex 

ramifications of this question must be borne in mind in considering 

the future settlement. The most immediate and direct influences con- 

| cern, as noted above, the Near and ‘Middle East and the entire Moslem — 

world, | | : Et 

4. US interests. Although the various interests of the US involved 

in the peaceful adjustment of the future situation of Palestine may 

7 seem obvious, it seems wise to review them briefly as we understand 

them. | | | | a 

| (a) Since the attainment of our other objectives in Palestine and — 

the Middle East depend upon the establishment and maintenance of |
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peace and stability in Palestine these are the most immediate and 
vital of our interests. For this reason it is to our advantage to support | 
the efforts of the UN fully. In a broader sense it is to our interest to 
support the prestige and effectiveness of the UN. | | 

me, (6) From the political viewpoint it is to our advantage to minimize 
to the greatest possible extent Russian infiltration and influence in 
Palestine and the Middle East. This point is dealt with in somewhat 
more detail in paragraph 6 below. 7 

| (c) From the strategic viewpoint we assume that Palestine, to- 

gether with the neighboring countries is a major factor presumably 
in any future major conflict this region would be of vital importance 
to US as a potential base area and with respect to our lines of com- 
munication. Presumably also the oil resources of the area are con- 

| sidered vital. It is our feeling that this last point may not perhaps 

have been dealt with adequately and frankly enough in official and © 

public discussion of the Palestine question, = 2 | 

- (2) From the economic viewpoint it is probable that with the excep-. 
tion of oil our trade and other economic relations with Palestine and | 

| the other Near East countries are not directly of any substantial im- _ 
| portance. Indirectly, however, the economic stability and developing | 

prosperity of Palestine and the Middle East area under peaceful con- 

ditions could make a very substantial contribution to the economic 

recovery of the world generally and thus contribute to the economic . 
welfare of the US. With respect to oil, we recognize that the oil supply 
from the area.is of great importance in the European recovery pro- 
gram. Were it not for this factor, however, and the strategic impor- 
tance of oil, we should probably not allow the economic importance oo 
of this commodity to condition our judgment substantially with regard. 
to Palestine. = © _ ae oe et 

5. UK interests. The basic factors influencing UK policy towards — 

Palestine are similar if not wholly identical with ours. For this rea- 
son it is essential that both governments maintain the closest possible = 

-_. relations.in developing a concerted policy with regard to Palestineand = 
a common front in dealing with this matter diplomatically and in 
particular in the UN. In doing so, however, we must recognize the 

| necessity of planning our policy on a very long-range basis since it is _ 
- obvious that our interests in the area will continue for an indefinite | 

period and since it is equally obvious that it will take a long time > 
| before real stability can be achieved. For this reason we feel that 

| although no risk is involved in the. foreseeable future the US must 
envisage the eventual possibility of changes in the British Govern- | | 

| ment or even in the British political structure which might make it 

difficult for us to maintain a common policy with them and at the | 

same time fully protect our national interests. Moreover, although 

| the British position with the Arab states is at the moment stronger | 

than ours, it is obvious that the UK is basically, perhaps regrettably | 

| so, not in a position to exercise as much long-range influence and | 

leadership with regard to Palestine and the Near East as the US. This | 
factor, we feel, may become more important even in the near future |
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and the demand by other governments for US leadership in the area | 
| which is already substantial, as we see it here, will increase. Mean- 

a while, the British are probably better informed and have a better 
| _ “feel” for the Palestine problem than we do, despite traditional long- | 

range Arab-world thinking of permanent FO staff. For all of these 
reasons and because of the complexities of the problem and our vital 
interest in its peaceful solution, the Department probably has in mind 

the necessity of developing at the earliest a long-term, comprehensive _ 
(political, strategic, economic, cultural), program for Palestine and _ 

.. : the Middle East. - a - | 

6. USSR interests. tt” Be | 

(a) It is our impression that the inflnence of the USSR in Palestine _ 
and the Near East is not at present very substantial. It is certain that 
they have virtually no influence within the Arab Government, not 
‘only because of the fear of those governments of communism, but also 
because of the attitude of the USSR towards partition and the state of 

| Israel. Moreover, as indicated in conversations here with Asil and | 
_ Fawzi, although there are some individuals in the Arab countries in- 

clined towards communism, for religious reasons, as well as because of 
| the low economic and cultural level of the masses of the population 

of the Arab countries, it is not apparent that communism has any | 
substantial following among the masses. On the other hand, there are © 

| apparently a substantial number of Communists in the Irgun, the | 
ss Stern Gang and other dissident groups. Beyond that the Soviet Union, | 
through its support of partition and prompt recognition of Israel, 
must be considered as having a substantial influence with the PGI. The | 
Communist influence is, of course, capable of substantial expansion — 
through whatever diplomatic and other misstons the Soviet Govern- > 
ment mayestablishinIsrael. _ 

| _ (6) It would seem to us that the Soviet Union would have two main 
| objectives; first, to counteract so far as possible the political, strategic, : 

| ~ and economic advantages of the US, UK and other western powers in | 
+ the:area:; second, to establish the-influence of the Soviet. Union-to the... 

greatest possible extent. A very important factor in ‘our minds isthat — 
the decline of US influence and the growth of Soviet influence in Pales- 
tine and the states of the Arab League would undermine our policy of 
supporting Greece, Turkey, and Iran against Soviet aggression. 

| (c)-There are three methods whereby ‘the USSR might. extend its | 
influence. First by hindering or, should the occasion arise, preventing 

_ by veto the peaceful adjustment of the future situation of Palestine; _ 
oo fighting between Jews and Arabs might: be resumed with resultant 

chaos, and benefit to the USSR. Second, through its consistent sup- 
port of the partition plan and its early recognition of Israel, the USSR ' 
is in.a position to extend its influence through that state. This could | 

| be a. very serious factor if the PGI should at any time feel that its 
vital interests were threatened by the mediator’s proposals or by | 

- inadequate or inconsistent support by the US. Asa corollary the Soviet | 
Union may, of course, be expected to continue efforts to extend its , 
influence through dissident groups in a position to take advantage of 
any sign of “weakness” on the part of the PGI. For the moment it 1s 
somewhat difficult to see how the Soviet Union might, extend its in-
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fluence further through the Arab states. On the other hand, 1t is per- 
| haps not at all unlikely that in certain of these states the success of 

| Communist agents or fellow travelers might increase substantially if 
_ existing governments are overthrown as a result of developments in 

the Palestine situation wholly unacceptable to those countries. — 

7. Israel. In our view a fundamental factor to bear constantly in 
mind is that we are no longer dealing with a political movement spear- 

- headed by the Jewish Agency but rather with a new state established 

after a long struggle and despite great difficulties. Thisisnolongera = __ 
speculative proposition but a hard political reality that neither we, 

| - nor the British, nor the Arabs, nor anyone else could escape-even if 

| they wanted to, oe OO : BS | 

| (a) The new state of Israel is in very strong political position. Ex- 
ternally it has been recognized not only by US but also by USSR. New | 
state is also externally in strong political position in UN. Not-only was _ 
partition plan approved last November, but [by?] a two-thirds vote, : 
but this plan has not been superseded and it is at least extremely doubt- 

| ful whether UN could take any action which would impair status of 
- [srael. Internally PGI appears to be in very strong, well-organized 

- position. It has dealt very effectively with recent Irgun affair at. Tel | | 
Aviv. More important than this single affair is indication that PGI | 
has courage and will to deal firmly with Irgun and other dissident _ 

- elements. | a 
(6) Israel is also in strong military position, perhaps stronger than 

they thought they might be. From point of view of numbers, orga- 
nization, discipline and efficiency they are more than a match for most _ 
of Arab states put together. Abdullah has only very effective force on = 
Arab side and effectiveness of this force is almost. undoubtedly due 
to British elements. Israel has been successful in holding its: own 
positions and beyond this has established effective control of western 

— Galilee = 2 7 : | ep Mt 
-(c) Evidence available to us indicates that PGI fully recognizes 

- responsibilities: which go along: with: statehood: It is‘our:impression => 
' that they desire to live as a good neighbor with surrounding Arab 

states and that they are willing and able to discharge their role. as a | 
responsible member of international community and in due course of | 
UN. In contrast on whole with Arab representation they have shown 
dignity and strength in UN. There is no reason to believe they: will not 

. be willing to make concessions, even substantial ones, in interest of a : 
peaceful adjustment of future situation of Palestine. oye eee 

(dad) If in process of negotiation PGI is pushed too hard to accept 
arrangements, intolerable from their point of view, [it] seems clear | 
that this will increase its difficulties in dealing :with Communist- | 

| inspired dissident elements and will also force it to rely more exten- 
sively on Russian support. From our conversations here we judge that | 
PGI is aware of disadvantages to it of too close an association, with | 
Soviet Union and. of risk of coming under Communist domination 

_ through a combination of internal and external pressures, thereby los- 
ing in fact if not in name, the independence which Jews have' long 
struggled forandfinally attained. 5 |
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(¢) On other hand, we feel it is reasonable to assume that PGI 
recognizes that greater advantages would be. gained from a closer ss 
association with US and other western powers, principal advantages 

-. In this case being maintenance of real independence and opportunity. | 
| to continue its political and economic evolution under peaceful circum- 

stances and continued financial assistance from US. | | 
| (f) If in effect Israel is thrown into arms of Soviet Union it could 

become a force operating to very great disadvantage to US, UK and 
other western powers, and to Arabs. | | | 

(g). On other hand, Israel, if fairly treated, could become a force 
: operating to our own advantage and to advantage of Arab countries.. 

8. Arab states. a | a | 

(a) Arab countries are also relatively new states participating in 
international affairs on their own responsibility for a very short 
period. From a political viewpoint, both domestic and international, : 
they are relatively immature. From economic and cultural viewpoints 
they are relatively underdeveloped.  — a | | | 

| (6) The immaturity of Arabs is revealed in blindspot which pre- 
vents even more moderate Arabs from recognizing existence of Israel 
as a political fact. Because of this blindspot the more extreme Arabs 
seem determined to continue their efforts to eliminate the Jewish 
state. While admitting that Arabs might continue a form of guerrilla 
warfare for many years against the Jews, it seems axiomatic to us 
that Arabs could never eliminate Jewish state which, failing support 
from US and other western countries, could get support from Soviet 
Union, and the eastern European countries. Moreover, even more 

| moderate Arabs who consider themselves “realistic” and are therefore | 
prepared to recognize existence of Israel are nevertheless apparently 
holding to. line that Jews might be brought to agree (if there were 
sufficient pressure by US) to a drastically reduced territory and im- 

| paired sovereignty. We consider that even this moderate Arab view- 
point is unrealistic because we do not feel that Jews will accept any 

_ substantial reduction of territory without compensation, nor any 1m- | 
pairment of their sovereignty. Furthermore, we doubt whether US a 

- would be likely to bring any pressure at all to bear upon them to these 
ends. a | So Ce 

(c) Itisclear from Arabs we have talked to here that they recognize 
threat of Communist infiltration and growth of Soviet influence. We 
do not feel, however, that they have an adequate appreciation of this | 
risk in terms of a possible open door through Israel if because of Arab 

- intransigence it is impossible to work out a fair and equitable peaceful 
adjustment acceptable to Israel. — | 

(2) More moderate Arabs we have talked to here recognize the 
intelligence and ability of Jews but on whole Arabs have been ac- 
customed for so long to look upon Jews as root of all evil that it is 

- difficult for them to see contributions for good that Jews might make 
politically, economically, and culturally to welfare of Arabs. This 1s, 
of course, a very difficult and complex psychological problem, but 
worth emphasizing, we feel, since prospects of a peaceful settlement 
would be substantially advanced if even a small number of Arab. 
leaders could be convinced of desirability from their own viewpoint 
of adopting a positive rather than a negative attitude towards Israel.
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9. Other states. A large number of other states have a very sub- | 

stantial interest in Palestine problem. Greece, Turkey, Iran and even 

, Afghanistan on basis of conversations with their representatives here, 

while taking on whole a pro-Arab view, are concerned lest failure to 
settle Palestine issue, impair their position vis-a-vis Soviet Union. As 

: a Moslem country Pakistan has strongly supported Arabs. As Asiatic 
rather than Moslem countries India and China tend to support Arabs. 

Among western powers France has a particular interest because of | 

large Moslem populations under French sovereignty; on other hand, 
as reflected by their representatives here, course pursued by French 
Government is one of moderation and objectivity with a rather strong 
humanitarian flavor. Western powers generally feel that US-UK | 
cooperation is essential in peaceful adjustment of Palestine situation , 
‘but on whole the policy and influence of US is most important factor. 
“Western powers are keenly aware, as reflected by their representatives = 

| here, of risk of Communist infiltration. This is particularly true of 
| Canadians who on whole follow British line, consider our influence | 

probably greater but that most essential factor is US-UK cooperation. 
10. United Nations. As indicated paragraph 2 above, the prestige | 

and effectiveness of UN are deeply involved in Palestine question. UN — 
thus constitutes a factor somewhat apart from individual and group 
‘interests of member states. Various aspects of UN factor are discussed — 

- below. | 7 ae : | 

| (a) On debit side, UN was first invited to deal with Palestine 
question in winter of 1947. Despite effort devoted to question for more 

| than a year in a special session of Assembly, through a special com- 
_ mission, in 1947 regular session of GA, in another commission, in SC, 

and finally in another special session of GA, the UN failed to devise 
a peaceful settlement of issues acceptable to the parties, or, alterna- _ 
‘tively, an enforceable solution. Result of this failure was withdrawal 
of mandatory on May 14 leaving a political vacuum. This vacuum was | 

- partially filled by proclamation of Israel, which might be described 
as an extra-legal act, and by outbreak of violence and hostilities on a 
serious scale. | | | 

(6) On eredit side, SC established a Truce Commission and laid 
down basis for a truce, and recent special session of GA arranged for 
appointment of a mediator who has been able to bring about cessation 
of hostilities and to organize apparently effective machinery for super- 
vising truce. Finally, mediator has initiated discussions looking | 
towards “peaceful adjustment of the future situation.” oo 
__(c) Prospects of a peaceful settlement could be seriously impaired 
if UN is resorted to as a propaganda forum by Russians, Arabs or 
anyone else bent on preventing settlement. For this reason we are in- 

__-elined to feel that it would be desirable, so far as possible, to deal 
with question of peaceful settlement through mediator and diplomatic | 

_ «channels, a | | oe 
(Zz) On other hand, question of demilitarization of Jerusalem and | 

extending truce will presumably have to be dealt with in SC in 
immediate future and in this connection it may be difficult with
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-- Manuilsky in chair to avoid dealing with substantive issues involved | 
; in future settlement. a - ee 

| _ (e). We must also envisage that unless substantial progress is made 
| towards future settlement between now and September, whole Pales- _ 

tine question may be projected into Paris GA with resultant confusion 
--—--.1f not complete breakdown of mediation effort. On the other hand, if 

; the mediator is successful before September in getting the principal | 
_ parties to agree on future settlement, possibly in form of treaty be-— 

tween Israel and Transjordan, he would presumably report this agree- 
ment to GA at Paris. It is difficult to see how any serious objection _ 
could be raised to such an agreement and GA might well put its stamp | 

| of approval on it, rescind the November 29, 1947 resolution, and ap- 
‘prove admission of principal parties, Israel and Transjordan, to 
membership in UN. Parenthetically, this procedure might. be helpful 
to those Arab Governments, if any, which could not “agree” to settle- 
ment. envisaged in advance but might “acquiesce” in such settlement | 
if approved by GA. Procedure envisaged in this paragraph would, of 

- course, be ideal culmination of UN’s efforts to deal with Palestine 
- problem. Although agreement between two parties between now and 

| early September may seem unlikely, the objective is clearly worth-— 
while enough to warrant every effort to attain it. In our view it could 

_ be attained if US Government is prepared to assume rather more 
leadership than at present and if we formulate promptly a compre- 
hensive, although tentative plan, as a basis for discussion and agree- 
ment with UK. We might then take up with the secretariat. question _ 
of communicating to mediator basic elements of such plan which 

_ would influence joint support by our two governments with parties , 
of ultimate proposals. | a 

Oo OC a . . SESSUP 

. 501.BB Palestine/7—348 : Telegram . . . | | 

. _ The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom — 

TOP SECRET _  Wasurneron, July 3, 1948—1 p. m. 

. 2552. Please call on Bevin and say that our first impression of 
Bernadotte’s “suggestions” to Jews and Arabs for peaceful adjustment 
of Palestine situation is favorable, We think his suggestions are states- 

| manlike and clearly designed to establish bargaining positions which — 
' will enable both sides to come closer to eventual agreement. Pending 
further study, however, we are not prepared to express a considered 
evaluation of Mediator’s proposals, a ee, , 

| As Bevin and you have agreed, we feel that matter of most im- 

mediate importance and urgency is extension of truce beyond July 9. | 
Of secondary but still very great importance is Bernadotte’s contem- 
plated proposal that both Arabs and Jews agree to demilitarize 

. Jerusalem. — ) | Se ; a | 
| We are considering instructing US Missions in Arab capitals and 

_US officials available to Prov. Govt. of Israel to express in strongest __ 
possible terms hope of this govt as-a friend of both Arabs and Jews, _



ag member of SC Truce Commission, and as a govt keenly desirous | 
| to see that international problems are settled only by peaceful means, 

to urge on Arab and Jewish Govts paramount necessity of extending 
present truce and cease-fire and if possible acceding to Bernadotte’s sug- 

| gestion for demilitarization of Jerusalem. — ; | 
| We would appreciate information as to whether Mr. Bevin feels that 

British could make similar approach, and any comments which he may 

caretooffer. | ae pI 
-Foregoing was drafted before receipt of your 2945 July 2,1 and 

represents the most that can be said until receipt of official text of , 
Bernadotte’s proposals and their detailed consideration by Dept. 

OO OC Oo | - —  Marswann | 

/ Not printed ; ‘it ‘conveyed the- query of the British Foreign Office as to 
_ whether United States views on. Palestine could be made known to the British 

Government (501.BB Palestine/7-248). st re : 

501.BB Palestine/6—2948 : Telegram | oe Oc 

| Phe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Egypt a 

SECRET | _. Wasurtneton, July 8, 1948—1 p. m. | 

| 924. Attitude of Arab League officials and representatives Arab 
‘States, as well as local Egyptian authorities, as reported your 875, = 
«June 29, is distinctly not encouraging. Expressions of opinion you — 
record are based largely on ignorance of, or disregard of facts. It will 
be disastrous for Arab States if they formulate policy on basis of 

| stories reported in your reference telegram. et Te os | 

| Taking certain points in your 875 seriatim, we note that you report 

Arab officials regard asserted “failure to take vigorous action in 
alleged Jewish violations of truce as in Altadena incident at-Tel Aviv” 
as indicating that UN Mediator has not been impartial. =~ a 

You are authorized on strictly informal and confidential basis to 
inform your Arab contacts that actually the Foreign Minister of 

Israel protested prompt and critical action of Mediator’s Representa-. 

tive in Tel’ Aviv regarding Aléalena incident and in official telegram 

! from Shertok to his NY Representative, Foreign Minister said that 

Govt of Israel “has full right to resent strictures contained in Mr. _ 

- Cremona’s letter.” So much for alleged pro-Jewish attitude of | 

| _ As for reported current opinion among Arabs regarding every US : 
~ action as calculated to produce not a lasting peace but to hamper 

_ Arabs and assist Jews, it should be apparent to any serious: Arab | 

statesman that this govt, which has been subject to immense minority 
pressure, for example, to lift arms embargo’ in favor. of Israel, has
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been stalwart in attempting to find a peaceful, impartial and lasting | 
solution of Palestine problem within a UN framework. 

You say that a Foreign Office official told you that US exchange of | 
| diplomatic representatives with Israel was regarded by Arabs asviola- 

7 tion of truce, since it violated status quo through implication that 
US supported Jewish State. You should point out that at the time — 

_ the US extended de facto recognition to the Provisional Government 
| of Israel it was contemplated that there would be an exchange of rep- | 

. resentatives and that agreement for the exchange of representatives 
was reached on June 7, prior to the start of the truce. There is there- 
fore absolutely no ground for the claim that the US action was a | 
violation of the truce." | 

| You cite your Military Attaché as saying that Egyptian Military | 

_ Authorities have stated that US military observers in Palestine “im- 
plied” that full info re Arab positions will eventually fall into Jewish _ 

: hands and that MA can no longer count on cooperation of Egyptian 
_ Military Authorities with his office. You should request the MA totake 

every occasion to refute such charges, and to impresson Egyptian mili- 

tary officials that you are confident that US observers working on 

behalf of UN will in no way reveal any information of military value 

which may come to them from either side. | | 
Your attitude toward Egyptians and other Arab officials should be 

| that this Govt is trying, with other govts who are sincerely anxious 
to preserve peace, to see that hostilities do not again break forth in | 

a Near East. We desire friendship of Arab world and friendship of all 
peace-loving péoples but do not intend to let gossip of the type reported 

be developed into a pretext to blame US for ill results of Arab Govts 
erroneous decisions. Same policy applies equally to Jews. 7 oe 

Please repeat your reference telegram to Arab capitalsand London 
to which this telegram is likewise sent for info and appropriate action. 

Sent Cairo; rptd London as 2550, Baghdad as 232, Jidda as 257, | 

Damascus as 264, Beirut as 393, Jerusalem as 690,? Haifa as 202. 

| MarRsHALL 

1The Department, on July 7, requested Damascus to reject as without foun- 
dation the allegations made by the Syrian Government in its note of June 29 

| (see footnote 1, p. 1156). The reply to the Syrian note was to be made along the | 
 jlines of this paragraph, noting additionally that Mr. McDonald had been . 
appointed Special Representative, not Minister Plenipotentiary. (Telegram 269, 

- §01.BB Palestine/6—2948 ) | | a a 
2 Jerusalem, on July 5, expressed an opinion that the substance of telegram 

690, particularly paragraphs four, five, and seven, should be communicated to 
the Transjordanian Government. It requested the Department to consider a 
suggestion that a representative of the Consulate General proceed to Amman and 
present these views to Transjordanian authorities (telegram 1024). | 

. The Department, in reply on July 7, concurred in Jerusalem’s views and con- 
cluded that “As soon as Stabler has proceeded Amman he is authorized discuss 
matter ref tel with Govt Transjordan’”. (Telegram 703; both telegrams are filed 
under 501.BB Palestine/7-548). | - a
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_-—-s- §01.BB Palestine/7-348 : Telegram a 

The Ambassador m the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 
a of State : 

TOP SECRET US URGENT Lonpon, July 3, 1948—2 p. m. 
NIACT : | BS 

: 2964. Wright said July 3 Foreign Office submits for Department’s os 
consideration and comments following as suitable advice for HMG to | 
give Abdullah of Transjordan in response to his request (Kmbassy’s a 

| 2959, July27). oe | es : 

2. Abdullah should realize that he must acquiesce to the existence — 
of a sovereign Jewish state as a permanent entity in Palestine, He 

should realize that it is impossible to get rid of this state by fighting | 
7 and that resumption of conflict as far as Arabs are concerned is likely = 

to weaken the negotiating position which Arabs now enjoy. _ | 
3, Abdullah should realize also that if the Jews agree to continue _ 

negotiations with Mediator and Arabs do not, the Arabs willlay them- _ 
| selves open to sanctions under Chapter 7. a 

4, In view of circumstances described in paragraphs two and three 
, above, HMG strongly recommends that Abdullah use his influence in | 

| Arab League to continue both the negotiations and the truce. The | 
- _ King would be given discretion to quote HMG if he so desired. _ | 

. .  §, Foreign Office suggests that this advice should stand without | 
specific reference to the nature of the Mediator’s proposals of which 
-HMG has not seen full text, and upon which, consequently, cannot 
comment, oO a : co | 

- 6. Wright said HMG is most anxious to keep USG fully informed .« 
and to receive US comments but he realizes the Monday is a holiday 
US. Since USG and HMG are already agreed (Department’s 2348, 
June 22) that it is imperative that truce should be continued Wright = 

- gaid he thought HMG would be safe in conveying foregoing adviceto 
| Abdullah solely as that of HMG even in advance of receiving US | 

comments. He wishes, however, to give Department an opportunity 
of commenting and unless events make earlier action necessary, For- 
eion Office will not telegraph Amman before Monday July 5, — a 
 %. Wright said he wished to place before the Department another | 

| question of equal urgency: so far as HMG knows, Mediator is still 
7 awaiting replies from parties and has not specifically proposed ex- | 

tension of truce. There is no way of knowing when Mediator will - | 
report to SC, as it is possible that this might be done so late that 

*Not printed; it reported a conversation between King Abdullah and Sir Wil- | 
liam Mack, British Ambassador in Iraq, in which the former made known his — - | 
views that the Mediator’s proposals were totally unacceptable to Transjordan Se 
Since they involved diminution of her sovereignty. The Ambassador urged the : 
King not to make a hasty decision. The King agreed, expressing the hope that. 
Tee Government would furnish him with good advice (501.BB Palestine/ 

- 598-594—76-—43 | | Oo
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truce would end without time for SC action re extension if that should 
_. be necessary. Consequently, Wright urgently desires views USG 

| (which will also be sought through Cadogan) re convening SC on 
July 6 or 7 with a view to taking any steps necessary to assure con- _ 
tinuance of truce in the event Mediator (a) fails to secure agreement — 
to his proposals and (6) fails himself to secure an extension of the 
truce by agreement. Wright visualizes several ways which this could 
be done: One might be SC sending instructions to Mediator for use in — 
eventualities named above, to call formally upon both Arabs and Jews | 

- in the name of SC to extend the truce for one month irrespective status | 
Mediator’s proposals and prospects for negotiations. | 

| 8. Please advise Department’s views urgently. 
| | — -: Doveras 

- * The Department, in reply on July 4, stated that “action by HMG along lines 
. paras 2-6 urtel 2964 July 3 would be most helpful. Regarding para 7, Dept is 

' anxious to obtain extension of truce (Deptel 2552) and tentatively believes SC 
extension of May 29 resolution will be required.” (Telegram 2557, 501.BB 
Palestine/7-348) For No. 2552, July 3, see p. 1186. . 

The United Nations Mediator in Palestine (Bernadotte) to the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations (Lie) | 

| [Ruopes?] 5 July 1948. . 

| For the President of the Security Council: | ’ : 
The following proposals have been submitted to the parties on 3 

and 5 July 1948: a 
_ During that very short period, a first effort has been made to explore 
the possibilities for effective mediation of the Palestine dispute. It 

~ could have been expected that in these four weeks a peaceful adjust- 
| ment of the future situation in Palestine could have been achieved on | 

_ the basis of agreement between the parties. © _ | 
On the whole, the truce has worked well. There have been com-— | 

| plaints from both sides as to the alleged violations of the terms of 

Truce Agreement. There have been instances of violation, but all 

fighting on a major scale has been stopped, and it can be said quite 
confidently that the truce has worked well, and by 9 July 1948, neither | 
State will have gained any significant military advantage from its 
application. In the meantime, through the operation of the truce, much | 

bloodshed and destruction have been avoided and many lives spared. | 

The expiration of the date of the truce on 9 July is now imminent. | 

The parties to the truce must answer the question whether, in the 
absence of agreement on the procedure and substance of mediation, _ 
they will again resort to armed conflict. ne 

1This telegram reprinted from SC, 3rd yr., Supplement for July 1948, Dp. 24, a
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| There can be little doubt that a decision to resume fighting in Pales- 
tine will be universally condemned and that the party or parties taking 

| such a decision will be assuming a responsibility which will be viewed | 

_ by the world with the utmost gravity. | cee 
| The truce, in effect, is based on the resolution of the Security Coun- 

cil of 29 May 1948. It was the fighting in Palestine which induced it 

to adopt that resolution. Unless the parties themselves agree to extend : 
: the truce beyond 9 July, it may be assumed that the Security Council 
| will again consider the matter and take such action as circumstances 

may demand. , - | 
In order that the efforts toward mediation of the dispute may con- 

tinue, and in the interest of a peaceful settlement of the problem by 
means of patient and tolerant effort and reciprocal good will, I ask ; 
the United Nations, as the United Nations Mediator on Palestine, to 

| urgently appeal to the interested parties to accept in principle the 
prolongation of the truce for such period as may be decided upon in | 
consultation with the Mediator, | | | | , 

501.BB Palestine/7—648 : Telegram . . . 

. The Acting United States Representative at the United Nations | 
7 (Jessup) to the Secretary of State 

- CONFIDENTIAL New York, July 6, 1948—11:25 a. m. 

| 845. From Ross. Following are highlights of conversation with 

Eban late Friday afternoon based on telegrams he had received from °° 
Shertok re Bernadotte suggestions: 3 oO 

| 1. Suggestion concerning Jerusalem is unacceptable. PGI. could 
never consent to turning over to Arabs the hundred thousand Jews in. 
Jerusalem. 7 | OO | - | 

2. Suggestion concerning review of immigration at end of two years 
by proposed joint council is unacceptable since it would be a clear, | 

- impairment of Israeli sovereignty. | | 
3. Idea of a concerted policy with Transjordan with regard to for- . 

eign affairs and defense is unacceptable as part of a settlement. Such. 
a concerted policy might evolve naturally provided Abdullah’s in- = 
tentions were satisfactory to Israel. | 7 | 

4, Eban had received no comment from Shertok on territorial sug- 
gestions re the Negeb and western Galilee. Eban said this did not mean 

- that Israel was prepared to accept these suggestions. Tone of Eban’s 
comment confirmed impression we have had that question of unim- > 
paired sovereignty including control of immigration 1s much more 
important to PGI than question of territorial changes. This by no 
means indicates that territorial question viewed as unimportant. Both , 
questions very important but sovereignty question not negotiable while © 
territorial question might be. : | a | 

' See p. 1152. —_ |
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_ Clearly indicated that PGI favors extension of truce and probably 
also demilitarization of Jerusalem provided latter could be accom- | 

plished without impairment welfare Jews that city and without im- 
pairment relative military position Israeli army. es | 

Following is text of informal and confidential memorandum sub- | 
sequently sent to me by Eban on PGI position in Jerusalem: | 

| [Here follows textofmemorandum.] ne | 
Sencar ar [Ross] 

| TR Oe «JESSUP 

eo - Editorial Note 

-. Israeli Foreign Minister Shertok’s formal reply to Count Bernadotte, 

| dated July 5, wasin the form of observations on the latter’s suggestions. 
The observations were negative in character. Mr. Shertok concluded his | 
message with an expression of hope that Count Bernadotte,afterexam- 
ining his observations, would reconsider his whole approach to the | 
problem; for text of the reply and Major Eban’s transmitting letter of 
July 7 to the Secretary-General, see SC, 3rd yr., Supplement for July 
1948, page 27. ee, | 

The Arab reply to Count Bernadotte was made by Azzam Pasha 
under cover of a letter of July 3. The reply adversely criticized the | 
Mediator’s suggestions and offered various counter-proposals. Some 

oe of these called for Palestine to be a unitary, sovereign, and democratic 
state, with guarantees of respect for human rights and fundamental | 

| freedoms and of the sanctity of the holy places. A provisional govern- 

| ment was to be established, representative of all important sections of 
oo the citizenry in proportion to their numerical strength (telegram 920, 

— July 6, 6 p. m. from Cairo, 501-BB Palestine/7-648). The text is 
___- printed in United Nations, Official Records of the Third Session of the — 

General Assembly, Supplement No. 11 (A/648),page19. | 

- 501.BB Palestine/7-648 : Telegram oo a | os | 

| ‘The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 

of State 
: TOP SECRET USURGENT -. Lonpon, July 6,1948—4 p.m. 

- 9989. Bevin has been so preoccupied by Germany that most effec- | 

tive channel for dealing with Department’s 2552, July 3 and 2557, 
July 43 has been through Wright who got to Bevin last night with 

following results: Ce E | 

1. HMG believes it would be most helpful for USG to urge upon 

Arab and Jewish Governments paramount ‘necessity of extending 

: -24Qatter not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 1190. a
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cease fire and truce and acceding to Bernadotte suggestion for demil1- 

| tarization of Jerusalem. (para three Department’s 2552). HMG agrees 

that it should make similar approach re truce and this was done today 

| in FonOff telegram sent Arab capitals. This telegram does not men- | 

tion demilitarization because FonOff has no official info as to what _ 

Bernadotte has in mind. Wright pointed out that FonOff could send 
: another telegram re demilitarization as soon as it knew more about it. | 

He hoped Department would supply info this subject. Wright said | 
| HMG for obvious reasons would not approach PGI. - | | 

2. Telegram containing reply to Abdullah’s request for advice (De- 
partment’s 2557) was cleared by Bevin last night and despatched to 
Amman today with repeats to Arab capitals. Since Mediator’s pro- 7 
 posals are now available, HMG enumerated to Abdullah as arguments | 
for Arabs continuing negotiations and truce those features of proposals | 
more favorable to Arabs’ cause than November 29 resolution. In an- | 
other telegram sent to Arab capitals HMG has embodied its prelimi-. 
‘nary comments re Mediator’s proposals with particular reference to 

features proposals which might further in Arab eyes our common aim | 
of maintaining truce. = ss os 

| 3. Re SC action (final sentence, Department’s 2557), Wright said 

that Cadogan has been advised that HMG believes it preferable for | 

SC action, if it should be necessary, to be based upon recommendation | 

| _ from Mediator since this might lessen controversy. However, Cadogan 

has been given discretion to raise in SC as British proposal question a 

truce extension, ed | 
| 4. I hope to telegraph later today summaries British telegrams | 

mentioned above.  — | a : 

| | | Doves 

501.BB Palestine/7—648 : Telegram a | wee 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary | 

TOP SECRET = US URGENT — Lonvon, July 6, 1948—8 p. m. 

8002. 1. Bevin sent Wright to me this afternoon with two “disturb- | 
. ing” telegrams just received by Foreign Office. First is telegram from 

| Amman dated today to effect that Arab Legion command iin Palestine 
has been informed by Colonel Bonde that UN observers will cease to 
operate in Palestine as of tomorrow (July 7). Kirkbride commented _ 
that he has no clue as to reason for this decision but that in circum- | 
stances prospects survival truce seem remote. | a oe 

9. Other telegram is from Troutbeck BMEO Cairo (Embassy’s: 
2965, July 31) also dated today in which recommendation 1s made that | 

: _ +Not printed. oo | | a
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& - Arabs should be made aware British views re resumption arms: de- oe 

liveries, British attitude towards Jewish state, and whether HMG | 
believes Arabs should acquiesce to Mediator’s proposals as basis for 
negotiations. Troutbeck opined that both Jews and Arabs are poised 

| ready to fight. OO | ao | 

3. Wright said HMG is deeply conscious only three davs of truce _ 

| remain and that Bevin wishes to leave no stone unturned in British 

efforts to extend truce. Consequently, Wright asked me to give on the — 

| spot clearance to another “most immediate” telegram to Arab capitals 

(see paragraph 4 below for summary of this message). Reinforcing 

points in telegrams described Embassy’s 2989 J uly 6. Wright stressed 

Bevin’s anxiety to keep in step with Department and pointed out new | 
element in latest telegram is British advice to Arabs to accept Media- 

| tor’s proposals as basis for discussion. Although Foreign Office does 

not know Department’s considered views re Mediator’s proposals, on 

basis paragraph 1 Department’s 2552, July 3, Foreign Office assumes 

_that Department is favorably inclined towards them. Time being of _ 
essence Wright hoped I would in this instance signify US acquiescence — 

| to the despatch of this telegram which in essence is an urgent and fur- 

ther effort HMG to extend truce. oe | 
| 4, Following is summary British telegram: First essence is that 

, truce and cease-fire should be extended. If fighting is resumed on the | 

__- responsibility of Arab Governments, SC will undoubtedly condemn | 

them and it will be impossible for HMG, which is bound by its obliga-. 

tion to UN, to resume deliveries of arms to the Arabs. A Jewish state 
is already in effect and has come to stay in some form. Proposals of | 

Mediator offer an opportunity for a solucion on lines much more favor- 

able to the Arab Governments than before. If Arabs were to receive 

added safeguard of guarantees against expansion of frontiers of Jew- 
ish state, they would be in better position than under any alternative 

now possible. HMG therefore considers it is in interests of Arab Gov- | 
- ernments to acquiesce in Mediator’s proposals as basis for discussion. | 

Governments can suggest modifications if necessary. If Arab Govern- 
| ments disregard these considerations and make themselves responsible 

for resumption of hostilities all indications are that victory in the field - 

is impossible for them. Indeed possibility of serious military reversals — 

must be taken into account. | | o : ae 
| 5. Since in my view foregoing is clearly in line with our common aim > 

to extend truce, and since I doubt that general character Department’s | 

_ first impressions of Mediator’s proposals unlikely to alter greatly, I | 

told Wright that I saw no objection to HMG sending above telegram. 
Foreign Office will despatch this telegram within the hour. 

6. It occurs to me that there may be similar occasions in future when
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| time is vital and when HMG may consult me as above. Since frame- 
work of our common ideas re extension truce is now pretty well estab- 

| lished, I believe that Department would wish me to act as I have done 

in above instance so long as HMG sticks to the generally established 
line. Am I correct in this? ?- a | 

- | ae Dovewas 

4 The Department, on July 7 , informed London as follows: “Dept. agrees with 

action described urtel 3002 and answers question your para. 6 affirmatively.” 

(Telegram 2586, 501.BB Palestine/7—-648) | . | 

| | Editorial Note : | 

| The Arab and Israeli Military Commanders in the Jerusalem area 

signed an agreement on July 7, 1948, for the demilitarization of Mount | 
_ Scopus. Two officials of the United Nations were also signatories; for 

the text of the agreement, see SC, 8th yr., Suppl. for April, May and — 7 

June 1953, page 30. — a | | ao : 

501.BB Palestine/7-748 : Telegram | | | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Egypt = 

SECRET US URGENT - Wasuineron, July 7, 1948—noon. 
NIACT ts” | | | | | 

933. Please make representations strongest possible terms to FonOff | 

at earliest opportunity regarding great importance US attaches to | 

prolongation Palestine truce proposed by Bernadotte. As friend of 

- both Arabs and Jews, as member UN Truce Commission and as nation — 

_. prepared to support in every practicable way settlement of interna- 

tional disputes by peaceful means, US urges upon governments con- 

cerned overrriding necessity for further period of truce and negotiation a 
| as only avenue to lasting settlement and to protection of vital interests _ 

of governments and peoples involved. Resumption of fighting under | 

present circumstances could lead to no tangible benefit to either side and 

would create bitterness and resentment against the parties which would 

greatly outweigh the speculative benefits of armed action. Security 7 

Council meets Wednesday morning on Palestine and may call upon 

parties for truce extension.? | | 

| — a | MarsHaLn 

1 This telegram was repeated for action to Baghdad, Jidda, Damascus, Beirut, 

Jerusalem, and Haifa and for information to London. The Department, on . 

July 7, directed Jerusalem ‘to inform the Provisional. Government of Israel that 
“Stabler authorized bring contents reftel attention Govt Transjordan”. (Tele- 

gram 704, 501.BB Palestine/7-748). |
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- 501.BB Palestine/7—748 : Telegram - | | oe 

oe The Chargé in Egypt (Patterson) to the Secretary of State | 

«SECRET = MOST IMMEDIATE _ - Cartro, July 7, 1948—2 p. m. : 

| NIACT - | | a 

922. On informing Count Bernadotte at 9:30 this morning of con- | 
tent. Deptel 929, July 6," he stated that Arab League had not rejected 

his proposals for continuation of truce. Bernadotte, however, appar- , 

| ently expected truce to lapse. He viewed Arab counter-proposals _ 

a (Embtel 920, July 67) as hardly more than repetition of year-old 

arguments for unitary state. He could not, accordingly, consider them : 

a as bases for discussion. The Jews had made no counter-proposals | 

_ whatever. Bernadotte was hopeful that Arabs would accept demili- | 

_ tarization of Jerusalem as proposed by him. He fancied, however, that 7 

they would not assent to demilitarization of Haifa. I as | 
Accordingly, he had proposed and was hopeful that both Arabs and 

_Jews would at least concede a request which he had just made fora _ 
a three-day prolongation of the truce which would enable observers and 

_ other personnel and materiel to be evacuated to ports. Colonel Bonde 

had already elaborated a plan whereby observers and other Mediator 7 

personnel would be evacuated to Haifa, Amman, and Cairo with 
eventual concentration at Beirut for transportation to Athens.’ — 

Bernadotte felt neither side would care to reject this modest exten- 

sion of truce and that indeed each would be reluctant to assume respon- 

sibility for resumption of hostilities, truce or no truce. He felt that the 

four-weeks truce had entered into effect too soon since the Arabs, at 
least, were still “feeling their oats” and had not, through continuation | 

of hostilities, had enough of the fight knocked out of them. oe 
Sent Department 922, repeated Jerusalem 107, Haifa 74. a 

| | ; es | : ParrErson ey 

1 Not printed ; it requested that Count Bernadotte be apprised of press and | 
other reports concerning termination of the truce in Palestine and of the United | 
States “hope that he will issue necessary orders to assure ‘safe withdrawal of 

observers and equipment to ports where they may be safely embarked if and 

when he is convinced such action should be taken.” (501.BB Palestine/7-648) | 

Not printed, but see editorial note, :p. 1192. | | 
*The Department, on July 7, told Jerusalem that Count Bernadotte had — | 

= formally requested removal of UN personnel and equipment from the Near East — | 

_ by the United States Navy (telegram 710, 501-BB Palestine/7—748). In a letter — 
of July 9, to Secretary Forrestal, Acting Secretary Lovett requested that the | 
evacuated personnel and equipment remain in the immediate vicinity until it 

became certain that the truce would not be extended (501.BB Palestine/7-948).
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| 501.BB Palestine/7—748 : Telegram oe | ; , 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Egypt 

RESTRICTED US URGENT Wasutneron, July 7, 1948—11 p. m. 
NIACT | ! a 

| 942. The Security Council adopted today by a vote of eight to zero 
(USSR, Ukraine, and Syria abstaining) the following resolution on 

| Palestine. | ne | 

“The Security Council, taking into consideration the telegram from 
| the UN Mediator dated 5 July 1948 addresses an urgent appeal to the 

! interested parties to accept in principle the prolongation of the truce | 
_ for such period as may be decided upon in consultation with the 
Mediator.” + | | oe re 7 

| , | | MarsHALL | 

| * This message was repeated to Beirut, Jidda, Damascus, Baghdad, Haifa, and | ; 
Jerusalem. The resolution was submitted by British Representative Cadogan and — 
received the warm support of Mr. Jessup; see SC, 3rd yr., No. 93, pp. 11, 12. . 

Oo Editorial Note | - 
— Mr J essup reported that at a dinner in New York given for Am- 

_. bassador Gromyko by Secretary-General Lie on the evening of July 8, 
he had been asked by Gromyko “whether we would be prepared to — | 
introduce a resolution at the next meeting of the Security Council. I | 

: said that it seemed to me that it would be clearly necessary for the — | 

Security Council to act if the current reports were confirmed. I asked | 
| him what his view was. He said that I would recall that they had gen- oe 

_ erally voted with us on this question and indicated that they would be | - 
| prepared to vote for a resolution under Chapter VII.” (Memorandum 

of conversation, July 9, by Mr. Jessup, 501.BB Palestine/7—948) | _ 

| 501.BB Palestine/7—848 _ | - 

Draft Resolution Prepared by the United States Delegation at the 
| |  -Onited Nations * | | 

‘The Security Council, oo | So | 

Laking nto consideration that certain governments have rej ectedthe 

appeal of the United Nations Mediator for prolongation of the truce 
in Palestine ; | ) | 

- Determines that the situation in Palestine constitutes a threat tothe 
peace within the meaning of Article 39 of the Charter; | ae 

Orders all governments and authorities which have not already done 
so to accept immediately the prolongation of the truce for such period 

_ asmay be decided by the Mediator; : a a 

| - TAS telephoned from New York to Mr. Rusk on July 8. | - | oe
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Requests the Mediator to continue negotiations with the parties 
concerned relative to'the terms and conditions applicable to the con- 
tinued period of the truce.? | ot - 

: * Marginal notation of July 9 by William I. Cargo, Acting Assistant Chief of — 
. _ the Division of ‘Dependent Area Affairs: “Above text suggested by USUN for 

_ introduction into SC on 7/8/48. Indicated that UK would support. In meeting | 
| in Mr. Lovett’s office (Mr. Lovett, Mr. Rusk, Mr. Satterthwaite, and Mr. Cargo | 

| present) decision taken not to introduce resolution. Decision taken in view of oo 
continuing strong UK diplomatic pressure on Arabs and desire to allow this a 

_ initiative to continue, fact of Bernadotte’s forthcoming visit to Amman, and 
possibility of Abdullah accepting and urging a prolongation of truce. Decided 

_ that USSRDel should speak strongly in SC emergency. meeting for extension _ 
| of truce pointing out that a resumption of hostilities would be a breach of the . 

| peace under Chapter VII and that US would support, in such a contingency, 
appropriate SC action pursuant to the Charter. Mr. Rusk informed USUN in Oo 
this sense.” | 7 | 

501.BB Palestine/7-848 eee oe 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Under Secretary of State 

| — (Lovett)® 
- SECRET > : | [Wasutneton,] July 8,1948. 

a Participants: Mr. Lovett _ | Os | | 
Mr. Epstein, Special Representative of the Provisional | 

| Government of Israel | oe 
| Mr. Mattison (NE) | oe 

Mr. Epstein stated that he had requested an urgent appointment 
in order to acquaint the Department with certain facts regarding the 

_ truce in Palestine. | oO ee ce 
He stated that the Israeli Government had accepted Count Berna- _ 

_dotte’s proposals for an extension of the truce, without condition.2 | 
| Unfortunately, he had received word that the Arabs were not willing — 

to accept the extension of the truce, and that Egyptian forces had, in | 
fact, attacked Israeli positions south of Tel Aviv before the end of _ 
the truce. | | 7 oe 

| Mr. Epstein expressed the hope that the U.S. Government would > 
take action in the Security Council of the United Nations to puta = 
stop to the conflict in Palestine. He pointed out that Israel needed peace 

| in order to proceed with the development of the country and to put its | 
own house in order. He indicated that the strong measures taken by 

_ the Israeli Government against the Irgun when the Irgun had at- 
tempted to break the truce by landing men and weapons at Tel Aviv | 
had been successful. He implied that a renewal of the fighting with = 

the Arabs might make it more difficult to control the Irgun.. ; 

4 Drafted by Mr. Mattison. _ . Cee cerns | 
*Mr. Epstein, in note 322 of July 9 to Mr. Lovett, transmitted a message of 

+. . July:8-from Mr. Shertok stating that the Provisional Government of Israel had 
decided on July 6 to accept extension of the truce and had so advised Count | 
Bernadotte the following day (501.BB Palestine/7—-948). For the formal notifica- | 
tion of these developments by Mr. Shertok to the President of the Security 

. Council in a cablegram of July 9, see SC, ard yr., Supplement for July 1948, p. 37. —
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I told ‘Mr. Epstein that we were following the situation with the clos- 
est attention, that we earnestly desired a return to peace in the area, 

- and that we were striving through the UN to achieve this objective. 
Mr. Epstein mentioned that he had received “reports” that the Brit- 

ish were encouraging King Abdullah to continue hostilities. I informed 
Mr. Epstein that we had documentary evidence to the contrary, and 
that to our knowledge the British were cooperating fully and were 
putting extremely heavy pressure on Abdullah and the other Arab 
States to accept the extension of the truce. Mr. Epstein stated that he 
was glad to have this news, and to learn that his reports were 
unfounded. 

The conversations then turned to the question of recognition of the 
State of Israel. I took pains to explain our position in the matter, I 
pointed out that our recognition of the State of Israel was unqualified. 
We recognized that the State existed, and that recognition was not 
qualified in any way. The only qualification which existed was that | 
we recognized the Provisional Government of Israel as the de facto 
Government of the State. The reason for this qualification was that 
the Government had come into being without the people of the State 

| having had a chance to participate in the election of the Government. 
When it was possible for the people to elect a government by constitu- 
tional processes it would follow that de jure recognition would be 
granted. Mr. Epstein commented that their legal advisers had told 
him much the same thing and that he was endeavoring to explain this 
situation to his “American friends” who felt that de jure recognition 
should be extended. | | 

| In conclusion, I took occasion to remind Mr. Epstein of the friendly 
warning which I had given him and Mr. Shertok last fall of the pos- 
sibility that the Iron-Curtain countries might seek to penetrate the 
dissident groups in Israel, and told him that our intelligence reports 
indicated that such penetration might be occurring. Mr. Epstein said 
that he was fully aware of the dangers involved, and that he felt that 
it would now be possible to do more towards controlling this danger. 
Last fall there had been no Israeli Government and the situation 
was more difficult to control, He then inquired whether it would be 
possible to have access to, and exchange views regarding the subject 
matter of the intelligence reports. I explained that many of the reports 
were of such high classification that it would be impossible to make 
such an-arrangement. I suggested that undoubtedly his Government 
monitored the broadcasts of the dissident groups, and that these broad- 

casts alone were sufficient to give an indication of the thinking of those 

groups and their orientation. 

Mr. Epstein concluded by saying that there were a number of other 

pending subjects which he hoped to take up with me at a later date. — 

L[ overt |
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CIA Files | | | 

Memorandum by the Director of Central Intelligence (Hillenkoetter) 
| to President Truman? 

SECRET | [Wasuineton,] 8 July 1948. 

IM-48 

| Since 15 May 1948 when the UK abandoned its mandate over Pales- 
tine, the Arabs and Jews have experienced four weeks of bitter hos- 

| tilities and four weeks of uneasy truce. Neither war nor peace, how- 
ever, has in any way weakened the determination of the Jews to estab- 

lish a sovereign state of Israel or the determination of the Arabs to 

prevent the establishment of such a state. The period of hostilities 
led to a military stalemate; the truce has favored the Jews. 

Count Bernadotte’s proposal that the Palestine truce be extended — 
beyond 9 July has been accepted by Israel. The Arab states, on the 
other hand, have rejected it in view of Bernadotte’s refusal to adopt 

the Arab proposals (a unified Palestine with restricted Jewish immi- 

gration) as the only basis for further negotiations.* | 
In the resumption of full-scale hostilities, the Jewish forces will 

probably attempt to consolidate their positions in the coastal area and 
Galilee and to gain control of Jerusalem. The Arabs will probably 
try to break the military stalemate which had developed prior to the 
truce. They will attempt to reimpose their blockade of Jerusalem 
by cutting the Tel Aviv supply route and will try to isolate Tel Aviv 
from the hinterland by making concerted advances with the Egyptian, 

_ Transjordan, and Iraqi Armies. The Syrian Army will probably launch 
_ a limited offensive in northeastern Galilee. 

The success of the Arab campaign is doubtful in view of acute 
ammunition shortages. Unless the Arabs can force political concessions 
from Israel within the next two months, they will probably be com- 

pelled by logistic difficulties to withdraw most of their army units 
_ from Palestine. However, they can be expected to support guerrilla 

activities indefinitely. Arab guerrilla incursions, political non-recog- 

- nition, and economic sanctions will completely isolate Israel from the 
| rest of the Near East. Under such circumstances, its security will be 

continuously threatened, its economy stifled, and its future existence 
consequently will be entirely dependent on the continuing good will 

of some outside power or powers. 

| , R. H. HittenKoerrer 

* Attached to the source text is a CIA map entitled “Military Situation—17 IL 
June 1948”, which is reproduced facing this page. 

* Despite the resumption of hostilities, Arabs and Jews are expected to coor. -G 
| Sete tot ,° Mediator in the evacuation of UN personnel. [Footnote in tl 44
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501.BB Palestine/7—848 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Jerusalem (Macdonald) to the Secretary 
| | of State ; 

SECRET JERUSALEM, July 8, 1948—5 p. m. 

1041. Truce has improved military potential PGI considerably while 

no information is available that would indicate Arabs have benefitted | 

appreciably. Depcirtel July 7.1 Jewish officials openly state they have _ 

more and better equipment than when truce began. This has been men- 

tioned to me by Shaltiel, commanding officer of Jerusalem district and 

Bernard Joseph. Also see my telegram July 6 Number 1028.* 

New road which has been constructed by PGI to by-pass section on 

Tel Aviv, Jerusalem road between Latrun and Babelwad which is held 

by Arabs, has been improved during truce and is completely in Jew 

hands giving them supply route from Haifa to Jerusalem via Tel Aviv. 

Arab refusal allow Jerusalem water has been greatest advantage to 

them during truce. Food position Jerusalem is definitely better now 

| than at beginning of truce. | | 
There has been no attempt to conceal improvements of minor forti- 

fications in Jerusalem and erection of new ones although such con- 
struction visible to civilians has been on comparatively small scale. 
New troops have been recruited and trained.’ 

| _  _Macponap 

1Not printed. 
2 Haifa reported, on July 138, that the Jews during the truce had brought in | 

quantities of heavy equipment, especially in guns, and at least 2,000 trained men 
of military age and had built fortifications and gun emplacements in the coastal 
area. Consul Lippincott concluded that the Jews had profited from the truce 
period and were in a much better position to fight than before the truce (telegram 
245 501.BB Palestine/7—1348). 

Editorial Note 

In a cablegram of July 9 to Secretary-General Lie, the Mediator | 
‘ransmitted the Arab reply to his proposals for a prolongation of the 
truce. The reply noted the “impossibility of persuading Jewish 
minority to abandon political ambitions . . . and its determination 
to impose its will by force and terrorism on the overwhelming ma- 
jority of inhabitants of country ... coupled with its violations of | 
eonditions of truce and utilization of interval as means for intensifica- 

tion of aggression against Arabs and for over-flooding country with 
continuous flow of immigrants, all these factors make it imperative for 
Arab States not to agree to prolongation of truce under present con- 
ditions and to take all measures necessary to bring these conditions to 
end. This, however, should not shut door in face of further efforts by 
Mediator, nor should it preclude whatever proposals His Excellency 
may put forth in that capacity.” The full text of the cablegram is. -
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printed in SC, 3rd yr., Supplement for July 1948, page 31. | 

The Mediator sent a second cable to Mr. Lie on July 9, which con- 

tained his appeal to all interested parties for acceptance of an un- 

conditional ceasefire in Palestine for a ten-day period; for text, see 

abid., page 33. 

501.BB Palestine/7—948 : Telegram oe 

The Ambassador in the Umted Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 
of State 

TOP SECRET US URGENT Lonpon, July 9, 1948—4 p. m. 

3081. On Bevin’s personal instructions further telegram along fol- 
lowing lines will be despatched by Foreign Office this afternoon to | 
all Arab capitals including Amman. Begin summary: 

1. You should again impress on government to which you are 
accredited grave danger to Arabs if they persist in refusing SC ap- 
peals for extension truce, particularly in view of the fact Jews have 
accepted extension. In circumstances SC bound consider action under 
Chapter 7 Charter against Arab states and in that even HMG can do 

— little or nothing for Arabs. 
2. Fact that decision Arab League political committee was taken | 

before July 7 SC resolution was available makes latter bridge over 
which Arab leaders should be able to retreat without loss prestige. 

3. HiMG is prepared to make further effort to facilitate withdrawal 
Arab League from dangerous position in which it has placed itself. 
HMG has noted that Arabs have based themselves on benefits truce 
to Jewish military potential. Consequently HMG has instructed 
UKUN to try to get SC to resolve upon truce extension in order to 
give time for Mediator to report on truce operations and accusations 
made by both sides. Thus if Arabs would agree to brief extension they 
would have chance to explain to SC their grounds for believing truce 
one-sided in its effects and propose if they so desire modification truce 
terms. 

4. HMG does not know at what stage UKUN can do this, but action _ 
in SC must necessarily depend to some extent on readiness Arab 
governments to cooperate with efforts HMG is making to save them 
from consequences of their own hasty decision. H’'nd summary. 

Doveas 

501.BB Palestine/7—948 : Telegram | 

The Chargé in Egypt (Patterson) to the Secretary of State : 

SECRET § US URGENT Catro, July 9, 1948—5 p. m. 
NIACT 

' 957. Following from Stabler’ now in Amman. Count Bernadotte 
accompanied by Bunche and Mohn arrived this morning at invitation 

: Wells Stabler, the Vice Consul at Jerusalem ; detailed to Amman.
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of King Abdullah. Bunche on behalf of Bernadotte requested that 
| following message be transmitted to Department: 

“Bernadotte feels that Security Council should take immediate and 
| strong action to bring Arab states to their senses. Now that Arab 

League has made decision rejecting truce, some formula must be found 
| immediately to permit Arab states to change their decision without 

loss of face. Bernadotte believes that if Security Council should adopt 
| resolution threatening use of all provisions of charter including armed 

intervention, Arab states would back down. Bunche said that Arab 
officials have privately intimated to Bernadotte that such resolution 
would give them a way out without incurring risk of internal dissen- __ 

_ sion. It would permit Arabs to say in effect we are unable to fight the 
world; therefore, we must bow to the UN. a , 

Bunche indicated that Bernadotte might suggest to Security Coun- 
cil some aerial or naval demonstrations as example UN’s determination 
to stop hostilities in Palestine. : | 

| Bernadotte will leave Amman at noon for Haifa and then return 
to Rhodes to see whether Arabs will discuss further demilitarization = 
of Jerusalem; if so, he will proceed Cairo tomorrow.” | 

| 3 | | [Stabler] 
SO | , | | PATTERSON © 

a 501.BB Palestine/7-948: Telegram 

| The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 
| - of State : Oo 

TOP SECRET | | - Lonpon, July 9, 1948—7 p. m. | 

3096. Bevin assembled this morning his top Foreign Office advisors 
oo to consider road ahead Palestine. Following is report views expressed 

and my interpretation of them since I was present: | 

| 1. Bernadotte’s visit to Amman today is most hopeful event on 
horizon particularly if Abdullah, as he told British Minister Kirkbride 

| yesterday he might do, takes bold step of accepting unilaterally 
| -Mediator’s truce proposals. Pros and cons of such action by Abdullah 

were discussed. There was one school of thought (Embassy’s 3055, 
| July 67) which felt that Abdullah should be urged by His Majesty’s 

Government to take onus of going against decision of political com- | 
mittee Arab League and to accept unilaterally extension truce. Against | 
this another school advanced view that if Abdullah takes this step as | 
result British advice, and if Arab States turn against him, or if Jews a 
as a consequence Arab Legion inactivity greatly expanded Israel by 

force of arms, consider a moral responsibility would rest on His 
Majesty’s Government for worsening Abdullah’s material and moral | 

| position. Bevin and McNeil opined that Abdullah is still only Arab 

‘Not printed. a el 7 |
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leader capable of retrieving situation (Embassy’s 3056, July 8,? para- 
graph one) and that it was to be considered whether important asset | 
of Abdullah’s tractability should be risked at this juncture without 

_ further appeal to Arab Governments to retreat over bridge which may __ 
be laid if British resolution passes SC (Embassy’s 3081, July 9, para- 
graph two). No final decision was reached this morning as to whether | 
Abdullah should be given more His Majesty’s Government advice but - 

| later Bevin sent message given in my 3085, July 9.8 | oe 

2. Bevin made following comments re Mediator’s proposals as basis 
for discussion if truce continued or if further UN action on them seems _ 

| desirable: | a oe | a 

a) In Bevin’s view it would be in interests of Arabs for Jerusalem _ 
to be under international regime policed by international force drawn | 
from Belgium, France, US, et cetera; (1 interjected in this regard 

| _ that to my mind it is highly important that future regime for Jeru- 
salem should not be fixed as Arab, but at least should be open for dis- 
cussion in order that Jerusalem could be made international city. | 

_ Bevin expressed agreement). __ | Oo 
6) Frontiers Israel drawn under November 29 resolution are un- | 

| satisfactory : How much better are frontiers indicated by Mediator is : 
question for examination ; a 

c) It would be better, contrary to what may have been in Mediator’s | 
mind, to have clearly defined Jewish state unconnected with Arab 
areas. a 

8. Bevin advanced thought that Arab leaders may be so committed _ | 
, to their unequivocal opposition to Jewish state that UN decision which 

would force state upon them might be welcomed to some degree by. 
leaders. — wt. | Be | 

| 4. Bevin raised question as to whether UNGA alone can change 
UNGA November 29 resolution unless the parties agree toa change _- 
under auspices Mediator (Paragraph five, Embassy’s 3080, July 9“). oe 

® Not printed. | . | 
* Not printed ; the message stated that the Arab Legion had borne the brunt of 

. the fighting and that the recent Arab League decision meant that the govern- a 
ments which had made little contribution to the Arab war effort were dictating | 
that the Arab Legion should, again engage in hostilities. Under these circum- | 
stances, Abdullah might point out that the Legion had only a few days supply 
of ammunition and that, if the Arabs took the initiative in breaking the truce, 
it could not expect further supplies from the United Kingdom. Therefore, 
Abdullah should order his forces to stand on their present positions, not taking an 
the offensive but resisting attack if necessary (501.BB Palestine/7-948). _ 

*Not printed ; paragraph 5 read: “It will be clear no doubt to SC that under 
resolution Mediator would be recalled to report re operation truce and possible 
continuance truce and not on his proposals for resolution Palestine problem. In 
this connection SC is not empowered to change November 29 resolution UNGA 
which can be changed only (a@) By agreement parties through good offices 
Mediator, or (0) By new UNGA decision. , | . 
“Bevin states it may be necessary to ask SC refer this question back to UNGA | 
and Foreign Office is examining possibility action, to this effect. For time being, . 
however, Cadogan should use all his influence to persuade SC to extend truce 
and to avoid any precipitate action which might make this more difficult.” 
(501:BB Palestine/7-948) | 7
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_ He has asked UN Department Foreign Office to make special study _ - 

of this question. | OO | 
5. If foregoing is not very coherent it is because conclusions of _ 

_ gathering itself did not have this quality. Clearly His Majesty’s Gov- 
3 ernment has as yet not decided when to risk their trump card of | 

_ Abdullah in an effort to persuade Arab states to accept a Jewish state 
as permanent feature Middle Eastern landscape (see Paragraph one 
above). My telegrams 3080, 8081 and 3085 show the results of meeting 

' as sorted out by Foreign Office officials later. Oo a | 
6. If Abdullah would himself take decision to break, or to threaten ) 

to break with Arab League countries, thus freeing His Majesty’s Gov- | 
ernment from moral responsibility for consequences of this act, oo 

| British Government would, I am sure, welcome this development. _ | 

_ % Throughout this meeting the provisions of Chapter 7 were men- _ 
| tioned as the sword of Damocles hanging over Arabs: I detected no 7 

hint of any desire on part of those present to flinch froma fair share _ 
‘In imposition sanctions in unhappy event that this should be necessary. 
We need have no worries, I think, on this score. — a | 

| Oo es DoveLas a 

-- §01.BB Palestine/7-1048: Telegram . 7 | 

| The Acting United States Representative at the United Nations — - 
| (Jessup) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET ~—sNIACT New Yor, July 10, 1948—1:19 p.m. 

870. Following are our analyses of present situation re Palestine 
- and recommendations for action based on hypothesis that latest ten- 

_ day truce extension proposed by mediator will be rejected by Arabs. | 
Just informed Israel has accepted ten-day truce. If Arabs accept , 
ten-day truce, following suggestions on tactics would require substan- 
tial change but basic policy considerations would still be pertinent: 

1. The documented evidence is incontrovertible that states of Arab 
_ League have created a threat to the peace by refusing to extend truce. > 

2. The circumstantial evidence is equally clear that military action 
by Egypt at least, probably also by Iraq and Syria, constitutes a | 
breach of the peace and an act of aggression. | Bo 

3. It is unfortunate that for the moment it will probably be diffi- — 
cult to verify any breach of the peace or act of aggression in view of _ . 
the fact that Mediator has, mistakenly, in our opinion, withdrawn | 
the UN observers and other UN personnel from Palestine. (Compare _ | 
conflicting reports in No. 3086 from London? and unnumbered from | | 

| *Dated July 9; it reported ian Egyptian denial that Egyptian troops had made 
attacks in southern Palestine (501.BB Palestine/7-948). oe : 

| -598-594—76——44 | | |
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| Navy July 8, 2:12 p. m. [7:12 a. m.?].2) However, while avoiding - 
_. basing action on controversial facts, it would be sheer quibbling and | 

grossly inexpedient politically to delay action on this account. | 
4, In view of fact that Israel has accepted extension -of truce un- | 

conditionally on terms proposed by Mediator, military action by — 
_ Israel cannot possibly be considered to be a breach of the peace or act _ 
_of aggression. Such action on the contrary must be considered as de- 
fensive action as contemplated by Art. 51 of the charter pending _ 
appropriate action by SC. Fact that Israel is not a member of UN” 
does not alter principle involved. : | a 

| 5. It is possible that UK and certainly Arab line will be that Arab 
failure to extend truce and resumption of hostilities by Arabs result _ 
from Jewish breaches of truce while it was operative; hence there 
should be no finding or action under chapter VII of charter pending 
further investigation. This is wholly specious constituting no excuse 

- for Arabs and no reason for delay. Questions of breaches of truce 
should be dealt with while it is in effect by peaceful means through 

- machinery available and created by UN for purpose, namely, Mediator 
and SC. We must obviously also oppose Arab argument that they are | 

| still acting to defend Palestine against “Zionist invaders”, 
6. The fact that Mediator has decided to come to Lake Success to 

report (it is now anticipated that he will not arrive until late Monday) 
and that he has made a new appeal to parties for ten-day truce exten- 

gion should not be occasion for any further delay in SC consideration 
and action. Every hour that passes is likely to intensify fighting and | 

renders more and more difficulty restoration of peace and maintenance 
of conditions necessary to working out of peaceful adjustment of 
future situation. Prolongation of truce should still be our first objec- — 

tive, but meanwhile events are outstripping our policy. Lee 
| | 7. Delay will reflect very adversely on prestige and effectiveness 

: — of SC. fk pe | | | 

| 8. Delay will increase risk of new dissension between US and UK. | 
| 9. Delay will increase risk of serious breach in our bipartisan for- - 

| eign policy and of hindering thereby a settlement, in view of fact 

that both our parties are wholly committed to support of Israel and . 

that in present political circumstances one or other party may feel 

impelled to take some precipitate action. | 

| 10. Arabs are living in a dream world where the political fact of 

existence of Israel (supported by USSR and US—in the US strongly 
by both political parties) is denied and where it is imagined that even 
the ghost of this fact may be laid by resort to arms. It is wholly con- 

| trary to our political and strategic interests and our oft repeated 

7 Not printed ; it reported information from Israeli sources that Egyptian forces 
were attacking Isdud (867N.01/7-848). . oe |
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professions of friendship for Arabs to allow them to continue to 

delude themselves in this manner. | 

11. While we must so far as possible try to maintain maximum pos- 

sible friendly relations Arab states, we cannot ignore our relations 

with Israel. Failure to support Israel in SC would almost certainly | 

induce pressures which might be irresistible and because not planned 

by us, far less satisfactory than a well-considered policy of strong | 

| public support. os | Oo 

12. Delay, weakness or equivocation in our policy will unquestion- | 

ably give Russians strong propaganda advantage not only in SC and 

in Israel but also among world Jewry. | 

In light of foregoing we propose following specific actions: 

| 1. That we formally request an SC meeting to be called: at earliest | 

possible, preferably no later than Monday. © | / 

-----9, That preferably over weekend but in any case no later than Mon- 

day the President issue a statement from White House as follows: : 

qa. We have hoped that parties would agree to prolongation of truce 
and we have exerted every effort at our command to this end. Pro-_ 
longation of truce is still our primary objective. | 

| b. To our great regret, however, states of Arab League have rejected _ 
- three appeals for prolongation of truce and certain of them have 

resorted to armed force in Palestine in a manner wholly inconsistent 
| with purposes and principles of UN charter. a CO 

c. Present situation in Palestine clearly constitutes at very least a 
“threat to the peace” within meaning of Art. 39 of charter requiring _ 

_ immediate action by SC. we | 
d. Accordingly he is instructing the acting US representative to 

introduce a resolution in SC at earliest possible moment (along lines 
| of draft resolution sent Department in USUN 863.*) . | 

| e. During four weeks period of truce under SC resolution of May 29, 
| US has followed a course of strict neutrality and impartiality between 

the parties, and has lived up faithfully to all of its obligations under 
that resolution. Furthermore, as a member of Truce Commission, US | 

. has assisted UN Mediator in many different ways at his request. in | 
carrying out his responsibilities. | | | 

, f. So long as there is prospect of immediate resumption of truce, US 
: will continue to act on basis SC resolution of May 29. | oe 

gs However, May 29 resolution would no longer be applicable if 
Arab states have finally repudiated truce and full-scale fighting is 
resumed. Under such circumstances, US would consider itself under — 

| obligation to maintain measures designed to prevent military aid a 

| ® Dated July 9, not printed; the draft resolution provided that the Security 
Couneil order those governments which had resumed hostilities to cease and | 

. desist from further hostile military action (paragraph 3), that the Council order 
. all other governments which had refused to accept prolongation of the truce to — 

. refrain from any threat or use of force (paragraph 4), and that the Council | 
order all governments to which paragraphs 3 and 4 applied to accept immediately 
the prolongation of the truce. Failure to do so would be evidence of a breach of 

_ the peace and an act of aggression within the meaning of Article 39 and would 
| require further immediate action under Chapter 7 (501.BB Palestine/7-948).
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reaching Arab states which were illegally waging war in violation of | 
charter. | : | 

A, At same time US would remove restrictions on aid to Israel on | 
- ground that having been attacked after agreeing to truce, it wasacting _ 

in self-defense. US policy will continue to be based on Charter and , 
our responsibilities as member of UN to assist in restoring and main- | 
taining peace in Palestine. _ | . 

4, Meanwhile, he is having instructions issued to all US per- © 
sonnel loaned to UN as observers and in other capacities to stand by | 

- for further assistance to Mediator as may be required. | a 

3. That without delaying action here, our line as outlined above be 
--- communicatetd immediately to UK through US Embassy London and 

- simultaneously through UK Del here. We believe we must not yield 
too much to UK desire to stall action and Presidential statement could 7 

| be used as leverage in our representations in London and New York. - 
4, That in connection with above we, jointly with UK, make clear : 

| in strongest terms and without equivocation to all Arab capitals (as 
UK has already done in Amman—see London’s 2964 and 2989), our | 
judgement that sovereign state of Israel is here to stay, thatno amount 
of fighting or other action by Arabs can possibly alter this situation in 
either short or long run, and that this simple fact of political life 
must be taken as basis for continued truce and efforts to work out 

peaceful adjustment of future situation. Our representatives should 
point out that apparent Arab reliance on theory that US support for 
Israel is inspired by’ local political considerations is specious; both | 
major political parties emphatically taking same position; no change - 

_ in this bipartisan position is conceivable. We fully recognize that this | 

action requires a great deal of courage in light of probable shock to 
_ Arabs and resultant risks of Arab action re oil concessions, air base | 

facilities, etc. On other hand, this action in view of strong bipartisan | 

support of Israel in this country will have to be faced up to sooner or | 

later and we are not at all convinced that risk of Arab retaliation is 
| nearly as great as they would have us believe, particularly from 

-- Jong run viewpoint. We believe that Bernadotte is right in theory a 
Arabs would be relieved to have to yield to strong UN pressure. (See 
Niact 957 from Cairo, July 9.) ee | | 

| _ 5. That we proceed immediately without further delay to determine — 
at least main outlines of tentative plan we could support for peaceful 

- adjustment of future situation in Palestine (see our tels 831 and 837 °) | 
and that we discuss this plan immediately and simultaneously with 

. UK and Israel. In case of UK we suggest discussion through three | 
| channels, London, Washington and New York. In case of Israel we | 

suggest discussion initially in New York where because our personal 

_ 4Dated July 8 and July 6, respectively, pp.1189 and 1192. ti—(‘i:its™S | 
° Dated June 30 ‘and July 1, respectively, pp. 1161 and 1180. | -
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relations with Eban plan can be discussed entirely unofficial, personal, 

-___ trial-balloon basis. | : an 

| 6. That following discussion with UK and Israel we then take the | 

plan up, as it may be revised in light of said discussions, with Mediator 

] for his guidance in further negotiations, and at same time jointly with | 

UK communicate our views to Arab states as well as to Israel.© 

| 7 a | 7 JESSUP : 

| ¢A marginal notation indicates that no action was taken on this telegram. _ 

| 501.BB Palestine/7-1048 : Telegram oe: OC 7 a 

The Secretary of State to the Acting United States Representative at | 

| the United Nations (Jessup), at New York | a | 

SECRET | WasuinerTon, July 10, 1948—2 p.m. © | 

a 456. For Jessup from Rusk. Following is entirely unofficial and 
furnished for your consideration during weekend conversations with | | 

| Cadogan. Bernadotte’s personal report may suggest major alterations. . 

a Dept. would: wish to have your comments before issuing specific 
instructions. - . | _ a | . 

Overriding US objectives in present Palestine situation are (1) 

extension of the truce, (2) negotiated final settlement, and (8) con- 

| ‘tinuance concerted action with UK to maximum extent consistent 

-- with US policy. Regarding last point, Dept. welcomes vigorous steps 

being taken by UK to bring about extension of truce and to impress 

upon Arabs fact that Jewish State in Palestine is here to stay. Every | 
possible opportunity should be given UK to maintain this initiative 

as important element toward final settlement. It would be most de- 
sirable from US point of view if UK would introduce necessary 

~ resolutions in SC; US should be prepared to make concessions on 
_ details in order to support UK resolutions directed toward broad 

| joint objectives. : | eS , 
| US can support in SC at this time resolution along lines of SC 

= resolution of May 29. Such resolution might afford Arab Govts. op- | 
portunity to explain to Arab public opinion necessity for extending 

truce. Our preference, however, is for a resolution under Chap. VII 

clearly ordering parties to accept truce since there is some indication 

action of this nature will be required to force Arab reconsideration. 

| If such stronger resolution is required, general line your 863 ap- | 

pears preferable to your 859.1 However, it would seem that precise — | 

1 Dated July 9 and 8, respectively, neither printed ; they presented for Depart- | 
- ment consideration the texts of alternative draft resolutions for possible submis- 
sion to the Security Council by Mr. Jessup: (501.BB Palestine/7-948, /7-848). | 

Regarding No. 868, see footnote 3, p. 1207. | | _ .
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| allocation of responsibility as between Jews and Arabs should be | 
| based upon clear refusal to accept a renewed order by the SC to cease 

hostilities, not merely on public announcements of their respective _ 
_ attitudes toward accepting truce. We see no special advantage in going 
beyond concept of threat to peace at this stage, connected with a pro- 

_ visional measure to extend the truce, without drawing sharp distinc- 
tions among govts. in the operative part of the resolution. Funda- 

| mentally, of course, US position remains that set forth in Deptels — 
| _ 827? and 331 which were basis for US position before SC passage of 

May 29 resolution. In any new resolution, SC might apply resolution | 
generally to all parties and then specifically to those which have 
refused to accept a truce in order to bring all parties within the resolu- | 
tion but at the same time specify those who are now recalcitrant. 
[ Rusk. ] | | | | 

aoeae | .  MarsHarn | 

- * Dated May 26, not printed, but see footnote 1, p. 1027. _ Se | 
* Dated May 27, p. 1062. = he 

- 501.BB Palestine/7—1148 : Telegram oo | . 

| The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 
| of State 7 

TOP SECRET Lonpon, July 11,1948—noon. 

~ 8111. Embtel 3096, July 9. | ee oy eo 
1. Bevin asked me to meet. again with him and his top advisers on | 

Palestine late yesterday. Lewis Jones accompanied me. oe | 

_ 2 Bevin, speaking from brief based on telegrams summarized my _ 
8110, July 10+ (full texts are obtainable from British Embassy Wash- - 
ington), established the facts as HMG understands them, most crucial | 

_ of which is that both King Abdullah and intermediary King of Egypt — 
, have expressed desire that SC should threaten Arabs with sanctions. | 

He sketched following as HMG’s suggestions with regard to the road > 
ahead re Palestine along which he hoped devoutly US and UK could ; 

ss proceed together, | | | | 

8. Present aims British policy re Palestine as sketched to me by 

Bevin and telegraphed last night to Cadogan for his private guidance 

are: cogs | 7 

(a2) To avoid resumption hostilities; Fs es 
(6). There being no good purpose in declining accept Jewish state, 

HMG hopes to arrive by peaceful means at settlement approximating 
: that. indicated by Mediator but thinks.it fatal to acceptance of this by 

_ Arabs if Mediator and UN insist upon political union between Arab 
and Jewish states. | | re 

| * Not printed. - - | - arenes
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7 _ 4, To accomplish three (6) above Foreign Office thinks it would 
be better for UN to settle frontiers Jewish state and demilitarization __ 

| Jerusalem, leaving future remainder Palestine to be determined by | 

_ Arabs, probably by incorporating it in Transjordan. Thus UN would 

fix Jewish state frontiers and violation of these by either party would 

be aggression. This would give Arabs feeling of security and help 
bring about their acquiescence. OS 

5. British view is that final political settlement must be arrived at 

either by agreement between parties under auspices Mediator or by 

_ action UNGA (paragraph five my-3080, July 9*). SC would have no 
right to interfere with authority UNGA by itself attempting tomodify __ 

in some radical manner basis plan of November 29 resolution. It — 

should, however, be British aim to ensure SC acts in way consistent — 
with ultimate objective defined paragraph three (b) above. 

_. 6. Immediate British aim is to end fighting on conditions ensuring 

go far as possible that it will not be resumed. Because of facts para- 

graph two above, Foreign Office sees advantage in adoption by SC | 
| of resolution containing threat of sanctions against Arabs but. con- 

' siders it essential this should be presented in such way as to diminish 
as little as possible British influence over Arab governments. It should 
therefore contain reference to accusations made re truce breaches and 

| to machinery for dealing with future breaches. Cadogan should vote 

for such a resolution if it fulfills British requirements, Otherwise, he | 

| should seek further instructions. _ 
7. Above covers general British future policy as now conceived. | 

Bevin emphasized British view that as first step before considering ae 

any resolution SC should hear Mediator’s report on his activities under 
original truce resolution. This is important because if political com- 

mittee of Arab League meets Beirut as press indicates there is chance 
situation may be entirely changed by Arab decision to comply after 
all with proposals for extending truce. | - Cogs 

| 8. If, however, truce has not been renewed, Cadogan has been in-— 
_ structed to urge in SC a hearing of complaints of both sides re appli- — 

cation of truce. Foreign Office believes SC should examine carefully 

whether Arabs alone are at fault. — | a a | 
- 9. British thinking re text of resolution which may be required is - 

well advanced and has been based on US draft. Most important — 

amendments which Foreign Office has instructed UKUN to discuss > 
with USUN are that resolution: _ | 

a (a) Should specify that hostilities are not to be resumed pending _ 
" definitive political settlement ; me oe 

(6) Should instruct Mediator toestablish. machinery : (see para- 
graph eleven below) for examining alleged breaches of the truce in © 
order that he may take appropriate action without delay; — 

_ ?# Not printed, but see footnote 4, p.1204.. a |
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_ (c) Should make no reference at this stage to an act of aggression 
__-within meaning of Article 39 of Charter. | 

_ 10. Foreign Office draft resolution incorporating ideas paragraph 
_ nine above was sent Cadogan last night with instruction to discuss it _ 

_ today with USUN. a | | 
: 11. Re machinery for examination past and future breaches of peace , 
__. (paragraph nine (0) above) Bevin referred repeatedly to investiga- — 

tion “tribunals” made up of observers of three different nationalities. — 
12. Bevin expressed belief that Arabs will accept truce extension — 

on basis SC resolution drafted along lines suggested by Foreign Office _ 
. (paragraph ten above). | en | 

---:18. In advising me of foregoing views which have been worked out | 
a here with utmost thought and care since long term British relations 

with Arab world are at stake, Bevin said he was laying all of his 
_ cards on the table and he hoped that the logic underlying the steps 

: he proposed would commend itself to the Department and so result 
in a parallel course of action on our part. OS 

14. Having in mind the step-by-step evolution during past weeks of - 
_ British policy, ever closer to our own policy as I understand it, and 

the nature of the ideas set forth above, it seems to me that the latter 
stand on their own merits and that comment by me is superfluous. 

| oe _ Dovuenas 

501.BB Palestine/7-1148 : Telegram | | , | | 
| The Consul General at Jerusalem (Macdonald) to the Secretary 

. 7 of State a 

CONFIDENTIAL = JERUSALEM, July 11,1948—4p.m. 

- _ 1061. Cynical attitude towards United Nations and increasing 
| demand for incorporation new Jerusalem within state of Israel now 

_ apparent here, Immediately following May 14 projected international __ 
| status for Jerusalem was accepted by Jewish officials and people but 

prior beginning truce and during cease-fire noticeable shift in attitude 
| ~ oceurred which will probably be accentuated with resumption fighting. 

In addition to private conversations, following public statements — 
illustrate trend: Decision by Jerusalem community council’s commit- } 

| tee for municipal affairs request Israel Government press for inclusion 
| Jerusalem Jewish state; statement in Tel Aviv by Mayor Jerusalem 

that since city neglected by United Nations no choice remains but ask 

Israel take over authority ; speech by Haganah Jerusalem commander ) 

stating “we shall fight to last man among us for our survival and our : 

— eapital city”; warning by Stern gang to US, France and Belgium that | 
it will fight any forces sent to internationalize city. = 

| Jews justify claim to Jerusalem by pointing to failure. United 

| . ——
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| Nations take effective action protect city or establish government. 

- Maintain Israel forces only ones which have defended city from | 

Moslems and now in fact occupy most of city. | | | 

Accompanying above attitude is feeling among local Jews that they 

| must depend entirely on selves and readiness to adopt whatever 

measures necessary achieve victory. Apparent Christian indifference | 

to plight of holy city often mentioned and authorities appear willing | 

take any military action necessary regardless possible destruction — 7 

old city. - | os ne ee 
-. Consul General feels official demand for inclusion new Jerusalem . 

in Jew state may soon be made and that possibility all out attack on — 

| old city in near future should not be discounted. Ty 
| | | 7 - MacpoNaALD > 

| — | Editorial Note | | | 

: The Minutes of Policy Planning Staff meeting of July 12 state | 
- that Mr. Kennan “had said that short-term developments now occur- 

ring so rapidly left no basis on which to attempt at this time to develop . | 
a long-term policy paper on Palestine, No Policy Planning Staff paper 
on Palestine is contemplated for the present.” (PPS Files, Lot 64 

Report of the United Nations Mediator in Palestine (Bernadotte) 
— _ to the Security Council, July 12,1948 » : | . 

| a oO a - [Extract] a a 7 | oo 

85. A first essential in Palestine today is an immediate cessation of _ 
hostilities. But that is only a first step. For the question must be | 

"answered, at some stage, whether the international community is will- _ | 
ing to tolerate resort to armed force as the means for settlement of the 
Palestine issue. Willingness to do this could well involve many risks | 
for the peace of the entire Near East, if not for the larger world. In | | 
this regard a distinction may properly be drawn between forbidding — 

| the use of force in Palestine and making it unprofitable to use force, 
- on the one hand, and enforcing a political settlement, on the other. 

Ending the use of force in Palestine will, in fact, make possible an 
eventual peaceful settlement. CO | 

86. For many and compelling reasons, the international community — 
has a vested interest in a peaceful settlement of the Palestine problem. | 
Viewed realistically, the situation is as follows. If armed force is 
forbidden in the settlement of the problem and it is made prohibitively , 

+ Reprinted from SC, Srd yr., Supplement for July 1948, p.47%.
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unprofitable for the Arab States to employ it, there will be in Palestine — 
_ a Jewish community with a separate cultural and political existence, 

_ a Jewish State, whose strength and prosperity and capacity for eco- 
: _ homie and social development, by the admission of its own leaders, _ 

Inust largely depend on its ability to cultivate friendly relations with | 
its Arab neighbours. If the employment of armed force is not for- _ 

. bidden, the issue of the Jewish State in Palestine will be settled on — 
the field of battle. The decision which may be taken with regard to 

_ the resort to armed force in Palestine will determine the immediate 
| prospects for further effective mediation over the settlement. In this — 

vital regard, the decisions of the Security Council on the matter will | 
| be controlling. | a eee 

| 501.BB Palestine/7—1248 : Telegram Oo Rs a 
| Lhe Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the 

| | Secretary of State | | 

TOP SECRET US URGENT . _. Lonnon, July 12,1948. 
| NIACT ae a a 

: 5138. For Lovett. -— | : 
| _ 1, Bevin has just spoken with me to give me information that while 

| we [they?] agree to support substance of US resolution on Palestine 
_._-with- UK amendments, we [they?] are not prepared ourselves [them- 

selves? ] to introduce amended resolution for reason that it does not go | 
far enough. — | mee - 

2. Bevin while instructing Cadogan to support resolution is unwill- 
ing to instruct him to introduce it on behalf of UK for fear that such __ 
action by UK will destroy remaining influence UK possesses with _ 

_ Arabs, particularly Abdullah, so necessary to maintain if truce is to | 
be reinstituted. / | a 

| 3. Situation appears to be, therefore, we are apprehensive lest. by 
| introducing resolution we will impair our influence with Israeli fol- 

lowers while UK is apprehensive lest by introducing resolution she 
will destroy her residual influence with Arabs, especially Abdullah. , 

| 4. To break this impasse of legitimate apprehensions, representa- 
tives of some other country may be persuaded to introduce resolution. | 
UK is approaching Canadian and Belgian representatives and pos- _ 

_ sibly also Argentinians. oe 
5. Suggest we remain in closest association with Cadogan and at- 

tempt. to reinforce UK efforts to persuade the representatives of any 

_ one of the three referred to above or some other power to introduce 

| _ resolution, thus avoiding for US and UK respectively the dangers | 
implicit in proposing the resolution by either. Le
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6. Lurking in the background is the menace of Soviet behavior and 

the consequences thereof if our side allows the matter to go by default. 

7. If this appears to be rushing the gate, it is due to Bevin’s pre- __ 

occupation with persuading the Arabs to acquiesce in a settlement 

based on an independent Israel. 7 a 

Department please repeat Niact USUN. : ; 

| : _— | . . Doveras - 

Editorial Note ce , | 

| Count Bernadotte, in an address before the Security Council on 

the morning of July 13, amplified his written report; for text, see SC, 

3rd yr., No. 96. In the afternoon session the same day, Mr. J essup paid 

tribute to the Mediator and then stated that “Fighting 1s now going — 

on in Palestine. It is going on because one party has not agreed to any 

suggestion or appeal to avoid fighting, although the other party, the a 

Provisional Government of Israel, declared its readiness to accepteach _ 

: and every suggestion and appeal. | a 

: “The Security Council must accept its responsibility. oe 

“The general, the practically universal opinion, is that there is a | 

threat to the peace in Palestine within the meaning of Article 39 of 
the Charter. . . .” . - re Bo 

| Later in his statement, Mr. Jessup suggested that “The Security | 

Council should call attention to the consequences of a failure to stop) 

fighting. Such a warning would clearly have particular meaning for 

: that party which has so far rejected all appeals.” (d¢d., page 39.) He 

then submitted a United States draft resolution, the text of which = 

js printed <bzd., page 40. Co | | | , 
_ The Syrian Representative sharply criticized the United States _ 

| proposal (7bid., page 41) and submitted a draft resolution requesting 

, the International Court of Justice to give an advisory legal opinion _ 

_as to the international status of Palestine after the termination of the _ 

British mandate (2b7d., page 52). | ee 

| 501.BB Palestine/7-1348 : Telegram i . o 

| The Acting United States Representative at the United Nations — - 

| (Jessup) to the Secretary of State —— 

| RESTRICTED New Yorn, July 13, 1948—11:49 a. m. | 

880. Reference Deptel 274 to Damascus, July 10,* it is our under- — 
standing that US recognition of State of Israel is unqualified, that is, | 

7 Not printed ; this message was the same as telegram 269, July 7, and seems  ~ ees 
to have been sent in error. Regarding No. 269, see footnote 1, p. 1188. | |
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de jure, while our recognition of PGI was a de facto recognition of __ 
government that state. Is this interpretation correct? ? 

| oo - : | JESSUP 

| *The Department, on July 15, stated its agreement with New York’s under- | 
. Standing and set forth its belief that “in cases of recognition of new states as 
distinguished from new govts no question of de facto as against de jure recog- 
nition is involved.” (Telegram 465, 501.BB Palestine/7—1348) | 

501.BB Palestine/7-1348 : Telegram ee | : | 

| The Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State | 

CONFIDENTIAL | ss Sappa, July 18, 1948—1 p. m. 

412. Legtel 406, 12th.1 British Ambassador states he received yester- | 
day from FO verbal reply to his representations in behalf SA 
acceptance prolongation truce. Reply characterized Bernadotte pro- | 

| posals as being worse than status quo ante but said SAG would support = 
with Arab states acceptable prolongation. Trott said he had been 

_ authorized to make strong representations including reminder that if 
_ Arabs rejected truce and UN applied sanctions HMG would be unable 

to fulfill its arms commitments to Arab states.2 
Pouched Arab capitals. | a 
Sent Department 412, repeated London 124. 

| oo en. I CHILDS 

1 Not printed. eee | ee 
*Damascus, on July 12, reported a conversation with the Syrian Acting 

Foreign Minister in which the latter insisted that Count Bernadotte had proved 
| himself pro-Zionist and that Syria would never consent to an extension of the 

truce until the Mediator’s absurd proposals had been scrapped. (Telegram 439, _ 
‘501.BB Palestine/7-1248) . _ . | Co  ! | 

| 867N.01/6-2048: Telegram : oe ee | 

| | _ The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Belgium 

SECRET | : WASHINGTON, July 18, 1948—4 p. m. 

| 1068. Dept believes request for material referred urtel 1828, : 
_ June 29,1 should be denied as being inconsistent with SC Resolution | 

of May 29. These items not on US arms list but US Govt studying 
possibility control such items under general export control authority. | 

| oe | | | MarsHALL 

: 1 Not printed ; it reported that the Israelis wished to purchase military radios, 
field telephones, field switchboards, and field wire and that the Egyptians wished 
to purchase 486 surplus Army trucks ‘(867N.01/6—-2948). | ok |
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—- S67N.118/7-1448 os _ 

Memorandum by the Acting Director of the Office of Near Eastern 

7 and African Affairs (Satterthwaite+) to the Under Secretary of | 

State (Lovett) Se ee, | 

| TOP SECRET —_ -- [Wasuineron, undated.?] _ 

| Subject: Possible or Probable Results if US Arms Export Policy is 
| ‘modified unilaterally to permit Arms Shipments to the State of _ 

Israel © 7 oe ee 

a | . Summary ee 

In the considered judgment of this office, American strategic inter- 

ests and international security would be seriously prejudiced:if the 
arms embargo were raised unilaterally in favor of the State of Israel. — | 

The military setbacks which the Arabs could be expected to suffer 
would probably result in the overthrow of some of their governments. a 

‘The attendant chaos would provide a breeding ground for communism, 

or a series of dictatorships might arise on a wave of anti-American 

/ and anti-British sentiment. Governments hostile to the Western 

_--s powers would mean the loss of vital strategic facilities in the Near | 

: ast coveted by the Soviet Union. The intensification of the disturb- _ 
ances might undermine our strategic position in Greece, Turkey, and 

Tran aswell, | = PE a 

| The unilateral raising of the arms embargo might well result in the 

imposition of oil sanctions by the Arab states, or even in the cancella- | 

- tion of American concessions. Such action would result in further 

depletion of our domestic oil reserves and would in all likelihood. 

_ prevent the use of Near Eastern petroleum in support of the European 

Recovery Program. Our action might also result in a Saudi Arab 

request: that we evacuate Dhahran air base, the loss of which would | 
disrupt our strategic air communications network. — Oo | 

- If the United States were to lift the embargo unilaterally in favor 
of the State of Israel, Great Britain might take similar action ‘in. be- | 

half of the Arabs, which would certainly result in a dangerous Anglo- 

American rift and might well jeopardize the entire basis of US policy | 

7 in Europe. | Oo - | | 

The raising of the embargo would immediately place the lives of — 

* Joseph -C. Satterthwaite became Director of the Office of Near Eastern and _ | 
, African Affairs on July 16, succeeding Ley W. Henderson, who, two days before, — | 

| had been designated Ambassador to India. ce 
- 7A copy of this memorandum was received in the Office of United Nations © | 
Affairson Julyi4. : | ae
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most American citizens and official representatives in the Arab states. - 
in serious jeopardy, necessitating their repatriation under difficult and _ 

| dangerous circumstances, It is probable that American property, in- 
vestments, and philanthropic enterprises would be singled out for 
molestation, destruction, or seizure,as a result of popular reaction, _- 

| The governments of the Arab states would probably be incapable 
of controlling mob action arising from the unilateral repeal of the 
embargo, and mob attacks against some of the 7 00,000 Jews residing 

- in Arab countries could be expected. Such attacks might turn into ~ 

anti-foreign or anti-Christian demonstrations as well. | , 
| The Arab governments and peoples would regard our action as a. , 

virtual American declaration of war against them, and popular feel- 

| ing against us would be intense and lasting. It is not unlikely that the | 

Arab League states would take concerted action in breaking diplo- 

. matic relations with the United States. Egypt, Syria, Lebanon, Iraq, 
Saudi Arabia, and Yemen might even withdraw from the United 

Nations. oe . i oo eg 
Conclusion: Unilateral action to repeal the arms embargo outside _ 

the framework of the United Nations would in effect constitute inde- 

| pendent punitive action by the United States against the Arab states. | 
In the event that the Security Council continues the arms embargo, __ 

| provided for in the Security Council resolution of May 29, 1947, | 
unilateral action by the United States lifting the embargo as it affects. 

| either side would not only be inconsistent with the United. Nations. | 

action, but would violate our obligations under the Charter to sup- 

port United Nations action.? _ = : Pog 

8 Attached to this document is an undated memorandum of virtually identical 

title, going into greater detail concerning the matters discussed in the summary. | 

- §01.BB Palestine/7-1448 | | | 

| | The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the Cwit 

: - Aeronautics Board (O’Connelt) | 

| ae Wasutneton, July 14, 1948. 

; My Dear Mr. O’Conneti: As you are aware all aircraft are con- | 

| sidered implements of war by virtue of Presidential Proclamation | 

2776 of March 26, 1948. As such, exports of aircraft are subject to | 

a licensing controls exercised by the Department of State. In accordance - 
‘with Departmental policy licenses to export arms, ammunition and — 

implements of war, including aircraft and components, to countries 

of the Middle East are being denied. _ | 

Moreover, it is the announced foreign policy of this Government
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that it shall not aid or abet either faction to the strife in the Middle 
Kast and it has called upon United States authorities to take all pos- 
sible steps to assist in the implementation of this policy. This Govern- | | 
ment is on record before the UN Security Council that it may be , 
necessary to request the Council to declare the Holy Land situation a . 
a formal] threat to peace. The specific countries to which this neutrality | 
applies are Palestine, Egypt, Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, Saudi-Arabia, - 
Transjordan and Yemen. Oo ne | 

It has come to the Department’s attention that several non-certifi- 
cated irregular air carriers operating under Letters of Registration 

_ issued by the Civil Aeronautics Board are allegedly engaged in trans- 
| porting munitions into the Middle East area. Actions of this nature 

by American citizens are regarded as inconsistent with the established 
_ policy and security safeguards of the U.S. and as such are contrary __ 

to the public interest. _ | ae | | 
In addition, Letters of Registration frequently provide the basis 

_ for obtaining customs clearance at the time of departures from the | 
U.S. of aircraft purported to be leaving on temporary sojourns abroad. 

_ In this connection, attention is invited to Section 201.34 and 201.35 of 
Title 22, Code of Fed. Regs. The sale abroad of such aircraft or com- 
ponents thereof constitutes a violation of the export controllaws. : 

It is my understanding that approximately 100 Letters of Registra- 
tion have been issued for aircraft weighing over 10,000 pounds gross _ 

_ take-off weight. Many of these engage in overseas operations. _ 
In view of the foregoing, it is suggested that consideration be given | | 

| to advising all holders of CAB Letters of Registration for “large a 
Irregular carriers,” that during the period of the Palestine disturbance | | 
and throughout the existence of the arms embargo to the Middle East, 
this Government looks with disfavor upon the transportation by U.S. | 

_ air carriers of war material or fighting personnel into the countries _ | 
mentioned herein, from any point in the world. In addition, it may 

_ be well to advise these carriers that departures from the U.S. of air- 
_ craft destined for the Middle East. must be disclosed. to Customs Cs 

officials at the time of customs clearance. This would enable the De- : | 
_ partment to observe, through its Missions abroad, the nature of the | 

| cargoes of such aircraft for possible discovery of contraband. | 
If appropriate, these air carriers should be warned that in cases of 

_- hon-compliance with the foregoing requirements or upon receipt of 
proof of their participation in activities of a nature inconsistent with | 
the established foreign policy of this Government, remedial action 
with respect to their Letters of Registration will be taken. It is as- 

| sumed that the Board will find that such corrective measures are 
_ required in the public interest. ee | 

Sincerely yours, — , Rosert A. Loverr:
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--§01.BB Palestine/7-1448 : Telegram _ 2 oo 
The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the | 

oa | Secretary of State | | 

‘TOP SECRET | '  _Lonpon, July 14, 1948—7 p. m. 

3188. Bevin sent me word this afternoon re remarks which Cadogan 
, -_-was instructed by Foreign Office telegram noon today'to make in SC 

before he cast British vote for our resolution. Bevin thought it would | 
be clear to Department that Cadogan’s remarks in no way receded © 

a from official British position of yesterday and that they constitute 
| amplifications of some of points made by Cadogan which, in Bevin’s 

: view, have been dangerously misinterpreted in today’s press (see my 
| 31731 for strong Arabofficestatement), = 

9. As Bevin sees situation, there is grave danger that hands of 
Azzam Pasha and other Arab extremists will be strengthened against 
more moderate group led by King Abdullah if idea is spread that HMG 

| has lost all sympathy for Arabs and that UN isa British-Zionist body = 
, - from which Arabs can expect nothing resembling justice. (Foreign __ 

Office understands Azzam now at Amman doing his best to persuade 

| Arab states to continue hopeless war of desperation.) | 

| - 3. To rectify the somewhat unbalanced picture of British position — 

| as presented by press today, which has caused number of MP’s to 
express alarm lest HMG “let the Arabs down”, and to persuade the 

| Arabs, insofar as this is possible, that SC dice are not loaded against 

| them, Bevin instructed Cadogan to amplify his remarks. Be | 

| : 4, The danger of Arabs losing faith in HMG, Bevin advised me, 

[was] consensus opinion of British ME missions was [and?] that 
‘White [whdle?] resolution such as ours might be successful in causing 

| _. Arabs to end hostilities, and consequently should be objective of 

UKUN it would cause most unfortunate anti-British local impression = 

«tn Arab states if UKUN voted for it. British missions suggested | 

| UKUN should abstain. Bevin debated a long time between voting 

~ and abstaining and decided in favor of voting for resolution partly | | 

because of his desire to keep in step with us, but most of all because , 

“T think itisright”. — | : | 

5, In my view it would be calamity for American, British, Euro- _ 

pean and PGI interests in the Middle East were Britain to lose such | 

vestiges of influence as she still possesses with the Arab Governments. 

: The game being played by HMG is one requiring courage and it may be 
lost if remaining British influence among Arabs vanished from the 

| an 

| 1 Dated July 14, not printed.
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Middle East. There 1s little doubt that Soviet is ready take Britain’s | 
_ place. (Embassy’s 3175, July 147) © OO —  - Doveras 

. * Not printed; it gave the text of a letter. sent to the British Foreign Office — | 
| by the British Representative on the Trusteeship Council. The letter recounted 

: that Semyon K. Tsarapkin, Soviet Representative on the Council, had com- 
plained: to the Iraqi Representative on the same body concerning the latter’s — 
support of the administering powers. After the Iraqi Representative had stated . 
to Mr. Tsarapkin that he was not on either side but voted as he thought best 
on each occasion, Mr. Tsarapkin replied that he was making a mistake; that — 
Britain was deserting the Arabs; that the time was coming when the Arab world 
would need a friend; and ‘that the Soviet Union was that friend. He then 
proceeded to warn that the Soviet Union would not help the Iragis in time of 
need if they continued to support the British position in the Trusteeship 
Council (501.BB Palestine/7-1448). 7 | . 

| PPS Files, Lot 64 D 568, Near and Middle Hast, 1947-1949 ee | 

Memorandum by Mr. Gordon P. Merriam, Member of the Policy — | 
| | _ Planning Staff, to Staff Members _ ore | 

TOP SECRET EP Wasurneron,] J uly 15, 1948. | 
For your information, there are attached certain UNA papers relat- | 

ing to the Palestine question. Se So ee 
You will note that the basic paper is the Appendix to the Position 

_ Paper of June 22, 1948. This Appendix is a memorandum to the 
President dated May 22, which the President approved. S/P’s views 

| on this memorandum were not requested. The Position Paper is in 
_ the nature of an application of the policy approved by the President 

to the situation which would result if the truce were broken or not 
extended. It has been approved by the Secretary. | OB | 

_ Present United States action with respect to Palestine is apparently — 
_ taking place in pursuance of the policy laid down in the two papers 

above-mentioned. -— eS | BO 
_ | However, the Democratic platform adopted on July 14 contains the 

following splinter in the Palestine plank: oe oo 

| _ ‘We favor the revision of the arms embargo to accord the State of 
Israel the right of self-defense. We pledge ourselves to work for the , 
modification of any resolution of the United Nations to the extent ; 

_ thatit may prevent any such revision.” = a | 
- This passage appears to be inconsistent with paragraphs (c) and (d) | 

of the memorandum approved by the President. cn ene 
Tam informed by NE that as of 10: 80 this morning no directive had | 

| _ been received which would alter our present. policy. Accordingly, we 

_ The reference is to a memorandum of June 28 from Mr. McClintock +o Mr. 
: Kennan and to Harry S. Villard, a Member of the Policy Planning Staff. The 

| memorandum transmitted copies of Mr. Meeker’s memorandum of June 22; its 
appendix, the memorandum of May 22 to President Truman ; and Mr. McClintock’s 
memorandum of June 23. The three’papers are printed on'pp. 1127, 1027, and 1134, 
respectively. — oo oe a a | 

 -598-594—76——4 ae RS ae a |
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_ are persisting in trying to get a SC resolution which, among other _ 
_ things, would continue the arms embargo to the whole Near East. | 

_ The UNA paper dated June 23 on a territorial settlement is inter- | 
esting, but thisis nota pressing matter atthemoment. oe 
_ Before joining S/P, I had some knowledge of S/P’s difficulties in 
dealing with the Palestine problem. Since joining, my impression has 

_ deepened that S/P’s difficulty is essentially no different from that of 
| the operating divisions, the crux of the matter being, as I understand —— 

| it, that we have no long-term Palestine policy. We do have a short- 
| _ term, open-ended policy which is set from time to time by White House : 

directives. | 7 Soe ~ 

In 8/P, I have sensed a feeling that in some way we should be on. 
| record, at least, with respect to a positive Palestine policy, in addition | 

_ to being on record as “viewing with alarm”. We have been asked to _ 
-. contribute, but thus far we have not found a good formula. | ) 

| I am wondering whether the formula might not be a NSC paper on: — 
| - The United States Position with respect to Israel”. Israel does exist, 

and nothing that anyone can definitely foresee is going to overthrow it. _ 
Our long-term policy with respect to it has not been worked out. | 

, _ The preparation and submittal of such a paper would involve obvi- 
ous difficulties and dangers. On the other hand, this is an important | 
question on which neither S/P nor NSC has taken a positive long- 

| range position, and in the absence of a long-range policy we are unable 
to put our shoulders behind a constructive and comprehensible Middle 

7 Kast policy; and we lack a sound foundation on which to build a long- _ 

| term policy for two of the three members of the Middle Eastern “secu- | 
| rity arch”, 1.e. Turkey and Iran.’ , Oo Ps. 

: oe | a ee | Gorpon P. Merriam. 

. ?' The Policy Planning Staff prepared a report, dated August 18, whose purpose 
-. it was “To assess and appraise the position of the United States with respect to 

‘Israel and related problems”. Attached to the report is a memorandum of Au-: 
gust 19 from Mr. Kennan to Mr. Savage which states “I had this ready for de- | 

_ livery to the Secretary this morning; but after hearing, by chance, the briefing. 
| given him orally by Rusk on this subject, decided not to use it.” The report and 

| / Mr. Kennan’s memorandum (neither printed) are filed in the PPS Files, Lot 64D 
563, Near and Middle-Hast, 1947-1948. —_ 

501.BB Palestine/7-1548 _ | | | | i 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of United Nations Affairs - 
(Rusk).to the Under Secretary of State (Lovett) ) 

| oe [Wasuineton,?] July 15,1948. 

There is less support for the Syrian resolution? in the Security 
Council than we first supposed. Syria, China, Belgium and Colombia 

TA marginal notation indicates that this memorandum was telephoned from = 
~ New York at 8:50 a. m., July 15. - | 

®? Regarding this draft resolution, see editorial note, p. 1215. a .
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| will probably vote for it. Canada, France, Argentina, U.S.S.R., and | 

the Ukraine are expected to abstain. The United Kingdom is definitely | 
cool toward the resolution; the United Kingdom Foreign Office had _ 
given the UK Delegation preliminary permission to vote for the | 

| motion, but now is thinking it over again. USUN estimate is that if _ 
the United States not only votes for the motion but strongly supports _ 

| it in debate, it might pass. United States abstention would let motion 
die with four or five votes. —_ SO 

- Jessup, Ross and I have gone over various alternatives at some 
length. We agree that it would be unfortunate to allow this issue to 
become magnified beyond its real merits. Israel Representatives are 
bitterly opposed on grounds there is nothing to adjudicate and Israel | 

‘has no guarantee that it can even be heard at present as a party before. | 
the Court under the proposed action. Further, Israel believes that if oo 

| matter goes to Court, this fact would be used by the Arabs to postpone _ | 
settlement and by other states to delay recognition. Another factor . 
is general view among Security Council delegations that thismotionis  —_ 

_ diversionary in intent and cannot be considered as a bonafide effort _ 
to use the Court to move closer to a final settlement. ee | | . 

_. Jessup and I are concerned about denying a party to a dispute its 
_ proper day in Court. Nevertheless, the Court statute provides ways  _—~ 

| and means for parties to adjudicate certain types of questions. In this 
case, the Arabs have shown no inclination to settle the Palestine ques- © 
tion by adjudication. In any event, direct issue between the parties 
goes to Court on basis of consent of parties, lacking in this instance. 
‘We have no assurance Arab League would accept opinion of Court | 
if it favored Israel. _ OO | | 

- In present situation Security Council is dealing with threat to peace __ | 
and is seeking to bring an end to present hostilities. Answer to question | 
posed by Syrian motion is not required for that purpose. That ques- 

| tion concerns the substance of the political issues which were before 
_ the General Assembly. The General Assembly chose to try to deal with | 
such issues through recommendation and mediation. Our position — 

_ might be, therefore, that the Security Council should not interfere | | 
with approach decided by the General. Assembly unless it should be- | 
come necessary to maintain international peace, which is not the case | 
at this time. 

| I recommend that we abstain, either with no statement at allor => 
| with very short statement based on above line. If the United Kingdom _ : 

decides to support motion, we may have to reconsider in light of need 
| to maintain common US-UK line. Neither Jessup nor I is entirely = 

_ satisfied with recommended position but we are unable to propose a oe 
| more satisfactory course in light of all the factors.’ | 

® Marginal notation by Mr. Lovett : “Talked with Clifford 10 a.m. 7/15. He | | 
| agrees abstain. We should not support motion under any circumstances since | 

Footnote continued on following page.’ |
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| | Lesolution 54 (1948) Adopted by the Security Council on — oe 
oe | July 15, 1948} | / | | 

The Security Council. | ee ee a 

_. Laking into consideration that the Provisional Government of — 
_ Israel has indicated its acceptance in principle of a prolongation of | 

the truce in Palestine; that the States members of the Arab League | 
| have rejected successive appeals of the United Nations Mediator, and oe 

: _ of the Security Council in its resolution 53 (1948) of 7 July 1948, for | | 
the prolongation of the truce in Palestine; and that there has con- 

- sequently developed a renewal of hostilitiesin Palestine, == 
| — 1. Determines that the situation in Palestine constitutes a threat 

) to the peace within the meaning of Article 39 of the Charter of the. 
| United Nations; | Oo OE agg | 

. _ 2. Orders the Governments and authorities concerned, pursuant to 
| _ Article 40 of the Charter, to desist from further military action and __ 
_. to this end to issue cease-fire orders to their military and paramilitary 

forces, to take effect at,a time to be determined by the Mediator, but | 
in any event not later than three days from the date of the adoption - 
of this resolution ; | | | a | | 

_ 8, Declares that failure by any of the Governments or. authorities 
concerned to comply with the preceding paragraph of this resolution | 
would demonstrate the existence of a breach of the peace within the __ 

-- meaning of Article 39 of the Charter requiring immediate considera- 
_ tion by the Security Council with a view to such further action under 
Chapter VII of the Charter as may be decided upon by the Council; 

| 4, Calls upon all Governments and authorities concerned to con- 
tinue to co-operate with the Mediator with a view to the maintenance | 

_- of peace in Palestine in conformity with resolution 50 (1948) adopted 
a _ by the Security Council on 29 May1948; _— | | 

5. Orders asa matter of special and urgent necessity an immediate 
_ and unconditional cease-fire in the City of Jerusalem to take effect 

_ twenty-four hours from the time of the adoption of this resolution, 

| a Footnote continued from preceding page. a | 

the feels it is a device and a tricky one at that.’ Do not use veto as this involves - 
‘pacific settlement’.” oO | SF On tan tss 

_ ‘The amended Syrian draft resolution (see SC, 3rd yr., No. 98, p. 33) came to. 
a vote of the Security Council on July.27. The United Kingdom and five others | 
voted for the measure; the United States, the Soviet Union, and two others 
abstained; and the Ukraine was. recorded in opposition. The resolution was not 
adopted, having failed to attain the required seven affirmative votes (ibid., p. 34).. 

‘* Reprinted from SC, 3rd yr., Resolutions, p. 22. The resolution was adopted in 
| . paragraph-by-paragraph votes and was also adopted as a whole by seven votes 

in favor, with Syria opposed and Argentina, the Soviet Union, and the Ukraine 
_ abstaining (SC, 3rd yr., No. 97, p.66). oe Oo 

Mr. Shertok, in a'cablegram of July. 16.to Secretary-General Lie, transmitted 
the decision of the Provisional Government of Israel to comply with the Security 

_ ‘Council's request for a resumption of the truce in Palestine and for immediate 
‘cease-fire in J erusalem ; for text, see SC, 3rd yr., Supplement for July 1948, p..77. 

| i | . | 
| | | |
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_and instructs the Truce Commission to take any necessary steps to 
_ makethiscease-fireeffective; 4 2 . 

- 6. Instructs the Mediator to continue his efforts to bring about the 
_ demilitarization of the City of Jerusalem, without prejudice to the = 

future political status of Jerusalem, and to assure the protection of 
and access to the Holy Places, religious buildings and sites in 
Palestine; ~ | oe | BS 

7. Instructs the Mediator to supervise the observance of the truce 
| and to establish procedures for examining alleged breaches of the 

truce since 11 June 1948, authorizes him to deal with breaches so far 
_ as it is within his capacity to do so by appropriate local action, and 

requests him to keep the Security Council currently informed concern- 
ing the operation of the truce and when necessary to take appropriate 
action; | os | an 

_ 8. Decides that, subject to further decision by the Security Council 
or the General Assembly, the truce shall remain in force, in accordance a 
with the present resolution and with resolution 50 (1948) of 29 May : 
1948, until a peaceful adjustment of the future situation of Palestine _ 
is reached; — | | | | 

- 9. fedterates the appeal to the parties contained in the last para- | 
_ graph of its resolution 49 (1948) of 22 May 1948 and urges upon the : 

_ parties that they continue conversations with the Mediator in a spirit , 
of conciliation and mutual concession in order that all points under 
dispute may be settled peacefully ; 8 ees 

_ 10. Kequests the Secretary-General to provide the Mediator with 
the necessary staff and facilities to assist in carrying out the functions 
assigned to him under General Assembly resolution 186 (S-2) of 14 | 

- May1948andunderthisresolution; = 2 29 © | 
11. requests that the Secretary-General make appropriate arrange- 

ments to provide necessary funds to meet the obligations arising from 
this resolution. co re 

501.BB Palestine/7—1548 : Telegram oe OO oe - ee 

_ Lhe Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary - 
oh Of State ee | Be 

TOP SECRET USURGENT = = = =—— Lonpon, July 15, 1948—5 p.m. | NIACT | a a - a Ea 

_ 8205, FonOff was disturbed to learn from telegram from Cadogan _ | 
sent July 14 that USUN is considering possibility of permitting Soviet 

_ observers in Palestine as a means of bringing USSR into line re US. 
resolution, | 

2, FonOff has just learned by telephone from NY that. USUN is 
_ not prepared to accept Chinese amendment to effect that both parties
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_ be called on to secure a political solution in consultation with Mediator 
and that so far as Cadogan can judge USUN is discussing with Sovieh > 
delegation question observers. | , | 

- 8. FonOff feels impelled to take adamant stand against. Soviet 
observers whose presence would confirm Arabs views re sinister | 

_ character UN so far as Arabs are concerned and possibly strengthen 
| pro-Soviet minority in Israel. FonOff believes that between Chinese 

suggestion and wooing USSR first alternative offers the sounder > | 
course of action. ee : - 

| _ 4, It seems to me that having stood out against Soviet observers in 7 
_ past, if US accepts them at this moment when gravity of Berlin prob- 

| lem can not be exaggerated, US retreat re Soviet observers might be 
interpreted by USSR as forerunner of further concessions by US to 
Soviet demands. | | | | - 

| Sent Dept 3205, repeat USUN. a oo . 
Oo | a ) : Doveuas » 

Cablegram Dated 16 July 1948 From the United Nations Mediator — 
(Bernadotte) to the Arab States and to the Provisional Government — 
of Israel Concerning the Security Council Resolution of 15 July* 

Third paragraph of the resolution on the cease-fire and truce in 
Palestine adopted by the Security Council on 15 July at its 338th meet- 

' ing provides that the cease-fire is “to take effect at a time to be deter- 
-_ mined by the Mediator, but in any event not later than three days from 

_ the date of the adoption of this resolution”. | fa 
In pursuance of this provision of the resolution and following con- _ 

| sultations at Lake Success, I wish to notify you that the date and | 
, hour on which the cease-fire is to be effective is 3 p. m. GMT, Sun- 

— day, 18 July 1948. In order that each party may be informed of the | 
intentions of the other, will you be so kind as to confirm to me this | 

| issuance of the cease-fire orders in accordance with the decision above 
noted at my Rhodes headquarters at-the earliest possible moment. 

Eighth paragraph of the resolution “instructs. the Mediator to 

- gupervise the observance ofthetruce™, = | 
In order that there shall be no misunderstanding regarding the dis- 

charge of my responsibilities in the supervision of the truce, I take ~ 
| this opportunity to inform you that, although I willdo my utmost to 

establish and put into operation a system of observers as quickly as 

possible, I cannot ensure that the functioning of this system, in view _ 
of the short time available, will coincide with the effective date of _ 

- the truce. It is my earnest hope that both parties will undertake to 7 

observe scrupulously both the letter and the spirit of the truce. I will, _ 

of course, give advance notice and at the earliest possible moment, of 

_ ¥Reprinted from SC, 8rd yr., Supplement for July 1948, p.80. 7
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| the institution of the system of supervision, and of the arrival of the . 
observers and their equipment at the observation posts. po 

«501. BB Palestine/7-648 : Telegram : | | ee , 
~The Acting United States Representative at the United Nations | 

- _(Sessup) to the Secretary of State a | 

SECRET US URGENT | _ NEw York, July 16, 1948—4:40 p. m. 
NIACT | | | ) 

/ 907. Remytel 900, July 16.1 Note dated 17 July from SYG to Acting | 
__ US Representative to [re] SC Palestine resolution of July 15 states 
«the following: : oo | oe | | 

“The SYG has the honor to inform the Acting Representative that — 
the UN mediator, in carrying out the instructions of the ‘SC, has noti- 
fied him that, in the light of the mediator’s experience, he will require 
300 military observers to assist him in the supervision of the truce 
provided for in that resolution. The mediator has accordingly asked 
the SYG to request the US Government to place at his disposition 125 - 

| military observers of appropriate seniority and experience to assist 
him in the supervision of the truce. He has indicated that he would 
need the services of these observers at his headquarters on the island = 

| of Rhodes beginning Sunday morning, 18 July 1948. He has alsoindi- __ 
cated that after further examination of the situation he may inform 

_ the SYG of requirements of non-officer personnel to assist the _ 
observers.” oe | | a, oO 

We would appreciate Department’s earliest instructions regarding 
reply. | SO oo | a 

a | | JESSUP Oo 

| * Not printed ; it summarized Mr. Jessup’s discussions with Count Bernadotte, 
the French and Belgian Representatives at the United Nations, and other | 
United Nations officials concerning the Mediator’s needs in carrying out the | 

_ truce in Palestine (501.BB Palestine/7-1648). New York, at 11:51 p. m., July 16, | 
transmitted the pertinent sections of a note verbale from Secretary-General Lie | 
making known the Mediator’s requirements of equipment and technical personnel | 
(telegram 904, 501.BB Palestine/7-1648). : ee a 

7 _ §01.BB Palestine/7-1748 : Telegram - oe | 

| The Acting United States Representative at the United Nations 
| (Jessup) to the Secretary of State a | | 

_ SECRET URGENT | New Yorx, July 17, 1948—12: 08 a. m. | 

--—-- 905. Remytel No. 900, July 16.7 Count Bernadotte phoned. me this | 

evening to advance suggestion which he had previously madeto Rusk, == 
| that the US provide approximately 100 non-coms and enlisted men 

| * Not printed ; but see footnote 1, supra. : Oo | |
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to assist’ officer observers already requested for supervision of truce. 
Bernadotte explained that in his opinion a group assigned on this basis © 
would not form a military unit and from a legal point of view would | 
not be on military duty. He emphasized that the type of service con- 
templated in no way involved combat, but would be confined to duty . 
as drivers, guards, communications operators, et cetera, 

: I assured Bernadotte that while we were in no position at present to 
commit our military establishment along these lines, prompt and | 
serious consideration would be given to his proposal. He stressed that | 
time was valuable and that a prompt decision could make all the differ- _ | 
ence in the next few days. He concluded with the remark that having 

| j ust received word of Arab assurance of the cease-fire for J erusalem,? 
he was taking off for the Middle East with high hopes and his “flag 
at the top”. Be | | 

In our opinion Arab acceptance of Jerusalem cease-fire gives the 
Mediator’s suggestion a sound foundation which will doubtless be 

_ enlarged and strengthened if and when the cease-fire becomes effective 
for the whole of Palestine. In line with our general recommendations 

| made in previous telegrams, we urge that earnest consideration be 
| given this proposal as a practical way to assist the Mediator in his 

difficult and important task. : | 
| | 7 oe JESSUP | 

: 2 Secretary-General Azzam, in a telegram of July 17 to Secretary-General Lie, 
announced the Arab States’ acceptance of that part of the Security Council’s 
resolution of July 15 dealing with the cease-fire in Jerusalem ; for text, see SC, 
Sra yr., Supplement for July 1948, p. 79. | 

501.BB Palestine/7-1748 : Telegram - | . : : ae 

7 Lhe Chargé in Egypt (Patterson) to the Secretary of State a 

SECRET | cag OS Caro, July 17, 1948—4 p.m 

- 1005. Mytel 957, July 9. In connection with Bernadotte’s advice 
that SC should adopt resolution threatening use all provisions of Char- 
ter including armed intervention in order to bring Arabs to their 

_ senses. Department may find comments of this Embassy of pertinence _ 
in view of July 15 action SC in ordering cease-fire. oo oe 

In regard to Bernadotte’s statement under reference Embassy con- | 
vinced that necessity exists to provide Arabs with face-saving formula 

| but Department may wish to consider whether application of sanc- | 
) tions as proposed will produce effect envisaged by Bernadotte either — 

by (a) Bringing Arabs to their senses or (>) Constituting a face- 
_ saving formula enabling Arab leaders to reverse present policy. It may — 

be suggested that effect may possibly be to contrary. Aerial and naval 
demonstrations as suggested by Bunche might well prove contra 
productive. a re ee |
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_ Arabs have been already cognizant possibility application of sanc- | 

- tions so Bernadotte’s proposals were apparently rejected in realiza- 

| tion of consequences. Application and effect therefore already dis- | 
- counted. Further threat of their actual application by UN (UN[in?] 

~ which US will be regarded as taking leading part) may thereby fail | 

to bring them to their senses as predicted. Consequently in present 

fatalistic mood of Arabs contrary effect may be produced. Such view | 
also held by British Ministers Clayton and Troutbeck here the latter _ 

having changed his views as reported by London telegram to De- | 

| _ partment No. 2965 July 4, 1948.1 / 

This Embassy unaware of Arab officials to whom Bernadotte refers 
as seeking UN application of sanctions in order to provide way out. 

_ Such, no doubt, exist among those who seek resolution of conflict but 

7 as Department aware most Arab leaders have committed themselves — 

so strongly and raised hopes of masses so high through pressand.other __ 
media as to incur considerable personal risk by withdrawal from cur- 

| rent Palestine policy at least without period of preparation of public 

opinion. Current and continuing statements along these lines as by | 
Iraqi Prime Minister and Nokrashy (Embtel 993 July 15+) and 

7 critical press comments suggest that such dangers are present. It is 

felt by observers here that even should Arab leaders accept truce on 

ground that application of sanctions implies that world is against 

_ Arabs, the masses which now more intensely interested in Palestine _ 

than are leaders, might not concur in such action. Indignant reaction 
- among masses can be reasonably foreshadowed with conceivable over- 

throw administrations with consequent disorders and increased 

resentment against west highly detrimental to personal safety of - 

| American citizens and their commercial interests including oil con- _ 
___cessions and aviation throughout Arab world. — a 

— Collapse of Arab League and disappearance of Azzam Pasha who 
_ In all issues except Palestine have exerted moderating influence on | 

Arab world would also seem to be a sequel. | | 
_ Department has no doubt considered possibility. action would be 
followed by withdrawal Arab States from UN. | ee — 

| _ For possible consideration in ameliorating situation Embassy sug- > 
gests regarding truce extension that prospect for possible face saving __ 
formula lies in Azzam Pasha’s letter to UN Secretary General Lie | 
pointing out that Arabs in rejecting Bernadotte’s request for truce 

_ extension were not adverse to truce as such but only to truce of previous 7 
four weeks which Arabs are firmly convinced gave Jews opportunity 
to expand strategic and political positions with no approach to meet- 

_*_- 4 Not printed. | | a | | |
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ing of minds of two parties and which held out no prospect of final 
solution at its termination.? However, in this connection Department a 
should be aware that antagonism to America and loss of confidence 
in it has reached such point here that future representations will 
have little effect unless concrete evidence is available that similar _ 

, pressures are being exerted on Zionist leaders and on PGI. Ce 
| As for possible formula for future settlement Azzam’s public pro- 
_- nouncement through AP interview for Jewish “Vatican State” might | 

_ be studied. Represents first public break in Arab front. CO 
| Oo oo | Patrerson 

| * Secretary-General Azzam, in a telegram of July 18 to Secretary-General Lie, | | | 
announced the Arab States’ acceptance of that part of the Security Council’s 
resolution of July 15 dealing with a cessation of hostilities in Palestine. The | communication set forth the view that the new truce would not achieve its 
‘Purpose unless various deficiencies in the four-weeks’ truce were remedied. 
Thus he requested that all Jewish immigration into Palestine be stopped during : 
the truce and that the 300,000 Arab refugees be returned home with guarantees | of their lives and property. He requested also that ‘the new truce not be in- 
definite, but with a fixed duration to permit a last effort to reach a peaceful a _. solution ; for text, see SC, 3rd yr., Supplement for July 1948, p. 82. Heypt, Trans- 

| jordan, Israel, Syria, and Lebanon also ‘accepted ‘the cease-fire ‘arrangements in 
_. Palestine, and Iraq and Saudi Arabia made interim reply ; for the texts of their | communications to Count Bernadotte, see ibid., pp. 80, 81. : 

~ 501.BB Palestine/ 7-1948 : Telegram | | a 

The Secretary of State to the United Nations M. ediator in Palestine | | 
| (Bernadotte), at Rhodes | we 

— | : WasuineTon, July 19, 1948—8 p.m. 
| Please be assured that the United States will assist you inevery 

practicable way in the execution of your heavy responsibilities.t Orders | 
have already been issued to place immediately at your disposal the 

| _ assistance furnished by us during the earlier cease-fire in June. Our 
observer personnel should now be arriving in Rhodes. We are giving 7 
urgent attention to the possibility of sending additional observers and 

| equipment and will communicate with you shortly on this point. We | 
. Wish you success in the performance of your most difficult and im- | 

portant task. a | | | 
| | os | _ Georcr C. MarsHat 

* This telegram was in response to an undated telegram from Rhodes, in which 
Count Bernadotte had made an urgent appeal to Secretary Marshall: for 125 
observers and needed equipment. The telegram was received in the Department 

_ on July 19 (501.BB Palestine/7-1948). a |
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501.BB Palestine/7—2048 : Telegram | ' 

The United Nations Mediator in Palestine (Bernadotte) to the _ 

Secretary of State*+  . Oo | 

SECRET PRIORITY | [Ruopes?,] July 20, 1948. : 

| Unnumbered. I am deeply appreciative of assurance of your support 

conveyed in your cable of 20 [79] July. | : 

I am greatly concerned about the situation in J erusalem. AS you 

know an agreement between the Arabs and Jews in J erusalem for the ao 

| neutralization of Mount Scopus and Victoria Augusta Hospital had — 

been negotiated during the four week truce on condition that the | 

United Nations as a bulk provide guards for these places. At present 

I am able ‘to dispose of one Swedish colonel, one senior member ofthe _ 

UN secretariat and eight untrained and unarmed UN guards for this | 

- purpose. I have most urgent and immediate need of 250 armed guards = 

| for this. purpose. The function of these guards does not involve any i 

risk of engagement with regular Arab or Jewish forces. Their function 

is a police function consisting primarily of protecting these areas | 

against possible activities of irresponsible irregular elements from | 

both sides =” | | oo | 

| My understanding is that the French Government is willing ‘to pro- 

vide 80 armed guards from their armed forces immediately if the USA. 

- and Belgium each would make a similar number available. These 

| ‘guards from the three states, members of the Truce Commission, would | 

be required only until such time as the United Nations would be able 

to recruit and make available an internationally recruited guard force. | 

/ T understand that there is-one reinforced US Marine engineer bat- 

talion combat loaded aboard the Marquette now in Rhodes harbor. 

Since the hoped for demilitarization of J erusalem and permanent 

peace in Palestine generally depend largely upon the United Nations. | 

| demonstrating its ability to discharge its obligations with regard to 

Mount Scopus and Victoria Augusta Hospital, I appeal to you ur- | 

_ gently to permit the temporary assignment of this Marine unit to the © 

| United Nations for employment on the above mission until they are 

relieved by the 80 man contingents from the three states members of 

the Truce Commission. _ Se | ae 

Tf this unit can be made available as I earnestly hope, it would,of = =| 

_ gourse, be with the understanding that it could be immediately with- 

- drawn by your government without prior notice should any emergency _ 

require its deployment elsewhere. Oo a | 

| a | | Count Fotxn BrrNnaporrTe 

| 24Transmitted by the Department of the Navy as ‘CTF 167. ae
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501.BB Palestine/7-2148 | an : | 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the Under Secretary of State . 

| | | — (Lovett) ee a 

SECRET _ [Wasurneton,] July 21, 1948. | 
_ Participants: Mr. James G. McDonald—Special Representative of 

: the United States of America See 
CO _ Mr, Lovett—U wee 7 oe 

a a 7 Mr. Wilkins—NE 
_ Mr, McDonald called on me this afternoon prior to his departure 

_ from New York on July 23 for London on his way to Tel Aviv. - 
| Mr, McDonald said that he had called on General Bradley,? Secre- 

| _ tary Forrestal, Mr. Royall,? Mr. Symington,t Mr. Clifford and the ~ 
_ President this morning to pay his respects and to say goodbye. — 

' + Mr. McDonald said that Secretary Forrestal had instructed the Sec- 
| retaries of Navy, Army and Air Force to take immediate action on : 

his request for service attachés for Tel Aviv. Mr. McDonald said he. _ 
_ wanted good men to report on military matters in Israel as he himself | 
was a novice at.such affairs, . ore Oe | 7 

_ ~ Mr. McDonald said that he had not discussed the question of de jure 
recognition with the President but that the President’s advisers seemed _ 
to be of the opinion that the United States could give de jure recogni- 
tion to the de facto Government of Israel. Mr. McDonald explained 

_ that he had not studied this question of international law since his 
| early days as a student and that, as a result, he was somewhat | 

- confused. oe | OS ee 
_ I replied that the United States had recognized the Provisional _ 
Government of Israel as the de facto authority of the new State of | ) 
Israel. I pointed out that this action constituted recognition of the | 
State completely and fully and de facto recognition of the Provisional | | 
Government. I added that de jure recognition of a government of _ 

| Israel as opposed to a provisional government of Israel could normally | 
be expected to follow the holding of elections for such government. 
Any other course might result in a demand for immediate recognition 
by any junta or group seizing power by force or by some other un- 
constitutional means. I also referred to the present character of the _ 

_ Provisional Government of Israel and pointed out Ben Gurion’s pres- 
ently successful efforts to maintain control. I noted, however, that the 

1 Drafted by Mr. Wilkins. | case : : *Gen. Omar N. Bradley, Chief of Staff, United States Army. 
* Kenneth C. Royall, Secretary of the Army. | 
* W. Stuart Symington, Secretary of the Air Force. eee:
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Irgun and the Stern gang were still active in Palestine and stressed _ 
the fact that premature de jure recognition of the Provisional Gov- oe 
ernment of Israel might, unless we were satisfied as to its stability, - 
place the United States Government in the position of having rela- | 

| tions with a government under Soviet influence. | 
I informed Mr. McDonald that although we were unable to obtain 

- Marine guards for Tel Aviv we had been able to obtain a group of | 
| highly qualified consular guards from other Departments of the Gov- . 

ernment such as ex-servicemen, ex-FBI men and CIA men. Mr. | 

| McDonald said he appreciated our arranging for a guard and, in this 
connection, expressed concern for the safety of Mr. Stanton Griffis, © 
the new American Ambassador to Egypt, and for the safety of the 

| personnel at the American Embassy in Cairo. I asked Mr. Wilkins to | 
“inquire what action the Department was taking in this respect andto 
follow through on it. | OB Oe oo 

Mr. McDonald showed me a copy of the President’s letter of July 21, 
1948 tohim which readasfollows: a | 

| “In wishing you Godspeed in your important mission I am well. 
aware of the difficulties in making effective our policy aimed at the 

_ - peaceful settlement of differences among the nations of the Near East 
and cooperation amongthem. - — — 

“Success of your efforts will depend largely on teamwork and alert- | 
ness of all persons concerned with this problem both here and abroad. _ 
and upon hearty collaboration with you. In addition to your regular | 
reports to the Department of State, I shall expect you to keep me per- 

| sonally informed on such matters as relate to the arms embargo, the _ 
| appropriate time for full recognition, and the types of assistance as.» 

may be required by and can properly be granted to the new state. .__ | 
“Let me assure you that you have my fullest confidence and 

support.” — a _ oO a | 

Mr. McDonald referred to Count Bernadotte’s recent mediation | 
proposals in which it had been suggested that the City of Jerusalem 

and its environs be placed under Arab control. Mr. McDonald asked. _ | 
me what the Department’s policy was in this respect. I told him that 

it was possible that Count Bernadotte had made this suggestion for me 
bargaining purposes and that, in any event, the United States had Le 
consistently supported the internationalization of Jerusalem as was 

evidenced by our stand in the General Assembly in the fall of 1947, : 

| by our position as expressed during the Special Session in the Spring | 
of 1947 and by the attitude which we had adopted on the French pro- 

| posals in the Security Council in the Spring of 1948. I asked Mr. 
Wilkins to supply Mr. McDonald with the various papers in this 
respect. | . oo an
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[told Mr. McDonald that I had no specific instructions to give him 7 
at this time with regard to American policy toward Palestine but that 

we would inform him of developments as they took place in the future. 

| I added, however, that I would appreciate his informing the Depart-  —s_—> 

ment of the manner in which the United States Military Observers _ 
attached to Count Bernadotte performed their functions. I told Mr. a 

McDonald that it appeared that the activities of the American-French~ > 
Belgian Military Observers during the four-week truce under the = 

| - Resolution of May 29 appeared to have been somewhat disorganized 
: but expressed the hope that the Military Observers under the new 

| truce would be able to function more effectively than they had on the. 
_ previous occasion.® | . | So 

. °¥or Mr. McDonald’s account of his conversation with Secretary Marshall on 
July 21, see his My Mission in Israel, 1948-1951 (New York, Simon and Schuster, _ 
1951), p. 7. | a St | 

501.BB Palestine/7-2148: Telegram a ee | = 

The Consul General at Jerusalem (Macdonald) to the Secretary — 

| | of State 7 | oe | 

| CONFIDENTIAL : | _ Jerusatem, July 21, 1948—5 p. m. 

| 1108. Protocol regarding truce and defining lines of Arab and _ 

Jewish positions was signed at noon by commander of Arab and | 
Jewish forces in Jerusalem in presence of Truce Commission. Both 

| commanders appeared satisfied with general outline of demarcation . 
no man’s land presented by UN observer and general attitude of meet- __ 
‘ing wasfriendly. | BF 

Jewish commander told me he considered a Palestine war over and 
_ gaid he now feels matter can be settled by peaceful negotiations, Arab | 

commander also mentioned to me that he hoped this would lead to 

peace but reiterated it would have to be a just and honorable peace. 
Although he was in a better frame of mind than he was on July 17 - 
 (mytel 1097, July 197) it is my impression that he is still skeptical = 

- regarding the sincerity of the UN and particularly the US in its 
efforts of find a fair solution to the Palestine problem. oe - 

a | - a | MacpnonaLp 

Not printed; it stated that Commander Abdullah el-Tel “expressed consider- - 
able distrust of US intentions and displeasure over renewal truce. He feels that 

oe US through SC forced Arabs accept truce in order to allow Jews time and - 
opportunity to improve their military position as they did during last truce. 
There is no doubt now whatsoever that Jews gained materially in military | 

strength during former truce period.” (501.BB Palestine/7-1948) ae
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501.BB Palestine/7-2148 : Telegram . | 

The Acting United States Representative at the United Nations 
, (Jessup) to the Secretary of State. | 

SECRET US URGENT New York, July 21, 1948—6:50 p. m. 

| 932. Reference unnumbered from Navy Department dated July 20 _ 

(CTF 167 to SecState*) transmitting text of message to Secretary — 

from Bernadotte requesting temporary assignment of Marines for = 
| duty in Jerusalem. We suggest Department consider following points | 

in preparing reply : | — ees 

1. We consider public opinion reaction in US would be adverse to | 
assignment our service personnel for guard duty in Palestine. 

2. Adverse public opinion reaction would be strengthened if any 
of this personnel were injured or killed. ~ | ae 

3. We consider psychological reaction of Arabs in their present 
attitude towards US would be adverse. | | | 

4, Proposed action would strengthen Soviet propaganda case against 
US participation in ‘truce supervision. | nS | | 

5.. We have repeatedly pointed out orally to Secretariat officers at | 
| all levels, and formally in our letter of June 29 (to Lie) (Ref. Deptel | 

436, June 28) (copy sent McClintock June 29) that US is not ina — 
_ position to second American forces for UN guard duty nor to recruit — 

American citizens for such duty. In same formal communication and 
orally before and since that date, we have urged Secretariat to do their 

| own recruiting for UN guard force in Palestine. I took specifically — 
same line with Bernadotte at lunch last Friday. | | 

a _ 6. Persistence of idea that US armed forces be supplied suggests. | 
that Bernadotte or members his staff may be persisting in idea that 
show of force is necessary to impress Arabs and Jews and that such __ 

— show of force would be more effective if carried out by armed personnel. 
| of major powers. Department will recall Bunche’s repeated urging © 

of a naval demonstration. Show of force idea has been a recurrent ; 

one forlong timepast. ee 
7. Perhapsa minor point is apparent desire of Bernadotte to develop . 

new channel of communication direct with Secretary. This is presum- 

_. ably not likely to result in any real confusion within US Government, 
although we should be careful that Bernadotte does not get impression 
that he can get more favorable attention this way. On other hand, 
confusion may well result if we are getting some requests direct from 

| Bernadotte and others through Secretariat. In our view there should — 
be single channel of communication and it may well be that most 
effective cooperation could be brought about by direct communica~-  __ 

a * See footnote 1, p. 1281, Se | oe an oe
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tion between Bernadotte’s headquarters and Washington ifcommuni- 
cations facilities are now adequate for this purpose. | | 

_ | | a JESSUP 
$$ | 

501.BB Palestine/7-2348 | es | a 

Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by the Director o f the 
a a Office of Unated Nations Affairs (Rusk) — Oe 

- a | | [Wasuineron,] July 23, 1948.. 
Mr. Ohly?* called and said that the War Council (Secretary of : 

| Defense and Secretaries of the Army, Navy and Air Force) had been 
briefed by Mr. Bohlen on the Palestine situation and had come to the a 
following conclusion, subject to the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff: 

1. ‘That the maintenance of the truce in Palestine was of vital in- 
| terest to the security of the United States; _ Ry 

| 2. That the United States should do everything we properly can- 
to help Count Bernadotte implement the truce; — , | 

| 3. That instructions should be issued to Admiral Sherman to see 
Count Bernadotte immediately to work out an observation plan and a_ | 

| program of United States assistance ; Se , 
| _4. That consideration:should be given as to whether the whole job 
of assistance should be turned over to a single service or-should be 
continued on aninter-servicebasis, =~. Se 

- 4John H. Ohly, Special Assistant to the Secretary of Defense. lat ace - | 

oo. 501.BB Palestine/7~2348 : Telegram an 7 J mo | . 

Lhe Consul General at Jerusalem (Macdonald) to'the Secretary ~ 

SECRET = oie JERUSALEM, July 23, 1948—2 p. m.° 
11138. Yesterday and last night Chairman Truce Commission and I | 

visited forward positions Arab Legion with Legion Comitiander Arabs | | 
Jerusalem and several Legion officers of both British and Arab na- 
tionality. Arab Legion officers including Jerusalem Commander are 
very worried about Jewish troop movements in vulnerable forward 
areas and feel Jews are improving positions in an attempt to cut off 
various Arab units, They have no confidence in Jewish forces observ- | 
ing truce and expect an attack any time. Intelligence officer said they — 
have reports that Stern Gang and IZL plan to attack Old City. 
Brigadier Lash, Commander of Arab Legion F orces in Palestine, said 
last night that’ he-is concerned about observance of truce and fears 

_ that minor incidents and rumors which are rife will lead to collapse 
of cease-fire. A feeling of tenseness and expectation of sudden attack 
is obvious at all Arab Legion posts visited. On other hand there is
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evidence that Legion Officers are making every effort and taking pre- 

| cautions for observing truce. ! a 

From observation point at Nilin we could see Jews who had moved | 

forward from their positions at time of cease-fire to within rifle range 

of Arab lines. Similar actions are reported on other fronts and al- 

though Arab lines have not been crossed it is such movements and — 

infiltrations that is causing Arabs worry and mistrust of Jewish inten- | 

| tions. Truce commission will request UN observers due arrive today 

to investigate this matter. | os Oe 
Oo | , - Macponap 

501.BB Palestine/7-2048: Telegram. a oe 

‘The Secretary of State to the Acting United States Representative at 

the United Nations (Jessup) — | | CS 

CONFIDENTIAL = ~—._ . WASHINGTON, July 24, 1948—9 a. m. 

477. Re urtel 926, July 201 quoting note from Acting SYG. Dept 

believes it would be inappropriate for U.S. and other individual govts — | 

to designate national members to tribunal envisaged by UN Mediator 

for examining alleged breaches of truce. Under SC resolution of ~ 

| July 15 this responsibility devolves on Mediator rather than on any 

body of examiners to be constituted of representatives of states (such 

as those states represented on Truce Commission). Indeed note of | 

Acting SYG states that function of examining alleged breaches would 

be “on behalf of the mediator.” Dept believes it would be appropriate: 

for Mediator to designate memvers of his international staff to ex- 

amine alleged breaches. If: Mediator prefers to retain services of 

examiners selected specifically for this work, Dept would be glad to | 

suggest names of qualified individuals. Request you reply to note of 

| Acting SYG in sense of above. For your info, Dept wishes to avoid 
tribunal composed of national representatives with consequent likeli-~ — : 

: hood of charges by Arab states or Israel, in particular cases, attack- 

-. ing on a national basis the operations or findings of examiners. | 

* Not printed : the note, dated July 19, transmitted the Mediator’s request to | 

. the United States Government for one legal assistant with the status of judge, | 

or similar legal status, to examine on behalf of the Mediator allegations of truce . 
violations in Palestine (501.BB Palestine/7—2048). a | 

501.BB Palestine/7-2548 : Telegram Oe Cee 

| Mr. Welts Stabler to the Secretary of State oe ey 

secrer Aran, Sly 25, 1948—4 p,m. 
20, During conversation with King this morning he said he thought, | 

any final settlement Palestine problem; would: have be imposed on - 

598-594-7646 | |
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both parties by Security Council. Asked whether he believed Arabs 
_ would accept such settlement he replied emphatically in affirmative. 

_ He did not feel actual force would be required as adequate number 
observers with planes and ships at their disposal could carry out task. | 

. He said Transjordan ready proceed with demilitarization of Jeru- | 
(salem [and] to withdraw Arab Legion. » eae 

Re territorial readjustments in Palestine settlement, King com- 
— mented that Arabs and Jews could not share Palestine and it would be 

necessary have separate Jewish and Arab areas. Arab areas of Palestine 

_ should be attached to Transjordan (mytel 6, July 181) and these areas 
should also include Negeb, Jaffa and parts of Western Galilee. Felt | 

| that shifts of population should take place to eliminate minority 
problems. Asked whether Egypt and Saudi Arabia would agree such 
territorial changes King said former would raise no objection while 

, in case of latter he and Ibn Saud in complete harmony. Re other Arab 
states indicated that Hashemite Federation could overcome any | 
objections. | | Lo 

| _ Re reports that Iraq had announced it would continue fight King 
said Transjordan and all Arab states wished continue war. However, : 
he realized that for various reasons Arabs could not afford continue 
war and had persuaded other Arab states agree to truce. . 

: _ King made usual uncomplimentary remarks about Arab League 
: and also referred to his Greater Syria scheme? as the one hope of 

_ Arabs. He seemed in very good spirits and it is believed present cessa- . 
tion of hostilities in addition to possible prospect of large kingdom | 
agree with him. oo ae | : 

| Department please pass Jerusalemas12. © =” - 

7 | ne | - STABLER- 

* Not printed. oe a a 
*For previous documentation on this subject, see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. 

v, pp. 738 ff. Ss oo 

867N.01/7-2648 , | | | 

_ Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by the Assistant Chief of | 
| | the Durision of Near Eastern Affairs (Mattison) : 

: 7 : [WasHineTon,] July 26,1948. — | 

Mr. Bromley? called to state that he had been requested to inform _ 
| the Department that the British Government intended to resume the 

| subsidy payments to Transjordan which had been held up because of | 
the “obscure” situation in Palestine. The British Government felt that 

- inasmuch as Transjordan had accepted. the truce, and had proved to a 
be cooperative, they could no longer suspend the subsidy payments. | 

*T. E. Bromley, First Secretary of British Embassy. _ oe |
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Mr. Bromley said that his Government wished tv inform the De- 

partment in advance of its intention, before it became a matter of 

public knowledge. 

501.BB Palestine/7—-2648 : Circular telegram . 

The Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic and Consular Offices 

‘SECRET WASHINGTON, July 26, 1948—1 a. m. 

Reference SC Resolution Jul 15 regarding renewal truce in 
Palestine and Israel Dept considers acceptance by Israel and various 
Arab states as unconditional. Dept considers differing views of Arabs 
and Israelis re immigration and other matters are subjects for con- 
sideration by Mediator and do not in any way invalidate truce. 

Sent to Baghdad, Cairo, Damascus, Beirut, Jidda, Amman, Jeru- 

salem, Tel Aviv. 
Rptd to London for communication to FonOft. 

MarsHALL 

'501.BB Palestine/7—2648 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 
of State 

SECRET Lonpon, July 26, 1948—8 p. m. 

3385. According to Wright July 24 Bevin’s mind is still working 

along same lines Paragraph 1 Embassy 3252 July 17+ regarding 

Palestine. He is gratified by larger staff of observers and feels that 

it would be desirable for Mediator to remain as close as possible to 

the two parties and in this connection thinks it would be advantageous 

move for Mediator to transfer his headquarters from Rhodes to Jeru- 
salem. However, when this idea was advanced to Mediator by British 

Consulate Rhodes (it had earlier been put forward to Mediator by 

Sir Hugh Dow on his own initiative) Mediator stated July 20 that he 
hoped representatives both Jews and Arabs would come to Rhodes 

- shortly. Mediator stated that according to his representative Jeru- 
salem would not be suitable for such meeting until] demilitarization 

1Not printed; this paragraph stated that “Bevin spent hour this morning 
discussing Palestine with his top advisors. Wright has reported to me that 
Bevin is encouraged by news that cease-fire has already begun Jerusalem and 
believes utmost use should be made of this development. Bevin through Wright 
expressed hope US Government and other Truce Commission powers will give 
highest priority to supplying Bernadotte with his requirements in men and 
equipment so that start can be made at once in setting up new regime in 
Jerusalem. If Jerusalem is demilitarized and set up as working entity Bevin 
believes it may set example for similar developments elsewhere. Bevin thinks 
also that it would have beneficial effect if Bernadotte would transfer his head- 
quarters from Rhodes to Jerusalem.” (501.BB Palestine/7-1748)
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takes place? and international police force is established. There are | 
no accommodations in Jerusalem and in present circumstances it | 
would not be safe for leaders of either side to go there. Chief observer 
has reported that in Jerusalem there is “complete disregard of UN 
representatives.” More recent information, said Wright, indicates that. 
Mediator may now view move to Jerusalem somewhat more favorably 
than of July 20. Azcarate * is urging move. 

Wright said it was hard to analyze present situation in Middle East: 
and to decide whether relative to Guillion ¢ in Arab states represents 
acquiescence accompanied by embitterment against West and UN or 
whether it is lull before storm while extremists lay their plan. 

| | Doveas 

* Count Bernadotte’s draft proposal for the demilitarization of Jerusalem was 
transmitted by the Consulate General at Jerusalem in telegram 1122, July 26, 11 
a.m., not printed (501.BB Palestine/7—2648). 

®Pablo de Azcarate, Deputy Chief of the Secretariat of the Truce Commission 
in Palestine. 

‘The words “to Guillion” are rendered as “tranquillity” in the London Hm- 
bassy copy of telegram 3385. 

CIA Files | 

| Leeport by the Central Intelligence Agency * 

SECRET [Wasurneton, | July 27, 1948. 
ORE 38-48 | 

Posstste DrveLopMENts From THe Parzstinn Truce? — | 

| 1. In response to a request from the Office of the Secretary of Defense- 
regarding the probable duration of the 18 July truce in Palestine and 
developments that may arise as a result of it, CIA presents the fol- 
lowing estimates: 

a. The current continuation of the truce is for the most part nominal, 
and sporadic fighting continues. Israel benefited greatly from the pre- 
vious truce period in improving its military potential. A continuation 
of the truce on the conditions of the previous one would be to Israel’s 
advantage, and the Arabs probably would not long respect it. On the 
other hand, a really effective and adequately enforced truce would 
have a reasonable chance of being prolonged. Therefore, the Media-. 
tor’s success in prolonging the truce is in direct proportion to the sup-: 
port he is given in establishing effective means of enforcement. 

6. It is unlikely that the Mediator himself will be abie to effect a 
settlement of the basic controversy. Provided, however, that effective. 
means of observation and enforcement are made available and utilized,. 

* Included in the source text is a copy of the CIA map entitled “Military Situa- 
tion—18 July 1948”, reproduced facing this page. | | 

? According to a note on the source text: “The information in this report is as of 
July 21. The intelligence organizations of the Departments of State, Army, Navy,. 
and the Air Force have concurred in this report.” _ ; | 

|
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it is probable than an unstable truce can be maintained until the prob- 
tem can be referred back to the United Nations General Assembly in 
September or to the International Court of Justice. 

c. The present intentions of the USSR are to promote instability and 
insecurity throughout the Middle East and to undermine the positions 
of the US and the UK therein. To do so the USSR has given, and pre- 
sumably will continue to give, support in varying degrees to both 
Israel and the Arab countries. The collapse of the truce and the inten- 
sification of hostilities would afford the USSR increased opportunities 
to pursue its aims. Conversely, any measures which might prolong the 
truce would be detrimental to Soviet aims. 

d. A critical factor in the continuance of the truce will be the ability 
of the Israeli government to control the activities of its extremist ele- 
ments (Irgun Zvai Leumi and the Stern Gang) and of the Arab gov- 
ernments to control popular outbreaks directed against the mainte- 
nance of the truce. It is not believed that complete control by their 
governments of either Jewish or Arab extremists will be possible, but 
the conditions for such control will be much more favorable under a 
fair truce, rigorously enforced, than under an inadequate truce, half- 
heartedly supported. 

2. Further discussion concerning the possible outcome of the truce is 
in Enclosure A; of the current military situation in Palestine in Enclo- 
sure B; of Soviet intentions in the areain EnclosureC. | 

7 Enclosure A - —— 

PossisLE DEVELOPMENTS FRoM THE PALESTINE TRUCE | 

a 1, GENERAL | | 7 

The UN mediator has two objectives: an effective truce of indefinite 
duration; and a final compromise solution, between Jews and Arabs, 
of the Palestine problem. The present truce was agreed to on 18 July 
and has been violated repeatedly by both Arabs and Jews. The viola- 
tions have resulted from the absence in Palestine of UN observers and 
machinery for preventing infractions, and from the determination 
of various Arab and Jewish groups to gain last-minute advantages 
which they feel to be of vital importance. The Mediator’s success in 
establishing an effective truce will depend on the effectiveness of the 
machinery which is given him, the ability of Israel to control its ex- 
tremist groups (the Irgun Zvai Leumi and the Stern Gang), and the 
reaction of the Arab peoples against the acceptance of the truce by 
their leaders. | 

2. POSSIBILITY OF AN EFFECTIVE TRUCE 

a. Observer Teams. 

Current efforts to organize UN observer teams include plans for 300 
observers—three times as many as were sent to Palestine during the 
previous truce. The effectiveness of the current truce will depend 
largely on the incisiveness with which these observers carry out their
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duties and the forcefulness with which the Mediator deals with viola- _ 
tions. If violations are ignored to the same extent as during the previ- 
ous truce, the success of the current truce will be doubtful. The Jews 
will, as before, bring in men, aircraft, and heavy military equipment; 
present Arab opposition to the truce will then become intensified, and 
the Arabs will probably reopen hostilities. 

b. Israel Extremists. | 

It is probable that any concessions that the PGI might make to 
obtain Arab agreement to permanent peace would be met by open and 
violent action by the Jerusalem extremists. If, however, the Mediator 
attempts to establish a special UN regime over Jerusalem before a 
final settlement is achieved or to revise the territorial boundaries to 
what they consider detrimental to Israel, the extremist groups will 
almost certainly resume fighting. At the present time it is believed that 
the PGI can control extremist elements within the partition bounda- 
ries, but it may not be able to control them in other parts of Palestine, 
especially in Jerusalem. 

c. Reaction of Arab Peoples. | 

The Arab people were confident of victory and were assured by their 
leaders that the truce would not be extended. Their bitterness may 
well erupt into violence against their governments or the Western 
powers or both. If their wrath is turned against their leaders, some of 
the Arab governments in an attempt to survive may well resume the 
Palestine war. Arab leaders, however, will first make every effort to 
turn the anger of their people against the UN, the US, and the UK, or 
even against one another. | 

The timing of such developments cannot be predicted because they 
depend partly on spontaneous eruptions of popular feelings, which are 

subject to violent change, and partly on organized agitation. Rioting, 
however, has already developed in Cairo. Serious Jewish violations of 
the truce (particularly the bombing of Arab cities) would further 
inflame Arab public opinion and would make it more difficult for the 
Arab governments to continue the truce. Communist agents in the 
Arab countries will probably exert themselves to stir up the people | 

against their governments in order to bring about the downfall of the 
present regime as well as to destroy the truce. The rapidity with which 
the observer teams are mobilized and their effectiveness will obviously 

have great bearing on this problem. 

3. POSSIBILITY OF A COMPROMISE SOLUTION BETWEEN ARABS AND JEWS 

It is extremely unlikely that the Mediator himself will be able to 

persuade Arabs and Jews to agree to a compromise solution for Pales- 

tine. The Jews, with a de facto government and because of their mili-
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| tary strength and the political support of the US and the USSR, are: _ 

in an extremely strong position. The provisions of the UN partition. — | 

scheme constitute for the moment their minimum demands. The Arabs, | 

in spite of their weakness, have given no official indication that they | 

_ are prepared to recognize Israel as defined in the UN partition plan.. | 

At the present time no Arab government feels it could survive if it. 

consented to negotiate with Israeli representatives. Israel and the Arabs gk 

governments might accept some sort of international status for : 

Jerusalem or its de-militarization, but such a development might well | 

be resisted by the Israeli extremist groups. — - 

| If, after repeated attempts, the Mediator 1s unable to make any : 

--progress toward a solution, he may recommend some further course of i 

action to the Security Council. Should the truce prove reasonably 

effective, he might as an alternate move recommend the advisability =| 

of securing an advisory opinion from the International Court of | 

Justice. If, on the other hand, the truce collapses, he undoubtedly will | 

| recommend sanctions against Arabs, or Jews, or both. One difficulty | 

in the way of getting negotiations started is the firm statement of the 7 

Arabs, frequently repeated, that under no circumstances will they 3 

recognize an Israeli state, which they would appear to do if they sat | 

at a council table with Israeli delegates. Encouragement must there- | 

| fore be given to the present Arab governments as well as an excuse | 

) furnished to them to give to their own people. This might well be | 

secured through an advisory opinion of the International Court of | 

Justice; e.g. as to whether a government of Israel exists with which | 

the Arabs can negotiate. oo | | 

| | Oo 4. CONCLUSIONS a | 

| Unless strongly backed by the Security Council and efficiently | 

| enforced, it is unlikely that the truce will be effective. Even with an — | 

effective truce it is unlikely that a compromise agreement will be | 

reached between Arabs and Jews for a considerable period of time. | 

Judging from present events in Palestine and should the effectiveness = 

of the observer machinery be no better than during the first truce, it : 

| is probable that sporadic fighting will continue and that the Jews will | 

| greatly increase their military potential under the cloak of the truce. — | 

Thus the state of Israel would be further consolidated,.and the Arabs: 

| would be further weakened and isolated. If, however, the truce is effec- | 

| tively enforced and the present comparatively moderate Arab govern- / 

- ments can stay in power, the truce may be prolonged by the Arabsin 

the hope that a revision of the UN partition resolution may be secured 

| at the September meeting of the General Assembly or that the issue | | 

will be submitted to the International Court of Justice. If, on the other | 
hand, these governments are overthrown, the Arabs will resume the 7 

fight, be seriously defeated, break all contact with the US and the UK,
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and almost certainly (in one way or another). eventually find them- — 
selves open to Soviet exploitation* = —__ as 

— | - Enclosure Be. / | | 

Tue Miirary Srrvation in Patustinn at THE BEGINNING OF THE ~ 
SECOND Truce—18 Juny 1948 RS | 

The military situation on 18 July, the beginning of the second truce 
in Palestine, shows that the Jews have made substantial gains during 

_ the nine-day period of fighting between 9 July and 18 J uly. (See 
map.) During that period the Jews captured Lydda, Ramle, and 

| Ras el Zin, thereby removing the danger of an Arab thrust. on Tel- 
Aviv. In the north they took the strategic Arab-Christian town of 
Nazareth and consolidated their positions along the Lebanese border __ 

| into which units had been moved during the truce. In the south the 
Jews thrust southeast into the Egyptian-occupied area near Isdud and | 
widened and strengthened the strip of J ewish-controlled territory 
along the roads between Jerusalem and Tel-Aviv. The only successful | 
Arab action during that period, the Iraqi advance north from Jenin 
toward Afule, was halted by the truce before any significant gain was 

made, | 7 
_ During the period of the truce the Jews gained considerably from a 

| military point of view. They strengthened and improved their existing _ 
fortifications and built new ones in the areas recently taken over __ 
from the Arabs. They improved the by-pass road to Jerusalem, which 
skirts Arab-held Latrun and Bab el Wad on the main road from 
Jerusalem to Tel-Aviv. They recruited and trained troops both abroad 
and in Palestine, and reinforcements were flown in from abroad. They 

| increased their supply of tanks, aeroplanes, and artillery. The Jews 
| brought heavy artillery into the Jerusalem area and are reported to 

have acquired at least 13 German ME-109 fighter planes—which can 
| be converted into light bombers—and 3 B-17’s. (They are now reported | 

| - to possess a total of 60 ME-109’s, of which 24 are operational.) The _ 
food situation in Jerusalem was greatly improved during the truce. 

_ The Arabs made certain gains during the truce, but these were 
| insignificant compared to the Jewish gains. The Arabs received some 

Italian and Belgian arms and brought more arms and ammunition _ 
to the front. | a 

_ The truce resulted in so great an improvement in the Jewish capa- 
bilities that the Jews may now be strong enough to launch a full-scale 
offensive and drive the Arab forces out of Palestine. Events during the 

. RTE however, a settlement is imposed upon the Arabs by force, it should be — 
pointed out that guerrilla warfare may be expected to continue for an indefinite 
period. Furthermore, resistance to authority through well proved nuisance tech- _ 
niques, boycotts, and other political devices may defeat ultimately the goal of 
permanent peace and security in Palestine and the Middle East... {Footnote:in 
the source text.] | : | |
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| _ truce, and the enormous increase in Jewish strength resulting from S 
them, considerably change the previously held estimate of the probable 

_ course of the war in Palestine. The Arabs’ logistical position generally 
. is very bad and their ammunition supply is exceedingly low. It is 

estimated that they could not continue to fight, even on the previous 
moderate scale, for more than two to three months. Se a 

The Military Forces involved are estimated as: a 

- Arab Forces in or near Palestine Se 

| Army » In Near ~~‘ Total — 
Palestine Palestine ce 

 'Transjordan - 6, 000 4, 000 10, 000 
Iraq | | 9, 000 1,000 —- 10, 000 

| Egypt , : 0, 000 — 8, 000 13, 000: | 
Syria ane | 1, 000 1, 500 2, 500 
Lebanon = | : 1, 800 1, 800: | 
Saudi Arabia sy 3,000 (?) | | | 3, 000 
Irregulars 3,000 (?) ~ 3, 500 6, 500: 

| Totals | 27, 000 19, 800 46, 800 
| | Israntz Forces - | | 

| Haganah : ae | | : 
, _ Mobile Striking Force | ce 17, 000 

_.  Semi-Mobile (Local operation) 7 | 18, 000 
| Garrison or Defense (settlers-urban militia) | 50, 000 | 
| Irgun Zvai Lewmi Oo | 

| _ The Irgun has gradually increased from 7 000 to 12,000 during the > 
| past 4 to 6 months. , co , 

Stern Gang a | 7 : a | 
_ A similar rise in Stern Gang numbers from 400-800 has been | 

-. recently confirmed. | ee 

| Total | | a Oo 97, 800 — 

| : | | | | Enclosure C | - - ) 
: — Soviet Poricy iv THe Mippre East | | 

a oo 4, SOVIET OBJECTIVES — | | 
a. The ultimate objective of Soviet policy vis-i-vis the Middle East | 

is the assumption of the dominant role in the area. = ce | 
6. To implement this main objective, Soviet policy is directed toward | 

the accomplishment of four secondary objectives: _ | Bo 
| (1) Instability inthe Arab world. | ae 

| (2) Acomplete break between the US andthe Arabstates. Ss. 
(3) Strained relations between the US and the UK concerning Mid- : 

dle East policy. | co, | : 
_ (4) Acomplete break between the UK and the Arabstates |
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| 2. APPLICATION AND RESULTS OF SQVIET POLICY (29 NOVEMBER 1947—- | 
18 JULY 1948) —— 

- With the above objectives in mind, the USSR voted for the UN par- _ 
tition of Palestine. From November to May it consistently supported | 

/ partition but took no initiative in urging effective action to implement 
partition. Officially the Soviet position was unimpeachable; unofiicial- 

Ty, the Kremlin was content to sit back and watch matters go from bad a 
to worse in Palestine. The Soviet|delegation loudly denounced and’ 
obstructed the US proposals for 4. temporary trusteeship over Pal- 
estine, the one possibility which might have prevented an Arab-Jewish 7 
war after 15 May. Since 15 May the delegation has been lukewarm on | 
truce attempts and has obstructed mediation efforts. On 7 July it 
abstained in the Security Council|from voting on the resolution to_ 

extend the four weeks’ truce. Although it voted for the resolution on | 

oe 15 July ordering the beligerents to|cease hostilities, it abstained from 
voting on the proposal to give the UN Mediator authority to negotiate | 
‘a settlement between Jews and Arabs, | | | 

By pursuing the tactics outlined in the preceding paragraph, the | 

‘USSR has increased its prestige among Zionist groups throughout the 
_ -world. Moreover, its support of partition has done little to impair 

Soviet-Arab relations, which could hardly have been made worse in | 
, any case. (The retaliatory outlawing of the Communist parties in 

Syria and Lebanon merely sent the Communists underground and, | 

in view of the ineffectiveness of Arab police and security measures, did 
not greatly impair the capabilities of the Communists in these coun- 

tries.) Soviet tactics in the UN have also contributed directly toinsta- 

bility in the Middle East, the first secondary objective of Soviet policy. 
The inability of the UN to formulate a compromise solution of the © 

Palestine problem has contributed) directly to the other three Soviet 

7 secondary objectives. US support/of partition immediately drove a . 

wedge into US-Arab relations. This breach in relations could never | 
be mended unless a compromise was reached between Arabs and Jews. 
By opposing a compromise solution, the USSR contributed directly to 
‘increasingly strained relations between Arabs and the US, its sec- — 

ond objective. As the UK was compelled for strategic and economic — . 

reasons to support the Arabs, strained relations between the US and” 

. the UK, the third Soviet objective, inevitably followed. The Kremlin 

doubtless reasoned that UK dependence on ERP would compel the. 

UK to bow to US pressure. This| would in turn lead to the fourth 

| Soviet objective, the rupture of UK-Arab relations. While the USSR 

| ‘was doubtless prepared to take positive steps toward the attainment 

| of its objectives, it has been unnecessary for it to do anything beyond 

obstructing the possibility of a compromise solution between Arabs 

and Jews. US support of partition, UK support of the Arabs, and 

UK economic dependence on the US have combined to produce a situa-
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tion favorable to the USSR and one which they can be expected to 

exploit in the future. 

3. FUTURE POLICY (AFTER 18 JULY 1948) : | 

| The future policy of the USSR vis-a-vis Palestine will aim at con- 
solidating the objectives already partially attained. It will continue 
to be the Soviet plan to follow a line of opportunism and. readiness to 
exploit what the USSR considers US and UK mistakes. While. con- | 
tinuing to support the partition scheme, the USSR may be expected 

| to abstain on or to block any UN action which is likely to bring Jew- | 
| ish-Arab hostilities to a permanent end. This trend is forecast by the | 

| USSR abstention on the 7 July Security Council resolution calling on | 
| both parties to agree to an extension of the four weeks’ truce, and 

_ subsequently on the question of granting Bernadotte powers to | 
mediate. SO a | 

oe It may come about that the UK, as a result of US and UN pressure, 
would find it difficult to maintain all its ties with the Arab states, | 
which would contribute to the fourth major objective of the USSR. 
In such an event it may be expected that the USSR will shift the | 
emphasis of its propaganda from “Jewish independence” to “US im- 

perialism in Israel” and under the latter slogan will woo the Arab 
governments with promises of military advisers and supplies. It can a 
be expected to “encourage” its own candidates in the political turmoil 
which will follow Arab military defeats. By such methods it will con- 
tinue its drive toward the attainment of its basic objective, 
the assumption of the dominant role in the Middle East. | | 

| 4, SOVIET ARMS POLICY ON PALESTINE ISSUE a - 

| There is a large body of evidence which indicates that arms ship- | 
ments from the Communist-dominated countries have been made both __ | 

| to the Arab states and to Israel. The Israeli have received the bulk of © 
these arms, which have included ammunition, small arms, automatic | 

-- -weapons, artillery and military planes. | | 
. _ The major source of arms supply for Israel has been Czechoslo- 

a vakia. Other countries which have supplied arms are Yugoslavia and | 
| Poland, and possibly the USSR. The governments of Czechoslovakia | 

and Yugoslavia have actively cooperated inthese shipments by furnish-- | 
ing protection, maintaining secrecy, or supplying government facil- 
ities, including airfields in the case of Czechoslovakia. Ports in Albania 
and Italy have been utilized for transshipment purposes to provide — 

_ additional secrecy as to the countries of origin of these military 

7 supplies. os , eT 
Some of the Arab League countries have purchased arms from 

- There is no indication that any B-29 type aircraft are being used by either ' 
Arabs or Jews. [Footnote in the source text.] le os | :
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Czechoslovakia ; the largest shipments to the Arabs from that country | 
have gone to Syria and Lebanon. Small shipments from the USSR or , 
Balkan ports are also reported to have been landed on the Syrian and | 

| Lebanese coasts; also, petroleum products are now being shipped to. 
: Lebanon by Rumania. | oe So | 

501.BB. Palestine/7—2748 : Telegram | | SR | oe 

| Lhe Acting United States Representative at the United Nations 
(Jessup) to the Secretary of State a 

RESTRICTED _ oe New Yorx, July 27, 1948—1:55 p. m. 

| _ 957. Following is text of letter received from Comay (PGI ) on 
subject Arab refugees. We have acknowledged this, requesting we be 
advised any additional information which PGI representatives here | 
obtain. | | | oo OO 

“A few days ago, Mr. Reed of your delegation discussed with me | 
the question of Arab refugees. In the light of further information, | 
which has now come to hand from the PGI, its general attitude can 

. be noted as follows: OS | oo 

(a) The Government of Israel must disclaim any responsibility 
for the creation of this problem. The charge that these Arabs were 

a forcibly driven out by Israel authorities is wholly false; on the 
ss contrary, everything possible was done to prevent an exodus which - 

_ ‘was a direct result of the folly of the Arab states in organizing 
| and launching a war of aggression against Israel, The impulse 

of the Arab civilian population to migrate from war areas, in _ 
order to avoid being involved in the hostilities, was deliberately | 

| _ fostered by Arab leaders for political motives. They did not wish. 
the Arab population to continue to lead a peaceful existence in 

| Jewish areas, and they wished to exploit the exodus as a propa- | 
ss ganda, weapon in surrounding Arab countries and in the outside | 
‘world. This inhuman policy has now faced the governments con- 
cerned with practical problems for which they must assume full - 

-. responsibility. > | | 
| (0) The question of the return of Arab refugees cannot be 

divorced from its military context. While a state of war continues 
to exist between Israel and the surrounding Arab states, it would 

| gravely prejudice the security and defense of Israel if its borders = 
were flung open to an unrestricted influx of Arabs from those. 
states, who would be a disruptive element in the maintenance of 
internal law and order, and a formidable fifth column for ex- _ 

| ternal enemies. It-must be appreciated that a truce is not peace, | 
but merely an interruption of active warfare, and that the gov- 

| _ ernments which are now pressing for the return of these refugees, 
in order to relieve themselves of a problem they have created, are 
in the same breath making it clear that they have not relinquished | 
their bellicose intentions, ) | | -. 

_ .-. .(e) While permission to return is at present being granted in — 
“individual cases on special compassionate. grounds, and subject
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- to security screening, the general question can only be considered. 
| as part of a permanent peace settlement with the Arab states. 

(d) Such future consideration will take into account the posi- 
| tion and treatment of Jewish minorities in the Arab countries, — 

| (e) The Arabs remaining in Israel are assured of equal status, | 
_ full protection, and due care by the state as regards their social 

oe services”’.? | oO | 
ee JESSUP 

* For the letter of July 30 from Foreign Minister Shertok to Count Bernadotte 
expressing Israeli inability to agree to the readmission of Arab refugees to 
Israeli-controlled areas, see SC, 3rd Yf., Supplement for August 1948, p. 106. 

501.BB Palestine/7—2748 : Telegram — — : 

| Lhe Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 
| , of State 7 soe | 

-- TORSECRET = —“—s—sSCS Lonny, Tuy 27, '1948—8 p. ma. 
3413. Embassy’s 2785, June 24, paragraph 6. | 

’ 1. I was informed by Wright today that in extension of ideas men- 
tioned by him earlier Bevin is sending instructions to Cadogan to ini- 
tiate this week discussion in SC of the bearing upon the political future 
of Palestine of (a) international refugee problem in general, and (2) 

_ problem Arab refugees. a ee 
- 2, In telegram sent Cadogan today, as basis for his remarks it is 
pointed out that Nazi persecution Jews was new factor in Palestine 
situation which destroyed British hopes of carrying out mandate and | 
led to Arab fears of influx all Jews in Europe, While 200,000 Jewish 
DP’s plus unknown number Jews now living in Europe are now 

_ anxious to go to Palestine, British Govt is inclined to believe that total 
- number might be somewhat reduced if there were “real opportunity 

_ for Jews to settle elsewhere”. Consequently His Maj esty’s Govt be- 
lieves there would [should ?] be serious effort on international scaleto 

_ dispose of all European DP’s, Jews and non-Jews and that this would 
“diminish inter European fears re Palestine and would remove feel- 

_ ing that world is trying to solve problem, which Arabs had no partin ~~ 
| creating, at expense of Arabs alone.” Cadogan is to say whileSC cannot 

take practical steps itself, it can call matter to attention ECOSOC in a 
_ present session. TINS an 

3. Re Arab refugees (see 15 above and Embassy’s 3293, July 201) 7 
Cadogan has been instructed to invite SC to consider situation 
Palestine Arab refugees in Europe? [who?] number not less than _ 

| 250,000 compared to 200,000 Jewish DP’s in Europe and to in- 
| form His Majesty’s Govt that “since position J ewish refugees was 

* Not printed. Bn oe | . | | ae 
*'The words “in Europe” appear to be superfluous. , Coa itt: |
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major factor in UNGA deliberations last autumn it is only logical — 
contention that larger problem of the position of Arab refugees should | 
be regarded as major factor in Palestine problem as it now presents: 
itself”. Consequently UKUN will suggest that SC should ask Mediator - 
to investigate problem Arab DP’s and to make proposals for dealing 
with it. In particular His Majesty’s Govt believes Mediator should be —- 

' asked ‘to ascertain whether refugees will be able to return to. their 
| homes. a a oo , a 

4, Wright said UKUN has been instructed to discuss its instructions: 7 
summarized above with USUN assurance of taking action and to ~~ 

) report US views. - . - | a 
Sent Department 3413, Department pass USUN. | 7 | 

| a | | Dove.as: 

- 867N.01/7-2848: Telegram | a oe 

: The Consul General at Jerusalem (Macdonald) to the Secretary 
- | | ‘of State | Do 

| SECRET a _ JERUSALEM, July 28, 1948—8 p. nm. 

1132. Delay in demilitarizing Jerusalem is leading to critical situa~ 
tion and unless positive action taken within few days demilitarization _ 

may be impossible. — | | 7 a 
Although Jews express willingness demilitarize they actually resent. 

it for fear it will lead to internationalization. From private conversa- 
tions during last few days increasing opposition by Jews to demili- | 

| tarization is very evident and excuse given is alleged refusal of Arabs) | 
to agree but press reports state Arabs have agreed. , a | 

It is reported a military governor will be appointed for Jerusalem. 
| If true it will complicate question demilitarization and will encourage 

| Jews considerably in their demands to include Jerusalem as part of 
Israel. Yesterday newly-appointed district attorney Jerusalem and. 
group prominent Jews gave me long argument that masmuch as Jeru- | 
salem captured by Jewish forces it should be part of Israel. | 

, Current reports of expected trouble between Haganah and IZL. 
forces presents gravest threat to demilitarization Jerusalem (seemytel = 

1195, July 26%). | oo , 
If hostilities between these two forces break out Government. Israel 

: will insist remaining Jerusalem on grounds protecting it from dissi- 

dent forces who they will allege oppose Israel’s efforts cooperate with: 

| UN. In such eventuality Jewish state would likely proclaim Jerusalem. 

part Israel and it is unlikely such claim would be relinquished. 

Should this unfortunate delay result in failure demilitarize Jeru- — 

salem and encourage Israel Government issue official statement claim- 

1 Not printed. - | | | |
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. ing Jerusalem part Israel, Arabs will be given just cause to accuse 

UN of assisting Jews through truce (see mytel 1097, July 197). 
- In my opinion Bernadotte made serious error by not visiting Jeru- 

- salem on recent trip. Truce Commission has had no communication or 

instructions from Bernadotte or Security Council except outline for 
- demilitarization Jerusalem since truce went into effect. | - 

— | | MacpoNaLD 

® Not printed ; but see footnote 1, p. 1234. | Oo | 

501.BB Palestine/7—2848 : Telegram | . | : 

The Secretary of State to the Consulate General at Jerusalem | 

SECRET - a WasuincTon, July 28, 1948—7 p.m. | 

. (78. You are instructed immediately to approach Count Bernadotte _ 
in person and to discuss with him his request for the assignment of 7 

- a battalion of the US Marine Corps as a guard force for the policing 
| of the Mt. Scopus area of Jerusalem. It is hoped that you will be able | 
oe, to arrange a meeting with Count Bernadotte in Jerusalem or elsewhere | 

| in Palestine. If Count Bernadotte has returned to Rhodes and does . 
not plan to visit Palestine for several days, cable Dept. in advance 
and authorization will be given you to proceed to Rhodes. : 

You are instructed to discuss question of Marine Corps guard force | 
along following lines: | a | | | | 

_  “Wehave given most careful consideration to your telegram July 20 | 
and to recent reports from Admiral Sherman ? of his subsequent con- 
versations with you on July 23 with regard to your request for the _ 
temporary assignment of a battalion of the US Marine Corps as a — 
guard force for the policing of the Mt. Scopus area of Jerusalem. | 

_ We regret that we are unable to accept a military commitment of _ 
this nature in Jerusalem. We are compelled to adhere to the position  — 
which we took with the Secretary-General on this point and which 

| Dr. Jessup discussed with you prior to your recent departure from | 
Lake Success. oe fc 

| We suggest for your earnest consideration the possibility of a plan 
_ for policing Jerusalem which would enlist the active cooperation _ 

| and participation of Arab and Jewish authorities and armed forces. Oo 
_ Responsibility for carrying out the SC resolution of July 15 rests | 

primarily upon the Arabs and Jews who should be able to undertake. | 
| the policing of the City without employing the services of UN per- , 

sonnel in other than an observing capacity. Although we have not 
consulted either the Arabs or the Jews on this point, there is some: 

~ reason to believe that arrangements could be found which would be 
acceptable to Jewish authorities. You are, of course, in a better posi- 

_ tion to ascertain whether that isthe case.” ~ | : 

: 1. See unnumbered telegram of July 20, p. 1231. | " oe 
- # Vice Adm. Forrest P. Sherman, Commander of the Sixth Task Fleet of the 
United States Navy, operating in the Mediterranean area. a
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_ In discussing foregoing with Count Bernadotte you might point | 
out that Arab-Jewish cooperation in policing of Jerusalem might be | 

effected through employment of former Arab and Jewish units of 
civilian police or, if such units are dispersed and cannot quickly be 

| collected, through employment of well-disciplined units of Israeli and | 
Arab forces serving as military police pending the establishment and 
expansion of civilian units.® 7 

, |  Marsnarn 

® This telegram was repeated to London and New York. Consul General Mac- 
donald, on July 29, advised the Department that at Count Bernadotte’s invita- 7 
tion, he was proceeding to Rhodes the following day on a United Nations plane 

to discuss the matter (telegram 1139 from Jerusalem, 501.BB Palestine/7-2948). _ 

. _ 501.BB Palestine/7-2848: Telegram _ | 

| The Acting United States Representative at the United Nations 
Oo | (Jessup) to the Secretary of State | 

‘TOP SECRET US URGENT New York, July 28, 1948—7:15 p. m. 

- 963. Cadogan called this morning and showed us his instructions 
to bring up in SC question of Jewish DP’s and Arab refugees. Sub- 
stance as reported by Douglas in London’s 3413, July 27. Cadogan — 
was instructed to request special meeting SC, if necessary, for early 
consideration these subjects, Although instructed consult USUN, he 
also on no account is to defer action unless specifically instructed to 
contrary. He said he would, however, take no action before tomorrow 

| (Thursday) morning in order give us opportunity consult Depart- — 
ment, but his present view is he must then request meeting for Friday. 

| - We urge Department cable Douglas immediately asking him to 
request Bevin instruct Cadogan to defer action at least over weekend, 
‘pending fuller opportunity exchange views. 7 

_ For reasons given in our comments below, we are strongly inclined | 
to view that proposed British action is not advisable. This morning | 

, -we told Cadogan we had no comments from Department. I said we 
| were puzzled to know how UK Government thought proposed action _ 

‘would contribute to smoothing of situation in Palestine during next 
few weeks and months. Continuing in a general and personal way, — 
we raised some of questions implied in following comments: = =. 
1. International refugee problem. ree ee 

(a) The proposed British action may be confusing and possibly 
‘prejudicial to President’s request made in special session yesterday 
that our DP legislation be liberalized. | : 

| 1The Department did so the same day, in telegram 2988 to London, 501.BB 
‘Palestine/7-2748. At Ambassador Douglas’ urgent request, Mr. Bevin authorized 

Oo the British Delegation at New York to postpone action on the refugee problems 
‘until.Monday, August 2 (telegram 3448, July 29, 6 p. m., from London, 501.BB 

| Palestine/7-2948)- rn aE OE
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_(6) Some members of Congress, hostile to liberalizing our DP leg- _ 
islation, might take line that British were attempting to dump Euro- 
pean DP’s in our laps. Other hostile members of Congress might take | 
line that since SC 1s dealing with this matter there is no need for | 
further legislation. — | 

_ (¢) PGI would probbaly feel obliged to state that most of Euro- : 
pean DP’s want to go to Jewish homeland in Palestine. This would , 
be provocative to Arabs (thereby having effect contrary to that con- | 
templated by UK), and might also diminish prospects for liberaliza- 
tion DP legislation, | | | 

_ _ (d) Although they might not do so publicly, it is likely that PGI 
through propaganda channels would spread word, whether justified CO 

| or not, that this action was hidden effort by UK Government toimpair _ 
' Jewish sovereignty in matters of immigration. | a 

2. Arab refugees, | oe - | 

_ (a) PGI views on this problem set forth in USUN 957, July 27. 
Raising of this question by UK in SC would create at least some em- 
barrassment for PGI and in turn for US Government, risking im- | 
pairment our solidarity with British in Palestine matters because, 
in effect, we would be public advocate PGI position while UK would 
be public advocate Arab position. a : OO 

(6) Public declaration by Bernadotte July 25 dealt specifically ’ 
with his plans for dealing with question Arab refugees (‘Beirut’s 386, | 
July 26,2 numbered paragraph 3). Bernadotte, having commendably 
taken initiative this regard, it would be gratuitous and tend to. under- | 

| mine his prestige for SC to take matter up and ask Mediator to do | 
_what he is already doing. a Oe 

3. Proposed British action would encourage Arab extremists in 
their attempt to lay down conditions for maintenance present truce. 

- Department will recall that telegram of July 18 from SYG Arab | | 
League to SYG UN (8/908, 19 July)? in reply to SC July 15 resolu- 
tion attempted to lay down three conditions for maintenance truce, 
two of three being complete cessation Jewish immigration and return | 

_ of Arab refugees to their homes during truce. SYG Arab League 
reiterated this view in communiqué issued following recent.conference 
with Bernadotte (Beirut’s 387, July 262). In this connection please 
refer to USUN 930, July 21? and Department’s circular, July 26, 
2 [1] a. m., stating Department considers acceptance of truce as un- 
conditional and differing views re immigration and other matters are 
subjects for consideration.by Mediator. | | | | 

| 4, We feel that proposed British action reflects confusion in their 
minds concerning proper functions of SC with regard to Palestine. 
While related to maintenance of truce we feel that question of Euro- 

| pean DP’s and immigration into Palestine, on one hand, and fate of 
Arab refugees, ‘on other hand, are predominantly matters which must __ 

 *Not printed. - | 
* See footnote 2, p.1230. | oe 

| 598-594 —76—AT - - | | |
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| be dealt with in connection with “peaceful adjustment of the future 

situation of Palestine.” For obvious reasons the Soviet and Ukrainian 

representatives in SC have missed no opportunity to discuss future 

~ settlement in Council; the proposed British action would give them | 

still another opportunity. Future settlement, we feel strongly, is a 

matter which concerns GA ‘and Mediator under Assembly’s resolution 

| May 14, and not the SC which is concerned primarily with mainte- | 

nance of peace in Palestine. | | 

5. Our estimate of British motives in proposing this action is as 

follows: - 

(a) They are undoubtedly sincere in wishing to alleviate problems 

| presented by unfortunate status of J ewish DP’s in Europe and Arab 

refugees. a | 

(6) They wish to minimize Jewish immigration and Arab refugee — 

problem as factors which might impair prospects of future settlement. 

~ (¢c) They probably feel that proposed action might help mend their 

|  fenceswith Arabs. oe | 

| 6. While we do not question sincerity of these probable motives we | 

do feel that British are misleading themselves because it ‘is our esti- 

mate that effects of their proposed action would be directly contrary to 

| hoped for results. It is our view that public discussion of these prob- 

lems in SC at this time would exacerbate rather than relieve problems, | 

7 and stiffen both Jewish and Arab positions and impair rather than | 

minimize risk of impairing prospects of future settlement, and by 

misleading Arabs would worsen rather than improve US-UK relations | 

with Arabs. , 

7. On last point, while we agree with view expressed by Douglasin 

paragraph 5, London’s 3188, July 14, it is our impression that evidences _ | 

of lowering of British prestige in Near East resulting from their com- | 

| mendable attitude towards July 15 resolution, has caused them to be- | 

come somewhat squeamish, and as a result to consider taking hasty 

and ill-advised action. British have certainly not lost nearly as much 

- influence in Arab countries as we have. While Bevin’s stand and — 

: British courage in recent dealings with Arabs have been wholly ad- 

mirable, it is our view we should spare no effort to encourage them 

to stand firm with us in inducing Arabs to take the bitter pill which 

sooner or later they must swallow, given the circumstances with which 

we have to deal. | | | | : : 

8. Although we have received very little first-hand information con- 

cerning situation of Arab refugees, what little information we do have 

indicates these people will be in serious condition unless-steps are taken 

promptly to assist them. We would suggest following alternatives, — 

therefore, separately or in combination, to British proposals for deal- 

ing with these particular problems in SC. These alternatives should,
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of course, be coordinated with President’s legislative program con-— 
cerning DP’s, | - | 

(2) US and UK might jointly take action in ECOSOC and, if a 
feasible, directly with IRO (paragraph 3, London’s 3362‘). a 

(b) US and UK might jointly suggest to Mediator that he request 
ECOSOC and TRO for advice and assistance in dealing with these : 
problems. The Mediator clearly would have authority to do so under 
paragraph 1(c) of GA resolution of May 14. and this action would be _ | 
consistent with his statement of July 25 (Beirut’s 386). 7 . 

(¢) US and UK might jointly encourage philanthropic organiza- __ 
tions in respective countries (Amman’s 23, July 26 *) to organize large- 

|  seale joint program Near Kast relief, corresponding so far as US is 
concerned with large-scale Jewish relief projects. 7 | 

9. In a broader sense we feel that most effective way for us to 
mend our fences with Arabs and deal with such specific problems 
as Jewish immigration and Arab refugees is to get together promptly — 
as possible with UK on details of plan of settlement along lines set 
forth USUN 831, June 29 [30]; 837, July 1; and paragraphs 4, 5 and 
6 of 870, July 10. In this connection please note particularly para- 

| graph 4, Amman’s 18, July 224 indicating Transjordan Prime | 
Minister’s view that US and UK should decide between themselves 
what plan should be adopted. In particular most effective steps we feel 
might be taken to improve US-UK relations with Arab states and 7 
would be active development of plans for recognition Transjordan | 

| and economic assistance as recommended in paragraphs 4 and 12 a 
USUN 831. Amman’s 17, July 20 and J erusalem’s 1118, J uly 24,° are | 

| pertinent to question recognition Transjordan. A program of eco- 
_ nomic assistance would be particularly important in case of Iraq 

which, together with Syria, reflects the most extreme Arab position 
involving greatest risk of political instability. | : | - 

| : | JESSUP | 
* Not printed. | | CO . | 
°' The latter conveyed Special Representative McDonald’s strong recommenda- : tion that the Department consider extending recognition to Transjordan at this | | time (890i1.01/7—-2448). Mr. Jessup, on J uly 29, supported Mr. McDonald’s recom-. mendation (telegram 970 from New York, 890i.01/7-2948). 

501.BB Palestine/7-2948: Telegram - 

| Lhe Secretary of State to the United Nations Mediator in Palestine - 
oo | (Bernadotte), at Rhodes a 

CONFIDENTIAL Wasuineton, July 29, 1948—2 p.m. | 
| Before your recent departure from United States Philip Jessup 

of US Mission to UN presented to you the following questions con-
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cerning implementation UNSC ban on war materiel to Arab States 

and Palestine: ae | 

“1, The UK has adopted the position that transfer of parts, acces- 

sories, and aircraft replacements for maintenance of existing non- © 
- British civil airlines in the Middle East would not be contrary to the 

ban on war material prescribed by the SC resolution of May 29. On 
the other hand, the US has followed the practice of refusing to license 

- such shipments to non-American airlines in this area. Having in mind 
the desirability of having the US and UK, the two principal suppliers | 

of aircraft, follow a uniform policy, what is the view of the Mediator | 

onthisquestion? = | 
“2. The US has furnished to the Mediator the list of items con- 

| trolled by this government as arms, ammunition, and implements of 

war with which the Mediator has expressed satisfaction. This list _ 

does not include borderline items such as motor vehicles (non- 
military), uniforms, military communications equipment, ‘and other 

items of military significance. Does the Mediator wish the items men- 

tioned above to be brought under control and their export prohibited 

unless his consent is obtained? In any event, does the Mediator wish 

this government to continue to consult him regarding items not in- 

cluded on the list furnished him, and, if so, will his office find it pos- | 

sible to give prompt replies? | : - | 

“3. Are there any further steps contemplated by the Mediator to 

| make the ban on war material more effective ? | 

“4, The US has received numerous reports on alleged violation of 

the ban on war material. Where such reports are believed by this gov- 

ernment to be reliable, does the Mediator wish to be informed of 
the details?” re | ce | 

Bunche promised J essup reply from Rhodes at earliest possible 

moment. Can you now give your views on these questions? US Govt _ 

urgently desires your advice on questions one and two.* , 

| - a | MarsHALL 

4This telegram was repeated to New York as No. 485. | 

501.BB Palestine/7—2948 : Telegram - | Oo oe 

The Acting United States Representative at the United Nations 

- -  .. (Fessup) to the Secretary of State | | 

CONFIDENTIAL Us URGENT New Yorks, July 29, 1948—5:35 p.m. © 

968. From Ross. Following is text of letter from Eban concerning: 

attitude of PGI re its legal status in J erusalem : | 

| “As you know, the obscure legal position in J erusalem gives rise. 

to many difficulties, not least of which is the difficulty of the Provi- 

sional Government of Israel in asserting its authority over dissident | 

elements. _ an | oo 
_ [“]I have now ascertained from Mr. Shertok that the view of the 

| Provisional Government of Israel is that the parts of Jerusalem oc- 
cupied by Jewish forces are, in the legal sense, occupied territory
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- -whose political future is still undecided. The Provisional Government =~ 
of Israel proposes to make a statement very shortly declaring the status 
of that area to be that of occupied territory, without prejudice to its 
future political status.. aa 

[“]In his cable to me, Mr. Shertok points out that this proclama- 
tion will ensure the legality of measures taken by the Jewish military 

~ command and also enable it to tighten its control over dissidents.” | 

| . | [Ross] 
| a JESSUP 

501.BB Palestine/7—2948 :Telegram | | | ee, a 

The Acting United States Representative at the United Nations 
| (Jessup) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL US URGENT | New York, July 29, 1948—5:35 p.m. | 

969. Following is text of two letters and enclosures received from 
Eban concerning demilitarization of Jerusalem: Text of letter dated 

| July 26: | oe a cs | 

“Your delegation will be aware that negotiations are now proceed- 
: ing on the question of the demilitarization of Jerusalem, in accordance 

with the Security Council resolution adopted on 16 [75] July, para- 
graph 7 [6]. I enclose for your information the text of the first draft 

_ proposals presented by the Mediator to the parties, and also the text 
of a telegraphic agency message which correctly reflects the govern- 

| ment of Israel’s reaction to them. OS | 
In accepting the principle of a demilitarized Jerusalem, the Gov- 

ernment of Israel never imagined that a ring of steel would be put | 
around the city, barring access or residence to all but the aged and the 

infirm. 'These negotiations are now faced with considerable difficulty | 
owing to the conditions of access, enumerated in Articles 13, 14and16.*% 
In a conversation with representatives of the Provisional Government 
of Israel on July 26, the Mediator showed some understanding of these 
objections and the negotiations are presumably proceeding further.” 

First enclosure to letter of July 26: 
[Here follow the Mediator’s draft suggestions for the demilitariza- 

tion of Jerusalem. | | - 
—. Second enclosure to letter of July 26: | 7 | 

“Tel Aviv, July 25, (JTA) (daily news bulletin of July 26).— 
| Count Bernadotte’s plan for the demilitarization of Jerusalem which 

he formally submitted to the Arab League Political Committee in 
Beirut yesterday, was received with incredulous astonishment in Israeli , 

_ 7 The three articles as set forth below were as follows: “Men of military age not 
normally residing in the demilitarized area would be admittable only upon special 7 
permission .of the Truce Commission.” (Article 13); “Men of military age 
normally residing in the demilitarized area, who had at any time been enrolled | 
in military or defense forces of either party, would be admittable only upon. : 
special permission of the Truce Commission.” (Article 14) ; “Men of nonmilitary 

. age and women and children not normally residing in the demilitarized area 
. would be admittable only upon special permission.” (Article 16). — os :
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| ‘Government circles here. His latest proposal stipulates that every male 
“who was a member of Haganah should be compelled to leave Jeru- 7 
‘salem, according to reports here. This means, in effect, that 20,000 Jews | 

_ ‘would be compelled to quit Jerusalem, leaving their families and vir- — | 
tually destroying the economic life of the city. It appears that Israel 
will not even consent to discuss this plan, which government circles 
suggest Is so fantastic as to cast doubts on Bernadotte’s capacity to 
mediate.” : | : | 

| Text of letter dated July 29: 

“With reference to my letter to you yesterday about the demilitari- 
| zation of Jerusalem, I have now received a further cablegram from 

Mr. Shertok. . re oo | 
As I anticipated, the plan submitted by the Mediator proved to be 

unacceptable, chiefly because of the tight control of access which would | 
have made it difficult for any but the aged or infirm to secure entry or 
residence in Jerusalem. 

You will notice that in the third paragraph of the enclosed cable, | 
| the: Provisional Government of Israel reaffirms its readiness to ap- | 

prove the principle of demilitarization, so that if a scheme with more 
liberal provisions of access were devised, it is quite likely to be favor- _ 
ably received.” a | | : | | 

, Enclosure to letter of J uly 29: | | - | | 

“To Eban, Memisrael,* New York. Communicated Mediator today 
Zollowing decision: 1. Memisrael reaffirms rejection Mediator’s plan 
demilitarization Jerusalem communicated us July 22. Memisrael as- _ 

_ sumes this particular scheme no longer-stands. 7 
2. Attitude Memisrael to any plan demilitarization emanating from 

, Mediator cannot but be influenced by fact Mediator proposed place 
Jerusalem ultimately under Arab rule and not withdrawn that | | 
proposal. — CO | | 

3. Memisrael ready as before examine any scheme which without 
prejudicing ultimate settlement problem Jerusalem or prejudicing 

| vital interests Jewish people in Holy City would protect it from , 
further destruction in event hostilities, being resumed other parts. 

| Palestine. Signed Shertok.” | | 
i a“ a | JESSUP 

*Memisrael is code name for Government of Israel. [Footnote in the source 
| text.] | oO 

501.BB Palestine/7-2848 : Telegram . | 

The Secretary of State to the Consulate General at Jerusalem | | 

SECRET 7 WasHINneTON, July 29, 1948—6 p. m. 

781. Dept concerned re developments outlined in Contel 11382 

July 28 re demilitarization Jerusalem. | | | 
SC Resolution July 15 ordered as matter of special and urgent 

necessity immediate and unconditional cease-fire in city Jerusalem
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(which both the Arabs and Jews accepted) to take effect twenty-four 

| hours from time of adoption resolution and instructed Truce Com- _ 

mission take any necessary steps to make cease-fire effected [effec- 

tive?]. Instructed Mediator to continue his efforts bring about demili-_ 

tarization city Jerusalem without prejudice to future political status 

Jerusalem and to assure protection of and access to Holy Places, reli- | 

gious buildings and sites in Palestine. | | 

Dept suggest you discuss this matter with your French and Belgian 

colleagues on Truce Commission and thereafter communicate your _ 

~_conelusions in name of Truce Commission to UN Mediator informing 
him of such action as Commission may agree to take and requesting 

| instructions from Mediator as to such further action as he may desire.* 

: oe | | MarsHarnn 

| iThig telegram was repeated to Arab capitals, Tel Aviv, New York, and 
| London. — | : 

-5B01.AA/7-2248: Telegram — | | a - a 

The Secretary of State to the Acting United States Representative at | 
| | the United Nations (Jessup) - | 

CONFIDENTIAL | | WASHINGTON, July 29, 1948—7 p. m. 

. 489. You may answer inquiries (reurtel 939 July 22+) by saying , 

we would support an application by Israel. There is, however, no 
effective deadline for SC approval of applications for GA action this 

autumn, except end of session of GA itself. Thus in 1946, Siamese | 

application was, at Siamese request, considered and approved by SC © 
on December 12 and approved by GA on December 15, last day of 
session, a | 7 | 

4 Our position re Israeli qualifications (Art. 4) is that Israel is a 
peace-loving State that accepts and is able and willing to carry out 
obligations of Charter. We assume that Israeli application, when sub- 

mitted, will contain formal undertaking to that effect in accordance 
with SC Rule 58 and GA Rule 123. In our opinion, Part I, F, of Parti- 
tion Resolution of 29 November 1947 would not preclude present 
admission of Israel. | _ | 
i OS MarsHau 

| *Not. printed; it stated that Mr. Eban was sounding out the attitude of the 
United States and other members of the Security Council to an Israeli applica- | 
tion for membership in the United Nations. The telegram noted that if Israel 
decided to file such an application, it would have to be done soon to meet the 
deadline of August 21 when the Security Council would recess. (501.AA/7—2248) | 

Mr. Ross read telegram 489 to Mr. Eban on July 30 and “emphasized that we . 
were not going to take the initiative in pressing these views on other delegations ; 
if, however, other delegations sought our views, we would give them along the 
lines indicated.” (Telegram 974, July 30, 8:04 p. m., from New York, 501.BB 
Palestine/7-3048) | | a
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| 501.BB Palestine/7-2948 : Telegram | ee . . oo - : a - - - 

The Secretary of State to the Acting United States Representative at | 
; ss the United Nations (Jessup) ne 

_ RESTRICTED oe Wasuineton, July 29, 1948—7 p.m. 

491. Reference Navy telegram NCR 9608 and note from Acting _ 
SYG on equipment ‘and personnel required by UN Mediator: _ , 

. 1, Dept. has requested Secy. of Defense? to supply following items: 
_ 95 observers (including four naval communications officers) ; 2 medical 
officers with supplies; 6 radio operators for SCR 399; 10 radio opera- 
tors for SCR 193; 4 radio technicians; 2 radio trucks SCR 399; 5 
radios SCR 193 or equivalent, jeep mounted; 6 ultra high frequency 
radio transmitters ; 4,000 field rations. a _ 

. 2 We believe UN should arrange through commercial channels, UK, 
_ French or other governments having installations in Mediterranean 

area for jeeps, jeep trailers, jeep drivers, aircraft and crews, and truck __ 

drivers. We believe that US, UK, France and Belgium should each | 
| furnish two medical officers with supplies. Be 

| 3. If National Military Establishment unable to provide communi- | 
| cations equipment or adequate substitutes therefor, it may be neces- 

- gary for us to refer one or more items to UK and France. | 

Please discuss above informally with top UN Secretariat officials 
and emphasize we consider they must assume primary responsibility | 

| for mobilizing the resources required by Bernadotte. We have made 
miscellaneous personnel and equipment available from our Mediter- | 

| ranean and European resources despite most critical shortages in all 
categories, We shall make every effort to take our full share in the re- 

| quirements listed by Acting SYG’s note but we must emphasize that 
the US cannot be considered a residual source of all UN requirements 
not readily available elsewhere. The UN itself must gear its operations 
to meeting needs of this sort. We recognize UN budgetary difficulties 
and believe that the budgetary aspects of political action need further 

| consideration by the Assembly.2 Copy of Secy. of State’s letter to 
-Secy. of Defense being forwarded by pouch. | | 

7 - 1]Ina letter of July 28, not printed. — a | 
* Mr. Jessup, on August 5, reported that the United States Mission at the United 

- Nations had discussed telegram 491 with UN Secretariat officials. He concluded 
his telegram 989 with the following paragraph: “USUN had the distinct. im- 
pression that senior American UN officials, with whom we met informally after 
the conference with Sobolev, have given serious.and sober thought to a solution 
of the. Mediator’s problem, taking into consideration their conception of the 

. interests of the US Government as well as those of UN. As interested American 
- citizens as well as UN officials, they are satisfied that they have nearly exhausted 
-all practical possibilities of meeting the Mediator’s needs from UN resources. 

. They fear the Soviets will volunteer in the SC to supply what the Truce Com-| 
mission powers, the UK and UN are apparently unwilling or unable to make
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| 867N.5151/7-3048 ae oe 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Near E astern and 
| African Affairs (Satterthwaite) to the Under Secretary of State 

(Lovett) a | | | 

SECRET os [Wasurneton,] July 30, 1948. 

Subject: Israeli Loan Request 1 | : 

I am attaching (Tab A) Mr. Epstein’s letter of July 19 ? requesting 
affirmative action at this time by the Export-Import Bank and the 
Economic Officers of the Department on Israel’s loan application. | 
Mr. Epstein also requests an interview with you to discuss the larger 
objectives of Israel’s loan application. — | 

Following the receipt of this letter, OFD was requested for an 
opinion regarding this matter. Mr. Knapp’s memorandum of July 30 
(Tab B)* is attached. It is clear from this memorandum that a loan : 

_ to Israel at this time would be difficult to justify on strictly banking 
grounds, = ©. Oo 

In considering the political factors, to which reference is also made 
in.OFD’s memorandum, consideration should also be given to the 
effect which the extension of the Export-Import Bank loanatthistime = 
would have on our relations with the Arab States and on the UN han- 
dling of the general Palestine problem. . 

The immediate extension of a loan would undoubtedly be considered | 

by the Arab States as a unilateral action by the United States in viola- 
tion of the present. truce. The extension of a loan might prejudice the 
mediation efforts of Count Bernadotte. Sn a 

available. ‘They will try to do more, but they have made a most earnest plea. 
- that the US bring to bear the maximum material and personnel that can be. 

spared. They are convinced that this is the only way to avoid larger and more ~ 
Serious involvement, since otherwise the prestige of the Mediator and UN will. 
decline and the situation in Palestine will inevitably deteriorate to a point: 
where only a. major force can preserve order in the Near Hast.” (501.BB 
Palestine/8-548) Arkady Alexandrovitch Sobolev participated in the discussions. 
with the United States Mission as Acting Secretary-General of the United 
Nations.  —_ | 

“For information on the request of the Jewish Agency for Palestine for an 
Export-Import Bank credit of $75,000,000, made on December 22, 1947, see edi- 

_ torial note, Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, p. 1817. The request was. not granted... 
_ On June 2, 1948, the Provisional Government of Israel made application to the 

| Export-Import Bank for a credit of $100,000,000, to be utilized primarily to 
facilitate accomplishment of Israel’s Four-Year Plan for resettlement and de- — 

| velopment (letter and accompanying memorandum, also dated June 2, 1948, from 
Oscar Gass, Economic Adviser in the United States to the Provisional Govern- 
ment of Israel, to William McChesney Martin, Chairman of the Export-Import . 
Bank, 867N.5151/6—248). Co Oo , 

7 Not printed; it requested Mr: Martin to give most urgent consideration to the 
Israeli application for the $100,000,000 credit, now that the fighting in Palestine. | 
had come to an end. In reply, on July 26, Mr. Martin expressed his regrets that. 
“reports reaching me do not appear to warrant at this time active consideration | 
of the credit application filed with the Bank by the Jewish Agency for | 
Palestine.” This exchange of correspondence is filed under 867N .0151/7-1948. - 

“Not printed. a ee
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 -It is accordingly believed, as suggested in OF D’s memorandum, that 7 

a decision on the extension of an Export-Import Bank loan should 

await developments with regard to the present truce in Palestine and _ 

with regard to Count Bernadotte’s mediation efforts, It seems logical 

, to believe that a settlement of the Palestine question through the | 

United Nations would stabilize the economies not only of Israel but = 

of the Arab States as well and would provide a more stable base for 

the extension of an Export-Import Bank loan at a later date. 

Recommendation: | | 

It is recommended that you discuss this matter with Mr. Epstein 

and inform him of our views as outlined above. | | 

Concurrences: NEA,UNA, ED, OFD a 

| 501.BB Palestine/7—3048 : Telegram | | 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom — 

SECRET US URGENT Wasuineron, July 30, 1948—12 noon. | 

oe NIACT | | a 

3011. For the Ambassador. Dept has decided to try to get Cadogan | 

7 to ask for instructions permitting him to restrict discussion of refugee 

problem in SC initially to Arab refugee problem.’ Principal ground — , 

we will use is that prospects of Congressional action on DP legislation | 

_ make general discussions of world refugee problem in SC undesirable. 

No action by Embassy is indicated at the present time. | | 

a | MarsHALL 

*London, on August 3, reported information from the British Foreign - Office - | 

that the instructions to Cadogan were being considerably toned down in defer- 

ence to United States views ‘and that the British Treasury had set aside £100,000 

for Arab refugees (telegram 3505, 501.BB Palestine/8-348). , . 

‘Cadogan actually addressed the Security Council on the refugee question on 

August 2, discussing both the Jewish and Arab refugee problems; for the text: 

of his statement, see SC, 3rd yr., No. 100, p. 4. 

501.BB Palestine/7—2848 : Telegram Oe 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Acting United States Representatiwe at | 

the United Nations (Jessup) a 

SECRET US URGENT Wasuineton, July 30, 1948—4 p. m. 

- 493. Dept concurs in views expressed urtel 963 July 28 except for 

para 9 as to which no opinion is expressed at this time. | ) 

Dept has following additional comments: 

1. Dept underscores your para 1 (a) and (6). We are now hopeful 

of change in US Displaced Persons Act during special session to
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- eliminate discrimination against Jewish DPs. Two bills already intro- 
duced in each House Congress to this effect. Proposed UK action 
‘might be seriously prejudicial. a 

2. Security Council consideration of general refugee-displaced 
persons problem would give Soviet and Ukrainian delegations excel- 
lent opportunity not previously presented Security Council to exploit 
this subject and should be avoided if at all possible. — | 

3. As to alternatives in your para 8 Dept strongly prefers (6) with | 
| understanding that such approach made without prejudice to Med1- 

ator’s freedom of action to take such other measures as he deems de- 
sirable. Dept also underscores reasons expressed your para 2 (0). 
Course proposed para 8 (c) also should be pursued. Depts Advisory | 
Committee Vol Foreign Aid already negotiating with appropriate US 

a organizations but viewed realistically it appears that no prospects of 
| large scale relief exist. Alternative (a) would be preferable to Security 

Council action but should not be undertaken unless alternative (0) _ 
proves unfeasible* a : 

a | | - MarsHaLu 

1 This telegram was repeated to London as 3015. . | | 

501.BB Palestine/7—3148 : Telegram: | “ 

_ The Consul General at Jerusalem (Macdonald) to the : | 
| | | Secretary of State | 3 

| CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY = ~~ JERUSALEM, July 31, 1948—4 p. m.. 

1142. Appointment Dayan to replace Shaltiel as Commander Sixth 
Brigade widely viewed indication Jews anticipate renewal fighting _ | 
Jerusalem. Dayan described as “fighter” while Shaltiel considered 

_ “administrator and politician”. Above opinion shared by UN ob- 
| servers attached to HQ Jewish Forces here and Belgian and French 

members Truce Commission. Shaltiel will resume position as Chief 
Intelligence Israel Army held before assignment Jerusalem 
command. | | ) | | 

_ Diminishing confidence permanence present truce noted throughout _ 
Jerusalem. Firing including rifle automatic and occasionally mortars — | 

_ has increased considerably last three days. Persons exposing selves in : 
view enemy lines now fired on regularly. Officer Consulate General 
yesterday observed Arab Legion convoy with fresh. troops entering | 

Old City. Truce Commission has received reliable reports Jews are. 
| tunneling under Old City walls vicinity Jaffa gate. This activity con- 

 tinuing up to present. OO ie | 
Consulate General feels appointment Dayan serves two-fold pur- 

_ pose: Providing Jerusalem with Commander capable launching strong. 
attack on Arabs in Old City and man able direct any punitive measures 
considered necessary against IZLand Stern. os 

a -. Macponanp |
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501.BB Palestine/S~148: Telegram ee ee 

: The Consul General at Jerusalem (Macdonald) tothe =) 

. Seeretary of State a 

SECRET USURGENT JerusaLeM, August 1, 1948—5 p. m. 

NIACT | | | 

1146. Subject Deptel 778, July 28, discussed at length with Berna- 

| dotte July 30. He cannot understand why US objects lending Marines 

to UN for special guard duties in view of fact we have no objection 

supplying observers from both Army and Navy. He is under impres- 

sion State Department has misunderstood his original request 

and asked me to endeavor clarify position as follows: | 

_ Two hundred fifty Marines are needed to guard Hadassah Hospital — | 

| Hebrew University and Augusta Victoria. All of these properties have 

been demilitarized and put under UN supervision. Marines will replace 

Jewish and Arab police now there. They will wear UN armbands and 

: be considered a UN force. and not United States. A few of these 

Marines will guard the Latrun water pumping station which is also 

under United Nations. The Marine unit will be required only until 

it can be replaced by UN international force which Bernadotte has 

been told cannot be recruited and sent here for at least 60 to 90 days. 

Mediator feels it is imperative to have a regular military force under 

UN arrive immediately to guard these demilitarized areas now con- 

trolled by UN before complete demilitarization of Jerusalem can be — 

‘implemented. Furthermore, according-to agreement: for demilitariza- 

tion Mount Scopus UN promised provide guards. If US will supply 

Marine guard Bernadotte says France has agreed to do likewise and . 

he believes Belgium will follow suit Se 

After discussing this matter carefully with Mediator, I see no objec- 

tion to granting his request under the above mentioned conditions | 

except for political implications of which I may not be aware. | 

Department’s suggestion regarding possibility of enlisting active 

cooperation and participation of Arab and Jewish. authorities and | 

armed. forces for policing Jerusalem absolutely impossible due mis- | 

trust and deeply rooted hatred each other at this time. , 

| Employment of former Arab. and Jewish units of civilian police 

cannot be used: since: Palestine police during mandate was target for 

both sides and bitter hatred still exists for anyone who was connected 

with it. Recalling members of this force would invite immediate 

| bloodshed. | a a 

_ Last suggestion of appointing well disciplined units Israeli and | 

Arab forces not practicable due to very small number of military 

police and furthermore no Arab and Jewish forces will cooperate at 

this time. Be BO 

Unless ‘an international military or police force is brought to Jeru-
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| salem quickly, there is no hope of demilitarization of the city. Neces- | 

| sity for immediate action in this matter cannot be stressed too strongly. 

. That is principal reason why Bernadotte is so anxious to get US. 

Marines for Mount Scopus as they will be looked upon as first unit 

| of international force to guard areas already demilitarized and under 

- United Nations supervision. a 

---' Telegram follows re other conversation with Bernadotte. 
7 ee | | MacponaLD 

501.BB Palestine/8-148 : Telegram Be : 7 

; _ The Consul General at Jerusalem (M acdonald) to the Secretary 

o + of State | 

SECRET US URGENT -  JerusaLteM, August 1, 1948—6 p. m. 
| NIACTo i | ae 

_ 1147. For personal attention Secretary Marshall. Before mention- 

. ing or discussing subject Deptel 778, July 28, see my telegram 1146, 

Augusth | | BC | 
Bernadotte reviewed Palestine situation in general and was very | 

frank in admitting his discouragement and disappointment with the 
present state of affairs. The Mediator then said “I hope you do not 
mind if I speak quite frankly to you and I would say the same things 
to Secretary of State Marshall if he were here, so will you please | 
convey the following for his personal attention. I am very disappointed 
‘and discouraged with the lack of support from the United Nations 

| and particularly with the apparent noncooperative attitude of the 
United States in providing me with the necessary material support in 

| carrying out my mission as Mediator. It is impossible for me to super- 
vise the observance of the truce without sufficient staff and equipment. : 
I regret therefore to request you to inform Secretary Marshall that 

| I am not prepared to continue under such conditions and unless the | 
required personnel and equipment are forthcoming at once I shall 

| feel forced to resign as Mediator.” _ ee ee ey 

| It is perfectly true that Count Bernadotte cannot hope to accom- | 

| plish his mission with the small force he now has. Two weeks have 
- elapsed since the truce went into effect during which time the Mediator _ 

has been powerless to carry out properly its supervision which has — 

. resulted in the UN rapidly losing prestige on both sides. Consequently, 

the situation has deteriorated steadily, making it more difficult and 
probably impossible to demilitarize Jerusalem. To date Mediator’s | 

staff consists of 830 American observers, 50 French, 47 Belgians, and | 

10 Swedes, most of whom have arrived during the past five days. _ 
_In my opinion the resignation of Bernadotte at this time over the 

| above issue would preclude any possibility of the United Nations
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| finding a solution to the Palestine problem. The US, I feel, would oe 

_ be blamed also by both sides for unfortunate unforeseen consequences | 
on the grounds that it supported the UN on the Palestine issue. There- 
fore, every possible support should be given Bernadotte in his effort _ 
tosolvethis problem, . _ | | | 

| Bernadotte will be in Jerusalem August 8 for short time if Depart- 
_ mentshould care for meto deliver any message to him. 

: MacponaLp 7 

501.BB Palestine/8—248: Telegram | 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 

_ of State . | 

TOP SECRET oe Lonpon, August 2, 1948—2 p. m. 

3484. 1. Bevin and Wright have mentioned to me several times 
recently that British views re road ahead on Palestine in best interests 

world peace and future UN were being developed in Foreign Office - 
for early discussion with USG through this particular telegraphic 
channel. They indicated their hope that by clearing ideas beforehand, 
US and UK will be able to work together in bringing about a definite 

| and lasting solution of Palestine problem. ~~ | | 
2. The broad outlines of British thinking have now been conveyed 

to me personally and at my suggestion, with which Bevin agreed, the 
details have been filled in at the operating level. Lest there be distor-_ 
tions through reporting errors, this message through paragraph 14, | 
has been cleared textually by Wright who asserts that it is an accurate 
presentation of provisional thoughts of HMG as developed by Bevin 
and Foreign Office. a | oo. | 
8. Notwithstanding the passions aroused in Palestine the presence 
there of the British gave Palestine problem a comparatively static 
quality on world scene. Last November the UNGA delegates were 
confronted by a single entity known as Palestine. After May 15 how- 
ever, Palestine entered the dynamic phase of Arab-Jewish fighting at | 
end of which Palestine picture has altered radically in that | 

| (a). UNGA resolution of May 14 relieved UN commission of its ~— 
task of implementing November 29 resolution and appointed a Media- 
tor to seek a peaceful solution without laying down on what lines he 
should act ; | lee. : ot 

(6). The Jewish state is well-established behind its line-of-force | 
frontier; oe | 

(ec). The Arabs are establishing authorities on their side of line; 
(d). Jewish immigration has taken place on a considerable scale ; 7 
(e). Jewish forces have convinced Arabs that Jews cannot be driven | 

into the sea; 
. (f). Establishment of Jewish state has resulted in about 250,000 — | 

_ Arabs fleeing from their homes in Jewish territory ; a |
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(g). Oil resources of Europe are threatened gravely by stoppage _ 

Haifa refinery ; | 
. (h).SC and UK are confronted with bitter Arab resentment against _ 

the West heightened by circumstances in which SC imposed present 
— truce; — 

(2). Jewish military successes have increased in Arab eyes likelihood 7 

| that Jews will not respect any frontier laid down for Jewish state. | 

| _.4, Uneasy as present truce may be, present Arab-Jewish frontier a 

| has dramatic reality in that neither side can be dislodged from its _ 

-_- present position without fighting. The British at one time entertained 

- ideas of a Jewish national home very different from the functioning | 

| state of Israel, and we, too, have entertained at different times different 

ideas. However, in British view new facts (paragraph 3 above) must 

| be faced as facts and taken into account in formulating a realistic 

new approach by all parties concerned: the Arabs, the Jews, the US, | 

, and UK and especially UN. Provisional British thinking re this 
new realistic approach, on which they hope for an early expression of 

US views, is as follows: | ib AS 7 

| 5. HMG believes best solution Palestine problem in circumstances 
would be one along lines Mediator’s previous proposals minus idea of — 

union between two states (see paragraph 16 below) and including 

| ‘some form international responsibility for Jerusalem by which Jeru- 
salem possibly, but not necessarily, might be placed under Arab 
sovereignty. As British see it, such a solution would mean an inde- 

| pendent sovereign state of Israel, providing most, if not all, of Galilee 
~. and an Arab territory (including Negev), the political future of which | 
--would be left to the Arabs. Haifa would be either a free port or under 

some form of international responsibility. Future of Jaffa would have 

| to be determined. Arab-Jewish frontier would be subject to some form 

| of international guarantee to reassure both sides. (In this specific con- 
nection British think best course would be for Mediator to recom- , 
mend that UN should lay down that frontier could only be changed — 
by UN and that any attempt to do so otherwise would be a breach of 
the peace.) Among other factors which British think might be in- — 
volved are: - | : | 

| (“). Solution of problem Jewish DP’s in Europe and Arab DP’s | 
in : | | 

a (Ob). ‘Some equation of outside economic help so that neighboring 
- Arab states will not become depressed areas dangerous both from point — 

| of view of Communism and economic well-being of Israel. | | 

| | 6. HMG gravely doubts that either Arabs or Jews will accept for 
: some time to come a settlement on these lines and believes it would be 

| | more rational for US and UK to work in the immediate future, as they 
did in case of truce, on problem of securing Arab and Jewish acquiesc- 

| ence to such a settlement: If need be, this settlement might have to be 
enforced, as truce wasby UN. ~ a : )
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4%. If Mediator is successful in securing agreement both sides to | 
any set of proposals no problem will, of course, exist, but HMG does . 

| not believe this will happen and that when Mediator, towards end of 
August, presents to Arabs and Jews a set of modified proposals, the 

second: set will likewise be rejected. When this happens, HMG be- | 
lieves that Mediator will find it necessary to refer matter to UN (either 
UNGAorSC). © | | | | 

8. Foreign Office has given much thought to character of resolution 
- upon which UN might act. Resolution might be either positive (thus 

| _ attempting to settle question once for all), or provisional, designed to 
smooth way for a more positive resolution later upon which UN body 

_ might act at some future time. Embassy’s immediately following tele- 
gram contains outline working paper prepared by Foreign Office to 

| clarify its own. thinking re possible provisional resolution. 
| _. 9, Advantages of positive resolution are: _ | a 

| -. (a). It: would remove possibility of further dispute over location 
frontier; 

... (6). UN guarantees of frontier could come into force at once; 
| __(@). It would obviate either side jockeying to improve its position. 

_ Disadvantage of positive resolution is that Arab leaders would find 
- It extremely hard in face Arab public opinion to give explicit recogni- _ 
tion now in existence of Jewish state. Leaders would probably be un- 

- willing to risk recommending this, and the result might. be renewal of 
fighting by Arabs or at least serious internal instability in Arab coun- 
tries. A. provisional resolution, on other hand, would face dangers for | 
Arabs but Arab leaders might prefer it for internal reasons. If so, 
their choice re form of* resolution should probably be adopted (see 

. paragraph 14 below). | oe | | ) 
- 10. British Government is most anxious to keep in step with US 
on this question and visualizes that optimum US-UK cooperation in 

- achieving final settlement along above lines might embrace: the 
following: | oe . | | ae | 

(a). Once US and UK can agree that new hand has been dealt in 
Palestine and that cards now available must be played to secure last- 

| ing settlement, US and UK ‘might make clear to Mediator either in 
ME or during his Swedish visit the similarity of their view re settle- 

- ment along line his earlier proposals (see paragraph 5). This informa- | 
tion might be extremely useful when he begins serious work with two 

| parties again. oe So | | | 
(6). US and UK at same time could urge Mediator to produce map _ 

showing clearly the line-of-force which existed at the time [end of | 
-fighting?] because this line, with such minor modifications as might — 
be agreed by parties, would be that which both sides must. continue 

_ to respect. In case of positive resolution line would be frontier between 
Jewish state and Arab area. — a | 

* The source text indicates a garbled group of letters at this point. oo
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(ce). US and UK could attend UN with an agreed view as to the | 
resolution which should go before UN on basis Mediator’s new report 
and new proposals. If US and UK could agree to work together re ~ 
resolution HMG believes there would be so much support forthcoming —s| 

| for a Palestine settlement endorsed by both US and UK and which 
-at same time would reinforce prestige UN that agreed resolution 
(either in positive or provisional form—see paragraph 5) would pass 
with ease. | | 

' 11. Above represents [Foreign Office?] views re optimum US-UK 
cooperations. Foreign Office is aware of special difficulties with which = 
USG may be faced in next few months and if US cannot for various — 
reasons undertake to advocate openly the imposition by UN of the 
“lines-of-force” in Palestine as the basis for a reasonable and workable 

-° -gettlement, at [least ?] British would hope that USR [USG?] would | 
“not oppose a British resolution to this effect and above all that USR | 
[USG?] would not stimulate opposition of other states to such a 
resolution, OO | | 

| 12. Essence of problem is that British believe that neither US nor — 
UK can ignore developments in Palestine since November 29 and they 

| would like us to join with them in efforts to get UN to finalize as a 
reasonable and workable solution the de facto frontier in Palestine 

7 which has emerged out of fighting. British feel US-UK cooperation 
is vital to the success of such an effort not only for purpose of effective | 

UN action but also because a divergence between US and UK at this | 
juncture before a UN forum would intensify the essence of Palestine 

_ problem itself. They believe that if USG should elect to stand firmly | | 
~ upon November 29 partition plan (upon acceptability of which 

[there?] is vast doubt) and if USG should ignore actual partition 
which has taken place in Palestine, this would encourage Jews to | 
make territorial demands beyond areas which are under their control 

at present and which in circumstances can be enlarged only by renewed 
fighting. By same token, divergence between US and UK would en- 

: courage Arabs to believe that by being more intransigent they can 

induce UK to secure for them a more favorable territorial settlement 

by getting UN to eject Jews from at least part of territory now under 7 

PGI control. British desire that US and UK should attend UN not as 
champions of either Jews or Arabs; they would like to see us appear st 

as great states whose joint interest is achievement of a workable and 

- permanent settlement of Palestine problem. HMG cold-shouldered 

Arabs in order to secure their acquiescence to truce and HMG is pre- 

| pared to this again to secure Arab acquiescence to de facto situa- | 

tion in Palestine (see paragraph 13) provided USG for its part is 

_ willing to base its own policy in UN on realities and if necessary, cold- 
shoulder the Jews. | a a a 

13. Task of HMG is bringing about Arab acquiescence is delicate _ 

| 598-594—76——-48 . | | :
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and difficult now because Arab bitterness against West is already deep | 
and imposition upon Arabs of Jewish state, which they have com- 

. mitted themselves never to accept, will intensify this bitterness. In 
British view this feeling can be minimized only by giving Arabs at — 

: same time some concrete evidence of western understanding of their | 
_ position by such measures as UN aid in solving Arab DP problem; 

special guarantee that Jews will not be allowed within a few years to : 
| enlarge their state or Arabs enlarge their state, economic aid for 

Arabs, etc. In absence such steps British consider that revulsion Arab 
feeling against West would facilitate spread Soviet influence and at 
very least would mean that US and UK could not count on Arab co- 
operation in connection with their strategic requirements. 

14. Evidence of British preoccupation with ways and means to 
achieve Arab acquiescence to Jewish state without risk internal dis- | 

7 orders in Arab states, loss British military facilities and loss for in- 
definite period of some if not all ME oil, in fact that in connection — 

‘ with resolution (paragraph 8 above) British Government would wish | 
to take Arab leaders into their confidence at an early stage and pri- 

vately consult them as to whether Arabs would acquiesce more readily 
oe to a positive or to a provisional resolution. 

| 15. [garble] with proposals [omission] that only recommendation 
7 which I feel qualified to make at present is that, proposals, which are 

logical development of my meeting with the British Defence Council => 

reported my 2267, May 25, deserve most thoughtful consideration of 7 
our government, © | ee oo 

16. I feel, however, that I should supply the following footnotes: 

(a). Re paragraph 5 suggest[ion] that union should be dropped 
| from | Bernadotte?] proposals [garble] made by Foreign Office with 

the object of making these proposals more acceptable in the immediate 
future. Foreign Office does not intend thereby that possibility future 

7 cooperation should be excluded. On contrary, Foreign Office shares 
my views that there will have to be close economic relations between 
all parts Palestine in interest of their economic survival. | 

(6). Re idea of exchanging western Galilee for Negev it seems to 
me that compulsion sometimes offers a firmer basis for a workable 
peaceful settlement than theoretical plans. | _ 

| — (e). If we accept British proposals we should be prepared in the 
immediate future to witness a number of pro-Arab British gestures 

| designed to raise almost non-existent stock of British influence with 
_ Arabs so that when time comes [apparént omission] pressure to be 

applied again to Arabs [garble] resolution HMG will have some 
7 measure of Arab confidenceto work upon. __ | | | 

17. It is only stating the problem when I say that [garble] is the 

maintenance of UN as an organism equipped to cope with realities;
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the tranquillity of ME so deeply involved in US-UK strategic re- | 

quirements (including oil), and the US desire to see Israel, untainted _ 

by the corrosive poison of irredentism which has destroyed so many 

: [garble] states flourish at peace with its neighbors as a responsible _ | 

member of community of nations. 

7 | | DoUGLAS | | 

501.BB Palestine/8—248 : Telegram 
| | | 

_ The Acting United States Representatwe at the United Nations 

oe (Jessup) to the Secretary of State | 

/ RESTRICTED New Yorx, August 2, 1948—6: 56 p. m. 

| 981. Urtel 485, July 291: UN received today from Rhodes following 

answers to questions presented by Jessup to Mediator July 16. 

- 1, Mediator has been informed by UK that there is no embargo on | 

“snare parts of British aircraft already serving civil’ airlines in 

Middle East, when British Government is satisfied that spare parts | 

| are genuinely required in order to keep an existing fleet in the air.” 

, Mediator thinks it would be more satisfactory if such transfer of parts | 

and accessories were limited to non-Arab and non-Israeli civil air- | 

lines and subject to prior consent of the Mediator, The same should | 

‘apply to aircraft replacements. — | - 

9. The question of borderline items is very delicate; according to | 

UK “lorries and jeeps are essential to maintenance of civil communi- 

cations in Middle East and have no direct military value.” The last 

, part of this statement is not shared by all military experts and Media- 

tor thinks only export of passenger cars should be permitted without 

obtaining his prior consent. He is now equipped to answer promptly — 

it consulted regarding items not included in the list furnished him. 

3, Supervision of imports of war material contrary to SC resolu- 

tion will be more effective in view of greater number of observers _ 

and observation means to be put at Mediator’s disposal. As regards a 

‘ban imposed by exporting countries, Mediator would appreciate if 

from time to time conversations between countries principally con- — 

cerned resulted in agreed revised lists of war material. Mediator | 

«4 £ desired could furnish information at his disposal and even be repre- 

-_-gented in conversations. 7 , 

4, The Mediator would greatly appreciate being informed of the 

-- details of such reports as the US believes reliable. 

| a JESSUP — 

1This was a repeat of the telegram from. the Secretary of State to Count 

“Bernadotte, p. 1255. | : | oe |
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: 501.BB Palestine/8-348 | CO 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State» 

CONFIDENTIAL | _ [Wasurneron,] August 8, 1948. 
Participants: The Secretary | 

: Dr. Naji al-Asil, Iraqi Representative to the UN 
| Mr. Ahmed Mohammed, Chargé d’Affaires of Iraq - 

| Mr. Satterthwaite, Director of NEA | 

After a preliminary exchange of courtesies concerning Dr. Asil’s 
pending departure for Baghdad, and some conversation on other 
subjects, the question of Iraq’s continued active participation in the a 
United Nations and its support of Count Bernadotte in both his _ 

- mediation and truce efforts were discussed. Mr. Satterthwaite re- | 
marked that he had already expressed to Dr. Asil the earnest hope 
that Iraq would not fail to continue to play an active role in the 
United Nations, since, however bitterly it might feel about Palestine, 
Iraq had many other interests in which the UN could be helpful to it. 

| He also hoped that Iraq, in the interest of the peace and security of 
| the Near East, would strongly support Count Bernadotte. He had | 

also assured Dr. Asil of the continuing interest of the United States . 
| in the welfare of Iraq. | : 

| I said that I wished, in supplementing Mr. Satterthwaite’s remarks, 
to emphasize the great importance which the United States attaches, 
to the UN. The UN was the only real hope we had of maintaining | 
peace in the world. If it failed the world would be faced with an in- 

_-— deseribably difficult situation. The UN had as yet not had a fair 
chance to get started. In my opinion it might be as long as 25 years 
before it had really developed its greatest usefulness. In spite of 
reports to the contrary, the United States had never failed to refer 
to the UN any problem which it was capable of handling. 

- While recognizing the deep and even bitter feeling felt by the Arab 
States over the situation in Palestine and the extremely complicated __ 

: and perhaps insoluble nature of that problem, I asked Dr. Asil to con- 

sider the many other important problems confronting the UN in addi- 
tion to the over-riding one of the conflict between the East and the 

West as exemplified by recent developments in Berlin. If this latter _ 

conflict were not solved, the problem of Palestine for the Arab States _ 
would become relatively insignificant. 

. I also mentioned the immense burdens imposed on the United States 
which no other nation seemed either willing or to be expected to bear. 

It was, to take a single example, costing us one billion dollars a year 

to try to get Japan back on its feet. I nevertheless hoped that the 
United States could be of assistance to Iraq and the Near Eastern 

, 1 Drafted by Mr. Satterthwaite. | oS
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 epuntries in the development of such government projects as that of | 

| the Tigris Valley, which we discussed at some length. I also expressed 

the belief that Congress, possibly in this session, but more probably | 

| in the next, would so amend the Act permitting the entrance into the 

~ United States of displaced persons that some of the pressure for im- 

migration into Palestine would be removed. pS | 

Dr. Asil said that he was in full agreement concerning the impor- 

~ tance that should be attached to making a success of the UN. He also | 

felt very strongly that Iraq should give the UN. its full support and 

would soinform his Government. - SO | | 

Referring to the Palestine problem, Dr. Asil discussed various 

; phases of its development since the first World War. By inference, he 

criticized the Arab States for having on two occasions failed to reach 

a satisfactory solution, the first time because the Arabs of Palestine 

refused to accept a proposal made by King Faisal a few years after | 

the first World War and the second time over a question of sixty or 

seventy-five thousand immigrants at the Round Table Conference of | 

| 1939. Dr. Asil said, however, that the Arab States felt very strongly 

that at some. point the Jews must be told by the United States or the | 

| United Nations that, with respect to Palestine, they could go so far . 

and no further. It would otherwise be impossible for them ever to | 

reach an agreement. He had the feeling that so far only the Arabs had 

~ been told that they could goso far and no further. _ 

- I told Dr. al-Asil that we would carefully analyze the points that 

he had made and see if we might be able to comply with his suggestion. | 

The interview, which was exceptionally cordial considering the nature 

of the main topic of conversation, lasted fifty-five minutes. _ . 

867N.01/8-348: Telegram ee oS 7 so | - 

The Acting Special Representative of the United States in Israel _ 

7 —. . (Know) to the Secretary of State. | 

OO Oo Tex Aviv, August 3, 1948. | 

| 37. Proclamation issued under date August 2 signed Ben Gurion : 

establishes Israeli military rule Jerusalem occupied area which is oo 

defined as area under control Israeli Army, comprising major part 

city Jerusalem, part of its environs and western approaches and roads 

| connecting Jerusalem with coastal plane. The law of State Israel ap- 

_ plies occupied area and residents required observe same; persons _ 

| breaching law may be brought before military court or civilian, as 

circumstances warrant. Proclamation declared retroactive in applica- 

tion as from midnight Friday 14 May. In respect those parts occupied
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| area which come under occupation Israeli Army at subsequent date = 
this proclamation shall be deemed to have come into force on thatdate+ 

| | | Knox: 

*The proclamation was signed by Mr. Ben-Gurion in his capacity as Minister . 

of Defense. The text of Decree Law No. 12 proclaiming “Israeli Military Rule 
in Jerusalem” was transmitted to the Department by Tel Aviv in despatch 27,. 
August 9 (867N.01/8-948). | : | 

501.BB Palestine/7-3148 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

| SECRET US URGENT Wasuineton, August 3, 1948—11 a. m. : 
, NIACT a | | | | 

3049. During past month Bernadotte has continued to press his 

request for battalion of US Marines to serve as temporary UN guard- 
/ force for purpose of policing in Jerusalem. On July 30 Consul Gen- 

eral Macdonald in Jerusalem flew to Rhodes to discuss the matter with 

Bernadotte at which time we suggested that Bernadotte’s policing - 

efforts in Jerusalem might be met through the cooperation of Arabs: 
and Jews in- supplying well-disciplined units for this purpose. | 

Bernadotte has reacted strongly to this approach as may be noted in 
Contels 1146 and 1147 Aug. 1, to which we are replying today. Copy 
each message repeated to you. —— 7 
We note (Embtel 3479 July 31)1 that Bevin attaches importance to 

Mediator establishing himself in Jerusalem and to Mediator’s secur- 
_ ing necessary security force from UN. We concur in first objective but. _ 

7 disagree with regard to second for reasons stated in our reply to 
Contels 1146 and 1147.2 

_ Please discuss this matter with Bevin or Wright at which time you | 
_ might recall that we have consistently taken the position that US 

would not assume unilateral military commitment in Palestine, that 
SC has not thus far given consideration to question of UN forces for 
Jerusalem or Palestine and that we believe successful solution to — 
Palestine problem rests on cooperation between Arabs and Jews. | 

It would be helpful if British Govt would support us in these views: 
and would instruct their representatives in the Near East to take the. 
same line in discussion with Bernadotte.? 

| - MarsHaun 

* Not printed. OO | 
* See telegram 798 to Jerusalem, infra. | | 
° This telegram was repeated to J erusalem and New York, .
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501.BB Palestine/8-148 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the Consulate General at Jerusalem 

- SECRET US URGENT © Wasuineton, August 3, 1948—3 p. m. | 

- NIACET | an | 

793, Please inform Count Bernadotte of following re urtels 1146 

and 1147.7 | : a 

1. We are forwarding to Count Bernadotte as rapidly as possible 

the additional observers and signal equipment and personnel which he | 

has requested. Brig. Gen. W. E. Riley, US Marine Corps, has been 

appointed Chief of US Observers and will depart Washington for 

Rhodes on Tuesday. Remaining observers will be staged in by air 

transport within next few days. The list of equipment and personnel | 

was received from UN July 28, We had previously been working on = 

| list of requirements which resulted from Count Bernadotte’s discus- 

| sion with Admiral Sherman on July 23 as complete statement of his 

| planned needs, and had provided such portions of equipment and per- 

| sonnel as immediately available in Mediterranean. The US does not: 

‘have military installations or unlimited quantities of personnel and _ | 

equipment in Mediterranean, | 

9. Regarding nature of commitment which use of Marines would. 

involve, wearing of UN arm band does not relieve US of basic respon- 

_ sibility for guaranteeing security of its military formations. There is , 

| no assurance that such units would not be subjected to attack by well- 

| armed groups such as the Irgun or Stern gang. We could not commit: 

armed units to that situation without being prepared to reinforce | 

them with whatever is required to guarantee their safety. Location — 

| of Jerusalem with respect to Jewish and Arab forces and with respect 

to lines of communication. makes this basic security requirement afar 

heavier commitment than may be realized. 

— 3. SC, in addition, has not thus far taken action to provide inter- 

national forces to enforce truce in Jerusalem, Nor has SC arranged 

with member govts. for providing such forces, There is fundamental 

difference between observers who are not authorized to use force in 

any way, and armed contingents which are expected to suppress dis- | 

order and violence. | a | BS | 

| 4, There seems.to be-some misunderstanding as to attitude of French 

with respect to Marine guards. French have informed us that they con- 

| sider Count Bernadotte’s request as entirely new subject which would 

have to be discussed and acted upon by SC. oe | 

5. We are prepared to make strong representations to Israel and . 

_ 1 Both dated August 1, pp. 1264 and 1265. a
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to Transjordan that they must cooperate to maximum with Count 
Bernadotte in demilitarization of Jerusalem, including provision of | 

_ well-disciplined police forces to keep lawless and dissident elements 
under control. We are unwilling to accept as final the view that use | 
of Arab and Jewish police in Jerusalem is impossible due to mistrust 
and deeply rooted hatred which they have for each other. Jerusalem a 
is city inhabited by Arabs and Jews. Rest of world has right to insist 
that they put aside their mistrust and hatred at least for minimum 
purpose of providing local police forces under international observ- _ 

| ance to maintain rudiments of law and order. It may be recalled that 
SC has ordered parties to accept, and that they have accepted, cease- 
fire and truce, essential ingredient of which is willingness to live side 
by side without resort to arms. We believe that strenuous efforts to 
bring about joint Arab-Jewish regime in Jerusalem under UN obser- 

_ vation might be successful; in any event we believe it imperative that 
every possible effort be made in this direction. : | 

6. We regret any feeling on Count Bernadotte’s part that the US 
is not being cooperative in supporting him in carrying out his mission 

_ as Mediator. The record would not bear out any such conclusions. We 
are fully aware of the enormous difficulties with which he is confronted 
and believe that he has made remarkable progress toward a solution _ | 
by peaceful means of the situation in Palestine. We are ready to dis- 
cuss at. any time the nature of our assistance and to work out with | 
Count Bernadotte and the UN Secretariat a plan for furnishing his © 
essential requirements? - 

| - : ee : _Marsywarn © 

| 509 This telegram was repeated to London as No. 3055 and to N ew. York as No. 

501.BB Palestine/8—448 : Telegram oe 

— The Consul General at Jerusalem (Macdonald) to the 
OB _ Secretary of State | | 

SECRET a - JERUSALEM, August 4,1948—2 p.m. 
1156. Re Amman’s telegram 321 relayed by Department to Jerusa- 

lem as 24, Bernadotte arrived Jerusalem August 2 and held meeting 
Old Jerusalem that afternoon with ‘Truce Commission, hisrepresenta- | 
tives here, Glubb Pasha Chief of Staff Arab Legion, Military Com- __ 
mander Arab Legion Jerusalem and other prominent Arabs. 
Discussions devoted principally to demilitarization J erusalem, to 
which Arabs expressed approval and agreed to Mediator’s suggestion 

1 Dated August 2, not printed; it reported that Count Bernadotte on August 1 _ had a long conference with the Prime Minister and Defense Minister of Trans- | 
jordan, discussing the demilitarization of J erusalem, the Arab refugee problem, _ 
and a general setilement of the Palestine question (501.BB Palestine/8-248),
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that exploratory talks be started soonest between Arab leaders Jerusa- © 

— Jem, Truce Commission and Mediator’s representatives in endeavor | 
formulate plan demilitarization. oo 7 

oe Meeting with Arabs, who showed friendly and very cooperative 
attitude, was most satisfactory. Other matters such as sniping, water 
supply for Jewish Jerusalem and refugees discussed in general terms. 
Bernadotte was very insistent both military commanders put an end 
to sniping. Arab Commander assured Mediator he has issued strict 

orders to Arab Legion and also to irregulars whom he claims he now ~ 
can control, not to return fire unless ordered to do so. 3 | 

Mediator, his staff and Truce Commission met Bernard Joseph, 
Military Governor Jewish Jerusalem August 3, Joseph’s attitude was 
unfriendly, uncooperative and defiant. Same matters brought up for | 
discussion as on previous day with Arabs. Joseph said he knew nothing == 

| about his government’s attitude regarding demilitarization and re- 
fused to commit Israel Government on this point. He questioned _ 
political implications involved and insinuated that UN would try to 
force internationalization of Jerusalem on Jews ‘after demilitariza- | 
tion. Mediator referred him to SC resolution of July 15 stating de- 
militarization shall not. prejudice future political status Jerusalem. 
Following a vitriolic attack on the UN by Joseph, during which he said 
the Jews have no confidence in the UN and referred to it-as a laugh- 
ing stock, he finally said he would agree pending the approval of his 
government to meet Truce Commission and Mediator’s representatives 

| to discuss a plan for demilitarization or appoint someone to represent 
him. a | | a 

—_ Unless Joseph is instructed by Israel Government not to start dis- | 
cussions on demilitarization, Truce Commission plans several meetings 7 
this week with Jews and Arabs separately in order prepare report for 
Mediator upon his return Jerusalem August 9.? | 

| a . MaAcpONALD. 

2 Jerusalem reported, on August 4, that Mr. Shertok had advised the Military 
Governor of Jewish Jerusalem that “Israel has not yet agreed in principle that | 
Jerusalem should be demilitarized. Therefore Military Governor states he cannot 
enter into discussions as suggested by Mediator regarding demilitarization 

a Jerusalem.” (Telegram 1158, 501.BB Palestine/8—448) | oO 

--—s—s«§OL.BB Palestine/8-448 : Telegram | | | | a 

| The Consul General at Jerusalem (Macdonald) to the oe 
| | Secretary of State | 

| “SECRET URGENT JERUSALEM, August 4, 1948—3 p. m. | 

115%. Consul General most desirous information on current: think- 
ing in Department re future Jerusalem. It has worked on assumption 
Department envisages eventual internationalization Jerusalem as pro- |
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vided for in November 29 resolution both to facilitate over-all perma- 

nent solution Palestine problem and to preserve city sacred to 

Christians, Jews and Moslems. Consul General feels even at this late 
stage acquiescence both sides in internationalization can be obtained | | 

| provided definite policy announced by United Nations (strongly 

_ backed by United States) and concrete energetic action taken. _ | 

| Provided internationalization remains objective, first step (see 

— ‘Contel 1156, August 4) should be demilitarization Jerusalem. Demili- 
tarization is also best insurance against renewal fighting here. As 

reported Contels 1132 July 28 and 1146, August 1, forcible action in | 
‘this direction and visible evidence such action imperative immediately. 

Essential requisite is force of such strength and with such equipment  __ 

as to command respect both parties. Mutual distrust preclude use 

Arab and Jewish police which would have further disadvantage 

‘demarcating city into two sealed camps. Time not available to permit. a 
recruitment international force and efficiency such force open to ques- _ 
tion. Possibility conflict with IZL and Stern groups during initial 

stage demilitarization must be anticipated. Prestige United Nations 

will have deteriorated and Jewish determination annex Jerusalem 

| will have crystalized to such extent by time international force re- | 
_ cruited that demilitarization would be virtually impossible, Single 

alternative is use regular troops three countries members Truce Com- 

mission—US, France, Belgium—immediately and in strong force. Of 7 
course, impossible say from Jerusalem whether over-all political con- . 
siderations permit this. Such action would prove determination | 

_ United Nations, make it easier for both sides to agree against contrary 
public demands and tend eliminate fear treachery on part other. Ten-_ 

| sion would relax and details international status Jerusalem with in- 
ternational force could be worked out. 

If essential force is unavailable immediately Consul General feels 
| demilitarization project. should be abandoned. Attempt to obtain de- 

militarization without force would probably be rejected outright by 
, both sides and almost certainly would not work in practice. Efforts 

| then should be directed towards maintaining status quo pending final 

political settlement. To prevent resumption fighting reliance would | 

- have to be placed on employment sufficient number observers together | 
_ with threat Security Council action versus violators truce. Whether | 

| such measures would suffice definitely questionable. However, danger : 

period is now and by time international force recruited it will have | 

passed its peak. Resultant political settlement might be expected to 

_ provide for division city along present lines with Jewish corridor to 

coast. Arabs would deeply resent such outcome and would probably | 

seize first favorable opportunity in future to resume hostilities.
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- Prestige United Nations would fall in eyes both Arabs and Jews. 

Nevertheless Consul General feels this more realistic and preferable _ 

approach than attempt at demilitarization without adequate force. 

_ _Department’s comments on above would be appreciated. | 

Pouched to Tel Aviv as Unnumbered. Department please pass | 

London as 25. | — | 

- | | ee MacponaLp 

CIAFiles | | | | a 

| Report by the Central Intelligence Agency 1 | 

SECRET [Wasurncton,] August 5, 1948. 

ORE 48-48 _ SO | | 

| _ Propasie Errects on IsraEL AND THE Aras STATES OF A Oo 

es | | UN Arms Emparco ? - | 

a Se SUMMARY Bn 

1. Neither Israel nor the Arab states now have sufficient stocks of 

arms and equipment to carry out prolonged, full-scale hostilities fol- | 

lowing the end of the four-week truce which began 11 June. Israel is 

weak in heavy equipment, although it has adequate stocks of small 

arms and ammunition, and is believed capable of supporting guerrilla 

warfare operations with its own armament industry. The Arab states, 

- although superior in artillery, armored vehicles, and aircraft, have : 

| only limited stocks of ammunition and replacement equipment and —_ 

possess insufficient facilities for producing armament. | | 

9. Both sides are negotiating to obtain matériel from outside sources. 

| Zionist agents abroad have been able to stockpile hght weapons and 

| ammunition from Czechoslovakia and other Eastern European coun-_ 

tries for eventual shipment to Palestine, and the Jews undoubtedly 

hope to acquire additional heavy equipment from the US. The Arabs 

look, as in the past, to the UK as a principal source of arms but are 

exploring additional sources. Arab financial resources for such trans- | 

actions, however, are not extensive. _ oo Ce 

- «3. The application of an effective UN arms embargo against both _ 

} Tsrael and the Arab states would limit the scale of the fighting and 

‘would probably result in a military stalemate, leading eventually to a | 

compromise. The Arabs would find themselves incapable of prosecut- 

ing a large-scale offensive. The Jews would also be unable to wage 

1The source text includes the CIA map entitled “Military Situation—11 June | 

1948”, reproduced facing p. 1200. | oo — | 

2 According to a note on the source text: “The information in this report is as 

‘of 1 July 1948. The intelligence organizations of the Departments of State, Army, : 

‘Navy, and the Air Force have concurred in this report. This report was prepared 
an collaboration with the Departments of the Army, Navy, and the Air Force, 

a and at the request of the State Department.” Be | |
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offensive war, but would probably be able to maintain their present. | 
positions along the coast and possibly in Galilee. Jewish extremists 
would resist any attempts at compromise, and the Provisional Govern- __ 
ment of Israel itself would probably make every effort to have the | 

| embargo modified before entering into negotiations with the Arabs. 
The Arabs would also be loath to make concessions. In the end, how- 
ever, both Israel and the Arab states (or at least Transjordan) might : 
feel constrained to accept a Jewish state exclusive of the Negeb. 

4. Inadequate enforcement of the embargo could also be expected 
to result ultimately in a virtual stalemate. Israel, possessing better 
facilities for obtaining illegal arms than the Arabs, would be able to 
defend more territory than under an effective embargo but could not 
win a decisive victory. The Arabs would probably obtain measured 
assistance from the UK, which favors a stalemate. Since some support 

_ for Israel would come from the US, anti-US feeling in the Arab states - 
would rise following any Jewish successes. The USSR. would probably 
supply arms to both belligerents in an effort to promote continued un- 

| rest in the Middle East. (See ORE 38-48 ? for an evaluation of Soviet 
Policy in the Middle East.) _ ) 7 

5. A UN embargo against the Jews alone would lead to eventual _ 
_ Arab victory, and would increase US prestige with the Arabs. In | 

Israel a struggle for power between pro-Soviet, extremist groups and 
the moderates would ensue, with the moderates probably attempting | 
to find a modus vivendi with the Arabs. The amount of support pro- 
vided by the Soviet bloc, on one hand, and the nature of the terms 
provided by the Arabs, on the other, would determine the outcome. | 

, 6. A UN embargo against the Arab states alone would permit the - 
Jews to obtain sufficient military supplies to take the offensive and 

| force Arab acceptance of 'a Jewish state and the withdrawal of Arab 
armed forces from Palestine. Under such circumstances, the Arab 
states would probably see no significant loss involved in leaving the | 
UN and severing relations with the nations responsible for the em- 

_ bargo. They might also be willing to risk the economic dislocation 
entailed in cancellation of economic concessions; these concessions 
might eventually be reassigned to more friendly powers. Political 
upheavals would probably ensue in the Arab states, facilitating Soviet 
exploitation. | | 

— ¢. If the UN takes no positive action following the end of the 
truce, military developments will in large measure depend on the | 

_ great powers. If the present US and UK embargoes are maintained, 
fighting would continue on a greater scale but neither side would obtain | 
decisive victory. The UK would probably attempt to redress the 

| balance if Soviet aid or other factors appeared to make Jewish success _ | 

* Dated July 27, p. 1240. _ a | |
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- imminent. The Zionists would then increase the pressure on the US | 

to end its embargo. If the US did so, the Palestine battle would become = 

| bloodier, and US-UK relations would be further strained. A cessation | 

of British aid to the Arabs at this point, in order to avoid a break _ 

with the US, would result in significant Soviet military aid to the _ 

Arabs, accompanied by intensified efforts to extend Soviet influence 

| into the Arab countries. — | oe a 

PROBABLE EFFECTS ON ISRAEL AND THE ARAB States oF A UN Arms | 

EMBARGO | - 

1. Current Situation. | OS | 

When the United Nations Palestine truce became effective on 11 June, | 

the fighting between the Arabs.and the Jews was tending toward a 

stalemate, in which both sides were experiencing difficulties in mar- 

shalling effective military strength. Nevertheless, neither Israel nor the _ 

| Arab League bloc was willing to retreat publicly from its basic posi- | 

tion. The Zionists insisted on the maintenance of a fully independent 

state within the territories allocated them under the UN partition 

plan. The Arabs, although they showed some signs of willingness to 
compromise, were committed to opposing both sovereignty for Israel | 
and unlimited Jewish immigration into it. ws | 
At present under the truce, Arab regular and irregular forces within. 

Palestine or near its borders total approximately 50,000, about 25,000 
of whom have been actually committed inside Palestine. The strength | | 

_ of the Israeli forces totals some 90,000. About 35,000 of the Israeli 
troops have been used for active operations, half of this figure being 
employed as a striking force, and half for local, mobile defense. . 

- The Arabs have approximately 250 light aircraft and transports, Oo 
while Israel possesses an estimated 45 light aircraft, an unknown 
number of transports, and possibly several heavy bombers. The sea | _ 
power of both Arabs and Jews is relatively slight. The Arab Armies 

| have a wide variety of small arms and are stronger than Israel in 
artillery and tanks. However, their stocks of ammunition and replace- 
ment matériel are limited, and the Arab states have insufficient facil- 

| ities and raw materials for the production of armament. Present | 
Israeli stocks of small arms are adequate to arm all combatant mem- 
bers of the Israel forces. Israel’s industrial capacity is restricted by 
the shortage of raw materials but is believed capable of keeping pres- | 

: ent weapons and equipment in condition and of supplying replace- 
ments and ammunition for guerrilla warfare. | oe 

| _ The arms and equipment of neither Jews nor Arabs are sufficient | 
for prolonged, full-scale hostilities, and both sides are involved in 

: negotiations for obtaining matériel from various outside sources. The 
- Jews have managed in various ways surreptitiously to acquire large | 

amounts of arms and equipment from British Army stocks in Pales- — |
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. tine. The efforts of Zionist agents abroad have resulted in the stock- 
- piling of quantities of small arms, automatic weapons, and am- 

- munition in various eastern European countries for eventual shipment. . 
to Palestine. Most of these stocks come from Czechoslovakia, Yugo- 
slavia, and possibly from Poland and the USSR. Jewish acquisitions 
from the US consist mainly of machinery, motor vehicles, and air 

- transport. The Israeli forces are much more concerned with obtaining, — | 
, such heavier equipment than in acquiring smallarms. | oe 

The Arab states look to the UK (subject to its UN commitments) as 
- their principal source of arms supply and will continue to do so. How- 

ever, such alternate sources as France, Belgium, Switzerland, Sweden, 
and Czechoslovakia are now being explored, and Spain and Argentina 
are also possibilities. It is expected, however, that financial limitations 

| will prevent large purchases from these sources. | 
| There is no evidence that either Arabs or Jews have smuggled any 

substantial supplies of arms into Palestine since the truce went into | 
effect. oo 7 | | | 

2. Implications of aUN Arms Embargo Against Jews and Arabs. 

| If the efforts of the UN Mediator fail and hostilities are resumed, it: 
is possible that the UN will impose an arms embargo on Israel and the: 
Arab states. If effectively enforced, such a step would: (1) deny arms to: 
both sides, and thus keep the war on a small scale and of a more or less. a 
local nature; (2) make it difficult for the belligerents to negotiate: 
blackmarket arms purchases and even more difficult to effect. delivery ; 
and (8) probably create a military stalemate leading eventually to a. 

_ political compromise between the Jews and Arabs. oe 
If the Provisional Government of Israel (PGI) is unable to obtain | 

the heavy equipment which it needs to conduct a successful campaign 
| against the Arab states, it will be forced to reappraise its position in. 

the light of these changed conditions. Policy hitherto has been based. 

on the assumption that the Zionist organization throughout the world, 
_ and particularly in the US, would be successful in enlisting sufficient. 

) great-power support to assure the establishment and continued ex- 
istence of the Jewish state. Faced with the realization that their pres-. 
ent military resources would not be sufficient to force a solution to the 
Palestine problem in accordance with the terms of the General As- 

sembly partition plan, it seems inevitable that the more moderate — 
Jewish elements would be obliged to consider some retreat from their 
present attitude. | 

_~ While Arab outside sources of supply would also be cut off, this loss. - 
_ would be compensated for by the shutting off of Jewish supplies. Thus. © 

_ astalemate would ensue. The Jewish forces, though incapable of wag- 
ing offensive war, could probably maintain their present positions. — 

along the coast and possibly in Galilee. Under these circumstances, _
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both the PGI and the Arab states, or at least Transjordan, might be 

willing to accept a Jewish state exclusive of the Negeb (assigned by 
the UN plan to the Jews but now cut off by Arab forces). - | 

Oo No such willingness to consider compromise could be expected from: 
'. the Jewish extremists. Both the Stern Gang and the Irgun Zvai Leumi 

| have already rejected the authority of the PGI, and they have been | 
a working with the government only for reasons of expediency. Both | 

groups would reaffirm their claim to all of Palestine and Transjordan, oe 
disassociate themselves from the decisions of the PGI, and resume 
their terrorist activities. This schism would further weaken the Jewish 
political position, and produce increased dissension in Jewish ranks. 

| Attempts by the Irgun to import arms during the truce have already 
| resulted in a bloody engagement. with the Israeli Army. | 

| Before seeking a compromise with the Arabs, the Jews would make _ 
| every effort to bring about modifications in the embargo. To this end, 

they would probably be willing to undertake a political alignment 
with any country which evinced a disposition to consider their pleas. 

_ Even if the embargo were inadequately enforced, a military stale- 
mate would probably eventuate. Jewish facilities for obtaining illicit | 
arms would be greater than those of the Arabs, although the Arabs 
could probably obtain sufficient quantities to prevent an Arab defeat | 

~ but not to permit a decisive victory. The Jews could consolidate the 
areas of Palestine which they now hold and perhaps also force the _ 

| _ Arabs to relinquish the Negeb. | OO 
An active, well financed Zionist organization throughout Europe |} 

| and the US would be.able to run arms ships as formerly it ran ships 
| of illegal immigrants. Principal sources for small arms, automatic and. 

semiautomatic weapons, ammunition, explosives, mortars, and light. 
artillery would continue to be Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia, with 
delivery accomplished by transshipment through Albania, Bulgaria, 

| and Italy. This arrangement would entail minimum jeopardy to the 
UN status of the countries of.origin. Any air or ground transport, self- 
propelled units, or heavy ordnance supplied by these countries would 
probably be of German or US manufacture, thereby. making deter- 
mination of the immediate source more difficult. 
_ The British apparently favor the development of a military stale- — 

-. mate, which would force a compromise solution. For this reason, it is. 
likely that British arms in sufficient quantity to bring about such a 
situation and to prevent an Arab defeat would find their way into Arab a 

hands. Czechoslovakia would accept arms-purchase contracts on a | 
| dollar basis, and private sources in Italy could furnish arms on the 

| - game basis. The dollar shortage of the Arab states, however, would > 
limit the quantities thus procured to a very small percentage of what. 

-. the Jewish forces could obtain. | a 

The US would probably be deeply involved in the illicit Jewish |
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arms traffic. Financial support would certainly stem mainly from this 
country, and a considerable portion of the actual war matériel would 

_ likely originate here. Consequently, violent anti-US reaction could be — 
expected throughout the Arab world in the wake of any Jewish mili- | 
tary successes. There is also the probability that under such circum- 
stances similar resentment would be directed against the UN and — 
against those nations voting for the embargo. Meanwhile, the USSR > | 
could be expected to exploit the inadequacies of the embargo in order. 

| to play both ends against the middle. 

3. Implications of a UN Arms Embargo Against One Belligerent. 

a. Against the Jews. | | | 
An effective UN arms embargo against the Jews alone would obvi- _ , 

ously mean military victory for the Arab forces. In a relatively short. 
time the Arabs would be in a position to establish some form of unitary 

_ state in Palestine, wherein the present Arab majority would be able to 
control the Jewish minority. US prestige in the Middle East would be 

| improved since Arab leaders would probably credit the US with hay- 
ing permitted this pro-Arab measure. a | 

The repercussions in Israel of an embargo against the Jews would be 
violent. The Jews would look on the embargo as a betrayal by the | 

_ West, and the Stern Gang and other pro-Soviet elements would gain | 
in influence and would attempt to wrest control from the pro-West or 
moderate elements. To circumvent the schemes of the extremists, the oe 
moderate elements might try to bargain with the Arab leaders in the — 
hope of finding a modus vivendi for the Jews under some form of 
confederation. Deciding factors in the extremist-moderate struggle | 
for power would be the amount of support given by the USSR to the a 
extremists and the nature of the political terms the Arabs would be | 
willing to grant the moderates. | 

b. Against the Arabs. — | oe 
An effective UN arms embargo against the Arabs alone would mean | 

military victory for the Jews. While the Arabs would be denied outside 
help, the Jews would be able to buy arms in various parts of the world, 
and to effect relatively easy delivery. They could thus assume the 
offensive and force Arab acceptance of a Jewish state. Other nations 
could be expected to grant diplomatic recognition, which would add to 

_ the prestige of Israel and its government and help to ease current eco-- 
nomic difficulties. a | 
The Arab states would, of course, look upon such an embargo as a 

hostile act intended to defeat their claims in Palestine and to guarantee 
| Israel’s independence. Arab leaders have already declared that, if 

| increasing aid is given the Jews by other powers, the Arab states will
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_ leave the UN, break off diplomatic relations with those nations most a 
_ directly concerned, and cancel the concessions held by the same powers 

In Arab countries. These. concessions might eventually be transferred a 
_ tomore friéndly powers. - | 

oo In terms of self-interest, the Arab states would lose little by severing | 
diplomatic relations with the SC members responsible for the embargo 
or even by withdrawing from the UN. The imposition of economic | 
sanctions by the Arab states on the powers which had voted for the 

~ embargo would: cause ‘serious dislocations in the Arab countries and 
| would delay ‘development. ‘programs indefinitely. Nonetheless, the 
_ Arabs might well be willing to sacrifice economic benefits in order'to __ 

| punish the offending nations. Sanctions would likely include the can- 
cellation of oil and air concessions or the sequestration of foreign in- — 

-stallations. Moreover, the Arab masses would probably turn against 
| their own governments, holding them responsible for the defeat. The 

--_- violence ‘and unrest accompanying these political upheavals would 
create the chaotic conditions most favorable to Soviet exploitation, = 
4. Implications of UN Failure To Take Positive Action | 

| In the event that the UN truce expires with the UN having taken | 
ho positive action, the development of the military situation in Pales- _ | 
tine will depend largely on the policies pursued by the US ‘and UK — | 

_ regarding arms shipments to the Middle East. Ifthe US and the UK __ 
should maintain embargoes, the Jews could obtain more arms and 
equipment from other sources than the Arabs. This advantage, how- 

_ ever, would not be immediately decisive; fighting would continue on | 
a greater scale but would not bring outright victory to either side. 

The USSR probably would not support either side exclusively. If it | 
should attempt to increase its influence in Israel by making large ship- 
ments of matériel to the Jews, or if for any reason a J ewish victory | 
appeared imminent, the UK would almost certainly seek'toredressthe ——s- 

_ balance by resuming arms shipments to the Arabs. Thus the military 
deadlock wouldhold. =~ — | | | 

| The UK’s action would-cause the Zionists to increase their pressure _ 
_ onthe US to lift its embargo. If their efforts were successful, the result 

- would be an increasingly bloody struggle in Palestine for an indefinite —_ 
period of time, coupled with a catastrophic deterioration in already 
strained US-UK relations. Should the UK subsequently stop its ship- 

_ ment of arms to the Arab states in order to avoid a complete break 
with the US, the Arabs would be in a desperate situation. At this stage, 
the USSR would almost certainly give support to the Arab Armies a 
considerably beyond the small amount of matériel aid already reaching 
them through the Soviet satellites and would take advantage of the | 

| isolation of the Arab world from the West to extend is control into 
the Arab countries. © a : So | 

598-594—76——49 a | OO
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»» [Here follow Appendix A, “Present Military Situation”; Appendix | 
B,“Israeli. Arms Supply”; Appendix C, “Arab Arms Supply”; Ap- 

 pendix:.D, “Aircraft and Air Defense Supply”; and Appendix EK, - 

“Naval Strength and Supply.” — | oe 

501.BB Palestine/8-1848. ae So 

Memorandum by the Deputy United States Representative on the 
“--. Security Council (Jessup) to Mr. John QC. Ross? | 

CONFIMENTIAL: oe ieot [New Yorx,] August 5, 1948. 
7 In No. 36 from Tel Aviv of August 2, and No. 1148 from Jerusalem 

of August 2,? there is a repetition of a theme-which I have noted in 
previous telegrams. The theme is the Israeli argument that the | 

| Christian nations have shown that they are not interested in Jerusalem __ 
and that this justifies the Jews in taking a different attitude toward _ 
the City. It seems to me we should not allow this to pass unchallenged. 

, The United States and France, particularly, have over and over again: 
publicly reiterated their interest:in Jerusalem and we have privately 

encouraged other approaches representative of the Christian churches. _ 
I am not sure of the best way to handle it, but would like to see either _ 

| _a formal note to the Israeli Government, or some joint approach with — 

the French. I think it ought to be done in sucha. way as to give some 
publicity to the action. If such a step is not.approved, then I think 
James G. McDonald should be asked to make a strong statement in 
Tel Aviv on the subject. . a os 

1This memorandum and the one infra were transmitted to Mr. Rusk by 
| Mr..Ross in a memorandum of August 13, not printed... Co | 

_ 3 Neither printed; the former noted. that at a press conference on August 2, 
| Mr. Shertok had stated*that “Israel originally impressed by emphatic expression 

Christian world that Jerusalem be internationalized but when Mediator proposed 
, turning over Jerusalem to Arab rule not one Christian nation raised slightest 

objection.” (867N.01/8-248): | - | | 

| 501.BB Palestine/8-1348 ss, | | BS 

Memorandum by the Deputy United States Representative on the 
Security Council (Jessup) to Mr. John C. Ross | 

CONFIDENTIAL) i ... [New Yorx,] August 5, 1948. 

No. 1153 from Jerusalem of August 31 contains the Ben Gurion 
proclamation establishing military rule in Jerusalem. Paragraph 3 
says that “The residents of the occupied area are hereby required... | 
to assist the Israeli Defense Army as directed”. This in its terms goes 

~1Not printed; regarding the proclamation, see telegram 87, August 38, from . 
| Tel Aviv, p. 1273. :
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__. beyond the powers of a military occupant. If they should attempt to 
exact improper assistance from American citizens, I think we would | 
need to protest. On general principles, I think it might be useful to 
call their attention to the item and to express our conviction that the | 
powers of the occupant would be used only in accordance with inter- 

~ hational law. My own view on the legal point would of course have 
| to be checked by Le if anything were to be done. Suchastatementas 

_I suggest’ would of course be an acknowledgement on our part of 
the propriety of their. military occupation, but I think that is 

| unobjectionable. Oe | 

| ---B01.BB Palestine/8-648: Telegram oe 
| The Consul General at Jerusalem (M acdonald) to the Secretary 

SECRET 2 JERUSALEM, August 6, 1948—noon. 
1166. I saw Mediator yesterday afternoon at Tel Aviv following 

his conference with Foreign Minister (see mytel 1158, August 4 1) 
re demilitarization Jerusalem. Foreign Minister refused acceptin prin- 
ciple demilitarization Jerusalem but informed Bernadotte PGI 
would not be adverse to entering into discussion of ways and means — 
to improve general situation in J erusalem during which talks question | 
of demilitarization might be raised. Therefore Mediator instructed 
Truce Commission and his representatives to initiate talks with Mili- — 

____ tary Governor Jerusalem soonest and report to him on his arrival here 

_ Bernadotte is very dissatisfied with Foreign Minister’s attitude but 
1s determined to continue pressing for demilitarization J erusalem. It | 
seems Foreign Minister is using delaying tactics pending such time 
as PGI feels it has built up sufficient reasons to officially refuse to 

_ ‘consider demilitarization and demand Jerusalem be included in 
Jewish state? a | SO | 

| _ Contents Deptel 793, August 3 communicated Mediator to which he 
voiced considerable disappointment and displeasure. He requested me _ 

| _to point out. once more the utter impossibility and inadvisability to 

NOt printed ; but see footnote 2, p. 1277, ne | 7 | ~ * Apparently, the question of possible peace negotiations between Israel and | _ the Arab States was also discussed at the meeting of August 5. Mr. Shertok, the following day, addressed a note to Count Bernadotte in which he requested the latter “to transmit to the Governments of the Arab States now at war with | Israel our offer that their representatives Should meet the representatives of | the Provisional Government for the purpose of peace negotiations.” (SC, 38rd yr., Supplement for August 1948, p. 144) The Mediator transmitted the note to | | the Governments of the Arab States the same day and announced his readiness — _,.to transmit their replies (ibid.). The Egyptian Government, in.a communica- | tion to Count Bernadotte, refused to enter peace negotiations with Israel.’ A : - copy of the communication was transmitted by Tel Aviv in despatch No. 42, | _ August 22 (501.BB Palestine/8-2248), |
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even attempt recruiting an Arab and J ewish force for policing Jeru- 

salem. Bernadotte is absolutely correct and unless an international oe 

force or some token military force under UN command is sent im-— 

mediately it will be impossible demilitarize J erusalem and question: of a 

ss internationalization will be dead issue. Situation 1s deteriorating daily 

and Jews are gaining confidence and building up stronger case for 

claiming Jerusalem as part Israel, cn 

| ee MacCpONALD - 

. -  §01.BB Palestine/8-648 : Telegram _ | - - oo _ 7 

“Ge Acting United States Representative at the United Nations | 

a | (Jessup) to the Secretary of State = , 

| TOP SECRET US URGENT _ NEw Yorxr, August 6, 1948—5 £23 p- m. 

1000. The views concerning the future settlement of the Palestine 

| - question, as set forth in London’s 3484, dated August 2, correspond : 

broadly with discussions. we had. with Beeley before his return to 

London at the end of the special session, and recommendations set: 

forth in USUN’s 831, June 29 [30], and 837, July 1, and subsequent 

— telegrams. | _ | So | | 

| _ Although in general agreement with British views, we have follow- 

ing preliminary comments on specific points of detail: oe 

1. Referring to paragraph 5 of London’s 3484, we think it is es- 

sential that the British stop toying with the idea that Jerusalem might 

be placed under Arab sovereignty. It seems. inescapably clear ta us 

a that the PGI would never agree to this, nor would it be possible for 

ys to justify it to American public opinion generally. Maintenance. of 

| prior position favoring some international status.seems desirable. 
| 9. With reference to the territorial matters referred to:in-the same 

paragraph, please see paragraphs 7 and 8 of USUN’s 881. It is our 

impression that the Jewish position. with regard to the transfer of | 

"the Negev to the Arabs has become much more rigid during the past 
several weeks than it was previously. We therefore feel confirmed in 

: our opinion that if the PGI can be persuaded to consider any terri- 

- torial transfers, they would expect not only all of western Galileem = 

return for the Negev, but probably also additional territories included 

within the Arab portion of Palestine under the November 29 resolu- 

a tion. Compare paragraph 4 below. _ ae a 

- 3. For our views on the status of Haifa,please:see paragraph:9 of — 

| ‘our 831. As indicated there, we feel that Haifa should continue to be | 

| considered as a Jewish city in the State of. Israel, but arrangements 

might be made for a free port, and arrangements for the operation _ 

of the refineries. We are certain that, the PGI would not accept the 

internationalization of Haifa. _ | | 

4, In paragraph 8(c) of our 831, we suggested that Jaffa should be 

considered as included in the Jewish state. If we were, however, to 

concede this to the PGI, we should bear in mind that its bargaining 

value in terms of concessions from the PGI would be very substantial. 

| 5. Inconsidering the territorial question generally, the British “line-
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of-force” frontier appeals to us, We might contemplate a provisional 
settlement in the nature of an armistice based on the line-of-force 

frontiers, with provision for a boundary commission to assist parties 

in working out the details of the territorial settlement, subject, how- 

ever, to some basic decisions on main problems such as those discussed — 

in paragraphs 2 and 3 above. | 7 
6. We agree with the British view that some form of international 

| guarantee of frontiers would be desirable. Our views on this question 

were set forth in paragraphs 10 and 11 of our 831. The British view 

| that frontiers could only be changed by the UN and that any attempt 

to do so otherwise would be a breach of the peace seems to us unduly > 

| rigid. Presumably, any future change in the frontier brought about by | 

| peaceful means, that is, by agreement between the parties, should not — 

require action by the UN. It might be provided that any attempt to 

| alter the frontier, once determined, by other than peaceful means, 7 

| would be considered a-threat to or breach of the peace and @ cause for 

action under chapter 7 of the charter. | a 

7. Referring to paragraph 6 of London’s 3484, in the light of the 

SC debates in February and March on the question of enforcing the 

| settlement envisaged in the November 29 resolution, it seems un- © | 
realistic to imagine that any future settlement could be enforced. We 7 

. suggest that the Department will wish to review carefully our posi- 

tion with regard to the enforcement by the SC of a political decision 

| in the light of the statements made in the council by the US representa- | 

tive under instructions from the Department. | | 

--—s- &, Referring to paragraph 7 of London’s telegram, itis our hope 

that it will be possible to avoid a situation wherein the Mediator again 

| makes proposals which are considered very unrealistic by both sides 

and rejected by them. This can be avoided, it seems to us, only by the 

development of a concerted US-UK position which would then be 

- eommunicated to the Mediator and supported by our two govern- 

ments with the principal parties. — | = 
9. We are inclined to agree that we are most likely to get acquies- 

cence rather than clear agreement from the parties. It seems clear to 

us that Abdullah, on the Arab side, is prepared to acquiesce, if not 

| actually to agree, in reasonable proposals. The major stumbling block, 

however, aS we see it, consists of the extremists within the Arab 

- League, principally Syria, Iraq, Azzam Pasha, and, on the outskirts, ~ 

the Mufti. If, because of these extremists, we cannot even secure © 

-- aequiescence by the Arab League in reasonable proposals, it would be a 

interesting to know the British view as to the possibilities of agree- 
ment or acquiescence by Abdullah alone, supported by the combined 

diplomatic pressure of both the US and the UK. |. a 

| 10. The parenthetical reference in paragraph 7 of London’s tele- 

gram to the possibility of the Mediator’s reporting either to the GA _ 

oF the SC reflected, it seems to us, ‘a persistent error in British think- | | 

ing. It is our view that any report by the Mediator should be madeto 
the GA, which created his position and set forth his functions with 

| regard to the future settlement, rather than to the SC, which should 

be concerned not with the future settlement, but with the maintenance 

. of peace and security in Palestine. As we have pointed out before, the 
_ _—Rusgsians take advantage of any opportunity to disparage in the SC — | 

the Mediator’s function with regard to the future settlement as they ~ . 

were laid down not by the SC but by the GA. Moreover, we do not:
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want to run any risk of impairing the chances of a future settlement | 
by Russian support in the Council of an intransigent PGI position _ 
involving the possibility of a Russian veto. The same argument ap- 
plies, although perhaps in lesser degree, to the British support of an ~ | 

| intransigent Arab position. — Be fk 
11. Referring to paragraphs 8 and 9 of London’s telegram a posi- | 

tive resolution covering a definitive settlement. would obviously, we | 
feel, be preferable. Although we think the arguments in favor of a 
positive resolution, as set forth in paragraph 9, possibly reflect a cer- 
tain amount of wishful thinking, we would urge strongly that every 
‘effort be made to achieve a definitive solution which could be acted 

| _ upon by the GA this fall. Parenthetically, we feel that the negotiations oO 
involved should be conducted as quietly as possible with a, minimum of 

_ publicity in order to avoid the risks and delays envisaged in a propa- 
| ganda battle between the Jews and Arabs, with the mediator caught 

‘inthe middle © | | a 
__As a matter.of calculated risk, we are not at all sure that the dis- | 
advantage of a positive resolution feared by the British is justified. 
It is our impression, from the various reports we have received, that 
the Arabs would welcome being “coerced” into acceptance of a resolu- _ 

| ‘tion that would involve-at least implicit recognition of the existence | 
ofaJewishstate. | a 

On the whole, it is our view that there is a great deal to be gained, 
and very little if anything to be lost, by making a vigorous effort to | 
arrive at a definitive solution in time for the GA this fall. If this effort 
should not develop successfully, we could still fall back on the idea 

_ of a provisional resolution, which might be developed in consultation — 
with the British along the lines of London’s 3485.1 Oo 

| _ Such, a provisional resolution may be the minimum necessary to 
- encourage the Mediator to continue with his task, On the other hand, 

both we and the British should bear constantly in mind that the sitwa- 
tion in Palestine ‘and the status of negotiations for a peaceful settle- | 
ment may be such as to warrant keeping the question of ‘Palestine out. 
ofthe GA altogether. | | | - 
12. We agree strongly with the views set forth in paragraph 10 of 

| London’s 3484. Bernadotte has himself given us an opening to express - 
our views by his instructions to Bunche to discuss the future settle- 
ment with US, the British, and the French. | 

13. Referring to paragraph 11 of London’s telegram, we feel in 
strongest terms that 1t would be a great mistake for the British to _ 
bring question of the future settlement up in the GA,if for any reason, _ 
including “special difficulties”, referred to in paragraph 11, the USG 
cannot join with the UK in advocacy of a particular program. If there 
are any reasons which would prevent our joining with the British, 
it would be precisely those reasons which in all probability would — 
cause us to oppose the British line, thus leading to a resumption of | . 
hard feelings between our two governments and impairment of the = 
prospects of future settlement. 7 | ; — 

| On the other hand, we do not think we should assume that there are 
any special difficulties which should prevent our getting together with 

_  . *Dated August 2, not printed; it outlined the tentative views of the British 
Foreign Office regarding the nature of a resolution which might be introduced 
into the General Assembly in September (501.BB Palestine/8-248).
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| the British on a joint program in the Assembly, if on the merits of the 
) case such action should seem desirable. To be quite frank about it,  . 

both of our political parties are irrevocably committed to support of __ 
the PGI; there is not likely, therefore, to be any substantial change 

7 ‘in our position with regard to the peaceful settlement in Palestine; 
| we have an excellent opportunity to consult leaders of both our 

parties and the future would therefore be no better time than the 
present to work out with the British a joint policy ifthe circumstances 

_.1n Palestine warrant, _ Ee | 7 

~~ 14, London’s 8484, in particular paragraph 12, reveals what we feel = 
' is another persistent error in British thinking about Palestine, This _ 

is the idea that the British are the advocates for the Arabs, although 

| prepared if necessary ‘to “cold-shoulder” them, while the US isthe ad- 

vocate for the Jews. The objective facts are, as we see them, that the 
US has just as much interest as the UK in the development and main- 

tenance of good relations with the Arabs, while the UK, on the other — 
hand, has just as much interest as the US in the development and | 

maintenance of good relations with Israel, both considered in terms of | 

our mutual political, economic and strategic interests in the Middle 

~ We should not continue thinking, therefore, that itisthetask ofthe =| 

~ UK alone to bring about Arab acquiescence (paragraph 13) any more 
than we should think that it is the task of the US to bring about | 

| Israel acquiescence in the future settlement. As we see it, both we and 
the UK have a joint and equal task in bringing about the acquiescence 
of both Arabsand Jews. ss sO | eeern 

_ The first step in this direction, we venture to recommend most 
: strongly, would be to work out with the UK at the earliest possible | 

moment the coordinated recognition by the US of Transjordan, and 

| by the UK of Israel. ey - oe | 

| | a JESSUP | 

761.00/8-648: Telegram | ra oo 

— The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the | 

oe - Secretary of State | _ 

TOP SECRET a —* Lonpon, August 6, 1948—7 p. m. | 

- 3567. 1. Bevin asked me to call late yesterday and spent one and 

half hours expounding deep concern of British Cabinet re security | 

| situation in the Middle East in general and Palestine in particular 

(Embassy’s 3545, August 5+). — 

9. Bevin opened by saying that if we get out of our Berlin dif- _ 

ficulties it will be because the USSR finds Western Europe too hard 

, to tackle at this time. Past performance has shown that USSR when 

- thwarted at one point soon transfers its attentions to another. Middle 

East is normally a “soft spot” from point of view of its social,economic 

and ethnic difficulties. Such groups as Kurds offer ready targets for 

Soviet activities. To this pattern has been added Palestine conflict _ 
which threatens joint US-UK strategic objectives in Middle East and 

Not printed. | : ee
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in which there is clear evidence that USSR is displaying keen interest. 
Evidence of last is supply of arms to Israel through Czechoslovakia, 
activities of Stern gang, and Menahem Beigin’s? speech August 3 in 
Zion square Jerusalem, during which Beigin said that fighting under- 

7 ground will resist any international regime that attempts to wrest | 
| Jerusalem from Jewish control. Whatever political orientation may 
-- be, it would be naive to suppose USSR: would refuse to take advantage 

of a personality such as Beigin and of the apparent determination on p 
the part of Jews generally not to let truce work. 7 | oS 

| 8. Likely pattern for Soviets according to Bevin, would be to foster 
| resumption fighting in Palestine. This would result in drawing more 7 

a Iraqi troops into conflict there and thus create auspicious moment for oe 
USSR to arouse Kurds in Iraq and to increase activities Soviet agents 

_ In northern Iran. These steps might or might not be followed up by | 
Soviet military action. But. even without firing a shot Bevin thinks | 

| there is good chance that by such carefully. timed activities USSR 
| could achieve what US and UK least desire—chaos in Iraq and Iran. 

| _ 4, British Intelligence reports made available to us indicate that 
Jews already have an appreciable airforce, are far better armed than 
the Arabs and British military estimate from this and cumulative - 

_ effect of aggressive Jewish declarations that it is not unlikely that . 
“within the next few days” Jews on grounds of some Arab provoca- 
tion, real or manufactured, will reopen their offensive with the objec- _ | 
tive of seizing more territory. Jewish offensive at this time stands 
every chance of success because arms embargo has prevented Arab 
Legion from replenishing its munitions, Bevin thinks it likely Jews | | 

_ may be so ill-advised as to attack Transjordan. If so, Bevin said, Brit- : 
| ain’s treaty obligation to Transjordan is unequivocal and would have | 

to be honored. | : : 
5. Bevin said that Palestine situation is just as serious as Berlin 

_ and that in Palestine also “if US and UK go slack, we lose”. 
, 6. First. of measure which Bevin believes desirable is agreement 

_ with US on road ahead in Palestine. He hoped fervently that USG | 
would agree to British proposals set forth in my 38484, August 2,He — 

. feels situation has deteriorated rapidly even in past week and he now | 
hopes Mediator will make his final proposals in very near future, He 
still believes Mediator should know views of US and UK before pub- 

, lishing his proposals, (I told Bevin that I understood Department is — 
_ formulating reply to my 3484 * on an urgent basis. ) | 

7. Bevin said there were other urgent steps which he felt should. _ 
be taken. One might be strong warning to PGI by USG with regard 
to effect on world public opinion of Jewish impediments placed in way 
of Mediator’s work: Effect of outright Jewish aggression would be 

| even more grave. He thought that. United States Government might _ 

| * Leader of the Irgun Zvai Leumi. | . | 
*Dated August 2, p. 1266. _ | : ; :
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| _ wish to request Mediator for an appreciation of present Jewish inten- - 
tions. He thought that in larger picture there is very little reality 
in disavowals by PGI of IZL and Stern activities. From point of 
view of Arabs and ME peace they were Jews with same objectives, _ 
only difference being that one group is more activist than the other, , 

8. Bevin said he wished me to put to Department in accord with a 
our understanding that US and UK will consult each other, the 

_-_- pressing problem of measures for the defense of British RAF instal- 
: lations in both Iraq and Transjordan. Jews have already bombed’ 

Amman and British military feel that if fighting is resumed British == 
: installations in Transjordan will be liable to attack. This danger also 

exists in Iraq but in this instance attacks are more likely to take form — 
of 1941 troubles: Following defeats suffered by Iraqi Army in Pales- __ 
tine, for which UK is certain to be assigned blame, the Iraqis will | 

| attack RAF. British installations must be ready for use in event Soviet | 
- move from north. Bevin said that up to present these installations 

have been armed and equipped on a “training” as opposed to an | 
“operational” basis. British Chiefs of Staff feel strongly there is 
urgent need to bring in ammunition and equipment for storage in _ 

| these installations. His Majesty’s Government has no intention to = 
transfer these stores to Arabs for use in Palestine unless Transjordan 

| territory is threatened with attack and to obviate charges of thiskind 
| His Majesty’s Government would welcome observation by Mediator. 
- At ‘all times munitions would be guarded by regular British RAF - 

- units. Bevin would like it clearly understood, however, that in event | 
_ ‘Transjordan is threatened with attack His Majesty’s Government 7 

must be free to release to Arab Legion, which is responsible for guard- , 
ing British installations, munitions and stores from these dumps to 
repel aggression. In Iraq Bevin would wish to be free to make stores | 

_ available to Iraqi units only in event of their being engaged in sup- 
pressing internal disorders. Here again stores could be subject to 

_ Mediator’s supervision. If, as Bevin strongly hopes, United States _ 
_ Government will agree that providing for defense of British installa- 

_ tions in Transjordan and Iraq is reasonable in the light of possible 
Soviet moves in the area, Bevin has in mind informing Mediator of 

-_ British intention to move in munitions for defense of British installa- | 
tions under Mediator’s supervision. 

9, Last mentioned, but in view of His Majesty’s Government most 

_ serious of all problems facing US and UK in ME is, according to 

- Bevin, situation in Jerusalem (Embassy’s 3527, August 5 [4]*). Bevin 

. *For documentation on the anti-British coup in Iraq in 1941, see Foreign : 
| Relations, 1941, vol. 111, pp. 486 ff. . | 

° Not printed ; it gave the view of Mr. Burrows, then acting for Mr. Wright. in 
charge of Palestinian affairs for the British Foreign Office, that the situation 
was if anything possibly more dangerous than that described in Jerusalem’s 

_ telegrams 1146 and 1147, August 1, pp. 1264 and 1265 (501.BB Palestine/8448).__-
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said His’ Majesty’s Government favors strongly demilitarization and 

- internationalization of Jerusalem. Judging from recent Israeli state- 

ments Jews seem determined that neither shall take place and Jewish 

: purpose is strengthened by failure of Mediator to receive French, 
- Belgian and US guards for which he has asked so urgently. I need not 

go into Bevin’s description of situation in Jerusalem since it is identi- 
| cal in substance with that of Consul General Macdonald as repeated ) 

_ to me in Department’s 3055, August 3 ¢ and in his 1157, August 4 to 
| Department. Bevin said he understood United States Government is 

unwilling to supply men for Bernadotte’s guards even though US | 

attitude in this regard probably would be decisive in formulation of 

- Belgian and French attitudes. He asked what United States Govern- 
ment now proposes in the circumstances, since all evidence indicates 
that earlier US proposals re cooperation of well-disciplined units of — 

Arabs and Jews is impracticable. | 7 a 
_ 10. I spoke along lines Department’s 3049 and 3055, August 3. Bevin — 

_ expressed view that supplying guards to Bernadotte would not require 

| special SC action but would be “cooperation with the Mediator,” as 
indicated in paragraph 5, July 15 SC resolution and instruction to 

| Truce Commission in immediately following paragraph. He did not | 
deal with Department’s other points, but said simply, “well, what can 
wedonow?” —~— | a | SO 

| _ 11. I promised to put his thinking (and I have never seen him in a 
| - more solemn-—not petulant—mood). to the Department and to seek — 

| its views re foregoing on an urgent basis. : | 

| | 12. Re Bernadotte’s guards, whose presence as UN instrument seems ~ 
likely to be restraining influence on both sides, it occurs to me that | 

| Department should consider proposing that if French and Belgian 

= Governments will supply contingents for guard duties United States 

7 Government will undertake to transport men from France and Bel- a 
gium to Palestine, and to supply vehicles, communications equipment, == 

medical facilities, maintenance men, et cetera, in Palestine. On this 
basis there would be handful of non-combatant US uniformed person- 

' nel in guarded area as token force which would give proof of US 

cooperation with Mediator without risking possibility US personnel 

would shoot either Jews or Arabs and with reduced likelihood of our 

men being targets, If internationalization and demilitarization of 
| Jerusalem is really at stake, as I understand it is, it seems to me that 

we might consider seriously something approximating the suggestion — | 

| which I have just outlined. | — OS 
| | a Doveas 

_ *This was a repeat of No. 798 to Jerusalem, p. 1275. _ a an | a
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| 501.BB Palestine/8~748: Telegram ete Ss 

‘The Chargé in Egypt (Patterson) to the Secretary of State a 
coe es 

SECRET Carro, August 7, 1948—11 a. m. 

1103-A. (1) Count Bernadotte in reviewing recent developments his 
| mission Palestine with Ireland at Alexandria said he was making _ 

progress in obtaining acquiescence existence Israeli state if not its | 
- formal acceptance by Arab states. His talks with Transjordan and — 

: - Lebanese Prime Ministers indicated Transjordan and Lebanon would | 
| so acquiesce. Both sought speedy decision. Azzam Pasha also ap- 

- parently convinced necessity to admit existence Jewish state although 
not ready to make statement now since he believed time should be 

-. given for preparation public opinion. Bernadotte had pointed out to | 
| Azzam Pasha that decision could not be delayed beyond next meeting 

; GA in September. Bernadotte expected to see Prime Minister 
: - Nokrashy Pasha for his views this problem and that of refugees. He | 

| had not seen Prime Ministers Syria or Iraq but expected them to be 
more intransigent. = OS oe 

(2) With reference refugees Bernadotte said condition 300,000 to 
| 400,000 Arab refugees without food, clothing and shelter was ap- 

| palling. He hoped various welfare organizations could be induced / 
take interest but basic problem was their eventual return to their 
home. In this connection Bernadotte said PGI was “showing signs: 

_ of swelled-head”. Shertok to whom he had put this most pressing and 
urgent problem had indicated politically PGI could not admit Arab 

| refugees as they would constitute fifth column. Economically PGI had 
no room for Arabs since their space was needed for Jewish immi- 
grants. Shertok when pressed had replied nothing could be done until 

peace was made. In any event government reserved right to replace 
them with Jews from Arab countries who had expressed desire to | 
come to Palestine. Bernadotte commented that it seemed anomaly for ) 

Jews to base demand for Jewish state on need to find home Jewish 

refugees and that they should demand migration to Palestine of | 
Jewish DP’s when they refused to recognize problem of Arab refugees a 

_ which they had created. | | oo 
| In regard to property Arab refugees he said apparently most had 

been seized for use by Jews. He had seen Haganah organizing and 
supervising removal contents Arab houses in Ramle which he under- | 

| stood was being distributed among newly arrived Jewish immigrants. 
_ He was putting problem before SC + but was not counting on its as- 

sistance. Also spoke of asking for special session GA to consider 
refugees. re rs 

*For Count Bernadotte’s cablegram of August 1 to Secretary-General Lie con- 
- cerning Arab refugees, see SC, 3rd yr., Supplement for August 1948, p.103.
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(8) Concerning future peace Palestine he would put forward no | 
further proposals but would engage in informal talks. In addition to | 
‘necessity acknowledging existence Jewish state three possibilities lay 
before Arabs (1) resumption of war, (2) creation of Arab state as 
proposed in November 29 SC resolution, (3) partition of Arab Pales-._ 

| tine among Arab states. Apparently he leaned towards last solutionas. 
enabling Arab states to publicize definite benefits to their people 

_ He was also working for consolidation Israeli territory although - = 
PGI was proving completely intractable. It demanded retention of 
all Galilee by right of conquest, corridor from Jerusalem to Tel Aviv, 
and the return of Negeb as an area promised Israel in partition 
‘scheme. He commented that role of peacemaker for Palestine was 
decidedly noeasy one. oO | 

(4) Bernadotte indicated great concern for immediate future 
Jerusalem. Was convinced action was brewing there. He had called 
attention to [of] Bernard Joseph, Military Governor Jerusalem to al- 
leged statement by Shertok that Jews now had right to fight Egyptians _ 
everywhere since they had attacked Jews in Negeb. He had informed | 

| Joseph this was contrary to fact and he hoped Shertok would with- 
draw statement. Joseph said he could not agree with Bernadotte’s | 

| _ views. Bernadotte said he would raise question. with Shertok when he i 
saw him August 5. | 

| (5) He expressed concern that UN was not giving him tools re- 
quired for task including adequate observers and guards. He had dis- 
patched Bunche to America and hoped efforts there would bear fruit. 

: “Bernadotte leaving August 5, for Haifa and thence to Rhodes. —™ 
: _ ‘Memo of conversation by pouch to London and Arab capitals. __ | 
a | a | PATTERSON 

_--§01.BB Palestine/8-748 : Telegram | | a 

Lhe Consul General at Jerusalem (Macdonald) to the Secretary | 
of State - | : 

: SECRET — JERUSALEM, August 7, 1948—2 p. m. - 

1178. As suggested by Mediator Truce Commission and Commander — 

Arab Legion, Jerusalem held preliminary discussions yesterday re 
demilitarization Jerusalem. Commander presented Truce Commis- | 

- sion with following notes on demilitarization which are considered — 
| very fair and basis for further talks with view of accomplishing 

demilitarization as provided for in SC resolution of July 152 

The Department, on August 14, agreed that the suggestions of the Com- - 
mander of the Arab Legion at Jerusalem for demilitarization of that city were © 
fair and reasonable. It also noted the “increasing tendency of Israelis-to take , 
a stiffer line regarding Jerusalem in particular and eventual terms of settlement 
in general.” (Telegram 3237 to London, 501.BB Palestine/8—948)
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“Notes on demilitarization Jerusalem. - | | 
“1, The settlement aimed at under the demilitarization is temporary — 

, without prejudice to the final settlement of the future of Jerusalem 
- which must depend upon the final settlement of the Palestine question 

asawhole. — | | 
: “2. The boundaries of the demilitarization area of Jerusalem for | 

[omission] reasons and in order to include important Holy places in | 
_ © “the area’must include an area larger than the municipal or the town 

planning areas. The area must be something like: Shaafat in the 
north—Issawieh, Bethany, Bethlehem, Beit, Jala, Lifta, Shaafat. 

| “3. It is understood that essential supplies (non-military) will at | 
| _ all times be allowed to the Jews under a mixed control comprising of 

_ United Nations, Arabs and Jews. | ° a 
| “4. Under demilitarization the Arabs will run their own areas, the = 

Jews will run their own areas and United Nations will run common. 
_ things like electric current..supply, water supply, telephones. and. 

«Sewerage, is | | | oe | 
“5. Arab and Jewish police in equal numbers and equally armed 

with normal police weapons will police the two areas. The UN guards | 
__ will keep the frontier between the two areas. | — | 

“6. Demilitarization must mean a return to normal, as far as possible 
: a return to the status quo ante, as far as the area is concerned, i.e. the - 

Arabs and Jews must be allowed to regain possession of their houses. 
“7, For: security reasons, however, pockets-must be eliminated as 

far as possible and the frontier line must be drawn so as to corre- oo 
_ spond with the property position eliminating pockets and exchanging — 

- areastemporarily at least. — | 7 | | 
| _ 8, The owners of non-Arab and non-Jewish buildings properties _ | 

‘must opt as to the area to which they want to belong. : a 
, “9. Ex-Govt owned buildings to be kept temporarily by the UN. 

“10. Return of looted moveable property or compensation for it 
specially in areas occupied without fighting in breach of the. truce | 

| existing on May 14/15. — | | mo 
a “11. Visits to Jewish Holy places to be allowed at fixed times and in , 

fixed numbers under United Nations escort. | 
“12. A survey of Arab property in Jewish hands must be made as 

‘soon as possible, with a view to preventing its willful misuse by the — 
: _ Jews.” a , | | —_ Ho ; 

| 7 - 7 - Macponap | 
- 867N.01/8-748: Telegram _ Oo _ 

a Phe Consul General at Jerusalem (Macdonald) to the Secretary~ | 
Co of State _ | | 

CONFIDENTIAL URGENT JERUSALEM, August 7, 1948—5 p.m. | 
llr’. During past two days there has been increasing sniping and 

_ gunfire principally from Jewish side and according most reliable _ . 
information available it has been initiated by Jews. 

_ _ Yesterday afternoon when returning from Truce Commission meet- 
ing with Arab Commander in Old City my car was fired on several 
times by Jews while still in Arab territory and just before crossing |
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over to Jewish lines. Consulate’s two jeeps driven by guards returning 

- from Old City with food were fired on few minutes later in same place. | 

Today about noon in same area Consulate General’s official car driven 

by Burdett was hit and guard Przywitoski slightly inj ured. | 

| ‘Inasmuch as road on which firing took place is used only by Con-_ | 

sular, Red Cross and UN personnel and other persons. authorized to 

cross lines there is no excuse for either side firing on vehicles traveling 

overthisroute: © = =. - es | 

A strong note of protest has been sent to the Jewish Military Gov- 

7 ernor of Jerusalem. calling attention to above. It is requested this 

information be brought to the attention of the SC pointing out 

Jewish deliberate violation of truce and failure to take adequate = 

| measures to protect lives of official personnel who are compelled to 

| travel'in performance of their duties. . | oo | 

501.BB Palestine/8—948 ; Telegram oS a oo. ee | - 

T he Acting. United States Representative at the United Nations — | 

oe (Jessup) to the Secretary of State | | 

Top secret uRceNT New Yor, August 9, 1948—1:30p.m. | 

1008. We are. becoming more and more concerned by reports from 

| our missions abroad based on radio intercepts, etc. (see for example — 

7 Haifa’s 293, July 31, Haifa’s 998, August 5, London’s 3561, August 6," 

Jerusalem’s 1177, August 7), indicating Israel becoming increasingly 

| intransigent with regard to Jerusalem, Mediator, observers, the Truce: 

Commission, fighting personnel and war material. : | : 

° Heavily discounting probably prejudiced sources, there have been | 

enough of these reports and from enough widely separated points to © 

indicate at least some truth in what ordinarily might be put aside as 

rumor. as _ 

. Basis for whatever truth there may be in these reports is probably | 

a combination of (a) wholly natural and understandable desire of 

Israel to press present advantages as far as possible, and (0) pressure 

by the Irgun and other dissident elements in favor of extreme posi- _ 

tions may be greater than we had imagined. | | 

Appeasement of dissidents will not help Israel’s cause but quite the 

contrary. Oo oo - | 

, ~ If reports of intransigence are not true, then prompt action by PGI - 

to disavow these reports is essential in their own interest and in the 

interest of peacein Palestine. = CO | 

| _ Lf on the contrary reports have any substantial basis of truth, then 

~iNone printed.” - | . - os | |
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“in our. judgment Israel may damage its own cause irreparably and 

the precarious peace in Palestine will be very difficult to maintain. 
_ If the reports we are getting are true and if the PGI persistsin the | 

line indicated, we must envisage the possibility that Isracl may be 
--* in the same position before the SC that the Arab states were in follow- 

- Ing the end of the first four week’s truce. This would be very em- 
_ barrassing to us in terms of (a) our relations with Israel, (b) our 

| relations with the Arab states, (¢) our relations with the UK, and — 

_ (d) ourpositionmtheSCandintheUN. 
| In view of the seriousness of this problem ‘and its implications we | 

hesitate to take any action with PGI representatives here, however | 
personal and informal, without instructions from the Department. 

We feel, however, that some action is essential and we suggest that 7 
it be taken with Epstein in Washington along the following lines after _ 
prior clearance, we venture respectfully to suggest, with the White 

| House: 5 a 

(1) US is the best friend that Israel has or is likely to have for — 
sometimetocome. | | . | 

(2) As Israel’s best friend we feel they should know we have 
~ received a considerable number of reports from widely varied sources 

| indicating an intransigent attitude with regard to: (see points above). — 
(3) If these:reports are not true than prompt action by the PGI 

- seems essential not only to disavow these reports but also to demon- 
strate by wholehearted cooperation with the Mediator, the Truce Com- 

- mission, and the observers that the attitude of the PGI is in fact 
cooperative and peaceloving. = = >. ae 7 

(4) If there were any substantial degree of truth in these reports  —_ 
| we would as Israel’s best friend be very much concerned from the 

viewpoint of (a@) peace in Palestine and (6) Israel’s own future. _ | 
| (5) The risk to peace is obvious. ~ _ a ee 

(6) With regard to Israel’s own position the risks they run involve 
(a) a very thin margin of support for them in theSC (6). recog- 
nition by other states (¢) membershipinthe UN. = = © 

~ (7) On the question of membership we have informed them we 
would support them. This position. is based on their constructive, co- 
operative, peace-loving attitude in connection with extending the truce. 

_ Ifthe reports we have been getting since then are true and the attitude | 
| _ reflected is persisted in, we could scarcely avoid having to reconsider 

our position. Even if we continued to support Israel for membership - 
_ It 1s very doubtful whether they could under the circumstances com- 

- mand the necessary number of votes either in the SC or in the GA. — 
(8) We hope therefore that the PGI is in a position to disavow 

_. eategorically as rumors reports as to their hostile, uncooperative and | 
- even intransigent attitude. a CS os a 

(9) We hope further that the PGI will continue by positive acts 
of cooperation with the Mediator, his observers, the Truce Commission, _ | 
etc., to maintain its reputation for cooperative and fair dealing in all 
matters relating to the demilitarization of Jerusalem, the main- 
tenance of the truce including the importation of war materials and |
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paragraphs 3°and 4 of the May 29 resolution concerning fighting 
_ personnel and men of military age, and the eventual settlement. 

| (10) We hope further that if dissident and extremist Jewish groups 
and individuals are responsible for any lack of cooperation that the 

, PGI will deal firmly with them rather than yield to the temptations — 
of expediency and appeasement. — oO Sg 

Referring again to Haifa’s 293, and to various cables from our 
Military Attaché Damascus and other sources concerning the ship- _ 
ment of war materials to Israel and in some cases to the Arab coun- > 

tries, we feel strongly that in order to avoid being in a very weak 
- position both ethically and politically that information of this 

| character should be madeavailabletothe Mediator. = ~~ | ee RR ae pe Jussur 

| 867N.5151/8-1148 : Oe 

| Memorandum by the Acting Secretary of State to President Truman 

| Wasutneton, August 11, 1948. / 

Mr. Epstein, the Representative in Washington of the Provisional — 
_ Government of Israel, is pressing for a decision on-his:Government’s 

application for a loan of $100 million, now pending before the Export- 
_ Import Bank, for economic development in connection with the re- 

settlement of immigrants. | | 
Although Israel will probably need substantial financial assistanc2 | 

7 if it is to maintain economic stability during a period of large-scale 
immigration, there are difficulties in the way of extending a loan at 
this time. The United Nations Mediator, Count Bernadotte, is now 
engaged in difficult and delicate negotiations, in which he is seeking 

_ the terms of a settlement which might be acceptable both to the Pro- | 
visional Government of Israel and to the Arab Governménts. The _ 

~ Government and people of Israel have a vital interest in-the success of 
these negotiations. ‘The immediate effect of a large United States loan 
to Israel both on the Arabs and on the Jews might be such as ma- 

__ terially to prejudice Count Bernadotte’s ‘mediation efforts. In any > 
event, it would be necessary to consult with Count Bernadotte before- 
hand in order to ensure that serious consequences would not follow for 
which this Government would be blamed. > ! 

_ Information from Palestine shows clearly that the present truce in _ 
Palestine is being subjected to great pressures by all parties concerned. 

| Our principal concern is to find a basis of agreement before the truce — 
itself breaks down. The Arabs are restive under the truce because 
they believe that the Jewish military position is being steadily 
strengthened despite the conditions of the truce, a belief which is — 
given greater currency by the public statements of high officials of | 
Israel itself, The Department. of State believes that we must take into
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account that the Arab Governments would undoubtedly charge that __ 
| | economic aid to Israel by the United States would materially upset | 

_ the-balance of military advantage in favor of Israel and would thus 
7 _ alter the basis of the existing truce which was ordered by the Security 

Council on July 15, 1948. | a : 
“From the “e¢onomie~aspect,: the~ Department -is «informed by Mr. 

| Epstein that the basis for repayment of the $100 million loan would 
_ Jargely be contributions from private sources to the Provisional Gov- 

_ ernment of Israel, which in turn would make available these con- —_ 
tributions for the service of the loan. The soundness of the loan must 
be assessed in connection with the fact that the State of Israel is,in 
effect, in a state of war and that a resumption of hostilities would — 

_ render promises to pay almost meaningless. Accordingly, from the 
strictly banking aspect, the loan presents great difficulties to the 

...axport-lmport-Bank, ee oe 
- _ The Export-Import Bank has had numerous discussions with the | 

representatives of Israel, and Mr. Martin notified Mr. Epstein on 
July 26 that “ .. . reports reaching me do not appear to warrant at 

_ this time active consideration by the Export-Import Bank of the credit 

Although.the-Department of State does not believe that a flat $100 
_ million loan should be made to the State of Israel at this time, it is 

_ suggested that Mr. Epstein be informed by us that the Export-Import a 
Bank will be prepared to consider specific projects for which a loan 
might properly be granted and for which assurance of repaymentand 
service could be provided on sound banking principle. . 

_ I thought it advisable to seek your approval of this recommended — 
_ position since Mr. Epstein and Dr. Weizmann have previously dis- 
_cussed.the loan application with you. — | oe Be 

a , Co -Rosert A. Loverr | 

See footnote 1, p. 1261. | | | 

501.BB Palestine/8—1148: Telegram | _ 

| The Consul General at Jerusalem (Macdonald) to the = 
a | Seeretary of State — a | 

| - SECRET oe _ JERUSALEM, August 11,1948—1 p.m. 
_ 1187. At meeting yesterday morning Bernadotte informed military 

governor Jewish Jerusalem that Jews have been more aggressive in 
___- violating truce by sniping and small arms fire than Arabs, This is | 

definitely correct re Jerusalem area although accusation denied vigor- 
- ously by military governor. — : | 7 oe | 

Mediator asked military governor if he had any suggestions for 
safeguarding Jerusalem from possibility of future fighting to which 

598-594-7650 | CO a |
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| he replied that Arab Legion should withdraw to Transjordan but 

stated he realized this suggestion would not be accepted. Bernadotte | 

then said ‘he would issue an order prohibiting any return fire by either _ 

side for three days as soon'as more observers arrive as an attempt to 

| eliminate sniping. Joseph agreed to this proposal but refused to accede _ 
to a following suggestion made by General Riley, chief of American 

observers, that armed troops and guns be withdrawn from strategic _ 
place such as Notre Dame on Jewish side and from equally strategic 

place on Arab side as an ‘initial effort to withdraw military forces | 

from Jerusalem. Joseph based his refusal on grounds Arabs could not 

| - be trusted and any withdrawal of Jewish troops would leave that area 
open to Arab attack. He also said ‘this was a military matter to which — | 
he could not commit the military commander. When asked to refer it 
to the military commander he said he doubted military commander _ 

would agree to consider or discuss this suggestion with UN observers © : 
because of its political implications. Political implications to which the | 
military governor constantly refers is the question of-an international | 
Jerusalem. Mediator then specifically requested Joseph to endeavor 
arrange meeting between the military commander Jewish Jerusalem | 
and UN observers to carry on discussions along above lines to which 
military governor agreed but stated he could not guarantee military 

commander would meet Bernadotte’s request. | | 

Military governor was on defensive yesterday and his attitude was 

| better than last week. Mediator referred to him as being slightly less 

| objectionable than usual. OO 7 
- Similar suggestions were made to Arab Legion leaders yesterday 

afternoon.as presented Jews and Arabs agreed but suggested that pro- 

hibition against returning fire be a permanent order rather than 

| limited to three days. | Oo : ; co 
_ Mediator presented strong letter to both sides regarding sniping and — 

similar violations truce and threatened to get tough and refer question 

to SC if conditions do not improve. : 
Disregard for truce has increased steadily creating mounting dis- | 

| trust on part of Arab and Jews re each other’s intentions. Mediator’s | 

latest efforts in addition to greatly increased number of observers | 

Jerusalem area should result in improving situation 1f Jews cooperate 

| but from their past actions and general attitude at recent conferences _ 

I am pessimistic regarding their intentions. Inasmuch as they arevery _ 

 gensitive to criticism and public opinion their attitude and policies | 

might be ‘influenced and directed towards better cooperation if they 
_ were publicly criticised by the UN and especially by the United States 

of [for] their failure to cooperate in finding a solution to the Palestine 

problem. 

— 
: 

| i 

: me : Oo a MacponaLD |
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1 501.BB Palestine/8—248 : Telegram sO So 

- Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom — 

TOP SECRET _ Wasuineton, August 12,1948—1 p.m. _ 

8187. Dept appreciates provisional UK views on Palestine and 
desires present following informal reactions to numbered paragraphs _ 
urte]l 3484, Aug2: ; oe | | 

| ‘1. Para. 3a and 4 imply abandonment Nov 29 resolution, which — 
might complicate handling of question in UN and might cause sharp 

__- reaction in US on basis probable charges. US-UK were attempting 
. sabotage UN recommendations. We believe preferable approach isto = 
- eontinue to improve Nov. resolution, consistent with our efforts last 

_ regular session, to improve UNSCOP report, along functional or prac- 
_ tical lines to make it more acceptable to parties. Within framework this | 
principle modifications could be effected as result informal Arab- 
Jewish negotiations. __ So Se | | 

- 9, Para. 5: We concur in view that political or economic union is | 

_ unrealistic and impractical. Re territorial recommendations, (2) we 
continue believe Jerusalem should not be placed under sole authority 
either Arabs or Jews (see our para. 9a); (6) we agree with free | 

_ port proposal but believe internationalization Haifa and Lydda im- 
_ practical; (c) inclusion Jaffa in Israel considered desirable if Arabs 

| agree but its value as bargaining point should be retained for time | 
| being; (d) transfer of all or part of Negev to Arabs should include 

portion of Mediterranean coast line to provide access to sea; (€) some 
adjustment of eastern frontier Israel as defined Nov. 29 resolution 

- desirable to effect more practical distribution and administration com- 
- munications in frontier area. We believe transfer Jaffa. and all or por- 

| tion western Galilee to Israel in exchange for transfer all or part of 
3 Negev good basis for informal Arab-Jewish negotiations. We concur . 

UK view that political future of Arab territory would eventually be 
for Arabs to decide but, in light of diversity views and interests of © 

_ Arab states, believe PGI and Transjordan should undertake initial 
: informal negotiations, = =” — 

_ This Govt would indeed view with concern attempt by either Israel 
/ or future Arab state (whether Transjordan or Palestinian Arab - 

_ State) to prejudice territorial integrity of other, and assumes such | 
_ aggression would be raised in UN for consideration and action under — - 

Charter. We would not agree to UK suggestion concerning recom- 
-mendation by Mediator that UN should lay down frontier which 

_ could only be changed by UN. Frontiers must be based upon agree- . 
ment of parties, who could agree to changes. If such frontiers are 
violated by one party without agreement of the other, UN would | 
presumably act, under Chapter VI if necessary, 8 8s” 

3. Para. 5a: Dept believes it desirable avoid interjecting problem |
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European Jewish DP’s into negotiations or settlement for Palestine, 
but considers solution Arab DP problem intrinsic to negotiations and 
settlement. _ | | | a 

4, Para. 50: See our para. 9g. —_ as 
5. Para. 6-7: Dept agrees that Arabs and Jews would probably 

reject Mediator’s next set of suggestions if formally presented without : 
| intermediate steps. We feel that'esséntial intermediate stepsnow called = 

for are, first, US-UK agreement concerning basic recommendations, _ 
and, second, parallel general approach by US and UK to PGI and 

| Arab states, informing them of general substance of our concerted __ ) 
| - views, in effort secure their cooperation in immediate informal discus- . 

sions between PGI and Arab states looking towards development - 
working basis for settlement. Such immediate discussions, we believe, 

should first be confined to PGI and TJ.as most: moderate and.coopera- 
| tive Arab League state. TJ might thereafter be expected to present 

them to other Arab states. Dept believes essential that we follow 
principle of similar approach to beth Arabs and Jews by US and UK, 

| rather than that of division of responsibility, which would weaken | 
__ desirable position of neutrality set forth your para: 12. The objective 

- facts‘are, as we see them; that: the US has just as:tiuch interest: as:the | 
- UK in the development and maintenance of good relations with the —°_— 

Arabs, while the UK, on the other hand, has just as much interest 

as the US in the development and maintenance of good relations with | 
Israel, both considered in terms of our mutual political, economic and _ : 

: strategic interests in the Middle East. We should not continue think- | 
| ing, therefore, that it is the task of the UK alone to bring about Arab 

| acquiescence any more than we should think that it is the. task of the _ 

-_-US-alone to bring about’ Israel acquiescence in the future settlement. 
As we see it, both we and the UK have a joint and equal task in bring- 
ing about the acquiescence of both. Arabs and Jews. If US-UK efforts 

result: in Arab-Jewish acquiescence in working agreement, this could | 
_ then be used by Mediator as basis for further action, its 

. HIMG reference para. 6.toenforcement unclear: US could not concur © 

in military enforcement of imposed settlement. (See Austin speech in 7 
SC dated February 24.) We would however be prepared make maxi- 
mum efforts as outlined above to secure acquiescence both sides; if | | 
Arab-Jewish agreed settlement were obtained, we would. be prepared 
to support such action in UN as might be necessary to insure main- __ 

- tenance of peace. | | | : 
| 6. Para. 8-9: Dept sees no useful result from GA resolution at this: 

a stage and believes question of appropriate GA action should await 
development of negotiations. We have grave doubts desirability GA 

- consideration Palestine in forthcoming session except on basis of an 
agreed settlement. | | | | 

| Ante, p. 651. | | —_ ;
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| 4%, Para, 10: We believe informal US-UK approach to Mediator oO 
desirable, informing him of our agreed views concerning settlement, — | 
and of our desire use our joint good offices and influence with PGI and a 
Arabs to encourage early working agreement. = Oe | 

7 _ 8 Para. 12-13: We agree with UK view concerning mutual neces- 
sity maintaining. neutral attitude vis-a-vis Arabs and Jews in effort. | 
achieve workable settlement, and with view expressed your para. 13 0 

_ concerning desirability giving Arabs evidence Western understanding : 
_ of their position (see our para. 9 f-g). See also paras 1 and 2 above. | 

| 9. Additional tentative comments of Dept follow: a - 
a Status of Jerusalem. Pending establishment of Jerusalem police 

force, we believe Mediator’ should. endeavor convince PGI and Arabs 
of desirability contributing small well-disciplined military units, to 
which UN representatives should be assigned in observer capacity, to 
assist in demilitarization and to control possible extremist outbreaks. 

| We are prepared make strong representations to PGI and TJ to pro- 
_ vide such assistance (Deptel 3055, Aug 32). (See Embtel 3567 Aug 6 

to Dept from London to which reply is being prepared.) 
Some degree of UN responsibility for administration of Jerusalem 

_ still appears essential, with provision for protection holy places, free 
_ access thereto, and guaranteed transit rights to city. In view special | 

_ Importance Jerusalem to both Arabs and Jews, however, US is giving | 
some thought to possible advantages modified condominium principle | 

| under which Israel, future Arab-state, and UN would share adminis- : 
_ trative responsibility for Jerusalem. Administrative board might con- 

_, . sist of three Israeli, three Arab, and three UN representatives under 
rotating chairmanship. Condominium might represent compromise 

_ politically for both Israeli and Arabs, and would place financial re- 
| sponsibility and responsibility maintenance law and order squarely 

upon peoples of Palestine rather than on UN. UK views re feasibility 
| _ thissolution would beappreciated. | — a - 

6. Israel’s independence. Final settlement: must be predicated on 
full acceptance Israel’s independence including full control immigra- — 
tion, subject during truce to Mediator’s supervision; once final settle- . 
ment achieved and frontiers defined, it is probable that limiting © | 
geographic-economic factors would eventually check tendency to ex- 
cessive Jewish immigration. | | | 

c. Arab Palestine. While we desire UK views concerning merits 
| various proposals for disposition. Arab territory, we hold provisional 

view that inclusion Arab territory into TJ (or among various Arab 
states), might. be supperted.by US-UK as basis for proposed. Arab- 
Jewish discussions. Palestinian Arabs should however have right of | 

_-—s expressing their views in some manner. We would welcome UK views | 
| re means accomplishing this objective. = le 

d. Boundaries. We believe initial PGI-TJ discussions should in- | 
elude attempt resolve boundary questions, taking into account prin- , 
ciples of Nov resolution and present military situation; wishes of 

© This was a repeat of No. 793 to Jerusalem, p. 1275, | -
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population; administrative convenience, emphasizing desirability | 
| compact administrative entities and avoidance of enclaves; relevant 

economic factors. | Doe OS - ee 

Concurrently discussions should include question of exchange of 
| populations in certain cases, as well as desirability of permitting return _ | 

| of refugees so desiring, including assistance in effecting resettlement 
| - and property restoration, and appropriate civil rights guarantees, | oe 

e. Economic relations, Economic union or similar system of formal 
| economic arrangements is impractical at this time. We believe gradual 

development of economic relations between the two states, arising out 
of common interests and needs, is more acceptable principle in effect- 
ing settlement. Certain working arrangements arising in this manner _ 
could be progressively extended, and might form basis for economic 

- understanding at time of final settlement. | " | 
f. Recognition and UN membership. US is currently considering 

idea of extending de jure recognition concurrently to Govt of Israel 
and TJ in near future, in return for assurances of cooperation in 
truce observance and in actual negotiations for settlement. US believes 
recognition of Israel by UK in return for similar assurances would 
be important contribution to these ends. We would also welcome con- 
certed US-UK action in supporting applications of both to UN as 

| further means stabilizing NE situation, : : 
g. Economic assistance. Following final settlement, US is prepared __ 

consider sympathetically Israel’s application $100,000,000 loan for re- 
settlement of DP’s and economic projects in Israel in connection | 

. therewith. We believe Israel’s industrial capabilities should be en- © : 
couraged in order establish it as manufacturing center and entrepot. 

- Such development might ultimately lead to mutually advantageous  »_—y 
economic relations with Arab states. So | | | : | 

In connection with settlement for Arab Palestine, US-UK should | 
consider problem of providing administrative aid and counsel as emer- : 
gency measure during formative period. Possibilities of governmental 

- and of international economic and financial assistance should be ex- | 
plored, with view to possibility providing assistance when evidences 
political stabilization emerge. We should also give early attention to 

| problem of economic aid to NE on regional basis through UN agencies 
- and through appropriate aid on basis Anglo-American discussions for 

cooperation in economic-social affairs in NE. We believe such assist-. 
ance essential to development economic equilibrium and restoration 
political cooperation among Near Eastern peoples, _ : 

As soon as US-UK agreement on general principles of settlement | 

obtained, we propose prepare instructions to our missions for early 

approach to Mediator, PGI, TJ, other Arab League states, and key | 

UN members such as France, Belgium, Canada and China. 

Sent London, repeated to New York. - Oo 
: | a MARSHALL.
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| 501.BB Palestine/8—-1248 : Telegram . | | | | 

‘Lhe Consul General at Jerusalem (Macdonald) tothe | 
So se . - Secretary of State i 

SECRET | - a JERUSALEM, August 12, 1948—8 p.m. | 

| - 1190. During extended talk yesterday with Mrs. Myerson, Israel | 
/ _ Minister-Designate to USSR, she made following statements: | 

| 1. Internationalization Jerusalem is definitely impossible now and 
| Jews will never agree accepting it. If Jerusalem does not become all 

Jewish city Israel might consent to partition on following lines. New 
7 Jerusalem to be part of Israel. Old city to be considered a museum 

and be given some sort of international status under the United Na- © 
tions. Allocation of some small area outside of old city to Arabs might 

-_be given consideration. a | 
 -—- Qs Israel must have all of the Negev. , 

38. Unrestricted and complete control of immigration will be de- 
_ manded by Israel as its right to sovereign state. | 

SO | Mrs. Myerson’s attitude ‘re Jerusalem is alarming as she is con- 
sidered one of the most moderate of Jewish leaders. ae 

Se Ae yy he oe MacpoNnaLpD 

oo 501.BB Palestine/8-1248 : Telegram oe | | | - a | 

| The Consul General at Jerusalem (Macdonald) to the | 
oe _ Secretary of State | | , | 

OO | | , Jerusatem, August 12, 1948. 

1191. Latrun pumping station blown up today thus preventing sup- | 
ply water to Jerusalem. United Nations observer who passed Latrun 
after blown up states two diesel pumps apparently destroyed and sta- _ / 
tion in flames. Station had been taken over by United Nations. 

| | os oO | MacpoNaALD 

| 867N.48/8-1248 ae a | — 
The Minister in Syria (Keeley) to the Secretary of State | 

| RESTRICTED oe Lod - Damascus, August 12, 1948. 
| No. 220 _ : | a a 

| Subject: Transmitting Arab Higher Committee Note to Arab League 
on Refugee Situation, 7 oo a | 

| Supplementing the Legation’s telegram No. 520, August 12, 1948.) 
_ the Minister has the honor to transmit herewith a'translation of the 

+ Not printed. CB Mey
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text of a note concerning Palestinian refugees sent by the Arab Higher 
Committee (AHC) to the Secretary General of the Arab League? _ 

‘The AHC categorically rejécts proposals that Arab refugees be 
returned to Jewish controlled areas, arguing that to do so would: © 

( 1. “Constitute a recognition of the imaginary Jewish:state.” st 
2. Place the refugees at the mercy of the Jews as virtual hostages. 
3. Permit the. Jews to exploit the refugees.in a political sense, pos- 

sibly winning their-votesinalikelyplebiscite., 9 
4, Place the refugees on the marginal fringe of the Jewish economy.” 

_ In addition to arguing against the return of the refugees to Pales- 
tine, the AHC presents its own suggestions for the solution of the 
refugee problem. In brief, these call. for centralized. handling of:the - 
situation, financial assistance from the Arab countries and the Inter- _ 
national Refugee Organization, dispatch of men “capable of carrying | 
arms” to Palestine “in the defense of their country,” and the estab-_ 
lishment of refugee camps in Arab parts of Palestine. 

The tenor of the entire note reflects the irreconciled position of the _ 
AHC that the struggle against Zionism must continue unabated. - 

Although eventually published, it is worthy of note that this docu- 
ment was at first suppressed. by the Syrian authorities. A reliable in-. 
formant who saw the orginal AHC release states that the newspaper _ 

| version used in preparing the Legation’s translation 1s complete and — 
accurate except for the omission of an introductory paragraph of no 

_— great significance, Be [James H. Keerzy, Jr.] ~ 

* Not printed; the text was taken from the August 12 issue of Al Feyha’. | 

. 501.BB Palestine/8—948 : Telegram an | | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom | 

| TOP SECRET oo Wasuineton, August 13, 1948—1 p. m. 

3208. For the Ambassador. You will be interested to know in light __ 
| of your 3590, August 9,1 that the Secretary on August 9 received Dr. — 

| Ralph Bunche, Personal Representative of UN SYG, who is No. 2 

| on Count Bernadotte’s team in Palestine? Bunche called for purposeof = 
| giving Secretary Bernadotte’s views as to immediate requirements of 

Mediator and his tentative notions as to long-range settlement of 
Palestine problem. = | | | a 

| Although Bernadotte would have preferred a regular UN armed | 
guard for Jerusalem he suggested as alternative that corpsof military 
observers supplied by Belgium, France and US be augmented by 300 | 

1 Not printed. | oe 
27The remaining participants in the conversation were Andrew Cordier, — | 

. Executive Assistant to Secretary-General Lie, Fraser Wilkins, and Robert | 
7 McClintock, the last of whom prepared the memorandum of conversation 

(501.BB Palestine/8—-948). a oe |
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additional military observers, all of whom were to be enlisted men. 
_ Bernadotte desired these additional observers for duty in preserving  — 
strategic positions evacuated by Jews and Arabs by mutual agreement, _ 
such as Mt. Scopus, Victoria Augusta Hospital, and water pumping : 
station at Latrun. The Secretary informed Bernadotte’s representative © 

| that ‘although he could not speak for Defense establishment:he saw no | 
| reason in principle why this govt could not supply its requested con- | 

tingent of 125 enlisted.men ‘as military observers, it being understood — | 
that France would match this number and that Belgium would send — 
50: men to complete total. Secretary has now inquired of Forrestal if = 

_. “necessary contingent» cannotpromptly -be sent to assist Bernadotte. 
You may tell Bevin that, although final decision has not been reached, ok 

| Dept does not anticipate much. difficulty in this regard and it is hoped , 
| that our share of additional enlisted observers will very promptly 

receive orders to proceed to Jerusalem. | oe | 

AS for-long-range:settlement,. Bernadotte is not.eager to.offer sug- 
| gestions until he is assured that US and UK govts are in agreement 

on general lines of an equitable settlement. Bernadotte of course real- _ 
ss izes that, Jews on one hand will make exorbitant demands and Arabs a 

- will refuse to countenance officially existence of Jewish State. Never- 
theless Mediator is said to feel that if UK and US are in agreement __ 

| and if these govts can reach a general line in accord with his views. 
_ (upon which he doesnot insist), chances are that both Jews and Arabs, OO 
although violently protesting, may quietly move along lines ‘of even- - 
tual settlement. _ Be oe 

__Bernadotte’s preliminary views are similar to those which we have 
- informally discussed with Bevin through your auspices. Bernadotte | 

thinks that Jews should be given valuable lands in western Galilee | 
_ which they now hold by virtue of military conquest but in return for 

this acquisition should permit Arabs to take over most of Negev. As 
for Jerusalem, Bernadotte feels that UN organization contemplated by __ 

| resolution of November 29, 1947, is not only cumbersome and trouble- 
some but essentially unworkable, Rather, he visualizes Jerusalem 
under nominal Arab sovereignty but with local autonomy’ for the — 

_ Jewish population and with an international commission appointed 
a by the UN to receive possible complaints from the Jews or, for. that 7 

_ matter, the Arab population. Although Bunche was.not specific on this | 
point he seemed to visualize Transjordan profiting largely by the _ 

_.. arrangement, with possible territorial. compensation to Egypt in the 
_ lower part of the Negev. | 

The Secretary did not make any comment on Bernadotte’s terri- 
_ torial suggestions but, as you will have perceived from Deptel 3187, - 

_ Aug. 12, these views, with the exception of Jerusalem (Cf. Par 9a a 
Deptel 3187), are similar to those which have already been arrived | 
at on working level in Dept. As you know, however, top clearance from :
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the White House has not yet been received at this stage in formulating 

opinions as to the most practical solution of the Palestine problem.° 

We should be glad to have Bevin’s suggestions as to how—provided 

| there is a meeting of the minds as between ourselves, UK and Berna- 

dotte—a territorial solution can most profitably be arranged. We do | 

not at this stage of our thinking feel that it would be useful for Gen- — 

eral Assembly to debate a possible frontier. Not only would such debate 

. become surcharged with emotion and cross-currents of self-interest, 

~ but it would involve basic principle, which we endeavored to make | 

clear in Austin’s speech of February 24, that recommendations of As- 

| sembly are not enforceable by UN agency. In a preliminary way we 

feel that if our two govts are in agreement Bernadotte might in his — 

report to SC merely state what to him, on basis of facts and justice, 

| seems to be most equitable frontier for Israel. If our two govts. were 

in agreement a statement by Bevin and the Secretary: supporting | 

---—s- Bernadotte’s suggestion would have great weight. No additional 

action would be taken however and it would be left to diplomatic 

means to achieve an eventual agreement between Israel and ‘Trans- 

jordan, later to be acquiesced in by other Arab states. Once this point 

| | were reached, blessing of UN would be easy. , oe | 

It is important to emphasize to Bevin and others in FonOff that 

foregoing views are highly tentative and are given you in an endeavor 

to advance our mutual thinking on this problem with all possible 

swiftness. ee a : 

For your own info we agree with Bevin that Palestine situation is 

serious, as he emphasized in conversation reported your 3567, Aug. 6, — 

| but feel that his references to Russian threats against Iraq are some- - 

| what of the red herring variety. As for his notion of building up RAF 

---——s- munitions in Iraq and Transjordan, as reported in para. 8, your 3567, | 

we feel that you should caution him to go very slowly. From this point 

| of view danger of Britain appearing as military guarantor of Arabs . 

| against Jews, which would invoke popular outcry here for US to lift: 

arms embargo in favor of Israel, is much greater than Bevin’s qualms — 

~~ over Soviet machinations against Iraq. Se | 

- ee | - Marsan 

’¥or further information on the conversation with Dr. Bunche on August 9, 

see telegram 634, August 24, to Stockholm, p. 1840. ne So 

867N.48/8-948: Telegram | : | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United K ingdom 

secrer  —S—._-_—S.:s WWaassntgron, August 14,1948—1la.m. — 

3236. Dept currently considering questions raised urtel 3591, Aug. 9,7 

| and will inform you as views are formulated. Ref your para 1, Amcross 

+ Not printed. | /
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has made available 250,000 dollars medical clothing supplies to Inter- 
national Committee Red Cross for distribution Jews Arabs Near East. | 

| Depts Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid is actively stimulating 
__ assistance by church organizations in US and voluntary lay organiza- 

tions. Church World Service? shipping immediately 38,000 pounds — 
clothing 175 pounds vitamins to American School Oriental Research 
Jerusalem, distributing agency for American voluntary relief. Depts’ - 

| Committee Vol Foreign Aid hopeful that US lay groups interested 
Near East may organize assistance on more adequate scale for Arab _ 

____- refugees only, since assistance from church groups being raised for 
both Jews Arabs, | | : ; soo | 

_ No US public funds presently available to assist Arab refugees. We 
are giving earnest consideration to means of organizing international 
assistance this group but not now in position to advance concrete pro- 
posal. For your info solely we are exploring possibilities establish- 

| ment Joint IRO-Mediator Committee and participation of IRO in 
_ Arab relief problem. IRO constitution not yet in force, and any in- 

dication of extension IRO assistance to Arab refugees would seriously | 
affect current parliamentary action in three countries now consider-— 7 
ing ratification. If suggestion for IRO action is advanced in SC at 
this time, USUN is instructed to point out that IRO not yet activated 

: and that many postwar groups refugees not now under care have prior _ 
claims on IRO assistance. | os oe | | 

_ Ref your para 2, we are informing USUN of our views ? as follows: a 

“With ref to economic, political military factors in connection with 
return Arab refugees to Israel, we appreciate security considerations | 
governing PGI attitude but believe that under supervision Mediator 

- . substantial number refugees so desiring could be permitted gradually : 
return their homes and resume occupations without prejudicing main- | 
tenance internal security Israel. From economic viewpoint, Israel now | 

_ demonstrating ability absorb large numbers European DP’s monthly. | | 
It would therefore be unfortunate for PGI, by continuing refuse per- 

| mit Arab repatriation, to create impression that assimilation Jewish a 
_ Immigrants was taking place at expense former Arab inhabitants 

Israel, From political standpoint, PGI action to permit gradual re- 
turn Arab refugees would provide Arabs with tangible assurance of 
PGI desire establish cooperative relations with Arab states on long | 

| range basis, a 7 
_.. [“]We consider overall solution Arab refugee problem intrinsic to - | 

final settlement Palestine problem, but believe increasingly critical 
_ hature refugee problem makes it essential that at least partial return. - 

of refugees should be permitted for those so desiring prior to achieve- | 
‘ment final settlement. Moreover, we believe PGI assistance in alleviat- 
ing situation would substantially improve chances securing early — 
peaceful settlement Palestine problem. Conversely, PGI failure to co- 

- operate by partial repatriation refugees might create difficulties for / 
265,000 Jews permanently residing Arab states.” Sas | 

~ 7 On behalf of Protestant organizations in the United States, — : *In telegram 534, August 14, 11 a. m., not printed. |
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Eventuality mentioned your para 3 would be affected by relaxation = 

of present PGI attitude towards repatriation. _ a 

| ‘While US continues believe Traq development scheme (your para 

. 4) worthy of implementation, it has no evidence that Iraq Govt. has 

a been or is prepared take effective steps towards implementation such 

program, particularly in light of its current. preoccupation with 

Palestine. In any event Dept believes long-range Iraq development 

scheme would not represent solution for immediate refugee problem. 

_.Dept’s ‘tentative: thinking * re your’ para’5 “outlined ‘Deptel 3187, 

Aug 12,para9g. | So oe , 

| Dept considers short-term program may be summarized as follows: 

(1) Mediator should be urged by SC to estimate as soon as he can 

numbers and location of Arab refugees, numbers desiring to return 

to their homes and those for whom immediate resettlement might 

| prove: practical, food: and other supplies: required, sources. and. costs 

_ thereof, food costs per person per diem and currencies in which sup- 

: plies can be procured. Mediator should also be urged to make interim 

practical proposals for meeting problem. Suggest Mediator request 

| assistance of experts from PCIRO and WHO in making survey. 

— (2) Efforts by UN should continue to induce PGT to accept return 

Arab refugees initially in small numbers but increasing movement as 

| experience demonstrates PGI security and economy not endangered 

in fact. | | | | | 

OO (3) All possible assistance voluntary agencies of UN members 

under Mediator should be stimulated. | | oe | 

a, (4) Possibility (not to be communicated to UK) of TRO. participa-— 
‘tion in Arab refugee relief should be kept under active study ‘until | 

| TRO activated early Sept with view to possible consideration prob- - 

lem by General Council IRO at initial meeting now convened for 

Sept 18 Geneva. | : | ; 

Consideration Arab refugee problem at current meeting ECOSOC 

not considered feasible as ECOSOC agenda was adopted after only 

| three days debate and disposition items of agenda proceeding slowly. 

~ ECOSOC not in position to give constructive consideration to hastily 

drafted proposals concerning which expert and up-to-date info is at , 

present lacking. : : | | 

Long-term program in meeting Arab refugee problem can only 

| emerge after Mediator’s report mentioned above. Chief problem is _ 

source of funds and responsible estimate of amount required annually 

over specified period of time. _ , | | 

| MarsHALL 

4 As originally set forth in telegram 531, August 13, 4 p. m., to New York, not 

printed. a | | | -
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Truman Papers, President’s Secretary’s File. - . | 

Memorandum by President Truman to the Under Secretary | 
of State (Lovett) Bn 

| PERSONAL AND. CONFIDENTIAL | [Wasuineron,| August 16; 1948. 

- - Tread the memorandum ! regarding the Israel request for $100 mil- 

| ~ lion loan and I sincerely hope that there will not be a flat turndown. 

until further consideration has been given by the World Bank. 

Of course, I don’t want any loans made that are not proper for the 

Bank to make but this situation has all sorts of implications. — ee 

Sometime in the not too far distant future I’d like to have a conver- 
gation with you on the subject and incidentally on several other sub- 

---Jects about which I do not. want to talk ;with the Secretary because of | 

--.. their political implications. Bo a a 

a 7 - | H[arry] 8S. Tlruman] - 

1 Dated August 11, p. 1800. Se | 

| 501.BB Palestine/8-1648 | | | Bp _ 

Memorandum by the Secretary of State'to President Truman 

‘TOP SECRET pa Wasurneton, August 16,1948. 

Subject: Proposed Representations to Provisional Government of 
--—[srael Regarding Maintenance of Peace in Palestine | 

| Information from a wide number of sources causes the Department | 
_ jnereasing: concern over the apparent tendency of the Provisional 

| Government of Israel to assume ‘a more aggressive attitude in— 
Palestine, a | ce 

Following ‘the:termination*of*the British: mandate on May 15. and... _ 

, the establishment of a Jewish State, the Israeli authorities were quick _ 

to respond to United Nations efforts to stop the fighting in Palestine. | 
_ After the termination of this four-week truce on July 9, hostilities 
were resumed and it soon became apparent that Israel had materially — 
improved its military position during the period of the earlier truce. | 

_ Nevertheless, both the Government of Israel and the Arab States a 
agreed to accept the Security Council’s order of July 15 fora cease- 

_ fire and. truce of indeéfinite:duration in Palestine-The demilitarization’ = 

of Jerusalem was included in the Security Council’s resolution and / 
- -. was accepted by the Government of Israel and the Arab States in 

principle. In recent weeks, however, a new and aggressive note has : 

| - become manifest, and the readiness of Israel to maintain the truce | 
| has become subjectto doubt. OS | | 

| The Department has noted evidence of hostility of Israelisin Pales- 
tine toward the military observers serving under Count Bernadotte ; | 

| ‘the inflammatory speeches of the Israeli Foreign Minister, Mr. Sher- — 
_ tok, with regard to alleged “rights” of Israel in Jerusalem; the mili-
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tary occupation by Israel of much of the Jerusalem area; and the re- 
: fusal of the Israeli military governor in Jerusalem to cooperate with | 

Count Bernadotte in discussions regarding the demilitarization of 
= Jerusalem. The Department has likewise noted increasing evidence of 

| systematic violations of the United Nations truce by the forces of 
Israel, including forward movement of Israeli forces from agreed 
truce positions, continued sniping and firing against Arab positions; 

| and conclusive evidence of the organized transport of armsshipments  __ 
to Palestine from France, Italy and. Czechoslovakia. Furthermore, 
the Israeli Foreign Minister has officially proclaimed that Israel will : 

| not accept, pending negotiation of a final peace settlement, the return 
of the approximately 300,000 Arab inhabitants of that part of Pales- | 

_ tine now comprising the Jewish State who fled from their homes and 
are now destitute in nearby Arabareas. . 
_ The Foreign Minister of Great Britain, in a conversation with our 
Ambassador on August 6 [5],? expressed grave concern over the situa- __ 

| tion in Palestine. He was fearful not only that the USSR would take 
| advantage of this situation to foment trouble in Iraq and Iran but-also . 

that within “the next few days” the Jews, on grounds of some Arab 
, provocation, real or manufactured, would reopen their offensive with 

the objective of seizing more territory—probably ‘Transjordan. Mr. 
_ Bevin thought that the Palestine situation was as serious as Berlin. ‘If 

the United States and United Kingdom go slack (in Palestine), we | 
| lose.” : - a 

The Department, in light of these developments, feels that it would 7 
| be wise to call in Mr. Eliahu Epstein, the Representative of the Pro- 

visional Government of Israel, and discuss frankly our concern with 
him. We would tell Mr. Epstein that, as he undoubtedly knows, the 

| ‘United States is the best friend of Israel. We have recognized that | 
State and desire to see it continue in existence and prosper as a peace- 
ful member of the community of nations. We have now before us the _ 

| question of de jure recognition of the Provisional Government of 
Israel, support for Israel’s membership in the United Nations, and 
the application from Israel for a loan from the Export-Import Bank. 
We should like to see all these matters arranged in a manner satisfac- | 

_ tory to both governments but we should find it exceedingly difficult, — 
for example, to advocate a loan to Israel if that country is likely to 
resume. hostilities. Similar difficulties would arise concerning mem- — 

: bership in the United Nations. | _ , oo, | 
As a friend of Israel we deem it of paramount importance that this 

new republic not place itself before the bar of world opinion and the 

1 The Department, on August 17, expressed to Consulate General J erusalem its 
| _ concern regarding information that Israel might resume hostilities unless peace 

were promptly negotiated or unless Arab troops were withdrawn from Palestine © . 
(telegram 835, 501.BB Palestine/8-1748). . . an 

? See telegram 3567, August 6, from London, p. 1291. | ee
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United Nations in the role of an aggressor. We should like to tell Mr. | 

_ Epstein for the information of his government that we shall be not 

less zealous in the Security Council to oppose aggression from the 
- Jsraeli side.-as we were when the attack was launched by the Arab side. | 

From the wider political aspect and not for the information of Mr. 

Epstein, it is obvious that it would be most injurious to the interests 

of the United States if hostilities should be opened by Israel against 
-_ Transjordan with the result that the United Kingdom would auto- 

matically honor its commitments to Transjordan under its existing 

treaty with that country. This would bring forth an outcry in the = 

- United States for the lifting of our arms embargo in favor of Israel, 

| with the result that the two great Anglo-Saxon partners would be 

a supplying and aiding two little states on the opposite sides of a serious 

- war, from which only the Soviet Union could profit. po 

| With your concurrence the Under Secretary of State proposes im- 

‘mediately to discuss these matters with Mr. Epstein. | 

a | a ae G. C. MarsHALn | 

as Editorial Note 

- Count Bernadotte, in an undated telegram to Secretary Marshall 7 

from Geneva, received in the Department on August 16, made a plea 

- for assistance to Arab and Jewish refugees, noting that successful © 

- mediation might continue only if a solution were found for the most 

urgent aspects of their human disaster. Se ae 
 - The Secretary of State replied on August 20 that the Department | 

was working “to determine what can ‘be done quickly and practically.” 

| _ The reply was transmitted via telegram 622 to Stockholm, which was 7 

| repeated to Arab capitals, Jerusalem, and New York. For the fulltext — 

of the exchange of telegrams, see Department of State Bulletin, Au- | 

gust 29, 1948, pages 266, 267. a PRES 

867N.01/8-1648 : Telegram a , . 

The Special Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonald) 7 
| | to the Secretary of State cS 

| SECRET | Trex Aviv, August 16, 1948—9 p. m. | 

55. Mediator’s optimism reported from Stockholm about present 

| truce finds no supporting evidence here. On contrary, truce being 

broken nightly not only by heavy fighting Jerusalem but by intermit- 

_. tent sniping several fronts. Destruction [Latrun?] pumps attributed = 
on seemingly irrefutable evidence by Colonel Perry, UN observer 
Chargé that area, to Arab Legion and Arab irregulars and PGI as
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| sumption Arab responsibility [are?] additional proof futility truce 
| and dangerous optimism of Mediator.1 Ts | 

— Personally convinced truce in reality not increasing chances peace _ | 
7 but rather'contrary:: Hence:conditions appear to call for concentration’ — 

efforts secure real peace negotiations. I realize this point view parallels ~ 
| that recently expressed by PGI but that does not invalidate soundness | 

point view. | : oe | | 
- on | ~McDonatw | 

1Tel ‘Aviv, on: August 14, advised’ that the “Destruction Latrun pump stétion __ 
| seriously affects prestige UN here and increases Israeli skepticism efficacy truce | 

supervision.” (Telegram 52, ‘867N.01/8-1448) - | — 

867N.01/8-1748 a | oe | | 

- Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Director of the Office 
of Near Eastern and African Affairs (Hare)? 

CONFIDENTIAL _ [Wasuineton,] August 17, 1948. — 

Participants: Mr. Eliahu Epstein; Special Representative'of the Pro-... 
| __-visional Government of Israel oe 

| _ Mr. Uriel-Heyd, First Secretary of the Israeli Mission 
. ‘Mr. Hare, NEA | | . 

| | -. ‘Mr. Mattison, NE | , | 

Mr. Epstein called at his request to discuss in general the views of 

_ his government on the current sitaiation.in Palestine. 

His particular theme was the'veliance which his government placed = 
on the November 29 resolution of the General Assembly. That resolu- 

| tion <was:the:-legal-basis-for the Jewish:State-and any change-inthe —- 
-.__- provisions of the resolution might affect the legal basis for Israeli state- 

~ hood. This was particularly true with respect to the question of bound- : 
aries. Israel would not negotiate on the question of boundaries as a 
condition of a peace settlement. After a peace settlement, Israel as a 
free and sovereign state would negotiate any boundary adjustments | 

| which might prove advisable. _ | ae re 

_- With:regard to the question of the internationalization of Jerusalem, = 
the Israeli Government’ still adhered to the provisions of the Novem- 
ber 29 resolution. However, Bernadotte’s proposal that Jerusalem be- 
come part of an Arab State, and the lack of concern on the part of the | 

| Christian world over this proposal had greatly disturbed the Israelis, 

a and particularly the 100,000 Jewish inhabitants of Jerusalem. To them 
: ~ the question resolved itself very simply : if it werea question of Jeru- | 

a salem being either Arab or Jewish it must be Jewish. If it wereto be 
ss internationalized, that was well and good, otherwise it must be Jewish, 

1 Drafted by Mr. Mattison. :
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: - Turning to the question of the dissident elements, Mr. Epstein stated = 

that they were a small minority, and that the Israeli Government was 
| well able to control them. The only trouble arose when the dissident 

groups were also to capitalize on some popular issue, such asthe ques- 

tion of Jerusalem’s future. — ee OC | 

| Mr. Epstein next touched on the question of the Truce,andempha- 
| sized the necessity of an early peace settlement. Israel, he stated, was - 

| anxious to proceed with its development and resettlement program. _ | 

It was impossible to do this as long as the country was completely 

mobilized. Furthermore, present conditions represented a heavy drain | 

on Israel’s economy. Mr. Epstein expressed the hope that at the latest . 

the truce would end before the opening of the General Assembly and | 
that peace negotiations would be well under way by that time. (I in- 

_. ferred from this that the PGI was anxious that the Palestine question | 

‘not be reopened in the GA, fearing that modification might be made _ 
inthe November 29 resolution which would be regarded as unfavorable | 

 toIsrael.) Be oe 
| Mr. Epstein then went on to elaborate at some length on other fac- 

tors which presented difficulties to the PGI. Among these he mentioned = 

_ the lack of de jure recognition on the part of the United States and the | 
difficulties which were anticipated in getting UN membership. 

| I told Mr. Epstein that I very much appreciated the opportunity 
of this discussion with him. I added that I realized that there were 

_ mnany perplexities and difficulties, but hoped that these would not be 
allowed to crystalize into patterns which would render more difficult | 

_. the task of securing peace in the area. OE ES 

-.-501L.BB Palestine/8—1748 : Telegram. a es 

Phe Consul General at Jerusalem (Macdonald) to the a 

Oo Secretary of State gh 8 | 

CONFIDENTIAL _ _ Jerusatem, August 17, 1948—10 a.m. | 

. 1202. For practical purposes truce in Jerusalem broken down at- a 
| least for present. Firing involving use automatic weapons, mortars _ | 

and artillery resumed last night and is continuing this morning. | 
Fighting during past three nights has been on large and organized _ | 
scale as distinct from scattered firing and sniping prevalent since start. | 
second truce. | | | SE EE 

United Nations observers appear powerless take effective action = 
| bring about cease-fire. Their moral authority has practically evapo- 

, rated. Jewish authorities obstructing work United Nations observers: 
5985947651 | Oo a
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movements restricted, denied access certain areas and permitted visit 

front lines only specified. times. | | a OO 

— Sent Department 1202, repeated Cairo 114, Baghdad 18, Beirut 72, | 

: Damascus 31. Department please pass London as 30. _ —_ 
oe oe - - Macponarb | 

| 501.BB Palestine/7—-2948 : Telegram | | | | 7 

«The Secretary of State to the Legation in Saudi Arabia 

«SECRET Wasuineton, August 17, 1948—noon. 

oe 813. Dept notes (Legtel 441 July 297) Ibn Saud’s pessimism re 

| - Bernadotte’s mediation efforts and Ibn Saud’s informal suggestion = 

"ve meeting of American, British, Jewish and Arab experts on Pales- . 
tineandME2 2 —— a 

| _ Dept appreciates motives which have influenced King in thus seek- 
ing realistically to find early settlement to Palestine problem. Dept | 
recalls (Legtel 292 July 23, 1947 *) conciliatory manner in which Ibn 

: - Saud. has consistently approached Palestine question. __ oo 
| -. It may-_also be recalled that Dept ‘previously expressed belief to 

Ibn Saud (Dept 224 Aug 12, 1947+) that prestige of UN itself was. 
| ‘involved. in task of achieving solution to Palestine problem and, as _ 

member of UN, U.S. desires strongly to support principles for which 
‘UN stands.and to cooperate to full in promoting its influence in solv- 

| ing one of great problems presented to it. © 
Dept believes UN and UN Mediator have made substantial con-_ 

tributions toward solution of problem and that successful conclusion 
. depends on continued U.S. support of such effort. It is hoped that the 

: Arabs and the Jews themselves will work with UN Mediator to assist 

him in promoting the peaceful adjustment of the future situation of 

Palestine under GA resolution May 14.00 5° 
| Please discuss foregoing orally with SAG. British informed Dept 

Aug 16 that British Ambassador is replying in same general sense. 
Sent Jidda; repeated London. - | - a a 

| -1Not printed. pe Pe —— Pe a 

_ #Telegram 441 read in pertinent part as follows: “His Majesty desired to. 
express informally-to US and British Governments that two Americans and two 
British nationals thoroughly. acquainted with ME problems and particularly : 
that of Palestine should be selected and charged with getting in touch informally 
with both Arabs and Jews with view to working out some settlement:” (501.BB 
Palestine/7—2948) , : , a: 

® Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, p. 11381. | 7 
. *Tbid., p. 1187. : Oo a a
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| 501.BB Palestine/8-1748 : Telegram 7 BOS . 

| ~The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary — | 
oe ae ee EE, of State a | 

TOP SECRET «US URGENT Lonpon, August 17, 1948—8 p- m. / 

a 3732. I delivered to Bevin this morning for study and early com- a 
_ ment substance Department’s 3187, August 12 and pertinent portions | 

| Department’s 3208 August. 13. I took opportunity to speak to Bevin > 
along lines final paragraph Department’s 3208 making it clear that 
Department’s considered views regarding Embassy's 3567 August 6 
would be forthcoming. —s oo ° 

9, Bevin said he would reconsider problem in light of Department’s. 
caution “to go very slowly” but he pointed out that this placed him in — 
a. Serious difficulty. Britain has personnel stationed Iraq and Trans. | 
jordan. whose lives might be jeopardized ‘at any time. He wondered 
whether in circumstances US would be willing to deny its soldiers | 
adequate weapons for their defense. ee 

8, Later today Bevin asked to speak to me again. He had received 
in the meantime two telegrams from Dow in J erusalem reporting 

| Jewish seizure Government House ridge which is summarized mytel | 
8781.1 These telegrams as might be expected, reopened in minds of | 
Bevin and British military grave possibilities set forth Embtel 3567 _ 

4, Bevin referred to his statements to me this morning (Paragraph2 _ | 
| above) and expressed hope that I would emphasize to Department the - 

difficulties which latest Jewish action has created for him. He asked 
me to urge Department to consider whether, since Department has 

| asked him to hold this hand regarding arming British bases in Middle 
| Hast, USG could itself take some immediate and forceful steps with | 

_ PGI to halt Jewish mailed fist. If something of this kind is not done _ 
immediately Bevin inclined to belief that. not unlikely result will be 

. complete change of balance in Palestine and the disappearance of the 
Arab Legion which is incapable of resisting determined Jewish attack 
because ammunition and other shortages. Should this occur disintegra~ 

| tion of Transjordan would probably closely foow. = | 
5. Bevin asked urgently whether he should not now move ammuni- SC 

_ tion for defense of British airfields'and British troops stationed there. 
_ At my request he agreed to hold his hand until word received from you 

__ which he fervently hopes you can send by tomorrow, the 18th. | 

| | | t Dated August 17, not printed. a | | cee |
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- 6. Please advise me also what reply I can make to Bevin with par- 

ticular regard to our representations to PGI as this is related to Para- 

graph 5 above. If we take action which will restrain PGI British. 
- will’ not feel so strongly that they are leaving their own troops. | 

defenseless. ae . = OS ae 
| | 2 me . — ....- Dovernas / 

| 501.BB Palestine/8-1848 re Oo 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of United Nations Affairs 

a (Rusk) to the Under Secretary of State (Lovett) | 

‘TOP SECRET AS A [Wasnineron,] August 18, 1948. | 

Subject : Deterioration in Palestine Situation —_ OO | | 

-- Your attention is invited urgently to Mr. Douglas’s telegram 3732 _ 

of August 17, reporting Bevin’s very serious concern over the Palestine 

| situation and his hope that this government will be able to take im- | 

| mediate and forceful steps with the Provisional Government of Israel 
to halt Jewish aggression. You will note that Bevin requests an 

| answer bytoday,the 18th. ne 
- Mr. Douglas’s telegram underscores the need for action pursuant 
to the memorandum to the President which was submitted by the 

Secretary to the White House on August 16, I venture to suggest, . 

. therefore, that you or the Secretary inquire of the President his reac- | 

| tion to this memorandum, particularly in light of Ambassador 

| - Douglas’s telegram of yesterday? _ Be - 

- Copies of these documents are attached. | So 7 

1 Marginal notation by Mr. Lovett: “Called Clifford 6 PM”. Bn 

: a Editorial Note : 

In a statement before the United Nations Security Council on Au- - 

| gust 18, Mr. Jessup noted “suggestions” that the truce in Palestine — 

might not continue. He then stated : “I should like to state in the clear- 

est possible terms the view of the United States on this question. It is 

the view of the United States that the truce can be terminated only by | 

the Security Council which on 15 July ordered the parties to observe — 

the truce. No one of-the States concerned, no group of the States con- 

cerned, can terminate the truce.” — : : OO 

/ Mr. Jessup also noted that the resolution of July 15 dealt with an 

| - immediate and unconditional cease-fire in Jerusalem and instructed the 

| Mediator to bring about the demilitarization of Jerusalem, He con- | 

eluded that “The parties are under an obligation to cooperate with — 

| Count Bernadotte to this end.” (SC, 3rd yr., No. 106, pages 3, 4)
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. 501.BB Palestine/8—1648 : Telegram | es : o 

| The Secretary of State to the Consulate General at Jerusalem — 

| SECRET Wasuineton, August 18, 1948—5 p.m. — 

838. Conversation reported your 1198 August 16% reflects theme 

-_- previously noted in other.telegrams such as your 1148 August 27 and | 
Tel Aviv’s 36 August 2? to effect that in Israeli eyes Christian nations __ 

| have shown they are not interested in Jerusalem and that this justifies 

_ Jews in taking new attitude toward the City. = : wes 
. _ We are at loss to understand Dr. Senator’s *? remark stressing “par- 7 

ticularly Christian disinterest in fate Jerusalem” in light very 
| strenuous efforts made in Special Session GA by French and US dele- 

. gations to insure demilitarization Jerusalem and safety of holy places. | 
- These efforts are matter official record, known to every member UN. | 

_ In future conversations with Jewish leaders please energetically 
refute these allegations. v8 Bo | | 

| - Changed attitude Jews in Jerusalem toward Bernadotte and UN 
| reported your 1198 is due, we feel, perhaps not so much to intrinsic | 

loss of prestige by Mediator and by UN ‘as to fact that Jews are seem- 
| ingly lifting their sights and are campaigning to achieve new objec-. 

tive; namely control Jerusalem itself. It would seem natural, if this 
is case, for them to deprecate UN.and Mediator. = | 

_ As for Senator’s comment that UN is unable to enforce its decisions _ 
you may take occasion to indicate him and other Jewish leaders shar- , 
ing this view that US is in grave earnest in its determination that SC 

___aetion shall be considered, if necessary, under Chapter VII of Charter. 
__ Tsraelis, we feel, will be making great mistake if they seek to base 

policy on alleged decrease UN prestige and ability UN to carry out 
itsdecisions, 8 Ghee - | 
Repeated Tel Aviv as 49 for background and for.appropriate use | 

a with officials of PGI; repeated for info London as 3283 ; Paris as 3187; 
| Brussels as 1250; and USUN as 542. oa ce 

oe ee - bee  Marsnann 

- * Not printed. - : pe ees re 
“ Not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 1286. ce an 

| _# Dr. Werner Senator, Administrative Director of the Hebrew University and — 
representative of the most moderate element among the Jews, according to tele- 
gram 1198 from Jerusalem. | — - | a | 

| S/S-NSC Files, Lot 68D 351 | OS | 

Memorandum by the Secretary of Defense (Forrestal) to the National ) 
Saget | — Security Council oe | 

TOP SECRET Ae Wasuinoton, August 19,1948. 
NSC OT | Se | oe Pa 

Subject: U.S. Military Point of View for the Eventuality of United 
Nations Decision to Introduce Military Forces into Palestine. -
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The Joint Chiefs of Staff have considered the possible military 
implications of the resolution submitted by the United States and 
adopted. with amendments by the Security Council of the United 
Nations on 15 July 1948, In this resolution the Security Council has - , 
declared that failure by any of the governments or authorities con- — 
cerned in military action in Palestine to comply with the Security 
Council’s order to desist from further military action and tothis end 
‘to issue “cease fire” orders to their military forces and paramilitary 

| forces would demonstrate the existence of a breach of the peace within 
the meaning of Article 39 of the United Nations Charter requiring 

- immediate consideration by the Security Council with a view to such a 
further action under. Chapter VII as may be decided upon by that 
Council. The Council has also declared that, subject to further decision | 

| ' by the Security Council or the General Assembly, the truce shall re- 
- main in force until a peaceful adjustment of the future situation of 

, Palestine is reached. oo : 
oo The following views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff on this matter are | 

forwarded to the National Security Council for their consideration: | 

- _ ‘The Joint Chiefs of Staff have consistently stated their opinion that | 
it would, from the military viewpoint, be most inadvisable for Soviet. 
or Soviet satellite armed forces to be permitted to enter Palestine or : 
for United States forces to be committed there. | _ oo | 

| The entry of Soviet forces into Palestine would have the most far- 
7 reaching strategic implications in that the Soviets would then be 

entitled to land or sea lines of communications, either of which would | 
entail the very serious consequence of Soviet entry into other Near | 
and Middle East areas, and in that: there would be no limitation on =—_— 

_ the number of Soviet forces that might enter Palestine with or without 
justification by the developing situation. The way would thus be open ss | 
for Soviet military domination of the Near and Middle East, which ; 
would exert tremendously harmful influence on and even jeopardize | 
our global strategy and resources in the event of war with our most _ 
probable enemy..‘The foregoing would also apply eventually to the 
entry of any, Soviet satellite armed forces into Palestine in view of : 

| their close relationship with and control by the Soviets. | 
_ As for commitment of United States forces in Palestine, the con- — 
sequences, from the military viewpoint, would be very grave indeed | 

| if action anywhere in advance of adequate military readiness on our : 
part should lead to major military commitment; that is, actual major , 
use of armed forces. Participation in enforcement of peace in Pales- =~ 

: tine by United States armed forces, no matter of what strength,must 
be viewed as the quite probable genesis of a series of United States _ 

_ deployments to Palestine which might ultimately attain such propor- 
_ tions that our military responsibilities in other parts of the world, 

which are vital to United States security, could not be either promptly 
or effectively met. | | | , 
In view of the worsening world situation and the international: — 

| appreciation of our current lack of military preparedness, it would =~ 
be militarily unsound to endanger our world military position, as well 
as that: of other nations dependent upon us for support (most im- —
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portantly and specifically those concerned in the European Recovery | 
- Program), by initiating such a series of deployments to Palestine in. | 

advance of adequate capability of major effort there, and in advance 
of provision to meet those other commitments which are vital to us 
and other courses of actionon which weareembarked. = | 

Ag for the adequacy of our present capability of major military ed 
effort, a reasonable estimate of the number of United States troops _ 

| that would be required to enforce, or assist in enforcing, peace 1n a 

| Palestine indicates that substantially our entire present ground re- 

serve, both Marine and Army, would be involved either initially or 

later. In other words, there would be no troops available for deploy- | 

ment to any other area at least until such time asthe strength ofour 

establishment had been sufficiently replenished through the operation = 

of Selective Service. Until then, the United States would have to ac- _ 

‘cept the loss of the bulk of its general reserve, as well as the training a 

| cadres necessary for the preparation of the units, soon to be organized, : 

and the others which would be required. 
Also, the logistical support of troops committed in Palestine would 

require a major effort within the Zone of the Interior and this in turn — | 

-. would have important bearing on our ability to carry out existing and | 

projected programs of military assistance for our potential allies, — | 

~ On the other hand, it is obvious that entry of Soviet forces into 

| Palestine and commitment of US forces there would constitute a , 

| highly satisfactory arrangement from the Soviet military viewpoint. © 

, -Only’a small percentage of available Soviet armed forces would be 

necessary and these would open the way, as pointed out above, for _ 

| Soviet military domination of the Near and Middle East, whereas this 

= relatively minor effort on the part of the Soviets, as also pointed out — 

. above, would necessitate commitment of USS. forces to an extent that 

would both seriously limit our current efforts to strengthen our mili- 

tary posture and result in non-availability of our present limited forces _ 

for emergency employment elsewhere. Thus, Soviet freedom of mili- | 

‘tary action not only would be retained, but also would be improved, | 

| while that of the United States would be immediately restricted, and 

—--toan unpredictably seriousextent. oa ie ae 

. In short, since our policies in a number of areas and countries are 

| at least partly based on our ability to provide troops and military 
equipment, either currently or under certain future contingencies, the : 

non-availability of such troops and equipment as a result of United ) 

States participation in Palestine peace enforcement might render these | 

policies meaningless because incapable of military support. = | 
At present, an extremely pertinent case in point is the Berlin situa- | 

| tion, which in itself undeniably demands as a matter of military | 

| prudence not. only every effort. to hasten the strengthening of our 
.. military posture but also the husbanding of every military resource 

wenow have. _ Sn — ee / Oo 
-_., It is thus apparent that the situation which now confronts the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff is one in which the ultimate extension of United States 
_ policy in the sequence of events it has already initiated through 

resolution of the Security Council will lead to two results: the intro- | 
duction of U.S. forces and of Soviet or Soviet satellite forces into 
Palestine, either of which the Joint Chiefs of Staff again reaffirm — : 
would be seriously. prejudicial to our national security. |
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The Security Council resolution of 15 July, which involves con- | 
| sideration of the use of armed forces, is an accomplished fact. How- 7 

| ever, further United States support in subsequent steps, such as con- 
: summation of agreements under Article 48 and Article 106, would be 

necessary in arriving at a decision by the United Nations to use such | 
, forces. The United States is not now firmly committed to the pro- 
a vision of United States military forces to be used in support of the 

- resolution, nor to acquiescence in the employment of any United Na- | 
tions’ forces. Therefore, there exists no firm commitment on the part 

_ of the United States to provide armed forces. : | 
In summation, it is the opinion of the Joint Chiefs of Staff that | 

it would be incompatible with the security interests of the United 
States to have either United States or Soviet or Soviet satellite forces 
introduced into Palestine. They therefore recommend that the United: | 
States policy neither endorse nor permit a decision by the United Na- 
tions to employ military enforcement measures in Palestine. _ 

| So UTE , - Jamus Forrestan | 

*The National Security Council undertook preliminary discussion of Secre- 
tary Forrestal’s memorandum on August 19 and assigned to the Department of 
State responsibility for considering the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and 
commenting on them at the next Council meeting (note of August 23 by the 
fixecutive Secretary of the Council, Admiral Sidney W. Souers, to the Council, | 
NSC 27). ae | | : 

501.MA Palestine/8-1948 - OC | 

on Memorandum by the Department of State to President Truman 

SECRET » , | -.  Wasurneron, [undated] _ 

Subj ect: Relief of Arab and Jewish Refugees in the Near East. cr 

| As the result of the recent fighting in Palestine, approximately | 
330,000 Arab inhabitants of that country residing in areas now under | | 
‘occupation by the Provisional Government of Israel or the military 
forces of Israel precipitately fled from their homes and are now 
scattered either in the Arab portions of Palestine or in neighboring | 
countries, including Syria, Transjordan and Egypt. There are likewise 
approximately 7,000 Jewish refugees who require assistance. The 
phght of the Arabs, however, is much more grave. They are destitute 

... of any belongings, are without adequate shelter, medical supplies, sani- | 
| tation and food. Their average daily ration, made up exclusively of 

bread, is only 600 calories. Once the rainy season commences and winter 
sets in, tragedy on the largest scale will be inevitable unless relief is 

| forthcoming. : : | Oo a | 
‘Thus far the Provisional Government of Israel has refused to admit 

the Arab refugees to their former homes, which have in some cases 
been destroyed by fighting and in others preempted by Jewish immi- 
grants. The Israeli Foreign Minister has officially stated that his 

1 Drafted on August 19. a a Oo
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government will not permit the return of the refugees except in con- | 
| junction with a general peace settlement and under conditions which oe 

will not threaten either the economic stability or the internal security = 
of Israel? = . oe oe | 

| _ The United Nations Mediator, Count Bernadotte, on August 16, 
_ requested the Government of the United States to assist the 330,000 - 

| destitute Arab refugees and 7,000 Jewish refugees by donating and | 
diverting to him at Beirut 2500 tons of wheat, 100 tons of canned meat, a 

_ 50 tons of cheese, 50 tons of butter and 20 tons of DDT. He has further | 
requested that 10 percent of these items be diverted immediately from . 

__- United States seaborne supplies or in the nearest ports and that the 
--- remaining 90 percent be furnished within three months at the latest, = 

except for the full amount of DDT which is required immediately.? 
| In the absence of public United States funds authorized to meet the 

_ request of Count Bernadotte, the Department of State has turned to 
| private American agencies, such as the Near East Foundation, the 

: American Red Cross, and the Church World Service Committee,allof = 
_ which have already contributed toward the relief of Arab and Jewish | 

refugees in the Near East. In addition, the American-Arabian Oil 
| Company has offered $100,000 to the Mediator for relief purposes. The | 

_ American Red Cross has offered to furnish the 20 tons of DDT re- a 
| quested, and a telegram has been sent to the Chairman of the Red | 

Cross, who is now in Stockholm, asking authorization to furnish — fas 
$800,000 of needed supplies for the Mediator’s purposes as outlined 
 inhistelegram. Slate Oe Be ee 
Although Count Bernadotte’s immediate requirements of the United 

| _ States do not total more than $414,000, without adding the cost of | 
transportation, his present request is but the first of many measures 
which will have to be taken if the Arab and Jewish refugees remain 
separated from their homes and without means of livelihood. It is 
estimated that if they continue as at present the total relief need will 

| run between $2 and $4 million a month to keep them from starvation - 
7 and epidemic disease. Sok ee 

. The Department of State recommends: : ON ig yt 

- 1. That the Department continue its efforts to secure immediate _ | 
donations from American private relief organizations. a . 

2. That the Department be authorized to approach other agencies. 
of this government with a view to assuming some share of the inter-_ | 

, national burden of relief for refugees in the Near East. 
8, That, as part of this government’s diplomatic participation in 

securing a peaceful settlement of the Palestine problem, it urge upon 
the Provisional Government of Israel and other governments con- a 

Te *See Mr. Shertok’s letter of August 10 to Secretary-General Lie, SC, 3rd yr., 
| Sunpvlement for August 1948, p. 157. | 7 oe | 
_  * Regarding Count Bernadotte’s request of August 16, see editorial note, p. 1315. |
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cerned the need for repatriating Arab.and Jewish refugees under con- | 
ditions which will not imperil the internal security of the receiving 

" *Mr. Rusk sent copies of this memorandum to seven officers of the Department - 
on August 19. His transmitting memorandum stated that it “was discussed with | 
the President on the same day by Secretary Marshall. The Secretary has stated _ : 
that the President gave his oral approval to the three recommendations. .. .”. 

Later in his memorandum, Mr. Rusk noted that “It is hoped that the Presi- ~- 
| dent’s approval to the Department’s recommendations can be used effectively _ 

in securing the utmost cooperation from governmental agencies and from private 
| relief organizations. As the memorandum points out, we are but at the threshold a 

of this acute human problem. A much greater effort will have to be made and | 
means found if tragedy is to be averted in the Near East, with consequent reper- a 
cussions not only in terms of human suffering but also in terms of the political | 

. and security interests of the United States.” . . . 

| 867N.00/8-1948 : | oo | 

| _ The Special Representative of the United States in Israel | 
a _. (McDonald) to the Secretary of State — ee 

| RESTRICTED Tex Aviv, August 19,1948. 
| No. 38 ee | [Received September 9.] 

Sir: I have the honor to report that on August 13, 1948 I was in-| 
| vited to pay my official courtesy call on the Minister of Foreign Affairs 

| Moshe Shertok whom I have known as-a personal friend for some — 
years. I was accompanied by the Counselor of Mission. = | 
The Minister received me with great friendliness and the meeting 

a lasted some forty-five minutes, following which the Minister intro- | 
duced me to Dr. Walter Eytan, Director-General of the Foreign Office __ 

| with whomIhadteaand pleasantconservation. = oo 
_ In the course of my conversation with the Minister I referred to 
my visit-en route with Dr. Chaim Weizmann in Vevey, Switzerland. | 
‘This turned the conversation into fields of considerable interest—i.e; 
the plans which the Provisional Government are making with refer- =| 

: ence to the forthcoming general elections for the Constituent Assem- | 
_ bly, the return of Dr. Weizmann and his inauguration as President of 

the Council of State, the efforts being made to formulate a draft of | 

| a Constitution for eventual consideration by the Constituent Assembly, 
etc. gee So 

~~ The Minister stated that, in accordance with the expressed will of - 
the Council of State, a Special Committee of the Council was working 
strenuously. to draw up: procedures for.a general registration of the — 
electorate. The immediate problem was to determine what form of | 

| identification and registration of voters is possible under the extraordi- 
7 nary war time conditions existing; some members of the Committee 

oo are in favor of requiring identity cards with photographs and finger- / 

prints; others reject the idea of fingerprints as being associated with _ 

: police control. Also there arises the question of how to register the |
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armed. forces who remain mobilized on a war footing at the fronts, 
| and many other procedural and technical problems. __ ee 
: The Minister emphasized, however, that the Council had ordered — 

_ that the registration of voters be completed by October 1, 1948 and 
that the Provisional Government would do its utmost to carry out the — 

_. order of the Council. After registration is complete, general elections — 

__ for representatives to a Constituent Assembly will be held, the tenta- _ 
tive date being sometime in January 1949. Oo an | 

| In the meantime, stated the Minister, plans are proceeding rapidly _— 
—_ to bring Dr. Weizmann to Israel on or about September 15, and to | 

| inaugurate him, with appropriate ceremonies, as President of the State - 
| Council. The Minister stated categorically that there was absolutely 

no foundation in the tendentious rumors that Dr. Weizmann’s return — | 
had been delayed because of the Government’s inability to protect his | 

person from unfriendly elements within, or without, Israel. The delay _ 
has been occasioned, he affirmed, by the sheer overwhelming burden of . 

_ organizing the government, fighting off the attacks of six nations, and _ | 

_ formulating plans for a proper reception and inauguration. = | 
As regards the preparation of a Constitution, the Minister stated _ | 

that the task was, of course, the prerogative of the Constituent As- 
| sembly and that the Provisional Government had no concern in the 

| matter. By agreement, however, with the Council of State, a group. 
of eminent constitutional lawyers are drawing up tentative suggestions: — 
and ideas which will give the Constituent Assembly a working papery 
from whichto proceed. st” pe Be 

I am convinced that the Provisional Government is determined to 
proceed with electoral registration and elections to a Constituent 
Assembly at the earliest possible moment. When one considers the bur- 

a den and confusion of the war, however, there arises in my mind the 
| question as to whether it is mechanically possible to register all the = 

| people of voting age by October 1st and I consider that the Council 
_ may have to concede an extension of timeinthisregard. _ I 

The Mission will keep the Department informed of all developments — 
| in these matters. : a re — 

oe Respectfully yours, JamEs G. McDoNnaLp 

--—’:B01.BB Palestine/8-1948: Telegram Ce 

The Consul General at Jerusalem (Macdonald) to the Secretary 
7 oo. oe of State oo Cn 

| SECRET _ 7 JrrusaLem, August 19, 1948—5 p.m. | 

- 1210. Consul General greatly appreciates Department's comments —ss—~™ 
_ on its telegrams 1198, August 16 and 1148, August 2+ reporting pres-. | 

‘Neither printed. a |
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| ent Jewish attitude towards Jerusalem (Deptel 838, August 18). Indi- | 
| cation given of Department’s present position most useful. | 

. By Christian disinterest in Jerusalem Senator meant lack of evidence _ 
| available in Jerusalem, that Christian institutions such as Vatican, 

Church of England and Protestant Council of Churches have vigor- _ 
ously condemned fighting here or taken any action to force cessation _ 

| hostilities. Any information of positive action by organizations men- 
| tioned would be most useful. a a . | 

| Consul General. feels that shift in attitude towards Bernadotte and 

United Nations attributable both to Jewish desire obtain control Jeru- 
salem and to loss. confidence in United Nations willingness or ability | 
to carry out decisions, At time first truce Jews relatively weaker mili- 
tarily than Arabs and realized dependence on United Nations for sur- 
vival at least in Jerusalem. At present conscious of own superior 

: military position and consider United Nations obstacle to their mili- 

tary conquest Jerusalem and perhaps remainder [apparent omission] | 
| this explains their present lack cooperation with observers and efforts 

depreciate Bernadotte and United Nations in contrast to attitude dur- 
. ing first truce. However, in view failure United Nations solve Pales- 

tine problem or take effective action prevent fighting, Consul General 
feels majority populace and Jewish leaders in Jerusalem doubt — 

- United Nations will take positive steps assert its authority, Because , 

present East-West division in-SC and past fluctuations in United , 
| States policy Jewish feeling is punitive action particularly versus 

State Israel most doubtful. Jews have made every effort build up case — 
against Arabs as violators present truce and are confident this evl- 

dence will also prevent SC from declaring Israel is aggressor. Consul = 
General considers Jews are actually attempting to provoke incident a 

| _ permitting resumption hostilities blame for which could not be con- 
clusively attributed to Jews. — | | 

| Consul General: therefore wishes reiterate views expressed in its 

telegram 1157, August 4, that visible evidence SC determination such | 
as despatch armed forces for demilitarization Jerusalem is required , 
to stabilize present situation, — | | | | 

| a a . _. Macponap - 

501.BB Palestine/8-648 : Telegram | | Oo / | 

) The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

| TOP SECRET | US URGENT Wasuineton, August 19, 1948—6 p.m. _ 
NIACT | | oe 

| 3302. Ref. para. 8 urtel 3567, Aug. 6, you should reply to Bevin 
along following lines: | | , | | 

The US offers no objection to measures which the UK considers it | 
must take to protect its own military forces and installations in the
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| Middle East, as a consequence of its estimate of possible internal dis- 

orders or Soviet activity in that area. At the same time, we must as- | 
| sume that the UK will act in accordance with relevant SC resolutions = 

on Palestine and that Count Bernadotte will be informed. - 
) For your confidential information, we do not desire to put the | 
_ British in position to claim US support if they decide to turn arms and 

| ammunition over to Arab forces despite SC resolutions. We believe - 
| ' they must accept full responsibility for distinguishing between pro- — 

tection of British forces and installations and military assistance to 
_ parties in Palestine in violation of truce arrangements as well as 

responsibility for any determination which they might make that 

: circumstances in Palestine might require action contrary to resolutions _ | 

| oftheSC* | | 
| rn a MarsHALL | | 

1 Ambassador Douglas replied on August 21 as follows: ‘“‘When I conveyed to : 
‘Bevin yesterday substance Deptel 3302, August 19, he expressed appreciation - 
for the understanding attitude which Department has shown in this instance. 

| He said that. he had intended all along to inform Mediator before taking any 

_ such action and that in order to minimize criticism he intended to ask Berna- : 
dotte to arrange to observe any such arms movements. It has been made quite 
clear to Foreign Office that HMG: must accept full responsibility for distinguish- 

‘ing between protection of British forces and installations and military assist- 
ance to parties in Palestine.” (Telegram 3802 from London, 501.BB Palestine/ 
82148) Ps EYRE SA. alien: | 

| Resolution 56 (1948 ) Adopted by the Security Council on August 19, 
OU pe Pas oa et HIB es 

The Security Council, 

- Taking into account communications from the Mediator concerning 
the situation in Jerusalem, __ ee 

1. Directs the attention of the Governments and authorities con- 
cerned to its resolution 54 (1948) of 15 July 1948; > oo 

: 2. Decides pursuant to its resolution 54 (1948), and so informs the 
Governments and authorities concerned, that: a 

. (a) Each party is responsible for the actions of both regular 
and irregular forces operating under its authority or in territory _ 

oe ~ under its control; - — | 
_ (6) Each party has the obligation to use all means at its dis- 

posal to prevent action violating the truce by individuals or 

| - 1 Reprinted from SO, 3rd yr., Resolutions, p. 24. The resolution was introduced . 
jointly by Canada, France, the United Kingdom, and the United States and was 

| adopted in paragraph-by-paragraph votes. No vote was taken on the text as a 
whole (SC, 3rd yr., No. 107, pp. 41-49 ff.). Paragraph 2(c) was added to the draft : 
resolution in response to a request made by Count Bernadotte in his cablegram a 

oe of August 18 to Secretary-General Lie. The cablegram noted that the situation | 
| _ in Jerusalem was gradually getting out of hand; for text, see ibid., p. 40. | | 

oe Count Bernadotte, in a cablegram of August 19 to Secretary-General Lie, sub- — 
- Iitted an interim report regarding the demilitarization of Jerusalem, in which | 

| he expressed “serious doubts. whether demilitarization can be attained in near - 
future”; for text, see SC, 3rd yr., Supplement for August 1948, p. 162. |
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| _ groups who are subject to its authority or who are in territory | 
, under its control ; pee oo 

| (¢) Each party has the obligation to bring to speedy trial, and 
In case of conviction to punishment, any and all persons within | 

a their jurisdiction who are involved in a breach of the truce; | 
| (2) No party is permitted to violate the truce on the ground 
a that it is undertaking reprisals or retaliations against the other 

arty ; eS OS | | 
| OF (e) "No party is entitled to gain military or political advantage | 
a through violation of the truce. | | a 

| _501.BB Palestine/8-2048 _ . | : | - | 

| Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the Under Secretary of 
| a State (Lovett) 7 — 

| ‘CONFIDENTIAL - | [Wasuineron,] August 20, 1948. | 

Subject: Cabinet Meeting BF | | 
, Finally, I outlined the nature of Bernadotte’s request for relief 

_ assistance for the Arab DPs, depicting the situation and its urgency 
in connection with the settlement of the Palestine problem, All ex- | 
“pressed great interest in this and thought we ought to find some way _ 
to make the appeal more public. Forrestal thought the oil companies 
could come across with larger sums and I replied I thought we had 
better reserve the pressure on the oil companies for the period follow- __ 

: ing Bernadotte’s first three months. I did a little thinking out loudand 
stated that we had not yet touched one phase of the problem which _ 

| was highly important, which was the reception and distribution of the = 
. supplies which would require a great deal of administrative ability 
and planning and supervision. Incidentally I should think we might — 

_ approach this on the basis of getting the Red Cross to send in the | 
_ individuals who are trained in this business and have them assist the | 

, various Arab governments, and particularly to assist Bernadotte’s staff 
in establishing the preliminary basis of reception and distribution. | 

_. ‘There was nothing else of any consequence that came up in the ~ 
meeting? | a | 

| serene | a G. C. M[arswarn] 

: 1 Marginal notation by William J. McWilliams, Executive Officer of the Office 7 
| of Departmental Administration: “Copies sent to Rusk and Hare. Appropriate | 

, action being taken.’ - : a oe 
| _ Forrestal’s account of the Cabinet meeting is included in his diary entry for | 

' August 20 (Forrestal Papers). | |
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Memorandum by the Director of the Office of United Nations Affairs . 
- (Rusk) to the Under Secretary of State (Lovett)* — | 

| SECRET | re [Wasuineton,| August 20, 1948. | 

- Subject: Araband Jewish Refugeesin Palestine. = = oe | 

On August 19, 1948 the Secretary of State gave a memo to the Presi- | 
dent on the question of relief of Arab and Jewish refugees in the 
Near East. The original copy of this memo with General Marshall’s _ 

- endorsement is attached (tab A).?. | ee | 
oo - Your particular attention is invited to the three recommendations _ - 

| made by the Department to which the President gave his oral approval | 
on August 19. The third recommendation reads'as follows: Oo oe 

“That, as part of this government’s diplomatic participation in 
--- securing a peaceful settlement of the Palestine problem, it urge upon a 

the Provisional Government of Israel and other governments con- | 
-. cerned the need for repatriating Arab and Jewish refugees under 

conditions which will not imperil the internal security of the receiving 
states.” Mg gn Sree 

Itis suggested that irrespective of the other matters pending between 

the Department and Mr. Epstein, and on which White House clearance 

seems yet to be in abeyance, you may wish to call in Mr. Epstein and 

discuss the specific question of the Arab and Jewish refugees. — — 

As documentation for such a démarche there are attached a copy of — | 
--- Security Council document $/948 5 August 1948 setting forth the text 

of a telegram from Count Bernadotte to the United Nations Secretary 

| General on Arab Refugees (tab B) ; Security Council document $/949 

-§ August 1948 transmitting a letter from the Foreign Minister of Israel | 
to the Mediator onthe same subject (tab C).; Security Council S/962 

12 August reproducing the text of a letter from Sir Alexander Cadogan 

, to the President of the Security Council regarding Palestinian Arab — 

refugees (tab D); and Security Council document 9/965 12 August 

1948 setting forth a letter from the representative of the provisional | | 
government of Israel to the Secretary General concerning refugees and | 
displaced persons (tab E).2 es an 

In brief, the Mediator takes the firm position that.a very large pro- 
ne portion of the 330,000 Arabs who fied from their homes in Jewish os 

- tMemorandum drafted jointly by the Office of United Nations Affairs and the a 
Division of Near Eastern Affairs; cleared by Mr. Hare. | 

| * See p. 1324. : | 
_% Tabs B, C, D, and E not found attached. ne
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Palestine to other areas should return to those homes. A very large - 
- percentage of these refugees consists of children, women and aged 

who under no stretch of the imagination could be regarded asasecurity _ 
- threat against Israel. As set forth in the memo to the President, the 

7 condition of the Arab refugees is appalling. They exist in terms of: , 
utmost destitution and if adequate relief is not forthcoming or they 
are not returned to their homes a large proportion will die before the 

endofwinter, > oo - - : 
The replies of Foreign Minister Shertok suggest that the Provisional 

| Government of Israel may be using the fate of these unfortunate people . 
a to enhance its bargaining position in connection with eventual settle- | 

ment of the Palestine problem. Furthermore, there is evidence that 
many of the homes and household effects of Arabs who fled — _ 
Israeli-occupied territory have been given to newly arrived Jewish 
immigrants. OS | 

The. Provisional Government takes the position that political, eco- 
nomic, and security considerations preclude the return of Arab | 

| refugees prior to final settlement of the Palestine problem. If this _ 
matter is discussed with Mr. Epstein, you may wish to speak along 
the lines set forth in Deptel 534 to USUN (Tab F) : 4 | 

| _ 1. With regard to economic considerations, the state of Israel is - 
demonstrating its capacity to assimilate substantial numbersof Jewish | 
immigrants monthly. If the Provisional Government continues to pre- 
vent the repatriation of Arab refugees, it will strengthen the already 

| prevalent impression that the entry of European displaced persons is | 
being accomplished at the expense of the former inhabitants of Isracli 
territory. ) | - a a 

2. While we recognize that Israel’s attitude is influenced by con- 
siderations of security, we believe that, under the supervision of Count 
Bernadotte, a substantial number of refugees who so desire could be - 
allowed to return to their homes and occupations without prejudice | 
to the domestic security of the state of Israel. 

7 3. Politically, Israeli cooperation in effecting the gradual return 
of these refugees would give the Arabs concrete evidence of Israel’s | 
frequently expressed desire to construct a firm basis for cooperation 
with the Arabs. Moreover, such action by Israel would substantially | 
improve the possibility of obtaining an early peaceful solution of the 
Palestine problem. eS | | | 

- * Dated August 14, not printed (501.BB Palestine/8-348). | 

867N.48/8-1948: Telegram : 7 

_ The Secretary of State to the Legation in Lebanon | - 

CONFIDENTIAL _ Wasuineton, August 20,1948—8 p.m. 

a o14. Reurtel 489, Aug 19.1 [Here follows remainder of paragraph 
_ indicating that the bulk of the shipments outlined in the first paragraph 

~ 1 Not printed. | | | .
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_ of telegram 3236, August 14, to London, page 1810, were already in the 
_ Near East or en route. } | oo a | 

US also supported International Childrens Emergency Fund de- | 
| cision Aug 16 allocating 411,000 dollars for assistance refugee chil- 

dren Near East, first shipment of which scheduled leave US Aug 24 
7 for Beirut. . 7 | 

_ _In response to Count Bernadotte’s appeal Aug 16 to Secy for refugee | 
| aid,? Secy in press conference Aug 18 referred to seriousness refugee _ | 

situation expressing hope that American relief agencies will respond 
- in their usual manner. He also stated Dept is in process of discussions. __ 

| with various govt agencies to see what might be done to help out. | 

7 .Dept is actively stimulating private American relief agencies. © 
| Amcross has pledged 14,000 dollars to cover 20 tons DDT specifically | 
-- requested by Bernadotte, and has now authorized additional 200,000 

| dollars medical supplies for immediate shipment Near East. _ - | 

| War Relief Services of National Catholic Welfare Conference is — 
prepared make substantial contribution including early shipment of — 
supplies. Near East Foundation presently carrying on sanitation work __ 
in refugee camps and villages Syria and Lebanon and is prepared ex- | 

- panditsservices. C0 TES : | 

- Other American organizations and relief agencies have expressed 

willingness and readiness render substantial assistance alleviating | 

refugee situation. Dept will inform you further as soon as these com- 
- mitmentsfirmedup. © ee OS 

- You may inform appropriate authorities of these developments, 
assuring them that Dept is giving active attention to refugee situation 
and that American organizations are responding with traditional 

- generosity to needs Near Eastern peoples.’ | 8 | 
- a : | | MarsHALt 

| ® See editorial note, p. 1315. : | | 
| * This telegram was repeated to other Arab capitals, Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, and 

_ New York. In a telegram of August 26 to Count Bernadotte, Secretary Marshall 
stated that the Arabian American Oil Company and the Trans-Arabian Pipeline — 

: Company had donated $100,000 for the purchase of foodstuffs and DDT and that 
the International Bechtel Incorporated had donated an identical amount for 
the same purpose. The Secretary also cited contributions in the form of medical | 

| supplies, clothing, services, etc., by the American Red Cross, the Federal Council aan 
: of. Churches, the Christian Rural Overseas Program, American Middle East 

| Relief Incorporated, the Near Hast Foundation, the National Catholic Welfare oh 
_.. Conference, and Lutheran World Relief Incorporated. The telegram was trans- . 

mitted to the Embassy in Sweden as No. 640 and was repeated to New York 
a (501.BB Palestine/8—2048). | | 

_ The Department, on September 11, informed Cairo that no public funds were 
| : available to assist refugees in the Near East and that since the Congress was 

ty not in session, such funds would not be forthcoming to meet the current emer- 
| gency. The Department noted also that United States Government action in. 

stimulating assistance by voluntary groups had already met with “gratifying 
| response” and that further commitments were expected (telegram 1266, 7 

867N.48/9-648). } cee | | 
a 598—594—76——_52 - | a a
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_ 867N.01/8-2048 : Telegram _ a gaa) a ; 

: The Special Representative of the United States in Israel 
OO (McDonald) to the Secretary of State = 

ss SECRET =o US URGENT - Tex Aviv, August 20, 1948—10 p. m. | 
63. At official reception for me and staff today I had 45 minute a 

| confidential conversation with Ben-Gurion. I took occasion to empha- 
size danger if PGI should have illusion that the USA would under )_—y 

‘no circumstances participate in imposition of sanctions. I added that 
conditions might rise wherein US sense of justice and right would, 

- despite US deep friendship for Israel, lead to such action. | 
_ Ben-Gurion appeared to appreciate friendliness of my frankness. | 

| He replied, however, that there were two points on which Israel would 

a never compromise (1) the independence of state, and (2) ‘any action 
involving threat to national security. As regards point (2) he was at 
moment referring to danger of allowing mass return Arab refugees 
prior to peace. a | | oo 

| _ I made no comment on Prime Minister’s dictum, but my view con- | 
curred in by my staff, is PGI cannot from military standpoint now 

| allow mass return refugees within small confines state, thus creating | 
danger of having enemy at back as well as in front. a | 

| I must also add that I believe PGI, suicidal though such policy 
might seem, would under conceivable circumstances resist UN sanc- 
tions rather than compromise on either of above two points. = 

ee ARES OC McDonarp - | 

_ 4 After his discussion with the Israeli Prime Minister, Mr. McDonald repeated a 
the same point of view to Mr. Shertok, who made no special comment (telegram . 

7 _ +64, August 20, 6 p. m., from Tel Aviv, 867N.01/8-2048). a 

501.BB Palestine/8-2048 : Telegram | : ae 

: _. The Secretary of State to the American Missionat Tel Aviv - 

SECRET Us URGENT = Wasntneton, August 21, 1948—10a.m. — | 
NIACT SES oS oS | OC | 

59. The Dept is concerned at report in Haifa’s 334 Aug 20 repeated Oo 
to you in next telegram." | ne : | 

Please telegraph immediately your estimate of situation. If it 
) appears that PGI is on point of breaching truce and embarking on 

renewed hostilities you should call immediately on Ben Gurion and _ 

| Shertok and impress on them the risks PGI will run in SC of being | 

4 Not printed ; it advised that responsible neutral elements at Haifa were con- 
vinced that the Jews were about to make a determined effort to take all.of Jeru- 
salem and that “In opinion of many observers drain on financial resources Israeli 

- Government and economic disruption of country caused by maintenance large | 
: armed forces makes impossible situation for Government which must act im- 

mediately despite truce.” (501.BB Palestine/8-2048 ) . :
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_ found to be the aggressor, with consequent sanctions, etc. Furthermore, | 

-_- you should point out the continued determination of this Government | 

to do utmost to preserve truce and through it peace in Palestine. _ oe 

oes | | , MARSHALL | 

| - 501.BB Palestine/8-2148 : Telegram | | oe / - - 

| The Secretary of State to the Acting United States Representative 

at. the United Nations (Jessup) re a 

so ggcret “  (iws:é“‘<‘“ ;*S Wasa, August 21, 1948—2 p. m. Le 

BBS. The following is text of letter to UN SYG copy of which will — | 

be forwarded to you by pouch with regard to latter’s request for 125 

| - additional military observers from US to assist Count Bernadotte : a | 

“With reference to your request of August 10, 1948 for my assistance } 

in providing to the United Nations Mediator for Palestine 125 addi- | 

| tional military observers who should be non-commissioned officers and a 

—. enlisted men, I am: pleased to inform you that the Secretary of Na- 

: tional Defense, Mr. Forrestal, has indicated+ the readiness of his 

| establishment to comply with your request, subject to the considera- 

| tions set forth below. =~ - : | 

Mr. Forrestal, prior to taking this action, requested the comments 

_and, recommendations of the Senior United States Observer in Pales- — 

tine. This observer, Brigadier General William Riley, USMC, after . 

careful study and extensive discussions with the Chief of Staff and 

personal representative of the UN Mediator, concluded that the | 

ss present number of United States, French and Belgian observers is 

sufficient in view of the critical shortage of transportation and com- 

. munications equipment. and the inadequate number of J ewish-Arab | . 

liaison officers. He believes, and states that Count Bernadotte’s per- 

onal representative concurs, that what is needed is additional trans- _ 

portation and communications specialists and equipment, rather than a 

| more observers, and specifies the number and quantities required. _ | 

Mr. Forrestal states that he attaches great importance to assisting | 

- the UN Mediator in every practicable way but also considers that the a 

| recommendations of the United States and United Nations com- _ 

manders in the field are entitled to great weight in determining United | 

States further participation in observing the Palestine Truce. _ | : 

_ Based on these reports from the field and in accordance with the | 

| above considerations, the Secretary of National Defense hasinstructed = 
the Secretary of the Navy to arrange to provide the following addi- > 

; tional personnel : - oo | Oo | 

| 6 enlisted clerk-typists | 7 os - 
8 officers ) sntnads - 4: a a | 

oO 11 enlisted men commmications specialists Bs : 

Co 3 ers vei t field motor maintenance specialists | - . Bo 

- + Jn a letter of August 19 to the Secretary of State, not printed. an | : mee :
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The Secretary for National Defense has also asked the Secretary of | 
the Navy to make available, at the request of the UN Mediator, and 

| in accordance with specific requirements therefor as determined by | 
| the Senior United States Military Observer in consultation with the 

Mediator or his representative, not to exceed 100 additional enlisted — 
personnel, together with any necessary support, equipment and officer _ 

_ supervision. Such personnel will be provided, however, only to the 
extent that they are not used for purposes other.than observation and _ 
supervision of the truce. In no event should they be assigned to guard, 
protective or enforcement duties, or be employed to provide personal 

| services. In addition, the Secretary of the Navy has been instructed to _ 
| provide such added transportation and communications equipment as 

| _ may be specified by the Senior United States Observer as necessary. 
| The foregoing additional assistance to Count Bernadotte is gladly 

_ offered by the United States Government in earnest hope that the | 
United Nations Mediator, with such assistance, will be able to bring | 
his difficult task in Palestine to a successful conclusion. It is under- 
stood that the other governments represented on the Truce Commis- | 
sion will provide similar additional assistance to Count Bernadotte, 
although the number of observers to be provided by Belgium will be © 
less than those from France and the US.” 2 _ a 

Repeated to Jerusalem as 847, Paris as 3241, Brussels as 1259, | 
London 8331.00 an 

| a oe ge Oo . > MarsHarn | - 

*For the statement issued on August 21 by the Department of State on the 
furnishing of additional military observers to Count Bernadotte, see Department | | 

_  -—-s- Of State Bulletin, September 5, 1948, p.298, | So - 

501.BB Palestine/8—2248 : Telegram oo | | 

The Special Representative of the United States in I srael (McDonald) 
to the Secretary of State | 

| SECRET URGENT Tex Aviv, August 22,1948—l1 p.m. 
NIACT Oe 

: 
66. I anticipated Deptel 59, August 22 [27], indicated mytel 63, — 

August 20. However, discussed question again today with Shertok 
informing him of grave Washington concern. He categorically stated 
any reports PGI about take general action Jerusalem or northern 

_ Galilee in violation truce were “fantastic”; that he aware responsi- 
bility PGI would incur such move. He reiterated, however, his public 

, statement that indefinite continuation truce without any move toward 
| peace settlement creating intolerable situation money, manpower for 

Israel. ee a : | a 
In answer direct question Shertok said [Ben-]Gurion’s views iden- _ 

tical those Foreign Minister. Since [ Ben-]Gurion absent Jerusalem, — 
impossible immediately confirm Shertok statement but have no reason _ 

| suspect | Ben-|Gurion’s answer would be different. : | |
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_ My estimate is PGI will not now take deliberate overt action, but - 
if increasingly tense situation is to be relieved there must be evidence 

| near future through UN or otherwise of measurable progress toward __ 

peace, eg De a 
ee | — ~. McDonatp 

_- 867N.01/8-2348: Telegram EES as | 

The Special Representative of the United States inIsrael (McDonald) 

| rn _ to the Secretary of State ve | 

seCREr vusurcentT Tern Aviv, August 23, 1948—4 p.m. _ 

67. Regarding Arab proposal demilitarize Jerusalem (re Jerusalem 

| telegram to Department 1173 August 7 and ourtel 64 August. 20*) 
_ Shertok today told me that PGI does not consider it basis for negotia- 

tion because (1) the proposal for UN guards is unrealistic since un- 

armed guards would be wholly inadequate and since SC has shown | 

a no willingness supply sufficient armed force; (2) enlargement of de- , 
militarized area would further complicate Jewish problem by increas- | 
ing chance Arab sudden seizure key Jerusalem positions; and (3) — ee 

demilitarization of Jerusalem is integral part of whole problem of — | 

| peace, cere 
He amplified the above by emphasizing that political and geo- | 

: graphical considerations including lack of Jewish hinterland are also 7 
- vital deterrents. He said “as long as danger of Arab conquest exists 

I can see no other way to protect Jerusalem except through Jewish 

-- military force”. - oe ee 
Shertok added that rejection Arab demilitarization plan does not 

| preclude Israel consideration internationalization and partition _ 
| Jerusalem. aa | oe | | 

| a ~ McDonarp | 

, *Latter not printed. | 7 wig RO! ae . 

| 501.BB Palestine/8-2448: Telegram | | : SS | 

|The Spectal Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonald) 
ees to President Truman CO 

TOP SECRET. —- US URGENT Tex Aviv, August 24,1948—1l0 a.m. _ 

| _ Already a.crisis—perhaps you, Mr. President, foresaw it when you 
| asked me to report on grave issues directly to you—is in the making. , 

‘Jt threatens, if not wisely handled both in Washington and Israel, to | 
place the government of this small state before the tragic alternative 

of accepting dangerous humiliation from the US and the UN or of | 

| 1 Transmitted to the Department by Tel Aviv in telegram 70, “for the personal : 
attention President and Secretary.” | 7 8 peal ,
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_ defying both US and UN. Either, Israel’s humiliation or Israel’s 
_ defiance could bring to'the President personally and to our Govern- | 

ment—not to speak of the UN—only new and embarrassing problems. | 

This crisis is threatening because of two basic facts: | 

1. The seeming wide difference of opinion between our Govern- 
-. ment and that of Israel on the next important step which should be | 

taken. Washington appears to concentrate on the maintenance of | 
truce, the demilitarization of Jerusalem, and the alleviation of the 

a Arab refugee problem. The Israeli Government, instead of concentra- 
tion on either of these partial measures, wants peace negotiations now. 

_. The truce they regard as merely a thinly-disguised continuation of 
: the war. They insist that the truce, which does not permit them to | 
_. demobilize any of the very large section of Jewish population under 

arms, 1s Imposing an unbearable burden. a | 
. The Arab proposals for the demilitarization of Jerusalem, which 

_ the Department of State reports it and the British regard as fair basis 
of discussion, the Israeli Government says are unacceptable because: 
(a2) They would work to the advantage of the Arabs and (6) they | 

| could not in fact. be made effective. To.try to enforce such demilitariza- 
, tion could only continue, say the PGI, the present futile and debilitat- 

ing state of ineffective truce. — oo | 
_ Arab refugee problem was, says PGI, created by war and can be | 
finally solved only at peace conference. Oe - oy 

According to [Ben-]Gurion and Shertok, there is only one peaceful | 
and practicable way out of the present impasse. This is prompt peace | 

| negotiations directly between Jews and Arabs either on their own or | 
| under UN or other auspices. Once negotiations were begun or even 
_. Clearly foreshadowed through acceptance of the principle by both 

sides, such “secondary” questions as the continuance of the truce, the 
| demilitarization of Jerusalem and the Arab refugees, would all become - 

- - manageable. Israel wants and would welcome US and UN pressure to 
force such peace negotiationsnow. = s—s—S 7 

Striving to see the whole problem objectively, I have reached the _ 
conclusion that the Jewish emphasis on peace negotiations now is —_ 
sounder than the present US and UN emphasis on truce and demili- ==> 
tarization and refugees. | | 

| 2. The second fact which is inviting crisis is the existence of two | 
dangerous illusions. The one-is held-in-some quarters here that the | 
US would under no circumstances be a party to UN sanctions against 

- ‘Israel; last Friday I frankly warned Ben Gurion and Shertok against 
this illusion. The second illusion and in my opinion just as dangerous 

| _ as the first is the feeling in some Washington quarters that Israel = 
would under no circumstances resist a US-supported UN decision 
carrying a threat of sanctions. | | So 

| I am convinced that neither [Ben-]Gurion nor Shertok in their | | 
_ talks with me exaggerated when they said in substance : “On no matter 

adversely affecting our independence or our security will we yield to — 
the threat of UN sanctions, even if these are backed by your Gov- | 

_ ernment, which we know to be our friend. What we have won on the 
battlefield we will not sacrifice at the council table.” CS 

Suicidal though it may seem, these people would resist, and not | 
merely passively. I cannot too strongly emphasize my conviction that, 
rather than submit to what would be regarded as infringement in-
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dependence or weakening of security, they would fight both the US 
andthe UN. =. |. eo AN ge 

My urgent plea—which in different language I have presented to 
Department of State—is that our government guard zealously against _ 
permitting its good intentions and love of peace betray it into support- a 

~ , inga UN policy which would mean armed conflict with Israel. : 

- This message sent through Haifa. Department reply directly Tel | 

Aviv. a a oo | | 

oe Moe : — - McDonaLp | 

_ Clifford Papers. Se. | a 7 co Sa | 

The Special Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonald) | 
| to the President’s Special Counsel (Clifford) — 

PERSONAL > ss [' Tex, Avrv,] August 24,1948. | 

,s Dear CrarK: This letter is to supplement the long telegram I sent 

oe day before * yesterday ? to the President and General Marshall out- _ 

lining the nature of and the causes for the threatening crisis in Israel- 

| U.S. and U.N. relations—a crisis which despite or rather because of | 

oe Washington good intentions might lead our government into open a 

hostilitieswith Israel Le 
- To you I want to explain more fully why from the point of view =| 

: of the PGI.the seeming continued concentration by the U.S. and | 

U.N. on the indefinite prolongation of the truce is (2) tantamount 7 

to taking sides with the Arabs against the Jews and (b) may finally 
_ force the PGI to resume the war despite the possibility of U.S. and 

«UN. sanctions. © a | Oo ee 

| I. So long.as the Arabs refuse peace negotiations either directly — 
| with the Jews or through the U.N. or other auspices, it should be | 

_ perfectly clear that Israel cannot demobilize. Until through such nego-. — 
- tiations the Arab states recognize the existence of an independent | 

| Israel, the Jewish authorities will know that the Arabs are continuing 
to prepare to destroy the Jewish state. _ Se 
_ - Hence, an indefinite truce is from Israel’s point of view equivalent os 
 to.a death sentence to be executed at the convenience of the Arabs. , | 

| _. IL. Economically a prolonged truce is unbearable for Israel because oe 

by precluding demilitarization it keeps perhaps as many as 70 or 80. | 
a thousand men and women under arms. To argue that Israel does not : 

- need such a disproportionately large section of its population in the foe 

: _ Army falls on deaf ears here because the PGI authorities are deter- a 
mined to rely on their own strength to defend their independence and 

- security; and naturally, they will insist on being the judge of what | 
-  guch strength ought tobe. Cog ee es Bae 

1 The words “day before” appear on the source text as an addition in McDon- a 
- ald’s handwriting. . oo - . a Ce : 

' 2The reference here is clearly to McDonald’s message printed supra: |
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The danger is that the time may come when PGI will consider re- 
sumption of the war as a lesser burden than the continuation of the — 

: armed truce. 7 oS - 

| My own conclusion is that since the President and the Department : 
want peace, they should concentrate on getting peace negotiations : 
started. To reply that this is difficult or that the Arabs won’t accept _ | 
is to confess that the Arabs can indefinitely callthetune. = 7 

— On this issue, I do not think that the U.S. should be overly influenced | 
| by the views of either the Mediator or the British. The former, so far _ | 

| as I can judge, is almost completely discredited not only among the 
Jews but among the Arabs. His inability to enforce his “decisions” 

: and his loquacious pronouncements have left him neither substantial — 
moral authority nor dignity. | 

As to the British, it cannot be too strongly emphasized that: (a) their — 
7 record here in recent years has shown that they can be completely 

| unrealistic in their estimate of existing forces; (6) they are not, and | 
in the nature of the case cannot be, impartial as between Jews and 

_ Arabs. Unless and until this is always kept in mind by Washington, __ 
_ there will be unnecessary misunderstanding about the elements in the | 

problemhere. : | 
: My telegram to the President and General Marshall of August 22. 

[24] and this letter to you are motivated by concern lest the U.S. | 
get itself needlessly involved and lest the President be needlessly and 
gravelyembarrassed. => | 

Cordially yours, | | James G. McDonatp 

-501.BB Palestine/8-2448 : Telegram : | 
_ _ The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Sweden a 

‘TOP SECRET US URGENT _ Wasnineron, August 24,1948—6 p.m. 

634. Press and radio reports from Stockholm cite “high UN source” 
as authority for statement Count Bernadotte proposes to lay before 

| Paris session UN GA question possible solution Palestine problem. : 
Aug 9, Bernadotte’s UN Secretariat aide, Dr. Bunche, called on Secy ~ | 

and, speaking for Bernadotte, inquired Dept’s view possible Palestine | 
settlement and whether it would be wise for Mediator report directly 

Secy did not comment on Bernadotte’s territorial suggestions. How- | 
ever, Bunche was told by officers Dept that we did not favor bringing 
Palestine settlement into Paris GA. This view was based on feeling , 

_ that development of agreement between Jews and Arabs has not 
sufficiently matured and that for GA again to debate Palestine issue oe 
in absence. of such meeting of the minds would merely exacerbate _ 
situation. Furthermore, as we instructed Douglas to tell Bevin (Deptel
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8208, Aug. 13, to London), submission proposed Palestine settlement 
| Assembly would involve basic principle, which we endeavored make 

_ clear in Austin’s speech Feb. 24, that recommendations Assembly are _ 

7 not enforceable by UN agency. 
Naturally, if Bernadotte can get Arabs and Jews to point of agree- 

ment on basic solution and some extra push is necessary in orderenable 
leaders on both sides to carry their public opinion in accepting such | 
arrangement, we should have no objection if Mediator brings matter _ 

| to GA for its blessing. However, this will be a matter of most careful 
timing. a , | mo tes 

| Please call on Count Bernadotte and set forth foregoing considera- | __ 
' tions which we feel warranted in suggesting because Bernadotte’s 

representative in his name has asked for our comments. You should | 
add that we are endeavoring to concert a common line of Palestine 

_ policy with UK and hope, once these conversations have borne fruit, to | 
| discuss our views with Mediator. It is our hope that, provided UK, US | | 

and Bernadotte can all agree on a suggested settlement, it will be 
_ possible persuade Arabs and Jews accept a modus vivendi which will _ 

eventually crystalize in treaty terms. However, this last development 
| _ seems far off and meanwhile we feel that any approach GA on so 
- delicate a question should be most carefully weighed with respect its . 

| timing? ce Se ae ae a 
Repeated to London as 3358, USUN as 557. | EB 

- 7 | | | ~MarsHaLtt © 

oe When Ambassador H. Freeman. Matthews presented these views to Count ao | 
Bernadotte, the latter was reported as saying that “his talks with Arabs have 
convinced him that they will never recognize existence of Jewish status volun- 

| _ tarily for fear of public opinion in their countries. They must, he says, have — 
something ‘to save face with their own people’ and they have told him that if 

= they can tell their people that world opinion as represented by UN is against 
them they will not resume warfare. He therefore feels that if GA passes some 

resolution similar to one of last year: the Arabs will not start another war and. — . 
| ‘will accept, existence of Jewish state.” (Telegram 987, August 26, 11 ‘a. m., from . 

Stockholm, 501.BB Palestine/8—-2648) _ : ce 
- Ambassador Matthews, on August 31, reported information from Mr. Bunche 
that Count Bernadotte understood the Department’s viewpoint and was agree- 
able to keeping the Palestine question off the agenda of the General Assembly, . 
“af that is possible.” (Telegram 1003 from Stockholm, 501.BB/8-3148) . oe 

861:20200/8-1348 : Telegram fey . — 

7 _ The Secretary of State to the Legation in Syria | 

‘SECRET — —  . Wasnineton, August 25, 1948—5 p. m. 

| 829. Certain info contained in Legtel 522 Aug 131 combined with 
reports from widely separated independent sources fit into pattern 
indicating serious efforts being directed toward Syrian-USSR rap- , 

| prochement character of which though unknown may be of important | 
significance. | 7 | ee 

- 1 Not printed. | | a
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Among these items are recent discussions between Soviet diplomats. 
| at’ Damascus and high ranking Syrian officials allegedly including 

| President Kuwatly, visit to Moscow Soviet Minister to Syria, accelera- | 
tion and intensification communist activity in Syria, reversal Syrian 
communist party policy which now advocates cessation Palestine war, 
and Moslem Brotherhood advocacy of seeking Soviet assistance. Ac- _ | 
cording sources London Syrian Minister Moscow has been instructed _ 
explore possibility obtaining some form Soviet support, and Iraqi |. 

| Govt has manifested interest Syrian approach to Soviets. Le ot 

Keep Dept informed developments which you may gain knowledge, - 
| repeating messages London, Moscow and interested Arab capitals? _ 

a STA a | — Marsnarn 

? This telegram was repeated to London, Moscow, Arab capitals, and Jerusalem. | 
Baghdad, in reply on September 17, reported that “Neither in private nor official | 

oe conversations has Embassy detected any manifestation of interest on part Iraq 
| - Government to effect rapprochement with Soviets. To contrary, high govern- 

- ment officials continue voice fear US policy on Palestine has opened door Soviet 
penetration. . .. Although political rapprochement seems unlikely Embassy be- 
lieves principal danger at present is possible closening of economic ties with © a 
Soviets because of Iraq’s desire obtain war material from any source and such a 
other supplies as Soviets prepared make available.” (Telegram 547, 861.20200/ _ 
9-1748) oo. ore ee 

'501.BB Palestine/8—2548 : Telegram - a . po oo | 

| ~The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the . 
—  Seeretary of State SO 

-TOPSECRET = =~——_—_—_._ Lonpon, August 25, 1948—8 p. m. | 

3851. Foreign Office has been pressing forward its detailed con- — 
sideration Department’s views as embodied Department’s 3187 and 
more tentatively in Department’s 8208, August 13. Foreign Office has 
in mind advancing exchange of ideas with United States Government _ 
one step further by submitting its views to Department partly in form 
of draft report and recommendations by Mediator to UN. At level of 

| officials this draft is already well advanced and should be ready for 
despatch soon, ss— ee a 

_ 9, While Foreign Office views may change, Embassy understands __ 
from usual Foreign Office sources that British reply likely to be upon 

= following lines. . SO : ae 

| 8. Foreign Office finds substance Department’s thinking not far 
from its own on major points. However, Foreign Office entertains cer-_ 
tain differences of view re practical approach to problem, and hasbeen © 
trying to work out satisfactory compromise. Outstanding among dif- | 
ferences is Foreign Office belief that at this stage it will be impossible 
to bring about negotiations or even informal discussions between | 

| Arabs and Jews (paragraph 5 Department’s 3187). Foreign Office — 

| * Dated August 12, p. 1303. -
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, feels that if acquiescence both sides is to be secured this can only be | 
on basis of Israeli frontier physically drawn by Mediator without 

_ eonsultation with either side as. to its main features. Wherever possible _ | 
_. Mediator would take into account views local inhabitants, communica- oe 

tions, ete., but his decision re boundary location would be final. | a 
4, In particular, for reasons given in paragraph 3. Embassy’s 3756, _ 

August 18? Foreign Office believes Transjordan Government should 
not at this stage be asked to undertake negotiations with PGI (para- — | 

| - graph 6 Department’s 3208, August 13). Foreign Office believes that 
| if Transjordan Government should do this it would lose last vestige 

respect accorded 'Transjordan by other Arab states and net result | 
might be disappearance from scene of most moderate and cooperative 
Arab League state along with Arab Legion (see Embassy’s 3592, | 

_ 5, Another idea likely to be in reply is free zone at, Haifa (para- 
graph 2 Department’s 3187) including oil area. This would be under | 

-  -[sraeli sovereignty but in initial stages at least Mediator would have — | 
: to be charged with getting zone into operation on basis free use by 

Arabs who would be called upon to place no obstacle in way oil po 

deliveries. Zone would be governed by UN port commissioner with | 
international police force. Foreign Office also believes both sides must : 

- haveaccesstoLyddaairfield. > Seen cee te Rb | 
6. Re future Jerusalem Foreign Office believes Department’s idea. 7 - 

tripartite condominium would be improved and chairmanship by  —S_ 

interested parties two-thirds of time avoided if Jerusalem made | 
fully autonomous municipal unit under neither Arab nor Jewish = 

| sovereignty. Jerusalem would be governed by a governor responsible — | 

- to UN assisted by a force of international police responsible to him. — | 

Governor would be appointed in such a way as to avoid deadlock as 
over governor Trieste. Administration of city would be carried out | 
by Arab and Jewish municipal administrations on either side of line | 

_ demarcated on ground. UN governor would have overriding authority | 
(powers of veto and of initiative) over both municipal administrations | 

which Foreign Office hopes would fuse after a time into one munic- | 

_ ipal authority. Meanwhile governor would make necessary ‘arrange- 
_ ments for common services, and would have special responsibilities 

re rights of Christian communities, preservation of holy places and | 

access thereto. There would be no Jewish corridor to Jerusalem and 
governor would make necessary arrangements for transit facilities; 

failure by either party to enter into reasonable arrangements or to | 
-_- respect arrangements made in this regard would be reported bv him oe 

to SC. a ellos SS URS 

: + Not printed. | oe | oe eth gre |
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%, Re Arab refugees (paragraph 8 Deptreftel) Foreign Office — 
considers that realistic appraisal this problem indicates that either 
Jewish authorities should agree to allow refugees to come back or 
give them compensation for property they have left behind. Mediator _ 
would report to SC if PGI refused to enter into reasonable arrange- 
ments in this regard. Foreign Office believes that despite their plight 
in other Arab countries many Arab refugees are too terrified of Jews 
ever to return (paragraph 7, Embassy’s 3785, August 20°). oe 

8. Re prospective 100 million dollar US Government loan for PGI | 
| (paragraph 9g Deptreftel) Foreign Office still has in mind desir- 

ability equaling outside economic help to both Jews and Arabs | 
(paragraph 56 Embassy’s 3484+) and wonders whether Department | 
plans to make similar or smaller loan to Arab states, who might be 
slow to realize ultimate advantage to them of encouraging Israel’s 
industrial capabilities, = : oe | 

9. Foreign Office appears in general agreement with principle of 

letting Arabs decide future Arab part Palestine but thinks it unlikely 
| Palestine Arabs and Arab states could reach agreement on disposal. | 

Foreign Office thinks agreement could only be reached on unrealistic 
idea independent Arab state. Therefore it believes Mediator should © 

_ fix general principles disposal with Arab Palestine going to Trans- 
_ jordan subject to any frontier rectification desired by Egypt, Mediator 

| _ tosupervise demarcation. ee _ 
10. Foreign Office shares Department’s views that reference 

| Palestine to UNGA except on basis of agreed settlement would 
be undesirable. However, Foreign Office is doubtful that this can 
be prevented particularly if. Mediator’s proposals are vetoed or fail = 
tosecuremajorityinSC. = = | a Lo 

11. Re paragraph 10 above interesting minority view exists in 
Foreign Office to effect that there is something to be gained by letting 
case go to UNGA. Idea is that Mediator should ask UNGA to author- 
ize him to go ahead on a new plan for Palestine which in Mediator’s 
view is most just possible settlement in circumstances. Simultaneously 
SC would stand by its resolutions and if Mediator should meet with 
opposition to carrying out his proposals after he has been authorized — 
to go ahead by UNGA he can summon offending side before SC as a — 
truce breaker. Thought is that by using dual origin Mediator’s powers 
it would be possible to reconcile the concept that only UNGA can 

| propose a solution but only SC can impose its will (Department’s | 

| 3358, August 24° paragraph 3). Even minority recognizes undesir- | 
ability long UNGA debate and believes ‘that if its views adopted 
matter should be introduced late in session with a view to securing ~ 
~UNGA’s rubber stamp approval Mediator’sideas, | — 

* Not printed. | a | 
* Dated August 2, p. 1266. — 
° This was a repeat of telegram 634 to Stockholm, p. 1340. | |
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12. Foreign Office thinking is against making a commitment at this. 
time re recognition of PGI by HMG (paragraph 9/ Deptreftel) | 
although all concerned realize that this will come at some stage. Re oo 

- US-UK support for applications of Transjordan and Israel for UN) 
- membership Foreign Office believes that practically speaking two _ 

states: are in very different positions: Israel] would be elected and | 
- Transjordan would. be vetoed by USSR. Re committing itself | 
a on recognition PGI Foreign Office arguments are familiar ones: = 

(a) HMG must retain vestige influence with Arabs on threshold of | 
all-out drive to secure acquiescence Arab states to Mediator’s proposals 
now under discussion with US, (6). HMG must know frontiers of | 
state it recognizes particularly because of UK-—Transjordan treaty 
commitments, (¢) PGI has consistently displayed indifference to 
British interests and normal.rights British subjects. 9 _ 

18. Before British. reply is handed this. Embassy for communi- | 
gation to Department it is likely that Bevin will take precaution of 
advising British Cabinet of its outlines. This may be done August 26. 

(OS USE A eae eh pe eee Douenas 

867N.01/8-2648 PES ss OT ae , 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Under Secretary of State ; Be a  Bgdettyh oi 

| SECRET > - _. [Wasuineton,] August 26,1948. 

_ Participants: Mr. Eliahu Epstein, Special Representative of the 
i -, Provisional Government of Israel sss 

| Mr. Lovett 2 EOE fo EES 
NE A~—Mr. Hare © TSE ines ae o 
NE —Mr. Wilkins | ve a | 

| Mr. Epstein called on me this afternoon at my request. Mr. Epstein 
_ told me he had been requested by Foreign Minister Shertok to return 

to Tel Aviv “for a few days”. Mr, Epstein said that although Mr. 
_ Shertok had not indicated the purpose of his mission, he assumed it | 

| would relate to matters which might arise at the forthcoming General 
- Assembly in Paris. ee ee Diane 
_ _ I told Mr. Epstein that I had been hoping to have an opportunity | 

to see him before today but that developments in Europe had pre- 7 

vented my doing so. I said that I was glad to see him now in view of 7 
_ his returning to Israel because I had a few items of business which we 
might profitably discuss: | | one - | 

1. Export-Import Bank loan DR tes ge 
I said that T had received his letter with regard to the application 

_ of the Provisional Government of Israel for an Export-Import Bank - 

«+ Drafted by Mr. Wilkin ce
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loan and that although I had not had an opportunity to reply or 
| discuss it with him I had gone into the matter with the President 

and with members of the Board of the Export-Import Bank. I pointed 
out that, in my opinion, Martin’s sentence—“. .. Reports reaching = 

| me do not appear to warrant at this time active consideration by the 
_ Export-Import Bank of the credit application filed with the 
Bank . . .”—from the Export-Import Bank’s letter of July 25 [26] ?, 
as quoted in Mr. Epstein’s letter of August 3,3 appeared to me to be 
subject to misinterpretation. This sentence, as explained to me by 

| members of the Board, did not mean that the Export-Import Bank 
was no longer considering the extension of the loan but that members __ 
of the Board still had it under study pending the receipt of further 

| information from the applicants. As a banker I understood the dif- _ 
| ference between a political loan and a banking loan, and gathered from | 

members of the Board that they would be comforted if the Provisional 
| Government of Israel would make application for loans on the basis | 

of ‘specific projects ‘and would be even more comforted if there were 
some immediate prospect of peaceful conditions in Palestine and | 

| progress toward a final settlement of the Palestine question. I sug- 
gested that the Provisional Government of Israel’s first application | 
for a loan for a specific project such as harbor construction or some 
housing unit should be a particularly good one. I observed that the | 

_ members of the Board of the Export-Import Bank were required, as 
| one of the basic’ principles of the Bank, to make only loans which offer 

reasonable assurance of repayment, I said that I could not speak for 
, the members of the Board or say what action they would take, and 

: was merely suggesting a manner in which the Provisional Government —=—> 
of Israel might care to handle its loan application. I expressed the 
hope that Mr. Epstein in discussing the loan with his colleagues in _ 
Tel Aviv would not indicate, as a result of our talk, that loans for - 
specific projects would be immediately forthcoming. === sss 

Mr. Epstein said that he appreciated and understood my explana- _ 
tion, and that it was “good news”. Mr. Epstein said that my sug- 

- gestions were concrete and would certainly give the Provisional — 
Government of Israel a line on which to proceed. He said that he 

| thoroughly understood that I could not speak for the members of the | 
--—- Board and that, on banking grounds, the question of a loan was a] 

| matter between the Export-Import Bank and the Provisional Govern- 
a mentofIsraeh Oo | 

2. Arab Refugees — / 7 Oo | 

| I told Mr. Epstein that we were receiving an increasing number _ 
of reports from the field indicating that the condition of some 330,000 | 
Arab refugees from Israel was appalling, and that there was grave 

® See footnote 2, p. 1261. 7 OO an | 
3’ Copy not found in Department of State files. : . |
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= danger of the outbreak of epidemics. It seemed to me that here the  —— 

_- Provisional Government of Israel had an opportunity to demonstrate oe 
its friendship toward the Arab states and its desire to establish - 
amicable relations with them by gradually permitting the return of | 
such refugees. | _ | 

: Mr. Epstein said that he appreciated my point of view but that - 
| the Provisional Government of Israel felt that the return of Arab 

refugees would endanger the security of Israel] and would constitute _ : 
a serious drain on its economic resources. The Provisional Government | 

 . of Israel felt that the return of Arab refugees could not be considered 
| prior to peace negotiations between Israel and the Arab states, as this | 

| - question would be of importance to them asa bargaining pointinsuch 

_ negotiatios. © 
_ [said there might be differences of view with regard tothe merits —s. 

of the question and that I merely desired to stress the concern which | 
_ the whole world felt regarding the Arab refugees. I pointed out that 

unless those concerned now took constructive steps we would have a 
| great deal of difficulty with the problem. Mr, Epstein said that he | 

appreciated my point of view in this respect and would discuss it 
| with his colleagues on his return to Tel Aviv. Lo ee 

| 3. Final Settlement of the Palestine question = 
| I remarked I had noted reports in the press that the Provisional == 

Government of Israel had approached Arab leaders in Paris and — 
possibly elsewhere with regard to a final settlement.t I wondered how _ 

_ . Israel regarded the efforts of Count Bernadotte and whether they had 

‘Mr. Epstein said that he was not informed of the position of the | 
_ Provisional Government of Israel on this subject but that, personally, | 

he believed that the Provisional Government of Israel attached great 
| importance to negotiations with the Arabs, and that he believed. that 

the Provisional Government of Israel did not place great reliance on 

Count Bernadotte’s efforts. It was extremely important that peaceful — 
| arrangements with the Arabs be found as quickly as possible because __ 

| the continuance of armed conflict in Palestine represented a terrific. 

drain on Israel’s resources. Count Bernadotte had prejudiced his = 
/ _ efforts during the first Security Council’s truce by proposing that the: 
- City of Jerusalem be placed under Arab sovereignty and this had in- 

* London reported, on August 25, that “Barly in August Elias Sassoon, former 
| head Oriental Section of JA, now resident Paris appears to have written per- | 
- sonally to Riad Bey Solh, Lutfi Haffar and Transjordan Minister at London 
- Saying that he knew each to be a distinguished Arab personality with whom | 
_. he would like to renew his acquaintance. ... A conversation appears to have > 

_ taken place between Sassoon and Transjordan Minister during which Sassoon — 
is reported to have said that PGI stands on original partition scheme but would 
be prepared to give economic aid to Arab areas once settlement reached.” (Tele- 
gram 3849, 890B.00/8-2548) Riad Bey Solh was the Lebanese Prime Minister; a 
Lutfi: Haffar was a prominent Nationalist Party politician in Syria. ee
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creased the Provisional Government of Israel’s difficulties with dis- 
sident elements, such as the Irgun and the Stern Gang in Israel. Israel _ | 

| had however temporarily weathered the crisis as evidenced by its 
action in the Al¢alena incident and in its military control in the City 

of Jerusalem. ~ | oe - - | 
, Mr. Epstein expressed the personal view that the only hope for a 

| final settlement of the Palestine question would be through the direct 
| intervention of the US and Great Britain ; that if these two countries — | 

approached Israel and the Arabs a settlement would more quickly be — 
arranged; and that otherwise no progress would result from Count | 

| ‘Bernadotte’s efforts. oe ae | — | 

‘I said that I appreciated Mr. Epstein’s personal views but could | 
make no comment on them. Mr. Wilkins suggested that both the 
Israelis and the Arabs might informally express their views to Count | 

- Bernadotte and that he might thereafter consolidate them and an- 
nounce the result as a reasonable settlement of the Palestine question. 

| It would seem, in this case, that the UN through the General As- 
_ sembly might subsequently take official notice of Count Bernadotte’s | 

| announcement and might even proclaim it as a final recommendation. 
| Such steps might constitute an expression of UN opinion in. which | 

the Arabs could acquiesce. If such a development were properly timed | 
and handled the Arab leaders could more safely return to their | 

: capitals with the recommendation that the Arab Governments must — 
of necessity bow before the considered opinion of the UN. Mr. Epstein | 
thought an approach in this manner had considerable merit. EES 

I stressed that our conversation had been informal throughout and. 
that we had expressed personal views. I hoped that Mr. Epstein, in 

| - discussing these matters with his colleagues in Tel Aviv, would present | 
them in this fashion and would endeavor to point out the importance 
we attach to an early settlement of these various questions. — | 

| 501.BB Palestine/8-2648 : Telegram _ os a | 

me The Secretary of State to the Consulate at Haifa 

SECRET | eee Wasuineron, August 26, 1948—3 p.m. | 

--- 82%. Pls contact Bernadotte immediately and inform him of 
following: co | | Oo 

1. Dept has rec’d text Bernadotte’s letter Aug 8 re operation | 
Palestine truce terms in connection possible emigration Jewish _ 

; DP’s US Zones Germany, Austria. | Bc a 
2. Pursuant Mediator’s reply (para 1 above) Dept and Army have | 

instructed US Mil authorities Germany, Austria adopt following | 

emigration procedures for Palestine certificate holders: i -
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_ @, Continue prohibit exit all persons identified as fighting person- _ | 
ne ( 3 oouned Ist sentence para VI subpara 1, SC truce resolution 
May 29). ae | | 
b Concerning men mil age (18-45) authorize exit those persons for | 

whom accredited reps PGI submit to US mil authorities advanceclear- 
_ ance for emigration from zones obtained by PGI reps from Mediator. © | 

_ Lists such personnel submitted by PGI to Mediator for clearance will __ 
_ have been previously scrutinized by mil auths and certified by latter | 

| that no identified fighting personnel included thereon. an | 
__ @, Mil auths will permit emigration without clearance of all non- 

fighting, non-mil age personnel. we | ran | | 
| _d@. Mil auths will notify mediator or Lundstrém at Haifainadvance 

of point of departure any group movement of refugees authorized | 
_ exit US Zones and total numbers refugees such groups). = ~~ 

_ In formulation above procedure Dept and Army have taken into | | 
_ account (1) direct responsibility PGI as party to truce to carry out 
provisions thereof, (2) fact that emigration Jews from US zones will | 

| generally be for purpose transit France or Italy with eventualem- SS 
__ barkation from ports. those countries for Palestine. Clearance dee 

____ parture refugees from ports those countries will be concern govtssuch = 
- countries, PGI and Mediator. | So 

_ If necessary repeat above to appropriate points to insure soonest 
contact with Bernadotte* 7 | | - 

ee a Marswarn 

a 1 This telegram was repeated to Berlin, Vienna, and Cairo. a 

— —- Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State. | 

— SECRET | [Wasuineton,] August 27, 1948. . | 
Participants: The Secretary =. Ces | 

_ Mahmoud Fawzi Bey, Egyptian Representative to the _ 
| | | United Nations — ae 

Lo _ Anis Azer, Chargé d’A ffaires of the Egyptian Embassy 
ce _ Raymond A. Hare, Acting Director of NEA , 

— S.C. Kopper, Spec, Asst. to the Director, NEA” 
After a preliminary exchange of courtesies during which I com- | : 

___ mented on Fawzi Bey’s impending departure for Cairo, he said that | 
he wished to discuss three subjects with me. These subjects were the 
problem of Palestine in general, the problem of the Arab refugees, 
and the question of Arab representation in the United Nation. = a 

__ Fawzi Bey briefly stated that he and other Arab officials had been a 
_ thinking of what could be practically done to solve the situation in a 

_ Palestine. He said that time was an important factor. Two things _ 
_ which cause the Arab leaders concern at this moment are the aspira- 
-. tions and ‘plans of the Zionists and the threat of Communism in the 7 

7 * Drafted by Mr. Kopper. | CO me , 
5 §98-594—76-__53 | | | . |
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_ Middle East. He believed that it-was most essential to find a solution 

to the Palestine difficulties which could permit the Near Eastern states — os 

to resume a more normal life. He pointed out that projects and plans | 

| which had been developed by the Arab states had come toastandstill. 

It was essential that they be started again as soon as possible. Before — 
offering any suggestions as to how the Palestine situation could be — 

improved Fawzi Bey turned to the other two matters he wished to 

- discusswithme. = rs Oo 

, Fawzi Bey remarked that the problem of the Arab refugees was 

becoming a serious question. The Arabs believed that these peoples , 

: - -were entitled to return to their homes. He cited the opinion of Count — 

'-Bernadotte that the refugees should be allowed to return without the 
imposition of any conditions. He said that there was'a universal belief = 

| among the Arab states that something would have ‘to be done very 

| - goon since the refugees were becoming a great burden upon the ad- 

| jacent Arabstates. | ee 

- Turning to the question of Arab representation: on the United 

| Nations the Egyptian representative spoke chiefly about the vacan- 

| cies which will occur on the Security Council at the end of this year. 

While he did not announce Egypt’s candidacy for the Security Coun- 

cil, he left no doubt in my mind that Egypt would be a candidate — 
and would have the support of Syria. He expressed appreciation for 

| the support which the Arab states had received from the United States 

| - in the past for election to the various United Nations’ Councils and — 

Commissions. He thought that it would be a valuable demonstration _ 

of the good faith of the United Nations if they elected an Arab state 

to the Security Council this year. In addition it would havea very 

7 salutary effect in the Arab world.? a 

Fawzi Bey then came back to the question of Palestine. He said 
that if it were possible to find some solution based on principle taking | 

: into account political realities, we might be nearer to a solution which 

could, in the long run, be acquiesced in by the.Jews and Arabs in 

-.- Palestine. He suggested that the principle of self-determination might 

- be utilized on the basis of Jewish and Arab population in separate - 

districts in Palestine. He thought it. would be realistic to accept asa 

fact the presence of Jews in Palestine who had come there in the last 

‘twenty-five years even though the great majority of them were non- 

Palestinian. He believed that if it were possible to delineate boundaries | 

: on the basis of population areas a major step toward peace would have 

been achieved. The second important step, the relationship between 

the Jewish and Arab communities in Palestine, could be settled there- 

- 2'The Department, on October 11, informed Cairo that “In light Egypt's suc. 
cessful election SC it may be useful know USDel. Paris decided vote for Egypt 

on first ballot and so informed Egyptian Rep Oct. 7.” (Telegram 1410, 501.BC/ 

10-1148) 
os . Oc 

| : |
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_ after. Whether it would be in the form of entirely separate states,or 
_ in the form of a dual government like the Austro-Hungarian Empire 

ora federal state would be left for future determination. | : 
I then responded to the points raised by Fawzi Bey along the 

following lines: oe | a BT 

_ (@) Displaced Arab Refugees—There were two aspects tothis prob- 
Jem. First, there was the question of immediate relief required to 

__--: prevent a catastrophe. Secondly, there was the long range question of __ 
what could be done to return the displaced persons to their homes. | 

) With regard to the first aspect, the request of Count Bernadotte to the 
| United States for assistance had been more than met by contributions | | 

_ from various organizations in the United States. The Red Cross had 
| ‘sent medical supplies valued at over $200,000. The Church World 

Service had sent over 35,000 pounds of clothing. The request for DDT | 
| had also been met while the oil companies had given monetary con- | 

| tributions amounting to $200,000. The Red Cross had authorized an 
additional $200,000 for medical supplies and there were other con- — | 

_ tributions both in money, clothing and medical supplies which had | 
brought the amount contributed from the United States above that 

| requested by Count Bernadotte. The United States had also supported 
| allocation of the ICEF for-the relief of Near Eastern children. We 

_ did not know what other governments had done. As regards the long | 
_ - range problem we understood it would cost two or three million dollars 

a month to provide for the refugees. This, however, would simply keep | 
| them from starving or dying from disease. We could not say exactly 

what steps should be taken to effect a permanent settlement since there 
: would be enormous difficulties confronting us. Among: these would be 

_ whether the homes of the displaced Arabs had been destroyed or occu- | 
| pied by people who had recently arrived in Palestine.. However, we | 

would give our support to the Mediator in his efforts to secure a settle- | 
ment ofthis matter. — Boe ne | 

” (6) Arab Representation in the UN—I was familiar with the 
| representation on the United Nation Councils. The United States had a 

not come to any conclusion on whom it would support to fill the | 
| vacancy which would be created by the expiration of Syria’s term this 

| year. However, with regard to Egypt the United States would of 
| course have to note the fact that Egypt was a party totwocasesonthe | 

Council’s agenda ie. the Anglo-Egyptian case and the Palestine 
question, oe oe oe 

_ (¢) Patestine—I told Fawzi Bey that I would give thought to his 
_ suggestion regarding the possibility of working out a solution to the 

‘difficulties there on the basis of. self-determination. At the present | 
_ moment the United States was giving full support to Count Berna- 

dotte. I said that I knew Count Bernadotte was being subjected to 
_ some criticism but nobody. had suggested to me any person who could 

- do a better job. He has a most difficult job as the Palestine Mediator. 
I could speak from my experience in China on the difficulties which _ mnediatorshavetoconfront. = a a 

__.. With regard to the positions of the Arabs and Jews Bernadotte was 7 
_ facing a very difficult situation. It was now apparent that the Tsraeli - 

_ forces had achieved a certain degree of military success and were being — 
more difficult to deal with. Some months ago the situation was the © )
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reverse. When I had talked with Arab leaders in New York, they were _ 
| quite polite but there was an unmistakable note in their tones that 

they would rely on force in the event they were unabletoachievetheir 
desires by other means, It is a serious error to imply that force will | 
be used to settle matters particularly if one’s military potential is | 

| not adequate to support the threat, By this I did not mean that it 
was an error to have a force in hand. a oe 

| An additional difficulty in the situation is the fact that leaders of __ 
both sides have permitted the public to be misled and inflamed by | 
sanctioning intransigent statements which do not accord with the _ | 
facts. Count Bernadotte would have a very difficult time dealing with 

: the question as long as the leaders of both sides did little to exert a | 
_.. galming influence. The situation requires great statesmanship from 

both the Israeliand Arableaders. | | | | 
- In connection with Fawzi Bey’s remark about the concern of the 
Arab leaders about the entry of Communism in the Middle East I 
said that this was also a cause of concern to the United States. I hoped | 
that the leaders in the Near Eastern areas would recognize the neces- 
sity for stabilizing conditions in order that Communism might not - 
spread. ie se | oo 

| I then reviewed briefly some of the problems which confront the | 
United States in other parts of the world as well as in the Near East. 

I mentioned China, Japan (where we were spending a billion dollars | 
a year) and Europe. I said that we were very hopeful that the Euro- | 
pean Recovery Program would be successful at an early. date. This | 

| would be beneficial to the Near East and Asia. oe 

501.BB Palestine/8-2748 : Telegram : i ) 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 
| oe ore of State Bc | | 

MOPSECRET st” Lonpon, August 27, 1948—9 p.m. 

3878. Strictly personal for Secretary and Lovett eyes only. This 

refers to my immediately following telegrams numbers 3879, 3880 and 

8881.7 oe | | | 7 

| 1. Although Bevin received Cabinet approval (see my 3879) Au- 

| gust 26 for working out with USG Palestine settlement along linesmy = 
3880 and the circle of persons in London having knowledge of US-UK | 

talks on this subject has thus been widened, he told me that evenin = 

| British Cabinet special security precautions were taken. Only Cabinet 

members immediately concerned have seen document transmitted my — 

| reftel. ‘To other Cabinet members its substance has been mentioned in : 

generaltermsonly.. - oo re 

~ 1 All dated August 27, printed pp. 1854.and 1858
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2. Iam taking special precautions to preserve secrecy at this Em- 
bassy and trust Department is doing the same. For reasons which I : 

_ know you will understand Bevin is particularly anxious that cir- 
culation this correspondence be limited only to those who necessarily | 
must study it and that every precaution be taken to prevent leakage 
and published or rumored speculations re British position. = | 

8. When I told Bevin today (paragraph 1, 3879) that I would com- — 
municate his latest views to Department, I expressed personal view _ 

_ that prospects of early US agreement would be improved if I could = 
- communicate something of his views re recognition of Israelby HMG. 

4. Bevin said that, for the eyes of the Secretary and Lovett only, _ 
| he would be glad to make clear his own thinking re recognition PGI. oo 

What he would say would not be an undertaking and the question has 
| not been discussed in the Cabinet nor has any decision been reached. a 
a However, it was his view, which he thought the Cabinet might sup- 

port, that if, as a result of the plan now under discussion between the 
| US and UK, Israel is firmly established within frontiers drawn by : 

UN, if the remainder of Arab Palestine is disposed of satisfactorily, © 
and if the international character of Jerusalem is preserved, he be- 

- heved that the UK would extend full de jure recognition to Israel | 
without delay. While he could not speak for the Commonwealth, he _ 
thought the majority of Commonwealth nations would do the same. 

- 5, Bevin said that in principle he did not like the “halfway house” 
— of de facto recognition. Moreover, if HMG were to recognize de facto, | 

_. this would create a period in which Arabs would bend every effort to. _ 
_ change the attitude of HMG. If HMG extended de jure recognition, 

however, this would be a final act discouraging to such efforts. a | 
! 6. Bevin said, in connection with the foregoing, that much would 

depend upon how “the Jews played the game.” If the Jews continue ~ | 
to stress their aggressive intentions and to be mainly responsible for | 

| breaches of the truce (as his reports lead him to understand) it would | 
: - make it much more difficult if not impossible for him to carry out his . 

| idea of full de jure recognition. | a 
7. Re recognition Bevin expressed view that de facto recognition 

_ Israel is powerful weapon in hands USG. He thought that if PGI | 
___ Should show signs of aggressive intentions or be intransigent re Media- | oe 

_ tor’s proposals and all else failed he hoped USG would consider 
_ threatening PGI with the withdrawal of US de facto recognition. __ 

| 8. I told Bevin that we have already taken steps to make clear to / 
_- PGI (Department’s 3339 August 232) our determination to preserve _ 

truce and through it peace in Palestine. I said PGI is under no illu- | | 
- sions that US would refrain from imposing sanctions against PGIif 

this were warranted. Bevin expressed his appreciation for what we are | 

-  ®Not printed; it repeated five telegrams exchanged by the Department with ~ | 
_ Tel Aviv and Haifa (501.BB Palestine/8—2348). : pe -
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| doing in this regard and said he hoped we would continue to follow. | 
developmentsinIsraelclosely, Lee | 

a | ONE get | a Dovueias — 

_. §501.BB Palestine/ 8-2748 : Telegram . . 

| The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the | 
Secretary of State 7 a 

POP SECRET Lonpon, August 27, 1948—9 p. m. | 

- 8879. 1. I told Bevin this morning when we discussed outline of 
| Palestine settlement which he had handed me last night (see my 38807) | 

that I would put his latest views to Department at once. I said I could 
not predict Department’s reaction to them but that, like himself, I> 

| hoped it would be possible for US and UK to work out’an agreed line - | 
- innear future. | a | | : 

2. Bevin said he had been authorized at yesterday’s Cabinet meet- | 
ing to continue the conversations already begun with USG through 
this channel and to present to Department as next stage in these talks — 
settlement quoted my 3880. Cabinet gave him full discretion to agree _ 
with USG on what seems most appropriate organ of UN and method | 

| of conducting our business there. Cabinet authorization was given on . 
| understanding that what US and UK should seek is a UN decision to 

| which the Arabs and Jews would acquiesce. Bevin said last was pos- | 
sibly the most important difference from US views as set forth in | 

| - Department’s 3187 August 12 (see Paragraph 3, Embassy’s 8851 Au- 
: gust 15 [25]), but Cabinet agreed with him that at thisstage it would 

| be impractical to attempt to get the parties to negotiate an agreement. vs 

Bevin stressed fact that he is quite ready to continue discussions over | 

whole field. ) - 
: 3. As of help to Department in appraising the thinking underlying 7 

| the “outline of settlement,” Bevin handed me the informal Foreign | 

Office working paper quoted my 3881.2 This closely approximates Em- 

-_-bassy’s 8851 August 25. | | 
a re | DoveLas 

—_ —1Infra. Oe on 
- ® Dated August 27, p. 1358. | oe . 

501.BB Palestine/8~2748 : Telegram oe | | 7 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the 

ae  Seeretary of State oe 

TOP SECRET | Lonpon, August 27, 1948—9 p.m. 

8880. Following outline of settlement prepared in Foreign Office 

and approved by British Cabinet August 26 was handed me late yester- |
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day by Bevin (see Embassy’s 3851, August 25 and my 3879 reporting _ | 

Bevin’s remarks). — ee eee 
a _ “1, Most convenient way to present our ideas on kind of settlement 

which we should wish to see is in the form in which they would appear 
, if Mediator agreed to sponsor them. In that event he might present 

- report to UN on following lines. ao | Be 
 . Y, Report might begin iwith short historical passage recounting | 

- Mediator’s efforts maintain truce and various difficulties which he had 
experienced owing to attempts by both sides to gain advantages for —_— 

-. themselves by military action and owing to absence of any force with | 
. which Mediator could prevent such action. Mediator could then give 

his opinion of relative culpability of each side in these matters. | 
| _ 8. Mediator would no doubt wish to add that in his attempt to — 

reach a peaceful solution, as he was instructed to do by UNGA resolu- , 
tion of fourteenth May, he has been thwarted by the entirely incom- 

_. patible claims of both sides, by difficulty of bringing them together 
on any common ground and by the entirely unrealistic picture of situa- : 

- tion which public opinion on both sides has been allowed to obtain, _ , 
thus making it more difficult for leaders to accept any reasonable 

- compromise, | Oo | | | | 
| 4, Mediator might then say that further progress towards a set- — 

 tlement cannot be expected by negotiation between the two parties. a 
Jews will only negotiate on basis of prior acceptance of the existence 
of a Jewish state; Arabs refuse to recognize existence of this state 

~ and maintain that to negotiate with its representatives would give / 
away whole basis of their position before negotiations had begun. On ~ 
other hand, some success has been achieved, except in a few particu- | 

, larly contentious localities such as Jerusalem and its western ap- 
-_- proaches, in practical steps to delimit the areas held and administered 7 

| by either side. The agreement of local commanders on each side has 
been obtained to an exact. definition of a line of this character extend- | 
ing over X kilometres. This process has resulted in a growth of respect _ 
for the status quo in such areas and has made it easier for UN ob- © 
‘servers to carry out their functions. | | | | 

5. In spite of this, continued breaches of truce and cease-fire make > | 
it clear that international peace and security will continue to be en- | 

. dangered by situation in Palestine unless a settlement on following | 
+  inesisimmediately adopted. ae 

| 6. No further attempt should be made to negotiate with the two 
parties about the general principles on which a peaceful solution | 

| should be reached, but a permanent frontier line should be laid down 
on the ground as quickly as possible. Failure to respect this line would ) 

Log be regarded as a breach of the truce. Frontier line should be laid down | 
. on the ground by a UN representative; Mediator might express his : 

willingness to assume responsibility for this task. In discharging it, 
he would put into effect the general principles set out below, and would | 

| consult appropriate representatives of both parties in the areas con- 
cerned. He would also take account of administrative conveniences and 

| communications. His decision on location of the boundary would be 
| nal. | Ls oO 

. _ % Subject to arrangements mentioned below re Jerusalem and 
- Haifa, the Arab and Jewish authorities shall have complete independ- 

ence on their respective sides of boundary line. Provisions of SC |
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| truce resolutions of twenty-ninth May and fifteenth July would be =| 
--. maintained until SC acting in light of advice from Mediator, decided | 

to terminate them. For a period of six months after the boundary had . 
been laid down, observers would be maintained on frontier to ensure 
that SC received early and impartial reports on any attempt or ~ 
alleged attempt by either side to infringe boundary. — , | 

_. 8. Developing his earlier suggestions, Mediator might then lay 
| down following general principles on which the boundary should be | 

| drawn. Division between Arab and Jewish areas should follow very 
generally the lines now held by the forces of either side. As compared | 
with the boundary proposed by UNGA on twenty-ninth November 
1947 Jews would gain western Galilee and Jaffa. Arabs would: gain : 

| the Negeb, 1.e., the whole area in southern Palestine south of the Jati- | 
tude of El Majdel, which UNGA allotted to the Jews. This area is 
larger in extent than Jewish gain in western Galilee, but is at present 
very considerably less productive. Oo ae | 

9. Municipal area of Jerusalem should be a fully autonomous unit 
_ under neither Arab nor Jewish sovereignty. It would be governed 

: by a governor responsible to UN but appointed in such a way as to - 
avoid a deadlock of kind which has prevented establishment of a 
governor in Trieste. Governor would be assisted by force of interna- 
tional police responsible to him. A line should be demarcated on the _ 

-- ground in Jerusalem between the existing Arab and Jewish areas,each __ 
of which would have its district municipal administration. Both _ 
municipal bodies would be subject to the overriding authority of UN . 

_ governor, who would have powers both of veto and of initiative. It 
7” would be hoped that after a certain time the two bodies would fuse 

into one municipal authority. Meanwhile, necessary common services 
_ would be operated by special arrangements to be made by governor. 

Governor would have special responsibility rights of Christian com- 
munities and preservation of holy places, together with access thereto. 

7 10. There would not be a corridor of Jewish territory joining | 
Jerusalem to the coast but UN governor would make necessary 
arrangements with Arab and Jewish authorities to ensure transit . 
facilities for requirements of the authorities and all inhabitants of | 
Jerusalem. Failure by either party to enter into reasonable arrange- 

| mens or to respect them when they had been made would be reported = 
: toSC. oe ae | 

11. At Haifa a free port should be established covering a sufficient | 
part of the port area including the oil dock and the oil refineries — 

| and pipeline terminals. Goods would be imported and exported | 
through this area on behalf of the Jewish authorities and the authori- | 
ties of the Arab countries without interference and without payment a 
of customs duties. Agreed facilities would be given for movement 

| of sealed trains and road transport on determined routes between free. 
| port and neighbouring Arab territories. Arab authorities would place | | 

no obstacle in delivery of oil by pipeline to free port. Any infraction of 
these arrangements would be dealt with by SC. Pending agreement. 
between Arab and Jewish authorities about operation of port and | 

. transit facilities, free port would be governed by a UN port commis- 
sioner responsible to UN and having at his disposal an international — 

_. police force. In absence of agreement between Arab and Jewish au- |
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- thorities, commissioner would demarcate boundary of free port area. 
. Administration of free port during this period would be carried out 

- by a port authority set up by the commissioner and responsible to _ 
him. Port commissioner would make every effort to bring about as 
quickly as possible agreed arrangements for operation of free port 
and transit facilities. He would report to SC failure of either side to 

— agree to reasonable arrangements in this regard. | a 
12. Both parties should have access to Lydda airport. ee a 

—--s- 18. In relation to Arab areas Mediator might point out that itis _ 
unlikely that agreement would be easily reached by Arab Governments > 

| and representatives of Arabs of Palestine on the disposal of these areas. . / 
_ -[t is necessary, therefore, that general principles on which they should 

be disposed of must be laid down by UN. In November 1947 UNGA 
a recommended that Arab areas should form a separate Palestinian 

Arab state. But this recommendation was bound up with the proposal, 
-. gince shown to be impracticable, for an economic union of the whole of 

Palestine. Without such a union, the Arab areas do not form a viable 
administrative or economic unit by themselves. It would not bea 

- permanent solution to set up an independent Arab state covering this 
| territory. The territory should therefore be incorporated in Trans-  _ 

_ jordan, subject to any frontier rectification which may be desired by — | 
--. the Egyptian Government. Mediator might declare his readiness to 

make necessary arrangements, ‘after consultation with Governments ) 
of Egypt and Transjordan. If it were decided to modify the southern 

| - frontier, its new demarcation should be supervised by Mediator. 
_. .-'14, Mediator might then ask Security Council to endorse above —s_—> 

; recommendations as only means of ensuring international peace and | 
security. They should inform all parties concerned: | | OO 

a (1) That they should give Mediator (or others in authority _ | 
charged with demarcating boundaries) all possible assistance in 
carrying out thistask; | a 

(2) That they should respect the United Nations areas in Jeru- | 
| salem and Haifa and make all necessary arrangements with UN | 

| authorities responsible for them ; and re | 
(8) That any attempt made during truce to infringe thenew | 

7 boundaries, once they were laid down, would be treated by SC as 
— a breach of the truce and would be dealt with under Chapter VII | 

7 of UN Charter. oe ee on 

- 15. Mediator would presumably include in his recommendations : 
. some action as to the Arab refugees. Nature of this recommendation — | 

will depend largely on the investigations. which he is making into the 
numbers of refugees and the proportion of them who wish to move . 
back to Jewish areas. Subject to this, recommendation might be to 

| effect that as part of the boundary settlement, the Jewish authorities —__ 
should be made to allow refugees to come back or to give them compen- 
sation for the property which they have left behind. The Mediator — 

- would report to SC if the Jews refused to enter into arrangements | 
| which he considered reasonable.” | - - 

| Oo ee -. DovucnaAs.
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501.BB Palestine/8-2748 : Telegram i | Oo 

| Lhe Ambassador in the United K mgdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 
| | | Of State SO 

- TOP SECRET —  -  Lonpon, August 27, 1948—9 p. m. 
3881. Following is text Foreign Office working paper entitled “Tac- 

tics for Putting into Effect the Mediator’s Recommendations” handed __ 
‘me by Bevin today (see my 3879, August 27 and Embassy’s 3851, __ 

| August 25), me a | 
“1. Mediator would be advised by HMG and USG to make a rec- 

ommendation to SC on lines draft attached. (This is quoted my 3880). 
| _ 2. Reference of whole question for discussion by UNGA would , 

much better be avoided. SC can properly deal with Mediator’s rec- — 
ommendation as a matter affecting international peace and security. 

| Effect of SC endorsing Mediator’s recommendation and communica- 
tion to all parties as proposed therein would be to enable Mediator 
to carry out task entrusted to him by UNGA, of seeking a peaceful 

Oo solution of Palestine question, = oo | | 
8. This procedure is in many ways less attractive than the alter- 

native proposal under which Jewish and Arab leaders would be | . 
induced to negotiate within the general framework of the recommen- 7 

_ dations in order to work out a detailed settlement, particularly with 
_ regard to exact position of the frontier. The Foreign Office are con- - 

vinced, however, that such direct negotiations are in present circum- __ 
stance impracticable. It is cardinal point of the approach to the 

_ problem by the Foreign Office that neither party in Palestine is at all : 
likely to make any positive act of acceptance of the kind of settlement 

| to be proposed by Mediator, but that both parties might well acquiesce 
in it if it were put into effect with sufficient determination..They hold, _ 
therefore, that it would be useless to ask representatives of either 

. party to negotiate on the execution of the Mediator’s recommenda- 
| tions. Both parties would have objections of principle to doing so.In 

| particular, they do not favor the suggestion that Transjordan might = 
be singled out from the Arab States to take part in such negotiations. 
They fear, in fact, that positive acceptance of any such scheme by 
Transjordan at an early stage would not predispose acceptance of it | 
by other Arab States but would merely serve to make Transjordan’s 
already difficult situation almost intolerable. | | a 

4. It is, therefore, suggested that when Mediator has made his 
recommendations, SC should be asked to endorse them and to issue | 
necessary instructions. HMG and USG would explain situation fully | 
to the Arab and Jewish authorities on the basis of Mediator’s report, © 
but before this was published, and would make every possible effort 
to ensure that they would acquiesce in the adoption of Mediator’s 
recommendations. The two Governments would show that they were | 
quite determined that these recommendations should be put into effect 

a In shortest possible time and that they would not support any attempt 
| to modify or infringe them. - 7 oe 

, 5. If 1t was impossible to obtain necessary majority in SC or the | 
proposals were vetoed there, it would probably be necessary to take 

1 Supra. | |
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| matter to UNGA in the hope that they would recommend the adoption ; 
of Mediator’s proposals and ask SC to take the necessary action to 

— see that they were put into effect, but it would be far better not to have 
_ the question discussed in UNGA until SC had acted, and, if favorably, | 
the necessary measures were being put into effect.” - OT | 

oe | ne _ Doveras 

: 867N.01/8-3048 | | Oo | 

— Memorandum by the Secretary of State to President Truman 

| SECRET Wasuineton, August 30, 1948. _ 

Subject: De jure recognition of the Governments of Israel and => 
| Trans-Jordan. = | ——- 

| - Although the United States has not recognized the Government of 
Trans-Jordan, it has supported its application for membership in the _ 

_ United Nations since 1946. This Government plans to support the 
_ ‘application of Israel for membership in the United Nationsifitmakes  — 

| application and complies technically with the provisions of Article 4 
of the United Nations Charter, es 
A number of considerations favor de jure recognition of the Gov- 

ernment of Trans-Jordan. Recently it played a major part in securing , 
a Arab agreement to the present truce. It is cooperating with the Media- 

tor in discussions concerning the demilitarization of Jerusalem. oo 

- ‘Trans-Jordan’s spirit of compromise, as reflected by the attitude of 

King Abdulla, is a highly significant factor for the development of a 
policy of moderation within the Arab League. , os | 

- It would appear that the de jure recognition of Trans-Jordan by 
the United States would be regarded as favorable by Israel, provided, 

of course, Israel itself received de jure recognition. a | 
The de jure recognition of Israel should follow the elections sched- | 

/ uled for about October 1st, and the formation of a permanent Govern- | 
ment. There would then be the necessary evidence that the 
Government of Israel is based on the consent of the people and that 

_ the Government is in fact in control of the country and is prepared | 
to carry out its international obligations. : | 

| In the light of the truce and the present critical efforts of the 
Mediator. to secure a solution of the Palestine problem, the de jure - 

a recognition by the United States of the Israel Government and not | 
the Trans-Jordan Government would almost certainly endanger the | 
provisions of the truce, as the Arab states would consider such action a 
ag unfriendly. The reverse action of the de jure recognition of Trans- 7 
Jordan and not of Israel would, of course, provoke serious reactions. 

, It therefore appears that the United States should plan for the __ 

| simultaneous recognition of both Israel and Trans-Jordan. It is be- | 
| lieved the recognition of Trans-Jordan by the United States would | 

- be regarded with favor by Israel. We believe the British Government |
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would welcome such action and might thereby be induced to favorable 
consideration of the recognition of Israel. | | | 

It is proposed that we utilize the weeks prior to October 1st to dis- . — 
cuss the question of recognition with the Provisional Government of _ 

| Israel and the Government of Trans-Jordan. It is anticipated that 
| - we may be able to, obtain assurances to this effect from the two Gov- 

| ernments, which would be of great benefit in expediting a prompt 
-. solution of the Palestine problem. — a a 

| : In accordance with our present policy of Anglo-American coopera- | 
_ tion regarding Palestine, we should discuss the question of de jure 

recognition with the British Government before undertaking discus- 
_ gions with the Provisional Government of Israel and the Government __ 

of Trans-Jordan. At this time we could include the question of British 
_- recognition of Israel. : oo 

Oo Your approval of the foregoing procedure is requested.* : 
a a , . | G. C. MarsHacy 

_ +Marginal notation by President Truman : “Approved Aug. 30, 1948.” The De- | 
_ partment transmitted the text of the memorandum, except for the last two 

7 paragraphs, to London in telegram 3470, September 1. The latter message con- oO 
cluded as follows: “We would appreciate your discussing this matter with Bevin 
for his comments before we approach PGI and Transjordan Govt. Re Brit recog- 
nition Israeli Govt, we appreciate considerations set forth Embtel 3878 Aug 27 : 
but suggest informal approach by Brit to PGI at some stage should not be pre- | 
cluded and might increase possibility obtaining assurances from both PGI and 

| _ Transjordan Govt of cooperation with Mediator in his truce and mediation | 

efforts.” (867N.01/8-3048) _ . 

S/S-NSC Files, Lot 63 D 351 | a _ 

ve Department of State Comments on NSC 27+ oe 

| TOP SECRET | | | [WasHINGTON, undated.] _ 

NSC 87/1 be, Se | 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff summarize their views on Palestine, as set | 
forth in NSC 27, as follows: | | - 

“It would be incompatible with the security interests of the United 
States to have either United States or Soviet or Soviet satellite forces _ | 
introduced. into Palestine. They therefore recommend that the United =~ 
States policy neither endorse nor permit a decision by the United . 
Nations to employ military enforcement measures in Palestine.” | 

. 1Mr. Rusk, in a memorandum of August 26 to the Secretary of State, trans-. | 
7 mitted a draft. of the Comments and noted: “It is obvious from NSC 27 that the | 

views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff were formulated without benefit of all the : 
facts bearing on the Palestine problem and upon the role of the United States in 
the United Nations in dealing with this problem.” (501.BB Palestine/8-2648) : 

| A “final” draft, superseding ‘the comments ttransmitted with Mr. Rusk’s memo- - 
randum, was prepared by Messrs. Rusk and McClintock on August 30 and 
cleared by Mr. Satterthwaite. , 

- The National Security Council noted the views of the Department on. Septem- 
, ber 2. The following day it formally circulated the paper among its members as 

NSC 27/1, under a cover sheet entitling the paper “A Report to the National Secu- 
rity Council by the Secretary of State on U.S. Military Point of View for the 

| | Eventuality of United Nations Decision To Introduce Military Forces into Pales- | 
: - tine” and dating it September 3, 1948. For NSC 27, dated August 19, see p. 1821.
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j The Department of State has been keenly aware of the dangers _ 
| involved in the entry of Soviet or Soviet satellite forces into Palestine | 

i. and the Middle East. United States diplomacy in the Security Council - 
prevented the USSR from sending military observers to Palestine for 

i. the use of the United Nations Mediator, Count Bernadotte. It was — 

i suggested to the Mediator that only the governments represented on _ 
i; the Security Council Truce Commission for Palestine (Belgium, 

{| _ France and the United States) should supply military observers. An | 
{| attempt by the USSR to challenge this formula and to secure the | | 

adoption by the Security Council of a resolution which would have > 
7 enabled the USSR also to send military observers was defeated, there | 
; being only two votes (USSR, Ukraine) in the Security Council in | 
i favor of the resolution. . - , | 
; As for participation of United States forces in maintaining peace in 
; _ Palestine, the Department of State has repeatedly refused to consider 

any unilateral military responsibilities in that country. In addition, 

the Department has firmly resisted the repeated requests of the Secre- 
| _ tary-General of the United Nations and the United Nations Mediator 

4 for armed contingents of U.S. forces to make up a special guard for’ 
Jerusalem to insure the demilitarization of that city, 

: | The considerations adduced in the memorandum of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff do not, however, exhaust the problem. Although there appears — 
to be no immediate prospect that USSR armed forces will be moved > 

] into Palestine, there is a constant threat of Soviet infiltration into that 

| area, which could seriously impair the security of the United States. 
i The following examples indicate the nature of the threat: . ae 

| (a) In open defiance of the Security Council’s resolutions of May | 
{ — 29,1948, and July 15,1948, the Czechoslovakian Government has per- 
| _ mitted the movement of fighter aircraft, bombs, and other war material | 
; from an air base at Zatec to Tel Aviv. Further, there is evidence that == 

the Czechoslovakian Government is now training mercenaries of vari- : 
, ous nationalities, but predominantly Czech citizens, for parachute and 

other landings in Israel. | es | 
Z (6) It is known that dissident Jewish groups such as the Stern 

gang and the Irgun Zvai Leumi are receiving assistance from Soviet, | 
| forces and that such groups constitute a serious threat to the authority 
: of the present Provisional Government of Israel. Although the USSR, | 
: as indicated in (a) above, supports the establishment of the Jewish 
oe state in Palestine, it likewise seeks to strengthen Communist influence - 

_ within Israel. The possibility that Soviet or Soviet satellite personnel 
_ and arms will be made available to these dissident groups might result —_ 

either in an overthrow of the present government or in an orientation 
of its policy against the interestsofthe United States. 8 8 sts 

_ (¢) There is evidence that considerable effort is being made by East- _ 
a ern Kuropean governments, particularly by the USSR, to encourage : 

| disorder and unrest in the Arab states, presumably with the purpose 
_ either of overthrowing certain Arab Governments or of forcing upon oe 

them an anti-western policy. Encouragement of separatist sentiment
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| within the Arab States, as in the case of the Kurds, is a part of the 
same effort. my : CO Cc 

Apart from the specific threats indicated above, United States se- 
curity would be seriously prejudiced by large-scale fighting anywhere © 
in the Middle East, but particularly in Palestine. Continued warfare 
between Jewish and Arab forces would undermine the gains which __ 
have been made in Greece, Turkey and Iran, might permanently 

| alienate the Arab world from western influences, and might impose 
upon the United States a basic re-examination of its own world secu- 
rity position. - re on | | 

With regard to the United Nations aspects of the problem, the Secu- 
| rity Council is required by Article 39 of the Charter to “determine the 

existence of any threat to the peace . . .” As a permanent member of | 

the Security Council, the United States is subject to this obligation. It 
cannot be maintained that the situation in Palestine is not a threat to 

| the peace. Such a finding by the Security Council does not in itself | 
_ imply the use of armed force by the Security Council. Under Articles 

_ 89, 40 and 41 a wide range of Security Council action is available for 
_ the maintenance of international peace, without recourse to the use of | 

armed. force. For example, the arms embargo imposed by the Security 
Council on Palestine and neighboring Arab countries has been largely  —s—_ 
responsible for the present truce in Palestine, however imperfectly the 

| _ truce might appear to operate. Modification of this arms embargo in _ 
favor of the party abiding by Security Council decisions is a powerful 
weapon of enforcement. Financial and economic embargoes are other — 
measures which might be used if necessary. ! ) 

_ United States policy toward Palestine is based upon the mainte- | 
_. nance of the present truce, a negotiated settlement (which will include | 

- * an independent state of Israel, some form of governmental structure | 
| for Arab Palestine and an internationalized Jerusalem) anda gradual 

reestablishment of the ties of friendship and common interest between - 
| the peoples and governments of the Middle East and the United States. 

_. It is accordingly clear that the United States has thus far followed 
| a policy of preventing the introduction of United States or Soviet or 

Soviet satellite forces into Palestine. United States policy has thus | 
far neither endorsed nor supported a decision by the United Na- | 
tions to employ military enforcement measures in Palestine. It is, - 

| however, quite possible that some situation may arise in the Middle : 
East: or in Palestine requiring the use of armed forces to protect the _ 
vital security interests of the United States, or to prevent the deteriora- | 
tion of the situation in that area to a point requiring an even greater 

- commitment on the part of the United States. Obviously any decision
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involving the use of United States forces would have to be made at _ | 
the highest governmental level, in the light of all existing circum- _ 

stances, including the availability of armed forces and our military —— 
commitments elsewhere. , OO | 

| The Department of State believes, meanwhile, that the best chance | 
_ for reestablishing stability in the Middle East under present circum- = 

stances lies in ‘bringing to an early and successful conclusion the | 
present mediation effort of Count Bernadotte, who was appointed pur- 

| suant to the resolution of the United Nations General Assembly of | | 

May 14, 1948. The cooperation of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in promptly | 
furnishing observer personnel and equipment represents a major con- __ 

_. tribution to the processes of peaceful settlement. = = oe 

---« 801.BB Palestine/8-2448 - 7 - oe eee 

| * Memorandum by the Secretary of State to President Truman 

| TOP SECRET - -—,- Wasuineron, August 31, 1948. 

oe There is attached a proposed reply to Mr. McDonald’s top secret | 
telegram from Tel Aviv, No. 70, August 24,2 a copy of which is also 
attached. | oe | | So 

It is proposed to answer Mr. McDonald in terms of the enclosed a 
- drafttelegram,  ©= | oe es | 

- The Department of ‘State, if you concur, would then inform the ) 

| British Foreign Secretary immediately of our suggestions to the Pro- | 
_visional Government of Israel.? It seems probable that the question of 

Palestine will be placed before the United Nations General Assembly | 

in September and it is essential that US and UK policy be coordinated | 
— before that time. Likewise, it would be of great advantage ifthe two | | 

governments could concert a line of policy with the United Nations | 

| Mediator, Count Bernadotte, whose views on a territorial settlement _ 
are very similar to those set forth in the attached draft telegram, The — 

| only exception is that Count Bernadotte now seems to feel that Jeru- | 

- galem cannot be internationalized—successfully, and has suggested 
) that the city be-placed under Arab sovereignty but with wide guaran- 

tees for local autonomy for the Jewish population. The Department 
is still inclined to believe that internationalization of this holy city = 

---would be the wisest course. — | a - 
a | — oe , G. C. Marsan 

* See the second footnote 1, p. 1337. a oo ote a 
. * President Truman, in a marginal notation, gave his approval on September 1. | 

For the reply, see telegram 72, September 1, to Tel Aviv, p. 1366.
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867N.01/8-1648 ee a cee _ | : 
| The Secretary of State to the Special representative of the United 

oo | States in Israel (McDonald) - | oo: 

_ RESTRICTED | os WasHineton, August 31, 1948. 7 

_. Dsar McDonatp: Thanks for your letter of August 16.1I am glad 
| to have your general impressions regarding the prospects of recogni- > 
a tion by Great Britain, France, Italyand Greece. a 

Regarding the present truce, the President and Ihave received and its 
_ discussed your telegram no. 70 of August 24.? Asa lengthy telegraphic © | 

| reply will be sent to you shortly, I will not comment on this subject in | 
this letter, other than to express the conviction that the truce isa neces- 
sity to any hope for a peaceful settlement and the present evident 

- aggressive tendencies of the Israeli Government to capitalize to the 
| - limit on military advantages, real and anticipated,.is bound to have _ | 

_ unfortunate results where a more conservative course can well lead to 

_ a settlement advantageous to that Government. | 
‘Faithfully yours, _ G. C. Marsan 

Not printed. | 
* Sent 10 a.m.,p.1337. | ot 

| 501.MA Palestine/9-148 Oo —_ / 7 - , 

Memorandum Prepared in the Department of State — 

| SECRET | cee [Wasuineton, August 31, 1948.] _ 

to Puan or Action on Aras Rerucez Propiem  ——” ne 

_ [Here follow sections on background and action taken.} =” 

Conclusions oe 
A more adequate plan for dealing with the problem, including action- 

_ tobe taken by the General Assembly of the United Nations, the Media- - 
tor, the General Council of the IRO and the United States Govern- — 

, ment, should be developed immediately. i 

Recommendations : - a oe oe ae 

. (1). That a goal of $25,000,000 in funds or relief in kind to be raised 

be established tentatively until further information indicates the neces- 

+ Drafted by | George L. Warren, Adviser on Refugees and Displaced Persons, . 
and John D. Tomlinson, Assistant Chief of the Division of United Nations | 
BHeonomic and Social Affairs, on August 31; transmitted to Mr. Lovett by Mr. | 
Rusk with his memorandum of September 1, which noted that the proposals were 
the product of discussion by a working group. Mr. Rusk’s memorandum. also 
transmitted two draft telegrams to London which were approved and transmitted, 7 
on September 3, as Nos. 3507 and 3508. These messages set forth the belief of the 

- Department that. the International. Refugee Organizaition should contribute 
$5,000,000 of its holdings of currencies of limited convertibility and that. the 
General Assembly stimulate additional world wide contributions of $20,000,000 : 
to relieve the Arab refugee problem (501.MA/9-348). |
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sity of adopting an amended figure; any contributions from the TRO: | - 
and further contributions from the Children’s Fund would be credited. 
to this amount; OS 7 es 

_-—- (2):-'That’steps be taken immediately to prepare action by the Gen-. 
. eral Assembly of the United Nations looking toward an appeal tothe > 

| governments and voluntary agencies to provide approximately- 
--—-- $25,000,000 in relief for the period to late spring1949; , 

(8) That the Dept recognize that the US should raise a substantial: | 
_ portion of any funds which may be required and that immediate steps. 

. be taken to raise these funds from private sources in view of the fact 
that an appropriation by the Congress for the purpose is unlikely to. 
be made during the period in which relief is required; - 

___ (4) That the Department through the Advisory Committee on. | 
Voluntary Foreign Aid take steps immediately to set up an organiza-_ | 

- tion to raise the American contribution from voluntary sources; _ 
_° (5) That the Department give further study immediately to plans. _ 
_. for more adequate administration of the relief to be raised including- : 

_ the possible attachment to the Mediator’s staff of a relief administrator- | 
like Bayard Dodge who has the confidence of the Arab community and. ee 
would be able to make the maximum possible use of indigenous Arab. | 

_ agencies in coordination with relief activities of Red ° Cross. | 
organizations. — re me | 
(6) That the Department take steps to study the long-range aspects. 

of the problem in terms of repatriation and resettlement. | . 

| 501.BB Palestine/9~148 : Telegram So Oo er . . | | 

| The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary. 
| - SO of State oe 

TOP SECRET a Lonpon, September 1, 1948—5 p.m. 
| 3927. Asked August 31 re timetable FonOff has in mind re course. 

_ suggested Embassy’s 3880 August 27, Burrows and Beeley spoke along: | 
following lines. .. Be ee OO 

2. As visualized in FonOff, stage one would be achievement of | 
agreement between US and UK re substance Mediator’s statement and 
tactics /best suited to making it effective. This will depend upon time 
required to iron out differences in US and UK thinking but it should. 

- beasshortas possible. | CC | oo 
8, Stage two would be US and UK presentation to Mediator of their. 

- agreed views which Mediator may wish to alter in accordance with — , 
his own ideas. British regard this as stage of cardinal importance _ - 

a since statement must appear to be entirely Mediator’s own and must. 
have behind it full weight of Mediator’s conviction. Time required. 

| for stage two might be one week. SO - | 
. 598-594—76-__54 | Oo ; ot
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4, Stage three would be US and UK agreement to support Media- a 

tor’s final draft of statement and ‘agreement on substance of USand > 

UK public statements to be issued at stage four. Department suggested - 
such statements in paragraph 6 Department’s 8208, August 18. Time 
required might be relatively short. Oo | | | 

3, Stage four would be active one involving (a) approaches by US 

and UK to both Arabs and Jews urging them to acquiesce to Media- 

| tor’s proposals; (0) publication of Mediator’s statement by SC; and | 

(c) issuance immediately afterwards of US and UK endorsements | 

worked out at stage three. FonOff considers it important that US-UK | 

approach to Arab and Jewish leaders should be made in advance of 

- public outcry which will inevitably follow publication of Mediator’s | 

, proposals. Danger that: this procedure might seem to prove US-UK , 

| collusion with Mediator would be reduced if he could be persuaded. 

to give copies of his report to principal parties before sending it to Sec | 

Gen. This delicate period, which would also include US and UK 

| lobbying with SC members for support for proposals in SC, might 

taketendays. — | | . | | | 

6. Stage five would be consideration of proposals by SC. If all goes | 

well this might take place about September 20. British believe SC ac- 

tion desirable before UNGA gets down to work. | 

oe 7. FonOff would appreciate receiving Department’s views re fore- | 

going ideas at early date. — ae a a 

| | (an | | Dovucias © | 

| 501.BB Palestine/ 9-148 : Telegram . . 

The Secretary of State to the Special Representative of the United | 

| | States in Israel (McDonald) a | 

, TOP SECRET US URGENT WASHINGTON, September 1, 1948—6 p. m. 

72. For McDonald. I have carefully considered your No. 70, 

Aug. 24,1 and have discussed it with the President. | a 

Re Section 1, urtel, it would appear that PGI may be making sev- 

~ - eral issues out of an integral problem, professing its desire for 

immediate peace negotiations but maintaining its disinclination to - 

carry out certain essential preliminary steps which you cite as “partial 

7 measures”, including maintenance of truce, demilitarization of Jeru- 

salem, and alleviation of Arab refugee problem. — | 

The maintenance of truce is indispensable to successful peace nego- 

| tiations. We do not, as member of UN, intend to see solution of 

Palestine problem by force of arms and accordingly if there isany 

. sincere desire for peace negotiations on either side, they must be car- 

ried out while strict truce is maintained, . 

; 1 Sent 10 a.m., p. 1837. | : |
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As for demilitarization of Jerusalem, this was in response to Secu- | 

rity Council resolution of July 15, which reflected worldwide concern a 
- for fate of this holy city and determination of international com- 

munity that sacred shrines of Jerusalem should not further be 
desecrated by conflict. — oe 

Arab refugee problem is one which, as you quote PGI as saying, oo 
did develop from recent war in Palestine but which also began before | 

- outbreak of Arab-Israeli hostilities. A significant portion of Arab _ | 
refugees fled from their homes owing to Jewish occupation of Haifa 
on April 21-22 and to Jewish armed attack against Jaffa April 25. 

~~ You will recall statements made by Jewish authorities in. Palestine 

--—s: promising safeguards for Arab minority in areas under Jewish con- | 
trol. Arab refugee problem is one involving life or death of some _ 

~~ 800,000 people. The leaders of Israel would make a grave miscalcula- | 
a tion if they thought callous treatment of this tragic issue could pass 
-- unnoticed by world opinion. Furthermore, hatred of Arabs for Israel | 

engendered by refugee problem would be a great obstacle to those 

ss: peace negotiations you say PGI immediately desires. = _ | oo 
In the light of the foregoing I do not concur in your conclusion that 

“Jewish emphasis on peace negotiations now is sounder than present | 
_ US and UN emphasis on truce and demilitarization and refugees”, 

| Nevertheless, this govt has for months past been seeking possible | 
bases for a settlement which, if not agreed to, might be acquiesced in, 
and has made several efforts to bring about negotiated settlement. _ 
Some efforts failed because of Arabs, some because of Jews. When you 

_ state that Jewish emphasis on peace negotiations now is sound, do | | 
you mean that PGI has any assurance that there is any Arab govt 

| with which it can negotiate? Please telegraph on this point. — mn 
-- - Provided Arab govts as a group can be induced to participate in 

-- peace conversations with Israel, which at the moment seems most im- | 
| probable, or provided that PGI can initiate private peace talks with 

- one Arab govt such as Transjordan, which seems more within limit of 
a possibility, we feel that PGI would be wise in not insisting on too a 

much. We had reluctantly derived impression from recent develop- a 
- ments that PGI desired to obtain all that was recommended in GA we 

Resolution of November 29, 1947 (and which they formally accepted 
_ by public proclamation in requests for recognition) plus such addi- 

tional territory as is now under military occupation by Israeli forces, 
-_ ineluding the rich area of western Galilee and a portion of Jerusalem. 

‘We are aware of the problem presented by Extremists and internal 

_ political complications presented thereby. However, we would ap- ) 
| _preciate some indication of the true intentions of PGI in respect to 

_. their territorial claims. a a a 
- . For your own info, the US feels that the new State of Israel should 

_. have boundaries which will make it more homogeneous and well in- __
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| tegrated than the hourglass frontiers drawn on the map of the Novem- | 
ber 29 Resolution. Perhaps some solution can be worked out as part of 

| any settlement with Transjordan which would materially simplify - 
--_- boundary problem. Specifically, it would appear tousthatIsraelmight = 

| expand into the rich area of Galilee, which it now holds in military — 
| occupation, in return for relinquishing a large portion of the Negev __ 

| to Transjordan. This would leave the new State with materially im- 
proved frontiers and considerably enriched in terms of natural re- 
sources by acquisition of Galilee in return for the desert. Negev. a 

| Since Jerusalem is such a bone of contention between Arabs and | 
| Jews and is focal center of Christian interest in Palestine, we believe __ 

| that it should form international enclave along lines recommended 
| by GA resolution of Nov. 29, 1947, or by Trusteeship Council in its 

meetings in April and May, 1948. Any other arrangement satisfactory 
to both Jews and Arabs would, however, be acceptable to us, provided | 

| guarantees were given for access to and safety of holy places. _ 7 
Please discuss foregoing suggestions with Ben Gurion and Shertok, — 

- making clear that although tentative and in the nature of “trying on 
for size” they are offered in an earnest desire of this govt to assist © 

- -  JTsrael to become a ‘permanent factor for economic development and 
maintenance of peace in Middle East. oo 

You should make clear to Shertok and Ben Gurion that we feel that | 
demands in excess of foregoing suggestions would prejudice the possi- _ 

bility of a permanent peace in Palestine. Oo : 
If authorities of PGI show any constructive response to these sug- 

gestions US is willing to present them to Mediator, in its roleasmem- __ 

ber of SC Truce Commission, as being proposals which commend _ 
themselves to very serious consideration, and will take similar line | 

_ -with UK which can be expected to exert considerable pressure on. 
_  Arabgovis. | , 

 Adverting to concluding paragraph of reference telegram you 

7 should make very clear to Israeli leaders that this govt in Security — 
| Council: will be zealous in advocating that Council apply measures, if _ 

necessary, under Chapter VII of Charter, to restrain resort to arms, 
| whether by Arabs or by Israel. Leaders of PGI should be quick to see 

that non-military sanctions voted by SC as, for example, a ban on any 
financial transactions with aggressor state or modification of arms 
embargo, would have immediate consequences in such a state as Israel. 

| In fact we are hopeful that wise counsels in Israel will perceive that : 
| new state cannot exist except by acceptance of international com- 

-. - munity and that PGI, of all new govts, should be most responsive to 
this fact. a : | | 

_. We believe that leaders of Israel stand at moment of greatest op- 

portunity for showing true statesmanship and thus to establish their _
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republic on impregnable moral basis which will lead to sound political — 
and economic development. US stands ready to give Israel its assist- 

ance to this end.? oe re 

OS oe | MarsHALL 

7A marginal notation indicates that telegram 72 was approved by President | 
| xeon on September 1. N 0. 72 ‘was repeated to London the same day in telegram - 

-—s«-BO1.BB Palestine/8-2748 : Telegram a re 
oe The Secretary of State to the Embassy inthe Umited Kingdom 

‘TOP SECRET US URGENT WASHINGTON, September 1, 1948—6 p. m. 

3468. Re para. 8 your 3878, Aug. 27, you are authorized to show 
| Bevin text of my 72 to McDonald at Tel Aviv, sent today. This is re- | 

peated in our next telegram.’ You perceive from this instruction to | 
McDonald that our views on possible territorial settlement in Pales- _ 

| _ tine are practically identical with those suggested in British working 
paper as reported your 3879, 3880 and 3881, Aug. 27. _ Se 

a On question of Security Council power to lay down a permanent : 
frontier for Israel and to regard failure to respect this line as breach _ 
of truce which would call for sanctions under Chapter VII (para. 6 _ 
and 14 (3) your 3380 [3880], para. 4 your 3381 [3881]), we desire fur- 
ther to study constitutional aspects of this question in light of position 
taken by this govt in Austin’s speech to SC Feb. 24. Our views will > 

| be communicated to you shortly. | | | 
As for tactics to be followed we agree with Bevin that it is improb- 

able that Jews and Arabs can be brought into face to face negotiations. | 

- However, PGI has repeatedly mentioned possibility of negotiations 
and for this reason that word was used advisedly in our reply to | 

- McDonald. We should be content with acquiescence of the parties to 
an equitable settlement. Oo 

As you have perceived from previous telegrams, Dept is not at all | 
_ anxious to have Palestine issue ventilated at Paris session of GA and 

our view in this respect is identical with that of UK. You may tell 
Bevin that as result of private suggestions which we made to Berna- 

| _dotte, UN Mediator now shares our view and hag stated that he will 
report to Lie in Paris that-he believes placing of Palestine question on 

- agenda at this GA session would be unwise. However, it is obvious. 
that both UK and US must be prepared for full-dress debate in event 

, some other delegation lodges Palestine problem before ParisGA. | 
- We should naturally welcome Bevin’s comments on our views as | 

_ expressed to McDonald. — | 

| | | | Oo MarsHALL > 

| +As No. 3469, see footnote 2, supra. The Department, on September 38, tele- | 
oe graphed to London the second paragraph of Secretary Marshall’s letter of August , 

31 to Mr. McDonald, p. 1364, because of its possible interest 'to Ambassador Doug- | , 
las and Mr. Bevin (No. 3505, 501.BB Palestine/9-348). | . _ |
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867N.01/9~248 : Telegram 7 | OO : ve ) : 

_ The Ambassador in the Soviet Union (Smith) to the Secretary 
es of State : | | | 

SECRET: ~ .  s Moscow, September 2, 1948—6 p. m. a 

a 1843. During long talk on Near Eastern situation Syrian Minister _ 
Zeineddine denied that he has received any instructions or made any 

| move toward seeking Soviet support. He stated he has not seen or 
) heard from Soviet Ambassador Solod and that he has had no infor- - _ 

| mation indicating latter is here in connection with any negotiations __ 
or possible deal between Syrian and Soviet Govts. Moreover, he claims _ 
to have no intimation of any weakening of Soviet. support of Israel 
or of Soviet receptivity to Arab appeals or proposals. — a | 

| While foregoing are factual statements emerging during conver- : 
sation on subjects mentioned Deptel 1014, August 25 (sent Damascus | 
329) and Damascus 566, August 27 to Dept, following digest of 

| opinions expressed by Minister may be of interest: Begin digest. 

Soviet Govt adopted pro-Israel line in May 1947 only after being 
| sure of US position on this same line and deciding this line best en- 

sured promotion’ chaos and weakening Anglo-American position 
throughout Near East. While Soviet Govt capable volte-face at 
moment’s notice, as intimated to him by Vyshinski? (Embtel 1016, | 
May 31), no such change is likely in the near future. Soviet interests 
in continuing chaos and “softening up” area better served by further 
support Israel, since growing Jewish strength and increasing menace 
Jewish expansionism, combined with Arab set-backs, arouses Arab | 
populations and futher discredits Arab Govts and ruling classes in > 
eyes their peoples. Only great improvement in Israel position, includ- 
ing general recognition, large scale immigration and arms supply and | 
actual expansion Israel borders, would impel Soviet Govt to aid Arabs, — 

| This might be done, covertly, to extent necessary ensure continuance 
conflict, while public pro-Israel policy maintained. | 

_ Arab Govts are in desperate situation. The popular and local press — 
indignation now directed at US and UK would be aimed mainly at | 
those govts if they were not protected by martial law. They are com- _ 
mitted to and constantly pushed further toward policy of force and 
entransigeance by popular opinion and are too weak to change direc- : 
tion later even if they wished. Most they could possibly accept in way 
compromise at this stage would be Bernadotte formula, coupled with 
curtailed. borders autonomous Jewish state too small permit further | 
significant immigration. _ | 

Since this unlikely, vital problem for Arab Govts is procurement 
arms. None could refuse a Soviet offer such arms and survive. If no | 
progress made in GA toward acceptable solution and US and UK - 

7 , *Tatter not printed ; it reported allegations that the visit of Minister Solod to | 
. Moscow was in connection with a Syrian offer to grant bases in Syria to the © 

| Soviet Union in return for arms to be used in defense of Palestine (861.20200/ . 
8-2748). | 

Andrey Yanuaryevich Vyshinsky, Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs of the 
Soviet Union. BF : |
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_—- gontinue arms export ban Arab Govts may in fact feel obliged to ap- 
proach Soviet Govt for help, if only to force British 'and Americans | 

| to come to their senses. Arab leaders realize risks involved such course | 
: but Arab proverb justifies deal with devil when no other course open. | 

) Jt is inconceivable that Arab-Jewish conflict might eventually be 
‘settled by act of realistic statesmanship like Venizelos—Ataturk 1930 
agreement * ending ages-old Greco-Turk strife. Situation is not paral- | 
lel because Israel is frankly expansionistic (as witness even Ben | 
-Gurion’s recent interview with Z7ime correspondent) and because no. — 
Arab leader exists with strength and stature comparable Ataturk. 

| End digest. ee oe - - ee | 

a _. Source must be protected. | ~ . a 

| Sent Dept 1843; Dept please pass Damascus 2, Beirut 4, London _ 
194, Cairo 2, Jerusalem 14, Baghdad 5, Jidda unnumbered. | 

| ne ee Lota SMITH 

- 8 reaty of Friendship, Neutrality, Conciliation, and. Arbitration between : 
Greece and Turkey, signed at Ankara, October 30, 1980; for text, see League 
of Nations Treaty Series, vol. cxxv, p, 11. a | | 

| aa Editorial Note as | 

The Secretary of State, in a note of September 3to Eliahu Epstein,  =—— 
| replied to the latter’s note of August 26 requesting that the United — 

: _. States military authorities in the American zones in Germany and | 
a Austria be instructed to remove restrictions on the emigration of men 
7 of military age from these zones to Israel. The note of September 3 

informed Mr. Epstein that “further instructions have now been issued | 
by the United States Government to the zonal military authorities. 

a The instructions provide for the continued prohibition of the exit of 
emigrants for Israel identified as fighting personnel, and authorize 
the departure of those men of military age for whom accredited repre- | 

— sentatives of the Provisional Government of Israel submit to the zonal - 
military authorities advance clearance for emigration obtained from | 

: the Mediator by such representatives.” For the full texts of the ex- _ 
change of notes, see Department of State Bulletin, September 19, 

1948, page 386. — - 

—501.BB Palestine/9-348 | : _ 

Memorandum by Mr. Robert M. McClintock to the Director of the 
re Office of United Nations Affairs (Rusk) 7 | 

TOP SECRET | - - [Wasurneron,| September 8, 1948. _ 

- Subject: Formulation of Joint UK-US Position on Palestine 
Settlement. — | | | a 7 

| - Tattach Mr. Douglas’ telegrams 3879, 3880, and 3881 of August 27, 
| reproducing a proposed British working paper which might form |
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the framework for Count Bernadotte’s recommendations for a peace- ~ 
ful adjustment of the Palestine problem, together with London’s — 
subsequent telegram 3927, September 1, setting forth a suggested 
timetable whereby Bernadotte’s suggestions could be formulated and — 
then approved by the Security Council. I likewise attach the Depart- 
ment’s No. 72 to Tel Aviv, September 1, which sketches.our views‘on | 

a possible territorial settlement in Palestine, as approved by President | 
| - Truman on September 1. The last enclosure is our telegram to Ambas- 

| sador Douglas sent the same day, No. 3468, which indicates that our 
territorial views are almost identical with those of Foreign Secretary | 

| Bevin, but that we have pending for further study his suggestion that | 
the Security Council in effect will lay down a permanent frontier for - 

| Israel and regard failure to respect this line as a breach of the truce 
| which would call for sanctions under Chapter VII. | | 

| The issues before this afternoon’s meeting would seem to be not the 
question of what the best frontiers for Israel would be, since the UK, 

, US, and Count Bernadotte are all in general agreement. Rather, what _ 
must be presently determined are the following points: 

a. Should the Security Council affirm Bernadotte’s suggestions by 
: possible Chapter VIT action ? | - 

6. Should the Security Council seek to affirm Bernadotte’s sugges- | 
tions in light of the probability that, given UK—-US agreement on a , 
line of policy, the USSR may veto any recommendation we seek to , 
have the Council support? , | - 

e. Should the General Assembly endeavor to make recommenda- | 
. _ tions in support of Count Bernadotte’s suggestions? | | _ 

d. What timetable of action should be adopted by the US, UK, and 
the Mediator? | | o 

For what they are worth, my own views are that quite aside from 
. the Charter grounds for possible Security Council action to enforce a 

political settlement in Palestine it would be inexpedient to bring the | 
issue before the Council, because of almost certain Soviet opposition | 
to any just settlement. It would similarly be inexpedient to ventilate | 

_ the issue further in the Assembly unless there were prior acquiescence 
_ by both Arabs and Jews and one or both required the extra stimulus oe 

of an Assembly recommendation in order to convert their public : 

| opinion to accept a given settlement. I would suggest that the United 

| _ Nations role at this delicate juncture should be confined to the activi- | 
ties of the Mediator and that the final pressures to be applied in order 
to achieve acquiescence to the Mediator’s recommendations should be 
largely through diplomatic channels. Naturally, the Seeurity Council | 

_ would continue to discharge its'responsibility for the maintenance of 
| _ the truce in Palestine. — a | ae 

| : [Rozert M.] M[cCri rock]
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501.BB Palestine/9-848 : Telegram . oe, oe 

—- The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 

ne oe Bo of State . Oo 

TOP SECRET | | Lonpon, September 3, 1948—4 p.m. 

---—- 8962. Bevin being absent substance Department’s 3468, 8469 Sep- 

tember 11 was conveyed September 2 to Sir Orme Sargent, Wright | 

and Burrows. I have no doubt that Bevin’s personal reaction will be | 

as favorable as that of officials named to the general tenor of these 

- messages. Because British Cabinet has given FonOff full authority = 

to approach Mediator in conjunction with us (my 3879, August 27) — 

| and because Department’s forthright approach to PGI has consider- | 
ably advanced the matter, FonOf officials lost no time in formulating | 

definitive British views which follow: | a | 
| 2. FonOff considers Department’s action in putting to PGI through | 

special representative McDonald substance of US-UK thinking has. 
added major new element to situation. Officials were pleased by the a 

- character and content of line taken by Department with Israel. At _ 

the same time they point out that there is extreme danger of leaks. _ 
occurring in Tel Aviv. They fear that if through leaks a Jewish- 

_ American label should become attached to US-UK thinking this. 
| - would stiffen Arab resistance to proposals when US and UK voice 

‘support for Mediator and ask Arab States to acquiesce in them. Of- _ : 

- ficials feel it important that from moment proposals become known | 

they should carry as label “Mediator—made in Sweden.” = 
Since FonOff has cabinet authority to approach Mediator with pro- 

| posals, officials suggest that time table in my 3927 September 1 should. 
be speeded up and US-UK proposals placed in hands of Mediator by 

-- US and UK at earliest possible moment. As put by one official “now 
cat is half out of bag, quicker bag is handed to Mediator the better.” 

8. Officials believe desirability early action with Mediator seems to 
be supported by recent press reports from Rhodes to effect that Media- 
tor may summon Jews and Arabs there in relatively near future and 

_ that he may report to SC on or about September 20. : : | | 
_ 4. While officials see that there would be some advantage in know- 
ing in advance Israeli reactions to US representations, they see no 

| objection and much to be gained by US and UK taking parallel action 
with Mediator in very near future without reference to PGI response. | 

: _ 5. Re US approach to PGI, officials inquired whether it meant that _ : 
7 Department is coming around to view that circumstances aresuchthat = 

| USG will be largely responsible for dealing with PGI and British. 
oe Government for dealing with Arabs. Embassy replied that it doubted | 

-* Regarding the latter, see footnote 2, p. 1369. | oe a |
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that Department had given up principle of similar approaches by US 
| and UK to both Arabs and Jews (paragraph 5 Department’s 3187, 

- August 12). Incidentally FonOff recently queried Arab capitals as to 
effectiveness US—-UK approach as compared to approach by UK alone. — 

| Replies received today show thiat British Chiefs of Missions almost. 
| unanimously express preference for joint approach. Is Embassy’s © 

replycorrect? | 
6. FonOff study Department’s messages has given rise to certain © 

queries. FonOff asked whether Department’s 3469 in light of Depart- : 
ment’s 3468 constitutes Department’s reply to my 3880 and 3881 _ 
August 27. In particular officials asked whether they might assume 
that paragraph 1 Department’s 3468 means that US concurs with ideas 
re Israeli frontiers as set forth in my reference messages. On basis 

| paragraph 4 and 10 of Department’s 3469 re Jerusalem they asked 
‘whether they could assume that US does not favor Jewish corridor to | 

Jerusalem. Officials noted that Department did not refer to free port - 
at Haifa and expressed hope that US still regards this as important / 
point. Officials also hoped that Department’s strong line with PGI re 
Arab refugees (paragraph 5 Department’s 3469) would prove effec- 

| tive and that US agrees that Mediator’s proposals should refer spe- 
cifically to Arab refugees (my 3880, paragraph 15). 

7. Officials were pleased to learn that Department would be content 
with acquiescence of parties to an equitable settlement since all evidence 

_ available to them (see my 3954 September 37) is unfortunately, to 
effect that face to face negotiations are presently out of question and 

: that Abdullah of Transjordan is not strong enough to ride out storm . 

which would arise in Arab states were he to embark on bilateral | 
- negotiations with PGI. _ a | . 

8. Officials understand fully Department’s desire to study consti- 

| tutional aspects (paragraph 2 Department’s 3468) of SC power to _ 

lay down a permanent frontier for Israel. They remarked that they 

| would welcome Department’s views in this regard and said they were . 
_ not unshakably wedded to their conclusions if Department had some 

better ideas. They are inclined to consider this problem “secondary” 
although they reiterated belief that prolonged debate on Palestine | 

issue at UNGA would be unfortunate. Officials were glad to know that 

Department has succeeded in convincing Mediator that it- would be 
unwise for him to report in firstinstancetoGA. = 

| 9, Wright expressed personal view that despite serious risks of leak — 

(paragraph 2 above) Department’s action in giving such a categorical 

| warning to PGI was well-timed since uneasy character truce continues | 

to be matter meriting deep concern. He said that FonOff is continuing : 
to urge utmost restraint upon Arabs and mentioned in this connection _ | 

| *Not printed. , |
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paragraph 8 of British policy guidance Embassy’s 3909 August 30.° : | 
He added that additional warning in same sense will be despatched | 

. to all Middle East Missions very shortly. re Cc 
10. Both Sargent and Wright expressed strong hope that US will — 

agree to joint approach to Mediator (paragraph 2 above) along lines’ 
of stage two (paragraph 3 Embassy’s 3927 September 1) since they - 
understand from Department’s telegrams under reference that stage 
one is now virtually concluded. a Ss 

| | on a . - Dovueias 

-8Not printed; this paragraph directed British diplomatic representatives in 
the Near East to emphasize to Arab leaders the importance of not breaking the 

| truce: The paragraph also stressed that resumption of fighting would be wel- 
: comed by and profitable to the Jews, especially if responsibility could be pinned 

on the Arabs (501.BB Palestine/8-3048). | | a | 7 

-  -§01.BB Palestine/9-648 : Telegram oo | ; = _ oe / | 

| | The Consul General at Jerusalem (Macdonald) tothe . 

- Secretary of State , , ee 

ae Oo | JERUSALEM, September 6, 1948. 

| 1256. Situation Jerusalem shown marked improvement since Thurs- __ 
- day noon when agreement reached under auspices chief UN observer 
here between Arab Legion, Egyptian and Jewish commanders to cease 
all fire. Although occasional rifle fire still heard, mortar and automatic = 
fire has practically ceased. Number complaints by both sides of truce = 

violations greatly decreased. a 7 Se | 
On 4th opposing forces evacuated Red Cross zone including Gov- 

: ernment House, Jewish training farm and Arab agricultural college. 
Demilitarized area successfully established including Red Cross zone 

- and surrounding territory. All fortifications in process removal. So 
- Sent Department as 1256, repeated Beirut as 76, Baghdad as 14, | 
Cairo as 118, Damascus as 33, Jidda and Tel Aviv by pouch. 

a a oo -  _Macponarp | 

--BOLBB Palestine/9-1248 / OO 

Memorandum of Conversation Prepared in the Office of the Special 
“Representative of the United States in [srael* - 

TOP SECRET OS [Tex Avry,] September 7, 1948. 
| (Note: Mr. McDonald with the assistance of Messrs. Knox and oy 

Cummings? had a very carefully phrased statement, incorporating 

+ ‘Transmitted in despatch 58, ‘September 12. The conversation took place at 3:30 
| p. m., September 6, at the Israeli Foreign ‘Office, with Messrs. McDonald, Shertok, — 

-and Knox participating. we, . . 

* Herbert J. Cummings, a career official in the Department of Commerce, | 
detailed for temporary assignment to the Mission at Tel Aviv. oo —_
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- in paraphrase all of the important points contained in the Depart- 
ment’s TS No. 72 of September 2 [Z],-5 [6] p. m.,so that Mr. McDon- | 
ald could read the statement to the Foreign Minister thus eliminating _ - 

a any possibility of misunderstanding or misinterpretation thru verbal — 
lapse. A copy of this prepared statement is attached as Appendix A 

| to this memorandum. ) Ces hes a a 
a - After an exchange of amenities Mr. McDonald explained that he 

| had something of primary importance to communicate from his gov- 
/ ernment and that he preferred to read it, and that he would add noth- | 

| ‘ing to it verbally, suggesting that the Foreign Minister might care _ 
-tomakenotesashe proceeded. 7 

Mr. McDonald read, slowly and clearly the contents of the prepared 
statement. Mr. Shertok took extensive notes. 7 ce | 
‘When the reading was finished, Mr. Shertok commented as follows; _ 

first, he said he greatly appreciated that the U.S. was taking an active 
interest in the problem of a peace settlement; second, he thanked a 

| Mr. McDonald for the expressions of willingness on the part of the | 
U.S. to assist Israel in establishing peace and in building the state _ 
into a constructive force for good in the Middle East; third, hestated 

_ that as regards Jerusalem he was pleased to note that the suggestion | 
allowed for some flexibility; fourth, he stated that of course he was 
not prepared to comment at this time on the suggestion regarding an 

| exchange of territory; fifth, as to the specific interrogation as to 7 
| whether the PGI would give any assurance that any of the Arab 

oe States were willing to negotiate peace he went into a lengthy explana- 

tion, the substance of which is as follows: i a | 
That about two months ago the PGI had sent some officials to Paris _ 

in the hope of contacting some Arab representatives there. The efforts 
were not successful although the PGI agents did have discussions with 
the Ministers in Paris of Syria and Lebanon, and with the Trans- 
jordan Minister to Great Britain who made a special trip to Paris to © , 
see them;:these conversations were in the most general terms and 
although very friendly did not progress to the “brass tacks” level, 
Also contacted were several prominent (though not official) Egyp- © | 

_ tians whose attitude was not unfriendly but who could not contribute 
anything concrete. As regards the Transjordan Minister in London | 

- it was anticipated by the PGI that he would come back to Paris for 
_ further discussions but he never returned, possibly owing to British’ | 

| interference. OR ae oe 
a - One month ago, upon the conclusion of the Fast of Ramadan, the 

Belgian Consul General in Jerusalem sent the customary letter of 
congratulations to King Abdullah, concluding with a final sentence 

| which hoped for peace. The Belgian Consul General informed Mr. 

Shertok that, to his surprise, the King seized upon the last sentence 
| of the letter, asked the Belgian Consul General to visit him personally,
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and told him verbally that he was most anxious for peace with the _ 

Jews, making in that connection several complimentary remarks about 

Mr. Shertok and asking the Consul General to suggest to Shertok 

that the Jews and Arabs meet in Cyprus to talk matters over. Shertok 
gent word back to the King, through the Consul General, that the PGI : 

---was equally anxious for peace but suggested that Paris would bea = 
- better place to meet than Cyprus. The King is reported tohaveagreed 

| ‘to Paris as the rendezvous and stated that his representative would — oe 

-.appear there in due course to meet with the PGI representatives. 

_ Shertok says that nothing has happened in the meantime although | 

| the PGI is waiting; Shertok felt that the British had probably gotten 
wind of the King’s move and advised him not to carry it thru. 

: Shertok then launched into anextremely brilliant historical sum- | 

‘mary of British policy in Palestine and stated that, although it was | 
| pure conjecture on his. part, he was now convinced that the British 

were deluding themselves and the Arabs into believing that the truce 
_ if carried long enough would so soften up Israel that she would be _ 

forced to her knees before peace plans would be allowed to materialize. / | 

‘He stated that last week the British Consul in Jerusalem, Mr. Sher- 
| ringham, stated informally to an Israeli official that the truce would 

| be dragged out deliberately until Israel was on its knees and begging | 

the Arabs for mercy. Mr. Shertok said he believes this attitude is the __ 
latest phase of immutable British policy to weaken Israel and that in — 

| reply thereto he could only say that the Jews were a determined and 
| resistant people with a remarkable adaptability and that, if necessary, | 

| time would tell who would hold out the longest under conditions of | 

truce — ns 
-. ‘Mr. McDonald said that he had instructions to discuss our govern- 

- ment’s suggestions with the Prime Minister also and that he hoped 
for an early reply from the PGI. Shertok agreed to this procedure = 
stating that the issues involved were very important and would have 
to be discussed in strict confidence with the government. _ | | 

a | SO Appendix A | a os 

The Special Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonald) — 
ae to the Israeli Foreign Mumister (Shertok) a | 

= Memorandum: (Note: This memo was read verbally by Mr. James G. | 

---, MeDonald to the Foreign Minister on Sept.6,1948) © | 

| My Government has asked me to express: 1. its hope that Israel — 
will become a great force for constructive rebuilding within Israel’s Se 
own territory and will be able to exercise a beneficient influence upon 
this whole area; and, 2, its desire to aid in every proper way in this 

-- ereativedevelopment. OC |
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Oo I am also requested to reemphasize in the clearest possible terms _ 

a the statements which I made to Your Excellency and separately to 
~ Mr. Ben Gurion during our first talks more than a fortnight ago. The 

United States is determined to use all of its influence to prevent a 

violation of the truce and—should unhappily such a violation occur— 
will support in the Security Council immediate action, if necessary 
under Article 7, against the aggressor. My Government feels strongly | 
that such violation must not be tolerated because the maintenance of | 

: the truce is an essential prerequisite to peace negotiations. — , 
| My Government would be grateful if the PGI would let it know — 

through me if the Israeli authorities have any assurance that any one | 
Arab state or group of such states is prepared to initiate peace 
negotiations. ws ae 

In order to determine whether there is a basis for facilitating peace 
- negotiations, my Government in the stictest confidence desires to — 

learn the reaction of the PGI to the following suggestions—sugges- 
tions which, although tentative and in the nature of “trying on for 

| size”, are put forward by my Government in its earnest desire to aid 
Israel in becoming a permanent force for the maintenance of peace _ | 
and economic development in the Middle Eastern area: oO | 

| _ Thesuggestionsareadvancedthat: = - | 

1. perhaps a solution can be worked out as a feature of any final 
understanding with Transjordan which would exchange a large © 
portion of the desert land of the Negev for that portion of fertile 
Western Galilee which Israel now occupies militarily. 

2. while my Government believes that Jerusalem should be an inter- 
national enclave along lines recommended by the GA resolution of | 
November 29 or the TC resolutions of April and May, the U.S. would 
consider acceptable any other arrangement satisfactory to both Israel 
and Arab States, provided the safety of, and access to, the Holy Places 

| isguaranteed. = = = | | : 
3. The PGI consider some constructive measures for the alleviation | 

of Arab refugee distress, which is a factor influencing world opinion. 

| It should be clear that my Government feels that demands which 
exceed the suggestions 1 and 2 would be prejudicial to the possibility — 
of effecting a permanent peace in Palestine. 

If the PGI is prepared at this time to make known to my Govern- | 
ment constructive views in response to the above suggestions, the U.S. | , 

| is willing to commend above program to Mediator and to British 
Government which, itis contemplated, can exert considerable influence 

- onneighboring governments. : | - —
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Memorandum of the Press and Radio News Conference of the Secre- 

tary of State, Wednesday, September 8, 1948, at Washington 

ee - [Extract] | | 

Israel - | a Se 

Asked if any consideration was being given to de jure recognition of . | 
Israel, the Secretary said it was being considered very carefully and — | 
was a matter of timing. Asked if the timing was up to the State 

| Department or the White House or both, Secretary Marshall said 
it was up to both, but particularly the White House, since the decision . 

: naturally was the President’s. He said that the recommendation was 
with him. Asked if this meant that he had decided to recognize Israel 
but had not decided when to do it, Secretary Marshall said that it was 
the hope of the United States that we could find it proper to recognize 

the government of Israel in a de jure manner. He continued that final 
decision would have to be taken in the matter of timing because it has 
something to do with the elections. Asked if he were referring to the 
Israeli elections, the Secretary said that he believed that they have | 

- elections on October first. A correspondent said that from what had | 

been said it would appear that the Secretary had said that he had = 
decided to recognize Israel after the elections. Secretary Marshall | 
replied that it was hoped that we could. He was then asked if the | 
implication was that it was now premature to extend de jure recogni- | oe 

tion. The Secretary declared that he would make no more comments. 

; | , M. J. McDermorr . | 

--* 867N.01/9-848 =” a | | | cs 
Memorandum by the Secretary of State to President Truman 

SECRET Co _ Wasuineron, September 8, 1948. | 

- Reference is made to my secret memorandum of August 30, 1948, 
relating to the de jure recognition of the Governments of Israel and . 

- Transjordan, | : no . : 
_ For your background guidance, I am attaching press clippings 
relating to my press conference on September 8? at which I was ques- 

-' ? Attached to the ribbon copy are typescript copies of two unidentified news . 
_ dispatches (‘Truman Papers, President’s Secretary’s File). =
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- tioned concerning the extension of de jure recognition to Israel by the | 

| United States. I became committed to a reply of the nature made by 
me because of my ill-advised use of the expression that the de jure 

oe recognition was “a matter of timing”. — | 7 - | 

| If you are also questioned on this subject, it is suggested that the 

| press correspondents be informed that the question of de jure recog- 
_ nition of Israel will not be finally decided until a recommendation is 

received from the State Department. It might also be stated thata 
recommendation is not expected from the State Department until 
elections have been held in Israel, now scheduled to take place about 

October 1. ne a : 

oe ee | G. C. Marswann 

7 | Editorial Note ae a 

_. President Truman was asked at his press conference of September 9 

| whether recognition of the Government of Israel would have to wait = 

until after the election in that country..He replied that “I have that. 
matter under consideration now. I cannot give you a definite answer 

| on it now.” (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States: 

Harry 8. Truman, 1948, page 482.) | | | 

867N.01/9-848 re ae | 7 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of Statet 

- CONFIDENTIAL [Wasuineron,] September 8, 1948. _ | 

, Participants: Secretary of State George C. Marshall —— oe 

| General Julius Klein and sixteen other representatives _ 

a of the Jewish War Veterans Oo : 

This afternoon, shortly after 3:00 P.M., I received a delegation of | 
seventeen representatives of the Jewish War Veterans of the United _ 

_ States, headed by Mr. Julius Klein, their national commander. 

‘Klein informed me that the group had met with the President 
| earlier in the day. He then made a statement to. me of the views of = 

the Jewish War Veterans regarding Palestine which was generally | 
more moderate in tone than other statements I have received from a 

_--- similar groups. (At the close of the interview Mr. Klein presented me _ 
| | with a copy of the formal statement of thé views of his organization on | 

In my remarks I-replied generally to Klein’s statement and said that = 
-_» Tapproved the emphasis which had been given to the national interest 

in Klein’s statement. OO | | - 

— 1 Drafted by Garland C. Routt of the Division of Public Liaison. a 
| 2? Not attached to file copy. | | |
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«emphasized that as Secretary of State it wasmy duty toapproach 
| the problem of Palestine on a realistic basis, as free as possible from | 

the emotionalism which surrounds the issue. My duty, I pointed out, | 
-_-was to seek calmly a wise long-range solution which would adequately — 

_ ‘serve the interests of the United States. 
--I mentioned that, to some extent at least, the emotionalism of the a 
issue had caught up the Arab peoples to such an extent that Arab 

_ leaders are not able to make concessions which otherwise they might _ 
-be willing to make. I remarked, off-the-record, that in the very polite _ 
talks with diplomatic representatives of Arab nations there had been 

_ recurring reference to the use of Arab military force and that this 
_ tactic had been both unwise and ineffective. Likewise there was the — 

suggestion of political reprisals by Jewish groups in the United States. — 
I also indicated that the expansionist tendencies of the U.S.S.R. in 

this area further complicated the already complex situation. — 7 
_ [discussed the terrible condition of the Arab refugees and empha- _ | 

| sized that, regardless of wheré the fault lay for their plight, immedi- - 
ate assistance was required for the people involved and thatthe United => 
States Government was helping to provide needed assistance. This 
‘problem I described as a:sore in the’midst of an area which we'are 

oe trying to heal: os a ca TR ee re Pa Sag eh : 
| Klein said that the President ‘had indicated that the activities of 

extreme Zionist groups had greatly complicated the problem of deal-_ 
ing with the Palestine issue, and asked if I wished to comment:on this. _ 
I indicated that I had no comment to make. Or Bg | 
I stated that the present situation in Palestine gave more promise. | 

of.a satisfactory solution than at any time since the problem had 
_ arisen, and that the prospect[s] for such a solution were good. I | 

warned that an effective solution would probably please neither the 
Arab nor Israel governments. __ a oe : 

 601.BB Palestine/9-148: Telegram = : ee 

_ The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom — 

TOP SECRET US URGENT — WasuiNneTon, September 8, 1948—noon. 

 _-. 8544.. Re Deptel 3468, Sep 1 and urtel 3927 Sep 1 we are [of] 
opinion. that, quite aside from such doubts as might exist.on con- —s_—- 

_. stitutional interpretation UN Charter as to SC powers to use Chapter 
__-VIT enforcement action to establish a permanent frontier in Palestine, 

| it would be highly unwise from political point of view for SC to enter- | 
tain resolution to that effect. For your strictly private info SC en-— : 
forcement ‘action to establish final frontiers in Palestine might not | 

_ find popular support in US at a given moment and would certainly 
meet with disapproval of JCS on strictly military grounds if enforce- 

. 598-594-7655 a are
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ss ment were contemplated which would involve use of troops. Further- 
more (and this seems conclusive: to us) it would. be inexpedient to | 

ss: bring issue before Council because of almost certain Soviet-opposition 
-_. to any settlement on which UK and US were inagreement. a 

— In consequence foregoing considerations we do not find ourselves 

able agree with suggestion para 6 your 3880 Aug 27.SC would how- > 

ever of course continue its responsibilities for maintenance-truce Im 
Palestine. = a co ee So 
‘Likewise, on political grounds, we feel it would be-inexpedient.to = 

reanimate Palestine issue in SC or GA unless there were prior 

. - acquiescence by both Arabs and Jews. to a suggested settlement and | 
one-side or both required extra stimulus of SC or GA recommenda- 

tion in order to convert public opinion to accept a given settlement.In 

| such case we would have no objection appropriate UN action. > - 

| Re timetable suggested Embtel 3927 Sep-1 we agree with FO view 

| in second para. Embtel 3962.Sep 3 that. timetable should. be speeded — 
7 up-and. US-UK proposals-placed in hands. Mediator by US and UK | 

earliest possible moment. We consider, however, that. we should await 

PGI reaction, which. should be forthcoming shortly. We agreeon 
immediate joint approach. Bernadotte thereafter with view public 

_ announcement. by him of reasonable solution. This solution. would 

| include Mediator’s territorial recommendations for frontier between 
_ -Israel and Transjordan. We continue: believe preferable. for both:of _ 

us to. exert extreme diplomatie pressure on both sides. Both Govts _ 
oe would inform PGI and Arab states their belief that-recommendation 7 

Mediator was equitable and. to advantage all concerned’ to accept. If 
this procedure is attended with success GA, toward end session, might = 

| be able pass quickly brief resolution recommending Mediator’s sug: 
- gestion to‘ favorable consideration of parties, thus saving face Arab- | 

and Jewish leaders. _ BE 

| , Re para 5, Embtel 3962 Sep 3, Embs reply was correct. Dept has not. _ 

| given up principle similar approaches by US and UK to both Arabs. 

Oo andJews. = — SN 

Re para 6 Embtel 3962 Sep 3. Deptels 8468 and 3469 Sep 1? may be | 

| considered replies in principle to Embtels 3880 and 3881 Aug.27.Fur~ 

| ther replies re specific points and details will follow. Dept concurs in 

| general with Brit ideas re Israeli frontiers. US does not favor Jewish. | 
corridor to Jerusalem on assumption some acceptable plan for Jerusa- 
‘Jem itself can be worked out. Dept still considers Haifa as important. 

| point, US agrees that Mediator’s proposal should refer specifically , 
, toArabrefugess, 

_ Pls insure foregoing is treated with utmost discretion, = 

oe * Regarding ‘the latter, see footnote 2, Pp. 1369. oe LE
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501.BB. Palestine/9-848 ; Telegram Se 

The Consul General at Jerusalem (Macdonald) to the — 
ee Secretary of State - Se | 

‘RESTRICTED s,s SERUSALEM, September 8, 1948—3 p. m. | 
- ---: 1261. In speech over Transjordan controlled Ramallah radio on. 

a 5th Azmi Nashashibi, director station and brigadier in Arab Legion, 
oe indicated Arabs might consider direct talks with Jews under follow- 

ing “conditions” : Jews return to areas held before November 29,0 °° °2-| 
| return of all Arab refugees, payment by Jews for damages. Jews not. 7 

attempt to dictate to Arabs. Although conditions mentioned obviously | 
| inacceptable, speech significant as further indication possible Arab, 

| willingness negotiate directly with Jews. | oo, | 

_ 501.BB Palestine/9-948: Telegram | oo - 7 
| The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the | 

oe | oe Seeretary of State . | 

a TOP SECRET . Lonpon, September 9, 1948—noon. a 
| 4033. For the Secretary. I plan to take up subject of Department’s _ - 

3470, September 1 + with Bevin personally at an early opportunity.and 
_ to elicit. considered. British views, but, I believe théy are likely to be 
along lines of following reactions at Wright—Burrows level: 

1, Announcement by PGI that its elections have been postponed _ 
_ from October 1 to November 15 in view Foreign Office officials may 

obviate dangers which they believe would be inherent in simultaneous | 
_ de jure recognition by US of PGI and Transjordan during or before 

crucial period of discussion following announcement of Mediator’s — 
proposals. Officials in principle welcome US intention to recognize 
Transjordan, see logic of US extending de jure recognition to Israel 

_  (Embassy’s 3878, August 27, Paragraph 5) and agree that there are 
_ advantages in simultaneous recognition both countries. In their view, 

_. however, timing of recognition in relation to action which US and __ 
| UK have been discussing (Embassy’s 3962 September 3) is vitally — | 

- Important. | 2 a 7 | 2. Foreign Office officials fear US recognition of Transjordan before ~ | 
So acquiescence of Arab States to Mediator’s proposals is achieved would 

greatly weaken already shaky position of Transjordan in eyes of its | 
_. Arab neighbors who would be quick to allege that US recognition of 

_. Transjordan is clear evidence of US-Transjordan “deal” by which 
_ former paid Transjordan with recognition for “selling out” Arab 

cause in Palestine. Foreign Office officials have no doubt that Arab - _ 
press and public will in any case roundly denounce any proposals put 

_ forward by Mediator even though: they believe that “acquiescence” _ | 
of Arab States to proposals can be secured eventually. However, vigor a 
of these denunciations would be greatly increased if local scapegoat | 

- -—- * See footnote 1 to memorandum of August 30, p. 1360, | : 7 So |
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wearing horns of perfidy were available. UN has advantage of being : 
an intangible villain but “Rabbi” Abdullah, upon whom we will have 
to rely so heavily at a later stage, is already on the spot and would 
be in even worse one if he were to appear prior to UN action as party | 
to “deal”, IS OS 

, _ 3. Officials believe ‘it is essential that if Transjordan is to be useful 
- in achieving a lasting settlement Abdullah must seem just as outraged 

as other Arab leaders with.whom it is expedient that the [he?] display / 
every evidence of solidarity. = Oo a _ 

__ 4, In essence view of Foreign Office officials is that timing of US 
| de jure recognition of both Transjordan and PGI should be decided | 

on basis of progress actually made with regard to Mediator’s proposals. 
5. Goldmann confirmed November 15 election date today. = 

SE ee Bs Dovucuas — 

 301.BB Palestine/9-948: Telegram | — 

The Special Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonald) 

| ss to the Secretary of State = — - 

- TOP SECRET Us URGENT ‘Tex Aviv, September 9,1948—4 p.m. © 

NIACT | re 

. _ 98. This message sent through Haifa; Department reply directly 
| Tel Aviv. Ss , | om 

~ Qn September 8 I had one hour and half meeting with Ben-Gurion 

| and Shertok (reDeptel 72, September 1 and 80, September 8*) Knox 

and Epstein present. a 
- Prime Minister began by stating that most important feature of | 

US suggestions was evidence positive interest in offering assist. facil- 7 

: itate peace settlement; however, he stated he was confused by our 

| ‘procedure of agreeing to “commend” a program to UN Mediator and 

| was doubtful that such step would result fruitful negotiations; he said 

he would preferably welcome US good offices to “mediate” directly 

with Arabs, or to facilitate Israel direct negotiations with Arabs... | 

'- Prime Minister, obviously showing signs near exhaustion, then com- 

‘mented on truce in serious and:emphatic tone as follows: _ 7 7 

J. Indefinite truce is an indirect sanction of Arabs keep their invad- | 

ing armies in Palestine indefinitely. oo re 
OS ~~ 9. UN has taken no action punish serious Arab truce violations such 

‘as destruction Latrun pumping station which, except for foresight 

Jews. in constructing independent pipe lines would have condemned | 

110,000 Jews in Jerusalem.to death by thirst. ee es 

-. . 8" While UN observers “swarm” over Israel PGI has no evidence 

- that Arab armies are being restrained in Arab states. On contrary 

| PGI intelligence. indicates Arab armies are massing and arms ammu- 

_ nition‘are being obtained; Prime Minister also stated parenthetically 

| that he understands large ship with arms for Arabs now on way from * 

Italy to Beirut. | a Coe hake ce | 

Sale 1TLatter not printed. BO re
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_ 4, Indefinite truce means foreign supervision Israel for indefinite 
period and this deeply resented by Israel; as now interpreted truce 
means supervision on immigration, not only by UN but now also by 
USA action restraining emigrants in Germany which actions Prime 
Minister stated were tantamount imposition new White Paper; such 
restrictions immigration is “intolerable” and that, if necessary Jews 

| will fight for right of Jews return Israel which is fundamental reason | 
_ for and principle on which state was founded. en 

7 5. Prime Minister concluded comment on truce by saying indefinite | 
truce is not the way to peace. : me ST a ber PD 

_. As regards’ specific suggestions Prime Minister’s reactions were aS 

— follows: Lo | 8 | 

1. Exchange of territory: he asked what does word “large” mean in 
connection Negev, stating that: word when used by US is terrifying to 
Jews in consideration diminutive size Israel. Also he asked what is 

| reason back of suggestion giving desert land to Transjordan which | 
already has enormous uninhabited areas desert land; does this sug- _ 
gestion affect development of Dead Sea industries in which Israel : 
‘has so valuable share? Also he asked what is meant by “fertile” portion 
of “occupied” west Galilee, stating that all of Galilee can be made | 
fertile by Jewish effort. What change in situation has occurred since, 

| - November 29, that US now wishes enlarge Arab area at expense Israel? 
Prime Minister’s general reaction to suggested territorial exchange _ 

| was thus definitely negative, but also inquisitive. eee 
9. Jerusalem: Prime Minister observed that at least US suggestions: 

admitted of some flexibility. Jerusalem, he stated, meant more to Jews: 
than Paris to French or London to British. He asked, however, did. — | 

| our suggestion envisage Jewish corridor to Jerusalem which he de- | | 
clared was absolutely vital? He observed reflectively that the people 

ao of Israel had right to all of western Palestine but that personally in 
order get agreement with Arabs on Jerusalem he would recommend 

| sacrifice of.much that. was dear to Israel for the sake of real peace | 
| _ with Arabs. Shertok interrupted to say. that his personal opinion. was oe 

that Old City might be internationalized and a portion-of New City > 
be given to Arabs under some mutually acceptable partition agree- | 

| ‘ment, Prime Minister and Shertok feel this suggestion can be further 
examined. — a PASS oer TT pcos ee ye 

| 3. Arab refugees: Prime ‘Minister stated PGI willing consider con- 
a structive suggestions alleviate refugee problem, but he offered no plan. 

| He stated he saw no possibility mass return refugees until peace 
_ settlement -effected. and that. comprehensive solution must wait on 

peace, Shertok observed that problem was twofold, i.e. (a) interim — 
- International relief for refugees (he mentioned Egypt should cer- 

tainly give some aid) and (6) permanent solution of resettlement 
ss Majority refugees in Arab areas in which resettlement work Jews will- 

ing to assist. Shertok further stated that Israel willing consider admis- 
sion now very small number individual family hardship cases but was | 
vague on details. Prime Minister reemphasized that solution de- | 

*. pended on firm peace so that refugees could return as friends and not 
-—- enemies. | | evenly is 

__- Prime Minister observed in conclusion that while US tentativesug- 
gestions were much appreciated what PGI really wanted was direct _
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. thegotiations with Arabs which he considered possible only through 
US good offices, He stated he wanted peace and a firm alliance with ee 

Arab states. Soa oc | a 
) _ J made no comment on observations of Prime Minister and Shertok 

ether than.say I would transmit them tomy Government. 
: pe , | CE ~McDonarip 

-BOL.BB Palestine/8-2748: Telegram | | OO 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in the United Kingdom - 

TOP SECRET -..,.. Wasuineton, September 9, 1948—7 p. m. 
3577. Deptel 3544 Sept 8 para 4. For Ambassador Douglas. Prelim- | 

inary PGI reaction may be found in Amreptel 94 Sept 7 from Tel | 
Aviv ! being repeated to you. ee _ 

_ Reference Embtel 3962 Sept 3 para 6 and Embtels 3880 and:3881 ? 

| we have following specific points on our replies in principle contained. __ 
in Deptels 3468 and 3469 Sept 1.3 | | | 

Reference para 8 Embtel 3880 we concur but believe as stated Deptel 
8187 Aug 12 that in supporting present lines now held in Palestine | 

_. Mediator should emphasize changes as improvement of Nov 29 along . 
| functional or practical lines. ) | | 

- Reference para 9 Embtel 3880 we agree municipal area Jerusalem 
should be fully autonomous unit under neither Arab nor Jewish - 

sovereignty with UN Governor and token UN guard force. We do not _ 
_. believe line should be demarcated on ground but that existing Arab- 

| Jewish areas should have their own district municipal administration 

| including Arab and Jewish police units respectively. We believe UN ~ 
= Governor should have powers of initiative and veto and that repre- 

_ sentatives of Jews and Arabs should have seats on his Council. We > 

doubt if Arab and Jewish district municipal administrations canbe | 
fused into one municipal authority at this time. a 

| _ Reference para 10 Embtel 3880 we concur. | 
Reference para 11 Embtel 3880, we accept in principle idea of Haifa | 

free port area including refinery, oil dock, and pipeline terminals. | 
_ However we believe UN port commissioner and international police = 

_ force would constitute undesirable and unacceptable limitation on | 
| Israeli sovereignty. We believe it’ would be sufficient for Israeli Govt | 

to give guarantees re free port area, and that UN observer should be 
stationed Haifa for time being. | | - 

__ Reference para 12 Embtel 3880, we concur both sides should have  =—=s_—|> 
_ aeeess to Lydda Airport as under Nov 29 resolution. = - 

{Not printed. ee On 
® Both dated August 27, pp. 1354 and 1358. _ | | 
* Regarding the latter, see footnote 2, p. 1369. | HO |



Reference para 13 Embtel 3880, we concur in necessity incorporat- 
- ing remainder Arab territory into adjacent area. However we believe 

: that any frontier rectification in favor Egypt should not give latter | 

control of coastal strip, since access to sea for new Transjordan state 

appearsessential. AS 

| - Reference para 15 Embtel 3880, we concur that solution Arab | 

refugee problem should be incorporated in Mediator’s proposed — 7 

settlement. ee oo EE ee 

a ee yee |  Marsmani 

| - §01.BB Palestine/9-1048 - _— —_ | —_ 7 - BO 

a ‘Lhe Secretary of State to Mr. Robert M. McClintoch = 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, September 10, 1948. 

= Sir: You are directed to proceed at the earliest opportunity to 

- _ Rhodes to consult with the United Nations Mediator Count Berna- 7 

 dotte who, pursuant to the General Assembly’s Resolution of May 14, 

| 1948, is endeavoring to arrange a peaceful adjustment of the situation 

| of Palestinet = 2 2 os ae 

You are authorized to inform Count Bernadotte of the views of this : 

| Government with respect to such a peaceful adjustment of the situa- 

| tion of Palestine. In communicating this Government’s views tothe 

_ Mediator you will be guided by the suggestions set forth in the De- 

| - partment’s telegram to Tel Aviv No. 72 of September 1, which was | 

approved by the President on that date. It is understood that your 

| conversations with Count Bernadotte will be concurrent with, but not 

necessarily a. joint representation of, similar conversations to be had 7 

| with the Mediator by representatives of the United Kingdom. 

--- You are authorized at your discretion to visit the Mediator in other 

localities than Rhodes, if he cannot be found in that place. You are | 

further authorized in your discretion to consult with the American — 

-  Ambassadorin Cairo. ; eee Oo 

| You should report the results of your conversations with the Media- 

tor to the American Delegation to the General Assembly of the United 

Nations at. Paris en route to Washington.” aoe | | | 

| Sincerely yours, a G.C. Marsmarn : 

| 2 The ‘Department, on September 9, had informed London of its anxiety “to | a | 
: eoneert with British on immediate approach to UN Mediator re possible terms of | 

- territorial settlement in Palestine, upon which our two ‘Governments are now 

; - in general agreement” and of its “desire to have top secret conversations with 

_ Mediator as soon as possible” through Mr. McClintock (telegram 3578, 501 BB. 

Palestine/9-348). ee cman 
*The Department, on ‘September 10, directed Cairo as follows: “With utmost — 

secrecy inform Bernadotte and Bunche [of] McClintock’s impending arrival and os 

nature conversations he authorized undertake. We re-emphasize need for abso- 

lute secrecy. In response. chance inquiry from outsiders, it can be said that pur- 
pose McClintock’s flight Near Hast is to study Arab refugee problem in which 

Seeretary has expressed deep personal interest.” (Telegram 1253, 501-.BB Pales- — 
‘tine/9-1048) This communication noted also that Mr. McClintock planned to. fly _ 

directly to Rhodes on September 11. oY foces 2 SME So tector |
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; 5OL.BB Palestine/9-1048:Telegram~- 8 ee 
-* Lhe Ambassador in.the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the. 

sr  Seeretary of State. ov aes | 

“TOPSECRET ts” ) Lonpon, September 10, 19484 Dp m, 
4057. 1. Because at this stage it seems to me.that more progress can | 

be made by dealing with Foreign Office officials acting for him than 
by direct conversations on Palestine between me and Bevin whose 

| mind is so absorbed by our mutual problems in Berlin, Department’s 
8544, September 8 has been. discussed with Sir Orme Sargent, Michael | 
Wright and Burrows. Following memo embodying their thoughts was 
handed Embassy this morning (see also my immediately following 
telegram), BS 

2. (emo begins): a ne oe 

| ~ Foreign Office has carefully considered Department’s views in Sep- a 
_ tember 8 telegram * and is glad to note that there is now a large meas- 

ure of agreement. Only important outstanding point of difference 
seems to be that Department only envisages reference to:UN on basis | 
of some measure of acquiescence by two parties, whereas Foreign 
Office, while very much hoping that such acquiescence will be reached 
at early stage, fears that it is far more probable that weight of UN | 

- would have to be put behind recommendations before any signs of. | 
acquiescence will be made. Foreign Office bases this view largely on | 
experience of second truce, since on. that occasion intense diplomatic - 
pressure failed to secure agreement of Arabs, but immediately SC had 

| endorsed truce recommendation Arab opposition was overcome. For- | 
eign Office feels it is unfortunately most likely that same process will | 

happen possibly with both sides in case of recommendations now to 
_ be made by Mediator. — ee | 

- 3. Reference in paragraph 3 Depreftel to UN action in order to | 
| convert public opinion suggests, however, to Foreign Office that De- 

partment may in fact be willing to contemplate UN action even if 
signs of acquiescence are limited to private statements from respon- _ 
sible people on either side to effect that acquiescence will be assured 
provided UN actionistaken. == — es a 

4. Foreign Office also points out that if-as is presumed, Mediator 
_ makes his report to SC or Secretary General, it may be difficult to — 

prevent matter being raised by some member state in either SC oF 
_ UNGA. They also feel that if after Mediator has made his recom- | 

mendation ‘and US—UK diplomatic pressure has been applied, there is. 
no progress, it will then certainly.be necessary for Mediator to report. 
his‘failuretoSCorUNGA: ee 

| _ 5. In general, Foreign Office feels that need for definite progress is_ 
becoming so urgent that earlier and agreed stages of programme | 
should :be immediately put into effect: without spending any more time | 
on US-UK discussion of later stages. Foreign Office view on later 

stages remains as stated above and Foreign Office hopes Department | 
_ will in due course come to accept same view, but it does not press for 

any commitment on this at present, Foreign Office therefore proposes. 

| "© Presumably No. 8544,p.1881.0
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“that contact should be immediately made with Mediator by British = 
and US representatives who would convey to him US-UK views. 

Mediator would be urged to make recommendations on these lines and — 

to send copies to-Secretary General of UN, Arab. Governments and | 
Jewish authorities, who would be asked not to give publicity to pro- 

posals for time being. British and US representatives would thereupon 

‘use strongest possible diplomatic pressure on Arab and J ewish authori- | 

ties to persuade them to acquiesce in a settlement on lines recommended | 

| by Mediator. Both parties would be warned that truce resolution is | 

| still in force-and would remain in force during implementation of : 

|  Mediator’s recommendations and that USG.and HMG would make — 
—_ every- effort to ensure that breach of truce was effectively dealt with 

under powers of SC. At subsequent date to be agreed, proposals would - 

be published and public statements made by US and UK endorsing: 

them OS Se | 
6, Foreign Office suggests that approaches to Arab and. Jewish 

: authorities should be parallel ratherthanjoint. == a 

4%, If Department agrees to proceed as above, Foreign Office pro- , 

| poses that British Consul [at] Rhodes should be instructed to make 

detailed arrangements with Mediator for meeting with UK and US 

representatives at mutually convenient place which Foreign Office | 

~- guggests might be Cairo‘in order to avoid undesirable publicity of visit 

| by special British and American representatives to Rhodes. (Jfemo. 

"8, Re paragraph 8 above, please advise on this point. 

| — g. Paragraph 6 above is intended to clear up possible confusion 

(Department’s 3544, September 8, paragraph 4). Foreign Office as- | 

sumes Department does not envisage US and UK representatives calls | 

ing on Mediator and officials of states together. Please confirm. | 

| 10. Re British Consul arranging meeting with Mediator (paragraph = 
Tabove)seemy 40882 

11. Action which resulted in British memo quoted above was taken = 

_ prior receipt Department’s 3573, September 9 * which constitutes De- | 

___- partment’s reply to number of points raised in memo. To keep things 

in sequence reply to Department’s 3573 is embodied in my 4058. - 

Spa ee th ae eee Doves . 

_  * Not printed, but see footnote 1, 1p, 1387. | Dae a 

ee ‘S0LBB Palestine/9-1048 Telegram — oo . | - | : 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the a 
oe Seoretary of State ENG ON as 

a _ TOP SECRET  USURGENT Lonpon, September 10, 1948—5 pm” 

4058: For Lovett from Douglas. Following reply to Department’s : 

3578, September 9* should be read in connection with my 4057, Sep- ooo 

Not printed, but see footnote 1, p. 1387. a Ee
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_ tember 10 which was prepared prior receipt Department’s reference 

telegram. st Oo | : | 

| 1. Foreign Office is gratified by Department’s desire to approach 
Mediator as quickly as possible and believes it would be most helpful, 

_as do I, to have McClintock come here for consultation. Foreign Office 
- points out that this need not involve undue delay, 

_ 2 Latest Foreign Office information re Mediator’s movements is — 
that he was-due to return to Rhodes today to start work on his report. 
As Foreign Office suggested in paragraph 7 Embassy’s reference tele 
gram, FonOft believes that British Consul [at] Rhodesshould arrange _ 
at earliest possible moment for Mediator to meet. with McClintock | 

a and British representative at mutually convenient place. Foreign — 

Office agrees that Cairo probably most desirable spot and hopes for ; 
early US reply so that steps can be taken with Mediator. Foreign 

_ Office will entrust its top secret conversations with Mediator to either _ 

__ Yroutbeck-or Dow depending on which is most convenient. If meeting __ 
| Cairo, it would be Troutbeck Oe ae — 

8. Foreign Office considers it essential that US and UK representa- | 
_ tives say substantially same things to Mediator but are opposed to _ 

handing Mediator any agreed document; Foreign Office is preparing 
for discussion with McClintock brief from which British representa- _ 
tive will speak. Text brief will be telegraphed if completed before _ 

| McClintock arrives. = © | | 
[Here follows paragraph numbered 4 dealing with flight arrange- 

ments for Mr. McClintock} 0 © Oo 7 
| oe | a -Doveras : 

| ? Sir John M. Troutbeck, Head of the British Middle Hast Office at Cairo. _ | 

| oo Editorial Note : 7 

- The Clifford Papers contain the ribbon copy of a “Memorandum to 
| _ Secretary Marshall”, dated September 11, 1948, which deals primarily _ 

| with the question of extending de jure recognition to the government | 
of Israel. The memorandum bears no indication of authorship. In- | 

cluded also in the Clifford Papers are four undated sheets of notes in 
| the handwriting of Mr. Clifford which are an outline of the memoran- 

a dum and are at times quoted in it. Three of the four sheets are stamped. = 
~ “Presfidential] Party”, indicating that they were prepared on the 

| Presidential yacht, the Williamsburg. Matthew Connelly’s Appoint- | 
oe ment Book indicates that Mr. Clifford was aboard the Wilkamsburg. 

— from September 10t012,. 7 ee 
| Mr. Clifford has acknowledged to the Historical Office that he pre-_ 

pared the memorandum dated September 11 aboard the Williamsburg.



The Clifford Papers do not document whether or not he discussed the 

paper with President Truman, and Mr. Clifford did not later recall — a 

having discussed the paper with the President. (Memorandum of 

| conversation, June 20, 1974, by William M. Frankhn, 501.BB Pales~ 

7 tine /8—2248) ro ES . 
The Secretary’s messages of August 30 and September 8 to Presi- oe 

| dent Truman and the President’s statement of September 9 (see edi-~ | 
| torial note, page 1880) suggest that the question of de jure recognition. 

of Israel was very much in the thoughts of the White House and the = 

--—--: Department of State at this time. Any immediate action to extend such | 

- recognition seems to have been ruled out, however, when the Israeli 

Government announced the postponement of its elections from Octo- | 

| ber 1 to mid-November (the New York Times, September 9, 1948, | 

-- page 11). The editors are of the belief that the memorandum prepared — 

by Mr. Clifford was not actually sent to Secretary Marshall. It reads 

~ as follows: — : _ | ee | 

“Sept.11,1948 = - ae 
- “Memorandum to Secretary Marshall: | - : 

“1, As you well know, since becoming President I have consistently _ 
favored the establishment of an independent state for Jews in the — 

| Middle East. This country has taken a position of leadership in the - 
| establishment of such an independent state, and I think it should 

- continue to take such leadership. | ) oe | oe 
“2, Tt is my belief that strong American support of the new state of = 

Israel will hasten the ultimate settlement of the problem of the Middle | 
.. Kast, and will contribute toward the attainment of world peace. = 

a “3, We are engaged now in exténding economic ald and moral sup- | 

-. port to the nations of Western Europe, in order to stem the spread of | 
Communism. I consider it necessary, at this time, to lend our same 
support and extend economic aid to Israel for the same reason. | | 

_ “4, There is ample precedent in international law for the extension | 
of de jure recognition to Israel. This is illustrated by the fact that 

7 fourteen nations have extended dé jure récognition to Israel since it 
ss b#l¢ame an independent state on May 15, 1948. It is my opinion that — 

_. de jure recognition by the United States will hasten the recognition of a 
Israel by other nations, and this will have a stabilizing effect in the 
Middle East. an | ae 

| “5. In view of the above, it is my wish that the following courseof 
action be taken: — ane Oo : | 

4, Extend de jure recognition to Israel at once. oe 
—  *2. Make loan to Israel Just as soon as details can be completed. - 

| “3. Take active steps to assist Israel in gaining admission to the 
| United Nations. - Boe oe So | 

| -“T am preparing now a release announcing the dé jure recognition _ | 
of Israel. I shall submit it to you for suggestions. Kindly keep me _ 

— advised of progress made in granting the loan, and in the admission of | 
_ Israeltothe United Nations.” ©
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501.BB Palestine/9-1048: Telegram = 

, The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom : 

‘TOP SECRET  USURGENT WasHrneron, September 11,1948—lp.m. 

| 8604. For Ambassador. Department believes we are now in general 
agreement with British as their thinking is revealed in your 4057 
Sept 10. Re paras 2 and 8 your telegram, Dept’s position is one of 
persistent hope that Palestine dispute may be kept out of UN debate 
at this juncture. However, British are correct in assuming in para3- 

7 that it may be necessary to have UN GA or possibly SC give blessing : 
to any suggested settlement in order to enable leaders on both sides 
to carry their public opinion to acquiesce in such settlement. 
Our 2593 [3593] Sept 10+ will have answered para 5. Repara6 we 

| agree that approaches to Arabs and. Jews should be parallel rather 
than joint. Your para 9: We have no objection if US and UK repre- 

| sentatives call on Mediator together but we prefer that representa- — 
tions be parallel and not identical. | re 

| a ae ee  Marsrann | 

| Not printed. a 

- The Consul General at Jerusalem (Macdonald) to the Secretary ~ 
Of State 

- Sa SerusAtEm, September 12, 1948. 
--1274, Press reports Eban ‘made following statements yesterday re | 

Jerusalem during speech in-Tel Aviv and held out prospect United 
Nations would accede Jewish request for Jerusalem: some delegates | 

_. who. supported internationalization Jerusalem November 29 now | 

admit project dead. They acknowledge United Nations shown itself 

: unable handle situation. United Nations rule in Jerusalem without 
force impossible and United States refusal provide troops for demili-  _ | 

| tarization proved impossible raise force for international Jerusalem. 
Israel delegation will endeavor show indefinite truce intolerable. _ | 

867N.01/9-1248 : Telegram ve ' | a Cs - mo oo 

| ‘The Special Representative of the United States in Israel (M. cDonald) 

ee tg President Trumam*.- a | 

TOP SECRET URGENT. Tex Aviv, September 12, 1948—7 p.m 

«In your letter July. 21,2 Mr. President, among other points you in- 

| ” Transmitted to the Department by Tel “Aviv. in telegram 104 for. “personal 
attention President and Secretary.” - So - re | 

2The text of the letter is incorporated in Mr. Lovett’s memorandum of conver- . 

| sation of July 21, p. 1232. . |
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structed me to report to-you on “appropriate time for-full recognition? =» 
| PGI. That time has, I believe, now come. Pg ESTES a gee 

, After more than four weéks intensive study here and further to 
- “my telegram to you (70, August 24*) that indefinite truce cannot lead | 

to peace without positive action to clarify situation, I am convinced | 
| that full recognition by the US now of PGI would accomplish four 

| major US objectives: aes oe 

1, Strengthen-PGI moderates who want if humanly possible avoid 
- renewal warfare. = = ORE EEE 

| 2. Give Arab moderates, especially Abdullah (who. knew past 
months decision battlefield was gravely adverse and who fear: renewed : 
warfare might result personal and national debacle), additional rea- | 

- son.accelerate move towards settlement. 22.0 0 . 
_ 8. Remove major. obstacle to peace negotiations by demonstrating | 
to Arab intransigents fact that Israel’s existence cannot longer be a 
denied orignored. —_ a os ng 

ar 4, Encourage British relax its non-recognition policy. = 

-- - Unless US makes up own mind as in original recognition without. 
waiting on British corresponding or related action, I see delay 
dangerous and possibly fatal to peace hopes. British present procrasti- | 
nation is continuation of.His Majesty’s Government’s non-cooperation _ 

| policy since UNSCOP partition recommendation and reflects. same 

stubborn miscalculation of basic.elements in this area. Judged by >i. 
_ present results, British experts—except General D’Arcy and General = 

Gort who warned that Jews would defeat Arabs—gravely misled | 
their government and are still doing so. Hence, to wait on British is 
toinvitefailure | re 

- Grounds justifying full recognition are found in PGI’s—(a@) plans © 
| early election constituent. assembly, (6) its control of state, (c), its 

repeated public and official expressed willingness negotiate peace 
| settlement with Arabs... 0 a 

_ Inurging full recognition now I am aware of possible repercussions | 
in Arab countries, including possible danger to Americans. However, — 
I believe that clear statement to Arab governments given in advance a 

through neighboring missions that such US action be not unfriendly 
but acceptance of Israel as fait accompli; and notification. that US. | 
expects fullest protection its citizens would remove or greatly mini- 
mize danger. Furthermore, in this connection I wish observe that sev- 

eral other nations have accorded full recognition Israel. without suf- 

- fering danger or damage their missions or citizens in Arab countries. 
_ Ihave also kept in mind fact that there are important unanswered 

a : questions about PGI’s attitude towards (a) Jerusalem, (0) Novem- | 

ber 29 frontiers, (¢) Arab refugees. Despite these questions, I am | 
convinced that de jure recognition in advance UN assembly would in- 

| mag See footnote 1, D. 1337, a ee Bs : Bo} : ve os ie |
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| crease chances satisfactory settlement these and related issues during 
| peace negotiations. | a . | 

‘Bernadotte and staff’s urgent recommendation peace effort at UN 

and their conviction that otherwise truce must lead to war within few 
weeks (refmytel 101, September 10+) are additional reasons immedi- — 

| ate full recognition. There can be no fruitful peace negotiations until = 

| Arab states see that Israel is definitely established, = a 

| Although legal differences between de facto and de jure recognition | 

are regarded by some distinguished lawyers as slight, it would be dif- - 
ficult exaggerate practical value US decision full recognition advance 

| DN Assembly = © | i _— — | 

| Mr. President, vour and Secretary’s action May 15 [24] ° was high- 
est statesmanship because it courageously set constructive example. 
‘Completion now of what you both then began might be decisive for 

| _ “peace in Palestine and Middle East. — | 
Department please reply direct to Tel Aviv. oe . 

a oe fe | | | McDonaLtp — : 

‘Not printed. 7 ‘ | ot | | 
° See Secretary Marshall's letter of May 14 to Mr. Epstein, p. 992. 

-501.BB Palestine/9-1448 : Telegram | | | oe 

| a The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Bliss) to the : 
— Seeretary of State oe 

| TOP SECRET = sis Lonpon, September.14, 1948—7 p.m. | 

| - 4111. 1. Visit here of Jessup and Ross has been timely and helpful 

--- regarding Palestine. Meetings took place in Foreign Office Septem- 

ber 13 and 14. Conclusions of informal and cordial conversations 

| follow. =#=#§ SO a | 

| 9, It was apparent from outset that on British side proposals which | 

have been discussed between US and UK have been largely formulated 
at, political level with only general consultation with J ebb’s. UN | 

Department. Wright and his subordinates readily agreed time had 

come to work out tactics and Jebb attended both meetings. On many 
‘points of procedure latter’s views were closer to those of Jessup and 

Ross than to those of other Foreign Office officers. — oo 

8. It was agreed that definite road ahead reference UN strategy : 

| would not be charted even tentatively without some indication 

Mediator’s reactions to talks with McClintock and Troutbeck, future _ 

plans, et cetera. It was further agreed that any plan of campaign 

-- which might be developed between US and UK would have to take 

into account likelihood sudden changes being necessitated by unex- | 
_ pected leaks, violation of truce, et cetera. Consequently, it was agreed | 

that Foreign Office officials would remain in close contact with —
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- @ADel in Paris as well as with Embassy. Beeley will depart for Paris | 

4. While no: definite conclusions were reached considerable ex- 

change tentative thinking took place reference timing of publication 

of Mediator’s proposals. In view postponing major debate on Pales- | 

- tine for some weeks Jessup and Ross expressed thought that it might _ 

| be wise for Mediator to begin by converting lines of truce into “lines | 

of armistice” upon which SC report would be forthcoming. At later 

stage Mediator would make recommendations for Jerusalem, Haifa, — _ 

---Pydda, [garble] and recommend to UNGA that lines of armistice 

| (with some modification, in particular elimination of Jerusalem. cor- | 

7 ridor) should become permanent frontiers. General discussion, how- | 

ever, produced alternative idea that Mediator might pave way for his 

proposals, and at same time achieve a degree of delay calculated to 

keep Palestine out of UNGA until November, by sending SecGen in - 

. very near future factual report (Paragraph 1, Embtel 4076 Septem- 

ber 127) in which Mediator would indicate that he planned to present | 

to UNGA within a few weeks new proposals for a final settlement of 

Palestine problem. It was agreed that in intervening 3 or 4 weeks 

before Mediator publishes his proposals, Mediator would make details > 

known to Arab and Jewish leaders with request that they be kept 

-..  geeret, and towards end period US and UK could quietly apply diplo- = 

--- matic pressure to Arabs and Jews. Hf between now and October 15 

rumors of these proposals became public they would still be in nature —_y 

: of rumors and as such, perhaps would be less likely to bring down an . 

| avalanche of pressure upon US and UK from Arabs and Jews. It 

| was further agreed that if this idea of timing was found reasonable in 

| light of reports from McClintock and Troutbeck regarding their con- > 

versations with Mediator, US and UK should lose no time in putting 

their views regarding timing in this sense. ge | 

-——*-&BL Americans expressed grave doubts that international contingents 

: could be secured to assist UN governor Jerusalem (Paragraph 9 Em- > 

-__ bassy’s 8880 August 27). J ebb. reported this point and ‘conclusion — | 

reached after some discussion was that probably best plan would be 

_ for governor to have personal force of about 200 UN guards which . 

would be the nucleus of a Jerusalem international police force towhich 

«PGI and TJ would be called upon in UNGA resolution to contribute — | 

___gontingents for service in the Arab and Jewish municipalities. It was 

| thought that even though neither PGI nor TJ would possess sovereign = 

rights in Jerusalem they would by this means be given definite respon- : 

| sibility for maintaining law and order in J ewish and Arab — 

. municipalities. ge | - as 

| _1Not printed. | ae |
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6. Full agreement was reached that Arab acquiescence to existence = 
of Israel would be hastened if it were apparent to Arabs that Israeli | 
frontiers would be. subject to special guarantee. Wright said. that | 

| British obligations under treaties with Egypt and TJ would auto-_ 
matically be extended.to cover any areas added to Egypt and. TJ. 
Consequently, a onesided extra guarantee would exist. Americans . 

- suggested and Foreign Office agreed that some guarantee of a more | 
. general character was desirable. The suggestion which was. finally a 

| found apt was that there should be resolution on this subject recom- | 
| mending that, until frontiers were recognized by agreement. between — 

the parties concerned, lines drawn by Mediator should be considered 
- to be an international frontier, and that any violation of it should be 

treated by SC asbreach of peacen ees 
4%, Foreign Office, Embassy and USGADel, Paris would appreciate 

early comments Department regarding substance Paragraphs 4, 5, and 

| G.above. | ee 
- _ 8. Jessup and Ross returned to Paristoday2- 

_ Sent. Department, 4111, repeated Paris for J essup and Gadel 604. - 

sss .& further account of the conversations with the British officials was sent to | 
_ Mr. Satterthwaite by Mr. Ross in his letter of September 15 from Paris, not 

sprinted (867N.01/9-1548). a a 

501.BB Palestine/9-1448: Telegram a 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

, TOP SECRET =  =~—~—~—SC WASHINGTON, September 15, 1948—8'p. m. 

_ 8661, Embtel 4111, Sept 14. Our tactical course in immediate future | 
_ will be determined as soon as we have McClintock’s and Troutbeck’s 

reports re Mediator’s views. = sts a eT 
_ Meanwhile reply para 4 reftel we believe our action should be based 
on procedure outlined Deptel 3544, Sept 8. We hope it will be possible a 
keep Palestine question out GA or SC but anticipate it will be raised | 
by some Member or Bernadotte may wish report to SC or UN Members | 
under GA resolution May 14. In any event we anticipate US-UK | 

| views or Mediator’s suggestions will become known at early date as 
envisaged para 2 Embtel 3962 Sept 8: Consequently Bernadotte’s 
over-all suggestions might well be included as conclusions in his report 
either to members GA or to SC. It-is hoped Bernadotte will give us 
advance notice content ‘his report’ so. US—-UK. can begin quiet. diplo- 
matic preparation with Arabs and: Jews. We. doubt Mediator’s con- 
clusions should be divided into separate reports as this would tend
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| confuse issue. We also doubt factual report by Mediator at present 
stage would suffice. We do not think Mediator’s conclusions:can be. _ 
kept secret for 3- or 4-week period mentioned. It accordingly seems. _ 

| preferable make Mediator’s conclusions public and endeavor mobilize. 
world opinion to persuade acceptance by parties. - | ae 

- Refparad,weconcur, > OP 
7 Ref para 6 we do not agree special guarantee re frontier should be- | | 

provided by UN (Brit for their part could, however, extend treaty | 
obligations in agreement with Egypt and Transjordan). We do not. — | 
agree, furthermore, that UN could give general guarantee in form of — 
resolution recommending Mediator’s lines as international frontier- 

| and violation of such lines as breach of peace. We have consistently: 
taken position (ref Austin’s Feb. 24 statement) that political recom-._ 

mendations GA or SC could not be put into effect by force. However it 
may be possible for Bernadotte draw truce line which might eventu- . 

| ally become frontier on which partiescouldagree* 8 | 
| SO EE ES Marsan 

a 1 This telegram was repeated as 3660 to Paris for Messrs. Jessupand Ross. 

501.BB Palestine/9-1548: Telegram — ; : OO ey 

The Ambassador in Egypt. (Griffis) to the Secretary of State | 

TOP SECRET USURGENT — — Cartro, September 15, 1948—10 p. m.. 

---- 1815. For Lovett and Rusk from McClintock. Mediator’s report on. 
, Palestine directed to SYG for information of all UN members will. | 

be flown. to Paris tomorrow. It contains three sections which will be: © oe 

published separately as parts of one document: (1) The mediation 
report (2) Efforts to maintain truce and (38) Assistance to refugees.. 

_ Depending on time for translation and printing it is expected report 
_ will be made public around September 22. (Bernadotte flies to Beirut 
and. Damascus tomorrow thence Baghdad returning Rhodes 19. He- 

- planstoflytoParis2ist.) re | 
Following is verbatim text of Bernadotte’s conclusions to part one: 

| _ setting forth his proposals for a political settlement: = = 
_ _. [Here follow Count Bernadotte’s conclusions to part one of his: 

report; fortext,seepage1401.] re 
Sent Department as 1315; repeated Paris for Jessup as 85; Paris: | 

| _ pass to London Niact with request that Foreign Office be provided: | 
copy foregoing text. [McClintock.] . | ek a 

ee phe . GRIFFIS 
| | 598-594—76—66 RE Te |
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| ‘501.BB Palestine/9-1548.: Telegram a 7 wee 7 Oo 7 | 

- The Ambassador in Egypt (Griffis) to the Secretary of State : 

TOP SECRET US URGENT —— CarRo, September 15, 1948—midnight. _ 

_ NIACT — | os gee. | oo 

/ 1316. For Lovett. and Rusk from McClintock. Sir John Troutheck, 

representing UK, and I arrived Rhodes 18th, he from Cairo, I from — 

| Athens. We found Bernadotte had already prepared first draft of his ) 

-- geport. on Palestine dealing with mediation, truee and refugees. 

: - (Cairo’s 1315, September 15, provides text of Mediator’s recommenda- 
| tions fora political settlement.) = | 

1. Substance. | a — 

Department will note general similarity of Bernadotte’s conclusions | 

. with US and UK views. Our conversations were devoted more to 

_ perfection of Bernadotte’s first draft of the conclusions than to mat- 

ters. of substance in which all three were in agreement. Neither | 

| ‘Troutbeck nor I went over body of Bernadotte’s report, attention 

‘being: concentrated solely on conclusion to Part 1. Troutbeck had de- 

tailed brief from Foreign Office while I was guided by terms of | 

| - ‘Department’s 72, September 1, to Tel Aviv and Secretary’s instruc- | 

: tions:‘of: September 10. | Be 

Principal matter of substance upon which views of Bernadotte and 

UK were at variance with our own was whether Israel should be | 

given even a token salient into Negev, such as our suggestion for a _ 

projection of Israeli territory south to Beersheba-Gaza Road. British 

| proposed southern frontier terminate at latitude of Majdal and found 
| firm support from Mediator. Bernadotte said the responsibility was 

to propose terms founded on strict justice. If Jews were to receive all oe 

of rich Galilee in return for giving up Negev to Arabs to whom it = 

_. would ever remain a worthless desert, Jews should not in his opinion 
- have any salient to that area. Bernadotte.was also swayed by informa- — 

tion that there are mixed councils in Tel Aviv, Shertok and the more _ 

moderate leaders*tending to feel that Negev for Galilee is a good : 

bargain, while Weizmann and Ben-Gurion looked with mystical 

tenacity toward holding Negev and Galilee too. . | 
| I told Bernadotte that I would recommend that Department sup-. 

port. his proposals in their entirety, including his suggestion of _ 

| Majdal-Faluja line as southern boundary of Israel. I made it clear, 
however, that this recommendation was in no way binding on US — 
Government, that Negev was a question of much political importance — 

to Jews, and that it might eventually be a political good judgment to — 

| give Israel a token holding in that area. (I think, however, that from | 
point of impartial equity that Bernadotte is right.)
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, On internationalization of Jerusalem, UK -instructions were to 
advocate a UN governor and provision for an international police — 

_ force. I suggested that language be less specific, leaving choice epen | 
‘between complete UN control and responsibility or merely super- 
 yisory functions, at same time making clear that US at this stage did _ | 
not contemplate contributing to an international police force. Berna- | 

— dotte had been favoring a request to French Government for loan of 
| several’ battalions of foreign legion for Jerusalem police duty but it - 

--was pointed out that Arabs, and particularly Azzam Pasha, would | 
‘be affronted by presence of legionnaires who had fought their brethren 

| in Morocco. Bunche and Begley favored using proposed UN guard 
, for Jerusalem police, Begley putting minimum number at 6,000. : 

| - As for additional comment on Bernadotte’s conclusions, which seem 
self-explanatory, it might be said that I questioned phrase in 4(d) 

| whereby in absence of agreement: between Arabs and Jews frontiers. 
“should be established by UN,” but it was pointed out this language | 
came from November 29th resolution which we supported. = 

| On Haifa refinery UK advocated in addition to free porta UN | 
a port commissioner with an international police force and special guar- 

- antee for transit of sealed trains and flow of oil to and from Iraq. It 

was, however, possible to agree on present language in 4(¢). ae | 

:  Troutbeck’s instructions indicated’ that Foreign’ Office still clings 
| to belief SC can lay down a frontier in Palestine under threat that 

any violation of that frontier would constitute a breach of peace call- 

ing for use of Chapter VII sanctions. It was agreed with Mediator’s — 

approval that what was essential was that resort, to force should not 

- be attempted by either Arabs or Jews, and that SC responsibility was 

-__ gonfined to keeping peace, not to establishing a frontier by compul- 

sion. Further talks with British on this point of charter interpreta- | 

| tion would be useful. As will be seen issue does not arise in Mediator’s — / 

- gonclusions. ee | Be 

9 Procedure. oe | a | wei eB oe 

| Two days were devoted to discussion of substance of what may 

| ‘eventually be called “the Bernadotte plan.” Third meeting with 
_ Mediator this morning dealt with tactics and timing. Oo | 

- Bernadotte from outset of conversations insisted that it was impera- — 

os tive to bring Palestine situation before GA at earliest possible moment. — | 

- _-His conversations with Arab and Jewish leaders on returning from a 

--- Stoekholm had convinced him that failure of GA to deal with his 

| recommendations promptly would cause situation in Palestine greatly 

to deteriorate, possibly irretrievably. He based this judgment.on fol- 

- Jowing considerations: = | |
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(a) Axvab Governments following last Arab League Council meet- 
ing: were sending Foreign. Ministers and; Prime Ministers to Paris; _ 

| ‘These leaders were in:need of rapid UN action in order.to channel - 
public opinion at home to accept a solution which they now admit to. 

| be essential even though maintaining their bluster about “never” 
recognizing a Jewish state and “never” dealing withthe Jews: 
(6) Israel may not be long restrained from taking matters into its: oe 

own. hands if GA seems to regard Palestine:situation as not urgent. — 
Severe economic strain of maintaining men under arms during truce , 

- makes Jews restive to get some return on this investment in manpower. 
Mediator felt PGI would use GA inaction as pretext for action by 

_ I told Bernadotte we had hoped his influence, abetted by. UK and 
_ US diplomatic pressure, would have sufficed for parties to. reach a 

measure of acquiescence without incurring risk of further bitter and | 
perhaps inconclusive debate in GA. Tf his judgment. was correct and 
matter should immediately be placed on agenda, I urged.-in strongest. 
terms that political recommendations of Mediator be dealt with in _ 
committee I with all possible expedition. No sub-committee to drag | 

_ out proceeding should be formed, and “the Bernadotte plan” should be - 
rushed through if possible almost by acclamation. Mediator’s recom- 

, mendation on refugee problem should be dealt within committee III. 
Bernadotte concurred with these views. | OO | 

_. When asked how Palestine issue should be placed on agenda, I said _ 
US had already had its share of the limelight. Bernadotte and his | 

| advisors favored having some friendly delegation such as France, _ 
| Canada or New Zealand place a specific item on agenda phrased, 

“further consideration of situation of Palestine. Consideration of — 
_ the Mediator’s report.” An alternative would be to ask SYG to place — 

matteronagenda 
As for sponsorship of an eventual resolution embodying the “Berna- 

dotte plan” it was obvious that Mediator felt support of UK and US. 
would be a determining factor. Troutbeck explained he had no in- 
structions covering this point. I said I was in similar position, but. 
offered personal comment that it would seem odd for US and UK, — 
who were prepared to give fullest diplomatic support to “Bernadotte | 
plan” not to give equal support once it was beforeGA. . Oo 
_ It was agreed that Bunche would draft a resolution setting forth 
essence of Mediator’s recommendations which he will make available. 
My overall impression of conversations is that Bernadotte, who has. — 
taken an immense amount of first-hand testimony, has come from last. __ 

: minute talks with leaders on both sides, and who is sternly determined. | 
to advocate only a solution based on equal justice to both sides, feels 
that now is the optimum moment: that if not “now” it is “never,” and 
that the General Assembly must seize the opportunity. re
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_ Sent Department as 1816; repeated Paris for USUN as 84, London — | 

as 97. [McClintock.] genie ae bln | 

least CSE ee Ee oe Grirris 

_, ° Progress Report of the United Nations Mediator in Palestine* 

tracts 

[Part Ove] VIII. Concrustons [regarding the Mediation Effort] 

1. Since I presented my written suggestions to the Arab and Jewish 

| authorities on 27 June, I have made no formal submission to either 
party of further suggestions or proposals for a definitive settlement. 
Since that date, however, I have held many oral discussions in. the 
Arab capitals and Tel-Aviv, in the course of which various ideas on | 

_ settlement have been freely exchanged: As regards my original sug- 

| -gestions, I hold to the opinion that they offered a general framework oe 

within which a reasonable and workable settlement might have been : 

: reached, had the two parties concerned been willing to discuss them. 

‘They were flatly rejected, however, by both parties. Since they were 

put forth on the explicit condition that they were purely tentative, — 

-were designed primarily to elicit views and counter-suggestions from oe 

. .each party, and, in any event, could be implemented only if agreed - 

upon by both parties, I have never since pressed them. With respect _ 

_ to one basic concept in my suggestions, it has become increasingly clear _ | 

to me that, however desirable a political and economic union might be | 

in Palestine, the time is certainly not now propitious for the-effectua- 
| tionofanysuchscheme, = co la oy 

- 2. I do not consider it to be within my province to recommend to 

_ the Members of the United Nations a proposed course of action on. the 

Palestine question. That is a responsibility of the Members acting / 

_ through the appropriate organs. In my role as United “Nations 

| + Reprinted from. United Nations, Oficial Records of the General Assembly, Third | 
- Session, Supplement No. 11 (4/648), pp. 17 ff., 43 ff., and 52 ff. ; signed by Count | 

: Bernadotte on September 16 at Rhodes; and transmitted to. 'Secretary-General | 

‘Lie by the Mediator in a letter of the same date. The transmitting letter stated in rt 

part: “I understand that the question of ‘Palestine has not yet been placed on the . 

‘General Assembly’s agenda. ... Two matters require the most prompt action, 

namely, certain decisions relating vitally to the peaceful settlement of the 

Palestine question, and humanitarian measures to relieve the desperate condition 

of more than three hundred thousand Arab refugees... . I. would emphasize 
that an extremely crucial stage has been reached in the Palestine question, and it — - 

is this conviction which alone prompts me to be so bold as to suggest that steps 
- ghould be taken to bring the urgency of the matter to the attention of the General 
 Agsembly. .. .” The full text of the letter is printed in United Nations, Oficial | 
Records. of the General Assembly, Third Session, Part I, Plenary Meetings, An- | 
neces to the Summary Records of Meetings, 1948 (hereinafter identified as GA, 

ss Srd sess., Pt. I, Annewes),p. 152,00
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_ Mediator, however, it was inevitable that I should accumulate infor- 
mation ‘and draw conclusions from my experience which might well 
be of assistance to Members of the United Nations in charting the: 

__. future course of United Nations action on Palestine. I consider it my | 
duty, therefore, to acquaint the Members of the United Nations, 

| through the medium of this report, with certain of the conclusionson 
means of peaceful adjustment which have evolved from my frequent =| 

| consultations with Arab: and Jewish authorities over ‘the past three  =—s_—© 
_ and one-half months and from my personal appraisal of the present  =—=— 

Palestinian scene. I do not suggest that these conclusions would pro-— : 
| vide the basis for a proposal which would readily win the willing ap- 

proval of both parties. I have not, in the course of my intensive efforts : 
| to achieve agreement between Arabs and Jews, been able to devise any a 

such formula. I am convinced, however, that it is possible at this stage _ 
to formulate a proposal which, if firmly approved and strongly backed. 

| by the General Assembly, would not be forcibly resisted by either side, | 
confident as Iam, of course, that the Security Council stands firm in | 

| its resolution of 15 July that military action shall not be employed __ 
_ by either party in the Palestine dispute. It cannot be ignored. that; the. 

vast difference between now and last November is that a war has been | 
_ Started and stopped and that in the intervening months decisive events 

| have occurred: —™” Co | 
oe Oe SEVEN BASIC PREMISES | | 

| 8. The following seven basic premises form the basis for my 

conclusions: = | - - oe! 

Return to peace 7 | | ae 

oo (a) Peace must return to Palestine and every feasible measure © 
should be taken to ensure that hostilities will not be resumed and that 

| harmonious relations between Arab and Jew will ultimately be __ 
restored. Te So a Oo 

The Jewish State — - : 

(6) A Jewish State called Israel exists in Palestine and there are = 
_ no sound reasons for assuming that it will not, continue to do so. 

Boundary: determination —_—_ | | 
| (c) The boundaries of this new State must finally be fixed either by 

formal agreement between the parties concerned or failing that, by 

| the United Nations. 2 ts” 7 - | 

- Continuous frontiers a — te ae 

- (d) Adherence to the principle of geographical homogeneity and _ 
Integration, which should be the major objective of the boundary ar- — 

-. - rangements, should apply equally to Arab and Jewish territories, |
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whose frontiers should not, therefore, be rigidly controlled by the 

territorial arrangements envisaged in the resolution of 29 November. | 

Right of repatriation a Oe 

--—— (e) ‘The right of innocent people, uprooted from their homes by =~ 

- the present terror and ravages of war, to return to their homes, should 

- be affirmed and made effective, with assurance of adequate compensa- 

-. ° tion for the property of those who may choose not to return. - | 

Jerusalem oe | ne 

---(f) The City of Jerusalem, because of its religious and international | 

‘significance and the complexity of interests involved, should be ac- 

. corded special and separate treatment. | , 

International responsibility == | 

' (g) International responsibility should be expressed where desira- 

, ple and necessary in the form of international guarantees, asa means 

of allaying existing fears, and particularly with regard to boundaries . 

~ and’human rights. — a | OO 

| | | SPECIFIC CONCLUSIONS ae oF / 

4, "The following conclusions, broadly outlined, would, in my view, _ 

-_ gonsidering all the circumstances, provide a reasonable, equitable and 

__- workable basis for settlement: a | - 

| (a) Since the Security Council, under pain of Chapter VIII sanc- . 

tions, has forbidden further employment of military action in Pales- 

| tine as a means of settling the dispute, hostilities should be pronounced 

-__. formally ended either by mutual agreement of the parties or, failing _ 

| that, by the United Nations. The existing indefinite truce should be | 

superseded by a formal peace, or at the minimum, an armistice which — 

-- would involve either complete withdrawal and demobilization of | | 

armed. forces or their wide separation by creation of broad demili- 
tarized.zones under United Nations supervision. rere 

| _ °(b) The frontiers between the Arab and Jewish territories, in the 7 

absence of agreement between Arabs and Jews, should be established => 

-_-by the United Nations and delimited by a technical boundaries com- — 
mission appointed by and. responsible-to the United Nations, with the 

- following revisions in the boundaries broadly defined in the resolution 
_ of the General Assembly of 29 November in order to make them more _ 
equitable, workable and consistent with existing realities in Palestine. 

(rt) The area known as the Negeb, south of a line running from the 
sea near Majdal east-southeast to Faluja (both of which places would 

, bein. Arab territory), should be. defined as Arab territory; 
- (zt) ‘The frontier should run from Faluja north northeast to 

_ Ramleh and Lydda (both of which places would be in Arab territory), |
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the frontier at Lydda then following the line established in the.Gen- / 
‘eral Assembly resolution of 29 November; > issisiSsiCis 

(ur) Galilee should be defined as Jewish territory. _ OO 

| (ec) The disposition of the territory of Palestine not included 
_ cwithin the boundaries of the Jewish State should be left to the Gov- 

‘ernments of the Arab States in full consultation with the Arab in- > 
_ habitants of Palestine, with the recommendation, however, that in 

_ view of the historical connexion and common interests of Transjordan 
_.. -and Palestine, there would be compelling reasons for merging the | 

. Arab territory of Palestine with the territory of Transjordan, subject | 
‘to such frontier rectifications regarding other Arab States as may be 

| found practicable and desirable. re 
(¢) The United Nations, by declaration or other appropriate means, 

should undertake to provide special assurance that the boundaries 
between the Arab and Jewish territories shall be respected and main- | 
tained, subject only to such modifications as may be mutually agreed 
upon by the partiesconcerned. 8 8 2s Oo | 
_ (e) The port of Haifa, including the oil refineries and terminals, — 
and without prejudice to their inclusion in the sovereign territory 
of the Jewish State or the administration of the city of Haifa, should : 

| be declared a free port, with. assurances of free access for. interested oe 

, Arab countries and an undertaking on their part to place no obstacle 
_ in the way of oil deliveries by pipeline to the Haifa refineries, whose 

distribution would continue on the basis of the historical pattern. 
_ (f) The airport of Lydda should be declared a free airport with © | 
assurance of access to it and employment of its facilities for Jerusalem _ 
and interested Arab countries. BS OS 

| ~ (g) The City of Jerusalem, which should be understood as cover- _ 
ing the area defined in the resolution of the General Assembly of 

| 29 November, should be treated separately and should be placed under 
effective United Nations control with maximum feasible local auto- | 
nomy for its Arab and Jewish communities, with full safeguards for oe 
the protection of the Holy Places and sites and free access to them, | 
and for religious freedom. - oe 

: _ (h) The right of unimpeded access to Jerusalem, by road, rail or 
air, should be fully respected by all parties. 8 = Oo 
_ (2) The right of the Arab refugees to return to their homes in 
Jewish-controlled territory at the earliest possible date should be. 

| affirmed by the United Nations, and their repatriation, resettlement _ 
and economic and social rehabilitation, and payment of adequatecom- =” 

7 pensation for the property of those choosing not to return, should be — 
supervised and assisted by the United Nations conciliation commis- 

_ sion described in paragraph (%) below. a | | | 
| _ (9) The political, economic, social and religious rights of all Arabs | 

in the Jewish territory of Palestine and of all Jews in the Arab terri- _ |
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tory of Palestine should be fully guaranteed and respected by the 
authorities. The conciliation commission provided for in the follow- 
ing paragraph should supervise the observance of this guarantee. It —_ 
should also lend its good offices, on the invitation of the parties, to any 
efforts toward exchanges of populations with a view to eliminating 

| troublesome minority problems, and on the basis of adequate com- 
| pensation for property owned. | eee ees 

| - (k) In view of the special nature of the Palestine problem andthe 
_ dangerous complexities of Arab-Jewish relationships, the United | 
Nations should establish a Palestine. conciliation commission. This 
commission, which should be appointed for a limited period, should 

- be responsible to the United Nations and act under its authority. The => 
commission, assisted by such United Nations personnel as may prove 

| - necessary,should undertake. = ee ee 

—_ (t) To employ its good offices to make such recommendations to 
_ the parties or to the United Nations, and to take such other steps as__ | 

may be appropriate, with a view to ensuring the continuation of the 
peaceful adjustment of the situation in Palestine; = 

__ (ar) Such measures as it might consider appropriate in fostering . 
the cultivation of friendly relations between Arabs and Jews; | 

| _ (111) To supervise the observance of such boundary, road, railroad, _ 
free port, free airport, minority rights and other arrangements as may - 

| be decided upon by the United Nations; is | 
| _ (av) To report promptly to the United Nations any development | 

in Palestine likely to alter the arrangements approved by the United _ | 
Nations in the Palestine settlement or to threaten the peace of the area, 

[Part Turez] VI. Concrusions [regarding Assistance to Refugees] 

1. Conclusions which may be derived from the experience to date 
| ‘are summarized as follows: — | Oo OO 

_ (a) Asa result of the conflict in Palestine there are approximately | 
- 830,000 Arab refugees and 7,000 Jewish refugees requiring aid in that - 

| country and adjacent States. ee | 
(2) Large numbers of these are infants, children, pregnant women | 

- and nursing mothers. Their condition is one of destitution and they | 
are “vulnerable groups” in the medical and social sense. | | 

_ (¢) The destruction of their property andthe loss of their assets , 
_ will render most of them.a charge upon the communities in which 

_ they have sought refuge for a minimum period of one year (through 
| this winter and until the end of the 1949 harvest). re | 

, (dq) The Arab inhabitants of Palestine are not citizens or subjects 
| _.0f Egypt, Iraq, Lebanon, Syria and Transjordan,.the States which | 

are at present providing them with a refuge and the basic necessities 
_ of life. As residents of Palestine, a former mandated territory for a 

| which the international community has a continuing responsibility |
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until a final settlement.is achieved, these Arab refugees understand- —- 
| ably look to the United Nations for effective assistance. __ : | 

, (€) The temporary alleviation of their condition, which is all that — 
| my disaster relief programme can promise them now is quite inade- | 

| - quate to meet any continuing need, unless the resources in supplies _ 
and personnel available are greatly increased. Such increased resources 
might indirectly be of permanent value in establishing social services 7 
in the countries concerned, or greatly improving existing services. _ 
‘This applies particularly to general social administrative organiza- 

- tions, maternal and child care services, the training of social workers, 
andthe improvement offood economics. a Oo 

— . - (f). The refugees, on return to their homes, are entitled to adequate 
safeguards for their personal seeurity, normal facilities for employ- 

a ment, and adequate opportunities to develop within the community | 
without racial, religious or social discrimination. 

(g) So long as large numbers of the refugees remain in distress, 
I believe that responsibility for their-relief:should be-assumed by the __ 

_ United Nations in conjunction with the neighbouring Arab States,the 
Provisional Government of Israel, the specialized agencies, and-also 
all the voluntary bodies or organizations of a humanitarian and 
non-political character. —- - OO | 

2. In concluding this part of my report, I must emphasize again | 
the desperate urgency of this problem. The choice is between saving ) 

a the lives of many thousands of people now or permitting them to die. 

The situation of the majority of these hapless refugees is already 
tragic; and to prevent them from. being overwhelmed by further dis- — 

-.. aster and to make possible their ultimate rehabilitation, itismyearnest _ 
hope that the international community will give all necessary support | 
to make the measures I have outlined fully effective. I believe that 

for the international community to accept its share of responsibility ) 
| for the refugees of Palestine is one of the minimum conditions for the 

' success of itseffortstobring peacetothatland. = © | 

OO ngs | | _. F. Bernaporre 

‘501:BB Palestine/ 9-1648': Telegram | —_ a 

The Secretary of State to the Consulate General at Jerusalem | 

CONFIDENTIAL =  ~—-- WasutNeron; September 16,°1948—7 p. m. 
| US URGENT = 3 —-_— a a | | 

908. Following message should be delivered to Count Bernadotte 

soon as possible : | Sn 7 oe 

US Govt refers to its previous exchange of views with-Mediator _ 
-_- goncerning implementation of ban on war material prescribed by the
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7 SC resolutions of May 29 and July 15, 1948, and particularly to four 
questions presented by this Govt to Mediator on July 16.and his — : 
answers thereto. og RREREES So . - 

Jn accordance with desire of Mediator as expressed in his answer to 
_ question 3 the UK and US Govts have continued to discuss definition a 

| of “war material” within meaning of SC resolutions. In view of a 
. indefinite continuation of Palestine truce further consideration has | 

_ been given in these discussions to outright ban on aircraft parts and | 
_ replacements for Middle East civil airlines as recommended by the 

_ Mediator in his answer to question 1. As result of these discussions, it 
is view both Govts that such an inflexible policy, if continued indefi- | 

| nitely, could result in serious impairment of civil air transport and — | 
communications of states. concerned. In fact, serious curtailment of _ 
air commerce in certain areas of Middle East is now imminent due to - - 

_ failure of airlines to obtain certain essential maintenance equipment. — 
Such a result, it is felt, was not contemplated by UNSC action. Con- | 
sequently, US recommends that Mediator consider following | 
proposal: OO an a 

_ (1) That all civil airlines in Middle East be permitted to ob- | 
_. tain abroad civil aircraft parts and replacements essential to : 

_. maintenance of services which they operated as of date of com- 
---- ‘mencement of present truce (July 15). This should also include 

| _ airlines and air services in this area established since July 15 ~ 
which the Mediator determines to be eligible. - | 

(2) That sales or exports of such parts and replacements be 
| _ reported promptly to Mediator by Govt of country from which 

export.is made. _ oe 7 | | | 
(3). That Mediator take note of quantities of such items sup- : 

plied and notify all Govts concerned whenever he deems quanti- - 
‘ties are exceeding those necessary for maintenance existing 

(4) "That. all requests for aircraft parts and replacements for __ 
| _ airlines or services not included in (1) above be referred to : 

Mediator by Govt of exporting country before export.is permitted. a 
_ It is understood UK Govt will also forward a recommendation . 

a on. this subject to the Mediator. OC oe 

It is requested that, Mediator advise US Govt as soon as possible 
| whether he accepts above proposal. If not, Mediator is strongly urged | 

_to prescribe such other procedure as may meet the exigencies of _ 
situation. a eee 

_ If above proposal is approved, US Govt would require as basis for | 
- consideration of requests under (1) above certification from interested _ oo 

_. Middle East Govt that'items were ‘for’dpproved’purposes. = st 
US Govt is concerned that contro] measures taken by it in coopera- 

tion with Mediator are not being observed by other states and that | 
_ In some cases material denied from US sources is being obtained else- | | 

where. It is suggested that this situation, in some measure, could be Ss 
remedied if the Mediator would communicate the revised lists of war os 
material, when available, and the procedures affecting transfer of
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| marginal items, to all states, including. both members of UN and non- > 

members. Perhaps this could be accomplished most effectively through. | 

official communicationof SYGof UN* 

1This telegram was repeated to Cairo as 1290 and to Baghdad, Beirut, Damas- 
cus, Jidda, London, Paris, and Tel. Aviv. Jerusalem, on. September 18, reported: 

that “General Riley and Bunche agree to proposals contained in Deptel 908” 

(telegram 1314, 501.BB Palestine/9-1848). The Presidential Embargo on the sale 

of spare parts to airlines.in the Middle East. was lifted on ‘September 20 (letter | 

| of October 8 from the Embassy in Egypt to the Acting United Nations Mediator ;. | 

copy transmitted to the Department by Cairo in despatch 844 the same day,. 

| 50L.BB Palestine/10-848). 

-----§OL.BB Palestine/9-1748: Telegram ee On 

The Secretary of State to the Special Representative of the United 
Ss Statesin Israel (McDonald) = 

Top secRET. -=—is«— Ss Waasn@ron, September 17, 1948—1 p.m. 

: -. 100. For McDonald. We have had question de jure recognition Govt: 

of Israel under study for several months. On several occasions, I have 

discussed question with President and have also discussed urtel 104 

| ‘Sept 127 -with President. SO a Se a | 

_ No question has arisen re de jure recognition of State of Israel as. — 

state. Our recognition of State on May 14? was full and complete. — 

Present question is conversion of de facto recognition of provisional | 

govt to de jure recognition of permanent govt. In our opinion de jure 

recognition should be extended to a permanent govt which is based! 
on will of people, which is in fact in control of country, and: which is a 

| prepared to carry out its international obligations. Israeli authori- 

ties themselves decided to postpone their elections and themselves have 

a designated their present govtas“Provisional™. - 
We do not agree immediate de jure recognition would strengthen 

PGI moderates. Such recognition would prejudge success their efforts | 

and would, in effect, sanction a regime before it had been-established. 

We consider prospect de jwre recognition should stimulate and aid PGI 

| moderates in retaining effective control of permanent govt. = 
As there has been no basic change in the governmental status of 

Israel since its proclamation on May 15, we consider immediate exten-  __ 

— sion de jure recognition would subiect us to charge that our recognis 

tion had been based on domestic political considerations in US rather 

: than on development of governmental processes in Israel. - 3 

- We consider premature de jure recognition would inflame Arab 

| world and would make it difficult for Arab states to make those con- 

| eéssions for which Bernadotte has been striving in his efforts to obtain: 

"1 See footnote 1 to telegram to President Truman, p.139. = 8 =. | 
| ' @Washington time ~ = 00° 2 0 Pa
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‘equitable solution of Palestine question. We might expect, in addition, = 
that: Moslem states in UN would be strongly affected by premature _ 
step favoring Israel and'that US and other Western powers would __ | 

-thereby have additional and increased difficulties with other important | 

| problems before UN. oe OO Saki? Aaa Mee} 

_° We refer also 'to crucial situation in Berlin. Because of current de-— 

| -velopments there we do not believe we should take any unnecessary step | 

such as premature recognition which would aggravate unrest through- 

| out Moslem world at thiscriticaljuncture. © 

We cannot too emphatically stress importance we attach to present 
efforts Mediator to secure peaceful adjustment Palestine situation | 

under GA resolution May 14. We believe that we now have most favor- | 

‘able opportunity to persuade both parties in Palestine situation to co- | 
operate with Mediator in his truce and mediation efforts. If these are 

- successful many of other problems relating Palestine may be expected — | 

‘In light foregoing we believe interests US and Israel'would be best 
| ‘served by withholding for time being de jure recognition PGI. 

Vasa 

, 501.BB Palestine/9-1748: Telegram “ | 

‘The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 

_--gorp SECRET US URGENT —  —_Lonpvon, September 17,1948—5 p.m. 

4158. Personal foreyesSecretaryand Lovettonly, =. | 
1. Believing as I do that work which has been done here and in. 

| ‘Washington with British Government on what.should constitute a 

| fair and equitable solution of the thorny and even dangerous problem 

| of Palestine is no small achievement, I draft this message with deepest : 

- sense of its importance; for it represents what can be the keystone of 
the arch which we have been building. When one reviews the situation | 
in its historic perspective, the progress that has been made, however 

tedious, is not far short of being a miracle. Ag 7 
9, Bevin sent for me urgently this morning to discuss Palestine. He = 

referred briefly to the likelihood that Mediator’s report may be pub- 
lished as early as September 20 and said that in these circumstances 

: (he does not believe publication Mediator’s report can be postponed | 
as suggested Department’s 3664, September 161) it appeared to him - 
that. best plan for US and UK at this time would be to issue state- 
‘ments, supporting Mediator’s proposals as fair and equitable basis for _ 
«settlement along lines which he imagined Department contemplated | 

1 Not printed. - | Se be : & nes 7
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| last August (penultimate paragraph, Department’s 3208, August 13 
| and Embassy’s 4146, September 16 *). He said that he had read Media- 

tor’s conclusions (Cairo’s 1315, September 16, to Department) and a 
that while they contained a number of features which His Majesty’s 

_ Government would have preferred to see handled differently, in main ~ 
hé was satisfied with proposals as a whole as being substantially in _ 

accord with US and UK thinking. He.felt that proposals would stand a 
or fall as a whole and that although British Government’s views:might — | 
differ on particular points these views should be sacrificed to general 
 good-and solid US-UK front. He therefore accepts plan in its.entirety, 

| foregoes any effort to amend it, believes it should not be modified in 
any respect and that efforts to amend should be resisted. He believes _ 
that there would be little left of plan if amending process should once 

| be begun, : | ne 
me _ 8, Bevin then handed me draft statement quoted my immediately a 

following telegram (Embassy’s 4154, September 17*). He said that — | 
it had been drafted with great trepidation because if this made it will _ 
“once and for all put His Majesty’s Government flatly on record ast 
favoring partition as a permanent solution for Palestine and thus burn 

' His Majesty’s Government’s boats with Arabs.” However, US and UK 
| - have moved together so far forward in this vital matter that he feels 

time has come for him to ask British Cabinet approval to burn any 

boats necessary. ' | — 
| 4, Bevin has in mind following course of action which is based on 

| premise that Mediator’s report will be published September 20. 
| 5. Bevin will put statement quoted my 4154 to British Cabinet this | 

afternoon. He will bring Cabinet up to date with regard to exchanges | 
of views which have taken place since meeting August 26 (Embassy’s 
3879, August 27). He feels fairly certain British Cabinet willapprove = 

_ this statement for inclusion in foreign affairs debate September 22, 
at which Bevin personally will speak, provided United States Govern- 

| ment will make comparable statement September 20th or 21st. ce 
6. Bevin said alternatives to US making statement first were | 

simultaneous statements or. UK speaking first. Simultaneous state- 

| _ ments would in his view strengthen idéa that Bernadotte plan is“deal” __ 
between US and UK. If UK were to speak first, and‘be echoed by later 

7 US statement, this would strengthen idea which Zionists have been —_- 
propagating that US foreign policy is formulated in Whitehall. | 
Moreover, if Bevin made his statement first and US statement were | 
delayed or were to suggest. amendments to Bernadotte plan, all we 
have tried to accomplish in recent weeks would have been to no avail 

| since US and UK would again appear before world as entertaining 
separate points of view re Palestine settlement. Finally, if Bevin __ 

2 No. 4146 not printed. | | : a : 
* Not printed. So ee .
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should speak first. and we were to give qualified approval or to sug- = 
| gest modifications, His Majesty’s Government’s remaining influence | 

with Arab states, so vital at this moment, would vanish like snow | 
under a desert sun. os vo - 

7. In accordance with foregoing, it is Bevin’s hope that US reply | 
- as to whether or not we will issue a statement can be delivered to him : 

| - tomorrow September 18th if possible or at latest on afternoon of _ 

September 19th when he departs for Paris. (He will return for debate — | 
- September 22.) Actual release statement Washington will depend 

- - upon release date of Mediator’s report. If latter occurs September 20, 
.. he hopes that Department’s statement would be issued September 21. 
_-_In this event he would ask Mayhew to say in Parliament September 21 

that a full statement would be made by Bevin in foreign affairsdebate 
_ September 22. This action would be quite appropriate because there __ 

is keen desire both sides of the House for statement and early settle- 
ment. If Secretary General should release report September 21, this | 

- would be too late for debate. September 22, but Department. could 
- make release September 22 and Bevin would stay additional day to 
-- make his statement September 23. ee Oe 

| 8. Bevin pointed out that his own draft statement (Embassy’s — 
4154) has been cast in form he would use in debate September 22. He © | 
did not think US statement, if we agreed to make one, need be as 
complicated. The two essential points which he hopes US will cover — 

(a) That Bernadotte plan in opinion United States Government 
offers a fair and equitable basis for a settlement,and «= So 

(6) That USG will give its fullest support to Bernadotte plan as 
: whole So ee 

_ 9, To my mind, statements by US and UK of the kind and inthe . 
_—- gequence suggested by Bevin represent our best and perhaps only 

effective course in present circumstances. Statements would fix the 
' positions of US and UK firmly: behind Bernadotte plan as a whole. 

‘Working on this basis shoulder to shoulder with UK is best devised, 
it seems to me, to influence both Arabs and Israelis to acquiesce. If we 
should. become the prey of Zionist forces, which will cause the UK to | 

| become the protector of the Arabs, this will only prolong that danger-_ | 
‘ous sore in Palestine and possibly spread the area of infection. I be- 

_ lieve the reasons which Bevin has advanced in paragraph 6 above for — 
US making its statement, first are valid. They are in accord with my =| 

- knowledge of the political situation here. (This I have since confirmed _ | 
oe from authoritative Conservative sources. ) ; 

10. For what my judgment is worth, I recommend with all the force | 
| at my disposal that we make the statement suggested above in the =—=s_—> 
_._ -eireumstances indicated. I believe that this, coupled with the British  —_ 

| _statement, will be an effective double blow which may go far to achieve _
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_ & permanent and workable settlement of what has been a potentially, a 
| if not actually, serious threat to our national interest. = 

_ IL. I hope that. security aspects of this message will be observed 
with utmost care (see also caution in final paragraph my reference 

| telegram). Be - _Doveras | 

| 501.BB Palestine/9-1748 : Telegram . el . | oe ) 

| The Consul General at Jerusalem (Macdonald) to the Secretary 
| Of State | Be 

| URGENT ~ oe SERUSALEM, September 17, 1948. | 

_ 1806. Please pass United Nations Paris for Secretary General from 

| Bunche, Jerusalem, 17 September, an 
Following for information Security Council = 9 

Count Folke Bernadotte, United Nations Mediator on Palestine, 
brutally assassinated. by Jewish assailants of unknown identity, in 
planned, cold blooded attack in the new city of Jerusalem at.1405 — 
GMT today, Friday, 17 September. Mediator, in Jerusalem on official 
tour, was en route from Government House to YMCA in a convoy of 

' three cars, two of which were flying United Nations flags and one a_ 
_ Red Cross flag. Party accompanied by an official liaison officer of the , 

Jewish forces. In the Katamon quarter of new city, well within Jewish 
lines, all three cars were stopped at a road block in which was parked 

| an Israeli Army type jeep filled with men in Jewish Army uniforms 
all of whom got out but the driver. Two of these men, apparently recog- 

| nising the Mediator’s car approached it, stood by the window and fired. 
at point blank range. Count Bernadotte and Colonel Andre P. Serot, , 

| French Air Forces, United Nations Observer, sitting beside him in | 
| rear of car, were both hit several times, Colonel Serot being killed 

| instantly, and Count Bernadotte having lost consciousness almost im- — 
mediately, dying within a few minutes of his arrival at Hadassah 
Hospital, where he was driven by UN Secretariat Officer Frank Begley, 
-who was driver of Mediator’s car at time of attack and who suffered 
only powder burns. General Aage Lundstroem, Chief of Staff of Truce 

a ‘Supervision, also seated in rear of car, miraculously escaped injury. 
Commander William R. Cox, United States Navy, United Nations _ 
Observer, seated in front of car also uninjured. —Ss| | 

| Dr. Bernard Joseph, Military Governor of Jerusalem and Colonel | 
Dayan, Military Commander of Israeli forces in Jerusalem immedi- | 
ately expressed deep regret and concern and stated their intention to 
hunt down assailants. sti‘ ts | - oe 

_ Situation in Jerusalem tense. Consulting with Truce Commission 
‘and senior observers concerning future arrangements affecting observer 
‘personnel in Jerusalem who are in constant danger. __ | 

General Lundstroem, as personal representative of Mediator and | 
his chief of staff, carrying on with direction truce supervision workin _ 
consultation with Truce Commission and General William E. Riley, . | 
‘United States Marines, senior United Nations Observer. es 
-» All members of Observer Corps and United Nations Secretariat staff | 
deeply shocked at sudden loss of their leader in this work whose high
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oe integrity, tirelessness, devotion to his mission and great personal 
| courage were Inspiration to us all. : | | 

- Signed Bunche. / a 
| a | MacponaLp 

"For the statement by the Secretary of State on the assassination of Count _  Bernadotte and the preliminary report from the Consul General at Jerusalem on 
the assassination, both released September 17 , See Department of State Bulletin, — . September 26, 1948, p. 399. | 7 Bers | ‘The Consul General, on September 18, informed the Department of the “general 

a assumption of UN observer group, this office and Jewish military authorities, that assassins were of terrorist group, L.H.Y., commonly known as Stern Gang.” 
(Telegram 1308 from Jerusalem, 501.BB Palestine/9—1848 ) | . | ‘Mr. Ben-Gurion read to ‘Special Representative MeDonald, during the evening 
of September 18, the orders he had given to the military commander of Jerusalem | : to arrest all Stern members and to seize their bases and. arms. He advised also that he would present to the cabinet meeting that evening an ordinance outlaw- _ ing the organization. Within 24 hours of the assassination, Israeli forces arrested 
40 Stern members in Tel Aviv and 150 in J erusalem (telegram 122, September 18, | midnight, from Tel Aviv, 867N.01/9-1848). a | Acting United Nations Secretary-General Sobolev cabled the Secretary of State on September 18 that he had instructed Mr. Bunche to assume full authority _ over the Palestine Mission pending a decision by the General Assembly or the | oO Security Council (unnumbered telegram from Paris, 501.BB Palestine/ 9-1848). 

-«-5501.BB Palestine/9~1748 : Telegram oe | ae . oe 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

TOP SECRET Wasuineton, September 18, 1948—2 pm | | 
3690. For Ambassador Douglas. | | - 

| (1) We agree (para 2 Embtel 4158, Sept. 17 ) Bernadotte report | 
_ may be published as early as Sept. 20. | Oo 

(2) ‘Secretary will make decision in Paris (para 6). Confidentially = 
| our present inclination is to make statement there before British, os 

| _ (8) Sec plans leave Washington early afternoon Sept. 19, arriving 
in Paris Sept. 20. - 7 | 

, (4) We are preparing US statement (para 8) which See will prob- | 
ably take with him for discussion with GA Del Paris following arrival. 

_ Sent London, repeated Paris for Jessup and McClintock in reply _ 
—  -- Delga 59, Sept. 18.1 | - a oe | : 

MarsHaun | 
- 1 Not printed; Mr. McClintock, in this message to Messrs. Lovett and Rusk, recommended strongly that there be no ten-day delay in publishing the Berna- | dotte report and concluded: “Bernadotte’s death will give maximum weight to . recommendations in his report. I feel that if report is issued promptly, there will still be sufficient time for diplomatic preparation, particularly since British | already contemplate swift action.” (501.BB /9-1848) | ae | : 

| | 7 a Editorial Note | - 

| _ On September 19, some two days after the assassination of Count | _ Bernadotte, Special Representative McDonald sent a letter to Presi- 
598—594—_76-——_57 a | | |
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dent Truman which stated that “no matter what happens in the next , 
- days or weeks, I do hope that you will discourage any possible move to 

weaken this Mission or to withdraw its head as a form of sanctions or 

as evidence of U.S. displeasure.” The President replied on October 4 _ 
| _ that “TI heartily approve the course you have pursued and are pursuing © 

, and shall, as you recommend, discourage any move to weaken the Mis: | 
sion or to withdraw its head as a form of sanctions.” The full texts of _ 
the two messages are printed in Mr. McDonald’s My Mission in Israel, : 

| pages 81-82. SR SS ee oe 

- 501.BB Palestine/ 9-1848 : Telegram . | Oo 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation tothe = 
a United Nations General Assembly, at Paris? | | 

SECRET — , Wasuineton, September 20, 1948—3 p. m. 

Gadel 25. [For Jessup.] Dept. view that unless direct pecuniary loss - 
sustained by UN on account murder Bernadotte, inappropriate for _ 

| UN demand indemnity PGI. Delga 65, Sep 18.2 Punitive damages not | 
generally favored in international law even as between states. Matter : 
propriety apology UN left your discretion. — a 

| 7 | Lovett 

‘The first part of the Third Regular Session of the United Nations General 
Assembly opened. at Paris on September 21, 1948, and lasted until December 12. 
The United States Delegation was headed by Secretary Marshall until his depar- 
ture for Washington on November 21. With respect to the membership of the 

| ‘U.S. Delegation, see vol. 1, Part 1, pp. 9-20 and Department of State Bulletin, 
September 12, 1948, p. 880. _ | } - | _ 7 

*Not printed, it suggested that if it were “duly established that PGI failed 
_. to use means at disposal to prevent murder or to punish murderers, it would be . ; 

responsible to make apology and pay indemnity to UN” (501.BB Palestine/9- _ 
1848). A further exchange of telegrams on this subject (Delga 98, September 23, | 
from Paris, and Gadel 49, September 24, in reply, 501.BB Palestine/9-2348) 
is not printed, oad a ; : 7 . 

501.BB Palestine/9-2048 : Telegram | | 7 | 

 - The Special Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonald) 
to the Secretary of State | oe | 

| SECRET URGENT = Tex Aviv, September 20, 1948—6 p. m. 
_ NIACT 7 | | 7 | 

128. Foreign Minister informed me at 4 p. m. that at noon today 
| PGI issued 24-hour ultimatum to IZL forces in Jerusalem to uncon- . 

| ditionally surrender their arms and enlist unreservedly in Israeli 
Army, or be attacked by military force. Ultimatum expires 12 noon, | 

+ Consul General Macdonald, on September 22, reported that Irgun Zvai Leumi 
forces in Jerusalem had agreed, the previous day, to disband and that its mem- | 
bers had begun reporting to the Israeli army for duty. He noted also that in the 
State of Israel, ie., outside of Jerusalem, the IZL had joined the Israeli army 
in July (telegram 1321 from Jerusalem, 867N.01/9-2248). oo
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September 21. Foreign Minister states only factor which will affect 
| government decision to force compliance ultimatum isif Arabs attack 

before noon tomorrow. | a _ | | 
"This most important decision revealed after I had expressed to For- | 

_ eign Minister contents Depcirtel September 19, 4 p. m2 concerning 
| which Foreign Minister reiterated assurances that PGI would nottake 

_ military action violation truce and would only defend itself if Arabs 
attack. As for prevention further violence, Foreign Minister recounted 

_ current strenuous actions being taken against Stern Gang and said __ 
| operations proceeding successfully so far with government more hope-. 

| ful of finding leading conspirators and assassins. Am promised Eng- 
lish text already approved Cabinet decrees against terrorist organiza- | 

- tions within few hours and will telegraph soonest.’ Ce 
| SF , McDonatp — 

* Not printed ; it requested diplomatic officers at Arab capitals, Tel Aviv, and 
_ Jerusalem to inform appropriate officials “that we consider UN task which 

7 Count. Bernadotte so effectively commenced should be vigorously pursued. We : 
attach greatest importance to maintenance present truce and continuation of 

; mediation. We are confident Arab and Jewish leaders will take every precaution — 
to prevent further violence and will, particularly, refrain from any military step 

. . contrary to terms of SC truce.” (501.BB Palestine/9-1948) | . 
| *In a message sent via air pouch courier on September 24 to Mr. Clifford, who | 

| was aboard the President’s Special Train, Acting Secretary Lovett stated in 
a part: “In general Israel appears to be making a determined effort to control ter- | 

rorist organizations, Irgun and Stern gangs. Some success with former but Stern 
leaders not yet caught and important figures already gone underground. Safety 
of American personnel is doubtful. Israeli Government. giving McDonald, Tel 
Aviv, strong police guard as protection against assassin groups. Consul Macdon- — | 
ald, Jerusalem, is reported to have received warnings and we are concerned his 

- _ safety. He has requested additional Marine guards for Consulate and military 
_ establishments are considering matter.” (Clifford Papers) | 

- 501.BB Palestine/9—2148: Circular telegram | | | oi 

| The Acting Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic and ~ 
| ae Consular Offices * , Oo | 

OO 7 os _. Wasuineton, September 21,1948, ~ 
———- GeeState released following statement on Palestine in Parisat4p.m. 

| Paris time (11 a.m. EDT), Tuesday, Sept 21: ? ol ee 

- “The US considers that the conclusions contained in the final report si. 
_.. of Count Bernadotte 2 offer a generally fair basis for settlement of the - 

. _ Palestine question.. My government is of the opinion that the con- _ 
| clusions are sound and strongly urges the parties and the General _ 

Assembly to accept them in their entirety as the best possible basis 
| for bringing peace to a distracted land. a 

» “No plan could be proposed which would be entirely satisfactory in 

7 At Arab capitals, Tel Aviv, and Jerusalem. a a 
a *Mr. Lovett, in a memorandum of September 21 to the White House Message 

Center for the attention of Mr. Clifford, sent the text of the Secretary’s statement — 
. and advised of the date, time, and place of release (501.BB Palestine/9-2148). 

® Released on September 20. ‘
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all respects to every interested party. The UN has endeavored to — 
achieve a solution by peaceful adjustment and entrusted the task to its 

| Mediator, Count Bernadotte. He energetically, courageously and with 
a spirit of complete fairness, we feel, canvassed all the possibilities and a 
proposed as his last contribution tawards a world of peace a sound | 
basis for settlement. He gave his life to this effort. 

“The complexities of the problem and the violent emotions which 
_. have been engendered are such that the details of any plan could be | 

| debated endlessly. As a matter of fact, the debate on this question has 7 

been carried on for years in almost every kind of public forum. It is _ | 

| our sincere hope that the parties concerned will realize that their 

best interests and the interests of the world community will be served — 

by accepting in a spirit of fair compromise the judgment of Count 

— Bernadotte.” we oo 

IO Files: US(P)/A/24 ; | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Henry S. Villard of the 

Advisory Staff of the United States Delegation to the General 

Assembly 7 | | | So | 

a CONFIDENTIAL ty [Parrs,] September 22, 1948. 

oo Participants: Amir Faisal, Chief of Saudi Arabian Delegation 
Henry 8. Villard, U.S. Delegation . a 

| In conversation today with members of the Saudi Arabian Dele- 

gation, I was told by Amir Faisal that his Delegation was strongly op- 

posed to accepting any part of the Bernadotte Report. Amir Faisal | 

- gaid that he would fight against the report to the end, in which he : 

| would be fully supported by the other Arab states. a | : 

The Saudi Arabians consider the report to be a “prejudiced one” | 

| favoring the Provisional Government of Israel. I asked Amir Faisal | 

if he considered Count Bernadotte to have been a prejudiced person. 

- Faisal replied that while he did not know Bernadotte personally, he : 

regarded the UN solution for Palestine as altogether prejudiced and ~ | 

| that the present proposal would never be acquiesed in by the Arab 

nations. BEB GS oe | 

While personally friendly, Amir Faisal spoke with bitterness about 

| the Palestine problem. He said that as long as the State of Israel — 

existed the Palestine problem would never be solved. He attempted to _ | 

draw a parallel between the illegal government of Free Greece” under | 

General Markos, and the Provisional Government of Israel, and | 

charged the United States with inconsistency in opposing the former 

while supporting the latter. OS - | 

The Saudi Arabian Delegation made it clear that as far as they and | 

the other Arab Delegations were concerned, the Bernadotte. Report 

-would not'be accepted and could only be “imposed upon” them. :
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501.BB Palestine/9—2248 : Telegram > | | se ; 

| The Chargé in Lebanon (Kuniholm) to the Acting Secretary of State 

SECRET | Beirct, September 22, 1948—10 a. m. 
ne 479. Re Depcirtel September 19, 4 p.m. Since President. and Prime = 

Minister are absent from Beirut I transmitted message to Foreign Min- — 
ister, who said he would relay it to President. Oo on 

_ Frangié paid tribute to Bernadotte as impartial and honest medi- | 
ator, who tried to perform an impossible and hopeless task. | . 

a He repeated what. he has stated on frequent occasions, that Arabs | 

would never recognize state of Israel. Jews, he said, would be boy- | So 
- cotted by Arab states; any state which engaged in trade with Israel, | 

- furthermore, would also be boycotted by Arab states. When I observed 
that such a boycott could be as dangerous to Arabs as to Jews, and | 

| almost impossible to enforce, he replied that ways would be found to. 
| makeiteffective. = © | es, an 

| _ -Frangié assured me that Lebanese Army would never attack Jews — 
, unless attacked first. | 7 os Kuxpporma 

. 800.00 Summaries/9-2248 : Circular telegram | a 

| The Acting Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic and ; 
ae | Consular Offices + re ne 

) SECRET oe _ Wasuineron, September 22, 1948—2 p. m. 

| Please urgently bring to attention Head of State, PriMin or | 
FonMin Sec’s statement Sept 21 re Bernadotte’s conclusions for set- 

_tlement Palestine question (cirtel Sept 21). —_ 
_ In so doing you should stress this Govt’s deep concern over dangers 

7 inherent in present Palestine situation. This Govt considers that ac- | 
ceptance of Bernadotte’s conclusions would provide Arab and Jewish | 
leaders with statesmanlike opportunity of making major contribution | 
to NE peace and thereby to world peace. We believe such acceptance 
would serve best interests of all NE countries. It would permit re- 

| sumption of stable conditions under which NE peoples may again 
_ devote their energies and resources to constructive purposes. Rej ection | 

of reasonable settlement, on other hand, which would prolong present. _ 
_ disturbed conditions in NE would undoubtedly have further detri- | 

| mental effect on wellbeing of NE peoples and on stability and security 
| of whole NE. This Govt accordingly urges that favorable considera- _ 

tion be given by all NE States to Bernadotte’s final report to UN. : 
_ For your info only, we realize that acquiescence rather than accept- 

_ ance conclusions may be most we can hope for. We feel, however, it 
| _ would be tactical mistake to urge less than acceptance. . a : | | oo Ce _ | — Loverr 

*At Arab capitals, Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, London, and Paris, the last for the 
information of the Delegation to the General Assembly. | |
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| Editorial Note SO 

On September 22 London reported on a telegram sent by the For- 
- ign Office to British missions at Arab capitals, in which they were 

‘instructed to hand to the governments to which they were accredited = 
a copy of the statement that Mr. Bevin was to make before the House 
of Commons that day. The telegram informed the missions that the => 
British Government would push firmly for acceptance by the United > 
Nations of Count Bernadotte’s recommendations in their entirety ; 
it also instructed them, together with their American counterparts, to | 
persuade the Arab Governments not to oppose implementation of — 

| those recommendations. It noted further that active acceptance of 
7 the recommendations and recognition of the position of the other 

party were unnecessary; what was required was acquiescence (tele- , 
| gram 4220, 501.BB Palestine/9-2248). | | | 

| For that portion of the text of Mr. Bevin’s statement dealing with | 
Palestine, see Parliamentary Debates, House of Commons, 5th series, 
volume 456, column 898. oe | 

195.91/9-2348: Telegram | | a 

| The Ambassador in Egypt (Griffis) to the Acting Secretary of State | 

_ CONFIDENTIAL oo Carro, September 23, 1948—noon. | 

1373. Replying Deptel 1299, September 17, 8 p. m.,! under authority | 
military proclamations five and thirteen, Egyptian Government is — 
seizing all cargo destined to or en route from Palestine. Increasingly = =—_— 
rigorous inspections of passengers and baggage and cargo inevitable. 

Fuel, food, water and other supplies are being denied to vessels calling _ 

Palestine, Se | | | 

_ Government now proposes to deny entry into Egyptian ports to any | 
| vessel repeatedly calling Palestine. Extremely likely that passengers 

| of military age (probably including women) en route Palestine will | 

- be removed from vessels and interned. Strong likelihood that vessels _ 

| themselves if allowed to call at Alexandria may be interned if repeat- 
edly carrying military age personnel or cargo for Palestine. No new 

decrees or regulations issued covering these proposals which are ad- 

ministrative decisions under above military proclamations. Copies of | 

| all decrees have been sent Department. All Arab League countries 

reportedly determined adopt similar restrictions. _ 7 

1Not printed; it stated that since it was not clear what positive action the | ‘ 

Egyptian ‘Government planned to take against American ships trading with 

Israeli ports and since the Department had not found technical legal grounds | 

-on which to base a protest, the Department requested Cairo’s “considered views : 

as to character probable Egyp action and any suggestions which you feel would 

be effective in formulation of protest.” (195.91/9-1348) . : | |
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. _ Agent of American Export Lines has strongly promised line tempo- 
rarily to eliminate Palestinian ports from schedule. | | 

. It is not believed that any further protest is advisable or would be 

effective at this time, since more onerous of these measures determined 

| upon since Egyptian Government’s receipt of memo and verbal com- — | 

‘munication contents Deptel 1210.2 Embassy believes that only closead- 

| ~ herence to Egyptian Government emergency regulations will prevent — 

- . serious embarrassment US flag vessels this area. Might be possible to 
_ have Palestine-bound passengers unmolested Alexandria if UN certi- 

-. fication as to their non-military status were obtained prior embarka- 

tion from US and possibly American consular certificates for those 
- embarking at intermediate ports. Re Deptel 1242 and 1259,3 American 

-—- eitizen M. S. Zia, passenger to Alexandria last trip Marine Carp 
a reports large group Jewish passengers for Haifa made no secret mil- | 

itary status, conducted commando tactics practice on deck daily, in- 

sisted bulletins and announcements be made in Hebrew, and paid $6,800 

_ charges for excess baggage which took seven hours to unload at Haifa, 
7 including some 75 or 80 US Army type trunks so heavy tooktwomen _ 

to lft. a | | | oe —— | a | : Oo co GRIFFIS 

| 3 Dated September 2, not printed; it stated that “any actions on part either — | 
. . party to present controversy in Palestine which would impede normal’ move- | 

ments of passengers and cargoes “would be viewed most seriously by this Govt.” | 
(195.91/9-248) os | | . : 

> Dated September 9 and September 10, respectively, neither printed. | | 

--SOL.BB Palestine/9-2448: Telegram | 

Mr. Wells Stabler to the Secretary of State - 

. SECRET a oe Aman, September 24, 1948—5 p. m. | 

63. Since for reasons given by King (mytel 62, September 241) 

it may be difficult for Transjordan to accept Bernadotte’s conclusions, __ 
a am convinced no problem will be encountered in obtaining Trans- — 

- - jordan’s acquiescence to them if they are adopted by UN and imposed | 
- byresolution. | _ | BG 
_ King’s well-known reluctance pursue war, his past and present - 

| _ reasonable attitude toward Jews, his desire annex Arab parts Pales- | 

| tine, his Greater Syria scheme, and his close alliance with British are 

all calculated make his position among Arab states difficult, if not | 

| _ Not printed; the reasons given by the King were that “he is surrounded by 
. _. hostile elements in Syria, Lebanon, Egypt and to certain degree in Iraq... . 

| Arab hostile elements are seeking destroy him and Transjordan and criticize | 
| every step he makes which they consider not in concert with Arab ‘League deci- 

sions. Therefore as an Arab leader he is obliged concur in and adopt decisions = 
made by majority other Arab leaders.” (501.BB Palestine/9-2448) , -
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dangerous. So far strength of Arab Legion has been deterrent to any | 
overt conspiracy. King realizes therefore that any forthright accept- | 

| ance Mediator’s conclusions would make his position untenable and 
- that in storm such acceptance would cause, he might lose all he had 

struggled for. No doubt exists that King generally favors Bernadotte’s 
conclusions (with possible exception matters as Jaffa and Jerusalem). 
since he is one of principal beneficiaries, Accordingly, Transjordan 
will be among first, if not first, to urge acquiescence by Arab states to . 
UN imposed solution based on Mediator’s conclusions. = 

_ Although realize matter under active consideration, feel US recog- 
nition this country, even if de facto, at this time would contribute to | 
solution Palestine problem by placing Transjordan on equal footing 
with Israel before UN and by giving it needed support for taking 
major lead in any debate by Arab League concerning acceptance or : 
acquiescence Bernadotte’s conclusions. | : | , 
Department pass Jerusalem 46, Tel Aviv 2. - 

| Se OER ne |  SrasteER 

Truman Papers, President’s Secretary's File : Telegram _ . a . 

The A cting Secretary of State to President Truman* 

CONFIDENTIAL _Wasurneron, September 24, 1948—7: 46 p. m. 
| Memorandum for the President. | 

| White 97. A reliable newspaper correspondent has told us in confi- 
dence that the American Zionist Emergency Council (Dr. Silver’s © 
organization) has endeavored to plant on [én?] his paper the story 

7 that Bernadotte’s Report relating to Palestine was written in the State | 
Department, that it was taken to Bernadotte by a State Department. - | 
official after coordination with the British, and that Bernadotte used 
it with a few minor changes. | : Oo 

- _ There is no truth in this story. It is true that representatives of the | 
Department had many opportunities to exchange views with Berna- 
dotte, that we were aware of his thinking, and that he was aware of 
ours, as were the British and the Israelis. | 

| _ We had no part in the preparation of Bernadotte’s Report. We had 
not seen the complete Report prior to its publication by the UN in © 

Paris. We were, however, confidentially informed of the conclusions 
relating to the future of Palestine as contained in Part 1 of the Report 

| shortly prior to the publication. | | | | | 
7 | | : | ~ Rosert A. Loverr 

. 1 Transmitted by the White House Signal Detachment to the President, who | 

was aboard the Presidential train in California and Arizona. | |
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501.BB Palestine/9—2448 : Telegram : mo 

— - The Minister in Syria (Keeley) to the Acting Secretary of State 

SECRET . URGENT -. Damascts, September 24, 1948—11 p. m._ | 

«618. Whereas my instructions (Depcirtel September 22, 2 p.m.) _ 

a limit me to urging “acceptance” Bernadotte conclusions, Bevin’s in- oe 

| structions (London’s 4221 to Department September 22,7 p.m.*) to | 

British Chargé Dundas pointed out cardinal point of plan is that - 

| neither party is called upon to make any active sign of acceptance or 

to recognize position of other party and charged him in collaboration 

with his US colleague “who will receive similar instructions” to seek | 

“acquiescence” of Syrian Government [apparent omission] at his 

discretion in initial interviews, in subsequent conversations and in | 

publicity guidance suggested arguments given him in great detail. — 

- “Only essential” said Bevin “is that our persuasions should be 

gueeessful”. sis | | 7 

| After consultation with me and before receipt of my instructions _ 

| (Legtel 617, September 24, 11 p. m.t), Dundas made to Barazi plea _ 
for “acquiescence” on ground that however imperfect Bernadotte’s 7 

| conclusions might be they were considered by HMG as best proposal _ - 

| likely to get universal support. Dundas and I are in agreement that 

Arab weakness in both political and military sphere is such asto give — 

_ them no reasonably acceptable alternative. He plans support my argu- | 

ments in this sense with President, Prime Minister and Foreign _ 
7 Minister and I propose generally to support his arguments as sug- 

gested by Bevin to extent applicable to our somewhat different — | 

situation. a a | 

Since Barazi has frequently expressed Syrian Government’s grave | - 
| doubts re value of UN guarantee of any recommended Palestine 

- frontiers, because Syrians sincerely doubt Israel’s peaceful intentions __ 

| and fear its aggressive designs, they might well be more amenable to - | 

reason in this crucial point and hence more willing acquiesce in imposi- | | 

_ tion of Bernadotte conclusions if American Government were on 
record at least as approving British position. I therefore respectfully 

recommend out of depth my conviction and that of my staff concerning 
its desirability and timeliness that US show some awareness of Arab oe 
fears of announced Zionist pretensions and offer something as quid 3 

pro quo for Arab acquiescence. Specifically I request Department’s 

authority make, at moment which may seem to us here most opportune 
| for promotion of Syrian acquiescence in plan, a statement along fol- ; 

lowing lines: | | ce 

“British assurances that unprovoked Israeli violation of Arab— |
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| frontiers would be considered in effect ‘act of war’ against Britain 
_ and would put into operation various Anglo-Arab treaties under 

| Article 51 of Charter is made with knowledge and full approval | 
American Government. Furthermore, US Government, which fully | 

-_- understands that alleged Zionist ambitions are source of grave concern 
to Syrian Government, desires emphasize that, while for constitu- 
tional reasons it cannot give pledge similar to British assurances it 1s 

-. bound by UN Charter in concert with other UN members ‘to take ef- 
- fective collective measures for the suppression of acts of aggression.’ ” 

In interest not only of influencing Syrians to “go along” with im- 
plementation of Bernadotte plan but in concern for future of Ameri- 

can interests in this area, I urge above message or some show of 
sympathy with disagreeableness of bitter pill Syrians are being asked 

to swallow in acquiescing in perpetuation in Palestine of Zionist state | 
_ which they honestly feel will be perpetual threat to their national : 

| - security. Even words alone, a few understanding ones, mean far more 

| in eastern psychology than in occidental. Let us not lose this oppor- 

tunity honestly to fortify our position for the future? _ oe 

| Pouched Arab capitals, Athens, Ankara. - —_ 
| Sent Department; Department pass Paris 19 for USUNDel and | 

= London?, | - 

| ne errs . | KErEeLey | 

| *The Department, in reply on ‘September 30, expressed its appreciation of the 
reasoning underlying the penultimate paragraph but regretted it was unable “at 
present” to authorize Mr. Keeley to make a statement along the lines suggested 

| (telegram 377 , 001.BB Palestine/9-2148). | a . 

501.BB Palestine/9-2548 : Telegram 7 | ) . 
The Ambassador in Egypt (Griffis) to the Acting Secretary of State 

SECRET Catro, September 25, 1948—noon. | 

1392. Azzam Pasha, AL Secretary General in informal conversation 
with Secretary Ireland, arranged obtain Azzam’s reaction Bernadotte | 

report said flatly that report was not acceptable to Arabs. He par- | 
ticularly found objectionable: a 

_ . The assignment to Israel of- Galilee containing overwhelming — | 
majority of Arabs. Return of Negeb could not be compensation since ~ 

| population there also overwhelmingly Arab; 
9. Failure make Haifa with 100,000 Arabs and 60,000. Jews 

an international city as he had understood had been intention of 
_Bernadotte; | / | 

- _ 8. Assignment to Jews of Jaffa, a purely Arab city with a popula- ; 
tion of 100,000; | | ;
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_ «4, Failure assign Jerusalem to Arabs. If such failure was based on | 
presence of 100,000 Jews at Jerusalem, he must point to reverse situa- | 
tion at Jaffa and Haifa. Jews could not have it both ways. | 

_ Even more important was failure recognize Arab objections to | 
_ Jewish state with Arab majority. If it were said that since May 15 

_ Arab majority no longer exists, he must point out that flight of Arabs 
had been due entirely to Jewishterrorism. = | CO - 
When asked whether guarantee of international frontiers would 

a not constitute gain for Arabs, he responded that guarantee of frontiers =~ 
| of state not recognized by Arabs in first instance was of no interest. . 

---* In any case UN guarantees mean nothing. Zionists were defying UN 
~ nowand would continuetodoso. _ Oo ee 

He then reiterated familiar themes concerning partition and atti- 
| tudes of King Abdullah, US and Great Britain. He could understand 

how ambition swayed Abdullah as tool of British but still could not 
understand attitude of Great Britain or US. Both maintained they 

| backed report in interest of peace and out of friendship for Arabs. In | 
| regard to former both US and Great Britain were actually making it 

| -» impossible achieve permanent peace in ME, since all who were familiar 
with realities in plan knew peace would be impossible under Berna- 
dotte’s plan. | | a | | 
Azzam said British Ministers Troutbeck and Clayton had just 7 

talked with him for more than. two hours, urging acceptance Berna- 
. dotte plan. He had answered Arabs could not accept plan, they could | 

not acquiesce. = a Po 
/ In conclusion and in same mood, he repeated to Ireland that Arabs 

would continue resist. If US and Great Britain and UN wished to — 

impose plan on Arabs let them send men, planes and battleships. In no 
other way could Bernadotte’s plan be enforced. Similar line pursued 
by Azzam in statement to press, — : oy 7 a 

- Sent Department as 1892, repeated Londonas105. oe 
Department please pass to Paris for USUN. oe 
Paraphrased to Arab capitals. | | oO 

Oo | | oe, . GRIFFIS  - 

«YO Files: US(P)/A/C-1/B ee OO 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Henry 8. Villard of the Ad- 
.- atsory Staff of the United States Delegation to the General Assembly — 

SECRET [Paris,] September 26, 1948. 
| Participants: Mahmoud Fawzi Bey, Egyptian Delegation _ | 

oe Henry S. Villard, United States Delegation | 

I took Fawzi Bey to lunch in the country yesterday and spent the - 
better part of the afternoon discussing Palestine. Fawzi Bey’s attitude —
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_ seemed essentially reasonable, in contrast to the aggressiveness of the 
_ Saudi Arabian Delegation, and I gathered the impression that his 

_ Main preoccupation was that of saving face for the Arab states in a 
_ settlementofthe Palestine problem ~~ | : 

_ Fawzi Bey said that if the General Assembly attempted to push 
| through a solution based on an all-out acceptance of the Bernadotte 

recommendations, the Arab Delegations would refuse to have any- oe 
thing to do with the matter and would regard the solution as one . 
imposed upon them. There would thus be no real solution of the 
problem, since the Arabs could not acquiesce flatly in the Bernadotte 
Report. The main objective should be, rather, to achieve a solution 

| on the basis of conciliation and negotiation. To accept the Bernadotte | 
| Report hastily, merely because everyone was tired of Palestine and | 

| wanted to dispose of the subject quickly, would be a fatal mistake, for 
this 1s a crucial moment in the history of the Palestine question. If the _ 

: Assembly voted a solution in which the Arabs could not acquiesce, | 
the struggle would goon ‘for years. | : | , 

_ Fawzi Bey outlined his views as to the most acceptable procedure | 
from the Arab point of view: | _ ne - 

| 1. There should be a general discussion of the Bernadotte proposals _ | 
in Committee 1, carefully steered by the Chairman in order to avoid | 
pressure for an immediate decision. , 7 | | 
_ 2. At the proper moment a very small sub-committee should be 
appointed of carefully chosen nations to work for a negotiated settle- 

7 ment on the basis of the Bernadotte proposals, under the leadership | 
of one or more “neutral” states. Possibly Belgium might qualify inthis =| 

_ respect, with the addition perhaps of certain states which had abstained 
on the partition vote, together with one which had voted for and one | 

- which had voted against partition. BS 
| 8. The role of such a sub-committee would be to conciliate opposing 

viewpoints on the Arab and Jewish sides and to bring forth a solution 
which both sides could accept under the urging of other members of | 
the General Assembly. | | oo | a, 

It was pointed out by Fawzi Bey that both parties to the controversy 
have extremists in their midst and have publicly assumed positions 
from which they cannot officially retreat. Nevertheless, the possibility | 

_ remains of finding a middle ground on which agreement could be 
reached without serious loss of face, particularly in the light of over-all : 

| General Assembly opinion. The best way of finding this ground would 
be outside of formal debates in the Assembly or in the heat of Com- 

: mittee 1 proceedings. : oe | | 

[asked Fawzi Bey what he regarded as the main objection to the
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Bernadotte proposals from the Arab viewpoint. In the order of their 
importance he said they were as follows: Boe - | 

_ (a) Boundary line for Israel. The main difficulty would bein draw- 
Ing a line so as to incorporate as many Arabs as possible in Arab terri- 

_ tory and as many Jews as possible in Jewish territory. The Arabs ob-. | 
ject to giving Galilee to Israel. I asked Fawzi Bey whether, in all the oo 

: past attempts to draw a boundary, a line satisfactory to both parties 
had ever been suggested. Admitting that it had not, he nevertheless © 

| thought that some agreement could yet be reached. In this connection ) 
he noted that Galilee and the port of Jaffa had previously been as- 
signed to the Arabs, whereas now these areas were to be given to Israel. | 

(0) Status of Jerusalem. Fawzi Bey found the Bernadotte sug- 
gestion in this respect too vague, but said he was open-minded. Exactly 

| what plan was in mind? The administering authority for the city 
. must be very carefully selected in Arab opinion because of the danger | 

a of infiltration by the Jews and gradual taking over of the administra- a 
| tion by them. SE . Te | 

(c) Haifa and Lydda. Specific details of the free port status ofthese 
- places would have to be worked out and agreed upon. a 

_ (da) Conciliation commission. The Arabs were doubtful of the effi- 
| cacy and usefulness of this body. Again, Jewish infiltration and influ- ol 

_. ence were feared by the Arabs. | , | po i 
| Fawzi Bey made it clear that in the Arab view, the primary basis 

| for a settlement would be the return of Arab refugees to their homes in| 
Israel. It was essential that these people should be permitted to return | 

| to live where they have previously taken root, and monetary compensa-_ oe 
- tion would not serve as a substitute. He seemed to feel that in general — 

the Bernadotte recommendations were satisfactory in this respect. 
_ It was significant that during our entire conversation, Fawzi Bey 

made no objection to the existence of the State of Israel. He observed — | 
| _ that the idea of a unitary state for Palestine was now outmoded, nor _ . 

would the Arabs desire such a solution. A settlement would have to be — 
reached “on the basis of present facts”. While the Arabs could not of | | 
course officially accept the existence of Israel, I had the feeling that 

| _ Fawzi Bey’s entire objective is to achieve a settlement on the basis of. | 
_ negotiation in regard to the points enumerated above, and that if this 

_ can be done quietly the Arabs would be prepared to take a conciliatory | | 
line mG | ie 

Finally, I asked Fawzi Bey what he thought the Russians would do. a 
_ He replied that he had no information on this score, but that he felt 

_ sure the Soviet Union would play the game to serve their own in- 
terests—which would be to prevent any workable arrangements be- 
tween the Arabs and the Jews.  it™*s oe
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_ - 801.BB Palestine/9-2248 : Telegram : ; a SO | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Consulate General at J. erusalem | 

SECRET | WASHINGTON, September 27, 1948—5 p. m. - 

: 929. Dept has informally emphasized (urtel 1323 Sept 22%) to 

_ Israeli rep here urgent necessity demilitarization Jerusalem.? | 
- a | | Loverr 

{Not printed. oo | ee oe 
* Telegram 929 was repeated to Tel Aviv. | | | 

- §01.BB Palestine/9-2448: Telegram | a 

The Acting Secretary of State to Mr. Wells Stabler, at Amman 

TOP SECRET _ ‘Wasuinetron, September QT , 1948—9 p. m. 

| _ 15. Dept appreciates reasoning penultimate para urtel 63, Sept 24 
but considers that in light many important factors involved in over-all 

picture, particularly urgent necessity acquiescence Arab states and 

Israel in Bernadotte’s conclusions and successful outcome GA dis- 
cussions Bernadotte report, any kind of recognition of Transjordan 

| by US at this particular moment would be premature and prejudicial. 
| However in conversations with Transjordan Govt officials you are au- 

7 thorized state in strictest confidence that formal recognition Trans- = __ 
jordan is under active consideration by this Govt and that acquiescence | 

_ by Transjordan in Bernadotte conclusions and degree of cooperation — 

offered by Transjordan in implementing actions and decisions of UN’ 

| re Palestine will be an important factor in determing this Govts fmal 

attitude on recognition.* . | oo 

7 a This telegram was repeated to Jerusalem as No. 932. _ a | 

| 501.BB/9-2848 : Telegram : - . | 

The Acting Secretary o i State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom — 

SECRET US URGENT - Wasuineton, September 28,. 1948—3 p.m. | 

7 3790. Louis [Lewis] J ones from McClintock. Confirm to Wright my 
remarks to him Sep 23 concerning desire Dept that, in light existing i 

circumstances, top priority be accorded treatment Palestine problem | 

| Paris GA. [McClintock.| —. | oe |
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_ 9§01.BB Palestine/9-2848 : Telegram ~ | - oe 7 | 

| Mr. Wells Stabler to the Acting Secretary of State a 

‘TOP SECRET = US URGENT | AMMAN, September 28,1948—4 p.m. > 

A 66. Am grateful to Department for guidance contained its 15,Sep- 
tember 27 and shall take early opportunity convey to King and Trans- | 

_ jordan Government officials substance last sentence. a 

___ Before doing so, however, will Department wish consider also au- 
| thorizing me assure King and Transjordan Government officials that _ 

same yardstick being applied in connection de jure recognition Israel? , 
_. Recent statement by Secretary would appear indicate US Government | 

is contemplating de jure recognition of Israel within next days.Such > 
_ development could only have most disillusioning effect to King’s 

and Transjordan Government’s belief in USA sincerity and imparti- 
ality, particularly in light of US Government’s present attitude on oe 
formal recognition Transjordan as expressed in reftel.* re 

| _ Department pass Jerusalem 49. | | - | 

Oo ‘ : oe a STABLER 

| + In reply, on September 30, the Department informed Mr. Stabler that it ‘“re- 
grets unable at present authorize you give King and Transjordan Government 
officials assurance subject urtel 66.” It also left to his discretion whether he would. 

oo tell those officials that acquiescence in Count Bernadotte’s conclusions and co- 
operation in implementing actions on Palestine by the United Nations would 
help determine the United States Government’s final attitude on recognition of 
Transjordan (telegram 17 to Amman, 501.BB Palestine/9—2848). Mr. Stabler - 
informed the Prime Minister on October 2 and the King on October 3 that the 
United States was giving active consideration to formal recognition of Trans- 7 
jordan. Both expressed great satisfaction, the King expressing his hope that he . 

- would be able to visit the United States when the question ‘was resolved. Mr. » . 
Stabler did not make use of the authorization given to him, as set forth in the | 

—— - second sentence in this footnote (telegram 72, October 3, 9 a. m., from Amman, 
 §01.BB Palestine/10-3848). : 7 

867N.48/9-2848 : Telegram | cee a 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State, at Paris | 

ss gRoRET | Di Wasuineron, September 28,1948—6 p.m. > 

| Telmar 19. For the Secretary: Following memorandum from Joint : 
| Chiefs of Staff dated Sept 22 transmitted to Dept by Secretary | 

Defense:* . | : | | 

“The Joint Chiefs of Staff have on frequent occasions pointed out 
_. the critical strategic importance of the Near East area and the neces- 

sity, from a military standpoint, of maintaining the Arab world — 
| - oriented toward the United States andthe United Kingdom. — oo, 

| “The present distress of some 300,000 Arab refugees from Palestine = 
and the inability of the Arab nations to provide for their urgent needs | 

-10QnSeptember23. | | | a oe
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present an opportunity for the United States to strengthen the friend- | 

ship of the Arab people for the people of the United States and to 

enhance the prestige of the United States, both of which have suffered 

as the result of recent events in connection with the Palestine situation. 

. “Therefore the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommend that, as a measure 

| to strengthen our military position, the United States should emulate 

the actions of the United Kingdom by the early provision of general | 

assistance to the Arab refugees from Palestine. Signed William D. 

Leahy.”2 s - a | | | | 

_ Mr. Forrestal in the transmitting letter forwarding the JCS views | | 

stated that “only purpose of this letter is to advise you of the con- 

sidered views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff on the urgency of taking 

definitive action and of my concurrence therein”. 

| es 7 | a Loverr 

2 Fleet Admiral, United States Navy, and Chief of Staff to the Commander-in- 
Chief of the United States Armed Forces. | 

2 Acting Secretary Lovett, in his reply of September 29 to Mr. Forrestal, stated : 

that “the Department is deeply conscious of the urgency of the Near Hastern . 

refugee problem and of its military and political implications, and is making 

every effort, in cooperation with representatives of the Secretary of the Navy, 

and with other agencies of the Government, to find means of extending assist- 

ance to the Near Eastern refugees.” (867N.48/9-2348) | 

A marginal notation by Mr. Humelsine on Mr. Forrestal’s letter of September 

23, made on September 29, states that he ‘notified Mr. Ohly of Mr. Forrestal’s 

. office of Mr. Lovett’s view that cited JCS decision should be made known to — 

President.” EE 7 | 

501.BB Palestine/9—2848 : Telegram . | 

The Special Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonald) | 

to the Secretary of State | | 

SECRET US URGENT Tru Aviv, September 28, 1948—9 p.m. 

NIACT an | | | 

151. Reference Depcirtel September 22, 8 [2?] p. m., and further 

- Mistel 148, September 27.1 Foreign Minister goes Paris tonight pre- | 

pared acknowledge Bernadotte’s report as basis of discussion and in | 

| spirit of hope for reasonable settlement, but prepared by Cabinet in- 

structions to fight for claims that PGI consider legitimate. Among | 

these will be principally the vital problem of the Negev, and some not 

unfavorable solution of Jerusalem. | a | 

'. As regards exchange Galilee for Negev, Bernadotte’s proposal con- 

sidered unacceptable by PGI because: | 

| 1. Reduces Israel’s net area by nine million dunums, leaving state | 

, with but five million dunum total. | Oo | 

2. Deprives Jews access Dead Sea. . | | 

3. Cuts off any hope Jewish trade route to Orient through Guif 

Aqaba. | | | | 

PGI argument is that Negev is only large unpopulated area afford- 

1 Latter not printed. 7
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ing hope settlement Jewish refugees and allowing absorption natural 

population increase for mary years. To give up Negev means reducing 

| Israel to miniature state which would constitute area of population | 

pressure and breed future conflict ; gain of Galilee 1s not compensatory | 

in that Galilee is relatively small and already heavily populated. The 

Joss of the 22 Jewish settlements in Negev, which are still holding out 

against tremendous odds, is a politico-military factor which public = 
and army will simply not permit PGltoignore = 

| ’ With reference to Jerusalem, Foreign Minister was instructed in © 
secret session Cabinet to take stand: Oo : | | 

. 1. That internationalization of total city, although theoretically 
possible, is very improbable of effective implementation, basically im- 

| practicable, will be source of constant difficulty owing natural topo- 
: graphical and racial complications and create terrific economic 
a problem in that Jerusalem has no economic basis survival cut off from 

Israel. | , a a | 
2. To request that Jewish-held part of Jerusalem be incorporated | 

in Israel as well as a corridor roughly of same area scope as present : 
| Jewish military corridor. In order accomplish (2), Jews might agree | 

- to partition of new city Jerusalem between Arabs and Jews and might / 
| suggest internationalization of old city within walls. | 

| My personal opinion is that PGI delegation Paris will do utmost — 
prove that loss of Negev is fatal blow to Israel’s future and the argu- 

| ment is patent. = a oe Dos 
: Apart from above, but as general consideration, I note press here 

“ _ making much ado about British desire have air bases in Negev by _ 
agreement with Transjordan. Although without any information on 
subject, it is not impossible imagine Israel considering give British _ 
same airbase rights if Jews can retain Negev.? a a 

| Further, in my own mind [I raise question of possibility, improbable | 
| as it may seem at moment, of Abdullah and Jews coming some sort of 

a arrangement, under which both would agree re-stake Arab territory 
of Palestine roughly as shown in November 29 partition (leaving most | 
of Negev and Jaffa to Israel) and straightening out weird frontiers 
configuration, followed by bilateral agreement or regional pact of : 
economic cooperation and mutual military alliance to defend both . 
states against outside aggression. Such an alliance would, in my 
opinion, afford only effective native military force in entire Middle a 

_ East area south of Turkey. — | | a 

_ Department pass Paris information GA Del. a / | | 

ee ee 7 —.. McDonarp | 

.  ®Mr. Burrows of the British Foreign Office “categorically” informed an Em- - 
bassy officer on October 1 that “British Government has no special ideas re air 
base or bases in Negeb, although if territory went to Transjordan and thus came . 
within area of Anglo-Transjordan treaty British military would naturally con- 
sider Negeb on its merits from point of view UK strategic needs.” (Telegram 

.. 4357, October 4, 1p. m., from London, 501.BB Palestine/10-448) ; 

| 598-594-7658 | a Ce
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| 501.BB Palestine/9-2948 ce | ; 7 

Memorandum of Telephone Conwersation, by the Acting Secretary 
oe Of State. | | 

| TOP SECRET : [Wasuineron,] September 29, 1948. 

_ Mr. Clark M. Clifford called me at 4:30 from Tulsatand said that = 
the President was deeply concerned by an apparent over-emphasis by _ 

. the Secretary on the necessity for accepting the Bernadotte Plan in 
its entirety. He said that the pressure from the Jewish groups on the 
President was mounting and that it was as bad as the time of the 
trusteeship suggestion. The line of attack was that the position taken 
in Paris by this Government was contrary to that of the Democratic | 
National Platform. _ | , an 

The President first had instructed Clifford to send a telegram to the 
Secretary in Paris.’ I told Clifford that the consequences of a telegram 
indicating a reversal of the President’s clear approval of a program 

_ discussed with him by the Secretary on September 1 and formally 
_ signed by the President on that date? would put the Secretary in an 

| intolerable position and, because of the agreements made with other 
| countries in the light of the agreed policy, would label this country 

as violating its agreements and as completely untrustworthy in inter- 
national matters. The consequences could be absolutely disastrous to 
us in the United Nations and elsewhere. | - | 

| After prolonged argument, Clifford agreed to use his best efforts — 
to have this approach to the matter cancelled when I read to him the _ 

_ memorandum * specifically approved by the President on September1 

Mr. Clifford was aboard the Presidential train. _ | 
| * The Clifford Papers contain a draft message from President Truman to Secre- | 

tary Marshall at Paris in the President’s handwriting. The editors are of the . - 
opinion that this message was intended to be the “telegram to the Secretary in . 
Paris”. It reads as follows : a 

_ “Your statement that the Bernadotte report should be used as a basis for nego- | 
' tiation in the settlement of the Palestine question requires clarification. , | 

“The government of the United States is on record as having endorsed the 
action of the United Nations General Assembly of November 1947 as to bounda- 
ries. As President I have so stated officially. The Democratie Platform endorsed _ 
the findings of the General Assembly. | 

. “I shall have to state that my position as to boundaries has not changed. : 
“You should know that my statement will be made.on October first.” 
At the end of the draft telegram is a note that the message wa's to be sent : 

immediately, with a copy to Acting Secretary Lovett at Washington. a | 
| Mr. McClintock’s memorandum of September 30, p. 1437, which gives a further | 

account of the Clifford—Lovett telephone conversation, states that the draft tele- | 
gram wasnotsent. | oo 

-. *See footnote 2,p.1369. | OO | 
‘The memorandum of August 31, p. 1363. : So |
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which set out in detail the possibility of a swap of Western Galilee for 
portions of the Negeb. I also called his attention to the fact that a 

| message sent to the President through the White House Signal Center * 
| and dispatched at 4:18 p. m..on September 18 telling the President of _ 

| _ the Secretary’s proposed statement and asking for instructions if the 
President were not in agreement produced no reply to date. At 6:20 | 

on Monday evening, September 20, the White House Signal Center ~~ 

_. -was checked with and again on Tuesday morning the 21st. No reply | 

a had been received in any form. : en 
Clifford said this was all news to him and that he would take the 

| matter up promptly. | | a 
| The conversation was interrupted and some time later Clifford told | 

me that an alternative suggestion had been made that the President — 
| reply to a telegram from Rabbi Wise, apparently in connection with 

| the Jewish New Year but timed for release during the period of regis- 
tration in New York. The telegram seemed reasonable except fora 

| sentence which read, “It seems to me that the Bernadotte Plan might - 
| well serve as a basis of negotiation for such a settlement.” I pointed | 

out that this was an obvious weakening of the position taken by the - 

: Government in Paris and in reliance on which Bevin made his subse- | 

. quent public statement before the House of Commons. Clifford agreed . 

to take the matter up with the President and to call me back at the 

next stop. Be - a a 7 

At 6:50 p. m. a telecon message came in suggesting alternate lan- nee 
guage to replace the sentence quoted above. The new language read : — 
“Tt seems to me that the Bernadotte Plan offers a basis for continuing _ 

efforts to secure a just settlement.” As this approximated the state- 
ments made in Paris, it seemed acceptable to me. Before replying, | 

| ~ however, I communicated with Satterthwaite and checked with others — 

in the Department, who said that they saw no objection to this lan- 

guage. Accordingly, at about 7: 00 p. m. I replied to Clifford’s message 

via the Signal Center at the White House stating that the new lan- | 
| guage wasacceptable a, | 

: It was my understanding that the President proposes to release his 

- wire to Wise Thursday or Friday in an effort to offset the full-page | 

advertising campaign of the American Zionist Emergency Council 
= directed against the Bernadotte Plan. oe | 9 

Attached is the reply given me by telephone which the President | 
expects to send to Rabbi Wise. | : 

| , | - Rosert A. Lovett 

|  § Copy not found in Department of State files. | | .
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s [Annex] _ an | 
Proposed Telegram by President Truman.to Rabbi Stephen S. Wise 

In answer to your telegram, there is no question but that my action = 
on May 14, 1948, constituted an unconditional recognition of the State 

__ of Israel. In addition, at that time, a provisional government had been 
established and de facto recognition was given the provisional govern- _ 

| ment. When a permanent government is established, I have no reason — 
to doubt but that it will promptly be given de jure recognition. 

- I sincerely hope it will be possible to find a peaceful settlement of 
| the distressed conditions in Palestine which can be accepted with 

honor by all the interested parties. It seems to me that the Bernadotte 
Plan offers a. basis for continuing efforts to secure a just settlement. __ 

| Already: substantial progress toward peace has been achieved and, 
with these more stabilized conditions, this Government is now in a | 
position to give further consideration to making loans immediately _ | 

- available for productive projects within the State of Israel.° a a 

_ ® There is no record in the files of the Department of State of the proposed — 7 telegram having been sent. A copy in the Clifford Papers contains the word 
“elected” instead of “established” in the penultimate sentence of the first paragraph, 

. 

501.BB Palestine/9-2948 : Telegram 7 | | 
a The Chargé in the Soviet Union (Kohler) to the Acting Secretary 

| oft State | | 

CONFIDENTIAL  ——™ Moscow, September 29, 1948—7 p. m. 
Be 2186. Arab colleague tells me during recent talk, Soviet Deputy | 

| Foreign Minister Zorin informed him while Soviet Government had | 
supported GA partition resolution of November 29, Soviet position | 
was subject review since this plan was not being carried out. Strong 
implication to source was that dramatic Soviet reversal might be ex- 
pected if present GA session should attempt solution other than 

a reaffirmation original resolution? a a 
Sent Department 2186, ‘pass Damascus 3, London 245, Paris for —_ 

| Gadel 412, Jerusalem 18, Tel Aviv 7. —_ | | | 
: | a. | | Kouier 

“Messrs. Wright and Burrows of the British Foreign Office “commented that ; 
such a reversal must be very tempting to the Kremlin since Arabs have never 
been so susceptible to Communist blandishments and have never been so. friend- | 
less. Both believe that if USSR should turn against PGI, as USSR might very 

, easily, stock of USSR in Arab state[s] would immediately soar.” (Telegram 4360, 
October 4, 2 p. m., from London, 501.BB Palestine/10-448) . |
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BOL.BB Palestine/9-2948 - 
_ Draft Telegram to the Diplomatic Offices in the Arab Capitals+ — 

SECRET ~—s- US URGENT es WASHINGTON, undated. — 

Pursuant to Depcirtel Sept 22 instructing you to inform Govts to | 

| which accredited of this Govt’s full support of conclusions Bernadotte | 
Plan in its entirety, please call at once on Prime Minister or Foreign oe 

- _ Minister in your discretion and make following points: | 
J. Arab Govts will undoubtedly have received Bernadotte’s report | 

| and have given it careful study. US Govt has likewise scrutinized _ 
Mediator’s report and his conclusions with utmost care and as indi- | 

| cated by Secretary of State feels that his proposals afford a workable - 
basis for peaceful adjustment of Palestine situation. == — 

_-Y, In view of special weight which attaches in Arab world to issues 
of personal honor and integrity, Govt to which you are accredited will | 

_ undoubtedly be interested to know that Dept has received from source 
| of unimpeachable authority info that Count Bernadotte only two days . 

before his tragic death felt that his proposals regarding “peace- 
_ ful adjustment of situation of Palestine” were eminently reason- 

a able and just to both sides. You may add that Dept places this | 
_ info in hands of interested Govts as statement of historical record and 

because US is convinced that Mediator has produced a plan for Pales- | 
_ tine which is based upon principles of right and justice. 9 

_ 8. Serutinizing Bernadotte Plan from Arab point of view it will 
at once be seen that his conclusions under Para. 4 (d@) are particularly — 
designed to allay Arab fears that Jewish state, once having achieved | 

-  Jodgment on Palestine coast, may encroach on Arab world. | 
- The assurance by UN that boundaries between Arab and Jewish 
territories as recommended by Mediator shall be respected and main- > 
tained can in the opinion of this Govt be made effective, provided | 
Arab Govts and PGI can even tacitly acquiesce in recommendations of oo 

| Bernadotte as reinforced by decision of GA. Under UN charter not 
only shall all members of UN settle their international disputes by 

7 peaceful means and shall refrain in their international relations from | 

threat or use of force against territorial integrity or political inde- — 
- pendence of any State (Art. 2, Para. 3 and 4), but the organization 

shall ensure that States which are not members of UN act in accord- | 
ance with these principles. There is therefore a Charter obligation to | 

respect territorial integrity of existing States. If new frontier in wo 

| - Palestine can be demarcated on GA recommendation and with — 
acquiescence of the parties this frontier will automatically be pro- — | 

, 1 Drafted on September 29 by Mr. McClintock for Mr. Lovett’s signature. This _ | 
message and the one, infra, were not sent; see last paragraph of Mr. McClintock’s 
memorandum of September 30, p. 1437. - we BYR eee BO o
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| tected by Charter articles cited above. Furthermore this Govt has 
Many times made clear its unequivocal view that SC has responsibility 

_to prevent recourse to force to settle international differences. US in — 

/ future will insist in SC that any recourse to hostilities from either side | 

oe in Palestine situation be opposed if necessary by action under Chapter 
VIL. | ee | | 

In addition to fixing of new boundaries pursuant to UN action there 
are other possible guarantees of new frontier which will be apparent 

| to Arab Govts such as UK treaties of guarantee and the possibility of 

diplomatic action on part of friendly govts which would make clear 
that these powers regarded new frontiers in Palestine as having been | 
established in interest of world peace and—it is profoundly hoped— | 

_ with acquiescence of the states concerned. —- 
4. In light of fact that Bernadotte Plan contemplates “freezing” 

of Israeli frontier principal Arab worry over unlimited Jewish im- 
| migration to Palestine would seem to have no basis provided Arab. 

states as we hope will concur in application of Bernadotte Plan. It 
should be apparent to farseeing Arab statemen that there is a finite 
limit to Israeli territory under Bernadotte’s recommendations and that 
more than a limited amount of new inhabitants cannot be established | 

--— onsucha limited territory. | ee | , 
| 5. Arab Govts will be quick to note also special assurance in Berna- 

.  dotte Plan regarding right of refugees to return to their homes or to | 
receive adequate compensation for property lost in event they opt to | 
remain elsewhere. Arab Govts will also, we presume, have noted state- _ 

a ment in Secretary’s speech to GA Sept 23? regarding not only re- | 
patriation of refugees but also his reference to economic aid to Jews 

| and Arabs to restore and strengthen their economic well-being. | : 
6. In the long run as history has shown, Arab statesmen are realists. » | 

: _ You should in most friendly way quote to them Bernadotte’s words 
in Sect. II, Para. 9, of Mediator’s report, Part I. This section is en- 

| titled “Basic Factors in the Palestine Situation.” The para opens with = 
sentence “It is fruitless to conjecture whether Arabs or Jews might _ 
have won a decisive victory in Palestine had international interven- 

tion not brought the fighting to a halt . . .2 Had the war continued ; 

it would most likely have ended in a stalemate, which in itself would = 
amount to a Jewish victory. But the UN had firmly determined that | 

the war could not go on and that the Palestine dispute must be settled | 

by peaceful means. And that is the Arab dilemma. The Jewish State, : 
| established under the cloak of UN authority, can be eliminated only | 

by force. The UN, however, has decreed that force must not be em- | 

: ployed. Therefore the Arab States must resign themselves to the pres- - 

2Wor the full text of Secretary Marshall’s address, see Department of State | 
Bulletin, October 3, 1948, p. 432. 7 a . 

: * As in the source text. | |
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| ence of the Jewish State or pursue the reckless course of defying the _ 
| UN and thereby incurring liabilities the full burden and danger of 

which cannot be calculated in advance.” Te . 
_ You should add that logic of this statement seems irrefutable and — a 

_ that facts altho they may be accepted with most poignant regret by / 
Arab leaders must speak for themselves. Since this Govt in company 
with other Govts is determined that force shall not be used to achieve 
a solution of Palestine problem and will use its utmost endeavors in 7 

7 - $C and elsewhere to ensure this end, Arab govts would be well advised 
to seek course of statesmanship and accept or at least acquiesce in | 
Bernadotte Plan. You should make clear that in offering this counsel | 

_ US has no other motivation than to act as steadfast friend of Arab 
7 world. Te op . tee Oo | 

| ‘Sent for action to Cairo as —-_—_, Damascus as ———, Beirut 
as ———, Baghdad as —_—, Jidda as ———, Wells Stabler, Phila-. 
delphia Hotel, Amman, as———. fo 

_ Sent for info to Paris as Gadel —_—-, London ———, Jerusa- 
Jem ———. a ee So : 

| 501.BB Palestine/9-3048 - | | 

— Draft Telegram to the Special Representative of the United States : 

So — inTtsrael (McDonald)+ Se 

SECRET US URGENT | Wasuineton, fundated.} | 
—  NTACD _ | Fe ae 

Please call on Ben Gurion and leave memorandum in following | 
| terms: wo. | | - oe 

“I. The US Govt, which as events have shown, has proved a sincere 7 
friend of PGI, desires in spirit of friendly counsel to urge that PGI. | 
accept or acquiesce in conclusions of Bernadotte Plan in their entirety. 

: US Govt is gratified to be informed by its Representative in Tel Aviv. - 
| (your 151, Sept 28) that Israeli Foreign Minister departed for Paris ==» _— 

| prepared to acknowledge Bernadotte’s report as basis for discussion _ 
) -- and in spirit of hope fora reasonable settlement. = = | 

“2, Although conclusions of Mediator may not in all respects meet | 
with Jewish desires this Govt is convinced after careful analysis of 

| Bernadotte’s recommendations that. his plan affords a common de-— 
nominator for present acquiescence as between Israel and Arab States ssi. 

__ and eventual formal acceptance of a peaceful and permanent solution 
_ of Palestine problem. a Be, 7 

__ “3. This Govt is fully cognizant of value attached by PGI to the ° 
| Negev but cannot agree that relinquishment of this desert area is in 

| fact a basic loss to the new Jewish State. Territorial proposals of the 
: _ dead Mediator were not based on the number of square miles accruing — 

_ to one side or the other but on terms of real value. Mediator’s pro- 
_ posals were motivated by Count Bernadotte’s firm determination to 

* Drafted on September 30 by Mr. McClintock for Mr. Lovett’s signature. This 
message was not sent. : 7
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| accord even-handed justice to both Jews and Arabs. While admittedly 
| neither side will receive under Bernadotte plan all that it desires, 

Jewish statesmen must realize that in any viable political settlement 
concessions must be made by both sides. To US Govt it would accord- 
ingly seem to be the course of wisdom for PGI to accept or acquiesce 
in Bernadotte’s territorial recommendations, confident that once a - 
basis for peaceful development has thus been established Jewish State , 
will achieve its additional objectives such asatraderoutetothe Orient = —/ 
or peaceful commercial access to the Dead. Sea by only sure means to 
make possible attainment of these goals: friendly agreement between 
neighboring peoples, both Arab and Jewish, founded on mutual ac- © 

. commodation and interest. In consequence, this Govt believes that, 
| taking Bernadotte plan as a whole, Israel stands materially to benefit. 

“4. As for pretensions of. PGI to extension of its authority to 
include the greater part of Jerusalem, US Govt is convinced that 
recommendations of Mediator which are in effect identical to those . 
recommended by UN GA in its resolution of Nov 29, 1947, afford 
most equitable settlement of Jerusalem problem. This Govt, while | 

- sympathetic to views of both Arab and Jewish Govts regarding their : 
_ respective communities in the Holy City, nevertheless must look to 

| worldwide interest in preservation of Jerusalem and its ready access 
. to persons of all three religious faiths who regard Jerusalem as a 

central and symbolic point. Accordingly this govt. does not believe | : 
| that PGI should control part of Jerusalem or that it should have a 

corridor to that city. Conclusions in Bernadotte Plan specifically | 
- providing for right of unimpaired access to Jerusalem by rail, road 

and air would seem in our opinion to obviate any need for a Jewish : 
corridor. eS a | 

“5, PGI should be prompt to recognize advantages to it of Berna- 
| dotte’s conclusion in 4(d) which provides for special assurance that 

new frontiers of Israel shall remain inviolate. These assurances should 
be of particular value to the small Jewish State as affording a bulwark 

| against possible pressure from the vast Arab world. This govt believes — 
that under UN charter not only shall all members of UN settle their 

- international disputes by peaceful means and shall refrain in their _ 
international relations from threat or use of force against territorial | 
integrity or political independence of any State (Art. 2, Para. 3 and | 

| 4), but the organization shall ensure that States which are not mem- 
| bers of UN act in accordance with these principles. There is therefore 

a Charter obligation to respect territorial integrity of existing States. 
: If new frontier in Palestine can be demarcated on GA recommenda- — 

| tion and with acquiescence of the parties this frontier will automatt- 
cally be protected by Charter articles cited above. Furthermore this 
Govt has many times made clear its unequivocal view that SC has 
responsibility to prevent recourse to force to settle international dif- 
ferences. US in future will insist in SC that any recourse to hostilities 
from either side in Palestine situation be opposed if necessary by — 
action under Chapter VII. | | | OO 
_ “6, Although we are cognizant of fact that PGI would prefer direct | 
peace negotiations with Arab Govts, Arab experts of PGI will un- 
doubtedly have themselves informed their Govt that under present
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| emotional stress it is most unlikely that Arab leaders will agree to 
enter into such negotiations. Accordingly it seems to us that Berna- 
dotte plan with backing of UN Assembly and SC affords a ready 
instrument for achieving those conditions of peace and tacit agree- 

ment which are indispensable to peaceful development of Jewish | 

State.” | | 7 oe we 
| You should in your contacts with them leave no doubt in minds of 

any responsible statesmen in Israel that US Govt and people believe ~ 

that Mediator has left a legacy to the world of a workable solution of 

‘Palestine problem. In consequence this govt has a duty to use its 

--ytmost endeavor as member of UN and as loyal friend of Israel to _ 

| see that Bernadotte plan is placed into effect. | | 

| - Sent Tel Aviv for action as ———, repeated for info to Paris for 

Gadel as ———,, London as —_—, Cairo as ———. So 

-5BOLBB Palestine/9-3048 - OU | 
7 M emorandum for the Files by Mr. Robert M. uM cClintockh = =—— 

TOP SECRET _ mt [ WasHINGTON, | September 30, 1948. 

7 Mr. Lovett received a call during luncheon yesterday from Mr. Clark 

_ Clifford, who was on the Presidential train somewhere in Oklahoma. _ 

Mr. Clifford said that the President had ordered him to send a tele- _ 

: gram to the Secretary of State in Paris, completely disavowing the 

statement made by the Secretary on September 21 in support of the | 

- Bernadotte Plan. Mr. Clifford said that on his own responsibility he 

had held up this telegram in order to consult with Mr. Lovett but that 

. he could not delay sending the message beyond three hours. He ar- 

ranged to call Mr. Lovett from Tulsa at 4:30 yesterday afternoon to 

get the Acting Secretary’s reactions. — oe Oo - 

Mr. Lovett conferred with Messrs. Kennan, Satterthwaite, Rock- 

well and myself. We were unanimous in the opinion that the President = 

should under no circumstances disavow the Secretary of State. Not 

- only had the President been fully informed by Mr. Lovett of the text — 

of the proposed statement which the Secretary would make support- a 

| ing the Bernadotte Plan, but. the plan itself was in essence almost. 

identical with the Department’s suggestions for territorial changesin 

| Palestine which had been explicitly approved by President ‘Truman 

on September 1 in his own handwriting. A telegram from Tel Aviv, 

dated September 28, indicated that even the Jewish Foreign Minister 

| was going to Paris prepared to accept the Bernadotte Plan asa basis — 

for negotiation. The President should be told that the Marshall state-
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ment in support of the Bernadotte Plan had been made after con- 
sultation with the British Foreign Secretary, who had indicated his 
willingness to make a statement on Palestine favoring the Bernadotte | 

_ report in the House of Commons with the explicit understanding that 
the Secretary would have issued a prior statement likewise in support _ 

. of the Bernadotte Plan. In addition, the President should be told that 
after the Marshall statement of September 21 the Department had oe 

__Inade official representations to six Arab governments and to the Pro- - 
| visional Government of Israel in terms of the Secretary’s statement.t 

| Accordingly, for the President now to disavow what the Secretary 
said would impugn the integrity of the United States and would have | 

| _ far-reaching repercussions on our foreign policy not only with respect 
to the Palestine problem but in every other matter where the pledged 

| word of the United States might henceforth be regarded as valueless. 
Mr. Lovett said that he would urge these considerations on the 

‘President or Mr. Clifford. He thought it prudent, however, in the _ - 
event that the President should insist on sending some message to — | 
General Marshall to have a draft text which would possibly serve to 

| _ meet the President’s domestic political requirements by showing that | 
| __ not every detail of the Bernadotte Plan need be placed into effect but | 

| at the same time not disavowing this Government’s support of the 
__ plan. Such a statement was prepared but not used. | 
_ Mr. Lovett spent an hour and a half on the telephone yesterday 

_ afternoon with Mr. Clifford, who had established himself in the 7 
| _ freight yards at Tulsa, where the conversation was punctuated by the — 

_ whistles of on-coming trains. There was a later telecon-conversation 
with the President at 7 p. m. As the outcome of this strenuous telecom- | 
munication debate the President was dissuaded from his original in- 

| tention and compromised on a draft message which he might send to 
Rabbi Stephen 8. Wise.? The text of this message, which is unobjec- 

_ tionable from the Department’s point of view, is appended to this | 
memorandum. = | | 

: As the result of this episode it was agreed this morning in consulta- ‘ 
| tion with ‘Mr. Lovett. and Mr. Satterthwaite that the Department : 

_ would withhold its contemplated representations to the Arab Govern- | 
ments and Israel at least until the President has returned to Wash- _ 
ington this weekend. Since Mr. Truman plans to make a speaking tour . 
of New York next week at a time when the Jewish vote will be brought ~ 

| most urgently to his attention, it would seem that the climacteric is _ 
yet to be reached. | : - - 

: | | Ropert McCuintock | | 

: +See circular telegram of September 22, p. 1417. | 
* Not found attached ; but presumably the draft telegram, p. 1482. ae :
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_ §01.BB Palestine/9-3048 - | ne - : 

Mr. Robert M. McClintock to Mr. Dean Rusk, at Paris | 

| TOPSECRET it” WASHINGTON, September 30,1948. 

Dear Dean: Since the decision of Committee I to debate the atomic _ | 

energy and Soviet disarmament proposals before taking up Palestine, | 

- it seems apparent that several weeks, if not a month, will go by before a 

the Bernadotte Plan is discussed in the Political Committee a 

- ‘Meanwhile, the pressures are building up at home. The American 

Zionist Emergency Council is running full-page ads in the metropoli- 

tan papers, decrying the Secretary’s support of Bernadotte’s conclu- 

gions and calling on the President to stick rigidly to his party platform. 

--  Jtdeclares: ee . | 

a “We approve the claims of the State of Israel to the boundaries set | 
forth in the United Nations Resolution of November 29 and consider _ 
that modification thereof should be made only if fully acceptable tothe = 

State of Israel.” ee | ae | | 

Needless to say, this special pleading has resulted in some strenuous 

moments in the Department of State. I do not know what the outcome , 

will be but so far Mr. Lovett has done a magnificent job in keeping — 
the trainonthetrack. | , | 

: I do want to suggest for your consideration the probability that we | 
_- ghall have to adjust. our sights at least to the point of agreeing that => 
_ the territorial recommendations of the Mediator be modified in favor | 

of Israel to the extent of giving the Jewish State a salient into the 
Negev which would include most, if not all of the Jewish settlements | 
in that area. Such a salient would not extend further than the Gaza- | 
Beersheba Road and would in fact put us in precise accord with the 

| proposed territorial settlement which was approved by the President _ 

on September 1. I do not suggest that you take any action on this | 
| information but wanted you to have it in advance for background in | 

your conversations in Paris. As you know, I was very careful to warn, 

Bernadotte that our government would probably have to modify its 

views regarding the Negev salient and I took a similar line while in 

London in my conversations with Michael Wright. I am sending a a 

copy of this letter to Louis [Lewis] Jones in London for his most 

private information. — So | ne | 

oe Cheers, hg | Ros McCurntock © 

1 The General Assembly, on September 24, had referred Count Bernadotte’s . 
progress report as a whole to the First Committee and part three, concerning the 
refugee problem, to the Third Committee (United Nations, Oficial Records of the | 

, General Assembly, 3rd session, Part I, Plenary Meetings, Summary Records, 21 
_ September-12 December 1948, hereinafter identified as “GA, 3rd sess., Pt. I, | 

Plenary”, p. 110. | a a : oo : oe |
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10 Files: US(P)/A/C.1/52 | oo 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. William I. Cargo | 

SECRET _ [Parts,] September 30, 1948. | 

Subject: Palestine—Future of Jerusalem. | oe 

| _ Participants: Sir Hugh Dow, British Commissioner in Jerusalem | 

Mr. Harold Beeley, United Kingdom Delegation | 
| . Mr. Morgan Mann, United Kingdom Delegation =—— 

| | _ Mr. Dean Rusk, United States Delegation 
oe _ Mr. John. C. Ross, United States Delegation — | 

, Mr. Fraser Wilkins, United States Delegation _ 
| a Mr. Samuel K. C. Kopper, United States Delegation 

Mr. Willham I. Cargo, United States Delegation 

a As proposed by Mr. Beeley the previous evening, Sir Hugh Dow, 
British Commissioner in Jerusalem, came with Mr. Beeley and Mr. 
Mann, to give us his own information and his views about the present 

| situation in Jerusalem in relationship to the Bernadotte Report. A 
general discussion of the future status of Jerusalem ensued. : 

‘Sir Hugh stated the view that the Arab and Jewish communities 
- in Jerusalem were now entirely separated and strongly divided. In 

point of fact, he added that there was a physical no-man’s land be- 
tween the two areas. It was his misfortune, he observed, to live in that. 

| no-man’s land. In his opinion, Jerusalem was beyond the point where 
_ effective United Nations control could be established. Alluding tothe __ 

, fairly common suggestion that a United Nations authority should pro- _ 
_ vide for the carrying out of “necessary common services”, he remarked _ | 

that there were no “necessary common services”. The two communities 
lived essentially separate existences. | a 

. Sir Hugh felt that any realistic planning must start with the assump- 
, tion that there would be in effect two separate municipalities with 

defined frontiers. He personally saw no objection to placing these sepa- 
| rate areas under the respective sovereignty of the Jewish State and 

the State which would arise from or control the Arabarea 
In response to a question, Sir Hugh observed that United Nations _ 

| control in Jerusalem might have been possible if it had been vigorously. _ 
_ sought through the agency of the Mediator at the time of the first truce. 

_ -He felt that the Mediator’s first suggestion for government of Jeru- 
_ salem by the Arabs, as well as subsequent events, had made this now 

impossible. Expressly he believed that a force of 10,000 troops would 
be needed to maintain law and order in Jerusalem. The Irgun, he _ 

*On September 9, Embassy London had brought to the attention of the Depart- 
ment Sir Hugh’s views regarding the division of Jerusalem into separate : 
municipalities under the sovereignty of Arab and Jewish states and his belief 

| that once the concept of Jerusalem as an international enclave were abandoned, 
. there was no strong reason for external control of the Arab and Jewish municipal- | 

ities (telegram 4044, 867N.01/9-948). -
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pointed out, was extremely powerful in Jerusalem and maintained its: | 

existence separate from the Haganah. In reply to a further question, 

| Sir Hugh expressed the view that the two communities in Jerusalem 

| would provide revenue only for their own administrations and would 

| not pay the expense of a United Nations administrative staff. . | 

~ On the question of a land corridor for the state of Israel between 

' Tel Aviv and Jerusalem, Sir Hugh regarded this as unnecessary. He 

characterized it as a “plan for war and not for peace”. Healsopointed 

out that a land corridor under the sovereignty of one state not only — : 

— connects two areas, but inevitably divides a third. os a 

Mr. Beeley observed that outright sovereignty by the state of Israel = 

~ and an Arab state over respective portions of Jerusalem was not com-_ 

patible with the conclusions of the Bernadotte Report, which both the | 

United States and the United Kingdom had endorsed. There was gen- 

eralassenttothiscomment. OS | 

Attention was turned to the question of the ultimate status of the _ | 

City of Jerusalem. Mr. Rusk asked Sir Hugh’s opinion of the possi- __ 

bility of Jerusalem becoming a condominium under the joint control . 

of the State of Israel and the Arab State. Sir Hugh expressed the — 
definite opinion that this was not feasible because the two parties would 

| not sit down together in a common council. The situation which must 

be contemplated, he felt, involved a practical separation of the two 

| communities. Mr. Rusk asked what role the United Nations might play | 

if sovereignty were held by the two states over portions of Jerusalem. 
Sir Hugh’s reply was that would depend upon the personality of the 

- United Nations agent involved; he felt that the need was for a real 

- municipal expert to be sent on behalf of the United Nations. __ 7 | 

| Mr. Rusk suggested that it might be feasible to work out arrange- eo 

ments whereby the state of Israel would become the administering 

authority of the Jewish part of Jerusalem under the terms of a trustee- 
| ship agreement, and the Arab State the administering authority of 

| the Arab portion of Jerusalem. In the ensuing discussion it was ob- . 

served that such a device offered attractive possibilities in that the an 

terms of trusteeship could include guarantees for the Holy Places and 
_ that the Trusteeship Council could watch over the interests of the = 

international community in Jerusalem through the examination of => 
reports and petitions and the making of periodic visits in accordance 

| with its usual procedures. Mr. Beeley stated the view that the United 
Kingdom Government, at an appropriate time, would be willing to give | 
serious consideration to this possibility. He said, however, that they | 
would not be willing to consider any departure from the Bernadotte 
Report at this Assembly since they had already endorsed it and par- | 
ticularly that they would not like to take any action which would sug- os 
gest Jewish sovereignty over the Jewish portion of the City. It was 
indicated to Mr. Beeley that the discussion of trusteeship had not been —
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| _ with a view to the possibilities of such a proposal at the present session 

| of the General Assembly. Sir Hugh inquired whether the trusteeship 
suggestion just made was not the sort of thing which might be sug- 

| gested to the next session of the General Assembly by a United Nations 
- Commissioner for Jerusalem, if provided for by the present session 

| and appropriately empowered to make proposals concerning the future 
discharge of United Nations responsibilities toward Jerusalem. It was. 

| agreed that this was the case.. _ - Oo : re 
Co . ~Witiram I. Carco _ 

The Acting United Nations Mediator (Bunche) to the Secretary- 
| 8 an General } CO oe 

: an | ~ Ruopes, 30 September 1948. 

1. The assassinations of Count Bernadotte and Colonel Serot have _ 

thrown a tragic light on an increasingly serious situation in Palestine 
) -as regards the authority, prestige and even the safety of the personnel __ 

| engaged in the truce supervision work. | 
_ 2. During the truce ordered by the Security Council in its resolution 
of 15 July 1948, there has been a disturbing tendency on the part of 
both Arabs and Jews to withhold co-operation from the Truce Super- | 

vision Organization and to place obstacles in the way of its effective 

operation. oe Oo 
| _ [Here follow paragraphs numbered 3, which gave illustration of 

practices and attitudes greatly hampering the truce supervisors, and 
4, which gave evidences of disregard for the authority of the United _ 
Nations, its personnel and property.] | oe 

| 5. The current attitudes of both parties toward the truce super- 
vision involve a serious tendency to disregard the provisions of the 
resolution of the Security Council of 29 May and 15 July. The resolu- 

tion of 29 May “Calls upon all concerned to give the greatest possible 
| assistance to the United Nations Mediator” while the resolution of | 

15 July “Calls upon all Governments and authorities concerned to _ 
) continue to co-operate with the Mediator with a view to the mainte- . 

nance of peace in Palestine in conformity with the resolution adopted : 

| by the Security Council on 29 May 1948”. | - 
: 6. There can be little doubt that appropriate action by the Security 

Council at this time would be helpful to the effort to ensure the mainte- 

+ Reprinted from SC, 3rd yr., Supplement for October 1948, p. 46.
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| nance and the effective supervision of the truce in Palestine. In this 
regard it might well be called to the attention of the disputing parties 

_—-that the Security Council resolutions of 15 July and 19 August remain 
firm, and that all of the obligations on the parties therein set forth | 
with regard to the maintenance of peace in Palestine are to be fully | 
discharged. a - pe | 

7%. In particular 1t would seem desirable to give special emphasis — 

to the following obligations and liabilities of the parties with regard | 

| to the Truce Supervision: (a) The obligation to allow duly accredited 

| United Nations observers and other Truce Supervision personnel 
| _ bearing proper credentials, on official notification from Central Truce 

Supervision Board, ready access to all places where their duties _ 
require them to go including airfields, ports, truce lines and strategic 

_ points and areas; (0) The obligation to facilitate the freedom of 
) movement of Truce Supervision personnel and transport by allevia- 

tion of burdensome flight clearance restrictions on United Nations 

aircraft now in effect, and by assurance of safe conduct for all United — 

| _ Nations aircraft and other means of transport; (c) ‘The obligation to 
/ co-operate fully with the Truce Supervision personnel in their con- 

duct of investigations into incidents involving alleged breaches of | 
the truce, including the making available of witnesses, testimony and 

other evidence on request; (¢@) The obligation to implement fully by 
| appropriate and prompt instructions to the commanders in the field 

all agreements entered into through the good offices of the Mediator 
7 or hig representatives; (e) The obligation of each party to take all 

reasonable measures to ensure the safety and safeconduct of the Truce _ 
_ Supervision personnel and the representatives of the Mediator, their 

aircraft and vehicles, while in territory under its control; (f) The 

| liability of each party for any assault upon or other aggressive act | 

against the Truce Supervision personnel or the representatives of the — | 

| Mediator in territory under its control, including the obligation to | 

make every effort to apprehend and promptly punish the guilty. — 

: _ 8. Since the question of reparations for injuries incurred in the > 
| service of the United Nations is now under consideration by the Gen- _ 

eral Assembly it has not been included among the obligations and. 
liabilities suggested in the preceding paragraph. _ _ - 

- The Department, on October 6, authorized the American Delegation at the 
_ United Nations to inform its colleagues on the Security Council that the United 

| States as a member of the Palestine Truce Commission supported the recom- 
_ mendations set forth in paragraphs 6 and 7 of Dr. Bunche’s communication of oo 

os . Footnote continued on following page. .
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| Editorial Note - 

_ John J. Macdonald, as Chairman of the Palestine Truce Commis- 
sion, sent a cablegram to the President of the Security Council on 7 

= September 30, which reported that a deliberate Jewish campaign to | | 
discredit the Truce Commission and Acting Mediator Bunche was 
apparently developing along the lines of the attack launched against _ | 
Count Bernadotte. For the text of the cablegram, see SC, 3rd YPy 
Supplement for October 1948, page 48. ee a 

An Israeli spokesman, the following day, described this message as_ os 
_ a “figment of the imagination” and alleged the Truce Commission 

seemed to be “trying to discredit the Jewish authorities.” He also | 
denounced the “persistent unfriendly attitude” of the Commission in 
its decisions and statements. (Telegram 1365, October 6, from Jeru- _ 
salem, 501.BB Palestine/10-648.) | ae ; 

Footnote continued from preceding page. . | _ 
September 30. The Department also directed the Delegation to “inform French - . 

| and Belgian colleagues SC this govt’s attitude” and to airmail the text of Dr. 
Bunche’s communication to American Missions at the Arab capitals and at Tel 
Aviv, with a “statement Dept supports Bunche’s recommendations and requests = 

- US Reps these capitals should occasion arise make our view plainly known govt 
to which accredited.” (Gadel 131 to Paris, 501.BB Palestine/10-348 ) 7 | 

| Truman Papers, President’s Secretary’s File | 

| _ The Secretary of Defense (F orrestal) to President Truman | 

| SECRET ee WASHINGTON, 1 October 1948. 

| - Dear Mr. PRESIDENT : I think you may be interested in the en- - 
_.* elosed copy of a memorandum? which I recently received from the __ 

Joint Chiefs of Staff on the matter of providing relief for Arab refu- 
| gees. I believe this memorandum summarizes very succinctly the im- 

portance, from the standpoint of national security, of taking all pos- 
sible measures to assist these individuals. oe a 

Ihave brought this memorandum to the attention of the Secretary 
of State, with the request that he institute such measures for the relief 
of these refugees as might be practicable.’ a a 

| Respectfully yours, -  . JamES ForresTan | | 

ss 4 Dated September 22; text contained in Telmar 19, p. 1427. 
* President Truman replied to Forrestal on October 4 in a memorandum which | 

read as follows: | | | - | . 
_ “Your note of the first, enclosing me a memorandum from the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff on the Arab refugee situation has been discussed with the Secretary of . 

| _ State and I sincerely hope that some means can be found for meeting this | 
situation.” (Truman Papers, President’s Secretary’s File) |
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501,BB Palestine/10-148 7 Oo ne 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of N ear 7 

| | a Eastern and African Affairs (Satterthwaite)* ey 

| CONFIDENTIAL [Wasuneron,] October 1, 1948. 

Subject: Developments concerning the Bernadotte Report and the 

- - situation in Palestine. 8 oo, 7 

ss“ Participants: Mr. T. E. Bromley, First Secretary of the British = 

| | _. . Embassy an ae a 

| NEA—Mr. Satterthwaite —— | _ 

| oa UNA—Mr. McClintock Sn 

TE ~ .NE—Mr. Rockwell | | - ne | 

| Mr. Bromley called to state that the British Embassy had been in- 

structed to convey to the State Department the sense ofa telegram | 

which the Foreign Office had sent to Mr. Bevin in Paris and which © 

| Mr. Bevin would take up with Secretary Marshall. The Foreign Office 

: desired to inform the State Department of its concern over the delay | 

- in the discussion of the Bernadotte report in the General Assembly,? 

and to emphasize its conviction as regards the necessity of maintain- - | 

| ing the Anglo-American unity which had now, after so many difficul- | 

ties, been established as regards the Palestine question. The Foreign > 

Office was apprehensive concerning the pressure of interests in this 

country seeking an alteration of the stand taken by the United States 

Government in this regard. — Oo RT ae 

- Mr. Satterthwaite stated that the Department of State was 

thoroughly in agreement with the Foreign Office as regards the neces- - 

| sity of maintaining a united front on this vital question, | 

- Mr. Bromley then stated that the Foreign Office had again instructed | 

7 the British Embassy to sound out the Department as regards the — 

| _ possibility of the Department’s instructing its representatives in the | 

Arab states to impress upon Arab leaders the United States Govern- | 

- ment’s firm conviction that the most logical disposition of Arab Pal- 

--estine would be its incorporation in Transjordan. Mr. Bromley said | 

that the Foreign Office was concerned lest Arab leaders gain the im- 

| pression that there was lack of unity between the United States and 

| Great Britain on this question. ee a 

We told..Mr. Bromley that Secretary Marshall had publicly 

7 expressed this Government’s support of the Bernadotte plan in its — | 

entirety, and that the Department. was in complete agreement that the 

most logical disposition of Arab Palestine would be its incorporation = 

_ .  * Drafted, by Stuart W. Rockwell of the Division of Near Hastern Affairs. , 

? High officials of the British Foreign Office deemed the delay a ‘‘major set- : 

- -pack”, fearing that the delay greatly increased the danger of a serious breach of 

the truce by’ the Jews. They also expressed the fervent hope that the United — 

States would exercise all of its influence to restrain the Israelis from embarking = > 

oe on military adventures (telegram 4844, October 1, 8 p. m., from London, 501.BB. | 

, Palestine/10-148). : : | : Be | 

| 598-594-7659 | , | , 7
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in Transjordan. However, we did not believe it would be helpful to 
| the achievement of this conclusion of the Mediator’s to have the United 

States Government make a specific approach to Arab leaders as de- 
sired by the Foreign Office. Rather, we felt that such course of action — 
might dispose the other Arab leaders against Transjordan. In our 
opinion it was a question of timing, and the present moment was not 

| opportune to make such a representation. We repeated that so far we - 
had had no evidence from the field that Arab leaders believed there __ 
was any lack of unity between the United States and Great Britain E 
on this issue. — ae | OO | 

| Mr. Bromley then said that the Foreign Office hoped that the Ameri- | 
can Government would express to Arab statesmen its approval of — 
British assurances that the various Anglo-Arab treaties would come 
into effect in the event of Jewish violation of frontiers established by - 
the United Nations in Palestine. Mr. Satterthwaite said that this os 

| question had already been brought to the attention of the Department - 
and was under discussion. rn neg | TES 
OO  J[osren] C. S[arrerrawarre| | | 

501.BB Palestine/ 10-148: Telegram : a | | 

: .The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State | . 

TOP SECRET URGENT ._ Parts, October 1, 1948—noon. 

| Martel 21. Personal and Eyes only for Lovett from the Secretary. 
Please-deliver following message to President: = = = —™ a 

Dulles? received a message from Dewev? Wednesday requesting 
him to meet Dewey onhis return to New York and bring him up to : 
date on developments here. He leaves Sunday for quick turn around. | 

a Dulles referred this morning to reported article in New York Post 
that there was a split between the two of us on Palestine, observing 

that this was probably inspired to force a statement out of Dulles or 
Wey. oe os | —_ 

I ain very grateful to you for resisting what I imagine are great | 
pressures to qualify the stand I have taken. Over here I am receiving - 
strong if not violent Jewish demands, particularly from Congressional 
Jews and at same time equal pressures in formal public statements | 

| from Arab delegates in convention on other side of the question. The 
Jewish attacks are gradually resulting in modifying the Arab resist- 
ance to the Bernadotte Plan as they are not now so convinced that I 
am taking a purely pro-Jewish stand. The opposite, and I trust equal 
reactions may cancel each other to the long sought solution. oe 

oe . MarsHann 

- +John Foster Dulles, Member of the United States Delegation to ‘the General © . 
Assembly and a senior spokesman for the Republican Party on foreign policy. | 

| *Gov. Thomas E. Dewey, nominee of the Republican Party for President of 
- the United States. | oo,
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867N.01/10-248: Telegram =~ o a | 

The Ambassador in E'gypt (Griffis) to the Acting Secretary of State, — | 
wo ES es | - .. (Lovett) re | 

a — Caro, [undated.]} | 

a Oe | [Received October 2, 1948—12:53 p. m.} | 

- Unnumbered. From Ahmad Hilmi Pasha, Premier and Acting For-. | 
eign Secretary. In virtue of the natural right of the peopleof Palestine ——s>_—sé| 

for self-determination which principle is supported by the Charters of | 
_ the League of Nations, the United Nations and others and in view of 

| the termination of the British mandate over Palestine which had pre- | 
_ vented the Arabs from exercising their independence, the Arabs of | 

Palestine, who are the owners of the country and its indigenous in- — 
_ habitants and who constitute the great majority ofitslegal population, = 

_ have solemnly resolved to declare Palestine in its entirety and within | 
its boundaries as established before the termination of the British 

_ mandate an independent state and constituted a government under the | 
_ name of the All Palestine Government deriving its authority froma = 

__- representative council based on democratic principles and aiming to ——™ 
_ safeguard the rights of minorities and foreigners, protect the holy | 

places and guarantee freedom of worship to all communities, I-wish to | | | 
take this opportunity to express to Your Excellency the earnest desire’ | 

_ of the All Palestine Government to establish relations of cordiality : | 
| and cooperation with your country.’ [Ahmad Hilmi Pasha. ] Ra a 

Ra Se Tes 8 Oe Grn} 
oo Mr, Burrows informed an Embassy officer of information from Amman that: — | | 

' the Arab Palestine Government had been established at Gaza under Egyptiam — 
auspices, that word had been sent to supporters of the Mufti to rally to Gaza,. | 

. and that arms had been distributed to anti-Hashemite elements (telegram 4312, , 
September 29, 6 p. m., from London, 867N.01/9-2948). London, on October: 7, | 
advised the Department that the British Government had no intention of recog— _ | 
nizing “this so-called government” (telegram 4423, 867N.01/10-748). , | | 

‘Karlier, Jamal Husseini, Foreign Minister designate in the new government,. : | 
informed Mr. Stabler that the government had been formed “so that Palestine. — , 
Arabs would have legal position vis-4-vis Arab League and as evidence Pales-- | 
tine Arabs determination continue fight against Jews” (telegram 65, Septem-. | 
ber 26, 1 p. m., from Amman, 867N.01/9—2648). . - oe | | 
‘According to Lebanese Foreign Minister Frangié, the “Gaza Government was: - 

set up as opposition to Abdullah. . . . popular reaction is that other Arabs wish, 
_ to thwart Abdullah’s ambitions for federation of Arab regions with Transj ordam . 

[and] concomitant tacit recognition of Israel.” (Telegram 498, October1,3p.m., - ' |  867N.01/10-148) ee | | 

_ §01.BB Palestine/10—248 : Circular telegram | | | : 

The Acting Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic Offices *® | 

| SECRET | _ WasutneTon, October 2, 1948—1 a. m. | 
- Pls seek opportunity in informal conversations with Govt leaders si 

_ toexpress US Govt’s attitude re “Arab Palestine Govt” along follow- 
ing lines. a ee er 

*At Arab capitals, London, Paris (for GADel) , and Tel Aviv. | | : . -
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_--*<Jn spirit of friendly counsel US Govt considers establishment of 

“Arab Palestine Govt” under present circumstances prejudicial to — 

| -successful solution Palestine problem as well as to best interests Arab 

| ‘States and Arab inhabitants Palestine. “Govt” apparently being setup 

- ‘without prior consultation wishes Arab Palestinians. Also appears 

| dominated by Mufti, an adventurer, whose reprehensible wartime — | 

: activities in association with our enemies cannot be forgotten or for- _ | 

- given by US. Best interests Arab States being prejudiced by published — 

| __ indications that’ Arab unity disturbed by formation of “Govt”. More- | 

over by claiming speak for all Palestine “Govt” affords ready pretext 

to Jewish revisionists make similar claims for right [of] PGI control a 

all Palestine. | oe | 

If asked re US attitude on future of Arab Palestine you should 7 

recall to questioners that US Govt has announced its support of all | 

| Bernadotte’s conclusions. - | - 

: | | —  Loverr 

; 501.BB Palestine/10—248 : Telegram | | . 

| The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary o f State | 

oe TOP SECRET PRIORITY —s—~™S 7 Pants, October 2, 1948—8 p. m. a | 

| | Delga 190. Eyes alone for Lovett from Rusk. Since Secretary is 

| away from Paris today and tomorrow, I am sending brief summary | 

: of conversation with Dulles on Palestine. Dulles had ‘absented him- — 

| self from delegation meetings on Palestine question because of lack _ 

‘of bipartisan approach. In view of presence both Democratic and 

_ ‘Republican candidates New York this coming week, I believe you 

should have following” memorandum despite fact contents have not 

yet been discussed with Secretary. ee | . 

_ -My memorandum to Secretary starts: | en 

| “T had further talk with Dulles about bipartisan implications of | 

Palestine question. = =—_ a — oo | 

I told him I recognized that leaders of two parties had not succeeded 

-4n getting together on Palestine question on bipartisan basis. Never- 

theless, it would be mistake for other delegations or our own US pub- 

Jic opinion to conclude there were major differences between two 

parties on subject. On all of fundamentals, two parties were in agree- | 

ment. Examples of such agreement are: Existence of Israel as inde- | 

pendent state, early and full recognition of new government of Israel, 

| admission of Israel to UN, economic assistance, and peaceful settle- | 

, ment Jewish-Arab difficulties through UN. He , | 

| - The apparent differences between two parties have arisen (1) be- 

cause administration has been specifically responsible for conduct.of _ 

a negotiations and for elaboration of details of policy, and (2) Jews 

have succeeded in playing one party leadership off against the other 

in contest for votes—votes which obviously cannot be delivered to both 

| partie. ; - Oo |
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Speaking as a non-political civil servant, I told DullesI thought the 
leadership of two parties had unnecessarily exposed themselves to 

| Jewish pressure by failure to arrive at bipartisan agreement. = = 
_ Dulles then indicated that early this year Dewey had expressed 
willingness arrive at bipartisan policy but efforts bring Democratic 

_ Party along had been: unavailing. He specifically mentioned: For- 
_restal’s efforts in this connection. I then told Dulles that if position we _ | 
have now taken in this Assembly on Palestine is undermined by bitter 
political rivalry and controversy in US, effect will be to subject. US - | 
once more to contempt, acrimony and ridicule. [told him I wasspeak- _ 

_ ing only individually but that I knew every possible effort was being _ | 
made to hold our present policy to lines of Bernadotte report. Ob- 

| viously no one could give any assurances about what might happen’ 
on Democratic side during campaign, but I hoped very much that if 
Democratic policy made it possible to do so, Republicans would use _ 

| greatest restraint and do everything they could not to upset situation. : 
a Dulles said he understood complexities of situation and that, al- 

_ though he, too, was in no position to offer any commitment, he would 
' do everything ‘he could to influence Republican side toward modera- 7 

_ tion. He further expressed hope that matter might be settled before 
| election. During conversation, he dropped useful idea that since Re- 

_publicans felt quite confident, it might be possible for them to take — - 
_. broader view on this specific issue than they might be able to do if 

contest for votes were very close and bitter. a ) 
, I do not believe there is much chance to get formal bipartisan agree- — 

ment on Palestine before election. Ido think, however, that if Depart- ss 
- ment is able to hold the line on Bernadotte report and to persuade 

Democratic leaders not to start fresh round of new bids for Jewish 
support, there is good chance that Republicans will take moderate 

_ view and assist in keeping matter from flaring up once again.” 

| a — PRusk] 
- | - - | | —  , Marsan - 

—  867N.01/10-448 ; Be | 

a Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State? | 

TOP SECRET - So oe [Parts,] October 4, 1948. oe 

Participants: The Secretary ee me 
oe - Ambassador Caffery Oe | 

a Mr. Bohlen and © : re 
ee _ Mr. Ernest Bevin : | , 

| . Mr. Frank Roberts _ OS 
Subject: Palestine | | | a | 

_ Mr. Bevin said’ he wished to discuss the suggestion which had beer | 
| received from the American Delegation that Great Britain should go 

+ Draftedby Mr.Bohlen, 8 2s | wo OS ,
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on the Conciliation Commission. He said he did not see how Great | 

Britain could. be represented on this" Commission, He emphasized, 

however, that they were doing all that they could to induce a more | 

_, reasonable frame of mind on the part of the Arabs and that he per- 
7 -gonally had seen the Egyptians and other Arab representatives here 

tothatend. ee OB - 
_ The Secretary inquired what Mr. Bevin’s idea of the functions of 

‘this Commission. and, in particular, the United States position therein 

_ should be. He mentioned that he was under attack by Jewish groups | 
-*  .4n the United. States for his support of the Bernadotte plan, but that 

a on the other hand the Arabs regarded his position as completely pro- 
| Jewish. He wondered whether it would be helpful in.Mr. Bevin’s 

‘opinion to have the United States represented on this Commission and 
a “in particular its effect. upon the Arabs. Mr. Bevin said that he did _ 

| ‘not. think the Arabs would have any objection to the United States — 
remaining on the Conciliation Commission since together with Bel- 

a -gium and France they had formed the Truce Commission. The Sec- _ 
_ retary said he had not reached a definite conclusion on this point and 

he understood the British feelings about their participation on the = 
Commission. Mr. Bevin said that British participation would be 

oe greatly niisundérstood in England and would be viewed as an:attempt 

oe -on his part to get back into the Palestine situation through the back 

| door; the Jews would not welcome it and the Arabs would misunder- 

- standit, © Bn 
The Secretary said that since the matter would not come up forsome 

| time in the Assembly he would like to think it over. Mr. Bevin said 
that he thought the continuance of the Truce Commission would raise 

| ‘no new problems of membership and that in general he felt there was 

a a reasonable chance to get Arab acquiescence in the Bernadotte plan. | 

They would of course fight it, but he felt in the end they would. 

| acquiesce. a 

| _ [Here follow remaining two paragraphs, dealing with the British 

Consul General at Haifa. ] | a Oo 

a - 501.BB Palestine/10-448 : Telegram Oo 

| The Special Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonald) | 

| - to the Secretary of State SO 

“SECRET... US URGENT Nriact © . Tren Aviv, October 4,.1948—8 p. m. 

| "461. Personal for President and Acting Secretary. A well-informed 

; and influential Israeli official, during strictly. personal confidential
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. conversation with Knox, expressed following opinion regarding | 
_ Bernadotte proposal give Negev to Transjordan: | oe 

1. The US has firm friend in State of Israel, which is oriented 
toward the West politically and culturally, and which, up until now, | 

_. isdeeply grateful for US support. ck. | 
| 2. The Arab states, weak, vacillating, and of dubious friendship _ 

toward the West and the US, as evidenced in World War II, have | 
_ already been offended by the US support of the November 29 parti- 

| tion, and what has been done cannot now be undone. - 
: 3. US support of British proposal to give Negev to Transjordan 
would be no solution to anything and can have only following results: 

(a) It would not endear the other Arab states to the US. — 
(6) It would create a miniature State of Israel, which would | 

| inevitably become embittered towardthe US. 

- _4, Thus, by forcing transfer of Negev, the US would gain no fur- 
_ ther friendsin Middle Kastandloseonefriend. | 

Furthermore, Transjordan would not be grateful to US for our sup- 
port of what is considered to be a British gift of Negev to Abdullah. | 
Abdullah has neither the population, capital, skill, nor desire to utilize 

_ the Negev and his position would be merely that of “holding” it for — 
| British. — - Op ee eo | 

_ Another factor enters the picture at this point. If British force gift. 
_ of Negev to Transjordan in order secure air bases that region for use _ 

in event East-West clash, it will do so at cost of creating an embittered 
| and hostile State of Israel directly adjacent. This doesn’t seem make 
- muchsensen a oe 

_ By British and US support of Negev feature Bernadotte report, an | 
extremely difficult situation has been created. This has virtually de- | 

__ stroyed any hope of Israel Transjordan direct reasonable settlement 
because Abdullah now can sit back and await developments; he will 

hardly be disposed settle for less than the proposals in Bernadotte __ 
report. The Jews once again see themselves in hopeless position of 
having their minimum position being considered maximum, and being | 
whittled down fromminimum. ee ee , 

| : In listening to above arguments of Jews there is, of course, no reac- 
_ tion indicated on part of Knox or myself. We do not know exactly = 

what special reasons motivate US policy and in any event must firmly 
support that policy whatever it may be, or wherever it may lead. How- 

_ ever, our confidential opinion is that although adoption of Negev _ 
oo Bernadotte proposals might serve British strategic interest, it would 

___ disproportionately entangle this situation and sow dangerous seeds of _ 

o bitterness. PO OES Sayer 

a ~ Sent Department 161. Department pass Paris? forGADel. 7 
ee a oe — McDonatp ©
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| 501.BB Palestine/10—548 vee a ae Oo | : - 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of States = 

| SECRET | TF Parts,] October 5,1948. 

-. Subject: Palestine—The Bernadotte Report _ a 

Participants: The Secretary = | a , 

a Mr. Moshe Shertok—Minister for Foreign Affairs of - 

the Provisional Government of Israel a 

_ _ Mr. Aubrey Eban—Representative of the PGI tothe - 

| | United Nations - Oo | 

se Mr. Fraser Wilkins—U.S. Delegation | 

| | Mr. Shertok called on me this morning at his request. — | | 

| Mr. Shertok said that a great deal had happened during the past _ 

five months and it was now clear that the State of Israel had been able > 

to establish its government and to defend itself against its enemies. He 

believed the Arab States which had invaded Palestine after May 15 

-.- were convinced that the State of Israel was established and that the | 

| Jews could not be pushed into the sea. | | | 

Mr. Shertok continued that the Jews have recently received two 

blows: one was the Bernadotte Report and the other was our support 

| of Count Bernadotte’s specific conclusions. - | 

| _ Mr. Shertok said that their principal objection to the Bernadotte 

a Report lay in the assignment of the Negev to the Arabs for three 

| reasons: - Ct | | | | | | 

| 1. Loss of a desert area which the Jews could develop for the ab- se 

sorption of immigrants. Israel planned to irrigate the Negev and to | 

7 develop it agriculturally. Israel had, for example, already established , 

approximately thirty settlements in the Negev. The Negev was the 

| potential land reserve of Israel. The Arabs, if they had it, would never 
develop it as has been the case for centuries. _ | | oo 

| 2. Loss of access to and utilization of the Dead Séa. The General | 

Assembly November 29th Resolution had specifically’ provided for 
_ Jewish access to the Dead Sea and for control of approximately one- 

quarter of it at its southern end. Count Bernadotte’s Report now took | 

this source of mineral wealth away from them. It was important that — 

the Palestine Potash Company, which was a Jewish enterprise, remain 

| in Jewish territory. Israel ought to have the opportunity of making — 

use of the Dead Sea as a vital factor in its own economy and asa 

| factor in developing economic relations with the Arab States. | 

| 8. Loss of access to the Gulf of Aqaba. The General Assembly _ 

_ November 29th Resolution by giving Israel all of the Negev gave them 

| access to the Gulf of Aqaba and thereby to the Red Sea. The waters 

i 1 Drafted by Fraser Wilkins, Oo
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of the Gulf were well stocked with fish. Israel planned to develop a — 
_ fishing industry there. Israel planned rail and highway communica- | 

tions between the southern end of the Dead Sea and the Gulf. Mr. | 
| _ Shertok stressed the latter point as of importance because they wished | 

| to avoid, if possible, Suez Canal toll charges and feared “Egyptian — : 
surprises” (presumably Egyptian interference with Israeli shipping) — 

: _ which would make it necessary for Israel to have a port onthe Red 
Sea in-addition to ports on the eastern Mediterranean. | a 

oo I asked ‘Mr. Shertok for his views regarding Galilee. Mr. Shertok _ 
said that although the General Assembly November 29th Resolution — 

| had not assigned Western Galilee to Israel, they had subsequently won 

it by force of arms. They still needed all of Galilee for reasons of 
defense. Galilee alone would not be adequate for the settlement of 

-s ImmigrantstoIsrael. | Oo | | 

_ Mr. Shertok pointed out that the Arabs frequently argued thata => 
Jewish State which followed a policy of unrestricted immigration _ 
would soon press for additional territory. Mr. Shertok believed, on : 

_., the other hand, that if the Negev were lost to them Galilee would ; 
not be adequate to absorb immigration into Israel. Mr. Shertok also _ 

added that the Arabs frequently argued that a Jewish Negev would | 

| be a wedge driven between the Arab States. Mr. Shertok was of the | 
opinion, however, that a Jewish Negev might be considered asa link 

in a chain including a Jewish State and the Arab States following a 

oe settlement of the Palestine question and the development of friendly © | 

--politicalandeconomicrelations. _ a . a 

- _Mr. Shertok concluded. by stressing the small size of Israel under 

the General Assembly November 29th Resolution, the further reduc- a 

tion in size under the Bernadotte Report, and the necessity for Israel’s | 

having adequate area in which to live and grow. CO 

--_T said that I agreed with Mr. Shertok’s view that the Arab leaders 
now seemed to be taking a more realistic approach toward the Pales- 

- tine case, but observed that the reaction on the other side had beenas 

~ L expected. I pointed out that the Arab leaders were now confronted — 

by the problem of bringing the Arab peoples to accept the realities of | 

the present situation. I said that I had been criticized by both Arabs _ 

7 and Jews for our support of the Bernadotte plan which was probably 
the best evidence of our impartiality. I told Mr. Shertok I would like 

to discuss the points which he raised with my associates. I would not, | 

therefore, reply now but would seehimagain shortly? = | 

, 8 Secretary Marshall transmitted a paraphrase of this memorandum tothe Dee 

partment in telegram Delga 264, October 9, 9 p. m. (501.BB Palestine/10—948). 

_ . ‘The telegram noted that the conversation lasted a half hour. | a ,
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501.MA Palestine/10-548- re Sn 

Draft Position Paper on Relief for Near Eastern Refugeest | 

| TP Wasutneron,] October 5, 1948. 

| PRopLEM | Fe 

| ‘The conclusions of Part III of the Progress Report of the United | 
Nations Mediator on Palestine point out that the temporary allevia- 
tion of the Palestine refugees is quite inadequate to meet any continu- 

| ing need and suggests that responsibility for their relief be assumed by 
the UN in conjunction with the neighboring Arab states, the provi- - 
‘sional government of Israel, the specialized agencies and voluntary —_ 

- organizations of a humanitarian and non-political character. The 

_- problem is to determine what kind of action should be taken by the 
_ General Assembly in meeting this responsibility. 9. a 

a RECOMMENDATIONS © | | | 

- 1. It is anticipated that the Mediator will present an overall pro- _ a 
_ gram of relief assistance for Arab and Jewish refugees for the period 

January 1 to September 1, 1949, which will take account of the assist- 
_ ance now being rendered or which may be furnished by UNICEF, the : 

. specialized agencies, members of UN, the neighboring Arab states, 
the provisional government of Israel and voluntary organizations. It 
ig recommended that the governments having important interests in 
the Near East, particularly the United States and the United King- _ | 
dom, furnish a large proportion of the assistance required under the | 

program and that the U.S. delegation announce that this government — 
is prepared to present to the Congress, when it reconvenes in January | 
1949, a request for an appropriation for a contribution to such a relief 

_- program. The amount of the proposed U.S. contribution will be 

formulated after the Acting Mediator has presented such a program. oe 

| 2. It is recommended in addition that the U.S. delegation initiate | 

_ or support a resolution including the following points: = == 

(a) Utilize, for a relief program for Arab and Jewish refugees, at 7 
 Jeast’ $6,000,000 of the residual funds of UNRRA allocated to | 
UNICEF by the Central Committee of UNRRA, such expenditures 
to form part of an integrated program under the coordination of the 
Acting Mediator;* > ae a - . | 

(6) Invite the IRO to render the fullest practicable assistance  — 

Transmitted by Mr. Tomlinson to ten officers of the Department with a 
memorandum of October 5, which stated that the recommendation regarding a 

| United States contribution would need to be cleared with Mr. Lovett and Con- | 
gressional leaders. a | a a | | Bn . | 

. *When reference is made to the Acting Mediator, it is intended to include any © 
body which may be designated by the General Assembly to succeed him, such as’. 
the Conciliation Commission or the Secretary General. (See section on Organi- 
zation in the discussion.) [Footnote in the source text.] a |
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_ within its budgetary and constitutional limitations-in line with the 

resolution adopted by the General Council of IRO on this subject; - 

| _(e) Invite the WHO to provide such medical personnel or other — | 
services as may be feasible in order to assist in the control of disease 
and in preventing the outbreak ofseriousepidemics; 

_ (dad) Invite the FAO to furnish such expert assistance on food 
supply and nutritional problems as may be requested by the Actng > 
Mediator; = |= © | | ve ess | 

| - (e). Take note of the assistance being rendered by governments and: 
non-governmental organizations and stress the necessity for full co-. | 
ordination of all such assistance with the program of the Acting _ 

- (f) Provide the Acting Mediator immediately with a supplemen- 
tary credit of not less than $1,000,000 for obtaining the services _ 
of such staff as he may require in coordinating relief assistance other | 
than personnel detailed by specialized agencies or by governments, 

| - and for emergency purposes, pending the receipt of aid from other 
sources Be ns 

DISCUSSION 

TNTANCTAL PROBLEM 
, The Mediator’s Report points up the action already taken to alleviate = 

the desperate condition of the 330,000 Arab and 7,000 Jewish refugees, oe 

and of the contributions in supplies and personnel furnished by gov-, | 
ernments, specialized agencies, UNICEF, and yoluntary organizations, — 
for the short term program, September—-December 1948. Although — 
reference is made to the need for a long-range program through . 

| August-September, 1949, and the hope is expressed that the General 
Assembly will assume responsibility for it, no concrete program-has 
yet been presented for consideration by the General Assembly. It is. 
believed, however, that such a program. will be submitted as soon as _ | 
the reports of the experts (supply, medical, nutritional) who havebeen 
surveying the situation have been completed. Preliminary estimates 
and suggestions have been forwarded to Paris by Sir Raphael Cilento,? 
but he ‘has indicated that he would not have the full picture until the. - 

_. above-mentioned reports were submitted to him, which were due about: 
October 1. Consequently the position outlined in the recommendations = 
cannot be finalized until a program is laid before the General | 
Assembly | | . 

. - Whatever the size of the program, it is clear from rough preliminary = 
estimates that it will cost not less than about $25 million, and that. | 
ways and means must be found for financing it. It is equally clearthat __ 
the principal burden will have to be carried by those governments = 
which have a strong, direct interest in the Near East, namely the | 

- United States and the United Kingdom, in addition to the Arab’ = 
states themselves. The remainder would be raised on a humanitarian 
or welfare basis from UNICEF, certain specialized agencies, some. 

2 Director of Disaster Relief forthe United Nations. == |
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| governments, and voluntary organizations. An operation of such pro- 
. portions cannot be financed under the UN scale of contributions, and _ 

therefore UN financial responsibility must be limited to a relatively | 
- small amount such as that suggested in recommendation 2(f). The  - 
- position of the United Kingdom as outlined in Delga 158, Septem- | 

| ber 29,° is silent on the costs of expanding the present disaster relief 
operations, but indicates that the whole financial burden would be 

| borne by the UN as its responsibility. This position is considered | 
| unrealistic because it would result in nearly doubling the contribu-. 

| tions of all Members, without regard to their degree of interest or 

_ ability to contribute. (There are other financial implications in the 
| Mediator’s report which will place a heavy burden onsome,if notall  —_ 

UN Members, e.g., the Jerusalem police force, tentatively estimated _ 
_by the Department to cost about $30 million.) If the UN scale is not — 

_ practical, neither is any other scale applicable to all UN Members | 
| (such as the IRO) which carries with it a specific obligation. The - 
_° only alternative, therefore, is for those governments having a strong 

interest in the problem to proffer voluntary contributions. Because of — 
- the important strategic and political interests of the United States 

in the Near East, it is considered that those interests would be advanced 
_ by announcing the intention of this government to seek an appropri- 

ation from Congress for the assistance of these refugees. The amount 
| to be proposed will need to be determined after the relief program 

| has been submitted, but it is tentatively suggested that about $10 mil- 
lion would be appropriate. If the United Kingdom were to contribute 

| half that amount, the two contributions, together with $6 million from | 
UNICEF would total. $21,000,000. Contributions from all other 
sources would make up for the difference. In making any announce- — | 

_ ment of the intention of the U.S. to make a voluntary contribution, 
| stress should of course be given to the humanitarian aspects of this o 

_ problem rather than to the interests of the U.S. The statement should 
at the same time express the hope that other governments would like- = 
wise contribute. ONIN | a , | | 

It is hoped that the Acting Mediator will not submit a plan for = 
financing the program. Sir Raphael Cilento in a letter toM. Laugier* 

: September 21, made several suggestions on this subject which the De- 
- - partment considers unrealistic. For example, he anticipated that about = 

~ $9,000,000 could be raised through voluntary organizations. Insofar an 

as the U.S. is concerned, the response from the voluntary organiza- 7 

oe tions and the oil companies to the Mediator’s appeal of August. 16 is 
| _ disappointing. The potentially large donors, including the oil com- 

| panies, have indicated a reluctance to make contributions for purely | 

3’ Not printed. oe 
_ “Henri Laugier, Assistant Secretary-General of the United Nations in charge 7 

| Of Social Affairs, oy |
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relief purposes, especially food and have indicated a much greater 
interest in longer-range social development. The agencies which control | 

_ CROP (Church World Service, National Catholic Relief Service, | 
Lutheran World Relief) have not proven as cooperative as had been 
hoped in providing a contribution in wheat. Moreover, they are plan- — 

| ning at this stage to launch a publicity campaign themselves to broader 
the program of collections to include appeals for refugees from the — 

_. Holy Land. The Department therefore considers that any program , 
_ -which relies so heavily upon contributions from voluntary sources — 

| from the U.S. is likely to fail, and that measures along the line recom- 
| mended above are required. Similarly, contributions from private — 

sources cannot take the place of a U.S. government contribution which 
ig required to demonstrate U.S. interest. This position isa reversalof = 

_ the earlier position set forth in the Memorandum of August 31 on _ | 
- “Plan of Action on Arab Refugee Problem”.® — a 

| _ [Here follow sections on possible UNICEF and IRO assistance.] _ 

UN Buperrary Provision ee 

_ The proposed UN allocation of $1,000,000 is to provide an adequate 
| staff for the Director of Relief Operations for the entire period and 

to furnish him with a reserve for emergency purposes pending the — 
receipt of aid from other sources. It would be desirable to votea part, sy 
if not all, of this sum as a supplementary credit for the current fiscal 

| year in order to enable Cilento to move in on the problem inamore _ | 
effective way as soon as possible. Shortly before his death Count 

_ _Bernadotte stated that he needed $100,000 immediately to provide staff _ 
for Cilento and informally inquired whether the U.S: could contribute | 
that sum.® As indicated in Gadel 31, September 21,’ the Department 
considered that such staff should be provided by the UN to the extent a 

| that personnel has not been detailed by specialized agencies, govern- 
'-.- ments, or voluntary agencies. - BO ge | 
__ [Here follows further discussion of UN budgetary provision.] | | 

a oo , ORGANIZATION OS ee 

_ No recommendation has been submitted herewith with regard to | 
the organization which should take the place of the Mediator insofar > | 

_ as the direction or control of relief operations are concerned. This = 
| matter is receiving further consideration in the Department and a | 

separate paper will be forthcoming. a — oo 
_. The foregoing recommendations assume that responsibility for 

| relief operations will continue to be under the Director of Relief | 
_ Operations. The British have suggested, as reported in Delga 134, 

8 Ante, p. 1364. a es ae 
- ° As reported by Mr. McClintock in telegram 1327, September 16, 7 p. m., from a 

Cairo, not printed. Co : | - 
_ "Not printed. | 7 | ne : |
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_ September 28,° that while the disaster relief operations should. pre- 
sumably work under the Conciliation Commission initially, it could — | 

a be placed directly under the Secretary General as its responsibilities 

were expanded to include resettlement. Until further progress has 

been made concerning the role of the Conciliation Commission, the 

Department is not prepared to commit itself on the possible assion- 

ment of disaster relief operations to this body. In the second place it 

is conceivable that the governments or bodies (such as UNICEF) i 

making substantial contributions for relief may wish to have some 

control over relief policies in spite of the relatively short time the | 

program will be in operation. Similarly the Director of Relief, Opera- 

tions might wish to be responsible to such a group rather than to the 

‘Conciliation Commission whose functions as outlined in the Berna- 

dotte report do not include supervision of relief activities, The princi- 

| pal objection to making the Director of Relief Operations responsible | 

- .  golely to the Secretary General is that the relatively small number 

of contributing governments would have little opportunity except at 

| the next session of the General Assembly to see how their money had 

| been spent or to exercise any supervision over the operations during 

| the course of the year. It is also conceivable that Congress may wish = 

| in making an appropriation for this program to be assured that U.S. 

interests are adequately protected. A further paper on this subject 

7 will be forwarded as soon aspossible. | > So 

| a _ -RepatRraTIoN AND ResETTLEMENT = Oo | 

-_. No recommendations are set forth in this paper concerning repatria- 

tion and resettlement. which the Department considers ‘should be 

| distinguished from relief operations. The Department is giving con- 

sideration to the repatriation and resettlement problems which will | 

form the basis of a separate paper. To the extent that the matter has 

been: discussed, there seems to be no reason why the relief operations | 

should be expanded to include resettlement in view of the distinctly 

different nature of the problem. In the second place the financing of © 

resettlement is closely linked with the problem of compensation for | 

the property ‘of those who-choose not to return. Furthermore, there is 

-- eonsiderable doubt as to. whether the UN should assume any direct | 

responsibility for financing resettlement. In this connection. it should . 

be: borne in mind that the TRO resettlement program does not involve 

the expenditure of funds for resettlement projects in the countries of 

reception and. that its expenditures for resettlement are almost en- , 

tirely devoted to providing. overseas transportation and a small 

_ amount of pocket money. ‘The UN, however, might undertake to pro- . 

| vide experts in an advisory capacity to assist the Arab countries in | 

| ' the development of resettlement projects, These preliminary observa- - 

® Not printed. | a re
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tions are tentatively put forward for discussions with the UK delega- — 
-._ tion pending the completion of the paper on this subject. © 

| ey 501.BB Palestine/10-648 / . oy ae Dy: - OL 

Memorandum by Mr. Robert M. McClintock to the Acting Secretary — 

- TOP SECRET | [Wasuineron,] October 6, 1948. — 

- -[Subject:] Secretary’s return to Washington: Palestine | 

—--—- Undoubtedly the Secretary in his weekend consultation with the __ 
_. President will be asked to deal with the stated US position on Pales- 

| tine as embodied in his support of the Bernadotte Plan. along the lines 
of his statement in Paris on September 21. The President may men- | 
tion the considerations which formed the topic of your railroad con- . 

a versation with Mr. Clark Clifford a week ago today. — ee ) 
«The President will also have received Mr.'McDonald’s Niact telee 
gram 161, of October 4, from Tel Aviv, the effect of which istourge 
that we agree to the demand of the Provisional Government of Israel 

--. that it retain most of the Negeb despite Count Bernadotte’s recom- _ 
- mendation to the contrary. _ a . OO ee 

- _[ believe the Secretary could usefully urge on the President a com- — 
promise which would preserve the essence of the position he adopted 

in Paris on September 21. Official statements of Israeli leaders and 
ss press reports from Tel Aviv indicate that the Provisional:Govern- 

| ~ ment of Israel has laid special stress on retaining some twenty-two 
“embattled” Jewish settlements in the Negeb. According to our infor- _ 

- -mation, most, if not all, of these settlements lie in an area north of © 
- Beersheba. It would therefore seem possible for us to agree that Israel _ 

retain a salient into the northern Negeb as far south as the Beersheba 
) Gaza Road, giving to Israel the bulk of the twenty-two Jewish settle- 

ments but retaining for the Arabs the bulk of the Negeb as _ 

recommended by the slain UN Mediator. Such a settlement would be - 
_ in precise accord with the territorial settlements embodied in the | 

.. Department’s telegram to Tel Aviv +72 of September 1, which the 
President approved in his own handwriting and of which you have —— 
the text. Before proposing a compromise of this nature to the UNGA, 

| we have at least a moral obligation to endeavor to obtain British 
‘agreement. ey | ols ee | 

It is of the utmost importance, if there is to be any chance of success 
_ in securing UN adoption of the Bernadotte Plan and thereby a ma- 

_ terial advance toward a solution of the Palestine problem, that this 
government undertake immediate and urgent representations with the | 
Arab governments.and the Provisional Government of Israel urging | 
their acquiescence in the Bernadotte Plan. Draft telegrams providing - - 
arguments to our various chiefs of mission for this purpose have been —
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prepared now for some time and await top-side approval. I enclose a 

three such telegrams? in the accompanying folder. It would be most | 
helpful if the Secretary could approve the despatch of these instruc- _ | 
tions. The British have taken a more forthright line at least with the | 
Arab States and, quite naturally, look to us to do our share in securing _ 

“. aequiescence not only on the part of the Arabs but on the part of Israel. | 

| * See pp. 1433, 1434. ae | mc 
a " The editors have been unable to identify the third such telegram. | | - 

| §01.BB Palestine/10-648: Telegram _ a | a 

_ The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation, a 
: re at Paris CO | 

| SECRET --—, -‘Wasurneron, October 6, 1948—6 p.m. 

Gadel 134. Dept has given careful consideration recommendation  __ 
_. Para. 4(g) Bernadotte conclusions for placing Jerusalem under effec- 

| tive UN control. This study has necessarily involved consideration | 
_ problem policing Jerusalem area. oo : , | 

Colonel Begley* Sept 15 at Rhodes and subsequently Paris 
strongly expressed opinion that. minimum force for international 
police Jerusalem area under UN control would be six thousand men. / 

, Begley suggested: that these men form bulk SYG’s UN. guard? and 
| be at once sent Jerusalem. — re 7 

_ Independent estimates made by Dept in consultation UN Naval 
Observers returned this week from Jerusalem and Haifa indicate 
minimum number international police force for Jerusalem may be 

| fixed at four thousand. We believe this force should be separate from 
proposed UN guard because difference in function, = = 

-. Although administratively it would be more simple for govts mem- | 
bers Palestine Truce Commission to assign troops to this special Jerusa- 
lem police service we feel on balance that nature of duties'and respon- 
sibilities UN administration in Jerusalem suggest that. Jerusalem 
international police force should be clearly UN responsibility and that 
force should be recruited by SYG. However, this govt would have 

_ strong objections to establishment of UN international police force 
| for Jerusalem if there were any material representation in that force __ 

of Soviet or satellite nationals. | 
Our preliminary rough estimate cast to UN of international police | 

force totaling four thousand men is that first year outlay would be 
; twenty million dols. It is our hope that this initial expenditure could 

| be materially reduced in subsequent years through (a) increasing em- 

‘Frank Begley, Chief Security Officer of the United Nations Secretariat. == 
_ * For documentation on the attitude of the United States towards the proposal — 
by the Secretary-General of the United Nations for the establishment of a United 

: Nations Security Guard, see vol. 1, Part 1, pp. 29 ff. | |
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ployment Arab and Jewish policemen and (6) fact that initial ex- 
| penses for outfitting will not recur subsequent years. - 

| We are. fully aware difficulty recruiting effective, disciplined, inter- - 

national police force and placing such a force promptly in No-Man’s 

_ Land of Jerusalem. Recruitment should in fact be in progress now. Lo 

However we are unwilling to separate elements of Bernadotte Plan 

and accordingly at this juncture request you sound out other delega-. | 

tions and SYG their thinking this respect. For your info any commit- 

ments this govt to defray expenses international police for Jerusalem ~ | 

will have to be carefully checked with Congressional leaders and = 

-. accordingly our views at this time are purely tentative. a - 

"We are studying general problem financing UN Govt Jerusalem. | 
Believe eventual cost should be borne by local revenues far as possible | 

| but recognize this not practical immediate future. For interim period 

_ choicesare: os Oo | wy 

a 1. Contributions by members UN on regular budget scale. | 
_ 2. Contributions by members UN on special scale with Big Five 
bearing majorshare. = | | Co | a 

| 3. Contributions only by Big Five. | SS 
4, Loan to working capital fund of entire amount by fifteen largest a 

- contributors to UN budget with repayment scheduled over twenty- © 
year period by all members on regular contribution basis and by govt 

_. of Jerusalemtoextent possible. OS | Oo 

_ - Foregoing alternatives may be used as basis for discussion with other - | 
dels. but without any commitment. For your info only wenow inclined | 

| favor No. 2 on basis principle universal participation, with US pre- 
pared bear up to 55 percent of total and with only token contributions | 

| from smaller countries. ee 

Se | 0 Loverr 
7 2 Phis telegram represented “the Department’s preliminary thinking on the 

problem of how to supply the United Nations administration of Jerusalem with 
an effective international police force” (memorandum of October 4 by Mr. Mc- 

, - Clintock to Mr. Lovett, 501.BB Palestine/10-448). Mr. McClintock noted that 
| he did think “we ican deal with any estimates which do not squarely face the / 

need for having an adequate body of police in Jerusalem: something far more | 
disciplined and tough than a mere token guard. Such a force, of course, means - 

eR pom, a congressional point of view it would seem helpful if the Department’s 
oo preliminary ideas with regard. to the Jerusalem international police were checked 

early with leaders in both the House and the Senate.” Se - 

-—-«:195,91/9-8048: Telegram ts | | , a 

- -‘ Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Egypt ee, 

CONFIDENTIAL =——(ié‘é!—© OLN aNTON, October 6, 1948—7 p.m. 

| 1882. Position which Dept has consistently maintained (urtels 1485 
Oct 2, 1425 Sept 30, and 1420 Sept 29+) is that Amer vessels are free 

~ + None printed. | | | | . - : . - 

5 98-594—76-——60 oe ee
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to trade with ports of al] nations and US has refrained from recom- | 
--mending that Amer vessels accede to pressure or sanctions imposed | 

by Arabs upon vessels trading with other nations. At same time Dept 
has kept shipping companies informed of Arab and Israeli actions 

. affecting their interests and has informed them that decision re con- 
_ tinuance of operating schedules must be made by them and at their 

own risk. | oe | oo | 
_ Egypt, in order not to be accused of being aggressor nation, has 

_. -‘Maintained position that its intervention in Palestine was solely to : 
—— restore peace and order. ‘This Govt has never recognized that Egypt 

‘has belligerent status and insists that interference US shipping incon- — , 
| ‘sistent with peacetime practices. Therefore, Emb should continue to 

impress upon authorities that US considers interference US shipping 
as contrary to international practice and as injurious to international 

| _ trade and particularly that between US and Egypt. — a 
| For your info re subject US retaliation raised by AmExp reps (see 

| memo conversation Sept 22 7), there is of course possibility that activi- 
ties of Egyp Govt might lead Amer shipping companies to request 
President or Congress to take retaliatory measures against Egyp 
shipping interests? | : — Oo 
— : a a oe |  Loverr 

| Memorandum by Mr.. Satterthwaite of conversation with representatives ‘of | 
_ the American Export Lines, not printed (195.91/9-2248). | | 

_ § Minister Pinkerton, on October 24, reported information from the Lebanese . 
Foreign Office that the Marine Carp, an American Export Lines vessel, would a 

| “not be permitted entry into Beirut. He concluded that “Experience .. . shows 
that insuperable difficulties may be expected if attempt is made to serve both 

| Israeli and Arab ports with same vessels.” (Telegram 547, October 24, from : 
Beirut) As a result, the Department, the next day, recommended to the United 

| States Maritime Commission “that the outbound itinerary of the 8.8. Marine 
Carp, which is scheduled to sail from New York on November 3, be restricted to : 

- “Piraeus and Haifa.” Both messages are filed under 195.91/10-2448. | se 

“Truman Papers, President's Secretary's File | oe Oo | | 

- Memorandum by the Secretary of Defense (Forrestal) = 
to President Truman 

TOP SECRET = i ss—iai‘;és™ ~Wasurneton, 7 October 1948. : 

| This is to advise you that upon the urgent request of the Acting _ 

| Secretary of State, I have directed the Secretary of the Navy to in- 

-erease the number of Marine guards stationed at the Consulate in 

Jerusalem from 13 to 40. This action had been recommended by the | 

Consul General as necessary to provide what he considered minimum 

protection under. existing circumstances—six guards on duty at all | 

times. The request for this added complement of men was reported as | 

-well justified by General Riley, the Senior United States Military = 

Observer in Palestine, in response to a request for his opinion. The :
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Secretary of the Navy recommended against the action on the ground 
that the additional personnel would not provide effective protection | 

_ and would increase the possibility of incidents. I felt, however, in | 
view of the strong representations of the Department of State and | 
personnel in the field, that the request should be complied with. | 

ey 7 an  Jamus Forrestan | 

° 867N01/10-748 a 

Memorandum by Mr. Dean Rusk to the Secretary of State 

. vor secreT = = = = ~—~—_._ [Parts,] October 7, 1948. ne 

----:s Immediately upon his return Mr. Dulles called me in to discuss fur- 
ther the bipartisan aspect ofthe Palestinequestion, = = 

-_-He said ‘he had discussed the matter at some length with Mr. Dewey = 
and that Mr. Dewey had “a very strong intention” not to stir up the 
Palestine issue during the remainder of the campaign. Although Mr. 

- Dewey is under enormous pressure, his present plan is to leave themat- 
ter alone. Mr. Dulles emphasized that he was not authorized tomake 
any flat commitment and-also stated that Mr. Dewey’s conduct would 

-. be conditioned somewhat on the President’s, I had the impression that = 

| when Mr. Dulles used the words “very strong intention” he was seck- _ 
| ing words which were as. strong as possible short of an absolute __ 

commitment = oe 
-.-- LT told Mr. Dulles that I certainly was not in a position to make or | 

geek a commitment from the other side but that I felt the Secretary __ 

-. would be encouraged in his own efforts to know that Mr. Dewey would 
_-. probably co-operate in keeping the matter out of the campaigns 

| ‘The text of this memorandum .was transmitted to the Department in tele-_ 
| gram Delga 252, October 8, 6p. m. (501.BB Palestine/10-848) eras a 

| 501.BB Palestine/10-748 : Telegram ee oe Sage | - | | | | 

a _ The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Secretary 

sccerer i a sti (tsté‘séSCS*™;C;CSC*CWL DON, October 7, 1948—T ppm 
oo 4491. Following obtained October 6 and 7 from Wright, Burrows 

and Beeley regarding Palestine. ee oe - - So, 

| 1. Maneuvers of PGI in Paris to amend Bernadotte Plan are under- _ 
| stood by Foreign Office officials to be forceful and widespread. PGI” 

| representatives have been. very active with delegations and aretaking = 

line that decision regarding Negeb is most. important point requiring = 
modification. Israeli strategy appears to be that once principle has a 

been established that Bernadotte Plan can be amended regarding
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Negeb it will be possible for them to bring about other amendments. 
- 9. By contrast, only Arab intervention in Paris has been working 

: for delay in Committee I and this has been harmful to Arab cause. | 
Arabs do not seem to be doing much lobbying. a ee 

8. Foregoing activities PGI regarding emphasizing in the minds of 
_' Foreign Office officials crucial importance of US—UK standing firmly | 

| together against any amendments to Bernadotte Plan. Wright said 
oe that if difficult task of obtaining acquiescence from both sidesistobe 

, accomplished, US and UK must both turn deaf ears to appeals for © 
- amendments involving Negeb or anything else. Strength of Bernadotte - 

| Plan rests largely on US and UK solidarity in accepting plan in its | | 
entirety. On this basis French Government, although it has been sub- - 

7 jected to strong Zionist pressure, is prepared to support plan in its © 
"entirety, and there are other governments in roughly same position. 

However, if UK should be induced to back some pro-Arabamendment, __ 
- - US would probably. back a pro-Israeli amendment and from this di- 

: vergence (perhaps at first on some very minor matter) there would 
| develop a flood of inspired amendments from smaller states which = 

would very shortly put situation back to pre-Bernadotte Plan days. 
4, Wright emphasized that so far British Government has firmly. | 

| resisted various Arab offers of collaboration with UK if only latter , 
will abandon its support for Bernadotte Plan (Embassy’s 4308, Sep- 
tember 29 reference talk with Gallad Bey ; Embassy’s 4861, October 4 
reference Bevin’s talk: with head Iraqi delegation Paris; and Em- =| 

_ bassy’s 4350 October 1 reference talk British Chargé with Syrian 
Foreign Minister) .1 HMG can only hold this line if US likewise main- 

| tains its support for entire Bernadotte Plan. a 
_-_-s«&BE Foreign Office officials believe that in the interval between its 

- publication and present a good deal of the emotional appeal and drive - 

behind Bernadotte Plan has been dissipated. Consequently they feel 
- some steps will have to be taken to refocus attention of world on 

- uneasy character of truce in Palestine and vital need for the fair and | 

equitable settlement offered by Bernadotte Plan. UK delegation Paris 
__-will discuss with USGADel in near future desirability of holding, © | 

| shortly before Committee I takes up Bernadotte Plan, an SC meeting — 
| to consider latest report of truce commission and Bunche’s report that 

authority of UN is being undermined by both sides. Bunche has asked 
for a new SC resolution and “has almost drafted it.” | 

6. Eastern Department has been considering also attitude which 

UK should adopt toward UNGA hearing of representatives of Trans- 
| jordan and Provisional Arab Government (PAG). Present thinking | 

ig that Transjordan representative should be heard but there is diver- 
- gence views re PAG representative. In case of latter there could be 

| *None printed. - : Oo Be |
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| ‘no question of referring to him by title but some Foreign Office officers 
| think that he might. be allowed as spokesman for Arab population 

Palestine to occupy seat vacated by Arab Higher Committee. This , 
_._ gchool of thought believes that if Transjordan representative is seated ne 

| and PAG representative is refused seat this will direct undesirable 
| spotlight on Transjordan. a 

oe 7. When possibility Soviet reversal re Palestine was mentioned to ; 

| —Beeley (Embassy’s 4360, October 47) he said UK delegation knows | 

. that Soviet delegation has been in touch with Lebanese Prime Minister 

- Paris although details of meeting are not known. Beeley said there | 
has been no indication of line of Soviet thought beyond rather vague _ 

-. . reference to effect Western Powers are sabotaging November 29 — 

resolution = es | : 

| Sent Department 4421, repeated Paris for Gadel 720. —_- aon 
: . a po - |  . Hommes © | 

oo  ®Not printed ; but see footnote 1, p. 1432. . | | | - 

_ §01.BB Palestine/10-1048 : Telegram _ - 
| Mr. Wells Stabler to the Secretary of State CS ; 

SECRET a - Aman, October 10, 1948—5 p.m. 

78. Conditions Palestine Arab refugees in Transjordan and Arab | 

Legion occupied areas, severely deteriorating daily with increase death 

rate in various camps and sites. Transjordan Government now re- 

sponsible for about 200,000 refugees and though it continues extend 
| modicum assistance, its administrative and material resources are too | 

_ meager to provide prompt action needed relief—food, medicine and © 
shelter. Despite presence one UN relief official Amman, no relief 
supplies, except for small amount powdered milk for children and — 

pregnant women, have as yet been forthcoming from UN relief or- — 
| ganization. Understand reason is that UN relief headquarters insists _ 

_ Transjordan Government organize group to take responsibility for _ 
distribution supplies and that no such group has been formed. Mean- | 
while, winter approaches and plight refugees grows worse not better, 
If aid does not come soonest and in liberal quantities, nature will solve _ | 

_ problem which man apparently cannot. ee en 
While realizing Transjordan Government should theoretically take a 

_. major responsibility for distribution relief supplies, submit that well = = 
_ known lack of organization and initiative in Arab Governments should | 

ss prove @ priori that major burden must be borne by UN relief organiza- 
| tion, if in fact any relief work is to be done. Immediate relief is not. __ 

only of importance from humanitarian standpoint, but also as essen- |
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tial factor in arriving at satisfactory solution Palestine problem based 
| on Bernadotte’s conclusions. This running sore of refugees will make 

Arab acquiescence therein more difficult and odious as it will remain 

evidence of UN inability cope with complicated yet urgent problem. 
' Appreciate fact USA is. only one of many participants in relief 

_ program. However, further delay can only result in appalling number 
deaths and prompt action is so vital that strongly urge Department, | 
in continuance its deep interest in matter, take urgent steps stimulate == 
immediate action by UN relief headquarters at Beirut in providing 

| necessary supplies. Believe that once supplies come in, distribution can ~ 
be satisfactorily worked out by UN officials in collaboration with 
Transjordan Government. Sn oo oe 

| - Department pass Jerusalem 54,and Arabecapitals. a 
: | ts. re Oo | - STABLER 

501:BB Palestine/10-1048 | ° - | | 

Draft Statement Prepared in the Department of State? — - 

| | os oe oe a | [WasHineron, undated. } 

_ From the statements made by the Arab leaders and by spokesmen’ - 
for the State of Israel, it is clear that the Mediator’s plan for a settle- 
ment of the Palestine problem will cause debate in the United Nations. 

The Arabs still refuse to admit the existence of the State of Israel. 
and take other less important exceptions to some of Berniadotte’s pro- 
posals. The Israelis strongly object to the Mediator’s proposal under 
which the Negeb, which was allotted to the Jewish State under the 

November 29th Resolution of the General Assembly, was tobeturned 
over to the Arabs. Under the Mediator’s plan Western Galilee, pre- - 
viously allotted tothe Arabs, wastogototheIsraelis, 9” 

The two parties are, therefore, far apart in their respective views 

| and must be brought together if there is to be a settlement of the | 
. Palestineissu. SO So - - 

In our opinion, the Bernadotte plan provides a sound basis for the 

adjustment of their differences before the United Nations. It should 
not be too difficult to reach an agreement given a real desire on the 
part ofthetwo peoples? Oo | oo 

. tA marginal : notation ly ‘Mr. ‘McClintock states that this paper was prepared 

_ on October 10 for Mr. Lovett’s press conference of October 13..Another copy of 
the proposed. statement, filed with Mr. Clifford’s telegram of October 11, infra, : 
bears a marginal notation stating that President Truman approved the paper at: 

12:50 p.m., October 10. — - . oe 
| 7A marginal notation by Mr. McClintock on October 11 reported information : 

| from Mr. Lovett that the statement approved by the President had been dis- . 
_ approved by White House political advisers “who preferred to say nothing at . 

. all than to give this statement.” " |
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Clifford Papers : Telegram 4 - Pe | | 

- | The Acting Secretary of State to the President’s Special Counsel 

eee cee — | (Clifford)* TN - 7 

TOP SECRET URGENT | Wasuineton, October 11, 1948—6:36 p.m. | 

White 174. Referring our conversation Sunday, have discussed mat-. - 
ter with Secretary in light of your comments and he is most anxious to _ | 

_ beas helpful as possible. His proposal for handling and hisdraftaimed = 
to do this but he says if it does not he will try.again. = a oo 

. He has in mind discussing immediately on arrival in Paris tomorrow 
| alternative language along line used by Mrs. Roosevelt and will wire | 

me soonest. Meanwhile I have his authority to make no comment on. 
question if asked press conference Wednesday provided President. 

| agrees. Please get my existing instructions cancelled and wire me. a 
-  urgently.Regards = = | a a 

| oc cs es a ee a Loverr . 

. Marshall was absent from Paris on October 9-11 for consultation with the | | 
President in Washington, | (RR “ 

| _ 501.BB Palestine/10-1148 : Telegram a _ — | oe no oe | 

‘The President’s Special Counsel (Clifford) to the Acting Secretary 
: : of State (Lovett) cre 

Top secret i <ssi‘<‘ésS~—~ ABOARD Presmenrian Srectan TRAIN : 
Pg October 11,1948—11: 30 p.m. - 

Black 93. [have your White 174.1 Have discussed the matter with the 
President and he directs me to inform you that your existing instruc- , 
tions are cancelled.? If you are asked questions on Wednesday * you are. | 

to make no comment. re SH | a 
_- We note with great interest the plan of the Secretary to discuss. | 

alternative language on arrival in Paris. We feel it would be most — 

| helpful if he would include Ben Cohen ‘ in such discussion because of a 
_ the latter’s familiarity with ourproblemshere® sss 
_- Will appreciate your forwarding to us as soon as possible any new a 

language. If you prefer we can always be reached by telephone. oo: 
Best regards, ee [Cuark Cuirrorp] 

Supra. re c a a OR 
-.  #™he expression “existing instructions” possibly refers to Presidential authori-- | 

_ zation for Mr. Lovett to use the statement... _ — | — 
-* October 13, the date of Mr. Lovett’s press conference. , OC : 

— “Benjamin V. Cohen, Alternative Representative in the United States Dele-- 
- gation at the first part of the Third Session of the General Assembly .at Paris. — a 

| ° Acting Secretary Lovett quoted this paragraph in part to Secretary Marshall... 7 
in telegram Telmar 63, October 12, 1 p. m., to Paris (501.BB Palestine/10-1248).. | |
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867N.51/10-1248 eee - | 

Statement To Be Made by the Alternate Department of State Mem- — - 

ber to the Board of Export-Import Bank With Regard to the 

 Lsraeki Loan * | Bt CC 

CONFIDENTIAL ss FWasuineron,] October 12, 1948. . 

| ~ On June 2, 1948 the Provisional Government of Israel made a re- : 

~ quest for an Eximbank loan of $100,000,000. This request was made 

| during the first truce in Palestine, which was of only 30 days dura- — 

. tion. The State of Israel had just been established, and its future — 
seemed uncertain. oe —— | 

| Since that time a number of changes have taken place in the politi-_ 

| cal, military, and economic situation of Israel. | a | 

: | The second truce of indefinite duration was arranged and has now 

been in effect: since July 18. While the UN observers have reported 

many violations of the truce on both sides, at present there is little rea- 

| son to believe that the truce will not continue or be replaced by an 7 

armistice under the Bernadotte Plan. The Palestine problem is soon 

: ~ to come up for discussion in the General Assembly of the United Na- | 

tions on the basis of Count Bernadotte’s final report, which-the De- _ 
partment believes constitutes a generally fair basis for the solution . 

| ofthe problem. = ~°© | : | | 

In the meantime, the Provisional Government of Israel has taken 
- thefollowing steps: > . | Ce | 

| a) it has.taken firm hold of the machinery of government; _ | 
| b) it has gained and in general maintained effective control of the 

territory under its occupation. | a | a 
| --e) it has also consolidated its internal political position and ap- 

pears successfully:-to be bringing under control the dissident elements _ 
which previously threatened internal order and security; | 

| d) it is making definite plans for elections for a Constituent As- 

os sembly, probably to be held in the latter part of this year. | 

, Attention is drawn to the following statement which appears in 

the conclusion to Count Bernadotte’s final report to the United Na- | 

tions “A. Jewish state called Israel exists in Palestine and there are | 

no sound reasons for assuming that it will not continue to do so.” | 

From a military standpoint, there is much less likelihood now than 

at the time the original request for the loan was made that the Arabs / 

| will undertake a large scale military attack against Israel. a 

| The prospects for economic viability and growth of the Israeli 

; 1 Drafted by Messrs. Satterthwaite, Roswell H. Whitman, Acting Chief of the 
Division of Investment and Economic Development, and Joseph B. Knapp, Di- 

. rector of tthe Office of Financial and Development Policy. A memorandum of | 

October 14 by Mr. Whitman states that Mr. Lovett approved the statement and 

- that it was made to the Bank’s Board of Directors on October 13. The Alternate 

State Department Member was Garrison Norton, Assistant Secretary of State for 

Transportation and Communications. | |
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economy are favorably affected by the increased prospects fora last- 

ing political settlement. In addition the improved political conditions ee 

may be expected to result in a decrease in the drain of military ex- — 

| penditures on the resources of the Government. ea | 

| --_In view of these changes in the situation of Israel the Department 

of State believes that the Export-Import Bank should give renewed © 

| - consideration to loan applications from the Provisional Government. - 7 

of Israel. As an initial step in this direction, the Department suggests ts 

| that the Bank invite the Provisional Government of Israel to submit : 

new loan applications covering some selected specific projects for = 

| resettlement and economic development. __ a mG 

| §04.BB Palestine/10-1348: Telegram | So 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Acting. 

Pa Secretary of State Ee | 

"OP SECRET US URGENT Lonvon, October, 13, 1948. _ . 

NTAOP ee 

a 4486. For Lovett’s eyes only from Douglas. When I discussed with _ me 

' -- Bevin this morning the draft, particularly the last paragraph, of the — a 

statement which you intend to make regarding Palestine at your press 

- conference this afternoon, he said that he was unhappy that it should oe 

be necessary for either US or UK to mention publicly modifications . _ 

of the Bernadotte proposals since the new and forcefulelement behind = 

them was the announced intention of US and UK to support these 

proposals in their entirety. So accustomed had the world become to _ 

seeing US and UK on opposite sides of the fence on this issue that - 
our present agreement will be a vital factor in achieving Arab and _— 

- Jewish acquiescence. = oe ne a 

a 2. Bevin said, however, that if there are compelling reasons for — 

the US mentioning modifications, to his mind the important thing is a 

that the equilibrium of the Bernadotte proposals should not be dis- : 

| turbed. He and I together went over your statement and after discus- - 

sion Bevin told me that he would regard its purport as being less | 

- disturbing if statement were to read as suggested in immediately pre- a 

| ceding telegram No. 4485.2 a SO OC ; 

2 Dated October 13; it advised that Mr. Bevin had acquiesced in the following 
oe wording of the last two paragraphs of Mr. Lovett’s proposed statement at his 

press conference on October 13: “The two parties are, therefore, far apart in | 
their ‘respective views. The only hope for a solution of the Palestine issue lies in _ 

i the wisdom of the United Nations. | | SO | _— 

. . “In our opinion, the Bernadotte plan provides a sound basis for the adjust- => 
_ -_ ment of their differences before ‘the United Nations. It should not be too difficult = 

: to reach a solution even though tthe United Nations may find it wise to make - ~~. 
minor modifications which do not disturb the equilibrium provided for in the | 

_ Bernadotte recommendations.” (501.BB Palestine/10-1348) — BS |
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| 3. You will note that changes have been made only in the last two : 
paragraphs to introduce the idea of equilibrium and to remove the hint 

, ‘it is still possible for the two sides, without the intervention of UN, to 
-._-yeach an agreement between themselves. | | | 

— _ [Here follows paragraph numbered four regarding conversations __ 
between Mr. Bevin and Commonwealth Prime Ministers on Palestine.] _ 

| Sent Department as 4486; repeated Paris for Marshall’s eyes only 

cas 742. | fs oe : ae Se 
| | a oe | Doveas 

501.BB Palestine/10-1348: Telegram _ | ee _ | 

| Lhe Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State 

"TOP SECRET. NIACT _ Parts, October 18, 1948—midnight. | 

| _ Delga 319. Eyes alone for Lovett from the Secretary. Reference 
Douglas’ 4485 + and 4486? London on amendments to statement. 

a _ For your press conference and regarding your telephone conversa-_ 
| tion with Rusk and Telmar 63 :? I have modified Bevin’s proposed last | 

two paragraphs by striking out words “may” and “minor” in sentence 
| ‘commencing “it should not be et cetera” and inserting the word 

“essential” before. word “equilibrium”. - a | 
Cohen makes this proposal as substitute last paragraph: “In our 

‘opinion the Bernadotte Plan provides a sound basis for a renewed | 
‘effort in the part of the UN to bring about a peaceful adjustment of 

_ differences. This should not prevent such modifications of the Berna- 
-dotte Plan as the UN finds helpful to promote a peaceful settlement 

| which would open the way for the long term development and stability 

of the Near East.” - a _ SC : 
_ Comment on Cohen’s proposed paragraph: Cohen believes his more | 

-general statement would help reduce pressures building up on Presi- 
7 ‘dent. I see no difference between his and my last paragraphs as far. | 

as UN Assembly is concerned. I would accept Cohen’s suggestion pro- 
vided Douglas can assure us that it would not seriously interfere with | 

_ joint US-UK action Palestine. Douglas please follow up and advise 
a Lovett and me immediately. E'nd of comment. | a | 

Palestine, by decision Committee I today, will be taken up for one 
| ‘day on Friday, while awaiting reports of Subcommittees on Atomic : 

| Energy and Disarmament. We do not expect to speak in Committee 
I on Friday. and present likelihood is that Palestine debate would not 

be resumed until late next week. We, and particularly Dulles, desired | 
to place it after Greece on the agenda but did-not succeed in getting 

a the change. Effort was to hold it until after election. Bohlen, Rusk and 

a 4 Dated October 18, not printed; but see footnote 1, supra. | ee 
_ *® Dated October 18, supra. a | a oe | 

_ * Dated October 12, not printed; but see footnote 5, p. 1467. - - |
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| T feel certain that if President himself makes statement, as his political 

advisers no doubt insist, he will inevitably carry issue direct into 

-__ political campaign as Dewey will certainly respond. Issue here will be 

- thrown into confusion and possibility of settlement.at least postponed ) 

| and truce imperiled.*: fg ee 

| - Repeated to London 105 [1058], eyes alone for the Ambassador. —_- 

eh, are a, MarsHALL ~ 

---* Aeting Secretary Lovett, on October 13, informed Mr. Clifford that he had 
“told Rusk to use best efforts. to have American Delegation let others do the — 

talking” on October 15. (telegram White 203, Clifford Papers). 9 © | 

, _ The United .States Delegation at Paris decided, on October 15, that “US 

would not participate in any substantive debate on Palestinian problem during . a 

---- «Gommittee One discussions October 15 and 16, but that explanation our position | 

- would be postponed until Palestine problem is more fully considered upon con- — 

elusion of Committee One’s work on atomic energy and conventional armaments— 

perhaps at end of next week.”. (Telegram Delga 340, October 15, 5 p. m., from 

| Paris, 501.BB Palestine/10-1548) | | : | SO ar 

: 501.BB Palestine/10-1348 : Telegram | | TA: . ed 

| The Ambassador in Egypt (Griffis) to the Acting Secretary of State : 

| SECRET | —--- Garro, October 18, 1948—3 p.m. _ 

| 1485. Evidence here indicates Egyptian opposition to Bernadotte | 

Plan has greatly increased due to widely held belief that British sup- ; 

port for plan is based principally on desire secure merger Arab Pales- 

tine and Transjordan as step in enlarging their sphere of influence 

and toward creation Greater Syria. Such opinion stimulated by (1) ° | 

| British emphasis on Bernadotte’s recommendation for merging two 

areas rather than on his statement that disposition Arab Palestine 

- ghould be left to government of Arab States; (2) recent pressure on | 

‘Arab States (mytels 1489, October 3, 1442, October 4, 1445, Octo- | 

ber 57+) against recognition Arab Government Palestine interpreted 

by most Arab leaders as rising less from reasons advanced than from | 

__- British desire promote Transjordan and their interests. = - 

Problem together with suggestion that British statement might be 

_ 4ssued emphasizing Bernadotte’s view concerning disposition Arab - 

Palestine should be left to Arab States has been reviewed with British 

- Chargé Chapman-Andrews. British Chargé inclined believe (1) de- 
struction of AGP of overriding importance and; (2) that British | 
emphasis on Bernadotte proposal re disposition of Arab Palestine by 

~~ Arab States would encourage Arab Government’s support AGP with. | 

‘adverse effects. He also maintained enlarged Transjordan would en- 
hance British ability maintain security of ME. Oe gat ve 

Would appreciate comments of Department on validity of British 

-1None printed? os Be |
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argument that greatly enlarged Transjordan necessary to security 
_. of ME. Unless overriding reasons of security exist it would appear — 
. that continued British insistence on enlarged Transjordan and Arab 

Palestine will work against. Arab acquiescence Bernadotte Plan. 
- Insistence seems particularly unnecessary in view general belief that 

| AGP notwithstanding Egyptian and Iraqi recognition will soon col- i 
lapse out of weakness and that most Arab Palestine will fall naturally | 

-- nto hands Abdullah. | a a - Oo : 
- _ In this connection would also appreciate Department’s commentson  =— 

Interesting Egyptian Government in acquiring portion of Arab Pales- 

_ tine possible Gaza and part of Negeb as compensation for acquiescence = 

, Bernadotte Plan. Bernadotte known to have favored partition Arab , 
Palestine among Syria, Transjordan and Lebanon (Embtel 1105, | 

_ August 7?). This view-also responsible for this reference plan to 
“frontier rectifications regarding ‘other Arab States as may be found 

practicable and desirable”. Nokrashy to whom Bernadotte mentioned = 

| partition vigorously repudiated such suggestion as unethical but it is 

| now possible that both King and Nokrashy might be favorable to | 

| acquisition of portion Palestine return for acquiescence Bernadotte 
_ Plan. ee ae . | | 

| ce ~ = GRIFFIS : 

OS 2This number was not ‘used by the Department to identify any telegram from 
| Cairo in 1948; presumably the reference is to telegram 1108—-A of the same 

date (see paragraph numbered.3), p. 1296. Pe | 

-  §01.BB Palestine/10-448 : Telegram i oe oo 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Special Representative of the 
| United States in Israel (McDonald) | | 

SECRET — Wasuineton, October 13, 1948—5 p. m. 

| 149. For'McDonald from Acting Secretary for your info only. We 

have given careful consideration ur 161 Oct 4 and:Secyhas-:diseussed 
_ ‘it with President. Dept has following comments on opinions Israeli 

official as transmitted by you. - | 
US naturally desires friendship of Israel and wishes see Israel take | 

| definite and sincere stand at side of Western democracies. Regardless _ 

passions of moment, disadvantages of not adopting latter position - 
_  must-be-abundantly clear-to every. thoughtful Israeli. US has already a 

given ample evidence its support. of Israel. At same time importance | 

to West of friendship of Arabs as majority inhabitants of strategic 

, ME area is obvious. , a. | ae 
US Govt deeply concerned by threat to peace, prosperity and se- 

curity ME which situation in Palestine presents and desirous see
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solution worked out without use force which will as nearly as possible __ 

| - under existing circumstances meet desires both sides. | 
On Sept 1 after consulting President Secy cabled yout that US _y 

—- Govt felt Israel should have boundaries which would make it more 

- homogeneous and well integrated than frontiers proposed Nov 29. 

.. resolution. He also stated that our thinking was that. Israel might — 
expand. into rich area of Galilee and that a large portion of Negev 

2 might go to Transjordan. We thought then and still think that some 

small area of Negev, such as that containing principal Jewish settlee 
ments, might be retained by Israel. This matter is of course one for 

. final decision by GA when it considers whole problem, and it is pos- — 

sible that GA may not accept Mediator’s conclusions in their every ' | 

| As regards official’s remark that US support of conclusions re 

| - Negev would not endear other Arab states to US, Secy stated in Paris 

| that no plan could be proposed which would be entirely satisfactory in 
all respects to every interested party. Any additional Arab ill will _ 

toward US over Negev would only be part of far deeper resentment 

. which Arab world harbors against US because ofoursupportofIsrael. 

We can understand Jewish objections to any proposal which would ~ | 

| reduce area of Israel, but gain of rich Galilee area and advantage of > 

| more homogeneous state are very important counter-balancing con- 
siderations. Jews as well as Arabs must, we believe, be prepared make 

| sacrifices in interests security and peaceinME. — cae a | 

We have so far recd no evidence Transjordan is dissatisfied with _ 
| - Bernadotte’s conclusion on Negev. We have also been informed by _ 

-_- Brit Govt that they have no projects for air bases in Negev. There is — 

| no question, as Israeli official states, of “British forcing gift of Negev 

| to Transjordan in order secure air bases” but rather one of UN im- 

| plementing conclusion of Mediator reached in sincere desire achieve 

we fairest possible solution Palestine problem. ot ce 

‘Re penultimate para urtel, does Israeli official have any convincing 

evidence to support belief possibility successful direct negotiations 

. between Israel and Transjordan? in view Abdullah’s relations with 

_ Arab League and other Arab states? : coy a 
—_ ‘To sum up, US support of Bernadotte conclusions was given in — | 

| belief, as Secy stated in Paris, that conclusions taken together offer == 

generally fair basis for settlement of Palestine problem. These con- _ 
_ clusions were reached independently by Mediator, who was well-known | 

—-43p telegram 72,p.1366. - ae 
*Mr. McDonald advised, on October 24, of official information that there 'were | 

. no current peace negotiations between the Provisional Government of Israel . 
| and Transjordan, but. that Elias Sassoon was waiting in Paris for Abdullah’s | 

: envoy (telegram 205 from Tel Aviv, 867N.01/10—2448) . | a 7
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as fair-minded and impartial, after months of discussion with Arabs: — | 

| and Jews. We feel that Count Bernadotte’s conclusions afford a just 
common denominator upon which to found mutual accommodation.* 

a e ee Loverr 

' = This telegram was sent to Paris as Gadel. 202, October 14, 4 D. m., which was. 
7 repeated by the Department to London as No. 3949, 

|  - . 'ditorial Note | _ 

Mr. Bunche’s cablegram of September 30 (see page 1442) and Mr. — 
: Macdonald’s message of the same date (see editorial note, page 1444): 

were considered by the Security Council on October 14. Mr. Bunche: | 
- addressed the Council, noting the increasing tendency by the parties: | 
concerned to ignore their responsibilities under the several truce reso- | 

| lutions. He concluded his presentation with the view that “an expres- | 

| sion by the Security Council, at this time, of its firm expectation that 
all the obligations resting on the disputing parties as a result of the 

: Council’s truce resolutions of 29 May, 15 July and 19 August would be: 
| honoured, would be very helpful indeed to the situation. . . .” (SC,. 

3rd yr., No. 116, pages 14-20). The United Kingdom, thereupon, of- 
| fered a draft resolution which outlined the duties of both sides regard- 

ing the truce and called on the Provisional Government of Israel to- 

report on Count Bernadotte’s assassination ; for text, see 2b7d., page 28. 
China associated itself as-co-sponsor of the draft resolution (2bid., 

page 37). et ee , | | oo ee 

501.BB Palestine/10—1448 : Telegram _ oo 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary. 
of State, at Paris | | _ 

TOP SECRET US URGENT ~~ Lownpon, October 14,1948—3 p.m. 
NIACT | ere | | | 

753. Re Delga 319,! repeated London as 1058. | 4 
1. I do not have at my disposal the substance of what was appar-: | 

ently Lovett’s telephone conversation with Rusk, nor do [havea copy _ 

~ of Telmar 63.2 In these respects I am, therefore, in the dark. | 

- 9, It will, I think, be difficult enough, even under the most favorable. 

| circumstances with the US and UK standing shoulder to shoulder, _ | 
to obtain a 24 vote in favor of the Bernadotte proposals in the GA. 

- ‘fear that the language of Cohen’s proposal would give the public 

impression that there is a cleavage between the US and UK, thereby 

1 Dated October 18, p. 1470. . OS 
* Dated October 12, not printed ; but see footnote 5, p. 1467. — oo
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| making favorable action of the GA more difficult, if not unlikely. , 

Should the GA fail to endorse the plan, we will be in a position as. | 

_ eritical as, if not more serious than the one in which we found our- 

selves many months ago. — - _ 

3. While I can well understand Cohen’s desire to have language- | 

| along the lines of his proposal, I would not be candid with you were. ~ | 

-_- J to refrain from saying that it goes much farther in its implications 

| than the proposed language agreed to by Bevin yesterday with, T / 

- ean assure you, a not inconsiderable amount of effort, tact and 

| persuasiveness: a ase | | 

| 4. I was unable to see Bevin this morning, because of the Common-. | 

wealth meeting which he had to attend. I did, however, see Wright.. | 

His very strong view was that the language of the last two paragraphs. 

of the statement which was discussed with Bevin yesterday is dan- 

gerous enough. Even it, on the eve of GA consideration, is a public 

recognition by the US that amendments to the Bernadotte plan are 

necessary. It may therefore encourage a variety of corroding proposed. 

modifications which may eat away at the “reasonable, equitable and: | 

working basis for a settlement” which the Bernadotte plan attempts: 

to provide. Nevertheless, if it is absolutely essential from US point — | 

of view that such a statement be issued with the three changes which. — - 

the Secretary suggests, the UK will understand. 7 | a 

--_«B, We have labored patiently and tediously to undo the mistakes 

| which both the US and UK have made in the past. We have brought 

together what were two widely divergent approaches to the problem. 

We have convinced the UK of the stability of our position, and there- 

_ fore have inspired their confidence in us. Similarly, the UK, largely 
ag a result of our efforts, has accepted partition and acknowledged the: oo 

~ existence of Israel, thus giving us reason for reposing faith in their — a 

cooperation on the agreed. line of action. To run the risk of undoing 

what has been. so tediously and laboriously accomplished by a state- 

| ment along the lines of Cohen’s proposal would, I think, be taking _ | 

chances with fate. I can give you assurances that the Cohen proposal 

7 would turn back the clock many months, interfere with joint US-UK | | 

action, cause a rebirth of doubts as to the stability of US policy,and 
hazard the outward recurrence of a serious menace to our national — 

interests. es | / | | | 
6. I most earnestly hope that if any statement at all is issued it will | 

not, come from the White House. I recognize, of course, that the inti- _ | 

-.  mnate advisers of the President would much prefer that he, himself, | 
| make a pronouncement. But he himself would be the first to realize a 

that no political position, however high—no public office, however 

great its prestige, is worth gambling with the vital interests of the US. |
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7, I would not be serving you, the President, and my country to 
the best of my ability were I to withhold what I realize is a blunt 

_ but considered statement of my best opinion® = Be 
, Sent Paris (for the Secretary—eyes only) as 753; repeated Depart-. __ 

~ ment as 4503.4 oo - Oo me 
ee : oY a — Douenas 

| - 8Mr, Lovett did not make the proposed statement at his press conference of 
~ October 13. The only matter regarding Palestine that arose at the conference was 

the attitude of the United States toward the new Arab government. Mr. Lovett . 
| stated that “the United States had already recognized the State of Israel but 

- was not in a position to recognize ‘this Arab government. Asked if [the] United “ 
- _ States would recognize it in the Arab section of Palestine, Mr. Lovett replied in | 

| ‘the negative and said that we were not in a position to recognize it at all 
| - because it has not conformed yet to the normal attributes which have been stated ee 

oe before.” (Memorandum by Mr. McDermott, News Division Files) : | 
_ * This telegram is printed from the text as repeated to the Department, marked | 

“For Lovett (Eyes Only).” oe ; ac : 

- --« 867N.01/10-1448: Telegram li | - . eee 7. 

«The Special Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonald) — 
a _. to the Acting Secretary of State Oo 

ss SECRET =—s« US URGENT © Tex Aviv, October 14, 1948—5 p.m. | 
| 179. From official Israeli sources both the Military Attaché and 

the Counselor are confidentially informed that the activities of Egyp- 

tian armies in south are causing major concern Israeli Army. Reports 
a are that for last 10 days Egypt forces have been moving reinforce- _ 

| ments and deploying troops toward Israeli positions and indications _ 7 
: | last two days point toward Egyptian offensive action near El Falujah. ~ ° 

| which, according Israeli G-2 may materialize next four or five 
days. Israeli forces also undertaking strengthen positions. El Falujah 
is a key point both as regards command of supply routes to 

_ beseiged Jewish Negev settlements and as regards east-west Arab 
communications,  —- | | oe 

| Mission does not know where fault lies in present jockeying for __ 
position on southern front as between Jews and Arabs; but each side 

_ apparently blaming other. Israeli public and Army will never allow 
Egypt forces get in position annihilate agricultural settlements and _ 
if enemy starts offensive to push Jews out of present positions which __ 

__ strategically hold only eventual hope of saving settlements there is 
| strongest probability Jews will counter-attack in force. Egypt Army | 

activity probably related formation Gaza Government. Recognition _ 
| of Gaza by Egypt, Syria, Lebanon and Iraq has placed both Israel - 

: and Transjordan in peculiar position, particularly latter. Abdullah 
| 1s reported. to have moved his flag as far south as Hebron and Bethle- | | 

| | | | a
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hem and indications are that he is watching Egypt activities very 

closely. 7 : | | | ae 
Solely for confidential and restricted information Department and 

Army, mission believes a very peculiar situation could develop if war | 

resumed in south. Abdullah now in the middle, might stand by and 
let Israel Army maul Egyptian forces in order eliminate both Gaza = 
Government and potential Egyptian menace his territory, = | 

| Jewish estimate of situation is that they can successfully defend _ 

, against all six enemy forces. They cannot take offensive all fronts, but 
| if Egypt Army forces Jews into counter-offensive they believe they 

can soundly defeat Egyptians, provided Abdullah holds his Legion 

back. Ce ES ea, - CS ce a 
~ In strict confidential opinion mission this unhappy situation could | 

open up interesting possibility future avenue of political settlement _ | 

between Israel and Transjordan, although time is not yet ripe at | 

. moment owing Abdullah’s delicate position vis-a-vis Arab League. | 

_ Situation becoming tense. Jews start new year with hope and high oe 

Army morale. rere : nn 
---- Sent Department 179, Department pass Jerusalem 8, Paris Gadel 1 | 

| and Department of Army. -— McDonarp - 

1 8audi Arabian recognition of the Arab Palestine Government was extended __ 
| on October 13 (telegram 560, October 21, from Jidda, 867 N.01/10-2148).. 

501.BB Palestine/10-1448 : Telegram | cS Se 

| The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State : 

SECRET PRIORITY - Parts, October 14, 1948—10 p. m. 

Delga 326. [Here follows a discussion of various aspects of the ques- | 

tion of assistance to Arab refugees, including information that Dr. ) 

Bunche would soon present a report estimating requirements for 

approximately 468,000 refugees for the period January through Au- _ | 

| gust 1949 at $23,500,000 and additional administrative costs at — 

$9,500,000. ] | | : | 
- Following being presented members USDel, October 15, as US | 

interim position: - Bn 

| 1. Action on. measures of assistance to Arab refugees and on pro-— 
| visions for their implementation should be taken in relation to general 

| settlement of political problem of Palestine. 
| 2. As to substance of problem of assistance USDel should take | 
a position: oe | 

a, That UN should take initiative in organizing assistance and _ 
| should determine organization to administer assistance (pref- So 

oe erably expansion of Mediator’s relief organization). _ ae 
6. That total amount required be determined and a recom- 

598-594 —76——61 | | 7 | |
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|  mendation adopted that all governments contribute voluntarily 
- In accordance with an operational scale of contributions to be 7 

| recommended by Committee on Contributions, subcommittee 
| (of?) Committee 5 reflecting capacities of members to pay and 

. their special interest in this particular problem. __ | 
c. That recommendation to be adopted by GA described in 6 

. , above include an appeal to specialized agencies of UN, par- _ 
| ticularly FAO, WHO, IRO, and ICEF, to contribute specialized 

personnel, supplies, and services within limits of their constitu- 
, tional provisions and financial resources. So 

3. Budget Bureau and Congressional leaders should be apprised of _ 
| nature of problem by Acting Secretary of State and at least tacit ap- 

proval obtained of program outlined in paragraph 2. Question of 
obtaining US supplies such as blankets and food on urgent emergency _ 

| basis in advance of Congressional appropriation subject to reimburse- | 
ment or replacement should be explored with Department of Defense 
and with Red Cross. This would require clearance with Congressional | 
legislative and appropriation leaders of both major parties. 

4, USDel should be prepared to support moving this item up on © 
| agenda of Committee 3 for debate as soon as principal governments - — 

had had time to mature their positions on basis of Acting Mediator’s 
_ report on assistance to Arab refugees. This report will be presented to , 
Committee 3 promptly after completion, perhaps by October 20-22 to 

- enable delegates to study problem. | | 

| - Following alternatives thoroughly explored and considered. less 
desirable: §=§ | | ee oe | 

1. Include item assistance in UN budget with mandatory contribu- - 
_ tions on basis special operational scale ; Pe Se 

| 2. ReferproblemtoIRO; -..... .- |. - | 
| 3. Include appeal to voluntary agencies for contributions; and 

_ 4. Appeal solely to private sources. oe | | 

- US, UK delegations will have opportunity to examine Cilento’s 
. budget in detail before presentationtoCommittee3. 

Department will be advised as soon as GA Del has firm recommenda- 
a tion US position?» = = a ee 

| ee oe eee 8 a a oe | MarsHALL 

| * As in the source text. oo a | 
 # The Delegation approved the recommended position on October 20 (Delga 

, 410, October 20, 3 p. m., 501.BB Palestine/10-2048). | ae 

| Clifford Papers ; a . - _ .* . So a _ 

| -. Memorandum by the Department of State to President Truman 

| SECRET WasHIneTon, October 15, 1948. 

Subject: Relief for Arab and J ewish Refugees in the Near East.  _ mo 

Reference is made to the memorandum which you approved, on 
August 19,1 authorizing the Department to approach other agencies 

* See p, 1824. | | , | ee
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of this Government with a view to assuming some share of the inter- _ 
national burden of relief for refugees in the Near East, and to con- 
tinue efforts to secure immediate donations from American private a 

relief organizations. Recently reports from our Missions in the Near 
East and from the Acting Mediator have indicated a desperate need | | 

_ for blankets and clothing in addition to larger quantities of food 
_ supplies. The situation is becoming daily more critical as cold weather 7 

sets in. After approaching other agencies of the Government to ascer- 
tain what assistance might be given, it appears that none of the relief 7 

_ supplies which are urgently required can be made available under 

existing legislative authority. The response to the Department’s efforts | 
to date to stimulate contributions through voluntary organizations 

~ has been wholly inadequate to meet these urgent needs. | 
Reports from our Missions’ in the Near East emphasize that the 

_ failure of the United States Government to render substantial assist- . 

ance in this emergency is jeopardizing our relations with the Near 
__ Eastern states. Moreover, it is the Department’s considered view that | 

continued failure of this Government to respond to the critical needs’ 

of these refugees will be directly reflected in the attitude of the Arab | 
states towards any political settlement of the Palestine problem. __ 
The Joint Chiefs of Staff have strongly recommended that this | 

Government contribute to the relief of these refugees because of the 
importance of improving relations with the Arab states in view of 
their strategic importance. The Secretary of Defense concurs strongly a 

with the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.2 (Copy of letter attached) _ . 
_ It is understood that the question of your authority as Commander- _ 
in-Chief to direct the furnishing of material aid to foreign populations © 

_ in the absence of specific statutory authorization isone which the deci- 
sions of the courts and the opinions of the Attorney General have | 

_ hever firmly and clearly answered. Such authority has, however, been - 
_ broadly construed where the surrounding facts and circumstances 

were sufficient to dictate the necessity of such action in the interest of == 
the defense and security of the United States. It isthe view of the De- | 

_ partment that the surrounding facts and circumstances warrant con- 
sideration of the exercise of such authority. Se | 

The Department of State therefore recommends that under your | 

authority as Commander-in-Chief, the National Military Establish- 
ment be directed to release to the extent available from stocks on | 
hand or which may be quickly obtained from other departments or —S_ 

_ agencies: 100,000 blankets; 5,000 tons of wheat; cloth or appropriate 
clothing for 200,000 persons; typhus vaccine, atebrine and other ur- | 

gently needed medical supplies; and to provide transportation facili- 

= * See telegram Telmar 19, September 28, to Paris, p. 1427, | |
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ties for shipment of these supplies to the Near East. The total value 

of supplies and transport should not exceed $1,500,000, to cover the _ 

period from now until the end of the year. A relief program for the 

period January—September 1949 is to be considered by the General | 

_ Assembly. A recommendation on this subject will be submitted as 

soon as more information is available on the total requirements and 

the manner by which it is proposed to be financed. eo 

| 867N.01/10-1548 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in the Soviet Union (Smith) to the Acting Secretary 

- , of State | 

SECRET | | Moscow, October 15, 1948—7 p. m. 

9345, As Palestine question comes up in GA? there are no fresh _ 

| indications Soviet attitude beyond those previously reported, which 

‘coincide with statements in joint manifesto of CPS of Near East 

(Damascus 634, October 7 to Department,? repeated Paris as 22 for | 

GADel). It seems clear Soviet delegation will: 

- - (1) strongly support original partition resolution November 29, | 

| 1947 pressing particularly for setting up independent Arab state in 

non-Israel portion Palestine; _ oe | | 

(2) charge Anglo-American maneuvers responsible for non- 

- application partition ‘and continuance civil war, citing especially 

| activities British officered Arab Legion and exclusion Soviet repre- 

| sentatives from Truce Commission ; | 

. (8) strongly oppose Bernadotte report as imperialistic Anglo- | 

} American sponsored scheme ; —_ | ' 

(4) similarly oppose any proposal involving extension territories | 

or influence Abdullah, whom they regard as British agent despite 

intimations to Arab diplomats here of possible dramatic volte-face nm 

Soviet position (Embtel 2186, September 29) and press attack on pres- 

ent Israel government (Embtel 2078, September 21 2), we do not really 

expect any major public shift. In voting against Bernadotte Plan or 

any variation thereof, Soviet delegation would, however, publicly dis- 

associate itself from UN action or any responsibility in connection 

| with application of UN decision and thus gain relative freedom of 

| action to exploit chaotic Near-Eastern situation to maximum. | 

Sent Department 2345, repeated London 261, Paris for Gadel 478. 

oe SmitTH 

| ‘The First Committee began discussion. of Count Bernadotte’s progress re- 

port on October 15 (United Nations, Official Records of the Third Session of the 

| - General Assembly, Part I, First Committee, Summary Records of Meetings, 21 

September-8 December 1948, p. 160; hereinafter identified as “GA, 3rd sess., Pt. I, . 

First Committee, Summary Records, 1948’). | | | 7 

* Not printed. 7 : 7 | | :
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501.BB Palestine/10-1548 : Telegram | oe es | 

The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State - 

SECRET | Paris, October 15, 1948—11 p.m. 

Delga 350. Next. following telegram? contains text of draft Pales- 
- tine resolution representing culmination numerous discussions Bunche | 
and Beeley, taking fully into account Department and FonOff views 
and reflecting agreement definitive text staff level.? Beeley telegraph- 
ing text tonight London for final clearance. We plan present text to. 
delegation early next week and for this purpose would greatly appre- 

. ¢iate any further Department comments not laterthan Tuesday,sooner 
if possible. Suggest Department not seek top-level clearance before _ 
delegation consideration. Commentary this text follows Saturday. | 

Cos | coe  Marswatn 

1Infra. oe oe | | 
:  ? The United States Delegation at Paris had transmitted to the Department on 

, October 6 a draft resolution which had the concurrence of the British Delegation. — 
On October 11 the United States Delegation forwarded to the Department a draft _ 
resolution prepared by Acting United Na'tions Mediator Ralph Bunche. The De- | 
partment’s views were transmitted to Paris on October 13. After further con- . 
sultation with Bunche and the British on the same day, the United States Dele- | 
gation submitted to Washington a revised draft resolution, on which the Depart- — . 
ue) two days later. (501.BB Palestine/10-648, /10-1148, and /10- 

- 501.BB Palestine/10-1648 : Telegram _ | | a 
7 The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State 

_ SECRET _ PRIORITY Paris, October 16, 1948—1 a. m. | 

~ Delga 351. Verbatim text : a | : oe | 
“The General Assembly, | | ee | 
“Having adopted on 14 May 1948 Resolution 186 .(S—2) empower- 

ing a UN Mediator in-Palestine to exercise certain functions including 7 
7 the use of his good offices to promote a peaceful adjustment of the 
‘ future situation of Palestine; ) ok, | 

“Having received and examined the progress report of the UN | 
| Mediator in Palestine (Document A/648) submitted by the late Count = 

Folke Bernadotte; | | 

_ “Having taken note of the resolution of the SC of 15 July 1948 
(Document S/902) which ‘orders the governments and authorities 

~ concerned, pursuant to Article 40 of the Charter of the UN, to desist 
from further military action, and which also provides ‘that, subject _ | 

_ to further decision by the SC or the GA, the truce shall remain in - 
force, in accordance with the present resolution and with that of . 

' 29 May 1948, until a peaceful adjustment of the future situation of . 
_ Palestine is reached’; | | .
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| “And taking account of the fact that the governments and authori- 
ties concerned have accepted the order of the SC of 15 July; . 

“}, Expresses its deep appreciation of the progress achieved | 
| through the good offices of the late UN Mediator in promoting a peace- _ 

ful adjustment of the future situation of Palestine, for which cause 
he sacrificed his life; ORM So a | 

| _ “9, Notes with satisfaction Part I of the progress report of the 
UN Mediator and endorses the specific conclusions contained in Part _ 

Oo I of that report, which are attached hereto, as a basis for a peaceful | 
| settlement of the Palestine question ; | CO 

“3. Establishes a conciliation commission consisting of three states 
members of the UN to carry out the functions assigned to it by this . 
resolution in accordance with the provisions of the specific conclusions 
attached hereto and such instructions as the GA or the SC may issue. 
(The members of the conciliation commission shall be selected by a 

, committee of the GA composed of representatives of China, France, 
the USSR, the UK, and the USA.) | | OO 

“4. Declares that since the SC on July 15 has forbidden further 
- employment of military action in Palestine, hostilities in Palestine 

should be considered as terminated; instructs the conciliation com- 
- mission to make arrangements for the transition from the existing 

7 truce to a formal peace or armistice in Palestine, and, pending the 
establishment of such a formal truce or armistice, recommends to the — 
SC that existing truce obligations and arrangements be maintained 
subject to consideration of any modifications thereof which the con- 
ciliation commission may propose; and authorizes the conciliation 
commission to make such arrangements as may be necessary to utilize 

: the personnel and equipment of the present truce supervision | 
organization; == | | | Oo 

_ “5. Instructs the conciliation commission to appoint a technical 
boundaries commission to assist in delimiting the frontiers in Pales- — 

| tine based on the specific conclusions of the UN Mediator (paragraph | 
4(6) of the attachment to this resolution) , subject to such adjustments 

—. as: May promote agreement between the Arabs and the Jews (without 
altering the general equilibrium -of the Mediator’s conclusions), and 
taking into account the nature of the terrain and the unity of village 
areas; ae a . oe - 

7 “6. Endorses the recommendation concerning the disposition of 
the territory of Palestine not included within the boundaries of the | 
Jewish state contained in paragraph 4(c) of the Mediator’s specific 

| conclusions and. instructs the conciliation commission to use its good : 
offices in consultation with the governments of the Arab states and the 
Arab inhabitants of Palestine to effectuate this recommendation ; 

| “7, Declares that the holy places and religious buildings and sites 
: in Palestine should be protected and that free access to them should be __ 

assured and that religious freedom should be guaranteed, and instructs 
the conciliation commission to make arrangements for such protection, 

'  forsuch assurances and for such guarantees; __ - | 
: “8. Determines that in view of its association with three world 
__-religions, the territory of Jerusalem, as defined in the GA resolution 
- of November 29, 1947, should be accorded special and separate treat- 

ment from the rest of Palestine and should be placed under effective
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UN control with maximum feasible local autonomy for the Arab and | 

| - Jewish communities; and instructs the conciliation commission (@) to : 

take all feasible steps to facilitate the effective administration of the 

| territory, coordinating to the fullest extent possible organs of self- 7 

| government and administration of the Arab and Jewish communities oo 

| of the territory of Jerusalem, (6) to report to the SC for appropriate 

action any attempt to interfere with its functions with respect to Jeru- 7 

| salem, and (c) to present to the fourth regular session of theGAde- | 

| tailed proposals for a permanent international regime for the territory _ 

ofJerusalem; = Tee 

_ «9, Determines that the right of unimpeded. access to Jerusalem by | 

oad, rail, or air should be fully respected by all parties and instructs 

the conciliation commission to report immediately to the SC for ap- 

| propriate action by that organ any attempt by any party to impair | | 

such access; oe be : Be, a | 

10, Declares that, in the interest of peace in the Middle Kast, the | 

_ UN has a continuing interest in and concern for the maintenance of 

the frontiers to be delimited by the technical boundaries commission, 

and that these frontiers shall not be altered except by mutual agree- 

ment of the partiesconcerned; 7 a mes 

| ~ “41, Recommends to the SC that after the frontiers have been 

established in accordance with this resolution, the SC consider any 

attempt to alter these frontiers by force as a threat to the peace, breach 

| of the peace, or actofaggression; | re 

“19, Recognizes the right of the Arab refugees to return to their 

- homes in Jewish-controlled territory at the earliest possible date ; and | 

| the right of adequate compensation for the property of those choosing | 

not to return and for property which has been lost as a result of pillage — : 

| or confiscation or of destruction not resulting from military necessity 5 

| and instructs the conciliation commission to facilitate the repatriation, . 

| resettlement, and economic and social rehabilitation of the Arab refu- : 

gees and the payment of compensation ; i 

“13, Decides that the conciliation commission shall assume such | 

| functions as were assigned to the UN Mediator as may be appropri- 

| ately be continued and that the position of UN Mediator shall be dis- oo 

continued when the conciliation commission enters upon its duties; | 

- “414, Authorizes the conciliation commission to appoint such aux: 

_ iliary bodies and to employ such technical experts, acting under its 

authority, as it may find necessary to the effective discharge of its 

- functions and responsibilities under this resolution; = | 

. “15. Instructs the conciliation commission to render progress re-_ oe 

ports periodically to the SYG for transmission to the UN and to mem- 

bers of the UN; and a consolidated report not less than thirty days 

before the opening of the next regular session of the GA; Oo 

| 46, Calls upon all governments and authorities concerned to co- | 

operate with the conciliation commission and to take all possible steps _ | 

to assist in the implementation of this resolution ; a | 

| “17, Requests the SYG to provide the necessary staff and facilities | 
7 and to make appropriate arrangements to provide the necessary funds, 

required in carrying out the terms of this resolution.” | , | 

| Co | ne | | MarsHALL
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 501.BB Palestine/10-1648 : Telegram | | a 

| The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin)* to 
| —_ the Acting Secretary of State | 

SECRET US URGENT - Parts, October 16, 1948—10 p.m. 
NIACT oe - 

: Delga 366. From Rusk, Ross, Wilkins. Reference is made to | 
_ Bern[adotte] report paragraph four (g) which incorporates conclu- 

| sion Jerusalem should be treated separately and should be placed under 
effective UN control with maximum feasible local autonomy for Arab 
and Jewish communities, with full safeguards for protection holy 
places and sites and free access to them and for religious freedom. 

- Reference also made US opening statement last regular GA in which 
| US representatives on October 11 said if new political institutions are 

_ to endure they must provide for early assumption by people them- | 
selves of responsibility for own domestic order. | 

| US has subsequently followed policy of suggesting maintenance law 
and order in Palestine rests with people concerned and specifically 
in Jerusalem has suggested use well disciplined units Jewish and Arab 

- military forces under UN-supervision. US has also consented in prin- 

ciple to recruitment UN guard force through SYG for protection UN 
--_--—: representatives in field but not for maintenance law and order in area _ 

under UN consideration. © | Oo 
USGADel staff believes Department should thoroughly review _ 

en Palestine situation in light of unrealistic character under present | 

conditions of (1) an international force for Jerusalem and (2) an 
international budget for Jerusalem administration. Such police force 

- and budget would require US to assume major role if there is any 
hope of obtaining GA approval. It does not appear likely that US - 
~would be willing to make commitment lion’s share this effort. Alterna- 
tive is to tie city of Jerusalem and surrounding community under such 
international guarantees as are required to preserve special status as 

Holy. City. For example, on assumption basic agreement between 
Israel and Abdullah could be obtained on other issues, it may be pos- 
sible to place Jewish Jerusalem under an Israel trusteeship and Arab 
Jerusalem under a Transjordan trusteeship, the two to be coordinated | 

| by representatives in Jerusalem of UNTC. Trusteeship agreements 
would provide international guarantees of access to Jerusalem and 
protection of and access to holy places, etc. Such an arrangement 

_ would leave security and budgetary responsibility upon those pri- 

marily concerned and would go long way toward meeting prestige 

_ demands of both Jews and Arabs for Jerusalem. | | 

Something along trusteeship line might be developed without 

* Austin was the ranking officer of the Delegation in the absence of Marshall, | 
| who had just left for a 3-day trip to Athens and Rome. |
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formal trusteeship arrangements if that appears desirable. However, _ 

Bernadotte report seems to exclude direct annexation of Jerusalem 7 

to either Israel or Transjordan or to both as integral parts national 

territory. | Ces ce 

Perhaps present session GA should indicate that it understands. 

- Bernadotte proposal to mean no integral annexation of Jerusalem to 

either Jewish or Arab state, maximum local autonomy, and some form _ 

international guarantees of legitimate international religious interest. Oo 

USGADel staff believes Department should give urgent and serious 

consideration to review Palestine problem in order that we might 

sound out other delegations this basis. On most informal and unofficial — . 

basis, British preliminary reaction was objection based on augmenta- | 

| tion of TC by another four members upset of balance between ad- 

ministering and non-administering interests. That indicates they have 

| no serious objection to the merits of the solution insofar as Jerusalem , 

7 and Palestine alone are concerned. | | oe 

On the other hand British and Bunche feel most strongly considera-_ | 

_- tion detailed proposals Jerusalem this session might bog down whole 

Palestine problem in committee and that it would be preferable to 

| establish principle UN control, leaving preparation. detailed pro- | 

posals to CC and-next GA session as suggested paragraph eight, Delga _ ' 

351, October 15 [16]. [Rusk, Ross, Wilkins.] | co 
——- ee eo AUSTIN 

_ 501.BB Palestine/10—1648 : Telegram Coe | a | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Egypt , 

SECRET US URGENT _ Wasutncron, October 16, 1948—11 p. m. 

NIACT _ | ee | a - 

1432. Dept is informed from USGADel Paris that Hamilton of 

“NY Times has filed story of Troutbeck’s and McClintock’s visit to 

- Bernadotte on Rhodes, to appear in Sunday edition Oct 17.? Be 

- We are saying if asked that purpose of visit was to concert joint | 

, plans for relief of Arab refugees. Press will be informed for back- 

: - ground that McClintock spent brief time in Athens to study supply ho 

situation there; consulted with Troutbeck and Bernadotte and finished _ | 

his rapid survey in consultation with you, in view of fact that Dept a 

is focusing much of its field operations on refugee problem in Em-— 

_ bassy Cairo. McClintock later reported to Secretary in Paris. Back- | 

- 1In telegram Delga 354, October 16, 2 p. m., not printed. | | - J! 

2Delga 354 related that the purpose of the visit of Messrs. McClintock and - 
Troutbeck to Rhodes, according to Mr. Hamilton’s story, was to participate in 

| the drafting of Count Bernadotte’s report. It also noted that “Bunche prepared | 

to say second draft [of] report, including specific conclusions, completed before 
McClintock; Troutbeck arrived Monday, 13th September, and report not changed 
as result their visit.” (501.BB Palestine/10- 1648) - -
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ground info makes reference to fact that President on Aug 19 approved 

Dept directive to explore every means of prompt and adequate relief | 
to Arab refugees. Trip of U.K. and U.S. reps to Rhodes in fact under- 
scores this deep and continuing concern. a 

Please take similar line with press in response to inquiries. : , 
Repeated for appropriate action to Paris as Gadel 228; London as. 

8984; USUN—608; Beirut 653 ; Tel Aviv 163; Athens 1486. os 

a 501.BB Palestine/10-1748 : Telegram | | 

| The Special Representative of the United States in Israel | 
| - -. (McDonald) to President Truman? _ | 

| SECRET URGENT | ‘Text Aviv, October 17, 1948—4 p.m. | 

| Arab refugee tragedy is rapidly reaching catastrophic proportions 
and should be treated as a disaster. Present and prospective relief and 

| resettlement resources are utterly inadequate. UN administrative ma- | 
chine is both inappropriate and inadequate and result in gross ineffi- 
ciency and wastefulness. (All adjectives used above are realistically 
descriptive and are written out of fifteen years of personal contact 

_--—s- with refugee problems.) a Oo | | 
| _ Of approximately 400,000 refugees approaching winter with cold | 

| heavy rains will, it is estimated, kill more than 100,000 old men, women 
_ and children who are shelterless and have little or no food. Situation — 

requires some comprehensive program and immediate action that | 

dramatic and overwhelming calamities such as vast flood or earthquake 

would invoke. Nothing less will avert horrifying losses. | 

_ Mediator’s administration is completely unsuited [to] energetic 
and competent handling emergency relief and resettlement problem. 

When Mediator was parenthetically given refugee responsibility, no 
| one conceived present. scope or urgency of tragedy. Mediator’s adminis: __ 

trative machinery can deal only with governments and at top level 
remotefromrefugees. SO | oe 

_ Leaving to individual governments as Mediator must, distribution of - 
relief results, as is inevitable under present system, in waste estimated 

7 by competent technicians as high as 90%. Other 10% is often delayed — 
__ weeks or months in reaching individual refugees. a | 

No criticism is hereby intended of Acting Mediator or his associate, 
| Sir Raphael Cilento who is directly in charge. It is not men; it is the a 

system which is at fault. _ | | - Bn 

“Transmitted to 'the Department by Tel Aviv in telegram 188 “For President 
and Acting Secretary.” Ce oo
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| ‘Inescapable conclusion that responsibility for raising funds and ad- 

ministering relief from top to individual recipients must be transferred - 

-_. promptly to International Red Cross. It alone is geared to do essential | | 

work in all phases. It would, I believe welcome and accept this 7 

challenge. | | oe a 
Some of difficulties and possible objections to this transfer are serious _ | 

but none areinsuperable. | } | | 

_ ‘1. : UN action to transfer officially responsibility from Mediator to 
| Red Cross need not imply any reflection on Bernadotte’s planning; 

| rather it could be interpreted as carrying out his own Red Crossideals. . 
9. Transfer would not involve delay because Red Cross staff already 

working in Arab Palestine and neighboring states. wo es 
3. Transfer would not weaken Mediator’s role, on contrary would 

. free him from embarrassing responsibility not directly related 
| mediation. = © 9.) . | OO . 

4, Arab Governments might at first cavil at proposal have whole 
administration under Red Cross, but prospect saving refugees should a 

- be compelling. S ble ter ee | oo | 

SO 5. Israeli Government and Jewish organizations, once they under- 
stood purpose of change, could not reasonably object because Arab | 

_ refugee problem unsolved will reflect, justly or not upon Israel and = 
make its future relations with Arab states more difficult. _ | 

6. Program suggested above is non-partisan, non-sectarian. Prop- | 

erly presented it should win support of all party leaders and hence | 

~ could not be criticized as campaign move. Oo _ 

4%, Instead of confusing or making more difficult a solution of the : 

Palestine political problem, Red Cross handling of refugees would be 
sorely needed evidence of world’s humanitarianism. ee 

Though I have had no chance confer believe Basil O’Connor and 

Gower (latter now in Paris) of Red Cross and Herbert Hoover would 

approve. Oo | 

| Every consideration of mercy, justice and expediency call for this | 

radical change at the earliest possible moment. ee | 

a Department may care pass GADel and I personally see no objection | 

pass Arab Capitals forcommentour Missions? = 
| | - Oo . - ~ McDonarp | 

* The Department sent this telegram to Arab capitals, the United States Dele 

gation at Paris, and Jerusalem for comment in a circular telegram of October 18, | 
8 a. m. (501.BB Palestine/10-1848). Ambassador Griffis, on October 20, com- 
‘mented in part as follows: “The telegram is entirely accurate and merely con- 

firms what I have repeatedly stated that Arab refugee problem is tragic disaster, , 

that substantially none of the relief goods or funds have actually reached the 

refugees; that Mediator’s administration is entirely incapable of coping with 

problem and that it should be promptly transferred to trained experts in relief 

problems.” (Telegram 1503 from Cairo, 501.BB Palestine/10-2048) | ; oo
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501.BB Palestine/10—-1848 oe oe ae a | 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense 
(Forrestal) | — 

TOP SECRET oe Wasuineton, October 18, 1948. 
My Dear Mr. Srcrerary: In his final report on Palestine the UN 

_ Mediator, the late Count Bernadotte, recommended that: 

“The City of Jerusalem, which should be understood as covering 
Se the area defined in the resolution of the General Assembly of 29th 

November, should be treated separately and should be placed under _ 
effective United Nations control with maximum feasible local auton- 
omy for its Arab and Jewish communities, with full safeguards for 

_ the protection of the Holy Places and sites and free access to them, and 
for religious freedom.” — | 

As you will recall, on September 21, 1948 the Secretary of State — 
publicly declared that the United States considered that the con- 
clusions contained in the final report of Count Bernadotte offered a 
generally fair basis for settlement of the Palestine question. __- 

a If the territory of Jerusalem is to be placed under effective United 
Nations control it will be necessary for the United Nations to establish 
an adequate police force in that area. Under present circumstances 
such a force can scarcely be recruited from the local inhabitants, Arab 
and Jew, who are divided by fierce animosity. Colonel Begley, Chief 
Security Officer of the United Nations Secretariat, who has had per- 

| sonal experience of actual conditions in Jerusalem, has indicated his 
firm opinion that the minimum number for an international police 
force in Jerusalem would be 6,000 men. Independent estimates by 
American military observers suggest that the absolute minimum force 
could not be less than 4,000 men. The recently returned American 

| Consul General in Jerusalem, however, concurs with Colonel Begley’s 
| estimate of 6,000 men. _ 

| Two methods of supplying an international police force are open to 
| the United Nations. One would be for interested governments to supply _ 

contingents of troops or police personnel to make up the Jerusalem 
: security force. The other would be for the Secretary General of the 

- United Nations to recruit a quasi-military organization from nationals - 
of states members of the United Nations. Should the first alternative 
be adopted it might be possible, through proper selection of the gov- 

a ernments concerned, to exclude Soviet or Soviet nationals but if this  ——_ 
force were recruited by the Secretary General on the same basis as he 

| thas employed members of the Secretariat there would no doubt be a 
certain number of such nationals in the UN Jerusalem police force. / 

| In light of this Government’s pledged support of the Bernadotte 
| Plan, an integral part of which is his specific recommendation for 

effective United Nations control of Jerusalem, and in light of the 
necessity in the national security interests of the United States that
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conditions of peace be reestablished in Palestine at the earliest moment, 
_ the Department of State believes that this Government must in one 

form or another support a proposal to establish a United Nations | 
, police force in Jerusalem. | oe 

oo The Department of State requests your advice as to which type of | 
international police for Jerusalem this government should support: 

| a force made up of contingents supplied by certain governments, or — 
a body recruited by the UN Secretary General. It is likewise requested 
that you indicate the opinion of the National Defense Establishment 

: as to the employment of American citizens in the Jerusalem interna- | 
tional police, either as private-individuals recruited by the Secretary. 
General or as members of the United States armed services detailed 
for this particular duty. a a | 

| The conclusions of the Bernadotte report will be debated before the — : 
General Assembly of the United Nations commencing October 15. — 
Accordingly, it would be appreciated if an answer to this request could 
be forthcoming within the next week. 7 

Sincerely yours, | os - Roperr A. Loverr 

a —  Beditorial Note _ | 

The Department, on October 18, sent to the Delegation at Paris a 
draft statute on the administration of Jerusalem. The draft was said | - 

to represent the “preliminary views of Dept as to action which may 
| be taken this session GA. ... Dept does not have closed views on 

the appropriateness of brief statute of this type as compared with | 
more elaborate document such as that prepared by the TC.” __ . 

The draft statute designated the United Nations as administering | 
authority for Jerusalem, with the Trusteeship Council, operating © 

_ under the authority of the General Assembly, exercising the functions 
of the administering authority. The Government of Jerusalem was to 
consist of a United Nations Commissioner and his appointees, a 
Legislative Council and a Judiciary (airgram Gadel A-8 to Paris, 

- §01.BB Palestine/10-1848). — , oe po 

501.BB Palestine/10-1548 : Telegram | 

a The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State, 
| ee - at Paris a 

TOP SECRET Wasuineron, October 18, 1948—11 a. m. 

| Telmar 72. Eyes only Marshall and Rusk from Lovett. After long 
: discussions Saturday and Sunday afternoons reference Delga 335. 

_ October 15,1 my present understanding with President is that no 
statement will be made by President or State Department in clarifica~- 

*Not printed. | :
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tion position regarding Mediator’s plan. President and his advisers 
| appeared to feel that neither of the two drafts submitted adequately 

meet his problem, even reinforced by Bunche statement. Complexity 
| of matter is such that they are prepared to leave situation in its 

momentarily quiescent status for the time being and have so far ac- 
- cepted my advice that we had better say nothing than say something 

wrong. I am unable estimate how long this decision will stand. | 
In conversation Sunday afternoon President was most insistent 

7 that our Delegation use utmost efforts to have debate on Mediator’s | 
plan deferred until after elections if possible, using any parliamentary 

| procedures available, and instructed me to request you to use every _ 
effort to avoid having U.S. Delegation drawn into the debate. When | 
I explained difficulties this would cause it became evident that Presi- | 
dent and his advisers feel we have gratuitously taken the leading role 
and that we should let others carry the ball in connection with plan 
if we wish to make it possible for the President to avoid a public 
statement. | . | | 

Since climax of campaign comes within next two weeks, President _ 
. asked utmost cooperation in avoiding having matter thrown again ; 

| : into political debate here. At 9:40 Sunday night ? I received following 
_ message and was directed to transmit it to you top secret basis: | 

| “From the President to Secretary of State. — oo | 
_ I request that no statement be made or no action be taken on the 
subject of Palestine by any member of our Delegation in Paris with- 
out obtaining specific authority from me and clearing the text of any 
statement. H.S.T.”. oe, CS | 

Above was hand-delivered to my home by Clifford. | 
Separate cable * gives report discussions on Arab refugees. 
_ | re oe Lovett . 

*October170002¢«C«~—S—titi‘<i—~S—s Se - SO | 
*Infra. 7 | , — 

| * This telegram was repeated to Rome where a copy was turned over to Secre- 
tary Marshall on October 19. The latter was en route to Paris after his visit to. 
Greece. Mr. Rusk, at Paris, informed Mr. Lovett on October 19 that “In Secre- 
tary’s absence I showed Telmar 72 to Austin and called special instruction from 

' White House contained therein to attention four principal delegates present in 
Paris. Otherwise some untoward incident might have occurred.” Mr. Rusk 
stressed that Senator Austin at no time spoke as United States Representative 
but always as President of the Security Council and ithat “No possible exception . 
could be taken to his conduct of meeting or his statements on any grounds con- 

- tained in Telmar 72.” (Telegram Delga 395) - . 
In a memorandum of October 19 to Secretary Marshall, Mr. Rusk reported that 

the First Committee was ready to postpone action on the Palestine question. He 
concluded that “The general situation on Palestine, therefore, looks reasonably — : 
stable for the remainder of our election campaign. There will almost certainly 
be press stories that the United States has sought postponement; on the other 
hand, we can with complete accuracy point out that the majority in Committee 1 
which objected to placing Palestine first on the agenda has grown even larger in 
favor of further postponement and that we have no choice in the matter what- 
ever.” Both Delga 395 and Mr. Rusk’s memorandum are filed under 501.BB | 

. Palestine/10-1948. a | | -
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 §01.BB Palestine/10-1848 : Telegram : 2 | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation’ 

7 ee at Paris : 

TOP SECRET Oo Wasuineton, October 18, 1948—3 p. m. | 
| Gadel 232. Eyes only Rusk from Lovett. Discussed Arab refugee | | 

problem at White House yesterday and submitted Dept’s memo * sug- - 

| gesting that President might use authority as Commander-in-Chief to 

direct military establishments to issue blankets, cloth, wheat, medi- : ue 

ines, etc., to tide situation over to minor extent until UN takes over. 

There is serious legal question whether President’s authority in peace- 

| time permits such order for foreign relief. Matter will have to be care- 

fully explored by Attorney General’s office and White House. We 

estimate this will take approximately two weeks but White House has 4 

requested Attgen give it priority. President is anxious for this coun- | 

try as a Government to do all it properly can but does not feel he can _ 

act unless and until formal legal opinion received. a ee 

| In connection with discussion in GA regarding UN program for 

Arab refugees, press reports state U.K.-U.S. Resolution does not | 

| provide for an appropriation of UN funds but requests governments 

and individuals to help and states U.S. Del wants ask Congress make 

special appropriation this purpose. 7 a a | 

In light information first paragraph above, our exploration matter | 

so far indicates no Governmental funds available from current ap- _ - 

- propriations unless President can take step under discussion. There- | 

fore about all we can say publicly at present appears to be that this | 

| - Government is giving most active and earnest consideration to meth- | 

ods of providing assistance in the absence of Congress, and particu- a 

larly the legal problems presented by the situation, 

‘We think there is much merit in proposal Tel Aviv message Octo- 

ber 172 repeated Paris as Dept’s circular 8 AM Oct 18.° It may be 

| far easier to make contribution to domestic Red Cross for Inter- 

national Red Cross use. Will check with Red Cross here. What are 

-- your views? | ; | | as 
No ee fos Lovetr 

+ Dated October 15, p. 1478. | oo, oo | 

7 ~ * See footnote 1, p. 1486. | , | Oo - 

- § Not printed ; but see footnote 2, p. 1487. , me ns 

501.BB Palestine/10-1848 : Telegram | | 

| The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) a 

| | to the Acting Secretary of State Oo | 

7 SECRET  NIACT: OO Paris, October 18, 1948—11 p. m. 

|  Delga 387. Fawzi Bey approached us urgently this afternoon on the 

following matter and said he considered it important enough to take
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up with the Secretary or acting head of our delegation. He requested 
| a prompt expression of our view. | | | 

| Fawzi said it was clear to the Egyptian Government that the Jews 
| had unlawfully, in violation of the truce, taken the initiative in mili- 

| tary activity in the Negev during the past few days.1 He explained 
_ that whether it was a convoy or not it was certainly not a convoy in 

the UN sense because there had been no notification of any such convoy 7 
to UN authorities and UN authorities had certainly not accompanied | 
such convoy. He also said that the Israelis had in any event bombed 
Egyptian installations.? : : | Oo : 

| In the circumstances, Fawzi wanted to know what action the Gov- 
ernment of the US would take. We asked if he intended to imply uni- | 

. lateral action by the US. He replied that the questions for us to decide 
were whether we would take any action and if we were prepared to 
take action whether it would be unilateral or in support. of SC action. 
Fawzi went on to say that paper resolutions were turning out to | 

serve very little purpose. It would not be enough for the SC merely 
to pass another such resolution. He recalled that the July 15 resolu- 
tion provided for consideration of further action by the SC under 
Chapter VII in the event either party violated the truce laid down — 
in that resolution. | | | 

| It is essential for us to make at least some interim reply to Fawzi, 
particularly since SC is meeting Tuesday morning at urgent sugges- _ 
tion of Acting Mediator to consider report from him on last days 
events in Negev area, including his request to both parties for an 
immediate cease-fire.2 In this connection, Bunche has talked with 

Egyptian and Israeli foreign ministers here, but at late hour this after- 
noon they had not received replies from their governments. | 

: We planned to say to Fawzi that we have reported his inquiry to 
the Department and that we feel this inquiry must be considered in | 
the light of the Acting Mediator’s report and consideration of this 

—  reportbytheSC.*# | , | | 

| | AUSTIN 

* For cablegrams of October 15 and 16 from Acting Egyptian Foreign Minister 
Ibrahim Dessuky Abaza to Secretary-General Lie concerning alleged violations 
of the truce by Israeli forces, see SC, 3rd yr., Supplement for October 1948, p. 54. 
For the texts of the letters of October 8 and October 18 from Mr. Eban to the © 
President of the Security Council concerning alleged violations of the truce by 
Arab forees, see ibid., pp. 50, 63. - | . 

? Foreign Minister Abaza in discussing with an officer of the American Embassy 
on October 18, the alleged Egyptian refusal to permit Israeli convoys to traverse | 
lines to beleaguered settlements in Negev, “did not deny Egyptian halting of 
convoy but stated that Egyptians had offered to discuss problem of re-victualing 

, the settlements. The Jews had, however, answered by armed attack.” (Telegram 
| 1504, October 20, 10 a. m., from Cairo, 867N.01/10—2048) 

* For the text of Mr. Bunche’s report of October 18, see SC, 3rd yr., Supplement 
for October 1948, p. 55. . . 

* The Department, in reply on October 19, stated: “You should tell Fawzi Bey 
US will of course continue to act within framework UN and will not take uni- 
lateral action re present military activity in Negev (Delga 387). Dept approves 

. action outlined last para urtel.” (Telegram Gadel 247, 501.BB Palestine/10-1848)
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a a Editorial Note oe 

_ The Security Council discussed the Palestine question on October 19. 

Mr. Bunche made an appeal to the Council to end the fighting that 
had. been raging in the Negeb (SC, 3rd yr., No. 118, page 2). 

The Syrian Representative proposed that the Council adopt the | 
suggestions made in paragraph 18 of Mr. Bunche’s report. His pro- 

- posal, as amended, was adopted in two separate votes. The cease-fire 
| section was adopted unanimously; the lettered portions were adopted — 

by nine votes, with the Soviet Union and the Ukraine abstaining; its | 
| text read: a —_ | 

“The present situation in the Negeb is complicated by the fluid | 
nature of military dispositions making the demarcation of truce lines 
difficult, the problem of the convoys to the Jewish settlements, as well | 

| as the problems of the dislocation of large numbers of Arabs and their | 
inability to harvest their crops. In the circumstances, the indispensable 
condition to a restoration of the situation is an immediate and effective _ 
cease-fire. After the cease-fire, the following conditions might well be. 

| considered as the basis for further negotiations looking toward insur- 
ance that similar outbreaks will not again occur and that the truce will : 
be fully observed in this area: - | os - 

_ “(a) Withdrawal of both parties from any positions not oc- : 
cupied at the time of the outbreak; | oo | 

“(6) Acceptance by both parties of the conditions set forth in 
the Central Truce Supervision Board decision No. 12 affecting | 

| convoys; | oe | a | Be | 
)  “(e) Agreement by both parties to undertake negotiations 

| _ through United Nations intermediaries or directly as regards out-_ 
_ standing problems in the Negeb and the permanent stationing of 

--- United Nations observers throughout the area.” (SC, 3rd yr., 
Resolutions, 1948, page 25.) | antes 

| The text of the Central Truce Supervision decision in Case No. 12 | 
is printed in SC, 3rd yr., Supplement for October 1948, page 62. | 

The Security Council, later the same day, adopted unanimously the _ 
| ~ United Kingdom-Chinese draft resolution; its text read: Oo 

“The Security Council, cn wo 

“Having in mind the report of the Acting Mediator concerning the 
assassination on 17 September 1948 of the United Nations Mediator, 
Count Folke Bernadotte, and United Nations observer Colonel André — 

oe Sérot, the report of the Acting Mediator concerning difficulties en- 
countered in the supervision of the truce, and the report of the Truce | 
Commission for Palestine concerning the situation in Jerusalem, © 

“1. Notes with concern that the Provisional Government of Israel 
has to date submitted no report to the Security Council ortothe Acting =| 
Mediator regarding the progress of the investigation into the 

, assassinations ;_ Oo | oo. | 
| “2, Requests that Government to submit to the Security Council at 

- an early date an account of the progress made in the investigation 
| and to indicate therein the measures taken with regard to negligence 

. on the part of officials or other factors affecting thecrime; == 
598-594 7662 , | coe
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| “3. eminds the Governments and authorities concerned that all the 
| obligations and responsibilities of the parties set forth in its resolu- 

tions 54 (1948) of 15 July and 56 (1948) of 19 August 1948 are to be 
discharged fully and in good faith; | OC : 

| “4. Lemands the Acting Mediator of the desirability of an equitable | 
distribution of the United Nations observers for the purpose of observ- 
ing the truce on the territories of both parties; | | 

- “5. Determines, pursuant to its resolutions 54 (1948) and 56 (1948), 2 
that the Governments and authorities have the duty: | 

“(a@) To allow duly accredited United Nations observers and —s— 
: _ other truce supervision personnel bearing proper credentials, on 

official notification, ready access to all places where their duties _ 
require them to go including airfields, ports, truce lines and stra- 
tegic points and areas; | | oo 

| “(6) To facilitate the freedom of movement of truce super- 
| vision personnel and transport by simplifying procedures on 

United Nations aircraft now in effect, and by assurance of safe- 
/ conduct for all United Nations aircraft and other means of 

| transport; ce | So 
| __.“(e) To co-operate fully with the truce supervision personnel . 

in their conduct of investigations into incidents irivolving alleged 
breaches of the truce, including the making available of witnesses, 
testimony and other evidence on request ; | : 

“(d) To implement fully by appropriate and prompt instruc- 
tions to the commanders in the field all agreements entered into 
through the good offices of the Mediator or his representatives ; 

—- &(e) ‘To take all reasonable measures to ensure the safety and 
| safe-conduct of the truce supervision personnel and the repre- 

sentatives of the Mediator, their aircraft and vehicles, while in 
territory under their control; | 7 | 

_ “(f) ‘To make every effort to apprehend and promptly punish | 
_ any and all persons within their jurisdictions guilty of any assault 

upon or other aggressive act against the truce supervision person- 
nel or the representatives of the Mediator.” (Resolution 59 (1948), | 
SC, 3rd yr., Resolutions, 1948, page 26.) ee - | 

501.BB Palestine/10—1948 — - OS 

Memorandum by the Acting Secretary of State to President Truman 

SECRET — | an Wasuineron, October 19, 1948. 

| Subject: General Assembly Resolution on Palestine. | a 

_ Pursuant to your directive last night I have telegraphed the Secre- 
tary of State that no action on the Palestine question now before the 
General Assembly shall be taken without clearance from the White | 

7 House. | 7 

As indicated in the two attached telegrams from our Delegation in 
Paris, Nos. 351 and 367 of October 16,1 our Delegation has devised a 
draft resolution which in general terms seeks to give effect to conclu- | 

+ Latter not printed. | -
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sions of the Mediator’s Report on Palestine, dated September 16, 1948. 

_ This draft resolution has been discussed with the British Delegation | 
: and with the Acting Mediator for Palestine, Dr. Ralph Bunche. It is 

a working paper and a final decision has not been reached as to — 

whether it should be submitted by the United States Delegation, the 
| United Kingdom Delegation, or jointly by both Delegations. UK-US | 

_ agreement on the Palestine problem is regarded in Paris as the most _ 

| hopeful element in the Palestine problem at this session of the = = 
Assembly. ; ae | | 
As will be seen from the two telegrams and in light of the Acting | 

- Mediator’s statement before the First Committee on October 15,? the 

7 draft resolution does not “freeze” Count Bernadotte’s conclusions. It 

a purposely leaves the way open for negotiation with a view to such 

| adjustments as may promote agreement between the Arabs and Jews 
i for a pacific settlement of their differences. = , 

The proposed resolution as indicated in Paragraph 2 of Telegram 
367 is still open to drafting changes, provided they do not alter the 

- general sense of the document. an . a 
This matter is likely to come up Wednesday, October 20. | 

| i oe — Ropert A. Loverr 

*See Department of State Bulletin, October 24, 1948, p. 517. Mr. Rusk, in a | 
telegram of October 16 to Mr..Lovett, gave his opinion that Mr. Bunche’s state- . 
ment on Count Bernadotte’s report “should relieve tension of those who have | 
been afraid of rigidity in precise detail. ... Bunche’s statement as a whole | 

_- gives full credit Jewish side and should steady the nerves of those who are 
- being bombarded by partisan propaganda.” (No. Delga 362, 501.BB Palestine/ 

10-1648) } i SO | 

501.BB Palestine/10—1648: Telegram — pe oo | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at Paris 

TOP SECRET US URGENT Wasutneton, October 19, 1948—11 a. m. 

Gadel 241. Eyes only for Rusk from McClintock. Text of draft 

resolution set forth Delga 351, Oct. 16, meets with general approval | 

a in Dept except for considerable reservation re Art. 8 and some thought _ 
| as to possible drafting changes in Para. 5. Latter will be subject | 

os separate tel. Meanwhile Lovett (who signs this message) is sending 
text Delga 351 to White House for approval, since we realize from | 
Para. 2, Delga 367,1 that time is of theessence. __ 

: Suggestion Delga 366, Oct. 16, for Jewish and Arab trusteeships 

over Jerusalem is disturbing to me? and to colleagues in NEA. How- © 
ever Lovett, who is keenly aware budgetary, political and military | 

Oo difficulties inherent in establishing UN police force for Jerusalem, is 
attracted by your suggestion, : | | 

, 2 Dated October 16, not printed. | | | ee 
3 Mr. McClintock. , re
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Meanwhile Dept has officially inquired National Defense Establish- | 
ment its views re UN Jerusalem police force. | | 

For time being Para. 8, Delga 351, may take care situation without 
__. prejudicing final solution. For your own consideration I desire advance 

view that partitioning of Jerusalem, even under UN trusteeships, in 
effect grants PGI what it has asked in respect of Jerusalem. Corollary 
will be inevitably request for a grant of land corridor from Israel to : 
Jewish Jerusalem trusteeship. Eventual outcome, in opinion here at. 
working level, will inevitably be that all Jerusalem will become a 

| Jewish city with or without UN benediction. - 
: A. further consideration is whether any Arab Govt would find itself 

: able, in view political position in Arab world, to accept trusteeship for 
-afragmentofJerusalem. _ 8 | 

| I realize that these comments are not very constructive but at — 
least they snag for your scrutiny certain fishhooks in the basket. 
[ McClintock. ] BT , 

| | | Loverr 

501.BB Palestine/10-1648: Telegram _ oe 
The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at Paris 

_ SECRET UsuURGENT = Wasuineron, October 19, 1948—7 p. m. 
| NIACT | eee | | 

Gadel 246. Dept has given careful consideration to Delga 351 and © 
| _ Delga 367, Oct. 16.1 We have reservations re Para 5 and objections to 

Para 6. President has not yet approved proposals. | | 
_ Present phraseology Para 5 leaves vague both powers of Concilia- | 
tion Commission and subordinate Boundaries Commission. For ex- | 

_ ample, who is Boundaries Comm to assist in delimiting frontiers: 
_ Conciliation Comm, or parties involved, or both? Without endeavoring 

to suggest specific language we do feel it necessary that this article — 
make clear that GA gives Conciliation Comm a definite mandate to | | 
demarcate frontiers in Palestine generally along lines Mediator’s | 
recommendations, subject. to adjustments now provided for present 
language Art. 5. We take it this is your intention, since Para. 10 Delga 
351 specifically refers to delimitation of frontiers by Boundaries 
Comm. | | | 

Dept believes Para 6 inconsistent with position on possible territorial 
readjustments Palestine approved by President and sent Tel Aviv 
Deptel 72, Sep 1 for communication to Israeli authorities. View this 

_Govt’s belief, which was informally communicated Count Bernadotte, | 
that area of Negev such as that containing principal Jewish settlement 

* Latter telegram not printed. |
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might be retained by Israel, Dept believes essential Para 6 be modified 
along following lines: cee a | 

_  . “Kindorses the recommendation concerning the disposition of the 
territory of Palestine not included within the boundaries ofthe Jewish __ 
State contained in paragraph 4(c) of the Mediator’s specific conclu- 
sions, subject to such adjustments as may promote agreement between 
the Arabs and the Jews (without altering the general equilibrium of — 
the Mediator’s conclusions), and instructs ... .” 2 | 

- Art 8 re Jerusalem as read in light Delga 366, Oct. 16, will require 
further scrutiny and separate instructions will be sent. =~ 

AR So | Lovett 

501.BB Palestine/10-2048 : Telegram Oo | | | 

| — The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State | 

ss SECRET = US URGENT | Paris, October 20, 1948—2 p. m. 

- _-Delga 411. Following is text of proposed US draft resolution 

approved by GA Delthis- morning (reference.Delga 410, October 20"). 
_ “Whereas the UN Mediator for Palestine in his progress report of | 

- September 18 [76], 1948, Part ITI, states that ‘action must: be taken to | 
determine the necessary measures of relief (to the Palestine refugees) - 

| and to provide for their implementation’ and asserts that ‘the choice is = 
between saving the lives of many thousands of people now or per- | 

_ mittingthemtodie; a BC oo a 
| “Whereas the Acting Mediator in his supplemental report on Octo-, 

ber 18, 1948,? declares that ‘the situation of the refugees is now 
critical’ and that ‘aid must not only be continued but very greatly in- 

| — creased if disaster is to be averted ;’ and | oS 

: “Whereas the alleviation of conditions of starvation and distress = 
| among the refugees of Palestine is essential to the success of the efforts — 

| of the UN to bring peace to that land; theGA _ 

(1) Commends the governments, organizations, and individuals 
which have given assistance directly or in response to the Mediator’s _ 

: - appeal;- | a 
*(3) Determines upon the basis of the Acting Mediator’s recom-_ | 

mendation that the sum of $30,000,000 will be required to provide relief _ 
for 500,000 refugees for a period of nine months from December 1, 
1948 to August 31,1949; —— a | 

(3) Urges all states members of the UN to make initial or fur- 
: ther voluntary contributions in kind or in funds to the UN in accord- | 

| ance with the special operational scale of contributions for this = 
purpose attached as Annex One to this resolution; a | 

| _ (4) Requests the SYG to take all necessary steps to extend aid | 

ss * Not printed. ) oe 7 | 
? United Nations, Oficial Records of the General Assembly, Third Session, Sup- 

| plement No. 11A. cua, oe, oo ee |
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a to the Palestine refugees in accordance with the terms: of this resolu- 
tion, utilizing, as appropriate, voluntary agencies, the agencies of the 
several governments, the specialized agencies of the UN, and such > 

_- administrative organizations as may be required for this purpose; 
(5) Authorizes the SYG of the UN to advance from the working __ | 

capital fund immediately for the purposes stated in this resolution | 
not to exceed $5,000,000 to be repaid by the first cash contributions re- 
ceived from members for this project under the terms of this 
resolution ; ) | 7 - 

| (6) Urges the WHO, FAO, IRO, UNICEF, and other appro- | 
priate organizations and agencies, acting within the framework ofthe. 

-_ relief program herein established, promptly to contribute supplies, _ 
Specialized personnel and other services permitted by their constitu- 

| tions and their financial resources, to relieve the desperate plight of 
the Palestine refugees.” | | | | _ 

Oo oe | | Marsuaut. | 

, 501.BB -Palestine/ 10-2048 : Telegram | | a , | oe . | 

The United States Representative at the United N ations (Austin) to 
—_ ce _ the Acting Secretary of State | 

_ SECRET = URGENT oe Parts, October 20, 1948—11 p. m. | 

, _ Delga 421. SC action Tuesday morning re Palestine truce can only | 
be described as holding action. If not sufficient stop fighting, restore 

| previous situation Negev, and prevent outbreak elsewhere seems US - | 
inescapable immediate consideration SC further action under Chapter 
VII probably Article 41 pursuant paragraph 4, July 15 resolution in 

: order prevent deterioration situation Palestine below point. peaceful 
settlement basis Bernadotte report possible. Recall we have consist-_ 
ently taken position both in UN and diplomatically that US would 

_ be prepared, in view July 15 Res, to take strong position in SC, support — 

such action as may be necessary. - ce 
: | a | AUSTIN 

| 501.BB ‘Palestine/10-2048 : Telegram a Oo 

The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State | 

SECRET US URGENT - el oe Paris, October 20, 1948—11 p. m. 7 

Delga 424. For Lovett from Rusk. Following are comments on De- 

_--partment’s cirtel, October 18, 3 a. m.* Extent and urgent character 
Arab refugee problem recognized. UN administrative organization has 
been inadequate primarily because of lack of financial resources and 
supplies. GA Del agrees that UN relief organization could be improved | 
by addition of staff personnel experienced in relief administration in 

7 Middle East but has no evidence that UN relief organization inappro- 

1 Not printed: but see footnote 2, p. 1487. 7 - Co | |
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__- priate if supplied with funds and relief supplies and reorganized as | 
suggested above. oe oe | oe 

| - -Inadequacies in administrative organization of Arab governments : 
and delays of internal transport also recognized but GADel not con- 

_vinced that transfer complete responsibility to CICR for raising funds | _ 
_and distributing relief would solve problem because (1) CICR can > 
only appeal to national Red Cross organizations for funds and through 

_ them to their respective governments and general publics; (2) GADel — | 

-._eonsiders that contributions by governments are required as private 
contributions already have and would prove to be inadequate (Delga 
423, October 207); (8) governments would make contributions more _ 
readily through UN than through CICR because UN can appeal to | 

| governments on basis that assistance to refugees will facilitate Pales- 
tine settlement. Appeal based solely on humanitarian grounds would | 
fail produce action by legislative and appropriating bodies of govern- 

| ments; (4) transfer responsibility to CICR likely to dry-up assistance 
from Arab states which have a continuing responsibility under pro- 
posed UN program. | | re 

GADel approach to problem envisages concentrating control and > 
| coordination in SYG UN with discretion in his hands utilize private = 

| and government agencies and specialized agencies of UN (paragraph _ 
4, US draft resolution, Delga October 20). This would permit full 
utilization CICR.[Rusk.] = © oa 
ee MarsHaAty 

2 Not printed. oo ee So a 

- 501.BB Palestine/10-2048 : Telegram - - Oo | 

; ‘The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State | 

TOP SECRET. ———<‘—‘(CCsSCS.... Parts, October 20, 1948—I11 pp. ma. — 
. - Delga 425. For Satterthwaite and McClintock from Kopper. Oral =| 

__- reply was made to Fawzi Bey today in accordance with Department’s 
instructions (Gadel 247, October 191). Fawzi Bey seemed distinctly 
disappointed. He then made following points: _ ae | 

- . 1. US reply to his urgent inquiry was not sufficient at all. It was - 
off the mark and indicates too much complacency in sense that US 

| seems to be waiting on SC action instead of stirring SC into action. : 
Situation in Palestine and its environs deteriorating rapidly. Security . 

_ of Arab states gravely endangered. | | 
2. Shipment of arms should really be stopped to Jews as well as _ 

Arabs or else Arabs should be allowed to obtain arms for self-defense. 
3. UK is exceeding terms of SC truce resolution by volunteering oe 

self-imposed obligation not to allow Egyptians to obtain arms stored | 
in Egypt although belonging to UK. This not in accord with 1936 | 

- + For text, see footnote 4, p. 1492, Lo - . | oe as -e i
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treaty. Jews continue to arm by obtaining munitions, planes, pilots. 
This is well known whether. we admit it officially or not. Dangerous - 
difference in armament between Jews and Arabs growing. Arabs 
should have enough arms to defend themselves. They are not asking | 
for arms to drive Jews into sea, only enough to defend selves. | 

_ 4, Egyptians hoped closer cooperation between UK and US might 
make it possible for US to indicate informally to UK that balance be- 
tween Arabs and Jews should be rectified. Egyptian Ambassador 

| London taking this up with British Government. Likewise representa- 
_ tions being made at Cairo to British Ambassador. a 7 , 

: 5. Fawzi Bey says difficulties of US are recognized by Egyptian 
| Government and delegation. To Arabs, however, it is not only question 

of difficulties but life and existence as independent nations. Econom- _ 
ically Egypt and Arab states already severely disrupted and social 

| structure dangerously shaken. Far-reaching repercussions may result. 
_ In meantime situation cannot serve as basis for any solid cooperation —_— 

between Arab part of world and western powers. | : 7 
6. Many Egyptians and Egypt delegation Paris have been exerting 

_ exceptional efforts to improve atmosphere between Egypt and western | 
powers. What is happening in and around Palestine now can set back 
these efforts. | | | 

7. Time is running fast. At earliest possible moment we should 
start to build together for all eventualities, for peace aswell as war. 
_ 8. Fawzi Bey suggested there were several waystohelp: — 

a. British should announce that because. of the serious dis-— 
, _ - crepancy resulting from Israeli arming, shipments would be re- 

_ leased to Arab countries of stocks stored in those countries. © 
_ Continued arming of Israeli[s] is not a contribution toward 

peace and balance should be preserved. Fawzi described this as 
| the formal legal way. It was pointed out to him that such a course 

| would simply precipitate an armaments race since Israel would 
commence pressure to raise embargo. 

| 6b. US might confidentially intimate to UK that stocks should 
| _. be released in order to rectify the balance. This was described - | 

as an extra legal way. It was pointed out that besides other con- 
siderations, same thing would happen here as in first alternative. 

| _°.@. There should be an immediate formation of military force 
on behalf of UN. Formation of such a force could be organized 
in way in which SCTC was established so that there would be no 
Soviet participation. Such a force is immediately required. 

ad. It was suggested to Fawzi that the most effective means of — , 
correcting situation was to make the embargo really effective. 

_ Fawzi thought this was not enough since the Israeli[s] had a 
_ superfluity of arms now. The lack of balance would continue to 

| exist. - | a 

- 9. Arab refugees must be given assurance of opportunity to return | 
to their homes. Stopgap aid was not enough—people were dying every - 

day. Each day that passes makes the plight of the refugees more 
critical. | | | 

Fawzi Bey’s attitude today reflects attitude expressed by Khashaba |
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Pasha? last night. Khashaba was quite distressed that SC had taken 

no real and constructive action on Palestine question yesterday. He said | 

security of Egyptian and Arab states was menaced. Other questions 

: such as self-determination, humanitarianism were now becoming some- 

_ what secondary to security of Arab states in face of continued Israeli 

advances. | | - | oe 
Sent Department Delga 425; repeated London 1088. Department = 

please repeat Cairo as 81. [Kopper.]| — os as 

ee es _  MarsHarn — | 

2 Heyptian Foreign Minister. | 

Forrestal Papers ee | | . . oe | | 

| Diary Entry for October 21, 1948, by the Secretary of Defense — 

| | (Forrestal) _ : , | 

National Security Council | _ | a 

| _ Mr. Forrestal referred to the State Department request forfour to | 

six thousand troops to be used as guard forces in J erusalem in imple- 

mentation of the Bernadotte Plan for Palestine. This unexpected re- — | 

quest was an example of how the Palestine situation had drifted 

without any clear consequent formulation of United States policy by | 

the NSC. Mr. Forrestal said that actually our Palestine policy had | 

~ been made for “squalid political purposes” and had. been largely the © 

work of David. Niles and Clark Clifford. He said that he had no ob- 

jection to the Jews establishing a homeland in Palestine, but that 

United States policy should be based on United States national | 

| interests and not on domestic political considerations. - 

| He hoped that some day he would be able to make his position on 

| this issue clear. | | | a | 

867N.01/10-2148 : Telegram | - | 

_ Mr. Wells Stabler to the Acting Secretary of State 

 secRET - Awan, October 21, 1948—3 p.m. - 

---- 86. During talk with King this morning he said he most anxious 

following views be conveyed to Jews: a OO | 

1. Prior May 14 he had favored partition and had informally | 
| undertaken with Jews to occupy Arab areas-of Palestine only, pro- = 

vided Jews remained in their areas. | a wa 
_ 9, Massacre at Deir Yassin and other provocations had incited all | 

a Arabs including himself, and he had entered war with serious intent 
| which he still holds. Arab Legion alone among Arab armies still _ 

| strong. | | | ee | 

8. However he now desires restoration peace and understanding |
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with Jews with whom he believes he could have close relations. He 
a realizes Jews and Arabs can only live peacefully in separate areas with =~ 

| defined. boundaries. . aa - — oe 
4. Palestine question now under jurisdiction and discussion UNGA : 

and all parties must contribute to finding solution in that body. 
__ 95. In meantime he hopes Jews will appreciate hig sincere desire 

| find solution and refrain from attacking Arab Legion and areas oc- 
cupied by them. Such attacks merely incite further animosity and 
delay settlement. Legs es | 
6. On his side King has given strict orders Arab Legion must 7 

| respect truce and must not attack unless attacked. He believes his __ 
orders are being obeyed. - | Ba, ) 

| [‘7.] King said except for contact with Jews through Prince Abdel | 
Majid Haidar, Transjordan Minister to London, and Sassoon of. 
Israeli Foreign Office, he had not requested anybody previously to | 
convey his views to Jews. a — | | 

_ Informed King his comments would be reported to Department for | 
whatever action it deemed fit. Indicated it doubtful US Government _ 
would consider such approach to Jews desirable, appropriate or help- | 

| ful while entire question being considered by UNGA. In any event 
_ believed USA would probably not wish act asintermediary. =~ 

_. Would appreciate any guidance Department desires give as King 
__. will undoubtedly inquire re status matter in near future? 

- | ce | oe STABLER 

“The Department, on October 28, transmitted the text of telegram 86 to the 
_ Secretary of State and Mr. Rusk at Paris, adding the following comment :““We are - 

inclined question advisability US. authorities communicating above views of Ab- | 
_ dullah to Israelis. However, we consider GADel to be in best position make final 

decision. Suggest that if you believe advisable convey views to Israelis this be 
done via Shertok ‘in Paris and not thru authorities ‘Tel Aviv. Pls advise in order 
Dept may inform Stabler.” (Telegram Gadel 291, 867N.01/10-2148) a 

- §01.BB Palestine/10-2148 : Telegram oo BO 

. The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET, US URGENT oo Paris, October.21, 1948—5 p. m. 
NIACT ce _ a | a | 

- + Delga 482. Eyes alone for Lovett from Marshall. It may become - 
necessary at any time, in order to comply with President’s directive on _ 
postponing Palestine with which I am in full accord, to support plac- 
ing Greece ahead of Palestine in Committee One. If matter arises, a 

_— bitter debate will be provoked during which, if we are entirely silent, 
slurs and insinuations will be heaped upon us to the serious injury 

: ~The Cuban Representative, on October 20, had proposed to the First Commit- 
tee that it modify the order in which items on the agenda were to be examined. 
The effect of the proposal was to defer consideration of the Palestine question. _ 
The Committee, after sharp discussion, adopted the Cuban measure by 34 votes 
to 11, with 10 abstentions (GA, 3rd sess. Pt. I, First Committee, Summary. 

° Records, 1948, pp. 208-217).
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| | to our prestige and our influence in this session of the Assembly. Mrs. 

Roosevelt, Austin and I believe that the best way to handle itwould sy 

-__-be to make the short frank statement given below. If you agree, please 

obtain White House clearance immediately. Question will not arise 

today but we should have your reply today if possible. Although 

| Dulles was not asked to concur, he stated to Rusk some such'statement _ 

| would be a very good thing here and, if decided upon, he would | 

promptly inform Dewey. | Ee 

| "Text of statement follows: EE 

| “Mr. Chairman: My delegation believes that Committee One should __ 

pass next to the consideration of the Greek case. This would mean 

| further postponement of our consideration of Palestine, = 

| “A part from the urgency of the Greek case, we believe that we should 

postpone our discussion of Palestine for two reasons: a 

 *(a), A peaceful adjustment of the situation in Palestine can | 

-.. be more wisely solved if the security measures adopted by the — . 

: SC on October 19 are demonstrated tobeeffective. = | 

a “(b). We do not wish to have the GA’s consideration of Pal-  _ 

| estine exposed to partisan political pressure from outside the UN. 

“Until the vigorous and democratic processes of election now going _ 

on in the US are over, consideration of Palestine in the UN might be 

exposed to such pressure. It has been said that our interest in post- 

-. ponement results from partisan politics; the exact opposite is the 

| case. My delegation desires to take partisan politics, or. even the ap- - 

pearance of partisan politics, out of our further debate on this 

subject eae 

-- §01.BB Palestine/10-2148: Telegram a 

| ‘The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State, at Paris — | 

oe TOP SECRET . US URGENT | WasHineron, October 21, 1948—7 p. m. 

| NIACT ) | | eG an 

| ~ Telmar 86. Eyes alone for Marshall from Lovett. Aiter careful 

- gonsideration President feels that statement contained in Delga 482, 

October 21, would be extremely unwise and requests that reason given 

in paragraph (0) and last paragraph not be used under any circum- a 

stances. While he would prefer not to have paragraph (a) used, he is : 

a willing to have this argument used if considered absolutely 

| unavoidable = 8. ss coe | 

ne Senior advisers in Department likewise feel for quite different — 

reasons statement as proposed would be serious mistake. We believe | 

| “reason” paragraph (6) and ‘succeeding paragraph might be construed 

ag open acceptance of a precedent which would be most unfortunate. | 

| With respect to paragraph (a) in its present form, we fear it maybe __ 

7 distorted by groups here into a unilateral threat to use Chapter 7 to 

| make security measures effective. = |
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Our main worry is that the approach seems negative rather than 
positive in justification of placing the Greek or any other case on the - 
agenda prior to Palestine. We believe the Secretary’s recent trip to a 
Greece highlights in the public imagination our concern with condi- a 

_ tions in that country which are aggravated by the continued disregard _ . 
of previous UN resolutions and in defiance of the UNSCOB. We feel oe 

___ that a statement on the affirmative side might improve our case. _ | | 
Furthermore, if it appeared wise inject additional question, we now 

have the Korean civil war threatening the government established ) 
under quasi-UN auspices. Oe , 

| On balance, the Department recommends against the statement as | 
proposed and suggests that we limit ourselves to affirmative argu- : 

| ments in the Greek case in public debate. - Se — 
| | | | Loverr 

*In reply on October 22, the Secretary of State informed Mr. Lovett that “Rusk 
and I fail to find any affirmative arguments that would not be instantly and 
loudly proclaimed as insincere, especially in view of present activities in the 
Negeb. We think we or poor Austin must generally sit silent and grin and bear 
it.” (Telegram Martel 73, from Paris, 501.BB Palestine/10—2248) = 

501.BB Palestine/10-2048 : Telegram : | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at Paris 

- SECRET US URGENT WasuHineton, October 21, 1948—7 p. m. 
_NIACT fe os | 

| Gadel 266. Re Delga 421, Oct 20 we feel that we must abide by our 
commitments under the Charter and by our statements last May and 

7 duly advocating SC action if necessary under Chapter VII to prevent 
_ further hostilities in Palestine in defiance of SC in its efforts to pre- 

_ serve peace. We would much prefer however not to play role of 
_ protagonist or have to speak first. This telegram has-been approved _ | 

by the President. | | 
: _ Loverr | 

* Marginal notation: “Cleared by President 12: 40 PM, Oct. 21’’. ‘The text of - 
this telegram was sent to London as No. 4058 the following day (501.BB Palestine/ 
10-2248). | a | | 

|  501.BB Palestine/10-1848 :-Telegram | Se 
| The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in E gypt | 

SECRET | Wasuineton, October 21, 1948—7 p. m. | | 
7 1455. Dept considers security of ME would probably be strengthened 

_ if large part Arab Palestine were incorporated in Transjordan after 
satisfactory solution problem demarcation Arab-Israel frontiers = 
reached through UN (ur 1485 Oct 13). We agree however that con- 7
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tinued Brit insistence on merging Arab Palestine with Transjordan _ 

may have adverse effects Arab capitals. — OO Da 8 

Dept would not object to acquisition by Egypt small portion of 

Arab Palestine, in line with Mediator’s conclusion 4-c. However, 

- Egypt has apparently so far shown no desire to do so, We believe it | 

: preferable that matter be raised by Egypt on own initiative and : 

independently. : | oe | | 

Re final para reftel, while Bernadotte may have held views in 

~ Aug as reported ur 1105 [1103-A],1 he definitely on Sep 14 rejected | 

UK suggestion that Syria profit by partition of Arab Palestine © 

a Bernadotte also applied same reasoning to Lebanon. Foregoing for 

your infoonly? | vo a 
| Oe | 7 Lovett 

* See footnote 2, p. 1472. oe | | 

2 This telegram was repeated to London and Paris, for GADel. | 

| 501.BB Palestine/10-2248 : Telegram _ - | - | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State, at Paris 

oe TOP SECRET — --- Wasutneron, October 22, 1948—5 p.m. _ 

| US URGENT NIACT Oe a | — 

| Telmar 91. Personal for Marshall and Rusk from Lovett. Re Martel 

43,2. reaction of White House so strong against action suggested in 

 Delga 432,? with specific prohibition against paragraph (6) and most 
| reluctant and qualified acceptance paragraph (@), there is no chance 

of getting decision reversed. Our Telmar 86° was merely playing fora _ | 

break in hopes Secretary’s Greek trip may have disclosed facts which _ | 

might help affirmative presentation. | wee - 

| We agree any cover plan would be transparent and can only hope 

Arab bloc and other countries supporting postponement may continue 

take the lead. Postponement appears increasingly important if prob- ; 

lem is to be dealt with realistically on its merits and outside domestic 

politics. ee | , a 

- | ane Lovetr 

Log 1 Dated October 22, not printed ; but see the first footnote 1, p. 1504. a 
2 Dated October 21, p. 1502. | | . 

- *® Dated October 21, p. 1503. | St ee OE | 

 §67N.01/10-2348: Telegram | | 

oe Mr. Wells Stabler to the Acting Secretary of State me : 

| SECRET - | Amman, October 23, 1948—10 a.m. 

89. Careful investigation does not disclose King has ever requested 
. Belgian Consul General+ (Deptel 24, October 18%) to act as inter-| 

+ Jean Nieuwenhuys. a pe | | 

* Not printed. ,
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| mediary between him and Shertok. Nor is there any evidence 
Nieuwenhuys has done more than talk with King on several occasions 
about general Palestine question. While King has freely admitted 

~ to me he not adverse to considering separate peace negotiations with- | 
_ out other Arab states, provided acceptable plan put -forward, and | 

that he has had contact. with Shertok through Prince Abdel Majid 
Haidar, Transjordan Minister to London, and Sassoon of Israeli 

_ Foreign Office then in Paris (mytels 47, September 3, [532] Septem- 
| ber 17,3 56, September 204 and 86, October 21) (this contact broken | 

| off some time ago as result leak which was given publicity in Arab — 7 
__-‘States), doubt whether he now engaged in such conversations and 

whether in any event he would choose Belgian Consul General . a 
his intermediary. | | a 3 

| -... Abdullah is, of course, renowned for being frank. and out- 
spoken and it is likely he made certain comments regarding his attitude 

| toward Jews and Palestine settlement which Belgian interpreted as _ 
_ King’s desire he should transmit them to Shertok. It is not at all im- | 

probable Belgian did convey such comments to Jews and that during 
subsequent general conversations with King mentioned his talks with 

_ Shertok and other J ewish officials. However, if this is so, whole episode — | 
has made very little impression on King as he has never mentioned 
matter to me or British Minister Kirkbride. It seems almost certain . 

| Belgian has assumed function on his own responsibility.5 ~ 
a CO - STABLER 

® Nos. 47 and 53 not printed. a , - a - - ae - Soe . 
* Not printed ; it reported information from King Abdullah that “month and half ago had received several communications from Shertok through Sassoon of 

Israeli Foreign Office, then in Paris, apparently dealing with direct peace nego- 
tiations. Had replied urging Jews to stop aggression in J erusalem. Jews did not 

- heed his advice and he now pessimistic that lasting solution can be found without | force of arms.” (501:BB. Palestine/9-2048) —. . te : Se 
°Mr. Stabler, on November 4, advised of information from Mr. Kirkbride that 

the King had told him “he had requested Belgian Consul ‘General . . . to talks 
| with Israeli Delegate. to GA along lines mentioned. mytel 86, October 21... . 

Since it is recalled Belgian was last in Amman on October 17 , it appears King 7 was not quite accurate when he said (paragraph seven mytel 86) he had not , asked any one previously to convey his views to J ews.” (Telegram 104 from | | a Amman, 867N.01/11-448) | a | 

501.BB Palestine/10-2048 : Telegram | | oe | oe 
The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at Paris 

| SECRET US URGENT | Wasutnoton, October 28, 1948—11 a. m. 
Gadel 286. For Rusk from Lovett. Line reasoning advanced Delga 

424, Oct. 20, seems perfectly sound if applied to long-range relief 
program which we all agree should preferably be UN responsibility . 

| if members UN rise to occasion-and appropriate actual cash or oe 
materials in kind. | - | |
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We are however confronted with immediate emergency if there are | 

to be any refugees left alive by time UN swings into action. I have | 

discussed matter with President and he shares our view that Red Cross) 

best geared for prompt measures. Amcross stands ready to move 1m- 

mediately and we are urgently exploring legal basis which might 

| permit President as Commander in Chief to instruct armed services 

to turn over needed supplies to Amcross, which in turn could arrange =| 

for distribution Middle East. There is no thought undercutting UN - 

but merely an earnest desire to get supplies to area in adequate quantity => 

| andatearliest moment: a 

1 This.telegram was repeated to Cairo for Ambassador Griffis. Oo ne 

--5501.BB Palestine/10-2348 : Telegram | a | a | 

-  . The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State, at Paris — 

| TOP SECRET US URGENT | WASHINGTON, October 23,1948—1 p.m. | 

- Telmar 92. Eyes only for Marshall from Lovett. In a letter* ad- : 
dressed to Dean Alfange, Chairman, American Christian Palestine | 

Committee of New York, released last night from Republican head- | 

| quarters, Governor Dewey in effect repudiated Administration’s — 

| Palestine policy with respect to the Bernadotte Plan. He reaffirmed his | 

_ “wholehearted support of the Republican Platform and that certainly — - 

- included the Palestine plank”. This plank pledged “full recognition to 

Israel with its boundaries as sanctioned by the UN and aid in develop- | 

ing its economy”. While the careful language “with its boundaries as 

| sanctioned by the UN” could be used subsequently to supportargument | 

that November 29th Resolution was not specifically mentioned, entire | 

a statement is clearly aimed to support the original UN partition plan 
— with boundaries unchanged. eee | 

_- Furthermore, statement obviously designed to take advantage of } 
__widely publicized criticism of President for abandoning Palestine | 

: plank in Democratic Platform and timed specifically to embarrass 

President during his windup trip to Chicago, New York and Brooklyn — 

next week. | 

_-[ therefore feel positive that President’s reaction will be immediate = 
and. aggressive, largely because good faith of Democratic candidate 

has been directly challenged for breach of his platform pledge. Al- . 

though President has not yet communicated with me, I anticipate 

unhappy weekend and propose, unless you instruct me otherwise, to _ 
| - urge that he content himself with reaffirmation his support of Demo- 

* Dated October 22. | oy oO | a
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cratic platform language and stress importance of UN efforts in Paris | 
a in trying to find acceptable solution. Platform read in pertinent part: 

“We approve the claims of the State of Israel to the boundaries set 
Oo forth in the UN Resolution of November 29 and consider that modi- 

fications thereof should be made only if fully acceptable to the State 
_ of Israel”. Latter phrase is the important part at present. It is only ) 

by some such general statement that we can avoid detailed discussion _ | 
| in succeeding political speeches of Negeb and other problems raised 

| by Bernadotte Plan or flat disavowal USDel September 21st state- 
| ment, which I hope and believe can be avoided. Will also urge he use 

_ Bunche’s exposition Bernadotte Plan if absolutely necessary. | 
You may wish inform Douglas so he can batten down hatches. | 

| | a an Loverr 

501.BB Palestine/10—2348 : Telegram | . 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at Paris | 

TOP SECRET US URGENT WasHineron, October 23, 1948—1 p. m. 
: NIACT eS | | - 

. Gadel 289. As indicated last sentence Gadel 192, Oct. 13,1 we have 
_ for some time felt that certain concessions would have to be made to | 

| Israel in northern Negev. This view is consistent with line originally 
7 laid down and approved by President as set forth in Deptel 72, Sept. 1, 

| to Tel Aviv, pursuant to which McDonald informed PGI of our view 
_ that Israel might expand into rich area of Galilee in return for re- 

linquishing a large portion-of Negev to Transjordan. It is likewise — 
consistent with advice which McClintock gave Bernadotte as reported - 
Cairo’s 1316, Sept. 15, when he said that although Bernadotte’s recom- 
-mendation regarding Negev might be just there were nevertheless 
strong considerations favoring concessions in favor of Jews, at least to 
extent of a salient into Negev as faras Beersheba-Gaza Road. 

| According to press reports, Jews have now carved out this salient. 
| since they have taken Beersheba and are said to be astride Egyptian oe 

communications even south of Gaza. _ ee Oo 
We feel that in conversation with Arab and Israeli delegates this 

| Govt’s view should be informally emphasized that, among adjustments _ 
in Bernadotte Plan mentioned by Acting Mediator in his presenta- 

_ tion to Committee One, should be territorial rectification in northern 
Negev in favor of Israel. Extreme care should be taken however to - 

| make it clear that this Govt in no way condones Jewish military opera- 
tions in defiance of SC resolution which have resulted in conquest by 
force of arms of territory which this Govt felt could peacefully be | 

-+ Not printed. | |
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conveyed to Israel.? In this regard please see Gadel 266, Oct. 21,re- 
aflirming our position as already taken in SC, supporting Chapter VII 
action if Palestine truce is further breached. oo os | 

| Repeated for similar informal actiontoTel Avivas175. | 
a Repeated for info to London as 4071, Cairo as 147 1, Amman as 25. . 

| | | ~ Loverr | 
* At this point in the telegram as drafted by Mr. McClintock appeared the | 

_ Sentence: “It is of special importance to make it very clear to Israeli repre- | sentatives that further encroachments of this kind will not be tolerated.” This | | 
| Sentence was deleted by Mr. Lovett. , | | . 

7 At this point in the telegram as drafted appeared the sentence: “You are _ authorized to add that Gadel 266, Oct. 21, has received the approval of the 
President.” This sentence, too, was deleted by Mr. Lovett. Oo 

. Truman Papers, President's Secretary’s File : Telegram . oe | 

| The President’s Special Counsel (Clifford) to President Truman* — 

| SECRET = ~~ ~—s Wasuineron, October 23, 1948—1:05 p.m. 
White 227. After reading statement of Dewey on Israel, I contacted 

Lovett and have spent most of morning with him. I explained to him 
_ that your integrity has been attacked. by Dewey whose purpose is 

to infer that you have reneged on Democratic platform. I suggested to | | 
Lovett that by reason of Dewey’s action, you had no alternative but to | 
reaflirm your support of the Democratic platform. Lovett agrees com- | 
pletely. I suggested to him that you would have to give out statement | 
Clearly stating your position on Israel. Lovett agrees. He sent Marshall | 
a cable? stating in substance that Dewey has violated bipartisan ap- 

: proach on Israel and that Lovett feels that President has to reaffirm 
his support of Democratic platform. I am working on a statement on’ | 

_ Israel now and will have it ready to submit to you on Sunday morn- | | 
ing.* I consider Dewey’s action a serious error on his part and the best. | . 

_ thing that has happened to us to date. A ffectionate regards. , 
+ fransmitted by the White House Signal Detachment to the President at 7 | 

Pittsburgh. Mr. Clifford’s handwritten draft of this message is-in the Clifford E 

* atrelegram Telmar 92, October 23,p.1507. ee ee | 
| *For the statement by. the President, see telegram Telmar 97, October 24, 

DTN Pee a 

501.BB Palestine/10-2048 : Telegram — a | , I 
The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at Paris 

SECRET US URGENT | Wasuineton, October 23, 1948—2 p. m. | 
 NIACT Sn ESE - ae — : 

Gadel 290. Reurtel Delga 411, Oct. 20, Dept’s comments are 
following: Se = 2 | | 

In first and third para preamble change ref to Palestine refugees 
| to read “refugees in or from Palestine.” § | | | 

—-598-594—76—_63 - | | | | .
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| Numbered paras 2 and 5: In recommending basic sum $30,000,000 , 

and advance (para 5) from working capital fund, it would be desir- 

able to insert clause placing limitation on administrative expenditure | 

in order prevent establishment complex top-heavy administrative : 

, organization and assure maximum utilization funds for relief supplies 7 

per se. We believe $500,000 (Delga 410, Oct 20, para 5b *) adequate for 

UN administrative functions as envisaged Deptel AmEmb Gadel 4141 

~ Oct 22.2 However, allowance would also have to be made for fiscal 

assistance to Red Cross (see below) to supplement their administra- 

tive and operational expenses. Therefore we suggest ceiling be placed 

on combined UN and Red Cross administrative expenditures and 

specified in para 2 after consultations Paris. If it is practical to in- 

crease proposed advance from working capital fund to seven or eight 

million dollars, we would prefer this to five million figure, since any 

US contribution to long range program which might be forthcoming 

could not be expected before March-April 1949. | | 

Para. 3: After full consideration relevant arguments, we believe 

| UK clause (Delga 423, Oct. 20% para b) more realistic than use of 

operational scale of contributions and therefore more acceptable. Scale 

, implies obligation which US Government not in position assume at | 

| moment. Furthermore we must not lose sight of hard fact that con- 

- tributions this program will be determined in last analysis on basis: 

national interests of each govt, which in fact will mean that only 

significant contributions will be those of the US, UK, and Arab states. 

We therefore believe operational scale, which involves fictitious budget — 

and designation by UN rather than by United States Government of 

| extent of our interests in NE is impractical. - 

| Para 4: We concur. However, relief organization although nomi- 

nally under SYG, should not be encumbered by complex machinery 

at Lake Success but should be established in manner to insure that it 

| functions aS autonomous administrative unit to maximum extent 

practicable. Dept. notes and approves that US draft places relief 

operation under SYG rather than Conciliation Commission. We be- 

lieve that relief organization, as distinguished from problems of 

repatriation, resettlement, and reparations, should be kept distinct 

from mediation or conciliation machinery Committee I may establish. 

| Para. 6: We suggest that UNICEF be taken out of para and pre- 

| sented separately making special reference large percentage refugees 

1 Not printed ; this paragraph stated that GADel considered the sum of $500,000 | 

for administrative expenses inadequate (501.BB Palestine/10—2048) . 

- ®8.The editors are unable to identify this message. — | 

Not printed; it conveyed the text of the latest British draft resolution on 

assistance to Arab refugees. Paragraph b of the British draft read : “Urges states 

members of the UN to make initial and further contributions in kind or in funds 

: sufficient to ensure that the amounts of supplies and funds required are obtained.” 

(501.BB Palestine/10—2048) 
oe, we
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eligible UNICEF aid and taking into account any action by UNICEF | 
October 23. OS Fa Oo 

| We wish to add additional para to resolution as follows: BO 

| “Invites appropriate Red Cross agencies to continue their collabora- ee 
tion with the relief program and recommends that the SYG. make 
appropriate administrative and fiscal arrangements with the Inter- | 

_ hational Committee Red Cross and the League of Red Cross Societies | 
with a view to delegating thereto primary responsibility for the field © 
operational and distribution functions of the United N ations relief 
program”, i Bn . 

Dept will take up with congressional leaders as soon as practicable oe 
proposal that USDel be authorized announce before end currentGA - 
session intention this Government seek appropriation $14,000,000- | 
$16,000,000 refugee relief when Congress reconvenes. So 7 

| Hope to get top clearance for US to introduce resolution as amended _ | 
jointly with British Delegation. — | . oe | - | 

| | a Lovetr — — 

* The Department notified GADel, on October 27, that President Truman had 
a approved the composite draft resolution set forth in Delga 411, as modified by © 

| _ Gadel 290, and had authorized its joint sponsorship by the. United States and 
the United Kingdom (telegram Gadel 321, 501.BB Palestine/10-2748). CO 

501.BB Palestine/10-2348 : Telegram | | . . | 

_ Lhe United States Delegation to the Acting Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET URGENT a Paris, October 28, 1948—2 p. m. 
NIACT Oo : | | 

Delga 462. Eyes alone for Lovett from Rusk. Political committee 
decided today by the narrowest of margins to defer Palestine debate 

| for one week.?. This is the last postponement which we can obtain — 
- without complete loss of both our self-respect and the respect of others. 
_. Prospect is that opening days of Palestine debate will concern itself | 

with procedural matters and that it will not be necessary for us to | 
_ speak before the middle or latter part of week beginning N ovember lL | 

_ Jessup sat for us in political committee this morning and said nothing __ 
at all. However, estimate here is that we can expect a very bad press 

- onthispoint. - ee a - 
- Just informed by Dulles that Dewey is releasing letter to Dean , 
Alfange reaffirming Republican platform on Palestine. Any help you | 
can give to keep this from starting chain reaction would be greatly | 
appreciated. [Rusk. ] Be | Oo an | 
EN | - Marsnary of 

- * This proposal by the Iranian Representative was adopted by the First Com- | | mittee on October 23 by 19 votes to 16, with 14 abstentions (GA, 8rd sess., Pt. I, First Committee, Summary Records, 1948 p. 248), | . :
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| 501.BB Palestine/10-2348 : Telegram | k _ 

The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State | | 

SECRET § PRIORITY a Paris, October 23, 1948—7 p.m. _ 

7 . Delga 467. During informal discussion with representative USDel, _ 

- Acting Mediator informed us he had just had long talk with Eban — 

PGI in which latter had spoken in very conciliatory manner re 

- BenadottePlan, 
~ According Bunche, Eban had indicated Israel would be quite content 

if UN action this session should consist of UN affirmation such matters 

as existence Jewish state, termination hostilities and right individual — 

| Arab refugees to return to their homes and if UN would throw into 

| hopper of proposed conciliation commission for negotiation such | 

a matters as frontiers, Haifa, Lydda and access to Jerusalem, Israelis 

| would not in addition, resist internationalization Jerusalem nor would | 

they open up discussion in Paris of Bernadotte Plan by requesting : 

amendments. | OC 

Bunche attributed conciliatory approach toward increasing realiza- 

tion by Israelis of merit of Bunche. argument that 1f Israelis adopted 

uncompromising attitude on Bernadotte Plan it appeared most un- 

likely 24 vote would be obtainable at UN for Bernadotte Plan or any 

other scheme. Present armed truce and possibly renewal hostilities 

would continue Palestine. Such situation would be harmful, both 

: ~ Arabs and Jews but particularly to Israel which needed UN settlement 

| in order it might turn its attention to peaceful pursuits and develop- 

ment friendly relations with Arab states. 7 So, 

| | | | | MarsH ALi 

 '501.BB Palestine/10-2448: Telegram | On | 

| ‘The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State, at Paris a 

TOP SECRET ~ urcENT W ASHINGTON, October 24, 1948—7 p. m. 

~ Telmar 97. Eyes only Marshall or Rusk from Lovett. As expected 

reaction to Dewey statement (see my Telmar 92") was instantaneous. 

After best efforts following is final draft White House statement 

which will appear tomorrow morning Monday papers. It represents 

most we could get in reference to U.N. Statement follows: a 

“Statement by the President | - 

The Republican candidate for President has seen fit to release a 

statement with reference to Palestine. This statement is in the form of 

| a letter dated October 22, 1948, ten days before the election. 

I had hoped our foreign affairs could continue to be handled on 

| 1 Dated October 23, p. 1507. a ee
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non-partisan basis without being injected into the presidential cam- _ 

paign. The Republican candidate’s statement, however, makes it neces- 

sary for me to reiterate my own position with respect to Palestine. _ 

I stand squarely on the provisions covering Israel in the Democratic | 

Platform. en, | 

- J approved the provisions on Israel at the time they were written. = 

T reaffirm that approval now. | Se 

So that everyone may be familiar with my position, I set out here | 

the Democratic Platform on Israel : ne 

‘President Truman, by granting immediate recognition to Israel, 

led the world in extending friendship and welcome to a people | 

who have long sought and justly deserve freedom and 

independence. | | | | a 

| ‘We pledge full recognition to the State of Israel. We athrm | 

our pride that the United States, under the leadership of Presi- _ 

| dent Truman, played a leading role in the adoption of the resolu- 

| tion of November 29, 1947, by the United Nations General 

Assembly for the creation of a Jewish state. ea | 

‘We approve the claims of the State of Israel to the boundaries 

get. forth in-the United Nations’ resolution of November 29. and — . 

- consider that modifications thereof should be made only if fully 

- aeeeptable to the State of Israel. : | oe 

| _ We look forward to the admission of the State of Israel to the 

United Nations and its full participation in the international — : 

a community of nations. We pledge appropriate aid to the State of 

| Israel in developing its economy and resources. | — 

| ‘We favor the revision of the arms embargo to accord to the 

State of Israel the right of self-defense. We pledge ourselves to 

| work for the modification of any resolution of the United Na- 
- tions to the extent that it may prevent any such revision. 

‘We continue to support, within the framework of the United 

a Nations, the internationalization of Jerusalem and the protection 
of the holy places in Palestine.’ | | 

| I wish to amplify the three portions of the platform about which 
there have been considerable discussion. oe a | 

On May. 14, 1948, this country recognized the existence of the in- | 
dependent State of Israel. I was informed by the Honorable Khahu 
Epstein that a Provisional Government had been established in Israel. | 

This country recognized the Provisional Government as the de facto 

-* authority of the new State of Israel. When a permanent government 
is elected in Israel it will promptly be given de jure recognition, | 

| The Democratic Platform states that we approve the claims of 
_ Tsrael to the boundaries set forth in the United Nations resolution of 

| November 29, 1947, and consider that modifications thereof should be oe 
- made only if fully acceptable to the State of Israel 

This has been and is now my position. | | oe a 
| Proceedings are now taking place in the United Nations looking - 

toward an amicable settlement of the conflicting positions of the | 
_.- parties in Palestine. In the interest of peace this work must go 

. forward. | a | | Oo a 
| A plan has been submitted which provides a basis for a renewed | 

| effort to bring about a peaceful adjustment of differences. It is hoped |
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that by using this plan as a basis of negotiation, the conflicting claims | 
_ ofthe parties can be settled. 

With reference to the granting of a loan or loans to the State of 
| Israel, I have directed the departments and agencies of the Executive _ 
| Branch of our Government to work together in expediting the con- 

sideration of any applications for loans which may be submitted by —_— 
the State of Israel. 7 | | 

_ It is my hope that such financial aid will soon be granted and that 
it will contribute substantially to the long-term development and 
stability of the Near East.” | 

oe 7 a Lovetr > 

- 601.BB Palestine/10-2548: Telegram | | 

| The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET US URGENT Paris, October 25, 1948—2 p. m. 
| NIACT. oo : - i } 

| Delga 476. Gadel 289, October 23. It is our view it would be most 
| serious mistake at this juncture to inform any other delegations, 

particularly Arab and Israeli delegations, that we favor territorial. | 
rectification northern Negev in favor of Israel. Although we agree this 
position is necessary to final solution Palestine question we feel most 

_ strongly this or any other rectification should be worked out under 
auspices Conciliation Commission and by agreement between parties 
after, but not during, present GA session. Article 5 draft resolution 
(Delga 351, October 15). was worked out with greatest care with — 

— British and Bunche and has as its objective working out of “such 
| adjustments” ascontemplated by Dept. | | . 

| To inform other delegations at this time before GA has even © 
begun consideration Bernadotte plan will have following serious — 

| consequences : a | : ; 

(1). This action would lead almost inevitably to proposal of specific 
_ amendment to Bernadotte plan leading to other specific amendments. _ 

-.  _Qnee this process is started we would very quickly find ourselves in =~ 
intolerable parliamentary situation in GA seriously damaging our ~~ 

_ chances of arriving at any viable solution of Palestine question at this | 
= session GA. Whether we or Israelis like it or not Bernadotte’s conclu- | 

_. gion re Negev is part of fabric of whole Bernadotte plan. To cut fabric 
at this vital point during GA consideration might unravel whole - _ 
fabric and make it impossible get two-thirds vote adopt Bernadotte ) 
plan as a whole as basis for settlement Palestine question. 

(2). Very private talk Rusk, Ross with Shertok indicates that _ 
7 Israeli principal concern to avoid laying down hard and fast Majdal-— | 

Faluja line not subject to alteration. Shertok was much encouraged | 
: to know we contemplate a more flexible arrangement which would . 

| make adjustment Negev a frontier possible under auspices Conciliation - 
Commission. Subsequent conversation with Bunche, Eban indicated |
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Israelis not likely to seek introduction amendments Bernadotte plan 

(Delga 467, October 23). If we take hard and fast line and so inform 

other delegations we favor alteration line, say to Gaza Beersheba this | 

will unquestionably harden Israeli position seek entire Negev as first | 

-_-bargaining position. This extreme position would, of course, com- 

pletely destroy Bernadotte plan and we assume therefore Dept would | . 

not support it.-But if Israeli representatives take and maintain such | 

position in GA chances settlementinGAvirtuallynil. = | 

(3). Negev question very sore point with Arabs, particularly Egyp- 

‘tians, who smarting under their current defeats northern Negev. To 

inform them this juncture we favor giving northern Negev to Israel 

would cause incalculable harm our relations Egypt and other Arab | 

states and would undoubtedly harden their opposition to whole 
Bernadotte plan to such point we would again run most serious risk 

future obtain Arab acquiescence in Bernadotte plan. : 

| _ (4). Unilateral action our part this point informing other delega- | 

| tions we favor giving northern Negev to Israel would constitute most | 

serious breach our relations UK this question. Virtually certain most — 

‘British will agree to in current GA is formula agreed to Article 5 draft 

| resolution. Apart from substance procedure informing other delega- 

tions our view in any event is directly contrary understanding no 1m- 

portant action taken either by US or UK without prior consultation 

_ the other. — | 7 a oN 

ae (5). To take action contemplated by Dept now would also greatly _ 

 gtiffen Israeli intention which everyone assumes they have to retain 

positions won during last week’s military operations in defiance SC | 

truce and contrary to clear intent SC action October 19 that parties 

should withdraw to previous military positions, At same time this 

would also greatly strengthen Arab conviction that whole US| 

maneuver to delay Committee One consideration Bernadotte plan had _ 

| as its intention to permit time for Israelis achieve military conquest _ 

- northern Negev. This factor would have most serious consequences _ 

| prestige SC and US as member of SC. . | . 

Repeated to London as 1105 October 25,2 p.m. | | 

| oe - | MarsHAth 

501.BB Palestine/10-2548 : Telegram | | | | | 

— ‘The United S tates Delegation to the Acting Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET US URGENT | Paris, October 25, 1948—2 p.m. | 

) - Delga 477. For Lovett from Rusk. We believe discussion with 

Shertok along Hnes Gadel 2917 would be most useful in light of con- , 

 versations alréady held here between USGADel and Shertok on one : 

hand and Eban and Bunche on the other (Delga 467, October 23). We - 

. therefore expect to see Shertok Tuesday afternoon or Wednesday. Also — 

: coming is longer telegram reference Gadel 289, October 23, approved 

by Secretary, You may wish to ask Tel Aviv to hold upactionifthey = 

: | * Dated October 23,. not printed ; but see the first footnote 1, p. 1502. a :
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have not already discussed Gadel 289, October 23 with Israeli 
authorities.? [Rusk.]_ a | 

:  MarsHaLyn | 

_ ? The Department at 6 p. m., October 25, directed Tel Aviv not to discuss Gadel 
289 with the Israeli authorities, pending further instructions (telegram 176, 
501.BB Palestine/10-2548). The following. day it similarly instructed Amman to 
refrain from discussion with Transjordan officials (telegram 29, 501.BB 
Palestine/10-2648). | | : | 

Editorial Note re 

The Truce Supervision Headquarters, at Haifa, addressed identical 
. notes on behalf of the Acting Mediator to the Government of Egypt 

and to the provisional Government of Israel, which called for with- _ 
drawal of the armed forces of both sides from positions in the Negeb 
they had occupied at the outbreak of hostilities on October 14; for 
text, see SC, 3rd yr., Supplement for October 1 948, page 70. This source | 
dates the notes October 26; yet Mr. Bunche in referring to them be- 
fore the Security Council, dates them October 25 (SC, 3rd yr., No. 
121, page 23, and No. 122, page 3). | | 

| 501.BB Palestine/10-2648 : Telegram | | 
The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Acting 

Oo Secretary of State a 

| TOP SECRET US URGENT Lonpon, October 26, 1948—11 a. m. | 
NIACT ee: | a | | 

| _ 4621. Depts 4071 October 23+. It is my view that if at this stage 
| GADel emphasizes to Arab and Jewish delegations that US would 

_ favor territorial rectifications in northern Negev of benefit Israel we 
will be playing directly into Soviet hands since it will destroy ir- 
retrievably the slim chance, already seriously jeopardized by weekend. 
Republican and Democratic statements of achieving a settlement of 

| Palestine problem this UNGA. Nothing would please the USSR more 
than to have another year of turmoil in Palestine and this is an almost 
certain prospect unless the US and the UK by standing shoulder to | 
shoulder can command a 24 majority in favor of Bernadotte’s pro- | 
posals. Oo : | 

9. As I see the situation a number of amendments will be proposed | 
_ from the floor to the Bernadotte plan and it is at this time that US 

| and UK delegations should consult together and decide upon line which 

the US and UK should take in concert towards each amendment. One | 
| amendment likely to be proposed by some state other than US and UK 

*This was a repeat of telegram Gadel 289 to Paris, p. 1508. . |
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is that Israel should receive part of the northern Negev now under- | 
_. gtood to be under Israeli Military occupation in defiance of UN truce 

efforts. I think we should make known our views at that time, not now. 

oe 8. It will in my view be an act disastrous to any Palestine settle- 
ment for GADel prior to UNGA consideration of Palestine to break 
step with the British as it would do if instructions in final paragraph 

-_Dept’s 4071 October 23 are carried out, even though informally. I fail 
to see how GA Del can even mention the Negev at this of all times with- 
out giving the appearance of condoning Israeli military aggression 
across UN truce lines. The UN delegates of other countries are not 
without worldly wisdom and their cynical reactions to such an ap- | 

| proach by GADel would be something which I would prefer to see my a 
country spared. OC Se OS 

4, If Dept is determined to destroy US-UK cooperation by step _ 
| such as in Dept’s 4071 in all fairness I think we should so advise Bevin | 

| and UK Del before a single such approach is made. The British Gov- 
ernment is under heavy pressure from its Ministry of Defense and 
members of Parliament to make some pro-Arab gesture which would _ , 
help to restore faith of Arab countries in UK. This has been jeopard- 
ized by scrupulous observation of the provisions of the armsembargo 
by UK throughout period when, according to all the evidence, USSR > 

| through Czechoslovakia has been arming Israel. This latter, combined 
-_-with other Soviet activities, should at least establish presumption in | 

regard to her intentions and hopes to foster confusion if not more | 
than confusion in ME. Recent fighting showed clearly military might | 

-. _Israel has acquired behind back SC. oe 
| 5. My understanding with Bevin clearly implies that 1f the US 

takes a pro-Israeli step Britain shall be free to take pro-Arab step. If 
we take the step contemplated and UK considers it necessary to take 

: pro-Arab step the process of the US and the UK working at cross pur- a 
poses re Palestine instead of cooperating for Palestine settlement will 

-. begin anew—with probably greater danger to US than in the past. | 
You will recall that to satisfy the US the UK reluctantly agreed to 
delay UNGA consideration of Palestine. | | OS 

6. Wright said yesterday that SC meeting today will be supreme | 

: test SC authority and in this connection I was pleased to be in a posi- | 
tion to reassure him along lines Dept’s 4058, October 22.2 However, if 
this is only a palliative it would be better for the British Govt to 
know at once that the US no longer values the common ground = | 
achieved with regard to the Bernadotte proposals. | | 

| 7. Present plan of US and UK to support Bernadotte proposals in 
| their entirety and to establish within them international machinery 

| _ to make such adjustments as may be necessary seems to me to be by far 

Not printed ; it repeated the text of telegram Gadel 266, October 21, to Paris, | 

p. 1504, ) a *
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the best solution. Among such adjustments might be arrangements for 
| Arab part of Palestine to go to TJ and for tip of Negev to go to Israel 

In return for some adjustment in favor of Arabs in north. Present 
plan to my mind avoids breaking with British and playing into hands | 
of USSR. Cia 

oe 8. Palestine situation is probably as dangerous to our national in- | 
terests as is Berlin. The danger of the latter has been played up in 

_the headlines. The danger (not the situation) of the former has been 
_ Ignored in the headlines. I have sometime thought that this conceal- _ 

: ment of the danger in Palestine has permitted the Soviet to play her 
game in the Middle East without attracting attention. | 

9. Foregoing drafted before I received Delga’s 476 October 25 to 
_ Dept with which I concur wholeheartedly. | 

Sent Dept for Lovett 4621; repeated Paris for Gadel 788. 
| a | | [Dovcras] 

= 501.BB Palestine/10-2648 : Telegram | | 
: The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State 

SECRET US URGENT Parts, October 26, 1948—8 p. m. 
| NIACT — a 

Delga 488. Both Egyptian and Israeli Governments have accepted 
_ cease fire * and Case 12 decision (document S/1042) relating convoys - 

| northern Negev. Meanwhile, General Riley ordered yesterday in name | 
Bunche parties return their previous military positions (October 14 | 

_ truce line) contemplated October 19 SC action. Informed by Eban, _ 
- Comay last night PGI very reluctant agree withdrawal to previous a 

positions.? At SC meeting this morning Egyptian, Lebanese, Syrian __ 
| delegates laid very heavy stress on Israeli conquest teritory by force — 

and in effect served notice they would regain own freedom action in 

oe event Israeli failure comply Riley’s order. This would undoubtedly — 

lead serious truce violations in northern Palestine and renewed fight- | 
ing Negev. | . Se | 

Next meeting Council set for Thursday morning and Bunche ex- | 

+ As of 12 noon, GMT, October 22. - oe 
a ?Mr. Bban gave the Israeli position on this matter in a statement before the 

Security Council on October 26. He noted that in its action of October 19 (see | 
editorial note, p. 1493), the Council had set three conditions as “the basis for fur- | 

- ther negotiations looking toward insurance that similar outbreaks will not again — | 
occur and that the truce will be fully observed in this area.” He then requested 

. the Council to “observe that no distinction is made .. . between sub-paragraph 
(a), referring to suggested withdrawal to previous positions, and sub-paragraphs 

| (6) and (¢), referring to other questions . . . which were referred to the parties 
with a recommendation for direct negotiation. But, in the speech of the repre- . 
sentative of Egypt this morning, we find that, instead of opening the negotiations 
on subjects recognized by the Security Council as controversial, he seeks to preju- 

/ dice the outcome of these negotiations by expressing himself in favour of with- 
| drawal and ignoring the Security Council’s injunction to make these three points 

an immediate subject of negotiation.” (SC, 3rd yr., No. 121, p..20.)
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pects have report from Riley regarding compliance his withdrawal 

| order by that time. . | So , 

| UK delegate instructed introduce resolution, text in next following 

telegram (Delga 489, October 26?). Instructed seek joint sponsor- | 

ship US, France or other appropriate Council members. We dis- 

| couraged idea US joining sponsorship but British feel very strongly _ 

US. support essential. We assume in light of Gadel 266, October 21, | 

Department would prefer that we not join UK in sponsoring this 

resolution but that we should speak briefly in support of and vote for - 

- resolution if it comes to vote Thursday morning. Please instruct most 

urgently any contrary view. | oe | oe 

| Department will observe UK draft resolution is still in nature of | 

holding and time-serving action. If after passage such resolution either 

party refuses comply with order for withdrawal to previous military 

-. positions such refusal would be most serious breach of truce and . 

affront to prestige of SC which is not at present very high regarding 

| Palestine. Minimum immediate action required in this event would — | 

| be further SC resolution ordering parties return at once previous 

| military positions as further provisional measure under article 40 | 

. (compare July 15 resolution) together with strong declaration failure _ 

 gomply would be cause imposition sanctions under article 41 against. _ 

| party failing comply or if single party not determinable because of _ 

| confused situation then against both parties. Strong US support and | 

preferably joint sponsorship resolution along foregoing lines would. 

| not only be minimum consistent our previous position in SC but also 

: essential effective SC action and maintenance US prestige in SC 

particularly in view recent factors which have again seriously 

weakened our prestige in UN regarding Palestine. Failure such action 

_ by SC under circumstances envisaged would not only further seriously _ 

weaken prestige of SC and of US but would also most seriously impair | 

chances G-A settlement based on Bernadotte plan or Arab subsequent 

acquiescence therein. | | 7 

It would obviously be desirable if at all possible avoid deterioration 

| truce situation Palestine to point requiring further SC action along = 
-. strong lines indicated preceding paragraph. We feel therefore that =» 

every possible step should be taken prevent such deterioration and, - 

in addition support UK resolution referred to above, recommend 

| - strongly Department send most immediate circular telegram to Tel 

Aviv, Cairo, particularly, as well as Amman, Baghdad, Beirut and_ 

8 Not printed; for the text of the joint resolution offered by the British and 
| Chinese Representatives on October 28, see SC, 3rd yr., No. 122, p. 12. It proposed 

the Security Council’s endorsement of the Acting Mediator’s order to the Egyp- 
| tian and Israeli Governments to withdraw to the positions they occupied on Octo- 

| ber 14 and establish a committee of the Council “to examine urgently and report 
to the Council on the measures which it would be appropriate to take under — 

7 Article 41 of the Charter if either party or both should fail.to comply with the 

order of the Acting Mediator... . .” a | : |
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_ Damascus, instructing US representatives urge strongest terms prompt 
- compliance with orders withdraw to previous military positions. In- | 

| formed by UK delegation their missions Arab capitals instructed 
| make strong representations avoid hostilities.‘ | | 

| - Repeated London as Paris 1114. . a 

| - 7 | ee aS | . ~ MarsHarn 

 #The Department, on October 27, informed Secretary Marshall of its “Regret 
owing to conditions which you will understand we do not yet find it possible to 
take action recommended last para. Delga 488.” (Telegram Gadel 329 to Paris, 
501.BB Palestine/10-2748) a . a 

501.BB Palestine/10-2548: Telegram - | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United 8 tates Delegation at Paris 

TOPSECRET  usUrcEeNT | Wasuineron, October 27, 1948—12 noon. | 
NIACT a CS | 

/ Gadel 317. We agree with logic set forth Delga 476 Oct. 25, that | 
from tactical point of view it would seem inadvisable at this time to | 

_- -mnention territorial rectification in northern Negev favoring Israel. 
Re London’s 4621, Oct. 26, rptd Paris as 788, Dept has no desire break 
step with Brit on Palestine issue. We are keenly aware that principal 
hope achieving some UN arrangement on Palestine lies in arduously 

| achieved UK-US solidarity, and that Bernadotte Plan affords broad | 
“basis for working out permanent solution. — | | : 

_ We leave tactical handling this problem with delegation Paris, but 
would point out that US has been on record with PGI,as wellas with 
UK FonOff and late Mediator, as being in favor some allocation land 

in northern Negev to Israel. Agree, however, that this adjustment could 

be worked out after Bernadotte Plan is on books. 

_ Rptd London as 4099, Eyes Only for Amb. oo 
| | | _ Loverr 

501.BB Palestine/ 10-2748 : Telegram ~ - . . 

| The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET URGENT Paris, October 27, 1948—2 p. m. 

NIACT : oe | | : 

| Martel 90. For Lovett eyes only from the Secretary. During his call | 

this morning Bevin said the British Government was finding itself | 

| in an increasingly difficult position with the Arab States, in particular | 

| Transjordan, because of the complete embargo which Great Britain - 

| had imposed following the UN truce in Palestine and because of his __ 

understanding with the US on the sale of any munitions, arms, etc. to - 

the Arab countries. | | re |
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| - Bevin said that Great Britain had been instrumental in persuading 
the Arab States to accept the Security Council cease-fire order in the 
expectation that its provisions embargoing arms to the parties would 
be. effectively honored. For this reason the British Government had _ 

| - gone so far as even to cancel certain pending contracts for munitions 
| which had already been negotiated with Transjordan. It was now 

apparent to all that the Jews during this period had been able to 
violate the arms provision of the truce arrangement with impunity | 
and had been .receiving all types of arms, and in particular planes, — 

from Czechoslovakia and elsewhere while the Arabs had been unable | 
| to obtain any munitions whatsoever. With the defeats inflicted upon 

the Egyptian Army and the present position of the Jewish forces, 
Abdullah’s Arab Legion might become exposed to annihilating attacks | 
on the part of the Jews. Bevin said he was under great pressure to 

~ let Abdullah obtain at least some arms in order to permit the Arab ~ 
Legion to survive. He dwelt in some length on the importance of the 
Arab Legion as the only disciplined Arab force for the implementa- _ 
tion of any Palestine partition solution. He made it quite plain that | 

- Great Britain could not stand by and see Transjordan and the Arab 
| Legion placed in a position where it would be unable to defend itself . 

against possible Jewish attack. He went so far as to state categorically 
that if the Israel forces should attack Transjordan proper at any time, _ 

- the treaty of assistance with Great Britain would be immediately | 

operative. | a | 
| Cadogan, who was present, stated that the Security Council to- — 

morrow is taking up the Palestine question and he believes that the 

. Chinese would agree to join UK in introducing a resolution under 

Article 41 of Chapter 7 to induce parties to comply with provisions of | 

| truce. | seh ete ae e teg 

Bevin agreed to withhold any decision on the arms question until = 

the Security Council had considered this matter and until it was clear | 

. whether or not Israel would abide by the decision reached in the _ 

Council. - | ; Oo 

Bevin was fully aware of the effect upon US—UK relations of any 

| departure from the present arms embargo in favor of Transjordan, but 

he made it quite plain that because of the discrimination in the manner 

| in which the arms embargo had operated due to the successful evasion _ 

| of its provisions by Israel, if matters continued as they were now the | 

British Government would feel bound in fairness to let Abdullah — 

| acquire some munitionsin England. re ae | 

| Under the present arrangement we would not be able to speak in 

support of a resolution under Article 41, but after my talk with Bevin, _ 

I believe acceptance of Security Council authority in regard to © 

| observance of truce is the only chance of preventing the British Gov- _
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ernment from taking the action indicated by Bevin in regard to arms | 
for Transjordan.* | | = , 

ee | MARSHALL 

. 1Mr. Bohlen, who was present at the conversation, reported on this aspect as - 
follows: “The Secretary told Mr. Bevin that we were fully aware of the fact 
that Israel was obtaining arms from Czechoslovakia and that we had been making 
great efforts to attempt to control this illegal traffic or at least to obtain sufficient 
facts to make them public but that, as Mr. Bevin could understand, it was dif- 
ficult to obtain any satisfaction in Czechoslovakia at the present time. The Sec- 
retary said that we were fully aware of the dilemma in which the British 

| Government found itself and of the great significance of this matter.” (Memo- | 
| randum of conversation drafted by Bohlen, October 27, 501.BB Palestine/10- 

2748) | | | } oe i 

501.BB Palestine/10-2648 : Telegram } 7 a 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at Paris 

SECRET US URGENT WW asuineron, October 27, 1948—5 p. m. 
| NIACT me | | | | : 

- Gadel 330. Assumption set forth third para. Delga 488, Oct. 26, is : 
- ss gorrect. Under authority Gadel 266, Oct. 21 you should limit your ~~ 

action to speaking very briefly in support of and voting for resolution | 
whose text was transmitted as Delga 489.1 We suggest that last para. : 
this draft resolution might more appropriately repeat language of 
resolution July 15, which referred to “further action under Chapter | 
VII” rather than specific reference to Art. 41. | . 

- oo, — ee OO —. Loverr 

1 Dated October 26, not printed ; but see footnote 3, p. 1519. | | | 

, 501.BB Palestine/10-2048: Telegram 7 _ 
The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at Paris 

SECRET ‘US URGENT Wasuineton, October 27, 1948—6 p. m. | 
NIACT : oe | ) 

Oe -Gadel-337. In our opinion, US introduction and/or sponsorship text 

| providing for scale of contributions (Delga 494 Oct. 26*) involves a | 
US. commitment which would make prior consultation Congressional = 
leaders essential. Such consultation not practicable at present, and | 

would necessitate further and unfortunate postponement Committee 
Three discussion, | : | a 

Regardless of means presentation appeal, we believe we can expect — 
| little tangible assistance from any states except US, UK, Arabs, and 

possibly dominions. Therefore, since bulk of contributions under = 
either proposal will come from same sources, we much prefer UK 

TNot printed.
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draft,? embodying only moral obligation for all Members, rather than | 

| USDel proposal which involves specifying degree of interest for every | 
- member. Dorr® concurs foregoing and view that fictitious budget 
more difficult present Congress. re oe 

Re your numbered para 3, introduction resolution along US lines 
- would almost certainly open up undesirable and prolonged political . 

debate concerning question responsibility for creation refugee : 

problem. | | | | 
| - Moreover Committee 3 action might be prejudiced if draft scale 7 

contributions not submitted with draft resolution. Determination 

scale would involve time consuming and difficult negotiations. | a 
--- Dept. feels that UK proposal (Delga 423, Oct 20 par 6) would be | 

more likely win Committee 3 support.* De oe 

| an | | > Loverr - 

L * As transmitted in telegram Delga 423, October 20, 11 D. ‘m., from Paris, not. | | 

| Pe Goldthwaite H. Dorr of the Executive Secretariat. oo | 
: | “The joint resolution was actually sponsored, on October 29, by Belgium and 

the Netherlands, as well as by the United Kingdom and the United States; for — 
text, see United Nations, Official Records of the Third Session of the General — 
Assembly, Part I, Third Committee, Annexes, 1948, p. 51. | 

501.BB Palestine/10-2748: Telegram a | eg 
| The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State,at Paris 

: TOP SECRET US URGENT Wasuineron, October 27, 1948—7 p.m. : 
7 NIACT | | Oo 

~ Telmar 116. Eyes only for Secretary from Lovett. Martel 90 today 
quotes Cadogan as saying that possibly Chinese and British will in- | 
troduce resolution in SC tomorrow under Art. 41 to induce Jewsand 
Arabs to comply with provisions of truce. This statement goes con- | 
siderably further than draft resolution contained Delga 489, Oct. 26,1 

| which contemplated merely appointing committee to consider possible | 
| action under Art. 41. oe - a | | 

| _ Tf British now plan go beyond draft resolution in Delga 489 and — 

propose sanctions under Art. 41 tomorrow, we shall not be able sup- — 
. port them without specific Presidential approval. We hope that 

_. -USDel’s efforts will be successful in keeping SC action tomorrow con- | 
fined to scope of Delga 489. _ | ee | | 

| Meanwhile we have informed President that Dept concurs third 
| para. Delga 488 2 and believes that while not joining UK insponsoring ==> 

resolution contained in Delga 489 USDel should speak briefly in sup- | 
. port of and vote for that resolution. These instructions were in Gadel 

| * Not printed ; but see footnote 3, p. 1519. nn cae 
_ = Dated October 26, p. 1518. : oe | | | , 

— § Dated October 27, p. 1522. oe - oe
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It is of the utmost importance that British be restrained from arm- 
) ing Transjordan, which’ would have immediate consequence of 

_ popular outcry here for lifting of arms embargo as now applied to 
Israel and which embargo, as Bevin knows, we have scrupulously 

_ observed. 2 : | | | 
| a | Bie | Lovett 

$/S-NSC Files, Lot 68D 351 / a 
| Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of Defense — 

| a. (Forrestal) | os 

‘TOP SECRET po WasuHrineton, 29 October 1948. 
NSC 27/2 | : | - | 

As requested in your memorandum, dated 19 October 1948, dealing 
with the provision of a military or police force for J erusalem, the - 
Joint Chiefs of Staff have considered the questions raised in the at- 

_ tached letter from the Acting Secretary of State 1 and have formulated 
the following statement of their views on the matters therein. = 

In a memorandum to you dated 18 August 19482 and for reasons 
fully discussed therein, the Joint Chiefs of Staff stated that it would, 

| from the military viewpoint, be seriously prejudicial to our national , 
security either for Soviet or Soviet-satellite armed forces to be per- 
mitted to enter Palestine or for United States armed forces to be com- 
mitted there. The entry of Soviet or Soviet-satellite personnel as in- 

oo dividuals is likewise considered objectionable by the Joint Chiefs of | 
Staff. Shae | | 

_. However, with specific reference to the questions raised in the letter 
| from the Acting Secretary of State, the Joint Chiefs of Staff are of | 

the opinion that from the military viewpoint : oO oO 

: a. Asa matter of national security, an international police force for | 
Jerusalem should not be made up of contingents supplied by certain 
governments. (They note that it might be possible, as stated in the . 
letter from the Acting Secretary of State, to exclude Soviet forces, 
but commitment of United States forces would, nevertheless, be | 
involved.) on a / | | 

6. That an international police force for Jerusalem recruited as 
individuals by the Secretary General of the United Nations is less _ 
objectionable from a U.S. security viewpoint than a above, since Soviet 
personnel that might be recruited would enter Palestine asindividuals 
and not as Soviet troops. | | 

c. It is considered highly undesirable that American citizens be 
_ employed in a Jerusalem international police force, either as private | 

individuals recruited by the Secretary General or as members of the | 
United States armed services, although their employment as private 

* Dated October 18, p. 1488. oo 
° For text, see Mr. Forrestal’s memorandum of August 19 to the National 

Security Council, p. 1321. | Ce
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individuals would be less prejudicial to United States security inter- 
ests than the use for peace enforcement in Palestine of United States | 
armed. forces. | | | | a 

__-In order to mitigate the predominantly negative character of the - 
| above replies, the Joint Chiefs of Staff suggest the following possible | 

| alternative to the course of action referred to by Mr. Lovett. Jerusalem — 
_ in the circumstances envisaged, would presumably be established as a 

“trust territory” as contemplated by the original United Nations Gen- 
eral Assembly recommendation of November 1947, which, in this re- 

spect, the Bernadotte Plan merely confirms. Under the United Nations _ 
_ Charter, responsibility for maintenance of law and order in a “trust : 

_ territory” is exercised by the “administering authority” under the | 
_ supervision of the United Nations Trusteeship Council. It appears | 

from the military viewpoint that a possible method of providing the 
_ necessary police force would be to have this force recruited andadmin- 

_ istered by the “administering authority” rather than by the Secretary a 
General of the United Nations® = A _ 

| Ce For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: 

: Se - | | — Winuiam DD, Leany | 
7 | Fleet Admiral, U.S. Navy, | 

| Be | / | Chief of Staff to the — | 
a a Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces | 

* Copy transmitted to the Secretary of State by Secretary Forrestal in a letter | 
_ of October 30, the concluding paragraph of which read as follows: “In supple- 

_ ment of the enclosed views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, I would like to say that 
the issues involved in the question which you presented are of such a far-reach- . 
ing character that I believe they should be the subject of consideration and 

os decision by the National Security Council. In view of the belief of the Joint 
- Chiefs of Staff that the introduction of either United States or Soviet, or Soviet- 

satellite forces, in Palestine is incompatible with the security interests of the 
United States, I believe that we should at least explore alternative methods of 
dealing with the problem presented. In this connection, I believe most serious 
consideration should be given to the proposals of the Joint Chiefs of Staff as —_ 
contained in the last paragraph of their memorandum of 29 October 1948.” 
—(501L.BB Palestine/10-3048 ) | a a | | 

At Secretary Forrestal’s formal request of November 2, the National Security _ 
a Council undertook consideration the following day of Mr. Lovett’s letter of 7 

October 18, Secretary Forrestal’s reply of October 30, and the memorandum of 
_ October 29 by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. | | | | 

- §01.BB Palestine/10-2948 : Telegram on on Oo 

The Special Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonald) 
, | _ tothe Acting Secretary of State | , 

_ TOP SECRET MOSTIMMEDIATE — Trt Aviv, October 29, 1948—noon. | 
| USURGENT NIACT = | - os | 

217. Press and radio announce Great Britain resolution to SC for oo 
| application sanctions unless Israeli forces retire to former Negev posi- ) 

_ tions. This resolution if approved will create a tragic dilemma for 
| 598-594-7664 a a a
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Israel and US comparable that envisaged mytel 70, August. 24.1 PGI 
could not in my opinion yield but instead would resist sanctions. Plain 
fact as regards Egypt forces in Negev is (1) Egypt refused respect 
UN decision to open supply route to settlements and (2) the Egyptian 

| Army has no right in opinion PGI to be in the Negev in the first place. © 
Last night Egyptian forces evacuated Isdud, moved south to Majdal | 
and civilians in area surrendered to Israeli which indicates Egypt 
realizes adjustment is inevitable. Also more important last night Ben- | 
Gurion in State Council took conciliatory attitude which local press_ 
interprets as offer negotiate separate peace with Egypt. In other words, _ 
insofar.as we can see from this point, Israeli victory has clarified situa- 

-. tion in Negev and raised some hope of settlement. To undo all this by , 
demand Israeli return positions under threat SC sanctions will create | 
complete disillusionment here about UN and also US. - 
Moreover in considering possible decision to support sanctions, US | 

should take account of almost certain necessity—threats will not be 
enough—of employing economic or more direct punitive measures : 

| before Israel, through economic or military exhaustion can be expected 
to surrender. The struggle that would precede such surrender might 
have for Israel the tragic solace of being regarded as a modern 
Massada while for the sanction enforcing powers, it could at best be 
an unpleasant and unprofitable business. Meanwhile Russia would 
rejoice at our discomforture and pose as Israel’s sole friend. | 

Sent Department 217, Department pass niact Paris Gadel 11. | | 
- : ~ McDonarp 

| 1 See telegram of August 24, p. 1337. : | - 

- 501.BB Palestine/10-2948 : Telegram ; - | , : : 

| The Israeli Foreign Minister (Shertok) to the Secretary of State, 
| _ at Paris} : - 

MOST IMMEDIATE | os | 7 

_ Most respectfully draw your most earnest attention to extreme = 
gravity of situation which will arise if Security Council adopts resolu- _ 
tion ordering withdrawal Israel Forces from positions occupied by | 

_ them in Negev since mid-October. Such withdrawal would amount to | 
act of suicide by State of Israel in respect of area concerned which 

| State of Israel in sheer self-preservation will be unable to commit. _ 

Crushing defeat suffered by Egyptian forces in recent brief cam- 
- paign was brought about by their own wanton aggressiveness, first in 

'+As transmitted by Secretary Marshall for Mr. Lovett in urgent telegram 
Delga 532, October 29, from Paris. The telegram states that Mr. Shertok’s 
message was received on October 29 from Tel Aviv but does not give the date it . 

| was sent by the Israeli Foreign Minister. |
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invading Palestine territory, secondly in violating truce by occupying 
Oo certain position with object of cutting off Israel Negev from contact 

with north, and finally in openly defying express injunction of UN | 
Mediator to let our convoys pass. Egyptians are thus themselves to | 

| blame their present debacle and should not be permitted escape con- | 
sequences their misguided and defiant aggression. Restoration status . 

| quo ante would recreate conditions which were found glaringly unjust _ 

_ and proved intolerable. Moreover, by adopting such resolution Secu- | 

— rity Council would in effect extend invitatiton to Egyptian Army to | 

send fresh troops across Suez Canal to reoccupy positions which cannot | 
| possibly be held by remnants their existing forces. | | 

_ My government sincerely trusts that it will be spared predicament | 

of finding itself involved in conflict with Security Council as result 
of resolution with which it would be quite unable to comply if most 
vital and legitimate interests of Israel and those of eventual peace | 

are to be preserved full. Having acted throughout merely in self-  _ 

defence we are profoundly convinced that justice is on our side and 

that any state member of UN similarly placed would be unable to 
adopt different attitude. | | Se, 

| Oo Oo | - 7 -Mosne SHERTOK © 

| a — oe Munster Foreign Affairs 
a ce | | / Government of Israel 

| 501.BB ‘Palestine/ 10-2948 : Telegram ee | 

«The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State,at Paris 

| TOP SECRET § URGENT | WasHIneTon, October 29, 1948—1 a. m. 
NIACT mo po oo | | 

- Telmar 119. Eyes only for the Secretary from the President. Fol- _ 
| lowing transmitted at. President’s request by phone from New York: | | 

“J am deeply concerned over reports here of action taken in Security _ - 
~ Council on Palestine question. I hope that before this nation takes 

~ any position or any statement is made by our delegation that Ibe | 
advised of such contemplated action and the implications thereof.” 1 | 

7 | | | , — Loverr 

: _ 1[he Clifford Papers contain a penciled copy of the President’s’ message in , 
the handwriting of Mr. Clifford, who has acknowledged to the editors that he : 

, was the drafter of the message. A typewritten copy of the message in the Truman | 
_. Papers, President’s Secretary’s File, bears the following notation in the hand- — 

writing of Mr. Elsey: “this message was phoned by Mr. Clifford to Under- 
_ Secretary Lovett in Washington, about mid-night, October 28, with instructions , 

ae that Lovett send it to Marshall in Paris.” o _ . | 

Secretary Marshall, in a personal, eyes only telegram from Paris to Mr. 
Lovett on October 29, asked: “To what do you think President is referring? If 

, you do not know. ask him direct for me.” (Martel 95, 501.BB Palestine/10—2948)
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501.BB Palestine/10-2948 : Telegram ae ee — 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State, at London? 

TOP SECRET Us URGENT | Wasuineron, October 29, 1948—3 Dp. m. 

4132. Eyes only for Secretary from Lovett. Shortly after eleven 
Thursday night Clifford called me from New York and asked me to 
transmit at once message for youcontainedin Telmar 119.2 | | 

-.  -[ discussed the situation at length on the phone, referred to Presi- 
dent’s approval of action contemplated in Security Council and his 

_ personal approval of telegram of October 21 sent USDel. Consequences 
of further delay and vacillation on dealing with breaches of truce 
were emphasized and impossible situation of USDel pointed out. 
Sender of message to you obviously under greatest pressure and inci- 

| dent which caused message was late paper story that Russian move to 
postpone consideration for two days was defeated by tie vote with three 

| abstentions and that US vote was deciding factor in tie. Question — - 

asked me was why, in view of previous instructions to delay, we did : 
not take advantagethisopportunity. me ae 

Security Council action this morning in appointment subcommittee | 
and adjournment without vote has composed matter for time being 
and am directed express appreciation your efforts. Am told removal ) 
restrictions on normal procedures may be expected next week when 

silly season terminates? = = : 
| | | LoveTT 

1 Secretary Marshall arrived in London on October 29 and returned to Paris 
on Sune 1. For a report ‘on his conversation with Bevin, see p. 1534. — 

8 This telegram was repeated to Paris as Telmar120. = : 

501.BB Palestine/10—2948 : Telegram | So a 

The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET. NIACT _ Parts, October 29, 1948—5 p. m. 

~  -‘Delga 533. Eyes alone for Lovett from Rusk. Our friends came to _ 
- our rescue in SC today and, on basis Canadian suggestion, SC estab- | 

| lished drafting subcommittee to harmonize various suggestions made - 
reference joint UK-China resolution. That covers us over weekend 

| and gives Israeli delegation chance.to demonstrate to subcommittee | 
members (UK, China, France, Belgium and Ukraine) that northern | 

+The United Kingdom and China, on October 29, submitted to the Security 
: Council a revision of their joint draft resolution. Like its predecessor version, it 

did not call for the imposition of sanctions ; for text, see SC, 3rd yr., Supplement . 
for October 1948, p. 72. Before acting on the revision, the Council adopted, without 
a formal vote the Canadian draft resolution (SC, 3rd yr., No. 123, p. 22; for the | 
text of the resolution, see SC, 3rd yr., Resolutions, 1948, P. 27.) 22 | oe
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Negev matter can be settled without major truce violation. USDel 

proposed to take no action this matter whatever. At no pointinSC 

consideration UK-China resolution has USRep spoken or voted on | 

merits. Most unlikely that matter can arise before Tuesday or Wednes- 

day because Monday is national French holiday and UN is closed. US 

| vote Thursday against two-day postponement was within framework _ 

: our then existing instructions to support UK-China draft, and was = 

east in light of acute embarrassment which would have arisen had we | 

appeared anxious to postpone, particularly in light postponement GA | 

and clearly drawn issue on maintenance of truce on which our policy 

hag never been thought to be equivocal. Up to moment of vote, Soviets 

| were only delegations suggesting postponement and spotlight was — 

_ squarely upon USRep. Actually, US vote made no difference since 

vote was 4 for 4 against with three abstentions. | | 

| You will be interested that senior secretariat officials informed us 

this morning that Israeli delegation was passing word around that 

President had instructed USDel not to support UK-China resolution — 

almost as soon as we ourselves had received relevant telegram. All 

press having representatives in Paris now carrying this story which 

| they are attributing to “unimpeachable source”. USDel is saying 

absolutely nothing on this point. | So 

Cadogan has rolled with our punch but is placed in difficult position a 

-- which we shall try to work out with British in Paris pending such 

time as we know what we can do. | | - — 

Sent to Department; repeated London eyes alone for the Secretary 

~ and Douglasas 1153. [Rusk.]  __ | a | Sa 

| oe | Marsan » 

501.BB Palestine/10-2948 : Telegram a co | 

| The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the . 

— —- Acting Secretary of State oe | | 

| “TOP SECRET © US URGENT ~ Lonpon, October 29, 1948—5 p. m. | 

NIACT — - | re | 

46838. 1. Foreign Office was considerably agitated and alarmed to 

- Jearn from Paris by telephone this morning that US delegation SC | 

| was without instructions re Palestine case (Embassy’s 4642, Octo- _ 

. ber 27 and Paris 1119, October 271 to London). Bevin, through ) 

Hector McNeil, immediately sent urgent personal message to Secre- 

tary asking him to make certain that USDel voted for Palestine a 

resolution since US abstention would imperil outcome. _ | 

oe 9, While mechanical delays may account for unenviable position of | 

| USDel this morning, it occurs to me that in dealing with Palestine — 

| question we may be inclined to underestimate the importance which a 

1 Neither printed; the latter was sent to the Department as telegram Delga 502.
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_ is attached by other nations to every US move in this difficult problem. — | 
Rightly or wrongly, world opinion seems to havé assigned to'US great 

_ responsibility for developments in Palestine. _ | , 
| 3. It is our purpose to make UN an effective instrument to deal with | 

| problems affecting peace and security. I fail to see how we can expect 
| _ SC to preserve the peace in connection with Azerbaijan and Berlin | 

_ and ignore it in connection with Palestine. Oo a 
Sent Department 4683, repeated Paris for Gadel 816. | 

— oe - | Dovetas 

.  867N.01/10-2948 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the 
a Acting Secretary of State 

| TOP SECRET © es Lonpon, October 29, 1948—7 p.m. 
4684. For Lovett’s eyes only. Embassy’s 2267, May 25. —— 
1. Five months have elapsed since I met May 25 with Attlee, Bevin 

and representatives of British chiefs of staff including Lieutenant 7 
General Templer, Vice-Chief Imperial General Staff. I considered 
it wise to inquire whether the British assessment the basic factors of ; 
ME defense had in any way altered since that time. On October 28 
General Templer called at Foreign Office request to bring me up to 
date. . | | | : 

: 2. It is apparent from what Templer had to say that the IGS, which 
| has now had practical experience of getting along without a base in 

Palestine and which is watching with alarm the disintegration of | 
UK-Arab relations as a result of UK observance of arms embargo, 
how places even greater emphasis than before on importance of hold- 
ing the Middle East for offensive purposes in the event of war with 

- USSR. Templer said that the idea held some months ago that ME oil 
is peacetime oil only has now been abandoned in favor of defending 
all ME oil resources and at minimum the oil resources and refineries | 
of western Persian Gulf. (Note: Department will have learned from 
Navy Admiral Conolly’s* concurring views in this connection. ) a 

8. According Templer the USSR, quite apart from its obvious | 
desire to possess ME oil, is expected to embark on a defensive offensive 

| in the Middle East in the event of war because if ME is in control of 
US and UK, US heavy bombers can strike deep into the Caucasus— ) 
“the achilles heel of the USSR.” ME is of special concern to USSR 

_ because it is only area in which the USSR thanks to steadfastness of 
-US-UK bolstered Turkey and Iran, has not been able to set up a | 

_ defense zone beyond its frontier. Thus in time of war, USSR is ex- 
pected to make from outset a strong effort to deny ME to US and UK | 

Richard L. Conolly, Commander-in-Chief of United States Naval Forces in 
the Eastern Atlantic and Mediterranean. |
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) as base of operations. In time of peace, however, USSR must employ 

its foreign policy and secret agents to accomplish the same purposes: — | 

ie. denial to US and UK use of ME. Arab-J ewish hatred and inter- 

| Arab state hatred, judiciously stimulated by the USSR openly and | | 

secretly, has gone far and will go further to destroy the possibility of | 

- -US-UK plans for ME defense making headway. | , 

_ 4, Before Palestine question became active following end World 

| War II ME was “virtually clean” of Soviet influence. Now, according -— 

Templer, by carefully playing Palestine issue, the USSR has managed _ 

| to transfer Palestine into the spearhead of its attempt to disrupt ME 

and make it untenable for US-UK defense purposes. ae | 

| 5. Following may be cited as evidence of Soviet interest and activi- | 

- tiesin ME: a | . 

(a) Establishment large Soviet mission Tel Aviv to work with other 

even larger Soviet missions ME, notably in Lebanon. It is expected that 

Communist headquarters will shift eventually from Beirut to Tel Aviv. 

(b) Offer to supply troops for international regime Jerusalem. 

| (c) Soviet assistance to thousands of Jews from Soviet satellite 

| states to come to Palestine (this move was extremely successful in 

embarrassing the UK and was factor in British decision to leave 

Palestine). : | | a os 

| ' (ad) Recent union of Jewish and Arab Communist parties in Pales- | 

tine which may be useful fifth column if and when Palestine becomes — 

battle ground in close defense of Egypt. It is significant that only | 

| effective Arab-Jewish cooperation is through Communists and this 

. first impact of Israel on Arab political thinking may be gauge of future 

Israeli influence particularly if Soviet hope of capturing PGI from 

below is realized. Forthcoming Israeli elections in Israel will be good 

| index of strength Communists and leftists are believed to possess in 

srael. : | | 

(ec) Soviet connivance in supplying arms and airplanes to Israel 

- through Czechoslovakia (Embassy’s 4660, October 28 and 4645 Oc- | 

tober 272) thus circumventing UN arms embargo in favor of Israel 

and building up Arab hostility against US because it has respected UN | 

embargo. This action has been extremely successful because while it | 

appears to represent only central European assistance to Israel, actu- — 

ally its real effect has been to poison Arab-British relations (Embassy 

is submitting top secret despatch elaborating upon this point). 

| (Ff) Continuing Soviet support in UN for November 29, 1947 resolu-  — 

tion with its hour-glass frontiers. Latter, if applied, would go far to 

perpetuate Arab-Jewish friction. | 

— __(g) Covert support for Mufti and through him for Arabirregulars. 

: There is no absolute proof of this although presumption is strong. , 

Mufti has at his disposal suspiciously large funds and is well-known 

for his propensity to take money from any source. His irresponsible | 

_ followers, whether they know it or not, are most effective agents for 

Soviet goal of discord. | | : 

ss (h) USSR and US standing together on November 29 resolution ; 

was instance US-Soviet cooperation which emphasized divergence _ 

* Neither printed. a | Oo
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US-UK thinking re Palestine. A similar step greatly to Soviet ad- 
vantage was full Soviet recognition PGI in wake US provisional — 
recognition. | - . | | | 

(2) Palestine conflict has resulted in ruinously high war expendi- 
ture by Israel and Arab states and in latter’s relatively large expendi-  —S_ 
ture on 350,000 Arab refugees. This financial waste has already set | 
back by years plans for ME economic and social development which | 

- _ might go farto immunize ME against communism. Oo oo 
(7) Favorable climate for revolution will be created among popu- 

lations of Arab states by disappointment and resentment at failure 
Arab Governments and armies to crush Jews in Palestine. Arab press oo 
has presented such false picture Arab successes that there is hint this | 
may bein part Soviet inspired. oo 

(%) Essential Soviet design of disruption is fostered by increasing 
difficulties of Jewish communities in ME particularly in Egypt and 
Iraq. Short range, looting and killing in these would affect. public 
order in Arab states; longer range, disappearance Jewish merchants— 
economic mainsprings in many Arab states—would cripple national 7 
economies. - | 

(¢) Even if present Arab Governments survive their disillusion 
with West (ie. US and.UK), vapid UN handling Palestine prob- 
lem may cause them to look for more purposeful world power and 
decidethisisUSSR. —t™*S or 

(m) Palestine turmoil has stopped Haifa oil dock and refinery to _ 
cost ERP and to possible benefit Rumania with which PGI is dis- a 
cussing oilsupplies, > | a 

| () Jewish thrust into Negev has for first time in history split 
Arab world; there is now no practicable land communication between 

| Egypt and other Arab states—a feat never achieved even by Crusaders. 
If Arab world is to be bulwark against communism there must be some 
corporate sense between states as well as free communications. 

6. Foregoing received from Templer and supplemented by Foreign 
| _ Office and controlled source. Some of the evidence cited is conclusive 

and part of it rests upon intelligent surmise, the latter are largely | 
corollaries of Palestine conflict, perhaps uncalculated by the USSR, 

_ but nonetheless effective in furthering the ends of the latter. However, | 
taking the good and the doubtful points together the picture which __ | 
emerges is clear. This picture caused me to telegraph (Paragraph 8, 

| Embassy’s 4621, October 26) as follows: | - | 

“Palestine situation is probably as dangerous to our national inter- ) 
ests as is Berlin. The danger of the latter has been played up in the a 
headlines, The danger (not the situation) of the former has been 
ignored in the headlines. I have sometimes thought that this conceal- 7 
ment of the danger in Palestine has permitted the Soviet to play her 
game in the Middle East without attracting attention.” | | 

| 7. You may wish to show this and my telegram of October 26 ? to 
Dulles and Vandenberg.‘ a 7 | Oo 

* Presumably No. 4621, p. 1516. | 7 . 
4 Senator Arthur H. Vandenberg of Michigan, Chairman of the Senate Commit- 

tee on Foreign Relations. © a te
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Sent Department 4684, repeated Paris 817 GADel for the Secretary | 
| (eyes only). eo | | 
: eae | | Dove.as 

501.BB Palestine/10-3048: Telegram — | Oe | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State, at London 

: TOP SECRET USURGENT WasuineTon, October 30,1948—12noon. _ 
NIACT. ar a 

| 4155. Eyes only personal for Secretary from Lovett. pee | 
| _ 1. Expert election predictions published today forecast substantial 

Dewey majority of electoral votes by States but considerable improve- | 
- ment in Truman’s position in popular votes, Dewey getting about fifty , 

percent, Truman about forty-five percent. Senate race very close with 
a probable Republican control by very slim margin. | 

- 2, Deterioration Palestine situation, increasingly belligerent atti- 
| tude Israelis, rumored further postponement Israeli elections to | 

| December and increasing British concern over condition Arab states 
causing us deep concern as to immediate next step in light of possible = 
change of Administration. Platforms of both parties strongly support 
Israel and recent statements of Taft in support Jewish claims suggest — 
that vital matter of UN action on breaches of the truce should be made - 

| - matter of agreed bipartisan policy if we are to be insured against => 
further loss of international prestige by constant vacillation in an area 

jn which our national security is vitally involved as is our policy of 

| endeavoring to counter aggressive Communist moves. 
3. Without some firmly agreed course of action between any succeed- 

| ing Administration and our present one, I am fearful that action taken 
over next few days or weeks may set a pattern which, if subsequently 

| reversed, could have disastrous consequences not only in Middle East 

oo itself but with our European associates in other vital affairs. : 
4, Accordingly I suggest following procedure for your consideration: | 

(a) Secretary discuss broad problem with Dulles Monday with 
particular reference to step that should be taken in SC with regard . 

| vote on UK-China Resolution with objective of recommending to | 
heperet in light his message Telmar 119,’ action to be taken by 

el. : | ) | 

-- - (b) Above action consistent with bipartisan policy approach which © 
should be followed up by more formal understanding immediately - 

| after election if Republicans win..A disclosure of the serious immediate 
| security problem and danger of long-range Russian infiltration 

- through well-known methods are compelling reasons for unified and 
consistent program of action by this country. | 

- (e) Since Congressional support would be essential, problem could 

2+ Senator Robert A. Taft of Ohio. oo a - | 
® Dated October 29, p. 1527. | CS
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| be discussed with Vandenberg by me next week. He returns Washing- 
. ton 8 or 4 November. | - oe 

(d) Matters of greatest urgency requiring full agreement appear 
, trom this distance to be action to be taken in event continued truce 

| violations, position on frontiers—especially Negeb, status Jerusalem, 
Arab refugee problem, provision of UN supervisory force and makeup 
any UN police force. ey 

5. Iam sure you agree that our past experience with formally ap- __ 
proved positions and instructions which are subsequently and sud- | 

| denly altered or revoked is increasingly dangerous and intolerable. 
| I can imagine what you have been through in Paris. It has been 

absolute hell here. As I see it, the national election itself, regardless 
| of its outcome, gives us a new chance to review our Palestine policy, 

| agree on a bipartisan approach and plan a consistent course of action 
which we can stick to honorably and resolutely. | | 

oO Would much appreciate your views. Best regards.2 _ | 
| an | — Loverr | 

*This telegram was repeated to Paris as Telmar 124. Secretary Marshall, in | 
. reply on October 31, stated: “I agree generally with proposed course and em- 

phatically with present extreme dangers of situation. Will see Dulles Monday on | 
his return from Scandinavia but fear this will not give time for him to consult 
Dewey and get his instructions before vote on Palestine resolution.” (Telegram 

| 4690 from London, 501.BB Palestine/10-3148) a 

501.BB Palestine/10—3148 > Telegram a . 

| | The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State — | 

| TOP SECRET US URGENT Lonpon, October 31, 1948—2 p. m. 
| 4689. For Lovett from the Secretary. I had a long talk yesterday __ 

noon with Bevin, Roberts and Michael Wright, Douglas participating. ~ 
Much concern over exposed position of Arab Legion with very little 
ammunition due to strictness of British embargo. Bevin stated that if 

_._ Haganah moved on either flank of Legion he would be compelled to 
oe supply Legion with ammunition. Greatest concern was over next few 7 

_ days. It would require ten days to provide by air lift to British fields 
. the supply necessary. ©§ | | 

| Bevin and associates feel that Israeli forces have been heavily rein- 
forced with arms and planes, particularly through Czechoslovakia, | 

_ while Arabs have got nothing. It is believed here that Soviets have 
| facilitated Israeli dealings in Czechoslovakia, just as they are courting | 

Arab dissension with British. a 
: Bevin stated he would take no action on supply of ammunition before _ 

| Wednesday. | : 
I made guarded statement of the case to the effect that American 

| decision could not be made until final character of resolution re truce 
was determined and I had received instructions from Washington. 
At last meeting of seniors of US delegation in Paris Friday morning ===
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Mrs. Roosevelt and Cohen took very emphatic stand. Rusk reported to 

me later he could find no agreement with Cohen except on basis of | 

100 percent acceptance of Cohen’s view. a 

| I see by morning papers here that special committee of Security : 

Council is proposing adoption of truce resolution apparently as origi- — | 

nally drafted, with Ukraine opposing, possibly prophetic of Soviet 

| veto. I am assuming instructions from Washington will meet me in | 

‘Paris. = ; | - | 

J fear this matter will lead to fatal results so far as possibility of , 

Palestine solution is concerned and almost equally serious results re 

‘Berlin issue. | | a Bg Ba 

: Sent Department, repeated Paris as 822 for Rusk and Carter. 

| | re Bn : — MarsHALL | 

. 501.BB Palestine/10-3148 : Telegram Oe _ | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State, at London 

ss gop secRET usuURGENT | WasurneTon, October 31, 1948—9 p. m. 

NIACT ae | . — : 

| - 4158. Eyes only personal for Secretary from Lovett. On receipt 

| your message 4689 from London * communicated with President in 

| St. Louis. He instructs me to send you following reply with his re- 

a quest that utmost precautions be taken to maintain its personal and = 

top secret character: - | ee ee . 

“(1) President again directs every effort be made to avoid taking 

position on Palestine prior to Wednesday.’ If by any chance it appears 

- certain vote would have to be taken on Monday or Tuesday he directs 

- USDel to abstain. (2) On Wednesday or thereafter proceed on under- 

standing of American position previously taken as regards truce in 

| May and July resolutions.” | | 

| Any other matters relating Palestine should be reported and cleared 

— until present restrictions removed. a Oo 

| As to point (2) in directive above in view Rusk’s report Roosevelt a 

Cohen position suggest you may wish refer alternatives back for 

| clearance in spite general authority above to avoid subsequent possible — 

disavowal. I carefully explained the grave circumstances which may | 

- follow in Palestine, Berlin and other critical situations when report- 

ing your apprehension and again when above message phoned me. | 

Feeling was expressed that friendly countries should “bear with us 

for twenty-four hours”. re | 

Note: Tf Secretary has left for Paris please forward this telegram. 

| tohim. | | fC a 

| 7 | | — Lovert 
aE ee | | os - 

2 November 38. | oe | ee
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501.BB Palestine/11-148 : Telegram Ss | | 

The Special Representative of the United States in Israel | 
(McDonald) to the President’s Special Counsel (Clifford) — 

TOP SECRET URGENT = ‘Trex Aviv, November 1,1948—4-p.m. _ ) 
| 222. Personal attention Clark Clifford. In light present Paris dis- 

cussion possible UN sanctions in Palestine, I beg you to ask President 7 
reread my letter to him September 19 especially last paragraph and 

| his letter to me October 4.1 I cannot overemphasize that my judgment 
now is identical with mine September 19. In answer to possible objec- 
tion that I am unjustifiably anticipating crisis I would reply that a 

| advance consideration is vital in order avoid possibility hasty decision 
withdraw head mission as a preliminary sanction. | 
Perhaps President will wish discuss my viewpoint with Acting | 

Secretary. . oe | ee | 
| - - McDonarp 

*Copies not found in Department of State files; for texts, see McDonald, My 
Mission to Israel, 1948-1951 (New York, Simon and Schuster, 1951), pp. 81, 82. 
Mr. McDonald’s letter, after referring to Count Bernadotte’s assassination, ex- . 
pressed the hope that President Truman would “discourage any possible move to 
weaken this Mission or to withdraw its head as a form of sanctions or as evidence 
of U.S. displeasure.” The President, in his reply, stated that he would “discourage | 
any move to weaken the Mission or to withdraw its head as a form of sanctions.” 

501.BB Palestine/11-148 : Telegram an | 

Lhe Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Acting 
es  Seeretary of State : 

TOP SECRET Us URGENT = ~~‘ Lonpon, November 1, 1948—9 p. m. 

4707. For Lovett (eyes only) from Douglas. a 
1. For the Secretary.t This will confirm in writing what I told you 

orally of my conversation with Michael Wright this morning in regard 
to Palestine. (7) Wright said that the SC sub-Committee, appointed 

_ for the purpose of drafting a resolution in regard to Palestine, will 
complete its work and submit its draft to the Security Council tomor- | 

7 row afternoon, November 2; (6) That the SC will meet on Wednesday _ 
to consider this draft; (c) That it would be an obvious and trans- 

' parent sham to postpone beyond Wednesday a meeting of the SC for 
theabovepurpose. : a | 

2. Wright expressed great concern about the operations of the 

Israeli Armed Forces and their success in driving the Arab forces out 

of Galilee. He said that it might be necessary for the British to con- 
sider now delivery of ammunition and arms to the Arab forces which, | 

* At Paris. | : | |
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because of the meticulous observance by the British of the arms em- 

argo, had reduced the Arab forces and the Arab Legion to a state 

of almost complete impotence. (See previous telegrams on this subject.) : 

8, In reply toa question I told Wright that no commitment could | 

be made about the prospects of US-UK concerted support of the - 

| -yesolution which the SC will consider, but that he could be assured 

that if the British were at the present moment to send arms to the 

| Arabs, they would be running the very great. risk of destroying all 

hope of concerted US-UK support. Particularly would this probably 

a be the case were news of any such action on the part of the British to 

be given public currency. . — - fate 

: 4, Wright-then said that the British would do nothing during the | 

next 48 hours unless Israeli forces should attack the Arab Legion, when 

; they would have to reconsider and would consult US. 

5. Wright reaffirmed British position, with which I concur heartily, 

that there can:be no answer to the Palestinian problem with all of its 

| manifold consequences in the Middle East and elsewhere, unless the US | 

and UK stand firmly together in regard to: (a) The resolution cover- 

- ing the truce, et cetera, on which the SC will act on Wednesday; and 

: (b) The Bernadotte proposals on which the GA will commence con- 

sideration during the course of the next week or so. Pa Be 

6. Wright indicated that the position taken by Ukraine on the sub- 

committee might be prophetic of a Soviet veto of the resolution in the 

— SCon Wednesday. 7 | be | 

oe 7. In the event that the UK-US stand together on the truce resolu-_ | 

tion and that there is no Soviet veto, Wright expressed the hope that _ 

- should the Israeli refuse to abide by the terms of the SC resolution,we => 

would not support admission of Israeli to the UN and wouldnotextend — 

| de jure recognition. — oe oo OO 

_--&, Wright asked whether any consideration had been given by the. 

— US to any course of action should the Soviet veto the SC resolution. | 

| He expressed his personal view that the first obvious step would be for 

the US_UK to stand firmly behind the. Bernadotte proposals in. the . 

Assembly. a — ae | us 

9. Should the Israeli not abide by the terms of the resolution in _ 

| ~ regard to the truce, even though vetoed by the Soviet while being sup- 

ported by all the other members, Wright expressed again, personally, 

| the hope that we would maintain our arms embargo, that we would not 

| support the admission of Israeli to the UN, and that we would not, in 

_ these circumstances, extend de jure recognition. While he could not 

| - gtate formal British position, he,thought it not unlikely, under these 

circumstances, particularly if the Israeli indicated any preparation 

for further aggressive action, that Britain might have to honor its 

| treaty obligations to furnish ammunition to Transjordan andthe Arab 

-- Legion. HMG would, of course, consult with US. _ Ce hte
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10. In view of Parodi’s implied change of position in regard to the | - 
resolution for the SC, particularly that portion of it dealing with | 
consideration of the imposition of sanctions, Wright wondered whether 

| any member of the American Delegation had been directly or indirectly _ 
bringing pressure to bear on French Government.” 

Sent Department as 4707; repeated Paris for Secretary as 830. 
— a a _  _Doveras 

? The Secretary commented on this paragraph on November 2, stating that “No _ oo 
member USDel has been directly or indirectly bringing pressure on French. | 
USDel has taken no part at all in work of sub-committee and has refused to | 
comment even when sub-committee members ask for our views. ... After all, 
it must be recalled that the French too have their Zionist pressures.” (Telegram 

| Delga 568 from Paris, 501.BB Palestine /11-248) mT 

| 501.BB Palestine/11-148: Telegram | : 7 os | 

‘The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State OO 

CONFIDENTIAL ieee Paris, November 1, 1948—10 p. m. 
Delga 559. Following is draft resolution on Palestine as prepared - 

in SC subcommittee as USGADel obtained it informally from UK oo 
source : | | oO | | 

| “The Seourity Council — _ an —_ 

_ Hawing decided on the fifteenth July that subject to further decision 
: by the SC or the GA the truce shall remain in force in accordance with 

_ the resolution of that date and with that of 29 May 1948 until a peace- 
ful adjustment of the future situation of Palestine is reached ; oe 
Having decided on the 19 August that no party is permitted to 

violate the truce on the ground that it is undertaking reprisals or _ | 
retaliations against the other party, and that no party is entitled to | 
gain military or political advantage through violation of the truce; __ 
and ) | : | 

| Hawing decided on the 29 May that, if the truce was subsequently - 
repudiated or violated by either party or by both the situation in | 
Palestine would be reconsidered with a view to action under Chapter 
VII of the Charter; oe : | 
Endorses the request communicated to the Government of Egypt 

and the Provisional Government of Israel by the acting mediator on | 
the 26 October (S/1058)+ following upon the Council’s resolution of 
the 19 October 1948;and | | se oe 

(This next paragraph is unofficial translation from agreed French 
__ text.) Calls upon the interested governments: (1) To withdraw those - 

of their forces which have advanced beyond the positions held on 
October 14, the acting mediator being authorized to establish provi-_ 
sional lines beyond which no movement of troops shall take place; 7 
(2) to establish, through negotiations conducted directly between the 
parties, or failing that, through intermediaries in the service of the 
United Nations, permanent truce lines and such neutral or demili- 

| 7 See editorial note, p. 1516. Oe oe a | |
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tarized zones as may appear advantageous, in order to ensure hence- 
forth the full observance of the truce in that area. Failing an 
agreement, the permanent lines and neutral zones shall be established | 

' by decision of the acting mediator; and | 
| (Following not-translation) Appoints a committee of the Council, | 

consisting of the five permanent members together with Belgium and , 
| Colombia, to examine urgently and report to the Council on the meas- 

ures which it would. be appropriate to take under Article 41 of the | 
Charter if either party or both should fail to observe the conditions 
prescribed in the two sub-paragraphs of paragraph five of this resolu-. _ 
tion with whatever time limits the acting mediator may think it desir- 

— abletofix” | oe a i 

. Subcommittee will meet Tuesday afternoon to approve its report a 

to the SC.? In view of plenary session GA on Wednesday now appears 
. unlikely SC will meet before Thursday morning. cy 

- Delga 559 to Department, repeated London as Paris telegram 1166. 
a oe |  MarsHann 

- * For text of report to the Council on November 2, see SC, Sra Ur, Supplement 
for November 1948, p.1. — a 

| 501.BB Palestine/11-248 | | | | . | 

Memorandum by the Acting Secretary of State to President Truman 

- “SECRET | | | Wasuineton, November 2, 1948. a 

| The U.S. Delegation in Paris has been advised that the Security 
| Council Subcommittee, formed to make recommendations in connec- 

tion with the recent breaches of the truce in Palestine, has prepared 
a resolution which it will probably approve Tuesday afternoon, the 

| vote being taken by the Security Council probably on Wednesday or 
‘Thursday. a | Oo 

A copy of the draft resolution has been received by telegram + and is , 
- attached. In accordance with your instructions, the U.S. Delegation ==. 

po requests most urgently that instructions be given them prior to 
= Wednesday morning 9:00 o’clock Paris time (3:00 a. m. Wednesday | 

| E.S.T.) as to the position to be taken in the vote on the attached 

resolution, | 7 | | Be , 
_ While there is a good chance the Security Council may not meet 

- on this subject Wednesday because there is a plenary session of the | 

| General Assembly on that date, there is always a possibility that a = 

special session may be called and, in any event, the resolution will __ 
most certainly come up for'a voteon Thursday. _ Oo | 

oe - The Subcommittee which prepared the resolution consists of Bel- 
gium, France, China, the United Kingdom, and Ukraine. We are | 
advised that the vote in the Subcommittee was 4 to 1, with the Ukraine | 

| 1No. Delga 559, supra. | : : . a
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voting against it. It is possible that the vote may foreshadow a 
_ U.S.S.R. veto in the Security Council although the U.S.S.R. was one 

of the countries most insistent on “putting teeth into the UN truce - 
order”. | - a - a | 

_ This Government supported the May 29 resolution setting up the 
original truce and was one of the sponsors of the July 15 resolution 
continuing the truce. We also actively supported the August 19 resolu- ) 
tion. On October 21 the President approved instructions to-the Dele- 
gation to continue to support the truce resolutions by affirmative vote. 

As a result of postponements and reference of the matter to the © 
_ above-mentioned Subcommittee, it has not been necessary to take a 

formal position until the present instance. The Department feels that 
__we'should continue to support the Security Council’s efforts to main- 

| tain the truce in the light of the deteriorating situation and the pos- 
sibility that continued military action will be considered by the British | 
as So serious a breach of the truce as to compel them to resume their 
treaty obligations toward Transjordan involving the delivery of arms 
and ammunition for Abdullah’s troops. These shipments have been 
effectively stopped underthetruce, | 
‘May I have your instructions as early as possible today so that I 

may pass them on to Paris promptly ? i a 
| BE Roperr A. Loverr 

| 501.BB Palestine/11-148: Telegram | OO | 
The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State, at Paris 

TOP SECRET US URGENT WasnineTon, November 2, 1948—5 p. m. 
NIACT nn | Oo } 

Telmar 130. Eyes only for Secretary from Lovett. oo | 
‘1. Copy of Delga 559 was supplied White House this morning with : 

| a memorandum to President requesting instructions in confirmation 
SS directive contained in eyes only personal message to you in London 

Niact 41581 Sunday night. | | Oo 
2. This step necessitated by headline story New York Star of 

“serious rift in US Del to UN” reporting that Mrs. Roosevelt, Cohen 
~-and Dulles opposed any step looking toward imposition of sanctions. | 
My apprehension on point two of directive was covered in fourth 

_ paragraph my personal message Sunday night. | - a 
8. President’s position remains: basically unchanged but since vote ~ 

_ on matter will occur after American election results are known 
(this should be about midnight tonight Washington time) President 

| feels consequences any major disunity in delegation along party lines 
might have most serious results. Therefore he instructs me forward 

_ * Dated October 31, p. 1535. | re |
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to you following message: “President authorizes support of sub- 
committee resolution Delga 559 as being consistent with US position 
in support of truce and of May 29, July 15 and August 19 resolutions, __ | 
provided that, in event Dewey elected, Dulles agrees and supportsthis = 
action. If Dulles disagrees he should be asked for his proposals, which 

should be promptly referred to Washington before US Del takes — | 
action.” - | oo 

is Oo , Loverr — 

- 7 7 _ Editorial Note | a : 

General Riley, on November 3, sent a report to Mr. Bunche giving 

his comments on problems facing the UN observers in supervising the _ a 
truce in Palestine. He asserted that the truce supervision “has lost — 

| whatever authority and moral force it may have had at‘one time’ Its 7 
| decisions and directives . . . are flouted by the parties to the'tYuce 

whenever it is in their interests to do so. It now operates almost solely | 
- to report violations of the truce, which grow more numerous and open | 

gach day, and which reports have less and less significance.” Enforce- 
ment of the truce, he advised, “has ceased to exist. Observers find them- . 

| selves absolutely powerless to stop violations of the truce, even when | 

) they are on the spot. where the violations are about to occur, or are 

occurring.” The observers are “limited almost entirely to issuing threats | 

and requests to Arab forces to refrain from various courses of action 
- that would give the Jews a pretext for taking offensive action, as in — 

the Negev and Galilee.” eee | 

_ General Riley summed up the attitude of the parties with the state- 
ment that “they ignore, obstruct, or circumvent the mission except 

when it can serve their own interests. This attitude is most pronounced — 

| ~ in the Jews. . . . Willful and premeditated violations. of the truce by 

| the Jews are now routine. Emboldened by their recent successes in 

military operations and evading UN retaliatory action, they obviously — | 

i intend to ignore the truce mission in carrying out their plans and © 

| policies.” Genera Riley observed that the Arab forces, as a general 

| rule, “have endeavored to comply with the cease fire. Violations of | 

_ [on?] their part have usually consisted of retaliatory. actions, which 

they have had very good reasons for taking.” He also noted a recent 7 

increase in Iraqi and Transjordan operations in the central sector and 

: an accompanying trend to take matters into their own hands. | 

In evaluating the capabilities of the parties, General Riley con- 

cluded that “The Jews are now far superior to all other forces com- _ 

-_ pined in their offensive military strength. . . . If the Jews so desire, 

! they could undoubtedly clear all of Palestine of Arab forces in a rela- 

tively short time.” | 7 

598-594 —76—65 | |
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General Riley concluded his report with the opinion that “itistime 
to reexamine our present setup as regards the number of observers, 
both officers and enlisted men, with view to reduction in their numbers 

- to meet future needs.” (Delga 660, November 9, noon, from Paris, 
501.BB Palestine/11-948) So : 

867N.01/11-348 : Telegram | | | 

The Minster in Syria (Keeley) to the Acting. Secretary of State — 

_ SECRET | | Damascus, November 8, 1948—8 p. m. 
. 684, Rene Servoise, Mediator’s political representative Syria and 

Lebanon, gives following confidential account of recent Galilee 

Whether er not with provocation Qawuqji’s irregulars began local 
attack op Ad Manara in far northern salient upper Galilee about 10 

 days.age awhich resulted in minor Arab successes, Israeli magnified 
-ingident out of all proportion and used it as pretext to launch general 
offensive in western Galilee which cleared extensive triangular area 
behind agreed truce lines from apex near Nazareth, some 30 kilometers 
within Palestine, to south Lebanese frontier. Jews feinted along _ 

_ western flank and then attacked in force westward along road from | 
Safwd to Lebanese frontier achieving singular success. splitting 
Qawuqji forces and trapping large numbers which are now attempting | 

_ slip through Jewish lines to Inqax reorganization center near Beit 
_ Jubail in Lebanon. Servoise states Israeli disregarded Lebanese fron- 

tier and continued their advance into Lebanon in several places to 
hold strong “tactical frontier”. So 
He states some 25,000 additional refugees have been forced out of 

Galilee and declares all his pleas for Red Cross or UN disaster help 
_ receive same answer; “sorry, without money or supplies we can do 
nothing”, — oe | | . | 

_ Servoise asserts Galilee situation basically similar Negeb in that 
| in both cases Jews seized small pretext to launch major offensive.: He 

has so informed Bunche and recommended that SC consider Galilee 
situation concurrently with Negeb, especially as regards provisions | 
for return to original truce lines. However, Servoise does not believe 
Jews will withdraw regardless of SC action and seems very pessimistic 
over UN SC unwillingness or inability take decisive measures to stop 
truce violations. ee | oe 

| _ Source above information must be protected. | 
| Sent Department 684, Department pass Paris 43 for GADel, Cairo 

85 and London 25. Repeated Beirut 57, Jerusalem 50. Pouched:other 
Arab capitals, Ankara. oe 

| | KEELEY
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501.BB Palestine/11-348 : Telegram : a : 

The United States Delegation to the Acting Secretary of State | 

| TOP SECRET © URGENT Paris, November 3, 1948—11 p. m. 
wuCr a ee 

.. Delga 591. Eyes alone for Lovett from Rusk. Secretary met this | 

evening with Austin, Dulles, Mrs. Roosevelt, Jessup, Cohen, Bohlen, — 
Gross and staff to discuss US position in SC Thursday afternoon. Staff | 
here, after careful study Subcommittee Draft Resolution * and assess-_ oe 

7 ment. general situation with other delegations and attitude of parties 
| recommended to Secretary that we make effort to obtain three = = 

changes: Mas ot a OB | 

_ First, to change word “endorses” at beginning fourth paragraph to 
| read “takes note of”. This change would remove inconsistency between 

present fourth. and fifth paragraphs, since preciseness of Acting | 
Mediator’s request would constitute serious limitation upon flexibility — 
intended for him in fifth paragraph. _ og 

-. Second, to add following language after words “interested govern- 
ments” in fifth paragraph: “Without prejudice to their'rights, claims —__ 

or position with regard to a peaceful adjustment of the future situa- 

‘tion of Palestine or to the position which members of the Security 
- Council may wish to take in the General Assembly on such peacetul 

adjustment”. Purpose this change to. separate issue of truce from final = 

| settlement ‘and to resist charge that we are trying to frame final settle- | 
- ment under guise truce enforcement. Eban told us today McNeil told 

‘him that UK was pressing resolution in direct connection final dis- 

| posal Negeb. If true, this would seriously embarrass us because we 

are dealing with matter as straight truce matter. | en 
- Third, as an alternative last paragraph: “Appoints a Committee of © 
the Council, consisting of the five permanent members together with == 
‘Belgium and Colombia to advise the Acting Mediator with regard to | 

| his responsibilities under this resolution, and in the event that either | 
_party or both should fail to comply with the preceding paragraph of | 
this resolution, to study as a matter of urgency and to report to the 

~ council on further measures it would be appropriate to take under ~ 

Chapter VII of the Charter’, This change would provide some safe-_ , 

guard on very wide discretion given Mediator in previous paragraph, _ | 
would not require such committee to undertake immediate study of 

- -ganctions, and would use general term Chapter VII ratherthan Article = 
412 a | OO o | 

Group named first paragraph agreed changes suggested by staff a | 
would greatly improve resolution from our point of view and, although 

"1 See telegram Delga 559, p. 1588. —_ - 7 oe oe o 
- For statement by Mr. Jessup before the Security Council on November 4, : 

’ offering these amendments, see SC, 3rd yr., No. 124, p. 2. - | | oe
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_ one or two might have had reservations, no serious divergence now | 
-appearslikely within USDelhere. => | | 

No need to remind you that considerable differences between present = 
resolution, particularly if our changes are accepted, and original text. 

gives us opportunity to offset prospective charge that another reversal 

has occurred if we support truce resolution. Number of Israel objec- 

-tions have now been met and issue is narrowed down to simple question — 
-truce observance on which our attitude has never beenin doubt. = 

| | In private conversation this evening, Bunche remarked that he could — 

- ‘usually tell from attitude of Eban what success Eban was having from 

“US. He added that Eban had been conciliatory today, from which he | 
oo gathered that we had been firm with Eban on truce observance. We | 

had, in fact, insisted strongly with Eban this morning that truce was 

‘vital and that SC could not compromise on such fundamental issue. 

Secretary indicated to group that he considered our instructions | 

permitted us to seek amendments of the nature indicated solongasthe = 

| integrity of basic truce was not endangered. We have not been able 

as yet to learn attitude of sponsors of resolution toward our suggested. 

| changes, but will forward this as soon as possible. [Rusk.] 

-§01.BB Palestine/11-448 . | - 

Mr, Aubrey 8. Eban to the Secretary of State, at Paris 

| Aut. 0410 | Paris, 4th November, 1948. 

Sir: I have the honour to present the compliments and respects of 

oe ‘Mr. Moshe Shertok, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Israel, and to 

convey the following information on his behalf: ' 

1. Approaches of a serious and welcome character are being made 

by responsible Egyptian circles for negotiations with Israeli authori- si 

ties on the adjustment of the immediate situation in the Negev, and 

on a possible permanent settlement between the two Governments in — 

| that area. The incentive for these negotiations was the failure of the 

| Egyptians to maintain their obstruction of J ewish communications, | 

and the defeat of their armies in these fruitless attempts. These nego-. _ 

| tiation prospects would be gravely impaired by any premature action 

‘by the Security Council in upsetting the existing situation.’ They 

would, on the other hand, be greatly enhanced by Security Council — 

1Mr. Epstein, presumably on November 3, gave information of a similar charas | 

ter to Mr. Lovett, who suggested that Epstein “pass this info on to his delegation 

“Paris in order that latter might inform members SC this development.” (Tele- 

’ gram Gadel 381, November 3, 4 p. m., to Paris, 501.BB Palestine/11-148) 
.. 2 According to Mr. Epstein, the Provisional Government was “terribly con- 

-cerned lest vote on subcommittee report (Gadel 381) interfere.” |
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action summoning both: parties to negotiate directly or through the oo 

‘Mediator on current outstanding questions. This latter course has 

been publicly recommended by the Mediator. _ Oo | 
- Details of the approaches to which I refer above have been conveyed. | 

~ to Mr. Dean Rusk, who has also conveyed to the Government of Israel | 7 

an important approach by the Government of Transjordan, which also, — 7 

. in Mr. Shertok’s view, arises out of the new position in the Negev. | 

9. In his recent telegram to you Mr. Shertok placed primary empha- | | 

7 sis on the inability of Israeli forces to withdraw from positions which = 

they now hold in the Negev territory of Israel, and also on the circum- - 

| stances which operate against the return of Egyptian troops to the. | 

positions which they previously held as a result of their unauthorised. 

invasion of Palestine territory last May. Mr. Shertok now asks me to: _ 

state that, even if a return of Egyptian troops is not intended, the: 

objections of the Government of Israel to a J ewish withdrawal from 

the positions now held would remain unaffected. The Government of _ 

Israel is not able to give up Israeli territory, regardless of whether 1t. 

| be re-occupied by the enemy or “neutralised”. It regards the “neutral. : 

| zone” proposal as calculated to prejudice the territorial issue against. : 

‘Israel, and as constituting an inadmissible confusion of two questions. = 

oO The Security Council is primarily concerned with the cessation of hos- 

[ tilities, a result which has already actually been achieved. It should 

| not take action which would prejudice the discussion of the territorial 

__ dispositions raised in the Mediator’s Report now before the Assembly.* 

| ~ 3, Mr. Shertok ‘wishes to add that he has information from United | 

Kingdom sources that the object of any withdrawal of Israeli troops. 

is conceived by the sponsors of the Draft Resolution as being quite: 

- frankly to secure the detachment from Israel of the greater part of its | 

territory without its consent. Such a withdrawal would gravely _ 

prejudice Israel’s political position.‘ Oo ae a 

 -Thave [etce. | Oo |  Ausrey S. Epan © 

| 7 | | | Representative of the Provisional oy 

| CO Government of Israel at the United Nations _ 

ve 8 Mr. Epstein, in discussion with Department officers on November 4, “adduced. = 
argument for Israel remaining in military occupation of northern Negev on , 

- grounds that, if forced to withdraw, Arabs would be encouraged to further action. . a 

| and in any case would feel their hands so strengthened ‘as to make possibility : 

of negotiations very slight. Epstein deplored US support of SC res. on grounds 

: it might jeopardize prospect of negotiation and said his govt was content with —_ 
res. of Oct. 19. We [the Department officers] reviewed our position under 
resolutions of May 29, July 15 and Aug. 19, stressing that Govt. of Israel could | 

_ have been under no illusion as to meaning of language in these resolutions.” | 

ae (Telegram Gadel 412, November 5, 7p. m., to Paris, 501.BB Palestine/11-548) 
| Mr. Rusk acknowledged Mr. Eban’s letter on November 8. Cairo, on Novem- 

ber 4, expressed great. doubt that the Egyptians had approached the Israelis 

 yegarding peace negotiations (telegram 1569, 501.BB Palestine/11-448). The | 

| following day, however, Cairo advised that an Arab League official had informed 
the Embassy that a secret delegation had been sent to the Israelis for such 

| negotiations (telegram 1573, 501.BB Palestine/11—548). — , |
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. Resolution 61 (1948) Adopted by the Security Council on November 4, 

~The Security Council, == re 
| Having decided on 15 July 1948 that, subject to further decision by 

| the Security Council or the General Assembly, the truce shall remain 
in force in accordance with resolution 54 (1948) of that date and with = 
resolution 50 (1948) of 29 May 1948 until a peaceful adjustment of 
the future situation of Palestine is reached, ae 

- Having decided on 19 August that no party is permitted to violate 
_ the truce on the ground that it is undertaking reprisals or retaliations _ 
against the other party, and that no party is entitled to gain military 

| or political advantage through violation of the truce, 7 
Hawing decided on 29 May that, if the truce was subsequently re- 

pudiated or violated by either party or by both, the situation in Pales- 
tine could be reconsidered with a view to action under Chapter VII 

_ of the Charter of the United Nations, _ a | , 
7 _ Lakes note of the request communicated to the Government of Egypt 

_ and the Provisional Government of Israel by the Acting Mediator on 
26 October following upon the decisions adopted by the Security — 

; Council on 19 October 1948 ; Oe 
| Calls upon the interested Governments, without prejudice to their 

rights, claims or positions with regard to a peaceful adjustment of 
the future situation of Palestine or to the position which the Members 

| of the United Nations may wish to take in the General Assembly on 
such peaceful adjustment: | oe, | 

(1) To withdraw those of their forces which have advanced beyond 
the positions held on 14 October, the Acting Mediator being authorized | 

_ to establish provisional lines beyond which no movement of troops 
_ Shall take place; oO 

| (2) To establish, through negotiations conducted directly between 
| _ the parties, or, failing that, through the intermediaries in the service of 

the United Nations, permanent truce lines and such neutral or demili- 
tarized zones as may appear advantageous, in order to ensure hence- 

_ forth the full observance of the truce in that area. Failing an agree- | 
ment, the permanent lines and neutral zones shall be established by 

7 _ decision of the Acting Mediator; | | 

_ Appoints a committee of the Council, consisting of the five perma- 
| nent members together with Belgium and Colombia, to give such advice 

a as the Acting Mediator may require with regard to his responsibilities _ 

, under this resolution and, in the event that either party or both should | 

* Reprinted from SC, 3rd yr., Resolutions, 1948, p. 28. The Council adopted the 
. resolution by nine votes to one (the Ukraine), with the Soviet Union abstaining. 

For the official record of the voting, during which the United States amendments — 
were accepted, see SC, 3rd yr., No. 124, pp. 38-43. oo - | 

| ‘The ‘Committee of the Security ‘Ccuncil on the Palestinian Question held its — 
first meeting on November 10. : | | oO BT |
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fail to comply with sub-paragraphs (1) and (2) of the preceding 

paragraph of this resolution within whatever time limits the Acting 

_ _ Mediator may think it desirable to fix, to study as a matter of 

- urgency and to report to the Council on further measures it would be 
‘appropriate to take under Chapter ViloftheCharter, | 

ss BOL.BB Palestine/10-3048 oe 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense (Forrestal) 

MOP SECRET = Wasutneton, November 4, 1948. 

My Dzar Mr. Secretary: Thank you for your letter of October 30, 

| 1948, transmitting a memorandum from the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 

the question of an international police force for Jerusalem. Your letter 

suggests that the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff be the subject of ; 

- gonsideration and decision by the National Security Council; and | 

- recommends that the most serious consideration be given to the last. 

paragraph of the Joint Chiefs of Staff memorandum, which indicates 

that possibly the necessary police force for Jerusalem could be re- 

_-eruited and administered by the “administering authority” of the _ 

Jerusalem enclave. | Oo | | 

Under the trusteeship system of the United Nations, or the special 

international program envisaged in the November 29, 1947 resolution | 
_ of the General Assembly, or the more generalized proposal of the 

Bernadotte plan, the “administering authority” for the Jerusalem — 

enclave might be either the United Nations itself or one or more gov- | 
- ernments which would be appointed by the General Assembly as the - 

| “administering authority”. In the former case the recruitment of an 

| international police force for Jerusalem would, in all practical effect, 

be the same as recruitment of individuals by the Secretary General 
of the United Nations. If a specific government or governments were 

- eharged with responsibility as “administering authority” for Jeru- 
/ salem presumably their nationals only would make up the security _ 

force. oe ee | nie 

| In light of the position of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, that neither 

|. -United States, nor Soviet, nor Soviet satellite forces, should be in- | 

| troduced into Palestine, it would appear to follow that the J oint Chiefs 
| cof Staff contemplate that the “administering authority” for Jerusalem _ 
-_-be either the United Nations itself or some government a member of — 

_ the United Nations, which is not either the United States, the Soviet 
_ Union, or a satellite of the USSR. This Department is not aware of — 

any government which would be prepared to undertake the onerous | 
and expensive obligations of administering the Jerusalem enclave | 
"unless it might be the Provisional Government of Israel, which would 

_ . *Not printed, but see footnote 3,p.1525. oo —_ |
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| be bitterly opposed by Arab States, or possibly some Arab govern- ) 
_ ment, which would be opposed by Israel. © | | 

On analysis, therefore, it would seem that the “administering au- 
_ thority” for Jerusalem would probably not be a single government or - 

governments but, if so voted by the General Assembly, would be the . 
United Nations itself. In this case, recruitment of the Jerusalem | 
security force would be practically the same as that described in 

| Paragraph (6) of the Joint Chiefs of Staff memorandum. = |= | 
Meanwhile, I concur in your view that this problem should be 

reviewed as a matter of urgency by the National Security Council. 
oe Sincerely yours, = Rosert A. Loverr 

| - 301.BB Palestine/11-448 : Telegram | i a 7 
| _ Mr. Wells Stabler to the Acting Secretary of State 

| _ SECRET oo! Amman, November 4, 1948—9 a. m. 
_ 103. King made following comments this morning : , | | 

1. Gratified by reelection President who, through previous experi- _ 
ence, knows Arabs and their problems. | | | 

2. 'Many delegations of Palestine Arabs have come and are coming 
to him but not at his suggestion or that of Transjordan Government 
(Jerusalem’s 1451, November 2 to Department *). to request him take | 

| lead either in fighting or, failing that, making peace and said he did : 
| not wish open direct negotiations with Jews at this stage in view atti- | 

| tude other Arab states and fact that Palestine question being con- 
_ Sidered by UN. If he could “finish” with Egypt, Syria and Lebanon | 

he would then be free to do what he considered best. - | 
8. Mentioned telegram from Sassoon and government’s reply _ 

(mytel 102, November 1?) and said he understood food supplies were oe 
being permitted passage to Jewish police on Mt. Scopus. Did not seem 

, concerned by Jerusalem situation and believed there was understand- _ 
ing between Jews and Arab Legion re Mt. Scopus. Reiterated his 
desire for peaceful settlement. | a - 

. Department pass Jerusalem as 64. So . 
oo : | .  -  SPTABLER 

* Not printed. ; | | ee / 
* Not printed ; it reported that Elias Sassoon of the Israeli Delegation at Paris 

had sent a “hardly conciliatory” telegram in English to the Transjordanian 
| Prime Minister on October 29. The telegram claimed that despite an agreement | 

worked out under United Nations auspices, the Arab Legion was preventing food 
supplies from reaching the Jewish police on Mount Scopus and that the Jewish 

. personnel there were nearing famine. The Transjordanian Government had re- | 
plied on October 31 that the agreement remained in force and that the Arab | 
Legion was under standing orders to observe it. Mr. Stabler observed that 
Mr. Sassoon’s message was the first open and direct communication by the Jews | 

: to Transjordanian authorities. (501.BB Palestine/11-148) |
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| Truman Papers, President's Secretary’s File - a | 

| The President of the Provisional Government o f Israel.(Weizmann) | 

| oe a to President Truman 

| Oo [Renovoru,]| 5th November, 1948. 

‘Duar Mr. Presipent, Permit me to extend to you most hearty con- 

7 gratulations and good wishes on your re-election. We in this country 

have been watching the progress of the Presidential contest with bated 

breath and I am sure that I am speaking the mind of the bulk of my 

people when I say that we feel deeply thankful that the people of the 

United States have given you the opportunity of shaping the policies | 

of your country and the affairs of humanity at large during the next a 

_-  eritical four years. We interpret their vote as an emphatic endorsement | 

| -_—_ of the policy of peace, security and ordered progress in world affairs _ 

a for which you have stood since you assumed your high office and for 

the continued prosecution of which men and women in every part of | 

the globe pray with all their hearts. May you be granted health and | 

_ strength to carry out your noble purpose. So 

| We have special cause to be gratified at your re-election because we 

are mindful of the enlightened help which you gave to our cause in 

| these years of our struggle. We particularly remember your unflinch- 

-. ing advocacy of the admission of Jewish refugees to Palestine, your | 

- determined stand against the attempts to deflect you from your course, - 

| your staunch support of our admission to statehood at Lake Success, 

and your recognition of the fact of its establishment within an hour 

of our proclamation of independence. We pray that your assistance 

and guidance may be extended to us also in the coming years. We have | 

succeeded in the past twelve months in defending our independence 

| against enemies from every quarter—north, south. and east, aS in | 

Biblical times—and in setting up the framework of our State. Enemy | | 

7 armies are still on the borders of our country, maintained there, I re- 

eret to say, by the vacillating attitude of the United Nations which 

have imposed a truce that is becoming ever more, not a forerunner of | 

| peace, but an instrument of war. Our essential aim is peace and re- 

construction. While the eyes of the world have been turned on to the | | 

| battlefields in the south and the north, we have succeeded in liquidating 

oe ‘one refugee camp after another in Europe and bringing the chance - 

of a new life to thousands of ruined men and women whom the world 

| has all but forgotten. We have brought over 62,000 since we attained — 

-_ independence. To develop this great effort at human rehabilitation we 

need, above all, three things: first peace; second recognition ; and third | 

| financial and economic support for the execution of those large projects 

of agricultural and industrial development which are essential forthe 

absorption of newcomers and the economic progress of the country. 

_ The most important requirement at this moment is that this unreal
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and untenable truce be brought to an end and be supplanted by a speedy | 
and enduring peace. Over two months ago we asked the Mediator to | 
call both sides to the conference table, but the other side rejected our. 

: offer. We have no aggressive designs against anyone and we are at any 
_ Moment ready to negotiate a peace settlement. Our enemies have failed 

in their efforts to beat us by brute force although they outnumbered / 
us by 20 to 1. They are now endeavouring through the medium of the 
Security Council to undermine the decision taken by the General : 

| Assembly last November and to deprive us of the undeveloped areas 
of the Negev which offer space for new homes for many thousands of 
our uprooted people, and which will remain a desert land if they are 
annexed by the neighbouring Arab States, as is evidently. intended. 
This is the real purpose behind the Security Council’s Resolution intro- 

: duced by Great Britain which to my deep regret was supported by the 
American Delegation. We have no choice but to oppose this design —S—s - which would destroy last November’s decision of the Genera] Assembly 
and would reduce us to a state of permanent insecurity and vulner- | 
ability. = a : | | | | 

| ‘I pray with all my heart that you, Mr. President, may use your 
high authority to put an end to these hostile manoeuvres. We have 

_ Successfully withstood the onslaught of the Arab States, who were 
_ sent against us by the British, almost like a pack of hired assassins. — 

Jam saying this with deep pain because I have throughout my life 
been deeply attached to Great’ Britain and have suffered for that. 
attachment. But the evidence unfortunately all points in this direc- | 
tion, and even as I write we are receiving constant reports of Great 
Britain rearming the Arabs to enable them to re-start hostilities 
against us. Having failed in her efforts to wipe out our young common- 
wealth, she now appears bent on detaching the Negev from our State. | 
I feel emboldened to ask for your intervention in this matter, remem- | 
bering the deep sympathy and understanding which you displayed 
when I had the privilege of stating to you our case on the Negev and _ 
displaying to you maps showing its potentialities for settlément. It , 
was with a deep feeling of elation that I left you on that day and it 
is this which now encourages me to plead ‘for your intervention to 

-_- prevent this part of the country, which was allotted to us last Novem- | 
ber, from being detached from our State. Sheer necessity compels us 
to cling to the Negev. Our pioneers have done yeoman work in opening | 
up this semi-arid country; they have built pipe lines through the 
desert, set up agricultural settlements, planted gardens and orchards : 
in what was for many centuries a barren land. They will not giveup 
this land unless they are bodily removed from it. | = a 

| T venture to hope that clear and firm instructions be issued on this 
vital matter to the American Delegation in Paris which has of late, 
apparently, not received directives corresponding to the views which, :
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| I know, you hold on the subject. I would further plead that you may | 

find it possible to direct the competent authorities to enable us to 

secure that long-term financial assistance which is urgently needed of | 

the execution of the great scheme of reconstruction which I had the. | 

privilege of submitting to youinthe Summer. _ | os - 

_ With every good wish, — - Oo oo 

Sincerely yours, Ga. Wetzm@ann" 

7 | 1 President Truman sent this letter to Mr. Niles on November 22 under cover 

| of a memorandum which read: “Attached is a letter from President Weizmann 

of Israel. I wish you would analyze it and suggest an answer.” (Truman Papers, | 

. President’s Secretary’s File) oe | 

.-§01,BB Palestine/11-548 a , a 

Memorandum by Mr. Robert M. McClintock to the Acting Secretary 
a of State (Lovett) | 

TOP SECRET -[Wasuineron,] November 5, 1948. | 

Subject: Future Courseon Palestine = = — - os 

| . The Security Council has passed its tenth resolution seeking to 

enforce a truce in Palestine by exhortation. It is to be doubted 

| whether this resolution, unaided by diplomatic action, will be success- 

ful“in securing a withdrawal of Israeli forces from the northern 
, _ Negev, to say nothing of a withdrawal of their forces from the fron- 

tiersof Lebanon. © , | | : a 

> ‘The First Committee of the Assembly will next week undoubtedly © 

a commence its scrutiny of the Bernadotte Plan. Since the British Min- 
oe ister of State, Hector McNeil, has, according to a telegram received 

by Mr. Epstein from Mr. Eban, told the Israeli Representative in Paris 

a that the Security Council resolution passed last night was designed - 

by the British for its political effect and for the purpose of carrying - 

out the Bernadotte Plan, the Provisional Government of Israel will 

most certainly have an additional motive to disregard the Security 
Council’s order. We shall thus find ourselves, on the one hand, debat- 

| - ing the Bernadotte Plan in the Assembly and, on the other, making _ 
| dnereasingly futile gestures in the Security Council with regard to 

| effective maintenance of the truce, unless pursuant to yesterday’s 
-_-xesolution we join with other governments in getting down to brass | 

} tacks on applying Chapter VII sanctions, which in this case would 
most probably run against Israel. Please see in this connection General 

- | 1Ina separate transmitting memorandum of November 5, Mr. MéClintock noted | . 
that “The attached memorandum has been gone over by Mr. Satterthwaite and 
has received his general concurrence. If any or all of the suggestions set forth 

' in the memorandum meet with your approval, NEA and UNA ‘will be glad to . 
| _-develop.a memorandum for the White House which could be submitted to the 

President for his reactions.” At this point, Mr. Lovett wrote a marginal notation, _ 
reading: “Better see me.” : ou | i
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| Riley’s top secret despatch to the Chief of Naval Operations, of No- 
vember 4, attached. : Don — - | 

| The damage to United States prestige in the United Nations, given 
this set of circumstances, is only rivaled by the greater damage to the 
prestige and the effectiveness of the United Nations itself which will 
shortly, in my opinion, have reached a new nadir of impotence unless 

| immediate steps are taken to redress the situation. 
It would seem necessary urgently to review United States policy | 

toward Palestine and to ascertain what are the President’s desires. At sits 
the moment we have a Presidential directive of October 21, reaffirmed 

| as according to Telmar 130, November 2, to stand firm by our pro- 
nouncements in the Security Council. We have a Presidentially ap- | | 
proved position with regard to the territorial settlement, as contained 
in Department’s telegram 72 of September 1, to Tel Aviv. This posi- | 
tion is in general agreement with the territorial recommendations of : 

| the Bernadotte Plan, except for the northern Negev. We also have the 
| ‘Secretary’s statement of September 21, supporting the Bernadotte | 

. conclusions in their entirety. _ : 
| _ Finally, we have the President’s speech at Madison Square Garden 

of October 28, in which he says that Israel should be “large enough, | 
_ free enough, and strong enough to make its people self-supporting 

and secure”.® ae | _ 
I believe the Department could fairly recommend to the President, | 

in light of the foregoing documents, that our Delegation follow a 
= course in Paris designed to secure most of the considerations in the 

Bernadotte Plan, with the important modification that Israel should 
be permitted to expand its southern frontiers into that portion of the 
northern Negev where most of the twenty-three Jewish settlements are 

| situated. However, in order to retain at least some “face” for the 
| Security Council it would seem essential that Israel make at least a 

' token withdrawal of its forces in the northern Negev pursuant to | 
the Security Council’s resolution of yesterday. A convenient formula 

| for achieving a political settlement along these lines, in my opinion, _ 
| would be for Israel to withdraw its troops more or less to the position | 

held on October 14, in return for assurances that the Egyptian forces | 
- will remain where they are as of today. The disputed territory in the _ 

_ northern Negev would become a United Nations No-Man’s Land, to | 
borrow Dr. Bunche’s phrase, and be held open for the eventual return | 

a to Israeli sovereignty when recommended by the General Assembly. 

I should like to stress once more the belief that too little reliance | 
has been placed upon diplomacy in the recent phase of the Palestine | ~ 
problem. The Jews have repeatedly indicated their desire for direct 

* Not found attached. oe | 7 Oo 
* For relevant portion of this speech, see Public Papers of the Presidents of 

the United States: Harry S. Truman, 1948 (Washington, Government Printing. 
Office, 1964), p. 918. : ,
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| ‘negotiations and there is increasing evidence that conversations have — | 
taken place in Paris, if not elsewhere, to that end between represent- 

-- atives of Israel and certain of the Arab governments. I think that , 
/ the United States and Great Britain could do much by diplomatic | 

representations to suggest to the parties the need for getting together _ 

on some common-sense settlement. Ambassador Griffis’ telegram No. 
1567, November 4,‘ lends emphasis to this point. We have certain - 
diplomatic tools which have thus far gone unused as, for example. the 
question of de jure recognition and effective support of Israel’s appli- 

- cation for membership in the United Nations, and the Specialized 
Agencies. SS ee 

7 Accordingly, it would seem useful also to recommend tothe Presi- =| 

dent for his approval that the Department undertake friendly : 
_ diplomatic action with, the Representatives of Israel, both here and | 

in Paris and Tel Aviv, to explore the grounds of a lasting settlement. _ 
| Similar representations could:also be made in certain of the Arab 

| capitals, re ee | 
Meanwhile, I think it would be useful if an effort were made in 

| London to regain some of the ground which has been lost mutually - 

-_-between the British and American positions. The current British talk — | 
~ of commencing to rearm the Arabs is mischievous and will have an 

| effect contrary from that hoped for by Messrs. McNeil and Bevin. | 

: ‘Not printed; it conveyed the Ambassador’s strongly held opinion that “this | 
a is psychological moment to bring to and hold before UN firmly resolved plan for 

Palestine partition jointly approved by UK and US. No matter what plan for oo . 
such partition and settlement is agreed upon by top levels it should now be | 

a forced through by any means possible. .. . world interests, American interests — 
and Near. Hast interests particularly can best be served by forcing early decision . 
if possible.” (501.BB Palestine/11-448) - oo 

501.BB Palestine/11-548 : Telegram oo oe | | 

The Special Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonald) 

| to the Acting Secretary of State? a | 

po TOP SECRET US URGENT . Ten Aviv, November 5, 1948—1 p. m. 

— NTACT | | | i. a 

937, Press accounts here are not entirely clear as to precise effects __ 
| of SC resolution of November 4 re Negev withdrawal and study of 
~- ganctions. — a oO ne 

However, in this development my opinion (in which mission staff 
concurs) is that it opens up the possibility envisaged in my warning 

4 The expression “for personal attention President and Acting Secretary” was | 

| omitted from this telegram because of an oversight of the code clerk at Tel Aviv. 7 

(telegram 239, November 7, noon, from Tel Aviv, 501.BB Palestine/11-748). | : 

Telegram 237 was delivered to the White House at 4p. m. Hastern Standard‘ Time — | 

. on November 6 (telegram 203, November 6, 3 p. m., to Tel Aviv, 501.BB Palestine/ 

_ 11-548). | | | | st
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telegrams Nos. 70, August 242 and 217, October 29.2 Our analysis — 
present situation follows: — | ees a | oe | 

1, It is wholly unrealistic politically and militarily imagine Israel 
7 will return to October 14 line in Negev thus re-delivering fate of 7 

| settlements (located in area included Israel by November 29 parti-. 
tion) to mercy invading Egyptian forces which did everything pos- : 
sible destroy settlements during five months warfare notwithstanding 
HUN supervision. Furthermore, in view serious depletion Egyptian 

_ -Army in Negev, Egypt would have to send new forces to occupy re- 
‘stored portions. Press reports of Bunche statement concerning extreme 

| tension in Negev not corroborated by personal partial inspection by 
military attaché and general belief here. On contrary, Egyptians vol- 

| untarily withdrew from Isdud and Majdal. Faluja pocket relatively 
quiet except one unsuccessful attempt break out after Israelis 
evacuated Egyptian wounded at latter’s request. | 

| 2. While Sino-UK resolution, as amended by US, may be interpreted _ 
as delaying action regards sanctions, the power to set date restoration 
Negev positions risks heavy blow to UN prestige unless US and other 
powers prepared implement enforcement. As stated referenced tele- | 
grams this would, we believe, precipitate conflict between West and 

_dsrael. This would give opportunity USSR supply aid sufficient render 
economic sanctions ineffective. | a 

| 8. Meantime passage of resolution has increased tension here. If 
| _ Israel believes sanctions are inevitable she may try, before sanctions 

_ eould become effective, destroy the Iraqi Army which as per Mistel 
unnumbered, October 29 (MAI 9)* and Bunche’s statement of No- 
vember 4, is giving ample provocations. Military attaché thinks Israel 
capable defeating Iraqi, as both north and south fronts now quiet. 

a Such anticipatory military action is highly possible unless Israel has — 
| positive assurance veto by Soviets of proposed sanctions. This reliance | 
a would, from US viewpoint, make Israel dangerously indebted to 

USSR. The danger I fear most is that in its understandable desire to. 
keep in step with Britain—despite HMG’s record of a decade of mis- 
takes and humiliations in this area and the British Foreign Minister’s 
personal inclination blame President Truman for HMG?’s failures in 
Palestine since Anglo-American Committee report—the Department 
may yield to Bevin’s intransigency. To do that would delay peace, . 
weaken the’ US’s influence and gratuitously enlarge the influence of 

| the USSR in this strategic area. a | 
| Please inform Army CSGID. | | 

oS oe McDona.p 

| * See telegram of August 24, p. 1337. | 7 | 
% Ante, p. 1525. | 

| * The editors have been unable to identify this paper. 

501.BB Palestine/11-648 | a | 
Memorandum by the Acting Secretary of State to President Truman — 

| SECRET : _ Wasuineton, November 6, 1948. 

Reference is made to the Department’s memorandum of October 26, 
1948," concerning the draft resolution for aid to Palestinian refugees 

* Copy not found in Department of State files.
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which you approved for introduction by the United States Delegation 

| to the General Assembly jointly with the United Kingdom Delega- 

| ‘tion. This resolution, slightly amended and sponsored also by Bel- | 

| gium and the Netherlands, is now under discussion in. the General | 

| “Assembly. While the resolution does not commit the United States — : 

- Government at this stage, it is essential that our Delegation be ina _ 

| | position to announce the amount of the contribution which. this Gov- | 

ernment intends to propose to Congress, in order to stimulate con- 

tributions from other governments and to obtain a $5,000,000advance 

from the United Nations Working Capital Fund for imamediate relief | 

purposes. The total estimated relief requirements presented by the = 

Acting Mediator to the General. Assembly amount, to $32,000,000. Be-. : 

cause of the critical importance. of the Near East to our national secu- 

-—_syity, it is our belief that the United States should contribute fifty 

per cent of the requirements as determined by the General Assembly. _ 

- Tt is therefore recommended that the United States Delegation to 

the General Assembly be authorized to ‘announce the intention of this 

| - Government to seek an appropriation from Congress of approxi- | 

mately $16,000,000, provided that the amount of the United States | 

contribution is not more than fifty per cent of the estimated require- — 

ments as determined by the General Assembly. | | | : 

If you approve this course of action, the Department will undertake 

informal consultation with Congressional leaders? 
| ee ee ee | —. Roperr A. Loverr | 

a 3 Approved by. President Truman in a marginal notation on November 6 

501.BB Palestine/11~648 : Telegram | | oe | 

| The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State 

. SECRET  NIACT Paris, November 6, 1948—6: 50 p.m. ee 

| - Delga 634. Verbatim text Palestine resolution drafted by Bunche. 

-.. for possible use in $C follows: re 

“Having decided on 15 July, 1948 that subject to further decision by = 
the SC or the GA, the truce in Palestine shall remain in force in ac-. | 

7 ‘cordance with the resolution of that date and with that of 29 May, 1948, | 

ss until a peaceful adjustment of the future situation of Palestine is 

, reached ;_ 7 a a | oo 

“Recognizing that in the nature of the case the truce, though of 

indeterminate duration, must be considered as a first stage in the 

effort to restore peace to Palestine, and that the transition from truce | 

| to the termination of the war is an indispensable condition to an ulti- | 

mate peaceful settlement of the basic politicalissues;. 

“Having in mind the conditions which thus far have obstructed all
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efforts to induce the parties to settle their differences by voluntary 

“Desirous of facilitating the transition from truce to permanent 
peace in Palestine at the earliest possible date; and Oe 

- “Taking mto account the resolution of 15 July, 1948 which deter- 
a mined that the situation in Palestine constitutes a threat to the peace 

within the meaning of Article 39. ofthe Charter; _ ; | 
 . = “alls upon the parties directly involved in the conflict in Palestine, | 

| 1n.order to eliminate this threat to the peace, to undertake immediately | 
_ to enter into negotiations, either directly or through the acting United 
_ Nations mediator on Palestine, with a view to, | 

ik oe rm “q, The settlement of all outstanding problems of the truce in 
all sectors of Palestine ; oe : | 

’ “6, The attainment of an armistice involving either withdrawal __ 
_ and demobilization of armed forces engaged in the Palestine con- = 

_ flict or their wide separation by creation of broad demilitarized 
a zones under UN supervision ; and | 

“Requests the parties and the acting UN mediator on Palestine to 
submit to this council frequent reports on the progress of the : 
negotiations.” 4 oe . SO oe | 

Repeated London as 1205. . | _ | a | 
| | : co : | MarsHALL 

*The United States Delegation, on November 6, recommended supporting and 
. voting for the Bunche draft resolution (telegram Delga 682 from Paris, 501.BB 

Palestine/11-648). The Department, the following day, authorized United States 
. support for the Bunche draft but directed the Delegation not to introduce and 

not to cosponsor the measure. These directives were “cleared [with] Key West”, a 
(Telegram Gadel 420 to Paris, 501.BB Palestine/11-748). . , 

Mr. Bunche submitted a revised draft of his proposed resolution to the Security | 
Council on November 9; for text, see SC 3rd yr., No. 124, p. 62. The following day, 
the Soviet Representative submitted amendments whose major proposal was “The 
establishment of a formal peace involving such ultimate withdrawal and reduc- - 
tion of these forces as will ensure the restoration of Palestine to peacetime 
conditions.” (Ibid., p. 64) | . — | . - 

501.BB Palestine/11-948 : Telegram | - 

-- Mr. Wells Stabler to the Acting Secretary of State - 

SECRET | a Amman, November 9, 1948—9.a. m. 

112. Notwithstanding rumors persisting in Jew Jerusalem that — 
direct, negotiations now in progress between Israeli and Transjordan 

_ representatives (Jerusalem’s 1459, November 6 to Department?) and 
information reported in Jerusalem’s 1461, November 4 [6] to Depart- 
ment,? no evidence is available Amman to substantiate such reports. 
Reports seemingly have all originated from Jewish sources and itis — | 

| 1 Not printed. 
- * Not printed ; it. reported information that the entourage of the Acting Medi- 
ator at Paris “suspects existence secret. agreement between Arab Legion and 
Jewish forces which will prevent resumption hostilities Jerusalem.” (501.BB 
Palestine/11-648 _ oO
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possible Jews are either engaged in creating “war of nerves” between / 

| Arab states or are sounding. - OS | 

2. It is increasingly apparent, however, that official and public 

opinion, in Transjordan and Arab Legion occupied areas of 

Palestine is orienting itself toward [an end of ?] hostilities and reach- 7 

a ing settlement of some sort, through direct negotiations if necessary. a 

' Developments in this direction may well manifest themselves in’ near a 

future. | - | a os Ce — 

3. Numbers, of delegations of Palestine Arabs, residents of towns . 

as well as refugees, have approached King in past weeks requesting, 

. and some even demanding, that he undertake negotiations. While | 

ps probably idle threats, several delegations have said that if King would 

not negotiate with Jews, they would. . | - 

4. Within past few days King has commenced to speak more openly = 

| and publicly than before of negotiations and settlement. His previous 

_ remarks on subject were for official consumption only. a _ 

_ 5. In view of King’s present outlook, Prime Minister has told His 

Majesty that if latter does place himself on public record at this stage , 

| as favoring negotiations, government will be obliged resign. However, 

. Prime Minister said government not adverse to principles itself and 

suggested that, as evidence its attitude, he (Prime Minister) send 

/ telegram to Prince Abdel Majid Haidar, Transjordan Minister to a 

London and observer to UNGA, requesting him to renew contacts 

with Jews in Paris. (It is understood that such message has in fact | 

7 been despatched.) a. | | - OE 

| During Cabinet meeting at Palace on November 5, Prime Minister 

| told King that should His Majesty desire now or later to initiate nego- . 

tiations, government would voluntarily resign and give its support to | 

| another government willing and ready to undertake task. Because of — ony 

| policy which his government has advocated and pursued during its 

| tenure of office (i.e. no open break with Arab League), Prime Minister 

— said present government not able assume functions of negotiator. (It oO 

4g reliably reported that King is thinking of Fellah Pasha Medadba, a 

Justice Minister, possible Prime Minister “Negotiator” government). | 

_ Attitude of government is significant change as three weeks ago it | 

-. would not have given even tacit consent to such principle. 

| 6. While all signs point to possibility of negotiations, direct or 

| indirect within relatively short time, must be pointed out that up to 

present nobody has displayed degree of moral courage sufficient to | 

“take the plunge” in making initial overtures to Jews or to bear up 

| under odium which would undoubtedly be heaped upon him by Arab : 

extremist elements, which, while willing to profit by benefits derived, _ 

| would be equally delighted to have “scapegoat”. _ oe / | 

Department pass Jerusalem, 68 Gadel 10, and Arab capitals. 

ee _ | | _ STABLER 

-  §98-594—-76—66 | | ,
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501.BB Palestine/11-948 : Telegram Bs O - oo | 

Lhe Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Acting Secretary of State 

SECRET _ JERusatem, November 9, 1948—3 p. m.. 
1468. French Consul General Neuville and I, representing Truce 

‘Commission, yesterday visited Arab J erusalem. Discussed alleged 
Jewish Arab talks, military position Arabs and demilitarized Jerusa- 
Jem. Abdullah El Tel, military governor Arab Jerusalem stated flatly 
no military accord exists between Arab Legion and Jewish military ) 
forces Jerusalem. Consul General believes statement and although 
without information military governor felt informal political talks 
between either Transjordan or Egypt and PGI possible. He asserted 

| Palestine Arabs discouraged and asking King Abdullah settle issue 
any way sees fit. Willingness admit possibility talks reflects extent __ | 
Arab disillusionment. British Consul General stated had no informa- 

_ tion re Arab talks with Jews and that conversations with Egypt more | 
likely at present than with Abdullah. re : 

Rumors direct negotiations still appear prominently in local J ewish 
a press. Apparently encouraged by PGI perhaps. to sow further dis- 

sension among Arab states. Reliable American correspondent states 
good source informs dispute in progress within Israeli Government 

| over whether initiate talks with Transjordan or Egypt. Mapam favors 
Egypt claiming Abdullah British puppet and Egypt only independent | 

| Arab nation. Mapai favor Abdullah since considered more reliable and 
realistic. Consul General unable find evidence Jerusalem for believing 
other than informal talks now in progress between Jews and either 

| _ Abdullah or Egypt probably at Paris. All Arab rulers reluctant make 
first open move for fear being branded traitor. All seeking face saving 

| device which talks through United Nations might provide. | 
— Abdullah El Tel described Arab military situation as “desperate”. —_ 

Although maintained Arab Legion would fight fiercely if attacked, 
| admitted little chance success. Stated had hoped Egyptians would 

, at least hold their positions but just ran (Jewish press today reports 
Egyptians evacuating Gaza). Claimed Iraqis did well in battle Jenin 7 

_ but doubt can withstand Jewish assault. Startling change evident in 
Arab attitude from cockiness displayed before Negev offensive to 
present willingness face facts, admit own military impotence and 
seek end conflict. | | | | : . a 

| Arab eagerly inquired when Truce Commission would present plan 
for demilitarization Jerusalem. Even described demilitarization as | 
“only hope”. Dislike provisions permitting Jews retain normally 

| Arab quarters now held but acceptance proposals as whole most likely. 
: From information available here Consul General feels recent Jewish _ 

offensives changed conflict from one between Arabs and Jews to one 
between United Nations and Jews. Arabs tacitly admit and Consul
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General fully coiiéiits Jews can do what they wish militarily. Ques- 

tion becomes what will United Nations allow and what measures will 

| use enforce decisions. Arabs realize clearly dependence on United Na- 

tions and hope for some face saving exit. Solution must take account 

necessity salvaging United Nations as well as Arab prestige, = 

- Sent Department 1468; Department pass Paris for Gadel 7, Cairo | 

135; repeated Baghdad 25, Beirut 93, Damascus 44; pouched Jidda, | 

Amman, | | - | oe 

a | —  Borperr 

- 501.BB Palestine/11-948: Telegram : a ee 

 -‘ The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State 

SECRET US URGENT Paris, November 9, 1948—6 p. m. 

— NIACT > oo So OC 

— Delga 661. Two-hour conference last night, Jessup, Ross with Pear- 

/ son, McNaughton (Canada), McNeil, Beeley (UK) on SC phase Pales- | 

tine question failed produce agreement on text of resolutionalonglines 

: Bunche draft. — ae Oo 

Pearson apparently strongly favors Bunche approach but not will- 

ing take initiative in absence agreement between US and UK. Pearson 

‘favors Bunche draft because he feels November 4 resolution probably | 

| a mistake for reasons (@) very doubtful whether SC would follow 

: through and apply sanctions if Jews refuse withdraw from present 

Negev positions; and (6) if SC failed to apply sanctions in such event, | 

| whatever authority remains to SC would be completely lost and Jews 

po: would probably feel free take over all of Palestine. He favors Bunche 7 

resolution because he feels this gives Jews a way out of dilemma they | 

are in and might induce them to do what they could not do in face of | 

| SCorder. oe | a | aon 
- MeNeil argued very strongly in favor of pending UK resolution 

and indicated UK felt it essential to extend scope November 4 resolu- 

tion, in particular to situation in northern Galilee (with Israeli forces 

still on Lebanese territory). While admitting difficulty Israelis com-_ 

| plying any SC withdrawal order because of public opinion and politi- | 

| cal difficulties at home, UK felt strongly SC must maintain its author- 

- ity and apply sanctions in event Israeli refusal to withdraw from 

, advanced positions in Negev and northern Galilee. He indicated UK | 

| Government firmly committed assist Arabs in event failure SC to 

pe apply sanctions in circumstances indicated. Beeley showed us this 

- - morning Foreign Office telegram instructing UKDel to “strongly — 

oppose any further consideration Bunche resolution”. Two principal 

arguments against Bunche resolution in Foreign Office view are (a) _ 

passage this resolution would confuse peaceful settlement efforts of . 

GA and by drawing “negotiation red herring” across trail might well = =—
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) ruin chances of effective GA action on Bernadotte Plan, and (0) reso- 
~— Jution along Bunche lines would appear to supplant and in any case 

_ would definitely weaken effect November 4 resolution. Foreign Office — 
| telegram was, however, despatched before UKDel here had cabled | 

report last night’s discussion. _ | | | . 
Conversation with Parodi this morning indicates he also feels No- 

| vember 4 resolution a mistake and that he strongly favors SC action __ 
along lines Bunche resolution. He stated he cannot understand at all | 

_ objectives UK policy and feels may lead to disaster. © | 
- _ If present situation continues, Council will be in stalemate without 

possibility majority votes in favor either UK resolution or Bunche 
resolution. On other hand we feel that it is possible to modify Bunche _ 
resolution in such way as to meet UK objections fairly without losing 
main purpose. | | | 

We will, therefore, continue strongly urging UK acceptance com- 
promise text. - | — 

Sent Dept Delga 661, repeated London as Paris 1214. | 
: , oe | MarsHALL | 

---§01.BB Palestine/11-948 : Telegram | | 

| The Ambassador in Egypt (Griffis) to the Acting Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET oe Catro, November 9, 1948—8 p. m. 

1585. For Lovett. Against background of (1) my conviction that 
| King Farouk is sole effective source of Egyptian policy today; (2) my | 

belief that HM’s influence and prestige are such as to induce other 
_ Arab states to follow Egypt’s lead; (3) the assumption that UN will 

_ either fail to adopt effective measures to bring about settlement in : 
Palestine or will delay taking action until Israelis have completely _ 

a conquered Negeb, thereby forcing us to abandon our announced support 
| of Pernadotte plan, if we have not already done so, and probably 

causing collapse Egyptian Government with disastrous impact on 
stability Middle East, the following thoughts are presented on which 

_ I would like the Department’s comments. 7 
| King Farouk is apparently aware of implications present situation a 
_ Negeb and may be seeking way out possibly along line direct negotia- | 

_ tions, (Embtel 1584, November 9 and Delga telegram 640, Novem- 
| ber 6). I might further influence King’s inclination toward direct 

Neither printed. = Bo | | | | |
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negotiations by suggesting to His Majesty that US being always 
eager for peace would look with favor on his entrance into final peace | 

negotiations with Israel and would appreciate instructions being sent _ 

Y his delegation at UN that he was prepared to take this step. His dele- 

| gation might also be instructed to advise SC or GA. Should King» 7 

indicate desire for part of Negeb I might also indicate limited US | | 

support. I might additionally suggest that US would then promptly | 

-agree to negotiate a treaty which would include the exchange of 

students, et cetera, between the two countries (Fulbright plan); the © 

: sending to Egypt from US of such engineering, agricultural andcom- 

- mercial commissions as be desired to aid in Egypt’s problems; the 

existing goodwill Egypt-American treaty of 1929 would be strength- 

~ ened and extended, the Department would be prepared to recommend 

to the Tariff Commission a further increase in the cotton quota, et - 

cetera. Facilities might also be granted for training selected Egyptian | 

officers in US Army and air schools, eagerly sought by King Farouk. 

| I understand perfectly that no military guarantees could be in- 

volved and that the proposed treaty would constitute primarily a 7 

smokescreen behind which Egypt could negotiate with Israel HM = 
_ «ould, however, combine with his statement of recognition of Israel _ | 

a statement relative to UN pressure and initiate a tremendous amount - 

of propaganda to what he had accomplished as a result of his nego- — 
_tiations with the US. | | a | Coes 

~The keynote of these suggestions lies in my belief that Egypt desires | 

an authoritative mandate which involves the US rather than the UN. : 

At the same time UN would not be by-passed as HM’s entire approach . 

to the matter would be through it. a | a | 

In this connection Mohamied Ali, uncle of the King, and heir to the 

ed throne, stated to me in conversation Saturday that only three things 

| would be required by Egypt to bring settlement Palestine: (1) inter- | 

nationalization of Jerusalem; (2) ejection from Palestine of terrorists | 

and what he described as “Russian Jews”; and (3) guarantee ofnew 

; borders by US and England. | | : a | 

Please note that practically every high official in government with _ 

7 - whom I have discussed Palestine settlement in last ten weeks has | 

| referred to this type of guarantee and feeling of impotency of UN 

guarantee. My answers have been invariably that UN guarantee as 

- good or better than any other as if UN fails we all fail. However, all | 

| Egyptians desperately desire US ‘trade-mark. © | 

. | 7 | | GRIFFIS
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501.BB Palestine/11-1048 a | | a 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Secretary of State. — 

SECRET a __- [Wasurnetron,] November 10; 1948. | 
So Participants: Mr. Lovett —~ | 

a _ Mr. Eliahu Epstein, Chief of Israeli Mission’ | 
a Mr. Michael Comay, Israeli Representative at United 

| Nations _ - | oe | ee 
| - Mr. Rockwell = a os : 

- Mr, Epstein had requested an appointment to present Mr. Comay. 
The latter said that the principal reason he had come to the United 
States was to acquaint Israeli officials in this country with develop- | 

- ments inthe United Nations. _ | | 
Mr. Comay stated that the Israeli Government, while in general 

welcoming Dr. Bunche’s proposal looking toward the establishment of 
an armistice in Palestine, was seriously disturbed by Bunche’s sug- 
gestion regarding the establishment of demilitarized neutral zones. 
‘The Provisional Government of Israel felt that this was most un- 

_ satisfactory in that such demilitarized zones would be difficult to con- 
_ trol and would be subject to entry by irregular forces which would | 

imperil the Jewish settlements. The Provisional Government of Israel 
would, instead, prefer the demarcation of a line between the Israeli. 
and Egyptian forces. . OO os | 

I pointed out to Mr. Comay that the Bunche resolution does not 
mention how large the demilitarized zones would be and stated that: | 
im my opinion it was essential, if an armistice were to be discussed, 
that the opposing armies be separated by a neutral zone rather than. ~ 
be face-to-face across a line of demarcation. 

Mr. Comay then went on to say that the Israeli Government was: 
also very much disturbed by the Security Council resolution of 
November 4 calling for withdrawal of forces which had advanced. 
in the Negev beyond the positions held on October 14. The Provisional © 

| Government of Israel, said Mr. Comay, was convinced that the British 

were. using this resolution as a means of achieving their ends as __ 
| regards the final political settlement in Palestine and not merely asa ts 

Measure in connection with truce violations. Mr. McNeil’s statement. 
to Major Eban provedthis, oe - | 

Mr. Comay then produced a cable from Shertok setting forth the 

, pointshehadjustmade. =~ OS oe 
I inquired whether the Provisional Government of Israel’s desire 

not to withdraw from the newly gained positions had anything to do 
: with the forthcoming Israeli elections. Mr. Epstein admitted that 

domestic political factors were indeed involved, and that the Pro- | 

_ _-visional Government of Israel would be embarrassed politically by 
such a withdrawal. He said that the extremists were still an important
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and dangerous element in Israel and that it was essential they be kept: _ 
in control. If the Israeli forces should be withdrawn from the new 
lines in the Negev, apparently under United States and United King- _ 
dom pressure in the United Nations, it would strengthen the hand of° | 
those in Israel who claim that the only friend that Israel has is the: . | 

| I then went on to mention to Messrs. Comay and Epstein that this: 

Government had given its support to the retention by Israel of the: 
territory allotted to it under the November 29 Security Council resolu-. 

| tron, and that this-territory included the Negev but did not include: _ 

‘Western Galilee or Jaffa, now occupied by the Jews. I said that if - 

the Israelis intended to claim Western Galilee and Jaffa as well as: : 
— the Negev, their claims to.the November 29 territory could not then be: oo 

. ‘justified on the grounds of right and justice. I said that it seemed to. - 
me that if Israel desired to retain the Negev she would have to give 

| up Western Galilee. I added that in my opinion, the Provisional Gov- 
ernment of Israel was now called upon to show the highest degree of | 

po moral courage and statesmanship. The situation in the United Nations. 
as regards Palestine. was reaching an impasse and a way had to be 
found to satisfy, insofar as possible, the claims of all parties without = 

_ impairing the authority of the United Nations. I said that I would _ 
/ hate to see the matter come to sanctions, but that the United Nations: © 

could not continue to be disregarded. I was sure, I added, that a solu- 
tion could be achieved through negotiation either directly between the 

: parties or through the United Nations, but that it would be necessary 
- for both sides to make some concessions. The United Nations had been: 

and could still be very useful to Israel, and it would make a most un- 
fortunate impression if Israel in the triumph of its military victories, 
should adopt an uncompromising attitude. = 

Mr. Comay said that the Provisional Government of Israel regarded : 
_ + the territory allotted to Israel by the November 29 resolution as be-— / 

longing to Israel by right, and considered that the territory mili- — , 
| tarily occupied outside of this area could be a matter for dis- oS 

cussion. I said that one could discuss all one wanted to, but the fact: 
| was that the retention by Israel of Western Galilee as well as the | 

territory allotted to Israel under the November 29 resolution could 
not be justified on the grounds of right and justice. Mr. Epstein said. _ 
that the position I had described was entirely correct, and that the 

_ Provisional Government of Israel wished to abide by decisions of the | 
United Nations | a - os 

Mr. Epstein then said that the Israelis were convinced that it would. 
| be possible to work things out by direct negotiations with the Arabs: a 

| but that the Arabs were encouraged not to negotiate by such United _ 
Nations steps as the November 4 resolution and by the machinations , 

ofthe British, = ee eres a | | | - ... Ropert A. Loverr.
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867N.01/11-1048: Telegram _ oo 

Mr. Wells Stabler to the Acting Secretary of State 

SECRET - Amman, November 10, 1948—9 a. m. | 

113. During conversation evening November 9 with Abdel Moneim 
_ Bey Rifai, former Under Secretary Foreign Office and presently 
King’s confidant, following obtained : a 

1. On November 3 King sent special message to Farouk informing : 
- him of desire many Palestine Arabs to end war and reach settlement 

and of his belief that matter should be seriously considered. Abdullah 
added he, however, unable take such step alone and wished consult 
his colleagues. No reply yet received and HM much disappointed. 
Message believed ill advised and premature as it provides weapon | 

against Transjordan if Egypt and other states choose use it as such, © 
| 2. Transjordan delegation to Cairo meeting Arab League Political | 

Committee (mytel 107, November 67) had received instructions to | 
explore, without committing itself, attitude Arab delegates towards 
settlement. Delegation has instead followed lead other Arab states 

oS and is reconsidering question unified command Arab armies. On No-. | 

7 vember 7 King received telegram from delegation requesting him send 

/ Cairo two senior Arab Legion officers. King apparently annoyed by - 
| disobedience his instructions but nonetheless has sent officers. 

| 3. Likely that Political Committee will decide on appointment 

Egyptian general as supreme commander Arab armies, although © 

Egypt has lost all right that position. Also probable that conimander 
| will order Arab Legion to advance in support other armies. However, 

| Legion unable take offensive and order will be disregarded. In such 7 

| event, Transjordan will again be called “traitor” and will once more 

. take blame for Arab failure. | | | 
4, Although Prime Minister willing resign in order new govern- | 

ment may commence negotiations, King feels nothing will be achieved 

such resignation unless all Arab governments resign at same time. | 

| . 5. King has sent his private secretary, Abdel Ghani Bey Karmi, to 

Paris and London with instructions to Prince Abdel Majid Haidar re 

contact with Jews and outline King’s views on possible settlement. | 
Latter includes Jaffa, Lydda, Ramale, parts Beisan area and most 

: Negev for Arabs? | | | 

6. When Belgian Consul General met with King October 17 Abdel 
Moneim Bey acting as interpreter. Initiative re talks with Jews in | 

2 Not printed. a | | | — 
?Mr. Stabler, in telegram 114, November 11, reported that the King had sent 

Abdel Ghani Bey Karmi to Paris and London at the request of the Israelis and 
that this effort was quite distinct from that involving the message sent to Prince oo 
Abdel Majid Haidar as set forth in paragraph numbered 5 of telegram 112, : 
November 9, p. 1556 (867N.01/11-1148). - :
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_ Paris was taken by Belgian and not by King. Views to be presented. 

were along lines mytel 86, October 21. Oo / 

_ Department pass Gadel 11. a | | , 

| a | oo STABLER 

——-s« BOL.BB Palestine/11-1048 : Telegram oe — 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State,at Paris 

TOP SECRET US URGENT WasuineTon, November 10, 1948—noon. | 

a NIACT | oe | | ao 

_ Telmar 148. Eyes only for the Secretary from Lovett. — - | 

| 1. President discussed our Palestine policy over weekend with 

Douglas and Lovett. For your information Douglas urged strategic 

| advantage to US of providing Transjordan with a port on the Medi- - 

- - terranean. Douglas also gave considered opinion that (a) British 

were serious in their talk of rearming Transjordan and Egypt if 

warfare in violation of truce continued ; and (b) that Bevin was now 

prepared to concede part of northern Negev to Israel. ee 

7 2. President has established our basic Palestine policy along terms _ 
of Democratic Party platform as reaffirmed his statement Oct 24 as | 

follows: “We approve the claim of the State of Israel to the bound- 

aries set forth in the United Nations resolution of Nov 29 and consider | ; 

that modifications thereof should be made only if fully acceptable to 

the State of Israel.” This position would mean that US would not | | 

support a claim by Israel to Jaffa and western Galilee now in its. 

- military occupation, the cession of which latter territory to Israel 

was recommended by Count Bernadotte. It thus seems possible that 

- -Tsrael, as was recommended by Mediator, might well consider re- 

linquishing part of Negev to Arab States as guid pro quo for retaining _ 

_ Jaffa and western Galilee. Effect of this would boil down toterritorial = 

suggestions to PGI approved by President after discussion with _ | 

Secretary of State on September 1, as set forth in Deptel 72 that date 

oo to Tel Aviv. These suggestions read as follows: | - a 

ee “The United States feels that the new State of Israel should have 

boundaries which will make it more homogeneous and well integrated a 

than the hourglass frontiers drawn on the map of the November 29 | 

resolution. Perhaps some solution can be worked out as part of any 

settlement with Transjordan. which would materially simplify — 

boundary problem. Specifically, it would appear to us that Israel _ 

might expand into the rich area of Galilee, which it. now holds in | 

military occupation, in return for relinquishing a large portion of 

the Negev to Transjordan.. This would leave the new State with = 

/ materially improved frontiers and considerably enriched in terms of 

natural resources by acquisition of Galilee in return for the desert 

Negev.” re | : | - 

1 Ante, p. 1366. | | | Oo -
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The President feels that inducement to the parties to negotiate a 
| settlement of the boundary problem will be strengthened by our stand- 

_ Ing firm on the November 29 boundaries except as modifications may 
be agreed between parties. If there is no agreement, then the US 

| position will be that the Israelis should relinquish Galilee and Jaffaand __ - 
the Egyptians should relinquish the Israeli portion of Negev. - 

38. In light of foregoing basic policy, Delegation should review draft | 
resolution transmitted Delga 351, Oct. 16,2? which would have given 
effect to original Bernadotte Plan. We feel that events have overtaken 

_ -Inany aspects of original plan and solution of boundary matters on 
practical basis in present circumstances is urgently needed. We recall 

___ also that President in his statement of Oct 24 said that in UN “a plan 
_ has been submitted which provides a basis for a renewed effort to 

_ bring about a peaceful adjustment of differences. It is hoped that, by | 
using this plan as a basis of negotiation, the conflicting aims of the 

_partiescanbesettled”, a a 
Problem is therefore to combine fundamental position which Presi- 

| dent has consistently taken on Palestine—the territorial dispositions 
| of the Nov 29 resolution—with Secretary’s general recommendation of 

Sept 21 on the Bernadotte Plan and with conditions as they exist today. | 
Fortunately we are able to continue to subscribe to all the seven basic 

| premises in the Bernadotte Plan and all his specific conclusions, with 
the exception of his recommendations regarding the. boundaries of 

| Israel. Even on this point, as the record makes clear, Dept expressed 
reservations with respect to Bernadotte’s recommendations on the —~ 
Negev. | : | | oe 
We feel a convenient starting point would be to revert to Bunche’s 

statement before Committee One on Oct 15, when he recapitulated 
Bernadotte’s seven basic premises and stressed that Bernadotte re- 

| garded his conclusions as designed principally to afford a basis for | 
: negotiation between the parties. | | 

_ The Govt of Israel has for some time proclaimed its desire to achieve 
peace in Palestine by direct negotiation. There is now an opportunity | 
for such negotiation. From this Govt’s point of view, base line is terri- 
torial recommendations of Nov 29 resolution modified by negotiation 

7 between the parties if they so desire. Since point at issue is how 
boundaries of Israel are to be defined by mutual agreement, Israelis — 
and Arabs have choice between Nov 29 boundaries, which will be re- 
garded as having disadvantageous elements from both Jewish and 

. Arab point of view, or some new negotiated frontier. 7 : 
_ In plain language, the President’s position is that if Israel wishes 

_ to retain that part of Negev granted it under Nov 29 resolution, it will | 
have to take the rest of Nov 29 settlement which means giving up © 
western Galilee and Jaffa. We feel that there is room for a mutually 

* Ante, p. 1481. | | — ce | —
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advantageous arrangement—Israel to retain western Galilee and 

«Jaffa in return for relinquishing part of Negev to Arab States, pre- 

sumably Transjordan and Egypt. | mop Te 

‘We feel that it would be contrary to the President’s wishes if US 

| Del came up with a plan of its own at this stage. He feels that our , 

| éfforts should be directed toward having the two parties settle the mat- 

terorsticktothe Nov29boundaries. © isis 

_ 4, For your most secret information, if negotiations are undertaken, 7 

our feeling here is that our views on Negev outlined in Deptel 72, 

- Sept 1, to Tel Aviv were then a more equitable and, because of recent 

developments, are now @ more practical, solution, We are inclined. to | 

_. feel that:the southern Israeli border, in trade for western Galileeand 

Jaffa, might be either.a line running (a) from Gaza through Beer- _ 

| sheba and thence southeasterly to Dead Sea, or (5) if necessary to | | 

expand area still further, that portion.of the Negev allotted to Israel 

under the Nov 29 resolution lying north of the thirty-first parallel. 

Since the Nov 29 resolution provided a port for the Arabs: on the 

Mediterranean, we feel this principle should be retained and either 

(a) or (b) above would seem to accomplish this objective. We think = 

- the thirty-first parallel as the negotiated southern frontier of Israel 

_ willbefoundtobethesimplest. a 

5. This telegram has been personally approved by the President. 

| | Lover | 

“Sure Lovett transmitted the text of this telegram in draft form to the White 

| | House Signal Center, with a memorandum of November 9, which requested 

that the telegram be sent to Clark Clifford for the President’s approval or com- . 

ments (501.BB Palestine/11-948). The Acting Secretary, on November 10, sug- 

gested to Secretary Marshall that he might wish ‘to send Ambassador. Douglas 

the contents of Telmar 148 (telegram Telmar 151, 501.BB Palestine/11—1048). 
For the Ambassador’s account of the meeting with the President, said to have | 

taken place on, November 6, see telegram 4849, November 12, from London, 

| p. 1570. It was not until November 24 that the Department sent excerpts of _ 

Telmar 148 for background information to. Paris, Moscow, Rome, Ankara, Arab : 

capitals, Tel Aviv, and Jerusalem (telegram 441 to Damascus, 501.BB Palestine/ 

442448), | es 

a 501.BB Palestine/11—1048 : Telegram | woe 

The Special Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonald) a 

| | to the Acting Secretary of State | 

- gecRET.. URGENT. =. ss Tp Aviv, November 10,1948—5 p.m. 

NIACT » oe a | sO Oo 

947, For personal attention President and Acting Secretary. Al- 

| though necessarily out of touch with details Paris developments Arab | 

refugees, I am fearful following three separate long conferences 

yesterday with Mohn, Bunche’s political adviser ; ‘W olfe, legal adviser 

‘ICRC; and Descoeudres of UNICEF; that stark mass tragedy wil 

outrun UN Arab refugee efforts. — | Shor @eity |
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Diminishing prestige whole Mediator’s organization among both — 
_ Arabs and Jews lessens more than proportionately usefulness Cilento- - 

| and his scant refugee organization. Moreover, now indisputably clear— 
as should have been months ago—that Mediator’s political role / 
weakens his refugee work. Hence, I hope report of possible UN trans- _ 
fer whole refugee task to Red Cross societies is authentic, Continued | 

. failure provide adequate organization and resources would gravely — 
injure authority UN and also hurt position US. British statement yes- a 
terday House of Commons shows HMG’s concern lest it share odium 
failure. | 7 

_ I strongly urge that: - 

1. UN delegation be asked to do utmost speed UN decisions and, | 
_ _ 2. A prompt public Presidential appeal be made for essential funds | 

: in cooperation with American Red Cross. a - 

oo I am completely skeptical UN blanket financial appeal to member | 
states whose responses would be slow and inadequate. oo 

_ Without sensitiveness if again disapproved I repeat earlier sug- 
gestion that in role of “refugee expert” I be asked to testify publicly 
before third committee on urgency governmental and public response | 
comparable to catastrophic need. Such appearance American special 

_ representative Israel would help answer Arab criticism that US is | 
_disproportionately interested Jews welfare and would not be open to | 
charge of political propaganda. , 

In view of importance of refugee problem to all countries in 
Middle East, I also suggest for consideration Department con- | 

. ference on Rhodes (or other neutral ground) of chiefsof mission under 
| chairmanship Griffis to exchange views and analyze what can be done 

with benefit to whole area. | | . | | 
oe Se a 7 McDonatpd 

1 Acting Secretary Lovett discussed the suggestions in telegram 247 “with Key 
. West’ and, on November 12, he directed Mr. McDonald to fly to Paris for con- . 

_ sultation with Secretary Marshall (telegram 211 to Tel Aviv). The same day, | 
he requested ‘Ambassador Griffis to fly immediately to Washington, with a brief 
stop at Paris to discuss the question of Arab refugee relief with the Secretary | 
(telegram 1557 to Cairo). Both telegrams are filed under 501.BB Palestine/ 
11-1048. ) os ane! | 

501.BB Palestine/11-1048: Telegram __ : | - 

| _ The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State 

| SECRET URGENT a Parts, November 10, 1948—6 p. m. | 
Delga 685. For Satterthwaite from Kopper. During past 5 days in 

separate conversations with Riad Solh (Lebanon), El-Rawi (Iraqi), | 
Fawzi Bey (Egypt), Faisal (Saudi Arabia), and Amir Abdul Majid 
Haidar (Transjordan), several points of interest and importance have __ 
emerged. | | a | | | .
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There are indications that the Arabs believe they would have great 

difficulty at home if Bernadotte plan were formally approved and : 

adopted in detail by GA. On other hand should Bernadotte plan fail 

» to carry Arabs would also have difficulties. Consequently most Arab | 

leaders here believe that SC should first establish firm truce lines. 

| Along with this methods should be worked out for peaceful settlement _ 

po in GA. Riad Solh and El-Rawi last night accepted privately idea by | 

- which GA would establish commission with firm terms of reference, 

including mention of previous GA action and Bernadotte plan, to 

work out peaceful settlement. Both Riad Solh and El-Rawi recog: — 

‘nized settlement would have to be worked out with full knowledge - 

a that Israel exists as a state. Likewise they have said period during» 

which settlement would be worked out would not be used for preparing 

| *. for renewal of warfare. When asked whether other Arab states would 

accept commission concept Riad Solh and El-Rawi expressed opinion 

they would. | ee | . | 

a [Here follow additional views of various Arab leaders at Paris.] 

_ Fairly obvious Arab leaders here realize their weak position, = 

Sent Department Delga 685, repeated London as 1224. [Kopper.] 

| CO os | 7 ‘Marsu ann 

501.BB Palestine/11—-1148 : Telegram | . =: . 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation in Lebanon : 

-* SECRET | Wasuineton, November 11,1948—4p.m. 

449. While Dept appreciates concern Leb Govt over reported occu- | 

| pation by Israeli forces area in southern Lebanon, it does not feel it 

| would be appropriate intervene with Israeli Govt this matter. | 

| If you-discuss subject further with Leb Govt suggest you point out 

7 that incursion into its territory by external forces would appear be — 

| issue which should more appropriately be pursued through facilities 

| | UN, of which Leb member, rather than by approach this Govt. (Legtel 4 

573 Nov 61), : a . - 

po ‘We suggest appropriate action might be taken by SCifreportsare 

| indeed true that Israeli forces are now on Lebanese territory. Youmay | 

inform President Khouri that Acting Mediator’s draft resolution — | 

_-_ eurrently under consideration by SC should go far to satisfy Lebanese 

complaint. This resolution contemplates separation armed forces and 

creation broad demilitarized zones under UN supervision and, 1f car- 

ried into effect, would surely result in withdrawal Israeli forces to 

1 Not printed ; it reported that President Khoury had informally asked Minister , 

Pinkerton “to invite US Government’s attention to continued occupation Jewish 

| forces of number of villages and considerable area in south Lebanon. While no 

formal request was made for intervention it was clear he hoped US Government 

|  eould influence Israeli Government to withdraw to Palestine frontier” 

(767N.90E15/11-648). : a Oo | |
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safe distance from Lebanese frontier. You may add to President that. 
this Govt supports draft resolution. © : ens ag 

For your info Dept has heard no indication attitude Leb Govt re. 
possible approach SC this matter. While course action is for sole | 

| determination by Leb, Dept would be interested: your appraisal its . 
| thinking and reasons apparent hesitation.” 7 Be 

_ * This telegram was repeated to Paris and London. Subsequently, the Leban- _ | ese President expressed to Minister Pinkerton his view that any request made by Lebanon for intervention by the United States be considered unofficial, -because. he did not wish to be placed in a position of entering formal negotiations con- cerning any phase of the Palestine problem (telegram 603; November 26, noon, | from Beirut, 867N.01/11-2648). , . 

501.BB Palestine/11-1248: Telegram _ - | : | 
Lhe Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Acting | 

_ Secretary of State a SO 

_ TOP SECRET Us URGENT —__. Lonpon, November 12, 1948—7 p. m. 
: NIACT | — ' | 

_ 4849. Personal for Lovett (eyes only) from Douglas (no distribu- 
tion). Re Telmar 148, repeated to me as Paris 1239. 

1. Solely for the purpose of elaborating Paragraph One of Telmar 
_ -148: At: méeting with President Saturday. afternoon, November 6, 

with Lovett and Douglas, after comments on the election, Palestine 
| -wasdiscussed, = | | 

President referred to the phrase “in its entirety” which appeared in 
the statement of September 21 in regard to the Bernadotte plan. 
Douglas took the responsibility for this language which the President 
said had caused him a great deal of trouble in the campaign. Douglas 7 

_ then recited the reasons why it was his considered opinion that unless. 
US-UK stood together, it would be almost impossible, if not in fact _ 

_ :Iimpossible, to obtain a: 24 -vote in the GA. for any settlement of the 
Palestinian. question, and why, therefore, although the US wanted 
certain, modifications of the Bernadotte proposals on the one hand, and 
the UK sought modifications on.the other hand, it,was important that | 
neither the US nor the UK give ‘any public’ indication of offering 
amendments to the Bernadotte plan. Briefly, the reason for the latter 

| was that if either US or UK gave any public indication of: (a) Either | 
a difference between themselves; or (6) an intention to offer amend- . 
ments “the flood gates would be open to amendments from all sources, 

_ and there would be little if anything left of the cheese when the rats 
got through.” (This is a mixed metaphor.) Accordingly, the US-UK. | 

_ resolution, although it endorsed the Bernadotte proposal, provided 
- international machinery under which the modifications which the US. 

+ Dated November 10, p. 1565. | a _
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sought on the one hand, and the UK desired on the other, could be had 
_ without publicly harming the chances of obtaining 24 vote for Berna- 

_ dotte proposals in the GA. AE 

-. Douglas said the British understood clearly that the US desired 
that “tip of the Negev north of the Beersheba—Gaza road in which | 
Jews had settled and made investments be included in the Israel | 

: state,” and that Bevin would agree to this if there were some com- 
pensation in the north, i.e. in Galilee. On the other hand, the British 
desired that the Arab part of the divided Palestine be associated with 

Transjordan. Douglas stated further that the British were insistent 
| that Transjordan, for strategic and other reasons, have a seaport with | 

undisputed access to it on the Mediterranean. __ og | 
+ Douglas and Lovett reminded the President of the extraordinary _ 

| extent to which the British had modified their policy; whereas twelve ._ 
months ago they were unwilling to accept partition, they are now | 

---prepared. to approve it, etc. This far-reaching shift of British policy 
had been accomplished in order to maintain US-UK solidarity with- _ 
out which it was his considered opinion there would be no lasting 
settlement of the issue in the Middle Hast. . a 

- _ Douglas then proceeded to explain the seriousness of the existing 
- situation. Notwithstanding the provisions of British treaty with Trans- - 

jordan and other Arab states, HMG had meticulously observed the | 
arms, embargo and, insofar as Douglas knew, had shipped no arms, 
ammunition or materials of war of any sort to any Arab state, not a 

| even to British military installations at Amman and in Iraq. The 
_ British had on several occasions raised the question as to whether, in | | 

-_-view of the developing seriousness of the war in the Middle East,they 
| - ghould in their own defense move ammunition and reinforcements to 

these installations, but had refrained from doing so in each case, be- => 
cause on our advice it was thought that such a step might be distorted | 
to mean that they were reinforcing the Arabs. 

| - Douglas explained that, as the President knew, the.Israeli forces 
had received large quantities of arms and ammunition indirectly from = 
the Soviet through Czechoslovakia; that her air force was now of 

| Substantial size: As a result’of British observance of embargo on one 
| ‘hand and shipments from Czechoslovakia to Israel on the other, Arab _ 

| Legion had, been reduced to a position of relative impotence with no 
| more than 2,000 rounds 25-pounder ammunition, while the Israeli _ 
| forces had greatly increased in military power. Should the Israeli - 
; forces attack the Arab Legion, HMG would doubtless feel it necessary 
| to observe her treaty obligation with Transjordan and to supply the => 

f Arab Legion with ammunition and equipment. Moreover, should the = 
| _--_Tsraeli forces drive the Arab Legion across the Transjordan frontier, 
7 an event most likely to happen in view of the comparative impotence __ 
| of the Arab Legion, HMG would feel bound, under the terms of her |
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treaty obligations, to use. her own military forces in the defense of 
| Transjordan. As a result the UK would be at war in the Middle East. . 

| against the Israeli state. The consequences stretching beyond this | 
. would probably be a real division between the US and UK with far- | 

reaching results. - | | | | ae 
_ The President replied in effect that this must not be allowed to | 

happen. | - | ee 
| , Douglas then said that in his opinion the most effective way of — | 

preventing the serious consequences referred to above would be for 
_ the SC to give both sides clear notice that if the truce were not ob-— . 

served, serious results to the violator of the truce would ensue. 
_ 2 See my immediately following telegram? for first blush com- 

_ ments, which you should perhaps have because of my intimate 
_ knowledge of British views. In this connection, I have neither revealed _ 

: nor discussed substance of Telmar 148 with British or anyone else. — 
| Sent Department as 4849, repeated Paris personal for the Secretary | 

eyes only as 868. oe Dovaras 

"The reference is to telegram 4851, p. 1573. 

—- 867N.01/11-1248 : Telegram - | | 

_. Mr. Franklin C. Gowen? to the Acting Secretary of State Oe 

_ SECRET _ -Vartican ‘Crry, November 12, 1948—7 p. m. 

62. My Amvat 60? November 3. Tardini, Vatican Acting Secretary | 
“ of State received me this morning to give me in strict confidence Pope’s 

views on Jerusalem. Hesaid: , a | | - 
1. Vatican in view position taken respectively by Arabs and Jews in 

Palestine considers internationalization Jerusalem and outskirts most 
appropriate solution in present circumstances to ensure peace, order, 
tranquility in Palestine. © | : : | 

| 2. Vatican maintains rights traditionally enjoyed by Catholics in 
Palestine must be fully respected and protected, especially with regard . 
holy places. ae an 

_. 8. Vatican has no particular preference with regard any specific — 
manner whereby Jerusalem and environs would be placed under inter- 
national control provided such control would effectively protect Catho- _ 
lic interests. : a , | | | . 7 
4, Vatican has become aware proposed charter or constitution for — 
Jerusalem drafted by Trusteeship Council and submitted to President. 
UNO General Assembly by Secretary General in letter dated New 

ee York April 21 last. oo | | | | ee 

«. [Here follow remainder of this and the next paragraph, giving — 
details] | oe | oo Oo 

+ + Roreign Service Officer at Vatican City. a | 
3 Not printed. . : . | . |
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6. After first World War and when Great Britain assumed Palestine 
| mandate British Government gave solemn official assurance she would 

maintain status quo regarding rights traditionally enjoyed various 
religious communities and denominations in Palestine. Vatican has_ 
consistently maintained necessity keep this status quo, arranged exert 

- force to ensure and maintain full respect protection all rights acquired | 
oe and enjoyed by Catholics in Palestine, especially rights concerning 

| holy places. oe : 

Tardini emphasized his opinion not only Latin America but Chris- — 
~ tendom at large would heartily welcome placing Jerusalem and envi- 

rons under international control and likewise, with international 

guarantees giving free access to holy places throughout Palestine and 
/ thus ensure full freedom worship all denominations and security 

existence moral and physical conditions of life conducive to spiritual 

and material well-being all concerned. - 
ne | | GowEN 

" 501.BB Palestine/11-1248: Telegram on | | 
, The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the 

: | A eting Secretary of State 

ss TOP SECRET us URGENT — ~- Lonvon, November 12, 1948—8 p. m. 
—_ NIACT oe | | | | | 

- 4851. Personal for Lovett (eyes only) from Douglas. No distribu- 

tion. Herewith are my first blush comments on Telmar148:* = | 
- 4. Thad understood in Washington that our basic position in regard 

| _to the settlement of the Palestinian issue rested on the Democratic | 

: Party platform of 1948; that Israeli could not have its cake and eat it 
too; that if it insisted upon Galilee, it could not have all of the Negev; | 
that if it got a part of the Negev, adjustments would have to be made 
in the north; that the US was not disposed to impose a settlement on | 
either side. oe : | 

| _ I had understood, perhaps erroneously, that this position did not | 

. preclude our supporting the resolution in the GA which provided for 
international machinery empowered to make adjustments in line with _ 

- the above in regard to frontiers. | | | 
I also understood that in regard to the truce, it was our view that 

we should follow the general line of the Bunche proposal with the - 
question of sanctions somewhat clouded. . : | 

9. I, of course, have not revealed or discussed Telmar 148 with the Se 
| British, and have disclosed its contents to no one, but it strikes me at — | 

first blush that while it fits the above general framework, theemphasis  __ 
| _ which it places on certain features and the restraint which it imposes 

on GADel in connection with other aspects are such that it may | 

+ Dated November 10, p. 1565. - Oo | 
«5598-59476 —67
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seriously disrupt US-UK solidarity which is so important both in 
| the SC and in the GA. I do not mean by this to suggest that we buy 

the whole British position. This, in any event, would be impossible, 

_' for the facts are that the British, because of their extensive shift of . 
| policy have in effect bought a large part of the US position. | | 

_ 8, Elaborating on paragraph 2 above, the following observations — 
| occurtome: - . - 

(a) The southern frontier of Israel, indicated in paragraph 4, when 
seen on the map goes far beyond the idea of “adjustments” in the 
Negev in return for compensation for the Arabs in the north. Ido | 

- .. not believe that the UK will buy this one for many reasons. 
(6) Telmar 148 appears to be a new “plan” for a Palestine settle- 

- ment since it appears to adandon the principle of US—UK seeking 
acquiescence by the contending parties to Bernadotte proposals as a 

| basis for settlement by refusing to foster cause of one or the other : 
party. For example, does “fully acceptable to the State of Israel” mean 
that this criterion must be observed at outset of hoped-for negotia- 

| tions under Bernadotte aegis, or does it mean that this criterion can, | 
be treated elastically to be reflected in the terms of the final negotiated | 
settlement. - 

— (ce) While UK would be willing to see “adjustments” in the Negev 
os in the circumstances I have outlined, I am certain that if the Jews 

should maintain their claim to the hourglass frontiers of November 29 
(electing to give up Galilee) the UK on grounds of what it believes 
to be US-UK strategic interests, would resist all the Negev going to 
Israel. - | 

| (d) Idea inherent in final paragraph of section 3 of Telmar 148, 
that if Jews and Arabs fail to negotiate a settlement of boundary prob- : 
lem, is US belief that Israel should reliquish Galilee and Jaffa and 

_ Egyptians relinquish Israeli part of Negev. Here, it seems to me, 1s 
the crux of the problem. Are we prepared, if necessary, to take meas- 
ures against PGI to expel it from Galilee and Jaffa? If we are not | 
prepared to do so; i.e., apply sanctions under Chapter 7, it seems to 

| me the US position is somewhat unrealistic, since the Jews already | 
hold Galilee and most important part of the Negev by conquest. 

4, I am leaving Sunday, 14th, for Paris to discuss situation with the 

Secretary. | | : | | a 
- Sent Department (for Lovett eyes only) as 4851; repeated Paris 

- (personal for Secretary eyes only) as 869, no distribution. . 
| | DovuGLas 

501.BB Palestine/11—1248 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State | 

| TOP SECRET URGENT Paris, November 12, 1948—10 p. m. 

NIACT . Sn Oo , 

| Delga 717. In telephone conversation with Jessup today Douglas 
indicated desire for latest information concerning US-UK agreement
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on Palestine and on probability truce will now be observed by Israelis. — 
: Following review is, therefore, for information London as well as 

Department. | — OS 
- We continue attach greatest importance reconciling any divergence | 
views US-UK on question truce observance. November 4. resolution, | 

_ which passed by vote 9-1-1 as amended by US, reflected virtual 
| identity US-UK views. Psychological impact this resolution has 

served very useful purpose maintaining authority SC. Work of com- — 
mittee established by resolution and of Mediator in his consultations 

_- with parties give every reasonable hope compliance withdrawal be- 
yond demarcation lines both sides which will effectively separate 
respective armed forces while at same time saving face both sides. | 

| Committee should finish work Saturday. Thereafter Bunche informs 
| me few days will be needed initiate plan. . | : 

| Meanwhile, we feel November 4 resolution represents furthest Coun- 
| cil should attempt go in direction truce “enforcement”. To crowd 

beyond this point would ignore practical realities. These are, on one | 

| side, every evidence that “truce” both practically and psychologically 

has served its purpose and it is essential, therefore, to push forward 

| to new constructive phase. Bunche and Riley, who are in best position 

| to know, feel this very strongly. General Riley in particular feels that 

“truce” as such cannot last longer than two weeks. On other hand, all | 

evidence we have indicates parties finally tired of fighting, want to 

| compass differences and get on with business of final settlement. oe 

For these reasons we feel British, having achieved November 4. 

| objective, are now making mistake wanting push further along same | 

road which in our opinion strongly shared other members SC, such 

| as Canada, France, could only lead disaster because psychological _ 

atmosphere of tension, rigidity positions, state near-war would not | 

: only be continued but further stimulated. _ 
_ ‘This might readily upset steady progress settlement Negev question 

and lead to defiance Mediator and SC. This in turn would immediately 

raise question whether SC should apply sanctions which we are con- 
vinced SC would not do. = | | an | 

This is so because (1) USSR might veto but would probably | 
! abstain; (2) under present circumstances we cannot envisage as _ 

practical reality US voting in favor any SC resolution calling imposi- 
tion sanctions against Israel; (3) we are virtually certain France _ 
would not support. Others would probably abstain and we doubt , 
whether UK at best could get more than three or four votes total (UK, _ 

- Syria, possibly China, possibly Belgium). Failure of SC to impose 
- ganctions in unhappy event it is confronted with necessity examining 

this question would (a) cancel psychological effect already gained and 
present restraining effect November 4 resolution; (6) generally dam- | 

age prestige and authority.of SC probably beyond any possibility of
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repair; (¢) destroy possibility GA contributing solution Palestine 
question; and (d@) greatly increase risk that expansionist pressures 

_ within Israel would lead to new adventures. _ _ 
In event SC failed apply sanctions British position, in light con- 

siderations advanced above, presumably would be arm Arabs in con- 
formity treaty commitments. Result would be three-cornered arms_ 

| race between UK, US, USSR to supply respective sides in long-con- 
|  tinuing struggle which would set back common US-UK objectives in 

| Middle East for years. The US, UK, Israel, the Arab states and UN | 
| would all lose; the USSR would be only one to gain and they would | 

gain very substantially. | 
In the event, which we consider unlikely, US and France vote in 

favor of, and a sanctions resolution passes the Council, the ultimate 
result will be same but reached by slightly different route. We do not 
feel USSR would vote in favor sanctions and they would feel no ob-- 
ligation whatsoever, legal, moral or otherwise, to withhold arms from | 
Israel. Effect of this would be to throw Israel into Soviet camp rather 
than holding them in Western orbit. 

In view of foregoing we have been trying capitalize strong senti- 
ment Council (e.g. France, Canada) favor new approach along lines 
Bunche armistice idea. We drafted last night short punchy resolution | 
(text new [newt] following telegram *), establishing armistice but at — | 
same time reaffirming truce while parties with aid acting Mediator | 

a work out details armistice. This armistice phase will not, as we see it, 
impede straightening out Negev situation as contemplated Novem- 
ber 4 but will actually facilitate Jewish cooperation with acting 
Mediator in Negev and will clear decks prompt consideration Com- 
mittee One of permanent settlement. We are convinced rapid progress 
with this program is surest guarantee against new Israeli military 

| operations. Consequently we earnestly hope British will recede from. 
their present rigid position which we feel blind alley with disaster 
lurking at end, and that they will find it possible support our brief 
resolution. ee 

Canadians pressing for soonest meeting SC and working on UK to 
meet our views with which they agree. Canadians think McNeil was - 
persuaded in our joint evening conference on November 9 (see Delga 
661 2—London 1214) but was slapped down by London. 

In addition to UK and Canada we gave copy our short resolution 
on personal basis to Eban this morning making clear this paper had no 
delegation our [or] US Government standing. Eban has since consulted 
Shertok and first reaction indicates our resolution basically acceptable 
to Israel subject, however, to drafting changes we believe can be 

| worked out. , Oo | 

| - No, 718, not printed, but see footnote 1, p. 1582. oe Bt 
_. * Dated November 9, p. 1559.
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| Sent Department Delga 717, repeated London as 1250 for the 
Ambassador. | | a 

| | | |  MarsHann 

USUN Files | , co. 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State+ —' | 

| CONFIDENTIAL | [Paris,]| November 13, 1948. 

Participants: The Secretary oe | 
| | Mr. Shertok, Israeli Foreign Minister . a | 

_ | Mr. Eban, Israeli Representative at United Nations | 
: —_ ‘Mr. Wilkins, United States Delegation | 

| Mr. Shertok called on me this afternoon at his request to discuss the 
Palestine question, => a a | 

‘Mr. Shertok told me he wanted to discuss two aspects of the question Pe 
| atthe presenttime: | | 

1) The Security Council Resolution of November 4 and its rela-— 
tion to a proposed Security Council resolution providing for the | 

. establishment of an armistice in Palestine and for the commence- 
ment of negotiations leading to final settlement of the Palestine 

7 question ke eee 

_ Mr. Shertok said that his government attached the greatest impor- 
‘tance to immediate negotiations and that it felt that if the Security 
Council called upon Israel and the Arab States to commence nego- — | 
tiations directly or through a United Nations representative, armis- 
tice demarcation lines could be established at an early date. Mr. 

_ Shertok did not think that the principle of broad demilitarized or 
. neutral zones should be followed, although it might be necessary to 

have narrow “no man’s land” strips. In particular, Mr. Shertok ob- | = 
_ jected to the November 4 Security Council resolution as it related to | 

the Negev in that it would prevent administrative and military control 
of Israeli Negev by Tel Aviv. Mr. Shertok said that his. government - 

felt. that the November 4 Resolution should be. superseded by the 
_ proposed Security Council resolution providing for the establishment | a 

of an armistice in Palestine and for the commencement of negotiations 
leading toa final settlement of the Palestine question. _ BC 

_ 2) Admission of Israel to the United Nations re | 

| Mr. Shertok said that their lack of membership in the United 
| Nations at the present time was of considerable disadvantage to them. - 

He said that, for example, it prevented them’ from dealing on a basis 
of equality with the six Arab States both in the United Nations and 
in Palestine. He said that it prevented them: from having a vote on 

_ "Drafted by Mr. Wilkins, Oe o
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important matters affecting Israel. He said that if they were not 
| admitted at this session of the General Assembly, Israel would not 

be able to become a United Nations member for another year. He | 
said that so far the Provisional Government of Israel had been recog- | 

nized by eighteen countries, that these included the United States 
and Russia and the Soviet satellite states but did not include any of 

the Western European states. Mr. Shertok was of the opinion that 

the admission of Israel into the United Nations would not make it 

- necessary for other members of the United Nations to recognize it 

| immedately unless they wished to do so, but that the fact of Israel’s 
admission would have the international effect of establishing Israel’s _ 

status and thus prove a stabilizing factor in the Near East. - 

| _ Mr. Shertok said that he wished to speak very frankly and con- 
os fidentially to me, as he had instructed Mr. Epstein in Washington to 

| - eommunicate with Mr. Lovett, with regard to Israel’s general foreign 

relations with the United States and the U.S.S.R. Mr. Shertok said | 
it had been his Government’s endeavor to steer a middle course, that, 

if it became necessary, there was no doubt where Israel’s tone [sic] 

7 sympathies lay but that Israel was having increasing difficulty in 

_ proving to its people, in view of the position which we had taken on 
. various aspects of the Palestine question, that the United States desired 

friendly or as friendly relations with Israel as did the U.S.S.R. Mr. 
Shertok pointed out, for example, that the U.S.S.R. had a full 

_ Minister whereas the United States had only a Special Representative 

at Tel Aviv. Mr. Shertok said there was no doubt that the U.S.S.R. | 

was friendly towards Israel, as revealed by the Soviet position in the 

United Nations and elsewhere; consequently, many Israelis now say: — 

| “Why should we not go along with the Russians who are friendly __- 
towards us?” —— | | 

| Mr. Shertok seemed to feel that American support for their position 
regarding negotiations and an armistice as well-as for Israel’s im- 

mediate admission to the United Nations would counterbalance the 

sympathy of the Israeli people for Soviet Russia. 
Mr. Shertok said he understood I was perturbed regarding recent , 

reports that Israel was obtaining men and munitions from the Soviet 

_ Union. Mr. Shertok said he wished to assure me categorically that | 

| no men or munitions had been received from the Soviet Union, butthat 

men had come from all parts of the world to help Israel and that 

munitions had been purchased and received from Czechoslovakia, 

France and Switzerland. _ oe 7 mS 
J told Mr. Shertok it was our main purpose to bring about agreement 

7 between the Arabs and the Jews in Palestine and that we were not 

necessarily concerned as to what the agreement was aslong as it did
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not involve conquest by war. I re-emphasized this point several times 

-. during my conversation. I said that if Israel openly flouted or defied 

| the United Nations or the Security Council, it seemed clear it would 

be unable to gain admission to the United Nations, and that such other 

matters as loans and de jure recognition would, of course, be affected. 

| I said that we had been endeavoring for a long time to make it 

possible for the Arabs and Jews to agree. I said that thus far we had — 

| been successful in bringing the Arabs and, I might add, the British _ 

along with us, in the steps which the United Nations had taken. I said | 

that I was convinced the Arabs greatly feared that Israel might notbe 

: content with its present position in Palestine, and that it might en- _ 

deavor to branch out and would. actually take steps in this direction. _ 

I said that reports of Israeli arms purchases in Czechoslovakia and | 

| their receipt increased Arab fears in this respect. I expressed the 

| opinion that we were closer to an agreement between the Arabs and 

! the Jews at the present time than we ever had been and said to. 

Mr. Shertok, in brief, “Don’t overplay your hand.” 

| - L also added that I had not seen any of the Israeli representatives | 

: in Paris since my last conversation with Mr. Shertok in October, and 

| that I had not done so because I had learned from experience that — 

what was said in confidence was immediately thereafter known in 

| New York. I said that I understood the long historial background in 7 

: - Tsrael’s struggle, but that my attitude was that we should now deal 

- with each other in the normal fashion as Foreign Secretaries each 

representing his own Government. 7 oo 

L Mr. Shertok thanked me for the frank expression of my views. _ 

: Mr. Shertok said that he wished to be equally frank and to state he 

: was convinced the British were seeking through. the November 4 _ 

Resolution to accomplish in the Negev what they had been unable to / 

|. do in any other way. He said that they wished. to prevent its control 

| -—- +by Israel and that the November 4 Resolution was not a truce resolu- — 

tion but a political resolution for this purpose. Mr. Shertok added that 

| his Government had two choices: 1) to cooperate in the implementa- _ 

| tion of the November 4 Resolution through the present plan of the 

| Acting Mediator, or, 2) to oppose it by refusing to withdraw Israeli 

armed forces from recently occupied areas in the Negev. Mr. Shertok | 

| _ said that he did not know what position his Government would take, - 

| _ but he personally was inclined to the latter. | 

fo Mr. Shertok added that Israel had definite evidence that the British 
fo were now supplying the Arabs with men and arms. I told him T had | 

2 heard reports to this effect, had investigated them and was convinced | 

| that the British were not supplying the Arabs with men and arms. - 
| I emphasized again the importance of an agreement between the =
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_ Arabs and Jews and strongly stressed that we now had a real oppor- 
tunity of reaching it.2 & | 

? Secretary Marshall transmitted the text of this memorandum of conversation 
| to the Department on November 18 (Delga (825, 501.BB Palestine/11—1848). 

| . Editorial Note a 

_. Mr. Bunche, through his representatives at Tel Aviv and Cairo, 
_ transmitted to the Provisional Government of Israel and the Govern- 

ment of Egypt identical communications of November 13, establishing 
| ‘provisional demarcation lines for Israeli and Egyptian forces in the 

Negeb. This action, taken pursuant to the Security Council resolution 
of November 4, fixed November 19 as the effective date. The commu- 
nications stated that “As soon as the provisional demarcation lines 
have been put into effect, my good offices and those of the Chief of 
Staff and the entire truce supervision personnel will be fully at the 
disposal of both parties to assist them in undertaking the negotiations 

| envisaged in the resolution for the establishment of the permanent 
truce lines and such neutral or demilitarized zones as may appear 
advantageous.” | 

The communications were made public by the United Nations in 
press release PAL/381, November 13. Paris transmitted them to the 

| Department on November 16 (Delga 783, 501.BB Palestine/11-1648). 

501.BB Palestine/11-1848: Telegram __ a | 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Special Representative of the 
| United States in Israel (McDonald) | | 

| SECRET US URGENT |= Wasuincron, November 13, 1948—1 p. m. 

, _ 216. Dept had received several reports indicating number Amer 
| citizens and aircraft of Amer and Panamanian registry involved in 

movement fighter aircraft and arms from Czecho to Israel in violation 
SC resolutions May 29 and July 15 and contravention US Govt Policy 
on arms shipments to Near East. (Urtel 243 Nov 8.7) Planes overflying 

_ Austria refused respond international signals to land given by US | 
Air Forces. Rather than accede Air Force request for authorization to 
shoot down planes Dept on basis affidavits from Amer citizens involved 
instructed Emb Praha end July request assistance Czech Govt in 
stopping use Czech airfields by Amer aircraft using Amer crews and 

| bearing Amer markings and engaged in clandestine operations. Czech 
Govt also requested assist Emb take up passports personnel such crews. 
Foregoing action believed in accord SC resolutions May 29 and July 15 

| as well as US Govt Policy on this matter. | | 
| Oe : 7 Lovett 

tNot printed. : a
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501.BB Palestine/11—1348: Telegram | | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at Paris 

| SECRET _ | Wasuineton, November 13, 1948—2 p. m. 

| _ Gadel 478. 1. President approved proposed Congressional appropri- | 
- ation of $16,000,000 US contribution Palestinian refugees. Congres- | 

sional leaders being consulted. Will inform soonest when announcement 
| can be made. oe | | 

| _ [Here follows discussion of possible appointees to the position of 
- administrator of Palestinian refugee relief operations.] 

ae | . Lovett 

-501.BB Palestine/11-1448 | | | 

«The Israeli Foreign Minister (Shertok) to the Secretary of State, 
! | | at Paris | 

Aut. 04-10 | | Paris, 14th November, 1948. | 
| 0441 | | _— | Oo 

Drar Mr. Marsuary: In our conversation yesterday you thought 
that I was unduly critical of the British in suggesting that their prime 

| interest as sponsors of the November 4th resolution of the Security OS 
Council lay, not in their concern for the stability of the truce regime, 
but in their desire to achieve a definite territorial settlement, namely ~~ 

| - the exclusion of the Negev from the territory of Israel. You felt sure 
that the two issues were being kept separate. ee | | 

| After we left, I learnt from Mr. Eban that, in a recent conversa- | 
tion with him, Mr. Hector McNeil freely argued that the adoption 

| of the November 4th resolution was essential to secure the imple- 
: mentation of the Bernadotte Report. ‘Mr. Eban reported at the time | 

the gist of that interview to members of your Delegation. Mr. McNeil’s _ 
statement came as a clear admission of the British political and ter- ; 
ritorial interest behind the sponsorship of a resolution designed, on 
the face of it, to stabilise the truce. My apprehensions as to the real | 
motives of the British attitude thus appear to be fully justified. | | 

-——s- Tt came to my knowledge only after our interview that the Security _ 
Council sub-committee had in the meantime decided, by majority,to = 
endorse the Acting Mediator’s plan for the withdrawal of the forces 

— in the Negev. If you would bear in mind what I put before you in | 
| my two cabled messages, and what I submitted yesterday orally,I am 

| sure you will appreciate the utter gravity of the issue which has now ~~ 
| been created. Conflict with the Security Council, or for that matter | 

with any organ of the United Nations, is the very last thing we would | 
wish to see ourselves involved in, but when avoidance of conflict entails 
the sacrifice of most fundamental national interests, I fear that we are 
leftwithnochoicee = -
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| I take this opportunity of most earnestly repeating the plea that the | 
Security Council should now concentrate on the resolution enjoining — 
an armistice and the initiation of peace talks, and that this over-all 
resolution be taken to supersede and render superfluous the ad hoc 
arrangement proposed for the Negev. Insistence upon the latter can 
only reduce, and may even wreck, the chances of success of the former, 
whereas more forbearance on the minor issue, now that a fresh start is | 

_ being made to tackle the problem in its major aspect, must enhance 
_ the effectiveness of the new approach. SS | 

a I feel deeply alarmed by the apparent determination to pursue the 
November 4th line to the bitter end, and would venture to express the | 
hope that, under your enlightened leadership, and in the interests of 

| all concerned, the United Nations and we may be spared this unneces- 
: sary ordeal. . _ | | ) a 

| Yours very sincerely, M. SHERTOK 

| 501.BB Palestine/11-1448 : Telegram oe | 

_ The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State | 

‘SECRET US URGENT Parts, November 14, 1948—9 p. m. 
_ NIAcT | : 

| Delga 746. Verbatim text revised draft SC resolution on Palestine | 7 
follows:? . | | | 

| “The SC oS | 
Reaffirming its previous resolutions concerning the establishment 

_ and implementation of the'truce in Palestine and [recalling] in par- 
| ticular, its resolution of 15 July 1948 which determined that the situa- 

| tion in Palestine constitutes a threat to the peace within the meaning 
: of Article 39 of the Charter; — | Lo | | 

-2This draft, providing for an armistice in Palestine, was the third text sent to 
. the Department in-as many days. Secretary Marshall, on November 2, had trans- 

mitted the first of these (Delga 718, 501.BB Palestine/11-1248). The following | 
. day, he sent a revised draft, developed during consultation with the British and 

Canadian Delegations (Delga 740). In commenting on ‘the revised draft, the 
' Secretary wrote: “Department should note that inclusion of reference to Novem- 

_ ber 4-resolution in second paragraph of new draft will probably not be very satis- 
factory to Israel. British, however, wanted stronger reference to November 4 
in the first paragraph. We believe it essential to reach agreement with British 
re this matter and we believe it essential in order to reach such agreement to : 

a admit some reference to November 4. British have receded about 80-90 percent 
from their original position (a) of not being willing to consider the Bunche 
armistice approach at all and (6) of insisting on extending scope of November 4 

. resolution, including sanctions aspect, to other sectors of Palestine, in particular 
‘northern Galilee. On other hand new draft gives Israel 80-90 percent what they — 
want, most important of all being (a) SC recognition of armistice concept replac- 
ing truce as transition to permanent peace, (b) SC endorsement of principle of 
direct negotiation, and (c) elimination from Paragraph 8, Subparagraph (b) of 
preceding draft of language relating to ‘broad demilitarized zones.’ ”’ (Delga 739) 
Delga 739 and 740 are filed under 501.BB Palestine/11-1348.
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Taking note that the GA is continuing its consideration of the 
future government of Palestine in response to the request of the SC Z 
of 7 April 1946 [7948]; 7 / | . | 

_ Without prejudice to the action of the Acting Mediator regarding 
the implementation of the resolution of the SC of 4 November 1948 

| in regard to which he has consulted with the Committee of the Council 
| _ appointed by that resolution ; | onan 

| ' Decides that, in order to eliminate the threat to the peace in Pales- 
tine and to facilitate the transition from the present truce to perma- 

- nent peace in Palestine, an armistice shall be immediately established 
in all sectors of Palestine ; Bn 7 

Calls upon the parties directly involved in the conflict in Palestine, | 
as a further provisional measure under Article 40 of the Charter, to | 
enter into negotiations immediately, either directly or through the — 
Acting Mediator on Palestine, with a view to the immediate establish- 
ment of the armisticeincluding: =  . | 

-— (a):-'The delineation of permanent armistice demarcation lines 
| beyond which the armed forces of the respective parties shall not. | 

: move; 7 , / . 
(6) Such withdrawal and reduction of their armed forces as _ 

_._-will ensure the maintenance of the armistice during the transition 
| to permanent peace in Palestine.” ? | , - 

— Sent Department Delga 746, repeated London as 1263. _ oo 

| a | Se ~ - Marsmann 

27This draft resolution was agreed to by spokesmen for the United States, | 
United Kingdom, and Canadian Delegations on November 14. The United States 

. Delegation informed the Department of its view that “we are free under present 
instructions to support and vote for this revised text.” (Delga 745 from Paris, 
501.BB Palestine/11-1448) a 

_ The Department, in reply on November 14, stated: “Your Delgas 739 and 740 
November 13 were sent to President at sea for his instructions which are not 
yet forthcoming. Meanwhile we have received your 745 and 746 November 14 and | 

| concur that under instructions set forth in Gadel 420 you may support and vote 
for, but not sponsor, revised draft resolution whose text is contained in Delga 
746.” (Gadel 475 to Paris, 501.BB Palestine/11-1448). Regarding Gadel 420, see _ 

oo footnote 1 to telegram Delga 634, p. 1556. a : | 
_ With minor changes, the draft resolution in Delga 746 was submitted to the 

_ Security Council on November 15 by the Canadian, French, and Belgian Repre- 
fo sentatives (SC, 3rd yr., No. 125, p. 4). For the statement by Mr. Jessup the same 

day on the draft resolution, see ibid., p. 25. oo a 

 -501.BB Palestine/ 11-1348 : Telegram | . | . | 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State, at Paris 

- SECRET Us URGENT  Wasnineton, November 14, 1948—11 p.m. 
| NIACT | | , : | | 

: _ Gadel 476. Urtels Delgas 739 and 7401 were sent last night to 
| President for instructions which have not yet been received. Mean- | 

a 1 Both dated November 13; neither printed, but see footnotes 1 and 2, supra.
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: while I have talked with Clifford by telephone and we agree that: 

1. Language in second pgh * Delga 740 with reference to SC resolu- _ 
tion of November4isequivocal — | a | 

2. As a matter of practice within realm of possibility, sanctions 
applied by SC in instant case are out of question. a 

_ 8. We can not place ourselves in position of “being against peace”. 

_ Accordingly, on constructive side, we feel that utmost emphasis 
should be placed on getting both parties to war in Palestine to nego- | 
tiate armistice and eventual peace. If you make it clear that draft 

_ resolution contained in Delga 746 ° is but a step to this paramount end, 
_ I feel that, under authorization in Gadel 420 November 7* you are 

free to vote for that draft resolution. (This telegram is commentary 
on Gadel 475 > which precedes. ) | : a 

Attitude toward Soviet amendments to Bunche’s draft resolution 
_ (Delga 634°) has not yet been cleared with President and if these —| 

amendments come to vote you should abstain. | | 

2 This paragraph read: “Decides that, in order to eliminate this threat to the 
peace and to facilitate the transition from the present truce, without prejudice — 
to its application under the resolution of 4 November, to permanent peace in 
Palestine, an armistice shall be immediately established in all sectors of Pales- : 
tine’. (501.BB Palestine/11-1348) | | : | 

, * Supra. — | | 
. _ “Not printed ; but see footnote 1 to telegram Delga 634, p. 1556. | 

° Dated November 14, not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 1583. . 
* Dated November 6, p. 1555. 

501.BB Palestine/11-1548 

- Memorandum by Mr. Robert M. McClintock to the Acting Secretary 
oe of State | - | 

TOP SECRET no {Wasuineton,] November 15, 1948. 

In light of this afternoon’s press reports of Shertok’s statement 
before Committee I of the General Assembly,! Mr. Satterthwaite and _ 

: I agree that it might be useful to repeat to the President Ambassador __ 
Douglas’ Niact 4851, November 12 attached. Both the press reports . 
and this telegram relate to your description of the President’s feeling 

* Mr. Shertok, in a statement before the Committee on November 15, announced 
that “The Mediator’s proposal concerning the Negeb was in itself a sufficient | 
reason why the Government of Israel could not consider the [Bernadotte] report | 
even a basis for discussion.” He stated also that Israel would not give up any | 
part of the Negeb, that it claimed permanent inclusion in Israel of modern 
Jewish Jerusalem and of the territory linking Jerusalem with the coast and : 
that all of the Galilee should be part of Israel. The text of Mr. Shertok’s state- 
ment is printed in GA, 8rd sess., Pt. I, First Committee, Summary Records, 

Ahmad Shukairy, Vice President of the delegation of the Arab Higher Com- 
mittee at the United Nations, the following day, also rejected Count Bernadotte’s 
proposals as a basis for settling the Palestine problem (ibid., p. 647).
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that if he was to keep his contract the Israeli would have to keep 
| theirs? | wee 

? Marginal notation by Mr. Lovett: “Discussed substance with Clifford 5:45 
Noy. 15th. No need to send.” a : 

501.BB Palestine/11-1548 : Telegram - . - | | 

The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State oo 

_ TOP SECRET  NIACT Paris, November 15, 1948—noon. 7 

| Martel 134. Personal eyes only for Lovett. Douglas came from 
London to see-me this afternoon and reported as follows: Co 

1 — Begin Douglas Report. a 7 | | 

1. Prime Minister Attlee sent Douglas word November 12 that he | 

: would like to see him on a matter of grave importance at Chequers — 
November 18. Douglas, accompanied by Lewis Jones, kept this ap- 

| pointment and found that Attlee had asked Lord Tedder and Michael 
2 Wright to be on hand for talk which lasted for three-quarters of an. 

— hour. | | a | | | 
2. Attlee opened by stating that British Government is gravely 

| perturbed about Palestine and sees situation there as presenting dan-_ 
-gers as great and immediate to world peace and to Anglo-American - 
cooperation as Berlin or any other present problem. = | a | 

| | 3. Only hope, said Attlee, lies in close Anglo-American cooperation. 
- If this cannot be achieved over Palestine it will become much more 

difficult to achieve in other fields. Moreover, Palestine question con- 
_ tains seeds of possible impairment, if not impotence, of UN and of 

serious Anglo-American divergence. It is, therefore, essential that US 
and UK should maintain common ground. ee | | 

} 4. Palestine problem has two aspects: (a) preservation of the truce, — 
| and (6) nature of a permanent settlement. Without preservation of 
| truce there can be no settlement. | , 
| _ 5. Re truce British Government has scrupulously observed condi- - 
| tions of truce and has refrained from delivering arms to Arab coun- | 

_ . tries in spite of their treaty obligations to do so. However, truce has 
| not been observed by Israel, which in breach of truce has built upa 

considerable modern fighting force largely with material from Czecho- _ | 
| slovakia. Fact that truce has operated to advantage of one party has 

stretched relations of British Government with Arab countries almost | 
to breaking point. | a ne Be - | 

| 6. Attlee said that under SC. resolution of November 4 Acting | 
| Mediator is about to fix a time limit for withdrawal of forces from | 

their present positions so as to maintain principle that neither side | 
benefits from breaches of truce. British Government considers this _
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issue is crucial. If Jews refuse to comply and SC is unwilling or unable : 
to take any action under chapter seven, way will be open for further 

| unlimited breaches of truce by either side. When Arabs broke truce 
British Government publicly stated that it was willing to take partin 

: application of measures against Arab countries under chapter seven 
and voted accordingly. Arab governments bowed to authority of SC. 
If Jews refuse to comply, same issue arises, but in respect to other " 

party. | : OO . pr | 

7. Speaking with great feeling Attlee said that in this matter Brit-_ 

: ish Government believes future of UN itself is at stake. Failure of. 
| League of Nations to take action on a similar issue was beginning of 

its downfall. Same is likely to be true with UN. Apart from specific 

issue, it seems to British Government essential that UK and US | 
should do their utmost to secure action by SC if Israel flaunts [fouts] : 

its authority. Among possible first steps would be strengthening arms 
embargo on party which fails to comply and lifting of arms embargo 

| - on other party; denial of loans; severance of financial and commercial 
relations, and of communications; and possibly at a later stage, , 

| blockade. oe | 
8. Meanwhile, said Attlee, British chiefs of staff have advised 

British Cabinet that, as a result of recent Jewish advances, security 
of Transjordan, who is Britain’s ally, is threatened. Consequently, 
British Govt is bound to consider what action it should take if Jews, 
in further violation of truce, were to attack TJ forces which have 

- never entered any part of Palestine which, under November 29 UNGA 

resolution, would have gone to Jews. If Jews attack TJ territory as | 
they have already attacked Lebanon (Jewish forces are now in occu- | 
pation of sixteen Lebanese villages) British Govt would be obliged to _ 
give armed assistance to its ally. Same would apply in case of Egypt, 
but British treaty with TJ does not specify that assistance should only 

| be given when TJ territory is attacked. British Govt would, therefore, _ 
be in grave dilemma. Objections to assistance by British armed forces 
to TJ forces in Palestine are obvious and serious, and British Govt 

- has‘no desire to find itself embarked on this course. If, on other hand, | 
British stand aside and allow TJ forces to be driven back across 
Jordan, their assistance may come too late, and the blow to value 
placed by other countries on any treaty of alliance with UK may be 
irreparable. It might be, said Attlee, that whole British and perhaps 
western position in Middle East might be lost. The more British Govt 
considers this dilemma, the less it likes it. It concludes that every 
possible step should be taken to avoid dilemma arising, always bearing
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in mind that at some point (e.g. TJ frontier) HMG would be obliged a 
- in any case to intervene with armed forces. pe | 

_ 9, Attlee said it is hope of British Govt that if SC shows that either 
party which defies its authority will have measures taken against it, 

| the dilemma will never arise. — ae a 
10. Attlee then turned to what he described as an “immediate ques- 

tion” and said the British Govt has to consider not only threat to 

Transjordan but threat to safety of UK airfield:at Amman, remember- . 

ing that Jewish forces have already crossed Lebanese frontier and in 
| an earlier stage of operations bombed Amman. UK airfield Amman _ | 

| is virtually defenseless at present. Consequently, British Govt has 7 
| decided that reinforcements should be sent to UK airfield Amman (at. 

present garrisoned by 150 men of the RAF regiment (training) with © 

_ six armoured cars but without any AA defense). These reinforcements _ 
| _ will be confined to RAF personnel, some light anti-aircraft equipment 

| and necessary supplies, including some 30/50 tons of ammunition | 
| which could be held available at Amman under RAF guard for | 

despatch to Arab Legion in event this is ordered as result Israeli 
—— attack.. oo : 7 - 

11. Attlee said British Cabinet has also decided that if Jews refuse ~ 
to comply with orders of Acting Mediator, it is intended to send UK 
detachment to Aqaba to forestall any possibility that Jews might at- 

tempt to occupy Aqaba. | | | 
12. Douglas reports that Attlee asked him in spirit of US-UK 

- cooperation to advise me without delay of British Cabinet decision | 

| _ described paragraph 10 above since, as Tedder confirmed, British mili- 

tary are most anxious to begin airlift reinforcement Amman Novem- _ 

: ber 15 or 16. Douglas promised to deliver message to me and to report — | 
7 to Attlee any comments I might wish to make. Attlee said he would - 

welcome these. — | | ) ee | _ 
13. Speaking generally of arms embargo, Attlee said British Govt 

has scrupulously refrained from supplying any arms to Arab coun- , 

tries and are not proposing to do so now, but if Jews refuse to comply 
| _with SC, a new situation will have arisen. British Govt feels that in | 

event non-compliance Jews SC should agree that arms embargo as a - 
7 general measure should be lifted in respect of other party. In any case : 

it would be-very difficult for British Govt to continue to withhold | 
arms which it is bound under its treaties to deliver. = | | 

14, Re permanent settlement to be worked out in UNGA Attlee said 
both US and UK have publicly supported Bernadotte proposals. He
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hoped UK would soon receive comments of US on draft resolutions 
_ which it is proposed US and UK jointly should introduce in UNGA 

in support of Bernadotte proposals, and that US and UK would soon 
agree on their tactics in matter towards other delegations. In British 
view Bernadotte proposals are not only those of Mediator, but are only 

_ common ground for a settlement on which UK and US have been 
able to agree. Attlee said “we are most anxious to make our area of __ 
agreement as solid as possible”. . | | 

15. After Attlee had finished Douglas reports that he took up with 
him following points. - Oo 

_ 16. Re desire for close US and UK cooperation in connection with 
both truce and final settlement (paragraph 3 above) Douglas as- 

| _ sured Attlee that US is also anxious that this be maintained. Flexi- 
bility on both sides would contribute to this. Re truce (paragraph 6 
above) Douglas presented forcefully my thoughts as embodied in | 
Delga 717 and 618 [718], November 121 (repeated London as 1259 and. 
1251) with omission those parts inappropriate for discussion with 
UK. It was clear from replies of Attlee and Wright that while British 
Govt is somewhat skeptical as to its effectiveness UK would welcome. 

- conversion truce into armistice provided new resolution mentions 
| November 4 resolution. UK feels that omission this reference would | 

vitiate “psychological impact” mentioned paragraph 2 Delga 717. 
Douglas informs me Delga 739, November 12 [13] ? accurately reflects 
highest level British thinking in this connection and, comparing reso- 
lution text in Delga 718 with text Delga 740° Douglas is surprised and 
gratified at distance UK has gone to maintain common front with us. | 

17. Re immediate reinforcement RAF airfield Amman (paragraph 
10 above) replying to Douglas questions Tedder confirmed solemnly 

| that UK had sent no military equipment—not even necessary spare - 
_ and maintenance parts to Arabs since imposition of embargo and 

stressed fact that present movement would be only from one UK 
military base in Egypt to another UK military in TJ. Tedder and 
Wright said that UK entertains no doubts re its legal rights in this 

| connection. Attlee said UK action in advising me in advance and 
| affording me an opportunity to express my views before movement 

begins is to be faithful to general spirit of US-UK cooperation in 
common problems. Douglas stressed fact that reinforcement steps | 
could probably only be kept secret for few days and asked whether 

- UK proposed to inform Mediator and have UN observer check fact 
_ ammunition flown in remains in RAF stores under RAF guard thus 

protecting UK against any charge that it is rearming Arabs, Tedder 

* Latter not printed, but see footnote 1, p. 1582. 
* Not printed; but see ibid.. | 
* Dated November 18, not printed ; but see ibid.
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| said there was no military objection to this being done. Wright said 

consideration is being given to parliamentary question on subject but — 

_ presentation problem would be discussed November 14 with Hector 

McNeil. Douglas urged importance of presentation problem. . SO 

| 18. Re compliance by Jews with November 4 resolution (paragraph — | 

18 above) Wright inquired whether US is exerting its great influence 

— on PGI to this end. He said UK pressure on Arabs is unremitting and = 

pointed out that iff Jews do comply the serious contingencies men- | 

tioned by Prime Minister would never arise. | | 

oe 19. Re US comments on US-UK draft resolution (paragraph 14 

_ above) Attlee added that UK can hardly put pressure on Arabs along | 

any lines (see London’s 4818, November 10 to Dept* until it hasa 
- ready answer to inevitable Arab question “does US agree with UK on 

| settlement you are recommending?” End Douglas Report. 

a 20. I wish to comment immediately to British Govt on specific point 

_of reinforcing British military units and installations in Arab states. _ 

_ An important factor in problem is that early advent of rains will make 

it difficult or impossible to postpone reinforcement to a later date if ) 
reinforcement is to become necessary. Please notify me immediately 

whether you see any objection to my commenting as follows: 

“T have considered carefully the considerations advanced by the 
| British Govt on the subject of Palestine which Ambassador Douglas ; 

discussed fully with me today. The United States recognized that the 
British Govt must insure the security of its own armed forces and ° | 
military installations. We assume, however, that in assessing the na- 

_ ture of the threat to such armed forces and installations in the Arab 
states, the British Govt will take into account the attitude of Israel 
toward the effort of the Security Council to maintain a truce and 
establish an armistice in Palestine.” ® — ce 

_- Sent Dept as Martel 134 from Marshall, repeated London 1264 eyes a 
only for Douglas. | | | 

| _ | a -Marsuaun 

Oo - *Not printed. — | | oe : 
°Mr. Lovett’s reply on November 15 stated that he saw “no objection your 

comments to British Government as outlined. You may wish consider clarifying , 
drafting third and last sentence, particularly ‘attitude of Israel toward the 
effort, ete” a | a a : 

_ “Assume this would be personal and secret communication from you to Attlee 
not to be released by British in support their contemplated action, which may . 
be widely misunderstood here unless most carefully handled by them.” (Telmar 

. 159 to Paris, 501.BB Palestine/11—1548) . - | . | 
» Ambassador Douglas delivered Secretary Marshall’s message to Prime Minister | 
Attlee on the morning of November 17 and concluded that, unless the situation : 
deteriorated seriously, the British would not send reinforcements to Amman | | 
before the Israeli reply to the Acting Mediator (telegram 884, November 17, ~ : 
¢ p. m., from London to the Secretary, at Paris, 501.BB Palestine/11-1748). 

«98594-7668 | |
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| USUN Files : 7 | mo oe ae 

| Memorandum by the Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) 
_ to the Secretary of State, at Paris — oe 

| TOP SECRET me [ Parts, | November 15, 1948. | 

Subject: Conversation with Michael Wright on Palestine = 

- 1. Michael Wright had spent Sunday? with Mr. Bevin and had 
- come over at Bevin’s request in regard to Palestine and particularly the 

report which I transmitted to you last night and this morning?” _ | 

2. (a) As regards the immediate issue, i.e., the movement of anti- | 
aircraft equipment, ammunition and reinforcements to the U.K. air © , 

| establishment at Amman, I explained to Wright that you were not now 
in a position to make any comment. a - 

(6) Speaking very personally not on behalf of my Government 
and not as a reflection of your views, I explained to him why it seemed 

_ to me preferable for the British to postpone this step probably for at 
least another 24 hours when we might have a clearer view of Israeli’s oe 
attitude toward the Security Council resolution and the Bunche pro- 

—— posals. | | OO 

8. After some discussion, I suggested to Wright that he cable — 
| London informing the Prime Minister: | | | 

oo, (a) that I was returning to London tomorrow afternoon and that 
I would personally transmit your comments; a | 

__ (6) that in talks here with the representatives of Israeli it was 
indicated that they would probably accept the Security Council’s ac- 
tions; and 

. _ _ (¢) that it was my very personal view that it would be better for | 
' the British to postpone their contemplated steps to reinforce their 

installation at Amman until I arrive in London tomorrow afternoon. © 

This Wrightisdoing, | 
4, Wright said that Mr. Bevin had asked him to reiterate his as- | 

surances that the U.K. had no desire whatsoever to throttle Palestine; 
that at the appropriate moment, if the Israelis behaved appropriately, 
the U.K. was prepared to extend de jure recognition and totakeallthe | 
steps necessary for a full recognition of and friendliness toward the 
state of Israel. If, however, the Israelis failed to comply with the 
Security Council, Mr. Bevin felt that the arms embargo imposed on 

| the Arab states should be lifted and no loans should be extended to 
the Israeli Government and that financial sanctions should be em- | 
ployed. In this connection, he said the imports to Israeli were now 
being financed by the U.K. through the release of sterling for this 

| _ purpose. | ae ee | : 

Wright was also asked by Bevin to repeat: a - 
(a) that he attached great importance to internationalization of | 

Jerusalem ; and | | - ; 
: 1 November 14. _ a / OS | 

2See Martel 184, supra. | OO | |
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(b) that he was deeply concerned with the dilemma in which the 

U.K. would find itself if the Israeli mounted a strong attack against 

the Arab Legion. Wright said that it was Mr. Bevin’s strong inclina- | 

tion in this event not to stand aside and see the Arab Legion swept 7 
away. co ol a | 

| 5. Wright suggested that when I return to London tomorrow after- 

noon and meet with either the Prime Minister or Sir Orme Sargent 
(acting for Mr. Bevin and Mr. MeNeil in their absence), they would 

| seek information onthe following points: | 

- (a) Have we put as strong pressure on the Israeli to comply with 
the Security Council as the British have over the course of the last 

many months been putting on the Arabs? . OO | 

(b) Have we explained to the Israeli the folly of any further vio- 

lation of the truce which they may commit? ee 

| (c) What are our views on the Bernadotte proposals and have we | 

advisedtheIsraelistoacceptthem? == | | | ( 

(d) What is our position in regard to the imposition of sanctions | 

| if the Israelis flout the authority of the Security Council - ee 

6. Wright repeated the British anxiety over U.S.-U.K. cooper- 

ation and he implied that they were very apprehensive that the great 

progress which has been made toward establishing a common line of : 

| action might be dissipated at a very critical moment. ee | 

- While I did not comment on any of the points mentioned in para- _ | 

graph 5 above, I did impress upon. Wright that very great progress | 

toward a U.S.-U.K. concerted position had been made and that we | 

should not be discouraged because at this particular moment the 

| situation did not seem to be wholly clear; that we could really only 

, assess the far reaching events which we had both achieved by clinging 

to a perspective of the ground we had covered over the course of the 

last 12 months.* wa a 
| / — Oo | Lewis W. Dovueas 

’The memorandum bears the following endorsement in Marshall’s handwrit- 

ing: “I discussed ‘this with Douglas. GCM” | | . 

|  50L.BB Palestine/11-1648 a _ | a 

Report by the National Security Council on Provision of a. Police 

co a Force for Jerusalem * : 

“TOP SECRET a Oo [Wasuineron,] November 16, 1948. - 

_ The Problem CB — a 

| 1. 'To determine the type of United Nations police force for Jerusa- 

lem which the United States could accept if Jerusalem is placed under 

United Nationscontrol, = | oo | 

“For the background on this paper, see footnote 3, p. 1525, and Mr. Lovett’s | 7 
letter of November 4 to Secretary Forrestal, p. 1547. _ EET
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Analysis : oe | | 

2. The Palestine resolution adopted by the United Nations General 
| Assembly on November 29, 1947, recommended with respect to 

Jerusalem that: | . oe 

a. The city should be placed under a special international regime 
_ tobe administered by the United Nations. : | oe, 

6. The Trusteeship Council should discharge the responsibilities of 
“administering authority”. : | 

7 ce. A governor of the city, appointed by the Trusteeship Council, 
- ghould organize a police force, the members of which should be re- 

cruited outside Palestine. : : 

| 8. In his final report on Palestine, the United Nations Mediator, © 
the late Count Bernadotte, recommended that : | 

“The City of Jerusalem which should be understood as covering the 
area defined in the resolution of the General Assembly of 29th Novem- 
ber, should be treated separately and should be placed under effective 
United Nations control with maximum feasible local autonomy for 

| its Arab and Jewish communities, with full safeguards for the pro- 
tection of the Holy Places and sites and free access to them, and for © 

, religious freedom.” oe 

_. 4, The present session of the United Nations General Assembly, 
which is now considering the problem of Palestine, may recommend for 
Jerusalem an international regime under UN control. The Depart- | 

| ment of State is of the opinion that this Government must in 
one form or another support a proposal to establish a United Nations | 
police force in Jerusalem. SO - 

5. It is estimated that a police force of from 4,000 to 6,000 men, — 
- initially recruited outside Palestine, will be required if the territory = 

~ of Jerusalem is to be placed under effective international control. Two 
general methods of supplying such a police force are open to the 
United Nations: = | | | 

a. The force might be composed of contingents of troops or police 
personnel supplied by interested governments. | | 

7 b. The force might be a quasi-military organization composed of 
persons recruited as individuals. Such recruitment might be effected 
by: . 

(1) The Secretary-General of the United Nations. | 
| (2) The proposed “administering authority” for Jerusalem. | 

(Under the United Nations resolution the Trusteeship Council 
| was recommended as the “administering authority”. ) | 

6. The Joint Chiefs of Staff are of the opinion from the military | 

point of view that :. | | | | 

a. As a matter of national security, an international police force for 

Jerusalem should not be made up of contingents supplied by certain 
governments. | Oo ae en,
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of a plan for UN control of the city, a police force constituted as 
_ follows would be least obj ectionable to the United States : | 

a. The police force should consist of persons recruited as individuals, 
~ and not of contingents supplied by governments. _ | 

6. The members of the force should be recruited and controlled by 
| the governor of Jerusalem (or by whatever agency is designated to | 

exercise local administrative authority on behalf of the United 
| Nations). — Oo ; BS | 

_@ Recruitment of members of the police force should so far as | 
. practicable exclude nationals of the United States, the USSR, and | 

the Soviet satellites and would, in so far as points a and 6 are con- 
cerned, be in general harmony with the pertinent provisions of the 
resolution passed on November 29, 1947 by the General Assembly 

| of the United Nations. So ee 

_ 11. In any event the United States should not accept any proposal 
for a Jerusalem police force which calls for the provision of armed | 

) _ force contingents by any of the following: the United States, the 
USSR, orthe Soviet satellites? ce : 

2 President Truman approved the conclusions contained in NSC 27/3 on Novem- 
ber 24 (memorandum of November 24 from Sidney W. Souers, Executive Secre- 
tary of the National Security Council, to the Secretary of State, 501.BB Palestine/ . | | 

| 11-1648). | ) : : | 

 501.BB Palestine/11-1648: Telegram _ ae 

| The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State — . 

TOP SECRET a Parts, November 16, 1948—noon. 

Delga 761. Eyes alone for Lovett from Rusk. Subsequent telegram? 
| will contain outline position paper on Palestine unanimously ap- 

proved by delegation this morning, including all delegates 
and alternates except Austin who is still in hospital. Paper was pre- | 
sented to delegation to obtain basis for staff work and not asaspecific _ 

| action paper. Later telegram will contain revised text of resolution for 
GA. Fundamental purpose of paper was to cement delegation and pre- 
vent explosion and on this point paper has served most useful purpose. _ 
‘Staff recommended to Secretary this morning that we should transmit | 

, outline position paper and resolution for clearance in Washington 
with the request that we then be given normal latitude in meeting 

| parliamentary situations arising in Assembly. We wish to ensure par- 
| ticularly that statements can be made in Committee One if necessary | 

without prior verbatim clearance. Clearance position paper and reso- 

lution will be appreciated as soon as possible after receipt of each in 
Washington.? [ Rusk. | - | | 

| . | | Marsan | 

* Infra. | : 
? Marginal notation by Mr. Lovett: “Phoned Key West 5:20 Nov 16th.”
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501.BB Palestine/11—1548 : Telegram . ; | 

| The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State | 

TOP SECRET URGENT Parts, November 15 [16], 1948—noon.  _- 

NIACT So oo | 

| Delga 762. There follows statement of “principles applicable to the 
| US position on the Palestine question before the General Assembly” 

_. which USDel this morning agreed, in accordance with policy approved _ 

by President should serve as guidance in conduct and development 

_.US position on Palestine. Revised draft resolution being prepared 

and will follow soonest. | ; | | - | 

/ Verbatim Text Oo | - 7 | _ | 7 —— 

The security and other national interests of the US require a peace- 
_ ful solution of the Palestine problem which holds the greatest possi- | 

bility of a friendly relation between Israel and the Arab countriesof | 
| the N.E. and between those countries and the US. po 

9, Independence of the state of Israel. Co | 

oa The US has recognized and supports Israel as an independent state. 
Although the GA resolution of November 29, 1947 contained sub- | 

| stantial limitations upon Israel -in such arrangements as economic 
union, the US considers that Israel should now be dealt with as a : 
‘full-fledged member of the community of nations. It follows that 
Israel should be entitled to the normal attributes of independent states ; | 

- it should now, for example, have full control over immigration into 
its territory; its economic. arrangements with neighboring areas 

_ should be on the basis of treaty or other agreement. : | 
The GA should not adopt a new resolution delimiting boundaries - 

in Palestine. It should, however, call upon the Arab states and Israel 
| to enter negotiations for the establishment of a territorial settlement | 

in Palestine. To assist in such negotiations the Assembly should ap- 
point a conciliation commission which should on behalf of the UN 

_ exert every influence to bring about a final settlement of all questions ; 
outstanding between the parties. - | 

| 8. Boundaries. | - | | 

It may be admitted that the provisions of the GA resolution of | 
November 29, 1947, regarding the economic union of the whole of — 

_ Palestine are not at present feasible and that in view of the unfeasi- © 
bility of an economic union for all of Palestine the area reserved for | 
an Arab state might more appropriately be joined to one or more | | 
of the neighboring Arab states. It may further be admitted that in 

_ view of those and other circumstances other territorial adjustments  __ 
in the GA resolution of November 29, 1947 may well be appropriate. —s_ 

Therefore the GA should recommend that negotiations be con- | 
ducted either directly or through the conciliation commission with a
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view to a territorial settlement on the following general basis, without 
excluding any settlement mutually acceptable to the parties: | 

1. Acceptance by parties of elements common to the GA resolu- | 
tion of November 29 and the conclusions contained in section — 
VIII, paragraph 4 of the report of the UN Mediator. — | 

2. With respect to other matters, consultation by the concilia- 
tion commission with the parties to determine to which the rec- 
ommendations of the GA resolution of November 29, 1947 afford 

| a basis for an agreed settlement and as to matters not so settled | 
the extent to which the conclusions contained in section VIII, 
paragraph 4 of the UN mediator’s report can constitute such a 
basis. | a 

4, Disposition of Arab Palestine. | 

Although the GA resolution of November 29, 1947 envisaged an | 
Arab state of Palestine in economic union with Israel, it is now evident | 

_ that Arab Palestine standing alone could not constitute a viable 
independent state. | a | 

—_ It is desirable, therefore, that Arab Palestine be transferred to one 
or more of the neighboring Arab states through the process of nego- 
tiation conducted by a UN conciliation commission, taking into ac- 
count the wishes of the inhabitants of Arab Palestine. 

5. Jerusalem. — Oo : 

The territory of Jerusalem, as defined in the GA resolution of _ 
November 29, 1947, should be [veceive?] special and separate treat- 
ment from the rest of Palestine and should be placed under effective 
UN control with maximum feasible local autonomy for Arab and Jew- 

| ish communities. Although Jerusalem should not be annexed outright | 
| in whole or in part either to Israel or to any Arab state, the eventual 

| solution of the problem of governing Jerusalem should take fully into 
account the interest and the resources of both Israel and such Arab 
authority as is established in the area surrounding Jerusalem. The 

_ GA should not attempt in its present session to establish a final gov- 
‘ernment for Jerusalem but should ask a UN conciliation commission 

: to arrange with local authorities for its interim administration and to 
present to the fourth regular session of the GA detailed proposals 

| for a permanent international regime. , 

6. Holy places. | | 

| The holy places and religious buildings and sites in Palestineshould =| 
be protected and free access to them assured in accordance with existing 

_ rights and historical practice. Arrangements to this end should be 
under effective UN supervision. The UN conciliation commission in 
presenting to the fourth regular session of the GA its detailed pro- | 
posals regarding the territory of Jerusalem should include recom- | 
mendations concerning the holy places in that territory. With regard 
to the holy places in the rest of Palestine, the commission should con- 
sult with the political authorities of the areas concerned with a view to 

ss Securing appropriate formal guarantees as to the protection of the 
a holy places and access to them. These undertakings should be pre- 

sented to the GA for approval. |
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p 7. Freedom of Movement. 

4 UN conciliation commission should bear in mind the negotiations 

for a final settlement for Palestine that the peace, stability and eco- | 

| ~ nomic development and well-being of the entire area require broad _ | 

| agreement with respect to the movement of persons and trade through- 

out the region. Particular attention should be given to the need for 

| providing access to ports, airfields and railways which are essential 

, to the economic life of the area. | | 

8. UN conciliation commission.. a = 7 

The GA at its current session should give maximum encouragement 

| ‘to negotiation efforts between the parties, for the evolution of a Pales- — 

tine political settlement. The GA should constitute at its present ses- 

sion a UN conciliation commission to bring about a final settlement of | 

| the Palestine question. The US should be a member of this commission. 

Although it would be desirable to include the UK, the US should not 

insist upon such inclusion if both the UK and Israel have fundamental | 

‘objections thereto. No member of the eastern Kuropean bloc should be 

| ‘included in the commission. A logical solution would be to ask the 

three governments now constituting the truce commission (US, France 

| and Belgium) to accept responsibility of constituting the UN 

Oo conciliation commission. ve : oN 

9. Settlement by peaceful means. oe OO . 

oe The US and the Assembly should insist by all practicable means 

that the war in Palestine is over and that the parties should now, with 

the cooperation of the UN, proceed to work out a final settlement by 

peaceful means. Specifically, no party is entitled or should be permitted a 

—— to exploit military capability as an instrument of pressure during the 

‘course of negotiations. ‘The GA should leave to the SC the task of 

bringing about an armistice at asearlyadateaspossible™, 

7 Repeated London as 1269. . - eS OO 

Be —  MarsHALL 

rr Editorial Note 

The Security Council, on November 16, considered the draft resolu- | 

- tion prepared by the Acting Mediator and the modifications prepared = 

by the Soviet Union (see Delga 634, November 6, and footnote 1, page | | 

1556). The draft resolution, as modified, was not adopted, each of the 

paragraphs receiving but two affirmative votes (SC, 3rd yr., No. 126, | 

pages 51-53), Bn a 

.. The Council then considered the draft resolution submitted by the 

Canadian, French, and Belgian Delegations (see footnote 2, page 

| 1583). The first three paragraphs were adopted by 8 votes, with three 

| abstentions. Paragraphs 4 and 5 were adopted by 8 votes to 1 (Syria), | 
with two abstentions. The resolution (No. 62) is printed in SC, 3rd 
yt, Resolutions, 1948, page 298
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oe 867N.01/11-1648: Telegram © . | | a a ; . 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Special Representative of the 
Onited States in Israel (McDonald) a 

| RESTRICTED Wasuineron, November 16, 1948—4 p.m. 

219. US Press Nov 14 carried Nov 18 UP despatch from Tel Aviv - 
quoting “informed sources” as stating that President had notified UK 
he no longer felt bound follow joint US-UK policy on Palestine. _ 

| Despatch also stated President told Brit he would propose formation | 
a conciliation committee to work out final Palestine peace and warned _ 
that US would not support UN sanctions against Israel if latter 
refused withdraw troops from Southern Negev. | | 

Response to queries you are authorized state that no such approach | 
_ to Brit has been made by President and that there is no truth above 

| report.* : | a , 
| | | | Lovett 

— t This telegram was repeated to Arab capitals, London, Paris, and J erusalem. 

| 501.BB Palestine/11-1748 , | | a | 

Memorandum by Mr. Robert M. McClintock to the Acting Secretary 
| of State | | _ 

TOP SECRET a [Wasuinetron,] November 17, 1948. | 

_ [have read the position paper unanimously adopted by our Delega- 
tion in Paris on Palestine with much misgiving. This paper is repro- 
duced in Delga 762, November 15 [16]. According to Delga 761, 
November 16, the fundamental purpose of the paper was to “cement 
‘Delegation and prevent explosion and on this point the paper has 
served most useful purpose”. However, later in Delga 761 Mr. Rusk a 
asks that clearance be given to the paper, together with general in- 

, structions permitting freedom of statement in Committee 1 without 
| prior verbatim clearance. I understand from Mr. Humelsine that 

| Delga 761 and Delga 762 were despatched last night to the President 
at Key West. | oo | | 

| According to the statement of the Israeli Foreign Minister before _ 
Committee 1 on October [Vovember] 15, Israel : | 

1. Refuses to relinquish the Negev, | 
| 2. Will never accept loss of “its share in the Dead Sea”, oo 

A 8. Is uncompromisingly opposed being debarred from the Gulf 
| qaba | oe | | 

4. Claims “permanent inclusion in Israel of modern Jerusalem”, and | 
. 5. Claims all of Galilee. — | 

_ Mr. Shertok concluded his sixty-five minute speech by saying that the | 

United Nations should call on aggressors to end war and negotiate
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peace. He said the Conciliation Commission proposed by the Mediator 

-_ should be a Good Offices Commission entrusted with the task of prevail- | 

«Ing on the parties to meet each other for peace negotiations+* =~ : 

I submit that Mr. Shertok’s conclusions seem to be almost identically | 

| paraphrased in Paragraph 3 of the Delegation’s working paper, which | 

readsasfollows: - - Sn | 

| “The General Assembly should not adopt a new resolution delimiting ~ | 

| boundaries in Palestine. It should, however, call upon the Arab states 

| and Israel to enter negotiations for the establishment of a territorial __ 

settlement in Palestine. To assist in such negotiations the Assembly : 
should appoint a conciliation commission which should on behalf of 
the United Nations exert every influence to bring about a final settle- _ 

| ment of all questions outstanding between the parties.” | 

| - [ further submit that the working paper, although it may have pre- 

| vented an explosion in our Delegation in Paris, by no means meets the _ 

requirements of Telmar 148, November 10, which set forth the Presi-_ | 

dent’s instructions on how the Delegation should deal with the Pales- 

tine problem in the General Assembly. - | 
The President’s instructions requested the Delegation to seek to— 

combine the President’s fundamental position on Palestine—the terri- _ 

- torial dispositions of the November 29 resolution—with the Secretary’s 

general recommendation of the Bernadotte Plan on September 21.The 

President’s telegram said: | a a 

“Fortunately we are able to continue to subscribe to all the seven basic , 
‘premises in the Bernadotte Plan and all his specific conclusions, with 
‘the exception of his recommendations regarding the boundaries of 
Israel.” — , oo | oe 

_ It would appear that the working paper should at least provide for 

| mention of the fact that this Government supports all seven of Count. 

7 Bernadotte’s basic premises. A statement to this effect in the preamble 
| of whatever resolution is placed before the Assembly would go farto 

—_ redress our position with respect to the Secretary’s statement of Sep- 
tember 21. a | 

As for the specific operational clauses of the working paper, the 
| first one calls for acceptance by the parties of elements common to the - 

General Assembly’s resolution of November 29, 1947 and the conclu- 

| gions of the Bernadotte Report. Unfortunately, the only element of | 
these two documents which is in common is the single recommendation — 

- in both with regard to the internationalization of Jerusalem. Accord-. 

| ingly Paragraph 1 would seem to be of little practical effect. - Oo 
| _ ‘The real heart of the Delegation’s working paper is Paragraph 2, 

= which leaves to the Conciliation Commission consultation with the = 

: parties to determine to what extent the recommendations of the resolu- | 

tion of November 29 afford a basis for an agreed settlement, and, 

“1 or Mr. Shertok’s statement of November 15, see GA, Srd sess., Pt. I, First 
Committee, Summary Records, 1948, p. 640. | |
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as to matters not so settled, to what extent Count Bernadotte’s con- 
clusions can constitute such a basis. a a 

__ Mr. Shertok said on November 15 that the Provisional Government 
of Israel could not consider the Bernadotte Report as even a basis for 
discussion. On the other hand, the Arab Governments have on innumer- | 
able occasions stated that they would never consider the resolution of : 

| November 29, 1947 as a basis for discussion. The Representatives of — 
three Arab governments said yesterday in Paris they would not con- 
sider the Bernadotte Plan as such a basis either. Here, again, therefore, — 
it would seem that the principal operating paragraph of the Assembly’s 
working paper will have little practical effect. | 

I have a lively fear that the working paper, which is obviously the | 
lowest common denominator which could win agreement among the 

___ strong personalities composing our Delegation, will certainly not prove ) 
| a useful guide for our action in the Assembly, nor does it entirely 

conform to the directive established in Telmar 148. 
I also submit for your consideration the fact that of the five points 

. cited by Mr. Shertok, as listed above, two principal points—the claim 
to Jewish Jerusalem and to Western Galilee—directly challenge the 

7 logic approved by the President in Telmar 148. | | | 
However, if the President now approves this working paper he will | 

in effect, in my opinion, have nullified much of the position taken on 
| _ November 10, and our Delegation will find itself as a matter of prac- 

tice recommending to the Assembly precisely what Mr. Shertok asked 
for in the conclusion to his speech of November 15. I recall that the | 
President said to you that “If the Jews hold me to my contract, they 

__ will have to keep theirs”. . | oo - 
| As for Jerusalem, although the working paper provides that the 

Conciliation Commission shall present detailed proposals for a per- 
_ manent international regime to the next session of the General Assem- | 

| bly and, meanwhile, that the city should not be annexed in whole or : 
| in part either to Israel or any Arab state, it leaves the interim admin- 

istration of the city to an arrangement between the Commission and 
local authorities, which, in effect, would continue the present parti- : 
tion of the town and without any guarantees of free access to it. oO 

Meanwhile, the United States Representative on the Security Coun-. 
cil joined with other members of the Committee established by the | 

_ resolution of November 4 in advising the Acting Mediator to call for 
the withdrawal of Israeli and Egptian troops, pursuant to that resolu- 
tion. Dr. Bunche has now established provisional demarcation lines 

_ “in full-consultation with the Committee” and has set November 19 - 
as the effective date for the establishment. of these lines. It is a matter
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for interesting speculation as to what action our Delegation will take 
in the event that the parties refuse to heed the call of the Acting _ 
‘Mediator. A possible guide may be found in the concluding paragraph =~ 
of the working paper contained in Delga 762, which is entitled “Settle- | 

, nent by Peaceful Means”. This paragraph reads as follows: | 

| “The United States and the Assembly should insist by all prac-  _ 
ticable means that the war in Palestine is over and that the parties _ 

- should now, with the cooperation of the United Nations, proceed to | 
work out a final settlement by peaceful means. Specifically, no party | 
dg entitled or should be permitted to exploit military capability as an 
instrument of pressure during the course of negotiations. The Gen- 
eral Assembly should leave to the Security Council the task of bring- 
ing about an armistice at as early a date as possible.” 

| ‘To sum up, I feel that if the President does approve the working 

7 paper he should at least suggest that our resolution endeavor to incor- | 
porate more of the ideas expressed in Telmar 148. 'This could be accom- 

_ plished by the preamble referring to the November 29 resolution and 
the Bernadotte Plan, with the operative part of the resolution recom- 
mending a territorial settlement to the parties, to be worked out invok-  __ 

| ing the good offices of the Conciliation Commission. | | 

a a Editorial Note | 

In November 1948, Israel made two requests of the Department for | 

American technical assistance. On the 17th the Israeli Mission re- 

quested that two Israeli police officers be trained in the United States Oo , 

in modern methods of criminal investigation and on the 28rd the 

Mission requested an American survey of the civil aviation require- — 

ments of Israel (letters of Uriel Heyd to Stuart W. Rockwell, | 

~ 811.29767N/11-1748 and 867N.796A/2348). ; 
The Secretary of State, in a letter of January 25, 1949, informed 

Mr. Epstein that the Secretary of Commerce would endeavor to pro-- | 

eure suitable personnel for the latter request and suggested the assign- _ 

ment of two technicians from the Civil Aeronautics Administration on 

: a reimbursable basis (867N.796A/1-1449). | 
The Department, on January 27, 1949, regretted its inability to com- 

ply with the earlier request. It was explained that “due to the large 

, number of applications from law enforcement officers within the 

, United States it has been necessary to adopt a policy of not accepting 

7 representatives of foreign governments at the National Academy of 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation”. (Letter from Mr. Satterthwaite 

to Mr. Heyd, 811.2276N/12-2748), |
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--‘-501.BB Palestine/11-1748 : Telegram Loe | 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 
a | of State, at Paris | 7 | 

_ TOP SECRET '  Lonpon, November 17, 1948—7 p. m. 

887. I have had lengthy conversations since returning from Paris 
with Sir Orme Sargent, Christopher Mayhew (Foreign Office Parlia- | 
mentary Secretary), Michael Wright and Bernard Burrows. Lewis 
Jones has also had extensive talks and I feel we are now in a position _ 
to give fairly clear picture of reaction of Foreign Office officials to 

| “principles applicable to US position on Palestine question before . 
UNGA” set forth in Paris telegram 1269, November 15 to London.? . 
Please note that views reported below without my comments are those 
held personally by Foreign Office experts named: They do not consti- . 
tute official UK policy although latter will obviously be influenced by | 
expert thinking. | oe | | | 

2. Consensus opinion among officials is that Arabs would acquiesce 
to UN decision along lines Bernadotte plan provided UN would assume 
responsibility for drawing up a definite settlement including fairly _ 

| definite indication regarding frontiers. This, officials feel, would give __ 
_ Arab leaders some reasonable explanation vis-a-vis their own people 

and, according British information on such a basis (ie. original 
| Bernadotte plan acquiescence principle) Arab acquiescence is just - 

| around the corner. British believe their efforts to persuade Arabs re- 

_ garding merits Bernadotte plan are beginning to bear fruit. | 
| 3. British officials whom I have seen believe that prospects for 

Israeli-Arab negotiations have grown much worse following recent | 
_. Israeli military successes because at outset such negotiations (either 

directly or under aegis conciliation commission) Jews will have behind © | 
| them such military capability that it will amount to Arabs being called 

upon by UNGA to negotiate under duress. Expressing his personal | 
-  -view, Sir Orme Sargent said that in present circumstances to enjoin . 

negotiations, however convenient this might be, would be tantamount 
_to piously holding the ring and telling two contestants, between whom _ 
military equilibrium has been destroyed by preponderance Israeli 

arms, to thrash out their problems in their own way. He expressed. | 

belief that such an action would amount to cowardly avoidance of 
responsibility. Sir Orme fears that on the horizon lies another Munich | 
which would be repeated if, after Arabs and Jews fail to negotiate 
an agreement, the powers were to come to the UK and ask UK totell = 

| Abdullah that if he should refuse to settle with Israel, the UK- 
| Transjordan treaty would no longer be operative. To sell Abdullah  -—s> 

_ down the river for the sake of sptirious peace, easy consciences, and | 

*This was a repeat of Delga 762, p. 1595. | |
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- “the greater good” would, in Sir Orme’s view, be a reenaction of the | 

Czech tragedy. | | - 
4. Sir Orme and other officials concede that once the broad. lines 

of settlement are established by UNGA (preferably having been 

| marked out in advance by US and UK) and after these lines have been | | 

~ acquiesced in by both sides it would be possible for details to be nego- 

tiated between parties. — | OS 

| 5. Other thoughts Foreign Office officials are dwarfed by those in | 

| preceding paragraphs. However, Foreign Office officials believe, as — | 

do I, that a factor which deserves an important place in Paragraph 

One, Paris reference telegram, is mutual importance, not only regard- 

| ing Palestine settlement but also regarding future of UN, of US-UK a 

policy working in concert on this problem particularly since without = 

such cooperation no settlement seems likely. . | | 

6. The internationalization of Jerusalem (Paragraph Five Paris 

reference telegram) continues to be matter of greatest concern to 

Foreign Office officials who have been perturbed by Shertok’s statement == 

| that PGI, which no longer feels bound by November 29, will now _ 

accept only internationalization old city. | a : | 

4, When US views regarding settlement by peaceful means (Paris _ | 

‘reference telegram) were outlined to Foreign Office officials they 

| found entire substance this paragraph admirable not only regarding — 

UNGA settlement but also in connection with armistice. They noted, 

| however, with great interest that implied in this paragraph is a | 

willingness to take steps to stop recalcitrant party, 1e. sanctions. — - 

- Sent Paris for Gadel 887, repeated Department.’ | oo 

- | | | Doveias — 

| ~ 2 This telegram is printed from the copy received in the Department as Em- 

- bassy London’s 4908. - | 

 . §01,.BB Palestine/11-1748: Telegram a | 

: _ The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State | 

| TOP SECRET § NIACT Paris, November 17, 1948—midnight. 

| Delga 797. Next preceding telegram gives text resolution 

which UK, with possibly China and other delegations but not US as 
co-sponsors, may introduce Committee One tomorrow ? in event parlia-— 

_. mentary situation in view UK requires action to prevent situation in | 
| | committee getting out of hand and in event it is not possible reconcile | 

| divergent US-UK views as indicated below. UK representatives tele- 
_ graphing text London for final clearance. This text results from series 

1Delga 796, November 17, not printed. — | Ss 
_?The United Kingdom introduced its draft resolution in Committee 1 on 

| Nese 18; for text, see GA, 3rd sess., Pt. I, First Committee, Annexes, 1948, | |
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intensive consultations UK representatives in which they have ac- 

| cepted our views substantially all parts draft with exception num- 
ss bered paragraphs 2, 3 and 5. We strongly urged acceptance following 

a alternative drafts for these particular paragraphs: : 
: Substitute for paragraph2:3 

“Calls upon the governments and authorities concerned to extend 
: the scope of the negotiations provided for in the SC’s resolution of 

16 November, 1948, to bring about a final settlement of all other ques- 
tions outstanding between them.” — | : 

Substitute for paragraph 3: +4 | OF 

“Establishes a conciliation commission consisting of (three states 
members of the UN) which shall have the following functions: _ 

| “(a) To assume the functions given to the UN Mediator in | 
Palestine by the resolution of the GA of 16 [14] May, 1948; 

— “(b) To carry out the specific functions and directives given | 
| to it by this resolution and such additional functions and direc- 

tives as may be given to it by the GA or by the SC; 
/ “(e) To assist the governments and authorities concerned in 
reaching a final settlement of all questions outstanding between . 

_ the parties, including any questions which may be raised by the | 
--parties concerning matters dealt with in the GA resolution of 

November 29, 1947 and in Part One, Section VIII, paragraph 4 
oe of the progress report of the UN mediator in Palestine; 

, “(d@) To undertake, upon the request of the SC, any of the 
| functions now assigned to the UN Mediator in Palestine or to 

| the UN Truce Commission by resolutions of the SC; upon such 
- request by the SC with respect to all the functions of the UN | 

_ Mediator in Palestine under SC resolutions, that office shall be 
| terminated.” | | : 

- Substitute for paragraph 5:* | 

“Instructs the Conciliation Commission to assist the governments 
and authorities concerned to delimit frontiers in Palestine, taking into 

3’ British paragraph 2 read: “Notes with satisfaction part one of the progress _ 
report of the United Nations Mediator and endorses the specific conclusions con- 
tained in part one of that report as a basis for a peaceful settlement of the | 

-- Palestine question ;” | 
*British paragraph 3 read: “Establishes a Conciliation Commission ... to 

carry out the functions assigned to it by this resolution in accordance with the 
: specific conclusions of part one of the progress report of the United Nations 

_ Mediator on Palestine and by such instructions as the General Assembly or the 
~ Security Council may issue ;” oo 

> British paragraph 5 read: “Instructs the Conciliation Commission in pursu- _ 

ance of paragraph 3 above to appoint a technical boundaries commission to assist 
a the Governments and authorities concerned in delimiting the frontiers in Pales- 

tine based on the specific conclusions of the United Nations Mediator (paragraph 
4 (b) of the conclusions to part one of the Mediator’s report), subject to such 

adjustments as may promote agreement between the Governments and authori- 
ties concerned without altering the general equilibrium of the Mediator’s con- 

| clusions, and taking into account the nature of the terrain and the unity of 
village areas;” 7 .
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| Moreover, British object strongly to leaving settlement of Palestine _ 
_ question to negotiation between parties. Their view is that Arabs 

cannot negotiate because negotiation involves recognition of partition 
(and existence of Jewish State) which they cannot do, Arabs, accord-_ 

_ ing to British, will never agree directly or indirectly as result of 
negotiations to partition. They could, however, acquiesce in a decision 

| of GA because they could say such decision was forced on them. 
Endorsement by GA of Bernadotte conclusions would betaken bythem 
as such a decision. | Oe 

_ British also feel failure to endorse Bernadotte Plan would be widely 
interpreted by public opinion as a retreat by both British and American 
Governments from statements already made by President, Secretary of 
State, and British Foreign Secretary. : ee 

Following concerns tactics in current situation in Committee One. 
If British find necessary to put in draft along lines text sent Depart- 
ment preceding telegram they would expect US to speak to this draft 
reasonably early (within 24 hours), expressing general sympathy but 
reserving right to move amendments to specific paragraphs. This would _ 

_ give us time to get as close as possible together on amendments in hope 
that any amendments we might propose UK representative would be 
able to accept. o oo | 

Without undertaking any commitments British feel our aim should - 
be that both our governments could accept will of majority and vote 
for resolution as a whole, although specific paragraphs or amend- _ 
ments we were supporting individually might not pass. We agreed with 
foregoing, making clear, however, that we could not agree to any | 
resolution which permitted any alteration in November 29 frontiers | 

_ of Israel without consentofIsrael = = CO | 
Sent Department Delga 797; repeated London 1282. Oo 

Oo _ a Marsrarn 

501.BB Palestine/11—1748 : Telegram , | | 

The Special Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonald) 
- to the Acting Secretary of State | 

_ SECRET US URGENT Tet Aviv, November 17, 1948—9 a. m. 

260. Personal Attention President and Acting Secretary. On eve my | 
. departure for Paris President Weizmann invited me personal con- 

ference at luncheon his residence and requested I transmit his views on 
Bunche Negev resolution : : , | 

_ “Tam, as you know,” said Weizmann “moderate, conciliatory and 
friend Britain, but I know Israel will never surrender Negev; instead 
every Jew there will resist to death.” He stated that “Britain’s policy 
since President Truman proposed large scale Jewish refugee 1mmi- 
gration into Palestine in 1945 has successively been based on series of: :
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gross miscalculations: First, that Israel could not finance war with 
. Arabs ; second, that Israel could not resist Arabs who would drive the 7 

_ Jews into sea; third, and currently, that Israel is in the hands of 
Russians.” - - | | 
Weizmann declared : Last accusation is as groundless as were earlier 

, British misjudgments ; that Israel is oriented towards the West, desires 
| to retain closest possible US contacts because Israeli democratic and _ 

western-minded and realize that only with cooperation of US can this 
nation develop and remain free. It welcomes Russian support in UN | 
but dreads Russian embrace. Russian influence can become dangerous 
here only if UN with US support humiliates and sacrifices Israel to 
British imperial interests. “I plead”, concluded. Weizmann, “with 
President Truman whose prestige among us is incomparably higher me 

- than that of any other foreign statesman, to save us from desperation.” 

- Weizmann’s consistent reputation for moderation lends special sig- 
nificance to above views - oF 

; | | | —  McDonard © 

7 7? Shertok had expressed similar views to McDonald at a luncheon on Novem-— 
11548) (Telegram 256, November 15, 4 p. m. from Tel Aviv, 501.BB Palestine/ oe 

 -§01.BB Palestine/11-1748: Telegram | : , 

The United States Delegation. to the Acting Secretary of State — 

-. TOP SECRET URGENT Parts, November 17, 1948—11 p. m. 
— NIACP Po | oe | 

-. Delga 803. Eyes alone Lovett from Rusk. In separate telegrams are | 
found text British resolution on Palestine and amendments which we 

- would have to propose to conform to delegation opinion here. At this 
moment it appears improbable that US and UK can harmonize their 
positions sufficiently to present joint draft resolution or to permit tus | 

| to support theirs without amendment. British feel compelled to speak — 
soon and to submit resolution, and apparently consider that formal - 

‘nature their public and unequivocal support Bernadotte plan and 
| their commitments to Arab states leave them no alternative but to | 
| -proceed that basis, , BS 
| - Text of possible US amendments suggested by us appear to be 

minimum we would have to make in light of attitude senior members : 
delegation. However, you should bear in mind that our discussions 7 
within delegation may not have reflected real attitude of President on | 

| precise relationship between November 29 resolution and Bernadotte 
plan. If it is necessary to seek reaffirmation of November 29 resolu- 

tion, or if we can modify our proposed language to bring it closer to | 
_ British draft, delegation should receive specific instructions on those | 

points. My estimate is that we and British recognize that in practice 
_ future events will be about the same under their draft or ours. Diffi- _ 

— culty is what to get the assembly to say. ee
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| We have in Paris problem not only of reconciling President’s and 
| Secretary’s statements reference November 29 and Bernadotte Plan, 

but also that of reconciling widely divergent views within delegation. 
| If possible, instructions which would contain precise wording on any 

a _ amendment we should seek in British draft or extent to which we could. 
| agree British draft would be most helpful. a a 

All members of delegation have made serious and bonafide effortto 
- reach common policy based on understanding President’s wishes. Be- _- 

| lieve, however, results our discussions here need to be carefully checked 
to confirm that they in fact represent US policy. oo 

British will probably speak in Committee One Thursday morning, 
but will not introduce resolution until later. We now plan not to speak 
until after British resolution is circulated, but would speak not later 
than Friday. Proposed text US opening speech will be forwarded 
Thursday. | | | / 

Disadvantages of British proceeding to introduce resolution is that 
their position becomes more rigid and we lose in part, at least, ad- 
vantages of joint action. Advantage is that British can make their case 
for Arab sympathy while we, by amendment, would make move more 

| favorable to Israel and would avoid charge that we are tail to British 
kite. 7 

We have not given up hope of possible joint resolution with British 
but much depends upon extent to which Department thinks British 

| _ draft acceptable or unacceptable and whether delegation view accu- 
rately reflects what is wanted by President. [Rusk.] : | 
a | | MarsHALL 

| -§01.BB Palestine/11-1848 : Telegram | | | | 
The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at 

| : oe Paris | - 

‘TOP SECRET US URGENT Wasuineton, November 18, 1948—5 p. m. 
NIACT | - 

| Gadel 522. We have given immediate consideration to UK draft 
_ resolution whose text is set forth in Delga 796, Nov. 17,1 and to pro- 
posed amendments to that resolution suggested in Delga 797, Nov. 17. It 
is of paramount importance that Delegation’s action on any draft Pal- _ 

_ estine resolution in Com. I conform absolutely to basic policy consider- - 
ations established by Telmar 148, Nov. 10. SO 

_— _ Taking commentary in Delga 797 first, we have following four 
comments: a | | | 

| _. . (1) Weconfirm your interpretation of US policy to British as mean- 
ing that Israel should not have both Negev under Nov. 29 resolution 

| _ plus Galilee under Bernadotte plan. Se | 

* Not printed. : a | 7 SO
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| | (2) On British objection to leaving Palestine settlement to nego- oe 
| tiation between parties, we feel that their own insistence on “compul- ee 

sion” can be used as an argument in favor of GA “compelling” parties _ 
| to negotiate. Your substitute for paragraph 2; UK draft, would afford — | 

such compulsion. | | 
__ (38) As for British apprehension lest failure to endorse would be 
interpreted by public opinion as retreat by UK and US govts from / 

_ positions formerly adopted, we are impressed by statement of Acting 8 
Mediator Bunche Oct 15? that Bernadotte himself did not regard his : 
recommendations as hard and fast, take-it-or-leave-it plan, but as a : 
basis for negotiating a settlement and conciliation of differences be- s 

| tween the two parties. | : . _— | 
| (4) Without “expressing general sympathy” or approval British — 

| draft, we concur that you should vote for resolution as a whole (refer 
last para Delga 797), provided our amendments are carried. We as- __ 
sume however first vote after amendments will be paragraph by para- © 
graph, and that final draft will conform to policy in Telmar 148. 
Otherwise you should abstain from voting on such final draft. We 
concur with your statement to British that we cannot agree to any 
resolution which permits any alteration in Nov 29 frontiers of Israel 
without consent of Israel. , | | 

Following are Dept’s comments on Delegation’s proposed amend- 

ments to UK draft in Delga 796: _ | 

Paragraph 2: We accept your suggested amendment. OO 
Paragraph 3: We accept your suggested amendment. | 
Paragraph 5: We accept initial paragraph and paragraph (a),how- 

| ever paragraph (0) should read as follows: a | 

| _ “That certain adjustments in the territorial arrangements of the - 
GA resolution of 29 Nov. should be considered through nego- 
tiations directly or through the UN Conciliation Commission; 
should the Jewish State desire to remain in occupancy of Jaffa 
and Western Galilee, compensatory arrangements should be made 

| m the Southern Negev, which should then form a portion of the — 
Arab territory of Palestine.” * | | 7 

Other drafting changes in British text contained in Delga 796 seem oo 
unobjectionable and an improvement over draft contained in Delga 

851, Oct. 16. However, it would seem useful to include Paragraph 10 of | | 

draft contained in Delga 351 immediately preceding Paragraph 10 of 
 Delga 796. a a — | 

_ Although Dept has not seen text of Delegation’s proposed speech it - 
_ desires to emphasize that Telmar 148, Nov. 10, is a basic policy state- 

: | * Before the First Committee of the General Assembly ; see GA, Srd sess., Pt. I, a 
First Committee, Summary Records, 1948, p. 160. . | oe 

*The Department, on November 19, altered a portion of the wording of para- oe 
graph 5 (b) on the recommendation of the United States Delegation at Paris in — 
a telephone conversation the night before. It directed that the seven words im- 
mediately following the semicolon, from “should” to “remain” be changed to 
“if as a result of such negotiations the Jewish State remains” (telegram Gadel | . 
533, 501.BB Palestine/11~—1948). oo oo 7
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ment of the President and that any speech of Delegation must be in 
| precise conformity with that policy.‘ ae : . | 

| Repeated to London—eyes only for Ambassador. | 
: vee | Lovett 

4 Marginal notation by Mr. Lovett : “Read to Key West 4 PM.” At 11 p. m. the 
- Same evening, the Department notified the United States Delegation at Paris 

that although it had been impossible to clear Gadel 522 with President Truman, | 
_ the Delegation was to treat the communication as a binding instruction (Gadel 

527, 501.BB Palestine/11-1848). 

‘ 501.BB Palestine/11-1848 : Telegram | | 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 

of State, at Paris 

TOP SECRET US URGENT _ Lonpon, November 18, 1948—7 p. m. 

NIACT | | | | 
- 892. 1. I talked with Prime Minister Attlee at length yesterday 
regarding the Palestine situation which at its present stage is the most _ 
serious problem in US-UK relations which has arisen during my mis- 
sion: here. | ! 

| 2. As a matter of reporting only—it is clear to me that the Prime 
| Minister and the Cabinet feel that the US, by adopting inflexibly the 

criteria set forth in Telmar 148, November 11 [70] to Paris, and in 
particular the October 24 statement to the effect that modifications _ 
defined by resolution of November 29, 1947 “should be made only if 
fully acceptable to the State of Israel,” has in substance undermined 

the common ground worked out by US and UK so laboriously in | 
econnection with Palestinian question and especially re Bernadotte’s 

‘proposals. | | | 

3. The Prime Minister told me yesterday that because UK considers 
the Bernadotte proposals weighted against the Arabs the UK only 

accepted these proposals in first instance in order that it might stand 

shoulder to shoulder with US and thus through joint cooperation 

obtain a two-thirds vote in UNGA for a workable Palestine settle- 

ment. The British Government feels that US has, in effect, put 

situation back to November 29, 1947, and that UK is so formally ~ 

committed to the Bernadotte proposals, having urged Arab acqui- 

escence to them so strongly, that it cannot now abandon or greatly 

modify British support for these proposals. Paris 1282, November 17 
gives a very clear picture of British attitude. 

4. Committed as UK is to Bernadotte proposals, Prime Minister | 
reaffirmed to me the sincere desire of the UK to maintain US-UK co- | 

| operation in achieving a settlement in Palestine. 

-} This was a repeat of telegram Delga 797, p. 1603. | ,
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| _ 5. I take it that our general objective in the light of “recent develop- © 
ments” (paragraph 4 Telmar 148) is that Israel should receive every- | 

_. thing granted it, under the Bernadotte proposals plus the most useful 
| part of the Negev. If there is any bargain to be struck with the British 

| it will be with regard to what if any part of the Negev should go to 
Israel. Such bargaining, which perhaps could be carried out most 
usefully in Paris although I am ready to do my share here, cannot, _ | 
of course, begin or receive UK support until ‘we are prepared to take | 
a firm and unvacillating position in regard to any US-UK mutually © 
agreed upon demarcation of frontiers. Assurance that once we reach oo 
agreement with UK we will not thereafter shift our position is almost 
the kernel of the nut. en - 

, 6. To obtain British agreement to making the southern frontier of 
Israel either alternatives, (a) or (0) in paragraph 4 'Telmar 148 will 

be no easy task. It would involve overcoming deep-rooted British | 
- objections on the:following grounds: ee 

(a) Negev north of 31 degrees includes virtually all arable land in 
| Negev and would leave to Palestine Arabs only the desert waste and 

the limestone hills and terraces which form the spine of Palestine. 
Some criticism would apply to alternative (a) in paragraph 4 Telmar 
148 tolesserdegree.... Se oe ; 

(6) Before flight of Arabs in fear of Jews Negev was largely Arab 
populated excepting portion north of Gaza—Beersheba road and lying 

| between these two points. Even here Jewish population was in clear | 
minority. — | i a _ 

_ (ce) To give so large a portion of Negev to Israel would rob Arab _ 
_ leaders and particularly Abdullah of any concessions which they could | 

present to their home populations, This, in British view, would prob- - 
- ably result in downfall of Arab governments with consequent con- 

| fusion and disorder and intrusion of Soviet into Arab states. Co 
| (d) Giving part Negev to Israel would recreate hourglass frontier 

and destroy the integrated homogeneity of Bernadotte Plan frontiers. 
(€) Negev (see map) is like a dagger blade dividing Arab world. | 

British feel strongly that it would be great mistake for this to be in 
Jewish hands because: oe ) | Oo 

| | (1) Arabs are... in no position to protect their interests — 
- without UK assistance which could be afforded if Negev went 

to Transjordan or Egypt. . ee : 
(2) While British JCS hopes PGI will be friendly it has | 

7 concluded that it would be unsafe to rely upon PGI to give | 
a British air installations in Negev with free access thereto. | 

- (3) Arabs and Transjordan should have undisputed access to 
Mediterranean and to Gulf of Aqaba with sufficient territory to 

| . secure this access from hostile attack. : | 
| (4) UK difficulties with Egypt re treaty expiring 1956 and UK 

- uncertainties re Cyrenaica trusteeship (2 just above) make Negev 
a especially important at this time, although even with Cyrenaica | 

-* Importance of Negev territorial sovereignty resting with a British | 
ally or allies is vital to British and US strategic plans. |
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_ % Notwithstanding above British objections, it is my tentative view 
that the UK might be persuaded to use their influence on the Arabs | 
to accept through the Frontier Commission a southern line of Israel 

| which would fall more or less at Gaza—Beersheba road at the same 
| _ time leaving Israel all or most of Western Galilee provided that: _ | 

| - (a) Location this southern frontier should not be left to parties to 
negotiate for reasons paragraph 8 Embassy’s 4908, November 17 

. (repeated Parisas 887),and | | es 
_ (6) US. without possibility of deviation is prepared to support , 
without qualification these proposals in conjunction UK. i. 

8. At this juncture I believe we are faced with a major crisis in 
_ US-UK relations. I am fully cognizant of the President’s commit- - 

ments in regard to PGI. I am inclined to believe, however, that since 
the statement on October 24, events have occurred in Palestine which. 

_ justify in all good conscience and without infidelity to campaign 
: utterances a re-evaluation by the President of the statement he then 

made. A commitment which may have been appropriate under one 
set of circumstances does not, it seems to me, require the same faithful. 
observance under a different set of circumstances. I doubt that the — 

_. President intended to give Israel carte blanche to take military action 
in defiance of UN and its servants, to go beyond the November 29 
frontiers as in Galilee and then to cite the President’s October 24 
statement as a bargaining counter against the Arabs for the best of 

| two worlds and the best of two plans. | : _ 
_ 9. Now that Committee One is considering Palestine we have reached 
the parliamentary stage and perhaps through dexterity of maneuver | 
by US and UK delegations it may be possible to obscure foratimethe 
essential divergence of US-UK thinking re a Palestine settlement. It. 
would, however, be a mistake to imagine that the British Government. 
will easily forget their impression that US has “let, them down” in: 
connection with the Bernadotte proposals. Moreover, I believe per- , 
sonally that time will show that it is a delusion to believe that Arab- | 
Jewish negotiations, unless conducted within fairly precise limits of 
a plan endorsed by UNGA, will bring peace to the Holy Land. | 

| Alternatively US and UK should have firm agreement between them- 
selves as to boundary demarcation which they would be prepared to- 
recommend to Conciliation Commission and to stand on. The latter __ 

| is far less likely to produce peace than the former.? | | 
Sent. Paris for GADel for Secretary 892; repeated Department for 

Lovett 4922.8 | | 
: : | | Doves. . | 

- ®FWiled with this telegram is an information copy bearing an undated marginal 
notation by Mr. McClintock: “Sent to Key West for President”. | 

* This telegram is printed from the copy sent to the Department as Embassy 
London’s 4922. . .
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«BO1.BB Palestine/11-1848 :Telegram | OS 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 
a | | | of State, at Paris | | | 

| | TOP SECRET URGENT Lonpon, November 18, 1948—8 p. m. 

| NIACT a - | 7 | 

po - 898. Personal for the Secretary (eyes only) no circulation. | 
| 1. Have seen the Prime Minister and have discussed Palestine at 

- length with him. I have also seen other officials at the FonOff. Re- 

a ports on these conversations, together with my (Embtel 4908, repeated 

a Paris 887, November 17 and Embtel 4922, repeated Paris 892, Novem- — | 

ber 18) comments, have been sent Paris and Washington. This cable 
is a supplement for your information only, to be used according to your 

judgment. Because of the very personal and confidential nature of this _ 
information, I suggest that it be distributed only to your most intimate _ 

) advisers. You will observe that I am not even sending it to Washington, | 

for I think you can protect.its circulation in Washington better than I 
can, | | | | | : 

| 9. I spent two hours with Eden! today discussing Palestine. His 
attitude is far more flexible than is that of the present Government. 

| He believes that the Jews should have more of the Negev. He agrees 

with me that the problem is one of arriving at a settlement of frontiers | 

_ which will, on the one hand, give the Israeli reasonable satisfaction 
and, on the other hand, allow us to hold the Arab world intact on our 

| side. He thinks it of vital importance that the US-UK stand together 
in such a way as to eliminate the danger of Israeli attack upon Trans- 

jordan. This, in Eden’s opinion, might be a shattering blow to both 
of us. ee - — - | 

| 8. Eden is seeing his old friends in the FonOff for the purpose of — 
trying to make them take a more flexible attitude in regard tofrontiers. 

. 4, In view of the above, I hope that we will keep our position in the 

light of Telmar 148 and my cables to Paris 887, Nov 17, and 892, 
Nov 18, sufficiently flexible and sufficiently conciliatory vis-a-vis the 
British to give us a little time to try to bring this matter to rest on | 

- gome solid foundation of US-UK accord. If both the US and UK a 
_ can keep the doors open toward each other in their speeches on the 

| matter in Committee One, I do not yet despair of bringing the British 
. - more toward our side. We possess enough ingenuity and persuasive- | 

ness to resolve what I think is one of the most, if not the most critical __ 

issue we now face with the United Kingdom. | ee 

_ ae | an OO | Dovcntas 

_ + Anthony Eden, former British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. —
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.. §01.BB Palestine/11—1948: Cireular telegram | : . . 

The Acting Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic and Consular | 
So | Offices + | 

_ Wasutneron, November 19, 1948—6 p.m. 

GA plenary session today approved resolution originally submitted 
by US, UK, Belgium, Netherlands for 32 million dollar program relief | 
Palestinian refugees of all communities covering period ending Aug 31, 

_ 1949. Resolution as approved includes 5 million dollar advance from = 
UN working capital fund.? Details will follow. a | 

| a | | Loverr 

_* At Arab capitals, Jerusalem, and Tel Aviv. — 3 ' co 
| eon text of resolution 212(TIII), see GA, 3rd sess., Pt. I, Resolutions, 1948, | 

p. 66. | 

501.BB Palestine/11-1948: Telegram _ | | | : | 

_ Lhe Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State 

RESTRICTED US URGENT Paris, November 19, 1948—8 p.m. 

_ Delga 839. Following is text of Israeli reply to Bunche and SC on 
November 4 and November 16 resolutions of SC, with particular 
reference to Negev and armistice. This has been communicated for- 
mally to Bunche and SC this morning. Comment based on discussion 
with Israeli and British representatives follows: Oo 

“Teat of observations of the PGI on the resolutions adopted by the SC 

| on the 4th and 16th of November 1948. | , a 

1. The PGI has given most careful consideration to the resolu- 
tions of the SC of the 4th and 16th November, and to the Mediator’s 
communication transmitted on November 14. a 

| 2. The government reaffirms its policy of adherence to the prin- 
ciples of the UN. It welcomes the SC’s decision that, ‘in order to 
eliminate the threat to the peace in’ Palestine and to facilitate the | 
transition from the present truce to permanent peace in Palestine, an 
armistice shall be established in all sectors of Palestine.’ The govern- 
ment notes with satisfaction that the SC ‘calls upon the parties asa 
further provisional measure under Article 40 of the Charter, to seek 

| agreement forthwith, by negotiations conducted either directly or 
through the Acting Mediator on Palestine, with a view to the im- | 
mediate establishment of an armistice.’ The Government of Israel is 

_ much encouraged by the reiterated call for direct negotiations made 
| in the SC’s resolution of the 4th and 16thof November. 7 

_ 8. It is the consistent policy and practice of the Government of | 
Israel to seek negotiations with the Arab states, whose armiesinvaded si. 
Palestine in wanton defiance of the Charter, with a view to arriving | 

' at a permanent peace as envisaged in the resolution of November 16th. 7 
The Government of Israel 1s most anxious to see these negotiations _ 
brought to a. speedy. and successful conclusion and requests that it be
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notified without delay of the time and place at which its accredited — 
representatives may meet accredited representatives of the Arab states.. 

4, The Government of Israel notes that the resolution of Novem- | 
ber 4th calls upon the governments concerned without prejudice to 

_ their rights, claims and position regarding a peaceful adjustment of | 
| future situation, to withdraw those forces which have advanced be- | 
| yond positions held on the 14th October. The government understands 

| that it is not the intention of the SC to require the withdrawal of | 
| forces from positions held before the 14th October; and it notes the 

Mediator’s statement that the withdrawal of military forces north of 
the delined [defined?] line is inapplicable to those maintained in the 
Negev settlements for defence prior to the 14th October. The govern- 
ment recalls that since the 15th ‘May it has uninterruptedly maintained | 

| _ regular mobile forces in the Negev which moved freely throughout | 
the area, in addition to static settlement defence in the narrower sense 
of the term. It notes with satisfaction that the SC is not demanding | 
the withdrawal from the Negev of forces maintained there before the , 

. 14th October in order to safeguard the security and independence of 
Israel and to protect its inhabitants. The withdrawal of such forces 
from inland areas, including Beersheba, would invite predatory activi- | 
ties by irregulars, a constant menace to the safety of all who dwell in | 
this area. If Beersheba is deprived of defence, the way would again 
be thrown open to Jerusalem whose protection against aggression from. 
the south could not be guaranteed. | OO / 

| 5. The Government of Israel states that forces which entered the 
Negev on and after the 14th October for the purpose of reestablishing =~ 

| communications obstructed by the Egyptian army in deliberate de 
fiance of the truce and the UN Chief of Staff’s decision, have since 
been withdrawn to positions north of the line indicated in the Media- S| 
‘tor’s memorandum. So | | a 

6. Regarding the coastal area, the government is prepared, after _ 
— consultation with the UN staff, to order the withdrawal of its regular 

_ forces to the north of Deir Suneid, subject to local security arrange- | 
ments tobe agreed upon withthe UN ChiefofStaff. = = 9 | 

| 7. The Government of Israel sees a contradiction between the 
Mediator’s plan for the establishment of neutral or demilitarized - 

| zones, and his decision that the Egyptians may remain in the Bir | 
Asluj area, and that Egyptian control of the Bir Asluj—Rafah road | 
shall be recognized and maintained. The government reserves the 

_ - right to make representations on this point when the matter arises for 
practical settlement withthe UN staff. Be ee Ae 
8. The Government of Israel desires, in conclusion, to reaffirm its | 

. regard for the decision and recommendations of the SC, and its readi- _ 
ness to do everything possible to facilitate a peaceful settlement in the 
conflict which has arisen in Palestine, as a result of Arab aggression. 
It has nominated Col. Yigal Yadin and Mr. Reuven Shiloah as of- 
ficers whom the UN Chief of Staff may consult in connection with 

| further arrangements. The government reiterates its urgent request to - 
| the Acting Mediator that it be informed without delay of the place 

and time of the meeting with the accredited representatives. of the © . 
_ Arab Governments. The Government of Israel expresses its sincere 

hope that this meeting may open direct negotiations establishing peace
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and good neighborliness—an objective which Israel has pursued since | 
the very beginning of this unhappy conflict.” oe | 

| Sent Department Delga 839, repeated London as 1297. __ 7 ae | ae | MarsHALL 

-§01.BB Palestine/11-1948: Telegram a : - | 

a The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State | 

| SECRET URGENT ~~~ Paris, November 19, 1948—midnight. 

| Delga 848. Following are comments Eban and Comay ! to Ross this 
morning on PGI response to SC resolutions of 4 and 16 November. 
(texts sent Department Delga 839, November 19). Eban stressed the . 
following five points: | | | 

. 1. Principal emphasis should be that there is no desire on part | 
PGI to challenge authority of SC, but on contrary, emphasis should be — 
placed on cooperation with the Council. 

2. Main element of Israeli forces which have entered the Negev 
‘since October 14 are to be withdrawn. : | 

_ 8. Insofar as forces are not withdrawn from the coastal area the 
PGI is prepared to withdraw its forces north of Deir Suneid so that 
the Egyptians can advance to the line set by the mediator. , 

| _ 4, The appointment of officers in response to Bunche’s request indi- | 
eates the willingness of the PGI to cooperate in working out any out- 
standing matters. | | = 

_ §. With reference to the November 16 resolution, Eban stressed 
acceptance by the PGI of principles contained this resolution. 

‘Both Israeli representatives stressed that action taken required great 
_ deal of courage on part of PGI in view domestic situation Israel. They © 

| were encouraged in taking this step by fact that SC found it possible 
| pass armistice resolution November 16 and by assurances compliance 

with Bunche program in Negev would not prejudice eventual terri- | 
-. torial settlement. | 

Eban quoted Bunche as being very satisfied and stating he felt PGI 
action “most statesmanlike.” Bunche confirmed this view later in the | 
day. — - . : - 

| Beeley’s view (which he expressed at press conference today) was 
| somewhat more cautious and marked by understatement. He told us 
OO he felt PGI’s action “a step in right direction.” _ 

_ Jessup shares view that this action by PGI gets us over this difficult _ 
hurdle. | | 

- Sent Dept Delga 848; repeated London 1301. : | 
| - MarsHALh | 

1 Michael Saul Comay, Member of ‘the Israeli Delegation to the General 
Assembly. | |
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ee ae Editorial Note oe oe | 

| _ Mr. Jessup, before the First Committee on November 20, announced | 
the general agreement of the United States with the basic premises 

| of Count Bernadotte’s report. He stated that peace must return to 
Palestine; that a Jewish state called Israel existed in Palestine asa 
recognized entity; that the boundaries of Israel should be determined 

| by agreement of the parties, aided by the Conciliation Commission, 
that Israel was entitled to the boundaries set forth in the resolution - 
of November 29, 1947, that any modifications of these boundaries be - 
made only if acceptable to Israel, but that if Israel desired additional __ 
territory, it must offer an appropriate exchange through negotiations; a 

_- that the Palestinian refugees be permitted to return to their homes, ) 
| with adequate compensation to those who chose not to return; that 

| Jerusalem be accorded special treatment; and that the question of 
_ international responsibility for guaranteeing boundaries and mainte- | 

nance of:-human rights required careful consideration; for text of 
. Mr. Jessup’s statement, see Department of State Bulletin, Novem- 

ber 28, 1948, page 657. a | | 
_ British reaction to Mr. Jessup’s statement was “very unfavorable.” - 

7 Sir Orme Sargent, Permanent Under Secretary of State, said that the 

statement was worse than the Foreign Office had expected, particularly 

_ regarding “(a@) abandonment of principle of acquiescence and (bd) 
- position that changes can be made in November 29 frontier only with | | 

consent PGI.” (Telegram 4961, November 23, 7 p. m., from London, 
501.BB Palestine/11-2348) | | | 

867N.01/11-2048 : Telegram _ oO | 

- Mr. Wells Stabler to the Acting Secretary of State | | 

- ‘SECRET | Amman, November 20, 1948—4 p. m. a 

124. Recent reports indicate that Abdel Ghani Bey Karmi't (mytel «© 
_ 114, November 11?) has held talks with Israelis in Paris and has dis- 
cussed possible terms of settlement including disposition of N evev, 
Abdullah’s attitude regarding Jaffa and other points. Prime Minis- 

_ ter, on learning such conversations proceeding, objected to King on . 
basis he unable countenance any form “negotiation”. King has agreed_ 

_ and telegram has allegedly been sent to Abdel Majid Haidar instruct- __ 
| Ing him to restrain Karmi. | | oe | | 

_ Also understood that Prime Minister has received another telegram _ 

+ private Secretary to King Abdullah. 7 os | | 
* Not printed. | :
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from Sassoon. Efforts being made confirm this and ascertain subject.? 
Department pass to Gadel 19. ae 

| Wg ee SraBLER _ 

re re 8 Amman, on November 21, reported that Mr. Sassoon’s second telegram. to the 
a Transjordanian Prime Minister, friendly.in tone, dealt with the protection of 

the ‘Rutenberg Works by the ‘Arab Legion during the flood period of the Yarmuk 
River (telegram 125, 867N.01/11-2148). The Prime Minister replied that the 
‘area of the Rutenberg Works was the responsibility of the Iragi Army and that | 
the Transjordanian authorities could not offer much assistance (telegram 127, 

| November 23, 3 p. m., from Amman, 867N.01/11-—2348). The latter message also 
stated that the Prime Minister had received a fourth message from Mr. Sassoon 
on November 22 “stating that Israeli authorities had heard that Arab Legion 
was planning mount offensive in Jerusalem and expressing hope that such report 
not true. Prime Minister has replied that Arab Legion has no [such] intentions 
and referred to previous message re Mount Scopus in which he indicated desire 
to cease fire in all Jerusalem.” 

501.BB Palestine/11—2048 : Telegram 

| | The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State | 

TOP SECRET US URGENT Paris, November 20, 1948—9 p. m. 

 Delg'a 862. We have given further consideration Paragraph 5(d) 

| (Gadel 522, November 18 and Gadel 535 [432+], November 19) and 

suggest it be reworded as follows: | | 

“That certain adjustments in the territorial arrangements of the GA 
resolution of 29 November 1947 should be considered through negotia- 
tions directly or through the UN Conciliation Commission ; 1f as a re- | 
sult of such negotiations, the Jewish state remains in occupancy of 
Jaffa and all or part of Western Galilee, compensatory arrangements 
should be made in the Negev.” 

Reference Delga 859, November 20,2 we are inclined to believe 

changed wording may make this paragraph more acceptable to British. | 

‘We believe in any event that reference to “Southern Negev[”’| might 

be open to misinterpretation and that it would be preferable to refer 7 

| to this area as “Negev” as hitherto. If you concur, it naturally follows 

that last clause as given Gadel 533, November 19 would have to be 

dropped. oo | | a 

| At this stage, it would be difficult to comment in detail on Paragraph 

4 of Gadel 522, November 18. After we have had reactions to US 
statement Committee 1, November 20, we will have more balanced per- 

- gpective of possible course developments Committee 1. | 

1Latter not printed; but see footnote 3, p. 1609. , 
Not printed; it gave British comments on Gadel 522, November 18, p. 1608, - 

and particularly, Ambassador Douglas’ report that “Beeley took ra'ther strong ex- 

ception to Department’s suggested redraft of Paragraph 5(b) of the United King- | 

dom resolution. He said Department’s redraft appeared ‘to be in contradiction and 

wholly inconsistent with Paragraph 1, Gadel 522. Paragraph 1 appeared to | 

establish Galilee and Negev on an equal basis. Department’s redraft, however, — 

seemed to be a very important retrogression since it in effect gave Galilee and | 

northern Negev to Jews leaving only southern Negev as offsetting factor.” 

(501.BB Palestine/11-2048) | | |
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‘Reference Paragraph 10, Delga 351, Beeley indicates British would 
have no objection to inclusion, but failed to see necessity therefor in | 

__-view Paragraph 10, Delga 796. i 
: Sent Department 862, repeated Londonas1310. 2s 

867N.01/11-2148: Telegram Ne 
The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Acting Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL - Jerusatem, November 21, 1948—3 p.m. 

Oo 1491. On own initiative Colonel Dayan, Commanding Officer Jew- _ 
ish forces Jerusalem, last night suggested to Consul General meeting | 

_-with Abdullah Tel, Arab Military Governor, to establish effective 
cease-fire Jerusalem. Stated given full powers by Israeli chief staff _ 

; Tel Aviv negotiate agreement binding all Jewish forces under his 
command including units opposite Bethlehem. Felt cease-fire should 
extend for about 15 miles either side city Jerusalem. Asserted could 
guarantee compliance his troops since no longer bothered by IZLor 

| Stern units. Expressed opinion both Arabs and Jews would abide by 
a agreement voluntarily reached as opposed to one ineffectually imposed 

by United Nations. Wishes discuss with Abdullah Tel question Mount | 
| ‘Scopus convoys and use Hadassah and Hebrew unit but will attach no 

conditions to cease-fire. After consulting Neuville and senior United 
| Nations observers Jerusalem intend proceed Old City tomorrow dis- 

cuss with Abdullah Tel. = | - oe 

, _ Approach may indicate PGI wishes permanent end fighting Jeru- ) 
salem and feels possible make effective agreement with Arab Legion. 
Sent Department 7491; Department pass Gadel 9, Cairo 189, 
Amman; repeated Beirut 97; Baghdad 28 ; Damascus 47. an 
Oo a ee | _ Bourpverr 

| 501.BB Palestine/11-2248: Telegram Be mo 

Lhe Acting Charman of the United States Delegation at Paris 
ne _ (Dulles) to the Acting Secretary of State 

SECRET URGENT .. Parts, November 22, 1948—2 p.m. 

-  . Delga 885. At Shertok’s invitation Jessup called on him last evening. 

_- Eban only other person present. Shertok stated US statement in first 

oe committee * read “with ‘appreciation.” He singled out for primary 
os, emphasis our tribute to the way in which Israel is fulfilling its mission 

mM -receiving and providing for immigrants. Secondly, he appreciated 
_ references to Israeli membership. He indicated their doubts concern- 

p. 1607 a Summary of Mr. Jessup’s statement of November 20, see editorial note,
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| _ing our views on boundary matters, suggesting that while they could 
not give up claim to Negeb, the question was whether their traditional 
claim to Galilee should not also be recognized. Jessup did not engage 
in discussion on this point. Shertok wondered why we considered _ 

_ British resolution even basis for discussion though Eban admitted 
- preliminary paragraphs not bad. Jessup stated fundamental ditference | 

- --was that British resolution contemplated Assembly would proceed to 
‘some decision on boundaries while US statement indicated this is | 
‘matter for negotiation. _ SS a OO 

_ Shertok touched on relations with US and Soviet Union. He said _ 
that permanent good relations with the west and especially with the 

| US were primary considerations in their policy. He then emphasized 
| that they faced necessity of arranging for bringing immigrants from 

Poland, Roumania, Bulgaria, et cetera, and that these arrangements 
required friendly relations with Soviet Union, which they must pre- 
serve. With something of a plea for support of him and his group ~ 
in PGI, he stressed necessity of avoiding giving people of Israel 
picture of the west blocking Israel’s future, particularly UN member- © 
ship. He emphasized importance of membership in connection with 
inequality otherwise existing between Jews and Arabs before a con- - 
ciliation commission. 

On refugees, he registered doubt.as to ability to readmit them and 
‘cited self-contradictory statements of Mufti which added up to an ~ 
indication that Arab refugees should not return to Israel. 

[Here follows Mr. Shertok’s estimate of the attitude of various 
members of the Security Council toward Israeli membership in the | 
United Nations. | So | 
Jessup stated frankly that it would be very difficult for the US 
in promoting Israeli membership if military activities should sud- 

- denly commence. Shertok quickly said that assurances on this point 
can be given, not formally and publicly but to US. Eban added that | 
formal application for membership would contain pledge to observe | 
Charter. Jessup agreed desirability working in close contact in regard 

_to timing on this matter. Jessup inquired whether they knew avoiding 7 
- [how to avoid?] Soviet views [veto?] concerning simultaneous ad- — 

_ mission Transjordan. Shertok reported conversations with Soviet and 
_. Ukraine representatives SC had but. had no definite statement from | 

| them. Shertok agreed that it would be helpful to PGI if Transjordan © 
| were admitted. He raised question of Soviet desire for general agree- 

7 ment to admit all applicants. Jessup replied this consideration would - 
- complicate Palestine problem and much better from Israeli point. of 

| view to help to separate the two cases of Israel and Transjordan. 
- Regarding Jerusalem, Jessup asked whether they would press for 
actual incorporation into state of Israel. Shertok stated emphatically 

_ that Israel would resist incorporation of all of Jerusalem under Arab |
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trusteeship, hastily adding that he referred only to verbal battles. He: 
amplified at length his plan for Israeli trusteeship for part of the : 

_ New City, Arab trusteeship for other part of New City, Old City being 
under direct UN trusteeship with Christian governor. Old City under _ 

|. such plan would be delimited not by the walls but would also take in | | 
| such Holy places as Garden of Gethsemane. He stressed that their will- _ | 

ness to accept such a plan was held very secretly and known to very | 
- few in Israeli Government. It was not known to Israeli public and’ 

premature leak would be very harmful. He said that under previous. __ 
regime New City had borne major part financial burden administering 
Old City and under his plan such financial support would continue. 
Regarding Beersheba, Shertok said they had not talked recently 

_ with Bunche but hoped the representative they had appointed could. | 
adjust the matter with Bunche’s representatives on the spot. Shertok | 
Was cautious In responding to Jessup’s suggestion that ifany military _ 

- forces had tobe used from now on, they should be considered as police: — 
forces in conjunction with Acting Mediator. Shertok excluded possi- 
bility of jomt Jewish and Arab police teams, e.g., in Negeb. | : 

On Jaffa and Lydda, Shertok inquired whether US statement meant. > 
| acceptance of proposals in his speech on these subjects. Jessup replied. 

_ we have not committed ourselves to any particular plan but had merely 
-. indicated we interpreted Shertok’s speech as revealing fact that these 

-_- were subjects which might be settled by negotiation. . | 
| | | | | a _ Doris. 

--B01.BB Palestine/11-2248: Telegram a . | 
_ The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at 

Oo - Paris | 

TOP SECRET US URGENT Wasuineton, November 22, 1948—5 p. m.. S 

| Gadel 551. We approve language suggested for para. 5(b) as con- 
tained in Delga 862, Nov. 20. / oe | 

-- We have given careful study to Delga 859, Nov. 20,as wellas Delgas. 
| 848, 849 and 857,! providing recent Israeli comment on UK draft | 

resolution and Israeli idea of a “simplified resolution” which might - 

serve to meet immediate requirements in this GA.? We do not feel 
receptive to Israeli suggestion for sucha resolution atthistime.Weare © 

- now on record. as supporting the general principles contained in 
_ Bernadotte’s seven basic premises with amendments. Careful reading 

*None printed; telegrams 848 and 849 are dated November 19 and 857, the | 
following day. os - : oe 

*The Israelis opposed the British view that the General Assembly determine | 
territorial lines and favored their demarcation through negotiation between the , | 
parties. Their “simple resolution” called for extending the Security Council’s — 
armistice efforts and the appointment of a conciliation commission which would. 
assist the parties in reaching agreement (Delga 849, 501.BB Palestine/11-1948). 

| 598-594—76——70 | / ,
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| by Israeli representatives of Jessup’s statement Nov. 20° will show | 
that attitude of US is favorable to them but that this govt is publicly | 

| on record as feeling that Bernadotte Plan is a basis for negotiating a 
settlement and conciliation of differences between the two parties. = 

_ On the other hand we feel that British position is unduly rigid and 
| in fact somewhat unreal. Conditions which prevailed last Sept. and 

which prompted Secretary’s statement of Sept. 21 in support of. 
Bernadotte Plan have materially changed as result of military opera- 
tions and political conditions in countries concerned. In consequence 
we feel that British will defeat their own purpose, which is a prompt 
and definitive territorial settlement, by clinging stubbornly to every 
dotted I and crossed T in Bernadotte Plan. Oo | 

On question of negotiations mentioned para. 1, Delga 859, Nov. 20, 
we feel it would be useful to tell McNeil and Beeley that neither of 
our govis, should “freeze” to fixed positions. We favor at least recog- | 
nizing desirability of direct negotiations (your suggested new para. 2) 
because one party to conflict—Israel—has consistently expressed 
willingness to negotiate and because two of other parties—Transjordan 
and Egypt—have apparently undertaken clandestine conversations 
with Israel. | - | 

| We have no thought of either UK or US putting pressure on Trans- 
jordan as victim of a Near-Eastern Munich. However, we fail to see 
why our two govts should not in a friendly way counsel with the 
“parties in an endeavor to work out a meeting of the minds. If there 
were such an agreement arrived at secretly and soon, it wouldthen be . 

: possible to join with British in securing passage of a GA resolution 
| which would give international. confirmation by UN to agreement — 

privately reached, thus saving face of Arab leaders. If this should not 
prove possible, appointment of proposed Conciliation Commission 

| would establish machinery for a continued effort to reach final 
. - settlement. | : | 

In fact it seems to us that present time is propitious for a settlement. | 
_ There are two recent significant indications of Israeli statesmanship __ 
and moderation which serve to substantiate this opinion. One is Israeli 
deference to Mediator’s order for withdrawal from Negev to Oct. 14 | 
positions. The other is important initiative taken by Jewish Com- __ 

_ manding Officer, Jerusalem, as reported Jerusalem’s 7491 [1497], 
_ Nov. 21, to Dept, repeated Gadel 9. From Arab point of view ( provid- 
ing Bevin does not encourage them to wishful thinking by veiled — 
promises of Brit. aid in form of-rearmament) it should be obvious | 
that in light of their own military weakness relative to Israel present | 
‘moment offers opportunity of reaching a quick settlement which in 
view of present GA interest in problem need not be on terms disad- 
_vantageous to them. : 

_ We for our part would be prepared to give most urgent advice to 

~ ® See editorial note, p. 1617. ee |
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ss: PGT to continue counsels of moderation which it exhibited in accept- 

ing Acting Mediator’s request for a withdrawal in the Negev. US 

stands willing to be of service to parties if they feel that a go-between 

ig necessary or would be willing to see any other friendly govt perform 

) - guch service. All concerned would welcome a definitive settlement now 

rather than prospect of dragging out this acrimonious interchange for __ 

another year under auspices of a committee optimistically named 

: “conciliation.” Furthermore, an agreed settlement now would be | 

hailed with acclamation by other members of UN and would stand 

7 out as principal achievement of third session UNGA. | 

| As concluding paragraphs of Delga 859 aptly point out, Israelis 

want negotiations and no Bernadotte Plan, British want Bernadotte 

| Plan and no negotiations. US position is to bridge gap between these 

a two extremes. We regret however that it is not possible to accept 

' | British endorsement paragraphs as suggested final para. Delga 859. 

: Repeated to London as 4897 for Ambassador.* | : : | 

| - Oo oo : | Lovert 

 4Wiled with this telegram is an information copy bearing the following 

marginal notation in Mr. McClintock’s handwriting: “Cleared with Clark Clif- 

ford, 6:30 pm Nov. 22.7 | 

| ae | Editorial Note | Oo 

| Mr. Jessup addressed the First Committee on November 23 con- 

cerning the British draft resolution of November 18, broadening the 

scope of the amendments proposed on November 17 by Secretary 

| Marshall in Delga 797, page 1603; for the full text of his statement, see 

- Department of State Bulletin, December 5, 1948, page 687. The official 

text of the United States amendments to the British draft resolution 

is printed in GA, $rd sess., Pt. I, First Committee, Annexes, page 66. 

; ‘The United States amendments were revised on November 25; for text, | 

. see ibid., page 67. : | OS 

| 501.BB Palestine/11-2348 : Telegram a | oo 7 - | 

| Mr. Wells Stabler to the Secretary of State oe | 

| SECRET URGENT | Amman, November 23, 1948—noon. 

-- 496. Re Jerusalem’s 491 [1491], November 21 to Department, it 

| -appears that on November 12 Sassoon at Paris sent message to Prime 

Minister in reply latter’s message of October 31 concerning Mount 

- ‘Seopus ‘(mytel 102, November 1+) and suggested that Jewish and | 

Arab military commanders Jerusalem meet to discuss end hostilities 

| entire Jerusalem area. Sassoon indicated that instructions were being 

1 Not printed ; but see footnote 2, p. 1548. ae a
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sent Colonel Dayan, CO Jewish forces Jerusalem to arrange meeting: 
It is understood here that Dayan’s absence from Jérusalem has been: 

| responsible for delay in meéting but relative quiet in Jerusalem during” 
past ten days has been attributed to receipt. of instructions from. | 

Israclisat Paris. Ss’ Me eae - - | : 
' In view previous attitude Transjordan authorities and Arab Legion. 
re Jerusalem, it is felt. that no difficulty will be encountered from. 

‘Transjordan side in reaching effective cease-fire agreement. | 
_. Department pass Jerusalem, Gadel 21, Beirut, Cairo, and Damascus.. | 

| | SF 7 |  STasneR | 

501.BB Palestine/11-2448: Telegram | | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

SECRET | _ Wasuineron, November 24, 1948—6 p. m. a 

4499, Hoyer Millar? presented Lovett last evening with personal _ 
- message from Bevin for Secy with verbal request it be passed on to _ 

President also. Message reads: “Bevin was much concerned at views: 
on Palestine expressed by US Rep at meeting of Political Comm of | 
GA on Nov 20.2 He is convinced that frank and close cooperation be- , 
tween US and UK both as regards Middle East and many other im- | 

portant fields is essential to preservation world peace. He is glad know 
that US and UK Delegations in Paris are in touch with each other 
with view to seeking some way of overcoming differences between two- | 
govts, but he fears that unless US Delegation is authorised make con- 
siderable advance from its present position there will inevitably be: 
open disagreement between two Delegations in Assembly on certain. 
vital points, and that they will probably find themselves obliged vote _ | 
on different sides. Bevin would very deeply regret any such develop- 
ment, but he feels bound maintain principles which both Govts have 
publicly endorsed. After long discussion and cooperation between our od 
two govts, it was possible for them both find common ground in shape | 
of support for Bernadotte proposals. It was only after US had an- 

nounced its support these proposals that HMG likewise gave them | 

their support and HMG have been basing their policy on assumption | 

that this common stand would be maintained. While Bevin would, of | 
~ couse, not exclude possibility of Bernadotte proposals being amended, 

| he regards as essential factors which must be maintained general sub- 
stance of territorial provisions and principle of solution recommended. 

by Assembly of UN in which both sides are asked acquiesce. OT 
“Bevin earnestly hopes that in light this expression his views, US 

Govt may feel able instruct US Delegation Paris modify their present 

1 Sir Frederick Robert Hoyer Millar, British Minister. a 
' 9 See editorial note, p. 1617. Br — . |
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attitude and withdraw their opposition to vital points in UK resolu- 

tion, to which they are at present taking exception—namely that gen- 

| eral substance of territorial provisions of Bernadotte Report should 

- be approved and that Conciliation Comm should be given adequate 

- power put them into effect, relying on acquiescence of two parties in | 

this action but not depending on their prior agreement.” a | 

| Brit Min stated he realized events had overtaken message since press __ 

despatches from Paris indicated US amendments to UK resolution 

) had already been presented. Emb had therefore hesitated whether 

: [send?] present message at all but decided in favor doing so. Lovett 
replied that notwithstanding these developments he would pass mes- 

| sage on to both Secy and President. | | Be 

| Lovett in commenting on Bevin’s message first mentioned Douglas 

report on Sargent’s * reaction to US position (London’s 4961 Nov 238 *) 

with specific reference to . question territorial provisions Bernadotte 

report and question acquiescence. He said that US finally has firm 

‘position re boundaries namely that Israel must either adhere to those 

| fixed by Nov 29 resolution or if it desires retain Western Galilee and = 

a Jafta must make compensatory exchanges. We believe solution by | 

- negotiation essential since our delegation considers it impossible ob- | 

| tain GA approval for boundaries fixed by Bernadotte report. Our two 

- delegations in Paris are in close touch with each other and there is 

really only small difference between their two positions. os a 

oo Lovett emphasized point that while it may be impossible persuade 

| Arab states either agree or acquiesce in UK resolution with US amend- 

~ ments this might not be case if Arabs were convinced UK would not 

supply them with arms. He sincerely hoped therefore that our two | 

delegations could reach common agreement on differences now separat- 

ang them.> a 7 a ce — os 

| . re . — Marsmann 

: | ‘Sir Orme G. Sargent, British Permanent Under-Secretary of State for Foreign : 

| NT Not printed ; but see editorial note, p. 1617. | — | | 

° This telegram was repeated to Paris as Gadel 572. — oe | 

- §01.BB Palestine/11-2448: Telegram Ce Oo 

The Acting Chairman of the United States Delegation at Pars 

| " (Dulles) to the Secretary of State .-— oe 

| ‘TOP SECRET us uRGENT — Paris, November 24, 1948—midnight. | 
—-Delga 920. For Lovett from Kopper. Fawzi Bey (Egypt) called on 

Jessup today. Conversations resulted from approach by Fawzi to 
oo Bunche saying he wished to see Jessup and Ross prior to Arab dele- 

gates meeting this afternoon. Fawzi had discussed with Bunche yester- _ 
day much of what he discussed with Jessup. © > ae -
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~. Discussion commenced with Fawzi stating UK resolution and US 
amendments did not appear to be so bad after opportunity had been 

_ given to study them. He felt them sufficiently strong but not too rigid. 
_ Opportunity for some flexibility apparent in drafting of terms. Jessup | 

| pointed out that we thought it would be mistake for GA to attempt to 
make definitive delineation of boundaries. Fawzi agreed that it was 
wiser to leave this more general in resolution. | 

Fawzi then made following points: as - 

(a) Israeli should abide by SC resolutions. oe 
(6) While November 16 SC resolution was distasteful to Arabs in 

that it implied a degree of recognition by Arab States of existence 
Israeli state, Arabs should be able to conduct negotiations with Media- 
tor in such way astocarry out.spirit of resolution. 7 

(¢) While official Arab position continued favor unitary state,it was _ 
obvious certain practical matter had to be considered. Fawzi favored 
geographic continuity. | 

(d) Arabs could not agree to any diminution Negeb as envisaged 
in Bernadotte [report?]. Egypt could not be separated from other | 

| Arab states by Jewish state. Jewish colonies forming bulge in Negeb 
must be given up in return for transfer of Arab portions of northern | 
Palestine to Israel. | 

(¢) In response to question by Jessup whether any real issue existed 
between Egypt and Transjordan regarding territorial disposition, 
Fawzi replied there was not. These matters could be settled if viewed | 
realistically. He then made clear he thought Egypt should have por- | 

: tion of Negeb south of line drawn through Majdal and Hebron. 
Transjordan should have portion up to Bethlehem and presumably to : 
south. He did not define this specifically. | 

(f) Re Transjordan access to sea, Fawzi said that if absolutely 
necessary ‘T'ransjordan could have strip north of Majdal—Hebron line. 
Egypt must have Beersheba. (Subsequently Fawzi told Kopper 
reasons for Egyptian‘ desire to have portion of Negeb were several. 
Among them were desire to have something to show to their people. | 
We believe apprehension of extension of Transjordan sphere and UK 
relation thereto also a factor.) | | 

| (g) Fawzi felt continuity between Egypt and Arab states should : 
be west of Jordan and Dead Sea. | 

(2) Arabs do not feel November 29 resolution still stands but 7 
thought it would be undesirable to become involved in protracted legal 

_ arguments this point. Adverted to his conversation with Secretary 
last summer when he had emphasized necessity to recognize practicali- | 
ties of situation. a Oo 7 | 

(2) Most significant point made by Fawzi was at conclusion of con- a 
versation when he stated it most important that preliminary under- | 
standing should be reached in next few days regarding general form 
boundaries would take. Thought US, UK, Arab states and Jews should | 
have such understanding on overall boundaries. Re Negeb, thought 
US, UK, Transjordan and Egypt should have understanding. | 

(7) When asked whether other Arab states would hold similar | 
views, Fawzi said they were not in position to do anything in present 
situation so would have to acquiesce. oO |
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Later in day Fawzi told Kopper he had informed Khashaba Pasha * 
of his conversation. Said latter would probably talk to British tonight, 

particularly on matter set forth in paragraph 7 above. Said he had | 
_- hoped to hear more from Jessup in near future as to our views. Said 

| he hoped we would talk to British. | ee 

Our feeling here on Egyptian boundaries position vis-a-vis Israel 

- and Transjordan is that it constitutes first bargaining position? = 

_ Sent Department; repeated London for the Ambassador as 1351. 

_ [Kopper.J Oo coe 
7 - mo | 7 | DULLES | 

| . / ‘ oS ' . 

| Ahmed Mohammed Khashaba, Egyptian Foreign Minister. | 
* Fawzi Bey, on November 26, had a conversation with Messrs. Kopper, Bunche, 

and Beeley, at which he elabora
ted 

on Egyptian views of Negeb boundaries. He 
—— stated that the “Eastern boundary of Egypt would be line drawn from point 

. east of Hebron to junction 35 east longitude and 81 north latitude, then south 

along 35 east longitude to Transjordan border and then along present border 

to Gulf of Aqaba.” The Egyptian spokesman noted that these boundaries were — 
subject to modification in negotiations with Transjordan (telegram Delga 953, 

November 26, 9 p. m., from Paris, 501.BB Palestine/11-264
8). 

— 867N.01/11-2548 : Telegram | — | | 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom” 

- SECRET US URGENT Wasuineron, November 25,1948—1l p.m 
NIACT ce Le , , - | 

| 4499, Following is text message for Lovett left by Hoyer Millar — | 

yesterday under FonOff instructions (see Deptel 4422 Nov 24 to , 

London, London’s 4995 Nov 24 and Delga 911 Nov 247): | | / 

| _ “Minister should see Mr. Lovett again today and point out it by no 
means too late for further efforts to bridge gap between US and UK 

— over Bernadotte proposals. A number of amendments and counter- | 
~amendments will be under active discussion in Paris during the next 
few days, and we in FonOff are constantly making fresh suggestions to 
the UK Delegation, as you will see from the most recent telegrams. 

_ There might even be a drafting subcommittee in Paris to try and recon- 
7 cile conflicting suggestions. eg a ee ay 

_. “Minister should therefore again urge that instructions should be 
sent to Dr. Jessup, authorizing him to go as far as he possibly can to _ 
meet the UK views. Even if the USG maintain their view that they . 

-° gannot support the whole Brit resolution, could they not even at this 
stage agree to counter-amendment

s 
which would depart less widely | 

' from their previous attitude and diminish the most regrettable public 

| divergence between the two Govts?”. | 

| Please inform FonOff we are equally anxious there should be no 

_ public divergence between two countries and will be glad study pro- : 

| —'Delga 911 not printed. ©
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_ posed Brit counter-amendments with view to seeing extent to which 
_. ‘they can be accepted within limits present GADel instructions. a 

| _ GADel should keep Dept promptly informed of such amendments 
oo ‘with its recommendations concerning them.? a 

| eo | | = | — Marsyarn 

'  ? This telegram was repeated to Paris as Gadel 581. The United States Dele- 
-Zation, on November 25, transmitted a revised version of the British draft resolu- 
‘tion (Delga 925, 501.BB Palestine/11-2548) ; for text, see GA, 3rd sess., Pt. I , 
First Committee, Annexes, 1948, p. 58. The Delegation noted, later the Same day, . 

‘that the revised draft incorporated some but not all the United States amend- 
‘ments of the original draft (Delga 939, 501.BB Summaries/11—2548). For the 
‘Statement by the British Representative explaining the revisions, see GA, 3rd 
sess., Pt. I., First Committee, Summary Records, 1948, p. 759. - : . 

| | Editorial Note — | | | 

_ The Soviet Representative, on November 25, submitted a draft 
resolution to the First Committee calling for withdrawal of all foreign 
‘troops and military personnel from Palestine; for text, see GA, 3rd 
-8ess., Pt. I, First Committee, Annexes, 1948, page 75. The following __ 
‘day, the Syrian Representative submitted a draft resolution calling 
for creation of a-commission “to prepare proposals for the establish- . 

| ment of a single State of the whole of Palestine on a cantonization or _ 
, federal basis” ; for text, see ibid. | | | 

. Several additional resolutions were proposed during the meetings 
_ of the First Committee. Inasmuch as many of the provisions of the 

‘drafts overlapped, the Committee, on November 26, adopted an oral 
proposal by the Canadian Representative to appoint a working group 
to prepare a consolidated tabulation of the various texts and amend- 
ments (GA, 3rd sess., Pt. ‘I, First Committee, Summary Records, — 
1948, pages 788, 789). The Working Group completed such a tabula- 

| tion the following day; for text, see GA, 3rd sess., Pt. I, First Com- 
| mittee, Annexes, page 76. , —_ : | . 

‘867N.01/11-2648 : Telegram | a — , | 
| The Special Representative of the United States in Israel, Temporarily 

at Paris (McDonald) to the President’s Special Counsel (Clifford) ~~ 

‘TOP SECRET “ oe Parts, November 26, 1948—2 p. m. 
_ 6044. Urgent for White House only. Personal attention Clifford. — 
Despite absolute loyalty and able leadership Dulles and other = 
‘delegates, I am convinced Bevin still hopes undo Assembly resolu- | 
‘tion November 29 and to secure from this UN resolution which 
Israel would have to reject and thus place itself in position of “flout- 

. ang” authority UN. President would thus be checkmated and Britain
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- would then be freed—even if sanctions were not imposed—to rearm: 
the Arab States and enable and encourage them continue war against. | 

Israel ae | So - 

~. Unless and until British show Arabs that UK acknowledges Israel 
— to be an inescapable and enduring fact; and until Bevin permits. 

- Abdullah to make peace with Israel, British protestations of peaceful. | 

| intent are mere words to trap the unwary. - | 
|» . Would be most helpful if President would personally telephone | 

Dulles assuring latter of full confidence and appreciation and urging | 
| bim to :: | | a oy an | | : . . 

(1) Resist firmly any further whittling down US program; and. 
_ (2) Press vigorously President’s suggestion that Israel be admitted. 

to UN this session. Such admission depends on enthusiastic American 
support. (President might thus forestall threatening crisis and help , 

| secure Assembly support essential his program.) : OS 

/ | Should you wish supporting data above analysis I could supply it: | 

if you would telephone me Hotel Crillon, Room 211. a 
- Your advice Wednesday when I telephoned you re remaining Paris. ~ 
was sound. At request Dulles, Dept has granted extension time. Signed. __ : 

James G. McDonald. 7 

: 501.BB Palestine/11-2648: Telegram | - 

The Acting Chairman of the United States Delegation at Paris - 
. - (Dulles) to the Secretary of State a 

TOP SECRET = NIACT | Parts, November 26, 1948—3 p.m. 

6047. Eyes only for Lovett from Rusk—no distribution. Now 
understand that. McDonald -has sent message? direct to President 

through State Department channels without knowledge of Dulles | 
: which comments adversely upon delegation attitude Palestine. Since 

.. delegation is acting strictly under instructions and no principal dele- | 
gate is objecting to our line of action, this may create intolerable situa- 
tion. Apparently one point of concern is question of UN membership 
for Israel. Israel has not even applied for membership. Israel knows 
proper procedure is to file application with Security Council. Israel 

also knows US will give them as much help as possible when matter 

comes to SC. We are already taking matter up with other SC _ 
delegations. | ae | a | 

‘We thought we had convinced Eban and Comay that negative or | 

marginal vote in GA Committee One on this question prior to SC 
| action would be fatal to their chances. Many delegations would ab- 
- stain on basis it is undignified for Assembly to solicit membership of 

| 1 presumably telegram 6044, supra. | Oo a
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‘state which has not even applied. We have urged Israel to apply but 
they insist on playing hardtoget. ae , 

7 One possibility would be to ask McDonald to hasten back to Tel 
.. «Aviv with personal message from President to Ben Gurion stating, 

| among other things, (2) US believes now is time to move definitely | 
to final solution Palestine and we are doing everything possible to | 
bring other parties to attitude of negotiation and settlement (6) we - 
are anxious to accomplish Israel. membership in UN at this session; 
we believe prospects are fair but know that attitude of other members | 
‘SC turns on assurance that Israel has no more military objectives in 
mind and will cooperate with SC in maintaining peace (c) we believe 
application to SC by Israel for UN membership in conjunction with 
conciliatory attitude toward SC effort to establish armistice would | 
be an appropriatestep, (d) et cetera, et cetera. , 

Perhaps no trouble will develop this end, but if we begin to get 
sudden telephone calls which cut across our instructions, reserve a 
‘wing at St. Elizabeth’s.2 [Rusk.] _ 

Oo : | | _ DvutLyes 
: * Mental hospital in Washington, D.C. | | 

. §01.BB Palestine/11-2648 : Telegram - 

Lhe Acting Chairman of the United States Delegation at Paris 
(Dulles) to the Secretary of State | | 

_ ‘TOP SECRET URGENT _ Parts, November 26,1948—5 p.m. . | 
Delga 946. During past week, Bunche has expressed increasing con- 

cern to us privately regarding difficulties General Riley was having | 
in getting Israeli acceptance of plan for withdrawal from northern 

| _Negeb pursuant to November 4 resolution. Three days ago, Bunche 
told Shertok he took most serious view of situation and would have — 
to call meeting of Security Council committee within 24 hours if out- | 

| _ standing differences between Riley and Israeli military representa- | 
tives were not settled. Bunche extended this first 24-hour period by 

_ an additional 24 hours which expired yesterday afternoon. He there- - 
fore requested a meeting of the committee for this afternoon. 

_ According to Bunche, Shertok has been visibly concerned and had - 
promised to cable Tel Aviv. Ross discussed matter with Eban yester- 
day morning who informed us that Shertok had urged Tel Aviv to 
find some way out of the difficulty. According to Eban, the Israeli 

| delegation here is concerned regarding the possible effect this situation 
might have on the development of Assembly action. He implied that 
there might be differences of view between Israeli military and | 
political leaders. | 

According to Bunche, one of his difficulties has been that Tel Aviv |
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| has told Riley they must consult Paris, while the Israeli delegation | 

_ here has told Bunche that they must consult Tel Aviv. oe 

| A major hazard to our efforts to secure effective Assembly action 

|. -with’ regard to the political settlement and in turn Security Council | 

| and Assembly action looking to the admission of Israel to the United 

Nations, would be failure to settle the northern Negeb situation pur- — 

suant to the November 4 resolution. Accordingly, at our suggestion, 

. - Shertok and Eban called on Jessup this morning on their way to Com- : 

| mittee One meeting to discuss this matter. Ross was also present. — 

Jessup initiated the conversation by indicating our grave concern - 

| - based on the facts as they had been reported to us here that failure to _ 

po settle this situation promptly would impair our efforts in the Assembly. | 

_ Shertok said that with regard to the procedural aspects of the 

matter, the decision had to be made in Tel Aviv and that while he did 

not want to remain in any way aloof from the matter, he preferred. 

that the decision remain in Tel Aviv particularly since it was pri- 

7 marily amilitary matter, = oe | 
- Shertok went on to say that on the substance, Israel had complied | 

| _* with two of the major requirements of the withdrawal plan. First, 

they had withdrawn their forces from the coastal area allotted to the 

Arabs under the November 29 resolution, thus permitting the advance | 

of Egyptian forces to the lines laid down for them. Second, Israel had © 

_. withdrawn all surplus troops which had entered the Negeb since _ 

por October14. | - a | 

—_ _ As he understood the remaining differences, Shertok went on, there 

. were three, which he then outlined as follows: | 

| 1. They could not possibly withdraw from certain areas in the 

| Negeb where their troops were stationed, because to do so would leave 

| dangerous vacuums in which Arab or Jewish irregulars might operate 

freely. The United Nations did not have any force at its disposal and 

| it was impossible for the United Nations to fill such dangerous — 

| vacuums. Until the armistice lines were established, they could not 

| possibly comply with such requests. | | 

| 2. They could not comply with the request that mobile PGI forces 

| which had béen in the Negeb before May 14 should withdraw. ‘These 

a forces should be distinguished from mobile forces which had entered _ 

the area after May 14 as well as from static defense forces left in the - 

- settlements. The PGI considered it essential that the PGI forces which 

po had been in an area, namely the Negeb, which they considered politi- 

cally and militarily theirs since May 14 should be allowed to remain 

there and have freedom of movement. 

3. They could not agree to allow the Egyptian brigade now in the » 

Faluja pocket to be evacuated or supplied with food. No military com- 

mander could possibly allow a fully armed brigade to escape and 

| remain available to the enemy for offensive operations. This would be
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‘a suicidal move. 'The Egyptians at F aluja were prisoners of war in _ every sense of the term except the technical one. So far as feeding’. _ . these Egyptians is concerned, for three months the Egyptians would | not let food go through to peaceful Israelisettlements, og , 

7 Shertok then made ‘the general comment that they viewed the No- 7 _ vember 4 and November 16 resolutions of the Security Council as an | 
organic hold [whole?]. They had indicated their desire to comply 

_ fully with the November 16 resolution and they were trying to comply: | 
with the November 4 resolution to the best of their ability. a 

_ Jessup commented very frankly along the following lines. Public — 
_ opinion widely would believe that the Israeli attitude was very much 

like that of a lion which having caught a mouse in a trap would not 
let the mouse out because it would be suicidal for the lion to do so. It. . 
would be very hard to make people believe that it. would be suicidal 
for Israel to let these Egyptians evacuate the Faluja pocket and with- 

_ draw to the lines, that is, Gaza, established for them under the Novem- 
ber 4 resolution. _ a | | 

The general atmosphere in the Council and the General Assembly, | 
_ Jessup went on, is that ‘We are moving forward to peace through an. 

armistice. If we are held up in our work now, because of the situation. | 
in the Negeb, this whole atmosphere will evaporate. And as J essup: 
had told Shertok on Sunday, it would be very difficult for us to help. 
Israel in the Security Council and in the Assembly if a new unfavor- 
able atmosphere should develop. _ | 

7 Jessup went on to say that the question might be reduced toa very 
simple formula. Israel had to balance a political risk against a military 

, risk. The political risk of an atmosphere unfavorable to Israel devel- , 
oping was great while the military risk seemed to be insignificant in. : 
comparison. Shertok said that Israél had “an extreme anxiety to end | 
the war and have peace”. But, he went on to say, there was no sign. . 
that the other side felt the same way about the situation. | | 

Our discussion concluded for lack of time with assurances by 
| Shertok that they would give careful consideration to the views Jessup: a 

_ had expressed.2 | | | | oO 
_ Sent Department Delga 946 repeated London 1864. , | = : | a a —  .  DuLiEs. | 

* During the afternoon of November 26, Mr: Eban advised the United States. _ , 
Delegation that Mr. Shertok had cabled Tel Aviv immediately following the- | morning conference and had received a reply indicating that the “PGI had agreed. 
(a) to let food convoys go through to beleaguered Egyptians at Faluja and (6) 
to discuss release of Egyptians in connection with armistice discussions con-- 
templated 16 November resolution.” (Delga 952, November 26, 9 p. m., from. | Paris, 501.BB Palestine/11-—2648) . .
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Truman Papers, President’s Secretary’s File 8 Ce . 

| President Truman to the President of the Provisional Government 
| | | of Israel (Weizmann) cos | 

pS PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL | [Wasuineton,] November 29, 1948. . 

- -——-: Duar Mr. Present: Today—the first anniversary of the Partition 
: Resolution—is a most appropriate time for me to answer your last | 

letter, dated November 5th. | a 

As I read your letter, I was struck by the common experience you 
and I have recently shared. We had both been. abandoned by the 

| so-called realistic experts to our supposedly forlorn lost causes. Yet 
| | we both kept pressing for what we were sure was right—and we were 
i both proved to be right. My feeling of elation on the morning of No- — 

| vember 3rd must have approximated your own feelings one year ago | 

| today, and on May 14th, and on several occasions since then, a 

p | However, it does not take long for bitter and resourceful opponents 

- to regroup their forces after they have been shattered. You in Israel 
| have already been confronted with that situation; and I expect to be 

a] too soon. So I understand very well your concern to prevent the — 

: undermining of your well-earned victories. a | 
| | - Iremember well our conversation about the Negev, to which you re- 
| | ferred in your letter. I agree fully with your estimate of the impor- | 

tance of that area to Israel, and I deplore any attempt to take it away 
: from Israel. I had thought that my position would have been clear 

| to all the world, particularly in the light of the specific wording of 
| : the Democratic Party Platform. But there were those who did not take 

7 this seriously, regarding it as “just another campaign promise” to be 

| forgotten after the election. I believe they have recently realized their 
error. I have interpreted my re-election as a mandate from the Ameri- 

po can people to carry out the Democratic Platform—including, of course, | 

| - theplankonIsrael.Iintendtodoso. ) a | 

- Since your letter was written, we have announced in the General 

| | Assembly our firm intention to oppose any territorial changes in the: 

: November 29th Resolution which are not acceptable to the State of 
| Israel. I am confident that the General Assembly will support us in 

| this basic position. _ a | 

| | _ We have already expressed our willingness to help develop the new 
| State through financial: and economic measures. As you know, the _ 

) | Export-Import Bank is actively considering a substantial long-term | 

| ~ Joan to Israel on a project basis. I understand that your Government is 
- now in process of preparing the details of such projects for submission _ 
: to the Bank. Personally, I would like to go even further, by expanding. 

| |
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such financial and economic assistance on a large scale to the entire 
Middle East, contingent upon effective mutual cooperation. | 

| Thank you so much for your warm congratulations and good wishes 
7 on my re-election. I was pleased to learn that the first Israeli elections | 

_ have been scheduled for January 25th. That enables us to set a definite 
target date for extending de jure recognition. | | 

In closing, I want to tell you how happy and impressed I have been | 
at the remarkable progress made by the new State of Israel. What you a 
have received at the hands of the world has been far less than was your — , 
due. But you have more than made the most of what you have received, 
and I admire you for it. I trust that the present uncertainty, with its 
terribly burdensome consequences, will soon be eliminated. We will 
do all we can to help by encouraging direct negotiations between the 
parties looking toward a prompt peace settlement. | 

Very sincerely yours, ; | Harry S. Truman] | 

501.BB Palestine/11-2948 : Telegram | 
Lhe Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State : 

CONFIDENTIAL | _ Jrrusatem, November 29, 1948—1 p. m. 
1503. Meeting held yesterday at Government House between Colonel - | Dayan, CO Israeli forces J erusalem, and Colonel Abdullah Tel of 

Arab Legion in presence of United Nations observers and Truce Com- 
mission. Tentative agreement reached on establishment “complete and 
sincere” cease-fire for Jerusalem area extending from Beit Jala and 
Bethlehem in south to Ramallah in north and Latrun on west. Free- a 
dom of movement to be permitted within present lines but no move- a 

| ment in no man’s land. Proposed concluding statement expresses: 
Intention holding additional talks to put into effect other provisions | , truce and ameliorate conditions in area. Next meeting scheduled for , 80th after observers complete delineation no man’s land. | | 

Appendix to July 7 Mount. Scopus:agreement also prepared. provid-. 
ing for relief 50% Jewish personnel each fortnight and food convoy oe 
each fortnight. Intention expressed to negotiate new comprehensive: 

| accord on Mount Scopus. This appendix should eliminate one cause: 
friction Jerusalem considered by Dayan prerequisite any real cease-. | 
fire. : | | : 

- Consul General feels atmosphere during meeting indicative definite: : 
desire on part both parties terminate fighting Jerusalem. Both com-. — | 
manders advanced practical suggestions for achieving objective. State-- 

: ments by Dayan re broadening accord and reaching agreement om | 
basis Jerusalem problems particularly significant since apparently’ | 
acting on instructions from PGI. Contrary to previous meetings ques-- 

_ tions approached as first step to lasting peace instead effort obtain 
tactical advantage prior resumption fighting.
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7 . | 
| - Sent Department 1503, Department pass Cairo 140, Gadel 11, Lon- | 
; | don 35. Pouched Tel Aviv 11, Amman, Jidda, repeated Damascus 48,. | 

- Baghdad 29, Beirut 100. oe OC a 
| | Le Oo | | Burpetr- 

7 501.BB Palestine/11-2948 : Telegram. - 

) _ The Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at Paris 

7 SECRET US URGENT Wasuineton, November 29, 1948—7 p. m.. 
| NIACT pe | - | 

! Gadel 611. 1. Re Griffis’ appointment, confirm (McClintock—Rusk 
| _ telephone conversation ‘this afternoon) that President highly gratified. 

: at word SYG will appoint Griffis as Director Palestine relief (Delga. 
, - 961, Nov. 272). Griffis will serve without pay in this post and. | 

_ will be on leave of absence from his Emb at Cairo. - | 
} 2. Re Delga 986, Nov. 29,” Undersecretary has informally discussed’ — 
! question Congressional appropriation of $16 million for Palestine 
: refugee relief with Vandenberg, Eaton, Connally, Bloom, Barkley, : 
- Lucas and Biffle. Reaction, although not enthusiastic, on whole: 

_ favorable. — | Oo CO | 
) You are authorized officially state that President, following passage: 

by GA of Palestine refugee resolution, will seek $16 million appropria-~ 
_ tion from Congress as this Govt’s share of $32 million total in earnest: 
- hope other govts will meet remainder this contribution. However, it 
a is of utmost importance your statement make absolutely clear that, | 
: this is not commitment by US Govt to do more than ask for Congres- 
| sional appropriation. Final decision must. rest with Congress. 

oe , . | : | MarsHatt. poe 

| 1 Ag Director of the United Nations Relief for Palestinian Refugees. The Am- : 
po bassador’s appointment was made public at Paris on December 4 (Department, 
| sof State Bulletin, December 12, 1948, p. 730). } ) | 
po * Not-printed. - | | 

| 501.BB Palestine/11-2948: Telegram | | Oe mo 

- — The Acting Chairman of United States Delegation at Paris (Dulles) 

| Be to the Secretary of State | mo! 

: SECRET PRIORITY Parts, November 29, 1948—8 p. m. 

| Delga 1001. 1. Initial Arab reactions to Israeli application for UN 
oo membership? reflect considerable anger, disappointment and further _ 

: - disillusionment in US and UN in spite of counter-arguments advanced 
: by us. oo | 

| 1¥or Mr. Shertok’s letter of November 29 to the Secretary-General of the | 

| bor 494 2 a tig making such application, see SC, 3rd yr., Supplement for Decem-
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+... In general Arab representatives here believe that Israeli applica- 
| tion now is most untimely and will have undesirable effect on effort 
--moderates to achieve or go along with solution of Palestine question, 
- They feel US bears a responsibility because of our strong espousal 

In spite of our pointing out that Israel made own decision to apply. 
[Here follow specific comments by members of Arab Delegations.] ._ 
4. Virtually all Arabs unable understand how state with undefined _ 

boundaries whose government is recognized by only 17 nations can 
| apply for admission with reasonable prospect of favorable action on 

its application. No Arab has, however, today alluded to possibility of 
Arab withdrawal from UN in event Israelelected. | __ a 3 

5. Difficult at moment to appraise what effect admission Israel this 
Session will have on efforts to secure peaceful settlement Palestine ques- 
tion. Arabs have injured feelings, probably due to fact they have 

| - cooperated pretty well with us on’ questions major political importance | 
in contrast to their abstention policy last year. How far US can go in 

_ . Support Israel’s aspirations in and out UN in forthcoming years while 
. not taking into account numerous legitimate arguments advanced by . 

Near Eastern countries serious question. If policy of cooperation with | 
US on major political questions espoused by certain Arab leaders, 
some of whom are here, bears no fruit where their specific interests 
are concerned, position of those leaders likely to become increasingly 
untenable. — : FG 

| _6. Have discussed: this with Rusk who believes we must strongly 
‘support Israel membership, but hopes Department can find ways and | 
means of seizing this opportunity to demonstrate our interest in Arab 
world on other matters. He specifically referred to interest expressed 
by President last spring in getting on with Tigris-Euphrates Valley 
development and other similar projects in other Arab countries. Rusk 
stated he was convinced. Arab world is ripe now for major effort our 
part to re-establish friendly relations despite existence of one question 
on which they feel most bitter. _ ee ) | 

Department may desire to repeat to Arab capitals. . | 
| Sent Department Delga 1001; repeated London 1392 for Sat- __ 

terthwaite from Kopper—limited distribution. : 
| - Oo : | Duties 

| 501.BB Palestine/11-3048: Telegram Oe oe 
| The Acting Chairman of the United States Delegation at Paris 

, | (Dulles) to the Secretary of State Oe | 

SECRET  NIACT Paris, November 30, 1948—1 p. m. 
_ Delga 996. US and UK delegates have agreed, ag result con- a versations between Ambassador Douglas and British Foreign Office 

| | |
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(Delga 905, November 24-and Delga 925 November 25 *) on following | 

changes in revised text UK draft resolution on Palestine in Committee 

7 One: — Co oe a 

1. Deletion of paragraph two of UK revised text. © — 

_ 9. Inclusion of paragraph two of US amendment reworded as fol- 

| lows: “Calls upon the governments and authorities concerned to ex- 

tend the scope of the negotiation provided for in the SC resolution of | 

16 November and to seek agreement by negotiation conducted either _ 
thru the conciliation commission or directly with a view to a final 

settlement of all questions outstanding betweenthem”. 

| 8, Transposition of new paragraph two of British text with para- 

graph three of British text. — mao : | oe 

4, Rewording of paragraph four of UK draft as follows: | 7 

“Four. Instructs the conciliation commission in pursuance of para- — 7 

graph 2(¢c) above to enter into consultations with the governments _ 

and authorities concerned with a view to delimiting the frontiers in” 

| Palestine, taking into account the following general considerations, 

without. excluding any territorial settlement mutually acceptable to 

- the parties: he Beg a 

a a. That there are important elements common to both the resolution 

| of the GA of 29 November 1947 and the progress report of the UN oo 

- mediator on Palestine; - a | | 

| _ b. That certain modifications in the territorial arrangements of the 

| GA resolution of 29 November 1947 should be considered taking into 

: account part I, section VIII, paragraph 4(6) of the progress report 

| of the UN Mediator as a contribution to a peaceful adjustment, based 

! on reciprocity and mutual interest, of differences between the parties ;” a 

Comment: It is expected that US delegate in explaining the added | 

words in Committee One would make clear that the idea is that no 

party can have merely the most advantageous features of both Novem- 

ber 29 resolution and Bernadotte report; but that additions to 

| ==—-s- November 29 territory would presumably, by way of reciprocity, call 

| for some reciprocal offset. | oo | a 

2 5. Addition of new paragraph reading as follows: “Instructs the 

: conciliation commission to seek arrangements among the governments 

and authorities concerned which will facilitate the economic develop- 

! ment of the area, including arrangements for access to ports and air- 

{ —_ fields and the use of transportation and communications facilities; in | 

: this connection, the conclusions contained in part I, section VIII, 

| paragraphs 4(e) and (/) of the progress report of the UN Mediator — 

| ___ should be taken into account.” Be 
i Comment::‘The addition of foregoing paragraph was condition of — 

: British agreement to deletion of their paragraph numbered 2 and is 

j ~ 1 Neither printed ; the former gave the text of the United States amendments a 

oa to the British draft resolution of November 18 (see editorial note, p. 1623 and — | 

footnote 2 to telegram Delga 797, p. 1603) ; the latter gave the revised text of the 

British draft resolution of November 24 (see GA, 8rd sess., Pt. I, First Commit- 

| tee, Annewes, 1948, p. 58). . : - : | 

«98-594 —76——71 | |
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_ intended to cover reference to Haifa and Lydda which were not for- 
_ merly covered by specific paragraphs in British revised draft but were / 

held to be taken care of by endorsement of Bernadotte’s specific con- 

_ clusions under British paragraph numbered 2. — | 

_ 6, Discussions now taking place regarding revised wording para- | 
| - graph ten on Arab refugees, with regard to which agreement expected _ 

this morning.? ee | Oo , 

7. UKDel plans submit new revised text Palestine draft resolution 
| this afternoon including all foregoing changes. | CO | 

| 8. USDel plans, thereafter, withdraw its amendments to former 
UK revised draft. | oe oe 

Sent Department Delga 996, repeated London 1890. | | 
| Oo , _ Duties 

: *The agreed wording appeared as paragraph 11 in the second revised British | 
draft resolution; for text of this draft resolution, dated November 30, see GA, 

: ord sess., Pt. I, First Committee, Annewes, 1948, p. 61. . | 
*Mr.. Rusk, in a statement before the First Committee on December 1, said | 

that the new British draft resolution took full account of suggestions made by | 
the United States Delegation and others and that the United. States supported 

| the new British draft (GA, 3rd sess. Pt. I, Summary Records, 1948, p. 835). 
The new draft eliminated the paragraph endorsing the specific conclusions of 
the Bernadotte report and made attendance changes. Oo 

editorial Note | 

The Arab and Israeli Military Commanders in the Jerusalem area, | 
Lieutenant Colonel Abdullah el-Tel and Moshe Dayan, signed an | 

| agreement at Jerusalem on November 30 calling for a “complete and 
sincere ceasefire” in that area. | | 

The same day a second agreement was signed at Jerusalem in the 
nature of an annex to the agreement of July 7, 1948, concerning Mount 

| Scopus (see editorial note, page 1195) 1 | | 
The agreements were signed in the presence of the United Nations _ 

observers and of the Security Council Truce Commission. Their texts 
were transmitted by Jerusalem the same day in telegram 1507 | 
(867N.01/11-8048), Oo 

1 Jerusalem, on December 1, reported that the “Meeting yesterday between oe 
Dayan and Abdullah Tel conducted in atmosphere extreme cordiality” and that _ 
“Scope present talks and large area included is such [as] may lead to de facto | armistice between Transjordan and PGI and informal demilitarization Jeru- salem. Conduct talks under guise implementing truce, on present level and 1 between Arab and Jewish spokesmen, ready compromise, and who trust each a other possesses many advantages. Minimizes. opportunity for criticism King 
Abdullah by other Arab states on grounds accepting partition and entering direct 
negotiations with Jews. Permits. conclusion practical functional arrangements | awe regard to final political settlement.” (Telegram 1511, 867N.01/ -
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501.BB Palestine/11-2748: Telegram — | oe 

Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom | 

TOP SECRET _ WasuHineTon, December 1, 1948—6 p. m. 
_ 4485. US attitude re territorial settlement Palestine (ur 4996 Nov 24. 
rptd Gadel 928, Delga 971 Nov 27? rptd London 137 6) based on view 

| matter is one for settlement by negotiation, either directly bet parties _ 
or through Conciliation Commission, and upon premise that modifica- 

_ tions of Nov 29 boundaries of Israel should be made only if fully ac- 
ceptable to Israel. If Israel desires addition to territory alloted her 

under Nov 29 resolution, i.e, Western Galilee and Jaffa, US position | 
is. that Israel should relinquish part of Negev to Arab States. Te 

, If Israel should relinquish Western Galilee and Jaffa, desiring re- | 
| tain all of Negev, US would support Israel in this position. If Israel 

should desire additions to Nov 29 territory, and should through direct _ 
; negotiations or through Conciliation Commission reach agreement — 

| with Arab States as to portion of Negev to beexchanged forsuchaddi- > — 
tions, US would support such agreement, regardless of what bound-. 

| aries of Israel thus agreed upon would be. oe a 
- Present view US Govt. is that in event Israel should retain Western © / 

: Galilee and Jaffa, it would be desirable that southern Israeli border 
_ be extended to thirty-first parallel within that portion of Negev al- 

| lotted to Israel under Nov 29 resolution. Portion of Negev thereby | 
_ made available to Arab States might be divided between Transjordap _ 

and Egypt, giving Transjordan access to sea and assuring land com- — 
| munications between Egypt and Transjordan. | | 

; If Brit FonOff still attaches considerable importance to access to 
sea for Transjordan (ur 5031 Nov 282) Dept gathers there is little 7 

| likelihood FonOff will approve UKDel’s suggested Auja—Beersheba : 
i line.§ | Oo CO | me 
Lo ae | - | Loverr . 

- *Neither printed; the former reported information from the Foreign Office - 
| that the British Delegation at Paris had recently raised with the United States 

Delegation the question of the precise territorial objectives the United States | 
and the United Kingdom were aiming for in Palestine and that the Foreign Office 
was extremely interested in the suggestion (501.BB Palestine/11-2448). 

* Not printed. | - | | | | | 
i * Telegram 4485 was repeated to Paris as Gadel 640. : | | 

| 501.BB Palestine/12-148: Telegram | | Oo | 
The Acting Chairman of the United States Delegation at Paris | 

(Dulles) to the Acting Secretary of State — . 

SECRET URGENT | Parts, December 1, 1948—6 p. m. © | 
i Delga 1013. Last night I explained our position on Palestine to - 

delegates of Panama, Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico, Venezuela, | 
Peru, Uruguay, Nicaragua, Bolivia, and Ecuador. oe _
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Briefly, Isaidthat — oe . 

(1) We had at least reached a common position with the British . , 
and were entirely in accord with the revised British resolution which _ 

-.--was presented in Committee One yesterday. We had only reached this , 
position after considerable discussion and compromise on both sides. 

oe (2) By reaching this common position, we felt that we had removed 
the belief, which had undoubtedly been held up to present, that Arabs 
could count on British support and Israelis on the support of US, en- 
abling them thus to play one against other. We also felt that present 
resolution gave as much consideration as possible to conflicting views | 
of parties concerned. | | : 

(3) We felt that there was considerable chance of adoption of this 
resolution in toto, but that if there was continued lengthy debate and 
amendments were introduced, situation would become more confused 
and the matter might drag on in Committee One indefinitely; however, —_- 
if there were sufficient support for this resolution, we felt that matter | 
would be removed from GA, an objective which we all desired. 

(4). The difficult position in which Arabs find themselves is well | 
known. From this they can probably only extract themselves through 
pressure brought to bear by UN. We have reason to believe they would - 
acquiesce In such action. | 

(5) The delegates present discussed problem at length and I 
gathered impression that majority of them at least intended abstaining | 
when matter came to final vote. They said, however, that what we all 
wanted was a solution to this long-standing problem and that if joint 

| British-American resolution gave that, they were inclined support it, | 
although instructions to abstain and other commitments already bound 
them to different course. Most of them indicated they would communi- 
cate immediately with their governments, requesting new instructions. 
As this cannot be counted upon, would urge Department immediately 
to instruct our missions in the other American Republics to communi- __ 
cate urgently with respective governments, urging support Anglo- 
American resolution by Latin American delegates here. Instructions to 
delegates here should be sent immediately as vote on Palestine may be _ 
reached today. | - 

-Do not consider advisable communicate with the following— | 

| Nicaragua, Argentina, Brazil,Guatemala. _ - a | 

‘View urgency suggest Department repeat this message immediately | 

other Latin American missions.t| | 

| | ' DULLES = 

| 1The Department, by circular telegram on December 1, transmitted the text - 

of Delga 1013 to American Ambassadors in Panama, Argentina, Brazil, Chile, 
Mexico, Peru, Uruguay, Nicaragua, Bolivia, and Ecuador. The Department | | 

| directed that Mr. Dulles’ views be communicated informally to the respective _ 
foreign offices and authorized the Ambassadors to add that the United States 
Government was giving full support to the revised United Kingdom resolution . 
on Palestine (501.BB Palestine/12-148). 7
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—-- 867N.01/12-248 : Telegram | | : | 

| _ Mr. Wells Stabler to the Acting Secretary of State 

SECRET | . Amman, December 2, 1948—noon. 

Oo 188. During talk with Prime Minister this morning following points | 
discussed : | a : 

1. Jerusalem cease-fire. Talks had originated on political level 
7 with Transjordan Government and Jews having given instructions 

_ to military commanders to hold meetings. While at present talks only 
concern questions relating to truce, it is envisaged they might be ex- 
tended into political matters. However, Prime Minister said he must | 
proceed with great caution in this connection having regard for | 
attitude other Arab states and depending on general circumstances. 

Consequently at this stage it will not be possible for Transjordan and — | 
Jews meet as governments to consider political points at issue. : 

Jews appear to show sincere desire reach accord with Transjordan, 
| although it is understood that they have only their interests in mind. oe 

Jews have always felt “safe” as regards King but they now see Trans- 
_ jordan Government also responsible. King has maintained contacts 

with Jews through personal emissaries. While Prime Minister does 
not approve such contacts, he does not oppose them in belief that they | 
may prove useful channels should time arrive for more direct nego- 

| tiations. If, however, they become known, they can be repudiated as 
not approved by government. Publicity re Jerusalem talks is not 

| harmful as truce matters only dealt with. Prime Minister stated he 
cannot undertake negotiations but would not oppose King’s wishes. 
Latter’s policy is definitive and if he chooses negotiate, Prime Minister | 

| will resign to open way for government of negotiation, = = | 
| 9. Conciliation Commission. Arab League Political Committee meet- __ 
_. ing will probably be called as soon as UN makes decision re Palestine. | 
_ If Conciliation Commission resolution is adopted, believe Iraq, Syria 

and Lebanon, because of public opinion, will rej ect it. Egypt’s position | 

| still unclear but there are signs pointing to more reasonable attitude. 
_ If Egypt and Transjordan can agree, probable other Arab states will 7 

follow. Prime Minister plans attend League Political Committee meet- 

: ing himself in order endeavor persuade others to accept UN decisions. . 
_ Prime Minister said that in his opinion evidence does exist that other 

Arab leaders in general are developing more realistic outlook on | 
Palestine situation, particularly in private talks..He was surprised — | 
at Iraqi Prime Minister’s recent declaration as latter had in recent — 

_ meetings with Abdullah, Prime Minister and even Palestine Arabs : 
shown himself more in touch with facts. | ee 

oo -Speculating on different possibilities Prime Minister said that if
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Arab League rejected Conciliation Commission, Transjordan might - 
decide to treat with Commission alone. It would explain publicly that 7 
attempts to persuade others to be reasonable had failed and that in 

_ deciding to follow this course it had taken into consideration ex- 
7 pressed desires of Palestine Arabs. Prime Minister emphasized that. _ 

os such view entirely tentative and that in general it would be preferable | 
to have concurrence of Arab states. > | oe os 

3, Second Palestine conference. (Mytel 136, November 30.1) Meeting = 

of significance in that it proposed to King that he settle Palestine 
question either by fighting or by peace. Leaders were not “brave _ 
enough” to request peace settlement outright but in any event their = 

- resolution gives a definite choice. Believed persons at meeting plus 
those sharing views far more representative of Palestine Arabs than | 

Gaza Government. | 
Sent Jerusalem by pouch; repeated Gadel 26 and Arab capitals. 

| | STABLER 

Not printed. - | . 

501.BB Palestine/12—248;: Telegram 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the | - 

; | Acting Secretary of State | 

_ ‘TOP SECRET © | Lonpon, December 2, 1948—7 p. m. 

— 5079. 1. Believe you will agree that in light Department’s 4485, | 

December 1; repeated Paris for GA Del as 640, no useful purpose would — 

be served at this time by my pursuing with UK question territorial 

objectives (my 4996, November 24 and Delga 971, November 27 to 

| Department *). Because of further strain possibly imposed thereby on | 

. US-UK relations I am most reluctant to mention this question unless : 

| instructed by Department to do so. Moreover, I feel that at this stage : 

of UNGA proceedings to work out such a side understanding with 

UK might be made subject of criticism on grounds of moral 

impropriety. | | | a 

9, If and when Department undertakes to draft such instructions 

I hope it will be borne in mind that any chance of success with UK 

will depend upon convincing UK that there is a southern frontier = 

somewhere in Negev beyond which US will not support Israeli claims. —- 

3. After all excuse for US and UK reaching an understanding re | 

territorial objectives would disappear if parties can negotiate an 

agreed boundary either directly or'through the Conciliation Commis- 

sion. I sincerely trust that our hopes in this connection will be realized, | 

1 Neither printed ; regarding 'the former, see footnote 1, p. 1639. | oe
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-. but I foresee the possibility that we may have to face the problems of 
- an intervening stage prior to a final settlement. — | | - 

| 4, Do you agree with my analysis above? ” | 
- Sent Paris 960 GADel for Dulles; repeated Department 5079. 

| | ee : —,s DowueLAs , 

-2The Department, on December 3, expressed its concurrence that no useful ne 
purpose would be served by pursuing the question of territorial objectives with 

| the British (telegram 4518 to London, 501.BB Palestine/12-248). _ . 

501.BB Palestine/ 12-848 : Telegram | : _ 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in France a 

CONFIDENTIAL | Wasuineron, December 3, 1948—6 p. m. 

— Gadel 672. For Amb Griffis. On basis verbatim reports Committee . 

| III debate on refugee resolution, following countries expressed gen- 

| eral willingness contribute to program: Denmark, Lebanon, Nether- 7 

lands, Sweden, Brazil, Dominican Republic. Egypt stated it had de- | 

| cided lend 10,000 tons wheat. Argentina will contribute but unable 

give dols or gold. Venezuela prepared contribute “considerable sum 

of money”. Uruguay ready make contribution but must obtain parlia- 

| mentary approval. Norway prepared make immediate contribution 
in kind, unable make cash payment before July. India will make sym- 
bolic contribution. Australia unable make contribution in dols over 

- and above its contribution in other currencies and in kind. USSR © 
“fully disposed” give all possible aid to Palestinian people. Belgium 
as co-sponsor resolution presumably prepared contribute. UK con- 
tributing one million pounds sterling. France 500,000,000 francs. . 

In conjunction USDel and Secretariat, you may wish firm up these 
-. commitments and any others known to USDel, prior adjournment GA. 

| | | | - | Lovett 

OO | Editorial Note : | 

| The First Committee, on December 4, adopted the second revised 
} _ British draft by 25 votes to 21, with 9 abstentions (GA, 37d sess., Pt. I, 

ss First Committee, Summary Records, 1948, pages 923-924; for text, = 
a see GA, 3rd sess.,'Pt. I, Annemes, 1948, page 532). | 

| Later the same day, the Committee rejected the Soviet and Syrian 

_ draft resolution (see editorial note, page 1628), as well asa second 

Syrian draft resolution calling on the International Court of Justice | 

| to furnish a legal opinion as to the power of the General Assembly to — 

_ partition Palestine and as to the international statusof Palestineupon 

the termination of the British Mandate (for text, see GA, $rd sess., Pt.
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 L, Furst Committee, Annexes, 1948, page 88). For the votes on the three 

draft resolutions, see GA, 3rd sess., Pt. I, Summary Records, 1948, 
pages 930-933. re | 

2 ; 501.BB Palestine/12-448: Telegram _ | 

| The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Acting Secretary of State , 

SECRET a  Jerusatem, December 4, 1948—11 a. m. 

_ 1517. No distribution. Colonel Carlson, senior United Nations ob- 
server Jerusalem, apparently acting on orders from General Riley in 
Haifa now making efforts exclude Truce Commission from partici- — 
pation in future Arab-Jewish meetings. Alleges both parties questioned 

presence Truce Commission and desired reduce number persons at- 
| tending. On contrary Consul[ate] General believes both welcomed | 

presence ‘Truce Commission and Truce Commission made considerable . 

contribution towards success meetings. Consul[ate] General is strongly 
: resisting efforts exclude Truce Commission. | 

- _ As talks progress and scope broadens political considerations will | 
enter to increasing degree and Truce Commission better qualified than 
observers handle such questions. United Nations should be considered 

as third interested party in discussions and Truce Commission could 

| - influence talks in direction of proposed United: Nations decision re 
city. United States member could likewise be effective instrument for 

- advancing United States policy for Jerusalem. Additional considera- 

| tion is necessity holding talks through United Nations and under guise 

implementing truce. Gradual exclusion United Nations representatives = 
while in accord with Jewish desire for direct negotiations could arouse | 
strong criticism of Transjordan from other Arab states (rioters in 

Damascus attacked cease-fire agreement) forcing King Abdullah __ 

suspend talks. Brigadier Lash, CO Arab Legion division in Palestine, | 
_ yesterday stated to Consul[ate] General political considerations rather | 

than military would determine success talks and emphasized impor- | 

tance continuing meetings under direction United Nations an as 

[apparent omission] implementation truce. | . 
. Department’s comments would be appreciated. | 

| : BURDETT? a 

*The Department replied, on December 9, noting its agreement that “as long as 
both sides Jerusalem willing continue talks under auspices UN, Truce Commis- - 

sion should have primary responsibility conduct talks. However, Dept believes | 
| that should both parties state their desire continue talks directly between them- a 

Selves without presence UN reps latter should not insist participation meetings, - 

inasmuch as important UN objective of bringing parties together would have . 
been accomplished.” (Telegram 1051 to Jerusalem, 501.BB Palestine/12-448) |
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501.BB Palestine/12-448 : Telegram — | 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at Paris 

ss SECRET ~=—- . US. URGENT WasuHineton, December 4, 1948—1 p. m. 

 NIACT — | : 
Gadel 683. According to PW 128 from Garnish and Knapp; Dec. 3, 

| Committee 1 approved by a vote of forty-two to one with twelve ab- | 
stentions, US suggested language for terms of reference of Palestine 

| Conciliation Commission.? According to this language Commission 
would be instructed to “assist Governments and authorities concerned 

to achieve final settlement of all questions outstanding between them”. | 
We realize that your alternative phraseology was all that could be | 

/ achieved in order to win approval of Committee for some form of a 7 
| resolution dealing with Palestine problem. Dept approves position : 

taken by Del. eo | | | OS 
| _. We presume Del has considered position which US might find itself 

in. if appointed member of Conciliation Commission. under these terms | 

| of reference which are so generalized and vague. Although previously 
Dept. was prepared for US to serve as member of Conciliation Com- 
mission together with France and Belgium we now wonder, since | 

| - Commission lacks. directives which had been established in par 4 of L 
revised UK draft resolution, whether we might not find ourselves in 
position of whipping boy if we served on this body. So 

, Plsletushaveyourviewsurgently, = as | 
So | | a |  Loverr 

| "2 John H. Garnish and John P. Knapp of the International Broadcasting Divi- 
Sion, apparently attached to the United States Delegation at Paris; the editors . 
have been unable to identify PW 128. : 

*The Department’s position on the terms of reference for the Conciliation 
Commission had been set forth initially in Gadel 522, November 18, and in foot- | 
note 2 to that document. The position had been spelled out further in the United | 
States amendments of Novembe 23 and 25 to the British draft resolution; see 
editorial note, p. 1628. The vote by Committee One on the United States amend- 
ments embodied two negative ballots, rather than one, as erroneously given in 

. Dae above ; see GA, 3rd s€88., Pt. I, First Committee, Summary Records, 1948, 

-- 867N.01/12-448 : Telegram | : wy CE | 

| | Mr. Wells Stabler to the Acting Secretary of State : 

CONFIDENTIAL _ Amman, December 4, 1948. 

| 140. Second Palestine Arab conference held at Jericho December , 
1 (mytel 186 November 301) and attended by numerous delegations 
including mayors of Hebron, Bethlehem, Ramallah, Arab Legion i 
Military Governor General and military governors all districts, and | 
other notables. It is understood that organizers of meeting arranged 

_ +Not printed | | | - . |
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transportation service to ensure attendance by many delegates. Audi- 
sence estimated at severalthousand. = = 

While 6 resolutions were originally proposed, only 4 were adopted. 
_ According to Secretary of Conference, Ajaj Nuweihid, drafting com- 

‘mittee still in process of completing final text of resolutions which 
“will go down in history”. Nuweihid said that after preamble which . 

| referred to resolutions adopted at meeting of October 1, four new 
resolutions contained following: | oe 

1. Palestine Arabs desire unity between Transjordan and Arab 
Palestine and therefore make known their wish that Arab Palestine be | 
annexed immediately to Transjordan. They also recognize Abdullah | 

, as their King and request him proclaim himself King of new territory. _ 
2. Palestine Arabs express gratitude to Arab states for their efforts 

in behalf of liberation of Palestine (Nuweihid indicated object of this _ 
was hint to Arab states that their job wasdone). 

8. Expression of thanks to Arab states for their generous assistance 7 
and support to Palestine Arab refugees. | a 

4. Resolve that purport of first resolution be conveyed to King | 
at once. . | | 

Following meeting large delegation proceeded to King’s winter 
quarters at Shuneh to present resolution to King and request his _ 

a acceptance. King replied that matter must be referred to his govern- 
ment and that he must also ascertain views other Arab states. 

Although usual jealousies and frictions were apparent during meet- 
| ing, it is believed of significance, particularly in light recent develop- 

ments in UN political committee, as King may regard resolution as his | 
mandate from Palestine Arabs. a oo | 

| Sent Jerusalem‘by pouch repeated GA Del Paris as 27. | : 

- | | STABLER 

501.BB Palestine/12—648 : Telegram . 

. Mr. Wells Stabler to the Acting Secretary of State 

SECRET : - AmMAN, December 6, 1948—4 p. m. , 

143. Acting Mediator Bunche accompanied by Chief of Staff 
arrived Amman morning December 5 and proceeded immediately to 
Shuneh for conferences with King and Prime Minister. | 

During talks with Bunche that evening he made following 
comments: | | — 

1. Prime Minister had handed him letter accepting on behalf Trans- | 
jordan SC resolution of November 16. Oo 7 

| 2. After giving Prime Minister full and frank review of present | 
situation, latter had indicated Transjordan readiness to cooperate with — 
United Nations and Conciliation Commission in arriving.at'settlement. _ 

3. Believed other Arab states would also cooperate with Concilia- 
_ tion Commission notwithstanding their attitude as expressed at GA.
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4, King seemed encouraged that political committee’s rejection of © . 

_ part of British resolution re disposition Arab Palestine does not neces- — 

sarily preclude such development as result Conciliation Commission | 
recommendation, — . | 

5. Believed that annexation of Arab Palestine to Transjordan at 

| present time would be “actual help” in reaching final settlement. Arab _ 

- Palestine is now vacuum which must be filled and Transjordan in best 

- _- position to do it. | oo | 
6. Basically Palestine settlement rests with Egypt, Transjordanand 

Israel. If Egypt and Transjordan could get together on matter they 

could overcome any opposition other Arab states. Emir Abdel Majid 

Haidar, Transjordan observer at UNGA, held talks with Egyptians at 

Paris but without result. , | | | 

|. While Bunche expected King make some mention of his intentions _ 

oo after result vote in political commission (paragraph 4 above), latter 

! made no mention of scheme outlined in mytel 141, December 4.* How- 

. ever Bunche apparently hinted to His Majesty that annexation Arab | 

- Palestine Transjordan would probably be accepted as fait accomple in | 

: view Transjordan’s present position in Arab Palestine. _ , 

| Bunche departed for Tel Aviv morning December 6.” | 

| Sent Jerusalem by pouch. Repeated Gadel 29 and Jidda, Damascus, Oe 

Beirut, Baghdad and Cairo. | | 

oo | a | | STABLER 

| 1 Not printed ; it advised that King Abdullah, on December 4, had informed | 

Mr. Stabler that when the Jericho resolutions were formally presented to him, a 

| “he would announce his acceptance request contained in resolutions and proclaim 

4 annexation Arab Palestine to Transjordan.” The King indicated further that 

j ‘he would also announce his readiness to negotiate settlement of Palestine 

; question with anyone, even Jews.” (867N.01/12-448) oe | | 

4 2 Amman, on December 9, reported information from British Minister Kirk- 

; pride that after a meeting with his Cabinet, King Abdullah had approved a | 

statement to the “effect that Transjordan Government looks with favor on unifi- | 

i cation Arab Palestine and ‘Transjordan ... and promised that as soon as neces- 

sary measures regarding international and constitutional changes had been taken | 

oo, resolutions would be executed.” The Minister predicted that after Parliamentary | 

’ approval of the statement, no further action would be taken (telegram 146, 

1 867N.01/12-948). : | . : 

- g67N.01/12-648: Telegram : | OB 

1 Mr. Wells Stabler to the Acting Secretary of State ee 

| SECRET Amman, December 6, 1948—6 p. m. 

144. Kirkbride said this morning: - | | a | 

1. Prime Minister received another message from Sassoon follow- 

| _ ing signature cease-fire agreement in J erusalem in which he expressed 

| satisfaction and hope that it would lead to permanent peace settlement. 

- Prime Minister felt that no reply required. . 7 | 

: 2, Re annexation Arab Palestine to Transjordan, British Govt 

\ being “coy”. He felt that Transjordan would take no such step with- 
out full approval His Majesty’s Government as treaty obligations ,
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| could not be extended to cover Arab Palestine without consent His 
| Majesty’s Government. Moreover believed that present time not 

propitious and has taken line with Prime Minister that since annexa-: 
: tion will eventually take place, not desirable to push it. _ 

3. Prime Minister apparently changing view re his participation 
| in negotiations and settlement. Previously Prime Minister held view — 

that he could not have anything to do with negotiations as his policy 
based on unity Arab states. However he now beginning to feel wishes 
to remain in office. | | | | 

| 4. Re Transjordan talks with Egyptians in Paris British delegation a 
had approached Egyptian delegation which had replied that it could — 
take no step which would prejudice position it has adopted with other 
Arab states re Palestine. | oe - 

: Sent Jerusalem by pouch. Passed Gadel 80. 7 | 
| _ STABLER 

_  501.BB Palestine/12-648 : Telegram , a 

_ The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at Paris | 

US URGENT NIACT Wasuineton, December 6, 1948—7 p.m. 

| Gadel 688. Following is text of statement to press for simultaneous 
| release at White House and By United States Delegation to General 

Assembly at, Paris, 10:30 a.m. EST., December 7,1948: : 

“President Truman, following adoption by the United Nations 
General Assembly on November 19 of a resolution for assistance to 

_ Palestine refugees, will recommend to Congress that the United States 
contribute fifty percent of the amount provided for in this resolution 
but in no case more than a total of sixteen million dollars as the share 
of the United States. The resolution of the General Assembly, adopted 
at its 163rd Plenary Meeting on November 19, 1948, considered that a | 

-. sum of approximately $29,500,000 will be required to provide relief 
for 500,000 refugees for a period of nine months from 1 December 1948 

: to 31 August 1949, and that an additional amount of approximately 
$2,500,000 will be required for administrative and local operational 
expenses. 

The recommendation of the President to Congress for an amount 
| not to exceed $16,000,000 will be made in the earnest hope that other 

countries will meet the remainder of the total required. 
The American Delegation to the United Nations Assembly has 

emphasized that in accordance with constitutional requirements the 
President’s recommendation for an appropriation of $16,000,000 for 
Palestinian refugee relief must be accepted by the Congress before  — 
any funds become available. The final decision rests with it. The rec- 
ommendation will be transmitted to the Congress after it convenes in 
January.” ? DO | 7 

oo | | Lovett 

A * This telegram was repeated to London, Arab capitals, J erusalem, and Tel 
Viv. 

.
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501.BB Palestine/12-648 : Telegram Oo | ) 

_ Lhe Acting Chairman of the United States Delegation at Paris 
(Dulles) to the Acting Secretary of State | 

SECRET URGENT Paris, December 6, 1948—9 p. m. 
| Delga 1081. USDel has long considered (Gadel 6881) advantages 

| and disadvantages of willingness to serve on Conciliation Commission. - 
_ We believe it correct to state that our willingness to serve was based on | 

| three principal factors: | | : 
(1) Existing trace commission formula which, if disregarded, might 

pen up whole question’ and thus increase possibility of Slav _ 
membership ; - Lo ee | | | 

_ (2) Presence on commission would give us greater opportunity of 
protecting interest of US in NE; — co 

_ (8) Presence on commission would give us greater opportunity of | 
assuring securityofNE, 2 | | 7 

We believe these three principal factors are still valid even though 
_ present Palestine draft resolution is more broadly worded than original | 

: UK draft. In some respects we consider it more important now than _ 
| before to indicate our willingness to serve. We believe, however, that | 

— Slav and Latino (Guatemala, for example) objections to paragraph’3 
of present draft providing for selection of members by acommittee of 
permanent members might be one factor prejudicing passage of reso- 
lution as a whole. In that circumstance we believe new formula which — 
might not include US should be considered. | | a 

_ One suggestion is that Israel and Arab States might informally indi- 
cate a selection such as Australia and Turkey respectively and that 

_ these two might select a third. We do not believe commission should 
be increased to five to include, as has been informally suggested, US, 
France, Poland, Norway and Australia or Costa Rica because com- oo 

| mission of this size would probably become a quarrelsome investigative | 
body rather than a true Conciliation Commission ; might impede neces- 
sarily delicate negotiations between Israel and Transjordan, Israel — 
and Egypt and between Transjordan and Egypt; and would formally | 
provide a symbol through UN commission of Slay presence in 
Palestine. | OO oe : 

_ We also believe consideration should be given to desirability of | 
returning to new Mediator under present resolution rather than com- _ | 
mission if Slav states insist on five-power formula or if membership 7 
of three-power commission were to devolve upon three small, relatively 

_ weak powers. Our experience with UN and Palestine commission 
_ (under November 29) should be conclusive in this respect. a 

| Sent Delga 1081, repeated London as 1433. | oo 
| — es | Dur : 

a * Dated December 4, p. 1645. , |
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-*-s«¥501.BB Palestine/12~748 : Telegram o | 

— The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Acting 

a ~ Secretary of State | 

SECRET | Lonpon, December 7, 1948—7 p. m. | 

| - 5137. Following obtained today from Burrows re Palestine. Depart-_ 

ment may wish repeat substance paragraph 1 below to Cairo, Beirut, 

Baghdad, Damascus, Jidda, Karachi. | 

1. UK has decided to take at UNGA no further initiative re Pales- 

tine, believing time has come for UK to “sit back”. UK efforts behalf 

Arabs have brought it no thanks and Foreign Office sees no reason why 

| it should court further blame for probably bad consequences either UK 

| resolution as it now stands or for much simpler alternative resolution 

by lobbying actively for either resolution. Burrows said that following 

‘instructions were sent to UKDel Paris repeated for similar action with 

home governments to British ME Missions: | 

“You should not join in any lobbying on either resolution but you 

should explain situation frankly to Arab delegates. You should make 

it clear that you regard their opposition to stronger parts of our 

original draft resolution as highly irresponsible and as seriously preju- 

| dicing best interest of Arabs. Such action on their part makes it prac- 

tically impossible for us to attempt to cooperate with them any more. 

Arabs have clearly shown that they do not wish for our advice on this 

question and we are not giving them any further advice. We merely | 

_—s- wish to inform them that we shall vote for either of two resolutions 

now under consideration since we consider them even in their emascu- 

lated state as being rather better than nothing at all.” 

| [Here follow paragraphs numbered 2 and 3. | 

Sent Department 5137, repeated Paris for Gadel 994. | 

: | a DouciAsS 

867N.01/12-848 Oo 

| The First Secretary of Embassy in the United Kingdom (Jones) to » 

the Director of the Office of Near Eastern and African Affairs 

(Satterthwaite) . 

TOP SECRET Lonpon, December 8, 1948. 

No. 8 | | - 

Dear Jor: I write to you at another one of the periodic low water 

marks of Palestine. The boys in Paris from Jack Ross down feelcom- > 

pletely sunk and I must say TI share their feeling because we were on 

a good bicycle until somebody let the air out of the tires. | , 

- At present I am living the role of “whipping-boy.” My friends in | 

the Foreign Office must have someone with whom they can “speak
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frankly,” and I hear a great many things which I would blush to 
report. — | | a | 

One thing is certain; the boys in GADel fought the good fight. step | 
| by step and even though hamstrung did better than we had reason to 

hope. | | | - | 
- I sent you a telegram December 7 saying that the UK does not pro- 

-_- pose to take any further initiative on Palestine in the General Assem-. 
bly but I doubt very much, considering the stake the UK has in the 
matter, that this self denial will extend much beyond the end of the 
General Assembly. Already I can foresee thoughts shaping up in the 
Foreign Office to the following effect: _ OO 

: UNGA has made hash of our fine theory of acquiescence and the 
) resolution (if we get one) will be only a little better than no resolution 

_ at all. A kind of chaos will ensue in Palestine: the Jews will expand 
1 their holdings in Palestine in a relatively ordered fashion and the | 

Arabs, without any formal basis, will shape themselves into new lines _ 
of occupation, Open negotiations between Arabs and Jews are most | 
unlikely for the next few months, either with or without the Con- | 
ciliation Commission. Moreover, UK cannot advise the Arabs to nego- 

) tiate unless UK is convinced that Arabs have a sporting chance of 
gaining something from such negotiations. Unreserved US support for 
Israel’s.territorial. claims makes such negotiations difficult. If the 
UK and the US could reach an understanding regarding the location 

, of the southern frontier of Israel a behind-the-scenes play could begin 
c between Arabs and Jews which in a few months’ time might lead toa | 

negotiated settlement. However, the US does not seem disposed to talk _ 
-.  -_[sraeli frontiers with the UK. This US must be persuaded to do because 

, only a US-UK understanding of this kind backed firmly by the US: 
offers any hope for settlement in Palestine.  —’ oe | 

! I have carefully noted the Department’s view that no useful purpose sy 
would be served at this time by discussing with the UK territorial 

| objectives (Department’s 4578[4518], December 3, 1948+). However, 
. I would like you (and Rob McClintock, to whom I am sending a copy oe 

| of this letter) to be on notice that the idea of working out territorial 

objectives is likely to be reborn in the British Foreign Office in the _ 
i, relatively near future and it will be pushed pretty hard. I think that 
i if there is any informal thinking on this score which can be sent here, | 

it would beusefultome. a —— “ 
| I think you will be interested in the attached editorial from the | 

a _ Spectator for November 26,? captioned, “Towards a Palestine Settle- 
ment.” This makes a-point which I consider valid. | | 

i, With best wishes, oe [G.] Lewis [Jonzs, Jr] 

P.S. Some day I will show you with pride my extensive collection of _ 
; draft telegrams which were never sent because their principal value | 
a was to relieve my feelings. OO oe 

: 1 Not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 1643. _ | | 
. ? Not printed. wo BR EE a a : |
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- $67N.01/12-848 : Telegram 7 | 

Lhe Chargé in Czechoslovakia (Penfield) to the Acting Secretary | 
| . of State | 

SECRET | -  Prawa, Decemper 8, 1948—9 p. m. | 

1812. Information received subsequent to Embtel 1683, November 4 
and reported in Embassy’s A-828 Nov. 12, A-888, November 17 and 
A-905, December 7,1 provides convincing confirmation that Czecho- a 
slovakia is for time being at least radically restricting its aid.to Israel 
(Deptel 1557, December 2?) and that Czech policy toward Israel has | 

| recently become deliberately and markedly less friendly. Although 
Embassy does not have information to permit evaluation Soviet and 
other satellite policy toward Israel, we would assume on general | 

| grounds that this change is at Moscow orders and reflects new turn in 
over-all Soviet policy. oe . 
On other hand following plausible case can be made that change is 

| based on much more limited considerations. Ministry Interior is re- 
liably reported to have taken lead in opposing continuation of pro- | 
gram and character of trainees indicates it has good reason to regard | 
them. as poor, political and security risks. Embassy’s informants state 
that attempt was made to educate trainees in Communism and recent | 
inspection. of pilots by Red Army officers consisted principally, of | 
political examinations but that program has completely failedtocreate 
indoctrinated cadre for Israel Army. Assuming that this was one of 
basic purposes of program, it is not unreasonable further to assume 

| that Soviets have decided to give up attempt at least for time being _ 
on theory that far from creating fifth column they may actually be 
training an army of potential enemies. | . | | 

- Pouched Warsaw, Bratislava. | a 
Be oo PENFIELD a 

*None printed. | | | re 

*Not printed. _ 7 | | : | = 

501.BB Palestine/12-848 : Telegram | oe | 
The Acting Chairman of the United States Delegation at Paris : 
oS (Dulles) to the Acting Secretary of State | 

RESTRICTED Parts, DecemBer 8, 1948—7 p. m. | 

Delga 1113. Following is memorandum dated December 7 from 
Acting Mediator concerning the position of Ben-Gurion on the Egyp- 
tian force encircled at Al Faluja and Israeli occupation of | 
Beersheba : | : pn 

1. In the course of my extended conversations with Mr. Ben-Gurion. 
at Hakirya, Israel on 6 December, I took up the position of the 

_ Egyptian force encircled at Al Faluja and the withdrawal of 
Israeli forces from the town of Beersheba, under the plan of 13 oe
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| November for the implementation of the SC resolution of 4 November | 
| (Doc. [S/] 1070) 7 Oo —_ 

2. As regards Al Faluja, I pointed out that the plan of 13 November, — 
: which had been accepted by the PGI in its letter of 18 November, re- 
, quired the withdrawal of this Egyptian force and that the Jewish = 

_ forces encircling it were preventing Egyptian compliance with the 
4 November resolution. Moreover, I urged that the refusal to accept ) 

_ the principle that food and medical convoys tnder UN escort were 
- entitled, under the truce, to go through to this beleaguered force was | 
“contrary to both the letter and spirit of the truce, since the truce could 

- ‘not be exploited by either side as a means of laying siege. I also ex- | 
_ pressed the view that Israeli intransigence on this issue was not only 

preventing the implementation of the 4 November resolution but con- 
| stituted a severe obstruction to the fulfillment of the 16 November | 
| resolution on the armistice. — eo | 

: __ 8 Concerning Beersheba, I explained fully that no question had 
been raised as to the right of Israeli forces to. be in the area, since 

' there are two Jewish settlements in the vicinity of Beersheba which | 
| were garrisoned by Israeli forces prior to 14 October. The point at 

! issue, I emphasized, is Israeli insistence on maintaining military occu- | 
pation of the town of Beersheba, from which Israeli forces were re- 

| quired to withdraw by the resolution of 4 November and the plan of | 
: 13 November. 7 - _ Oe 
, _4. Mr. Ben-Gurion stated that the encircled Egyptian force at Al 

! Faluja would not be released and that his government would make 
: no commitment to permit convoys to go through to them regularly, 
| unless and until the Egyptian Government was prepared to undertake | 
[ armistice or peace negotiations. He added that the release of the — 
| Egyptian forces could be given a high priority on the list of subjects | 

to be discussed once such negotiations would be undertaken. A similar 
position was taken as regards the Israeli military occupation of | 

po Beersheba. Mr. Ben-Gurion explained that the basis for the Israeli 
| policy in this regard was the security of his country, since a state of - | 
7 war still existed. | - a oy | 

5. At the conclusion of the conference with Mr. Ben-Gurion, which 
: was satisfactory on all other matters, I requested that his position on | 

| Al Faluja be summarized in writing. This was done in the following 
communication addressed 'to me by Mr. Eytan: ne | 

_ [Here follows the text of Mr. Eytan’s communication of Decem-- © 
ber 6 to Dr. Bunche which served to confirm in writing Mr. Ben | 
Gurion’s position on al-Faluja, as set forth in paragraph numbered 4.]. 

' 6. Inmy two long conferences with Nokrashy Pasha, Prime Minister 
_ of Egypt at Cairo on 4 December, I was informed that no Egyptian 

reply had been made to my letter on the 16 November resolution since 
to date neither I nor the SC had been able to obtain Israeli compliance : 
with the 4 November resolution. The Prime Minister emphasized 
particularly the situation at Al Faluja which he regarded with utmost | 

| seriousness. He assured me. of Egyptian willingness to comply fully | 
: with the 4 November resolution and stated that he would authorize the. 

Egyptian commander-in-chief to enter into negotiations through the a 
UN, envisaged in paragraph 5 (2) of the resolution of 4 November. 

| +See p. 1546. | | a re | 

| 598-594-—76——T2 | OF |
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As regards the 16 November resolution, the Prime Minister stated 
that his government could regard it favorably providing the 4 Novem- | 
ber resolution were first carried out. 

4, In the circumstances, I must report that I have been unable to 
-achieve full implementation of the 4 November resolution, and that. 
this has obstructed progress toward implementing the 16 November 

—-- resolution. ) | 
7 | | DULLES 

| IO Files Bo 7 , 

Summary Record of the Seventh Meeting of the Committee of the 
Security Council on the Palestinian Question Held at Paris on 
December 8, 1948 Oo : | 

| [Extract] | 

Mr. Ross (United States) stated that he found more encouragement 
than discouragement in the statements of the Acting Mediator. He 
called attention to the cease-fire which had been obtained in Jerusalem - 

in the past few days, and mentioned the indications of a favourable 
attitude on the part of Egypt and Transjordan towards the 16 Novem- 
ber resolution. | oe | 

| He did not wish, however, to overlook Dr. Bunche’s report concern- 
ing the difficulties of compliance with the 13 November plan.? The 
Committee was well aware of the importance attached by Egypt to the 
release of its forces from Al Faluja. It seemed feasible that a practi- 

-- gable solution could be worked out by the same methods which had — | 
| been employed in the Jerusalem area, i.e., discussions among the mili- 

tary commanders of both sides and Dr. Bunche’s staff. There was no | 
| reason to believe that such an approach would not have similar good | 

results in the case of Faluja. 
-_In the opinion of Mr. Ross, it was possible to proceed simultaneously 

to implement both resolutions and to take steps leading to a prompt 
- conclusion of the armistice called for in the 16 November resolution. 

_ Apparently both the Arab and Jewish Governments were prepared to _ 
accede and negotiate on the 16 November resolution. _ | 

Moreover, Mr. Eytan’s letter * could not be interpreted as a cate- 

| gorical refusal to release Egyptian forces. | a 

Mr..Ross believed that the opposing views, one based on the 4 No- 

. vember resolution, and the other on the 16 November resolution, had 

-_- been drawing closer together, though the process had been slow and = 

7 Mr. Bunche addressed the Committee earlier the same day, advising of his = 
consultations at Cairo, Amman, Tel Aviv, and Haifa and giving his “definite 
impression that there is a marked change in the attitude of the parties, and that . 
there is a moderate, but nevertheless definite, readiness to take constructive steps 

. ~ toward a solution of the problem.” : 
See editorial note, p. 1580. | 

>See Delga 1113, supra. | |
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painful. It ought to be possible with Dr. Bunche’s assistance to bridge 
| the remaining gap, and thus advance the problem towards an armistice 

and a peaceful settlement. © SS | | 
! A certain amount of time, perhaps only a few days, might be neces- 

sary to enable the Acting Mediator to bring about the implementation 
| of the 4 November resolution. If this were succcesful, there would be | 
—. no need for this Committee or the Security Council to consider the : 

matter further. If this proved to be too optimistic a view, Mr. Ross 
| said, he would support the United Kingdom representative with ree 
| gard to referring the situation back to the Security Council to deal _ 

with the request contained in the Egyptian letter.* | 
2 The Acting Mediator had made a specific suggestion as to the man- _ 
a ner in which the impasse might be broken. The representative of Israel | 
| had taken note of that suggestion and also of the information in the | 

Egyptian reply concerning the 16 November resolution. Mr, Eban . 
| had promised to communicate with this Government and with the 
: Acting Mediator in regard to the matter. The Committe might there- 
| fore let the matter rest and leave the next meeting to the call of the 

Chair in consultation with the Acting Mediator. a . 

| | 4 Presumably the letter dated December 1, sent to the President of the Security 
7 Council by the Egyptian Representative at the United Nations. The letter re- | 

quested that the Council include ‘on its agenda for the following day the question . 
2 of the implementation of its resolution of November 4; it concluded as follows: 

4 “The continued Zionist refusal to abide by this decision seriously affects the _ 
3 situation in Palestine as envisaged by the Security Council’s decisions in relation 
‘ to the truce which has been repeatedly violated by the Zionists, and gravely 
{; hampers the possibilities of any progress towards a peaceful settlement of the 
§ Palestine question.” (SC, 8rd yr., No. 128, p. 1) ee | oe . 

501.BB Palestine/12-848: Telegram = 7 | oe 

The Acting Chairman of the United States Delegation at Paris | 
; SO (Dulles) to the Acting Secretary of State | | 

, ‘SECRET  , URGENT Paris, December 8, 1948—midnight. __ 

Delga 1120. Bunche who has just returned to Paris from Cairo, 
1 Amman, Tel Aviv and Haifa reports comment in Transjordan prin- 
|... cipally by Abdullah and Prime Minister that US is withholding recog- | 
i nition Transjordan in order give 'Israel opportunity at later date to 

1 make claim to additional area in Transjordan (which was part of | 
: 7 Palestine mandate until 1922). Bunche says Transjordan officials do | 

not understand our continued refusal to recognize Transjordan and 
| are extremely apprehensive as a result. Bunche says that Abdullah 

would feel more free, if the US had recognized Transjordan,tocom- = 
| -—- mence political discussions with Israel. Abdullah apparently feels it |
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would be difficult’ for him to take such action without having been | 

-. recognized, as he would in effect be out in front of the other members of © 

_ the Arab League. Bunche believes that Transjordan’s apprehensions 

and attitude toward recognition is now a real factor in Palestine situa- 
tion. Bunche said he realized why US had not yet extended recognition 

: although we had supported Transjordan’s application for UN member- 

‘ship since 1946, but wondered whether US extension de facto recog- | 

nition at this time might not have desirable stabilizing effect. oo —_ 

— Sent Department Delga 1120; repeated London as 1448, Amman as 4. 

| . | | Duns 

501.BB Palestine/12-948 : Telegram / | 

The Acting Chairman of the United States Delegation at Paris 
(Dulles) to the Acting Secretary of State 

SECRET URGENT Paris, December 9, 1948—1 a.m. | 
| NIACT | | | 

_. Delga 1122. Following is situation regarding plenary GA action on 

Palestine resolution: a - : | 
1. A group of members including Australia, New Zealand, Canada, | 

China and possibly others will introduce certain amendments in 
| plenary session to Committee I Palestine resolution to make it pos- 

sible to obtain broadest possible support for such resolution. These | 
amendments, which will be supported by US and UK, are as follows: : 

(a) Delete all of the preamble of the present Committee I resolution , 
_ and substitute therefor the following: “Having considered further the 

| situation in Palestine” | , a 
(6) Delete sub-paragraph 2(c) which contains a specific reference 

tothe State of Israel. | , | 

(c) Delete paragraph 3 containing an unpopular formula for selec- 
tion of conciliation commission. oO : | 

(d) Delete last clause of paragraph 10 beginning “in this connec- 
tion”; Arabs insist upon this deletion because of its reference to Berna- | 
dotte report despite fact content is in Arab interest. 

(€) Delete first clause paragraph 11 for same reason. | | ) 
(f) Arabs are expected to insist that reference to November 29 

resolution contained in paragraph 8 be deleted and boundaries be indi- _ 
cated by reference to geographical localities. | 

2. Our best available information is that these amendments will 
make it possible for Arab States to abstain rather than vote against 

and that Middle East and Far East friends of Arabs will vote affirma-
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| tively for resulting resolution. These changes are also believed to be 
| acceptable to Israel. me OS | 
| 3. Department’s attention is invited to fact that course of discus- | 

| sions on Palestine resolution has clearly indicated that both Arabsand = 
| . Jews seek straightforward conciliation effort and object to any 
i effort by present assembly to be specific about the details of final set- 
t tlement. Although Jews and Arabs differ widely in their ultimate | 
; objectives, they now appear to agree upon conciliation as method of 
; settling such difficulties. a a 

_ 4, We do not expect strong Jewish reaction in Paris against dele- 
| . tion of sub-paragraph 2 (¢) containing specific reference to State of | 
| Israel, but some ill-informed press sources in US may give such dele- | | 

| _ tion wrong interpretation. USGADel has told Committee I that we 
do not seek an Assembly resolution which represents in every respect 
US policy on Palestine but rather a resolution which we believe will | 
contribute most to a peaceful settlement of outstanding differences. 
In this sense, we have specifically discouraged introduction into resolu- 

| _—_ tion of question of recognition of Israel or of approval of Israel mem- 
bership, while at same time reaffirming US policy these points both 
inGAandSC. | re | | 

a 5. Deletion of present provision for election of conciliation, com- 
. mission by Big Five is necessary to overcome objections on part of © 

middle and small powers against “undemocratic” procedure. Commis- - 
gion will probably be selected by ordinary election by Assembly | 
(simple majority) following adoption Palestine resolution. Since US | 
is being treated as a candidate, USGADel is not taking active part 
in selection of commission but we have indicated that commission con- 

_ sisting of Australia, Turkey, and US, or alternatively France, Turkey > 
and US, would be acceptable to us. There appears to be overwhelming | 
sentiment in Assembly, shared both by Jews and Arabs, that US must — 
be member of conciliation commission. Oo ee 

, ee  Dunnes | 
501.BB Palestine/12-948 : Telegram | | | 

-- Lhe Acting Chairman of the United States Delegation at Paris | 
: | (Dulles) to the Secretary of State | 

| SECRET URGENT | - Parts, December 9, 1948—8 p.m. _ 
;  NIACT on | a 

—- Delga 1189, For Satterthwaite and Hare from Kopper. Ss | 
1. Last evening it appeared to us Arab states would abstain on | 

_ amended Palestine resolution and would inform friends, Asians and
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| otherwise, that they would have no objection to their casting votes _ 
in favor of resolution (Delga 1122, December 9). This Arab position 

confirmed by Riad Solh and Ammoun (Lebanon) and Fawzi Bey | 

. (Egypt). Only major question remaining to be settled was com- — 
position of commission upon which Arab states had themselves been _ 

- unable to agree and still have not. | | a 

| 2. Announcement today that SC would hold meeting Friday morn- 

| ing December 10 to take up application of Israel for admission UN | 
has had major effect on Arab attitude. At noon today both Riad Solh 

| and Fawzi flatly declared favorable SC action on Israeli application 
would cause Arabs to reverse stand of last evening. Arabs would vote 

against GA resolution and strongly urge friends to do so. Riad Solh 

went so far as to say Lebanon’s whole approach to future questions | 

_ would have to be reviewed if Israel’s application were now approved — 
| _ by SC. He urged strongly that action be postponed, reiterating that 

SC approval now would be complete defeat position Arab leaders here. 

8. Arguments that (2) SC action on admission and GA resolution 

- on settlement are separate questions and (6) there is little likelihood — 
GA will approve admission application even though SC might do 
so are unavailing in discussions with Arabs. Reasons why Arabs are 

| unconvinced seem to be that (a) SC membership committee indicated 

-in its report that questions of admission and GA resolution on settle- 
ment were linked by several members, and (0) favorable SC action on — 
Israeli application would be more than a confirmation of Novem- 

ber 29, 1947 resolution. | 
Sent Department Delga 1139, repeated London 1460. [Kopper.] | 

- | DULLES © 

501.BB Palestine/12-1048 : Telegram . Oo - | 

The Special Representative of the United States in Israel, Tem- | 
_porarily at Paris (McDonald) to the President’s Special Counsel 

(Clifford) | | 
SECRET Paris, December 10, 1948—4 p. m. | 

6246. From McDonald. For White House only. Personal attention | 

Clifford. Before returning Tel Aviv tonight feel impelled repeat my 
previous high praise of efforts made by our delegates to advance Presi- | 

dent’s Palestine policy but also my earlier warnings lest United States _ 

unintentionally through technical moves become involved :in threat - 

_ of sanctions against Israel. Despite optimistic report re prospects 

ss peace negotiations made by Bunche, just back from Middle East, Brit- |
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| ish demanded December 8 emergency Security Council meeting to . 
, force Israel withdrawals to October 14 line Negev. This was dangerous | 

maneuver to embarrass United States and other countries urging 
favorable action Israel admission United Nations this Assembly. 

| United States response made in Security Council sub-committee by. | 
| Ross without opportunity consultation Dulles or Jessup gave partial | 

|. United States moral support British latest maneuver to indict Israel 
as aggressor.' United States technical cooperation with such United 

| Kingdom tactics could destroy President’s peace hopes Middle 
: East. If United Kingdom were told unequivocally that United States 

| _—-will not be party sanctions or moves that direction, I believe United 

Kingdom might finally accept in good faith viable Israel as reality 

and encourage instead of discourage Abdullah, Farouk, and others 

, make peace. Central fact remains United Kingdom must desire peace 
| and convince Arab states of such desire before any peace becomes 
i possible. [McDonald.] | a | | 

| “For summary record of Mr. Ross’ statement of December 8, see p. 1654. 

: 501.BB Palestine/12-1048: Telegram | | | 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the - 
| a Acting Secretary of State a | 

{SECRET / | Lonpon, December 10, 1948—6 p.m. 
i; .. 5197. Delga 1120, December 8 to Department. While Embassy has 

; not considered it appropriate to discuss with Foreign Office pros and 

cons US recognition Transjordan as suggested by Bunche and will _ 

2 not do so even informally unless Foreign Office raises matter, Embassy 

is of opinion that UK now more than ever would welcome this gesture | 

, towards 'Transjordan by US as definite contribution to Middle East. | 

t stability at difficult juncture. Factor in this connection which had to | —_ 

| ___ be considered hitherto was effect of US recognition Transjordan on 
: neighboring Arab states where there is strong likelihood that US 

{ action would be interpreted as bribe for Transjordan coming to some 

, arrangement with PGI (Provisional Government of Israel). However _ 
! British disillusionment with other Arab states now runs deep (Em- 
: bassy’s 5137, December 7) and present British hope is that stature ~ | 
| _—~ Abdullah will be increased by all means. Foreign Office feeling isthat —_— 
; since other Arab states burned their bridges in Paris their reactions | 

| to aggrandizement Transjordan become much less important than 
/ __ previously. Consequently, Embassy is fairly confident that US recogni- 

_ tion Transjordan, particularly if accorded very soon thus setting PGI
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| _ and Transjordan on more equal footing prior inevitable negotiations, 
_ would be welcomed warmly by UK.t | 

| 2. Department’s guidance requested.” | 
_- Sent Department 5197, repeated Paris for Gadel 1022. 

ed | | | : Dovetas | 

1Mr. Stabler, on December 10, suggested the desirability of de facto recog- 
nition of Transjordan at this time, noting that “Transjordan has now reached 
virtual armistice agreement with Israel as result recent cease fire talks in . 

, Jerusalem and appears willing continue these conversations on military level, 
although at same time envisaging their extension at suitable moment to political 
level (paragraph 1 mytel 188, December 2). There is, however, some reluctance | 
to go further at this stage but believe such could be overcome if Transjordon felt - 

_ it had support of United States as well as British Governments which would give 
it equal footing with Israel and Egypt, the other prime factors in reaching 
solution in Palestine.” (Telegram 149 from Amman, 501.BB Palestine/12-1048) 

* The Department, in reply on December 14, stated it was advisable “not deviate 
from present plan, which calls for extension full recognition Transjordan and 

_ Israel Govts as soon as permanent Govt elected in Israel.” (Telegram 4655, 
501.BB Palestine/12-1048) a | 

501.BB Palestine/12-1348 | | ae OO 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Chairman of the 
United States Delegation at Paris (Dulles) | 

SECRET | [Pants,] December 13, 1948. 

Participants: Mr. Riad Bey Solh, Prime Minister of Lebanon 
oo Dr. Malik | 

| _ - Mr. Dulles = | : oe — 
, Mr. Kopper a | 

With Mr. Kopper, I called on Mr. Riad Bey Solh, Prime Minister | 
: of Lebanon, and Dr. Malik, Ambassador to Washington, at the Hotel 

Bristol on December 10 at 9:00 p. m. I said that I came to talk in 
| relation to the pending resolution to establish a Conciliation Commis- | 

- sion to settle the points of difference between Israel and the Arab - 
| States. I hoped very much that that resolution would be adopted by 

the necessary two-thirds vote because if it were not adopted the future 
in that area might be one of very great difficulty. I wanted to make 
clear that in my opinion the attitude of the American people and the 
Government with reference to Israel did not reflect a pro-Jewish, 
anti-Arab sentiment. The American people and the Government were, 

. however, convinced that the establishment of the State of Israel] under 

livable conditions was a historical necessity and the United States was 
determined to go through with it. We realized that doing soinvolved | 
certain injustices to the Arab States. The situation was not one where 
there was any solution that was totally just to all concerned. The 
situation was so mixed with so many cross-interests that any solution 

| - would involve some injustices. Nevertheless, there had to be a solution, _ 
| and, we believed, a peaceful solution. We believed that the pending
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| -- Resolution with the seven-power amendments would pave the way to 
| that kind of a solution, and it could mean the beginning of closer and 

happier relations with the Arab States than ever before because the — | 
| American people would feel that the Arabs in accepting the establish- : 
? ment of the State of Israel had made a sacrifice for the cause of peace. =| 

{ Therefore, our present action could be looked upon not as inaugurating 
& a continuing policy of supporting a Jewish State as against the Arabs, 
| __ but rather as completing one phase of a historical development which, | 
| when completed, would permit of better relations than ever before 

! with the Arab States. | | Oo 

I did not, of course, have in mind any concrete proposals for the 
future. I knew that if I came offering a certain number of dollars in 
the way of economic aid in exchange for votes my proposal would be, 
and should be, indignantly rejected. My purpose was merely to indi- | 
cate that a certain course of action on the part of the Arab States 
could, in my opinion, open the door to better relations with the United > 
States than ever before. The United States was, after all, the most __ 
powerful nation in the world and it was better to have the United = 

States feel that the Arab States had made a sacrifice and accepted, to — | 
2 them, a painful result in the interest of peace, and to an extent at 

the behest of the United States, rather than to have a reverse situation. 

The Prime Minister said that he greatly appreciated my call and | 

the lofty spirit in which I had presented the situation. Thad presented _ | 
the matter in a form which would appeal most effectively to the Arab 

|. States. He would consider carefully what I had said and would com- 

| __-— municate with his associates in the Arab League. | — 

| a | Editorial Note oo Se 

~The General Assembly, on December 11, undertook discussion of. 
: the resolution of the First Committee. Australia proposed amend- 

i. ments jointly sponsored. by seven nations, which “eliminated all refer- Be 

; ences in the resolution to both the original partition plan and the | | 

a Bernadotte proposals as the basis for a boundary agreement.” (De- | 
i partment of State Bulletin, December 19, 1948, page 763) The Assem- 

i bly had released the text of the joint amendments in document A/789. 
,  _-Mr. Dulles extended United States support to the resolution of the 

; First Committee and to the joint amendments; for the full text of his 

| statement, see ibzd., page 798. 7 | 

? The Assembly voted on the amended measure the same day, adopt- _ 
’ ing it by a vote of 85 to 15, with eight abstentions. The adverse votes 

| _-were cast chiefly by the Arab States and the Soviet bloc (GA, 3rd 
: sess., Pt. I, Plenary, 1948, pages 995, 996). The resolution established. Ss
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a Conciliation Commission of three members “(a) To assume, in so 
ne far as it considers necessary in existing circumstances, the functions 
-.. given to the United Nations Mediator on Palestine by resolution 186 

7 (S-2) of the General Assembly of 14 May 1948; (b) Tocarry out the — 
__. specific functions and directives given to it by the present resolution 

and such additional functions and directives as may be given to it by | 
the General Assembly or by the Security Council; [and] (¢) Tounder- _ 
take, upon the request of the Security Council, any of the functions : 
now assigned to the United Nations Mediator on Palestine or to the 

United Nations Truce Commission by resolutions of the Security 

Council; upon such request to the Conciliation Commission by the | 

_ Security Council with respect to all the remaining functions of the 

United Nations Mediator on Palestine under Security Council resolu-— 

tions, the office of the Mediator shall be terminated”. _ 

The resolution also provided that Jerusalem and the surrounding 
area “be accorded special and separate treatment from the rest of 

Palestine”, under effective United Nations control; and that “the 

| refugees wishing to return to their homes and live at peace with their 
neighbours should be permitted to do so at the earliest practicable 

date, and that compensation should be paid for the property of those 

| choosing not to return and for loss or damage to property which, under | 

principles of international law or in equity, should be made good by the 

| _ Governments or authorities responsible”. For the full text of the | 
resolution, numbered 194 (III), see GA, 3rd sess., Pt. I, Resolutions, 

= 1948, page 21. Oo | | 

- - §67N.01/12-1148 : Telegram | ee | : 

‘The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET JERUSALEM, December 11, 1948—11 a. m. | 

1528. In conversation last night Colonel Dayan stated: PGI con- | 

| -siders present psychological moment open direct armistice talks with 

| Transjordan and Egypt.’ Should be conducted directly as between any 

sovereign states and not through UN. In Jerusalem UN is third inter- : 

| ested party and should participate. | | 

| PGI considers November 16 armistice, resolution supersedes SC reso- 

lution imposing truce in Palestine. Israel anxious negotiate armistice | 

but if Arabs refuse will consider itself free take any action it wishes. — 

*Mr. Burdett reported, on December 12 that at the meeting that day between | 
. ‘Colonel Dayan and Colonel el-Tel, the former announced that the “PGI ready | 

to negotiate armistice and peace with Transjordan but not willing discuss major 
. questions on basis implementing present truce” according to Burdett, the “Jews 

appear to think now is propitious moment force Transjordan into open peace 
talks. Perhaps also intend embarrass relations Transjordan with other Arab 

_ League states.” (Telegram 1529 from Jerusalem, 867N.01/12-1248)
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| ‘Described Israel as in fortunate position being willing and able engage | 

| in both war or peace talks. | | oe 

| Sent Department 1528, Department pass Gadel 17, Amman 7, — 

Cairo 145. | | | | a 

| oe | BuRDETT 

po  501.BB Palestine/12-1248 : Telegram 7 | 

The Acting Chairman of the United States Delegation at Paris a 

Bo (Dulles) to the Acting Secretary of State - 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY Paris, December 12,1948—3.a.m. 

—- Delga 1166. For Lovett from Rusk. In view of hostile attitude Israel 
is taking publicly toward membership Conciliation Commission, fol- 

| lowing information furnished confidential basis. | | 
: In GA committee of Big Five asked to nominate 8 members of com- | 
, mission; UK, France and China immediately supported US, France 
2 and Turkey. Their theory was US was moderately pro-Israel, Turkey — 

moderately pro-Arab and France generally neutral, slightly pro- | 
1 Israel. US representative (Rusk) stated we had no serious objection _ 
2 to such slate, emphasized necessity for unity of action, and objected = 
Z to concept that any one member of such committee be expected to act 
| as special advocate for any party. Rusk then stated Big Five should — 

3 have before them names of other members who had taken active inter- 

| -_—_ est in matter or had been suggested by one or more of the partiesand = 
} _ indicated names of Colombia, Australia and Norway as deserving con- 

sideration. Vishinsky proposed Poland as member commission of small 
: powers and insisted that if US were on commission USSR must also 

be included. re ao a | 
After further discussion, during which UK, France and China re- 

mained firm, and during which Rusk ascertained privately that these _ 
1. three would insist on their slate to point of casting ballots, Rusk stated | 

he would support majority slate in interest of unity and hoped USSR | 
ij. would do same. Vishinsky refused, and committee reported 4-1 to GA 

recommending US, France, Turkey. — | | 
Background this meeting was week’s effort on part USGADel to 

: - find slate agreeable to parties. No one nominated by Israel such as 
Guatemala or Australia received support because of general feeling _ 
US was pro-Israel and that another strongly pro-Israe] member would 
seriously upset balance of commission. . _ | 

: When Granados of Guatemala attempted to substitute Colombia 
for Turkey, Colombia promptly declined and slate was voted by 41- | 

| 7-4, Some reason to think Israel’s real objection to commission is 
1} —__— to France, because of latter’s known views on holy places and inter- a 

nationalization of Jerusalem. | } oe 
Oo Both Dulles and Cohen were on floor of Assembly for final vote and _
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appeared satisfied that commission is fair and workable. In any event, 
fact that US, with its strong support of Israel, is on commission leaves 
US in poor position to object. Of other 2 members are France, who 

| supported partition, and Turkey, who has been most moderate of all 
_ friends of Arabs and who in fact voted in favor Palestine resolution. 

| We believe commission to be a good one and in any event it was 
constituted by majority vote in both nominating committee and 
Plenary Session without any pressure from US. Great contrast between 

- calm attending this action compared with violent feeling of Novem- | | 
ber 29 and May 14 constitutes good omen for peaceful settlement — 
Palestine question. | Rusk. | a 7 | a 

| | | DULLES 

- 501.BB Palestine/12-1348 a | a - 

Memorandum of Conwersation, by the Acting Chairman of the 
Delegation at Paris (Dulles) | 

SECRET [Paris,] December 18, 1948. 

| Participants: Mr. Riad Bey Solh, Prime Minister of Lebanon | 
| Dr. Malik | | | 

| Mr. Dulles | 

~ On Monday, December 13th, the Prime Minister of Lebanon and 
| Dr. Malik came to call upon me at the Hotel Crillon. I expressed to 

, him my satisfaction that the Palestine Resolution had been adopted. , 
I said I realized that the Arab States could, if they had wanted, have — 
‘prevented the adoption of the Resolution by the necessary two-thirds. | 
Of course, the Arab States themselves had voted against the Resolu- 
tion, but I knew that states friendly to the Arabs had voted for the 

-_ Resolution. I interpreted this as indicative of a spirit of conciliation | 
_ on the part of the Arab States, which I thought augured well for the 

future. I did not, however, ask that the Prime Minister should com- 
ment on this aspect of the matter unless he so desired. | : 

The Prime Minister said that he was quite glad to discuss this aspect 
of the matter. It was true that the Arab States could have defeated | 
the Palestine Resolution at any time up to five minutes before the vote. 

: They had decided not to do so and their decision had in considerable — 
part been influenced by the talk which I had with him and by the hope , 
IT had held out that if once the Israel matter could be settled, that would | 

| mean an era of good relations, rather than increasingly bad relations, 

with the Arab States. | | 
I said that the result of the vote had made me feel under a greater | 

obligation than ever to try to assure the result that I had forecast as — 

possible and that I would, upon my return, report our conversation to 
the President. — — Oo
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? ~The Prime Minister said that he hoped that the matter of Palestine 

| would be disposed of first and the question of relations between the 

| ‘United States and Arab States dealt with only subsequently, not com- _ 
_ bining the two ideas. | } ala Be | 

| There followed an exchange of courtesies. _ | oe | 

501.BB Palestine/12~1348 : Telegram So ae, 

The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Acting Secretary of State — | 

| SECRET --——s«sJgRusALEM, December 18,1948—3 p.m. 

, 1530. Consulate General has consistently maintained strong inter- 

~ national police force first requisite for Jerusalem “under effective. | 

| United Nations control”. This would necessitate agreement (Deptel 

| 1047, December 21) among big powers on method selecting force and 

| require heavy outlay United' Nations funds for indefinite period. _ 

Large and costly administrative staff would also be needed. Now ap- 

| pears impossible obtain either force or necessary funds, assumption 

confirmed by conversation with Bunche. Unwillingness United Na- 

i tions take effective action force either Jews or Arabs to accept its pro- 

1 posals for Jerusalem must also be assumed. Problem thus become to_ 

i — devise settlement for Jerusalem and assure protection and free access 

i to ‘Holy places without international force and necessitating only 

j minimum United Nations staff. At same time maximum agreement 

i. from two parties must be obtained particularly from PGI which at. 

7 present from military point view capable imposing own solution on 

{ Arabs. Question Jerusalem, corridor to coast and Holy places through 

| all Palestine part same problem. , Ss | | 

-- Based on above considerations Consulate General believes practical 

{ solution now might take following form: 

{ | 1. Division city Jerusalem proper into permanent Arab and Jewish — | 
i areas former becoming part of Transjordan and latter part Israel. | 
1 Movement between areas would be temporarily prohibited and restric- 
3 tion relaxed gradually. Demarcation line could run along Ramallah 

road to Damascus gate, Suleimyn way to Jaffa road, Jaffa roadto Jafia | 
gate, Hebron road past railroad yard and then over to railroad, rail- | 

i ‘road to water pipeline, straight south to municipal boundary line, east: 
along municipal boundary line to Hebron road, south along Hebron 7 
road to present truce lines. Division based generally on results fighting 

i. Jerusalem with modifications southern sectors to give Arabs vitalsouth 
north communications along Nablus Hebron route and to eliminate 

j - Jewish and Arab pockets. Jews would be required relinquish strong 
i. __ military positions on Mount Zion and Deir Abu Tor but proposed de- — 

militarization of entire Jerusalem area would diminish their impor- 
jo tance. Jews would also have to give up Jewish settlements of Italpiot — 
j and Ramat Rahel and claim to Jewish quarter Old City. Changes 

| +Not printed.
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would return lower and upper Bakaa where Arabs remaining in New | 
_ City now quartered to Arabs but Jews would retain Arab sections of | 
- Qatamon, German colony and Greek colony now occupied by new : 

‘Jewish immigrants or Jews displaced by fighting. Railroad would re- | 
main within Jewish control thus furnishing east west communication 
for Jews but Arabs should receive definite right free use railroad for 

_ shipments from coast. Hebrew University-Hadassah hospital enclave | 
| would have to remain Jewish perhaps jomed to Jewish Jerusalem by 

_ new road from Nahal at Shimon sector skirting Arab built up area and 
protected by Arab Legion. an | | | 

2. Demilitarization Jerusalem area as defined in GA resolution of 
November 29, 1947 with specific provision that adequate number Arab 
Jewish police allowed. This could be started by gradually widening | 
stretches from which military forces withdrawn and where military 
installations destroyed. Proposed retention Jewish corridor should | 

| meet Jewish objection to demilitarization on grounds would leave | 
Jews in Jerusalem cut off in Arab sea. Arabs have expressed readiness 
demilitarize city. 7 a - a | | 

| 8. Jewish controlled corridor to coastal area including railroad, 
main Jerusalem Tel Aviv highway and new Jewish “Malaya” road. 
This would constitute great concession on part Arabs since corridor — 
would run in part through territory normally inhabited by Arabs and. 
would prejudice survival Jaffa even if city returned to Arabs. But 
Consulate General convinced Jews after experience this summer will 
refuse relinquish control their lines of communication. Jews currently 
establishing new settlements along route to assure its protection. North 
south road through Jerusalem in part compensates Arabs for separa- 
tion by corridor of southern and northern Arab areas. If Jaffa again 
becomes Arab city provision should be made for free use by Arab 
civilian traffic of roads and railways. Arabs should also be entitled 
free use port Haifa, Lydda airfield and communication routes inland. 
To accomplish above present truce lines for Jerusalem-Latrun area 
could remain in force with minor rectifications to permit exclusion | 
from corridor of Arab villages:on border. Exception would be Latrun 
salient from which Arab Legion would withdraw to approximately | 
Beit Nuba relinquishing commanding positions including Deir Atyub— | 
‘along Jerusalem Tel Aviv highway. This would open main east. west 

| route to Jews and allow Jews repair and operate main water pipeline 
| to Jerusalem. Arab Legion has indicated willingness withdraw from 

salient as no longer of special military significance. Southern limits of | 
Jewish corridor would be determined by final Palestine boundary 
settlement. — : : : . | 

| 4, Establishment United Nations Commission with seat in Jerusalem 
| to perform among others following functions: | 7 | 

[Here follow subparagraphs a through f setting forth the proposed 
functions. | 

.5. SC resolution calling for immediate economic and if necessary. 
| military sanctions against any party violating above provisions. Effec- 

tive SC action to support United Nations Commission within its com- | 
‘paratively narrow sphere of activity and in carrying out projects on 
which general agreement exists even between Arabs and Jews much 

_ more likely than on broader issues where considerable disagreement |
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prevails. Also need for SC action correspondingly reduced. Provided 
, Arabs sections central Palestine go to Transjordan extension UK- : 
| Transjordan treaty to Arab areas would serve greatly to strengthen | 
| SC guarantee and allay very real Arab fears future Jewish expansion. _ | 

Consul General feels that taking into account realities present | 

situation above points form basis for settlement J erusalem. section 

| -—-—- Palestine question which Jews will accept and to which Arab (‘Trans- | 

| jordan) will acquiesce. Arabs have in fact no power to oppose settle- 

ment and refusal could lead to further Jewish successes and ultimate 

| solution depriving Arabs additional territory. United Nations Com- 

| mission would protect rights of Christians third main religious group a 
_ interested in Jerusalem which has shown very little activity on own - 

i ———— behalf. Same results would be achieved as by paragraph 7, 8 and 9 7 

: of UK resolution and would avoid international regime which could | 

easily degenerate into mere shadow regime contributing further to 

loss United Nations prestige. — | , | 
Sent Department, repeated Baghdad 35, Beirut 107, Damascus 54. — 

| Pouched Amman 9, Cairo 147, Jidda 16, Tel Aviv 15. | : 
| | - ‘Burperr | 

| _—s-867N.01/12-1848: Telegram a 

a Mr. Wells Stabler to the Acting Secretary of State Oo 

1 SECRET os _ Amman, December 13, 1948-—4 p.m. 

155. 1. It is understood that about December 7 King sent message 7 

{ to Nokrashy Pasha by Transjordan Minister to Egypt informing him | 
1 of Jericho Conference resolutions and requesting Egypt’s support. 

| - Nokrashy replied to Prime Minister end last week to effect that Egypt 

i considered it unfortunate that Transjordan had decided to pursue ~ 

| independent policy re Palestine when Arab states had agreed that 
i there should be unanimity. Apparently message has annoyed Prime =—s-_—- 
q Minister who is sending reply to Nokrashy stating that Transjordan = 
1 must consider present situation on basis facts and that next meeting a 

Arab League Political Committee he proposes point out realities of | 
1 situation to other Arab states, which realities may not be pleasing. It a 

1 appears that “ostrich-like” policy of Arab states is causing resentment 
| _ here almost to point of determination take independent line. 
7 2. It is reported that Sassoon of Israeli Foreign Office is now in | 

; ~+0On December 14, Mr. Stabler reported understanding that Syria, Saudi 
. Arabia, and Yemen had followed Egypt’s lead in protesting to King Abdullah : 

q | regarding the resolutions of the Jericho Conference (telegram 157, 867N.01/12- | 
- 1448), The Arab League, on December 14, also made a protest in a note to the 

j  ‘Transjordanian Legation in Egypt. Cairo, the same day, transmitted to the : 
7 Department the text of the note, as well as the Legation’s note of the previous _ : 
4 day to the Arab League (despatch 1009, 867N.01/12-1448). a |
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Jerusalem and has been placed in contact with Abdullah Bey el Tel, 
_ Arab Legion Military Governor of Jerusalem, through Colonel Dayan 

of Israeli forces. Oo - a 
who, Repeated Jerusalem 74; Cairo5. > 7 

“ - | STABLER 

- 867N.01/12-448 : Telegram Fp og | oe | 
| The Acting Secretary of State to Mr. Wells Stabler, at Amman 

- TOP SECRET. | Wasuineton, December 13, 1948—7 p. m. | 

52. Dept requested Brit Emb ascertain views FonOff re Abdullah’s 
stated intention proclaim annexation Arab Palestine (ur 142 Dec 4°). : 
Emb today stated FonOff “not enthusiastic” and believes this not right | 
time for such a move. FonOff opinion, however, is that best solution 
problem disposition Arab Palestine is eventual incorporation 
Transjordan. — . | oe 

| Dept believes that view probability Abdullah will not at present. 
carry out his plan announce annexation, US approach to Kingtomake 
known US views this subject not desirable.? | 

| | — - Loverr 

- +Not printed. | re : oo | 
? This telegram was repeated to London as No. 4637. a 

501.BB Palestine/12—1448 : 3 : oe | a | a 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Stuart W. Rockwell of the 
: Dwision of Near Eastern Affairs | ee 

CONFIDENTIAL a ee | [Wasurneton,] December 14, 1948. | 

. Participants: Mr. Eliahu Epstein, Israeli Mission | | | 
| Mr. Uriel Heyd, Israeli Mission — | | 

| Colonel Efraim Ben-Arzi, Israeli Mission  — 
| : NEA—Mr. Satterthwaite | oe | 

NE—Mr. Colquitt = ee : 
| os Mr. Rockwell ae 

Messrs. Epstein and Heyd. came in to present to the appropriate 
Officers of NEA Colonel Ben-Arzi, who has arrived in the United _ : 
States to assume his duties as Military Attaché at the Israeli Mission.. 

[Here follow four paragraphs giving Mr. Epstein’s views on the 
question of Israeli membership in the United Nations, the composition 

| of the Conciliation Commission and related matters. | | 
Mr. Satterthwaite then declared that he had a matter to discuss. 

with Messrs. Epstein and Heyd. He said that the Department had 
| received reports that certain Israeli patrols had penetrated the Trans- | 

| jordan frontier. He said that he realized how indefinite were the _—sj
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territorial boundaries in that part of the world and how difficult it | 

was to restrain the enthusiasm of young soldiers on patrol, but that | 

' such incidents could have serious consequences in viéw of the British _ 

determination to live up to the terms of the Anglo-Transjordan treaty. 

He wished to bring this matter to the attention of Messrs. Epstein and 

_. Heyd in the most friendly fashion, since it had caused the Department _ 

-. some concern. Mr, Epstein and Colonel Ben-Arzi referred to the diffi- — 
culty of knowing exactly where the border lay and said that they 

had had no confirmation of the reports, which they believed to have 

been spread by British sources. They added, however, that if any such — | 
- ineursion into Transjordan had taken place, it was certainly 

' unintentional. Se ce 7 

| Mr. Epstein then went on to say that the Israelis were going to - 

| reply to the renewed British references to the arms received by Israel 

| from Czechoslovakia in violation of the terms of the truce, and that | | 

- the Provisional Government of Israel, according to a message from 

| Tel Aviv, had proof that the British themselves had been continuing - 

-. to supply arms to the Arabs. While admitting that the Israelis had 

received arms from Czechoslovakia, Mr. Epstein felt that the British | 

| -—s- were in a poor moral position to accuse the Israelis of violating the _ 

| __ truce, since, he said, they themselves were sending arms to the Arabs. 

| 501.BB Palestine/12-1348: Telegram | ne oe, ae 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

| vor secrer =—~—~—_._ Wasuineron, December 14,1948—7 p.m 

fz 4654, Brit Emb today informed Dept FonOff hoped US Govt would, _ 

Z if suitable opportunities presented themselves, urge upon interested 

| parties in Palestine dispute incorporation in Transjordan of all or | 

i --—s greater part of Arab Palestine as best solution problem disposition _ 
| that area. Dept took occasion inform Brit Emb US position territorial. _ 

| __ settlement Palestine set forth first two paras Deptel 4485 Dec 1 (ur | 
} 5225 Dec 181). ee oo Be 
; In specific reply Brit Emb’s query, Dept stated that in view US 
| __ attitude territorial question is one for settlement by negotiation, either 

1 directly between parties or through Conciliation Commission, and . 

that US would support such territorial arrangement agreeable to Arab os 

1 States and Israel as might be reached through either of above methods. _ 

| _- Dept considered it advisable await outcome such direct negotiations == 
as might take place or result experience Conciliation Commission 

1 - before considering possible positive steps to assist in achieving terri- = 
1. torial settlement. | a . | - a 

fo | a | a oe Lovett | 

’ 4 Not printed. Cn ee | 

i 598-504—76——78 | ee |
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oe _ 501.BB Palestine/12-1448 : Telegram ska, ae | 

«Lhe Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the 
| | Acting Secretary of State  —.. Se 

TOP SECRET Us URGENT = —~_Lonpon, December 14, 1948—9 p. m. 

5244. For Lovett. See mytel 5225, December 13.1 As anticipated | 
_. Bevin asked me to call today to discuss future moves with respect — 

Palestine. Expressly concerned over whole problem Middle East con- 
| sidering that internal situation Egypt constitutes grave danger as _ 

trouble there would be exploited. by Communists and situation might 
develop similar to that China imperilling western powers Middle East. 

a He urged strategic considerations be taken to account in determining — 
_ limitation Palestine boundaries. I replied I had doubts expressed in _ 

| Embtel about too early extra-lateral understanding re frontiers; 
| Bevin answered that at some time he would have to give advice Arabs 

| _ and wanted this advice be consonant with US views though did not / 
how want necessarily US-UK agreement. He invited me to lunch with 
him and British Chiefs of staff Monday next in order to convey their 

| views, particularly on strategic considerations, prior to my departure | 
_ for US. In view I shall express no US opinions but seek only British 

. views, see no objection here. | | = oe 
Bevin hopes that US member Conciliation Commission will be man 

_ of high standing and character who would work energetically for an | 
_- . early settlement Palestine boundaries. If US makes first appointment 

pattern will be set for French and Turkish appointments. So 
| ~ Shall report. more fully after Monday’s meeting by cable or orally — 

onarrival Washington. = = = ———— ne i 

| ‘867N.2390E/12-1648: Telegram a | 
| The Minister in Lebanon (Pinkerton) to the Acting Secretary of State : 

. SECRET = _ Berrur, December 16, 1948—10 a.m. 
| _ 620. Remytel 614, December 8.1 At his request I again visited Presi- 

~ dent Khouri and he talked at length with regard to Jewish occupation —_’ 
of Lebanese territory. He is worried. While he favors and will support = 
Arab cooperation with newly created conciliation commission, he said 
other members Arab League will consider his support as strange so _ 

_ long as Jews continue occupy Lebanon. Any Lebanese attempt forcibly | 
| remove Jews would result in reopening of hostilities generally which 

| Lebanon does not desire and is not in position to pursue. President | 

7 * Not printed. | | ee |
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desires US Government take initiative in pressing for Jewish with- 

drawal as evidence US friendship for Lebanon. This would eliminate 
any resentment. of our Palestine policy held in Lebanon. He pointed 

out traditional Lebanese friendship for US and emphasized position 

of Lebanese as moderating influence among Arab states which should a 

be strengthened. As latest evidence of Lebanon’s desire to prevent dis- | 

cord in Middle East President pointed out his government hasrefused = 
take stand for either Abdullah or Egypt in coming controversy over _ 

Arab Palestine and has limited its action to counselling Abdullah to 
avoid precipitate steps which might lead to controversy among Arab 

states. 2 a Se | 
On question of treaty of alliance which would safeguard Lebanese 

- frontiers he said he cannot alone sign treaty with single country be- | 
cause he would have to accord privileges to that country which should 

not be accorded. He would like to sign with group of countries orbe 

one of group which would sign with one country. It was clear he was | 

| speaking of UK because he has often mentioned impossibility of sign- 
| ing any such treaty with France. President is now trying to veer away _ 

| from pro-Arab policy Lebanon has been following, and is in desperate oe 

| need of friendly counsel which he cannot get from France or UK ~ | 

| because they would inject too many of their own interests in such > | 

Z advice. oe * | : ee | 

| I believe maintenance of s¢atus guo in Lebanon and strengthening its | 

| _ political and economic situation would prove stabilizing influence in 

area, and would at same time continue reservoir of good will US has 

in Lebanon more than any other Middle Eastern country. President | 

said there is some sentiment for reduction of Lebanon to its early — 

boundaries of Mount Lebanon and he believes such state would not be 
viable and would | become mere troublesome pawn in Middle East oe 

| __ political group. He is therefore seeking moral support as opposed to 

military which he is convinced will not be necessary and he pointe 

out security of Saudi Arabia maintained simply by knowledge that = 
US gives its friendship. | - OO, oe | | 

- President would appreciate any comments Department may beable 
| — to make on his present situation. re - | 

a — ee PINKERTON 

{ -—«-*In a memorandum of December 21 to Mr. Lovett, Mr. Satterthwaite stated = 
j that “NEA concurs. in Minister Pinkerton’s conclusions and recommends that, 
4 when Mr.. Eliahu Epstein, Israeli Special Representative, calls on you this after- | 
1 noon, you inform him of our concern over the continued military occupation of oS 
1 _ Lebanese territory, and that we consider that the voluntary withdrawal by his 
; Government. of :its: military units from Lebanon would serve to improve the | 
; atmosphere in which the Conciliation Commission will shortly undertake its 
if work.” .(501.BB Palestine/12-2148) . ee DO | So | 
i. . Mr. Lovett’s marginal notation read as follows: “‘a) We should not act as | 
1. ‘yood offices.” Our record is too bad on this score. 6) will sound out Epstein on : 
|] ___ their plans.” Regarding point b, see Mr. Lovett’s memorandum of. conversation, | 

December 21, p. 1676. : eee
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—- 867N.01/12-1748 : eG 
| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Secretary of State 

_ SECRET [Wasuineton,| December 17, 1948. 

Participants: Mr. Lovett, Acting Secretary a 
| | Mohamed Kamil Abdul Rahim, Egyptian Ambassador 

| Mr. Raymond A. Hare, Deputy Director, NEA | 

‘The Ambassador opened the conversation by saying that the last 
a _time that he had talked with me was on the occasion of hiscourtesy call = 

a on his arrival, and he felt that time had come when it would be helpful _ 
| for him to discuss certain problems of current importance. First ofall, 

he said he wished to emphasize his very sincere personal interest inthe 
| maintenance of friendly relations between Egypt and the United 

States. Such had been his long-standing persuasion and, in fact, it was 
| essentially for that reason that his Government had chosen him as its _ 

| representative in Washington. I thanked the Ambassador and told 
_ him that he could be assured that we entirely reciprocated his senti- 

: ments and I felt that we could go forward on thatbasis. | | 
_ The Ambassador then spoke of the friendship which had tradi- 
tionally characterized relations between the United States and Egypt 
but which had recently been clouded by the Palestine situation. He said ' 

| that sentiment on the Palestine situation ran deep in the minds of the : 
| Arab people, who were convinced that they were gravely endangered _ 

. by the introduction into their midst of an alien group with aggressive __ 
intent. | - | | | 

. _ I interrupted at this point to observe that it would, of course, be _ 
fruitless to enter into discussion of the development of this situation, _ 
but I did want to emphasize the realities of the case with which we are | 

| | now faced. The fact is that there is a very considerable group of Jews 
who are physically in Palestine and who could not be removed from 

7 the scene except by a force of arms which cannot be mobilized against 
- them. Consequently, it is necessary to regularize the situation as soon 

: as possible so that this new group can be enabled to take its place as a 
responsible entity in the society of nations and so that present uncer-. 
tainties, such as the lack of clearly defined boundaries, may be elimi- _ 

a nated. This objective and dispassionate viewpoint is the basis of 

| United States policy, and it seemed to me that the interests of the 
Arab States, and especially of Egypt, might well beserved byasimilar __ 

a unemotional recognition of fact. What we need above all is peace. As | 
| the Ambassador was probably aware, the American Government had 

: in the recent past been giving serious consideration to certaineconomic _ 
projects in the Middle East, and American private interests, par- 
ticularly the oil companies, were prepared to make vast expenditures __ 

| in the area which would redound to the benefit of the local population 

: "2 Drafted by Mr. Hare. : a | : Oe
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- But nothing could be done without peace and that was the reason why Oe 

we must emphasize that aspect of the situation. | Oo 

- The Ambassador said that he appreciated this expression of the 

- American viewpoint and that he also had been grateful to note what 

had been done at American instigation for the benefit of the unhappy 7 

Arab refugees. He felt, however, that there was one aspect of this 
situation which merited emphasis and that was the attitude of the = 
Arab peoples themselves, irrespective of what the policies of their 

governments might be. The reaction to the Palestine situation by the _ | 
ordinary man on the street in the Arab countries was one of fear: fear | 

: of Jewish territorial encroachment, fear of cut-throat J éwish economic | 

competition, and fear that Israel is a center from which Communism 
__-will spread its tenacles to the Arab countries. The result of these very 

| deep seated and strongly held fears was that, regardless of what - 

policies the Arab Governments themselves might follow, the Arab | 

people felt that they would be endangered by a Jewish State and 

would not consent to negotiations premised on the recognition of | 

| _Israel. Furthermore, it was not true, as the Israelis were seditiously 

 [sedulously?] asserting, that the Arab armies had been defeated. Ac- 
tually, Arab casualties had not exceeded one percent and no real test — 

| of strength had ever taken place. - | Oe 
, Referring to the Ambassador’s assertion of the danger of Com-— 
/ munism in Israel, I observed that the group from which the present 

| Government in Israel has largely been drawn professes to be strongly - | 
| anti-Communist, and it was my belief that such was actually the case. 
| Moreover, the stronger opposition elements professed similarly anti- = 

| Communist sentiments, and the Communist Party itself was of 
:- negligible importance. I said that if the counsels of these more 

moderate elements were to prevail, it was essential that the solution 

of the Palestine problem should be by peaceful means. Continuing _ 
strife would only benefit the extremists. a | : oe 

-_- ‘Returning to the Ambassador’s remark regarding the military side 
of the question, I said that, speaking as one who had had some slight - 

| acquaintance with military matters, I would suggest that it would be 
{ unwise of the Arabs to discount Jewish military strength. The Israeli _ 
| Army is sizeable, well-equipped and has high morale. Furthermore, 
| facilities for production of war materials in Israel have been developed. _ 

But the really important point was to get away from any idea ofa | 

{| — military settlement and to stress peaceful negotiation. Any attemptto - 
j force the issue by a trial at arms would only result in chaos, formidable . | 

expenditure and the creation of an opening for bringing in reinforce- 
{ ments from behind the iron curtain. Under such circumstances, Com- | 
| _ munist influences would indeed have a field day. gs . 
1 To summarize and to emphasize, I said, our policy is to recognize — 
1 the accomplished fact of Israel’s existence and to seek to regularizethe =
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situation by peaceful means. The United States has a real interest in a 

_ the Middle East and values the friendship of the Arab countries, but 
| the only way in which cooperation can be renewed effectively is by the _ 

return to normal conditions through peaceful negotiation. ee 
| _ The Ambassador said that this exchange of views had been very 

' helpful, but he wished to leave with me the idea that it should still 7 
) _ not be too late to rethink this whole problem in order to endeavor to 
__ . find a more satisfactory solution. Time was no longer pressing and he 

, -hoped that the United States Government would think again before — 
| taking any further action, such as de jure recognition or a loan. I 

| replied that I doubted if we really had much time at our disposal. Time _ 
| might indeed be running quite short if a peaceful solution were tobe .— 

| effected. . oe | So | | 
| _ [Here follow two paragraphs dealing with the question of Italian 

| colonies.| — | ce | ee 
- Oo oe — Lfoverr] © 

. 501.BB Palestine/12-1748 : Telegram a | . Oo 

Mr. Wells Stabler to the Acting Secretary of State 7 

: CONFIDENTIAL | _ Amman, December 17, 1948—5 p.m. 
— _ 162. It is understood that Prime Minister informed United Nations 

_ representative in Amman on December 16 that since Transjordan has 
- - accepted SC resolution of November 16 it is willing consider armistice 

| plan. Suggested that Jews submit armistice plan in writing for con- 
=. sideration of Transjordan Government.? | —— : 

- _ Repeated Jerusalem, 76, Damascus, Baghdad, Beirut, Jidda, Cairo. 
a oT | oe  STasnER 

1 Stabler reported on December 23 that the “King. and Prime Minister have | 
_ decided to consider any plan in writing proposed by Israelis but any negotiations 

concerning it must await until Conciliation Commission arrives. Theory is that 
. commission will lend its support to action in this regard taken by Transjordan.” 

| (Telegram 168, 890i.002/12-2348) — 7 | 

- 867N.01/12-2048: Telegram is | | a 
The Special Representative of the United StatesinIsrael(McDonald) 

— a _ to the Secretary of State. Pe 

SECRET Tan Avrv, December 20, 1948—4 p. m. 

_ 828. Remistel 317, December 17.1, While not aware Department — 
| thinking re publicized Export-Import Bank loan Israel or exact tim- 

ing de jure recognition, mission deems it most important take into 
account following considerations: Be 

| __ 1. While domestically there are party differences as to future socio- 

: *Not printed. a Oo Bs oe
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economic and religious pattern, any appraisal Israel international 
_ political problems must proceed from fundamental premise that — 

_ thinking 1s conditioned by ardent desire to achieve “kibbutz galuyot” 
_ (“ingathering of exiles”) to save persecuted Jews abroad. _ 

| 2. Political struggle coming elections essentially between MAPAI | 
and MAPAM. MAPAT orientated West in belief Western system | 

: political freedom and socio-economic justice is closest to objectives _ 
| Israel people; is aware dangers Soviet, its historic antipathy Zionism 

_ and present persecution Zionists USSR; is willing cautiously risk 
_ Soviet ire, both nationally and with respect Jews in USSR and satel-° 

| lites to form working liaison with West. MAPAM, which is itself oe 
coalition, contains substantial elements who, although not Communists —«™ 

| in party-line sense, are nevertheless pro-Soviet in sympathy these oo 
elements against any overt move tying Israel irrevocably with West 

| owing desire remain “neutral” and fear Israel will be a pawn for 

_ Western powers with consequent disaster hostage Jews abroad; they == 
are impressed by Soviet UN aid and stress US “alliance” with British 
whom vast majority population now considers Israel arch-enemy. 

_ Extended conversations with MAPAM leaders indicate naive and | 
wishful thinking re USSR with great ignorance of USA; they believe 
that by being “nice” to Soviets and above all avoiding antagonize 
USSR Soviets will continue give Israel firm support UN and ulti- 

| mately let 8 to 4 million Jews in Soviet orbit go Israel without any _ - 
specific guid pro quo. ee Re 

_ , 8, As previously reported Mission unable to date obtain evidence 
any quid pro asked or offered other than cash payment for arms pur- 
chased satellite countries. However, gratitude population to USSR is | 
strong and if composition Israel Government should be one of amen- — | 
able type Soviets will press for favors. Incipient pressures this direc- 

: tion may be implicit in action Czechoslovakia, Rumania, etc., re emi- ; 
a gration and training recently reported by Missions here. True Soviets 

failure so far capitalize underlying widespread gratitude, but there is 
strongest reason believe MAPAT leaders more disturbed than they | 
admit at possibility USSR pressure. eS : | 

_ 4, In coming election general belief is MAPAT will probably get 
-. 80 to 35 percent seats Assembly, MAPAM 18 to 20 percent, and balance 

will go center and extreme right. Thus MAPAI would have controlby = 
_ margin of coalition with center and right. However, such margin not ~ 

sufficient insure stability of all probable: international contingencies, 
- nor to resist more radical domestic policies of MAPAM. Moreover, __ 

| Soviets may plan some campaign tricks, possibly using MAPAM front _ | 
to influence January 25 election Assembly or February elections Hista- = 
drut Council. OO oe — ta 

_ 5. In view above, Mission hopes Department will immediately con- | 
_ sider political advisability some action unambiguously demonstrating a
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_ ‘USA. determination strengthen those elements here who stand clearly —_— 
| for Western system political freedom and socio-economic justice. Inso 

doing US should avoid forcing those elments make specific declaration __ 
. ‘they are openly antagonistic to USSR. Since Department isexpected 

, ultimately announce de jure recognition or recommend loans, it would | 
be advantageous make announcement immediately of recognition, or at 
least of loan, utilizable by MAPAT as clear evidence reliability US. 
Regarding loan, MAPAM position is that it is needed but MAPAM 
will resist imposition political conditions and hence announcement _ 

| ’ should make clear no political conditions while, of course, reserving 
free action re credit risk and applicable bank regulations. | 

_ 6. Mission of opinion that firm declaration by Department on loan 
. to Israel would accomplish much. De jure recognition statement would 

show US not lagging behind USSR and not tied British policies. | 
_ Mission recommends any announcement action simultaneously Wash- _ 
- ington and Tel Aviv to obtain maximum effect. Department requested 

| also keep Mission continuously informed, for its comment.” oo 
| - | —- McDonarp : 

| 27Mr. McDonald, on December 21, suggested that telegram 323 be 
sent to the White House (telegram 325, 867N.01/12-2148). A marginal 
notation on the latter message by Mr. Rockwell stated that Mr. Humelsine : 

a - would send No. 323 to the White House. The next day, Mr. McDonald 
sent a telegram for the “Personal attention Clifford and info Depart- | 

| ment,” which stated in part: “Anxious you study personally recommendations : 
ourtel 323. ... President’s timely action loan and de jure recognition could 
checkmate Russian attempts weaken predominant moderate pro-Western forces 
during present electoral campaign.” (No. 333, 867N.01/12-2248) . 

-501.BB Palestine/12—2148 | . 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Secretary of State* | 

oo SECRET — | _ [Wasurneron,] December 21, 1948. 

Participants: The Acting Secretary - 
| Mr. Eliahu Epstein, Special Representative of the 

: Provisional Government of Israel | - | 
| Mr. Wilkins—NE | , 

a Mr. Epstein called on me this afternoon at his request for the ex- _ 
. press purpose of thanking the United States Government, on behalf of 

"his government, for the continued support and assistance which the 

United States Delegation had given the Israeli Delegation at the recent _ 

meetings of the General Assembly and the Secretary Council in Paris. 

| Mr. Epstein said Israel particularly appreciated Dr. Jessup’s re- | 

marks in the Security Council on December 2? with regard to Israel’s | 
application for membership in the United Nations and regretted that, — 

1 Drafted by Mr. Wilkins. a | : | 
* For text, see SC, 3rd yr., No. 128, p. 8. |
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) thereafter, France and Canada had been unable to vote in favor. | 

Mr. Epstein was of the opinion the Cairo news release with regard’ to | 

| the El Faluja pocket in the Negev appearing at that moment—possi- | 

_. bly deliberately—had prevented favorable action by the Security 

- Council.? Nevertheless, Israel appreciated to the full our support and 

hoped developments in Palestine would soon permit favorable recon- | 

| - sideration by the Security Council and the admission of Israel into 

the United Nations during the April session of the General Assembly. 

I told Mr. Epstein that prior to the recent Security Council meeting | 

we had discussed the question of admission with both France and — 

| Canada and, in the case of France, understood they were prepared 

, to vote in favor. We had not, however, been so certain of Canadian — 

support. I agreed with Mr. Epstein the Cairo news release had un- / 

1 doubtedly been a determining factor in the Security Council’s failure | 

to take action. © | | - So 

_ I pointed out in this connection that we had recently again been — 

- approached with regard to the Israeli troops on Lebanese territory 

and asked Mr. Epstein if he could tell me anything about it. Isaidthat 

if Israel troops were in the Lebanon it would undoubtedly serve as a | 

basis for further Arab charges in the Security Council which might, _ 

i. as in the case of El Faluja, have a continuing adverse effect on Israel’s | 

application for admission. It seemed to me that it would be helpful 

i if these troops could be withdrawn. Mr. Epstein said he had no recent _ 

information and was not informed on the subject but understood | 

| Israeli troops were on Lebanese territory because Syrian troops were 

, ~ in occupation of Israeli territory. Mr. Epstein said he realized this | 

was not an answer to my question but that it was the best he could _ 

{ give me at this time.* os . a wo 

a - Mr. Epstein went on to describe in some detail two major problems 

: which now confronted the Provisional Government of Israel. The | 

first of these problems was their relations with the various Arab states. 

i Mr. Epstein hoped the United States Government would shortly be ° 

j ___ able to take constructive economic steps in assisting the countries of | | 

{| ‘the Near East to raise their social and economic standards. Israel 

|} —_—-would genuinely support such action. Mr. Epstein said his govern- 

. 8 The Security Council ‘voted. on the Israeli application for membership in the oo 

4 | United Nations on December 17. Five affirmative votes were recorded, including 

those by the United States and the Soviet Union. Syria opposed and Belgium, | 

| Canada, China, France, and the United Kingdom abstained. The application was 

3 rejected as it failed to obtain the necessary seven affirmative votes (SC, 3rd-yr., . 
] No. 130, p. 87). For Department comment, see Department of State Bulletin, 
ij - December-19, 1948, p. 763. : oo | | - | 
7 “The Department, on December 23, informed Beirut of Mr. Lovett’s suggestion 
; to Mr. Epstein regarding the desirability of withdrawing Israeli troops from 
: - Lebanon and authorized the Legation to so inform the Lebanese President. The | 

7. Department requested that no publicity be given to its action (telegram 789, | 

-867N.2390E/12-2348). The telegram was in reply to No. 620 from Beirut, 
4 December 16, p. 1670. an a
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_ ment was firmly convinced that Israel could not exist as a flourishing 
_' oasis in a Near Eastern desert in which political, social and economic 

_ ¢onditions were deteriorating. Israel feared demagogues and extreme 
| groups in the Arab countries might take advantage of present condi- _ 

tions to further their own limited obj ectives. Governments might fall 
and foreign elements such as Russia might exploit the resulting situa- 
tion. Mr. Epstein concluded that American aid to the Arab countries 

| would prevent developments of this character and would in the long ' 
| run benefit the Arab states, the United States and Israel. _ oe 

Mr. Epstein said the second major problem confronting Israel was 
| their relations with the British. The British had always been a 

realistic and pragmatic people and were at long last beginning to 
realize that Israel was established and would continue to exist. Mr. 

_ Epstein hoped, on behalf of his Government, that the United States 
would take every feasible step to assist in the establishment of im- 
proved relations between Israel and the British Government. Mr. 

| Epstein considered such improvement. as essential because it would. 
assist Israel in improving its own relations with the United States and 
with the Arab states. rn - oo | 

__, T interjected that my previous experience ag a banker before enter- 
—_ ing the Department clearly showed the British were realistic and _ 

_ pragmatic but preferred to let matters develop slowly and gradually. 
__-It occasionally required a considerable period to convince them of a 

basic change in the situation. I pointed. out the Department had | 
exerted strenuous efforts for the past 8 or 9 months to persuade the ~ | 
British Government of our views with regard to the change in the " 

_ situation in Palestine. I said I believed that we had been successful 
in this effort. CS | 

| .. I then asked Mr. Epstein if he had any news with regard to the 
proposed elections in Israel. Mr. Epstein said elections where Scheduled 
to be held on January 25, 1949 and expressed the hope that the United 

- States Government would be able to take some action before that date 
which would strengthen the hands of the moderates in Israel and thus 
assure control of the government by MAPAT, the central groups and 

_ the religious groups. Mr. Epstein did not suggest what type of action 
_ the United States Government might take but hoped that we would 

a be able to devise some action. Mr. Epstein added, in response to my | 
query, that Israeli discussions with Export-Import Bank were | 

| progressing favorably and did not believe the Department should 
approach the Bank on the subject at this time. | , | a 

Mr. Epstein pointed out that as two of the members of the new 
Palestine Conciliation Commission—France and Turkey—were con- 
sidered to be pro-Arab, it would be extremely helpful if a “good” 
American were appointed. Such appointment would give the Israelis 

_ + increased confidence in the Commission and would be greeted with
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favor in Tel Aviv. I said that the Department had sent a list of 10 or | 

| 15: names to the White House but that a Commissioner had not yet 
been selected. I said I felt sure a sound, substantial man with profound | 

|  Jegal knowledge would be appointed, one who would study. the situa- a 
_ tion and take a direct line. a 

-. -Mr. Epstein asked me if I thought de jure recognition were feasible | 
| at this time. I said I thought not. Mr. Epstein agreed withme. =~ | 

a _ Mr. Epstein again urged we give thought to some action which 

| would strengthen the hands of the moderates during the proposed : 

| elections. I said we would give further thought to the matter. - 

| - Mr. Wilkins added that, in his opinion, the solution of outstanding 
| military problems in the Negev, particularly El Faluja, and of the 

| question of Israeli troops in Lebanon—in other words constructive _ 
steps under the Security Council resolution of November 16—would 

create a favorable impression upon such members of the Security 
| Council as France and Canada. It might subsequently result [that] — | 

i the Security Council would be able to take favorable action on the 
: Israeli application for admission prior to the January elections. Such 

- action might strengthen the. hands of the moderates and the United | 

| States would, therefore,.be in a much stronger position to support — 

|. Israeli admission. Mr. Epstein at first thought such discussions should 
| be solely within the province of the Conciliation Commission but _ | 

| _ agreed, following further reference to the November 16 resolution,the = = —~ 

{ military commanders could conclude such arrangements immediately. _ 

| __ I pointed out excellent progress had already been made in Jerusalem 

1 —s in this respect. Mr. Epstein seemed impressed. — - oe 

q  FIna. memorandum of December 21 to brief Mr. Lovett for his conversation. 
7. with Mr. Epstein, Mr. Satterthwaite informed him that Israel had submitted : 
3 separate loan applications to cover specific projects, as suggested by the Export- : 
; - Import Bank. The Bank was said to be studying the applications with “a sincere 
i and genuine interest” and proceeding as rapidly as possible. The memorandum | 
4 concluded with the observation that “The Department is in constant contact with . 
1 the Bank on this matter.” (811.516 Export-Import Bank/12-2148) oO | 

1 867N.01/12-2148 : Telegram 7 a rr a 

{ The Special Representative of the United States inIsrael (McDonald) 
, | to the Acting Secretary of State Se 

| secrer = priority = — Txt Aviv, December 21, 1948—11 a. m. | | 

i ——s« 824. In confidential and strictly informal tall Shiloah with Knox, _ 

i _ former stated Egyptian and Iraqi refusals talk armistice causing in- 

i creasing concern PGI. Shiloah stated Egyptian offer tendered through 
{ —_— Riley was that if Israel would free half of trapped Egyptian Faluja 
1 forces, Egypt would negotiate with Israel through Riley but not di- | - 

- rect; Egyptian Field Commander reported stated he would never |
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negotiate with Israel Chief Staff but would designate subordinate talk | 
with ICS. These proposals unacceptable to PGI as being subterfuges 
insure further delays solution while Egyptian Army reforms and. 

-- rearms. Iraqi have apparently made no proposals for armistice. _ 
ee It is not known what extent Shiloah’s remarks reflect official think- 

ing but there is some sentiment in military circles, supported in part | 

by press reflecting public disappointment over failure achieve UN | 
membership, that UN may not arrive at any satisfactory solution 
owing Arab intransigence and that.a further indefinite and difficult — 

| truce may drag victor into what might be tantamount partial defeat 
| owing economic and financial strain. Such opinions based on “realistic” 

, argument that no one disposed help Israel but herself and that in this | 
“realistic” world Israel had best think about clearing up situation 
definitively. — | on | 

_ Mission presupposes that Department and Military authorities 
_ Washington fully aware by now Israel has stronger military force. 

7 than any Arab state plus organization and esprit that makes for | 

victory. | 7 a | a 
- _ Estimate situation is even stronger now than Mistel 179, October 14. 

Israel fully able defeat either Egyptian forces in Negev or Iraqi in 
triangle alternately while holding on other Arab fronts. If Trans- _ 
jordan maintains neutrality as indicated present truce mission esti- 

" mates Israel could drive Iraqi over Jordan and Egyptians from Negev _ 
simultaneously, although Iraqi operation might be very costly owing 

adverse terrain. — See | : | 

Mission has no reason believe that PGI is not fully disposed give | 

_ Conciliation Commission chance to relieve situation but it is important 
Commission get under way without delay. Transjordan negotiations  —_ 

- armistice rumored stalled. Shertok arrives on 23d and expectation is 

he will actively push direct negotiations with Arabs. 
ves ~  McDonarp | 

| -501.BB Palestine/12-2248: Airgram = | | | | 

a The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Acting | 
7 | _ Secretary of State — | 

TOP SECRET _ Lonpon, December 22, 1948. — | 

Subject: Appeal of British Government for US-UK understanding . 
_ with regard to forthcoming Arab-Jewish negotiations re frontiers. 

. in Palestine. | , | 

| A-2377. For Lovett and Satterthwaite (NEA). | a 
-—- Bevin held his “Palestine” luncheon mentioned my 5244 Decem- — 

ber 14 at his residence December 20. He had invited among others - 
A. V. Alexander (Minister of Defence), Lord Tedder, General Slim |
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| (Chief, Imperial General Staff), Hector McNeil, Sir Orme Sargent, © 

| General Hollis, Michael Wright, Admiral Lord Frazer (First Sea | 

Lord), William Hayter and Frank Roberts as well as Holmes and 7 

: _ Jones of this Embassy. Post-prandial conversation led by Bevin took 

| __ place in atmosphere perhaps even more serious and charged with 

| anxiety than at earlier meetings of same character (Embtel 2267, 

May 25 and Martel 134, Nov. 15 to Dept) and Defence Minister 
|. Alexander, when he spoke of Arab loss of faith in US and UK as 

result of Palestine and British observance of Arms Embargo, seemed : 

particularly disturbed. a oe 

/ . —-Q- Bevin began by saying that he thought US and UK had “done 

| well” in Europe: it remained for them to work out a Middle Kast 

policy and to “stay put on it”. World was in a difficult position: no | 

one can forecast outcome in China and SE Asia although Bevin had: | 

: ‘been working hard on Indo China and had suggested to French that_ | 

they should take “bolder line” there with view to establishng a 

kind of “Western Union for Southeast Asia”. Recent Dutch action — 

a had for time being spoiled Bevin’s hopes this connection. So 

3. Bevin said Pal developments were disappointing. He had banked | 

| + on Bernadotte proposals and US support therefor. He now finds that 

| all Arab States are rapidly losing faith in US and UK and deep 
| pessimism re attitude of West is growing in addition to divisions | 
1 between individual Arab States. Bevin said Pal settlement at the — 
i __ earliest possible date is essential. UK does not intend to “hold out” — 
1 —_ against recognition PGI and at proper time when UK knows location — __ 

1 Israeli frontiers, UK will extend promptly full recognition to Israel. 

| However, UK believes prospects for UK obtaining its strategic re- 

{ quirements from Israel in the foreseeable future are poor and possi- 

4 bility must be faced that “within five years” Israel may be Communist _ 

’ state. Bevin infers this from fact that new Jewish immigrants come 

{ largely from countries behind Iron Curtain where they have been 

{exposed to Communist philosophy. There was no great exodus to 

: - Israel from the US and UK where democratic philosophy could have 

| —_—__ been absorbed. To have communist Israel lying athwart vital strategic a 
‘ roads in ME such as Auja-Beersheba, Gaza-Beersheba and El Kuntilla- 
3 Aqaba, would be serious blow to UK strategic plans for area. Bevin 

| said provided these roads and ‘airfield area in Gaza coastal strip (see — 
}—-~Embs TopSec Despatch No. 2497 of December 21, 19487) were safely . 

in Arab hands UK would not object to Israel receiving part Negev and : 
recognized this was inevitable. (Vote: it seemed clear that Bevin had | 

a in mind that Israeli portion Negev should be within limits Nov. 29 © 

2 Ambassador Douglas led the ‘American group but left London for Washing- . - 
ton before this airgram was ready for his signature. | 

1 * Not printed. a — | Lo
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_» Resolution east and west but not south Auja—Beersheba road which, | 
ae together with Beersheba itself, should be in Arab hands.) __ oo | 
_. 4, Bevin reiterated (Embs 5244, Dec. 14) that he hoped US would | 

quickly appoint high caliber representative to Conciliation Commis- 
. sion and that CC would deal specifically with frontiers as wellas with 

general conciliation between parties. He thought CC should endeavor 
. to complete its work in not more than 90 days from present. If CC _ 

| were not successful, Bevin thought it likely that US and UK would 
be faced with “another China”in ME. | - Do 

_ 5. When the Ambassador asked Bevin to explain what he meant by — : 
_. “another China” he mentioned following as factors in support this 

idea: a oo | | 

a @) Kurds in Iraq offer admirable opportunity for Sov agents to | 
work up racial feeling;  __ 7 | SO Ce 

6) economic stagnation in Iraq following closure south leg pipe 
| line; and _ a oo OC / 

_¢) possibility that at any time USSR may switch its support from _ 
Israel to Egypt and Transjordan thus creating a great impression in 

~ Arab world. _ - | ae 

Bevin thought it should not be difficult for USSR to coalesce these 
| indigenous factors into a series of ME civil wars. ee | 
-_- . In contrast to above, Bevin said that once Pal.is settled US and 
-. UK can quickly push ahead with economic development of Iraq along - 

_ lines of scheme which he had brought to Secretary’s attention in 
- Moscow.® Iraq, on basis present irrigation schemes, could be made 

capable of absorbing 150% larger population and this might go far | 
- to take care of many Arab refugees as well as Arab population increase. 

. . % Alexander interrupted at this point to make impassioned plea 
: regarding importance Arab goodwill to US and UK since “only this 

_ ean check subversive Soviet effortsinarea”, se _ | 
8. Bevin said that UK took great risk in supporting Bernadotte 

proposals and in abiding by UK Arms Embargo. UK had been success- _ 
| ful in persuading Arabs to accept first Truce and now Arabs hold UK | 

responsible for Israeli successes achieved by breaking practically every 
phase of Truce. UK asked Arabs to accept Bernadotte proposals on 

_ understanding these were supported by US, but when time came US 
| Del Paris urged postponement consideration Pal problem until after 

_ November 2. As it turned out, US attitude has not been in any way _ 
_ changed since Nov. 2 and Arabs have grown progressively weaker. 

_ Now Arabs are asking UK to supply them with arms up to the level _ 

; of arms acquired illegally by Israel. Only way out of situation which __ 

® See Mr. Bevin’s undated memorandum transmitted with a memorandum of 
March. 20,1947, and footnote 33, Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. Vv, p. 5038.0 .
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- Bevin could see was for US and UK to make certain that CC achieves 

| a settlement, within next 90 days. With this objective in mind Bevin 

a suggested that US and UK should arrive at an understanding regard- 
| ~ ing location southern frontier of IsraelinNegev. oo 

| 9, Bevin then asked Tedder to explain latest Brit thinking re broad | 

| strategic aspects Pal problem. This Tedder did substantially along © 

| lines para two Embtel 2267, May 25. He commented that it. was being 

said that UK military in supporting Arabs “had backed the wrong | 

horse”. He did not think that this was the case since all along Brit _ | 

| military have said Jews would win the first round in any Arab-Jewish 7 

clash. Tedder spoke forcefully of danger to defence Suez Canal of =| 
- Communist infiltration in Middle East and other Moslem countries — 

but commented that he did not think Moslems are likely to go Com- 
} —s munist. unless local governments collapse with resultant chaos. Of 

| __ various grave aspects Pal situation, among the most important was its 
effect onstability oflocal Arabgovernments§ 8 st 

{ 10. Slim at this point injected the view that it is “very wrong” to 

js think that Moslems do not become Communists: for example, Bokhara, 
1 —__-with its Moslem population, early fell under Soviet domination even | 

i ——s while USSR was weak. Alexander opined that Israel will go Com- _ : 

j munist much more readily than any Moslem State. 

1 ” 11. The Ambassador said that if he understood the British prop- 
| osition ‘correctly, the Brit Chiefs of Staff are anxious to take out, ; 

{ _—s insurance against possibility that Israel, in the event of hostilities, — 
{| would be either a neutral or.an unfriendly state. With this in mind > 

. UK would like to seé Negev boundary Israel so placed that it would | 

i __ not affect most pressing Brit needs in Negev (see para 8 above and 
| _ Embs Top Sec Despatch No. 2497 of December 21,1948). Those present 
] agreed with the Ambassador’s statement of the British position. Be 

12, The Ambassador then suggested that if Brit military believe | 

i _ Israel possesses the strongest indigenous military force in the Middle 
East it would be advisable for UK to consider how Israel can be kept oO 

| _—_ oriented towards the West. Bevin promptly agreed with this point 
7 _ and said that his greatest wish is to achieve an early settlement Pal 

| _ problem provided this is not done at expense of Britain’s Arab friends. 
_ Hector McNeil expressed view that if CC operates with clear under- 

i standing strategic problems involved in locating Negev frontier it 

i _ should be possible for it to achieve a settlement which would neither — 
7. outrage Arabs nor perpetuate Arab-Jewish friction in the Middle East. 
1 It could be argued, McNeil said, that Israel might become eventually 

{ «important ‘asset in Middle Eastern defence. However,’ at present
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_. ‘Transjordan and Egypt are certainly “better bets than Israel”, and 
consequently their goodwill should not be destroyed to satisfy exag- 

--—-- gerated Israeli claims upon territory in the Negev. This caused McNeil 
to believe it would be desirable for CC to have a “working plan” based 
on US-UK understanding before it sits down to work with parties. — 

| _ 18. Michael Wright said UK is faced with difficult diplomatic prob- 
"lem since it is certain that Arab States will ask UK advice before and 

_ during CC negotiations. UK does not wish to advise Arabs contrary _- 
to ideas of US. But what are ideas US? Without these UK could say 
very little to Arabs. re a 

14, Bevin asked that the Ambassador should take particular pains © 
_. during his brief visit Washington to discuss foregoing Brit view with __ 

Dept since in Bevin’s view the sooner US and UK reach an understand- 
ing re location southern frontier of Israel which UK could recommend __ 
to Arabs and which US could recommend to PGI, the.better. Vital 

| factor in such an understanding would be unwavering US and UK 
support to parties of agreed line. The Ambassador promised, without | 
commitment re prospects of success, that he would do this and would 
send Bevin Depts reactions. He would do this if possible before Jan 1, 
1949. The Ambassador made it clear, however, that present trend _ 

_ Depts thinking as he understood it is to leave location Negev frontier 
sofaraspossibletoCC, | | os 

_ 15. Tedder again raised question desirability UK supplying RAF 
installations Amman along lines para 10 e¢ seqg., Martel 184, Nov 15, 
to Dept. It was clear that he and Alexander regard this as matter of 

| pressing concern but that no immediate moves to take this action are 
| contemplated. Bevin mentioned reinforcement RAF installation - 

_ Amman in connection with arranging for Brit Consul General to open : 
| office Tel Aviv and for release of Jews detained Cyprus. He said that 

if these two pro-Israel measures were taken, reinforcement RAF 
Amman would be one of things which he might do in an effort to com- 
 pensate and restore confidence of Arab side. oe 

_. 16. To summarize foregoing, the British Government is most 
a anxious that: 7 | oe Oo a 

(a) US immediately appoint a high-caliber man to be US repre- | 
sentative on the Conciliation Commission and direct him to use his __ 

| influence to get the Conciliation Commission operating on the spot | 
in Palestine at the earliest possible date; 

(6) US and UK should reach a firm understanding based upon 
mutual strategic needs regarding the location of the southern frontier — 
of Israel with a view to: | | a : ey 

(1) UK recommending Arab acquiescence to this agreed 
frontier, oe | 

(11) US recommending Israeli acquiescence to this agreed | 
frontier, and |
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| (iii) US member Conciliation Commission being appro- . 
: priately briefed re US-UK strategic thinking so that in so far as 

| possible he can use his influence to secure Arab-Israeli acquies- 

| cence to the agreed frontier.* : Co 

i ‘A notation on airgram 2377 states that London placed the original and four 7 
carbons in an envelope addressed to Ambassador Douglas in care of Mr. Lovett 

; and sent them to Washington via Navy courier. The editors presume that the , 

Ambassador handed what became the Department’s record copy of the airgram | 

to officers of the Department during his conversations with them. mess 

In a letter of January 18, 1949, to First Secretary Jones at the Embassy in the 

- United Kingdom, Mr. Satterthwaite wrote in part: “Shortly after Ambassador 7 

- Douglas’ arrival here, a meeting was set up to discuss Palestine with him. 

Present were Dean Rusk, Ray Hare, Rob McClintock, Stuart Rockwell and - 

} myself. The Ambassador went over your long Top Secret airgram 2377 of 

December 22 with us and described in detail his meetings with Bevin on the | 

4 | - general subject. We went into the background of the US position on Palestine, - 

oe with particular reference to the basic policy set up by the President. At the end 

; | of the meeting the Ambassador said that he completely understood the situation 

7; and realized that the Department would not be able to go along with Mr. Bevin 

{ on the position which the latter wished to see adopted.” (501.BB Palestine/ 

; 1-1849) | | _ : : . 

| ss 867NN.01/12-2248: Telegram a a | 

| The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Acting Secretary 

4 | 2 | of State — | 

; SECRET = = ~~ Lonpon, December 22, 1948—7 p. m. 

i $887. Following obtained today from Burrows and Beeley re | 

} - Palestine: | | | 7 | OS 

ae 1. On telegram from British Embassy Prague in sense Department’s- 

| 4592, December 8,1 re new Czech restrictions on aid to PGI, Bevin. © 

| personally scrawled, “Watch for Soviet swing towards Arabs—E. B.” 
i; 9, Burrows said that although there is great activity re Palestine, 

i; Amman, and Cairo, so far nothing very definite has emerged and there 

1, is little evidence that Egypt and Transjordan have gotten very far | 

{ __ towards reconciling their differences. Individual Egyptians have been | 

4 urging UK to use its good offices to bring two countries together, but 

i: so far only UK action has been to express view to both that such _ 

i reconciliation would be “good thing”. Burrows said Foreign Office is - 

: reluctant to play an active role at this delicate stage and thinks =~ 

’ Abdullah, “who has been doing very well,” probably knows best — 

1 (Embassy 5248, December 14? paragraph 2). - a 

{ 3. Foreign Office considers Abdullah is working in right direction 

1 —s but. is wise in not moving too fast because it would be foolish for him 

7 to outpace Egypt. His action in appointing new Mufti was “coura- | 

; ‘geous” and one which may help situation because new Mufti was 

1 | 1 This telegram transmitted a copy of telegram 1812, December 8, from Praha, 

-  -p, 1652. — : oo | ae | 
3 | Not printed. oe —_ 7 a | 

i — B98-594—76—74 | | | |
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ar regarded by former Palestine Government as best Moslem Divine 
_ Palestine and as such was appointed by it head Sharia Courts. 

_ 4 Burrows said he understood there were roughly three lines of 
_ thought re Palestine current in Egypt: | oo 

: (a) That Transjordan and. Egypt might keep their troops in re- | 
_ spective areas on de facto basis and that this situation would gradually : 

_ solidify without necessity for controversial declarations re sovereignty, | 
negotiations with PGI ete. | | Oy 

_ _(6) That while direct negotiations with Jews are impossible, Con- : 
_ ciliation Commission will offer means and excuse for Arabs to work a 

, out realistic settlement. oe | : 3 
_-_(¢) ‘Extreme Arab League attitude favoring continuing hostilities 

(Embreftel paragraph 3). oe | 7 : 

___-5, Burrows said next move re establishment British Consulate Gen- : 
| eral to Tel Aviv (Embreftel paragraph 1) was up to PGI, which has : 

so far not replied to McNeil approach Paris.’ | CS 
oo oo | Homes : 

8 Mr. I. J. Linton, an Israeli representative at London, told | an Embassy = 
Officer on December 31 that the previous day he had informed Mr. MeNeil that 

| Israel. was not interested in the establishment of the office unless the British 
Government would publicly announce de facto recognition of his gavernment 

_ when the office opened. Mr. McNeil told Mr. Linton that he would present the | 
matter to Mr. Bevin but that he was not optimistic (telegram 5438, December 31, 
5 p. m., from London, 867N.01/12-3148). 4 . | . 

501.BB Palestine/12-2348 oe a : oe CO | a, 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense’ | 
| oo | o (Forrestal) So | | 

SECRET | a we - Wasuineron, December 23, 1948, | | 

| Dear Jim: Please do not regard this as a formal communication. I _ 
thought I would send you this private word forecasting what I think —— 

_ may develop in Palestine, particularly with reference to the military 
observers which the National Defense Establishment has been kind. | 

_ enough to furnish in relation to the Security Council truce in that 
country, = © ee ee a 

As you know, the General Assembly on December 11, 1948 adopted — 
a resolution on Palestine which, among other things, provided that 
the office of the United Nations Mediator could be terminated at the — - 

_ request of the Security Council, the new Palestine Conciliation Com- 
| mission taking over his functions. I expect that early next year the oe 

Council will in fact relieve the Mediator of further responsibility for - 
supervising the truce and of attempting to find a solution of the Pales- 
tine problem. In this case it would be natural to suppose that the mili- 
tary observers who are servants of the Mediator would return home. /



i - However, the Palestine Conciliation Commission, made up of Repre- 

_ .gentatives of France, Turkey, and the United States, will certainly not 

wish to relinquish the already functioning machinery which the 

i - .Mediator has established and will probably have need of some of the | 
a _ military observers to assist it in its endeavors to negotiate a permanent — 

, armistice == 
_ -[ should think, accordingly, that in our planning for the future we 

should expect to receive a call for continued service by United States 

| _—_— military observers, although possibly not in the present numbers since 

’ a smaller contingent could, under improved conditions, fill the bill. It | 

1 would seem reasonable to suppose that the Belgian Government, 1f - 

discharged from its duties as a Member of the Truce Commission, or 
i. even on termination of the Office of the Mediator, would expect to 

|. withdraw its present officer personnel. However, the gap left by | 

| Belgium could be filled by Turkey, ee - 

_- These predictions are, of course, subject to changing developments 
4 and I would not wish you to regard them as hard and fast. However, 

| ‘I do think it would be helpful if General Riley were informed that 

i his staff should not be broken up, nor should officers be given their 

i walking papers, until the situation has become more clear, which I 
1 expect will be early in January. So | 

1 ~ Sincerely yours, > a — Rossrt A. Loverr | 

i 501.BB Palestine/12-2848: Telegram a | | 

|. ~The Consul at J erusalem (Burdett) to the Acting Secretary of State 

| SECRET = JrrusaLemM, December 23, 1948—1 p.m 

i. ~ 1550. Yesterday Truce Commission called on Colonel Dayan to ex- | 

1 plore means breaking present impasse in PGI-Transjordan talks. 

{ Pointed out to Dayan its conviction both parties sincerely desire peace 
and present propitious moment carry out to conclusion talks success- | 

| fully begun. Stated appeared Transjordan considering itself unable — 

in view opposition from other Arab states (particularly Iraq) toen- 

| ~—_ gage in direct armistice talks although it recognized such approach 

| _ best procedure. Suggested same objective might be achieved by secret. 
j talks or continuation meetings under guise implementing cease-fire. 
4 Agreements could be reached which both sides would recognize as 
q - permanent but without publicity. Sn - co 

; - . Dayan replied PGI ready negotiate armistice and peace either - 
{~~ —__ publicly or secretly. Formula used made no difference. Revealed that — : 
1 -—~—s Colonel Tel in private-discussion with him at meeting December 5 
1. . suggested secret discussions on basic issues for Jerusalem area. Dayan 

agreed, but Tel apparently received new orders and evaded continua- oe 
if tion talks. Only after convinced Arabs stalling did Dayan make public
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offer of armistice talks. Dayan believes King Abdullah, after building 
up Jericho conference and reaching verge of direct talks with PGI 
stopped short in view adverse Arab reaction. Recalled Abdullah | 

__ known as wily fox and probably thinks can stall along and await de- — : 

-. velopments over next few months. Dayan accused British of discour- 

aging Abdullah from proceeding with talks. He insisted PGI would | - 
brook no delaying tactics. Reiterated PGI opinion its offer negotiate 

armistice fulfilled obligations under SC resolution November 16 — 
_ (Contel 1528, 11th) and left it free take whatever action felt neces- _ 

_. sary. Implied PGI would resume hostilities if stalemate continues. 

TC considers Dayan and PGI sincere in desire negotiate permanent 

settlement with Abdullah. Dayan on previous occasion stated to Con- 

sul General PGI anxious terminate war so could devote energy tomain = 
problems of immigration and settlement. TC also feels very definite 

possibility PGI decision resume hostilities, quickly terminate war by __ 

pushing to Jordan (both Jews, Arab Legion and United Nations ob- _ 

servers feel can do so with no difficulty) and thus end present drainon _ 
economy. Delay may also result in breakdown present cease-fire with- 

out deliberate intention on either side. According to Dayan, first seri- 

ous breaches cease-fire occurred yesterday with one Israeli soldier _ 
| _ killed by Egyptians south of Jerusalem and heavy fire opened on 

Jerusalem Tel Aviv road by Arab Legion from Beit Iksa. French | 

Consul General pointed out present stalemate has relatively slight 
_ effect economies Arab states who may well deliberately dally along in 

_ hope some event will swing situation their favor. Fallacy this tactic 
should be obvious from constant deterioration Arab position versus | 

: Jews and much more unfavorable settlement they can expect now from 

that offered by first or second Bernadotte recommendations. | 

Consul General feels strongly every effort should be extended at _ 

| present secure agreement between PGI and Transjordan instead risk- | 
ing decision by PGI resume hostilities and gradual termination cease- 

fire Jerusalem. Measure confidence and cooperation now established 
and advantage should be taken present situation to push through to | 

armistice. From conversations with British Consul General Jerusalem . 

appears British while perhaps not discouraging Abdullah from 
armistice talks certainly not urging him conclude peace. British appear | 
believe because opposition Arab states present not right moment and | 

| armistice agreement would place Abdullah too strongly at mercy of . 

| Jews. Consul General suggests Department may wish impress on 

_ British advisability conclusion immediate settlement between Abdullah 
| and PGI and may wish Stabler present same views informally to. .
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King. Willingness British extend terms Trans} ordan defense treaty 

- to include Arab Palestine under Transjordan control on conclusion 

armistice or peace would prove powerful inducement to Abdullah. At | 

| game time Iraqis might be advised to at least acquiesce in such settle- 7 

ment and effect agreement on their part with Jews re resumption flow 

oil to Haifa would have in relieving their financial situation again 

- pointed out. Among Arabs only Iraqi forces in central Palestine could 

cause Transjordan difficulty. _ a So | 

| Sent Department 1550, repeated Baghdad 38, Beirut 111, Damascus 

; 58, London 38, Amman 15; pouched Cairo 153, Jidda 19. 

| _ | | BURDETT 

| . 1The Department replied on December 24, stating it was “grateful suggestion 

your helpful and well-reasoned tel 1550 Dec 23. Unfortunately, moves you sug- oe 

gest appear unfeasible view present outbreak hostilities. Dept will give careful 

: - eonsideration suggested course of action if favorable circumstances established.” | 

4 (telegram 1070, 501.BB Palestine/12-2348) | : a i 

1 501.BB Palestine/12-2448 7 Re 

| 4d emorandum by the Director of the Office of United Nations Affurs 

{ | — (Rusk) to the Acting Secretary of State : a 

q "SECRET ae | [Wasuineton,] December 24, 1948. 

1 We have spoken with Ralph Bunche, the Acting Palestine Mediator, 

| by telephone, who says that. reports from General Riley and his 

| Deputy, Vigier, from Palestine, although of a preliminary nature, do 

1 confirm that Israel has resumed hostilities against Egypt, thus violat- 

i ‘ing once more the Security Council’s truce resolutions. Bunche is offi- 

] cially communicating these facts to the President of the. Security 

1 Council, which will meet on Monday, December 27, at the request of 

_ Egypt. | ee 
, In light of McDonald’s recent telegrams to Mr. Clifford it would 

{seem useful to make an immediate representation in Tel Aviv couched 

i in fairly strong terms. To balance this it would seem useful also to” | 

j make representations in Cairo, since the Egyptians have not thus far 

1 complied with the Security Council’s resolution of November 16, which 

i calls on the parties to negotiate an armistice.” a OO 

4 | 1Tel Aviv, on December 24, reported that the major military engagement that | 

began in the Negev on December 22, was due to “several factors, including (1) | 

persistent consciousness continued threat of Egypt in south; (2) increasing 

: | great economic and financial strain of indefinite duration war; (3) knowledge of | 

qq Netherlands defection in Indonesia contrary to UN orders; and (4) widening’ — . 

. feeling that perhaps only solution is for Israel secure by its own efforts the 

a in Negev allotted under partition”. (Telegram 339, 867N.00(W) /12- |
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.- Draft Telegram by the Acting Secretary of State to the Special 
| _-- Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonald)? 

ss SECRET =—s- US URGENT _ -Wasuineron, [undated.] . 

Your 323, Dee. 20, and 333, Dec. 22,3 have been discussed with Presi- 
- dent who very much hopes that reports will yet prove untrue that => 

Israel has resumed. military operations in Palestine. However, 
preliminary info received by Acting Mediator is to effect that PGI | 
has in fact resumed hostilities. Obviously renewed resort to warfare - 

~ would have to be taken into consideration by Ex-Im Bank in dealing _ 
with Israeli request forloan. ae 

| ' This resort to open hostilities if officially confirmed, despite SC truce | 
resolutions, including that of Nov. 16, and despite GA resolution — | 

_ establishing machinery for final peaceful settlement, does not seem in 
accord with written: assurances given SC by FonMin Shertok on 

| Nov. 29 requesting admission of Israel as member of UN in accord- 

' ance with Art. 4 of the Charter and giving official declaration that | 

Israel “unreservedly accepts the obligations of the United Nations 
Charter and undertakes to honour them from the day when it becomes 

_ amember of the United Nations”. | | 
Please officially communicate these views to Ben Gurion and 

Shertok. You should add that this Govt would much regret if action 
| by Israel in resorting to open warfare in violation of SC truce resolu- 

tion should indicate that it is not a peace-loving state. Under such > 
7 circumstances this Govt would be forced to review its position as a | 

| supporter of Israel’s application for membership in UN. This Govt | 
profoundly hopes that such a contingency will not arise and trusts — | 
that. statesmanship of Israeli leaders will again be evidenced ina ——. 

_ prompt decision to cease hostilities and to utilize facilities afforded by 
SC, and GA resolution of Dec. 11, to reach a lasting peaceful settle- : 

| ment. This Govt stands ready to assist Israel in every appropriate | 
way, both as a friendly Power and ag a member of Palestine Concilia- 

___ tion Commission, to achieve this end. _ - | 
. Foregoing representation must be made within next twelve hours. 
Telegraph report of your interview. re | 

oe .Repeated to Paris as —_—, eyes only for Jessup. _ oe 
Repeated to London for info only as ——. . , a | 

°This draft message and the one below were not sent. The Department of State. . 
files do not indicate why they were not sent. : - . 

* Latter not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 1676. |
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_ - Draft Telegram by the Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy . 

fo OS in Egypt oe 
_ SECRET US URGENT - Wasutneron, [undated.] | 

- Please seek immediate audience with King Farouk and say that your 
| «Govt, motivated by its long-standing friendship with Egypt, desires 
| __ to suggest that Egypt would be in a better position in bringing present 
; alleged Palestine truce violation before SC if Egyptian Govt did in 
1 fact now fulfill its obligation under SC resolution of Nov. 16, which 

called upon parties directly involved in conflict in Palestine to seek. - 
| agreement forthwith by negotiations conducted directly or through 

Acting Mediator with view to immediate establishment of armistice. — 
{1° You should add that we hopé Egypt will take no action which would | 

| —s contribute to continuation of hostilities 
1 This representation should be made within next twelve hours. 
i - Repeated for info to London as ———, Paris as —-—— for Jessup. 

j 501.BB Palestine/12-2648: Telegram 7 Oo | | 

1 The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at Paris — 

i SECRET Us URGENT © Wasuineron, December 26,1948—l p.m. | 
;  - NIACT a eo 
fo 4928. For Jessup. oe - Se 

1. 1. Brit Emb on instructions of FonOff today informed Dept that if 
|. _ facts of recent fighting in Negeb were confirmed by reports. of UN | 
| _—— Palestine Mediator, they would instruct their representative on SC to vo 
| _—s introduce a resolution reaffirming SC resolutions of Nov 4 and 16, 
1 calling on Council to consider possible action under Chapter 7, and = 
| __ fixing a time limit within which parties in Palestine fighting should  —>—™ 
{ comply with resolutions of Nov 4 and 16. Brit info thus far is based 
i. exclusively on representations made to Brit Amb Cairo by Haidar | 

7 Pasha Egyptian MinofWar. | a | 
1 - . 2, According to Haidar Pasha, he informed Gen Riley on Dec 20 | 
|. that Egypt was prepared to negotiate armistice under Nov 16 Resolu- 
i tion on condition that Israel would fulfill requirements of Nov 4 - 

1 Resolution. Egyptians tell Brit Amb that this position still holds good — 7 
] _ but insist on prompt compliance by Israel with Nov 4 requirement a 
if for troop withdrawal from Negeb to positions of Oct 14. | oo 

! 3. Brit have requested Dept’s support of their proposed resolution — 
7 _ as outlined in Para 1. We made following observations; = == 

i (a) It seems futile to propose a resolution which seeks merely to
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reaffirm resolutions already violated. SC has already reached point of | 
diminishing returns in this respect. _ | | 

(6) We thought that Nov 4 and 16th resolutions provide sufficient 
machinery to deal with present situation, particulary Subcommittee | 
established under Nov 4 SC order. | : | 

Oe (c) Most important of all, we felt that US position as member of 
Conciliation Commission would be gravely jeopardized if we should 
take line in support of proposed Brit action in SC. We pointed out : 
that rightly or wrongly PGI believes that two members of Concilia- | 
tion Com are not disposed to be friendly to Israel, since Turkey is a 
Mohammedan country and France did not vote for Israeli admission 

-. to UN im recent SC session. We think chances of US accomplishment 
_ as member of Conciliation Commission would be impaired if we played — 

too prominent a role in Council at this juncture. | | | 
a (dz) In consequence we will instruct you to abstain if Brit put down 

___- resolution described in Para 1, and to make no statement in Council 
meeting called to consider present alleged truce violations. After report 
of Mediator’s representatives has been studied we shall determine what | 

| course of action to follow. 7 | 

Repeated to London for info as 4757. | | : 
| | a Lovett 

; 501.BB Palestine/12-2748 : - 

| Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by Mr. Robert M. 
a McClintock | | 

- RESTRICTED | [Wasuineron,] December 27, 1948. | 

Mr. Bromley * phoned at 11:10 this morning to say that a telegram 
7 had just been received from the Foreign Office in response to the 

British Embassy’s report of its conversation yesterday with Mr. Satter- | 
thwaite and myself, the results of which were summarized in the De- 
partment’s telegram No. 4928,? for Jessup in Paris. The Foreign Office 
telegram said that a report had been received by the Security Council : 
from Dr. Bunche * which made clear that there had been “unprovoked = 

| aggression from the Jewish side”. In view of this, the Foreign Office 
was disappointed that the Department had not taken a more responsive 

| attitude yesterday but was persuaded by our suggestion that it would _ 
7 not be useful to introduce a new resolution seeking to reaffirm the reso- 

— Jutions of November 4 and 16. The Foreign Office was hopeful that 
the problem could be dealt with in substance by existing machinery 

_ but did very much wish that the State Department would be able 
to join it in taking appropriate measures, if warranted by the facts. a 

| I told Mr. Bromley that we were yet in ignorance of Dr. Bunche’s 
| - report and did not know what the facts might be. When we were in | 

wT. EH. Bromley, First Secretary of the British Embassy. 

3 Tor the texts of Mr. Bunche’s report of December 25, as well as his supple- | 
e300 report of two days later, see SC, 3rd yr., Supplement for December 1948,
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_ possession of the facts we would determine our attitude in the Council 

- and elsewhere. I said once more, however, that we were most concerned . 

to maintain our position as a useful member of the Conciliation Com- 

mission and that, accordingly, the British should not look to us to make 

dramatic speeches in the Security Council. I added further that the 

| situation seemed very complex according to the newspaper reports and - 

that in my own mind it was by no means clear as to who was aggressing 

i; _-whom. I concluded by remarking that according to today’s press, Mr. 

_ Eban of the Jewish Foreign Office had indicated that his government i 

still wanted peace by negotiation but would resort to all-out warfare if : 

no negotiations were possible. I suggested that we might take this | 

| statement as our text for the morning sermon and see what might be - 

done to help the parties negotiate a peaceful settlement. I suggested 

that this need not be done on a completely broad front but could be _ 

, accomplished piecemeal as, for example, by negotiations between Ab- | 

i _— dullah and the PGI. I added, however, that Mr. Bromley’s Arab 

1 clients had an infinite capacity for political blunder and that Twas 

; not sanguine as to the auspices. _ - 7 : 

Po Editorial Note : | | 

i Acting Secretary of State Lovett, in a memorandum of December Of, 

| _—s—- 1948, to President Truman recommended the appointment of Joseph 

{i _ B. Keenan as United States Representative on the United Nations | 

. Conciliation Commission for Palestine (501.BB Palestine/12-2748). | 

| ~—~——s Mr. Keenan was appointed to the position the following day. Claude 

] Bréart de Boisanger and Hiiseyin Yalcin were designated the 

| - French and Turkish Representatives, respectively, on the Commission 

1 (Department of State Bulletin, January 9, 1949, page 41)... a oe 

867N.01/12-2848 : Telegram | - _ : 

1 The Chargé in Egypt (Patterson) to the Acting Secretary of State 

{ TOP SECRET : Catro, December 28, 1948—11 a. m. 

|  —-_:-:1%66. For Satterthewaite from Griffis. Your 1696, December 15 * has 
i just reached me as I have been Paris, Geneva. ee 

{ _ While I am interested in status possible benefits Egypt discussed _ 

~ 1Not printed; it gave the status of matters on Egypt discussed with Ambas- a oe 

-. gador Griffis on November 30, including increased access to United States and | 

q world markets for Hgyptian cotton, possible United States assistance in expedit-. 7: 

3 ing construction of the Assuan Dam, technical assistance missions and the train- _ 

‘ ing of Egyptians in the United States by the Army and Air Force. The concluding : 

. paragraph of the telegram read: “Regret it evident from foregoing that basis for 
: your proposed approach to King too limited and hypothetical warrant. such 
‘ . approach now. Dept will continue pursue all favorable possibilities and will 

: | welcome further views or recommendations from you.” (611.8331/12-1548) |
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_. November 30 I have hitherto expressed my opinion frequently and at 
___Iéngth to President, Secretary, Undersecretary, your Department and _— 

_ all top members American Delegation UN Paris that Palestine situa- —=s__ 
tion cannot be solved with sanctions, mediators, mediation com- 

| “missions or any other way until firm and united US-UK | 
| front with defined borders likewise ‘acceptable to Israel are | 

' decided upon by UK and ‘US. I believe that only by this 
| method can problem resolve itself and until this is. done any 

efforts this Embassy to influence King of Egypt are futile. 
. If, however, UK and US can be brought into stated agreement 
oe on this matter I believe it can be solved rapidly and with dignity both | 

_ to Israel and Arab states. My idea has always been to secure US-UK | 
: agreement before approaching King. As I am devoting my entire time | 
_.-to Palestine relief this: wire not intended as resumption my duties as __ 

Ambassador here but this opinion deserves Department’s most. prompt 
| and urgent consideration on highest levels. — 

| [Here follows final paragraph dealing with the Cairo—Suez | 
pipeline. ] | 7 : me 

| | | - [Griffis] 
os | Oe Se PatTrEerRson 

_-_ 867N.01/12-2848 : Telegram oo | | | | 
| Mr. Wells Stabler to the Acting Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET Amman, December 28, 1948—noon. 
173. During frequent talks with King and Prime Minister about 

matters of current concern, innumerable occasions arise when it would 
| be most useful to have guidance from Department as to line which | 

should be taken. While it is true. that Transjordan seeks and welcomes 
advice from British it is equally true that King and Prime Minister — 

_ would like to know attitude of US Government which, after all, is | 
| playing leading role in endeavors find solution of Palestine problem. 

- As Department has pointed out, settlement in Palestine is urgently = 
| needed. Thus it would seem desirable that every opportunity be seized | 

| to influence the protagonists toward reaching an understanding. At. 
this stage, Transjordan has gone further than other Arab States,both 

| in theory and in practice, in achieving such understanding with Tsrael. a 
_ Such advance, it is submitted, should be encouraged. Consequently, | 

_ Informal guidance to Abdullah and his government might well be a - oe 
factor of considerable importance in bringing about the desired peace. 

- ‘Up to this time it has been necessary to remain mute to any hints 
| King and Prime Minister have put out. to obtain United States guid- 

_ ance. This muteness is increasingly difficult to maintain in view United
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| States concern with Palestine question and it may in fact be harmful _ 
i to cause of settlement and peace. BN 

oe _» Therefore, propose that Department may wish consider preparation 
| __—__— of policy guidance statement on Transjordan covering such points as: 

, a. Negotiation of armistice with Israel ; ee | 
Tl i O. Acceleration by Transjordan toward final peace negotiations with | 

: srael ; , | ae - 
fo @ Jericho resolutions; | le Oo | 
fo d. Transjordan attitude toward Arab League and other Arab States. 

| In other words, what does United States Government believe is most 
{ desirable course of action Transjordan should follow in order to achieve 

peace settlement which, as it is admitted, is so urgently needed. — | 

j | — So STPABLER | 

501.BB Palestine/12-2848: Telegram ee oo 

| | The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Acting Secretary | 

, ae a of State | ae 

SECRET § US URGENT © - Lonpon, December 28, 1948—2 p. m. 

i - 5377. According Burrows, deep concern regarding Negev fighting 
i ~ caused Bevin to hold series Foreign-Office meetings over holiday week- _ 

i ‘end. Bevin was “disappointed” with Dept reaction to British appeal 

i via British Ambassador Washington for US support for UK resolu- | 

1 tion SC (Dept’s 4755 [4757+] December 26). British officials believe - 

1 US attitude probably decided without benefit full text Mediator’s ree 

port which makes Israeli responsibility abundantly clear. (See General 

in Riley’s report to CNO Washington, December 27.) Officials imagine 

i that study latter may cause US to take firmer attitude since US will 7 

1 - understand dangers of appeasement, while conflict continues. Officials 

j also draw attention to strong line by US regarding Indonesian 

| fighting oe | a 
i 9. Burrows said he thought US and UK are fundamentally in agree- 
i ment regards getting into action existing machinery under November 4 

i =~ and November 16 resolutions, particularly sub-committee established | 

aa under SC November 4 order (paragraph 3(0) Dept’s 4757 December 26 

| to Paris for Jessup). Bevin is worried, however, by divergence with 

] US re methods since UK feels strongly that only way to halt’ PGI 

1 which seems bent on expelling Egyptians (paragraph 1 Tel Aviv’s — 

i 339, December 24 to Dept ?) is to place spotlight world opinion upon 7 

i Israeli activities through new resolution of kind tabled by Beeley* _ 

1 SC today. British view is that SC should not content itself with quietly _ 
Lo getting existing machinery into action. PGI must have already dis- 

i sa Pig was a repeat of telegram 4928 to Paris, December 26, p. 1691. : 
7 2 Not printed, but see footnote 1 to memorandum of December 24, p. 1689, | 
| | _ * For text, see p. 1699. | - | - , | |
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_ counted effectiveness this machinery and instead of being given pause. 
by it would be encouraged to believe its aggressive action would bring 
down on it nothing more persuasive than threat of action drafted in __ 
other ‘circumstances and out of which PGI lawyers by obstruction 
should be able to talk themselves. = | 

| 3. Burrows said Foreign Office has no information from British 
sources regarding progress of fighting beyond fact that it appears — 
other Palestine fronts are quiet. __ Oo | | 

~ Sent Dept 5377, repeated Paris for Jessup 1075. Oo 
a - CS — | Houmgs © | 

501.BB Palestine/12-2948 : Circular airgram _ | . 

Lhe Acting Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic and Consular 
| | | Offices 1 ee | | 

SECRET Wasuinerton, December 29, 1948—8 :15 a.m. 
In view of the fact that the United Nations refugee relief program 

, will terminate August 31, 1949, it is essential that the long-range | 
aspects of the Arab refugee situation* be given careful consideration . 
with a view to formulating policy on this important question. 

The General Assembly resolution concerning Palestine, adopted — 
December 11, 1948, deals with the refugee question as follows: | 
“Resolves that refugees wishing to return to their homes and live at 
‘peace with their neighbors should be permitted to do so at the earliest 

_ practicable date, and that compensation should be paid for the prop- | 
_ erty of those choosing not to return and for loss of or damage to __ 

property which under the principles of international law or in equity 
| should be made good by the governments or authorities responsible” | 

and “instructs the Conciliation Commission to facilitate the repatri- | 
ation, resettlement and economic and social rehabilitation of refugees 
and payment of compensation and to maintain close relations with 
the Director of the UN Relief for Palestine Refugees and through him 
with appropriate organs and agencies of the United Nations.” Al- 

* At Arab capitals, Jerusalem, and London (for information). 
*The latest estimates of refugee totals received by the Department are the | 

following : Pee | 
| 160,000-220,000 . Northern Palestine 

| | 200,000-245,000 —° Southern Palestine 
75,000— 80,000 Transjordan i 

oe 100,000—110,000 _ Syria : | 
‘90,000 Lebanon | | | 

| . | 5,000 Iraq . . 

8,000 _ Hgypt | | 
_ 7,000 Israel | | . ‘ 
[Footnote in the source text.] | | 7
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\ though this Government will use its best efforts to promote the pur- | 

poses envisaged in this resolution, account must be taken of the pos- | 

f sibility that the Government of Israel will be reluctant to accept the 
return of all those Arabs who fled from territory under Israeli control 

| or that many of those who fled will not wish to return to the Israeli 

, state. a ae | 

i _ Against the background of these possibilities, any comments which | 

| you can make at this time on the following general subjects would be | 

| __ of considerable value to the Department: = ee 

, 1. Economic—To what extent would the continued presence of the 

| —_ refugees adversely affect the economy of the country to which you are 

7 accredited or assigned? To what extent and under what circumstances _ 

1 could the state in question assimilate the refugees which it is now 

harboring? (In the case of Egypt and Transjordan, please also take — 

, into account those refugees in Palestinian territory who are under the 

1 supervision of the Egyptian and Transjordanian military authorities | 

j | respectively.) What economic projects of a limited character might 
ij ___ be undertaken as a means of integrating these refugees into the local 

economy ? To what extent could they be utilized in connection with oil 
expansion projects? As a rough indication of their occupational 

i; potential, estimate if possible what proportion of the refugees in your — 

area came from urban centers and what proportion from rural. To 

| ___ what extent and under what circumstances could Iraq, which has only _ 

i 5,000 refugees, and Saudi Arabia, which has none, assimilate a sig- _ 

7 nificant number of refugees? Oo a | 
1 2. Political—What is your estimate of the long-range effect upon © 

1, the political stability of the state in question in the event that the 

if present group of refugees remains? What is your estimate as to the 

1 | number of refugees who would be willing to return to Israeli territory 

, on a permanent basis? What is their attitude towards the country in 

q -. which they are now taking refuge? Is there any evidence that the 

1 government is considering the possibility that it may have to accept 

: a number of refugees on a permanent basis, or that it is formulating 

1 any plans with that contingency in mind? _ | | | | 

1 | 3. In view of the manifest impracticability of continuing in- — . 

j definitely an international refugee relief program, what are your pro- 

| —__visional recommendations for the solution of the Arab refugee — 
| ———s question? In presenting your views, special emphasis should be placed 

4 upon the long-range effects. on Near Eastern security of returning the 
i; refugees to Israeli territory or, alternatively, of endeavoring to inte- 
3 gratethemintothe Arabstates. > a Co 

i - Despite the highly speculative character of these questions, it would 

be desirable to obtain provisional estimates at this time, subject to _ 
j , review as conditions warrant, for planning purposes and for the guid- 
1 ance of the American member of the Conciliation Commission. ws
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_» "While it would be inadvisable to discuss these questions with Arab 
_ Officials at the present time, in your discretion you may wish to discuss 

_ them with your British colleagues and possibly with certain Ameri- 
an nationals concerned with refugee matters. Such discussion, how- 

ever, should be on an informal and personal basis and no reference to 
__ this instruction should be made. | Be 

: 501.BB Palestine/12-2948 : Telegram | - S : Of / 

The Acting Secretary of State tothe United States Delegation at Paris | 

| SECRET Us URGENT WASHINGTON, December 29, 1948—11 a. m. | 

: 4957. For Jessup. Brit Emb has just informed Dept as follows. Brit : 
_ FonOff has recd two cables from Brit Emb Cairo dated Dec 29. First. . | 

quoted Haidar Pasha Egyptian Min War as stating Israeli forces 
were in vicinity El Auja and some had perhaps crossed Egyptian 

7 frontier. Message stated Egyptians were requesting UK permission 
for Egyptian Spitfires to operate out of Suez Canal zone. 

___ Second and subsequent message quoted Haidar Pasha as stating 
Israelis were then within 10 miles of El Arish and well over Egyptian 
frontier. os | 7 

| Brit FonOff desired substance these two messages be given Dept. 
FonOff stated no confirmation from other sources but RAF had been 

- instructed to verify by reconnaissance. If Israelis had in fact crossed 
| Kigyptian frontier UK obligations under terms Anglo-Egyptian treaty 

would of course come into play. oo | a 

1 This telegram was repeated to Cairo. no | - | 

: 501.BB Palestine/12-2948 : Telegram a ss / - | 

| Lhe Special Representative of the United States in Israel (M cDonald) : 
en to the Acting Secretary of State- 

SECRET USURGENT =  —«- Tr, Aviv, December 29,1948-4 p.m. _ 
. 849. Acceptance by S.C. of Beeley resolution? would, we believe, | 
postpone peace in Negev by encouraging Egypt’s continued. refusal _ 

_.  hegotiate armistice. Moreover, PGI cannot surrender military gains 
In Negev especially since Egypt shows no willingness recognize | 

__ Israel’s existence, MG [sic] state or to deal with PGI. OC 

~ 1 See resolution of December 29, infra. : |
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| Resolution 66 (1948) Adopted by the Security Council on - | 
December 29, 1948* ES / 

i The Security Council | - | | 

|. Having considered the report of the Acting Mediator on the hos- 
tilities which broke out in southern Palestine on 22 December 1948, 

; Calls upon the Governments concerned: es 

(i) To order an immediate cease-fire; a eae 
(11) To implement without further delay resolution 61 (1948) of — 

, 4. November 1948 and the instructions issued by the Acting Mediator. 
{| —s: in accordance with sub-paragraph (1) of the fifth paragraph of that 
in resolution;’ a a De 

- (41) -'To allow and facilitate the complete supervision of the truce | 
i by the United Nations observers; - ee a 

: Instructs the committee of the Council appointed on 4 November | 

i to meet at Lake Success on 7 January 1949 to consider the situation-in 
i southern Palestine and to report to the Council on the extent to which 

i the Governments concerned have by that date complied with the 

present resolution and with resolutions 61 (1948) and 62 (1948) of 

1. 4, and 16 November 1948; Se re 

| _. Invites Cuba and Norway to replace as from 1 January 1949 the , 
i two retiring members of the committee (Belgium and Colombia); 
1 —s Expresses the hope that the members of the Conciliation Commis- 

sion appointed by the General-Assembly on 11 December 1948 will 

| _ nominate their representatives and establish the Commission with as _ 
j 8s little delay as possible. = con ee 

j oo Reprinted from SC, 8rd yr., Resolutions, 1948, p. 30. The Council adopted 
4 | the resolution by eight votes to none, with the United States, the Soviet Union, 

4 _ and the Ukraine abstaining. For the official record of the voting,.see SC, 3rd yr., oe 
1 . No. 137, pp. 238-26. The HKgyptian. Representative, in.a letter of December 24 to oo 

| the President of the Security Council, had claimed that Zionist forces had | 
4 launched heavy, new attacks on Egyptian positions in the Negeb and had. re- | 

quested an urgent meeting of the Council to deal with the situation; for text, | 
1 see SC, 3rd yr., Supplement for. December 1948. The. Council began its delibera- | 
i; —s tions. on the matter on December 28 and considered a British draft resolution; _ - 
3 for text, see SC, 3rd yr., No. 136,pp.18-14 ee 

1 a 867N.01/12-2948 : Telegram a 7 <s 7 7 ‘ Soe eT = 8 wo | - 

fo - Mr. Wells Stabler to the Acting Secretary of State 

| seoreT, = Ss AN, December 29, 1948—8 p. m. 
| __-1%5, Following obtained from Kirkbride thismoming: 
] 1. At meeting December 28 in Jerusalem attended by Sassoon, Dayan __ 
4 and Abdullah el Tel, Israelis informed Transjordan representative —
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that Israel was no longer interested in armistice and insisted onim- 

.. mediate peace negotiations. Apparently Israelis took severe line indi- 

cating it must be either peace or war. This is believed to be in nature 

| reply to Abdullah’s message Sassoon (paragraph 3 mytel 172, Decem- | 

_ 2, King is considerably worried by this situation as, with present | 
Jewish attack in Negev, it is obvious Israel entirely prepared continue | 
hostilities to achieve its ends. Kirkbride thought it likely that unless 
Abdullah agreed to peace negotiations almost at once Jews might well . 

attack Iraqis thereby rendering Transjordan’s ‘position hopeless. 

- 8. King is now following own line in respect Israelis and Prime 
_ Minister uninformed. Latter has reached stage where he is no longer | 
particularly interested in developments. Only question of time before oo 

| - he resigns. | od oe | a 
| 4. As Egyptian troops in Bethlehem area cannot be trusted (mytel —_ 

169, December 23”), Arab Legion has moved regiment from Akaba to | 

Bethlehem leaving Akaba unprotected. In view unsatisfactory state of 

affairs in Bethlehem, Transjordan authorities are reconsidering atti- 
tude toward Egyptian units keeping in mind fact that punitive action 
would probably result in final break with Egypt. — | | | 

5. Certain evidence now points to air raid on Jericho being carried 
- . out by Jewish plane with bombs captured from Egyptians? Raid may = 

have been for psychological purposes as bombs were dropped in such _ 
| a manner as to cause no damage. British Royal Air Force in Egypt | 

| have reported they satisfied it not Egyptian plane. - oo 
: Sent Department 175; repeated Jerusalem 82. — - | 

1 Not printed; paragraph 8 stated in part: “King gave account [to Mr. Stabler] | 

of steps he is now taking on political level to reach understanding with Jews. : 
Several weeks ago Sassoon of Israeli Foreign Office sent message to King that 

. he would like to confer with responsible Transjordan official (mytel 155, De- 
cember 13). King sent reply through Abdullah el Tel and his private physician, 

Shawkat Pasha, suggesting certain action Jews might follow to indicate their 
| ‘Sincerity of intentions. Apparently main points were return of Jaffa to Arabs 

and permission for Arab refugees to go back to Lydda and Ramle. King re- : 
marked that if Jews did accept his proposition, his position vis-a-vis Arab League 
would be much stronger in that he could point to this achievement as concrete a 

, evidence of his efforts in behalf of Palestine Arabs. Expected answer from > 
Sassoon December 27 or 28. If reply is in negative it will not change his present 

| policy toward Israel or his belief that two countries could cooperate.” (867N.01/ 
12-2848) | | 

Not printed. a | So | 
5 Amman, in its telegram 172, gave the King’s comment that the “air raid on oe 

_ Jericho and Shuneh night December 24 may have been carried out by Egyptians. | 
: Bomb fragment bore words ‘Farouk to Shertok’ in the Arabic letters.”
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- 501.BB Palestine/12-3048 . = - - : 

_~ Memorandum of Conwersation, by the Acting Secretary of State — 

TOP SECRET _.. _[Wasutneton,] December 30, 1948. 

Participants: ‘The Acting Secretary, Mr. Lovett | eke. 
1 "Phe British Ambassador, Sir Oliver Franks — 

The British Minister, Mr. Hoyer Millar a 
- Mr. Satterthwaite—-NEA © a 

Po _. Mr. McClintock—UNA | | , 

_ The British Ambassador called, under instructions to leave a Vote | 
3 Verbale with the Acting Secretary of State with reference to the exist- 

ing hostilities in Palestine. A copy of this document is attached. Sir | 
\ Oliver Franks read, from a telegram just received by his Embassy, 
| - reports from the British Ambassador in Cairo to the effect that an a 
{ Israeli column had bifurcated in the vicinity of Beersheba and that _ 
i attacks were being made by Israeli forces across the Egyptian frontier 
| from the south and southeast on a line from Rafah extending fifteen 
i kilometers in the direction of El Arish. One Egyptian airstrip on 
| Egyptian territory had been taken by the Israeli forces. Egyptian Spit- 
1 fires had landed out of gas on British airfields in the Canal zones, thus 
{| _ implying that advanced Egyptian airfields were no longer operable. 
i | When asked whether, if the treaty of 1936 were invoked, it would | 

; be invoked by the British Government or by the Egyptian Government, 
7. particularly in light of the fact that the latter government had re- 
i cently shown its dissatisfaction with that treaty, the British Ambas- 
j sador said that he could give no straight answer. He emphasized that | 
j his information on the military situation was preliminary but that, 
{ according to the evidence now at hand, it seemed highly probable that 

Israeli forces had crossed the Egyptian frontier and that in con- 
j sequence a most serious situation had arisen. He spoke of the strategic — 

interests of the United States and the United Kingdom in this area 
and, from the broader political point of view, the troubles which could 

j ensue to both governments if the present threatening situation were 
1 allowed tocontinue. == rs ee . 
{ I said that we agreed that the situation, if the facts were as repre- 

sented, was a serious one and that we were ready to do our best to 
1 compose it. I said the President had been informed yesterday of the 
|. most recent information and that I would discuss the Ambassador’s a 
: Note Verbale with the President at 12:30 today.? I thought, offhand, | 
; - that it might be useful for the President to instruct our Representative 

at Tel Aviv to make immediate representations to the Provisional | 
Government ofIsrael. a : 

| 1 Drafted by Mr. McClintock. a 
 ® President Truman read this note at 12: 45 p. m., December 30. OS 

| 598-594—76——75 ne |
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_ As for the final paragraph of the Note Verbale, I could not but say: | 
_ frankly that if the British Government decided to resume the ship- 

-- ment of arms to the Arab countries this would be regarded as a clear 
_. violation of the Security Council’s arms embargo. It would inevitably 

result in a demand in this country for the lifting of our own arms 
_ embargo which, as the Ambassador knew, had been imposed by us 

unilaterally even before the Security Council took action. Such a 
: development would, of course, be highly unfortunate. 

Mr. McClintock suggested to the Ambassador that there was a seem- 
ing inconsistency between the first and. final paragraphs of the Note 
Verbale. The concluding sentence of the first paragraph reads “If the 

: Security Council is thus flouted the United Nations will cease to be an 
| effective force”, yet the final sentence of the fourth paragraph clearly | 

_ indicates that the British Government intends to resume shipping arms | 
_ to the Arab countries, thus itself flouting the United Nations.  —_. - 

_ Sir Oliver Franks at this point said that he had been given per-: 
| mission, but only in terms of “utmost discretion”, to inform the Acting. | 

Secretary that a telegram had been received from the British Repre- 
. sentative in Amman, stating that King Abdullah had received a 

_- mnessage from the Jews (presumably the Provisional Government of | 
_ Israel) that the time for negotiations for an armistice had passed. The 

| Jews were interested now only in negotiating peace. If it was not to be 
peace, it would be war. Sir Oliver inferred that it was on the basis of 
this threatening information that his government had drafted the final. 

7 paragraph of the Note Verbale. The British Ambassador was asked | 
: his opinion whether his Government would carry out the intended 

_ action described in Paragraph 4, if through the cooperation of the | 
United States it proved possible to meet the suggestions made in | 

_ Paragraph 3, with the result that the forces of Israel would withdraw 
| from Egyptian territory immediately. Sir Oliver said that he was 

| speaking only for himself but he thought it possible that his govern- 
| ment would not proceed to arm the other Arab countries if indeed it 

was possible to restrain the Israelis from their present attack on Egypt 
| and to get their forcesbackacrosstheborder. a — 

| _ Sir Oliver reverted to his telephone conversation with me? in which. 
| he had requested an interview with the President. I said that the. 

President was giving no outside appointments this week as he was | 
| engaged on the State of the Union Message. Sir Oliver asked if I would. 

present his case to the President and I said I would at once give him: 
the British Note Verbale and report our interview. At the Am- _ 
bassador’s request I promised to ask the President to accord him an _ 
interview at the earliest possible moment. | 

‘The editors have found no record of this conversation in the Department of | State files. | _
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| | ee - T Annex] a 

"Note Verbale by the British Embassy a 

| All the evidence in possession of the British Government points to 

| the fact that, notwithstanding the truce and the resolutions passed by 

[ the United Nations, Israeli forces are fighting on Egyptian territory, 
where they are in possession of airfields. They have declined the use 

of: United Nations observers and officials and it seems that United 

| __- Nations, upon which the United States and Britain had both pledged 

their action, are being deliberately and totally ignored. If the Security | 

/ Council is thus flouted the United Nations will cease to be an effective 
i fore. eS Se 

i _ 2. The British Government regard the situation with grave concern. — 

| Unless the Jews withdraw from Egyptian territory the British Gov- 

i ernment will be bound to take steps to fulfil their obligations under 
- their treaty of 1936 with Egypt. There may arise out of this situation 

the gravest possible consequences, not only to Anglo-American. stra~ 

: tegic interests in the Near East, but also to American relations with 
7 Britain and Western Europe. =§. =~ re 

| —s«88..: The British Government have no desire to get into conflict with 
the Jews provided the latter accept the decisions of the Security Coun- 

1 cil.of the United Nations and act upon them. They still trust that 

j wiser counsels among the Jews will prevail..They trust that it will 

| be possible for the United States Government so to act upon the Jews 
| as to make any military action by British forces on Egyptian territory 
1 unnecessary under our treaty with Egypt. This can only be ensured | 

1 if the Jews immediately withdraw from Egyptian territory. = 

| 4, Meanwhile, the British Government feel bound to take the neces- 
| sary steps to.protect their own troops and installations in Transjordan. 

j The British Government agreed not to supply any arms to the Arab 

1 countries provided the truce was observed, and they understood that = 

the United States Government were agreeable that Chapter VII of | 

| the United Nations Charter should be applied to either party which 
i _ did not observe the truce. On that basis, the British Government have 

carried out their obligations to the absolute letter. They have refrained 
| ——- from moving arms and equipment even to their own installations, - 

} __ thereby endangering their own troops in order to assist a settlement. 

i ‘In view of the very serious danger the British Government must now | 

j proceed to move equipment into Transjordan. Moreover, in view of = 

| the aggressive use to which the Jews have put arms obtained from 

{ Russian satellite countries, the British Government will find them- ae 

selves in a position in which they are no longer able to refuse to carry ae 

out British contracts to the Arab countries. — | 

3 - WasHineron, 30th December, 1948. Se . | |
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-- §01.BB Palestine/12-3048 : Telegram a : 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Special Representative of the — 
eae United States in Israel (McDonald) — - 

TOR SECRET USURGENT WasHINnGTON, December 30, 1948—5 p.m. _ 
- NIACT | 4 oS 7 I 

- 281. President directs that you make following immediate repre- | 
sentation to Shertok and Ben Gurion. You are authorized in your dis- 
cretion to make same representation to President Weizmann. Please | 

telegraph immediate report of your interviews. - 

1. This Govt is most deeply disturbed on receipt of apparently au- 
__ thentic reports confirming that Egyptian territory has been invaded 

| by armed forces of Israel. Reports indicate that this is not an acci- 
~ dental maneuver but a deliberately planned military operation. 

9. British Govt has officially notified this Govt that it regards situa- | 
tion with grave concern and that unless Israeli forces withdraw from 
Egyptian territory British Govt will be bound to take steps to fulfill 
their obligations under Treaty of 1936 with Egypt. However, British 

- Govt states it has no desire to get into conflict with Govt of Israel 
provided latter accept decisions of Security Council of UN and act 
upon them. 7 obey a | | 

_ 8. As first govt to recognize PGI and as a sponsor of Israel’s appli- 
- gation for admission to UN as a “peace-loving state” this Govt, with = 

7 deep concern and as evidence of its consistent friendship for Israel, 
| desires to draw attention of Israeli Govt to grave possibility that by 

ill-advised action PGI may not only jeopardize peace of Middle East - 
but would also cause reconsideration of its application for member- 

; ship in UN and of necessity a reconsideration by this Govt of its rela- | 
tions with Israel. As PGI knows, their assurances of peaceful intent 
have been. basis upon which our policy toward Israel has rested. 
4, Immediate withdrawal of Israeli forces from Egyptian territory 

| appears to be minimum requirement giving proof of peaceful intent 
of PGI, if enlarged conflict isto beavoided. = = a 

oo _ 5. This Govt has received reports from its representative in Trans- 
jordan indicating that PGI has informed Govt of Transjordan that 
time for negotiations for an armistice has passed. PGI is represented 
as stating that it is interested now only in negotiating peace, but 
indicated that it must be either peace or war. If this threatening atti- 
tude should be confirmed, again this Govt would have no other course . 
than to undertake a substantial review of its attitude toward Israel. 

| 6. You. may conclude by stating that. temporarily your Govt is _ 
withholding press comment pending a complete statement from PGI | 
In answer to the foregoing representation. | . | | 

~ Repeated to Amembassy, London as4819.° a Don 
- es | re Lovertr
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Forrestal Papers - o | | 

i Diary Entry for December 81, 1948, by the Secretary of Defense | 

i Oo — (Forrestal) | ae 

Cabinet—China—Palestine Se - | 

| - Subject thismorning at Cabinet wasChina. © ae | 
; [ Here follow two paragraphs concerning China.| _ | 

7 ~ Palestine: | es en - , 

oa Lovett said the Israeli troops had apparently invaded Egypt. Spe- 

cifically, they were reported to have attacked an air field within the 

i Egyptian border; that it was reported the British would notify us | 

: that the failure of the Israelis to withdraw promptly would auto- 

- matically bring into operation the Anglo-Egyptian mutual defense | 
} pact. OS a oo Be 

501.BB Palestine/12-3148: Telegram — a a | 

The Special Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonald) — 

i - to the Acting Secretary of State — 

TOP SECRET URGENT =. ‘Txx Aviv, December 31, 1948—1 p.m. | 
] NIACT pe a : 7 | 

q 350. Redeptel 281, December 30, 5 p. m., received at 1 p.m. Decem- 

| _ ber 31. True copy typed at 1:45, At 2 p. m. called Shertok who came 
j my house and I read him careful paraphrase. Knox present. Shertok 
i informed me Ben-Gurion left Tel Aviv for Tiberias at 12 noon but | 

’ would immediately attempt get in touch with him. I urged necessity 
1 my seeing BG here or Tiberias today. Owing distance Tel Aviv to 
1 Tiberias and gravity of question 10 or 12 hours may elapse before I _ 
; amablesendfullreply = © | es a 

| Shertok’s tentative and informal preliminary reply was as follows: 

i... 1. As for Israel incursion into Egypt he admitted such operations 
| __ but stated uninformed as to details (Shertok returned Israel only last — | 
j 24 hours). Shertok observed that his opinion such operations based 
] on military logic of total operations and not any intentions seize 

| Egyptian territory. . or oe | 
q 9, As regards Trans-Jordan Shertok was positive. He stated that 
; our government’s advices inaccurate. Israel has informed Trans- | 
j Jordan that negotiations must proceed further than present cease-fire __ 
1 arrangements toward an effective armistice looking toward peace. Last | 
i secret meeting of negotiators took place night December 30 in Arab 
1 part Jerusalem with Shiloah, Colonel Dayan and secretary on one | 

side and Abdullah el-Tel on other. Next secret. meeting is for Janu-— 
ary 5 in Jewish Jerusalem. Shertok stated that if any statement re-
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ss garding “war or peace” was made at earlier meeting it was in course 
conversational exchange, was not an ultimatum, and used in an effort — | 

| persuade Trans-Jordan proceed to definite armistice.* 
a oe | . “McDona.p 

| *Mr. McDonald, later the same day, reported that he and Mr. ‘Knox were | 
- leaving immediately for Tiberias to see the Israeli.Prime Minister, who was ill. 

| _ He also advised of information from Mr. Shiloah that orders had already been 
| issued for the immediate withdrawal of small Israeli units from the Egyptian | 

side of the frontier (telegram 351 from Tel Aviv, 501.BB Palestine/12-3148). — | 

—--: 867N.01/12-2848 : Telegram rs Sc | 

The Acting Secretary of State to Mr. Wells Stabler, at Amman 

: TOP SECRET 7 Wasuineron, January 3, 1949—5 p. m. — 

2. Dept has given careful consideration Jerusalem tel No. 1550 
— Dec 23 rptd Amman 15 and to ur 1738 Dec 28, 172 Dec 281 and. 176 

) Dec. 29.? Dept’s comment on points raised as follows: = = 8  —s| 
| _ Dept anxious see peace restored to Palestine and believes should 

| be accomplished by negotiations, either directly between parties or a 
| through Conciliation Commission. Dept would naturally welcome any 

concrete steps by Israelis or Arabs to bring about such negotiations. | 
In this connection Dept has found reasonable attitude shown by TJ re 
negotiations with Jews extremely hopeful sign. © | a 7 

US, however, naturally desires avoid becoming involved in inter- _ 
| Arab jealousies and intrigues and Dept regards question TJ relations 

with Arab League as essentially one for determination by TJ. As you | 
point out ur 176 Dec 29, determining factor seems to be mil one. Dept 
believes final attitude TJ re Israelis will be decided by mil situation, 

_ particularly position of Arab Legion, and by stand taken by UK. Not | 
- essential, therefore, and certainly undesirable that US become in- 

volved in question TJ attitude re Arab League and other Arab States. - 
Dept believes that most satisfactory solution disposition greater | 

_ part Arab Palestine would be incorporation in Transjordan. There- 
_ fore Dept approves principle underlying Jericho resolutions. | | 

| Yo sum up, US would like to see TJ negotiate armistice and final 
peace with Israelis, and believes most Arab Palestine could be incorpo- 

| rated in Transjordan as outcome such negotiations. However, US can 
_ not become involved in inter-Arab politics. If King and TJ officials | 

: *No. 172 not printed; but see footnotes 1 and 3, p. 1700. an 
* Not printed; it advised that British Minister Kirkbride had cabled the For- 

. eign Office for instructions concerning an approach to King Abdullah. The Min- 
: ister commented that the policy of the Foreign Office to “hold back until Con- 

ciliation Commission arrives” no longer corresponded with the facts and that the 
King was fearful that the Israelis would “continue war against him or Iraqis 
or both unless he agrees in immediate future to peace negotiations.” The King | 
was said to be aware that the Arab Legion and the Iraqi Army would be defeated 

_ easily, the former because of its lack of ammunition (867N.01/12-2948).
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seek views US on question Palestine settlement, you are authorized 
state US approval reasonable attitude so far shown by TJ and to ex- 

| press US hope that TJ, as well as other Arab States, will find way of 
entering armistice and peace negotiations with Israelis. You are also 

[ authorized, if queried re US views on disposition Arab Palestine, to 

state that US believes logical outcome negotiations between TJ and 

Israelis would be incorporation greater part Arab Palestine in TJ. 
You will know best how to do this without giving impression US 

| gupporting TJ against Arab League and without involving US in 

Arab politics.’ | : 

| Loverr 

| * This telegram was repeated to Jerusalem and London. | a
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RESOLUTION 181 (II) CONCERNING THE FUTURE GOV- 

: ERNMENT OF PALESTINE, ADOPTED BY THE GENERAL | 
Oo ASSEMBLY ON NOVEMBER 29, 1947? an 

, The General Assembly, | Oo 7 | 

| Having met in special session at the request of the mandatory Power 
to constitute and instruct a special committee to prepare for the con- : 
sideration of the question of the future government of Palestine at 

; the second regular session; _ _ | foe 

j.- Having constituted a Special Committee and instructed it to inves- 
j tigate all questions and issues relevant to the problem of Palestine, and 
i to prepared proposals for the solution of the problem, and — - 
to Having received and examined the report of the Special Committee 
1 (document A/364)* including a number of unanimous recommenda- _ 

1 tions and a plan of partition with economic union approved by the 

i. majority of the Special Committee, | 
1 Considers that the present situation in Palestine is one which is 

| likely to impair the general welfare and friendly relations among | 

| nations; re | | | . 

to Takes note of the declaration by the mandatory Power that it plans | 

1 to complete its evacuation of Palestine by 1 August 1948; oe 

i Recommends to the United Kingdom, as the mandatory Power for = 

| Palestine, and to all other Members of the United Nations the adop- 

q tion and implementation, with regard to the future government of | 

’ - Palestine, of the Plan of Partition with Economic Union set out 

below; — = - oe | 

j Requests that | | ee | 

] (a) The Security Council take the necessary measures as provided 

‘ for in the plan for its implementation ; _ | | | 

j (b) The Security Council consider, if circumstances during the 

3 transitional period require such consideration, whether the situation 

i 1 Reprinted from United Nations, Official Records of the Second Session of the } 

; General Assembly, Resolutions, 16 September-29 November 1947, pp. 131 ff. (U.N. 

4 document A/519, January 8, 1948) Two maps accompanying the source text as 7 : 

4 Annexes A and B are reproduced facing p. 1730. They are respectively entitled 

7 “Palestine—Plan of Partition with Economic Union” (United Nations Map No. 

: 108(b), November 1947); and “City of J erusalem—Boundaries Proposed” 

q (United Nations Map No. 104, November 1947). | | | 

i | *See Official Records of the second session of the General Assembly, Supple- 

q - ment No. 11, Volumes I-IV. [Footnote in the source text.] - a 7 
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In Palestine constitutes a threat to the peace. If it decides that such : _ a threat exists, and in order to maintain international peace and secu- rity, the Security Council should supplement the authorization of the | _ General Assembly by taking measures, under Articles 39 and 41 of the Charter, to empower the United Nations Commission, as provided in this resolution, to exercise in Palestine the functions which are as- signed to it by this resolution; _ 
—_(¢) The Security Council determine as a threat to the peace, breach of the peace or act of aggression, in accordance with Article 39 of the : _ Charter, any attempt to alter by force the settlement envisaged by this | resolution ; SU : . = . - (d@) The Trusteeship Council be informed of the responsibilities en- . visaged for it in this plan; / , | 

Calls upon the inhabitants of Palestine to take such steps as may be 
| necessary on their part to put this plan into effect so ae 

Appeals to all Governments and all peoples to refrain from taking 
_ any action which might hamper or delay the carrying out of these _ 

_ recommendations, and . oe a So 
Authorizes the Secretary-General to reimburse travel and subsist- 

ence expenses of the members of the Commission referred to in Part I, 
_ Section B, paragraph 1 below, on such basis and in such form as he may 

| determine most appropriate in the circumstances, and to provide the 
Commission with the necessary staff to assist in carrying out the func- 

_ tions assigned to the Commission by the General Assembly. | 

The General Assembly Bh | | Oo 
Authorizes the Secretary-General to draw from the Working Capi- 

tal Fund a sum not to exceed $2,000,000 for. the purposes set forth in _ 
the last paragraph of the resolution on the future government of 
Palestine. Be , 

) Hundred and twenty-eighth plenary meeting, 29 November 1947. , 
| _ At its hundred and twenty-eighth plenary meeting on 29 November 

1947 the General Assembly, in accordance with the terms of the above 
resolution, elected the following members of the United Nations Com- | 
mission on Palestine: a Oo | 

Bolivia, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Panama and Philippines. 

PLAN OF PARTITION WITH ECONOMIC UNION oe 
| a PARTE — Fs 

Future constitution and government of Palestine | | 

| : A. TERMINATION oF MANDATE, , a | 
| | PARTITION AND INDEPENDENCE a ; | 

Oo 1. The Mandate for Palestine shall terminate as soon as possible but | 
in any case not later than 1 August 1948, SO Se 

+ This resolution was adopted without reference to a Committee [Footnote in . 
the source text.] |
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: _ 2, The armed forces of the mandatory Power shall be progressively 
i withdrawn from Palestine, the withdrawal to be completed as soon 
| as possible but in any case not later than 1 August 1948.0 

_ The mandatory Power shall advise the Commission, as far in ad- 

| vance as possible, of its intention to terminate the Mandate and to 

| evacuateeach area. | | | eG 
_. The mandatory Power shall use its best endeavours to ensure that | 

: an area situated in the territory of the Jewish State, including a 

seaport and hinterland adequate to provide facilities for a substantial - 
- immigration, shall be evacuated at the earliest possible date and in any | 

| event not later than 1 February 1948. Be - 
i - 3, Independent Arab and Jewish States and the Special Interna~- 

tional Regime for the City of Jerusalem, set forth in part IIT of this 

_ plan, shall come into existence in Palestine two months after the 

evacuation of the armed forces of the mandatory Power has been 

i ~ completed but in any case not later than 1 October 1948. The bound- 2 

| _ aries of the Arab State, the Jewish State, and the City of Jerusalem 
i; _. shall be as described in parts II and III below. | ee, | 
1 4. The period between the adoption by the General Assembly of its 

| recommendation on the question of Palestine and the establishment 
| __ of the independence of the Arab and Jewish States shall be a transi- 

j tional period. _ Oo | eo | i 

i | «Bs Srers Preparatory To INDEPENDENCE . 

i - 4. A Commission shall be set up consisting of one representative of | 

] each of five Member States. The Members represented on the Com- 7 

j - mission shall be elected by the General Assembly on as broad a basis, : 
| —_ geographically and otherwise, as possible. OB 
] 9, The administration of Palestine shall, as the mandatory Power 

i withdraws its armed forces, be progressively turned over to the Com- 

i mission, which shall act in conformity with the recommendations of | 
i _ the General Assembly, under the guidance of the Security Council. 

1 ~The mandatory Power shall to the fullest possible extent co-ordinate 

3 its plans for withdrawal with the plans of the Commission to take | 

over and administer areas which have been evacuated. | I | 

1 - In the discharge of this administrative responsibility the Com- 

mission shall have authority to issue necessary regulations and take — 

7 other measures as required. | | —_ | 
The mandatory Power shall not take any action to prevent, ob-  _ | 

struct or delay the implementation by the Commission of the measures 

i = -—s recommended by the General Assembly. 7 re 
-' 3. On its arrival in Palestine the Commission shall proceed to _ 

4 ‘carry out measures for the establishment of the frontiers of the _ 

Arab and Jewish States and the City of Jerusalem in accordance with 
] the general lines of the recommendations of the General Assembly
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2 _ on the partition of Palestine. N evertheless, the boundaries as described | in part IT of this plan are to be modified in such a way that village | _ areas as a rule will not be divided by state boundaries unless pressing | __- reasons make that necessary. | a | _.. 4, The Commission, after consultation with the democratic parties | and other public organizations of the Arab and Jewish States, shall select and establish in each State as rapidly as possible a Provisional | | . Council of Government. The activities of both the Arab and Jewish Provisional Councils of Government shall be carried out under the general direction of the Commission. | | ee | If by 1 April 1948 a Provisional Council of Government cannot be | . selected for either of the States, or, if selected, cannot carry out its functions, the Commission shall communicate that fact to the Security Council for such action with respect to that State as the Security | | Council may deem proper, and to the Secretary-General for communi- _ ation to the Members of the United Nations. | 

5. Subject to the provisions of these recommendations, during the transitional period the Provisional Councils of Government, acting under the Commission, shall have full authority in the areas under their control, including authority over matters of immigration | and land regulation. OO | | | 6. The Provisional Council of Government of each State, acting _ under the Commission, shall progressively receive from the Commis- _ Sion full responsibility for the administration of that State in the 
period between the termination of the Mandate and the establishment | of the State’s independence. ae se ) 7. The Commission shall instruct the Provisional Councils of Gov- _ ernment of both the Arab and Jewish States, after their formation,to 
proceed to the establishment of administrative organs of govern- : ment, central and local. | - . | | _ | _ 8. The Provisional Council of Government of each State. shall, 
within the shortest time possible, recruit an armed militia from the 

_ residents of that State, sufficient in number to maintain internal order | | and to prevent frontier clashes. ) —— 
This armed militia in each State shall, for operational purposes,be 

under the command of Jewish or Arab officers resident in that 
State, but general political and military control, including the choice _ 
of the militia’s High Command, shall be exercised by the Commission.  — 

9. The Provisional Council of Government of each State shall, not | 
later than two months after the withdrawal of the armed forces of 
the mandatory Power, hold elections to the Constituent Assembly 
which shall be conducted on democratic lines. os 

_ The election regulations in each State shall be drawn up by the 
Provisional Council of Government and approved by the Commission. 
Qualified voters for each State for this election shall be persons over
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7 eighteen years of age who are: (a) Palestinian citizens residing in 
| that State and (6) Arabs and Jews residing in the State, although not 
| Palestinian citizens, who, before voting, have signed a notice of in- 

| tention to become citizens of such State. , | 
| Arabs and Jews residing in the City of Jerusalem who have signed 
| a notice of intention to become citizens, the Arabs of the Arab State 
| _ and the Jews of the Jewish State, shall be entitled to vote in the Arab | 

and Jewish States respectively. ° - — | | 
| Women may vote and be elected to the Constituent Assemblies. 

_ During the transitional period no Jew shall be permitted to estab-_ 

= lish residence in the area of the proposed Arab State, and no Arab | 
shall be permitted to establish residence in the area of the proposed 
Jewish State, except by special leave of the Commission. _ : : | 

10. The Constituent Assembly of each State shall draft a demo- 

_ eratic constitution for its State and choose a provisional government : 
1 to succeed the Provisional Council of Government appointed by the 
2 Commission. The constitutions of the States shall embody chapters 

1 and 2 of the Declaration provided for in section C below and include 

inter alia provisions for: | . 7 | | a 

| (a) Establishing in each State a legislative body elected by univer- 
‘ sal suffrage and by secret ballot on the basis of proportional represen- 
q _ tation, and an executive body responsible to the legislature ; oo 
1 (6) Settling all international disputes in which the State may be | 
1 ~—__— nvolved by peaceful means in such a manner that international peace | | 
3 - and security, and justice, are not endangered ; ae 

| (¢) Accepting the obligation of the State to refrain in its inter- | 
| __ national relations from the threat or use of force against the territorial 
1 integrity or political independence of any State, or in any other man- 
| ner inconsistent with the purposes of the United Nations; | 
j (dz) Guaranteeing to all persons equal and nondiscriminatory rights: 
1 in eivil, political, economic and religious matters and the enjoyment 
] of human rights and fundamental freedoms, including freedom of re- : 
] ligion, language, speech and publication, education, assembly and 
to association ;_ | oe - | a 
j _(e) Preserving freedom of transit and visit for all residents and 
j _ citizens of the other State in Palestine and the City of Jerusalem, sub- | 
; _ ject to considerations of national security, provided that each State | 
i shall control residence within it borders. ee | | 

11. The Commission shall appoint a preparatory economic commis- 

7 sion of three members to make whatever arrangements are possible for | 

i - economic co-operation, with a view to establishing, as soon as prac- 

| ticable, the Economic Union and the Joint Economic Board, as pro- | 
i vided in section Dbelow. | - os 

_ 12. During the period between the adoption of the recommendations | 

1 on the question of Palestine by the General Assembly and the termi- — 
j nation of the Mandate, the mandatory Power in Palestine shall main- 
{ _ tain full responsibility for administration in areas from which it has:
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-. not withdrawn its armed forces. The Commission shall assist the man- | 
_ datory Power in the carrying out of these functions. Similarly the 

Jee mandatory Power shall co-operate with the Commission in the execu- 
tion of itsfunctions. | . ee a 

_ 18. With a view to ensuring that there shall be continuity in the 
functioning of administrative services and that, on the withdrawal 
of the armed forces of the mandatory Power, the whole administration ~ 
shall be in the charge of the Provisional Councils and the Joint Eco-— 
nomic Board, respectively, acting under the Commission, there shall be - _ 

| a progressive transfer, from the mandatory Power to the Commission, 
of responsibility for all the functions of government, including that 

| of maintaining law and order in the areas from which the forces of 
the mandatory Power have been withdrawn. So —— 

14. The Commission shall be guided in its activities by the recom- | 
mendations of the General Assembly and by such instructions as the 
Security Council may consider necessary to issue. | 

The measures taken by the Commission, within the recommenda- 
- tions of the General Assembly, shall become immediately effective | 

_ unless the Commission has previously received contrary instructions | 
| from the Security Council. So | Co 

| _ The Commission shall render periodic monthly progress reports, 
- or more frequently if desirable, to the SecurityCouncil = 8 8 > 

: 15. The Commission shall make its final report to the next regular 
| session of the General Assembly and to the Security Council simul- 

| taneously. | - a Se 
| a - C. DECLARATION 7 oe 

A declaration shall be made to the United Nations by the provisional 
government of each proposed State before independence. It shall con- 
tain inter aliathe following clauses: Se ee | 

OO , | _ GENERAL PROVISION — ae 

_ The stipulations contained in the declaration are recognized as fun- 
damental laws of the State and no law, regulation or official action _ 
shall conflict or interfere with these stipulations, nor shall any law, | 

| regulation or official action prevailoverthem.. =.  .. os a 

an — CHAPTER 1 | | - a 

ee Holy Places, religious buildings and sites re 

| 1, Existing rights in respect of Holy Places and religious buildings | 
| or sites shall not bedeniedorimpaired. = = - | - 

_ 2. Inso far as Holy Places are concerned, the liberty of access, visit | 
and transit shall be guaranteed, in conformity with existing rights, to 
all residents and citizens of the other State and of the City of Jerusa- |
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7 lem, as well as to aliens, without distinction as to nationality, subject | 
: _ to requirements of national security, public order and decorum. 
| Similarly, freedom of worship shall be guaranteed in conformity 
: with existing rights, subject to the maintenance of public order and 
! decorum. oe a ed 

| _ 8. Holy Places and religious buildings or sites shall be preserved. No 
act shall be permitted which_may in any way impair their sacred char- 

- acter. If at any time it appears to the Government that any particular 
i Holy Place, religious building or site is in need of urgent repair, the | 

Government may call upon the community or communities concerned 
: . to carry out such repair. The Government may carry it out itself at | 

the expense of the community or communities concerned if no action a 
| is taken within a reasonable time. 7 oo os 

4, No taxation shall be levied in respect of any Holy Place, religious 
| building or site which was exempt from taxation on the date of the 

| creation of the State. a : a a - 
q _ No change in the incidence of such taxation shall be made which 
| - would either discriminate between the owners or occupiers of Holy 

{ Places, religious buildings or sites, or would place such owners or 
a occupiers in'a position less favourable in relation to the general inci- 

1 dence of taxation than existed at the time of the adoption of the 
i, Assembly’s recommendations. os | | OO 
i _ §. The Governor of the City of Jerusalem shall have the right to , 
j determine whether the provisions of the Constitution of the State in 
; relation to Holy Places, religious buildings and sites within the borders _ 
i of the State and the religious rights appertaining thereto, are being | 
1 properly applied and respected, and to make decisions on the basis of 
{ existing rights in cases of disputes which may arise between the dif- 

i ferent religious communities or the rites of a religious community with 
1 respect to such places, buildings and sites. He shall receive full cooper- | 

jo ation and such privileges and immunities as are necessary for the exer- 
i cise of his functions in the State. — Se 

Po pT ER 2 7 | 

j a - Religious and minority rights Oo 

1 1. Freedom of conscience and the free exercise of all forms of wor- | 
i ship, subject only to the maintenance of public order and morals, shall | 

j ~beensuredtoall. — oe 
: _-Q, No discrimination of any kind shall be made between the inhabi- 

: tants on the ground of race, religion, languageorsex,. = | . 

_ 8, All persons within the jurisdiction of the State shall be entitled 
,  toequal protection ofthelaws. = a , , 

i ~~ 4, The family law and personal status of the various minorities and 
: their religious interests, including endowments, shallbe respected.
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_. 5, Except as may be required for the maintenance of public order | 
and good government, no measure shall be taken to obstruct or inter- ] 

_ fere with the enterprise of religious or charitable bodies of all faiths 
orto discriminate against any representative or member of these bodies _ 

_ on the ground of his religion or nationality. oe 
6. The State shall ensure adequate primary and secondary education 

| for the Arab and Jewish minority, respectively, in its own language | 
_ and its cultural traditions. Se | — 
_ The right of each community to maintain its own schools for the 

education of its own members in its own language, while conforming | 
to such educational requirements of a general nature as the State may 
impose, shall not be denied or impaired. Foreign educational estab- 
lishments shall continue their activity on the basis of their existing | 

| rights. | Oo | 
7. No restriction shall be imposed on the free use by any citizen of 

the State of any language in private intercourse, in commerce, in reli- 
gion, in the Press or in publications of any kind, or at public meetings. / 

8. No expropriation of land owned by an Arab in the Jewish State 
| (by a Jew in the Arab State) § shall be allowed except for public pur- 

poses. In all cases of expropriation full compensation as fixed by the 
Supreme Court shall be paid previous to dispossession. 

| CHAPTER 3 a 

— Citizenship, international conventions and financial | 
| obligations SO 

1. Citizenship. Palestinian citizens residing in Palestine outside the 7 
City of Jerusalem, as well as Arabs and Jews who, not holding Pales- 

| tinian citizenship, reside in Palestine outside the City of Jerusalem 
shall, upon the recognition of independence, become citizens of the | 
State in which they are resident and enjoy full civil and political 
rights. Persons over the age of eighteen years may opt, within one 

| year from the date of recognition of independence of the State in which 
they reside, for citizenship of the other State, providing thatno Arab 
residing in the area of the proposed Arab State shall have the right to 

opt for citizenship in the proposed Jewish State and no Jew residing 7 
in the proposed Jewish State shall have the right to opt for citizen- | 

ship in the proposed Arab State. The exercise of this right of option | 

+ The following stipulation shall be added to the declaration concerning the | 
Jewish State: “In the Jewish State adequate facilities shall be given to Arabic- os 
speaking citizens for the use of their language, either orally or in writing, in the | 

7 legislature, before the Courts and in the administration.” [Footnote in the source | 

in the declaration concerning the Arab State, the words “by an Arab in the 
Jewish State” should be replaced by the words “by a Jew in the Arab State”. 
[Footnote in the source text.]
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| will be taken to include the wives and children under eighteen years 
; of age of persons so opting. - oe a 

_ Arabs residing in the area of the proposed Jewish State and Jews 
| residing in the area of the proposed Arab State who have signed a 
; notice of intention to opt for citizenship of the other State shall be 
: eligible to vote in the elections to the Constituent Assembly of that 

‘State, but not in the elections to the Constituent Assembly of the State | 
inwhichthey reside. | : | | | 

2. International conventions. (a) The State shall be bound by all 
| the international agreements and conventions, both general and special, 

to which Palestine has become a party. Subject to any right of denun- 
| ciation provided for therein, such agreements and conventions shall — 

be respected by the State throughout the period for which they were __ 
| concluded. oe Be eh 

(6) Any dispute about the applicability and continued validity of 
q international conventions or treaties signed or adhered to by the man- . 
| datory Power on behalf of Palestine shall be referred to the Inter- 

national Court of Justice in accordance with the provisions of the 
i StatuteoftheCourt. = : / 
\ 3. Financial obligations. (a) The State shall respect and fulfil all 
} financial obligations of whatever nature assumed on behalf of Pales- 
4 tine by the mandatory Power during the exercise of the Mandate and 
{ recognized by the State. This provision includes the right of public 
: servants to pensions, compensation or gratuities. | | 

1  (b) These obligations shall be fulfilled through participation in the 
1 Joint Economic Board in respect of those obligations applicable to 
; Palestine as a whole, and individually in respect of those applicable to, 
1 and fairly apportionable between, the States. 
j (ce) A Court of Claims, affiliated with the Joint Economic Board, | 

| and composed of one member appointed by the United Nations, one 

| representative of the United Kingdom and one representative of the | 

i State concerned, should be established. Any dispute between the United 

Kingdom and the State respecting claims not recognized by the latter 
: should be referred to that Court. — | : | 

| (¢) Commercial concessions granted in respect of any part of Pales- 

ij _ tine prior to the adoption of the resolution by the General Assembly. 

4 shall continue to be valid according to their terms, unless modified by 
i agreement between the concession-holder and the State. ae 

| Bd ‘CHAPTER 4 . | | 

: nS _  - Miscellaneous provisions | 

1. The provisions of chapters 1 and 2 of the declaration shall be 
{ __ wider the guarantee of the United Nations, and no modifications shall 

be made in them without the assent of the General Assembly of the 

7 598-594-7676 | 7 | |
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__ United Nations. Any Member of the United Nations shall have the : 
right to bring to the attention of the General Assembly any infraction | 

_ or danger of infraction of any of these stipulations, and the General | 
__ Assembly may thereupon make such recommendations as it may deem 

_ properinthecircumstances. §. — | - . 
_ 2. Any dispute relating to the application or the interpretation of 
this declaration shall be referred, at the request of either party, to the 
International Court of Justice, unless the parties agree to another — - 
mode of settlement. CO a ae | 

— _ .  D. Economic UNIon anp Transrr | | 

| 1. The Provisional Council of Government of each State shall enter 
_ Into an undertaking with respect to Economic Union and Transit. __ 

_ ‘This undertaking shall be drafted by the Commission provided for in 
_ section B, paragraph 1, utilizing to the greatest possible extent the ad- 

vice and co-operation of representative organizations and bodies from | 
each of the proposed States. It shall contain provisions to establish , 

| the Economic Union of Palestine and provide for other matters of | 
common interest. If by 1 April 1948 the Provisional Councils of Gov- 

, _ ernment have not entered into the undertaking, the undertaking shall | 
__ beputintoforcebytheCommission = | Oe 

| | The Economic Union of Palestine — 

- 2. The objectives of the Economic Union of Palestine shall be: | 

| (a) A customs union; oe oe ae 
(6) A joint currency system providing for a single foreign exchange 

rate ; 7 | 
a (c) Operation in the common interest on a non-discriminatory basis 

of railways; inter-State highways; postal, telephone and telegraphic | 
services, and ports and airports involved in international trade and 
commerce; , a - | : 

(d) Joint economic development, especially in respect of irrigation, 
land reclamation and soil conservation; a | | 
_(e) Access for both States and for the City of Jerusalem on a non- 

discriminatory basis to water and power facilities, : 

3. There shall be established a Joint Economic Board, which shall __ 
consist of three representatives of each of the two States and three __ 

foreign members appointed by the Economic and Social Council of 
the United Nations. The foreign members shall be appointed in the 7 

; first instance for a term of three years; they shall serve as individuals _ 
- and not as representatives of States. | a : 

| 4. The functions of the Joint Economic Board shall be to implement 
_ either directly or by delegation the measures necessary to realize the 

| objectives of the Economic Union. It shall have all powers of organiza- 
- tion and administration necessary to fulfil its functions. ae
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7 5, The States shall bind themselves to put into effect the decisions of 
| _. the Joint Economic Board. The Board’s decisions shall be taken by a 
fo majority vote. — | - ae 
| _——« 6. In the event of failure of a State to take the necessary action the 
| Board may, by a vote of six members, decide to withhold an appropri- 
/ ate portion of that part of the customs revenue to which the State in 

question is entitled under the Economic Union. Should the State per- 
sist in its failure to co-operate, the Board may decide by a simple ma- _ 
jority vote upon such further sanctions, including disposition of 
funds which it has withheld, as it may deem appropriate. | 

|. 7. In relation to economic development, the functions of the Board _ 

| shall be the planning, investigation and encouragement of joint de- — 

velopment projects, but it shall not undertake such projects except 

i with the assent of both States and the City of Jerusalem,in theevent | 
that Jerusalem is directly involved in the development project. 

; 8. In regard to the joint currency.system the currencies circulating 
-. in the two States and the City of Jerusalem shall be issued under the 

a authority of the Joint Economic Board, which shall be the sole issu- 
ing authority and which shall determine the reserves to be held against 

j suchcurrencie. a eo | Oo , 
--_-9, So far as is consistent with paragraph 2 (b) above, each State may : 

{ operate its own central bank, control its own fiscal and credit policy, — 

1 its foreign exchange receipts and expenditures, the grant of import 

1 licenses, and may conduct international financial operations on its 
‘ own faith and credit. During the first two years after the termination | 

j of the Mandate, the Joint Economic Board shall have the authority 

1 —-—« to take such measures as may be necessary to ensure that—to the extent 

j that the total foreign exchange revenues of the two’ States from the 

| export of goods and services permit, and provided that each State | 
i takes appropriate measures to conserve. its own foreign exchange re- 

|} ———_—_- gsources—each State shall have available, in any twelve months’ period, 

1 | foreign exchange sufficient to assure the supply of quantities of im- 

1 ported goods and services for consumption in its territory equivalent. 

1 to the quantities of such goods and services consumed in that territory 

| —_—_—_—s inthe twelve months’ period ending 31 December 1947, 
1 10. All economic authority not specifically vested in the Joint Eco- 

1 nomic Board is reserved to each State. a So a 

} 11. There shall be a common customs tariff with complete freedom | 

i. of trade between the States, and between the States and the City of > 

7 Jerusalem. } | - ee . : 

, - 12. The tariff schedules shall be drawn up by a Tariff Commission, __ 

consisting of representatives of each of the States in equal numbers, : 

: and shall be submitted to the Joint Economic Board for approval by —_ 

: a majority vote. In case of disagreement in the Tariff Commission, the = 

Joint Economic Board shall arbitrate the points of difference. Inthe
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_ event that the Tariff Commission fails to draw up any schedule by a 
_ date to be fixed, the Joint Economic Board shall determine the tariff 

_. schedule. ET 
13. The following items shall be a first charge on the customs aid | 

_ other common revenue of the J oint Economic Board: | oe 
| _(a@) The expenses of the customs service and of the operation of 

the joint services; Ms. aga 
(6) The administrative expenses of the Joint Economic Board 5 | | (c) The financial obligations of the Administration of Palestine 

- consisting of: 7 | - oe 7 
(i) The service of the outstanding publicdebt; | 

| | (11). The cost of superannuation benefits, now being paid or 
_ falling due in the future, in accordance with the rules and to the | 

| : extent established by paragraph 3 of chapter 3 above. - So 
_ 14, After these obligations have been met in full, the surplus a 

_ revenue from the customs and other common services shall be divided 
in the following manner: not less than 5 per cent and not more _ 

: than 10 per cent to the City of Jerusalem ; the residue shall be allocated 
_ to each State by the Joint Economic Board equitably, with the objec- 

| tive of maintaining a sufficient and suitable level of government and _ 
— social services in each State, except that the share of either State | : 

shall not exceed the amount of that State’s contribution tothe revenues 
| of the Economic Union by more than approximately four million 

pounds in any year. The amount granted may be adjusted by the 
Board according to the price level in relation to the prices prevailing 
at the time of the establishment of the Union. After five years, the 

| principles of the distribution of the joint revenues may be revised 
by the Joint Economic Board on a basis of equity. / 

, 15, All international conventions and treaties affecting customs 
tariff rates, and those communications services under the jurisdiction 
of the Joint Economic Board, shall be entered into by both States. 
In these matters, the two States shall be bound to act in accordance | 
with the majority vote of the Joint Economic Board. — oo 

| 16. The Joint Economic Board shall endeavour to secure for Pales- 
tine’s exports fair and equal access to world markets. — - oe 

| 17. All enterprises operated by the Joint Economic Board shall 
pay fair wagesona uniform basis. | | 

. Freedom of transit and visit | 
18. The undertaking shall.contain provisions preserving freedom 

| of transit and visit for all residents or citizens of both States and of 
the City of Jerusalem, subject to security considerations; provided 
that each State and the City shall control residence within its borders. 

Termination, modification and interpretation of the undertaking — , 
a 19. The undertaking and any treaty issuing therefrom shall remain 

- in force for a period of ten years. It shall continue in force until notice
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| of termination, to take effect two years thereafter, is given by either 
? _ of the parties. | | | | | | 
Po 20. During the initial ten-year period, the undertaking and any 
| treaty issuing therefrom may not be modified except by consent 
| _ of both parties and with the approval of the General Assembly. | 
: _ 21, Any dispute relating to the application or the interpretation | 

of the undertaking and any treaty issuing therefrom shall be referred, 
at the request of either party, to the International Court of Justice, 
unless the parties agree to another mode of settlement. a : 

1. The movable assets of the Administration of Palestine shall be 
allocated to the Arab and Jewish States and the City of Jerusalem | 
on an equitable basis. Allocations should be made by the United 
Nations Commission referred to in section B, paragraph 1, above. — 

1 Immovable assets shall become the property of the government of the 
{ _ territory in which they are situated. a 
i 2. During the period between the appointment of the United Na- 

tions Commission and the termination of the Mandate, the mandatory 
Power shall, except in respect. of ordinary operations, consult with . 
the Commission on any measure which it may contemplate involving 
the liquidation, disposal or encumbering of the assets of the Palestine 

1 _ Government, such as the accumulated treasury surplus, the proceeds 
; of Government bond issues, State lands or any other asset. - 

{| F. Apissron ro Memeersure in THE Unrrep Nations — a 

When the independence of either the Arab or the Jewish State 
as envisaged in this plan has become effective and the declaration 

) and undertaking, as envisaged in this plan, have been signed by either 

1 _ of them, sympathetic consideration should be given to its application =| 
] for admission to membership in the United Nations in accordance _ 
] | with Article 4 of the Charter of the United Nations. | nibs we 

| a | | : Boundaries||_ | - So | 

oe | | A. Tuo Aras State ; oe 

, The area of the Arab State in Western Galilee is bounded on the 

: west by the Mediterranean and on the north by the frontier of the | 

: "Lebanon from Ras en Naqura to a point north of Saliha. From there 
i the boundary proceeds southwards, leaving the built-up area of Saliha | 

, || The boundary lines described in part II are indicated in Annex A. The base 
map used in marking and describing this boundary is “Palestine 1 :250,000” pub- 

_ lished by the Survey of Palestine, 1946. [Footnote in the source text.] _
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in the Arab State, to join the southernmost point of this village. , 
_ Thence it follows the western boundary line of the villages of ‘Alma, 

, _Rihaniya and Teitaba, thence following the northern boundary line 
_ Of Meirun village to join the Acre-Safad sub-district boundary line. 

_ It follows this line to a point west of Es Sammu’i village and joins 
it again at the northernmost point of Farradiya. Thence it. follows | 

_ the sub-district boundary line to the Acre-Safad main road. From | 
7 here it follows the western boundary of Kafr I’nan village until it — 

reaches the Tiberias-Acre sub-district boundary line, passing to the 
| west of the junction of the Acre-Safad and Lubiya-Kafr nan roads. 

From the south-west corner of Kafr T’nan village the boundary line 
_. follows the western boundary of the Tiberias sub-district to a point . __ 

close to the boundary line between the villages of Maghar and Eilabun, 
| thence bulging out to the west to include as much of the eastern part 

of the plain of Battuf as is necessary for the reservoir proposed by the > 
- Jewish Agency for the irrigation of lands to the south and east. 

| The boundary rejoins the Tiberias sub-district bouridary at a point 
on the Nazareth-Tiberias road south-east of the built-up area of 

- Tur’an; thence it runs southwards, at first following the sub-district 
_ boundary and then passing between the Kadoorie Agricultural School 

- and Mount Tabor, to a point due south at the base of Mount Tabor. 
From here it runs due west, parallel to the horizontal grid line 230, to 

_ the north-east corner of the village lands of Tel Adashim. It thenruns __ 
to the north-west corner of these lands, whence it turns south and west 

_ so as to include in the Arab State the sources of the Nazareth water 
_ Supply in Yafa village. On reaching Ginneiger it follows the eastern, _ 

northern and western boundaries of the lands of this village to their 
south-west corner, whence it proceeds in a straight line to a point on 
the Haifa-A fula railway on the boundary between the villages of Sarid __ 

_ and El Mujeidil. This isthe point of intersection, | 
| The south-western boundary of the area of the Arab State in Galilee | 

takes a line from this point, passing. northwards along the eastern 
boundaries of Sarid and Gevat to the north-eastern corner of Nahalal, = 
proceeding thence across the land of Kefar ha Horesh to a central 

_ point on the southern boundary of the village of ‘Ilut, thence west- 
| wards along that village boundary to the eastern boundary of Beit  __ 

7 Lahm, thence northwards and north-eastwards along its western — 

boundary to the north-eastern. corner of Waldheim and thence north- 
westwards across the village lands of Shafa ’Amr to the south-eastern 
corner of Ramat Yohanan. From here it runs due north-north-east to, 
a point on the Shafa ’Amr-Haifa road, west of its junction with the _ 

road to I’Billin. From there it proceeds north-east to a point on the | 
| southern boundary of I’Billin situated to the west of the I’Billin- 

: Birwa road. Thence along that boundary to its westernmost point, 
whence it turns to the north, follows across the village land of Tamra
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|. to the north-westernmost corner and along the western boundary of | 
| Julis until it reaches the Acre-Safad road. It then runs westwards 
p along the southern side of the Safad-Acre road to the Galilee-Haifa => 
|. District boundary, from which point it follows that boundary to the 
! sea. Oo “ : a 
| _ The boundary of the hill country of Samaria and Judea starts on 
a the Jordan River at the Wadi Malih south-east of Beisan and runs due 
| west to meet the Beisan-Jericho road and then follows the western side 

of that road in a north-westerly direction to the junction of the bound- 
_ aries of the sub-districts of Beisan, Nablus, and Jenin. From that point 

it follows the Nablus-Jenin sub-district boundary westwards for a_ | 
distance of about three kilometres and then turns north-westwards, __ 
passing to the east of the built-up areas of the villages of Jalbun and 

| Faqqu’a, to the boundary of the sub-districts of Jenin and Beisan at 
a point north-east of Nuris. Thence it proceeds first north-westwards , 
to a point due north of the built-up area of Zir’in and then westwards | 
to the Afula-Jenin railway, thence north-westwards along the district 

- boundary line to the point of intersection on the Hejaz railway. From 
) here the boundary runs south-westwards, including the built-up area 

- and some of the land of the village of Kh.Lid in the Arab State to 

cross the Haifa-Jenin road at a point on the district boundary between 
} _—s- Haifa and Samaria west of E] Mansi. It follows this boundary to the — / 
{| __ southernmost point of the village of El Buteimat. From here it follows | 
| __ the northern and eastern boundaries of the village of Ar’ara, rejoin- 
1 ing the Haifa-Samaria district boundary ‘at Wadi’Ara, and thence - 
i proceeding south-south-westwards in an approximately straight line 
1 joining up with the western boundary of Qaqun to a point east of the 
i railway line on the eastern boundary of Qaqun village. From here it 

‘ runs along the railway line some distance to the east of it to a point 
| —s_— just east of the Tulkarm railway station. Thence the boundary follows 

1 a line half-way between the railway and the Tulkarm-Qalqiliya- 

7. Jaljuliya and Ras el Ein road to a point just east of Ras el Ein station, | 

i whence it proceeds along the railway some distance to the east of it | 
1 to the point on the railway line south of the junction of the Haifa- 
1 -Lydda and Beit Nabala lines, whence it proceeds along the southern . 

1 border of Lydda airport to its south-west corner, thence in a south- - 

q westerly direction to a point just west of the built-up area of Sarafand 

| _el’ Amar, whence it turns south, passing just to the west of the built-up 

j area of Abu el Fadil to the north-east corner of the lands of Beer Ya’- _ 

‘ _ Agqov. (The boundary line should be so demarcated as to allow direct. ce 

1 access from the Arab State to the airport.) Thence the boundary line | 

; follows the western and southern boundaries of Ramle village, to the | 

{ north-east corner of E] Na’ana village, thence in a straight linetothe 

1 southernmost point.of El Barriya, along the eastern boundary of that —S 
village and the southern boundary of "Innaba village. Thence it turns
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_ north to follow the southern side of the Jaffa-Jerusalem road until 
El Qubab, whence it follows the road to the boundary of Abu Shusha. 

a _ It runs along the eastern boundaries of Abu Shusha, Seidun, Hulda __ 
to the southernmost point of Hulda, thence westwards in a straight — 

_ line to the northeastern corner of Umm Kalkha, thence following the 
_ northern boundaries of Umm Kalkha, Qazaza and the northern and 

| western boundaries of Mukhezin to the Gaza District boundary and _ 
thence runs across the village lands of El Mismiya, El Kabira, and 

: _ Yasur to the southern point of intersection, which is midway between | 
__ the built-up areas of Yasur and Batani Sharqi. | | ne 

: From the southern point of intersection the boundary lines run | 
north-westwards between the villages of Gan Yavne and Barga to 
the sea at a point half way between Nabi Yunis and Minat el Qila, 

LO and south-eastwards to a point west of Qastina, whence it turns in a | 
| _ south-westerly direction, passing to the east of the built-up areas of 

Ks Sawafir, Esh Shargiya and Ibdis. From the south-east corner of 
_ Ibdis village it runs to a point south-west of the built-up area of Beit’- 
Affa, crossing the Hebron-El Majdal road just to the west of the , 
built-up area of Iraq Suweidan. Thence it proceeds southwards along 

7 the western village boundary of El Faluja to the Beersheba sub-district 
boundary. It then runs across the tribal lands of ’Arab el Jubarat to 
a point on the boundary between the sub-districts of Beersheba and : 
Hebron north of Kh. Khuweilifa, whence it proceeds in a south- 
westerly direction to a point on the Beersheba-Gaza main road two 

| kilometres to the north-west of the town. It then turns south-east- 
wards to reach Wadi Sab’ at a point situated one kilometre to the west 
of it. From here it turns north-eastwards and proceeds along Wadi 
Sab’ and along the Beersheba-Hebron road ‘for a distance of one kilo- 

_ _mnetre, whence it turns eastwards and runs in a straight line to Kh. 
_ Kuseifa to join the Beersheba-Hebron sub-district boundary. It then 

follows the Beersheba-Hebron boundary eastwards to a point north 
| . Of Ras ez Zuweira, only departing from it so as to cut across the. base | 

of the indentation between vertical grid lines 150 and 160. | : 
About five kilometres north-east of Ras ez Zuweira it turns north, 

- excluding from the Arab State a strip along the coast of the Dead Sea 
not more than seven kilometres in depth, as far as Ein Geddi, whence 
it turns due east to join the Transjordan frontier in the Dead Sea. 

| The northern boundary of the Arab section of the coastal plain runs 
from a point between Minat el Qila and Nabi Yunis, passing between : 
the built-up areas of Gan Yavne and Barga to the point of inter- 

| section. From here it turns south-westwards, running across the lands | 
of Batani Sharqi, along the eastern boundary of the lands of Beit | 

| -Daras and across the lands of Julis, leaving the built-up areas of 
_ Batani Sharqi and Julis to the westwards, as far as the north-west _ 

, corner of the lands of Beit Tima. Thence it runs east of El] Jiya across
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~ the village lands of El Barbara along the eastern boundaries of the / 
villages of Beit Jirja, Deir Suneid and Dimra. From the south-east 

- corner of Dimra the boundary passes across the lands of Beit Hanun, 
leaving the Jewish lands of Nir-Am to the eastwards. From the south- 
east corner of Beit Hanun the line runs south-west to a point south 

| of the parallel grid line 100, then turns north-west for two kilometres, 
| _ turning again in a south-westerly direction and continuing in an almost 
7 straight line to the north-west corner of the village lands of Kirbet 

; Ikhza’a. From there it follows the boundary line of this village to its 
| | southernmost point. It then runs in a southerly direction along the 

| ___-vertical grid line 90 to its junction with the horizontal grid line ‘70. | 
It then turns south-eastwards to Kh. el Ruheiba and then proceeds in 
a southerly direction to a point known as El Baha, beyond which it | 
crosses the Beersheba-E] ’Auja main road to the west of Kh. el Mush- 
rifa. From there it joins Wadi El Zaiyatin just to the west of El — 

i Subeita. From there it turns to the north-east and then to the south- 
i east following this wadi and passes to the east of ’Abda to join Wadi 
; Nafkh. It then bulges to the south-west along Wadi Nafkh, Wadi 

| Ajrim and Wadi Lassan to the point where Wadi Lassan crosses the 

{| -Egyptian frontier. | oe | Sac 
{ The area of the Arab enclave of Jaffa consists of that part of the | 

- town-planning area of Jaffa which lies to the west of the Jewish quar- | 

; ters lying south of Tel-Aviv, to the west of the continuation of Herzl i 
{ street up to its junction with the Jaffa-Jerusalem road, to the south- 

|  ——_—_s west of the section of the Jaffa-Jerusalem road lying south-east of that 

j junction, to the west of Miqve Yisrael lands, to the north-west of Holon | 

1 local council area, to the north of the line linking up the north-west | 
| corner of Holon with the north-east corner of Bat Yam local council 

; area and to the north of Bat Yam local council area. The question of 

4 Karton quarter will be decided by the Boundary Commission, bearing _ 

1 in mind among other considerations the desirability of including the | 

j smallest possible number of its Arab inhabitants and the largest possi- _ 

~_-ble number of its Jewish inhabitants in the Jewish State. | 

j 7 | B. Tue Jewisu Stare 8 _ 7 

i ‘The north-eastern sector of the Jewish State (Eastern Galilee) is | 
bounded ‘on the north and west by the Lebanese frontier and on the east 

1. by the frontiers of Syria and Transjordan. It includes the whole of 

1 the Hula Basin, Lake Tiberias, the whole of the Beisan sub-district, 
the boundary line being extended to the crest of the Gilboa mountains 

i and the Wadi Malih. From there the Jewish State extends north- © 

’ west, following the boundary described in respect of the Arab State. 

; - The Jewish section of the coastal plain extends from a point be- Oo 

tween Minat el Qila and Nabi Yunis in the Gaza sub-district and in- 

4 cludes the towns of Haifa and Tel-Aviv, leaving Jaffa as an enclave
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2 of the Arab State. The eastern frontier of the Jewish State follows the 
| boundary described in respect of the Arab State. 7 ee 

_ + The Beersheba area comprises the whole of the Beersheba sub-dis- _- 
__ trict, including the Negeb and the eastern part of the Gaza sub-district, 

| but excluding the town of Beersheba and those areas described in re- | 
_ spect of the Arab State. It includes also a strip of land along the Dead 

_ Sea stretching from the Beersheba-Hebron sub-district boundary line | 
to Kin Geddi, as described in respect of the Arab State. OS 

- C. THe Crry or JERUSALEM SO 

The boundaries of the City of J erusalem are as defined in the. rec- 
— ommendations on the City of Jerusalem. (See Part ITI, Section B, ; 

| below.) CS | a Se 
| 0 PART oo, 

: , a a City of Jerusalem - oe | - on! | 

. - | ne. . SrectaL Recrme | - ; Be | 

--- The City of Jerusalem shall be established as a corpus separatuin 
a under a special international regime and shall be administered by the 
- United Nations. The Trusteeship Council shall be designated to dis-— 

charge the responsibilities of the Administering Authority on behalf 
Oo of the United Nations. —_ a Se | 

| oe B. Bounparrs or THe Crry ce, 

The City of Jerusalem shall include the present municipality of 
Jerusalem plus the surrounding villages and towns, the most eastern 
of which shall be Abu Dis; the most southern, Bethlehem; the most — 

_ western, Ein Karim (including also the built-up area of.Motsa) ; and 
the most northern Shu’fat, as indicated on the attached sketch-map 

. (annex B). | ee i 
| | C. STATUTE or THE Criry is” as 

The Trusteeship Council shall, within five months of the approval | 

_ of the present plan, elaborate and approve a.detailed Statute of the 

City which shall contain inter alia the substance of the following pro- | 

visions: | . Co es 
1. Government machinery; special objectives. The Administering _ 

Authority in discharging its administrative obligations shall pursue | 
: the following special objectives: 

| _ (a) To protect and to preserve the unique spiritual and religious 
interests located in the city of the three great monotheistic faiths 
throughout the world, Christian, Jewish and Moslem; to this end to 
ensure that order and peace, and especially religious peace, reign in | 
Jerusalem ; oO ) - °: -
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| - (b) To foster co-operation among all the inhabitants of the city in 

- their own interests as well as in order to encourage and support the 

peaceful development of the mutual relations between the two Pales- 

 tinian peoples throughout the Holy Land; to promote the security, 

well-being and any. constructive measures of development of the resi- 

| dents, having regard to the special circumstances and customs of the 

| _ various peoples and communities. - BO | 

9. Governor and administrative staff. A Governor of the City of 

Jerusalem shall be appointed by the Trusteeship Council and shall be 

responsible to it. He shall be selected on the basis of special qualifica- 

tions and without regard to nationality. He shall not, however, be | - 

acitizenofeitherStatein Palestine © 8 = © |. | 

: - The Governor shall represent the United Nations in the City and 
shall exercise on their behalf all powers of administration, including 

| the conduct of external affairs. He shall be assisted by an adminis- 
trative staff classed as international officers in the meaning of Article | 
100 of the Charter and chosen whenever practicable from the residents 

| of the city and of the rest of Palestine on a non-discriminatory basis. 

| _—_A detailed plan for the organization of the administration of the city | 

1 shall be submitted by the Governor to the Trusteeship Council and 

| duly approved byit. | ee. oo Oo 

~ 8, Local autonomy. (a) The existing local autonomous units in the 

| territory of the city (villages, townships and municipalities) shall : 

| ——s enjoy wide powers of local government and administration, 

i (6) The Governor shall study and submit for the consideration and | 

i decision of the Trusteeship Council a plan for the establishment. of | 

4 special town units consisting, respectively, of the Jewish and Arab 

| _ sections of new Jerusalem. The new town units shall continue to form 
| —__ part of the present municipality of J erusalem. 2 —™ | 

i ~ 4, Seourity measures. (a) The City of Jerusalem shall be demili- 

1 tarized; its neutrality shall be declared and preserved, and no para- 

3 military formations, exercises or activities shall be permitted within its - 

| borders. a as Bn | 
i -_ (6) Should the administration of the City of Jerusalem be seriously _ 

] obstructed or prevented by the non-co-operation or interference of one. 

i; or more sections of the population, the Governor shall have authority 

i to take such measures as may be necessary to restore the effective func- 

jo tioning of the administration. ae Ba 

, - (ce) To assist in the maintenance of internal law and order and 

i especially for the protection of the Holy Places and religious buildings 

1 and sites in the city, the Governor shall organize a special police 

7 force of adequate strength, the members of which shall be recruited | 

1 outside of Palestine. The Governor shall be empowered to direct such 

. budgetary provision as may be necessary for the maintenance of this 

j force. ee | a



5. Legislative organization. A Legislative Council, elected by adult 
_ residents of the city irrespective of nationality on the basis of universal 

and secret suffrage and proportional representation, shall have powers _ Of legislation and taxation. No legislative measures shall, however, = 
_ conflict or interfere with the provisions which will be set forth in | 

the Statute of the City, nor shall any law, regulation, or official action | 
prevail over them. The Statute shall grant to the Governor a right | 

_ of vetoing bills inconsistent with the provisions referred to in the | 
preceding sentence. It shall also empower him to promulgate tem- 

_. porary ordinances in case the Council fails to adopt in time a bill oa 
deemed essential to the normal functioning of the administration. 

6. Administration of justice. The Statute shall provide for the estab- 
lishment: of an independent judiciary system, including a court of 

_ appeal. All the inhabitants of the City shall besubjecttoit. = 
_ 1. Economic union and economic regime. The City of J erusalem 
shall be included in the Economic Union of Palestine and be bound | 
by all stipulations of the undertaking and of any treaties issued there- 

| from, as well as by the decisions of the J oint Economic Board. The 
headquarters of the Economic Board shall be established in the terri-- 

tory of the City. _ os 7 
a The Statute shall provide for the regulation of economic matters 

not falling within the regime of the Economic Union, on the basis of 
_ equal treatment and non-discrimination for all Members of the United 

— Nations and their nationals. we | | - 
8. Freedom of transit and visit; control of residents. Subject to con- 

_ siderations of security, and of economic welfare as determined by the 
_ Governor under the directions of the Trusteeship Council, freedom 

of entry into, and residence within, the borders of the City shall be | 
_ guaranteed for the residents or citizens of the Arab and Jewish 

States. Immigration into, and residence within, the borders of the city 
for nationals of other States shall be controlled by the Governor under 

| the directions of the Trusteeship Council. _ ae | 
| 9. felations with the Arab and Jewish States. Representatives of — 

the Arab and Jewish States shall be accredited to the Governor of the 
City and charged with the protection of the interests of their States 

| and nationals in connexion with the international administration of 
the City. Oo ee a oO 

10. Official languages. Arabic and Hebrew shall be the official lan- | 
guages of the city. This will not preclude the adoption of one or more 
additional working languages,asmay be required. a 
_ I. Citizenship. All the residents shall become ipso facto citizens of — ae 
the City of Jerusalem unless they opt for citizenship of the State 
of which they have been citizens or, if Arabs or Jews, have filed notice | 
of intention to become citizens of the Arab or Jewish State respectively, | 
according to part I, section B, paragraph 9, of this plan. 7 -
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‘The Trusteeship Council shall make arrangements for consular pro- 
tection of the citizens of the City outside its territory. 

12. Freedoms of citizens. | | 

(a) Subject only to the requirements of public order and morals, 
the inhabitants of the City shall be ensured the enjoyment of human | 
rights and fundamental freedoms, including freedom of conscience, _ 
religion and worship, language, education, speech and Press, assembly 
and association, and petition. | 

(6) No discrimination of any kind shall be made between the in- 
habitants on the grounds of race, religion, language or sex. 
_(c) All persons within the City shall be entitled to equal protec- 
tion of the laws. 

(ad) The family law and personal status of the various persons and 
communities and their religious interests, including endowments, shall 
be respected. 

(e) Except as may be required for the maintenance of public order 
and good government, no measure shall be taken to obstruct or inter- 
fere with the enterprise of religious or charitable bodies of all faiths 
or to discriminate against any representative or member of these 
bodies on the ground of his religion or nationality. | 

(f) The City shall ensure adequate primary and secondary educa- 
tion for the Arab and Jewish communities respectively, in their own 
languages and in accordance with their cultural traditions. 

The right of each community to maintain its own schools for the 
education of its own members in its own language, while conforming 
to such educational requirements of a general nature as the City 
may impose, shall not be denied or impaired. Foreign educational 
establishments shall continue their activity on the basis of their exist- 
ing rights. | 

(g) Norestriction shall be imposed on the free use by any inhabitant 
of the City of any language in private intercourse, in commerce, in 
religion, in the Press or in publications of any kind, or at public 
meetings. | 

13. Holy Places. 3 

(a) Existing rights in respect of Holy Places and religious build- 
ings or sites shall not be denied or impaired. 

(b) Free access to the Holy Places and religious buildings or sites 
and the free exercise of worship shall be secured in conformity with 
existing rights and subject to the requirements of public order and 
decorum. 
-(¢e) Holy Places and religious buildings or sites shall be preserved. 
No act shall be permitted which may in any way impair their sacred 
character. If at any time it appears to the Governor that any particular 
Holy Place, religious building or site is in need of urgent repair, the 
Governor may call upon the community or communities concerned to 

: carry out such repair. The Governor may carry it out himself at the | 
expense of the community or communities concerned if no action 1s 
taken within a reasonable time. 

(d@) No taxation shall be levied in respect of any Holy Place, re- 
ligious building or site which was exempt from taxation on the date of 
the creation of the City. No change in the incidence of such taxation 
shall be made which would either discriminate between the owners or
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occupiers of Holy Places, religious buildings or sites, or would place 
such owners or occupiers in a position less favourable in relation to 
the general incidence of taxation than existed at the time of the adop- 
tion of the Assembly’s recommendations. | | 

‘14. Special powers of the Governor in respect of the Holy Places, 
religious buildings and sites in the City and in any part of Palestine. 

(a) The protection of the Holy Places, religious buildings and sites 
located in the City of Jerusalem shall be a special concern of the 
Governor. | 4 

(6) With relation to such places, buildings and sites in Palestine 
outside the city, the Governor shall determine, on the ground of powers 
granted to him by the Constitutions of both States, whether the pro- 
visions of the Constitutions of the Arab and Jewish States in Palestine 
dealing therewith and the religious rights appertaining thereto are 
being properly applied and respected. a 

(c) The Governor shall also be empowered to make decisions on 
the basis of existing rights in cases of disputes which may arise between 
the different religious communities or the rites of a religious com- 
munity in respect of the Holy Places, religious buildings and sites 
in any part of Palestine. | | 

In this task he may be assisted by a consultative council of repre- 
sentatives of different denominations acting in an advisory capacity. 

D. Duration oF THE SpeciaL REGIME 

The Statute elaborated by the Trusteeship Council on the afore- 
mentioned principles shall come into force not later than 1 October 
1948. It shall remain in force in the first instance for a period of ten 
years, unless the Trusteeship Council finds it necessary to under- 
take a re-examination of these provisions at an earlier date. After 
the expiration of this period the whole scheme shall be subject to 
re-examination by the Trusteeship Council in the light of the ex- 
perience acquired with its functioning. The residents of the City shall 
be then free to express by means of a referendum their wishes as to 
possible modifications of the regime of the City. 

| PART IV | 

| Capitulations 

States whose nationals have in the past enjoyed in Palestine the 
privileges and immunities of foreigners, including the benefits of con- 
sular jurisdiction and protection, as formerly enjoyed by capitulation 
or usage in the Ottoman Empire, are invited to renounce any right 
pertaining to them to the reestablishment of such privileges and 1m- 
munities in the proposed Arab and Jewish States and the City of 
Jerusalem.
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